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MEROLA PROVES PERMANENT OPERA A SUCCESS IN SAN FRANCISCO

Resident Artists in Minor Roles, Orchestra and Chorus Give Excellent Account of Themselves in Distinguished Company.
Beniamino Gigli a Sensation in Andrea Chenier and Meiistofele—Martinelli Thrills in La Boheme and Tosca—Didur

Histrionically Unsurpassable in Mefistofele—Queena Mario an Ideal Lyric Soprano—Bianca Saroya a Beauty
in Art and Person—Doria Fernanda Reveals Great Versatility and Warmth of Voice—Anna

Young, Rena Lazelle and Lela Johnstone Uphold Local Honors fJ'iyo.r

BY ALFRED METZGER 2173.S7

By the time this issue of the Pacific

Coast Musical Review reaches its large

circle of readers the grand opera season

at the Exposition Auditorium, under the

auspices of the San Francisco Opera As-

sociation, will have justified the pre-

dictions of its sponsors concerning its

artistic pre-eminence. Even as we write

these lines the consensus of opinion

among people who really count is unani-

mous. The writer takes pleasure in

mingling among the music lovers in the

lobbies during intermissions at operatic

performances and thus gather the various

expressions of opinion. Until this year

we have never encountered such unanim-
ity of approval. Even during the seasons

of the Metropolitan Opera Co., before the

fire and during more recent appearances
of the Chicago Opera Association, there

have always been conflicting ideas re-

garding the artistic excellence of the
productions. But this year, even the

most confirmed skeptics and the most
energetic fault finders have only words
of hearty commendation. The only dis-

gruntled people we have run across are

those who were unsuccessful in securing
an engagement among the resident

artists in the cast and who, much to

their own disadvantage, if they only
realized it, are going about swinging a

little tack hammer to vent their own
spite. It's of no use; the San Francisco
Opera Association, with Gaetano Merola
at the helm, has won a decisive artistic

victory and. much to the musical benefit

of the community, permanent opera in

this city is assured.

Up to the time of this writing the

following operas have been presented:
Wednesday evening. September 26—La
Boheme; Thursday evening. September
27—Andrea Chenier; Saturday afternoon.
September 29—U Tabarro, Suor Angelica
and Gianni Schicchi; Saturday evening.

September 29—La Boheme: Monday eve-

ning. October 1—Mefistofele; Tuesday
evening. October 2—La Tosca. The
operas to be presented during the re-

mainder of the week are : Thursday
evening. October 4—Romeo and Juliet:

Saturday afternoon, October 6—Gianni
Schicchi and I'Pagliacci; Saturday eve-

ning. October 6—Mefistofele The final

production will take place on Monday
evening, October 8. and will consist of

Rigoletto. The operas so far presented
introduced to us practically all the ar-

tists in the cast and all of them have
justified the great expectations which
we had prior to the opening of this opera

Again we wish to extend our compli-
ments to Gaetano Merola. It is one of

the most difficult things imaginable to

bring sufficient people together in San
Francisco to /T^'orl^ for one common pur-

pose. ThTs paper has discovered long
ago that in or(J#r to assist this com-
munity to gain musical prestige and be-

come a dignifi,ed nwisici center you must
FIGHT for it. The moment one certain

^hM^actiaii finds that'anotber faction meets
L.^.yritW success in a certain praiseworthy
BB^fpi^TtrfS'e opposition is begun and every-

thing done to put obstacles in the way of
progress. During the twenty-two years
of his residence in San Francisco the

writer has waged several battles in be-

half of musical progress. Instead of ob-
taining the support and assistance of

people who directly benefit from musical
prosperity he is beset with implorations
to utilize the columns or this paper for

purposes of extensions of courtesies, but

g.ve the enterprise its moral and finan-

cial support, without creating among
them any friction and at the same time
maintaining his position as head of the
enterprise whose ideas and plans must
be executed whole heartedly, without re-

gard to individual aggrandizement and

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER
Brilliant Young California Pianist Who Will Appear Befo

Society Next Thursday Evening, October 11, at thi

actual worth-while support in a manner
to justify the expense entailed to pub-
lish this paper has been confined to but
few people.

And so Mr. Merola is accomplishing
the apparently impossible, namely, to

hold together a sufllcient number of
music lovers, who are called upon to

Fail

with the sole purpose to add lustre to the
musical annals of the city. It is not
only necessary to raise a large sum of
money in order to bring such an enter-
prise to a successful conclusion. It is

equally necessary to exercise due ECON-
OMY. We venture the assertion that
there is no operatic organization in this

country or any other where the public

receives so great an amount of artistic

value for the money expended. A pro-
duction such as Andrea Chenier or
Mefistofele can not be heard anywhere
in this country for less than eight dollars
(including war tax). Do San Francisco
people realize that Gaetano Merola in

this engagement alone has saved them
something like $150,000?

Notwithstanding this economical pol'cy
the artistic phase of the production does
not suffer. We have witnessed pro-
ductions at leading opera houses when
many flaws could be picked. We already
reviewed La Boheme in last week's issue.

It is a pleasure to write something about
Andrea Chenier. Mr. Merola evidently
has picked his artists with a view to
fitting them for special roles. And if

this is so we can explain why Beniamino
Gigli has been selected for Andrea
Chenier. De Luca for Gerard, Didur for
Mathieu. D'Angelo for Fleville, Paltrinieri
for L'Abate and L'Incredibile. and Gilette

for Maestro de Casa and Schmidt. Every-
one of these artists positively fitted these
roles like the proverbial glove. We sim-
ply can not imagine a more effective nor
more artistic performance of Andrea
Chenier than we witnessed on this oc-

casion. Indeed, we are glad to say that.

although we witnessed this opera several
times before, we never really appre-
ciated its true musical and dramatic
value until we heard it last week.

Thanks to the effective virility of
Gigli's histrionic action we almost took
him for a dramatic instead of lyric tenor
so vigorous and vital were his vocal and
dramatic expressions. His voice is one
of the most beautiful we have heard. His
deportment is thoroughly in accord with
the character he represents. His attain-

ment of vocal climaxes is thrilling and
his artistry as fine and as characteristic
as it is possible to be. If we were to
chose the greatest tenor we have heard
since Caruso we would give our vote to
Beniamino Gigli without hesitation. Both
musically and histrionically he meets all

requirements. In De Luca we have an-
other artist of supreme proficiency.
Thoroughly imbued with the emotional
depth of the role of Gerard De Luca
brought to his interpretation every ounce
of intelligence and emotional coloring at
hjs disposal. It was a revelation of con-
trasting moods and sincerity of char-
acter delineation such as is rarely seen
upon the operatic stage. And. notwith-
standing his dramatic intensity, he never
permitted his vocal art to De sidetracked.
but sang with strict adherence to vocal
artistry and sonority of tone and flexi-

bility of expression.

Louis D'Angelo, Gion^ano Paltrinieri
and Albert Gilette enacted their respec-
tive parts with exceptional force of char-
acter and fidelity in their portrayal of
their roles. It is so rarely that these
imporant roles are interpreted by artists
of the first rank that we feel gratified
to. once in our life, find thoroughly
equipped singing actors undertake to in-

terpret roles that owing to their inade-
quate interpretation used to be consid-
ered of minor importance. One of the

(Continued on Page 7, Col. 1)
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TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

S. F. OPERA ASSOCIATION

The unquestionaljle artistic and financial suc-

cess of the present grand opera season at the Ex-
position Auditorium justifies the permanent or-

ganization of the San Francisco Opera Associa-

tion. In the distrihution of credit during- the

course of productions like the ones now in the

course of progress one is incUned to confine one-

self to artistic achievements and forget quite fre-

quently the quiet, unassuming, but persistent^

efforts of those who are "lost in the crowd." as'

it were. While everyone agrees that Gaetano
Merola is the father of the idea of San Francisco

grand opera such as is being demonstrated at

present, and while he exhibited the necessary

patience, tact and convincing power to gather

around himself the splendid array of men and
women constituting the San Francisco Opera As-
sociation, the enterprise could not have been

brought to a successful conclusion without the

individual efforts of the officers and members of

that excellent association.

We have not sufficient room at this time to

enumerate the names of those worthy of recog-

nition. But we can say that Timothy Healy,

President of the San Francisco Opera Associa-

tion, must be placed in the front row among those

whose enthusiasm, loyalty to the cause and per-

sonal effort proved such a large factor in the

successful consummation of this wonderful enter-

prise. Another officer whose work is worthy of

special recognition is Selby C. Oppenheimer.
business manager, who selected the personnel of

the publicity department and who looked after

the ticket sale, advertising and other details. To
return to Mr. Healy, we wish to emphasi;^e the

importance of the numerous addresses he made
in behalf of the enterprise. Notwithstanding his

own professional work, w^hich monopolizes his

time fairh' well, he added to his numerous duties

this cre'ation of propaganda for the San Fran-
cisco opera company. And, surely, the influence

his eloquence exercised in behalf of the cause

can not be too highl}' estimated, and the Pacific

Coast Musical Review, in the name of the musical
profession and the musical public which it rep-

resents, although unofficially, wishes to extend
its appreciation of Mr. Healy's remarkable ex-

ecutive power and tenacity.

But somehow the excellent orchestra, brought to-

gether by Walter Ocste.reicher. has not received
its share of praise. No better illustration of the
usefulness of an orchestra of symphonic char-
acter can be cited than the splendid support given
the operatic productions by this excellent body
of musicians. In every one of the operas, spe-
cially in Mefistofele and Romeo and Juliet the
discriminating phrasing of the various groups of
instruments was strikingly in evidence. The
musicians did not play like the usual routine
opera orchestra. They played like artists, and,
therefore, enhanced the performance artistically

in a manner that we never observed at any oper-
atic production since the pre-fire days. Much of

the gratitude of those who so thoroughly enjoyed
these performances is due to the personnel of the
San Francisco Symphon}- Orchestra, which con-
stituted almost the entire material of the opera
orchestra and which Gaetano Merola conducted
with such skill. And, by the way, the musicians
of the orchestra are unanimous in their expression
of appreciation of the invariable courtesy and
patience of their conductor.

THE SAN FRANCISCO MUSICAL CLUB CONCERT

The San Francisco Musical Club gave its first concert
of the season at the Palace Hotel on Thursday morn-
ing. September 20. when the following program was
enjoyed by a large gathering: Composers of the 16th,

17th and ISth Centuries—Antique Piano Solos: Giro-
lamo FrescobaUli—Gagliarda in G minor, Passacaglia in

B major, Fugue in G minor: Francois Couperin—La
Lutine. Les Petits Moulins a Vent (The Little Wind
Mills); Francois Dandrieu—Le Caquet (arranged' by
Godowsky); Jean Philippe Rameau—Rigaudon (ar-

ranged by Godowsky): Marion de Guerre Steward.
Corelli—Sonata in D Major, Modesta Mortensen. Mar-
tha Dukes Parker, at the piano. Haydn—Trio in D
major, Modesta Mortensen. violin: Dorothy Dukes
Dimm, cello: Martha Dukes Parker, piano.
The piano group that introduced the program, and

which was interpreted by Marion de Guerre Steward,
revealed the fine artistry of this able pianist combining
discrimination of phrasing with clear and precise tech-
nic. Modesta Mortensen's violin playing and Martha
Dukes Parker's pianistry were in gratifying evidence
during a most musicianly rendition of Corelli's D major
Sonata. The ensemble work was specially com-
mendable. Mrs. Miriam E. Sellander being indisposed,
Edil Barto Anderson, Consul from Peru, accompanied
by Mrs. Cecil HoUis Stone, sang a group of songs, in-

cluding three Spanish folk songs, J'ai pleure en reve by
Georges Hue and a song by Sibella. Mr. Anderson
possesses a baritone voice of pleasing, sympathetic
quality and uses it artistically and intelligently.

The trio by Hayden was played with regard to beauty
of shading, delightful ensemble and uniform expression.
The young ladies constituting the trio are planning
to organize permanently and are rehearsing twice a
week. They are justified to stick together from the
showing they made on this occasion. Mrs. Jessie Burns
Stoll, president of the San Francisco Musical Club, de-
livered an address of welcome, prior to the beginning
of the program, during which she stated that the club
will try to give programs that are pleasing as well
as seriously worth while, for the reason that the San
Francisco Musical Club is essentially a study club. She
read the names of the personnel of the Board of Di-

rectors and committees adding that all that was ex-

pected of the members is large attendance, loyalty, co-

operation and. if possible, enthusiasm. The latter

sentiment being a remarkable incentive in fostering a
genial club spirit. Mrs. Stoll introduced Mrs. Dorothy
Camm. chairman of the program committee who added
a few words concerning programs. Mrs. Camm ex-
plained that the programs are to show the development
of music chronologically. Thursday. October 4, was
Founder's Day of which more will be said in the next

The distinguished visiting artists, our own
splendid vocalists selected by Mr. Merola, the
magnificent chorus and everyone else connected
with the artistic side of the enterprise received

due recognition in the daily and weekly press.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY'S FIRST CONCERT

The ballroom of the Fairmont Hotel was crowded to

the doors on Monday evening. September 24. when the
Pacific Musical Society opened its new season. Mrs.
David Hirschler made a few well chosen remarks re-

garding the purposes and plans of the club and com-
plimented the incoming ofl5cers and committee mem-
bers as well as some of the chairmen of committees.
Mrs. William Henry Banks, the newly elected presi-

dent, made a brief address which she concluded by
saying it would be the only one during her admin's-
tration as she believed in deeds rather than words.
The program began with the interpretation of a violin

and piano sonata by Guillaume Lekeu, which was given
its first presentation in San Francisco by Edouard
Deru. violinist, and Beatrice Anthony, pianist.

It is impossible to judge the entire artistic merit of

this Sonata in one hearing and we would feel inclined

to be unjust if we gave definite judgment after one
hearing. It may, however, be said that Mr. Deru gave
the work unquestionably an authoritative reading. He
is master of his instrument, plays with assurance and
authority, possesses a style of his own and combines
technical facility with intelligent expression. His tone
is smooth and clean. There are some very effective

and emotionally vivid phrases in this Sonata and there

are episodes that at first hearing seem tedious and
monotonous. But, as we said before, we shall suspend
judgment until later. Mrs. Anthony played with poise

and comprehension of the difficult piano part. She was
in accord with the violinist grasping the spirit of the
performance and overcame technical and emotional dif-

ficulties. A group of short violin pieces closed the
program and Mr. Deru aroused his hearers to special
enthusiasm by the manner of his interpretations. He
played with the effectiveness of one used to artistic

honors and one feeling at home on the concert stage.
The accompaniments of Mrs. Anthony were artistically

discriminating and blended with the soloist's able per-
formance.

Lillian Hoffmeyer Heyer, contralto, sang a group of
songs with exceptional warmth of voice and unusual
regard for expression. She phrased with such intelli-

gent regard for shading that she made an excellent im-
pression on her hearers. Henrik Gjerdrum at the piano
supplemented Mrs. Heyer's artistic expressions^ The
complete program was as follows: Violin and piano

—

Sonata in G major (Guillaume Lekeu), Edouard Deru,
violinist, Beatrice Anthony, pianist: vocal—.\h! Ren-
dimi (Mi trane) (Rossi), Lehn! deine Wang an meine
Wang (Jensen), Danish Folk Song (August Enna), A
Memory (Rudolph Ganz), When Your Dear Hands (La
Forge). Lillian Hoffmeyer Heyer. Henrik Gjerdrum at
the piano; violin—Aria on the G String (Bach). Minuet
(Mozart), Berceuse (Faure), Tempo Martiale (Pugnani-
Kreisler), Edouard Deru. Beatrice Anthony at the
piano.

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE MUSIC

During these days when certain motion picture man-
agers try to fool themselves into the belief that the
public at large will attend moving picture shows better
when the worst kind of music accompanies these pic-

tures it is gratifying to know that the Loew Warfield
Theatre is sufficiently regardful for public taste and
intelligence to give the best of music in the best pos-
sible manner. George Lipschultz and his excellent
orchestra are playing this week the William Tell
overture in a manner that evokes the spontaneous and
prolonged enthusiasm of the public. It is played with
vim and spirit and unquestionably is enjoyed by the
large audiences that crowd the theatre.

In its policy to give the public the best the Loew-
Warfield is considering the sentiments of serious music
lovers, and since the pictures shown at this splendid
palace of entertainment are of an exceptionally fine

artistic category of late, there is no reason why the
music lovers who enjoy motion pictures should not
concentrate their efforts to encourage the management
to continue its worthy recognition of good music. We
hear many people remark that they like to go to the
Warfield on account of the excellent orchestra, under
the direction of George Lipschultz, and the good music
they hear there. While occasionally the management
introduces an occasional "jazz" orchestra as a special
attraction it usually selects one that does not offend the
sensibilities of serious musicians. To claim that San
Francisco does not appreciate good music, but prefers
"jazz" is an insult to the community and should be
resented in no uncertain terms.

A CORRECTION
-^

We regret to announce that in the article "The
Orchestra in its Relation to the Moving Picture," by
Mr. Stearns, which has been running serially in the
"Pacific Coast Musical Review." an unavoidable mistake
was made in the issue of September 15, which dis-

torted the continuity considerably.
The first four paragraphs beginning with "It is of

course" and ending with ""for parts and score." should
have followed the section printed in the issue of August
25. The porton used in the issue of September 15
should have then begun witht he fifth paragraph of that
issue in its present form, starting: "No other com-
position than these eight," etc.

In the fifth line of this article in the September 15
issue, the word "vibration" should read "VARIATION."
We should like to call attention—to professional

musicans in particular—to the fact that in an early
issue we shall print in its entirety Mr. Stearns' Library
Classificaton, which he has adapted from "Dewey's
Decimal Classification." This is an exhaustive cate-

gorical classification of all music likely to be used in

scoring pictures, and should prove of inestimable value
to all musicians engaged in picture work. To the best
of our knowledge this is the first time in the history of
the industry that such classificatory scheme has ap-

peared in public print.

Mrs. Scott's Fortnightlys began at the St. Francis
Hotel last Monday afternoon with the Chamber Music
Society of San Francisco as the feature. The event is of

too much importance to be dealt with in that brevity
which its proximity to publication day and the space
at our disposal would force us to devote to it today.

And so we shall be more explicit next week.

Lincoln S. Batchelder, whose photograph appears on
the front page of this issue, will be the soloist at the
Pacific Musical Society on Thursday evening. October
11. at the Fairmont Hotel. Mr. Batchelder's perform-
ance has been highly praised by local critics and East-
ern critics as well. His program wil 1 include the
Symphonic Etudes by Schumann, the Petrarch Sonette
No. 123 of Liszt and two modern Russian numbers
heard for the first time in San Francisco, namely,
Novelle by Medtner and an Etude by Schlozer.

Thorstein Jensen Holm, violinist. Otto King, cellist,

and Henrik Gjerdrum, pianist, were the soloists at a
concert given by the Norwegian Singing Society who
celebrated their twentieth anniversaiy on September
29. A feature of the program was a number of Trios
for violin, cello and piano played by the artists men-
tioned.
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LAWRENCE STRAUSS RECITAL

Those who delight in the unhackneyed will throng
the Italian Room of the Hotel St. Francis next Tues-
day evening. October 9. to hear Lawrence Strauss,
tenor and May Mukle, English lellist, in one of the
most delightful of programs. Miss Mukle is in the very
tirsl rank of violomelliBts and Lawrence Strauss Is too
well known to need rotnnient. Kllen Kdwards. Engl'sh
l»lanist. will be accompanist for both artists and the
recital is under the direction of Alice SeckeU. The fol-

lowing is the unusual program: Suite in E (Valentiull,
May Mukle; Serenade (Gabriel Grovlez). Chant de
Ren gnatlon (Darius Milhaud). Le Reveil dc la Mariee
(Song to a Bride), Greek Folk Song arranged by

LAWRENCE STRAUSS

.Maurice Ravel. Le Moulin iThe .Mill) (Gabriel Plerne),

Traum durch die Dammerung (Dream in the Twilight)
(Richard Strauss), Zueignung (Devotion) (Richard
Strauss), Lawrence Strauss; Allemande (unpub-
lished) (Lully. .\rr by .Mukle). Allegro Spiritoso (Sen-

allle) (16871730I (Arr. by Mukle), Chant elegiagne
(Florent Schmitt). Melody (Frank Uridge), La Tzigane
(Massenet). May Mukle: The Hare (Arthur Bliss). I

Heard a Piper Piping (Arnold Bax), Chanson de Bar-

ber.ne (Kugene Goossens). Song (first time) (Antonio de
Gras-il). Swing Low Sweet Chariot (arr. by H. T. Bur-
leigh). Little David. Play on Your Harp (arr. by H. T.

Burleigh). Lord Rendal (arr. by Cecil Sharp). My Father
Has Some Very Fine Sheep (arr. by Herbert Hughes).
Lawrence Strauss.

OPENING SYMPHONY LECTURE

The opening talk on the S>'mphony. its instruments
and the themes of the program as presented by the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra under .Mfred Hertz,
will take place Friday. October 19. at 11 o'clock, at
SoroBls Club hall. These twelve "Symphony-logues

"

will be given by Victor Lichenstein and are under the
direction of Alice Seckels. They will be held the Friday
tnoming of the Symphony concert day and will last

hut one hour. Tickets for the series are now on sale
at the Symphony box office, and the Musical Association
is endorsing this plan to acquaint music lovers more
fully with the greatest of all forms, the Symphony.
Each talk will bear upon the program of the day but
an added interest will attach to the bringing of the
various Instruments before the audience by the artists

of the orchestra. Those who are not subscribers to the
ri'gular series of Symphony concerts will find in these
Illustrated talks much interest and they will prove ex-
ceedingly enlightening to all concert goers and
students.

RECITAL BY PUPILS OF MR. AND MRS. KRUGER

Till- concert to be given by pupils of Mr. and Mrs.
George Kruger on Sunday afternoon. October 14. at
the residence studio. 283 Thirtieth avenue (Sea Clid).
promises to be an exceptionally successful one. The
program is on<* to be looked forward to with pleasurable
anticipation, revealing as it does the guiding mind
of a liacher who values artistic results in his pupils.
The follow Ing generous program will be rendered:
Menuet in G major. Menuet In G minor (Bach). Marie
Josepliine Emerson: Rondo alia Turca (Burgmuller),
Valse liluette (Duvernoyi. FIslelle Stein: Sonatine C
major (Kuhinu), Jane Cooper; Gondollna (Lack), Valse
Caprice (Newland). Tilly llerger; Impromptu (Schu-
b«Ti(, Valse (Chopin). George Gooey: Hungarian
Rhnpsodle No . 2 (Liszt I. Tiny Puccinelli: Elegie
(Nollct). Valse Chromaiiqu- (Godardi. Mildred Berg:
Allegro con graciri (Barglil). Hondo Cappricdoso
(M<iHl4lg8ohn). Viola Luther; Kannnol Oslrow (Rubin-
»(eini. Rlgoletlo Kantasie (Liszt). Alice Meyer: Dance
of the Gnomes (Liszt). Norman Smith; Faust Fantaaie
(l.lsjt). Edna I.lnkowskI: Concert stuck (Weber).
Joseph SalvBio. (Orche8(ral part on second piano.)
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SAN JOSE MUSICAL REVIEW
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1605 The Alameda. San Jose, Calif.

Telephone San Jose 1581

SA.\ JOSE. Sept. 25.—The local musical season was
opened Tuesday evening. September 18. by San Jose
chapter of the American Guild of Organists. Walter
Keller. F. A. G. 0.% was the artist presented in recital.
Mr. Keller, who holds a fellowship degree, the highest
academic honor conferred by the guild, is a composer
of national reputation. Educated in Europe and Amer-
ica, he has concertized for many years. He commenced
his present American lour from Chicago, where he is

dean of the musical school of Ue Paul University, and
director of the Sherwood Sc:hool of .Music. The large
auditorium of the First Methodist church was filled
tor this opening event. During an intermission it was
announced by Leroy V. Brant, president of the San
Jose guild, that a series of other Interesting recitals
would follow, for which the guild would engage bril-

liant soloists. This contemplated series will greatly
enrich San Jose's musical season.

Miss Marjor>* Marckres Fisher presented her pupil.
-Miss Esther Talbot, in a viola and violin recital Thurs-
day evening, Sept. 20. at the Centella Methodist Episco-
pal church. Miss Catherine Scorsur. pianist was the
ass'sting artist. The program opened with the Mozart
Trio VII-E Flat Major, for violin, viola and piano, played
by Miss TalboL Miss Scorsur and .Miss Fisher. Miss
Talbot was heard in a viola group and concluded the
program with a group of violin solos She proved her-
self a musician of distinctive ability-, reflecting great
credit upon her teacher. It is to be hoped that the
viola, held so long in the background, is coming to the
tore as a solo instrument

Miss Scorsur, one of .Miss Maude Caldwell's most
talented pupils, delighted her hearers with her two
numbers, proving herself an efficient accompanist as
well. The program in full: Trio VII-E Flat Major.
Andante. MenueKo, Allegretto, .Miss Talbot, viola. Miss
Fisher, violin, .Miss Scorsur. piano; Viola solos (a)
Ballade (Evan-Jones), (bl Gavotte (Rameau), Miss Tal-
bot; Piano solos (a) At the Convent (Borodin), (b)

AMERICAS POPULAR
BALLAD SUCCESSES

J4^i}1[\K)RLD 15 WAITING FOB THE5(JNRI5[|

^SMILETHRUYOURTEARS

JIF WINTER COMES
j ROSES OFPICARDY

JSONG OF SONGS
^.JthE bells of ST. MARYS
T4SS0ME DAY YOU WILL MISS ME

Hungarian (MacDowell), Miss Scorsur: Violin solos (a)
Legende (WIeniawski) (b) Kuiwiak Mazurka (Wieni-
awski) Miss Talbot.

Activities of the Conservatory of the College of the
Pacific will begin next Tuesday evening. Oct 2. when
the opening faculty recital will be given at 8:15 in the
college auditorium. Allan Bicon will play a group of
organ solos. Charles M. Dennis will sing an aria and a
group of songs, and .Miles A. Dresskell will be heard in
an interesting group of violin numbers. Miss Miriam
Burton and Mr. Jules Moulet will be the accompanists
for the evening.

Wilson Taylor, tenor, and O. R. Marston. baritone,
soloists at St. Stephens church in San Francisco, with
Miss Helen Knapp, contralto, and Mrs. J. Ross Calfee,
soprano, will be presented in recital by their teacher,
Henry Bickford Pasmore, Wednesday evening, Sept. 26
at the Institute of .Music Mr. Taylor will sing a group
of Schubert's Immortal songs, among them. Who Is
Sylvia; Impatience: and The Hunter's Serenade Mars-
ton will s ng a Russian folk song, the Volga Boatman's
Song, as well as a group of numbers by Ireland. Miss
Helen Knapp has appeared with repeated success in the
Greek Theatre in Berkeley, also as soloist for the
Christian Science church in Richmond, and the Glee
clubs ot the Tnlverslty of California She wll feature
compositions of her Instructor, Mr. Pasmore. Mrs. J.

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
LeRoy V. Brant. Director
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Ross Calfee is one of the popular singers of Northern
California, and will be heard in an aria from Mascagni
and Nymphs and Fauns (Bemberg). She will also sing
some of the lighter numbers from modern composers.

Russell Bodley, bachelor of music of the class of
1923, Conservatory of the Pacific, has been appointed
instructor of the courses in melodic and harmonic dic-
tation and keyboard harmony in the conservatory for
the coming year. As the holder of the highest number
of honor points in his class. Mr. Bodley added to his
reputation as a brilliant student. His piano playing has
brought him much praise and his pedagogical equip-
ment assures a successful year as instructor.

Leda Gregorj" Jackson, soprano, was heard in an
interesting program in San Francisco Thursday, Sept.
20. at the Fairmont Hotel, the occasion being the annual
breakfast of To Kalon club, the big event of their year.
Mrs. Jackson delighted the large assemblage with Eng-
lish songs and ballads of the Jenny Lind period. Her
personal beauty added greatly to the program, being
costumed in a charming Jenny Lind gown, parts of
which were over one hundred years old. Mrs Jackson's
numbers included: Should He Upbraid (Bishop); The
Dashing White Sergeant (Bishop); Little Tassline
(Lightwood); When Love is Kind (The Old English);
Phyliss Has Such Charming Graces (Wilson). Mrs.
Clyde While of San Francisco was the accompanist.

Miss Violet Silver, violinisie. was the assisting artist
Sunday, Sept. 23. when Marshall W. Giselman. organist,
gave a recital at the Exposition Auditorium. This was
the final organ recital of the season under the direction
of the Auditorium Committee of the Board of Super-
visors .Miss Silver's numbers wt*re Cui's Orienlale,
and Obertass by W^ieniawski, with Mr. Giselman accom-
panist.

Both auditorium and balcony of the First Presbyter-
ian church were filled Sunday evening for the sacred
concert given under the sponsorship of the Y. W. C. A.
John B. Seifert, tenor, of Oregon was the soloist, with
Mrs. Homer DeWitt Pugh at the organ, accompanist, Mr.
Seifert is the possessor of an unusually fine tenor voice
especially adapted to the rendition of sacred music.
Cnder the direction of Homer HeWitt Pugh, the chorus
choir sang Haydn's The Heavens Are Telling, which
was beautifully interpreted. Mr. Seifert 's numbers
Included: Consider and Hear Me (Woolerl; Over The
Stars There Is Rest (Abt); The Ninety and Nine
(Campion); The Sorrows of Death (Mendlessobn)

:

The Publican (Van de Water); The Voice in the Wild-
erness (Scott); Jesus Lover of My Soul (McDougall).

Students of the Ehle School of Music are looking for-

ward to an informal vocal recital lo be given by Victor
Ehle and Arthur Drake in the early part of October.
There are also being prepared some excellent quartet
numbers in which Mrs. Harriet Gomes, soprano, will

lake the solo part and Mrs. Raymond Bemls the con-
tralto.

John McDonald and his orchestra have been one of
the chief attractions at the Casino as well as on the
beach at Santa Cruz this summer. This is the third

consecutive season this organization has appeared in

(Continued on Page &. Col. 2)
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ANIL DEER
''SoulfuV

COLORATURA SOPRANO
Address:

ADOLPH KNAUER
79 Central Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

MAIL ORDERS NOW

MARY
CMII

ONLY RECITAL IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

AUDITORIUM
SAN FRANCISCO

SUNDAY afternoon, OCTOBER 21

GUTIA CASINI. Cellist

GEORGES LAUWERYNS. Pianist
—Assisting Artists

TICKETS—$3, $2, $1 (tax extra)
Mail Orders with Funds to Selby C. Oppen-

heimer, care Sherman. Clay & Co.

Seat Sale Starts Wed. Oct. 10, 9 a. m.
Management SELBY C. OPPENHEIMER

Coming—TITO SCHIPA, Tenor

ARTISTS
CONCERTS SERIES

BRILLIA.XT SKASO.V OPENS

MONDAY NIGHT, OCT. IS. 1923

QUEENA MARIO
\.\ RI< (OLORATl RA SOPR.WO
MI^TROPOI.IT \N OPKRA HOI !!«K

SUBSCRIBE NOW
ZA.N-XKTTK W. POTTER

Chamber Music Society

of San Francisco
SAN FRANCISCO SERIES

SIX CONCERTS
Assisting Artists:

Horace Britt. Violoncellist
Ethel Leginska, Pianist

Erno Dohnanyi, Pianist-Composer

SCOTTISH RITE HALL
Tuesday Evening, Oct. 30th

Tuesday Evening, Nov. 20th
Tuesday Evening, Jan. 8th
Tuesday Evening. Jan. 29th

Tuesday Evening, Feb. 19th

Tuesday Evening, March 25th

ison Seat Sale—Six ConcerU—$10.00,

$7.00, $4.00, at 708 Kohl Building,
or Sherman, Clay & Co.

ELWYN ARTIST SERIES

CURRAN
MATZENAUER WHITEHILL

Sunday Matinee, Oct. 14

MOISEIVITSCH Friday Matinee, Nov. 9

"IMPRESARIO" Friday Matinee. Nov. 23

Quartet of VICTOR ARTISTS Fri. Mat., Dec. 7

HEIFETZ Friday Matinee, Jan. 18

"COSI FAN TUTTE Friday Matinee, Feb. 1

ROSENTHAL Friday Matinee, Feb. 15

IVOGUN Friday Matinee, Feb. 29

CHAMLEE Friday Matinee, March 14

WERRENRATH Friday Matinee, March 28

SE-4SOX TICKETS O.V S.^LB
SHERMAX. CLAV & CO.

Season Prices—<8. $10. $12. J13. t

10 per cent war ta-K

"A capital organization this Da3rton Choir. It Deserves Success."

—James H. Rogers in Cleveland Plain Dealer, Xov. 18, 1922

CONCERT DIRECTION M. H. HANSON
437 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

Announces the Famous

DaytonWestminster Choir
OF D.WTOX. OHIO

FIFTY MEN AND WOMEN SINGING A-CAPELLA FROM MEMORY

Director: JOHN FINLEY WILLIAMSON
WILL TOUR THE PACIFIC COAST

(THROUGH OKLAHOMA. MISSOURI, TEXAS, ETC.)

DURING JANUARY-FEBRUARY, 1924

For Programs in Which Music of American Composers Predomi-

nates and any other Information, Address the Above Management

SAN JOSE LETTER
(Continued from Page 4, Col. 3)

the surf city, and this has been especially commented
upon as being the finest he has ever had. Mr. McDonald
With his orchestra, is returning to San Jose this week.

ALCAZAR

More people have seen "Topsy and Eva." the Duncan
Sisters' stupendous attraction at he Alcazar than any
other legitimate stage offering which has ever been

presented in San Francisco. The piece goes into its

fourteenth week beginning with the matinee October
7. and all attendance records for either musical comedy
or straight dramatic productions have been broken.

The only play which has had a longer run in San Fran-

cisco than 'Topsy and Eva" was "The First Born," also

presented at the Alcazar a quarter of a century ago,

but the small theatre then opposite the Orpheum only

accommodated three-fourths of the persons who can be

seated at the present Alcazar, and it is believed that

approximately 100,000 people saw that classic. To date

more than 150,000 persons have witnessed "Topsy and
Eva."
Thomas Wilkes, who has just returned from New

York, declares that all of the East is talking about the
triumph of the Duncan Sisters and are anxiously await-

ing the production of the musical comedy in that city.

Wilkes was pleased wth the numerous innovations and
improvements that have been made in the production
since his departure and has pronounced it the equal to

any production now on Broadway and far superior to

many of them.

MARIE HUGHES
MACQUARRIE

WARFIELD THEATRE

BEATRICE ANTHONY

ROSE FLORENCE
CONCERT—VOICE PLACING—COACH IN.G

Studio: 545 Sutte r St. Telephone Kearny 3598

Directi in M ss Alice Seckels
68 Post St., San Francisco. California
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ANNIE LOUISE DAVID RECITAL

The coming recital of Annie Louise David. harpl8t,

fiabrlelle VVoodworth. soprano, with Alice Seclieig at

the piano, is to be one of unusual Interest. The receipts

arc to be sent to the Flerkeley tire fund to aid those
musicians who lost itielr homes In the recent catEis-

troplie. The concert will be held in the ballroom of the
Claremont Hotel in Herlteiey, next .Mon. evening. Oct. 8.

Songs with hari> accoinpaniuicnt and with piano, harp
and voice will prove a deilKht. for few I^arpisls play
the dlfhcult accompaniments as written for piano on
the harp. .Miss David has played with most of the great
singers. John McC'ormicii. .\nna Case, Francis Aida.

to mention but a few and is noted for her harp arrange*
ments. Numerous pieces are edited by .Miss David
and she has herself published a number of original

ones. The following program will be given: liarp. Pre-

lude and Introduction (.\rr. by A L. David); Songs
with harp. Deep in My Heart a Lute Lay Hid (Aly-

wardi. Idyl I.MacDowell). Girometta (Sibellal. Tes
Yeux (Rabey). Chanson Provencal (D'Ozonne); Harp,
Valse (Brahms), Follets (Hasselinans), Arabian Ser-

enade (Poulehani. Au Matin (Tournler): Songs with
Piano. La Ninna-.N'anna della Virglne (Re!.-erl, Alba di

Luna (Santolipuidoi. (from I Conti della Sera), Chan-
son D'Amour iL de Pachmann). ".Mustapha" (Daniels):'
Harp. Kvening Song (Frimll. Orlenuil Dance (Cady).
Elude IChoplnl, (Arranged by A. L. David); Songs with
Harp and IMano Nult dKtoiles (Debussy). SI Ics Flcurs
Avient des Yeux (Massenet), Chant of the Stars (Ho-
berg) (by request).

SYMPHONY CONCERTS AT AUDITORIUM

Interest is very keen in tlie second series of popular
concerts to be given by the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra. Alfred Hertz, conductor, at the Exposition
Auditorium and the demand for season seats at Sher-
man, Clay & Company's indicates that the attendance
will exceed that of the Initial series, The dates are
Wednesday evening. Octolier 31. and Tuesday evenings,
December 11. January l.^i, Februai*y 5 and March 11,
and a reduction of one-fifth the regular price is made
to the purchasers of season tickets.

Supervisor J. Emmet Hayden chairman of the Audi-
torium Committee of the Hoard of Supervisors, direct-
ing the concerts, announces that Conductor Hertz is

selecting his programs with great care and that the
soloists will include vocal and instrumental artists of
international reputation. Claire Dux. one of Europe's
foremost sopranos and a member of the Chicago Opera
Company, will sing at the first concert, and tlie remain-
ing soloists will be selected from Albert Spaulding,
America's foremost violinist. Josejih Schwartz, the
famous baritone. Moriz Rosenthal, the eminent pianist.
Jean Gerardy. the world-famed 'cellist, and Reinald
Werrenrath, the American baritone. The season sale
will continue until Monday morning. October 22. when
reservations for the first concert may he made singly.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

DAYTON WESTMINSTER CHOIR

The Dayton Westminster Choir, of Dayton. Ohio,
will make an extensive concert tour under the manage-
ment of M. H. Hanson in January and February. 1824.

This organization of fifty young men and women who
sing acapeila and from memory only is under the direc-

tion of John Finliy Williamson and will travel through
Iowa. Missouri, Oklahoma, Texas and California. The

MATZENAUER-WHITEHILL CONCERT

Mme. Margaret Matzenauer. prima donna contralto.
Metropolitan Opera Company, and Clarence Whltehill,
leading tenor, also of the .'Vletropolitan. are the artists
that will appear first on the Elwyn Artist Series at the
Curran Theatre. Theirs will be a joint recital, in which
separate and duet groups from Wagner will be featured.
Matzenauer and Whilehill are considered two of the
greatest Interpreters of Wagnerian Opera at the Metro-
politan, and it Is welcome news 'hat Wagner groups
will be given major attention by the artists in their
forthcoming recital. The joint recital by Matzenauer
and Whltehill will be followed by Benno Moiseivitsch.
.Mozart's Opera Comiques, The Impressario, and Cosi

THE WESTMINSTER CHOIR OF DAYTON. OHIO
Which Will Make an Extensive Concert Tour Under the M.inagement of M.

in January and February, 1924

choir sang in Pennsylvania, Michigan and Ohio last

November and the critics In Pittsburg. Detroit. Grand
Rapids. Cleveland and other mid-Western cities were
loud in their praise of the Dayton Westminster Choir
whose successful endeavor they say is the most prom-
ising awakening of real musical life in our country
today. .Mr. Williamson has proved himself to be an
Immensely talented conductor. He believes that choral
music should be made to serve as an inspiration to the
congregation and to the minister and that it has an im-
portant place in the llfp of the church and the nation.
Their programs are not simple ones for they include
numerous eighipart compositions. Besides the class-
ical masters Bar h and .Mendelssohn, the Russian Gret-
chanlnofT and some modern English composers. Mr.
Williamson strongly features the works of Americans
tiKlay. Choral works by R. Nathaniel Dett. Clarence
Dickinson, PeK-r C. Lutkln and Philip James have been
pn>Krammed. The Westminster Choir leader says that
they stand up with the best choral music contemporary
European composers have produced. The appearance of
the choir on the Pacific Coast should certainly create
renewed interest In choral singing in churches.

OAKLAND CONCERT SEASON

Miss Zannelte W. Potter. Oakland concert manager,
announces a very ambitious group of concert attrac-
tions for her Artists Concerts Scries to be held as
usual this season in the Oakland Auditorium Opera
House. The season promises a hrililanl opening with
Queena Marin. lyric coloratura, on Monday night. Oct-
ober IS. In a superb concert pri>gram. There are those
who know and love Mario on the coast who believe
the charming prima-donna to he as good In concert
ai In opera, and her appearance In several cities will
no doubt prove this beyond a doubt. Following Mario.
Miss Potter has scheduled for the Oakland Series. Tito
Schlpa. Kmlllo de Gr.Kona. Elena Gerhardt. the Dun-
can Dancers «llh Max Knhlnou Itsch at the piano. Har-
old Hauer and Casals In Joint reiltal and Jeanne Oor-
dpn who win close the season In April 1924. Tickets
for the season are featured at much reduced rates
and they may be secured at Sherman Clay's In Oakland.

Fan Tutte, Quartet of Victor Artists. Olive Kline. Elsie
Baker, Lambert Murphy and Royal Dadmun, Jascha
Heifetz, Moriz Rosenthal. Maria Ivogun. -Mario Chamlee
and Reinald Werrenrath.
The Matzenauer-WTiitehill Joint recital which opens

the Elwyn .\rtlst series at the Curran Sunday afternoon,
October 14, promises a program of unusual variety
and excellence. We are in receipt of an advance copy
of the scheduled program which includes: (a) Hans
Sachs' Monologur Was Duftet doch der Flieder from
Die Meisterslnger Von Nurmberg. (b) Evening Star
from Tannhauser (Wagner). Mr. Whltehill; My Heart
is Weary from Nadeschda (G. Thomas). Mme. Matz-
enauer; (a) Traum Durch die Dammerung (Strauss),
(h) Die Beiden Grenadiere (Schumann), (c) The Isle

(Rachmaninoff), (d) My .N'ative Land (Gretchaninoff ),

.Mr. Whitehlll; (a) Erda's Warning from Das Rhelngold,
(b) Traume (Brangane's Call from Tristan und Isolde)
(c) Schmerzen (Wagner), Mme. Matzenauer; (a) On
the Road to Mandalay (Speaks), (b) The Next Market
Day, (c) A Ballynure Ballad, (d) Would God I Were
the Tender Apple Blossom (Old Irish), .Mr. Whitehlll;
(a) Over the Steppe (Gretchenlnolf). (h) On Wings of
Dream (Arenskyl. (cl Estrcllita (Mexican Song), ar-
ranged by La Forge, (d) Chanson Norveglenne (Four-
drain), Mme. Matzenauer; Duet from La Favorita
(Donizetti). Mme. Matzenauer and Mr. Whitehlll;
George Vause at the piano.

Madame Anna R. Sprotte, one of Los Angeles' most
popular concert singers and vocal Instructors, has all

of her classes In operatic and concert works filled.

Aside from her busy hours of teaching. Mme. Sprotte
holds the responsible positions of director of the chorus
of the Santa .Monica Bay Woman's Club, program
chalnnan of the American .Music Opiimlsts. head of
the opera department of the Wa Wan Club and producer
of operatic programs for the MacDowell Club. With
engagements In Anaheim. Azusa and Santa Monica and
sevenil concerts planned for a northi'rn lour. Including
the cities of San Francisco, Portland. Seattle, and Ta-
coma. .Madame Sprotte has a closely booked season
ahead. Her pupils will he presented In recital on
October 15 In the new Recital Hall of the Southern
California Music Company building.

Readers are invited to send in any question relating
to music and musicians. Give name and address.
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor,
Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,
San Francisco.

1. What Is meant by normal A and why so called?
G. D. A. .

A In the second space of the treble staff. So called be-
cause It is the note (sounded by the oboe) to which an
orchestra tunes.

2. What are fiageolet tones on the violin? O. J.

Flute-like tones produced by merely touching the
strings with the finger and drawing the bow very
lightly. They are usually called harmonics.

3 When was "Andrea Cbenier" first performed? N. N.
At La Scala, Milan, in 18116.

4-. Has a musical composition ever been written en-
titled 'The Creation"? B. K.
Joseph Haydn's first oratorio is entitled "The Crea-

tion."

5. Wliat Is a fiying cadence? H. U.
A deceptive cadence; that Is. a cadence which,

instead of terminating on the tonic chord as the ear
expects, takes one by surprise and closes with an un-
expected chord.

FESTIVAL CONCERT

Miss Zannette W. Potter, Oakland impressario, who
was asked by the Dons of Peralta to assemble a huge
chorus for the opening event of Obapesia Week, Sep-
tember 24 to 29 inclusive, is more than pleased with
the results obtained this first year of effort along this
particular line. While it was the original plan to en-
semble one thousand voices, the outcome fell only a
little short of this mark tor more than eight hundred
singers participated In the Festival concert on Mon-
day night. September 24. In the Oakland .Manicipal
Auditorium where a delightful program was rendered
to more than four thousand people. It Is generally con-
ceded that this concert proved one of the great out-
standing artistic successes of the entire week's pro-
gram, and .Miss Potter is to be congratulated on the
outcome of her untiling efforts in a unique undertaking.

It was not an easy task and the results obtained
meant weeks of previous preparation and hard work.
Chorus units were established in Berkeley. Alameda,
San Leandro and Oakland which served as convenient
centers to singers living in the seven cities and towns
of Obapesia, namely Oakland, Berkely, Alameda, Pied-
mont, Emeryville. San Leandro and Albany. Those
who served on the central music committee with Miss
Potter Included Madame Antonia de Grassi, Wallace
Sabln. Percy R. Dow. and Edgar Thorpe of Berkeley;
Mr. D. E. Graves. Mrs. S. C. Ayres, Roy C. Brown.
Elizabeth Westgate. Hazel B. Hunter and Mr. J. I.

Tliomas of Alameda; Mrs. Susie Dalzlel of San Leandro;
and Mr. Glenn H. Woods. Alice Bumbaugh. Lena Car-
roll Nicholson, Charles Lloyd and Eugene Blanchard of
Oakland and Piedmont, while Invaluable services were
rendered by Wallace Sabln. Mrs. Minna Carter. Mr.
Walter Burdy. Mr. Roy C. Brown and Mr. Herbert P.
Mee in directing various chorus units preparatory for
Mr. Glenn H. Woods who led the singers In their final

concert.
The chorus was very good and well balanced owing

to the fact that many soloists volunteered their serv-
ices and sang throughout the program with many of
more limited experience, and this was the big, demo-
cratic idea tliat was uppermost in Miss Potter's mind
from the inception of the whole plan.
The program of chorus numbers was well inter-

spersed with solo and ensemble groups by local and
visiting artists, which included the gratuitous services
of Mr. Quinto Maganinl of the New York Symphony
Orchestra. Madame Irene Le Nolr. local contralto. Mr.
Harold Klrby, English baritone, Ruth Hall Crandall,
Mrs. Glenn H. Woods and Miss Margaret .\very, tal-

ented cellist. An orchestra of ninety jiieces played no
small part in the evening's program which was as fol-

lows: Obapesia Hymn. Dons of Peralta (Frances Mont-
gomery). Orchestrated by Charles Cushlng. Technical
High School. Dons and .\udience: Festival March
(Mendelasolin). Orchestra; America The Beautiful
(Katherinc Irfe Bates), Chorus and Orchestra; Echoes
of the .Metropolitan (Tohanl). Orchestra; Toreador from
Carmen (Bizet), Cliorus and Orchestra: The Haban-
era from Carmen (Bizet), Madame Irene Le Nolr and
Orchestra; Pilgrims' Chorus from Tannhauser (Wag-
ner). Chorus and Orchestra; Baritone Solos (a) The
Windmill (Herbert Nelson), (h) Brian of Glenaar
(Herbert Graham). Harold Klrby; Italia. Beloved from
Lucretia Borgia (Donizetti), chorus and Orchestra;
la) Duet. Serenade (Till). Margaret Avery, Cello,

Quinto Maganinl, Flute; (hi The Valse of the Stars
(Maganlnal, (cl The Street of a Bazaar (Maganinl),
(d) The Cry of the Flute (Maganinl), Solo—Madam Le
Nolr, Quinto Maganinl. New York Symphony Orchestra;
Prayer from Cavalleria (Mascagni). Soprano solo San-
tuzza. .Mrs. Glenn H. Woods. Contralto solo. Lucia Ruth
Hall Crandall. Chorus and Orchestra; Accompanists,
Nadlne Shepard, Mildred Randolph; Director of Cho-
ruses and Orchestra, Mr. Glenn H. Woods, Oakland
Public Schools.

In September, at the regular monthly concert for the

students of the San Francisco Conservatory of Music,
Miss Ada Clement played a group of piano numbers,
preceded by an explanatory talk on the music rendered.

These monthly concerts are one of the Important
educational factors of the Conservatory.
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most predominating impersonations was
that oE Matliieu by Adamo Didur. Here
is an artist of the highest rank who
never fails to give every ounce of energy
and genius at his disposal to whatever
part he has been entrusted with. Make-
up, mimicry, dramatic action and vocal
phrasing received at his hands the ut-

most attention and he made a living

type of this exceedingly picturesque role.

Bianca Saroya as Maddalena took
ample advantage of her opportunity to

display her vocal powers as well as her
dignified almost regal bearing. Her voice
is a rich sonorous dramatic soprano em-
ployed with excellent judgment and with
adherence to pitch, color and emotional
shading. She sang the role with un-
erring fidelity to the dramatic score and
with splendid expression. Her excellent
artistic qualifications were enhanced by
her personal charm. Doria Fernanda re-

vealed her artistry in the role of the
Countess. She is showing the effects of
practical experience in association with
distinguished artists at leading opera
houses. She has greatly benefitted dur-
ing her term of apprenticeship and has
developed into a full-fledged artist. It

would be unjust to enumerate her among
resident artists inasmuch as her princi-
pal occupation is now elsewhere, more
specifically with the Chicago Grand Opera
Co. By this we do not wish to infer that
there is anything to be ashamed of to

be counted among resident artists, but
the latter naturally do not claim con-
temporary association with distinguished
artists, while Miss Fernanda is at present
occupying a position among the distin-

guished operatic ai-tists :n the country.
Her voice has gained in evenness and
balance and her phrasing reveals intelli-

gence and accurate judgment.
Lela Johnstone and Rena Lazelle up-

held the honors of the resident artists
by fitting in snugly among this ensemble
of experienced operatic stars. In their
action as well as vocal expression they
showed special qualifications and in no
sense of the word did they make the im-
pression of being novices in their work.
Their voices sounded smooth, easy and
accurate and their enunciation was clear
and exact. Both artists are entitled to
hearty commendation. The chorus, con-
sisting of 150 vocal artists and students,
proved itself thoroughly competent to
cope with the many difficulties which
the score demands to be overcome.
Several unusually tricky passages were
negotiated with care and precision. In-
tonation, tone blending and uniformity
of phrasing were specially gratifying
and not too much credit can be bestowed
upon the enthusiasm and ambition of
the vocalists and the patience and ef-

ficiency of those who trained them, thus
making such a splendid performance,
both from a vocal and dramatic stemd-
point, possible.

The orchestra proved itself capable
and craftsmanlike. Under the splendid
direction of Gaetano Merola it achieved
excellent results and the Drilliantly con-
ceived and effectively scored music was
given a most adequate and artistically
well balanced interpretation. Indeed Mr.
Merola stood out as the dominating force
of the entire performance. The stage di-

rection of Armando Agnini is highly com-
mendable for its precision and accuracy,
while Natale Corossio's supervision of
the terpsichorean features spells natural
grace and prevention of exaggeration.
Scenic effects and costumes were with-
in the limits of historical accuracy. It
was an unforgettable performance.

The Three Puccini Operas
Among the features that distinguish

this season of grand opera under the
auspices of the San Francisco Opera As-
sociation, and the general direction of
Gaetano Merola, is the introduction of
operatic works which either have not
been presented in San Francisco before,
or which have not been heard for a long
time. Those of us who are constantly
attending these operatic seasons natural-
ly become surfeited from listening to the
same old repertoire time and time again
and the management that constantly
gives us the same bill of fare must not
feel disappointed when we, opera goers
and critics alike, become wearied and
blasaic from hearing the same worn-out
repertoire performed in the same old in-
different slipshod manner. Thus Gaetano
Merola is entitled to the gratitude of our
opera lovers by adding zest to the

present season through the introduction
of works that possess the charm of

novelty.

Three one-act operas, never heard
here before, were: II Tabarro (The
Cloak t, Suor Angelica (Sister Angelica)
and Gianni Schicchi by Giacomo Puccini.
These three one-act operas are specially
noteworthy because of their striking con-
trasts. The first is intensely dramatic,
something on the order of Cavalleria
Rusticana, the second is sombrely re-

ligious not very unlike an oratorio or
cantata, while the third is distinctly hu-
morous in the category of, let us say.

The Barber of Seville. Both from the
musical and dramatic standpoint we en-
joyed the first of these works best. It

condenses in a comparatively short space
of time a volume of action and human
passion. We have here the eternal tri-

angle—husband, wife and lover. We
have also here the inevitable result of
such triangle, namely, death. Strange to
say we could not. but in rare instances,
recognize in the music of these operas
the obvious style of Puccini's music. The
distinguished composer seems to be here
in a new role. Where in his other works
he adhered religiously to the Italian
style of melody and the introduction of
sustained arias he confines himself in
this trilogy to dramatic action backed by
an orchestral setting. In other words
he adapts himself to the modern school
of composition entirely, although he re-

tains his tendency for melodic invention
in the orchestral score.

Artistically, as stated before, we en-
joyed II Tabarro the most, because it

concentrates in a brief time, both dra-
matically and musically, the maximum of
action. Alfredo Gandolfl in the role of
Michele, the husband, had an oppor-
tunity to reveal both his vocal and his-
trionic powers to their utmost, and he
certainly took advantage of his oppor-
tunities. A baritone of unusual smooth-
ness ad accuracy, a very easy and un-
forced mode of tone production and vocal
intensity and a natural manner of en-
acting severely emotional episodes form
Mr. Gandolfl's principal artistic assets.
It would be difficult to give this role a
more realistic or more impressive in-

terpretation. Armando Tokatyan in the
role of the lover, Luigi. had the first

chance to show us the depth of his ar-
tistry and he certainly succeeded to
make a lasting impresison. Possessing
a smooth, even tenor of clear and pure
timbre, singing with absolutely abandon-
ment into the character of the role with-
out marring his vocal balance and en-
acting the scenes with a fidelity and
depth rarely noted on the operatic stage
Mr. Tokatyan firmly established himself
in the good graces of his fastidious
audience.
Bianaca Saroya interpreted the role

of Giorgetta specially well from a vocal
standpoint. She phrased the contrasting
emotional sentiments with strict regards
to their sentimental importance, al-
though dramatically we could have
imagined the role interpreted by one
more intense in action. Intensity of
temperament is not one of Saroya's
strongest assets. But right here it is
only fair to say that there is possibly no
artist in the company that has accom-
plished such a remarkable feat as Bianca
Saroya. She studied and successfully in-
terpreted several new roles which she
had never seen before and did it in a
manner well worthy of hearty com-
mendation. This reveals an enthusiasm,
industry and love for the art which only
a born singer can possibly exhibit. Vo-
cally Miss Saroya is always dependable
both as to tone quality and accuracy of
pitch. She represents a most valuable
type of operatic artist.

Doria Fernanda also belongs to that
type of artist who knows no fear for
work and patience in acquiring knowl-
edge. She, too, studied several new roles
of a contrasting nature. Indeed her ver-
satility, as exhibited during this engage-
ment, is astounding. Even during the
presentation of these three Puccini
operas she had three distinctly different
roles to perform, and she did it with un-
erring artistic proficiency. La Frugola in
II Tabarro required a matter-of-fact wife
of a commonplace workman. The Prin-
cess in Suor Angelica represented the
dignified regal type of an aristocrat in-
clined to be severely straight laced. La
Vecchia in Gianni Schicchi was a nag-

ging, selfish, and sharp-tongued woman.
Notwithstanding these contrasts Miss
Fernanda drew a distinct and successful
character delineation of each one of

them and backed by her fine pliant and
judiciously employed contralto voice she
gave every one pleasure because of her
successful and artistic delineation of de-

lightful operatic roles.

It is indescribably enjoyable to experi-

ence the allotment of what ordinarily
are regarded as minor roles to artists of
distinction thus emphasizing the fact

that every role in an opera is equally
important and should be entrusted to
the very best artist. It is equally a
source of pleasure to know that this

company consists of artists of such high
rank that not one considers it beneath
his dignity to essay roles of seeming in-

feriority. Thus we had the rare enjoy-
ment of hearing artists of such major
distinction as Giordano Paltrinieri,

Adamo Didur, Armando Tokatyan. Paolo
Ananian. Louis D*..Vngelo. .Mbert Gilette
and even Giuseppe De Luca occasionally
assume one or two minor roles and in-

terpret them in a manner to emphasize
their artistic value and rivet them in our
memory as important links in a chain of

artistic eloquence. The artists mentioned
here took part in two of the three
Puccini operas. Tokatyan. Paltrinieri
and Didur in both II Tabarro and
Schicchi. the others in Schicchi only.

Among the three one-act works we
liked Suor Angelica the least. It is really
not operatic at all .and seems more in
the nature of a cantata. The characters
are sisters of a convent and the story
represents an incident of one of the
sisters' life. Bianca Saroya in the role
of Sister Angelica had a chance to dis-

play her vocal purity in a most effective
manner and she did so with delightful
repression and simplicity. She had a
very tedious task and acquitted herself
with honor. The same may be said of all

other participants in this work, Doria
Fernanda enacting the most important
part next to the title role and, as already
stated, doing so with professional dig-
nity and vocal proficiency. Rena Lazelle,
Anna Young, Lela Johnstone, T. Monotti.
Du Blois Ferguson, A. Badger, N. Camp-
bell and K. Christoph sustained their re-

spective roles with delightful adherence
to vocal demands. Histrionically none of
the roles required any exhibition of un-
usual temperament. The music is prin-
cipally orchestral and here there were
many spots of graceful phrases scored
with that ingenuity and skill that char-
acterizes all works of this master of
operatic composition. The chorus work
was as usual excellent and the orches-
tra proved itself as on all occasions, an
organization of skilled musicians.

As Suor Angelica sustained the at-
mosphere of religious sobriety, so did
Gianni Schicchi represent the humor of
human weakness. The entire action re-
volves around the avarice and rapacity
of a flock of relatives after the death
of a rich member of the family, and
frustration of their cupidity by Gianni
Schicchi. While in Sudr Angelica the
sombreness of the action resulted in
tediousness, Gianni Schicchi is alive
with action and humor. It also showed
how excellently the company is suppied
with dramatic material. If you have not
witnessed De Luca's impersonation of
Gianni Schicchi you certainly have missed
one of the most contagious delineations
of clean humor and wit. Even though
you do not understand the words vou can
not help laughing at his style of reading
the lines and his ever changing facial
expres^ons. It surely is a pleasure to
watch him fool his trusting relatives.
Although all the other roles seem sub-
ordinate they require considerable skill
to be interpreted according to artistic
standards. We can not bestow a greater
compliment upon the company, which in-
cluded quite a number of resident artists,
than to say that we could not find a weak
spot in this performance. Guiseppe de
Luca, Armando Tokat.van, Adamo Didur.
Paolo Ananian, Louis D'Angelo. Giordano
Paltrinieri. Albert Gilette represented
somei of the cream of Metropolitan
artists who accentuated brief roles in a
manner to make them stand out with
effective importance. They all empha-
sized the sense of humor wrilch the work
calls for.

Among the resident artists with ex-
perience at home and abroad who added
lustre to this production are: G. Frediani,
Jose Corral, A. Alibertini. Doria Fer-
nanda, Anna Young and Rene Lazelle.
Among San Francisco talent, whose first

experience in operatic expression is

given on this occasion. Merle Epton is

included and it was wise on the part of

Mr. Merola to allot Miss Epton the role

of Lauretta whose gentleness and self-

effacement did not require any exhibi-

tion of dramatic experience. Vocally
Miss Epton gratified her many friends
by the exhibition of a flexible soprano
voice which is noteworthy for its quality
rather than its quantity but which has
the elements of future development. It

is praise for Miss Epton to say that she
did not mar the ensemble of the per-

formance by any definite display of
amateurism, although she might have
been a little more responsive to the ad-
vances of her chosen lover. As on every
occasion the two guiding forces of this
season, Gaetano Merola in front of the
curtain and Armando Agnini behind the
scenes, were evident in no small degree.
Indeed we have never witnessed such ex-
cellent stage managment as is revealed
on every occasion during this short sea-
son. So far we have not witnessed any-
thing we could take objection to as re-

gards the stage direction of these operas.

Mefistofele
It anyone had ever told us that it was

possible to present Boito's Mefistofele
without a dress rehearsal and with or-
chestra score almost undecipherable, and
requiring eflflcient reading with but a
few rehearsals, we would have positive-
ly regarded such contention as prepos-
terous. But seeing and hearing is be-
lieving, and while it would be stretching
facts too much to say that this per-
formance was flawless, it was neverthe-
less sufficient smooth and effective to
give the atmosphere of completeness.
Unless we regard this work first from
the standpoint of orchestral pre-eminence
and secondly from the angle of histrionic
intensity, omitting the importance of the
purely vocal responsibility of the roles,
we can not see any operatic value in
this work. It is really more an amplified
oratorio than an opera. Boito is mingling
the first and second parts of Goethe's
Faust without regard to dramatic con-
tinuity. He picks out a scene here and
and a scene there and tacks one on to
the other without intervening bond of
action. The opera starts with the Pro-
logue in heaven, then suddenly changes
to the market scene, then to the garden
where Faust makes love to Marguerite
without having met her before, then to
the Brocken and Witches' Sabbath, then
to the Elysian fields, and finally back
to Faust's study. From a dramatic stand-
point the work is impossible.

Orchestrally it is. however, sublime in
many respects. And here is a chance
to give due credit to the orchestra. When
Mr. Merola first told us of his intention
to give this season and the brief time
he would have for orchestral rehearsals
on account of the expense involved
which would have to be sufficiently low
to justify popular prices, we asked him
how he could present operas new to the
musicians to conquer the difiiiculties in
such few rehearsals. And Merola said:
"Ah! I am going to get the best mu-
sicians I can find. I am going to engage
the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra."
And he did. and the result justifies his
confidence. A season like the present
could never have been given five or six
years ago. before Alfred Hertz had
trained the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra in a manner to enable it to
read new and difficult works with artis-
tic precision. While the individual mu-
sicians, of whom many had previous ex-
periences with Eastern orchestras and
operatic organizations, are individually
most capable and skillful (indeed if they
were not they could not be genuine sym-
phony players), they must have the ad-
vantage of practical experience in play-
ing together to get the results they now
attain. And when you have such excel-
lent material as this orchestra and at
the same time have them trained under
a conductor like Mr. Hertz, then an
operatic conductor like Merola can ac-
complish much that seems impossible at
first glance. And so the achievement of
the orchestra during this Mefistofele per-
formance was, as far as we are con-
cerned, the outstanding artistic triumph
of the evening in which Mr. Merola
shared 100 per cent.

Next to the orchestral victory came
the excellent dramatic virility of .\damo
Didur who gave us a Mefistofele that will
remain alive in our memory, even after
we hear Chaliapin next spring. It was a
forceful, vital and commanding portrayal
of the prince of evil, gloating in his

(Continued on Page 14, Col. 1)
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LOS A.NGELES. Oil, [1.— Clark S. Shaw, business

manaKHr of the Chicago Optra Association lias been
hero to make arrangements for the local season with

Impresario Behymer. He rarly talks for publication,

and. while charming to meet, is somewhat laconic. Sa
much may be said, however, that the Chicago Opera Com-
pany haa in the real sense, become a civic Institution

of that community, because It has rot only the support

of more than 7,000 season ticket holders there, but also

that of 2300 or more guarantors, who for five years will

be ready to give from ten dollars up to one thousand dol-

lars a year. The adoption of this democratic method.

Instead of the enlistment of Ave hundred men donating

Jl.OOO each, has made the opera company a community
Institution. Apropos, already in the first year of the

present regime, headed by Samuel Insull. president,

less than the full amount, only 70 per cent of this

annual guarantee was called for. The procedure is

that the guarantors are asked to contribute in install-

ments when needed. Altogether this guarantors" league

represenu backing of about J3.000.000 during these

five years. This (und appi es only to the local seasons,

which this winter will consist of about 85 perform-
ances. Whatever tours the company undertakes, must
therefore be self-supporting. Which is an enormous
task, for as Mr. Shaw pointed out. railroad costs for

last years tour to the I'acillc Coast amounted to

$85,000. which is but part of the great overhead ex-

pense.

In this connection a few statistics regarding operatic

cost should prove illuminating, and also explain the

eternal question: "\\Tiere does the money go?" For
every dollar taken in during the last season of the

company in Chicago. $1 547 or more than one dollar and
one half were expended. Hence the need for guaran-

tors. The percentage table quoted here is the reply:

Miscellaneous 5.25 per cent
Rehearsals 7.83 per cent
Publicity and administration.. 9.28 per cent
Repairs scenery and costumel5.68 per cent
Theatre and warehousing 20 28 per cent
Orchestra, ballet, chorus, stage

hands 20.25 per cent
Artists - 21.96 per cent

Thus the largest amount Is used for paying princi-

pals and lesser artists. However, t*iis Is justified, even
in the instance of very highly paid artists, for it is

these golden voiced singers who attract the gold to

flow back into the box office. In a measure, the medium
priced artists from the point of drawing power are
really the most expensive to the budget. Speaking of
cost accounting in opera, as in the instance of great
symphony orchestras whose personnel includes eminent
players, the expenses are greater than the income by
reason of the artistic high cost. Which explains why
the Chi<agoans spend for each t'ollar received, one
dollar and fifty-four and seven-tenths of a cent.

The name that signifies in artist

minds the world over a tone of

sympathetic loveliness—a living,

pulsating thing that words can-

not describe.
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While the Chicago Opera Company operates at finan-

cial loss, yet is is run on a very business-like schedule
which is governed by the various department heads
and the financial committee with President Samuel
Insull as the ultimate authority. This budget system
is based on statistics of the last five years with due
regard for changes in cost and attendance. Everything
is prepared and financed on this budget system. For
instance, if a work given before is to be repeated, the
estimate of cost is based on earlier statistics. These
earlier records show that such and such opera has
been put on with an average of, it may be assumed
fifty hours of chorus rehearsal, thirty hours orchestra
rehearsals, and so forth, the various artistic heads,
conductors, chorus masters, ballet master, stage mana-
gers, are expected to produce the work within this

period of hours and this definite sohedule has brought
about a discipline and honor system among the Chicago-
ans, so that, as a rule even better records are estab-
lished, i. e.. better performances aro given with shorter
rehearsals, hence at less cost, as everybody is giving
of his utmost with great concentration. Should some
of those in charge of rehearsals exceed this time limit.

either by appearing late and keeping the chorus wait-
ing, or if the rehearsals of this body should produce
the desired results too slowly the conductor in charge
is notified. Of course, the time allowed is always ample.
but in view of the cost, strict economy of time is re-

quired. Similarly, the time-ledger of the company shows
that all rehearsals are co-ordinated, so that it is hardly
ever necessary during ensemble rehearsals to keep
certain groups waiting by repeating certain passages
over and over with a principal, or one section of the
ensemble, thus keeping the others waiting.

"Once ensemble rehearsals are called every soloist
and group, be they the chorus, orchestra, ballet, scenic
or lighting staff are rehearsed to the finish. We can-
not start at that time individual section rehearsals,
for in the average we pay fifty dollars a minute or
nine hundred dollars an hour for rehearsals with an
average sized cast," Mr. Shaw remarked.

To what a degree of efficiency in cost estimation
and due adherence to these estimates, minuteness of
budget system, possibly highest economy despite high-
est artiste standards, proper utilJTtation of the entire
staff President Insull has brought the company, may be
gathered from the fact, that already during the first

season of his administration only a very small amount
of paid for time was not utilized, to quote the actual
figure, only during $397 worth of time the artistic staff
of the company was not busy. Indeed a negligible
amount considering the total cost of the season lasting
about Ave months.

It Is this businesslike administration which, however,
has won full confidence and support from the people
of Chicago for the present administration. As for Sam-
uel Insull. he is one of the great business master-
minds of the country. The flnanc.al rehabilitation of
the Chicago Oas Company Is one of his best known
feats as an executive. Though a thorough business
man. he Is a great music lover and takes deep Interest
in the welfare of the organization entrusted to him by
his fellow citizens. There happens hardly a perform-
ance during which he Is not present part of the time.
If It be only to get first hand renorts about the box
offlce receipts. He receives dally reports and meet3
his staff three or four times a week during the season.
Although one of the busiest men, he is sixty three and
starts work at his offlce every morning twenty minutes
before eight, yot he always finds time for an Immediate
conference in the Interests of the company. This Is his
contribution to his community, donating biB services In
time and executive leadership.
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-Vs to the local season of the Chicago forces, March
3, 4, and 5. (Monday to Wednesday inclu.sive) present
plans call for Cleopatra with Mary Garden, Boris God-
ounoff or Mefistofele with Chaliapin. Salome with
Garden (.Matinee performance); The Jewess with Rosa
Raisa.

Fascinating programs will be offered during the com-
ing season of the Los Angeles Trio, founded by May
Macdonald Hope, pianist, whose pioneer work along the
lines of chamber music has vitally contributed to local

musical development. Calmon Luboviski, violinist, and
Ilya Bronson, cellist, both of them leading members of

their profession, will again be assofiated with the Trio,

same to be managed by France Goldwater. Mendels-
sohn's D minor trio and the Arensky Trio in D minor,
with the violin and piano sonata hy Ernest Bloch. the
latter new here, are to form the first program, Thurs-
day evening. October IS. The other five concerts will

take place Thursday evenings, November 22, January
17, February 29, March 21 and April 11, all at the Fine
Arts Theatre.

Edith Lillian Clark, gifted pianist, who was called

East a little more than two months ago to make piano

records, has returned and resumed work with her large

classes. Few Los Angeles pianists so far have been
asked to make records, ^^^lile East Mrs. Clark has
been coaching. She has opened studios, together with

Carolyne Handley. soprano and local pedagogue, at

707 Southern California Music building, while retain-

ing her residence studio at 1100 Victoria avenue.

Winifred Hooke, noted Los Angeles pianist, has re-

sumed teaching and concert activities after a happy
summer trip to Europe.

Wesley Kuhnle. one of our most talented pianists, is

homeward bound from European music centers and ex-

pects to arrive here late in October

Plans for the erection of a Municipal Auditorium

were discussed Monday evening, when members of the

Executive Committee of the Civic Music and Art Asso-

ciation. B. F. Pearson, president, met. This com-

mittee consists of thirty members, to which a large ad-

visory committee of prominent citizens is to be added.

Tentative program suggestions were also presented

at that meeting for the third annual music week to be

celebrated here in May. Comprehensive investigations

have been carried out by a special committee regarding

the proposed municipal auditorium.

Frequent premieres of American and foreign works
will be featured by the Zoellner Quartet during their

sixth local season at Ebell Club .4-uditorium this winter.

The Zoellners hold a unique chamber music record both

for their championship of the moderns, also for their

nation-wide missionary work as representatives of clas-

sic chamber music playing. Six performances will be

given this winter, namely October 29, November 20,

January 14, February 11, March 10 and .\pril 14, al-

ways on Monday evenings. .\s previously, guest artists

will paiiicipate in special program numbers.

Friday evening the recently formed California Trio

will make its debut with a chamber music program at

Ebell Club Auditorium. The personnel includes Leon
Goldwasser, violinist, Maurice Amsterdam, cellist. Mar-
guerite d'-\leria, pianist, who will render the Beethoven
Trio In B flat major, opus 11; Grieg's C minor sonata

for violin and piano and the D minor Trio by Arensky.

Mme. Astro, well-known vocal teacher discovered

a voice of much promise when she heard Faith Hope
sing at a reception last week. Miss Hope, while a pic-

ture star, has decided to study voice with Mme. Astro

under whose guidance she expects to make her public

appearance as vocalist in the near future.

Elinor Remick Warren, composer-pianist, Sol Cohen,
violinist, and Ruth Bressem Payette, soprano, will be

heard in a charming program Tuesday evening at the

Clark Memorial Home Auditorium, 336 Loma Drive. The
concert is sponsored by the Y. W. C. A.

Ticket sales for Tuesday and Thursday evening Phil-

harmonic Artist Courses of L. E. Behymer, are very
lively and indicate excellent attendance. Mr. Behymer,
to be sure, is offering two courses of extraordinary
brilliance, indeed record breaking courses. He finds

that also in the smaller towns musical interest is keen,

so that the Southwest will again astound the East
as to concert attendance. Frances Alda. prima donna
soprano of the Metropolitan, is opening the Behymer
Course on the 17th, and incidently the entire season
represents not only a musical but also a social event
of a conspicuous nature. Four artists of exceptional

renown will be presented this season by the Fitzgerald

Concert Direction. George Baklanoff, famous Russian
baritone, remembered here for his notable appearances
with the Chicago Grand Opera Company, will open the
series in November. Edwin Nyiregyhazi, whose sensa-

tional piano technic astounded Los Angeles last year,

has been engaged for a return appearance in January.
New here will be Renee Chemet, French violinist, who
ranks among the foremost exponents of violin art. Her
New York recitals proved outstanding successes. Miss
Chemet is to be in Los Angeles during February. Hosa
Ponselle, star soprano of the Metropolitan Opera, one
of the most gorgeous vojces, closes the series In April.

All of the recitals will be held in Philharmonic Audi-
torium.

Many interesting events of appenl to art lovers will

be held in the Fine Arts Theatre, 730 South Grand Ave-
nue, which will open its doors, Sunday evening, Octo-
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ber H. under the management ot France Ooldwater.

l.eonlil Coronl's Los Angeles debut on that date will

be thf Inaugural ronrcrt. This young Russian baritone

has appeared abroad with noted success. Frederick

Herman, well known \ms Angeles baritone, will appear

In the same auditorium. Monday evening. October 15.

with Calmon LubovlskI, as asai»ti'ig artist In violin

solos.. Additional events announced are Sunday after-

noon lectures by E. A Cantrell. educator; dance recital

by JancskI Robenoff. Saturday evening October 27;

Anna Weltzman Trio. Tuesday evening. October 30;

Lecture by I'plon Close Wednesday evening. October

31 ; as well a« the entire concert series of the Los

Angeles Trio, beginning October 18, offering six pro-

grams In the course of the season.

••Musical and Intellectual Germany Is slowly breaking

up as far as educational institutions are Concerned, for

the teacher Is unable to earn sullklcnt money where-

with to eke out a living. Several of the internationally

famous musical conservatories, such as the one of

Frankfort rn llie Main, where MacDnwell and Percy

Uralnger studied had to close their doors." was the

answer of Professor Karl Leimer. head of the Muni-

cipal Conservatory of Hanover, ami Chief Examiner of

Music for the province of Hanover and the Rhineland.

now on leave of absence. The purpose of his visit to

America (he Is living with relatives here) Is to recuper-

ate from the rapacity of coalless vinlers and years of

underfeeding caused by war and post-war shortage of

commodities. Leinier. by the way, besides being a peda-

gogue and concert pianist of note, won wide recognition

by being the only teacher of Carl Gieseklng. the Iwenty-

slx-year old German pianist, whom critics in the father-

land compare with the greatest of the keyboard. Giesek-

lng. Mr I.*lmer adds, will make his American debut
next winter. Mr. Relmer arrived from Germany but

recently.
"A few figures will convince you why German

music schools and Institutions of learning are one after

another closing their doors. To begin with, it was the

German middle class who supported music The German
middle class Is starving and cannot (Ind enough money
for mere necessities with few exceptions. Suppose 1

give from live to six piano lessons a day. I have earned
enough to buy a pound of butter. Or 1 arranged with

my aasialant teachers that I will pay them 2.000.000

marks a lesson. Tomorrow the contract Is void for

prices have jumped fifty per cent. You go into a store

to buy food You pay 2.000,000 marks for an egg. but
And you have not enough money with you. By the time
you return with that amount the price may have gone
up to four millions. And that happens with every article

of food or clothing. How can a nrisic teacher live In

Germany If he spends in a week for his living and hous-
ing as much as a pupil pays hitn in an entire year?
'The government? It Is helpless. My relatives occas-

ionally sent me money. The bank has not enough cur-

rency at hand to change one dollar bill. 1 own a thirty

room house in Hanover, but I am now a beggar, for

even If I was to sell it the money I would receive is

worthless Oh yes. there still are many concerts, but.

If you look behind the scenes, you see poverty and
starvation nearly everywhere. But for state or munici-
pal subsidies many orchestras am' theatres, especially
in the provincial cities would have to close. People sit

at these performances wrapped in furs, and those less
well ofT. In traveling rugs. I have spent many a cold
evening In my own drawing room. In a fur coat and
gloves, for. If there was enough coal. It was i)rohib-
itlvely expensive.
This coming winter, Mr. Relmer thinks, will be hard

for Germany owing to the fantastic prices for coal. Sev-
enty per cent of the school children In Berlin are with-
out shirts, and while class rooms will be more than ever
overcrow<ied. less rooms will be heated, which In cer-
tain cities means reduced school hours for children.

•'I exi>ect very little actual result from the cessation
of passive resistance in the Ruhr, except that the labor
population and the merchants of that district will be
restored to better earning capacities and can buy more,
though not sufficient food. There may be established
on Independent Rhine Republic, but if so. It will even-
tually rejoin Prussia Bavaria's action is more serious
and 1 would not be surprised to sec a break-away of all

the South-German states from Prussia and possibly Join
hands with what Is left of Austria, provided France
will lend Its sanction to this

•Of course, there are rich people in Germany, many
of them profiteers against whom the government seems
helple^M. Stresemann. the new chancellor? What do I

think about him? He means well, but 1 am afraid, con-
ditions will prove stronger than he, I have no Idea as
to what will happen, except that I know thousands and
thousands of people In Germany are slowly starving
to death."

Two compositions by Arthur Bll«s, his Madame Noy.
which found such cordial reception last season, and his
Conversations, will l)e played during the opening con-
cert of the Los Angeles Chamber i.'usir Socletv Octo-
ber 26. Two new prin. Ipal players of th.- Philharmonic
Orchestra will make their debut as chamber music play-
ers that evening in a Beethoven Quintet. Alfred Brain,
French horn; and Frederick Morrltz, bassoon.

EUtelle Heartt Dreyfus, contralto, and I^uls Dreyfus,
linguist, have opened studios In the new MacDowell
club rooms, respectively In the new building which
houses Norma Gould's dancing school. Mr and .Mm.
Dreyfus have spent the summer in Honolulu, but
already are rather busy, as ail their (onner pupils have
returned to them.

Wednesday. October 24. will be resident composer's
day at the Wa-Wan Club, when Dr. Frank Nagel will
play manuscript and published compositions.

LOS ANGELES PERSONAL BREVITIES

Elinor Remick Warren, pianist composer, with Sol
Cohen, violinist and Ruth Payette, accompanist, gave
a benefit concert on the evening of October 2 at the
Blue Triangle Club of the Y. W. C. A,

Marguerite d'Aleria Hungarian pianist, Leon Gold-
wasser. Russian violinist and Maurice Amsterdam. Hun-
garian 'cellist, who cotnpose the California Trio, will
give their (irst concert of the season consisting entire-
ly of Chamber Music at the Ebell Club on October 5.

The numbers to be played are Beethoven's Trio In B
flat major Op. 34; Grieg's Sonata in C minor. Op. 45;
and Arcnsky's Trio in D minor. Op. 32. This will be a
program well worth hearing for the artists are among
the most prominent of the city and the program well
selected.

Ruth May Shaffner's popularity as a gifted singer is

evinced by her numerous recent appearances and re-
engagements for recital in Santa Barbara and Monte-
cito. She filled an extended engagement successfully at
the Hotel Samarkand at Santa Barbara and sang before
the Rotary, Kiwanis and Exchange clubs of Montecito.

Alexander Crawford, formerly ot Xew York, and more
recently of Denver has been concertizing extensively
through the West and .Middle West. He is reputed to
be an exceptional musician possessing a fine baritone
voice and we are assured by Signor Guerrieri, the
renowned orchestra and opera conductor with whom
Mr. Crawford has been associated in past years that
this newcomer will be a creditable addition to the list

of prominent musicians who are already established
in Los Angeles.

The Oratorio Society of Los Angeles, under the able
direction of John Snialtnian. is reliearsing the mag-
nificent Caesar Franik number. "Beatitudes," which
will be presented at the Philliarmonic Auditorium dur-
ing the ensuing year.

Ruby Poe, formerly a pupil of Theodore Kosloff, hav-
ing made her debut in New Y'ork City last year with
such a favorable impression, was engaged as soloist in
Oscar Hammerstein's new 9 o'clock Review tor this
season. The many Los Angeles friends of this talented
young danier are greatly pleased with her successes.

The Matinee Musical Club held its first meeting of
the year at the Ebell Clubhouse. October 4. celebrating
its fifteenth birthday, when Mrs. James Henry Ballagh,
founder of the club, was honor guest. Short addresses
were given by Mrs. J, Spenser-Kelly, president; Mrs.
J. J. Carter. Mr. J, T. Fitzgerald. Gertrude Ross. Hallet
Gilberte and J. J. Gilbert. An entertaining program
of songs was given by Jessie MacDonald Patterson,
soprano with Miss Marjorie Chapin, accompanist, and
Philip Tronitz. Norwegian pianist.

Merle Armitage, manager of the Fitzgerald Concert
Series, announces the first recital for N-ovember 2 to be
given by Georges Baklanoff whose fame as an operatic
baritone makes certain his success in Los Angeles,
though it is his first appearance here. In January
Nyiregyhazi, that dynamic pianist who was heard here
in recital last year will appear again. The greatest
French violinist of today. Renee Chemet. will be heard
In February and the radiant Rosa Ponselle. whose
glorious voice still rings In the hearts and minds of her
many Los Angeles admirers will appear again to close
this concert series.

Mr, and Mrs. Harry Girard gave a lovely studio
reception from 7 to S:30 o'clock on October 4 at the
Southern California Music Company building. A pro-
gram of songs followed when the U. Clef Club and the
B. P. O, E. Glee Club under the direction of Harrv
Girard appeared. Ducts by .Mr. and Mrs. Girard and
solos by Miss Myra Lee. .Miss Leona Hunter and Miss
Virginia Crawford were enjoyed. The remainder of the
evening was spent in dancing.

Irene Burdette, lyric soprano, sang for the Woman's
Club of Whittler last week when she was accompanied
by .Mrs. C. W .McKlnley. a prominent pianist of Los
Angeles. Mrs. Burdette was assisted on her program
by Faye Hazzard, violinist and Ivan Knox, pianist,
both members of the faculty ot the Whittler School
of Music.

Margaret Halloway Thomas, who recently returned
from a sojourn in the East where she went for study
and recreation, has reopened her studio In the Tajo
building In Los Angeles.

Leonldat Coroni, the Greek baritone, will give the
first concert in the new Pine Arts Theatre on South
Grand avenue. October 14. FVederIck Henman. bari-
tone, will appear in recital at the same place on Octo-
ber 15.

The Sherwood Music School of Chicago has opened
another new branch at 950 South Vermont street under
the direction ot Mr. Raymond G. Hand who is assisted
by a very fine faculty In every branch of music and
dramatic art. The first faculty recital by the Sherwood
.Music School win be given Friday evening. October 12.
at the Recital Hall ot the Southern California .Music
Company building. The program will be in charge of
Adele Dorothy Lauth and those appearing are Dr E.
Winkler, J, Anson Clapperton, OUda .Marchettl. Louise

Moody. Sarah Gordon, Edith Lillian Clark, Violet Ned-
derson and Gloria .Mayne. .Ml pupils and friends of
the school are cordially invited.

Catherine Collette and Jode Anderson presented their
pupils in recital October 5 at the Recital Hall of the
Southern California .Music Company building. Those
appearing on the program were Rebecca McMillan
Stcme, Erna Bradshaw. Miriam Mclntyre, Lucille
Boothe. Ewell Wanlass. Eda Carlin, Bettie Harrington,
Eunice Abernathy Doi>'ney.

Homer Grunn, one of the toi-emost pianists of Amer-
ica and prominent among Los .^ngeIes musicians, will
give a recital at the Recital Hall ot the Southern Cali-
fornia .Music Company building on the eve of October
11. This recital will be one of the seasons finest
musical events.

Mme. Alma Stetzler, well known teacher of vocal
music presented several of her pupils in recital Monday
evening. October 1. at the Recital Hall of the Southern
California Music Company building. Those partici-
pating were Giles Alkire. basso. Hazel Hoffman,
soprano: .Mable Roberts, soprano; Inez Florita. con-
tralto; Sarette Manter. soprano; Madelon St. Coomb,
mezzo-soprano. .\ll were well received and their work
did credit to their able teacher.

Florence Middaugh, much admired tor her charming
personality and lovely contralto voice, opened her new
residence studio at 332 .North 0.\ford last week and
has resumed her singing at the Fifth Church of Christ,
Scientist, after a few weeks of vacation.

Lucille Gibbs, well known soprano, and Alma Urqu-
hart. contralto, are furnishing an interesting program
ot songs at the California Theatre. These young sing-
ers are artist-pupils of .Myra Belle Vickers and their
appearance at the California during the past few weeks
has been attracting large crowds.

Clara Wilson Stamm presented five of her advanced
pupils in a medal contest recital last week. Miss Mary
Elizabeth White was the winner of the gold medal. Miss
Edith Wall received the silver medal and Miss Marjory
Brown was accorded honorable mention. The judges tor
this event were Waldo F. Chase, well known piano in-
structor ot Los Angeles, Francis Kendig. music critic ot
the Los Angeles Times, and Jewell Hickox. head of the
music department of the El .Monte High School.

Ann Thompson, known as the "pianiste of person-
ality" gave a concert at the .Masonic Hall in Long' Beach
last Friday evening under the auspices ot the Southern
California Music Company. This young artiste is
booked for several more concerts and recitals for the
fall season and has a class ot interesting pupils.

Dr. Frank Nagel announces the soloists who will
assist in his lecture-analysis of La Boheme at the
Opera Reading Club of Hollywood. October 1. Vivian
Strong Heart, colorature soprano. Lora May Lamport.
IjTic soprano; Raymond Harmon, tenor; and Edward
Novls. baritone, who are all exceptionally fine singers,
will lend their voices in illustrating this beautiful
opera.

Albert Tufts gave a short organ recital preceding a
lecture on September 21. at the Second Church of
Christ, Scientist, w-here he is engaged as organist.
Nearly fifty friends and admirers of Mr. Tufts were
delightfully entertained at his residence-studio last
week when he presented a program of Chopin and Lizt
with several of his own compositions. Mr. Tufts ability
as a teacher of piano and organ is evinced by the large
number of students who have enrolled in his classes
tor the tall term.

Maude Reeves Barnard, foremost among women musi-
cal directors ot Los Angeles, has just signed a new con-
tract for her thirteenth year with the First United Pres-
byterian church of Los Angeles as soprano soloist and
director of music. This is indeed a record to be envied.
Pupils of Mme. Barnard composing the Euterplan
Quartette are very much in demand tor club and recital
programs.

Mme. Brusko-Hollenbeck, a prominent figure in musi-
cal circles ot Boston and other Eastern cities, is so-
journing tor a few months in Los Angeles. Acclaimed
by tongue and pen as the "Song Painter." possessing
an extraordinary personality full ot charm with a solid
foundation ot splendid musical training and a powerful
voice of unusual beauty, we feel safe in saying Mme.
Hollenbeck has many ot the requisites ot a truly great
artist.

Only on one occasion this summer at the Hotel Mary-
land. In Pasadena, has her lovely mezzo-soprano voice
been heard In Siiulhern California. On this program
Madam Hollenbeck was assisted by Bruno Hubm the
renowned composer and conductor. Oscar Selling, con-
cert violinist, and John Steven .McGroarty, California's
beloved poet and writer who is tamed as the author
of the Mission Pla.v.

It is with a feeling of pride that Madame Hollen-
beck assures us that she has never studied in Europe
but rather is strictly an American artiste educated in
America: furthermore she states she has not sung at
the Metropolitan Opera House Another Interesting
feature of .Mme Hollenbecks career Is the tact that
during the last Liberty Loan drive she appeared on
the same program with Sarah Bernhardt. In Cleveland,
having been chosen out ot a hundred applicants to sing
on that occasion.
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Aside from her remarkable reputation aa a singer,

Mme. Hoilenbeck has received no little recognition as
a composer of songs. We hope to hear more of this

delightful person.

Mme. Melba Bassett, who is a teacher of merit, is

presenting pupils continually in various capacities in

the city. Miss Aouda Lutz is singin? at the Pico Heights
Congregational church. Miss Nell Hendricks, lyric

soprano and Viola Hoover, contralto, appeared in re-

cital at the Methodist Episcopal Church. South, Friday
evening. All are pupils of Mme. Bassett.

Frances Pierson Brumbaugh has opened a piano
school in the Majestic Theatre building with Miss
Leah Wood and Miss Helen Peabody as her able assis-

tants. Mme. Brumbaugh's years of study with the
renowned Godowsky stands her in good stead as a
splendid teacher and with a waiting list consisting of

more than a dozen, her popularity as a pedagogue
is evinced.

Frederick Deyerberg, harpist and pianist has opened
a studio in the Southern California Music Company
building.

Sylvain Noack has returned from Venice where he
and his family have been spending a few months at

their summer home. Mr. Noack who is concert-master
with the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra recently
played a sonata program with Brahm van Den Berg,
well known pianist, at the summer home of W. A.
Clark in Santa Barbara. So well were these superb
artists received that they were immediately engaged
for a later concert. It will be the privilege of Los
Angeles concert-goers to hear these artists at an early
date in an evening of sonatas.

John Smallman, prominent vocal teacher and director

of note, began-rehearsals with the Los Angeles Oratorio
Society on September 19. The coming season promises
to be filled with interesting musical events and among
the greatest are the oratories to be presented by this

society. Mr. Smallman's vocal class has already exceed-
ed all expectations in registration of pupils.

Louise Gude is presenting the first of a series of

Sunday afternoon recitals at three o'clock, September
30. Two artist pupils, Sarah Heidelberg and Myrna Lynn
Mummert from the Louise Gude studio will feature
numbers from Handel, Sinding, Arne, to the more mod-
ern Hahn, Scott. Beach, Hageman. and Ronald. These
Sunday recitals should prove popular, for the program,
as well as the artists, is of the highest standard.

Mnne. Alma Stetzler, prominent instructor of vocal
music, will introduce several pupils in recital October
1. at eight o'clock in the Recital Hall of the Southern
California Music Company building. The program fol-

lows:
Michaela Aria, Carmen (Bizet); Could My Songs

Their Flight be Winging (Hahn). Sarette Manter;
Fierce Flames, Trovatore (Verdi); Flower Song, Faust
(Gounod). Madelon St. Coomb; Lieti Signor, Huguen-
ots (Meyerbeer); Sing to me Sing (Homer). Mabel
Roberts; Your Heart Will Call Me Home (Tate); Turn-
keys Song. Rob Roy (De Koven) ; Armourers Song,
Robin Hood (De Kovenj. Giles Alkire: The Swallows
(Cowen): Song of the Soul (Breil), Hazel Hoffman;
Pale Moon (Logan); I Love You Truly (Bond), Kash-
miri Song (Woodforde-Finden), Inez Florita.

William Tyroler, who has labored so diligently and
efficaciously for three months with the chorus of three
thousand voices for the rehearsals and production of

the Wayfarer, has gone to San Francisco for a well
earned rest before resuming his teaching and coaching.

David P. Unruh, formerly at the head of the music
department of Oklahoma City College, has accepted
the position as director of music at the First Methodist
Episcopal Church of Monrovia. Mr. Unruh will spend
Tuesdays and Fridays in Los Angeles at his studio in
the Southern California Music Company tuilding. We
heartily welcome this splendid artist and capable
leader to our Los Angeles music colony.

Mme. Ragna LInne has the distinction and satisfac-
tion of coaching many prominent singers of Los Ange-
les among whom are Raymond Harmon, well known
tenor, and Edward Novis, popular baritone of Pasadena.
Another pupil of Mme. Linne, Miss Caryl Marshall,
dramatic soprano, recently gave an extensive concert
in Amsterdam, New York. Both teacher and pupil were
lauded by the press.

Philip Trohitz, Norwegian violinist, has opened his
studio in the Soutbem California Music Company
Building.

Z. Earl Meeker is planning to give a very interesting
recital on the evening of October 8, at the Recital Hall
in the Southern California Music building. On this
program he will be assisted by Ann Thompson as
accompanist and soloist. The many admirers of these
popular artists are looking forward to a delightful musi-
cal evening which is always assured when two artists
combine their talent.

The Music Teachers* Association of Los Angeles had
its first meeting Monday evening September 24. at the
Gamut Club. A banquet preceded an interesting pro-
gram of music and addresses by some of the best musi-
cians of the city and speakers of note. Mrs. Jamison
had charge of the program. The hostess, Mrs. Emma
Bartlett, was assisted by Mrs. Graham F. Putnam. Miss
Florence Norman Shaw and Mrs. Grace W. Mabee.

THE ORCHESTRA IN ITS RELATION TO
THE MOVING PICTURE

Moving Picture Orchestras as They Are and as

They Should Be

BY OSBORNE PUTNAM STEARNS

Late Conductor State Theatre Concert Orchestra, Bos-
ton, Mass., The Academy of Music Symphony Orches-
tra, New York, N. Y., Olympia Theatre Orchestra,
New York, N. Y., etc., etc.

THE GRAB BAG
BY ANIL DEER

r'i fi-

The pictures were better fitted, and patrons began to

notice it and remark about it. The surreptitious sub-

stitution and alteration in the programs was practiced

until the termination or the writer's engagement, when,
with a sigh of relief, he swore a solemn oath that never
again would he work under any such "General Musical
Director" where he could not score and arrange his own
program.

The usual proceedure in scoring a picture might be
of interest to the layman. The programs are not select-

ed so much from the various catalogs, as they are
by means of the "oracle" or reference library. This
is made up from the scores and directing parts—usu-
ally piano scores which are filed separately from the

rest of the parts, each with a number corresponding
to a similar number on its particular parts. More will

be said later about the peculiar arrangement and class-

ification of this reference library.

In most theatres of better class, a projecting room
is maintained for the use of the orchestra director in

scoring films. The feature or film to be scored is run
off by an operator for the conductor in this small room,
the picture being screened on a small-sized sheet to

save space. The conductor views it, assisted by a sten-

ographer, if he is fortunate to have the use of one; if

not he makes his own notes. Each situation is timed
accurately with a stop-watch, important titles, action
cues and emotional or atmospheric characteristics of

the various situations being noted. This takes, rough-
ly, from one to two hours, according to the length of

the feature being screened. As soon as the notes are re-

ceived, transcribed, from the stenographer, the conduc-
tor goes to the music-room, or wherever his reference
library is kept. The sooner this is done after review-
ing the picture, the better, before any extraneous in-

fluences are brought to bear upon him to interfere with
the continuity of his thought.

It might be seasonable here, as well as gratifying
to those interested to give a short portion of the open-
ing of a cue or score sheet. The only available one
with both drafts intact is that used for Miss Mae
Murray's recent picture "Broadway Rose."
The first draft of this sheet as it comes from the

stenographer follows:
Broadway Rose

Starring Miss Mae Murray, Sept. 1st

1922
1 Screening

In the sheltered garden
Where did she come from?
Short of clothes.

Will she stay?
AMigorical and Decorative Introduction

Does she captivate?
Watch your sympathy?
City Radios.
Full grown hits.

2 minutes 10 seconds.
2 Spring has come to Manhattan. Story Starts

Polo Grounds
Hugh Thompson one of the players.
Peter Stuyvesant Thompson, father of Hugh.
Mrs. Peter Stuyvesant Thompson, his wife.

Barbara Hampton Royce.
Rosalie Lawrence appears
Reggie Whitley—This is the dancer who is fasci-

nating all our men.
2 minutes. 10 seconds.

3 Still Playing Polo
Hugh covers himself with glory.

Of course just touch my hand and I bring luck.

But I must be
It was great of you to come
WTiy not.

Run away Hugh
When did you graduate
Why don't you give
No, thank you. I have
Hugh your Mother and Barbara are waiting
2 minutes, 45 seconds.

4 Father I want you
Action a little more neutral and a little quicker
Don't make yourself so conspicuous.
About your attentions
Now little boys run back to your friends.

It is a great life.

Heart! I haven't any.
1 minute. 23 seconds.
Part Two

5 Country flowers grow close to earth
Interior scene neutral type
Man and Hugh enter house with dog.
Card from flowers "Mr. Hugh Thompson I love
you"

Perhaps use "Dear Old Pal of Mine" for love theme.
And who sent the hothouse
A poor little rich boy
Colored Maid in kitchen
Take a look at me
2 minutes.

(To Be Continued)

How thrilling the expectancy to chil-

dren, when having coaxed a few pennies
from an indulgent parent or other rela-

u-^^^m tive equally kind, they invest in the allur-

r^^l ing mysteries of a grab bag. Seething
through the mind of the child the
thought, may be if very lucky the grab
may contain some long wished for

article; an article undoubtedly posses-

sing a value many times that of the
child's simple investment. The high

hopes impossible of realization, induced by immaturity
of the powers of reasoning and logic. The trembling
anticipation, as eager little fingers untie, or break if

possible, the aggravating knots, hastening to view the
enclosed prize. Xo forewarning gleam of reason en-

lightening as to the improbability of extracting more
of value than invested.
On a thorough examination of the contents hopes are

dashed yet compensation is there in the form of sweets
and some small trinket. Most valuable of all the child

has an addition to his knowledge of life and relative

values. If consistent by nature, will admit receiving the
equivalent of that which he gave. The lesson learned
far in excess of the cost. There is a close resemblance
between the child and his grab-bag and the young vocal
pupil when selecting a preceptor. Oft times having
"mis-learned" the lesson in youth they imagine money
the only standard of worth, and believe by choosing an
expensive teacher they are sure of ultimate success,

forgetting that If money be all they are paying the
price is too meager to win a genuine prize.

Sacrifice. labor, endurance, perseverance, grit and
elasticity of mind must be added to the contents of

their purse, if they would win enduring and satisfactory
results. The purest gems in art's jewels can not be
bought by a financial fee alone, invariably they com-
mand a higher rating and demand those moral quali-

ties enumerated above. Far too often the pupil expects
to purchase with the spurious coin of the world's lucre

the gifts of a higher sphere.
One will say. "Oh! how I would love to sing." and

then miss lesson after lesson, for some trivial cause,
i. e., dancing, bridge or theatre parties, etc., and omit
with consistency their practice period. Father, who
was a thorough musician and brilliant pianist, was
once enthusiastically informed by a young gentleman
that he, the latter, "would give anything on earth could

he play as father did." Father regarded him for a

moment with his dry quizzical smile and asked, "Would
you give eight hours daily practice?" The young man.
being candid and honest, sadly replied, "No, I would
not-" He lacked the genuine coin for the bargain.

The pupil who invests in a grab of inferior merit
may not receive a prize commensurate with his outlay,

yet a prize is there. Though the teacher be incom-
petent there is always knowledge to be gained, if only
in what to avoid. A pupil should not expect startling

results in vocal training if they personally are minus
two qualities, common sense and a good ear. Neither
need be at their utmost development originally but
must be characteristic of the aspiring student. Fortified

with these no teacher can mislead to any great extent.

They invariably capture a prize in the grab-bag of

music.

The ear informing that the tone produced is harsh,

out of tune, strained, or the throat feeling dry and irri-

tated, no sophistic reasoning of the tutor should be
able to convince the common sense of the pupil that the

basic principal of his (or her) production is correct.

Should one awake to the absence of qualities neces-

sary to an artistic career, common sense would realize

it is impossible for any teacher, regardless of ability

and willingness, to exert magic powers and convert one

into something adverse to natural proclivities.

Xo preceptor, however noted, ever made an artist;

rendered invaluable assistance in the process, undoubt-

edly, and no incompetent one ever ruined a true artist.

In mid-stream any rock may be made to sen^e as a

stepping stone. So. step forward, take your chance in

the artistic grab-bag with the proper coin in your men-

tal purse you will find a prize in every package.

Dr. Emil Winkler, instructor in the piano depart-

ment of Ward-Belmont School, Xashville, Tennessee,

now at the head of the Highland Park Branch of the

Sherwood School of Music is featuring Sunday vesper

musicals at the Sunset Canyon Country Club at Bur-

bank. At the next recital on September 23. Violet

Xedderson talented violinist of Santa Ana. Guilda Mar-

chetti vocalist, with Miss Hillickson as accompanist,

will present the program. Later the Sherwood Trio,

composed of Mr. Empke, pianist, Louise Moody, violin-

ist, and Rhoul Dhossche. flutist will be heard at the

Sunset Canyon Club vesper service.

Olga Steeb, one of the foremost pianists of America

and founder of the Olga Steeb Piano School of Los

Angeles, will leave for her first concert tour on Xovem-

ber 15. playing a number of engagements en route to

New York where she is to play at Aeolean Hall on

December 6. Miss Steeb's management has already

booked a second tour to Xew York, including cities in

Canada, many western states, and another Aeolean Re-

cital to be given in February.
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The Travels of No. 10778 and No. 10623
An Amazing Story of a Triumph Over Tremendous Odds

No. 10778 met No. 1062.1

Yokohama in Scplcmb

1922, (exact dale u

It rame about this way. (

ing early in the month,

Lang of San I'Vanri&co foi

morning mail this telegra

fir>t steamer No. 10778

box Codowsky Yokohama." \
terse and prosaic telegram, yet ro-

monce has strange beginnings.

Twenty-four hours later No. 10778

AM a piano tuner.
It i» my bu

lh.1t one o( them
1 have made it a point to

on my way to New York
the Orient, where for the past year 1 have
been on tour with Mr. Godowsky as his

piano tuner. During his three months'
tour in South America (I was engaged in

liuenos Aires) we carried Knabe Con-
cert Grand No. 10623 from their New
Y'ork store. When we sailed for l)i<-

Oricnl, Mr. Godowsky considered it :i<l-

visuhle to add a second piano, knowing
the extreme difficulties of climate and
tranr-portation. This one (No. 10778) was
shipped from San Francisco. It was ii

wihc decision, for at one time No. 1077H
was lost in the snows of Manchuria Un
two months, finally turning up after wh.il
must have been untold vicissituiles, for
its traveling case was so badly battered
that the transportation companies re-

does not observe, lie

\\ill notice instantly the
most minute variation in

its musical quality, but
the mechanical and the
structural elements be-

hind that quality, it is

my job to observe for

have just passed
u g h an experience

itii the two most
came into my charge,

le from Kohler & Chase,

them in San Fra

route from

was below decks and westward

bound. At the same timo No.

J0623 was under way from the west

toast of South America. Their

meeting was undemonstrative —
iillhough ihcy were both from the

s^ime town, had been brought up
l«igelher —tended by the same
hands, and sent into the world
with the same mission. But at

Yokohama the real story begins

—

and let Mr. Jones tell it.

San FRANctsco, Califobma, May 22, 1923.
fused to accept it. From the devastating Arctic cold
of the Manchurian steppes to the blistering heat of
the Javanese jungles, these two Knabes have been for
neai^ly a year subjected to every kind of climatic
punishment, including months in the sticky, saturat-
ing moisture of the tropics, invariably fatal to a
pianoforte. From Hawaii to the Philippines, through
all the cities of Japan, China, Java, even the Straits
Settlements, and many of the less frequented by-ways
of the Orient— I do not believe that the history of
music records the equal of this unique tour, or the
ovations accorded this great artist in these music-
hungry corners of tbc globe, or the equivalent of the
two pianos that supported him. Days of travel over

ads of Java, the man-handling of countless
, the punishment of oriental transportation in
in trains, in queer conveyances of all kinds—

ths of it. At times it was heart-breaking,
truments carry many scars of battle, but
they have remained steadfast. Outside "some

rust on the bass strings, they are today as
perfect mechanically and structurally, as
clear in tone, as beautiful, as rich,' as
perfect as the first day Mr. Godowsky
touched their keys. To me the power of
resistance of the Knabe piano is almost
supernatural. I have travelled with many
artists in all parts of the world; in Eu-
rope I was familiar with the German
pianos that are built like stodgy battle-
ships, but no piano in even ordinary
continental tours has equalled this per-
formance. If I had made these two
Knabes 1 should feel very proud. Inci-
dentally I am not in any way connected
with the Wm. Knabe Company—nor do I

even know them except through the in-
ternational reputation of their instru-
nont. Francis E. Jones,

London and Buenos Aires.

Wh.

Leopold Godowsky
with rare consideration, concedes to hi-i ni.inn ii>n.ideratii

privilege of telling his own story.
Godowsky has paid his tribute to the Knabe time and again—
hut as be himself said in an interview: "Mr. Jones has some-
thing more interesting to say about those two pianos than I or
any other artist has ever said. Let him tell it. He deserves it.
I found him in Buenos Aires and carried him away to the
Orient because of his unusual qualities." So, thanks to the

'""'ion of the great artist, we arc able to offer
rkable piano story ever told.the )

GODOWSKY
Master of the masters at whof«
feel have tal at one time or
another practically every great

pianist of our day.

Incidenlally. bnlh of these inslrumenu are stock pianos
(not specially made), one from the New York warerooms
and one from the Kohler S Chase store in San Francisco

KOHLER* er *CHASE<
26 0"FARRELL STREET SAN FRANCISCO

SACRAMENTO
SAN JOSE

KNABE AMHCO

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY CONCERT

Mrs. William Henry Banks, the able and efficient
president ot the Pacific Musical Society, announces a
most interesting program to be given at' the next meet-
ing of the society at the Fairmont Hotel. Thursday
evening, October 11. M:ss Rena M. Lazelle, the soprano
of the evening, has appeared in opera, both grand and
light, singing leading roles. She has studied in Victor
Maurel's opera class for some three years before
makiBg her first public appearance. She is at present
connected with the San Francisco Conservatory of
Music as head of the vocal department. Her voice is
a clear and brilliant soprano of phenomenal range, and
is rich and full in the middle register. Her technic is
amply adequate for any demands that can be made on
It. Among her songs of the evening will be one by Miss
Lillian Hodghead. a member ot this society and a co-
director of the San Francisco Conservatory of Music.
She has a large and varied repertoire of songs and arias,
both ancient and modern, and a very charming per-
sonality. Miss Lazelle has been spoken ot in very com-
plimentary terms by such able and well-known crit'cs
as Ray C. B. Brown of the San Francisco Chronicle
Redfern Mason in the San Francisco Examiner. Charles
Woodman of the San Francisco Call-Post, and Alfred
Metzger of the Pacific Coast Musical Review. She Is
a member ot the San Francisco Grand Opera Company.
The pianist of the evening will be Lincoln S. Batch-

elder, a member of the faculty and concert staff of the
University of California Extension Division. This will
be his first appearance since his return from the East
where he coached with Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lhevinne.
His playing has been spoken of in most glowing terms,
not only by well known Eastern critics but also by our
local writers, among whom we might mention Redfern
Mason ot the San Francisco Examiner. Ray C. B. Brown
of the San Francisco Chronicle, Alfred Metzger of the
Pacific Coast Musical Review. His success is marked
in concert playing and also as a teacher. He has ap-
peared as soloist and as accompanist in the East as well
as on the Pacific Coast.
The Colonial Male Quartet has been recently or-

ganized by Miss Clare Harrington, a member ot the
Pacific Musical Society and will be a permanent feature
of San Francisco's musical lite. This will be their first
appearance as a quartet although the members have
sang frequently in concert and opera as soloists. They
are members of the Colonial Opera Company under
the direction of .Miss Clare Harrington and will appear
in the opera Don Pasquale at the Sorosis Club in this
city the evening of October 12. They are all very gifted
enthusiasts on the subject ot music.
Miss Harrington will be the accompanist for the

quartet. She was educated in this city and in Germany
and sings in church concert and opera, being hei^elf
a soprano. The quartet are not her pupils but are
coached by Miss Harrington. The quartet is composed
of Louis Leimbach, Lionel Somers, James E. Driscoll
and Donald Ingraham.
The program is as follows: (a) Sailor's Song from

Flying Dutchman (Wagner), (b) Hark! Hark! The
Lark (Schubert). Colonial Male Quartet—Louis Leim-
bach. Lionel Somers, James E. Driscoll, Donald
Ingraham: Etudes Symphoniques (Schumann), Lincoln
S. Batchelder; (a) Wigmund (SchumannI, (b) Die
Forelle (Schubert), (c) Le Baiser (Thomas), (d) Les
Petite Canards (Chabrier), (e) La Pandareta (Alvarez)
Rena M. Lazelle; (a) Sonnette Del Petrarca (Liszt), (b)
Novelle (Medtner). first performance in San Francisco
(c) Etude de Concert (Schlozerl, first performance iii
San Francisco. Lincoln S. Batchelder: (a) Sheep in
Clusters (Revolutionary period), (b) Barcarolle (Win-
ter Watts), (c) A Little Maiden (Clough Leighter) (d)A Friend (Lillian Hodghead). (e) Psalm (Ernest Bloch)
Rena M. Lazelle; (a) A Song ot Araby IProtheroe). (b)
Chorale of Swords (Faust) (Gounod), Colonial Male
Quartet.

Rose Florence, mezzo-soprano, is to give a recital of
.song on Tuesday evening. October It!, in the ItalianRoom of the Hotel St. Francis. This will be her first
appearance on the concert stage for two seasons. Since
last heard here she has filled many concert engage-
ments and has appeared in a Paris and New York
recital winning splendid notices from critics. Rose
Florence is one of the few society giris who foresook
society for a musical career. Her recital is under the
direclion of Alice Seckels. Benjamin Moore is the
accompanist in a program of classics and the added
feature of Russian and Spanish songs in costume The
Russian group, comprising songs, by Gretchaninoff,
Rlmsky-Korsakoff and Moussorgsky. will be sung in the
costume of "Little Russia" and the Spanish group will
be represented with two songs by Manuel De Falla
which have never been given here before. Songs by
Valverde and Senor Manuel Garcia, father of the famous
vociil teacher by that name, Horsman's In the Yellow
Dusk; songs by Hugo Wolf. Richard Strauss. Chausson.
FVank La Porge, Emerson Whithornc and Mary Can-Moore will round out the program.

John J. McClellan, the famous organist of the Mor-mon Tabernacle at Salt Lake City, has been secured by
the Auditorium Committee of the Board of Supervisors
for a single recital at the Exposition Auditorium Sun-day evening, October 21. He is known all over the
country as one of the best organists in America andhas appeared at all of the world's fairs of the past
twenty-five .vears with great success. As organist of
the Salt Lake Tabernacle he has played over 4000
recitals in the past twenty-flve years and he has ap-peared in every large city of the United States during
that lime. There will be no admission fee and no re-served seats and the public will be welcome
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PERSONNEL OF SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Rehearsals of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra
commenced last Monday morning under the direction of
Alfred Hertz and will be held daily until the opening
concert of the season, which will be given Friday
afternoon. October 19, in the Curran Theatre. There
will he few changes in the orchestra's personnel this
year, the most important one being a new first trumpet
in Ewald Dietzel, who formerly occupied a similar
position with the Detroit Symphony. The new violinists
are P. Marino. W. G. Callinan. Victor Polant. F. Cardona
and W. Dabelow, while A. Gulterson has been added to
the double bass section. C. H. Hazlett and J. Sinai are
returning after a year's absence, the former to the
clarinet section and the latter to the percussion. The
complete personnel is as follows:

First Violins—Louis Fersinger. concert master; Artur
Argiewicz and Louis Ford, assistant concert masters;
E. Meriz. R. Mendelevitch, M. Gluschkin. R. Gordohn. T.
Jensen, W. F. Hoffman. P. Marino, H. Koenig, F. Car-
dona, Orley See. S. Polak. V. Polant and R. Ruiz.
Second Violins—J. Koharich. H. Helget. W. Man-
chester, R. L. Hidden. W. G. Callinan, A. Blaha. J. Gold.
J. A. Paterson. F. Creitz. A. Heft. W. Sargeant, H. A.
Dunn and H. H. Hoffman. Violas—Lajos Fenster. E.
Hahl. F. A. Baker. H. Wismer, B. Purt, E. Weiler. V.
Lichtenstein. F. Dierich, R. Kolb and W. Dabelow.
'Celli—\V. V. Ferner, W. Dehe. O. King, W. Villalpando,
A. Weiss, R. Kirs, J. Schwarzmann and C. Hranek.
Basses—J. Lahann, S. Greene, W. Bell, A. E. Storch.
E. Schulze, O. Frederick and A. Gutterson. Flutes

—

Anthony Linden. L. Newbauer. W. Oesterreicher. Oboes—C. Addimando, A. Dupuis, V. Schipilliti. Clarinets

—

H. B. Randall. F. Fragale, C. H. Hazlett. Bassoons—E.
Kubitschek, E. B. La Have, R. Kolb. French Horns

—

W. Hornig, C. E. Tryner. P. Roth, F. E. Huske, R.
Rocco. Trumpets—E. Dietzel. A. Arriola. Otto Kegal,
V. Kress. Trombones—F. W. Tait. O. E. Clark. F. N.
Bassett. Tuba—R. Murray, Harps—Kajetan Attl and
Barbara Merkley. Tympani—R. E. Wagner. Percus-
sion—M. Nickel. J. Sinai. A. Vendt and M. A. Salinger.
Walter Oesterreicher will continue as orchestral man-
ager and Otto Kegel will act as librarian.

CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERTS

Great interest has been manifested by the public in

the series of six concerts offered by the Chamber
Music Society with the co-operation of world distin-

guished guest artists. Particularly so as the opening
concert on Tuesday evening October 30. at Scottish
Rite Hall will present Horace Britt the well-known
cello virtuoso for the first time since he left us three
years ago to join the Letz Quartet. Britt, during his
five years here, as solo cellist of the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra and cellist of the Chamber Music
Society endeared himself, both musically and person-
ally, to all San Franciscans. He is visiting us for a

sible for the young people to hear this remarkable
series at a very low price, easily within their reach.
This is only one instance of the educational work which
is being done by the Chamber Music Society and which
has received the recognition of the United States
Government.

MARY GARDEN

Exceptional personalities employ exceptional methods.
Two eminent exponents of a special art form will be
found to show resemblance in major points—resem-
blances in the manner of reaching certain conclusions,
for example. Two Americans (one an American by
birth, the other by adoption—Lillian Xordica. whose un-
timely death occurred a few years ago, and Mary
Garden, who is soon to give a recital in San Francisco,
will take their respective pedestals among famed im-
mortals as artists who achieved similar ends by simi-
lar means-
Equipped with pronounced physical, vocal. mental

and histrionic parts, each claimed the concert plat-
form as a field for the exposition of indubitable in-

dividual talents as vocalists, and each has been identi-
fied with the desire for the uplift and universal recogni-
tion of the operatic scheme of her election. Lillian
Nordica stood for the Wagnerian cult, after having
victoriously braved and conquered in the arena of
Italian opera of an older school.
To Mary Garden must be awarded the palm of es-

tablishing a definite and definitive status for French
opera of the modern and most up-to-date groups, the
Debussian as well as that of Massenet, in the United
States. If anything. Mary Garden's is a victory greater
than that recorded for Xordica, because she was prac-
tically alone in her efforts—requiring the exertion of
strenuous will power, indeed—to secure recognition
for a musical form and specialty that had been without
protagonist until Mary Garden's advent and firm stand
for its permanent place in this country. French music
and Mary Garden are inseparably united, and any his-

tory of the establishment of the first in America must
include the name of the second.
Though confessedly partial to music of the French

school her program is both varied and comprehensive.
There will be heard the big aria from the second act
of "Manon Lescaut" (Puccini); Tosti's La Serenade:
a Strauss song, Zueignung; The Steppe, by Gretchani-
now; and Serenade, by John Alden Carpenter, a con-
temporary American composer.
Miss Garden will be assisted by the young Russian

cellist. Gutia Casini. who has recently arrived in New
York, bringing with him a very wonderful cello which
he has had insured for $15,000. He will be heard in three
numbers. Georges Lauweryns, accompanist, will play
Liszt's Paraphrase sur Rigoletto. Miss Garden will

appear in but one recital in Northern California—at

the Auditorium on Sunday afternoon, October 21, under
the management of Selby C. Oppenheimer.

ALICE SECKELS presents

MAY MUKLE
Cellist

LAWRENCE STRAUSS
Tenor

ELLEN EDWARDS at the Piano

ITALIAN ROOM. HOTEL ST. FRANCIS
TUESDAY EVENING. OCTOBER 9. 1923—8:30 P. M.

Tickets $1.50 (plus war tax) at Sherman, Clay & Co.

short period while on a transcontinental tour and his

appearance with the Chamber Music Society on October
3Q -will be the first chance that his many friends and
admirers will have to welcome his homecoming, even
if for a brief period. Mr. Britt will also appear as

soloist of the San FVancisco Symphony Orchestra on
November 2 and 4.

In Woodstock, New York. Mr. Britt and Mr. Ferner
scored a brilliant success when appearing, together with
the Chamber Music Society in a concert there. And
San Francisco will have an opportunity to enjoy this

musical treat on October 30 when Mr. Britt will appear
in the beautiful Schubert Quintet in C major and the
remarkable Sextet of Arnold Schoenberg which created
such a sensation in the 1921 season of Chamber Music
concerts and which will again be heard at this concert
by overwhelming request of the public. Both of these
compositions require two cellists of the first rank and
the public is assured of splendid and authoritative in-

terpretations of these master works. Immediately after
his appearances here Mr. Britt will have to leave for

New York to fulfill his Eastern engagements.
The coming season of the Chamber Music Society,

with Horace Britt, Ethel Leginska. the famous English
pianist, and Erno Dohnanyi, the great Hungarian com-
poser-pianist, will be a remarkable series of splendid
performances and will mark a climax in the steady
succession of successful triumphs which the Chamber
Music Society has enjoyed. There being an unusually
heavy demand for seats this year it will be advisable
to secure season tickets as soon as possible in order
that patrons may be assured of regular and good places
for the coming events.
An announcement of great importance is the fact

that, acting in co-operation with the Board of Educa-
tion, the Chamber Music Society has decided to offer a
limited number of season tickets to bonafide public
high school students of the City and County of San
Francisco at special student rates. This has been done
as an educational feature and in order to make it pos-

START OF PRINDELL SEASON IN LOS ANGELES

Musically and socially distinctive was the musical
soiree and reception held Friday evening, September
26, at 9 o'clock, in the exclusive surroundings of the
Los Angeles Athletic Club, inaugurating becomingly
the season of Madame Newcombe-Prindell, whose man-
agerial activities on behalf of resident artists is win-
ning wide attention and support from clubs and the

general public. In fact, this reception took place in

token of this esteem and in honor of Mme. Newcombe-
Prindell, with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ernfrid Nathhorst
as sponsors and host, and Dr. Douglas as master of

After paying due tribute to the guest of honor Mme.
Newcombe Prindell, bidding the distinguished gather-

ing welcome. Mr. Nathhorst introduced Dr. Douglas,
founder of the Los Angeles Opera Club.
Catherine Jackson, charming young harpist, opened

the musical program with two delightfully played se-

lections: Chanson san Paroles by Dubez and Ballade
by Hosselmans, revealing not only fine technic but
versatile musical conception. Bonnie Helen Mackin-
tosh, gifted Scotch soprano, attired in the costume of

her clan, then gave unique rendition of Scotch songs,
having to respond with an encore to the cordial ap-
plause. Eunice Prosser proved herself a splendid violin-

ist of striking attainments, technic and tone in two
groups, including selections by Wieniawsky, Rissland.
Tournier and Boisdeffre, interpreting the selections
with due regard. Here Miss Jackson added winsome
harp accompan'ments. Earl Meeker's singing of Vision
Fhigitive from Manon won him great favor of his audi-
ence which insisted on hearing again this popular
baritone. Miss Dow. at last minute substituting with
an finely shaded accompaniment. Much credit must
also be given to the two other accompanists. Misses
Helen Newcombe and Linnie Guess. Altogether the
evening proved one of much honor to the manager and
her artists.

An Artist of Distinct Personality

Mabel

Riegeiman
OPERA AND CONCERT

SOPRANO

Will Instruct a Limited Number of

Sincere Students in

The

Art of Singing

For Appointment Address:

DOROTHY BROOKS, Secretary

485 California Street

San Francisco

QUEENA MARIO IN RECITAL

Queena Mario, whose success in the great role of
Juliet in the Gounod opera Romeo and Juliet led the
Metropolitan Opera Company to give fifteen perform-
ances of that opera last season, and who has made noth-
ing short of a sensation in her rendition of this and
other roles with the San Francisco company, has ob-
tained special permission from the Metropolitan of-

ficials to remain in San Francisco an additional week
before reporting to them for rehearsals, in order to
appear at the ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel on
Monday afternoon. October 22, as the first of the great
artist series to be given this season as the feature of
the Alice Seckels Matinee Musicales. This will be Miss
Mario's only appearance in this city in recital this
season and will bring to the event hundreds of her
ardent admirers, many of whom consider her the fore-
most lyric soprano of the day. Miss Mario, assisted
by Imogen Peay at the piano has arranged a particu-
larly attractive program, which includes an old Mozart
work which has rarely if ever been heard in San Fran-
cisco. It is called Dans un Bois and is emblematic of
Mozart at his best. The full list of offerings includes:
(a) Dans un Bois iMozart). lb) Care Selve (Handell,
{cl Xeues Lieben. Xeues Leben (Beethoven): (a) Jours
Passes (Delibesl. (bl Comment Disaient lis (Liszt).
Id Er Liebete Mich So Sehr (Tschaikowsky). (d)
L'Oiseau Bleu iDecreus); Aria of Micaela from Carmen
(Bizeti: lal Lullaby (Kreisler). lb) The Xight Wind
iRoland Farley), (ci Ah! Love, but a Day I.Mrs. H. H.
A. Beach), Id) The Song of the Open IFrank La Forge);
Waltz from Romeo et Juliette (Gounod).
Other concerts in this series are Josef Lhevinne.

master pianist. November 19: Elena Gerhardt. "lieder"
singer. December 17: The Griffes Group on January 14.

1924, the Metropolitans jolly baritone, Renato Zanelli,
on March 24: and Ferenc Vecsev, Hungarian violinist,
April 14. ,

ADA CLEMENT CONCERT

It is good news to mus;c lovers that Ada Clement
will be heard in concert on Tuesday evening. October
23. in the Colonial Ballroom of the Hotel St. Francis.
This excellent artist appears all too seldom. She has.
as assisting artist. May Mukle, the English cellist, and
Alexander Saslavsky, violinist. The recital is under
the direction of Alice Seckels. The Rebecca Clarke Trio
will have its first San Francisco presentation and as
it is a work which won second prize at the Pittsfield
Chamber Music Festival music lovers will be eager to
hear it. This year Mrs. Coolidge commissioned Miss
Clarke to write a cello and piano composition for the
Pittsfield festival, a rare compliment for the young
composer. This will be played by May Mukle and Miss
Clement. The rest of the program will consist of an
interesting group of piano solos played by Miss Clement
and a Sonata, probably the Debussy, for cello and
piano.
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GRAND OPERA SEASON

(Conllnueil from Page 7, Col. 4)

victories and spiterul in his defeats. Beniaminl Gigli

exhibited his incomparable artistry by enacting the
role of Faust In a manner to emphasize the vocal pos-
sibilities of the role beyond its seeming unimportance.
His pure bel canto and flexible organ was heard to

great advantage and he added another victory to his

long array of triumphs since this present season began.
Bianca Saroya in both the roles of Margherita and
Elena was vocally most pleasing and effective her ring-

ing soprano giving unalloyed pleasure to all. Dramatic-
ally we preferred her impersonation of Margherita
which seems to He within her scope of histrionic accom-
plishments being of a sedate and sombre nature. As
Elena she could have revealed more contrast, but evi-

dently this part was ni'w lo her and she had no chance
to study it to the minutest details. Doria Fernanda
showed much versatility on her portrayals of the giddy
Marta on one hand and the dignllle{l Pantalis on the
other. She did some splendid actinK with Didur in the
garden scene and her fine, resonant voice came to the
fore In no mean degree. Giordano Paltrinlerl lent im-

portance to the role of Wagner and sang and acted
It In a most delightful manner. Again both stage man-
agement and ballet direction were worthy of commend-
ation tor thoroughness and picturesque character.

Like the orchestra the chorus had much to be re-

sponsible for. and although the young singers had
several months' preparations the dimculties to be over-

come were such as to test the spirit of even the most
experienced chorus singers. We feel justified to add
our measure of praise lo that of everytme else in re-

LOUISE LUNO
The Successful California Contralto Who Has Gained

Recognition in Europe and Who Will Sing at

Covent Garden, London, This Season

gard to the 8plen<lid work accomplislied by this chorus
and we trust that its Individual members will appre-
Icatc the untiring efforts of those who trained them
and will continue to serve their community so that
their arllsllc qualincations will constantly expand and
broaden and result in molding them Into the artistic
ensemble which their natural voices and their appar-
ent enthusiasm and ambition promises to attain While
credit is being bestowed we do not wish lo omit Selby
C. Oppenheimer. the business manager, who had to
contend with problems with which the public is not
familiar, but which nevertheless have to be overcome
If an enterprise of such vast dimensions Is to result
In successful termination. To take care of thousands
of opera goers in a manner to make as many friends
and as few enemies as possible Is a feat which Is note-
worthy and In Its way as important as the artistic
achievements, for It necessitates the same object, name-
ly, the satisfaction of the public. In next week's issue
wo shall publish a brief resume of the season, and
reviews of Romeo and Juliet. Pagllacci and RIgoletlo.

LINCOLN
BATCHELDER

Pianist -- Accompanist

Staaio 670 8tli A*«. Phone Barriew S543

SISTINE CHAPEL CHOIR

That the Sistlne Chapel Choir will eclipse in America
the artistic and tinancial success it scored in Australia
last year Is confidently predicted by Frank W. Healy,
who is In New York arranging the famous organiza-
tion's coming tour of the United Stales and Canada.
This confidence. Healy has Informed his San Francisco
oflicc. is warranted by the exceptional terms offered
him for bookings in all the principal cities and numer-
ous smaller towns and the tliousands of inquiries from
individuals eager to ascertain the itinerary. In many
Instances less notable attractions have been cancelled
in order to give the choir the dates originally allotted
to them.
Accommodations for the fifty-four singers have been

reserved aboard the Italian liner Conle Verde, which
will leave -Naples In time lo arrive al .New York not
later than October Hi. The first concert Is scheduled
for Thursday evening October IS, in Carnegie Hall, and
Healy reports that every seat has already been sold.
It Is probable that one or more concerts will be given
there while the choir Is on Its return trip to Rome.
At each of its concerts in this country the choir

will sing some of the unpublished compositions which
exist only In manuscript and have never been heard
outside of the Sistlne Chapel. Conductor Rella has
exclusive right to present any of these works and by
inducing him to have them sung on this continent
Manager Healy believes tliat he has succeeded in se-

curing for America's music lovers a unique opportunity
to acquaint themselves with some of the greatest
examples of ecclesiastical harmony Including creations
by Palestrina and Perosi.
As the choir's leave of absence from the Vatican is

confined to twelve weeks and the itinerary includes
every important city between the two oceans Manager
Healy has found it impossible to arrange for more than
three concerts in San Francisco. These are scheduled
for December 7, 8 and 9, in the Exposition Auditorium,
and reservations are already being booked at Sherman,
Clay & Co.'s ticket office.

FRANCES ALDA TO APPEAR THIS MONTH

Mme. Frances Alda, prima donna soprano from the
Metropolitan Opera House, New York, has been en-
gaged by Frank W. Healy, who is now in that city, to
give a concert In conjunction with Lionel Terlis,
famous English viola soloist, the evening of Monday,
October 29, at Scottish Rite Auditorium. The piano
accompaniments will be played by Margaret Hughes, a
San Francisco girl who has won distintcion in the
Eastern music world.
San Franciscans who have heard Mme. Alda sing

know that her voice yields instantly to the require-
ments of dramatic music and still is quite effective in
delivery of lyric phrases calling for the smooth, flow-
ing raezza-voce so rarely found. In song recital she in-

variably compels admiration of the sort gained by only
one or two other singers now before the public. She
is prepared at all times with a repertoire embracing
the standard arias, oratorios and classic song literature.

Mr. Tertis has appeared as viola soloist with all the
leading orchestras of England and continental Europe.
His tour of this country is due to John McCormack,
who heard him play at the English home of Maiam
de Navarro (Mary Anderson) and vi'as so fascinated
that he immediately cabled his managers suggesting the
engagement. "I willl slake my reputation," he added,
"in predicting that he will prove a sensation in
America."

Seats can now be had at Sherman. Clay & Company's
ticket oflice.

TITO SCHIPA TO SING

The appearances of Tito Schipa, the eminent lyric
tenor, at the Columbia Theatre in San Francisco on
the Sunday afternoons of November 4th and 11th, will
be extraordinary events Inasmuch as Schipa is counted
the foremost lyric singer of today. He has attained
this position through an uninterrupted succession of
brilliant achievements and is one of the few artists
whom the public has accepted as worthy of its most
fiattering support and commendation.
Schipa possesses certain qualities that invariably

appeal to the cultured musician as well as to the lay-
man. His voice Is of a luscious timbre, his art Is pol-
ished to a high degree, rare interpretative powers en-
able him to Infuse into a song or aria that Indefinable
something which we call "heart and soul, " his person-
ality Is engaging and his method of presentation of the
vocal masterpieces is delightfully diversified. He is
a singer of extraordinary gifts, cultivated to a point as
near perfection as is humanly possible, which, coupled
with his Innate understanding of human nature, enables
him to reach the hearts of his audiences no matter what
the medium—an Italian aria, a Spanish folk song, a
French chanson or a simple heart song in English.
Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer, who is bringing

Schipa to California for the first lime, predicts an un-
usual and enormous success for this splendid artist,
who will be the forerunner of a most interesting ser-
ies of concerts at popular prices on Sunday afternoons
in the Columbia Theatre.

In rapid succession will come on November 18, Efrem
ZImbalist, eminent violinist; on November 25, Josef
Lhevinne, Russia's great pianist: a Joint recital by Ar-
thur Rubinstein, pianist, and Paul Kochanski, violinist,
on December 9. and on December 16. lovely Anna Case,
lyric soprano.

FOR RENT
Studio formerly occupied by Ashley Pettis. Stage,

Balcony, Kitchenette. Rent. $35.00. Phone Fillmore
6S50. 818 Grove Street.

SECOND OF FORTNIGHTLY SERIES

The second program of the Fortnightlys will feature
English composers who have risen in the Musical firma-
ment of England since the war. and promises to be one
of the most interesting of the series for several reasons.
Both executants on this program are English born, and
all of the composers featured: John Ireland, Frank
Uridge, Eugene Goossens, Percy Grainger and are old
friends of lioth artists, which will give an added interest
to the interpretations. Miss Mukle needs no introduc-
tion to San Francisco. She has been a welcome visit-
ing artist many times, but this will be Mrs. Edwards
first concert with her in which she shares the honors.
Having appeared many times together abroad the

occasion should be an inspiration to both artists.
Ellen Edwards Is a recent addition to our resident

pianists and in the two years she has been here has
justified the most glowing comments on her work. The
program follows: Sonata for Violoncello and Pianoforte
(In two movements) (Frank Bridge): Concertino in E
minor (Ariosti-Elkus). (1C661749): Pianoforte solos:
Idylle, Skizze (Albert Elkus): London Pieces: Chel-
sea Reach, Ragamuffin (John Ireland). Remembrance,
Valse Caprlcieuse (Frank Uridge): Violoncello solos:
Sussex mummers' Christmas Carol (arr. by Percy Grain-
ger) : Chinese Folk tune (arr. by Eugene Goossens);
Melody (Frank Bridge).

California composer featured is Mr. Albert Elkus.
Single guest tickets may be procured from members.

ARRILLAGA MUSICAL COLLEGE ACTIVITIES

The opening recital of the Fifteenth season of the
Arrillaga Musical College took place in the College
building, Fillmore and Jackson streets, last week. The
program was presented by facufty members including
Mynard S. Jones, basso-cantante. George Edwards, com-
poser-pianist, and Achille Artigues, organist and Pres-
ident of the school, and was comprised of modern
works, including those of two San Francisco composers,
Wallace A. Sabin and George Edwards. It was followed
by a reception on the upper floors of the attractive
College building, in which a large group of socially
prominent people participated.
Mynard S.i Jones, basso-cantante, and Raymond

White, pianist, both well known artist-members of the
faculty of the Arrillaga Musical College, presented a
program of songs and piano music at the Greek The-
atre last Sunday afternoon. The richness of Mr. Jones'
voice met with hearty enthusiasm on the part of the
large audience, and Mr. White's exquisite playing re-
quired an encore consisting of Graziela, a composition
by SIgnor S. de Arrillaga father of Vincent de Arril-
laga. the present director of the school. The program
included compositions of local composers: Sea Fever,
and The Indian Upon God; songs by Wallace A. Sabin
and George Edwards, and a piano solo. The Philosopher
by George Edwards, who has recently joined the teach-
ing forces of the Arrillaga Musical College.

JOSEPH GEORGE JACOBSON'S PUPIL RECITAL

An interesting recital was given by some of the ad-
vanced class pupils of Joseph George Jacobson at his
residence-studio last week which was enthusiastically
applauded by an appreciative audience, and gave credit
to the teacher. The opening number was the D minor
Concerto by Mozart, first movement, played by Myrtle
Harriet Jacobs with intelligent phrasing and flne feel-
ing, Mr. Jacobson playing the second piano. She was
followed by Vera Adelstein, who made her first appear-
ance before the club and made a fine impression espec-
ially with the rendition of the second number. The
third number was the Rondo brilliante Op. 22 tor piano
and orchestra played by .Margaret Lewis with dash
and good technic. Mr. Jacobson then gave a talk on the
Sonata and Sonata-form which was followed by the
Moonlight Sonata by Beethoven played by Gladys
Ivanelle Wilson. This young girl has made great pro-
gress and is developing into a good musician. The
same can be said of .Marian Patricia Cavanaugh, already
well-known in spite of her years, she played the Rondo
movement of the C minor Concerto by Beethoven with
clean technic, style and taste that gave Joy to the
listeners. Edward Summ came next with Bach's Fan-
tasia in C minor and Liszt's Lovedream No. 3 In spite
of his nervousness he revealed a flne singing touch
and showed versatility and good taste. The last num-
ber was the F minor Concerto by Weber played by Sam
Eodetsky. It was brilliantly played shoning that he
has eloquent musicianship and ample technical equip-
lent.

Elinor Remick Warren, famed for her delightful
songs which are sung by many renowned artists of
America, has recently finished a composition for the
piano called "Frolic of Elves." Ernesto Berumen. to
whom this number Is dedicated, has Included it on the
programs for his New York and Boston concerts as
well as on his entire tour for the fortlicoming season.

Grace Senior Breariy, pianlste of note from Boston
and Duluth. appeared before the Los Angeles City Club
last Friday. She played the Brahms. Rapsodle In D
Minor, with splendid hearing, markcii musicianship and
keen understanding. On this program Miss Ingrid Ame-
son. soprano, who delighted the Hollywood Bowl audi-
ence this summer, sang In a very pleasing manner.
One Fine Day. from the opera Madame Butterfly, and
Star, by Rogers. Other artists scheduled to appear at
the City Club In the near future are Ettore Campana.
baritone, and the Bickfords, who are artists of the
cello and guitar.
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When
Work Is

Pleasure

When health and happiness are present,

when surrounding^s are cong^enial, when one

is "making good" in a worth while job, it is

a pleasure to work.

For the tj-pist, add to these conditions the

"SILENT SMITH" typewriter, ball bear-

ing, easy running and equipped with all the

time and labor saving devices—then the
pleasure of work is complete.

.Send for booklet and folder Form 601.

L. C. Smith & Bros. Typewriter Co.

Executive Offices -:- -:- SYRACUSE, N. Y.

432 Market Street, San Francisco, Calif.

218 Citizens National Bank Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.
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KURT VON GRtTDZINSKI

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
I.-..IT Berkel«7,

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of .Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

DOMENICO BRESCIA

Madame Charles Poulter—Soprano

Lizetta Kalova Violinist
AV.\II.ABLE FOR CO.\CERTS

ll^SI High Court, Uerkrler;

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.AN FR.WCISCO B.WK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY lOlh, 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks in California,
the Assets of which have never been increased
by mergers or consolidations with other Banks.

Member Associated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

JUNE 30th, 1923
Assets $86,255,685.28
Deposits 82,455,685.28
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00

Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

M ISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICTT BRANCH Clement St. and 7th Ave.
HAICHT STREET BRANCH Haicht and Belvedere Streets

WEST PORTAL BRANCH. West Ponal Ave. and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (434)
per cent per annum was decilared. Interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN
VltUK—GIIT.VK

LEILA B. GRAVES
I.VRIC SOPRANO—VOICE CrLTI'RE
Available for Concerts and Recitals

Studio: ISO Central .We. Tel. Park IIKM

MISS WELCOME LEVY

Laura Wertlieimber

EDWIN HUTCHINGS

Evelyn Sresovich Ware

Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO

2X33 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore 348

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

SIGMUND BEEL
studio Bulldin

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
fsdar and
, F.i Real-

tn Itoxn .\ve.. Oak-

SAN 'SaNcSo"wRVATORY
OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CO.\TR.\l>TO

Teacher of SInElnE. 32 I-orettn Ave- Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. »on., Kohler «
Cbase Bldp.. S. F. Telephone Kearny .%4S4.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST- Bet. Clar & Washln^on

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrs. >oah Brandt, Piano

Mary Coonan McCrea "E^EN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano SololHt. Temple En

Tel. OouKlas 4:::iS. Re

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
AnnoDncex the openinf? of her neve Resi-
dence StDdio. Clark Apts.. Apt. =6—138
Hyde St., San Prnncinco. Phone Prospect
S031. Prldayit. »02 Kufaler &. Chaae Bldg.

MME ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Cull nre. Suite "C" Kohler & Chase
Rnlldloe. Telephone Kearny .%4.VI.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OF SCHOL.A CANTORUM,

PARIS
ORGANIST ST. MARY'S CATHBDRAIr

Piano Departmenti HaHlla S«k(M>l
Orgmn aad Piano, AnillaKa Moatcal CoUesa

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

EVA M. GARCIA
PIANIST .VND TEACHER

4l.-,2 Howe St. Tel. Piedmont 400S

MARY CAKR MOORE- SO>'GS

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
violinist and Teacher. Head of Violin Dept.,

S. F. Cons, of Music. 3435 Sacramento
St., and 121 2Ist Atc- Tel Pae. 1284

San Francisco Conservatory of Music

TucHday. Septeniher 11

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER

2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose At., Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 139S

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

ADELE ULMAN
178 Commonwealth Ave. Phone Pac. 33

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 64M

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Snruce St Tel. Fillmore llJl

ANTONIN BLAHA
2315 Jackson St. Tel. West 4737

Res. AtJtlress. 2602 California St.

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough Street Near Chestnut
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Joseph Greven PAUL STEINDORFF
r MASTER COACH

Voice Culture ;—Oper«i, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

MASTER COACH
ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA

In All Language!
5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. Winiam Steinbach
VOICE i'l'l.Tl'RK

<<ludlo:
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HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Summy Publications

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should ,be worth

while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
68 Post St., San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
For Conrrrt EnjcaKrnirDta
and Inatructinn Apply to
Secretary and MonnKer of
K. Atti, Room l(HI4 Kohler
« Ckaar nidK.. San Franclaco

jresentative of Lyon & Healy Harps

IVlrpboae DouRlaa I07N

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

ne Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

iidence Pho

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Paplla prepared far ftp«>ni. Oratorio, Church and

, 40S STOCKTON ST.

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endoraed by Waser Swayae

)eclal Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayn
Principles

Sladloa 807 Kohler tt Chaae BIdK.
291H>4 Etna St., Berkeley. Phone Berkeley ISl*

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

After October 1st Under the Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

America's Greatest

Contribution to the Musical

Arts

PIANOS
It is impossible to convey in words an ade-

quate idea of the surpassing tonal quality of

the Mason & Hamlin Piano.

To say that the piano is made as well as possi-

ble, and priced afterward—that does not tell

the story. No description of the Tension

Resonator can adequately explain its impor-

tance in terms of tonal results. Even the mar-

shalled names of artists who have chosen the

Mason & Hamlin Piano for their pubhc and

private use can only indirectly show its

excellence.

And yet, that which is difficult to put into

words is a very real thing. If you should play

the Mason & Hamlin Piano you would know.
Listening to it would tell more than a thou-

sand words, as a glance at the "Woman
Weighing Pearls" tells more of Vermeer's

artistry than page after page of description.

We invite you to play and hear this extraordi-

nary piano.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines
'^iley^B.AUen®

MASON a HAMLIN PIANOS

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street
San Jose— 199 South First

sheet music
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SIXTH PITTSFIELD CHAMBER MUSIC FESTIVAL

Five Concerts in Three Days Were Thoroughly Enjoyed by Invited Guests
Representing Foremost Musical Enthusiasts in the Country—Major-

ity of Artists and Compositions of British Origin—Frank Bridge,
Eugene Goossens Receive Ovations—London String Quartet

(Written for the Pacific Coast Musical Review by J. K. L.)

New York. October 4, 1923.

The sixth Chamber Music Festival at

Pittsfield. Mass., was held Thursday.
Friday and Saturday of last week. There
were two concerts each day except on
Thursday when the first occurred at 4 in

the afternoon. Needless to state again
that this thrice wonderful event is pro-

vided through the bounty and love for

music of Mrs. Frederick Shurtleff Cool-

idge, whose influence through these an-

nual festivals has permeated Europe as
well as America. Her name must be
mentioned when such patrons of music
in the United States come to mind as

Otto Kahn, Clarence Mackay or Harry
Harkness Flagler, because not only does
she defray every cent of the expense, but
the audiences privileged to attend are
there by her invitation. In past seasons
she has called her talent from all parts

of this country and from Europe; she
has been the inspiration for the creation
of many chamber music organizations
each of which bears some signs of her
interest, as for instance the Elshuco Trio
represents the first letters of her name.
Elizabeth Shurtleff Coolidge. This year
the major portion of artists and composi-
tions were British, and there was a
large contingency of English artists and
composers who came to America to be
present upon this occasion. Several of
the composers are Mrs. Coolidge's guests
during their stay in America.

A live interest was manifested in Frank
Bridge, whose sextet was heard on the
first day. Mr. Bridge is not unknown in

this country where the London String
Quartet and the Flonzaleys have played
his chamber music and many singers
have used his songs. Rugged, straight-
forward and delightfully genial is this
cultured gentleman who made personal
friends galore as well as admirers of
his very pronounced gifts as composer.
Right royal, too. was the reception ac-
corded the London String Quartet, re-

turned in its full powers and headed, as
originally, by James Levey whose seri-

ous Illness last year w^as deplored from
coast to coast. It was a cause for re-

joicing for it was in Pittsfield three years
ago that they made their first American
appearance.

The event was not without the cloud
of disappointment, however, as Eugene
Goossens, whose sextet played at the 11
o'clock concert on Saturday was one of
the outstanding events of the series, was
due to arrive on Friday and the Aquitania
which was bearing him into the country
was held at quarantine until late Friday
night. Although he dashed to the Massa-
chusetts town he arrived just after the
concert was over and the guests dis-

persed. His ovation came, however, on
Saturday evening when according to cus-
tom Mrs. Coolidge entertained at a mag-
nificent reception all those who had at-
tended the festival, making the com-
posers and the artists the guests of
honor. Not only because of the great
beauty of his work heard on the Satur-
day morning program was the interest in
this young Englishman so keen, but Mr.
Goossens is to remain in this country
to give the first three pairs of concerts
of the newly formed Rochester Sym-
phony Orchestra, sponsored by George
Eastman. While Albert Coates is to have
the orchestra after January I. the earlier
events will be directed by Mr. Goossens
and then my Vladimir Shavitch. husband
of Tina Lerner, until his arrival.

Each year Mrs. Coolidge has offered, a
prize for the best work submitted in a
prescribed form, but this year she made

tically "tied" with Ernest Bloch. whose
sonata for viola and piano was created
at that time by Harold Bauer and Louis
Bailly of the Flonzaley Quartet. Later
Mr. Bloch re-arranged his sonata for viola
and orchestra, which improved it much,
and Miss Clarke's work upon several
performances proved to be very worthy.

Dealing with the series just over, it

seemed as though on the whole the con-
certs of 1923 have not been surpassed
and the weather, while not as full of
sunshine as in some seasons past gave
no occasion for complaint. The South
Mountain Temple holds about 500 per-
sons and this year even a few were per-

He

the award differently inasmuch as she
commissioned Eugene Goossens to write
a sextet and Rebecca Clarke, the Eng-
lish viola player to write for cello and
piano. This decision may have been
reached because two years ago Miss
Clarke entered the "contest" and prac-

Knvinble Repntation
(See Page 10. Coi. It

mitted to stand. A new quartet made its

appearance this season and before the
close of the activities it covered itself

with glory. The moving spirit and cellist

was Willem Willeke, a great artst and
admirable as an organizer; his col-

leagues were William Kroll, Karl

Kraeuter and Edward Kreiner and the
name of the organization is The Festival
Quartet of South Mountain. It appeared
on Thursday afternoon to form a double
quartet with the London String Quar-
tet in a G minor string quartet, sup-
posedly by Bach, copied by Carl
Schroeder from the publications of the
Bach Society of Leipsic. This was not
an octet, but merely the doubling of the
four instruments. The rest of the pro-
gram consisted of a beautiful perform-
ance of the Beethoven quartet in F
major, opus 59, No. 1. and a sextet in E
flat by Frank Bridge played by the
"Londoners," Messrs. Kreiner and Will-
eke. It is a fine vigorous work, sincere
and intelligent. The second movement
throbs with beauty, pulse and the six in-

struments are beautifully voiced. It was
received with great enthusiasm and the
composer was called to the platform to
acknowledge the tribute of an audience
arising in his honor.

In the five sessions nothing was finer

than the Friday morning concert which
enlisted Myra Hess, piano, and Lionel
Tertis, the English viola player, conceded
to be the greatest living artist of his
instrument, in an opening sonata by
Brahms and a closing one by Arnold Bax.
The Brahms work was written for clari-

net or viola, and was undeniably beauti-
ful, but the interest centered in the work
of the Englishman, whose orchestral
works are known and admired in this
country. His name is worth remember-
ing because he is already a towering
figure in the musical world. The first

movement is full of atmosphere in the
piano and broad melodic lines for the
viola, simple in treatment, yet modern in
spirit and effect. Later a virile dance
tune makes its appearnce and its closes
in mystic mood with a "molto lento"
movement. The players were rapturous-
ly applauded, and it is conceded that
Miss Hess won new distinction and new
honors. Between these two numbers a
Mozart trio for piano, clarinet and viola
and a sextet for violas by B. J. Dale, an
unfamiliar English composer were heard.
The first served to present Katherine
Goodson, the eminent English pianist
who has not been heard in this country
for several years, Lionel Tertis. and
Gustav Langenus, clarinet of Carolyn
Beebes New York Chamber Music So-
ciety, while the Dale work astonished as
well as delighted lovers of novelties.
There was no monotony of tone, but the
lights and shades were delightful and
there was a fine distribution of the in-

struments. It was a bit reminiscent of
Wagner, but in a pardonable way.
The afternoon concert departed from

usual lines by introducing a program
of Vocal Chambe r Music delightfully
sung by Mabel Garrison, Elena Gerhardt.
George Meader and Reinald Werrenrath,
sung in German. Miss Gerhardt con-
tributing a beautiful performance of the
Schumann cycle Woman's Love and Life.

There were three lovely duets by Peter
Cornelius sung by Mabel Garrison and
Reinald Werrenrath. a group of Schu-
bert songs by George Meader and the
quartet sang the Brahms New Songs of
Love, opus 65, with four hand piano
accompaniment by Mrs, Coolidge and
Conraad V. Bos. Kurt Schindler ar-

ranged the program and played some of
the accompaniments.
The "commissioned" numbers were

heard at the morning concert of the
closing day and these, both dedicated to
Mrs. Coolidge, followed the first per-
formance in America of a string quartet
by Paul Hindemith. of whom Percy
Grainger brought the first news to Amer-
ica. He is a young German, who has
sprung forth since the war. The work
has vigor, rhythm and much fine the-
matic material; it is admirably written
and is worth being incorporated into the
standard repertory for chamber music.
Chief interest, however, rested upon the

(Continued on Page 7. Co!. 4>
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VICTORY FOR RESIDENT ARTISTS

Not so very long ago the distinction of being a
resident artist of ability and reputation did not
count much among those most likely to present
opportunities for the dignified public appearances
of artists who either have resided among us for
some time or who have chosen this State for their
place of residence. From the attitude of certain
clubs, managers, newspapers and musical people
it would have appeared as if to reside in Califor-
nia was something to be ashamed of, and to have
chosen this State for one's place of residence was
synonymous with being reduced to the rank of a
"local" artist. It never occurred to these people
so sneeringly regarding the accomplishments of
resident artists that an artist, no matter how

-About two years ago the Pacific Coast Musical
Review decided to take up the fight for the resi-

dent artists, after twenty years of steady encour-
agement of all musical efforts worthy of recogni-
tion emanating from California. The result of

this ])ersistent campaign was not at first appar-
ent, i)Ut up to date we can register the following
change of conditions : The California Federation
of Musical Clubs passed a resolution at its recent
annual convention in Santa Ana suggesting to
every club belonging to that organization to in-

clude two artists residing in California in this

season's itinerary. The San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra, under the direction of Alfred Hertz,
included resident artists as soloists last season.
Gaetano Merola and the San Francisco Opera
.Association made one of their strongest appeals
to the public on the ground that resident artists

were given opportunities. L. E. Behymer an-
nounced in the program of the annual convent'on
of the California Federation of Musical Clubs
that his bureau is presenting a number of resi-

dent artists during the season. Miss Ida G. Scot
has inaugurated a concert course whose principal
feature is the presentation of resident artists.

Miss Alice Seckcis has added a resident artists'

concert course to her bay district concert activi-

It is true that prior to our persistent fight for

recognition of the resident artists some of them
occasionally obtained bookings in tlie State, but
it was done in a condescending and patronizing
manner. During the last two years the resident
artist has gained in prestige. He or she is recog-
nized on a par with visiting artists. The number
of engagements and remuneration may not as
yet be what our resident artists of distinction

have a right to expect, but we have made prog-
ress. No reasonable person can deny this. And
we shall continue with every fibre of energy at

our command to espou.se the cause of the resident
artist of ability, until no artist, no matter how
great, need fear to become "localized," because
of his decision to make California his home.

FIRST OF THE FORTNIGHTLYS A SUCCESS

Chamber Music Society of San Francisco Inaugurates
Miss Ida G. Scott's Season With a Dignity That

Speaks Well for Rest of Concerts

BY ALFRED METZGER
The first ot a series of Fortnightly Concerts featur-

ing specially resident artists and Amerrcan composers,
assisted by American artists and lecturers of interna-
tional fame, was given at the St. Francis Hotel Colonial
Ballroom on Monday afternoon, October 1. in the
presence of an audience that would nave been much
larger had it not been for the fact that the grand opera
season made the hour (4:30 p. m.) most inconvenient
for the many music lovers who had decided to attend.
However, there were sufficient people present to give
the event the prestige of public approval. Miss Scott
is entitled to universal commendation and to the hearty
support of any one seriously interested in music, and
specially those who desire to make the cause ot the
American artist popular.

The Chamber Music Society of San Francisco stands
in the front rank of our organizations comprised of
resident artists- And the program selected was com-
piled from composers recognized as American. It con-
sisted of the following numbers: Theme and Variations
for flute and strings op. 80 (Mrs. H. H. A. Beach);
Deer Dance for String Quartet (Charles Skilton).
Andantino from Andean String Quartet IDomenico
Brescia), Serenade in G major (Leo Sowerby)

; Quar-
tet in C major for piano and strings op. 23 (Arthur
Foote). By means of a series of annotations the audi-
ence was made acquainted with the biography ot the
composers represented, a very excellent idea and one
most effective in the education of the public toward
the appreciation of America's distinguished writers.

The Chamber Music Society was in splendid trim.
There was notable the musicianly taste of expression,
the intelligence ensemble playing, the purity of tone
and intonation and the authority of reading the scores
iWiich already are so well known. Mr, Hechfs flute
playing was specially commendable on this occasion
for he infused that energy and authority into his share
ot the work which only musicianship coupled with
practical experience can attain. Messrs. Persinger.
Ford. Firestone and Ferner made us again acquainted
with their ingenuity ot obtaining the very finest results
ti>om any material they chose for expression, and
while we did not enjoy everything that was plaved.
more particularly the Deer Dance and the Serenade,
still the manner in which these works were interpreted
recompensed anyone for any disappointment in the
character of the compositions.
The Theme and Variations o£ Mrs. Beach's revealed

that strength of creative power and that richness of
scoring which we alreadv admired on former occasions.
Mr. Brescia's Andantino gains with closer acquaintance
and was delightful for its poetic atmosphere and its

melodic line. The Arthur Foote Quartet belongs to the
standard works of American musical literature and is

too well known to require further comment except that
it represents the higliest form ot musical composition
and is technically as well as emotionally delightful. It

was interpreted with masterly skill. This Monday
afternoon. October 15. May Mukle. violoncellist, and
Ellen Edwards, pianist, tvill give the second program
of the Fortnightly Series.

FOUNDER'S DAY AT S. F. MUSICAL CLUB

Under the direction of its President. Mrs. Horatio
Stoll, the San Francisco Musical Club gave a luncheon
and birthday party at the Palace Hotel on Thursday
noon. October 4, and the editor of the Pacific Coast
Mus'cal Review regrets very much that he was unable
to be present, notwithstanding the courteous and
thoughtful invitation extended to him. on account of
Thursday being publication day and the noon hour con-
flicting with necessary duties. We hear, however, from
all sourt.es that the occasion was a brilliant success
and we heartily congratulate the San Francisco Musical
Club upon its thirty-third birthday and may its officers
and members experience many returns of the occasion
; nd celebrate with equal enthusiasm and eloquence as
they did last week
The guests of honor included: Miss Bianca Saroya.

Mrs Gaetano Merola, Miss Dona Fernanda, Miss
Myrtle Donnelly, Mrs. Wlliam Henry Banks. Mrs.
George Bates, Mrs. John Sibley, Mrs. John Hoyt. Mrs.
Martin Molony, Miss H. Stadtmuller, Irrs. E. E. Bruner.
Miss Maude Wellendorff, Mrs. Lillian Birmingham, Ray
C. B. Brown, Charles Woodman, Miss Cora Winchell
and others. There were 465 guests present H. F.
Stoll. Jr.. wrote a hyjnn to the San Francisco Musical
Club which was greatly appreciated and delightfully
sung by club ensemble.
The complete program, which was excellently ren-

dered in every respect was as follows; .\ Tale of Long,
Long .^go (T. H. Bayley). Abbey Cheney .\mateurs,
Marion Cumming, Ellen Page Pressley. Esther Jarrett
Malcolm, Miriam Elder Sellander; Another Chapter

—

Chaminade Club, Nada Haley, Marguerite Raas Waldrop,
Hazel MacKay. ..\deline Bogart Moylan: Ths Lancers—.Abbey Cheney Amateurs and Cnaminade Club;
-Maiden's Prayer (Theckla Badarzewska. Blanche Bald-
win .McGaw; The Chimes ot St. Patrick's. On the Ferry
(Emerson Whithorne), -4daline Maude Wellendorff; In
Happy Moments (W. V. Wallace). Hazel MacKay; In
Vampish Moments (A Parody), Florence A. Ritter;
Delight (Isadore Luckstone), Ellen Page Presslev; An
Old Fashioned Waltz, Ellen Page Pressley. Riidolph
Able; Dances ot 1923—Marvel Ladd. Rudolph -Able
(Peters-Wright Dancers), Horatio F. Stoll, Jr., at the
piano. Hymn to the San Francisco Musical Club (Ho-
ratio F Stoll. Jr.), Marion Cumming, Naaa Haley, Helen
Gallagher Kelly. Gertrude Holmes Kierulff. Florence
King. Ethel Bates Lee. Zoe Blodgett Mott, Hazel Mac-
Kay. Adeline Bogart Moylan, Esther Jarrett Malcolm,
Ellen Page Pressley, Florence Ritter. Miriam Elder
Sellander. Minnie Correa Silva. Elsa Behlow Trautner.
.Marion Taylor Ulsh, Elizabeth Warden, Marguerite
Raas Waldrop, Mignon McDonald. Mrs. Cecil Hollis
Stone at the piano. .Mrs. Charles William Camm, chair-
man of program committee.

ARRILLAGA MUSICAL COLLEGE RECEPTION

Cards are issued for a reception to M. Edouard Deru.
eminent Belgian violinist, by the .\rrillaga .Musical Col-
lege, to the faculty of which M. Deru is a new and
valued addition. He was until recently official violinist
to the King and Queen of Belgium, teacher of the Queen,
and a friend of the late composer. M. Saint Saens,
many of whose compositions H. Deru played with the
master in -Ms. The reception will be held at the
Arrillaga Musical College Friday evening, October 19.

MUSICIANS' CLUB TO HONOR EDOUARD DERU

The next dinner of the .Musicians' Club of San Fran-
cisco will represent a reception in honor of Edouard
Deru, the distinguished Belgian violin virtuoso, who
recently came to San Francisco to remain for some
time. The auspicious affair will take place on Satur-
day evening. October 20, and will be one of special in-

terest and no doubt will be attended by many promi-
nent musicians. During the course of the evening Mr.
Deru and Raymond \\Tiite. the well-known pianist,
will play the Cesar Franck Sonata. It is expected that
one of the largest assemblages of the season will honor
this occasion.

ALCAZAR THEATRE

Another mile stone will be passed by the Duncan
Sisters and their record breaking musical comedy,
Topsy and Eva at the Alcazar beginning with the mati-
nee October 14th, when the fifteenth week of that tre-
mendous success will be inaugurated- Despite the fact
that this amusing show is in its fourth month at the
O'Farrell Street Playhouse, the public demand for seats
is increasing instead of decreasing, and last week all

attendance records for the engagement were broken.
Manager Lionel B. Samuel reports increased Interest
on the part of all of Northern California. Orders tor
seats have been coming in from many of the smaller
communities, and the fame of the Duncan Sisters and
their entertaining vehicle has been broadcasted like
no other show in the history of San Francisco.
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CHAMBER MUSIC SEASON

It Is gratifying to note that musical San Francisco
has thoroughly awakened to the pre-eminence in Ameri-
ca o( Its own Chamber Music Society. This ia mani-
fested by the unusually large subscription this season
for the series of six concerts. At the present rate of

response, there will not be a large number of single

seats available when the sale of single tickets opens on
October 22nd at Sherman. Day & Company. Until
October 22nd, season tickets only are available, and in

view of the six remarkable programs, with the co-opera-
tion of such world known artists as Horace Brltt. Ethfel

I.eginska and Erno Dohnanyt, the public demand for
the seiiHon seats has been large One of the reasons
for the wonderful smoothness, precision and vitality of

the performances of the Chamber Music Society is the
system of rehearsal which has been in vogue for the
past eight years.
The organisation assembles each year on July 1st.

under the direction of Louis Pcrslnger. From that time
on, until the commencement of the season, daily re-

hearsals are held, and the entire repertoire for the sea-
son is carefully studied Individually and collectively
and intensively prerared Louis Persnger is an ideal
director and program builder, for he works on the lines

of development of rerfect cohesion, ensemble, balance,
etc. without suppression of personal Individuality. This
gives a spontaneous breadth and enthusiasm to the per-
formances which vitalzes all the Chamber Music So-
ciety's rrt^grams Himself a great musical authority,
and surrounded by artists of preat capacity and thor-
ough musical understnndlng. constituting a close and
affectionate unit of warm personal friendship as well.

It ia no wonder that the crnd t ons surrounding the
working hours of the Chamber Music Society are such
as to produce the wonderful results that have made
them so famous.
The o| ening concert of the series takes place at Scot-

tish Rite Hall, Tuesday evening. October 30th. The
assisting artist will be the well-known and popular vio-

in cellist Horace Brltt. who will appear here for the
first time since leaving San Francisco three years ago-
HIr many friends and admirers will rejoice at the op-
portunity to greet him on this occasion and welcome
him home. If only for a fleeting visit.
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Edited By Elita Huggins
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HOUR OF SYMPHONY TALKS CHANGED

The series of Symphonylogues to lie presented hy
Victor LIchtensteIn Bt Sorosls Club Hall preceding the
Friday concerts of the San Francisco Symphony Or-
chestra will be given at 12 o'clock Instead of 11, thus
allowing the business man an opportunity of attend-
ing. The opening event will take place Friday, October
19. at 12 o'clock Miss Seckels announces that many
requests have come to her to hold these at noon and as
they will close very promptly by one o'clock, those who
plan luncheon parties preceding the Symphony will
still have ample time for this function. Those coming
from out of town will also be accommodated by this
later hour for their arrival. This Is the first time
a series of talks on the Symphony have been given in
San Francisco, Illustrated by the artists of the orchestra
and patrons of the Symphony Concerts in San Fran-
cisco and Oakland are eagerly anticipating these events
which will he entertaining and instructive without being
technical and dull Tickets for the single lectures or for
the series may now be secured at the Symphony Box
Office at Sherman, Clay & Co. These events have the
endorsement of the .Musical Association of San Fran-
cisco ,Mr LIchtensteIn will have the assistance at this
event of two of the artists of the Symphony, Mr. Addi-
mondo. oboelst, and Mr. Kubltshek, bassoonist.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY

For the Concert of the I'aclflc Musical Society on
Thursday evening, October 2.'ith, at the Fairmont Hotel,
the esteemed president, Mrs. William Henry Banks,
has arranged for the Pasmore Trio to appear on the
program. The Pasmore Trio have not been heard here
for the past three years. This trio originally was com-
posed of three sisters, daughters of the well-known
musician of this city, H. B. Pasmore. They have played
with success throughout the I'nited Stales and in Ger-
many, where they studied as well as concerlized. A
fourth daughter, Uadlanna Pazmor (Harriet Pasmorel
has been singing with phenomlnal success during the
last three seasons In Paris. London and Berlin, with
the famous symphony orchestras, as well as In recital.

MUNICIPAL ORGAN RECITAL

The announcement from J. Emmet Hayden, chairman
of the Auditorium Committee of the Board of Supervis-
ors, that John J. .McClellan, organist of the Mormon
Tabernacle at Salt Lake City, has been secured for a
single recital at the Gxpoalilon Auditorium on Sunday
evening, Oct. 21, Is one that Is very welcome. F'or
twenty-five years he has been before the American
public and he ranks high in his chosen profession. He
will play Bach's Toccata and Fugue, Boeilman's Suite
Oothlque and other Interesting numbers and the assist-

artlit will he Miss Claire Harrington, the favorite
Francisco soprano The recital will begin at half
eight, there will be no admission fee and no re-

ed seats and the public will be cordially welcomed

San Jose, October 9, 192:i.

Friday. October 12th, 1923, is a big day In the musical
history of San Jose. It means that at last we are
to have our own artists' musical course, the Inaugural
concert to be given on the evening of this date. Under
the auspices of our own citizens, the San Jose Musical
Association will present this year a series of artists
that has never been equalled In our musical annals.
Dr Charles M. Richards, head of the Association, and

also director of the Rlks' Orchestra and the Kichards
Choral Club, when Interviewed, told how the Associa-
tion came to he a reality, how our fondest dreams are
about to be realized. In Dr. Richards' words, "The San
Jose Musical Association was first suggested by the
Music Sludy Club of this city, a group of ladies who
meet regularly for serious musical study, and they
enlisted (he interest of others outside their circle with
the result that a meeting was called of representatives
of all the musical institutions in the community.

This meeting was remarkably attended and the or-
ganization of the San Jose Musical Association was
perfected with the selection of a hoard of governors
consisting of C. .M. Dennis, acting dean of the College
of the Paclflc Conservatory; Chester Herold always
prominent in musical affairs: Dr. W. W Kemp then
president of the State Teachers' College: D. M Burnett
prominent attorney and a patron of musical affairs iri
our city; Mrs. Daisie L. Brinker. then president of the
Santa Clara Country Music Teachers' Association; MrsHoward Tennyson, our well-known local soprano, and
Dr. C. M. Richards, always interested in the advance-ment of good music. The latter was elected president.Owing to the retirement of Dr. Kemp from the State
•Teachers' College and the departure of Mrs. Tennyson
there have been elected to take their places on the
board of governors. Miss Ida Fisher, head of the music
department of the State Teachers' College, and RobertK byer, the attorney, well known as a lover of music.
"But why have a local organization?" you may askHave we not had artists courses in the last few years'-"

i es we have and they have been most creditable, butban Jose outgrew long ago the status of having outside
agencies come in to put on courses. We have been far
behind our neighboring cities in this. .Now, each agency
ha.s a certain number of artists on contract with themand when this agency puts on a course it presents tous onl.v artists from its own list and its choice is natural-
ly limited. When an independent local organizationmakes up a course they can choose artists from any and
all bureaus and the choice is naturally much wider Itthrough misfortune a certain bureau has a disappoint-ment in a number its choice for a substitute Is very
imited, making it necessary sometimes to substitute
nferior talent for the original number and the result

is sure to be a distinct disappointment. With the inde-
pendent local organization under these conditions theycan immediately communicate with all bureaus whohave artists In the vicinity and obtain a substitute num-ber of equal value with the one that has failed.
".\gain the local organization is on a purely non-

profit sharing basis. Its prices for the course are put
at the owest figure possible to cover costs. If thereshould be any surplus at the end of the season it willbe used to put on an additional number free to holders

nonr'",'",„f", °J
'"" '••'''•^"^'i to "Main more promi-

nL= "r

'he following season. This plan has made
It possible for the San Jose Musical Association to pre-
sent six numbers this year at a ridiculously low price.We have asked nobody to act as guarantors, preferr'ng

.e„e"„ i" "".f
'"'"'?''' '^"'"'^ reived' basLs, hence wl

project by the purchase of season tickets.
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Matzenauer. the incomparable
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Francisco Sympnony Orchestra.
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"PP'"''""'''! 'n San Francisco and evenPalo Alto, whitlier some of our musical people havebeen compelled to travel to hear them Shame on us
that we have so long been asleep to the

rtlsts appearing in our midst, ,we who
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organist at Stanford Iiniversitv. re-
ekly recitals at the Memorial Church

Thursday afternoon, October 4th. The initial program
was repeated Sunday afternoon, October 7th. the follow-
ing interesting numbers being given: Solemn Prelude
Gloria Domini (T. Terbius Noblel; Chorale-Prelude Re-
joice Ye, (Nun freut euch), (J. s. Bach); Two Preludes
Op. 28, Nos. 20 and 7 (Frederick Chopin I ; Carillon
(Louis Vierne). Beginning October 7th, the Sunday re-
citals will be incorporated into, and become a part of
a vesper musical service, with llie co-operation and
guidance of the University Chaplain. Dr. D. C Gardner
Tuesday afternoon at 4.15 Mr. Allen presented the

following program by American composers: The Adobe
Mission (H. C. iVearing); Caress (Frederic Groton) •

la) In Autumn, (bl To a Wild Rose (.MacDowell) Two
movements from the Second Sonata (a pageaiit tor
Organ), III La Zingara, IV Cortege (Harry B. Jepson).
Mr. Allen will give his 380th program on Thursday after-
noon, October 11th, which will include the following
numbers: Prelude to Lohengrin (Wagnerl. Little Fugue
in G minor (Bach); Berceuse from Jocelyn (Godardl-
Fantaisie Dialoguee (Leon Boellmann, 1882-1897).
The second Vesper Musical Service of the year will

be given at 4:00 p m.. October 14th. when Thursday's
program will be repeated. Thursdav afternoon, October
IGth, at 4:16. marking his 3Slst program. Mr Allen will
play Fantaisie in D flat. Op. 101 (Camille St. Saens)-
Minuet from the Symphony in G minor (Mozart); Adorn
Thyself With Gladness, u My Soul (Bach); Suite In D
major (Edward Shippen Barnes).

Mrs. Miles A. Dresskell, the possessor of a beautiful
soprano voice, and an active member ot the San Jose
Music Study Club, has opened a vocal studio. Mrs,
Dresskell is a graduate of the David Grosch School of
Mu.sic, Kansas City. For several years she has been
studying in Cleveland. O.. with Llla Robeson, contralto
of the Metropolitan Opera Company. Since coming toSan Jose two years ago with Mr. Dresskell. who heads
the violin department ot the College of the Pacific Mrs
Dresskell has returned to Cleveland each summer for
study with Miss Robeson, Mr. and Mrs Dresskell were
very active this summer, appearing in many recitals In

Juan ta Tennyson, coloratura soprano, whose beauti-
ful voice has won for her an enviable place among art-
sts ot Northern California, scored a distinct triumph
last Friday evening when she appeared in a farewell
concert In the rose room ot the Hotel St. James Mrs
Tennyson who Is leaving this week for an Indellnlte
stay in .New York where she will continue her studywas assisted by Ida Sedgewick I'ogson, pianist, whose
accompanying always adds greatly to a program. Mrs.
Pogson, formerly of San Jose, hut residing in Australia
for the past several years Is in this illy visiting her
parents and is occupying her old place in the musical
colony during her stay.

•Mrs. Tennyson gave an interesting program, which
IConllnuid on Paitt 6, Col. 2)
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ANIL DEER ''Soulful"
COLORATURA SOPRANO

Address:

ADOLPH KNAUER
79 Central Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

MARY
URKN

<>M.V RtltlTAI. IN NltUTHIOUX < \LirOUMA

AUDITORIUM
SAX FIIA.NCISCO

SUNDAY afternoon, OCTOBER 21
Ue

:ind OperalU* Arias

GUTIA CASINI, Cellist
GEORGES LAUWERYNS. Pianist

—Assisting Artists

TlfKETS— *;:. $::. ^X (Jn.v ovtm)
A'oit on sale at SUerman, CUiy Ct Company

Coming—TITO SCHIPA, Tenor

Frank Moss
PIANIST

Residence Studio, 850 Geary Street, Apt. 8

Tel. Prospect 3071

A\^AILABLE FOR RECITALS
Management Alice Seckels

Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

Chamber Music Society
of San Francisco

SAN FRANCISCO SERIES
SIX CONCERTS
Assisting Artists:

Horace Britt. Violoncellist
Ethel Leginska. Pianist

Erno Dohnanyi, Pianist-Composer

SCOTTISH RITE HALL
Tuesday Evening, Oct. 30th

Tuesday Evening, Nov. 20th
Tuesday Evening, Jan. 8th

Tuesday Evening, Jan. 29th
Tuesday Evening, Feb. 19th

Tuesday Evening, March 25th

Season Seat Sale—Six Concerts—$10.00,
.Si»i-U'l\l, Il.\TK TO men S<'HO(>l. S't'l 1>F..NTS

$7.00, $4.00, at 708 Kohl Building,
or Sherman, Clay & Co.

LOEWS WARFIELD

LIPSCHl I.TZ AXD M ARFIEI.D MISIC M.%STKRS

HOMIROOK IIM\X IX

"THE BAD MAN"
FR«>M HIS ST.VGE .SICCESS
FAXCHOX AXI) MARCO

"IDEAS"
FEATIIRIXG

JACK OSTERMAX

HAROLD STAXTON, TKXOR

"RlfBE" WOU^^F—aO PEOPLE

Lillian Hoffmeyer Heyer, mezzo soprano; Homer Wis-
mer violinist; George KruU. baritone, and Henrik Gjer-
drum. pianist, gave a most interesting program Septem-
ber 22 under auspices of the Danish Ladies' Relief So-
ciety of San Francisco. The concert took place in the
California Hall, which was taxed to capacity by an en-
thusiastic audience. Each of the artists had to respond
with encores after a generous program.

STENGER VIOLINS
SAN JOSE LETTER

ol. 3)(Continued from Page

was divided into five groups. In her last group was
The Look by Rosalie Hausman, a San Franciscan, who
is well known for her compositions. In her third group
Mrs. Tennyson sang I'll Bring You Heartsease (Brans-
combe). She was obliged to repeat Ma li'l Batteau
(Strickland) in group four, also adding False Prophets
(Scott), a charming recall number. The Greatest Wish
in the World (Del Riego), was given for recall to her
closing numbers. The program in full: Amarilli, mia
bella (1546-1614) (Caccini); Aria: Deh vieni noa tardar.
Le Nozza di Figaro (1756-1791) (Mozart): I've Been
Roaming (1786-1849) (Horn): Aria: Depuis le jour,
from Louise (Charpentier) ; L'Heure Silencieuse
(Staub); J'ai pleure* en reve (Hue); Bergerettes of the
ISth Century, arranged by Weckerlin; (a) L'amour
s'envole. (b) Maman. dites-moi. (c) Chantons les amours
de Jean; IV—In the Silence of Night (Rachmaninoff);
Songs .My Mother Taught Me (Dvorak); Bayou Songs
(Strickland).— (a) Mornin" on ze Bayou, (b) Ma li'l

Batteau, (c) Li'l Jasmine-bud. Do Not Go. My Love
(Richard Hageman); The Look (Rosalie Hausman);
Wings of Night (Wintter Watt); Song of the Open
(Frank La Forge).

MUSIC AT TEMPLE ISRAEL

Holiday services at Temple Israel, corner of Cali-

fornia and Webster strec'ts, were even more elaborate
and impressive this year than on preceding occasions
thanks to Cantor Benjamin Liederman's vast experi-
ence and musical knowledge in selecting capable singers
and arranging appropriate music. Ilie soloists who
covered themselves with glory included. Mrs. A J.

Hill, soprano. Mrs. Blanche H. Fox. contralto; Robert
Saxe, tenor, and J. Corral, bass. William W. Carruth
presided at the organ and as usual acquitted himself
in a most musicianly manner.

In appreciation of the fact that Cantor Liederman
has officiated at this teninle for the past eighteen years
and has endeared himself to his entire congregation
the board of trustees called a special meeting recently
and re-elected him for a term of five years at a very
substantial increase in salary. Mr. Liederman's rich
tenor voice was even more beautiful than it had been
during his many years of service. All were most en-
thusiastic over his various solos and ancient melodies.
We congratulate Mr. and Mrs. Liederman on their

many years of activity in the musical sphere and
wish them continued success.

MATZENAUER-WHITEHILL RECITAL

Margaret Matzenauer, prima donna contralto of the
Metropolitan Opera House, and Clarence Whitehill, bari-

tone, also of the Metropolitan, will open the Elwyn Art-

ist Series at the Curran Theatre tomorrow (Sunday)
afternoon, October 14th, at 2:45 p. m. Mme. Matzenauer
and Mr. Whitehill gave their first joint recital on the
Coast at Portland. Oregon. September 2Sth. and reports
from that city indicates that these two eminent stars
are more popular than ever. Their joint recital here,
which will feature a number of excerpts from the music
dramas of Wagner, will doubtless prove one of the
musical events of the season.
Mme. Matzenauer comes direct from her summer va-

cation in Europe and is accompanied by her 9 year old

daughter, Adrfenne; a secretary and a maid Adrienne
is on her first tour of the continent and enjoys it im-
mensely. Her mother says the girl is a wonderful trav-

eler. Both are looking forward to their California tour.

Mr. Whitehill is looking forward to two things: His
appearance in joint recital with Matzenauer and a good
game of golf; or rather, several games, as it is well
known that Mr. Whitehill is a consistent champion of

the sport. Besides the Matzenauer-Whitehill joint re-

cital, other attractions of the Elwyn Artist Series will

include Benno Moisevitsch, Mozart's Opera Comiques
The Impressario and Cosi Fan Tutte, Quartet of Victor
Artists—Olive Kline. Elsie Baker, Lambert Murphy and
Royal Dadmun—Jascha Heifetz, Moriz Rosenthal, Mario
Chamlee, Reinald Werrenrath and Maria Ivogun.

SYMPHONY "POPS" AT AUDITORIUM

As the time draws near for the first of the second
series of popular concerts by the San Francisco Orches-
tra, Alfred Hertz, conductor, to take place at the Ex-
position Auditorium on the evenings of Oct. 31, Dec.
11, Jan. '5, Feb. 5 and March 11. interest is steadily
increasing. In fact, according to the announcement of
Supervise J. Emmet Hayden. chairman of the Audi-
torium ' .nraittee of the Board of Supervisors, in
charge I hece important musical events, the sale of

ALICE SECKELS presents

ROSE FLORENCE
Mezzo-Soprano

BENJAMIN MOORE
at the Piano

Italian Room, Hotel St. Francis

Tuesday Evening

October 16, 1923—8:30 p. m.

TitrketH «1..'>0 (|i1um war taxi at ShiTiiinn, t'lay & Co.

BEATRICE ANTHONY
TEAt'HKR OF PI.V.XO—ACCO.HP.VNI

Studio: 1000 Vl Tel. Pranklln 142

ROSE FLORENCE
CONCERT—VOICE PLACING—COACH I NG

tudio: 545 Sutter St. Telephone Kearny 3598

Direction Miss Alice Seckels
68 Post St., San Francisco, California

season seats at this time is more than double that of
last year, with one week more remaining, during which
time a substantial reduction is offered to purchasers of
tickets for the five concerts, at Sherman, Clay and
Company's.
Monday morning, Oct. 22. the sale of single tickets

for the first concert will begin and everything points
out to a capacity house on the opening night. On ac-
count of the immense size of the Auditorium it is pos-
sible to have the price of seats range from twenty-five
cents to one dollar, and it is safe to say that no where
else in America can such music be heard at such a
reasonable rate. Conductor Hertz is preparing a fine

program for the inaugural, and the soloist of the eve-
ning will be Claire Dux, a member of the Chicago Opera
Company and one of Europe's foremost sopranos.

C3ECIX

FAKNINC;
BER.THAND - BA.OWA/
PCHSONAL RCPRBSBNTATIVE
AEOLIAN HALL A/£W YORK

LINCOLN
BATCHELDER

Pianist -- Accompanist

Stndio 670 8th Ave. Phooe Bayriew 5543
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The Travels of No. 10778 and No. 10623
An Amazing Story of a Triumph Over Tremendous Odds

No. 10778 mel No. 10623 ii.

Yokoliama in Si-|.lcnibcr,

1922, Icxaci dale unknown).
Il cumi! uboul ihU way. One morn-
ing early in the monlli, one Leon
Lang of San Francisco found in lii-

morning mail lliis telegram: ".S|ii|r

Aral alcamer No. 10778 zinc-linnl

bo» Codotviiky Yokohama." A
terse and prosaic telegram, let ro-

manre has strange beginnings.

Twenty-four hours later No. 10778

I ha

rtural elements be-
I that quality, it is

job to observe for

I have just passed
through an cxperienec
u ith the two most remark-

iiint-nls llial ever came into mv charge.
IkiI i>ne uf ihcni came from Knhler & Chase,
le it a point to see them in San Francisco

York en route fromon my way I

the Orient, where for the past year I h;

been on lour with Mr. Godowsky
piano tuner. During bis three month
tour in .South America II was engaged i

Buenos Aires) we carried Knabe Con
cen Urand No. 10623 from their New
York store. When we sailed for the
Orient, Mr. Godowsky considered it ad-
visable to add a second piano, knowing
the extreme diflicullies of climate and
transporlalioii. This one (No. 10778) was
shipped from San Francisco. It was a
wise decision, for at one lime No. 10778
was lost in the snows of Manchuria for
two months, fnially turning up after what
must have been untold viri.viiiudes, for
its traveling case was so badly battered
thai the transportation companies re-

was below decks and westward
bound. At the same lim* No.

10623 was under way from the west

coast of South America. Their

meeting was undemonstrative —
altliough they were both from the

>anie town, had been brought up
lugelhcr —tended by the same
hands, and sent into the world
wilb the same mission. But at

Yokohama the real story begins

—

and let Mr. Jones tell it.

San Fbancisco, California, iWoy 22, 1923.
fused to accept it. From ihe devastating Arctic cold
of the Manchurian steppes to the blislering heat of
the Javanese jungles, these two Kiiabes have been for
nearly a year subjected to every kind of climatic
punishment, including months in the sticky, saturat-
ing moisture of the tropics, invariably fatal to a
pianoforte. From Uawaii to the Philippines, through
all Ihe cities of Japan, China, Java, even the Slrails
Selllcments, and many of the less frequented by-ways
of Ihe Orient—I do not believe that the history of
music records the equal of this unique tour, or the
ovations accorded this great artist in these music-
hungry corners of the globe, or the equivalent of the
two pianos that supported him. Days of travel over
Ihe roads of Java, the man-handling of countless
coojies, the punishment of oriental transportation in
boats, in trains, in queer conveyances of all kinds—
and iiionlhs of il. At times it was heart-breaking,
llotli instruments carry many scars of battle, but
musically llicy have remained steadfast. Outside some

rust on the bass strings, they are today as
perfect mechanically and structurally, as
clear in tone, as beautiful, as rich,' as
perfect as the first day Mr. Godowsky
touched Iheir keys. To me the power of
resistance of ibe Knabe piano is almost
Mipernalural. I have travelled with many
.rlisls in all parts of the world; in Eu-
n.pe I was familiar with the German
pianos that are built like stodgy batlle-
-inps, but no piano in even ordinary
onlinental tours has equalled this per-
formance If I had made these two
IviiaLcs 1 should feel very proud. Inci-
dentally I am not in any way connected
with Ihe Wm. Knabe Company—nor do 1
even know them except through the in-
ternational reputation of their instru-
'"•^"t- Francis E. Jones,

London and Buenos Aires.

—
. «,, .........CI, siiiu JO an inierview; m

ig more interesting to say about those two pany other artist has ever said. Let him tell il.
I found him in Itueno, Aires and carried him away to theOrient because of his unusual qualities." So, thanks to the

II consideralion of the great artist, we are able to offer
story ever told.irkable

GODOW.SKY
Ma.Irr of the masters at whose
fret hove sat at one lime or
another practically every great

pianist of our ilay.

Inci.l.„,„lly. bolh „l thoe imlr..mem, are .,lock pu,no>
(not ,,,'-ciallr nmdv). one from the Keiv York warcroom,
and one from ihe Kohler & Chase store in San Fr

KOHLERer CHASE
2o O'hARRELL STREET
I4lh sntj C)>v SirrrtiOAK LAND
KNABE

SAN FRANCISCO

AMTICO

u

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Headers are invited to seud in any question relating
to music and musicians. Give name and address.
Anonymous communications cannot be answered No
names will be published. Address, Question Ed-tor
Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase BuildiUK
San Francisco.

1- What is the Emperor Concerto?—I. R. T.
Dcethoven's fifth pianoforte concerto, in E flat. Op. 7,1.
2. Is the Kreutzer Sonata a piece of music or a story?

Hecihoven's sonata for piano and violin in A Op 47
dedicated to the violinist. Rodolph Kreutzer. is known
as the Kreutzer Sonata, Tolstoi wrote a story in which
an incident is the performance of this sonata The
story of Tolstoi's is entitled the "Kreutzer Sonata "

:i. What is the false triad?—B. G,
The diminished triad.
4. How do you tune a cello?— A. B. S.
Tune the first strinK to A on the fifth line of the bass

staff; then tune downward in fifths, as follows: Second
string 1), third line of staff, third string G, first line of
Stan: and fourth string C, second line below the bass
staff.

'. What is the trap action of a piano?—M. E. M.
The pedals and all the aparatus pertaining thereto.

QUEENA MARIO

The Alice Seckels' Matinee .Musicales will start
auspiciously at the St. Francis' ballroom this season on
.Monday afternoon. October 22 when CJueena Mario, the
favorite coloratura soprano of the Metropolitan and
San Francisco Opera Companies will be the star. San
Francisco music lovers idolize Queena Mario, and the
ballroom of the hotel will be crowded to its capacity
with her legion of admirers. There is little left to say
of the Mario art. Of the younger sopranos she is un-
(luestTonalily the most promising. So highly is she re-
garded in New York that after one appearance at the
.\It-tropolitan she was immediately engaged for leading
roles. s:ing fifteen performances at the great Opera
House during its last season, and has been re-engaged
for five additional years This is a unique record tor
an American girl and probably the first time a native
singer has been given such recognition by the Metro-
politan directorate.
Miss .Mario has arranged an especially-unique pro-gram for her St. Francis recital where, with Imogen

Peay at the piano, she will render the following selec-
tions, (a) Dans un Bois (Mozaitl. lb) Care Selve (Han-
del): (c) Neues Lieben. Neues Leben (Beethoven)-
(a) Jours Passes (Delibes): lb) Comment Disaient lis
ILiszt): (c) Er Liebte Mich So Sehr (Tschaikowsky)

-

(di LOiseau Bleu (Decreus); Aria of Micaela from
Carmen (Bizet): (a) Lullaby (Kreisler) : (hi The NightWind (Roland Farley): (c) Ah: Ix)ve. but a Day (Mrs
H. H. A. Beach: (d) The Song of the Open (Frank LaForge I: Waltz from Romeo et Juliette (Gounod)

ROSE FLORENCE'S COSTUME RECITAL

A program of the classics, a grouiJ of modern Ameri-
can songs including one by our San Francisco composer,
i\Iary Carr Moore, with an added touch of color sup-
plied in two groups sung In the costumes of Russia and
of Spam respectively, will be the distinctive feature of
Rose Florence's choice of numbers for her San Fran-
cisco recital ne.\t Tuesday evening, October 16. in the
Italian Room of the Hotel St. Francis, under Alice
Seckels' direction. Benjamin Moore will be the accom-
panist in tlie following program: Air of Cleopatra
(.lulius Caesar") (Handel). (1685-1759); Verhorgenheit
(.Morikel (Hugo Wolf). Cacilie (Hart) (Richard
.siiaiissi; Le Temps des Lilas (Bouchor) (Ernest
(hausson); Dasons La Gigue (Verlaine) (Poldowski)-
In thcYellow Dusk (Li Pol (Edward Horsinani- Pier-
rette and 1 (McCrae) (Emerson Whitliorne): Winter
i\an Nordeni (Mary Carr Moore); Song of the Open
(Lowell) (Frank LaForge); The Rose has charmed the
iNightingale (Nikolai) ( Rimsky-KorsakofT) ; Cradle Song
(Alexandre GrelchaninifT)

: Hopak (Modesta Moussork-
sky): Madrigal Espanol (Julian Huarte); .Nana (.Man-
uel De Fallal: El Pano Moruno (.Manuel De Pallo)

-

Estrellita (Manuel M. Ponce); Clavelitos (arr. by Val-
verdc).

CONCERT AT UNIVERSITY PLEASES

The Sigma .\u Music House Society of the I'niverslty
of California which gives a concert for the benefit of
the I'niversity students on the second Wednesday of
every month, presented as their soloist. Miss Augusta
Hayden the charming lyric soprano who appeared bc-
Iiire an enthusiastic audience on October 10. Miss Hay-
den, who was accompanied by Mrs. M. E. Blanchard
one of our foremost musicians, sang two groups of songs
exhibiting a well schooled voice of lovely texture and
Interiiretlng her various numbers with diversity of style
and musical taste. The program was as follows: Caro
.Mio Hen (Giordani), Vlllanella (Sibellal Tea Y'eux
(Rabey). Life (Curran), Spring Night (Schumann). To-day (Hcuter). .My I^ve Is a Mulateer (Bauer).

Madam Dorothy Talbot, noted coloratura sopranowho IB now In the East doing concert work, will return
to C allfoi-nin in the near future, Mmc. Talbot has been
heard in a number of concerts in Chicago and has beenengaged again for next year.
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50,000 HEAR S. F. OPERA COMPANY SEASON

An Average of Five Thousand People Per Performance Attend the First

Season of the San Francisco Opera Association—Unparalleled Artistic

Triumph in Years—Gaetano Merola Showered With Appreciation.

Stars. Resident Artists, Chorus and Orchestra Excellent

BY ALFRED METZGER

In a statement given to the daily press
(it is strange how many well meaning
people interested in good music com-
pletely ignor the weekly press with the

best of intentions) Timothy Healy. chair-

man of the Opera Association of San
Francisco, announce that fifty thousand
people attended the first season of the

San Francisco Opera Co. during the ten

performances. This means, of course,

that fifty thousand tickets were sold and
that many people attended more than
one time. It is however, safe to say that

from twenty-five to thirty thousand dif-

ferent people attended this opera season.
During the course of a symphony season
from thirty to forty thousand different

people, possibly more, attend the sym-
phony concerts. Within a radius of twenty
miles from San Francisco, we have three
thousand teachers, thirty thousand pupils

and fifty thousand music lovers, including
those attending opera, concerts and
similar events. In other words the music
element about the bay consists of 100,000

people. And yet we have certain man-
agers of motion picture theatres, backed
by a small number of professional musi-
cians, who say that the musical element
is not worth while catering to, and we
have music lovers and those in charge
of big enterprises who say that a music
journal is not worth while paying any
attention to.

Of course the Pacific Coast Musical
Review is going along the even tenor
of its way continuing to fight for the
rights of the resident artists, and the
musical giants who make San Francisco
and vicinity world renowned, because of

their genius for organization and perfor-

mance and if we gain the recognition of

those worth while we can afford to permit
the pigmy minds among officials, press
agents, and managers to stew in their

own arrogance and conceit. No one can
imagine how displeasing and disagree-
able it is for this writer to impress the
existence of this paper upon the minds
of those who cannot see any value in a
music journal by means of disagreeable
protests. But we have devoted six months
to propounding the value of necessity of
the San Francisco opera season, have
printed pages of reading matter which
cost in the neighborhood of $200 to set
up and have really put our shoulder to

the wheel in the beginning when no one
believed in the movement and with the
sole exception of Gaetano Merola. for

whom we entertain the highest respect
and admiration, NOT ONE MEMBER OF
THE OPERA ASSOCIATION HAS EX-
HIBITED ANY INTEREST IN THIS
PAPER. If it had not been for Selby C.

Oppenheimer we would not have received
any advertising nor any courtesies in the
way of tickets. And here we have one
of the reasons why San Francisco is so
provincial in certain matters. THOSE
IN CHARGE OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
ARE SO INDIFFERENT TO CO-OPERA-
TION that they make it impossible to

retain one's enthusiasm for an enterprise,
even though it means a beneficial thing
for music in general.

The best evidence that we do not pen
these lines, because of peevishness or ill-

humor is found in the fact that notwith-
standing innumerable rebuffs from those
in charge of important musical move-
ments after we had been at the post early
in the game. WE CONTINUE TO WORK
HEART AND SOUL FOR THE BEST
INTERESTS OF THE PROFESSION
AND THE MUSICAL PUBLIC. Practic-

ally none of those who have aroused our
ire in the past are at present in respon-
sible positions. They usually treat other
people exactly as they treat us and this

is eventually their downfall. You can not
last by always receiving and never show-
ing any willingness to give. And if to-

day this! paper were deprived of its

courtesy privileges or advertising patron-
age from organisations pretending to

work for the interest of the people we
would find a way to buy our tickets and
continue to publish the paper just the
same. We only make these periodical
outbursts of protests, because by ham-
mering away year after year at this sub-

ject someone will realize some day that
we are on the map to stay, and that the
most discouraging exhibitions of ingrati-

tude and indifference on the part of

people who are only public spirited be-
cause of the notoriety they receive will

not swerve us one inch from our deter-
mination to get recognition for our resi-

dent artists, for our splendid organiza-
tions whether they be symphonic, opera-
tic or educational or whether they include
the difficult phase of chamber music. The
proudest accomplishment of our career
rests in the fact that we gave our mead
of encouragement of many a brilliant pro-

ject and manv a gifted artist at a time
WHEN NO ONE ELSE HAD THE
DECENCY TO LEND A HELPING
HAND. BECAUSE THERE WAS NOTH-
ING IN IT, NOT EVEN PUBLICITY.

But despite this inexplicable indiffer-

ence and at times antagonism on the
part of the people who benefited through
the fights we have made we continue to

watch the big musical movements we
start reaching a successful termination.
That is to say we watch others take up
projects which we began to discuss and
finally prove the accuracy of our judge-
ment by securing public support. We
have in our possession a list of ten thous-
and music lovers who repose confidence
in our judgement and we have yet to dis-

cover the time when they regretted back-
ing up our ideas. But unfortunately our
followers do not always back us up in

the way of subscriptions and advertise-
ments. Possibly we have not put them
to the test, but we shall do this presently.

We were going to review the closing
performances of Romeo and JHiliet,

rPagliacci and Rigoletto, and also La
Tosca which for some reason or other
we omitted in last weeks review, but we
have practically said everything necessary
about the artists that constituted the
casts. We only say that Gigli and Mario
were superb in the Gounod opera, bring-

ing out the beautiful shades and mezza
voce portions of the score with splen-

did refinement of execution. In this

opera we also wish to call particular
attention to the excellent solo of Anna
Young who sang with an ease, style and
purity of voice that justified the hearty
ovation accorded her. Martinelli, Mario
and De Luca gave an exceptional fiine

performance of Pagliacci, De Luca sur-

passing himself histrionically as well as
vocally. The chorus had here a remark-
able chance to show how really well
trained it was. It would have been im-
possible to crowd another person into

the Exposition Auditorium within range
of the stage. Every seat was occupied,
many were standing or sitting in isles

and some even moved chairs behind the
partitions hanging from the balcony.
Hundreds were turned away at the door,
and possibly a thousand or two wanted
to purchase seats at the box office and
were unable to do so.

It is simply impossible to imagine a
more delightful performance of Rigoletto
than the one given on this occasion
Gigli as the Duke. De Luca as Rigoletto.

Mario as Gilda. Didur as Sparafucile and
Fernanda as Maddalena truly interpreted
the roles with an enthusiasm and artistic

finesse that will remain unforgettable
in the memory of everyone who heard it.

And here is an opportunity to express
appreciation of the fact that encores
were omitted. One of the gravest nuis-

ances of a cheap operatic season is the
constant repetition of arias, just because
there is long and loud applause. The per-

formance is thereby prolonged unneces-
sarily and the continuity of the opera
disturbed. Artist, conductor and stage
director are to be congratulated for their

determination to continue the thread of

the story notwithstanding the frequent
Tociforous demands for repetitions. Truly
it was a relief to this writer and was a
sign that a real musical atmosphere is

about to enter the opera house here as

it has already entered our symphony hall.

Notwithstanding the thrilling triumph
of the artists Monday evening was Merola
night, after the first act the

stood up and played a "Tusch," thereby
expressing their appreciation of the con-
ductor's executive ability. After the third

act came the ovation of the audiance.
Merola was he-wreathed and be-flowered
and finally was urged to make a speech
which he did in his precise, brief and con-
vincing fashion. He emphasized the fact

that as usual San Francisco broke several
records. One that the people at large
made it possible to defray the expenses
of the season without guarantors and
another that a volunteer chorus of pros-
pective artists devoted their time and
labor during six months for the purpose
of mastering eight operas of difficult pro-

portions in a manner to reveal fresh
young voices and a uniformity of phras-
ing that a professional chorus rarely em-
ploys. Mr. Merola endeavours to give
credit to everybody, but as could not be
otherwise the case omitted several im-
portant factors including the press with-
out which the enterprise could not have
been done at all. But considering the
strain and labor Mr. Merola has been
under during the six months preceding
the opera season and then again during
the season itself it is truly mar\'elous
that he could collect his thoughts even
long enough to make the telling and
pithy sentences he did. Surely the press
knows how valuable Merola's services
have been and it also knows that he is

deeply appreciative, which cannot be
said of every member of the official

family of the Association.

And so the first season of the San Fran-
cisco Opera Association goes into history
and everyone connected with it has rea-

son to feel proud of its work.

May Mukle. cellist, and Lawrence
Strauss, tenor, gave the first of a series

of concerts introducing leading resident

artists and distinguished visitors, under
the direction of Miss Alice Seckels-

There was a large audience present in

the Italian Room of the St. Francis Hotel
who expressed its approval witli en-

thusiasm. We shall speak in detail of

this event in the next issue of this

paper.

Ingeberg-Latour-Torrup, associated
with the San Francisco Couservatoi-y of

Music as an instructor of terpsichorean
art. gave a Dance Recital in the Colonial

Ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel on
Thursday evening, September 21. and de-

lighted a large and enthusiastic audi-

ence with the ingenuity of her art and
the originality of her ideas.

Antoine de Vally, the well-known tenor

and vocal instructor, is recuperating
from an operation, necessitated by the
condition of his ankle w^hich he hurt

several years ago. The operation was
successful and the many friends of Mr.

de Vally will be pleased to hear of his

recovery.

Marguerite Raas-Waldrop, soprano, and
Uda Waldrop, pianist, assisted by Joelle

Raas-Allen, mezzo soprano, gave an ex-

cellent concert under the auspices of the

Mill Valley Musical Club on Tuesday.
September IS, at which the following
program was thoroughly enjoyed by a
large and demonstrative audience: Duet,
Barciirolle. from The Love Tales of Hoff-

mann (0*^enbachi. Marguerite Raas-
Waldrop and Joelle Raas-Allen; (a)

Chant Hiadou (Violin Obligato) (Bem-
berg), (b) Petites Roses (Cesek), (c)

Orientale (Marion Bauer), Marguerite
Raas-Waldrop; (a) Andantino (Leraare).
lb) Dance of the Water Sprites (Wald-
rop), From the Bohemian Club Grove
Play Nee Netama, 1914, Mr. Waldrop and
the Duo-Arl (alternating); (a) Let Us
Drift and Dream (Farley), (b) Chanson
Revee (Maurice Pesse). (c) Bless You
(.Vovello). (di Tally-Ho (Leoni). Joelle

Raas-Allen.

The San Francisco Musical Club will

give the loDowing program at the Palace
Hotel on Thursday morning, October 18:

Johannes Sebastian Bach (16S5-1750)

—

Part I—Italian Concerto. Marion Frazer;
Chaconne. Antonio de Grassi; Part II—
Christmas Oratorio—Chorus. Christians
he Joyful. Sopranos—Mrs. Arthur Hill,

Mrs. Ashley Faull, Mrs. Charles Ayres;
Contraltos—Mrs. Byron McDonald. Mrs.
Edward Lichtenberg, Mrs James Kelly;
Hugh J. Williams, first tenor; Carl E.
Anderson, second tenor; Lowell M. Red-
field, baritone; P. H. Ward, basso; Henry

L. Perry, director. Bass Aria, Mighty
Lord and King all Glorious. Lowell M.
Redfield; Choral. Ah! Dearest Jesus, Holy
Child; Tenor Aria. Haste. Ye Shepherds.
Hugh J. Williams; Tenor Recit.. And
Suddenly There Was With the Angel;
Chorus, Glory to God; Contralto Aria.
Slumber Beloved, Mrs. McDonald;
Chorus. Hear. King of Angels; Soprano.
Echo Aria, Ah! My Saviour. Mrs. Hill

and Mrs. Gish; Terzett. When Shall We
See Salvation? Mrs. Faull. Mrs. Mc-
Donald and Mr. Williams: Recitative,

My Lord Is King Alone; Choral. This
Proud Heart; Recitative Soli, O'er Vs
No More: Choral, Now Vengeance Hath
Been Taken; Cecil HoUis Stone at the
piano Mrs. C. William Camm, Chairman
of Program Committee.

L-zetta Kalova. the distinguished Rus-
sian violinist, assisted by Betty Drews.
soprano, and Martiana Towler. pianist,

will give a benefit concert for the Berke-
ley disaster relief committee of the
National Red Cross tomorrow (Sunday)
afternoon, October 14. at 3:30 o'clock.

The event will take place at the Coral
L. Williams Institute on Arlington ave-
nue. Berkeley, and the program will be
as follows: Concerto (Paganini). Lizetta
Kalova; Schmerzen (Wagner). Feldein-
samkeit (Brahms). Der Schmied
(Brahms); Serenade (Strauss). Betty
Drews: Nocturne (Grieg). Deep River
(Coleridge-Taylor). Hunting Song (Schu-
mann-Paganini), Martiana Towler; Deep
River (Burleigh), Indian Love Song
(Lieurance). Yesterday and Today
(Spross). I Would My Song Were Like
a Star (Maurer). Ouvre Tes Jeux Bleux
(Massenal). Betty Drews; Serenade
I Rachmaninow). Minuet (Debussy), In-

troduction Tarantelle (Sarasate), Lizetta
Kalova.

Charles Hart, the nationally known
pianist and accompanist, who recently
made San Francisco his home, has been
playing for Clarence Whitehill at a con-
cert given in Oakland October 8 for the
Piedmont High School and will also play
for this artist in Glendale on October
12. Air. Hart's services were specially
asked through the Wolfsohn Musical
Bureau which organization knew of Mr.
Hart's residence in this city.

CHAMBER MUSrC FESTIVAL

(Continued from Page 1. Col. 4)

Goossens Phantasy Sextet and in Miss
Clarke's Rhapsody for piano and cello.

This was admirably played by May
Mukle and Myra Hess, who brought out
of it all the effects that had been
wrought into it by the composer. It is

overlong somewhat Oriental and dirge-
like in character with strongly dramatic
moments. It is hardly a rhapsody in
form but it is highly creditable as a
work. The artists witii the composer
were recalled many times.

The Goosens Phantasy was no doubt
the gem of the newer offerings. He has
scored it for three violins one viola and
two cellos and the performance was mag-
nificent as interpreted by the Festival
Quartet of South Mountain with Albert
Spalding as the addUional violin and
Emmeran Stoeber as the extra cello The
themes are of great and haunting beauty,
and while it is unbroken, the shift in
movements is very obvious. The lyrical
quality of this very modem piece of
writing proves how much actual beauty
it is possible to infuse into music no
matter how ultra-modern it may be. The
freedom and facility in Goossens' writ-
ing, the marvelous atmosphere which he
succeeds in supplying in addition to the
substantial musicianship easily give him
a foremost place among the younger
writers. It was received with the ut-
most enthusiasm. The season closed on
Saturday afternoon when the Festival
Quartet opened its program with the
Haydn D major quartet, perhaps to
effect the greatest possible contrast in
which it was successful. The Brahms
quintet with Katherine Goodson at the
piano spoke the last word and a worthy
one and between these a charming quar-
tet by Malipiero had its first perform-
ance. This Stornelli e Ballate was writ-
ten for and dedicated to Mrs. Coolidge in
appreciation for her interest in chamber
music throughout the world. Malipiero
w^as awarded a prize two years ago and
he made this a sequel. The Berkshire
prize will be awarded next year for a
chamber composition which shall include
one or more vocal parts in combination
with instruments.
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The Chauvenet Music School lias recently Inaugurated

a series of concerts to be given from tlie Earl C.

Anthony Radio Station in conjunction with the Palos
Verdes project. Last week the iirogram was presented

by Jean de (hauvenet pianist. Slgnor Le Vove Russian
baritone, Mme. Chauvenet. soprano and the Foster
Orchestra. The feature of the program was the song
"Waiting for You In Palos Verdes." composer by Slgnor
Chauvenet and sung by Mme. Chauvenet .A talk on the
be:iutiea of Palos Verdes was given after the program.

Mme. BruskeHollenbeck, that charming soprano
who recently gave a most delightful musical evening
with Ilruno lluhn and Steven .MiGroarty at the Maiy
land Hotel In Pasadena, will Ih- heard again Octobii
10 and 11 at Glendale when the musical pantominc
Dreamland so well received in New York and Boston
will be presented by the Tuesday Afternoon Club of

Glendale. Jay Wellington, well-known producer of New
York, is personally responsible for this performance
which promises to be one of the most interesting musi-
cal events of the fall season.

Vivian Strong Hart, petite, gracious young soprano
with a radiant voice, is singing a group of songs at the
Metropolitan Theatre with obligati by charming de-

mure .leanette Rogers, the first flutist of the orchestra.

This delightful pair are furnishing a most refreshing
bit of artistic work at the theatre, being most enthusi-
astically received.

The Los Angeles Music School Settlement at 2607
Mozart street is launching a campaign for 2000 mem-
bers at only one dollar a year the proceeds from which
to be used to cancel the indebtedness on the cottage
where more than 1934 music lessons were given during
the past year to many deserving and talented pupils
who are unable to pay more than thirty-flve cents for a
half-hour lesson. Only organized In 1914 this non-
sectarian school has been fostered hy a few hard-
working, far-seeing musical people with Mrs. Henry P.

Hoffman an an able president. While the facilities are
neci'ssarily limited In this small cottage, yet the
standard of the musical training has not been lowered,
for with such teachers as Mrs. Hinsdale on piano and
Miss Whittakcr Instructor of violin the children in

the community have made splendid progress. It is

gratifying to know that such clubs as the Matinee
Musical and the Wa Wan are doing their bit with per-

sonal services and giving financial help in aiding this

w-orthy enterprise. Mrs. Hoffman has offered a Vose
and Sons upright piano to be presented to the mem-
ber holding the lucky number at a general meeting
during the Christmas season.

The Hollywood Opera Reading Club held Its first

meeting at the Masonic Hall in Hollywood last Mon-
day when Dr. Nagel gave a most interesting discourse
on the opera La Boheme. The story of the opera was
flrat related and the music analyzed most carefully
with Or. .\agel at the piano Illustrating the various
moods and emotions of the characters In the story with
the beautiful strains hy Puccini Vivian Strong Hart's
delightful refreshing voice was heard m the title role.

supiKirted by Raymond Harmon's soulful tenor in the
part of itudolpho. while Lora .Mae Lamport and Edward
Novis were heard to advantage in their respective
selections.

Dr. Nagel's lecture-analysis was especially Interest-
ing for he Is one of the first musicians to give such
extensive discussion of opera. We have heard many
lecturers on opera, but none so completely analyze
(he musical setting, orrhestration and story as does
this able pianist and lecturer The lack of scenery and
orchestra in this 'Icllghlfuily melodious opera was
scarcely missed as the setting was described so care-
fully, the story so well related by Dr. Nagel, and the
1 haraclers ao well portrayed by the able assisting
artists that as a whol<' one felt quite as gratified as If

nne had witnessed the regular performance of La
Hoheme. To tell the story at length In this article
would be useless and an attempt at analysis of the
ii.r.i would be most dllllcult In a few lines but It is

'h>' I'slre of the writer to convey the most Impressive
;'-i-' during the program. Not alone from an enter-
1. : . ilewpoint was this program menionible. but as
111 iii-tructive dlsiiiurse. Incomparably Illustrated by
nide.vi.rthy artists we feel any who miss hearing these
monthly Opera Readings are falling to Improve an op-
lorlunity which comes rot often.

Miss Viola Elllt who made such a favorable Impres-
«lon In the recent Alda production at the Hollywood
lion I In the role of Ainr.i rl^, 1^ preparing to appear
a A .. . ua In II Trnv ,i v ,lale. Inder the
.1 iidance of Al. - the wellknown
1' "ch. Mii-1 Ell iing to the front

1, .|" railc ability and is contralto voice
and dramatic iiosslblliii.!. w.- pt' diti a splendid future
for her.

FITZGERALD'S -For the »^</i of S^fuiic

An Important New Knabe Artist

DONA GHREY
—head of Voice Department of Zoell-

ner Conservatory of Music, ami prom-
inent concert artist, has recently be-

come the owner and exclusive user of
the KNABE. joining the great host of
accomplished musicians who have

MUSICCOf
AT 7S7-729

Leona Neblett, popular violinist of Los Angeles, will

give the opening concert for the Venice Polytechnic
I'nion High Scliool in their handsome new auditorium
October 9. Miss Neblett, whose enviable reputation
places her among tlie leading women violinists of

California, will be assisted by Ruth May Shaffner,
soprano and Raymond McFeeters, pianist. 'These splen-
did artists have extensive bookings throughout the
West for the coming season. in<-iuding i^os Angeles and
neighboring cities. Miss Neblett is also founder and
director of the Leona Neblett Violin School in the
Southern California Music Company building in this

city.

Fanny Dillon, well kr.own in Los Angeles music
circles has the honor and distinction of contributing a
number of very worth while compositions to the world
of music. Among several world-famed artists who are
using Miss Dillon's works on their programs. Percy
Grainger is certainly not the least eminent During
his recent tour In Europe he played selections by Miss
Dilion on more than thirty programs, receiving most
favorable comment by foreign press Mr. Grainger has
been using compositions by Gardiner, Carpenter, Cyril
Scott. Nathaniel Dett. Guion. Oriffes. and Dillon on all

his programs and says: "1 realized a spontaneity in

the attitude of the listener which showed me that the
serious world of music Is as ready to capitulate to the
English-speaking composer as the 'popular' public of
the world has to American jazz."

Z. Earl Meeker, whose quiet pleasing personality
and lovely musical voice have charmed many Cali-
fornia audiences, gave a program worthy of the most
renowned artist on Monday eve, Octboer 8, at the Re-
cital Hall of the Southern ('alifornia .Music Company
building. The program comprised old Italian songs by
Scarlatti and Cesti, Russian songs by Rachmaninoti'.
which by the way were especially well suited to .\Ir.

.Meeker's voice, giving scope of range and sad refleition
of the doleful yet dramatic poems—At Night and Morn-
ing. A group of German and French songs were also
noteworthy from the point of diction and the final

group of modern songs were most interesting while
the Roundup Lullaby by Gertrude Ross and Eagle Dance
by Hotner Grumm, both composers of Los Angeles, were
well received.

Mr. Meeker was assisted by Ann Thompson as accom-
panist, who played a very brilliant group of solos, in-

cluding Valso Oubllee, Liszt; In Eiizabethian Days.
Kramer; Scherzando Colby; Concert Etude. McDowell.
Her delicate manner, brilliant technique, and unmis-
takable musicianship command for her the highest
esteem.

May MacDonald Hope, who is founder of the Los
Angeles Trio, announces the llrst concert of this their
eighth season to he given at the new Fine Arts Audi-
torium on Thursday evening. October 18. A busy season
Is already booked for this well known group who are
especially famed for chamber music programs.

A. Rae Condit one of Los Angeles best known com-
munity song leaders who has charge of a musical pro-
gram for the employees of Barker Brothers every
Thursday morning and for Jacohy Brothers each I'ti-

day has compiled a Community Song Book which is in
its second hundred thousand circulation There's no
doubting the popularity of this song leader for every
day and evening sees some community group singing
under his able direction. Among a few of these are
the First Methodist Episcopal Church in, Glendale.
Thursday eve, Los Angeles V M. C. A.. Friday, Pomona
College Club, Saturday and al the Soldiers' Home on
October 18.

L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg., Los Angeles

GERTRUDE ROSS
COMPOSER-PI AN ISTE

1000 Soufh Aiv:ir»ile Phone Sioas

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST
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OLGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
OLGA STEEB

Director and Head of the Piano Department

FANNIE DILLON
Head of the Department of Theory

and Composition

Faculty of Twenty-nine Teachers
ASSlialed Teachers in Burbank, Claremonl, Holly-
wood, Los Angeles, Long Beach, Monrovia, Pasa-
dena, Pomona, Redlands, Riverside, San Diego and
Sania Monica.

For Catalog and Full Information

Address

OLGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
453 S. Wihon Place Los Angeles, Calif.

Phone 567294

Frederic Burr Scholl

ORGANIST

Grauman's Hollywood

Egyptian Theatre

HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.

CLARA GERTRUDE OLSON
TEACHER-ACCOSIPAXIST
Plono, Harnianr. Theory

Children's Classes a Sprclaltj'

110 MDslc-.4rt Studio—821IS1 Res. Phone BoTle »i31

Alexander Bevani
OPERATIC COACHING
TONE DEVELOPMENT
VOICE PRODUCTION

•i~

Suite 612 So. Calif. Music Co. Bldg.
Phone 822-520

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE CCLTIRE—CO.VCHI.NG IX REPERTOIRE

ZOELLNER CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

JOHN SMALLMAN

Shirley Taesai

Anna Rnzena Sprotte

MAY MACDONALD HOPE

ABBIE INORTON JAMISON

CHARLES BOWES

ANGELO GIUFFRIDA
tlon. Room Xo. 711. Southern Calif. >luNic CiMuiiany
Bide. Every >1onday and Thursday, from it a. ni. to
(1:30 p. m., half hour of strictly private lesson. tUI.OO.

Pupils of any decree acce|>ted.

Myra Belle Vickers, whose pupils are very much in
demand tor concert recital and theatre engagements,
opens her studio at 1812 Morgan Place the first Friday
in each month when pupils and trends gather tor an
informal evening of song and pleasure. Otto Ploetz.
tenor robusto and a pupil ot Miss Vickers is adding to
the prologue at the new Criterion Theatre a group of
lovely songs. Other pupils ot this well-known teacher
composing the Hollywood Girls' Quartette are singing
at the Maryland Hotel in Pasadena.

Hallet Gilberte, tamed song writer, has purchased a
beautiful home in Pasadena wheie, after his return
from his New York concert tour, he and Mrs. Gilberte
will be at home to their many California friends. Mr.
Gilberte is another world-renowned artist who has re-
cently become a Knabe enthusiast and on his many
California programs he will use only the Knabe piano.

Mme. Blombert, formerly of the University ot Paris
and a teacher of French conversation, has opened a
studio in the Southern California Music Company build-
ing where she is conducting classes in French diction,
interpietation of French songs, and coaching for teach-
ers Her work is attracting wide attention from many
ot the best vocal teachers ot Los Angeles and vicinity,
and recently she has established special classes limited
to six pupils each. John Smallman. well-known vocal
teacher says: "I have received more genuine assistance
in working out French programs with Mme. Blombert
than with any other person during my

Flora Myers Efigel has the distinction of having made
six recordings ot accompaniment rolls tor the Ampico
during the past year. This charming person, possessing
a soprano voice of unusual beauty will be heard fre-
quently during the coming season in recital with the
Knabe Ampico using her own recordings.

Bohdan Gillevicz, another newcomer to California,
is a Polish baritone who will be welcomed by Los
Angeles music circles as an artist and teacher worthy
of note as he has had an enviable career.

Stewart Wille, formerly accompanist for such artists
as Marie Rappold. Ratalio Diaz and Margaret Romaine
of the Metropolitan Opera Company, with Reed Miller
and Nevada Van der Veer on several tours, and three
seasons with Arthur .Middleton. bass, formerly of the
Metropolitan, has only recently arrived in Los Angeles
to take up the woi'k as director of the .\mpico concert
department of the Fitzgerald Music Company.
Mr. Wille. aside trom being a gifted pianist and an

exceptional accompanist, has studied the process of
reproducing piano compositions at the Ampico New
York Recording Offices having made eight recordings
during the past summer of his own interpretation of
such works as Godowskys Alt Wien. Cyril Scott's
Lento, Provaznik's The Fountain. Beethoven's German
Dance, Leschetizky aude Heroique and Grainger's
Irish Tune. This young pianist has studied extensively
in New York. Boston and Europe and has gained an
enviable reputation not only as an artist but teacher
as well, having been an instructor in Boston tor some
time. Another great acquisition to the Los .-Angeles
music colony comes to us in Mr. Wille's arrival. We
welcome him heartily.

Calmon Lubovisky, prominent among violinists.
Flora .Myers Engel, soprano, Stewart Wille, pianist,
gave a most enjoyable hour ot music at the Highland
Park Presbyterian church last week. .Mr. Wille was
heard to advantage in Brahm's Rhapsodie in G minor,
and Schumann's lovely Romance in F sharp major,
while his rendition of Leschetizky's Etude Heroique left
nothing to be desired in tonal effects, power and
technique.

Mme. Engel, always a delightful addition to any pro-
gram, sang especially well Leoncavallo's Ballatella
(Pagliaccii. Nevin's Oh That We Two Were Maying.
Ward-Stephens The Nightingale and as an encore, the
ever lovely Cadman number From the Land of the
Sky Blue Water. Sarasate's Romanza Andaluza. the
always popular Beethoven Minuet in G. and Kreisler's
Tambourin Chinois were rendered with care and pre-
cision by Calmon Lubovisky whose playing of
Schubert's .\ve Maria as an encore went straight to
the hearts of the listeners.

This group ot popular artists appeared last week
at the Polytechnic High School Auditorium at Venice
and again at the City Club ot Los .\ngeles in equally
interesting programs as that given at Highland Pai-k
and everyw'here enthusiastically received by large ap-
preciative audiences.

The De Lara Grand Opera Company will pi-esent
Verdi's Opera "Rigoletto" at the Municipal .\uditorium
in Long Beach on September 25. The distinguished
Los Angeles artists who will appear in the opera in-

clude Irmalee Campbell, coloratura soprano, as Guilda.
Jliguel Laris, tenor, as the Duke; Luis Ferrazzano,
baritone; Wilhelmina Corson, contralto; Forest Bell,
basso; and Marjorie Maughlin. ballet director. The
chorus consists of sixty well trained voices and the
orchestra is composed ot the best musicians in Los
.-\ngeles. including soloists trom the Philharmonic
Orchestra. On September 28 the opera will be pre-
sented at the Raymond Hotel. Pasadena, with only
one change in the cast. Conchita Chavez will appear
as Guilda in the leading soprano role. The same opera
will be given on September 29 at the Municipal .Audi-

torium in Ocean Park when Annabel Blackwell will
sing the leading soprano role with Max Alexander,
tenor; Luis Ferrazzano, baritone.

Claramae Wilson Stamm presented an interesting
piano recital on Saturday afternoon, September 15, at
the Recital Hall of the Southern California Music Com-
pany building when her artist pupils appeared in
classics including modern and ultra-modem works by
well known composers. This was a contest recital in
which the participants Mary White. Edith Wall, Rita
Knight, Marjorie Brown, and William Davis played in
competition for gold and silver medals, having had
three months to work on their respective fifteen
minute pertoi-mances. The judges. Mr. Waldo F. Chase,
Mr. Francis Kendig, Miss Jewell Hickox will announce
the winners in the contest at a later date.

.At the meeting ot the Executive Board ot the Opera
Reading Club at the home of its president. Mrs. Loren
B. Curtis, 1622 Vista street, recently, the chairman of
the various standing committees were named. Mrs.
L. B. Tannehill will head the membership committee;
Mrs. A. E. Huntington, hospitality; Mrs. Lynda Hall
Sims, publicity; Mrs. L. S. Farquhar, the door commit-
tee; .Mrs. Hector Geiger. Parliamentary and Mrs. Lora
May Lamport, decoration. A large membership was
voted in at this meeting and many other applications
were placed on file to be considered at a special meet-
ing to be held on Monday. September 24. at the home
of Mrs. Lora May Lamport, 1781 Orchid street. Because
ot ill health, Mrs. Harold Ferguson tendered her res-
ignation as member of the Board and Mrs. J. W. Stod-
dart was named to take her place. The first general
meeting of the season will be held October 1 at the
Masonic Temple auditorium. Dr. Frank Nagel will read
and analyze "La Boheme."

Clara Gertrude Olsen has organized her junior piano
pupils, forming a Music Club for selt-improvement. The
pupils select their officers and their committees who
arrange the bi-monthly meetings, planning programs
and drills in ear-training and sight-reading which is all
personally supervised by their able teacher.

Lester Hugo Castle has been singing at the Second
Church of Christ Scientist during the past month while
.Mrs. Selby. the regular soloist, has been absent.

Nouvart Costikyan, pianist and teacher has joined
the artistic colony at the Southern California Music
Company building where he has recently opened his
studio.

M. Jeannette Rogers
First Flutist Metropolitan

Theatre

Available for

Concert-Recital-Club
Obbligato

Address 1354 Laveta Terrac

MISS FANNIE CHARLES DILLON
PI.\MST—TE.VCIIiCR—CO>iPOSER

Studio. 2S.10 l.ee^vard -Vvenue, I.om .Vneelei. Phone Dr
T:»i!i. (onipo.ir ot .llany .\uniberH Played by Fan

GILDA MARCHETTI
DRAMATIC

nnd lialinn Diction
one .-..^S-tUct

Cnlif. MdmIc Co. RldS.

L.

the

CANTIEN HOLLYWOOD
PIA.VO—ORGAN—HARMO-VV

Hnllyn-ood ha» made a atudy of the pnyeholORy
rhildren lietiyeen the aEe» of >lx and nine and
methods and luaterialt* uned for tiieni. A limited
iber of normal students will be aroepted.

Studio: m .North Hill. Pasadena
Phone Colorado 1:104

Claire Forbes

Crane_PIANTST

Hvud MoUn Depl^ Collese of MunIc, U. S. C.—Member
PhllbnrmoDle Orchenlm

8201 S. Ftgunoa St., Loa AncelcB Phone HaJn 2190
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ARRILLAGA MUSICAL COLLEGE
OLDEST AND BEST EQUIPPED CONSERVATORY IN THE PACIFIC WEST

2315 Jackson Street, San Francisco. Tel. West 4737

\ . (!.• AKRII.I.ACA. I)ircH-l..r

JIISKI-II Ul

S. r. Symphony Orchewlr

EDOUARD DERU
Master Classes in Violin Playing

and Ensemble

WTOMV lll,AII,\

Violin
i-.'iKuf (Vmscrviitory

lVi-:>'<'KSI.Aa VII.I.AI.PAXDO
Vlolinrrllo

Mexico National Conservatory
S. F. Syni|>hony Orchestra

ICUIi. IIAIII,

VIoln
Dr. Hocli Co

AAHOX <;i"n'i':i<*i(iN

Olio—Double llniM

Kk-nr Imperial C'on.si-rvatory

Write or See Miss Shaw, the Secretary, for Tuition and Concert Rates

Available for

Concerts
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IStlRA
<tl ''OS. \Ultll,I.ACA

Soprano
Spnul,ih I'oiitamc

To sum up llie '.sior.v" of Jeunniiie Rogers, flute vir-

tuoso anil solo llutlst of the Crauniaii symphony orches-

tra, now at the Metropolitan Theatre in Los Angeles.
Los Angeles offers but limited opportunities to women
musicians. Soiiieliow our titeatre managers and orches-
tra leaders have not yet realized that there are a num-
ber of excellent women playi-rs here. Of course, there
are exceptions, but prnhably the most notable instance
In this regard offers the unprecedented success of Miss
Jeaonette Rogers, who. coming from the East, repeated
the Cesarian feat. Came, was heard and won by Sid
Grauman. who instinctively discovers when a man or
woman knows his or her business or art. To cut the
long story short, when this charming young flute player
arrived In town It was less than a week when Sid Grau-
man signed on the coveted dotted line. That was two
years ago. Since then the beautiful flute playing of
Miss Rogers has won her such acclaim and popularity
that Mr. Grauman had her fe^itured either as soloist or
In obligates during sixty-flve out of seventy-one con-
certs. Which also bespeaks eloquently the versatility

and repertoire of this brilliant concert artist, who dur-
ing all this time has most ably held her position in the
Grauman Symi^hony Orchestra as flrst flutist, playing
among men of notable symphonic connections and in

years greatly her senior. With apologies to Miss Rog-
ers, she Is very young, but old In musical experience
and .a flute player, therefore, par excellence, both for
tone and technlc That winningly graceful appearance
of bers. quite unstudied, has made her, together with
her artistic attainments, one of the most popular fig-

ures, and undoubtedly the best known woman musician
on the theatrical stage on the Coast.
There is a photograph In hi-r book of press clippings,

Bhowlng her as a little girl, hardly tall enough to touch
the piano keyboard. Itelng the daughter of a profes-
sional clarinetist, her mother a gifted pianist, she be-
gan to study piano when she was Ave. At twelve, how-
ever, she found that the flute Is her flrst and only great
love and it has remained so As a matter of fact she
began the study of flute when she was less than nine
and soon after she became the pupil of the well known
flutist of Boston, George Hubbard Wilder. Of that time
dates also a picture of the ,lunlor Orchestra, The Clefs,
where Miss Rogers gained her flrst and since then so
admirable ensemble playing experience. George Bar-
rerc, 'the greatest flutist of all." as Miss Rogers declares
warmly, became her master at twelve, after she was
presented by Mr Wilder in concert at New York, given
under the ausplies of the publishing house of Carl
Fischer, In the presence of noti-d .New York critics who.
together with Barrere, marveled at this girl wonder of
a flutist

Years of concert travel followed, when Miss Rog-
ers toured with sucess as a member of concert com-
panies. To be near her home at Albany, N. Y., she re-
atrlcted her coniert trips to the Kast, always featured
B8 soloist. When relatives moved to Los Angeles she,
loo. followed the lure of the Golden West. As men-
tioned, .Miss Rogers has been a conspicuous figure In
the Grauman concerts When the Metropolitan Theatre
opened Mr. Grauman transferri'd her from his Third
Street theatre to the larger orchestra in this theatre.
Hardly a singer of note has appeared in the theatrical
precinct of the (irauman theatre chain, when Miss
Rogers wn, n.ii , ,II..,1 upon to Join him with obligates,
notab' ik'.nicnl of John Steel. Each time
Cbarli linan was presented he Insisted
"n .M nchnbd In his numbers. In fact,
the flu I he Land of the Sky Hluc Waters
and I II. ar 1 llrii-h at Kve were especially written
lor .Miss Hnters by the famous music maker.

This wintir .Mil's Rogers will again be very busy
within Ihe Grauman ensemble and In personal outside
engagemenis. WhI. h is not surprising for those who
have heard her silky, sweet tones will agree, with Ihe
comm.nt p. nnrd r. . . illy 1,y Carl Brnnson. the noted
critic .r " her orchestra work. .Miss
•'/'anil. iiig young flutist of the
'raun ,. |s contemplating much
' "1 '

> ng many outside engage-
11. r lone Is remarkably free

iih often mars the effect of this
iilqui. Is able to meet all the re-

• 'lilt siore with an ease whi( h Is
icslful to lie ll»t. uer."
And hearing Miss Rogers Is enthusiastically agree

Ing with this veteran critic of the Southwest.

ADA CLEfVlENT IN BENEFIT CONCERT

A year ago some of the music lovers of San Francisco
made arrangemenls with the Ada Clement .Music School
for the establishmeni of scholarships for the benefit of
talented pupils who could not otherwise afford to pursue
their musical studies. The proceeds of a benefit con-
cert given by the students of the school were contribut-
ed to the fund and subscrijitions were made by others
interested in the plan. The concert this year will be
given by .Miss Ada Clement, pianist and founder of the
school, assisted by the renowned artists: May Mukle,
cellist, and Alexander Saslavsky, violinist, on Tuesday
evening, October 23. in the Colonial Ballroom of the
Hotel St Francis. The concert is under the direction
of Alice Seckels. A program comprising seldom heard
works for the three instruments, a cello and piano son-
ata and an interesting group of piano solos by Miss
Clement will round out the beautiful program.

Four partial and two full scholarships were estab-
lished last .vear at the Conservatory and awarded to
three boys and three girls, after examination and one
public school contest. The examining board consisted
of Alfred Hertz. Domenico Brescia, Julian Waybur, Ar-
tur Argiewlcz and Miss Ada Clement and the grading
of the successful aspirants resulted In four "Artists"
scholarships, one intermediate and one primary. One
girl is studying the harp, two boys the violin, one girl

the flute, and one boy and girl the ])iano.

These young people are all extremely talented and
they are deeply desirous of making music their profes-
sion; moreover, in each case, either it would have been
impossible, without the scholarship, for the pupil lo
take lesons at all. or else there would have had to be
intermittent instruction with Inferior teachers One
young woman is the daughter of a bandmaster who
has to support a family of six on a very small salary:
one girl Is lame but has a true flame of ambition which
lightens up a background of illness and discouragement
at home. Two boys are sons of mothers who have to
leave home each day to help support good sized famil-
ies. One high school boy. standing well in his studies
even though he had to work evenings to pay Ills way.
has been relieved from the strain of late hours and
given the best of instruction besides. One young woman
is a university graduate and on the way to becoming
a superior teacher of music. The facts about these
young people are full of interest and the splendid re-
sults of the past year so fully justify the faith of the
founders that it is a real pleasure for them to appeal
again to San Francisco for continued and, if possible,
increased support.

Contributions should be sent to Miss Lena Blandlng,
Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco, California.

SYMPHONY SEASON BEGINS FRIDAY

Next Friday will mark the opening of the thirteenth
season of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra and
the ninth under the leadership of Alfred Hertz The
sale of .season tickets this year has been the largest in
the history of the organization and next Friday after-
noon will undoubtedly And the Curran Theatre filled to
capacity.
For this event an attractive and well-balanced pro-

gram has been prepared which is made up of Bee-
thoven's Symphony No. ;!. the Rhapsodle Espagnole of
Ravel and Rabaud's Eclogue. The two last named com-
positions will be given their flrst San Francisco produc-
tion at this concert Although all of Beethoven's nine
symphonies are looked upon with reverence by music-
lovers. Ihe Third or "Eroica" is generally placed next
to the Fifth in popularity, the second movement, the
Marcie ^'unebre, being universally recognized as one of
the master's most Impressive compositions.

In keeping with the custom of previous seasons
P'riday's program will he repeated the following Sun-
day afternoon In the Curran Theatre as the first con-
cert on the Sunday Symphony series. The first concert
In the Popular Si'rles will be given a week later,
Oi lober 28.

Elsie Ingallt and Karl Heine, two talented pupils of
Mrs. H. I. Krick, 4711 Forest street, Oakland, played a
program of thirteen classical piano numbers for Ihe
Oaklanil Tribune Radio KLX from Hotel Oakland, Tues-
day evening, October 2, IHL':!. from K to '.i p. m. They
playeil from (•btipln, Liszt. Crieg. Kowalski. KarganolT,
Mnszkowski. Mac Dimnell. Schubert, etc. The Tribune
people wiri. delighted with their playing and said they
would be glad to have them again.

The San Francisco Music Teachers' Association held
the first meeting of Ihe season on Thursday evening at
the home of -Miss May Sinsli.-imer. the president. Mrs.
Alvina Heuer Willson. presiding. .After the regular
business meeting, groups of songs were given by Mrs.
Camm and Miss .Maude White, with Mrs. Hollis Stone
and Mrs. Minton accompanying the singers. A group
of charming piano solos were given by Mr. Kosloff, a
newcomer in the music world of San Francisco. About
fifty members enjoyed the evening's entertainment.

Sigmund Beel, the prominent and widely known vio-
linist and pedagogue returned from a two weeks' vaca-
tion in Los Angeles, where he met old friends, includ-
ing practically all prominent musicians, .\mong those
who were specially attentive to Mr. Beel were Emil
Oberhofer and Ossip Gabrilowitsch. Mr. Beel spent two
delightful weeks in the southern metropolis and had a
complete rest from his tedious studio work. He Is now
again busy teaching pupils who come to him from all

parts of the Pacific Coast.

Mrs. Pearl Hossack Whitcomb, mezzo-contralto, as
an accommodation to her Berkeley students, has taken
a studio in Berkeley this season at 2748 Ashby avenue,
near Piedmont a\'enue and will be there every Tuesday.
Four of Mrs. Whitcomb's students gave the Half

Hour of Music in the Greek Theatre September 2. being
received with the greatest enthusiasm and many re-

quests for a repetition of the program soon. Mrs.
Whitcomb spent the summer studying with the great
baritone, Louis Graveure, attending tlie master class
and having private instruction as well.

MARY GARDEN

As is to be expected of Mary Garden the program
she has submitted lo give in San Francisco is one of

unusual context. "Our Mary.'' whose popularity in this

country knows no bounds, is nothing if not original.

Her entire career has been one of constructive build-

ing in the realm of music. She alone of all the great
modern priina-donnas has had the courage to introduce
and expound musical compositions of a school that has
required more than mere art to present. Were it not
for the talents, the personality and the brains of .Mary
Garden American today would know nothing of the
glorious compositions of Charpentier Massenet. De-
busy and others of the modern Frenchmen whose works
have become the vogue since first expounded by her.

Mary Garden's operatic triumphs in San Francisco
are too well known for comment, and it is as a re-

citalist that we are to hear her once, and once only,

In the Exposition Auditorium on Sunday afternoon,
October 21., where she is to appear in her only recital

in Northern California, which will be given under the
mangement of Selby C. Oppenhelmer. Miss Garden is

bringing with her as assisting artists the young Rus-
sian cellist Gutia Casini and Georges Lauweryns. di-

rector of the orchestra of the Theatre de la Monnaie in

Brussels and of the Monte Carlo Opera, who will serve
in the dual capacity of pianist and accompanist.

The interesting program which will be rendered by
this trio of stars is sufficiently diverslfled to suit the
tastes of all classes of music lovers. Miss Garden her-

self will sing the great arias from Louise. Manon
Lescaut and Carmen, as well as compositions in Italian,

German and French The full list of works to be ren-

dered follows: la) On Wings of Song (transcribed by
Achron) (Mendelssohn), (b) At the Fountain (Davld-
offl, Gutia Casini: Aria: Depuls le jour from Louise
(Charpentier). Miss Garden; Concerto (in one move-
ment) a Minor (R. Volkman). (Cadenza by Klengel)
Gutia Casini; (a) Second Act Manon Lescaut (Puccini),
(b) La Serenade (Paolo Toslll, Miss Garden: Para-
phrase sur Rigoletto (Liszt), Georges Lauweryns; (a)

Zuelgnung IR. Strauss), (b) The Steppe {\. Gretchani-
now), (c) Ouvre tes yeux bleus (J. Massenet). Miss
Gar<len: (al Valse Triste (Sibelius), (b) Airs Baskyrs
iPiatti). Gutia Casini; (a) A Romance (G. Faurel, (b)
Serenade (John Alden Carpenter), (c) SequedlUe Car-
men (I)izetl, Miss Garden.

Miss Garden will face a great throng at the Audi-
torium. .\dvance mail orders received by Manager
Oppenhelmer intlii'ate that every seat will be occupied.
The public ticket sale starts at Sherman, Clay & Com-
pany Wednesday morning.
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L. C. Smith& Bros. Typewriter
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MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO niid HARMOKT

Institute of Music of San Francis
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454!

CO,

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

(tor. Kobler A fhnde llld. Tel. Sutter 7.^7

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

StDdlo, «03-tt(M KOHLER A CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny 5454

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.\X FR.-WCISCO B.WK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY 10th, 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks in California,
the Assets of which have never been increased
by mergers or consoiidationsnith other Banlfs.

Member .\ssociated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

JUNE 30th, 1923
Assets $86,255,685.28
Deposits 82,455,685.28
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7lh Ave.
HAICHT STREET BRANCH Haight and Belvedere Slreels
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave. and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (4?4}
per cent per annum was declared. Interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN
VOICE—t;i ITAII

—Wednesday

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRANO—VOICE CrLTlTRE
Available for Concerts and Recital*

Studio: 150 Central Ave. Tel. Park 1CS4

MISS WELCOME LEVY

Laura Werfheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Mtx. Noah Draudt
2211 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore 1322

Evelyn Sresovich Ware

Joseph George Jacobson

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comiqae, Paris

Stndlo: :1I07 ^VaKblnKton Street

SIGMUND BEEL

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
SOPRANO

Teacher of SlnKine: Studio, Tuesday at
Friday. Kohler A: Cha^e Uldg.. S. P.; Rew

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of Sloelog. 32 Lorelta Ave., Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler A
rhwwe nidg.. S. F. Telephone Kearny r;4M.

Madame Charles Po«Iter-Soprano ?Jf±^.i«°^3rel"7l?^^^^^^
Culti
tudlo. .-kSS i:7lh Stre
-Tel. Oakland 2070

Lizetta Kalova \ lolmist
AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS

StudioM: 1140 High Court, Uerkeley;
Hide.. San Frai

2211 SCOTT ST.. Bet. Clay & Washlngtoo
Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mm. Noah Brandt, Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist, Temple Emana BI. Con-
cert anil Chnreh Work. Vocal iDHtruc-
llon. 2.-i30 Cluy St„ Phone Went 4890.

Mary Coonan McCrea MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC PI

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Hyde St.. S
6031. Prldo
Kearny .'>4.VI.

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTR.*LTO

Voire Cnltnre. Suite "C" Kohler & Chnmt
nnlldlne. Telephone Kearny 5454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OF SCHOLA CANTORUM.

PARIS
9RGAWI8T AT. HART'S CATHBDRAtr

Piano Dcpartneat. Haailla S«h<M>l
Orsan aad Piano, ArrlllasB Mnalcel Collet*

Telephone Kearny 5454
RcN. Tel. Bay^-ieiv 4104

EVA M. GARCIA

MARY CAKR MOORE— SONGS
Dweller In My DreaniH (Tagore) Medium
Song of a Faun (Fay Van Norden) Soprano

Pub. AVESLEY AVEBSTER
750 47th Avenue

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
VlollnlMt and Teacher. Head of Violin Dept.,
S. F. Conn, of Mnslc. 3435 Sacrnmento

St., and 121 2l8t Ave.. Tel Pac 1284

The Pacific Coast Musical Review is

constantly fighting for the resident
artists. It wilt encourage us to continue
if you subscribe or advertise.

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERORUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av., Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1(95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 134T

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

ADELE ULMAN
178 Commonwealth Ave. Phone Pac. 33

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
I Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6464

ANTONIN BLAHA
2315 Jackson St. Tel. West 4737

Res. Address, 2602 California St.

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough Street Near Chestnut

No artist or teacher can become known
without publicity. No paper can give
you more dignified publicity than the
Pacific Coast Musical Review. Subscrip-
tion price $3 per year.
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Joseph Greven PAUL STEINDORFF
' MASTER COACH

Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

MASTER COACH
ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA

In All Language!
5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. WOliam Steinbach
VOICE CULTURE

Hlndlo:
IKI2 KOHi.ER « chase: ni,n«.

San PraoFlaro Pboori Kearor MM

Cho •b and Home Enterlalnmrnta USE READINGS WITH MUSIC by
CALIKOIIMA'S GIFTED MUSICIAN, FRIEDA PEYCKE. Her laleat niunbera:
'I'llE CHILD MCXT DOOR, OH! HENRY %VHAT IS IT? Eacb 30 centa. US
TWI.\S, COMFORT. Earh 00 rrnla.

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Summy Publications.

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal Is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth
while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
68 Post St., San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
For Concert EnKOKFrnenta
and Inatrncllon .Ippir to
Secretary

Representative of Lyo

Telepkone Douslaa

Sl Mealy Harps

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

PnptU prepared for Opera, On
Coaeerl.
New Addreaa-

o, Choreh aod

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

Residence Phon

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endoraed bx n'aser Swnxme

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Sw&yne
Principles

Sindloa SOT Kohler Jt Ckaae Bids.
2Slg>4 Etna St„ Berkeler. Fkone BerkeleT 131*

^

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

After October 1st Under the Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

America's Greatest

Contribution to the Musical

Arts

PIANOS
It is impossible to convey in words an ade-

quate idea of the surpassing tonal quality of

the Mason & Hamlin Piano.

To say that the piano is made as well as possi-

ble, and priced afterward—that does not tell

the story. No description of the Tension
Resonator can adequately explain its impor-

tance in terms of tonal results. Even the mar-
shalled names of artists who have chosen the

Mason & Hamlin Piano for their public and
private use can only indirectly show its

excellence.

And yet, that which is difficult to put into

words is a very real thing. If you should play

the Mason & Hamlin Piano you would know.
Listening to it would tell more than a thou-

sand words, as a glance at the "Woman
Weighing Pearls" tells more of Vermeer's
artistry than page after page of description.

We invite you to play and hear this extraordi-

nary piano.

two entkances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines
"^iley^BAUen®

MASON & HAMUN PIANOS

Oakland— 1209 Washington Strbbt
San Jose— 199 South First

sheet music
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NOVELTIES AT SEASON'S SYMPHONY CONCERTS MATZENAUER AND WHITEHILL OPEN SEASON

Alfred Hertz Tells Editor of Pacific Coast Musical Review Some Inter-

esting Facts Regarding the New Compositions He Will Introduce

on the Programs of the Impending Symphony Season.
All Nationalities Are Represented

Diva Delighted Large Audience With Her Magnificent Voice and Regal
Style—Exhibited Vocal Art of Highest Order—Encores Were Far

Beneath Her Artistic Dignity—Whitehill Retains Art of

Phrasing and Diction, But Lacked Vocal Pliancy

BY ALFRED METZGER BY ALFRED METZGER

Realizing how much interested many-
music lovers are in the programs of the
forthcoming symphony concerts, and
specially in the novelties Mr. Hertz has
selected for introduction during the
course of the season, we thought an in-

ter\'iew with Mr. Hertz on this subject
would be an appropriate article at this
the opening of the new season. We shall
let Mr. Hertz speak for himself;

"Before my departure for Europe I had
already decided to obtain the most in-

teresting of the recent compositions and
since my trip took me first to England
I had my first opportunity to observe
the trend of things musical in that coun-
try. I was greatly surprised to note that
there was in that country a remarkable
movement on foot in connection with the
modern school of music. As a matter of
fact the English people have arrived at a
point of their musical life where they
must be considered very seriously as far
as new music is concerned.

"Hitherto England had not been re-
garded as a pathfinding nation in the
realm of music, but at present there is

no denying the fact that its composers
are among the foremost in the newer
spheres. The compositions of Gustav
Hoist, for instance, are among the most
remarkable of the new works. I shall in-

troduce two suites of this composer, one
entitled Beni Mora and the other named
Saint Paul Suite. Eugene Goossens is
another distinguished English composer
of the new school who has already been
introduced to San Franciscans through
the Chamber Music Society. I have ob-
tained his symphonic poem entitled Tam
O'Shanter. Then I secured The Whasps.
a Suite by R. Vaughn Williams and a
new work by Arthur Bliss which had
not yet been printed when I was in Lon-
don. Among the new works from Eng-
land I have also included Dance Rhap-
sodic by Fritz Delius.

"In Paris I obtained quite a number
of interesting compositions of which
some are entirely new and some are only
new to San Francisco. Among these are:
Second Symphony by Saint-Saens and
Carnival of the Animals by the same
composer. The latter is a work published
after the master's death and although it

had been composed some time Saint-
Saens would never allow it to be pub-
lished except until after his death and
never gave his reason for this decision.
It is written for two piano soli and or-
chestra and principally of a humorous
character. The only known number of
this Carnival of the Animals Suite is The
Swan, which was originally published as
a cello solo and has since become very
popular.
"Another important French composi-

tion new to San Francisco is Impressions
of Italy by Charpentier, a work that con-
tributed to establish the famous French
composer's reputation which the opera
Louise brought to its zenith. In this
suite the Italian folk songs are treated
in a most characteristic fashion. Of
Ravel I secured one of that master's
most eloquent compositions entitled
Rhapsodie Espagnol. It is a work couched
in modern style and shows this composer
one of the best, if not the best, exponent
of the French school in his happiest
mood. Ravel has nothing in common
with so many of the modern composers
who worship at the shrine of "Datais-
mus." I also obtained a charming little
work entitled Eclogue by Rabaud.

"From the Flemish-Belgian school I

selected a Fantasie on Two Malloon
Christmas Hymns by Joseph Jongen,
Four Old Flemish Folk Songs by Anton
de Greef and, last but not least. Carnival
of the Princess d'Auberge by Blocks.
"Among the new works of the young

Italian composers I found a composition
by Respighi entitled The Fountains of
Rome and Antiques Dances, a Nocturne
and Rondo Fantastico by Pick-Mangia-
galli and Five Sonatas in the Form of a
Suite by Scarlatti orchestrated by To-
masini.
"While the scores obtainable from the

The regular concert season of San
Francisco for 1923-1924 began at the Cur-
ran Theatre last Sunday afternoon
when Margaret Matzenauer and Clarence
Whitehill opened the Elwyn Artist Series
in the presence of a large audience. The
principal numbers on the program in-

cluded some of the most important class-

ics of vocal literature. Clarence White-
hill had the responsibility to sing the
introductory number which consisted of

(a) Hans Sachs' Monologue, Was dufted
doch der Flieder. from Die Meistersinger
by Wagner and (b) Evening Star from
Tannhauser. There was evident through-

MME. ROSE FLORENCE
The Inimitable Concert Recitalist Who Scored a Real Artistic Triumph at the

St. Fr, Hotel Last Tuesday Ev

Russian school were not new composi-
tions they must be considered novelties
inasmuch as the scores were not obtain-
able since the war and are new to San
Francisco. One of these is The Tempest
by Tschaikowsky and the other a Suite
from Czar Saltan by Rimsky-Korsakow.
Then I have a Gopak (Russian Dance)
from La Foire de Sorotschintsi by
Moussorgsky-Liadow.
"From Austria and Germany I obtained

the most ambitious work of the season,
namely, the Second Symphony by Gus-
tave Mahler, which calls for grand or-

chestra of over one hundred pieces,
chorus and soprano and alto soli, organ
and extra band. One of the symphonies
new to San Francisco is the Third Sym-
phony by Dvorak which, though charm-

(Continued on Page 7, Col. 3>

out the rendition of these songs that
proficiency and that artistic finesse which
characterized Mr. Whitehill's operatic
achievements and which contributed so
much to make him an American artist of
international reputation.

Mr. Whitehill possesses what in our
estimation overshadows beauty of voice,
namely, authoritative interpretation, in-

tellectual phrasing and a diction the pre-
cision of which is a delight to witness.
It does not make any dilference what
language Mr. Whitehill may sing in he
enunciates according to the native idea
and emphasizes the phrases according to
their poetic or romantic meaning. As a
Wagnerian interpreter he stands among
the foremost American artists and justly
occupies a prominent position among the
artists of the world. Equally delightful

from an interpretative standpoint wereTraum durch die Dammerung (Strauss)
Die Beiden Grenadiere (Schumann). The
Isle (Rachmaninoff! and My Native
Land (Gretchaninoff J, the latter was
given an especially dramatic accentu-
ation.

There was a most enjoyable lilt and
humor contained in Mr. Whitehill's con-
ception of the Irish ballads and the much
used and abused On The Road to Man-
dalay gained rejuvenated esprit from Mr.
Whitehill's energetic interpretation. How-
ever, notwithstanding this exceptionally
discriminating mode of phrasing and
easily understood diction Mr. Whitehill's
voice was not at its best. There seemed
to permeate it a certain element of
hoarseness which undoubtedly was the
result of San Francisco's treacherous
weather, but as we said before it is not
as much the voice itself that counts most
in vocal declamation, although it neces-
sarily occupies a most important posi-
tion, as it is what an artist is able to
do with this voice, and surely anyone
who heard Mr. Whitehill and was suf-
ficiently familiar with vocal art to ap-
preciate his skill, must have admired
him for the excellent results he obtained
under the circumstances.
Mme. Margaret Matzenauer began her

part of the program with My Heart Is
Weary from Xadeschka by Thomas, a
sort of oratorio-like aria necessitating
considerable sostenuto singing which
was done with a voice of surpassing
beauty and flexibility and a warmth of
resonance that was simply unforgettable.
Later Mme. Matzenauer sang Erda's
Warning from Das Reingold, Traume
which was connected with Brangane's
Call from Tristan and Isolde and
Schmerzen. all by Wagner. There really
is quite a similarity of material in the
last three compositions which is so pro-
nounced in the two middle ones that it

sounds quite appropriate to combine
them as Mme. Matzenauer did. She sang
these Wagnerian numbers with a vitality
and artistic authority that proved posi-
tively thrilling. She was never in finer
voice, never sang with more effect and
assurance, nor did she ever appear to
greater advantage personally. She wore
a beautiful gown which even our male
eyes could not help but admire.

A group of songs including Over the
Steppe by Gretchaninoff, On Wings of
Dream by Arenski, which by the way
was an exceptionally skilfully scored
song and most difficult to sing, an ar-
rangement of a Mexican song by La
Forge, which made such an excellent im-
pression that it had to be repeated, and
a very virile Norwegian song by Four-
drain. Everyone of these songs was
given additional charm through Mme.
Matzenauer's effective interpretation. The
final number of the program consisted of
a Duet from La Favorita by Donizetti
sxmg with finished artistry by Mme.
Matzenauer and Mr. Whitehill. Alto-
gether" it surely was a concert worthy
of the distinguished artists who gave it

and it should prove a fine introduction
to the excellent Elwyn Artist Series.

For some reason or other certain man-
agers seem to entertain the idea that the
public wants cheap encores, that is to
say old time favorites of a popular
nature. It may be that certain talking
machine companies also suggest these old
favorites which are possibly preserved on

(Continued on Page 7, Col. 3i
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The DUO-ART in the

STEINWAY

The Duo-Art reproducing feature

may be had only in Steinway,

Weber, Steele, Wheelock, Stroud

and Aeolian pianofortes.

The great fact that the Duo-

Art can be had in the Stein-way is

itself an eloquent tribute to the

^Duo-Art.

Sherman,play& Go.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
Fourtcentb and Clay Sts.. Oakland

Sacramento - Stockton- Fresno - San Jose
Portland - Seattle - Tacoma - Spokane

MYNARD S. JONES
Tracker of SInEinc
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RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert
Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-
tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-
sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898
Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

UDA WALDROP
PIANIST AND ORGANIST

MUNICIPAL ORGANIST OF SAN FRANCISCO.
ORGANIST AND MUSICAL DIRECTOR FIRST
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH. ORGANIST

TEMPLE BETH ISRAEL
Piano and Organ Instruction. Vocal Coach.
Studio: First Congregational Church, cor. Post
and Mason Streets. Tel. Douglas 5186. Residence.
887 Bush Street. Tel. Prospect 977.

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS AND
ORGAN RECITALS

Mzmning School of Music
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

MUSIC AND THE MUNICIPALITY

We know of no municipality in this country
tluit is taking a.s deep an interest in higli class

music as the present administration of San
Francisco. And since the management of musical
atifairs is in the care of the Auditorium Commit-
tee of the Board of Supervisors, of which Emmet
Hayden is the chairman, the Pacific Coast Musi-
cal Review is justified to take advantage of the
ini|)ending municipal election to put in a good
word for Mr. Hayden among the thousands of

musical people who read this paper every week.
As has already been stated in these columns time
and time again, we have nothing to gain through
politics, and when we occasionally deviate from
our policy to refrain from interesting ourselves
in anyone running for oflice it is done with the
conviction that such deviation is due to the fact

that musical interests are conserved by our
attitude.

No one has worked harder, has proved more
sincere, has appreciated the rights of the musical
jHiblic to a greater extent, has realized the nu-
merical strength of our concert goers better than

J. Emmet Hayden. He has been instrumental in

inducing the city to give five popular symphony
concerts in San Francisco every year. He has
been the guiding star in engaging five distin-

guished soloists in connection with these con-
certs. His judgment has been proved absolutely
correct, for the concerts are attended by an aver-
age audience of 10,000 people. The symphony
concerts are being advertised in splendid fashion,
Phil Hastings, one of our best publicity agents,
being in charge, and the public receives a return
for its money which can not be equalled any-
where. At the maximum rate of one dollar, the
music loving people of San Francisco can hear
the magnificent symphony orchestra under the
leadership of Alfred Hertz, one of the greatest
symphony conductors in the world, and with a

world renowned soloist besides. Surely, every
one of the thirty thousand diflicrent ueople or
more who attend these Concerts will not only
vote for Mr. Hayden, but will induce their friends

to do so.

Thanks to Mr.. Hayden, every organist of dis-

tinction, whether he resides among us or whether
he is a visitor, has a chance to play on the mu-
nicipal organ. And, furthermore, resident artists

of worth are given an opportunity to appear as

Soloists at these organ recitals and arc receiving

adequate remuneration. Herein the City of San
Francisco sets a worthy example to many a
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music club that has not yet learned how to recog-
nize the talent residing here. But what is more
important even than Mr. Hayden's whole-hearted
recognition and remuneration of resident artists
and institutions is the fact that he has made the
.symphony concerts SELF-SUPPORTING. Ol
course, we realize that the Musical .Association of
San Francisco makes it possible, through its

financial sustenance of the orchestra, to establish
a price which makes the reasonable admission fee
possible. We also realize that .\lfred Hertz
makes it possible for the orchestra to be in a
condition wherein rehearsals for these concerts
are restricted to a minimum. .And we further-
more understand that the orchestra and Mr.
Hertz are the drawing power that is responsible
for making the concerts pay. Nevertheless, Mr.
Hayden deserves credit for having had the cour-
age of his convictions and the foresight to put
his heart and soul into an enterprise which re-
flects credit upon San Francisco throughout the
musical world.

J. Emmet Hayden furthermore is unlike minv
. people occupying responsible positions in mat-
ters of music. He lends a willing ear to sugge -

tions. He listens to professional musicians as
well as to laymen. He always thinks of the
PUBLIC. It does not make any difference to
him to what nationality an artist belongs, nor
does he pay any attention to bigotry in musical
aftairs. He only considers whether an artist is

efficient, and if he is so and he can get him for
the people of San Francisco he will do so against
any unjustified opposition. .And the enthusiasm
that prevails at these concerts, the joy that shines
in the countenances of many a man or woman
who formerly was unable to raise the ])rice for a
concert ticket, and the response to appeals for
ticket buying proves more than anything else
that Mr. Hayden is doing a wonderfiil thing for
the masses of the people. -Music has never been
as democratic in San Francisco as it is since I.

Emmet Hayden has had a chance to show everv-
body what good music really sounds like.

.Again we want to be statistical. There reside
within the city limits nearly two thousand teach-
ers, twenty thousand students, thirty thousand
sym])hony lovers and forty thousand opera lov-
ers—nearly 100,000 people, either directly or in-

directly interested in music. There should lie

among these 100,000 people more than fifty thou-
sand voters. The Pacific Coast -Musical Review-
considers any one of these fifty thousand voters
who can vote for J. Emmet Hayden and docs not
do so disloyal to his art or profession and un-
mindful of the valuable efifect this endorsement
of good music by the City of San Francisco has
upon the musical profession and the music trade.
The editor of this paper will put with great sat-
isfaction an emphatic "X" opposite the name of

J. Emmet Hayden at the municipal election on
Tuesday, November 6.

CONCERT BY TWO EXCELLENT ARTISTS

May Mukle, Cellist, and Lawrence Strauss, Tenor, Give
Introductory Event of Alice Seckels Series With

Delightful Artistic Results

BY ALFRED METZGER
May Mukle, the distinguished English cellist, and

Lawrence Strauss, the unusually endowed Califoi-nia
tenor, gave the first of a series of events arranged by
Alice Seckels at the Italian Room of the St. Francis
tlotel on Tuesday evening. October 9, in the presence
of an unusually representative and intelligently demon-
strative audience. Miss Mukle's opening number of the
program consisted of an old Suite by Valentini which
gave her an opportunity to reveal her exquisite taste
and her thorough undertsanding of the requirements of
the old classic school. Her tone is so delightfully pliant
and so rich and virile that it is a delight to listen to it.

Then, too. Miss Mukle's intelligent musicianship be-
comes so apparent that her authoritative style of in-

terpretation proves a source of deep gratitication to any-
one comprehending the possibilities of the purity of the
old school of composition. There was vitality and in-

tellectuality in Miss Mukle's reading of this Suite. Later
she gave a group of smaller numbers which displayed
her remarkable versatility anl her grasp of the refining
possibilities of graceful instrumental interpretations.
Lawrence Strauss sang two groups of songs and. as

will be seen, they provel of a wide range and required
unusual variety of expressiion which the artist proved
himself thoroughly capable and equipped to obtain and
transmit to the consciousness of his hearers. Mr.
Strauss belongs to what we would call the vocal in-

tellectuals that is to say to a class of artists who actual-

ly prove of educational importance, for they invariably

introduce new styles and new types of composition in a
manner that establishes authoritative standards of in-
terpretation. Mr. Strauss invariably creates a serious
atmosphere w^herein he rivets the attention of his audi-
ence and, having established a certain element of re-
ceptivity, he is able to deliver his message with ef-

fective conviction. We know of no artist who does more
for the modern school of composition than Mr. Strauss
and the French composers In particular owe him a deep
debt of gratitude.

Ellen Edwards at the piano proved one of the im-
portant features of the evening. She is a musician par
excellence, plays with intelligence and appreciat'ion of
sentiment anl bears herself with the dignity of an
artist. The complete program was as follows: Suite in

E (Valentinil (In Firemze 16901. May Mukle; Serenade
(Gabriel Grovlez). Chant de Resignation (Darius Mi-
Ihaud), Le Reveil de la Marieel Song to a Bride)
(Greek Folk Song arranged by Maurice Ravel). Le
Moulin (The Mill) (Gabriel Pierne). Traum durch die
Dammerung iDream in the Twilight) (Richard Strauss).
Zueignung (Devotion) (Richard Strauss) , Lawrence
Strauss: Allemande (unpublished) (LuUy) Arr. by
Mukle), Allegro Splritoso (Senaille) (1687-1730) (Arr.
by Mukle), Chant elegiagne (Florent Schmitt). Melody
(Frank Bridge). La Tzigane (Massenet). May Mukle;
The Hare (Arthur Bliss). 1 Heard a Piper Piping (Ar-
nold Bax), Chanson de Barberine (Eugene Goossens),
Song (first time) (Antonio de Grassi), Swing Low
Sweet Chariot (Arr. by H. T. Burleigh). Little David,
Play on Your Harp (Arr. by H. T. Burleigh). Lord
Rendal (.Arr. by Cecil Sharp). My Father Has Some
Very F;ne Sheep (Arr. by Herbert Hughes), Lawrence
Strauss. This program was repeated at Berkeley in

Wheeler Hall, Wednesday evening. October 10, at 8:15
p. ni

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY CONCERT

On Thursday evening. October 11, the Pacific Musical
Society gave one of its two regular programs at the
Fairmont Hotel Ballroom in the presence of its usual
large audience. The participants included two soloists

and a male quartet. The Colonial Male Quartet sang
the opening and closing number on the program and
seems to contain elements that may lead it to future

triumphs in ensemble singing. .\t present there is not
apparent sufficient balance of tone, blending of voices,

uniformity of phrasing or accuracy of pitch to justify

unreserved praise. But there is the material where
from much may be expected and we trust that the
Colonial Male Quartet will continue to sing together

until the members have attained their ambitious goal.

Miss Clare Harrington played the accompaniments.
Lincoln S. Batchelder appeared twice on the program

and revealed an extraordinary element of growth since

the last time we heard him. He has gained in poise

and authority of interpretation. He has certainly de-

veloped in technical skill and plays serious works in a

serious and craftsmanlike manner. Mr. Batchelder has
proved to us that he understands the difficulties present-

ing themselves to a pianist eager to gain a foothold, for

he has taken advantage of his opportunities under mas-
terly guidance to add much to his musical knowledge
and experience. He is not only an artist, but he is a

student, and we mean this in the most serious sense

of the terra. He was enthusiastically applauded by a

critical audience and surely deserved this homage.
Miss Rena M. Lazelle sang two groups of songs.

From the standpoint of interpretation Miss Lazelle

added to her reputation. She sang her songs in a man-
ner as if she thoroughly comprehended their purpose

and depth of meaning. Pathos and humor were duly

emphasized and she has added to her sense of dramatic

values. After going through six months of chorus re-

hearing and through the strenuous period of a grand
opera season Miss Lazell could not possibly have been

in a sufficiently relaxed physical condition to reveal

her voice in its most flexible aspect, and naturally, the

strain of her experience told on this occasion. It would
be unjust and unfair to Miss Lazelle to permit her
hearers to remain under the impression that this was
her best effort. We heard her before and know that

vocally she can do much greater things, as was proved

during the opera season and on various private occa-

sions. Notwithstanding this handicap, she sang with

smoothness of vocal quality and gratifying intonation.

She belongs to our most serious and best equipped

artists.

Miss Hazel Nichols played Miss Lazelle's accompani-
ments in a manner to add to her already envious repu-

tation as a pianist-accompanist of credible calibre and
one that proves an aid to the soloist. The complete
program was as follows: Sailors' Song from The Fly-

ing Dutchman (Wagner), Hark, Hark, the Lark! (Schu-

bert). Colonial Male Quartet. Clare Harrington at the

idano; Etudes Symphoniques (Schumann), Lincoln S.

'

Batchelder; Widmung (Schumann). Die Forelle (Schu-

bert), Le Baiser (Thomas). Les Petits Canards (Chah-

rier), La Pandareta (.A.lvarez), Rene M. Lazelle, Hazel
Nichols at the piano; Sonnetto 123 del Petrarca (Liszt).

Novelle (Medtner). Etude de Concert (Schlozer). (Two
and Three, First Time in San Francisco), Lincoln

Batchelder; Sheep in Clusters (Revolutionary Period),

Bacarolle (Winter Watts), A Little Maiden (Clough
Leighter). A Friend (Lillian Hodghead). Psalm 114

(Ernest Bloch), Rene M. Lazelle, Hazel Nichols at the

piano; A Song of Araby (Protheroe), Chorale of

Swords from Faust (Gounod), Colonial Male Quartet,

Clare Harrington at the piano. A. M.

Josef Lhevinno, the great Russian p'anist, is scheduled

for two recitals in San Francisco the coming season. He
will play a program at the St. Francis ballroom on Mon-
day afternoon. November 19th, as a number in the

"Alice Seckels Matinee Musicales," and will give a re-

cital at the Columbia Theatre on Sunday afternoon, Nov.
'25th, under Selby C. Oppenheimer's management.
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SCHOOL GO SLOW
BY ANIL DEER

A hriKlit autumn liay, a new concrete
cnunlry road, ytmr motor with four good
tires (and a Bparel plenty of oil and a
tank full of Kaa: the intoxicating ex-

hilaration of the fresh cool air and the
novel s'ghts lo be seen by an observing
eye while rolling along the varlhued
foliage of slirnb and tree and the placid

contentment of the browsing cattle, all

enjoying that tranquil quietude peculiar

to the season of the year: insensibly

lessening the pressure of foot on gas. in order to obtain

full enjoyment of it all, one scarcely needs the warning
sgn. •'School Go Slow."

Arart from its designated use a truly Invaluable sign.

It the rosy ihi'ekcd youngsters, for whose rrotedlon t

was erected, also observe and In consequence thereof

their youthful minds are psycholoBlcally benelltted A
prize motto tn hang in every vocal practice room, too

often the favored motto would appear to be. "hurry,

hurry." True, art is long and life Is short, for that very
reason one cannot afford to lose any precious time by

wasteful hurry. The slow, plodding, painstaking pace is

the one which arrives at the desired goal. When exceed-

ing the speed limit too many Instructing sgns posts are

lost s'ght of. their Information consequently disregarded

at vital turns in the road.

Vocal students who desire lo study ar as when lack-

ing in fundamental irintlplcs of voire production, those

who wish to s ng in many foreign lanwu ipes (none of

which they understand! before they hive learned cor-

rect diction in their mother tongue, and those who try

lo interpret previous to learn ng time and rhythm, all

these are rushing headon into disaster, a wreck is In-

evitable.

As in life, not all pupils need the same lessons, some
are adept in certain ways a«d lacking in others, no two
precisely the same. One may require months to cover
ground that another skims over as liglitly as a bird,

but—the second will encounter difllculties where none
exist for the flrst. One point though is certain, until

one's individual faults are conquered, there is noth ng
gained by hurrying past and endeavoring to ignore;

like a punctured tire they insist on being repaired. No
pleasure or time record possible riding "on the rim."

Experience teaches that if deficiencies are not con-

quered in one manner they must be in another, there

Is no progress until each step has been firmly set. In

analyzing life's lessons we find, that the particular one
needed individually, has been drilled and presented In

numerous, even countless ways by the Orcat Teacher
and will continue to be. though doubtless diversified.

until learned and accepted. The vocal pupil will ex-

perience the same In the charge of a competent in-

structor.

On the road of life there is a continuous school with

perpetual lessons^so In art—there are always un-

expected obstructions Just around the corner and con-

stantly changing vistas; to assure your safe progress

and that of the little tots watching your course so as to

cross the road with no fear of harm, take your foot off

the accelerator and heed the mandate, "School. Go
Slow."

STARK'S SUCCESS IN IVIOTION PICTURE MUSIC

The many frienrls and admirers of Ferdinand Stark.

than whom there is no more able exponent of the lighter

form of musical composition anywhere, will be happy to

know that he ha.s made a brilliant del)ut in ttie motien
picture field. He is directing an excellent orchestra
for tlie Hunchback of .Notre Dame feature picture at the
Capitol Theatre. Although new to this phase of musical
endeavor Mr. Stark Immediately grasped the possi-

bilities of a musical setting such as that arranged for

the Hunchback and directs it with the precision as to

the varying action and the emphasis of specially dra-

matic or romantic episodes that have earned him the

admiration of those expert in this business. With his

well known genius for phrasing and accentuating Mr.
Stark conducts the orchestra through a long and varied

period of excellent music and succeeds in adding zest

to the pictorial display through the medium of his fine

and appropriate musical selections. The motion picture

field needs music'ans like Stark, because eventually
the moving picture theatre will become one of. the
educatonal ci^nters of musical expression In San Kran-
cinco as It has alreadyf become elsewiiere. and con-

ductors like Stark will dignify and add prestige to the
motion picture theatre, while at the sanii- time pleasing
the masses with their skill.

FRENCH PROGRAM AT FORTNIGHTLYS

The ihini cimrert of the Fortnlghtiys will be a French
program Inifrpri'ted by Adeline Maude Wellendorf.
piano, and Marguerite Rans Wuldrop. soprano. .\n at-

tractive list of compositions has been arranged wliicli

should form an interesting c-ontraci to the American
and Knglish programs which have opened the season.
In addition tn thest- modern French w(»rks will be feat-
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ured compositions by Uda Waldrop. This is in line with
the plan to give at least one resident composer a hear-

InK at each concert. So far the works of Domenico
Etrcscia and Albert BIkiis have been given with such
success as to prove emphatically that San Francisco has
reason to be proud of its creative talent. Aside from
being featured as a composer. Mr. Waldrop will act as
accompiinist. This concert is of spec.'al interest as the
entire program Is in the hands of resident artists.

BRITT WITH CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY

Horace Ur'tt. the distinguished Belgian violoncellist,

will appear as assisting artist with the Chamber Music
Society of San Francisco at their opening concert, at

Scottish Rite Hall. Tuesday evening, October 30th. Mr.
Britt will be remembered as the extremely popular vio-

loncellist of the Chamber Music Society and the solo

cell St of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra for

five years, during which time he endeared himself to

the entire musical public of San Francisco. This will

be Mr. Brltt's first appearance in San Francisco since

he left here three years ago to join the L(?tz Quartet in

New York. lie will be heard with the Chamber Music
Soc'ety In the beautiful Schubert C major quintet and
also, by general request, in the stupendous Schoenberg
sextette, which created a sensation when flrst heard
t.vo vears ago at (me of the concerts of the Chamber
Music Society.

The ojen'ng of the Chamber Music series is one of

the most important musical events of San Francisco
and the series of concerts given by this organization
have attracted ^national and internafonat attention to

San Francisco's high position in the artistic world The
other aas'stlng artists in the series will be Ethel Legin-
ska, the famous English pianist, who w!ll appear with
the Society in a new and inspired Slavic quintet by
Nandor Zsoldt and Krno Dohnanyi, the (snious Hungar-
ian composer-pianist, who will create his new E flat

plane quintet, which will be heard for the first time In

this city. The latter two artists will appear at subse-
quent concerts in the series

The sale of single seats will be open to the public at
Sherman. Clay & Company on Monday. October 22nd.
An unusually large sale of season tickets having been
reserved, it is advisable to secure early reservations.
The C hamber Mus'c Society is ofTering to bonafide pub-
lic high school students a reduced rate on season tickets

in order to allow the younger musical public the edu-
cationU advantage of hearine; these concerts at an ex-

tremely reasonable figure. The value of the series of

concerts by the Chamber Music Soc'ety to San FYan-
clsco. from an artistic, educational and publicity stand-
ro'nt. cannot be overestimated. It is a pleasure to

know that full houses are practically assured.

Queena Mario—The fourth annual revival of the ever-
popular Alice Seckels Matinee Mus^cales series at the
St. Franc's Hotel will begin Monday afternoon when
every seat in the ballroom of the St. Francis will be
filled by the hundreds of admirers of the charming lyric-

coloratura soprano. Queena Mario, who is scheduled to

give the first recital of that unique series this season.
As a recitalist Mario displays all of that superior in-

telTgence and fine musicianship that comes with ex-
tensive musical education, combining this fine musical
insight with her glorious vocal achievements her pro-
grams are an unusual delight to her audiences.

Harold Stanton is now one of the features of the War-
field, luxurious Market Street photo-play theatre. Mr.
Stmton is considered one of the best of the younger
tenors and his following in San Francsco is a large one.
Lipscbultz and the WarfieUl Music Masters remain a
mua'cal fixture with the tlieatre and another musical
treit Is the addition of Fanchon and Marco "Ideas"
which has Helene Hughes as prima donna The motion
picture attraction for the week starting on Saturday
wlli be Anna Q N'lsson and James Kirkwood in a visual-
ization of the Cynthia Stockley romance of South
Africa. "Ponjola "

Tito Sch'pa, the celebrated tenor of the Chicago Opera
Company, has just started on his second extensive tour
of Amer (a. which will bring him to San Francisco for
the first time on Sunday afternoon. November 4th. when
he will Inaugurate Manager Selby C. Oppenhe!mer"s
series of Sunday afternoon concerts at the Columbia
Theatre.

While Schira's triumphs abroad In concert have more
thin equaled h s operatic successes his American debut
with the Chicago Company brought such continuous de-
mands for appearances In opera as to make possible
the acceptance of only a I'mited number of concert en-
gagements during his flrst two seasons in this country.
However, the sweeping brilliance and outstanding
success of these recitals has culminated In an arrange-
ment through which more of his time henceforth will
be devoted to the concert field.

Manager Oppenhelmer has booked Tito Schlpa for
two recitals at the Columbia on the Sunday afternoons
of November 4th and llth. He promises music lovers
a treat that will more than fulfill their fondest hopes
of hearing the foremost lyric tenor of (he dav.
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COLORATURA SOPRANO

Address:

ADOLPH KNAUER
79 Central Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

Concertized h\\ thelDor

''FALLEN
LEAF"

INDIAN LOVE SOUQ BY
FREDERIC KHiquT LOQAU
HIGH ME.DIUM 1.0VV

ds Leadinq Artists -Are

""E'EN AS «,

THE FLOWER
BY

FREDERIC KNIQHT LOQAN
MIGM MEOlUn LOW

Theij In "IJour Repe rtoire?

''WHEN I'M
WITH YOU

BY
CARSON J.ROBINSON
HIGH MEDIUM UOW

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, Inc., 235 South WabasK Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

LEADING CONCERT
ATTRACTIONS

MARY GARDEN
FiiiiKMiH Soiimno—Auditorium
TOMOHHIIW (Suiiiluy I AFT.,

TITO SCHIPA

EFREM ZIMBALIST
(;reat HuKNlnn ViuliniHt
KirHt Kei'itnl Here in Four ) earN
Columlila Theatre
SIMJAV AFT., NOV. ISih

JOSEF LHEVINNE
SIM>A\ AFT.

ARTHUR RUBINSTEIN, Pianist
PAUL KOCHANSKI, Violinist

ANNA CASE. Soprano
TirketN on xnle at Sherman. Clay & Co.

Chamber Music Society
of San Francisco

SAN FRANCISCO SERIES
SIX CONCERTS
Assisting Artists:

Horace Britt, Violoncellist
Ethel Leginska, Pianist

Erno Dohnanyi, Pianist-Composer

SCOTTISH RITE HALL
TUESDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 30

TUESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 20
TUESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 8

TUESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 29
TUESDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 19

TUESDAY EVENING, MARCH 25

SEASOX SEAT SALE— SIX CONCERTS
»1I>.00. ¥7.IH). Itl.OII

Silerlal RnteM to Hif;h School StudentN
eat» on Sail- al Slirmiiin. Clay & Conipan

GiGLI, DiDUR,
DE LUCA«"rf SAROYA

HIGHLY COMPLIMENT

Frank Carroll Giffen
TEACHER OF SINGING

BENIAMINO GIGLI—Mr. Giffen, you are a master Teacher of

Singing, and when I say this I want you to believe that I am very
much in earnest.

ADAMO DIDUR^I see in your teaching the hand of a master,

and I want you to feel assured that I am sincere when I wish you
continued success.

GIUSEPPE DE LUCA—The work you are doing is what we
call the old Italian School. So many people despair at the appar-
ent disappearance of the Art of Bel Canto that we were delighted

to find in you a living refutation of this conception.

BIANCA SAROYA—Your tone placing is the result of truly

great teaching and it will afford me great pleasure to recommend
you to any vocal students who may seek my advice regarding
studying in San Francisco.

STUDIO: 976 CHESTNUT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
TELEPHONE PROSPECT 3320

BEATRICE ANTHONY
lAXO—ACCOMPA.MST

Tel. FranI

ROSE FLORENCE
CONCERT—VOICE PLACING—COACHING

Studio: 545 Sutter St. Telephone Kearny 3598

Direction Miss Alice Seckels
68 Post St., San Francisco, California

STENGER VIOLINS
MME. S. P. MARRACCI

VOCAI> TFACHFR
dluK rolen with CaruNu and retra7./,ii
•al and Dramatic Training—4U4 Coiutu

Telephone Garfield :i27tt

Miss !ngeborg LacoUr-Torrup, head of the dancing de-

partment at the San Francisco Conservatory of Music,

gave a lecture on expressionism in the dance at the

University of California, Tuesday evening, October 16.
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The Travels of No. 10778 and No. 10623
An Amazing Story of a Triumph Over Tremendous Odds

No. 10778 met No. 10623 ii.

VoLohuma in September,

IV^S, (emcl dale unknown).
Il rame about ibis way. One morn-
in( early in ibe montb, one Leon
Lant of San Francisco round in bis

morninii mail tbie telegram: "Ship

first (teanier No. 10778 ziiiclined

bo» Codowsky Yokobaina." A
terse and prosaic telegram, yet ro-

mance ban Blrange beKinning>.

Twenty-four hours later No- 10778

was below decks and westward

bound. At the same tim* No.

10623 was under way from the west

coast of South America. Their

meeting was undemonstrative —

-

although ibey were both from ihe

same town, had been brought up
together —tended by the same
bands, and sent into the world

with ihe same mission. But at

Vukohuma the real story begins

—

and let Mr. Jones lell il.

Sak Fbancisco, Califokma, May 22, 1923.
fused to accept il. From the devastating Arctic cold
of the Manchurian steppes to the blistering heal of
Ibe Javanese jungles, these two Knalies have been for
nearly a year subjected to every kind of climatic

ncluding months in the sticky, saturat-
ig moisture of the tropics, invariably fatal to a
anoforle. From Hawaii to the Philippines, through

all Ihe cities of Japan, China, Java, even the Straits
Settlements, and many of the less frequented by-ways
of the Orient— 1 do nol believe that the history of

irds the ei|ual of ibis unique tour, or the
- -ccordcd this great artist in these music-

hungry corners of the globe, or the equivalent of the
two pianos that supported him- Davs of travel over
the roads of Java, the man-handling of countless
coolies, the punisbment of oriental transportation in
boats, in trains, in queer conveyances of all kinds—
and months of il. At times it was heart.breaking.
Both instruments carry many scars of battle, hut
'" '"> 'I'ey have remained steadfast. Outside some

rust on the bass strings, they are today as
perfect mechanically and structurally, as
clear in tone, as beautiful, as rich,' as
perfect as the first day Mr. Godowsky
touched their keys. To me the power of
resistance of the Knabe piano is almost
supernatural. 1 have travelled with many
arlists in all parts of the world; in Eu-
rope I was familiar with the German
pianos ihat are built like stodgy battle-
-bips, but no piano in even ordinary
ciinlinenlal tours has equalled this per-
formance. If 1 bad made these two
Knabes 1 should feel very proud. Inri.
dentally I am nol in any way connected
with Ibe ^m. Knabe Company—nor do I

even know them except through the in-
ternational reputation of their instru-
ment. Francis E. Jo.ne.s

London and Buenos Aires.

Leopold Godowsky
.ilh rare consideration, concede, to his piano lun.

prnil.-g,- of telling his own storv-
i;..ilin,.k\ has paid bis tribute to the Knabe time and ai
but u» he bim^rir said in an interview:
thing more interesting to say about those two pianos than I or
an. other artist has ever said- Let him tell il. He deserves il.
I found him in Buenos Aires and carried him away to the
Orient because of his unusual qualities." So, thanks to the
iiiiusual consideration of the great artist, we are able to offer
Ihe most remarkable piano story ever told.

Incidentally, both of these instruments are stock pianos
(nol specially made), one front the ,\ew York uvrerooms

from the Kohler if Chose store in San Francisco

KOHLERCT*CHASE<
26 O'FARRELL STREET SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE® AMHCO

MME. ROSE FLORENCE IN COSTUME RECITAL

Among the many and varied events given in San
Irancisco during the course of a music season by resi-
dent artists of distinction none are more refined or cul-
tured than the only too rare events ia which Mme- Rose
Florence participates. Once a year .Mme, Florence gives
a concert of her own and with that instinctive judgment
which only born artists exhibit she introduces some
element of novelty which appeals strongly to her de-
lighted audiences. At the same time Mme. Florence
pays her respect to the old classics and renders them
with a fidelity to their type or period of creation which
reveals the concentrated study of the serious exponent
of vocal art.

She opened tlie program with an aria from Handel's
Cleopatra which enabled the artist to show her depth
of emotional expression and her splendidly developed
art of sustained singing, Verhorgenheit (Wolf) and
Caecilla (Strauss) showed Mme. Florence in her more
dramatic moments, giving her a chance to prove her
virilty. notwithstanding the fact that her voice belongs
more to the lyric than the dramatic type. Le Temps
de Lilas (Chausson) and Dansons la gigue (Poldowski)
introduced Mme, Florence as an interpreter of the
modern French school, the daintiness and grace of
which were tiuly effectively shown by this excellent
vocal artist.

The American composers were not forgotten by Mme,
Florence, She sang In the Yellow Dusk (Edward Hers-
mam, Pierette and 1 (Emerson Whithoine), Winter
(Mary Carr Moore I and Song of the Open (Frank La
Forge), Although these compositions were of a wide
range of sentiment, requiring unusual versatility of
expression to create the correct atmosphere for their
appreciation on the part of the audience, Mme, Florence
succeeded in bringing out their distinctive characteris-
tics. Special interest was shown by the enthusiastic
audience in .Miss Mary Carr Moore's song, the work of
a composer of much ingenuity and taste who Is residing
among us.

The concluding numbers on the program consisted of
two groups of picturesque songs of Russia and Spain,
which were sung in costume and aroused special en-
thusiasm among the audience. In combining the most
refined element of vocal expression with a natural per-
sonal charm and an easy delivery Mine, Florence rep-
resents the most artistic phase of California's concert
artists, and a recital, like the one given at the St,
Francis Hotel on Tuesday evening, October 16th. is
worthy to be heard by any music club that pretends to
lay claim to encouraging worthy efforts', Mme, Florence's
artistic achievements are not conHned to California. She
scored successes in Europe, is singing every year in
New York and other Eastern centers and occasionally
goes to the Northwest and to Southern California for
concert tours. She is worthy of the heartiest recog-
nition. The event took place under the management
of Alice Seckels,

Benj. S. Moore played the accompaniments with that
easy style of applying his work to the taste of the solo-
ist that represents such an important factor in genuine
accompanying, Il is the ability to refrain from imposing
h-'s own ideas upon the soloist and fit himself to the
individuality of the artist that represents an accom-
panist's greatest asset, and Mr, Moore possesses this
artistic knack in a highly developed degree. A, M,

MOISEIVITSCH TO PLAY NOVEMBER NINTH

It was stated in Australia at the time Benno .Moisei-

vitsch made his debut in that country, that this Russian
was the first pianist who had ever arrived unknown and
instantly became famous. The others who had from
time to time played on the South Sea continent were
artists whose reputations through Europe and -America
had been established for several years and whose names
for this reaso'n were familiar to the large Australian
public. With Moiseivitsch it was a remarkable instance
of greatness recognized at its worth upon the occasion
of a first appearance,

Moiseivitsch returns to this country this season after
another successful Australian season and will again
tour America from coast to coast. One of the principal
recitals to be given by Moiseivitsch will be in San Fran-
cisco Friday afternoon. November 9th, at the Curran
Theatre as the second attraction of the Elwyn Artist
Series, The Elwyn Concert Bureau further announces
on its Series following Moiseivitsch: The Impressario,
Friday Matinee, -Nov, 23rd: Quartet of Victor Art'sts,
Friday Matinee. Dec, 7th; Olive Kline, Elsie Baker.
Lambert Murphy. Royal Dadmun—Jascha Heifetz. Fri-

day Matinee, January 1 8th: CosI Fan Tutte. Friday
Matinee, February 1st; Moriz Rosenthal, Friday Mati-
nee, Feb. 15th; Maria Ivogun. Friday Matinee, Feb.
29th; Mario Chamlee. FViday Matinee. Mar, Mth; Rein-
aid Werrenrath. Friday -Matinee. .Mar. 28th
Of interest to patrons will be the information that the

Elwyn Concert Bureau has decided to continue the
season ticket sale for the entire Elwyn Series at a con-
siderable reduction for the nine remaining concerts.

Mary Garden, radiant prima-donna soprano whose popu-
larity is world-wide, will sing for San Franciscans at
the Auditorium tomorrow. Sunday, The great event will
be the star's only concert appearance in Northern Cali-
fornia this season and will mark the first time she has
appeared In San Francisco as a recltalist in a decade.
Tomorrow's program will be rich in musical value

In addition to .Miss Garden's own numbers there will
be cello selections by Gutia Caslnl, the famous Russian
player who has been lauded by the most eminent critics
as a confrere of Casals and Gerardy, and a piano selec-
tion hy Georges Lauweryns, Chef d'Orchestra of the
Theatre dc la Monnaie at Brussels and the .Monte Carlo
opera.
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California's Romantic Musical History

A Carefully Compiled Record, From the Most Reliable and Au-
thoritative Sources Regarding the Musical Activities of California

From 1849 to the Present Day—A Faithful Enumeration of Musical
Progress From the Days of the Pioneers to the Culmination of

Ambitious Aspirations.

BY ALFRED METZGER

SAN FRANCISCO BEFORE ITS FIRST CONCERT

Chapter 1

To actually realize the atmosphere that prevailed in San Francisco at

the time of the first bona fide concert it is necessary to obtain an accurate

idea of San Francisco during the period immediately before and during the

"Days of Forty-nine." Abuut the middle of bS48 the population of the

entire State of California was only about 14,000 white people and from

three to five thousand Indians. Even as early as that San Francisco wa^^

the most thriving town in the State and its greatness as a future commer-

cial metropolis was frequently forecast. The first newspaper published in

San Francisco was printed on January 9. 1847 and named The California

Star. On May 22. 1847. The Californian was transferred from Monterey.

where it had been published since 1846. and combined with The California

Star. On January 4. 1849, the Alta California was estal^lished and continued

to enjoy much influence and prosperity for many years.

In 1846 San Francisco had from 20 to 50 buildings, mostly shanties,

and a population of from 100 to 200. During 1847 the population grew to

500, and we find in The California Star that this "jiopulation consisted of

Mormons, backwoodsmen and a few very respectable traders from the

United States. Very rare it was to see a native." During the course of the

year 1847 the population grew to 800, including 177 women. The town

consisted principally of sand hills, and among the resolutions recorded in

the daily papers was one "Resolved to grade California Street to the Bay
at a cost of $150." Another resolution decided to fill up the Lagoon at

Jackson and Montgomer}- Streets.

The first San Francisco public school was estal>Iished during April

and May of 1848. The town had then grown to 51 blocks. What is now
Batter}' Street was then submerged in the Bay, and Montgomery .Street

was the first complete street nearest the water front. Powell Street was

the last street toward the West. San Francisco consisted of a square be-

tween what is now Montgomery Street and Powell and between Bush and

\'allejo. Its geographical location was its principal claim to beauty.

During February. 1849, the first sailing vessel arrived in San Fran-

cisco, its name being The California, and by the middle of November 600

vessels had arrived in the bay. The gold fever which raged throughout

the year 1849 brought 40.000 people to the bay. the greater proportion of

which had to stop in San Francisco and others decided to locate. From
a population of 2000 in February, 1849, San Francisco increased to 6000

in August, until it reached 36.000 in 1850. On December 24, 1849. the first

of a scries of great fires broke out and continued periodically for several

years.

At that time the buildings consisted mainly of adobe cottages, shanties,

a few frame dwellings and a mass of canvas and rubber habitations. The
latter gave that portion of town the appearance of a camp on sandhills—

a

City of Tents. Kearnj- Street was the retail center, shops being lined from

Pine Street to Broadway. Portsmouth Square was the amusement center,

the principal amusement being gambling; such resorts were plentiful

around this square, and laughter, noise and music burst forth at all hours

of the day and night. Lots on Kearny Street and the Plaza sold for $40,000.

During the previous year lots could be had from $15 to $1600. On Market

and Montgomery Streets lots could be had for S500.

High prices prevailed everywhere. Coin and gold being plentiful,

circulation of money was naturally great. Fifty cents was the smallest

coin paid for any service or article. Circus tickets were S3 and boxes $55.

Board averaged $8 a day or $30 a week. Meals ranged from $2 to $5.

Bread was 50 cents a loaf. Boots cost from $40 to $100 a pair. Labor was
$1.00 an hour. Cleaning articles of apparel cost from $12 to S20 a dozen.

Carpenters went on strike because they received only $12 a day and

insisted on being paid $16 a day. Rent of stores was $3000 a month, payable

in advance. The Parker House, one of the big hotels of the town, paid an

annual rental of $120,000. and notwithstanding these enormous prices large

fortunes were made during this period.

This will give our readers an idea of what conditions awaited the first

concert ever given in San Francisco. In this mining town dedicated to

gambling, where crime was prevalent, necessitating the organization of the

famous Vigilant Committee, where women were in the minority, where the

search for wealth was the guiding object of everyone, announcement was
made of a piano recital. t- , -

i^
( lo be continued)

NOVELTIES AT SEASON'S SYM-
PHONY CONCERTS

iL'ontinued from I*a&e li

ing. is practically unknown in this
country.
"Of course I have not forgotten the

American composer and shall give the
first performance in America of Howard
Hanson's First Symphony. Mr. Hanson
was Dean of the College of the Pacific in

San Jose and is a Prix de Rome winner.
He is an unusually clever musician and
is making quite a success. Then I have
a Symphonic poem by P. Gallico entitled
Euphorion, and Fred Jacobi's First Sym-
phony will he given for the first time
anywhere. Mr. Jacobi is a San Francisco
composer whose works have been played
on former symphony programs and who
is rapidly forging ahead among the suc-

cessful young American composers.
"I should like to take advantage of this

opportunity to say how pleased I am
with the rehearsals so far. The person-
nelle of the orchestra is even better than
it has been and the continued playing to-

gether naturally adds to the beauty of

the ensemble from year to year. I am
looking forward to a very successful

MATZENAUER AND WHITEHILL
OPEN SEASON

(Continued from Page ll

records to a palpitating posterity and
which record-breaking preservation may
be responsible for some of the applause
their introduction receives. But from an
artistic standpoint we feel inclined to
bemourn the commercial spirit that in-

spires the introduction of these cheap
melodies. We do not mean to say that
all of Mnie. Matzenauer's encores be-

longed to that category, but too many
for serious artistic purposes.
The audience was simply overwhelm-

ing in its cordiality and demanded encore
upon encore, Mme. Matzeneur singing at

least tweh'e or more. But no one can tell

us that this same audience would not
have enjoyed a few Schumann, Schubert.
FYanz. Wolf and some of the modern
French songs or old Bergerettes just as
well. Mme. Matzenauer is an artist of

the first rank. She comes to us as a

representative of all that is highest in

vocal art. She can not possibly think in

her own heart that most of the encores
she sang were worthy of her interpreta-
tion. And since we want to hear Mme.
Matzenauer at her best as an artist, and
not as a salesman for her talking ma-
chine records, she ought to give us the

best in her. There are plenty of second
rate artists who need these cheap songs
to gain popularity, but an artist like

Mme. Matzenauer never makes a mis-
take to maintain her dignity and her
poise before the musical public. That is

natural for her and that is the only at-

titude she should preserve toward her
audiences.

Dorothy Dunyon, violinist. Cedric W^right,

violinist, and Margaret Coif, accompan-
ist, will give the Half Hour of Music at

the Greek Theatre in Berkeley tomor-
row (Sunday! afternoon. October 21st.

The program will be as follows : Con-
certo in E minor (Nardini). Kol Nidrei
(Bruch), Autumn Leaves (Stauss). Call

of the Plains (Goldmark); Navarra for

two violins (Sarasate).

Mme. Charles Poulter sang for the Order
of the Amaranth early this month a new
song entitled There's a Song in My
Heart by Bernard Hamblen. The com-
posit"!on was well received and for en-
core Mme. Poulter sang You'd Better
Ask Me by Lohr, This well known vocal
artist also sang for the Danish Relief
Concert, accompanied by her pupil,

Alfred Poulter, (a) Polonaise from Mig-
non (Thomas), (b)( The Piper of Love
(Molly Carew) and for an encore The
Cuckoo Clock (Schaflfer). Alfred Poulter
played two piano solos—Prelude Op. 3

No. 2 (Rachmaninofif) and The Rosary
(Xevin).

Marie Hughes Macquarrie will resume
her concert work, after playing an en-
gagement of five months with George
Lipschultz at the Warfield Theatre, with
the following engagements booked for
next month: November 1st, soloist San
Francisco Musical Club; November 4th,

soloist Oakland Auditorium with Dave
Rosebrook's Municipal Band : later in

November withm the McNeil Club of Sac-
ramento. Mrs. Macquarrie, with Stella

Hymson. soprano, will also play a solo
engagement at the new Fox Theatre in

Oakland in the near future.

R. C. Durant of Oakland, president of the
Durant Motor Co. of California, has do-
nated a sufficient sum of money to en-
dow fifteen Sunday Afternoon Band Con-
certs at the Oakland Auditorium under
the direction of D. C. Rosebrook. These
events will be entirely free to the public
and will begin on Sunday afternoon, No-
vember 4th and continue every Sunday
thereafter until about the middle or end
of March. Concerts will be given every
Sunday except when the Auditorium or
Theatre are reserved, when the concert
will take place the following Sunday
until the fifteen concerts have been
given. Mr. Rosebrook. who is one of the
foremost band leaders in the Pacific

West, has arranged popular programs of

good music, including Overtures. Waltzes.
Light and Grand operatic selections.

Suites and there will be two solos on
each program. Mr. Durant. who is not
only a great business man but a splen-
did lover of music, purchased from Fritz
Kreisler that master's Guamorius violin

for $25,000. He is a very accomplished
cometist and violinist.

The Arrrtlaga Musical College gave a
students recital on Friday evening,
October 5th. the participants of which
were Miss Tiny Rose, William Lavy and
Edwin Simon, pianists, pupils of V. de
Arrillaga. They were assisted by Jean
Pauhle. vocalist, pupil of Mrs. Isaura Q.
de Arrillaga. The young musicians ac-

quitted themselves most creditably and
were heartily applauded by a large and
delighted audience. The program was as
follows: Dance of the Gnomes ( Whelp-
ley t, William Lavy, first piano. Edwin
Simon, second piano; Album Leaf,
Notturno (Grieg), Edwin Simon; Lere
Arabesque (Debussy), Lotus Land (Cyril

Scott), William Lavy; Romance (Si-

belius), Kamraenoi Ostrow (Rubinstein),
Tiny Rose ; Contredans, In Bahilone
(Josef Hofmann), Edwin Simon; Rustle
of Spring ( Binding) . Prelude C sharp
minor ( Rachmaninoff ) , William Lavy

;

Vocal Solo—Ideal (Totsi), Jean Pauhle;
Serenade to the Doll. Golliwog's Cake
Walk (Debussey), Edwin Simon; Alt
Wein iGodowsky), Rigaudon (Mac-
Dowell), William Lavy; Valse Im-
promptu (Bachmann). Edwin Simon,
first piano, William Lavy, second piano.

The Manning School of Music gave a
pupils' recital on Friday evening, Sep-
tember 21st when the following program
was presented in a manner reflecting
credit on both students and teachers:
Fantasie C minor (Bach). Paula Ritter;
Sonate Op. 31, No. 3 (Beethoven),
Dolores Leonard ; Evening, Fabel, Soar-
ing (Schumann), Carol Johnson; Two
Larks (Leschetizky). Dreams of Love
(Liszt), Norma McWilliams- Fleming;
Theme and Variations (two pianos) (von
Wilm), Mrs.* Woodruff and Mr. Manning.

The Jenkins School of Music of Oakland,
gave a faculty concert on Friday evening.
September 14th before an enthusiastic
audience of over three hundred music
lovers at the Oakland Club House. Miss
Nesbit, pianist. Samuel Savannah, vio-

linist and Louis Newbauer. flutist, were
the soloists of the evening- Each one
played in a very finished and masterly
way and all were forced to respond to

several encores. The program was charm-
ing in its arrangement being very well
balanced with trios and quartet as may
be seen from the following: Sonata for

Flute and Piano (Handel ). Mr. Louis
Newbauer and Miss Leone Nesbit; Piano
Soli— (a) Rhapsodic, C major (Doh-
nanyi ) , ( b ) Nocturne, F sharp major
(Chopin), (c) Scherzo. B flat minor (Cho-
pin), Miss Nesbit; Violin Soli— (a)

Suite, G minor (Franz Ries), (b) Sla-

vonic Dance, E minor (Dvorak-Kreisler),
Mr. Samuel Savannah. Miss Cora W.
Jenkins at the piano; Suite for Flute, Vio-
lin and Piano (Cesar Cui), Mr. New-
bauer. Mr. Savannah. Miss Jenkins: Noc-
turne for Flute, Violin. 'Cello, and Piano
(Francois Doppler), Mr. Newbauer, Mr.
Savannah, Mr. Black. Miss Jenkins.

Adele Lauth, Raymond Hand. Charles
Pemberton, Ella Hart. Gilda Marchetti,
and Sarah Gordon, teachers on the
faculty of the Kherwood School, pre-
sented their pupils in a recital at the
Southern California Music Company
building, September 15. This was the
first performance given m the new Re-
cital Hall of the Music Company's build-
ing, and also the first of a series of noon-
day recitals to be held by the Sherwood
School during the season.
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LOS ANGELES, October 10—A brilMant season Is In

store for patrons of the Philharmonic Orchestra, with a

Hrlntlllanl array of solotstH. a great number of new
works added to the repertoire, the appearance of a

distinguished Kueat conductor and the added interest

due to the prcai-nce of new performers with the Orches-

tra Itself Conductor WhIkt Henry Rothwell has been
busily engaKfd during the summer studying new scores

and some thirty two new works have been added to an
already <-omi:r»*h»?ns!ve library.

The soloists will include Claire Dux. new soprano of

the Chicago Opera Company, who has established her-

self as one of the great international personages in the

operatic and concert field; Mme. Olga Samaroff. Ameri-
can planlste. whose appearances both in this country

and abroad are notable events; Albert Spalding, Ameri-
can violinist, who notwithstanding h s coniparat ve

youth is recognized as one of the masters of his Inslru

nient; Sophie Braslau. American contralto, of the Melru
polltan and Chicago Operas, who has capf.vated I-os

Angeles audiences in former appearances; Sylva'n No
ack, violinist, the concertmaster and assistant conduc-
tor of the Philharmonic- Orchestra, a most brilliant solo-

ittt when he temporarily forsakes the ensemble; Pablo
Casals, acclaimed on three continents as (he greatest

living violoncellist; Erno Dobnanyl, the greatest living

Hungarian composer and pianist, and most notable

musician to visit us since Kachmaninoff ; Mme. Helen
Teschner Tas. splendid woman violinist; Joseph
Schwarz, baritone, with the magnificent Caruso quality

in h's voice; and Rudolph Ganz. distinguished Swiss
pianist and conductor of the St. Louis Symphony Or-

chestra, who will apear in the dual role of piano soloist

and guest conductor.
Rehearsals are already under way and are even more

Interesting than usual this year due to the presence of

some notable acquisitions to the playing personnel of

the orchestra, Alfred Brain, the new pr'ncipal horn.
Is an Englishman who has been Identified with the New
York Philharmonic since coming to this country and
Is recognized as one of the world's great masters of his

Instrument. Alexander Roman, of the first violn sec-

lion, was formerly concert master of the Imperial Or-
chestra of Moscow and has loured Europe a number of
limes in solo appearances; he comes to Los Angeles
from the Eastman Orchestra of Rochester. Fritz Gail-

lard was formerly first chair violoncellist with Mengel-
berg's Concertgehouw Orchestra at .Amsterdam. Ben-
jamin Klatzkin, the new first trumpet, formerly held a
like position with the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra,
while Frederick Morilz, the new bassoon, makes his
flrat local appearance after nine years with the best
organizations of this kind In Germany Including four
years with the lierlin Philharmonic Orchestra.

In commenting on the personnel as it now stands with
the adfiitlons mentioned. Waller Henry Rothwell. the
dynamic conductor of the Orchestra, was most enthus-
laRtic.
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"For the first time since the organization of the Los
Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra," said Mr. Rothwell, "I

feel that perfection, as near as it is humanly possible,

has been reached in the performing personnel. As it

now stands, we have procured the finest performers
available in the I'nited Slates and 1 feel sure that our
patrons and music lovers of Los Angeles will agree with
me. after hearing our first program, that the Philhar-
monic Orchestra as now constituted is the peer of any
such institution in the world. The first program, too,

gives a fine opportunity to display to best advantage the
perfection of the ensemble for it covers a wide range
musically, opening with Beethoven's Seventh Symphony
In "A Major, then "The Merry Pranks of Till Eulen-
Spiegel" by that unconventional and unlrammeled
genius, Richard Stauss, and closing with Iberia, a most
excellent example of the beauties of Debussy's work.

Plans for the attainment of the much needed munici-
pal auditorium in Los Angeles were brought a step near-
er realization at the meeting of the executive committee
of the Civic Music and Art Association. Ben P. Pearson.
president, Monday evening, Octoberlst. The following
resolution was presented by Mrs. J. ^. Carter, vice-presi-

dent of the association and unanimously passed by the
thirty members of the executive committee present:
"WHEREAS one hundred and fifty representative citi-

zens of Los Angeles assembled at a Mus'c Week ban-
quet at the Elite, May I6th, 1923, unanimously passed a
resolution authorizing Ben F. Pearson, chairman of the
Music Week Commiltee. to appoint a Citizens' Commit-
tee to work out the plan for a Temple of .Music and Art
and Civic Auditorium as a memorial to our soldiers and
sailors who sacrificed their lives in the recent world
war and as a token of deep appreciation of those who
returned,
BE IT RESOLVED that the Executive Committee of

the Civic Music and Art Association which was appont-
ed by Ben F. Pearson for the purpose of carrying out
the above mentioned resolution hereby commits itself

definitely to this objective and,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that plans be carried

out at once to arrange for the placing of a bond item
covering the cost of such an aud.torium on the ballot at
the Charier election to be held in the month of Mav.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED thai the Special Com-
mittee on the Temple of Music and Art consisting of

ten members of the Executive Committee of this organ-
ization, previously appointed, with the President, be in-

structed to proceed in the matter of carrying out the
intent and purpose of this resolution and lo arrange for
the appointment of a Citizens Advisory Committee rep-

resenting all the Important groups of citizens in the
community to act with the Executive Committee of the
Civic Music and Art Assoclallon In working out the
plans for the auditorium."
The Special Conimitiee of the Association appointed

to carry out the purport of this resolution are the fol-

lowing: Ben F. Pearson. Chairman; L. E. Behymer, Vice
Chairman: E. G. Judah, Mrs. Martha Nelson McCan. G.
Gordon Whilnall, Mrs. J. J. Carter, Roger Andrews, Mrs.
E. U. Hralnerd, Harold Ferguson. F. G. Leonard and
E. P. Tucker. Chas. Draa was appointed secretary to
handle the details In connection with ihe bond election
campaign. At this meeting plans were presented by
the chairmen of various sections of the Association for
the development of music among the foreign born
groups of the community; the extension of community
singing and community programs to the various ne'gh-
borhood sections of the city; the providing of band con-
certs at the Plaza and In other sections of the city where
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Redlands, Riverside, San Diego and
San Mon

For Catalog and Full Information

Address

OLGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
453 S. Willon Place Los Angeles, Calif.

Phone 567294

Frederic Burr Scholl

ORGANIST

Grauman's Hollywood

Egyptian Theatre

HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.

CLARA GERTRUDE OLSON
TE.VCHER-ACCOMPAMST
Piano, Harmony, Theory

Children'H ClaMseH a Speolnlly

110 Music-Art Studio—$21181 Res. Phone Boyle 5S31

Alexander Bevani
OPERATIC COACHING
TONE DEVELOPMENT
VOICE PRODUCTION

U

Suite 612 So. Calif. Music Co. Bldg.
Phone 822-520

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE ClLTtRE—COACHING IN REPERTOIRE

804 Shermnn-Clar Music Co. BldB. Piione 2Sl-sori

ZOELLNER CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
LOS AXGELES

1250 WIndHor Boulevard

JOHN SMALLMAN

Anna Ruzena Sprotte
CON'TR.\I.TO School of Vocal Ar)

Stadio: Tahoe Building I ->lacdo\Tell CIqI> Roonm)
For Infomiatiun Hen. Phnue lAlUA

MAY MACDONALD HOPE

ABBIE NORTON JAMISON
Don-n-ton-n Studio removed to 800 S. Broadn-ny. Room

002. Renidence Stndlo. 1147 West 2lHt St.—Telephone
\Ve»t 7707. PIAXO, HARMO^'Y, VOICE COACH. DI-
RECTOR JAMISON QUARTETTE. Ten weeks' normal
training eourwe begins Sentemher mih.

CHARLES BOWES

ANGELO GIUFFRIDA
ingr. Compotti-

good music is seldom heard; and other plans of com-
munity music activities.

May 3rd to May 11th. 1924. was selected as the date
of Los Angeles' next Music Week in accordance with
the national observance of Music Week throughout the
country. Events will be held during the next Music
Week which will make of the celebration a spring music
festival for all Southern California. Mrs. Chas. H. Toll.
District President of the Los Angeles Federation of
Women's Clubs, was present as a guest and gave a
brief address expressing the interest and co-operation
of the Women's Clubs in the work of the Association.
Reports were rendered by C. C. Draa. Alexander Stew-

art, J. P. Judah, F. Niece. A. M. Perry, Mrs. J. J. Carter,
Mrs. A. B. Cook. Rena MacDonald, Mrs. Grace Widney
Mabee, Mrs. E. McCann, Antoinette Ruth Sabel, Cath-
ryne Stone. Anne MacPherson. J. G. Farquharson. J. E.
Lewis, C. P. Raitt. and B. D Ussher. :ileetings of the
Civic Music and Art Association will be held on the
evening of every first Monday each month. In keep-
ing with a country-wide movement to celebrate music
week simultaneously in many communities, a resolu-
tion was adopted to hold third Los Angeles Music Week
May 4-10, 1924, which coincides with National Music
Week.

Charles C. Draa, prominent piano pedagogue, who on
previous occasions of a public nature has rendered ex-
cellent and indefatigable services, was appointed by
President Pearson to take charge of the campaign to
enroll signatures for the initiative petitions with which
to place the auditorium bond Issue on the ballot of next
May. Calling for an especial $2,500,000 municipal bond
issue. Draa will at once form a committee of one hun-
dred prominent citizens which will act as his executive
secretaries, thus placing the movement on a city-wide,
strongly representative basis. In addition the work of
this committee of one hundred will be supervised by an
extra committee of men and women known as able or-

ganizers, aiming at a total enrollment of 100,000 signa-
tures. Mr. Pearson's choice of Mr. Draa is a good one,
for the latter has rendered splendid work when an
executive staflf member of the National War Savings
Committee in Southern California. He also organized
and managed the United States Government War Sav-
ings Concert Bureau, when more than two thousand
musicians were active at all the war savings mass meet-
ings in the n'ne counties of Southern California. Read-
ers of the Pacific Ccast Musical Review will also favor-
ably remember Mr Draa's devoted work as member of
the State Board of the California Federation of Music
flubs, when from 1918-1922 he organized, financed, edit-
ed and published the State bulletin of the Federation.
The apEointment of Mr. Draa to ths important office
in the Municipal Auditorium campaign reflects glory on
the musical profession.

Although a debut concert from an ensemble stand-
point, yet very enjoj-able. was the initial program of the
recently formed California Trio which elicited warm
applause from the large audience last week at Ebell Club
Auditorium. The new Chamber music group was formed
by Leon Goldwasser. who is well known here as violin
soloist and ensemble player. Maurice Amsterdam also
ranks well among cello soloists of the South. New on
the local concert platform is Mme. Marguerite d'Aleria.
who gained her facile technic under Leschetitzki and
Rosenthal. Ensembles, like individual performers, must
have personality and it would be expecting too much
to hope for it at a debut concert, yet one noted with
much pleasure good adaptation among the three per-
formers, also fine regard for expression. On the whole
there was not yet the freedom that comes from unity
bom of long ensemble work, so that one must look to
the future for this essential of chamber music making.
Mme. d'Aleria is a player of good equipment to whom

difficulties evidently mean little. There is fine poise in
her performance even in complicated passages, so that
even the stress of the Grieg C minor sonata and more
so of the Arensky D minor trio found her reading clear.
She is at her best regarding tone color in episodes of
lighter weight dynamically. There is bluntness in her
forte, in a measure a certain sameness of tone quality,
which may be due to her apparent desire to form more
of a tonal background for the strings than anyth'ng
else. One will look forward with pleasure to her future
appearances for she is eminently in sympathy with this
musical activity. «

Leon Goldwasser's playing needs little comment for
h's technical command of the art of violin music has
often been commented upon in these columns One
would wish for greater warmth and flexibility of tone
and phrasing i which is true also of the pianist) yet
the solidity of performance makes largely up for this
lack which, with him too. may be a matter of ensemble
newness. His playing was most expressive in the Bee-
thoven Trio in B flat, opus 11 (where the pianist shone
well during the variation movement), and in the Aren-
sky trio when his tone was ingratiating.
Maurice Amsterdam's part, like that of the others,

showed restrictions first performances have as handi-
cap, but there always was much warmth and color of

tone and expression. He is a cellist one has heard not
often enough, as few players possess qualities as these
to the degree of Mr. Amsterdam. It was evident that a
good share of the applause went to him.

At next Thursdays concert the Los Angeles Trio will

present the first performance on the Coast of the great
violin and piano sonata of Ernest Bloch. today one of

of our foremost composers. This is an exceedingly
virile and most difficult work but happily in keeping
with the aims of the trio which has done so much in

furthering the growth of local ensemble music by spar-

ing no efforts. The Mendelssohn D minor trio and the

Smetana trio complete the strong program.

STEINWAY
THE INfSTflUMEXT OF THE IMMQRTAU

celebrated ariisis.

allcfvfiom have appear-

ed in Los<.ingeles this

seasonuse tiie

STEINWAY
,
PIANO

Dolh in tlieir concert^
workamiin Iheirown

homes

%c
STEINWAY
l^iano and

^<.DUO-AR.T
'Repmtiicim/Tiano

^BIRIvEL

M. Jeannette Rogers

First Flutist Metropolitan
Theatre

Available for

Concert-Recital-Club

Obbligato

Address 1354 Lavela Terrace

MISS FANNIE CHARLES DILLON

I'layed bj Fan

GILDA MARCHETTI
DRAMATIC SOPRAXO

Teacher of Vofee and Italian Diction
Res. Phone .')58-«0.t

Xew Stndlo: 711: So. Calif. MuhIc Co. Bids*

L.

the

CANTIEN HOLLYWOOD
PIANO—ORGAN—HARMONY

Hollywood has made a study of the psyeholofrr
Dhildren between the ages of nix and nine and
methods and materials uwed for them. A limlled
iber of normal stadentM will be accepted.

Studio: 771 North Hill. Pasadena
Phone Colorado 1:104

Claire Forbes

Crane

^=PIANIST

DAVOL SANDERS ^
'?};',?pS?feS'*'^

rad Violin Dpp<^ CoUeer of M

3201 S, Flgue

lie, V. S. C.—Member

Main 21M

RAYMOND HARMON
TENOR

rl—Oratorio—Teaching
Stndlo Bide., Los .Angeles. Calif.
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The Los Angeles Tr:o. consisting of May Macdonald
Hope, pianist. Calmnn LuboTlski. violinist, and Ilya

Hronnon. cellist. » liose first concert of this, their eighth
season. Is seheduled tor the Fine Arts Theater. Thurs-
Uny evenlDK. the ISth Inst., will present the opening
I oncer! for several of the courses in nearby cities this

month. They appeared In Pomona at the Pomona Ebell

flub for their opening of the club year. Friday after-

noon In San Bernardino they will open the series for

the Harmonic Club next Tuesday evening. At the Mu-
nicipal Auditorium on Friday, the 19th Inst . they will

be the first number of the series of concerts given by
the Whittier Men's Chorus, and will open the new

course sponsored by the cities of Redondo, Hennosa and
Manhattan beaches, at the Redondo High School Audi-
torium on Monday evening. November 19. They have
also been engaged for a concert for the Glendale Mus:c
Club.

ELWYN ARTIST SERIES

CURRAN
MOISEIVITSCH Friday Matinee. Nov. 9

"IMPRESARIO" Friday Matinee, Nov. 23

Quartet of VICTOR ARTISTS Fri. Mat., Dec. 7

HEIFET2 Friday Matinee, Jan. 18

••C08I FAN TUTTE Friday Matinee. Feb. 1

ROSENTHAL Friday Matinee, Feb. 15

IVOGUN Friday Matinee. Feb. 29

CHAMLEE Friday Matinee. March 14

WERRENRATH Friday Matinee. March 28

.un TIrkPtM iin Nnlr for Th«'«

Farthrr Itrdarvil Srair at M
l*RI('KN flll.WI. |li:t..MI. 91 IJ

AUDITORIUM SYMPHONY "POPS"

Interest is keen in the second series of popular con-
certs to be given by the San Francisco Symphony Or-
chestra, Alfred Hertz, conductor, under the direction of
the municipality at the li^xposition Auditorium, the first

of which will take place Wednesday night, October 31,

at 8:20 sharp. The season sale of seats now concluding
at Sherman, flay and Company's for this concert and
the four othiTs. on Tuesday evenings of Dec. 11. Jan.
15. Feb. 5 and March U. is much larger than last year
and Chairman J. Kmmet Hayden of the Auditorium
Committee of the Board of Supervisors, in charge, an-
nounces that many prominent citizens and institutions
are buying blocks of seats for friends and employes, in

some instances the reservations including several hun-
dred at a time. The season prices are remarkably small,
being $1, $2. $3 and $4 for the five concerts, according
to location.

Conductor Hertz Is preparing splendid programs for
these concerts and that of the first will include Dvorak's
New World Symphony, Rachmanioff's I*rclude in C
sharp minor, the "Liebesleid" and "Caprice Viennois"
by Kreisler and arranged for orchestration liy Alfred
Hertz, and the march from Tannhauser. The guest art-
ist for the first concert will be Mme Claire Dux. the
famous soprano of the Chicago Opera Company, who
w.ll be heard in this city for the first tim.-

LINCOLN

BATCHELDER
Pianist -- Accompanist

Studio 670 8lb Ave. Phone Bayview 5543

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY CONCERT

For the third concert of the Pacific Musical Society at
the Fairmont Hotel Thursday evening. October 26th. a
most artistic program has been arranged by Mrs.
William Henry Banks for the members Mrs. Banks is

resolved to give the Society the very best of resident
artists available and the following program Is evidence
of the sincerity of her work: Trio A Minor (Ravel).
Pasmore Trio—Miss .Mary Pasmore. violn. Miss Marie
Sloss. piano. Miss Dorothy Pasmore. violincello Vocal
Soli—Air de Beatrix, from Etienne Marcel {(Saint-

Saensl, Vlllanelle (Sibellal. O Bocca Dolorosa (Sibella).
The Little Fish's song (Arensky). M'ss Frances Dwight
Woodbridge. Walter Frank Wenzel at the piano; Trios
—Serenade (Rachmaninoff). Norwegian Dance (Grieg).
Kitchen Dance (Severn). Pasmore Trio; Vocal Soli

—

The Shadow of the Bamboo Fence (Fay Foster). Thou
Art the .\ighl Wind (Gaul). At the Spinning Wheel
(Saar). Alpine Pastoral (Buzzi-Peccia). Miss Frances
Dwight Woodbridge. Walter Frank Wenzel at the piano;
Duniky Trio (Dvorak). Pasmore Trio.

ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIP CONCERT
The annual Scholarship Concert for the fund to in-

crease and maintain the scholarship work being carried
on by the San Francisco Conservatory of Music will

take place next Tuesday night. October 16. In the
Colonial Ballroom of the Hotel St. Francis. The an-
nouncement that Ada Clement, pianist, will give the
progi-am. assisted by the eminent English 'cellist. May
Mukle and Edouard Deru. Belgian violinist, is creating
widespread interest. Ada Clement is an artist of the
first rank and she will be welcomed by a host of ad-
mirers, both for her artistry and for her untiring work
in organizing and directing the splendid inst'tution
which means so much to San Francisco—the San Fran-
cisco Conservatory of Music.

Mr. Deru will be a welcome addition to the program
and his kindness will be appreciated as he so gener-
ously stepped Into the place when Mr. Saslavsky. who
had planned to appear, was unavoidably delayed in New
York. The following program will be jiresentcd : .1. S.
Bach—Sonata for '<-ello and piano in C major. May
Mukle and Ada Clement; Lillian Horlghead—Two Pre-
ludes, dedicated to .\da Clement; Chopin—Etude in C
minor Op. 25, Schumann—Aria, Brahms—Rhapsody in

G minor, Ada Clement; Rebecca Clark—Trio Piano, Vio-
lin and 'Cello, -Ada Clement, Edouard Deru and May
.Mukle. •

FIRST OF SUNDAY SYMPHONY SERIES
Tomorrow afternoon in (he Curran Thea(re the San

Francisco Symphony Orchcstia. under the leadership
of Alfred Hertz, will give the first concert in its Sunday
Symphony Series, the program being a repetition of that
presented yesterday afternoon. The principal item listed
is the Beethoven "Eroica" Symphony, while two new
compositions are also included which are being given
their first San Francisco production at this pair of con-
certs, the Rapsodie Espagnole of Ravel and Rabaud's
Eclogue.
The Rapsodie Espagnole is a splendid example of

Ravels remarkable virtuosity in instrumentation, he
having given a glittering display of the full resources
of a modern symphony orchestra. The work is in four
movements or what might be termed "Musical Pictures,
but they aie played without pause, the titles being.
"Prelude to the Night." ".Malaguena." "Habanera" and
"La Feria."
A week from tomorrow, October 28, the first concert

in the Popular Series will be given, and in keeping with
the character of these events, an attractive programme
of light classics has been prepared, which contains as
a novelty number the Rimsk.v-Korsakow suite of musical
pictures from "The Tsar Saltan," Other items listed
are the Raymond Overtuie by Ambroise Thomas. Sme-
tana's symphonic poem "Vltava." Ravel's "Mother
Goose" Suite, the overture to Weber's "Frieschultz"
and Kreisler's popular Caprice Viennois, the latter num-
ber having been orchestrated by Mr. Hertz while in
Paris this summer.

NASH
FOUR DOOR COUPE

A New Six Cylinder Model Delivered

Here For $2385
The new Nash Six Four Door Coupe is an original Nash creation.

You'll find nothing else like it.

Low-set and shaped with the true symmetrv of smoothly curving

lines, it presents an impressively attractive appearance.

A rear-vision mirrtjr gives you the road behind at a glance.

And there's an automatic windshield wiper.

These and many other new hetterments await your visit.

FOURS and SIXES
I'rir.f .\„l .hkaiind

PACIFIC NASH MOTOR COMPANY
Distributors

\.\S NESS AVENUE AT WASHINGTON
Urnnchrs: 1529 Van Ness .Avk.vue 2589 Mi.ssiox Street 1707 Powell Street. North Beach
Fresno: 838 Van Ness Avenue Oakland: 2740 Broadwav

Associalfil Dralrr: Ma.\ Arnold, 1251 Market Street
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"I Didn't

Know You
Could Do
That!"

This exclamation is often heard after our repre-

sentative has shown a typist how to accomplish

some desired result on the

L. C. Smith& Bros. Typewriter
There are so many things about this machine that

add to the quality and quantity of work of an

operator that we want to tell you about them. Ask
for the illustrated chart-folder, No. 601, or for

the booklet, "The Silent Smith."

L. C. Smith & Bros. Typewriter Co.

Executive Offices -:- -:- SYRACUSE, N. Y.

432 Market Street, San Francisco, Calif.

218 Citizens National Bank Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

HAVE YOU REGISTERED

Musical Blue Book

CALIFORNIA?

IF NOT, APPLY FOR
REGISTRATION

BLANKS

NOW!
u

There Is Still Time to Reserve

Advertising Space in This

BLUE BOOK
The Very Best Musical Adver-

tising Medium in California.

Do Not Delay Any Longer,

But Apply at Once to

MUSICAL REVIEW
COMPANY

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

San Francisco

Room 610 808 So. Broadway

Los Angeles, Calif.

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI
B.tRlTONE — VOICE CI LTl RE

Aotfaorixed to Teach .Mme. Schoen-
Rene'a Method

1314 LeaTenn-orth St. Phone ProKpect 0253

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

Phone Berkele

PIANIST
^nclld ATt

6006.
Berkeley.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and H.IRMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg, Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
HO.- Kohler & ChaHe Bid. Tel. Salter 7.187

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— CO.MPOSITION

Stndlo. 003-mM KOHLER A, CHASE BLDG.
ny 5454

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.W FR.WCISCO B.\NK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY lOth, 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks in California,
the Assets of which have never been increased
hy mergers or consolidations with other Banks.

Member .\ssociated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, CaL
JUNE 30th, 1923

Assets 586,255,685.28
Deposits 82,455,685.28
Capital Actually PaitI Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funtls 2,800,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSIOM BRAN'CH Mission and 21st Streets
PABK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7lh Ave.
HAIGHT STREET BRANCH Haiglit and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave, and UUoa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (4/^)
per cent per annum was declared. Interest compountied
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN
VOICE—GlITAR

LEILA B. GRAVES
LVRIC SOPRAXO—VOICE Ct LTIRE
Available for Coacerla and RecltaU
tudio: 150 Central Ave. TeL Park 1C24

MISS WELCOME LEVY

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Mm. >oah Brandt
2211 Seot* St. Telephone Fillmore 1522

Eveljm Sresovich Ware
piAsro

Kohler A ChMi
Kesrnr 5454

Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO

2833 Sacramento St. Phone FUlmore 348

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

SIGMUND BEEL
.Planter CiavNes for Violin

Stndlo Building. 1373 Post Street
TeL Prospect 757

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
SUPRAXO

Teachei Slnel dk; Studio. Tnesda7 and
hler * Chaae UldE F.J Resl-

denee S tud lo, 1«(1 Santa Ito> a .V ve.. Oak-

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CO.\TR.\LTO

Teaeher of SlnftlnR. 32 Loretta Ave., Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler «
r-hR«e Ride.. S. F. Telephone Keamv 5454.

Madame Charles Poulter-Soprano Pjfl^ii^'rceTl^n"^
Renide

Lizetta Kalova Violinist
AVAILAULK FOR CONCERTS

StadioM: IIJJI High Court, Berkeley;
Heine Bldg.. San Francisco

Telephune B 3iH-2.J

2211 SCOTT ST^ Bet. Clar & n^ashlnstOB
Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mm. >'oab Brandt, Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Sololnt. Temple

d Church Work.
339 Clay Phone West 4890.

Mary Coonan McCrea MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES

02 Kuliler & Cha

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTR.*LTO

Voice Cnltnre. Snlte "C" Kohler & Chase
BnlldlnK. Telephone Kearny 5451.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OF SCHOLA CANTORUM,

PARIS
ORGANIST ST. HARV*9 CATHBDRAI^

ARTISTIC PIANO IXSTRLXTIOX
Studio: 10011 Kohler S^ Cha!«e Bldg.

Telephone Kearny &454
Res. TeL Bayview 4104

EVA M. GARCIA
PIANIST V>D TEACHER

J152 Hoive St. Tel. Piedmont 490S

MARY CAKR MOORE SOGS
Dweller in My Dreams (Taeorel Medium

- " - -

I Soprano

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
violinist and Teacher. Head of A'lolin Dept..

The Pacific Coast Musical Ri

constantly fighting for the
artists. It will encourage us to

if you subscribe or advertise.

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose At.. Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St Phone West 1S95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 134T

ANDRE FERRIER
1-170 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5464

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

ADELE ULMAN
178 Commonwealth Ave. Phone Pac. 33

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St Tel. Proa. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 497<

ARTHUR CONRADI
i Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 54B4

ANTONIN BLAHA
2315 Jackson St. Tel. West 4737

Res. Address, 2602 California St.

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough Street Near Chestnut

No artist or teacher can become known
without publicity. No paper can give
you more dignified publicity than the
Pacific Coast Musical Review. Subscrip-
tion price $3 per year.
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Joseph Greven PAUL STEINDORFF
*^ MASTER COACH

Voice Culture;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

8741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

ASTER COACH
ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA

In All Languages
5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. WiTliain Steinbach
VOICE culture:

M2 KOHLBR A CIIASB BLDO.
San Franrtaro Phonei Kearnr MA4

rrh, Cluh and llumc Knterlaininenta VSK nKADIiVRS WITH MUSIC tiT

IINIA'S GIFTED HIIISICIAIV, FRIEDA PEYCKE. Her laleat numberii:
111,11 NEXT DOOH, OH! HEMIY WU.VT IS ITf Each 30 cenfa. IS
COMFORT. Rach 00 rrnta.

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Summy Publications.

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise In

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal ts worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth
while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
68 Post St., San Francisco

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Poplla prrparrd for
Caarerl.
Naw Addreaa

Ckarch and

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST. SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
For Concert Enffasc-iaenta
and InatroctloD Appir to
Hecrctarr and Manager of
K. AttI, Room ]0<M Kohler
4t Chaae BldK., Nan Franelaco

Representative of Lyon A Healy Harps

Tclrpbone DoukUm 1678

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

Residence Phone Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Kndoraed by Wa^er Swarsc

Special Normal Coursa for Teachers, based on Swajn
Principles

Stodloa SOT Kohlcr A Ckaae Bids.
3518H Btaa St.. Berkcler. Pkoac Berkeley ISM

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

After October 1st Under the Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

America's Greatest

Contribution to the Musical

Arts

i\

PIANOS
It is impossible to convey in words an ade-

quate idea of the surpassing tonal quality of

the Mason & Hamlin Piano.

To say that the piano is made as well as possi-

ble, and priced afterward- that does not tell

the story. No description of the Tension
Resonator can adequately explain its impor-

tance in terms of tonal results. Even the mar-

shalled names of artists who have chosen the

Mason & Hamlin Piano for their public and
private use can only indirectly show its

excellence.

And yet, that which Is difficult to put into

words is a very real thing. If you should play

the Mason & Hamlin Piano you would know.
Listening to it would tell more than a thou-

sand words, as a glance at the "Woman
Weighing Pearls" tells more of Vermeer's
artistry than page after page of description.

We invite you to play and hear this extraordi-

nary piano.
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Alfred Hertz Receives Prolonged and Enthusiastic Ovation From Audi-
ence Crowding Every Seat in the Curran Theatre—Stage Banked

With Fragrant and Richly Colored Flowers—Beethoven's
Eroica Symphony Given Impressive Interpretation

BY ALFRED METZGER

Walter Henry Rothwell's Appearance Signal for Spontaneous Welcome.
Beethoven's Seventh Symphony Intensely Enjoyed—Public Recep-

tion Follows Second Concert—Hundreds of People File Past
Mr. Clark and Mr. Rothwell Expressing Their Pleasure

BY ALFRED METZGER

The San Francisco symphony season
for 1923-1924 began at the Curran Thea-
tre on Friday afternoon. October 19.

when the first concert of the first pair of

concerts was given under the direction of
Alfred Hertz. The house was crowded,
some people even being obliged to stand,
and the entrance of Alfred Hertz was the
signal for a demonstration, the enthusi-
asm, spontaneity and extent of which im-
pressed everyone Ti'ith the conviction
that the popularity of the conductor is as
great, if not greater, today that it was
during the years past. Mr. Hertz has
gained the confidence of the music loving
people. They know him to be a conduc-
tor who thoroughly understands his mis-
sion, who does not compromise with
mediocrity, but insists upon the very
best either in the selection of his pro-

under the guidance of a conductor of
vast artistic resources who understands
how to obtain the finest results from ex-
cellent material.
We can hardly imagine a more effec-

tive reading of the Eroica Symphony
than the one we heard on this occasion.
Especially imposing was the interpre-
tation of the Funeral March with its

sombre, deliberate and stirring tribute to
greatness. Mr. Hertz was specially suc-
cessful in marking the contrast between
the sombreness of the second and the
joy of the third movement, if he had not
taken these two movements in exactly
the tempi he did, namely, the first very
slowly and second with impetuousness,
the contrast would not have been so de-
cisively marked and the effect would
not have been so striking. The finale

We felt justified to make a special trip

to Los Angeles to attend the second of

the first pair of symphony concerts given
at the Philharmonic Auditorium on Fri-

day afternoon and Saturday evening un-
der the direction of Walter Henry Roth-
well. This is the beginning of the fifth

season of symphony concerts under the
present auspices, and W. A. Clark, Jr..

has every reason to feel proud of the
work he is doing for Southern California.
There were nearly three thousand people
present on this occasion and, judging
by the enthusiastic demonstrations, they
liberally accorded during the course of
the program the people evidently enjoy
these concerts thoroughly. Mr. Roth-
well selected Beethoven's Seventh Sym-
phony as the introductory number on the
program. He conducted it in a manner
to accentuate its classic serenity and its

bigness of conception. There is no timid-

the construction of this work that, un-
less they are presented in a musical
fashion, they become unadulterated
noise, but under the guidance of a con-
ductor like Mr. Rothwell. and interpreted
by an orchestra of expert musicians,
they assume certain elements of musical
dignity. The brass and woodwind sec-
tion have here specially difficult prob-
lems to solve and they were overcome
with an ease and skill that aroused our
admiration.
We had heard the Iberia Suite by De-

bussy from the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra, and, notwithstanding Mr.
Rothwell's singular adaptability for the
interpretation of ultra modern works, we
could not find any additional beauties.
We still find ample tone color effects, at
times of enchanting beauty, and the per-
fumes of the night are delightfully ethe-
real, but we can not follow Debussy in

Aflernuon. November 9

gram or in the conscientiousness of their
interpretation. And thoroughly con-
vinced that Mr. Hertz understands his
art, the people are ready to bestow upon
him the full measure of their esteem and
admiration.
The more we listen to modern com-

positions and the oftener we are con-
fronted with the fads and fancies that
seem to permeate latter-day music the
more we appreciate the grandeur, solid-
ity and intellectuality that underlies the
Beethoven works As often as we have
listened to the Eroica Symphony we al-

ways find new phases to admire in it.

and here is another of Mr. Hertz's claims
to distinction, he constantly finds new
beauties in these classics and succeeds in
emphasizing them with excellent judg-
ment. In the main, the orchestra shows
that gradual improvement that has
marked its annual appearances during
the last eight years. We found just a bit
of uncertainty among the brass section,
but this might have been nervousness
resultant from a first performance of the
season. But the string section certainly
showed emphatic artistic improvement.
By this remark we do not mean to in-
sinuate that the orchestra was not artis-
tically satisfactory last season, but we
mean that it shows every consecutive
season the results of continuous playing

AVill Be Guest ArtlNt With the Ch;
Music Society of San Francisco on Next

Tuesday Evening

was played with that dignity and breadth
which lends all of Beethoven's music
such grandeur and majesty.
The program exhibited two novelties.

The first was an Eclogue by Rabaud enti-

tled Virgilian Poem for Orchestra.
While the work contains the familiar fea-

tures of the modern school, including
muted strings and brass mingled
with ample woodwind ornaments, it is

provided with that element of melodic
invention which lends such an attractive
grace to a composition. It certainly is

poetic and was played with a finesse and
discrimination in shading and accentua-
tion which proved exceedingly charming
and earned the enthusiastic applause
that rewarded it. The oboe, flute, clari-

net and harp was given ample oppor-
tunity to reveal the fine musicianship of

such artists as C. Addimando, Anthony
Linden. H. B. Randall and Kajetan Attl.

The other novelty was Ravel's Rhap-
sodie Espagnole. and while Ravel be-

longs to those moderns who appeal to
our sense of artistic proportions we find

in this Rhapsodie Espagnole much that
is grotesquely modern. At times there
are effects not unlike jazz playing with
the muted strings and brass, changing
keys constantly and introducing one
theme after another without continuity

(Continued on Page 11, Col. 1)

VV, A. CLARK, JR.
id Patron of the Philharmonic
L-hc»tra of L.o.f Angelen

ity about Mr. Rothwell's musical utter-
ance. He first decides what he is going
to say and then says it with every em-
phasis at his dispo.sal. In this manner
certain hearers may regard certain
phrases somewhat heavy in the Bee-
thovian sense, but at the same time there
are plenty of others who like to hear
their classics presented with ample pom-
posity and glamor.
One thing is certain, whatever Mr.

Rothwell does is done MUSICIANLY. He
understands his orchestra, he is master
of the situation, the musicians play with
precision and spontaneity and the phras-
ing is done with uniformity and delight-

ful ensemble effect. We enjoyed spe-
cially the sustenuto movement and the
presto. The allegretto might have been
just a bit more limpid, but these are
matters of taste that can not be judged
by well defined standards.

Mr. Rothwell was at his best in conduct-
ing Richard Strauss' Till Eulenspiegel,
from which exceedingly difficult composi-
tion he obtained every particle of humor
which this jolly and amusing bit of musi-
cal thought so amply exhibits. The splen-
did material of which the Philharmonic
Orchestra of Los Angeles is constructed
was here specially in evidence. We do
not believe that there is a better sym-
phony orchestra anywhere. There are so
many bizarre and grotesque effects in

WALTKH lii:.\HV ROTHWELL,
Conductor of the PbUharmonie Orchetitra

of Los Angeles

most of his fiights into cacaphony and the
abrupt changes of themes, keys and the
not infrequent use of unusually confiict-
ing harmonic combinations, by which
we mean employment of keys which,
when played at the same time, seem to
offend sensitive musical ears. We are
afraid we shall never he able to adjust
our sense of artistic proportions to the
ultra modern style of faithful realism.
We still prefer to adhere to the old im-
pressionistic school which gave you a
chance to employ your own imagination
in the interpretation of the masters
ideas If we were to give our impres-
sions of some of the ultra modern
thoughts we would need a board of cen-
sureship to expurgate our articles before
publication.

*

During the intermission Mr. Rothwell
had the satisfaction to receive the cor-
dial approval of his large audience. The
applause was vigorous, universal and pro-
longed. He had to appear again and
again and the orchestra shared this trib-

ute with him. Evidently there is a large
portion of the Los Angeles musical pub-
lic that appreciates and enjoys these con-
certs. Following the conclusion of the
program, there was a public reception in
which the entire audience shared. Hun-
dreds of people stood in line and shook
hands with W. A. Clark. Jr., and Mr.

(Continued on Page 11, Col. 1)



PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW

After the lights are out
The Steinway Speaks:

is/r knew and loved me. Warner
kmw and loved me. Rubenstcin,

Hirliiiz and Gounod knew and
id me. I have been the com-

panion of genius for two genera-

tions. My name is the Stcinway Piano.

What was there about me that caused P'ranz

I-iszt, forty years ago, to say of me: "You
afford delight even to my old piano-weary

fingers?"

Why did Richard Wagner, writing from
Bayrcuth in 1879, declare: "Sounds of such

beauty as those coming from my Steinway

grand flatter and coax the most agreeable

tone - pictures from my harmonic melodic

senses?"

Why did Gounod, who gave us "Faust,"

write to my makers in 1888, "Mme. Adelina

Patti joins me in the ecstacy and mutual ad-

miration of your product ... 1 am overjoyed

at the consciousness of being the possessor of

one of your perfect instruments?" And what
was it that stirred the mighty Dr. Joseph
Joachim to assert : "Steinway is to the pianist

what Stradivarius is to the violinist?"

Companion of genius indeed have I been

!

Sometimes, when the stage is dark and the lid

over my strings is down, I brood over my long
years of such companionship.

1 see Adelina Patti again, blowing kisses,

ff'hal tints the Steintvtty /liiiiio think tihoiit,

U'hen the rurlaiii is dott'n and the lights tire

out, anil the artist tinti the audience have
departedf Eloquent enough the Steinwtiy is

when the moods of others are voiced on its

wondrous strings. But what are its own
moods and longings? Listen! It is about to

speak to us

and reaching for the flowers that were show-
ered at her feet, while I rested quietly in the

background and resolved to do even better in

her next accompaniment. I see good old

Franz Liszt again, after a tremendous rhap-

sody over my ivory keys. I see Edward Mac-
Dowell, working out his compositions over my
keyboard. I see the youthful, golden-haired

Padcrewski of the eighties, the maturer Pade-
rewski of the nineties, and the world-figure

and premier of Poland, the Paderewski of to-

day whose audiences overflow the largest halls

whenever he plays. And c\cr I am the com-
panion of all this genius.

But then 1 realize that the greater, the

sweeter triumph of my long career is not to be

found on the concert stage at all.

The greater triumph awaits me when a

young couple, starting down the pathway of

wedded life, choose me to be their lifelong

companion in a home.

The sweetest triumph of all shall be when
first my keys are touched by the fingers of

some little girl, her printed scales before her,

and a lifetime of the best in music all ahead.

Admitted thus to the sacred intimacy of a

home and fireside, I know that I shall find

my truest triumph. And I shall strive to be
faithful to these who trust me. As long as my
strings endure, I shall strive to render to the
utmost my measure of abiding charm.

Sherman Miay& Go.

Kearny and Sutter Sis., San Francisco

CALIFORNIA-ORECO.N-WASIIJNGTO.N'
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H. H. A. Beach), (d) The Song of the Open (Frank La
Forge); Waltz from Romeo et Juliette (Gounod). Miss
Imogen Peay played all the accompaniments with
finished artistry and the high standard which the soloist
adopted.
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

QUEENA MARIO AN IDEAL CONCERT SINGER

First Event of the Alice Seckels Matinee Musicales>
Presents an Operatic Soprano Who Possesses

All Qualifications for Concert Singing

BY ALFRED METZGER
Commercially inclined and rapacious managers inflict

upon the musical public so many artists whose reputa-
tion rests solely on their operatic successes and who
are utterly unfit to appear in concert that it is indeed
gratifying to find an operatic artist who proves herself
to be a concert singer as well. Such a rare instance
we found in the appearance of Queena Mario at the
Colonial Ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel on the oc-

casion of the first event of the Alice Seckels Matinee
Musicales. In the first place the program which we
append herewith is dignified ad worthy of a truly effi-

cient artist. Then it requires a versatility unusual
among operatic artists, and yet it includes operatic
arias of a higher standard.
We shall not review this event according to the pro-

gram numbers, but shall confine ourself to the artist

and her mode of expression. Whatever Miss Mario sang
was done with a skill and emotional faculty that
brought out every meaning and shading of the phrases.
Even in her colorature singing Miss Mario is careful to

obtain adequate coloring and accents and at no time
does she sing notes only, she always succeed in putting
a fixed meaning behind every note, and that is the acme
of concert singing, The possessor of a clear voice of

ringing timbre and an adept in the various technical in-

tricacies that make singing so difficult and yet so de-

lightful Miss Mario gave us an an example of what a
genuine concert singer consists of. We never heard a
finer demonstration of legato or bel canto singing than
that of Miss Mario. It was only at times when she
tried to sustain a certain tone beyond a certain length
that her breath wavered and her intonation became un-
certain. There were also times when she opened her
high covered tones temporarily, specially during fortis-

simo passages, and when the tone, which is actually

beautiful and pliant, become hard and brittle. If we are
not mistaken this is purely a habit into which Miss
Mario has fallen. We can not believe that it is inade-

quate training. For her singing is otherwise so accurate
and so high in standard that this little discrepancy
ought to be easily remedied with a mind so intelligent

and so artistic as that of Queen Mario.
We simply can not imagine finer Mozart singing than

Miss Mario gave. We never heard a more artistic in-

terpretation of Handel's Care Selve. And Beethoven's
Neues Lieben. Keues Leben simply could not be sung
with greater depth nor with finer vitality. And so we
could go along the whole program and show how splen-

didly Miss Mario succeeded to delve into the innermost
depths of' a song and extract from it every particle of

emotional value and technical skill. It was a revela-

tion in the art of bel canto, which is so rare and
which Marcella Sembrich, Miss Mario's teacher, used
with such splendid effect. Like Sembrich Queena Mario
reveals the elements of a musician. And if you did not
hear her you certainly will never hear the following

program sung in better style and with finer musician-
ship: (a) Dans un Hois (Mozart), (b) Care Selve
(Handel), (c) Xeues Lieben. Xeues Leben (Beethoven);
(a) Jours Passes (Delibes). (b) Comment Disaient lis

(Liszt), (c) Er Liebte Mich So Sehr (Tschaikowsky).
(d) L'Oiseau Bleu (Decreus); Aria of Micaela from
Carmen (Bizet): (a) Lullaby (Kreisler). (b) The Night
Wind (Roland Farley), (c) Ah! Love, But a Day (Mrs-

SECOND OF FORTNIGHTLY CONCERTS

May Mukle, Violoncellist, and Ellen Edwards, Pianist,
Present Enjoyable Program Principally of Modern

English Composition

BY ALFRED METZGER
The second of Ida G. Scott's Fortnightly Concerts

took place at the Colonial Ballroom of the St. Francis
Hotel on Monday afternoon, October 15th, when the
program was given by May Mukle. violoncellist, and
Ellen Edwards, pianist. The increased number of peo-
ple in attendance shows the growing interest in these
events. Miss Scott is doing considerable missionary
work in endeavoring to convert the musical public to a
better appreciation of resident artists and native com-
posers. That she is succeeding is evidenced by the en-
couragement she gets from prominent society and busi-
ness people in the way of support of the Fortnightly
Concerts.

In selecting May Mukle. violoncellist, and Ellen
Edwards, pianist, for this event Miss Scott has shown
excellent judgment, for they represent a high type of
interpretative artists. They began the program with a
Sonata for Violoncello and Piano by Frank Bridge, one
of the most prominent of modern English composers.
The work is exceedingly craftsmanlike and serious, but
deals with a phase of modern art whose exact purpose
the writer has not yet fully fathomed. Technically it

requires unusual facility and both artists proved them-
selves competent to cope with the many intricacies
of the composition. They surely devoted much study
to this work and interpreted it in a manner to reveal
its most important characteristics.
We enjoyed the concertino in E minor by Ariosti-

Elkus. We had already occasion to comment on this
work when it was presented before the Pacific Musical
Society, and a second hearing reveals additional charms
which the artists participating in this event—Miss
Mukle and Miss Edwards—succeeded in enhancing with
their unquestionable finessee and refined performance.
Miss Edwards played two piano compositions by Mr.
Elkus in a manner to accentuate their daintiness and
breeziness. characteristics which Mr. Elkus' composi-
tions so frequently reveal. Two sketches of a de-
scriptive nature were Two London Pieces—Chelsea
Reach and Ragmuffin—by John Ireland. They were
played on the piano with adherance to their purpose
emphasizing the local color which the composer infused
into them. Two compositions by Frank Bridge, entitled
Remembrance and Valse Capricieuse further demon-
strated the modern attitude of this composer and Miss
Edwards succeeded in bringing out the phases specially
inclined to emphasize Mr. Bridge's ingenuity and
originality.

Miss Mukle closed the program with two cello solos,
namely, Chinese Folk Tune arranged by Eugene Goos-
sens and Melody by Frank Bridge, both unprentious
yet delightfully ingeniou.s compositions. The entire
event was worthy of the enthusiasm bestowed upon it

by the audience.

SECOND SYMPHONY-LOGUE

The second of the Ssonphony-Logues which are being
given in Sorosis Club Hall on the Fridays of the Sym-
phony day at 12 o'clock by Victor Lichtenstein, will be
held next Friday. These talks on the instruments and
programs of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra
met with such favor from music lovers that at the open-
ing talk the hall was well filled. Miss May Mukle. the
eminent cellist, will play Bloch's Schelomo, the Hebraic
Rhapsody which will be given in the afternoon by
Horace Britt with the orchestra. This is one of the
greatest compositions of the twentieth century. The
Symphony to be illustrated will be the Second Sym-
phony of Saint Saens. also to be given in the afternoon.
These illuminating talks are under the direction of
Alice Seckels.

CECIL FANNING OPENS SEASON IN OHIO

Cecil Fanning opened his season on September 23 with
a recital in Findlay. Ohio. "The recital was without
doubt of the highest artistic merit Findlay has heard
for some years," according to the Findlay Morning Re-
publican. "Mr. Fanning seeks the theme of his song
and interprets it so that the listener cannot help but
feel its every emotion. His voice is warm and mellow
and he sings in well rounded smooth tones, making
every syllable as distinctly and clearly heard as the
peal of a bell," continues the Findlay reviewer. The
baritone opened his October tour in Dayton on the
second, joining H. B. Turpin, his accompanist, there.
Mr. Fanning and Mr. Turpin will then give recitals

in Xenia, Wilmington, Fremont, Elyria and Bellefon-
taine, Ohio, and in Flint, Michigan.

Miss Myra Palache, one of the best known and most
accomplished young pianists residing in California, re-

turned recently from Paris after two years' absence.
Miss Palache devoted her time to intensive piano study
at the American Conservatory at Fontainebleau, under
the tutelage of that distinguished pedagogue and artist,

Philippe. Miss Palache had the distinction to receive
two prizes from among four distributed, one for piano
and one for general musical knowledge. The American
Conservatory at Fontainebleau gives American students
an opportunity to study with great masters at moderate
expense. All music students reside at the Conservatory,

HAROLD STANTOX
The DelEghtfnl Ten

and one of the greatest advantages derived from study
at this school is the opportunity to hear a series of con-
certs by some of France's most distinguished artists.
Since her return. Miss Palache has resumed her studio
work and has made arrangements to give a concert in
Berkeley and San Francisco during November. Miss
Palache has also resumed her class at the Head School
in Berkeley, and among her plans for the season is

giving a series of lecture recitals, particulars of which
she will announce later.

Mrs. Carrie Emerich, a distinguished pianist having to
her credit numerous artistic triumphs in Chicago and
other Eastern music centers, and whose reputation in
Chicago is most enviable, is among the recent arrivals
in San Francisco. Prior to her advent in the bay dis-
trict, Mrs. Emerich spent some time in Southern Cali-
fornia, where she appeared with much success in re-
citals before the University of Southern California in
Los Angeles and at the Hotel Coronado. We have
before us a number of press comments by well known
authorities on musical affairs, and every one of them
speaks of Mrs. Emerich in the highest terms. We
gather from these sincere comments that Mrs. Emerich
is a splendid musician, plays with authority and assur-
ance, has a big, brilliant tone and a facile technic.
This artist has established a studio in Berkeley, where
she is accepting a number of advanced students seek-
ing technical training.

SIgmund Anker, the successful violin teacher, announ-
ces three studio recitals by his pupils to be given Sat-
urday evenings. November 3. December 15 and January
18. The first of these will take place next Saturday and
will be part of Music Week. The program for this
occasion, as well as the others, will appear in subse-
quent issues of this paper. All recitals will take place
at 3142 Gough street, near Chestnut.

Music Week, which begins next Monday and ends Sat-
urday, November 3. promises to be specially attractive
this year, and the various men and women entrusted
with the chairmanships of important committees have
worked faithfully and loyally in the cause. We received
detailed information too late for inclusion in these col-

umns, but shall have more to say regarding this institu-

tion of musical education in San Francisco next week.

Mrs. Abbie Gerrish Jones, formerly on the staff of the
San Francisco office of the Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view, and now representative of this paper in Seattle,
Wash., was a visitor in San Francisco last week, shak-
ing hands with hundreds of friends and colleagues.
Mrs. Jones has been residing in Seattle during the last
three years, some of which time she suffered from a
broken ankle, due to an unfortunate accident. Mrs.
Jones is meeting with great success as composer, her
Rhythmic Songs for Children being used by many
schools, and orders are constantly received from all

parts of America and Canada and even from other parts
of the world, including South Africa. Mrs. Olive Wilson
Dorritt of Berkeley is the business manager, and also
writes the text and description to Mrs. Jones' music for
these Rhythmic Songs. Hundreds of letters testify to
the excellent impression the book is making, and Mrs.
Jones has had several offers to sell out to prominent
publishing houses, but her success is such that she is

justified to refuse all such offers. Mrs. Jones will write
a bi-monthly letter to this paper from Seattle, letting

us know what musical people in the Northwest are
doing.
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SAN JOSE. Oct. 16—Margaret Matzenauer. prima

donna contralto of the Metropolitan Opera House de-

lighted a large audience Friday evening at the .Morris

K. Daley Memorial Auditorium of the State Teachers'

College. Madame Matzenauer was assisted by George
Vause. accompan'st. who also played a group of three

modern compositions.
Too much cannot be said of this wonderful concert.

It was all that was expected and more. Madame
.Matzenauer has great personal appeal. Emotional
values are not slighted, she puts so much lire and dash

In her song. She feels every phrase What greater

compliment can be paid? At the close of her first group

the prima donna was given a massive bouquet of deli-

cate shaded chrysanthemums which she received with

gracous res|>onse. placing It upon the piano.

Each number was a gem, though stress must be

placed on her German group, it being particularly love-

ly. Madame Matzenauer changed the order of the pro-

gram by sing ng My Heart is Weary from Nadeschda.

first l.ieurances liy the Waters of Minnelonka was
given for recall The German group followed, wllh In

the Time of Roses (RelchartI the recall number. Then
came Mr. Vause s numbers, playing Detts Juba Dance
for recall. Madame .Matzenauer was obliged to repeat a

number of her third group, the dashing Estrellita, which

she gave with full Spanish feeling, followed by De
Koven's Drink to Me Only with Thine Eyes for recall.

La Forge's To a Messenger was given for recall to the

last group.
The program In full: My Heart Is Weary, from

Nadeschda (G. Thomas); (a) Wldmung (Schumann),

llil Immer leiser wlrd mein Schlummer (Hrahmsl, (c)

Nile DInge haben Sprache IK. WolfTl; (d) Zueignung

(K. Strauss); plano~(a) Ragamuflln from lyondon

Pieces (John Irelandl. (bl Prelude, from .Modem Suite

iMacDowell), (c) Humoresque (Rachmaninoff); (a)

Over the Steppe (Gretchanlnoff), (b) Wings of Dream
lArensky). (c) EstrelPta (Ponce—arranged by La
P'orgel (d) En Cuba (Cuban Folk Song—arranged by

La Forge); (a) Wings of Night (Watts), (b) Take, O
Take Those Lips Away (La Forge) (c) Lullaby (C.

Scott), (rt) We'll to the Woods and Gather May (Griffes).

This was the Initial concert In a course of six to be

presented during the season of 1923-24 by the San Jose

.Musical Association.

Warren D. Allen, organist at Stanford University,

whose recitals at the Memorial Church attract attention

far and near, will give the following program Thursday

afternoon. October 18. at 4:15: Toccata and Fugue in

D minor (J. S Bach); Dreams, from the Seventh Sonata

(Alexander Gullmant); Canzone, from the Seven

Sketches (Edward Shippen Barnes); Chorale from the

Second Symphony (Louis Vierne).

At the Vesper Musical Service Sunday afternoon,

October 21. at 4 o'clock, Thursdays program will be re-

peated. On Tuesday, October 2,1, at 4:15 p. m., Mr.

Allen will be heard In the following numbers: Trio-

Sonata In D minor. Andante—Adagio e dolce (Bach);

l.'organo Primitive (Pletro A. Yon); Souvenir Poetlque

(Zdenko Pibich); Finale from the First Symphony
(Louis Vierne).

The San Jose Music Study Club ushered In the new
season Wednesday morning. October 10. at Sherman,
Clay & Company's recital hall, with Charles Wakefield

Cadman's Sayonara. a Japanese romance, with words
by Nclle Richmond Eberhart. Written for two voices,

Hannah Hetcher Coykendal sang the part of Haru, with

Mrs. AllM-rt Dutton singing Oguri, the young lover.

Bits have been taken from this delightful Sayonara
before, but this was the first time it had been given In

San Jose in its entirety. The voices of Mrs. Coykendall

and Mrs. Dutton blend beautifully, and with Mrs. David
Atkinson at the piano the number was well Interpreted.

Mrs. Reuben Walgrcn. the possessor of a rich mezzo
soprano voice, sang a group of three Indian songs, the

first being Zunl I^overs' Wooing Song ITroyer), (b)

Lullaby (Lleurance), (c) Long Song (Lleurance, with

Mrs Daiale L. Drinker at the piano.

At the conclusion of this Interesting program the

members and their guests adjourned to the Young
Women's Christian Association, where in a private

dining room, luncheon was served at small tables. .Miss

Nella Rogers, of the faculty of the Conservatory of the

College of the Pacific, concluded the pleasant event
with an Interesting account of her experience during

the summer in San Francisco, having been an auditor

In tbe Louis Qraveur Master Classes.

The Saturday afternoon Club of Santa Cruz had a
brilliant opening of lu l!i23-24 season on Saturday eve-

ning. October 15 The init al program was given In the

lobby of the Casa del Rey, about 400 In attendance. The
California .Mixed Quartet of San Francisco were the

artists on this occasion. The personnel of the organiza-

tion Includes Carl Edwin Anderson, tenor and director;

Marian Hover Brower, soprano Ruth Waterman Ander-
son, contralto; Henry L. Perry, bass; Beatrice L. Sher-

wood, accomimnist. The program follows: Dream of

Love (Llebestraum, No. 3—Franz Liszt), quartet; VissI

d'arte e d'amore (La Tosca—Pucdnl). Marian llovey

Brower; (a) La ci darem la niano (Don Giovanni

—

Mozart), (b) Love Like the Dawn Came Stealing (Cad-

man). Mr. and Mrs. Anderson; (a) The Land o' the Leal

(arranged by W. Grlfllth). (b) Duncan Gray (arranged
by W. Griflltli). quartet; (a) Spring Song of the Robin
Woman, (b) Recitative and Song from the American
Opera Shanewls (Charles Wakefield Cadraan). Ruth
Waterman Anderson; Ave Maria (Bach-Gounod), with

V olln obligate by Josephine Parker Rittenhouse, quar-

tet; In a Persian Garden (Liza Lehman), quartet.

The Conservatory of music at the College of the Pa-

cific began the new year September 24th with increased

regislralion, a high degree of talent in the incoming
class and most of the classes proving too large for the

class rooms The three scholarships offered by the

Conservatory were won by the following: Mr. Earl

Brashear in piano. Miss Ruth Madden In violin and Mr.

Krerirlc Roehr in voice.

The opening recital of the year was given by Allan

Bacon, organist. Miles A. Dresskell. violinist and
Charles M. Dennis, baritone, assisted by Miriam Bur-

ton and Jules .Moullet as accompanists. One of the num-
bers particularly worthy of mention was Pipes o" the

.North from the pen of Charles M. Dennis. Still In the

manuscript and sung by the composer, this very musical

song bold, dashing—virile in style, brought forth much
favorable comment.
The program, which was heard by an especially large

and appreciative audience, follows (a) Toccata in D
minor (.Max Kegeri. ibi Carillon lEric Delamarlerl. (cl

Choral—Improvisation (Sigfrld Karg-Elert). Mr. Bacon;
Vision Fugitive (llerodiade—Massenet). Mr. Dennis;

(a) Hullamzo Balaton (Hubay), (b) Finnish Romance
(Palmgran), (c) Pale Moon (Logan) (d) Guitarre

(Moszkowskl), Mr. Dresskell; (a) Waldweben (Forest

Murmurs—Richard Wagner), (b) A Joyous March (Lea
Sowerby), Mr. Bacon; (a) Brown Men (Burt.—Bralne),

(b) Ivcetle Bateese (Drummond.—O'Hara). (c) Eleglc

(Whitman.—Campbell-Tipton), (d) Pipe o' the North
(Mss.—Suttnni C. M. Dennis.

The second recital of the year will be given October
23 when Helen Fletcher Riddell. soprano, the new ad-

dition to the teach ng force, and Jessie S. Moore.
pianist, will be heard In a joint recital.

A beautiful and permanent home for the Institute

of Music has just been purchased, according to LeRoy
V. Brandt, director of the school. The new building is

located at 97 South Sixth street, just across the street

from the campus on which stands the San Jose High
School, the San Jose State Teachers' College, and the

San Jose free public library. It stands in the center of

population of San Jose, as well as in the midst of the

educational focal points.

The purchase of the new building has been Inspired

by the growth of the Institute, and made necessary by
the fact that the demand for the work of the school
necessitates a permanent location.

The building in which (he Institute will now be housed
is one of the most beautiful in San Jose. It contains

eleven large teaching rooms, of which the majority on
the lower floor may be thrown into one for recital

purposes. The entire place is to be redecorated both

Inside and out. The recital room will be equipped with
a Stelnway grand piano, while the other rooms are

furnished with other standard makes. Rooms for the

band and violin teachers will be suitably furnished tor

their line of work.
It is announced that a series of students recitals

will be started as soon as the work of remodeling and
redecorating Is completed, while the winter will also

see several faculty recitals held.

Miss Marjory Marckres Fisher left last week for New
York City where she will continue her study of the

violin. Miss Fisher plans studying the comi)ositions of

the modern composers under guidance of the com-
posers. She will do some work with Cecil Burleigh in

Chicago, stopping en route to the eastern metropolis.

Miss Fisher is very active in musical circles and will

be greatly missed here Among her many activities she
has gained recognition In the musical world throughout
the state as diretcor and organizer of the California

I.,adles' String Quartette. A member of Mu Phi Epsilon.

an honorary musical sorority, she is both a local and
state officer, and Is an active member of the San Jose
Music Study Club. For the past seven or eight years
Miss Fisher haa been San Jose correspondent for

Musical America.
The Santa Clara County branch of the State Music

Teachers' .Association held (heir initial meeting of the

year Tuesday evening, October 9, al Sherman, Clay &
Company. At the conclusion of the business meeting
Miss Nella Rogers and Charles M. Dennis, both of

whom were auditors In the Graveur Master Classes held
In San Francisco this summer, told of their experiences,
considerable discussion followng their talks. The No-
vember meeting will be given over to the piano teachers
who attended summer classes. They will have charge
of the program and a piano round table discussion will

be conducted.
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Curran Theatre

HORACE BRITT
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PROCR.VM
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S.\N FR,\NCISCO
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ORCHESTRA

ALFRED HERTZ. Tondartor
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Myra Palache
PIANIST

PRIVATE AND CLASS LESSONS
LECTURES ON IV1USIC APPRECIATION

San Francisco. 807 Kohler & Cliase BIdg. Tel.

Kearny 5454. Wednesday from 2-6 p. m. only.

Berkeley. 20 Brookside (off Claremont Ave.) Tel.

Berkeley 4091. Mornings at Anna Head School.

BEST MUSIC IN TOWN

LOEWS WARFIELD

LIPSCHULTZ MUSIC MASTERS

HAROLD STANTON
r\\<IIO\ A MARCU

"IDEAS"

"HER REPUTATION"
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ANIL DEER ''Soulful"
COLORATURA SOPRANO

Address:

ADOLPH KNAUER
79 Central Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

^eiv Son^s by Jarries (f-Tljiic Derm id

^^THO* ^^
^^ /^TIIFVCMAII I

SHADOWS FALL
MEDIUM LOW

CHARITY
HIGH MEDIUM LOW

TNEY SHALL RUN
ANDNOTBEWEARir

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER. Inc. 235 South Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

LEADING CONCERT
ATTRACTIONS

elby C. Oppenhe

TITO SCHIPA
ForemoNl I.yric Tenor—Chiengo
Oiiera'H Bi»;KeKt Star
Colnmbia Theatre
St NDAV AI-'TS., VOV. 4th and Ilth

EFREM ZIMBALIST
Grent KuNKinn ViitliniMt
KhKl Reoitnl Here in Four Year.i
(olumltia Theatre
SI M)AV AFT.. \OV. IMh

JOSEF LHEVINNE
Ku»s.iiin Pianisllc Genius
(alumliin Thcatrr
S1M>AV AFT., XOV. 25lh

ARTHl R PVII.

RUBINSTEIN- KOCHANSKI
Joint Sonata and Solo Recital
Ru>isi:r.H FainouM Piani.st and Violinin
(olumlna Theatre
SI M> W AFT.. iti:c. nth ^_

co.>ii.\g: anna CASE, Soprano
SCHUMANN-HEINK
SOUSA and His Band

Tif'ketH on s.-il»- at Sherman, flay & Co.

MUSIC WEEK CONCERT

When such well known and efficient artists as Hother
Wismer and Mrs. William Ritter offer their services
without charge to the Committee in charge of the San
Francisco Music Week, the music loving public is prom-
ised a very elaborate and interesting program in gen-
eral. These artists have volunteered to give the fol-

lowing program at the San Francisco Public Library
on the afternoon of October 31st, and we bel.eve that
they will be compl.mented with a packed audience on
that occasion.

Their program is of the highest class and is as fol-

lows: Sonata D Minor (Niels Gade), dedicated to Rob-
ert Schumann. Hother Wismer, violinist, and Mrs. Will-
iam Ritter, pianist; Slavonic Dance, G M nor (Dvorak
Kreisler), La Capricieuse (Elgar), La Chasse (Cartier),
Mr. Wismer and Mrs. Ritter.

It is expected that other professional talent will fol-

low the example set by Mr. Wismer and Mrs. Ritter
and give their best efforts and talent to make the com-
ing Mus.c Week a glorious success. The Committee are
indebted to Mrs. William Henry Banks for her success
in securing the services of the above named artists.

Chamber Music Society
of San Francisco

Horace Britt
SISTING ARTIST

Tuesday Evening, Oct. 30

SCOTTISH RITE HALL
IM, SKATS Rr>F:R\KD

Six <'<>n<'ertsl—»in,00. »r.OO. «.(

At Sheriiinn. Clay A: Ci>.

BEATRICE ANTHONY
TE.\CHER OF I'I.%.>0—ACCOMP.IMST

Ddio; lOOO I nion Street Tel. Franklin 142

MME. S. P. MARRACCI

MUSIC WEEK CONCERT AT CIVIC AUDITORIUM

Through the efforts of the popular president of the
Pacific Musical Society. Mrs. William Henry Banks, the
following program will be given on the evening of No-
vember 1st at the Civic Auditorium with Mrs. Zel.a Vais-
sade as the contributing artist: Musetta Waltz, La Bo-
heme, (Puccini), Solvejg's Song (Grieg), May Morning
(Manney).
Mrs. Vaissade is a lyric soprano and a pupil of Law-

rence Strauss the well known vocal pedagogue. She
also studied with Percy Rector Stephens of New York
for two summer seasons. She is the soprano solo'st in
the First Congregational Church in Berkeley, and in
1921 was the state and district winner in the young art-

ists contests, held under the auspices of the National
Federation of Musical Clubs. She is a graduate of the
University of California. Mrs. Cecil Hollis Stone will

be the accompanist. George Cochrane, with Miss Gladys
Boys at the piano, will render the following: Aria Elijah
(Mendelssohn), Lift Thine Eyes (Logan), on the same
occasion.

,

Music Week will be celebrated at the Arrillaga Musical
College by a concert of numbers contributed by mem-
bers of the faculty, including President Achille Artigues,
who will play an organ Toccata and Fugue in D Minor
by Bach; Carl Rollandi pianist, a group including De-
bussey's Reflections in the Water; George Edwards,
pianist, in Liszt's St. Francis of Paula Walking on the
Waters; Raymond White and Mrs. Cecilia Arrillaga
Plummer with a two-piano duet; a violin group by Emil
Hahl; and Mynard Jones, basso cantante, in the Pro-
logue to Pagliacci. The public is cordially invited to at-

tend.

The San Francisco Music Teachers' Association will

open Music Week with a program and reception to the
Alameda County Music Teachers' Association on Mon-
day evening. October 29. in the ballroom of the Court
Hotel. 555 Bush street. The Alameda County Music
Teachers' Association will present the following pro-

gram: Piano Duet—For two pianos—Misses Edwards

ELWYN ARTIST SERIES

CURRAN
MOISEIVITSCH Friday Matinee, Nov . 9

"IMPRESARIO" Friday Matinee. Nov. 23

Quartet of VICTOR ARTISTS Fri. Mat., Dec . 7

HEIFETZ Friday Matinee, Jan. 18

"COSI FAN TUTTE Friday Matinee, Feb . 1

ROSENTHAL Friday Matinee, Feb, 15

IVOGUN Friday Matinee. Feb. 29

CHAMLEE Friday Matinee, March 14

WERRENRATH Friday Matinee. March 28

<on TicketK on Sale for These Nine .Vtfractions

Further Reduced Scale at Sherman. Clay & Co.
PRICES—910.OO, si:t.5o. 911-0O. «».oo, 97.00

(PluH Tax>

LINCOLN
BATCHELDER

Pianist -- Accompanist

Stadio 670 8th Ave. Phone Bayview 5543

and Towler; Group of Songs—Lawrence Strauss: Ad-
dress—Prof. AUoo of the University of California; Trio
for violin, cello and piano—Messrs. Orley See, W. Vil-

lalpando and Kosloff. After the conclusion of the pro-

gram a reception will be tendered the visiting artists

and members. .

Ashley Pettis, the brilliant young California pianist,

who is gaining such marked distinction throughout the

United States, is now on his way to the Pacific Coast,
giving concerts in all leading music centers. Mr. Pettis

is receiving splendid recognition for his artistic achieve-

ments by leading musical authorities, and he is spe-

cially commended for giving opportunities to efficient

American composers on his programs. Indeed, his pro-

grams are confined to the works of American creative

artists, among which he includes some from California.

In a recent issue of the Musical Courier of New York,
Mr. Pettis 'receives editorial commendation for his

active defense of the American composer. We shall

have more to say about Mr. Pettis presently. Be sure
to hear him when he gives his concert.
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The Travels of No. 10778 and No. 10623
An Amazing Story of a Triumph Over Tremendous Odds

No. 10778 met No. 10623 in

Yokohama in September,

1922. (exact date unknown).

It come about tbis way. One morn-

ing early in the month, one Leon

Lang of San Francisco found in his

morning mail lbi» telegram: "Ship

first tlcamer No. 10778 zinc-lined

box Godowsky Yokohama." A
lerie and prosaic telegram, yet ro-

mance has strange beginnings.

Twenty-four hours later No. 10778

c. He
instantly the

variation in

quality, but
mechanicul and the

I'lural elements be-

I that quality, it is

job to observe for

I have just passed

through an experience

with the two most reraark-

inlo my charge.

of them came from Kohler & Chase,

point to see them in San Frai
Knowing thai

1 have made
route fn

the Orient, where for the past year I have

been on lour with Mr. Godowsky as hig

piano luner. During his three months'

lour in South America (1 was engaged in

Buenos Aires) we carried Knabe Con-

cert Grand No. 10623 from their New
York store. When we sailed for the

Orient, Mr. Godowsky considered it ad-

visable to add a second piano, knowing
the extreme difEcullies of climate and
transportation. This one iNo. 10

shipped from San Francisco. It was a

wise deciftion, for at one lime No. 10778
was lost in the snows of Manchuria for

two months, finally turning up after what
muitl have been untold vicissitudes, for

itA traveling case was so badly battered
that the trani^portation companies re-

was below decks and westward

bound. At the same time No.

10623 was under way from the west

coast of South America. Their

meeting was undemonstrative —
although they were both from the

bitme town, had been brought up

together —tended by the same

hands, and sent into the world

with the same mission. But at

Yokohama the real story begins

—

and let Mr. Jones tell it.

San Francisco, CALiFORNtA, May 22, 1923.

fused to accept it. From the devastating Arctic cold
of the Manchurian steppes to the blistering heat of
the Javanese jungles, these two Knahes have been for
nearly a year subjected to every kind of climatic

punishment, including months in the sticky, saturat-

ing moisture of the tropics, invariably fatal to a

pianoforte. From Hawaii to the Philippines, through
all the cities of Japan, China, Java, even the Straits

Settlements, and many of the less frequented by-ways
of the Orient— I do not believe that the history of
music records the equal of this unique tour, or the

accorded this great artist in these music-
rorncrs of the globe, or the equivalent of the
los that supported him. Days of travel over
ds of Java, the man-handling of countless
the punishment of oriental transportation in
1 trains, in queer conveyances of all kinds

—

lonths of it. At times it was heart-breaking,
instruments carry many scars of battle, but
lily they have remained steadfast. Outside some

rust on the bass strings, they are today as
perfect mechanically and structurally, as
clear in tone, as beautiful, as rich, as
perfect as the first day Mr. Godowsky
touched their keys. To me the power of
resistance of the Knabe piano is almost
supernatural. 1 have travelled with many
artists in all parts of the world; in Eu-
rope I was familiar with the German
pianos that are built like stodgy battle-

ships, but no piano in even ordinary
continental tours has equalled this per-
formance. If I had made these two
Knabes I should feel very proud. Inci-
dentally I am not in any way connected
with the Wm. Knabe Company—nor do I

even know them except through the in-

ternational reputation of their instru-
ment. Francis E. Jones,

London and Buenos Aires.

hungry-

boats,

and m
Both

Ma.t
feet have ut at o
another practically every

pianist of our day.

Leopold Godowsky
. with rare conhitleration, concedes to his piano tuner
lege of telling his own story.

>wsky has paid his tribute to the Knabe time and agai
as he himself said in an interview: "Mr. Jones has soi

g more interesting to say about those two pianos than I

other artist has ever said. Let him tell it. He deserves
lund him in Buenos Aires and carried him away to
^nl because of his unusual qualities." So, thanks to
kujI consideration of the great artist, we are able to o:

most remarkable piano story ever told.

Incidentally, both of these instruments are stock pianos

(not specialty made), one from the New York tcarerooms

and one from the Kohler & Chase store in San Francisco

KOHLER- er *CHASE-
J6 O'FARRELL STREET SAN FRANCISCO

SACRAMENTO
SAN JOSE

KNABE AMHCO

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating
to music and musicians. Give name and address.
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address. Question Editor,
Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kobler & Chase Building.
San Francisco.

1. What operas has Giordano written besides An-
drea Chenier?—G. W.
Maia Vita, Regina Diaz, Fedora, Siberia, Madame

Sans Gene, and Tlie Jest.

2 What is meant by melisma?—T. S. M.
This term (a Greek word meaning song) was formerly

used to designate a tune or melody in distinction from
a recitative. In modern music it is applied to melodic
groups of notes sung to one syllable. It is particularly
employed to give oriental color. Pine examples are to
be found in Verdi's Aida and in Goldmark's Queen of
Sheba.

3. When did Jenny Lind sing in America?— I. B.
Her first .American appearance was in New York,

September 11, 1850. She remained in America a little

less than two years thereafter.
4. Who wrote the music of Home, Sweet Home?

—M. A. G.
The air is a Sicilian«melody of unknown origin, The

music was adapted to the words by Sir Henry R. Bishop
and introduced into his opera Clari. or The Maid of
Milan John Howard Payne, the author of tlie verses,
and Bishop's librettist for Clari, tells of first hearing
the air in Italy sung by a peasant girl, writing it down
from her singing, and sending it to Bishop for adapta-
tion. Bishop happened to know the air.

5. When did Rosenthal, the pianist, last appear in
this country?—R. A.

In the season of 3906-1907.

AUDITORIUM SYMPHONY CONCERTS

The first of the second series of popular concerts by
the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, Alfred Heitz.
conductor, under the direction of the municipality, bids
fair to crowd the Exposition Auditorium to the doors
next Wednesday evening, October 31. Successful as was
last season, the five concerts to come will be even more
popular, according to the prediction of Chairman J. Em-
met Hayden of the Auditorium Committee of the Board
of Supervisors, who states that the advance sale has
exceeded all expec^tations.

Conductor Hertz has prepared a program of wonder-
ful appeal for the opening concert and the various num-
bers have' been selected with scrupulous care. The
guest soloist of the evening will be Mile. Claire Dux,
a .soprano of the Chicago Opera Company and a truly
cosmopolitan artist. She was born on Polish territory
and her ancestry represents several nationalities. Al-

though both of her parents were musical, her mother
be'ng related to the famous Clara Schumann, wife of the
great composer, she is the first professional musician
in her family. Following her debut in Italian and Ger-
man opera at Milan and Berlin with Caruso, Mile. Dux
enjoyed a notable London season, where she sang at
Covent Garden.
The concert, for which seats range in price from

twenty-five cents to one dollar, will begin at 8:20 o'clock
and the program is as follows: Symphony No. 5, From
the New World (Dvorak); Aria, Deh vieni non tarder,
from The Marriage of Figaro (Mozart), Mile Dux: Lieb-
eslied (Kreisler), Caprice Viennois (Both KreJsler num-
bers orchestrated by Alfred Hertz): Agathe's Aria from
l)er Freichutz (Weber), Mile. Dux; March from Tann-
hauser ( Wagner).

MOTHER WISMER'S ANNUAL RECITAL

Hother Wisraer will give his annual recital on Friday
evening. November 9, in the ballroom of the Fairmont
Hotel. The popular violinist will be ass'sted upon this
occasion by Benjamin S. Moore, pianist, and Eva Koenig
Friedhofer, vocalist. Mr. Wismer has chosen an un-
usually ambitious program, one containing several well
known classics and a number of novelt'es which have
never been heard in this city. The following numbers
will be played: Adagio, Op. 145 (Spohr), Opus 42 (For
violin alone). (Max Reger): Violin Concerto D Mnor.
Opus r,8 (Max Bruch). first time in San Francisco. Ho-
ther Wismer: Songs—Love Forever, serenade (Brnhms).
Longing at Rest. Cradle Song of the Virgin (Brahms),
with viola ohligato. Mrs. Eva Koenig Friedhofer; Ro-
mance. Opus. 42 (Max Bruch), Pastorale (Mary Carr
Moore), Andnnte Cantabile (Theodore Vogl), San Fran-
cisco Composers; La Chasse (J. B. Cartier). Mr. Wis-

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY CONCERT

For the concert of the Pacific Musical Society to be
given on the evening of Thursday. November 8th. at
the Fairmont Hotel, the president, Mrs. William Henry
Banks, has arranged a program which will not only
be entirely different from previous occasions, but will
prove of derided Interest to those members who arr-

looking for original presentations from time to tinu
The artists engaged for the evening are: Kaietan Atd
the harpist of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestr;i
Miss Augusta Hayden, lyric soprano, and the Mozart
sonata for two pianos, to be played by Miss Esther
Delninger and Mrs. Albert George Lang, both members
of the board of directors of the society.
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MARY GARDEN AN ALLURING CONCERT SINGER

Famous Prima Donna. Assisted by Gutia Casini. Cellist,

and George Lauweryns. Pianist, Present a Well
Chosen Program at Auditorium

By CONSTANCE H. ALEXANDRE
Selby C. Oppenhelmer opened his concert season for

1923-1924 by presenting Mary Garden in a song recital.

She was ass'sted by Gutia Casini. cellist, and George
liauwerjTis, pianist. This was Miss Garden's first ap-

pearance in this city after an absence of close on to

two years. As the prima donna made her entrance upon
the stage of the Civic Auditorium on Sunday afternoon,

October 21, exquisitely gowned in a creation such as

only Mary Garden can wear with grace, the warmth
and spontaneity of the reception accorded her mani-
fested the high esteem in which she is regarded by San
Francisco concert and opera devotees.
For quite a number of years Miss Garden has puzzled

some of the most learned musical connoisseurs and
caused more than one controversy between critics and
vocal authorities as to whether or not she has a voice;

whether she is an exponent of bel canto or if she em-
ploys the more declamatory style of singing. These
questions still remain unsettled in the minds of many.
but the fact is obvious that, no matter what her method
of vocalization is. whether her voice is a good one or
otherwise, this vocal organ is the medium for express-

ing the* most profound and varied human emotions. It

responds to the wishes of its possessor who may be con-
sidered more of an interpretor than a mere vocalist.

Miss Garden, who has an innate susceptibility for the
fine art of nuances as well as to the prevalent atmos-
phere mood of a song, is enabled through her voice to

paint a picture or tell a story in tone colors, conveying
an impression that many another singer, with a more
naturally beautiful endowment, is unable to accomplish.
If Mary Garden is a "voiceless" singer, at least we must
admit she is a brainy one.
Once again Miss Garden interpreted for us the ana

Depu-s le jour from Charpentier's Louise the opera
which, some years ago. brought the name of Mary be-

fore the Parisian public overnight. This is one of the
most beautiful and charming arias in the repertoire of

modern French opera, not only from the melodic point

of view, but also because of the emotional suggestion
in which it is steeped. There is no artist more adapted
to interpret modern music than Miss Garden, for her
style is typically that of the French school. Never d'd
I hear her sing this excerpt with lovelier tone quality.

She colored every mus'cal phrase with delicate lights

and shades and laid equal stress upon coloring every
word, thus revealing the dramatic values contained
therein as well as its poetical import.
The aria from La Boheme and Habanera from Car-

men were Miss Garden's other operatic contributions,
while her songs were of a most diversified character
To each of these Miss Garden gave the full measure of
her artistic impetuosity, which means a super-abund-
ance of imaginative powers, creative skill, musical in-

telligence and that rare and greatly desired attribute-
individuality. Miss Garden is and always will be one
of the most dynamic and fascinating personalities on
the concert and operatic stage.

The name of Gutia Casini is not a new one to us for

his playing made an indelible impression upon those
who heard him here several years ago when he appeared
as assisting artist to Madame Marcella Sembrich and
upon another occasion with Madam Frances Alda. Mr.
Cas'ni is entitled to be mentioned with the foremost
contemporary 'cello virtuosi for he is an artist of the
first magnitude. Mr. Casini is more than an expert
technician who through diligent work has acquired com-
plete mastery of his instrument. A musician of unusual
depth and seriousness of purpose, one who is ent rely

devoid of mannerisms. Mr. Casini plays with an ex-

quisitely luscious and brilliant tone, a pol.shed style

and genuine interpretative instinct.

Upon receiving our programs at this concert, we d's-

covered that it contained a detached slip of paper on
which was printed the words "Corrected Program." It

would have been a better plan to have had st.ll another
corrected program, had time allowed for the printing
of it. as almost every number on the newly arranged
program was changed. If artists are going to substitute
one number for another, which after all is their privi-

lege, why not announce the substitution? Why permit
those who are not so well versed in the standard opera-
tic and concert literature imagine that they are hearing
Mr. Casini play the Rococo Variations by Tschaikowsky
when in reality he is playing an arrangement of a song
by Robert Franz, known to vocalists as Es hat die Rose
sich beklagt Miss Garden did not sing the aria from
Manon Lescaut, but one from La Boheme, ne.ther did
she sing A Romance by Faure but Berceaux by that
composer. It is all very well for those who have for
years attended concerts and have familiarized them-
selves with the various classics to recognze these
changes but for the sake of those not so enlightened it

is only just that they should know what is being played.
How can they be expected to recall a number upon a
second hearing if they don't even know the composi-
tions correct title upon its initial hearing?

NEW BASSO-CANTANTE IN CONCERT

George Shkultetsky, a basso, whose voice is regarded
by all who have heard it as superb, will be heard in
concert on Monday evening. November 12, in the Col-
onial ballroom of the Hotel St. Francis, Mrs. John B.
Casserly will be the able accompanist and the concert.

will be under the direction of Alice Seckels. The pro-

gram is one that will delight Americans and Russians
alike, for it is replete not only with novelties but con-
tains arias from successful Russian operas. The voice
of Shkultetsky has remarkable range descending well
into the region of profundo. but always pure and musi-
cal in its upper register displaying a liquid quality

not usually heard in this type of voice. The news that
Mr. Shkultetsky will be heard in concert has caused
unusual enthusiasm from the many who have heard
him informally since his recent arrival after untoward
adventures which have already been recorded in

these columns. He will draw from an extended reper-

toire numbers by Stolpin, Bleiham. Rubinstein, Rach-
maninoff. Mussorgsky. Glinka. Tschaikowsky. Glier and
Rimsky-Korsakoff as well as the beautiful air from the
Mozart opera, The Magic Flute.

BIG AUDIENCE AT CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT

The sale of single seats for the opening concert of
the Chamber Music Socety, Tuesday evening, October
30, opened Monday morning at Sherman. Clay & Com-
pany. From the lively demand it is evident that Horace
Britt. the distinguished violoncellist, who appears at
this concert as guest artist, will receive a hearty wel-
come from a capacity house. Th's will be Britt's first

appearance here, since leaving San Francisco three
years ago to join the Letz Quartet in New York. He is

exceedingly popular and much admired by the San
Francisco musical public.

The program selected by Louis Persinger for the
opening is remarkably beautiful and well chosen one.
The Schubert C major Qu ntet with the two 'celli con-
tains some of the most entrancingly lovely pages ever
penned in chamber music, and the Schoenberg sestett
first played here by the Chamber Music Society with
May Mukle in the 1921-22 season created such a pro-
found impression that it has been placed on this pro-
gram, this time with Horace Britt. in response to a wide
and general request.
The opportunity of hearing two such superb cellists

as Mr. Britt and Mr. Ferner together on the same pro-
gram is a very rare one and will be much enjoyed.
Single tickets, as well as season seats, can be obtained
at Sherman, Clay & Company up to and including the
concert. ^ «.

HORACE BRITT A WELCOME VISITOR

Horace Britt. the distinguished Belgian violoncellist,
for five years cellist of the Chamber Music Society of
San Francisco and solo cellist of the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra, arrived early this week from New
York preparatory to his appearance at the opening
concert of the Chamber Music Society on Tuesdav eve-
ning, October 30th, at Scottish Rite Hall. Britt will also
appear as soloist with the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra on November 2nd and November 4th. He is

extremely popular here and has a host of friends. This
will be his first appearance in San Francisco since
leaving here three years ago. to join the Letz Quartet
in New York and he is assured of a heartj' welcome by
a capacity house at the Chamber Music Society concert
on October 30th. Mr. Britt expressed himself as de-
lighted at being in San Francisco again and is greatly
elated over the profound impression made by the Cham-
ber Music Society of San Francisco in the east last
year, concerning which eastern musical circles are still

talking'. He declared that the Chamber Music Society
of San Francisco is acknowledged, beyond doubt, to-

gether with the Flonzaley Quartet. London String Quar-
tet and the Letz Quartet, as being among the leaders in
chamber music in the world today.

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Harold Stanton is again to be heard with Lipschultz
and the Music Masters at Loew's Warfield theatre dur-
ing the coming week when the screen attraction will be
May McAvoy in Her Reputation. The Fanchon and
Marco Ideas will present a new blending of music and
mirth wth Elaine Tickner as the prima donna and
Helen FYitsche as the dancer.

PATIENCE AT PLAYERS' CLUB

On Tuesday evening. October 23, we
attended a performance of Gilbert &
Sullivan's opera. Patience, at the Play-

ers' Club and. as on previous occasions,

when listening to the performances at

this institution, we were struck with the

vivaciousness. enthusiasm and ability

which characterized the work of the par-

ticipants. Patience is possibly one of

the most artistic, both from a musical
and dramatic standpoint, light operas
written. While it deals with a fad in

vogue many years ago, its witticisms and
musical gems are appreciated today.
The performance was given under the

musical direction of Eugene Blanchard,
whom we had never before seen in the
role of conductor, and we must confess
that we thoroughly enjoyed his com-
mand of the orchestra and chorus and
his dynamic energy in guiding the per-

formance through its difficult phases
without a hitch or tiresom* dragging.
It was evident that Mr. Blanchard was
in charge and his baton proved the
power that put the production into mo-
tion.

Benjamin J. Purrington, both from a
histrionic and vocal standpoint, met the
requirements of the role of Archibald,
His acting was natural and unaffected
and his singing was characterized by
clear diction and accurate phrasing.
Ruth Scott Laidlaw. as Lady Angela,
sang with excellent taste and acted with
conviction. Blanche Hamilton Fox, as

Lady Jane, was excellent. Vocally she

sang with sonorous and resonant voice

and dramatically she brought out every

point of humor with refined emphasis.

J. Wheaton Chambers, as the major:
Nelson McGee. as the lieutenant, and P.

H. Ward, as the colonel, interpreted

their roles in accordance with artistic

ideals, and the traditions of Gilbert &
Sullivan. They possess fine voices and
sang the difficult "patter" songs with

clear diction and precise emphasis.
Barbara Blanchard sang the title role

with clear and true voice, looked charm-
ing, acted with naturalness and ease

and, indeed, interpreted the role with

effective artistry. It was a pleasure to

listen to her. Peggy Tomson. as Lady
Saphir. and Helen Saunders, as Lady
Ella, added to the beauty of the ensemble
and the proficiency of the cast. The
chorus sang fine and added life to the

performance, while the orchestra played

excellently. Chorus and orchestra are

worthy to be mentioned in detail on this

account, as follows:

Chorus of Rapturous Maidens—Lulu J.

Algar, Adele Burien, Josephine Clement,
Marion Clement, Audrey Fossey, Geor-

giana Foote. Jean Gwynn, Helen Grow-
ney, Meta L. Klinke. Florence Mosher,
Martha McAnear, Dorothy Norman,
Gladys Baimieister, Peggy Shearer, Edith
Smythe, Sally Thomson. Edith West and
Leah June Cohn.
Chorus of Officers of the English Dra-

goons—Elmer Ahl, Charles Dechent. Fred
EUenberger, Louis R. Elario, Hobart

Furman, William Goudie, Jr., Walter H.
Krieger. Russell Lyman. Max McCarthy.
Joseph Allen. William C. Rice, Alonzo F.

Stark.
Orchestra Under the Direction of Eu-

gene Blanchard—Piano, Rachel E. Ward;
violins, Bernice Purrington. Harriet
French: 'cellist. E. G. Swenson. clarinet,
Luda Dorillon.
We almost omitted Reginald Travers

who. as Reginald Bunthorne, gave a
somewhat heavy though humorous in-'
terpretation of this famous role. A. M.

SAN FRANCISCO MUSICAL CLUB

The San Francisco Musical Club will

present the following program at its

meeting on Thursday morning, Novem-
ber 1:

Mozart — Pastorale Variee, Mrs. Wil-
liam Ritter: Secchi—Lungi dal Caro
Bene, Lully—Bois Etais (air from Aman-
dis. 1684), Handel—Ombra Mai Pu (air
serse). Bach—My Heart Ever Faithful,
Mrs, Edward Lichtenberg, Mrs. Cecil
Hollis Stone at the piano: Tartini—An-
dante Bocchevini—Rondo. Mary Cather-
ine Sherwood, Maybel Sherburne West
at the piano: Scarlatti—O Cessate di
piagarmi, Rinaldo da Capua—Aria-Volo-
greso Dal sen del caro sposo. Gluck—

O

del mio dolce ardor, Scarlatti—Se Flor-
indo e fedele. Mrs. Reginald MacKay.
Maybel Sherburne West at the piano:
Beethoven—Minuette. Turini—Allegretto,
Brahms—Valse, Marie Hughes Mac-
quarrie.

JOSEPH G. JACOBSON'S PUPILS
On October 26 some of the pupils of

Joseph George Jacobson will give a re-
cital in the music hall of the Baldwin
Piano Company on Sutter street. An-
other recital will be given November 3 in
the music room of the Public Library.
Gladys Ivanelle Wilson has been engaged
to appear on the program arranged by
Mme. Vought at the Fitzgerald Memorial
Church on Bush street November 5. She
will also play November 1 at the Civic
Auditorium, at which concert Sam Ro-
detsky has been engaged to appear.
Marian Patricia Cavanaugh plaved at
Ebell Hall in Oakland Octoher IS. Sam
Rodetsky appeared at the Women's
Press Club concert and in Colma at a
recital given by Miss M. Guaraldi. Myrtle
Harriet Jacobs will play at two of the
moving picture houses during music
week. Mrs. .Marion Ford will play at
the concert of the San Francisco Teach-
ers' College and Florence Reid at a re-
cital to be given at the Mission Church.

Following is the program given Octo-
ber 26: Festival March, for two pianos.
Myrtle Waitman and Dorothy Kaas; Ma-
zurka (Godard) and .March of the Dwarfs
(Grieg I, Florence Reid: Allegro (BachI,
Impromptu (Schubert). Dorothy Kaas;
La Fileuse (Raff), polichinelle (Rach-
maninoff), Myrtle Waitman; Le Ruisseau
(Wollenhaupt). Alia Mazurka (Nem-
crewski), Antoinette Rathman; Murmur-
ing Zephyrs (Jensen), Pas des Aniphores
(ChaminadeK Myrtle Jacobs: Valse
(Chopin), Moment Musical (Moszkowski)
Marion Ford; Valse (Chopin), Fantasie
Impromptu (ChopinJ, Margaret Lewis.
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LOS ANGELES, Oct 23,—Frances Alda, prima donna
soprano of the Metropolitan Opera Company of New
York, opened L. E. Behymer's Tuesday evening Philhar-
monic Course auspiciously both In regard to her own
art as to (he audience nhith well nigh tilled the large

house. Apropos. Behymer indeed Is offering recital

courses of unsurpassed quality. Alda sings beautifully.
Some think that her voice sounded better even than
when she was here a few years ago. There Is no ques-
tion that she is a vocalist of exceptional merit who
wins her audience through sheer quality of tone and
Interpretation. Alda does not belong to the prima donna
type of the "singing actress"' type. I have not heard
her in opera, but on the concert stage she wins her
success with her voice and what is "back of it." refine-

ment, musicianship, style. It is, rerhaps. for that reason
that a group or two of her program went by until the
singer had fully won the appreciation of her audience.
Nor does Alda in the building of her serious, worthwhile
program make any b d for easily-won applause. Her
encores are. like her program selections, of high
standard While she does not evoke overwhelming ap-
plause, yet she sincerely touches the hearts of her
audience. Barring high notes which will not stand
heavy dynamic weight and a light cloudiness in the
middle reg'ster tones in the entire wide range are of
lovely quality and diction nearly always clear no mat-
ter what language.

Superb. Indeed, was her presentation of Marguerite's
prison scene aria from Boilos Melistofele. It is one of

the most difficult vocal numbers as it demands dra-

matic calibre and volatile coloratura quality and Alda
rose brilliantly to the occasion, emotionally delineating
the various episodes uf the big aria tellingly. She
nuances exqu sitely as for instance in the Mozart aria,

II re pastore. where the finely spun tones of her voice
could be all the more admired when interlaced with
the i>erfectly adapted viola solo of Lionel Tertis, of

whom more anon. Whether she sings Rachmaninoff's
Soldier's Bride, or Soft Footed Snow by Lie. one can
always enjoy beautiful shading, unaffected, truly human
feeling. Little wonder that she had to give as many
as triple encores.
As for Lionel Tertis, all the exceptional praise ad-

vance notices have bestowed on this viola player are
true. He is a virtuoso as well as deeply-feeling player.

His tones are almost as sweetly sonorous as if he were
playing a viola damour. They are round, mellow

—

idealized clarinet tones one might say. There is no
harshness in his viola. They are sweet as those of a
violin, lucid, but darker, of a pathos denied to the
violin. In fact, there is a versatility of characterization
In the viola playing of Tetris which the sister instru-
ment does not possess, hence the Tambourin Chinois of
Krt'isItT becanif doubly quaint His own composition.
Sunset, bespeaks his temperament, as it is quiet, poetic,
sympathetically unpretentious. One would really love
to hear this viola virtuoso in a program of bis own Not
to forget Miss Margaret Hughes of San Francisco, I be-
lieve, who accompanies most artistically.

Young as the season Is we have had a sensation In
the line of uUramodem music when Calmon Luboviski,
violinist, and May Macdonald Hope, planlste, afforded
us the Pacific coast premiere of Ernest Bloch's sonata
at the I^s Angeles Trio concert. It Is exceedingly dif-

ficult to write amout harmonically so arbitrary a work
as this, more difficult yet to comment Intelligently.
The opus Is atonal to an utter extent. There is no key
signature. Technically it Is of the same disregard, that
Im to say. extremely difficult. One must, therefore, at
the very outset, state two things. Musical Los Angeles
is greatly Indebted to these two artists who have re-

hearsed hard In the face of an anticipation that only
few people would like the work and most people would
not undertsand It. It was a labor of love for the sake
of giving the modems the opportunity to which they
ari" entitled, in order lo provide for us the opportunity
of preparing us for the day when quarter-lone music
will be Just the thing. (Who does not think of Mme.
Pompadour and her Apres mol le deluge—After me the
deluge). Ik'splle the very difficulties the two players
succeeded to give an impressive performance, although
one cannot but feel that the composer spites his own
efforts by writing in this manner. In many regards a
compelling work, of almost primitive vigor, In the more
lyric movement of subtle appeal, there is In this move-
ment melodic material of decided charm, not unlike the
musical idiom and subject one admired so strongly in
the same compOHcr's tone poem. Winter, played here
under Mr. Itolhuell two seasons qko. On the whole the
sonata requiret* ttev. nil hearings before a definite Judg-
ment can be given. Suffir e to say that It Is Ihematically
and rhythmically much broken up, of nervous energy,
great big sweeping i limuxes are rare. There Is much
reiteration o( very brief fraKnienla of themes, rhythmic
n'petHtnn not unlike that of Stravinsky. One also feels
the Influence of Slrauss To repeat, the players deserve
warm recognition for devoting Ihemselves to a work
of limited appeal and one hopes that the cordial applause
directed more to them than to the opus will induce them
to continue their sponitorshlp of the new composers.

FlTZCERALD'S-FoT the cAdvancement of SMuik

MARIE SUNDELIUS
One of the Leading Sopranos of

Metropolitan Opera Co., who will

appear in Los Angeles, Nov. 29.

Possessing a great voice and a
highly cherished reputation. Miss
Sundelius advances them both by
using only the KXABE PIANO.

HILL STREET AT 7S7-72&

KNABE PIANO USED EXCLUSIVELY
One can speak briefly of the presentations of the

Mendelssohn D minor trio and of the Smetana G minor
trios, for the performance was delightful in every re-

gard. May Macdonald Hope, notwithstanding recent
Indisposition (in fact swellings on a finger had to be
lanced and were not yet healed) played with unusually
facile technic and well shaded tone quality. Mr. Lubo-
viski's violin sounded particularly well in the farm
stains of the Bohemian work, while one always enjoys
the splendid musicianship of the cellist, Ilya Bronson,
whose fine poise adds much to the ensemble balance of

the trio. In conclusion there was much applause after

each movement of both works, not lo forget flowers for

the pianiste.

Including on their programs for the coming season
numbers for the most unusual instrumental combina-
tions and numbers of ultra-modern character of the
most interesting order, the Los Angeles Chamber Music
Society bids fair to become one of the world's outstand-
ing organizations of its type. Besides presenting an
array of the classics of standard order, it is delving into

a world of music which includes manuscripts of the
foremost American and European composers of today.
Arthur Bliss stands as one of the foremost figures in

English music and on the first program of the twelve
to be presented during the winter, two of the recent
compositions of this will be played. "Conversat'on" is

scored for fiute. oboe, violin, viola and cello. "Madam
Noy." which was so successfully presented last season,
will be played again on this program. On the same eve-
ning a Beethoven Quintet for oboe, clarinet, French
horn, bassoon and piano, and a Mozart Trio will be
heard.
A number by the French composer, Chauson, is "Chan-

son Perpetuelle" for string quartet, voice and piano
Gertrude Auld Thomas will be the assisting artist in

this, taking the soprano part. It is worthy of mention
that in this number the voice is treated more like an
orchestral instrument than a soloist with ensemble ac-

companiment. Another French number to be played is

by Cermaine Trilleferre, entitled "Image." This is scored
for strings, flute, clarinet, piano and celeste. This is

the first time this instrument wilt have been used in

Los Angeles In any chamber music program. Debussy
will be represented by a quintet. Menu, also French.
will likewise have a composition for string quartet
played.

Schoenberg's "Verklarte Nacht" (Glorious Night) is

to be given, and this will be one of the few numbers
from this composer's pen to be played in California this
year. The composer has been called "Germany's bad
boy" because he has broken every rule of the classic
and romantic composers made a new set for himself,
and broken these. The Belgian composer, Jongen has
likewise written chamber music that has never been
heard here; one of his trios Is to he presented this seas-
on. A quartet by Hlndermith will also be performed.

Sylvain Noack. the first violinist. Is arranging an Ail-
American program which will probably be played in
January. On this program it Is quite possible that he
will perform John Alden Carpenter's Violin Sonata. A
number for string quartet and liarp by Inglebrecht Is

also listed as one of the season's moderns. Besides
the compoKitions mentioned, Mozart, Beethoven and
Mendelssohn, most famous of the standard writers for
chamber music, will be generously represented. Other
classicists will likewise find a place on the program.
On December 21 the Chamber Music Society of San

Francisco, an organization consisting of Louis Persing-
er, violinist: Louis Ford, second violin; Nathan Fire-
stone, vlollst. and Walter Ferner, violoncellist, will be
guest artists, playing an entertaining recital. One of
the roost noteworthy events of the season will take
place on April 11, when the London String Quartet will
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play. They were heard here last season, but without
their regular first violinist, James Levy, who will be
with them this year. Thomas W. Petre. H. Waldo War-
ner and C. Warwick-Evans are the other artists.

Two American sonatas for violin and piano were
played the other evening by Sol Cohen and Edna Gun-
nar Peterson at the Hollywood Musicians Club when
works by John Powell and Cecil Burleigh had their local
premieres. The Sonata Virginianesque by John Powell
is based mostly on airs and dance tunes of the first

English colony, including a Virginia reel wh^ch sets
one's feet a-tappng. Powell, with few exceptions adapts
his harmonization to the original spirit of the tunes. In
the first two movements the piano part, while by no
means easy, for Powell himself is a brilliant piano vir-

tuoso, is, however, not as interesting as in the last move-
ment where the composer r'ses to very clever elabora-
tion of his material in both instruments, rhythmically
and polyrhonically. Altogether it is a tuneful work,
never deep, but always appealing to the public in its

sp'rit and musical flow.

Cecil Burleigh's Ascension Sonata, heralded by Mr.
Cohen as "very spiritual," did not give that impression,
at least on first hearing. If one were not to hear the
coming of the Saviour, his persecution by the mob and
his ascension in the music, it might prove more effec-

tive. As it is, however, it seems, while interesting in
parts, labored, a rather unsatisfactory technical strug-
gle to express one of the greatest events in human
history on two instruments. Burleigh may be gong
his own way, and even a spiritual path at that, but
the reviewer, failed to perceive. Sincere thanks are
due to the two performers, who. despite busy days of
teaching, found time to tackle these difficult scores,
thus making a plea for our own composers

Alice Forsyth Mosher was heard in a group of songs
includ ng three by Hallette Gilberte. (A Rose and a
Dream) Mrs. M. Hennion Robinson, (Butterflies) and by
Sol Cohen. Hers is a lovely soprano which she uses
with good diction and a well nuanced sotto voce. Mrs.
Carl Henry Arbens is a good accompanist.

Southern California band contest plans were fur-
thered when leading band masters met under the aus-
pices of the Civic Music and Art Associat'on. A. M.
Perry, Assistant Dean College of Music, U. S. C, acting
as chairman of the association committee on band. E. B.
de Groot. chief executive of Boy Scouts, directing
chairman of the consulting committee About seventy
bands, numbering approximately 4,000 players, are ex-
pected to partic'pate in. the contest, not counting thous-
ands of their friends who will accompany their home
bands. Two or three days during National Music Week,
to be held here May 4-11, 1924. will be given over to the
greatest band contest held in the Pacific West The
territory from which competing bands will be admitted
reaches north to Santa Barbara and Bakersfield. in the
northeast to Bishop, in the south to San Diego, includ-
ing these communities. Valuable cash prizes and tro-
phies will be awarded.
No professional bands will participate in the contest,

the purpose of which is to stimulate active interest in
volunteer bands, while in view of public interest ar-
rangements will be made to secure the entries from
army, navy and national guard bands, letter carriers,
firemen's and poP-ceraen's bands. Two or three contest
classes will be established for school bands, foremost
h'gh school bands, concertizing and marching. Another
group will include industrial bands and fraternal, also
a separate unit for college bands.
Numerous band entries are expected from smaller

towns throughout Southern California. Alexander
Stewart, Pacific Coast community music organizer for
Community Serv'ce. Inc., and executive secretary of the
Civic Music and Art Association arranging the contest,
is opening negotiations with various Southern California
Chambers of Commerce to finance transportation of
their local bands to Los Angeles for the contest. In-
quiries about the Southern Calfomia band contest will
be answered by E. B. de Groot. Boy Scout Headquarters,
telephone. University 0414, 930 West 39th Street, who
is collaborating with A. M. Perry. FYank Carruthers,
Dr. E M. Hinman. Charles B Moore. George Isbell,
Alexander Stewart, who also attended yesterday's com-
mittee meet-ng. Another consultation of the committee
will be held in two weeks.

All music organizations '"n Los Angeles may be com*
bined into one central body to be known as the Los
Angeles County Music Federation as a result of a
meeting to be held at the Chamber of Commerce,
October 30, at 3:30 p. m. Th-'s meeting was arranged
by representatives of the leading music organizations,
and the Chamber of Commerce, at a gathering this
week, which was called and presided over by Mrs.
Bessie Bartlett Frankel. first vice-president of the Na-
tional Federation of Music Clubs. Detailed working
plans for the new organization, it was stated today, will
be arranged at the coming meeting.

Mrs. Frankel. when seen after the meeting, gave the
following details regarding the proposed federation:
"The Los Angeles County Music Federation is to act
as a musical clearing house. It will bring into working
relation within the county all organizations directly or
indirectly interested in music, thus developing and
maintaining a higher standard of music. The federation
will further the interests of all organizations and favor
none while correlating activities and eliminate duplica-
tion of purposes. It will work for the musical good of
Los Angeles.
"The general consensus of opinion of those present

as expressed in a resolution adopted shows that the
need for such an organization is recognized. Each club
will have one delegate only no matter what its size of

membership. Of course, the vote taken this noon is not
binding upon the organizations represented, but the
various club presidents will lay the matter before their

board. Only organizations, not individuals, are eligible

for membership. No, we did not discuss any specific

aims of the federation nor have we any definite measure
beyond the resolution of organization."
Ben F. Pearson, president of the Civic Music and Art

Association of Los Angeles, was among those who in-

dorsed the principle of the proposed Los Angeles County
Music Federaton. "There should be the closest possible
relationship between the proposed Los Angeles County
Music Federation and Civic Music and Art Association
of Los Angeles formed during Music Week last May.
"Membership in our association is open to individuals

as well as to organizations, inasmuch as the Civic
Music and Art Associat'on aims at the development
of higher citizenship through music, thereby uniting
various groups heretofore divided by racial, social and
industrial misunderstandings. The work done by our or-

ganization has thus proven mutually beneficial.

Regarding the proposed Los Angeles County Music
Federation it would be a wonderful achievement if an
organization were formed to guarantee to the Civic
Music and Art Association support in the furtherance
of its civic ideals toward higher citizenship through
art, to enable the people of Los Angeles to become the
creators of their own artistic enjoyment by lending
their support to the great public-spirited art enter-
prises of this community, as well as to provide them-
selves the mean for such recreation on a larger scale

by the erection of a Municipal Auditorium."
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Mrs. J. J. Carter, founder and prime (actor toward
tbe continued success ot the Hollywood Bowl open-

air symptiony season, will, when this reaches the

readers, be on her transcontinental trip to study orches-

tral and comTuunity music conditions in important
cities Mrs. Carter, following the phenomenal success

of the second season, has received numerous invitations

from the middle west and the east to address civic

organizations on niusic.il community problems which
she solves so well. The journey will also be for re-

cuperation to pive the musical godmother of the people

a little relief from the many and trying duties which
rest on her when she is in Los Angeles. Mrs. Carter
has long ceased to be only a community worker for the

suburb of Hollywood She is one of the prominent
figures in tbe musical life of this city and with this

wider sphere of activities her constructive vision of

music for all the people has grown. As this goes to

press "1-ady Carter" will have spoken to various musical
and civic bodies in San Francisco. Los Angeles wishes
her godspeed and a happy return, because it can under
no circumstances be said of her that "she never will

be missed." much as Mr. Gilbert of light opera fame
may be quoted otherwise

WAGNER CONCERT OPENS NEW SERIES

By Nelle Gothold

When that great adventurous spirit. Claudio Monte-
verde, nearly three hundred years ago made himself
responsible for the first feeble utterances of an or-

chestra that tried to sty something for itself, his revela-
tion of the charm that lies in exploring the resources of

instrumentation made ro.'*sihle such glorious presenta-
tions as an evening of Wagnerian Music Drama which
thrilled the vast audience that crowded the Philhar-
monic Auditor'um last Monday evening. The concert
offered a combination of orchestral and vocal selections
with Margaret Matjienauor. El'zabeth Rothwell. and
Clarence Whilehill as solo'sts. supported by the mar-
velous ensemble of the PhMharmonlc Orchestra.
The opening number from one of Waener's best

known Lyric Operas was "Overture" from Rienzi. which
was rendered with excellence and splendid spirit by the
orchestra under the baton of Walter Henry Rothwell.
who directs without superfluous flourishes this group of
skilled musicians. The Introduction to Act III from
Lohengrin was another brilliant and dazzling accom-
plishment for the orchestra
Mme. Rothwell. wife of the director of the orchestra,

was most enthusiastically received in her group of
Bonrs. "Im Tre'bhaus." "Traume." and "Schmerzen."
In which she gave evidence of thorough understanding
of the text as well as keen Intellect In using her clear
nbrant voice Numerous floral tributes were given
both Mme Rothwell and Mme Matzenauer. Perhaps
the greatest ovation ever accorded any artist in Los
Angeles was ih.it given Mme Matzenauer. who sang
Erda's Warning from Das Re'nsoM and Rrangiine's Call
from Tristan and Isolde. So great was the storm of ap-
pliuse that she was obliged to repeat her second num-
IXT, which was the only encore offered during the
evening, the other artists being recalled many times
but not responding With her luscious rich full tones
and an abundance of reserve force, dramatic Interpreta-
tion comb'ned with grace and power, her singing proved
most satisfying.

In Wolfram's Address to the Nobles from Tannhauser.
Clarence Whitehlll displayed much depth of feeling and
•rtistry. While his voire at times seemed somewhat
lacking In proportion to the dramatic significance of the
selettlon. yet In WoUn's Farewell from Die Walkure,
he manifested perfect undersUndlng of text and remark-
able vocal ablllly
With the concluding number comprising the first and

second scones from Act II of I»hengrln. the ensemble
give full sway to dramal'c Intensity and authoritative
interpretation. Much credU is due the orchestra and
Mr Rothwell for their splendid support of these superb
soloists In this the brilliant opanlns of the new Audi-
torium Series.

SCHIPA TO SING HERE

Tito Schlpa. the famous tenor of the Chicago Opera
Association, will be the next great concert star to ap-
pear in San Francisco. Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer
having arranged for two recitals for this peerless artist
at the Columbia theatre on the Sunday afternoons of
November 4th and "11th Schipa. whose successes in
this country have been unusually great, in concert as
well as in opera, first came to America two years ago,
lauded by the Italians and by the enthusiastic music
lovers of South Amer ca. as one of the world's foremost
lyric tenors. His debut with the Chicago Opera Com-
pany confirmed this, and so immediate was his success
with the operatic organization that for a time his entire
time was consumed in inierpreting his many operatic
roles, but last year he finally found time for a few con-
certs, and so quickly was he recognized by the most emi-
nent writers in New York and Chicago, as a recitalist of
the first rank, that his managers, Evans and Salter, who
also direct the tours of Calli-t urci I.hevinne and other
noted artists, induced him to shorten his operatic con-
tract in Chicago and devote a large part of his time to
recitals, hence his present transcontinental tour, which
is proving a sensation in every way.

Following Schlpa in this series will come Efrem Zim-
balist. the famous Russian violinist, who is extremely
popular in San Francisco, and who on November 18th
will appear in the first rec tal that he has given in this
city in many years, his previous appearance having been
confined for some time to symphonic solo engagements.
Zmbalist of all present-day violinists has come to the
front by steady and sure strides, and today his place in
the sun is assured.

Josef Lhevinne. the ever-popular pianist, will appear
at the Columbia on Sunday afternoon, November 25th,
in a special program. Lhevinne will also play in the
ballroom of the St. Francis on Monday afternoon, No-
vember 19th as the second artist in the Alice Seckels
series, and these two events will be only appearances
of the Russian player in San Francisco this season.
An event of extraordinary importance will be the joint
recital scheduled for Arthur Rubinstein, pianist and
Paul Kochanski. violinist on Sunday afternoon. Decem-
ber 9th. These fine artists of the Russian school are
leaders in their sphere, and a sonata recital, in which
solo numbers will be included is unusual for the west,
and has already gained much attent on Anna Case, the
beautiful, comes on Sunday afternoon, December 16th.
Season reservations for the entire series, which will
be extended to cover the Sunday afternoons during
1924, with artists of equal rank to the above, are now
being made at the Oppenheimer ticket office at Sher-
man, Clay & Co '8.

MOISEIVITCH AND HEITFETZ RESEIklBLANCE
Admittedly the Elwyn Art st Series "got oft to a

good start" two weeks ago with the Matzenauer-Wh'te-
hill joint recital, and it was said that if the standard
was upheld, the series would be a financial as well as
artistic success. Yhat this standard will be consistently
held is seen In the announcement that the second at-

traction will be the return to this city in recital of Ben-
no Moiseivitsch, noted Russian pianist, on the Elwyn
Artist Series at the Curran Friday matinee November 9.

Compared most frei|uently with only the masters of
the piano-forte, and in manner and style to the incom-
parable violinist, Heifetz, Moiseivitsch has earned for
himself a prodigious reputation. Comparison of a pian-
ist with a violinist may appear vague, but this particu-
lar comparison is often made by reason of the fact that
lleifotz and Mo'seivitsch have so much in common.
Both are young men. Both accomplished the rare feat
of achieving almost Instant recognition in this countr>'.
Both are noted for a phenomenal agility in finger work,
and for a technique so facile that It seems almost to
disappear. In other words, technique with these men
is so perfect that It is only a means of expression and
not a goal.

Other attractions on the Elwyn Artist Series which
follow Moiseivitsch are: Jascha Heifetz. Moriz Rosen-
thal, Mario Chamlee. Quartet of Victor Artists—Olive
Kline, Elsie Baker. Lambert Murphy. Royal Dadmun—
.Mozart's Opera Comiques The Impresario and CosI
Fan Tulle. Rcinald Werrenrath and Maria Ivogun For
the nine events, including Moiseivitsch, that remain on
the Elwyn Artist Series, there are still available a limit-
ed number of season tickets which represent a substan-
tial saving as compared with single admission prices.

FIRST "POP" AND SECOND REGULAR SYll^PHONY

Tomorrow afternoon in the Curran Theatre the San
Ftancisco Symphony Orchestra, under the leadership
of Alfred Hertz, will give the first concert in its Popular
Series, an attractive program of light numbers having
been arranged for the occasion. The Popular Concerts
are so-called not only because of the character of the
programs presented, but also because of the public re-
sponse, sold-out houses being the rule at each of these
events.
Sunday's program will consist of the overture to

Raymond by Thomas, Smetana's symphonic poem,
Vltava, the orchestral suite from Rimsky-Korsakow's
opera The Tsar Saltan. Ravel's Mother Goose Suite, the
well known Kreisler Caprice Viennois orchestrated by
Hertz, and the overture to Weber's Der Freischutz. The
Rimsky-Korsakow number is new in the orchestra's
repertoire and will be given its first San Francisco
hearing at this concert.
For the second pair of regular sjTnphony concerts to

he given next Friday and Sunday afternoons at the
Curran, Horace Britt, former solo 'cellist with the
s>Tuphony. will appear as soloist, and judging from box
office reports, capacity audiences will be on hand to
greet him on both occasions. Britt will also appear with
the Chamber Music Society next Tuesday evening, and
music lovers will no doubt enthusiastically welcome the
opportunity to greet him on these three occasions At
the symphony pair he will perform Ernest Bloch's
Schelomo, a Hebrew Rhapsody for solo 'cello and or-
chestra, a work which he introduced to San Francisco
during the 1918-19 season. The purely orchestral por-
tion of next weeks' program will consist of the Saint-
Saens Symphony No 2 in X minor, and Charpentier's
suite. Impressions d'ltalie, two new works in the or-
chestra's repertoire.

SYMPHONIC ENSEMBLE CONCERTS

Alexander Saslavski. director of the Symphonic En-
semble of San Francisco, which is to beg'n a series of
twelve concerts on Tuesday evening, November 13, in
the Bohemian Club jinks room, returned a few days ago
from New York, where he was purchasing music and
engaging artists. The concerts are to be distinctive
from any others presented here this season, owing to
the instrumental combinations to be employed.

"It will be a symphony in miniature, without Infring-
ing on the domain of the symphony orchestra, as ii

will never exceed fourteen instruments." said Saslavski
recently. "The compositions we will present are the
larger forms of chamber music—combinations of wood-
wind and strings, brass and strings, piano with harp
and woodwind, etc."

Saslavski has secured a large number of interesting
scores and will direct the ensemble in w-orks that have
never been heard here. Among works that he found in
New York are four Stravlnski settings of folksongs
and Saint-Saens' "Carneval des Animaux." scored for
two pianos, two violins, viola, cello, ba^s. liule. clarinet,
harmonica and xylophone. Max Gegna. the Russian
cellist, will arrive in a few days to begin rehearsals.

HALF-HOUR OF MUSIC AT GREEK THEATRE

For the half-hour of music In Greek Theatre Sunday
afternoon a program will be presented under the direc-
tion of Mrs. MackayCantell. The artists will be Eva
Koenig Friedhofer. mezzo. Mary Groom Richards, con-
tralto, L>'man Hull North, tenor, and Irene Miller, pian-
ist, who will appear in the following program: Piano

—

(a) Nocturne, op. 9. No. 1 (Chopin), lb) Mazurka, op.
30. No. 4 (Chopin). Irene Millier; Tenor soil— (a) Beau
Soir (Debussy), (b) The Spirit Flower (CampbellTlll-
ton), (cl TTiere Is No Death (O'Hara), Lyman Hull
North: Contralto soil— (a) Until (Wilfred .Sanderson),
(b) Rachem (Manna Zucca), (cl Inter nos (MacSa-
byen), (d) The Fields of Beleclair (Florcnt Turner
Maley), .Mary Groom Richards: Piano— (a) Japanese
sketch (MackayCantell). (b) Geisha Dance (Mackay-
Cantell), Irene Millier: Mezzo soli— (a) June (Mrs. H.
H. A. Beach), (b) Sleeping Princess (Borodine). (o
Herziges Magdelein (Dargomishsky). Eva Koenig Fried-
hofer: Duet—Voyagers (Wilfred Sanderson). This will
be the final concert of the season. The half-hour pro-
grams will open again the first Sunday in April, 1924.
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S. F. SYMPHONY CONCERT

(Continued from Page I. Col. 2)

and without rhyme or reason There
is occasionally a distinct characteristic

Spanish color and the rhythm is unques-
tionably decisive and exhilarating Spe-

cially enjoyable is an occasional violin,

cello and harp solo, excellently inter-

preted by Louis Persinger, Walter Fer-

ner and Kajetan -Attl, and the celeste is

used quite frequently. But somehow it

seems to us that Mr. Ravel, like so many
ultra modern composers, makes much
ado about nothing, investing these sim-

ple Spanish tolk melodies, as it were.

with an overwhelming array of contra-

puntal and harmonic combinations that

practically bury their simplicity beneath

their heavy and noisy score. However,

tastes differ and, no doubt, most people

thoroughly enjoyed the novelty of the

treatment.
The audience took advantage of the

close of the first part of the program to

bestow upon Mr. Hertz the full measure

ot its affection. He was called out time

and time again, and with his well known
fairness asked the orchestra to share in

the tribute. Numerous floral pieces were
banked upon the stage, reflecting the

special admiration of prominent music
lovers, and altogether Mr. Hertz has rea-

son to thoroughly enjoy another artistic

tritmiph. We hear upon good authority

that the Sunday concert was also crowd-
ed and the enthusiasm duplicated. It is

a good sign for any city when the mu-
sical public shows up in sufficient num-
bers_ and displays sufficient enthusiasm
to prove that symphony concerts attract

constantly increasing numbers and do
not tire the people.

LOS ANGELES SYMPHONY CONCERT

(Continued from Page 1. Col. 4)

Rothwell and expressed to both their

heartfelt appreciation of what is being
done for them in the way ot higher
music. The writer was glad to be among
those present for he noticed that both
iMr. Clark and Jlr. Rothwell enjoyed this

experience, although their hands, no
doubt, must have been pretty well worn
out by the time two thousand people
had shaken them.

After the concerts the audience par-

took of refreshments in the lobby of the

theatre, which part of the reception was
under the supervision of Mrs. Caroline

E, Smith, secretary-manager of the Phil-

harmonic Orchestra. It was a public re-

ception with a vengeance, for the lobby
adjoins the sidewalk, than which there

is nothing more public in any community.
Mr. Clark and Mr. Rothwell have rea-

son to feel gratified with the result of

this first pair of concerts of the fifth sea-

son. Notwithstanding the fact that musi-
cal activities continue in Los Angeles
during the summer, the attendance of

these winter concerts are always increas-

ing, which proves that there is a de-

mand for regular symphony concerts in

the Southland. Mr. Clark is willing to

give the people of Los Angeles these con-

certs at great personal expense, and we
feel that this generous gift should be ap-

preciated with gratitude, unless someone
else were willing to relieve Mr. Clark
from his financial responsibility in this

respect.

Warren D, Allen, organist of Stanford
University, will present the following
programs at Stanford Memorial Church:
Thursday, October 25, at 4:15 p. m.

—

Prelude, Fugue and Variation (Cesar
Franck) : Marche Xuptiale (.\lex, Guil-

mant): Litany—"Rest in Peace, All
Souls Departed" (Franz Schubert I: Alle-
gro Deciso (Henri Dallier). Sunday,
October 28, at 4 p. m.—Vesper Musical
Service—Thursday's program will be re-

peated. Tuesday, October 30, at 4:15 p,
m,—Fugue in A minor (J, S. Bach);
Canon in B minor (Schumann) Sunset
Shadows (George W. Andrewsl: Fiat
Lux! (Let There Be Light!) (Th.
Dubois).

William Andrew Clark, Jr., who is

founder of the Philharmonic Orchestra
of Los Angeles, has extended the time
for the submitting of compositions to be
judged for the prizes offered by him, un-
til January 1, 1924. All other conditions
governing the contest remain the same;
for the best symphony or syphonic poem
$1000 is proffered and for the best cham-
ber-music composition the prize is J500.

HAVE YOU REGISTERED
in the

Musical Blue Book

CALIFORNIA?

IF NOT. APPLY FOR
REGISTRATION

BLANKS

NOW!

There Is Still Time to Reserve

Advertising Space in This

BLUE BOOK
The Very Best Musical Adver-

tising Medium in California.

Do Not Delay Any Longer,

But Apply at Once to

MUSICAL REVIEW
COMPANY

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg,

San Francisco

Room 610 808 So. Broadway

Los Angeles, Calif.

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI

1314 Learenn-orth St. Pho • Prospect 9253

ALMA SCHMIDT.KENNEDY

Ph

PIANIST
idlo: 1S37 Enrlld .\v«
r»ne RerkcIeT- AMM.

Berkeltr,

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

80.-. Kohler A Chaiie Bid. Tel. Sntter T3S7

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio. 603-A04 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearnr 54M

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(TME S.^X FRANCISCO BANK)

SAVINGS COM.VIERCIAL
I.NCORPORATED FEBRLARY 10th, 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks la California,
the Assets of which have never been increased
by mergers or consolidations with other Banks.

Member .\ssociated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

JUNE 30th, 1923
Assets $86,255,685.28
Deposits 82,455,685.28
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PREilDIO DISTRICT BRANCH CIcroent St. and 7th Ave.
HAIGHT STREET BRAN'CH Haicht and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave. and UUoa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (4}^)
per cent per annum was declared. Interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN
VOICE—GlITAK

3428 Milvio St. Berkeley TTUrKJ

706 Kohler & Chase—WedneNdar

LEILA B. GRAVES
L^ RIC SOPRAXO--VOICE CI LTl RE
Available for Concerta and Recitals

Studio: 150 Central Ave. Tel. Park 1034

MISS WELCOME LEVY

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Mm. .Voah llrandt
2311 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore 1522

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
PUNO

Kokler « Ckai
KearDT ^4!i4

Joseph George Jacobson

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

SIGMUND BEEL
Master ClasiteM for Violin

Studio Building^, 1373 Ponf Street
Tel. Protfpect 757

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
SOPRANO

Teacher of SlnKlne; Studio. Tuesday and
Friday. Kohler A Chase Uldg., S. F.; Resi-
dence Studio, Kit: Santa Rosa Ave.. Oak-

liind. I'hune Huniboidt 1!H.

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC
.Uunlc School)

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON

Madame Charles Poulter-Soprano Brandt's Conservatory of MusicVoice Cul
Kesidence Studio. MS -Tth Street

Oakland—Tel. Oakland 207»

Lizetta Kalova Violinist
.AVAILABLE FOR CO.VCERTS

Studiott; 1141) Hif^h Court. Derkelerj
Heine Olds.. San Francisco

Telephone B ;!}I42-J

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
AnDonncea the opening^ of her new Resi-
dence Studio. Clark Apts.. Apt. 26—138

Phone Proapect

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Cnltore. Suite "C** Kohler & Chaae
Bnlldlne. Telephone Kearny &454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OF SCHOLA CANTORUM,

PARIS
OROAVTIST IIT. MARY'S CATHBDBAI/

2211 SCOTT ST» Bet. Clay & Washln^o
Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrs. Noah Brandt, Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist. Temple Emana El. Con-
cert and Church \\ ork. Vocal Instruc-
tion. 2.'>.^9 Clay St^ Phone West 4S»0.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

Rea. TeL Bayvle
• Kearny 5454

EVA M. GARCIA
PI.VNIST .VXD TE.VCHER

4152 Hone St. Tel. Piedmont 4»0S

MARY CARR MOOBE—SONGS

Pub. AVESLEV WEBSTER

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
violinist and Teacher. Head of Violin Dept.,

MYNARD S. JONES
TEACHER OF SINGING

.ARRILLAGA MrSIC.*.L COLLEGE
2315 Jackxou St. Tel. We»t 4

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St Phone Kearny 293*

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berl<eley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av.. Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St Phone West 1«9S

MACKENZIE eOROON
8832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 134T

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washineton St. Tel. Franklin 3321

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5464

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

ADELE ULMAN
178 Commonweaith Ave. Phone Pac. 33

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRAD!
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 64t4

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1111

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough Street Near Chestnut

No artist or teacher can become known
without publicity. No paper can give
you more dignified publicity than the
Pacific Coast Musical Review. Subscrip-
tion price $3 per year.
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Joseph Greven PAUL STEINDORFF^ MASTER COACH
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

S741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayvlew 5278

MASTER COACH
ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA

In All Languagea
S302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. Winiam Steinbach
VOItK ri I.TIKE

<<lildla:

02 KUIII.ER « niASE ilLDCi.

For Church. Clab and name EntertaJnmenta I'SE READINGS WITH MUSIC bT
CAI.IFORMA'S GII'-'rED MUSICIAN. FRIEDA PEVCKE. Her latest numberKS
THE CHILD .NEXT DOOR. OH! HENRY WHAT IS IT; Each 30 eenta. US
T%VIXS, COMFORT. Each GO centa.

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Summy Publications.

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

orth while toIf a Music Journ^

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
68 Post St., San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

For Coacrrt KaaaKrairala
and Inatrurtlon Apply to
Spcrrtary and Mnnajcrr of
K. \(tl. Room lUO-l Knhirr
A Chaae llldK.. San FranrUro

Representative of Lyon S, Healy Harps

Trirpkonr DoUKlaa IS7S

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

Residence Phone Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Paplla prrparrd fo llprra. Oratorio, Chn

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

ELIZABETH MMPSON, Piano

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

After October 1st Under the Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

America's Greatest

Contribution to the Musical

Arts

illieoiu^-IJamlin

PIANOS
It is impossible to convey in words an ade-

quate idea of the surpassing tonal quality of

the Mason & Hamlin Piano.

To say that the piano is made as well as possi-

ble, and priced afterward—that does not tell

the story. No description of the Tension

Resonator can adequately explain its impor-

tance in terms of tonal results. Even the mar-

shalled names of artists who have chosen the

Mason & Hamlin Piano for their public and
private use can only indirectly show its

excellence.

And yet, that which is difficult to put into

words is a very real thing. If you should play

the Mason & Hamlin Piano you would know.
Listening to it would tell more than a thou-

sand words, as a glance at the "Woman
Weighing Pearls" tells more of Vermeer's
artistry than page after page of description.

We invite you to play and hear this extraordi-

nary piano.

TWO tVTRANCES
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts

victor talking .machines
^''Wiley^B.Allen® ra

TT «_/ J-\. V-^ ^RCCOBDSV
MASON a HAMUN PIANOS

Oakland— I20<J Washington STREn
San Jose— 199 South First

sheet music
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LOS ANGELES TO HAVE A TEMPLE OF MUSIC 1,500 APPLAUD CHAMBER MUSIC PROGRAM

Three Hundred Members of the Civic and Arts Association and Represen-
tatives of Numerous Civic, Social, Business and Welfare Organiza-

tions Inaugurate a Campaign for a Bond Issue at the

Municipal Election Next Spring to Build a Memorial
Auditorium, Music and Arts Temple

Scottish Rite Auditorium Crowded at Opening Concert of Season—Horace

Britt Receives Enthusiastic Ovation—Schubert Quintet and Schoen-

berg Sextet Given Exceptionally Intelligent and Artistic

Interpretation—Organization in Fine Form

BY BRUNO DAVID USSHER BY ALFRED MET'ZGER

LOS ANGELES. Oct. 30.—Inau^rat-
ing the campaign for a bond issue at the

municipal election next spring to build

a memorial Auditorium-Music and Arts

Temple, more than 300 members of the

Civic Music and Arts Association and
representatives of numerous civic, social,

business and welfare organizations met
in the Elite banquet hall last night to

discuss means and formulate plans.

B. F. Pearson, president of the Civic

Music aod Arts Association, was chair-

man of the meeting. The procedure was
characterized by a joyous, whole-hearted,
co-operative spirit. Patriotism was the

keynote. Alexander Stewart, executive
director, aptly expressing the movement
as a "citizenship program through
music."

'"Los Angeles needs an auditorium
seating not less than 15.000 and if possi-

ble 20,000 people, which will make the

city not only the first convention city on
the coast, but the foremost convention
city of the United States." Ben F. Pear-

son, president of the Civic Music and
Art Association, declared amidst rousing
applause last evening at the Elite ban-

quet hall, where representatives of thirty

leading organizations met under the

auspices of the Civic Music and Art As-
sociation to launch a city-wide campaign
for a municipal auditorium and war
memorial, bonds for which are to be
placed on the ballot next May.

"We have not made any plans where
this auditorium is to be located. This
will be decided by a committee of rep-

resentative citizens. It has been sug-

gested to build the auditorium in such a
manner that by means of sliding walls

it can be reduced to a seating capacity

of four to five thousand for concert and
opera performances." said Mr. Pearson.

Organizations represented at the meet-
ing and favoring the suggestion were:
Chamber of Commerce, Men's City Club,
Friday Morning Club. Ebell Club. Gamut
Club, Ellis Club. Orpheus Club. Lions
Club, Rotary Club. Musicians' Mutual
Protective Union. American Legion, Na-
tipnal Guard of California. Association
of the Armies of the United States.
Hollywood Community Chorus, Holly-
wood Musicians Club, Los Angeles Music
School Settlement Association. Com-
munity Music Department, International
Institute of tha Y. W. C. A., High
School Music Departments of Los An-
geles. Music Trades* Association of
Southern California, Los Angeles City
Teachers* Club, Boy Scouts. American
Guild of Organists. City Music Depart-
ment of the Elementary and Inter-
mediate Schools. Los Angeles Music
Teachers' Association. Dominant Club,
Matinee Musical Club. Los Angeles
Oratorio Society.
One phase of the educational value of

music toward citizenship was strikingly
brought to mind by Mexican Consul L.

Garza Leal, who, speaking in behalf of
108,000 Mexican residents, declared that
"music was in the soul of the Mexican
people, and that whether the question
were one of international relationship or
of patriotic unity, music would prove an
important factor in the communion."
The speakers and their subjects were

as follows: Mrs. George H. Clark, chair-
man International Committee of the Y.
W. C. A., and member of the Los An-
geles Board of Education, on "Music as
a Medium of Peace'*; Mrs. J. J. Carter

on "Community Spirit''; F. Carothers, of
the Musicians' Mutual Protective Asso-
ciation, on "Music: A Medium in In-

dustry"; "Leandro Garza-Leal, Consul
for Mexico, on "International Good Will
Through Music": Dr. Edgar F. Magnin,
Rabbi of B'Xai B'rith Temple, on "Music:
The Universal Xote in Religion"; Rev.

Scottish Rite Auditorium was crowded
to the doors last Tuesday evening. Oc-
tober 30th. when the Chamber Music
Socie'ty of San Francisco, with Horace
Britt as guest artist, made its initial bow
before the musical public of San Fran-
cisco at its opening concert of the
seventh season. We know of no city

Unusually Endo
the Bay Regie

ASHLEY PETTIS
ed Young California Pianist Who Will Give Two Concerts
After Establishing for Himself a National Reputation

J. Whitcomb Brougher, pastor of Temple
Baptist Church, on "Community Sharps
and Flats,'* and Col. Richmond. United
States Army, on "Music: A Tribute to
Service and Courage."
Arrangements for the banquet were

made by Charles C. Draa, prominent
pianist and teacher. He is secretary of
the organization's campaign committee
in the matter of the bond election. He
said that he would appoint a committee
of one hundred representative citizens,

who in turn would each designate a
committee of ten or more to foster the
campaign.
Chairman Pearson in his introductory

remarks said he could conceive of no
greater or more fitting memorial to the
service men of the World War than a
temple dedicated to music and art and
that such a monument would lend itself

to the educational and commercial
growth of Los Angeles, artistic progress

(Conlinued on Page 11>

anywhere, and w-e have asked many who
are thoroughly familiar with these things,

which supplies such large audiences for

chamber music concerts as San Fran-
cisco does. An average of over one
thousand people a concert during the
course of a chamber music season is

surely something to be proud of, for it

shows beyond a doubt the high musical
standard maintained by the musical pub-
lic of San Francisco. It is because of this

regard for the very best in music that
the San Francisco musical public fre-

quently fails to support meritorious
events that do not touch the high water
mark in its demands for musical pre-

eminence. Many a vocal or instrumental
artist has to suEEer from inadequate at-

tendance, because our musical public has
not been convinced that such artist is

worthy of its united patronage.
It was gratifying to note the whole-

hearted enthusiasm with which Horace
Britt's appearance was greeted. This

splendid artist deserved the compliment
of the ovation accorded him. Further-
more he demonstrated subsequently, dur-
ing the interpretation of the program,
that our recollection of his superior
faculties had not been at fault, but that
he still maintains that prominent posi-

tion among the foremost cellists which
he so justly occupies in this country. His
three years' absence from this city have
not dimmed the lustre of his accomplish-
ments, nor have they affected the beauty
of his tone or the judgment of his phras-
ing. Again we noted the delightful dis-

crimination in the expression of refined

musical thoughts; again we admired the
clarity and sonority of the pizzlcati;

again we revelled in the incomparable
freedom of bowing; again we cherished
the warmth of expression and irresistible

singing quality of tone. More than ever
are we convinced that Mr. Britt is not
only a finished artist, but truly a master
of his instrument. Both in the ensemble
as well as solo passages he proved him-
self thoroughly competent to cope with
the most intricate and delicate nuances
of uncompromisingly artistic cello inter-

pretation.
The beauty of an efficient chaml)er

music performance lies in the purity of

the art that is presented. In almost any
other form of musical interpretation
there are opportunities for artistic

"trickery" or for chances to stoop to

"popular" taste. Chamber music pro-

grams, however, require the acme of

musicianship if they are to be interpreted
in a serious and craftsmanlike manner.
Either a chamber music concert is ar-

tistic or it is not. There is no middle
way. And this first concert given by the
Chamber Music Society of San Francisco
belonged to the artistic phase of reading
works of classic beauty. Louis Persinger.
Louis Ford. Nathan Firestone and Walter
Ferner matched the artistry of their

guest in a manner to send thrills of
artistic gratification down, the spinal
column of anyone appreciative of true
art.

It would have been difficult to select a
work worthier to begin our chamber
music season with than the Schubert
Quintet in C major. Op. 163 for two
violins, viola, and two violoncelli-

Throughout the turmoil of musical re-

generation, modernism, futurism and
cacaphonism the masters of the classic
period survive in their priestine splendor.
And while the intricacies of th§ modern
school may easily be overcome by any-
one who possesses the patience to con-
quer their technical difficulties, the
artistic conquest of the classics rests up-
on successful accentuation of the beauty
of simplicity, and that is the supreme
test of genuine musicianship. And be-
cause the Chamber Music Society is able
to pass this test of giving us a reading
of Schubert wherein breadth of con-
ception alternates with sprightliness of
cheerful moods, and wherein every
succeeding nuance of sentiment is pre-
sented with simple appreciation of its in-

herent message we regard it as one of
our greatest assets in the cultural prog-
ress of the community.
Schoenberg's Verklaerte Nacht was

evidently written before this writer ven-
tured into the mazes of confusing futur-

ism. It sounds even more effective upon
repeated hearing than before. It is re-

dolent with passion and charged with

(Continued on Page 11)
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After the lights are out
The Steinway Speaks:

is/T knew nnd loved me. Wauner
kiuw and loved mc. Rubenstcin,

Hirlioz and Ciounod knew and
cil me. I have been the com-

p:iniiin of genius for two (icnera-

tions. .My name is the Steinway Piano.

What was there about me that caused Kranz

Lis/t, forty years ago, to say of mc: "You
afford delight even to my old piano-weary

(ingers?"

Why did Richard Wagner, writing from

Bayreuth in 1879, declare: "Sounds of such

beauty as those coming from my Steinway

grand flatter and coax the most agreeable

tone - pictures from my harmonic melodic

senses?"

Why did Gounod, who gave us "Faust,"

write to my makers in I8S8, "Mme. Adelina

Patti joins me in the ecstacy and mutual ad-

miration of your product ... I am overjoyed

at the consciousness of being the possessor of

one of your perfect instruments?" And what
was it that stirred the mighty Dr. Joseph

Jo.ichim to assert : "Steinway is to the pianist

what Stradivarius is to the violinist?"

Companion of genius indeed have I been

!

Sometimes, when the stage is dark and the lid

over my strings is down, I brood over my long

years of such companionship.

I see Adelina Patti again, blowing kisses,

Jl'hal dues the Steinway piano think about,

when the curtain is down and the lights are

out, and the artist and the audience have

defiartedf Eloquent enough the Steinway is

when the moods of others are voiced on its

wondrous strings. Hut what are its own
moods and longings? Listen! It is about to

speak to us

and reaching for the flowers that were show-
ered at her feet, while I rested quietly in the

h.ickground and resolved to do even better in

her next accompaniment. I see good old

Franz Liszt again, after a tremendous rhap-

sody over my ivory keys. I see Edward Mac-
Dowell, working out his compositions over my
keyboard. I see the >*outhful. golden-haired

Paderewski of the eighties, the maturcr Pade-

rcwski of the nineties, and the world-figure

and premier of Poland, the Paderewski of to-

day whose audiences overflow the largest halls

whenever he plays. And ever I am the com-
panion of all this genius.

But then I realize that the greater, the

s«'eeter triumph of my long career is not to be

found on the concert stage at all.

The greater triumph awaits me when a

young couple, starting down the pathway of

wedded life, choose me to be their lifelong

companion in a home.

The sweetest triumph of all shall be when
first my keys are touched by the fingers of

some little girl, her printed scales before her,

and a lifetime of the best in music all ahead.

Admitted thus to the sacred intimacy of a

home and fireside, I know that I shall find

my truest triumph. And I shall strive to be

faithful to these who trust me. As long as my
strings endure, I shall strive to render to the

utmost my measure of abiding charm.

Sherman Mlay& Go.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

CALIFORNIA-ORECON-WASHINCTON

ROSE FLORENCE
CONCERT—VOICE PLACING—COACHING

Studio: 545 Sutter St. Telephone Kearny 3598

Direction Miss Alice Seckels
68 Post St., San Francisco, California

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert
Head of Vocal Department. S. F. Conserva-
tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-
sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898
Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

UDA WALDROP
PIANIST AND ORGANIST

MUNICIPAL ORGANIST OF SAN FRANCISCO.
ORGANIST AND MUSICAL DIRECTOR FIRST
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH. ORGANIST

TEMPLE BETH ISRAEL
Piano and Organ Instruction. Vocal Coach.
Studio: First Congregational Church, cor. Post
and Mason Streets. Tel. Douglas 5186. Residence,
887 Bush Street. Tel. Prospect 977.

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS AND
ORGAN RECITALS

Manning School of Music

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
%nVAM KI> IM F'll.H ArrKI»TKI»

U r(ln«->..la7 nntl I rlrln; MornlnRN m oiihIIo: IMK

Knktrr A ( ha»r lllds.. ^nii IranrUfA. Irlrpliont

Kparor SISI. Itr«ldrarr Mtiillo: I.Vl Mntilr \ U(i
\\r.. Kaklnnd. Trlrphanr IMrilmont TWI.

CHARLES HART
Two Si

Thumdar f- ^l- Ho
Trl. Kenrnr A-f.VI. Wpdn
St.. corner Hth SI.. Oakland. Tel. I.akei»lde 70
Hea., T,:m\ -llMt St.. Oakland. Tel. Piedmont .^.tTT.,

EMERICH
f ONCKRT PI.WIST AM> TKAfHER

Kurlld \|itM. I'hone llerkeley :M»71-AV

AUGUSTA HAY DEN
SOPRANO

Avnllnhlr for ( iinrrrli nnd Recllala
AilUrrMMi 471 .'ITIh .\\enue

Tel. rne. IU2

ARTISTIC STUDIO FOR RENT
II HMSllKIl—<;Il.VM) I'lANO

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
t'ontmllo
mplete < ourar of Operatic Trala-
>l. h'lllmure 4r>.'>3.

Dominican College School of Music
»*A.\ n.\r\i-:i.. r*i,ipoHM.\

Mnair (our Men ThoroafEh and PruKreanlve
I'nblle School MohIc. Aeeredlted niploma

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS
Suite .%06 Kohirr A Thaae Bldc„

%. V.x Z.'Un 4'olleKe Ave.. lierkeler. Healdenrc 291 Alva-
rado Road. Rerkeley.

MRS. M. FOULKES
\ ol<o, InMlriimrnlM <t I :n»fnit>l«-

IRENE A. MILLIEH
si»I.O I'lAMST-ACrdMI' IM^r

iimt-lnl rinnlMl MiiNlrlan*' t horni i:n>rnil>lr
AildroN! 1711 nnk sircrt Ts-lephone llcMilnrk T,

PKAHI, IIOSSACK AVIIITCOMB
MF,/7.n-rO\THAI.TO

AhNolnfe Method of Voire I pon the Rrenfh
Mondnr and Thnradny. KHir. Kohler A I hnNe llnlldin
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

MUSIC WEEK GENERALLY OBSERVED

San Francisco's third Music Week proved another suc-

cess, hundreds of concerts being given during a period

of unprecedented musical activity. It seems to us that

the proper time for Music Week should be that part of

the year when musical activity is somewhat slack and

when the public is in need of musical entertainment.

This year's Music Week could not have come at a

more inappropriate time as far as the encouragement
of local events was concerned. The season had just

opened with an array of big events. The San Francisco

Symphony Orchestra alone gave six concerts during

eight days. Sunday afternoon. October 2S. was the first

Pop concert at the Curran Theatre, rt'ertnesday night

was the first Auditorium concert under the auspices of

the City of San Francisco. Thursday night the orches-

tra played in Berkeley. Friday afternoon was the first

of the second pair of regular symphony concerts at

the Curran Theatre. This (Saturday) evening the or-

chestra plays in Oakland, and tomorrow (Sunday) after-

noon will be the second of the second pair of regular

concerts at the Curran Theatre, and all of them prac-

tically crowded.
Monday afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Uda Waldrop ap-

peared at the Colonial Ballroom of the St. Francis

Hotel as one of the attractions of the Ida Scott Fort-

nightly events, together with Miss Maud Wellendorf.

Monday evening Frances Alda and Lionel Tertis, with

Margaret Hughes as accompanist, gave a concert at

Scottish Rite Auditorium. Tuesday evening the Cham-
ber Music Society of San Francisco opened its season

at Scottish Rite Hall, all in addition to the symphony
concerts above mentioned. Tomorrow (Sunday) after-

noon Titto Schipa will appear at the Columbia Theatre.

All of these events are regular concerts of the season,

having no connection with Music Week.
The Music Week will be reviewed briefly in nest

week's issue as the paper goes to press before it is

possible to pay attention to the entire program. It

seems to us that Music Week should be given after

the conclusion of the regular season in April or May.
The National Music Week will be given in May, and it

would have been the proper thing to celebrate this

occasion in conjunction with all other cities in the

United States. The present arrangements did not only
work a hardship on artists and the musical public

which wanted to hear the regular events scheduled, but
specially on the writers, who already had more to do
than they could properly take care of. However, every-

thing prior to the paper going to press went off accord-

ing to schedule, and no doubt enough people were
present to make the Music Week events interesting and
enjoyable. We reserve further comment until next

week.

FRANCES AUDA-LIONEL TERTIS RECITAL

Enthusiastic Audience Applauds Artists for Enjoyable

Rendition of Varied Program—Margaret Hughes
Plays Excellent Accompaniments

BY ALFRED METZGER
An audience that made up in enthusiasm what it

lacked in numbers attended the concert given by Fran-

ces Alda and Lionel Tertis at Scottish Rite Auditorium
last Monday evening. October 29. The program, which
will be appended to this article, presented nothing of a

sufficiently impressive nature to require detailed re-

view. The compositions were not of a character that

were notable either because of their novelty nor their

special importance from the standpoint of concert
works. The only two major works interpreted were two
operatic arias, one Mozart's II Re Pastore and the other
the prison aria from Boito's Mefistofele. Neither of
these revealed Mme. Alda in her special forte.
We have heard this excellent artist on previous occa-

sions and noted that she was not in as clear a voice as
usual, nor did she give every ounce of artistic energy
she possesses. Still, her work was sufficiently enjoyed
by the audience to earn her spontaneous, enthusiastic
and prolonged applause. She certainly looked very
charming in a handsome gown of silver brightness and
exhibited sufficient of her art to reveal the special
features of her vocal distinctions. She was generons
with her encores and in the main her selections were
dignified. In conformity with the times, she interpreted
a few songs by American composers, among which
The Song of the Open, dedicated to the artist by Frank
La Forge, was not by any means one of the least en-
joyable. There can not be any question but that Mme.
Alda scored a decided personal triumph and she has
every reason to feel gratified with her San Francisco
success.
Of course, the surprise and delight of the concert

was Lionel Tertis, the associate artist and violist

of exceptional merit. He draws a big. rich and resonant
tone, plays with unerring adherence to deep emotional
expression and commands a technic of remarkable flu-

ency and accuracy. Indeed, he succeeded in playing
many a phrase on the viola which some violinists would
find difficult to play on a violin, and yet the viola is a
most difficult instrument to play. The compositions he
interpreted were principally arrangements, transcrip-

tions or violin works. We did not recognize one impor-
tant work specially written for the viola, and yet there
surely are some compositions dedicated to this noble
instrument. True, they may be somewhat heavy and
difficult to appreciate by laymen, but a musician of
-Mr. Tertis" standing should have extended us the cour-
tesy of playing at least one noteworthy and character-
istic viola composition. There were enough of our pro-

fessional musicians in the audience to justify such
action. Nevertheless, Mr. Tertis' playing aroused just
enthusiasm. He is a master of his instrument and the
one he plays is one of the most beautiful we ever
listened to.

Margaret Hughes accompanied both artists and re-

vealed her artistic growth in no small degree. She
played with a tone of delightful quality, a fluency which
is marked for its assurance and a care in phrasing and
adaptability to the soloist's style which only a few
accompanists possess in quite that degree. Her accom-
paniments certainly stood out nobly in such distin-

guished company. Mrs. Hughes belongs to those artists

for whom we are waging continuous battle for recogni-
tion. Fortunately for her, she has conquered for her-
self a commanding position on the American musical
firmament.
The complete program was as follows: (a) Sara-

bande (Sulzer), (hi Tampodi di Minuetto (Grazioli),

(c) Fugue (Tartini). Mr. Tertis: (a) A Christmas Carol
(15th Century) (Arranged by Bax). (b) Amarilli (Cac-
cinil, (c) Quelle Souffrance (Lenormandl, (d) The Sol-

dier's Bride (Rachmaninoff), (e) Chanson Xorvegienne
(FourdrainI, Mme. Alda: Aria II Re Pastore (Mozart),
Mme. Alda and Mr. Tertis; (a) Elegie (Faure), (b)

Dance of Satan's Daughter (Rebikoff), (c) Allegretto
( Wolstenholme), Mr. Tertis: Aria Mefistofele (Bolto),
Mme. Alda; (a) The Londonderry Air (Arranged by L.
Tertis). (b) The Answer (Wolstenholme). (c) Sunset
(L. Tertis), (d) Tambourin Chinois (Kreisler), Mr.
Tertis: (a) Wings of Night (Winter Watts), (b) Falter-
ing Dusk (Kramer), (c) Soft Footed Snow (Lie), (d)

The Singer (written for and dedicated to Mme. Alda)
(Maxwell), (e) The Song of the Open (written for and
dedicated to Mme. Alda) (LaForge), Mme. Alda.

TWO POPULAR SYMPHONY CONCERTS CROWDED

San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, Under Direction of
Alfred Hertz, Enthuses Twefve Thousand Music

Lovers at Two Big Concerts

BY ALFRED METZGER
The season of Popular Symphony Concerts opened at

the Curran Theatre last Sunday afternoon. October 28,

before a crowded house, which again showed its enthu-
siasm by giving Alfred Hertz the third big ovation since
the music season opened. The program was chosen
with that fine sense of taste which Mr. Hertz always
displays in the selection of his numbers. It began with
the Raymond Overture by Thomas, the graceful melo-
dies and invigorating rhythms of which created a ting-

ling sensation in the ears of all music lovers present.
It was interpreted with that spontaneous virility and
abandon which has endeared both conductor and or-

chestra to the hearts of the people.
Smetana's Symphonic Poem Vltava, with its realistic

description' of the famous river and the introduction of

a number of charming Bohemian folksongs, delighted
the audience greatly, while selections from Rimsky-
Korsakow's opera. Tsar Saltan, in the form of a suite,

emphasized the beauties and richness of harmoniza-
tion identified with the works of the latter-day Russian
composers. Ravel's Mother Goose Suite represented
the ultra-modern school of composition and pleased
those who revel in the impressionistic and realistic

idiom of the new writers. Kreisler's Caprice Viennois,
so skillfully arranged by Alfred Hertz for orchestra,
aroused the greatest enthusiasm of all. and upon in-

sistent demand had to be repeated. Mr. Hertz's ar-

rangement of this graceful gem is specially effective

inasmuch as he retains the lightness of the composition
where the composer meant to attain an effect of feath-

ery daintiness, white he emphasized the broader epi-

sodes with beautiful re-enforcement of the celli. It

proved an exceptionally ingenious arrangement and

was worthy of the enthusiasm it aroused. The con-

cluding number was one of those classics of orchestral

literature. Weber's Freichutz Overture, which, when
played like the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra
does it under Mr. Hertz's direction, never fails to awake
unadulterated joy in the hearts of music enthusiasts.

The Exposition Auditorium housed one of the biggest
audiences ever assembled there when Conductor Alfred
Hertz raised his baton to give the signal for the begin-
ning of the program on Wednesday evening, October
31. Dvorak's New World Symphony was the introduc-
tory number and it was given in masterly fashion. The
tempi were in the main given with greater deliberation

than has been the case in the past, unless the writer is

greatly mistaken. This was specially true of the largo
and scherzo movements. Somehow this avoidance of
even the least sign of impetuosity added beauty to the
well turned phrases. It was one of the most impressive
readings of this work we have heard, and the audience
was visibly impressed with the splendid musicianship
displayed by conductor and orchestra. Brasses and
reeds vied with the strings to interpret the haunting
melodies and ever changing sentiments with careful and
evenly balanced coloring.

After the intermission, Claire Dux, a soprano new to

us in the Pacific West, sang Deh vieni non trardar from
Mozart's Marriage of Figaro and later on the program
Agathe's Aria from Weber's Freichutz. The artist gave
evidence of unquestionable mastery of vocal expression.
Her voice, particularly in the hight tones, is of a flexi-

ble and velvety quality, and she sings with consummate
artistry. Her beautiful legato singing, the exquisite
manner in which she covers her high tones, the delight-

ful expression she introduces in her phrases and her
splendid diction combine to make her a vocalist of su-

preme proficiency. Only the finest kind of an artist can
sing Mozart's arias satisfactorily, and Mme. Dux sang
this aria more than satisfactorily; she sang it entranc-
ingly. Possessing a lyric soprano voice, the beauty of
which lies in the middle and high tones, there were
phases of the interpretation of the Freichutz aria where-
in the low tones might have been uttered with more
resonance and sonority, but from the interpretative
standpoint Mme. Dux's rendition of this work could not
he foimd fault with. It was a most enjoyable perform-
ance. On both occasions the orchestra played the ac-

companiments with refined finish. Mme. Dux received a
well-earned ovation, obliging her to come time and time
again before the audience. After the conclusion of the
first aria, in deference to established custom, Mme.
Dux did not sing an encore, but after the second aria

she sang Schubert's Ave Maria and Chanson Indou,

with Uda Waldrop at the piano. The latter shared in

the artist's triumph and is entitled to a hearty recogni-

tion for his excellent performance.

Kreisler's Liebesleid and Caprice Viennois, both ar-

ranged for orchestra by Alfred Hertz, proved two favor-

ites with the audience, and again the last named had
to be repeated. We reiterate—a more effective arrange-
ment of these delightful gems than these of Mr. Hertz
can not be imagined. The exuberant character of both
compositions is retained and their grace is not marred
by top-heavy instrumentation. The ever inspiring Tann-
hauser .March, interpreted as only Hertz can do, closed
the program that will linger in the minds of all who
heard it.

J. Emmet Hayden, chairman of the Auditorium Com-
mittee of the Board of Supervisors, and one of the
forces responsible for the success of these concerts, ex-

tended greetings to the audience in the name of Mayor
Rolph, who was absent on account of his son's accident,

and congratulated the people upon their support of

these concerts, which he said was one hundred per cent
greater than last year, and this means a great deal.

Mr. Hayden was heartily applauded for the share he has
taken in musical development in San Francisco.

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN JUSTLY PRAISED

The many friends and admirers of Frank Carroll

Giffen are no doubt delighted to hear of the well-

merited tribute paid him by some of the leading artists

of the San Francisco Opera Company, who recently

scored such a brilliant artistic triumph here. The un-

qualified praise bestowed upon the thoroughness and
excellence of. his teaching by such artists as Beniamino
Gigli, Adamo Didur, Giovanni DeLuca and Bianca
Saroya and reproduced elsewhere in this issue, cer-

tainly proves beyond a doubt that occasionally a com-
petent teacher receives credit for the splendid work
he accomplishes. There are times, after all, when the
prophet is rewarded in his native environment. Since
these expressions were uttered in the presence of

others and since they breathe the spirit of sincerity,

Jlr. Giffen has every reason to feel proud of such uni-

versal approval.

The comments were the result of hearing some of

Mr. Giffen's advanced students sing, and evidently
these artists hear many aspiring singers, but their

recognition of Mr. Giffen's pedagogical advantages
justifies the assumption that not all students they hear
reflect such credit upon their teacher as those who sang
for them at Mr. Giffen's studio.

Miss Ada Clement and Miss Lillian Hodghead, directors

of the San Francisco Conservatory of Music, will leave
this city on November 20 for an extended tour of the
East to play in ensemble concerts with Rebecca Clark
and May Mukle. They will feature Miss Clark's Trio
for piano, violin and cello. Miss Clement and Miss
Hodghead will visit as well the leading music schools
and colleges throughout the East to gain new ideas

for their local conservatory.
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THE DETOUR
BY ANIL DEER

How afigravatlnK. when on a liithortn enjoyable auto

tour, to pncounter a biirrlcailc formed of rough boards.

supported on saw horses, decorated with

tred
danger lantenia and bearing the

sign, "road closed, turn to right for best

temporary route to somewhere.''
Should touring be a new joy the abrupt

change, from a smooth road to a rocky
bumpy one. will only be regarded as a
misfortune, but. If It has become a mat-
ter of routine, philosophic thoughts will

give consolation.

The first are of the mechanical abili-

ties of the machine driven: knowledge that the springs

are in good order and well oiled, the engine hitting on
all cylinders, rings tight, valves have been ground and
compression is great: oh I fine, good treads on all the

tires, no doubt of pulling through, no matter how
numerous the ruts or deep the saiid.

Reassured a.s to the powers of locomotion the new
road may be regarded as a novel experience, and enjoy-

ment extracted between bumps. Off the beaten path

are found the rarest and most beautiful sights. If in the

abode of nature, usually and erroneously referred to as

"wild." compensation is received, no matter how
bumped or dusty the traveler.

Vocalists pursuing their studies are frequently com-
pelled to make detours, like the novice at driving, the
first met with Is apt to be unjustly viewed as a calamity
One who has neglected to gain adequate control of

breath, either through lack of knowledge or energy,

win find an Insurmountable obstacle In their path. In-

sulllclency of breath prohibiting correct phrasing, tone

devoid of correct brilliancy: and the red danger lantern,

failure to stay true to pitch A detour on the path

of breath development Is compulsory. If regarded from

a true angle, enjoyable. Improvement of health will be
immediately noticed; control of the Instrument in place

of the Instrument controlling the singer, will give an
added Inner poise which Is delightful to the owner.
Another will find that neglect of vowel and consonant

training has erected a harrier on the road of progress:

diction poor, therefore true reading of the words of the

poetry impossible. Again a forced detour, as ever

pleasurable. New fields of beautiful thoughts in poesy
will be revealed when the inner path is traversed.

Realization that memory needs training will cause

a detour. Thoughtful Interpretation impossible when
hampered by the restriction of a necessity to see the

music. This detour brings joy which must be experi-

enced to be realized.

How often the remark is passed, "I have learned a
wrong method and must begin all over." This is a

mistake, it Is not beginning again, it is only a detour.

When touring one does not return to starting place, be-

cause of an obstruction in the road, one goes on. over,

around, or even under that which hinders. In the course

of a short trip one may never meet with a detour but

on a long journey there are many.
The student who alms at perfection has a long road

to go and must expect, eventually learn to enjoy, de-

lours. Ever bearing in mind the salient fact, a detour

Is not a retracing but is the "best temporary route" to

the Ini'-ndcd destination.

HORACE BRITT SOLOIST WITH SYMPHONY

Tomorrow afternoon In the Curran Theatre the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra, under the leadership

of Alfred Hertz, will give the second concert of its

Sunday S>-niphony Series with Horace Britt again ap-

pearing as soloist. The program will be a repetition of

that presented Friday afternoon. Britt. who formerly

occupied the solo 'cello position with the Symphony
here, has for the past three years been with the famous
Let! Quartet of New York, and the announcement of

his reappearance with the orchestra has been greeted

with great enthusiasm by music lovers. At this pair of

concerts he is performing the dldlcult "Schelomo" of

Ernest Bloch, a work which he Introduced to symphony
patrons several years ago. and which has since become
a favorite on concert programs throughout the East and
In Europe. The balance of this week's program consists

of two works new in the orchestra's library, the Second
Symphony in A minor of SalniSaens and Charpentier's

suite. Impressions d'ltalle. The latter number is a de-

lightfully descriptive composition In five movements.
Serenade. At the Fountain. On Muleback. On the Sum-
mits, and Naples.
For the second Popular Concert, which is scheduled

for next Sunday afternoon in the fiirran. a program of

the more popular light classics will be presented, the

principal feature of which will be the first performance
of an Elegy to an I'nknown Hero by Paul Martin of

Oakland. Other Items announced are the prelude to

Wagner's Masteraingers. the second L'Arleslenne Suite

of Bliet. CrlegB Heart Wounds and Last Spring, the

Lulglnl Aubade for wind instruments and harp, and
Ooldmark's Sakuntala Overture.

MUSICALE-TEA

Lorraine Ewlng. pianist and teacher, presided at a
moBlcale-tea at her stuilin on Ashbury street last Satur-
day afternoon. A delightful and Informal program was
presented by her adult pupils. In<-luding the Misses
Winifred Drown. Sophie and Helen Jachert. Mesdames
Trttngove and Wheeler and Ml»s Ewlng closing the
program with two attractive numbers. Dainty refresh-
ments added to the pleasure of the afternoon.

SCHIPA WILL SING TOMORROW

Selby C. Oppenheimer will inaugurate his series of

Sunday "Pop" concerts auspiciously at the Columbia
Theatre tomorrow afternoon when that pretty play-

house will be filled to its capacity in anticipation of one
of the most attractive song recitals of the early season.

Tito Schlpa. the famous lyric tenor of the Chicago
Opera Company, will be the artist, and the noted
operatic star who is known as one of the best redtalisls

in the country today will be the magnet that will draw
the throng.

Pierre V R. Ke.v. the well-known musical authority,

whose national letter on New York musical conditions

Is read by thousands across the land, in his last review
covering Schipa's New York concert, stated: "His
smooth, aristocratic voice made an instantaneous im-

pression. His musicianship and charming straightfor-

ward style made him many friends. He was in high
humor and voice, and that facility he possesses for

spinning out the tone to a gossamer thread of fineness

was in good working or<ler. What a satisfaction to

hear a legato such as is amongst the resources of this

artists, and such distinction in interpretation. His
audience applauded him with encores until it became
almost an imposition."
Schlpa will be introduced to San Franciscans In a

specially-interesting program and Manager Oppenheim-
er. who is bringing him to the West, predicts a glorious

success for tomorrow's recitaJist. With Frederick Lon-
gas at the piano the following numbers will be given:
Amarilli (Caccini). Nina Pergolese). Mr. Schipa:
Manon (The Dream) (Massenet), Mr. Schipa: Romanza
(Schumann). La Calesa (Goyescas) (Granades). ,\lr.

I^ongas: Ave Maria (Schipa). .\t Parting (Rogers).
Suzanne (Calcavecchla). Mr. Schipa: Princesita (Pa-
dllla). Harlequin's Serenade (from Pagliacci) (Leon-
cavallo). Chi se ne scorda cchlu (Barthelemy). Mr.
Schipa; Danza V (Granados). Zapateado (Longas). Mr.
Longas: Granadinas (Barrera). Ay-ay-ay! (Perez-

Freire), Mr. Schipa: Elisir d'Amore (A further tear)

(Donizetti). Mr. Schipa.
On Sunday afternoon. November 11, Schipa will be

heard in the same theatre in an entirely different list

of compositions.

The second artist in the Oppenheimer "Pop" series
will be the famous violinist Efrem Zimbalist, who
though he has visited here often in the last several
years has not appeared as a recitalist in San Francisco
for many seasons. Zimbalist was the first of the
famous Auer group of Russian violinists to electrify

America. Twelve years ago the young violinist created
a sensation when, unheralded, he appeared as soloist

with the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Since then the
name of Zimbalist has been a household word among
music lovers. His colossal art and fine musical seri-

ousness are second to none, and as a popular favorite
Zimbalist stands in a class by himself. Zimbalist will

appear but once in San Francisco on his coming tour

—

in the t^olumbia Theatre on Sunday afternoon. Novem-
ber 18th. His excellent program will include the Lalo
Symphonic Espagnole. Bach Prelude. Beethoven's Ro-
mance. Saint-Satns Havanaise, Zimbalist's own arrange-
ment of the Rimsky-Korsakoff Coq d'Or. Auer's ar-

rangement of the Tschaikowskl Andante Cantabile. and
by special request the Zigeunerweisen of Sarasate.
Emmanuel Bay will play the accompaniments ,for

Zimbalist.

On Sunday afternoon. November 25th. Josef Lhevinne
will be Oppenheimer's Columbia attraction. The great
pianist has been absent from the west for several years
and his return will be welcome. A program of colossal
proportions, including the Beethoven Op. 26 Sonata, a
Chopin group, important works by Liszt, the Schulz-
Evler arrangement of the Blue Danube and many other
splendid compositions will be the Lhevinne offering.

On December 9th. Oppenheimer will present a unique
sonata and solo recital for violin and piano in which
the celebrated Russian musicians. Paul Kochanski and
Arthur Rubinstein, will be the participants, and on
December IGth, in this series. Anna Case, the beautiful
and popular soprano, will be the last attraction before
the holidays.

This series of events is in realty a "Pop" series in so
far as the artists Included are all national favorites and
Oppenheimer has made the admission price so low that
every music lover may enjoy these fine artists. Tickets
can be secured for any of the above events at Sherman.
Clay & Co. now, at a scale as low as 50 cents, and no
higher than $2.

GREAT PIANISTS COMING

February. 1924. will be a great month planistlcally
for San Francisco for Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer
has concluded arrangement to bring to this city at that
time two of the greatest pianists of the present day. if

not of all time. On Thursday night. February 7th.
Vladimir de Pachmann. tlie erratic Pole, will play a
program in the Exposition Auditorium, his only appear-
ance here during the season, and on Friday night. Feb-
ruary 2!t(h. the great PadcrewskI likewise will make his
only appearance in northern California In San Fran-
cisco's Auditorium.
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SYmp»YORCHESTRA
ALFReoHeKTz Conductor.

TOMORROW. 2:45 P, M.
Curran Theatre
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Second "Pop" Concert Sunday, Nov. 11th
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"IMPRESARIO" Friday Matinee, Nov. 23

Quartet of VICTOR ARTISTS Fri. Mat., Dec. 7

HEIFETZ Friday Matinee, Jan. 18

"COSI FAN TUTTE Friday Matinee, Feb. 1

ROSENTHAL Friday Matinee. Feb. 15

IVOGUN Friday Matinee, Feb. 29

CHAMLEE Friday Matinee, March 14

WERRENRATH Friday Matinee, March 28

Myra Palache
PIANIST

PRIVATE AND CLASS LESSONS
LECTURES ON MUSIC APPRECIATION

San Francisco, 807 Kohler & Chase BIdg, Tel,

Kearny 5454. Wednesday from 2-6 p. m. only.

Berl<eley. 20 Brookside (oft Claremont Ave.) Tel.

Berkeley 4091. Mornings at Anna Head School.
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LOEWS WARFIELD

LIPSCHULTZ MUSIC MASTERS
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"IDEAS"
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ANIL DEER "Soulful"
COLORATURA SOPRANO

ADOLPH "kNAUER
79 Central Avenue, San Francisco, Calif

Concerlized b^ IhelDor

''fallen
LEAF"

INDIAN LOVE SOKQ BY
FREDERIC KHiquT LOQAU

d's Leddinq Artists -Are

**E'EN AS ,,

THE FLOWER
BY

FREDERIC KNiqUT LOQAN

Theij In IJour Repertoire?

'WHEN TM
WITH YOU

BY
CARSON J.ROBINSON
HIOH MCDIUM UOW

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, Inc. 235 SouthWabaA Avenue, CHICAGO. ILL.

LEADING CONCERT
ATTRACTIONS

lliy C. Opiienheinie

['olumhia Tlientre
SI NDAV AFTS.. NOV. 4th and 11th

TITO SCHIPA
I'-nreiiioril I.j rlr Tenor—

(

Olirrn's UiRKe»t Star
<'<tluiiil>ia 'I'lieatre

EFREM ZIMBALIST
Ort'iil Riisninn Violinist
First Rei'ilal Here in Four Vrars
t'olunihia Theatre
SIVDAV AFT.. MIV. Islh

JOSEF LHEVINNE
Columbia Theatre
SINDVV AFT., NOV. 2.-.th

ARTHI R P\M,

RUBINSTEIN- KOCHANSKI
Joint .Sonata and Solo Recital
Russia's Famous PianLst and Violinist
t'oiumhia Theatre
SIXDAV AFT.. DEC. Jtlh

TIekets on sale at Sherman. Ciny & Co.

co.>ii>(;: ANNA CASE, Soprano
SCHUMANN-HEINK
SOUSA and His Band

SYMPHONIC ENSEMBLE OF
SAN FRANCISCO

BOHEMIAN CLUB JINKS ROOM
Opening Concert Nov. 13

rieneral Season Tieket ill: interehnn^eahle
liekets. kooiI for cuests and all concertsl )I24.0<I

SU Tickets—alternate concerts—:; seats tUII.UO

(In Sale Nu^T at Sherman. Clay &. Co.'m or
Ity mail from Alice Seckcls. ^1.^., Its Post St.

CONCERT EXTRAORDINARY!

GEORGE SHKULETSKY
IIASSO CANTA.XTI-:

St. Francis Hotel Colonial Ballroom

Monday Evening, Nov. 12

AdiniMMion—$1.00. 9:^.00. 9'.i'M-, BoSfN. %'IT, nnd 9.10

TieketN on Sale at Shermnn. Clay & Co.
Managenient Alife Seokeis

VLADIMIR SHAVITCH AS CONDUCTOR

Vladimir Shavitch. the distinguised pianist, husband
of Tina Lerner. whose skill and artistry is so well
known on the Pacific Coast, has recently been added to
the faculty of the famous Eastman College in Roches-
ter, Xew York. In addition to his pedagogical faculties
he will conduct the Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra
in a number of concerts. This orchestra, for which
ambitious plans have been made, is expected to de-
velop rapidly under the able direction of the triumvirate
of conductors who will guide its destinies this year

—

Albert Coates, Eugene Goossens and Vladimir Shavitch.
Mr. Shavitch scored decided triumphs as conductor in
South America and Germany during the last few years,
and his successes abroad have obtained for hira this
splendid call to Rochester. Mr. and Mrs. Shavitch ar-
rived in America some time ago and are now residing
in Rochester, where their artistic duties will retain
them for the present.

IRENE
MEUSSDORFFER

SOPH WO
CONCERT - OPERA - ORATORIO

VOICE CULTURE

LINCOLN
BATCHELDER

Pianist -- Accompanist

Studio 412 Cole St. : Phone Hemlock 368

Frank Moss
PIANIST

Residence Studio, 850 Geary Street, .Vpt. 8

Tel. Prospect 3071

A\'AILABLE FOR RECITALS
ilanagement Alice Seckels

Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

BEATRICE ANTHONY

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
VOCAL TtlACHKR

ntX lending; roles with Caruso and Tetrazzinl—Thor-
eh Vocal and Dramatic Trainlni; IIU Columbus Ave.

Telephone Gartteld S'27ti

MOTHER WISMER'S CONCERT

Much interest is being manifested in the forthcoming
violin recital to be given by Mother Wismer in the
Concert Room of the Fairmont Hotel on Friday eve-
ning. November 9. An excellent program has been pre-
pared with that care and taste which always accom-
panies an event given by Mr. Wismer. The assisting
artist will be Eva Koenig Friedhofer. mezzo soprano,
who will sing a number of Brahms songs with that
finish which characterizes all her work. Benjamin S.
Moore will be the accompanist, and it is hardly neces-
sary to add that he will prove a most enjoyable addition
to the event. The complete program will be as follows:
Louis Spohr—Adagio Op. 145. Max Reger—from Sonata,
Op. 42, (for violin alone); Max Bruch—Violin Concerto
No. 3. in D Minor. Op. 58. Mother Wismer. first time in
San Francisco: Songs—Love for Ever. Serenade. Long-
ing at Rest. Cradle Song of the Virgin, Op. 91, with
viola obligato. (Johannes Brahms I, Eva Koenig Fried-
hofer: Max Bruch—Romance, in A Minor, .Mary Carr
Moore—Pastorale. Theodore Vogt—Andante Cantabile,
Jean B. Cartier—La Chasse. Mother Wismer.

h^ritone

FAKKINCi
BER.TP.AND - Bft-OVi/H
PERSONAL REPRESeHTATIVE
ASOLIAN HALL - NEW YORK

STENGER VIOLINS
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The Travels of No. 10778 and No. 10623
An Amazing Story of a Triumph Over Tremendous Odds

No. 10778 met No. 10623 in

Yokohama in Srplcmbcr,

1922, (unci dale unknown).

ll came aboul this way. One morn*

ing early in ihe month, one Leon

Lang of San Francisco found in hirt

morning mail this Iclcgrum: "Ship

firil iteamer No. 10778 zinc-lineil

box Godowsky Yokohama." A
terse and prosaic telegram, yet ro-

mance has strange bcginningi^.

Twenty.four hours later No. 10778

I
Hi 10

and to kn
ihingn about the
a roiicert artist that even
lie dues not observe. lie

will notire instantly the
most minute variation in

lis niusiral quality, but

Ibe merhaniral and ibe

structural elements he-

bind ibul f)uali(y, it is

my job to obser\e for

1 b:ive just passed

bro u ph an experience

riib ibc two most remark-

came into my charpe.

of ibrm came from Kohler & Chase,

point to see them in

way lo Wew York en route fr<

Mil, where for the past year 1 h;i

I tour with Mr. Codow»ky as I

uncr. During his three moni

South America (I was enpuged
ied Knahe

rert Grand No. 10623 from their New
York store. When we sailed for the

Orient, Mr. Codowsky considered it ad-

visable to add a second piano, knowing
the extreme difficulties of climate and
transportation. This one (No. 1U778) was
shipped from San Francisco. It was a

wi»e deribion. for at one time No. 10778
was lo5t in the snows of Manchuria for

two months, finally turning up after what
mu'tt have been untold vici8^itudes, for
its traveling case was so badly battered
thai the IranKporialion companies re-

.was below decks and westward

bound. At the same lim* No.

10623 was under way from the west

coast of South America. Their

meeting was undemonstrative —
although they were both from the

i^ame town, had been brought up

togetlicr —tended by the same

hands, and sent into the world

with the same mission. But at

Yokohama the real story begins

—

and let Mr. Jones tell it.

N FiiANCisco, California, May 22, 1923.

pt it. From the devastating Arctic cold
of the Manchurian steppes to the blistering beat of

the Javanese jungles, these two Knabes have been for

nearly a year subjected to every kind of climatic
punishment, including months in the sticky, saturat-

ing moisture of the tropics, invariably fatal to a
pianoforte. From Hawaii to the Philippines, through
all ihe cities of Japan, China, Java, even the Straits

Seltlenu'iits, and many of the less frequented by-ways
of the Orient— 1 do not believe that the history of
music records the equal of this unique tour, or the
ovations accorded this great artist in these music-
hungry corners of the globe, or the equivalent of the
Iwo pianos thai supported him. Days of travel over
the roads of Java, the man-handling of countless
coolies, the punishment of oriental transportation in
boats, in (rains, in queer conveyances of all kinds

—

and months of it. At times it was heart-breaking.
Both instruments carry many scars of battle, but

' ally they have remained steadfast. Outside some
rust on the bass strings, they are today as
perfect mechanically and structurally, as
clear in tone, as beautiful, as rich, as
perfect as the first day Mr. Godowsky
touched their keys. To me the power of
resistance of the Knabe piano is almost
supernatural. I have travelled with many
arti(,t8 in all parts of the world; in Eu-
rope 1 was familiar with the German
piiitios that are built like stodgy batlle-

?bips, but no piano in even ordinary
continental tours has equalled this per-
formance. If I had made ihese two
Knabes I should feel very proud. Inci-

dentally I am not in any way connected
with the Wni. Knabe Company—nor do I

even know them except through the in-

ternational reputation of their instru-
ment. Francis E. Jones,

London and Buenos Aires.

Leopold Godowsky
to hit the

"Mr. Jo es has some-
os than I or

deserves it.

G(>|)OW>KY
Mu-Irr of ihe maMer» al whose

anoihrr practically every great
pionitt of our day.

with rare con^ide^ation, concedes
'ge of telling his own story.

v.<<ky has paid his tribute to the I

he himself said in an interview
mure interesting to say about iho
lirr artist has ever said. Let him tell it.

id him in lluenos Aires and carried him away to the
cause of bis unuxual qualities." So, thanks to ihe
:tnhideralion of the great ariisl. we are able to offer
emarkable piano story ever told.

Invidentally, both of these instruments are stock pianos

(not speciaity made), one from the !S'ew York warerooms
and one from the Kohler & Chase store in San Francisco

KOHLER-er CHASE'
26 O'FARRELL STREET- SAN FRANCISCO
I4lh ind Cl.y Sl'xli ySy^ SACRAMENTO

SAN JOSEOAK LAND
KNABE AMPICO

SYMPHONIC ENSEMBLE OF SAN FRANCISCO

With the return a few days ago of Alexander Saslav-
sky. who is the director of the newly organized Sym-
phonic Ensemble, comes the announcement of a most
interesting list of works which are to be presented by
him this spuson. Beginning Tuesday evening. November
I?.. Mr. Saslavsky will direct the first of twelve evening
concerts at the Bohemian Club in the Jinks Room and
between now and next May, when the series will be
concluded, instrumentation will be heard in a more
varied form than San I^ancisco has experienced in her
music history. The multifold combinations of wood'
winds, strings, brasses with their accompanyiai
tympani and percussions, promise the most acceptabli
of literature and Mr. Saslavsky has announced seve:
numbers now in preparation. Many are novelties an^
others of so rare a performance as to be fresh even
in a repeated hearing. Schoenberg's "Sextet" was first

played in America by Mr. Saslavsky at Denver in 1915
and he will play It here. The Chausson "Concerto" for
violin and piano, with string quartet acc-ompaniment.
will be played by himself and Miss Herma Month
who appeared recently at the Hollywood Bowl as pianist
with the symphony orchestra under Conductor Emil
Oberhofer.

Korngold will be represented by his Sextet and
novelty. Much Ado About Nothing, for strings, wood-
winds and horns. Dvorak will be heard through his
Sextet for strings and an arrangement of his Waltzes
for strings, woodwinds and brass. Brahms' Songs will
also have the latter arrangement and a Boccherinl
Quintet will be revived. The list also comprises the
Paderewski Sonata for violin and piano, a Beethoven
Septet. .Max Reger's Quintet for clarinet and strings,
Jongen's Quartet, a novelty; a Mendelssohn Octet, a
Schubert Octet for strings, accompanied by clarinet,
bassoon and horn. Gade's Quartet for strings, a Wolf-
Ferrari piano Quintet and symphony for strings, wood-
winds and horn, and a Beethoven Duet for violin and
piano. Mr. Saslavsky has spoken highly of Max Gegna,
cellist, who is anxious to come to California in spite of
permanent New York engagements. This series is being
directed by Alice Seckels.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY CONCERT

Considerable time has elapsed since the music-loving
public has had an opportunity of hearing Mr. Kajetan
Attl as solo harpist and his appearance with the Pacific
Musical Society will be received with the greatest of
pleasure by the members. Mrs. Banks, the president,'
deserves great credit for her display of wisdom in
selecting and engaging Mr. Attl for the next concert.
Mr. Attl enjoys a high reputation as harpist, both in
Europe and in America. Bom in Prague, he studied
piano and harmony under the great Dvorak, and the
liarp under Hanus Trnecek, accounted the greatest
teacher for this instrument. In America, his adopted
country, and in Canada Mr. Attl has won anew the fame
that came to him in the concert halls of the old world.
His playing is of a fine virtuosity, distinguished for a
bell-like quality of silver tone. Mr. Attl has received
high 'praise by each of the local musical critics.

Attl shows the wonderful possibilities of the harp, its

beautiful smoothness and the broad tones, and is con-
sidered by many one of the finest living harpists.

Miss .\ugusta riayden is a local resident and has been
identified with numerous concerts given in the city.

She has received a great many complimentary criti-

cisms in regard fo her beautiful voice. She is a lyric

soprano, and sings with a great deal of sympathy ;

style.

Miss Esther Deininger and Mrs. Albert George Lang
will play the beautiful sonata, one of the few works,
which is. especially written for two pianos. Mrs. Horatio
Stoll wiii be an excellent accompanist. The program
is as follows: Sonata in D major for two pianos (Mo-
zart), Miss Esther Deininger and Mrs. Albert George
Lang: Legende (d'apres les Elfes de Leconte de Lisle)

(H. Reniel. Kajetan Attl. solo harpist: (al Lunge del

Caro Bene (Secchi), (b) The Little Shepherdess
(Sibella), (cl Tex Yeux (Rabey). (d) Consecration
IManney). Miss Augusta Hayden. Mrs. Horatio F. Stoll

at the piano; Bohemian Folk Songs (Attl). by request,

Kajetan .\ttl. solo harpist; suite. Opus 15. for two
pianos (Arensky). Mrs. Lang and Miss Deininger.

MOISEIVITSCH TO GIVE FINE PROGRAM

In his recital on the Elwyn Artist Series at the Curran
Theatre. Friday Matinee, November 9th, Mr. Benno
Moiseivilsch. the distinguished Russian pianist, will

play the following program; (a) Prelude in C major
(l)ach), Ibl Sonata in C major (Waldsleinl. opus 53

(Beethoven); Ktudes Symphoniques, opus 13 (En
Forme de Variations) (Schumann); (a) Fantalsie Im-
promtu in C sharp minor, opus (16, (b) Wallz in C sharp
minor, Xo. 2. opus 64 (c) Prelude in \ major. No. 7.

opus 28. (d) Prelude in C minor. .No. 20, opus 28. (e)

Prelude in F major. .No. 23. opus 28. (f) Prelude in B flat

minor. No. 1(1. opus 2.S. (g) Ballade in A flat, opus 47,

Chopin; (a) Prelude La (llle aux Cheveux de lin (De-
busey), (b) Bird Song, (c) Finnish Dance, (d) Kare-
lian Dance (Palmgrenl, (e) Hark! Mark! The Lark!
(Schuberl-Llszt). (fl March Militaire (Schubert-
Tuusig).

The next attraction to be presente<l on the Elwyn
Anisl Series will bo William Wade Hinshaw's produc-
tion of Mozart's light opera. "The Impresario," with an
all-star cast. Including Percy llemus. The date for this

attraction will be Friday Matinee, November 23. at the
Curran Theatre.
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PASMORE TRIO TRIUMPHS AT CLUB CONCERT

Large Audience Attending Pacific Musical Society's

Second October Program Enjoy Excellent
Ensemble Playing

BY ALFRED METZGER
The Pacific Musical Society gave its second October

program at the Fairmont Hotel on Thursday evening,

October 25th. in the presence of the usually large audi-

ence. The feature most interesting to the music lovers

of this city was the reappearance of the Pasmore Trio
after several years absence from the local concert plat-

form. Judging from the artistic success that attended
this reappearance it was indeed well worth waiting for.

The Pasmore Trio consists now of the following mem-
bers: Miss Mary Pasmore, violin; Miss Marie Sloss,

piano, and Miss Dorothy Pasmore. violoncello. Suzanne
Pasmore, who is now Mrs. Brooks, is unable to travel

on account of her domestic responsibilities and there-

fore has given way to Miss Sloss. although she has not
become disassociated from musical affairs.

One of the remarkable incidents at this concert was
the fact that Miss Mary Pasmore forgot the violin part
of the Ravel Trio and did not realize this loss until the
trio was ready to begin. Without any further loss of

time Miss Pasmore began to play the violin part by
heart and continue to do so until the conclusion
of the trio without missing a note. If this is not a re-

markable feat, even for the nipst experienced and most
gifted musician, we know not what it is to do something
extraordinary fine. Indeed this would have been
worthy of comment if it regarded a well-known com-
position of the usual trio character, but it was specially
notable because of the difficulties encountered in a
Ravel Trio that bristles with intricacies and unusual
harmonic and theoretical combinations.
The three members of the quartet gave this Ravel

Trio a very excellent interpretation, bringing out its

various unique characteristics with striking precision
and ensemble effects. The Dumky Trio by Dvorak was
interpreted with verve and vitality and its electrifying
rhythmic phrases were negotiated with explosive pre-

cision spontaneity. Rachmaninoff's Serenade and
Severn's Kitchen Dance also brought out the suave
phrasing, fine shading, unity of expression and genuine
musicianship of the three artists. Miss Marie Sloss was
specially noticeable because of her excellent piano in-

terpretations. A genuine ensemble pianist is indeed
rare and the Pasmore sisters were fortunate to find

Miss Sloss able to occupy the vacancy left by Suzanne
Pasmore Brooks.
Prances Dwight Woodbridge was the vocalist of the

occasion. It is always the purpose of Pacific Coast Musi-
cal Review to aid resident artists in their endeavor to

obtain an impartial hearing. And many a time we offend
the sensibilities of some of our friends by favorably
commenting upon the work of a singer or player who
does not conform to the standard set by fastidious
music lovers. In the case of Miss Woodbridge we had oc-
casion in the past to comment favorably upon her work
when she confined herself to a program intended to

serve as an entertainment instead of a serious concert
program, and in the character of entertainer Miss Wood-
bridge exhibited certain notable advantages. But as a
participant in a serious program such as is demanded
by members of the Pacific Musical Society Miss Wood-
bridge was not in her element. There are certain
features of her singing, notably a pleasing quality of
voice and evident sincerity of expression, but the de-

viation from the true pitch is too frequent and too

apparent to be overlooked even though we would prefer
to be more encouraging and more complimentary. But
it would neither be of benefit to Miss Woodbridge. nor
just to other artists to overlook so serious a drawback,
and if Miss Woodbridge wishes to gain recognition
among serious music lovers she should find means to

rid herself of this feature of her work which possibly
does not impress her as being sufficiently pj-onounced
to demand correction.

Miss Woodbridge sang two groups of songs and was
accompanied by Frank Wenzel. The complete program
was as follows: Trio A Minor (Ravel); Pasmore Trio;
Vocal—Air de Beatrix, from Etienne Marcel (Saint
Saens), Villanella^(Sibella), O Bocca Dolorosa (Sibella),

The Little Fish's Song (Arensky). Frances Dwight
Woodbridge: Walter Frank Wenzel at the piano; Trios:
Serenade (Rachmaninoff), Kitchen Dance (Severn),
Pasmore Trio; Vocal—The Shadow of the Bamboo
Fence (Fay Foster). Thou Art the Night Wind (Gaul),
At the Spinning Wheel (Saar), Alpine Pastoral (Buzzi
Peccia). Frances Dwight Woodbridge; Walter Frank
Wenzel at the piano; Dumky Trio (Dvorak), Pasmore
Trio.

LORING CLUB OPENS SEASON AUSPICIOUSLY

Scottish Rite Auditorium was crowded to the doors
on Tuesday evening, October 23rd, when the Loring
Club gave the first concert of its forty-seventh season.
As usual the delighted audience gave frequent evidence
of its pleasure by spontaneous demonstrations of ap-
proval and demands for repetitions generously accorded
by the club and its able director, Wallace A. Sabin.
There is always a certain thrill in listening to a male
chorus directed by a musician who kilows how to ob-
tain the maximum of effect with the minimum of effort.

And Mr. Sabin is exactly such a director.
- The first concert of the season always benefits from
the period of rest that preceded it and the voices of
these men who are banded together to rejoice in song
and to give happiness to their friends with the en-
thusiasm of their efforts rang out with freshness,
resonance and tonal balance. Their interpretations
were intelligent and exhibited those contrasts of emo-
tional sentiments which the variety of the program
called for. It was an unusually interesting program

GiGLI, DiDUR,
De LUCA«"rf SAROYA

HIGHLY COMPLIMENT

Frank Carroll Giffen
TEACHER OF SINGING

BENIAMINO GIGLI—Mr. Giffen, you are a master Teacher of

Singing, and when I say this I want you to believe that I am very
much in earnest.

ADAMO DIDUR—I see in your teaching the hand of a master,
and I want you to feel assured that I am sincere when I wish you
continued success.

GIUSEPPE DE LUCA—The work you are doing is what we
call the old Italian School. So many people despair at the appar-
ent disappearance of the Art of Bel Canto that we were delighted
to find in you a living refutation of this conception.

BIANCA SAROYA—Your tone placing is the result of truly
great teaching and it will afford me great pleasure to recommend
you to any vocal students who may seek my advice regarding
studying in San Francisco.

STUDIO: 976 CHESTNUT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
TELEPHONE PROSPECT 3320

which contained choruses that are not only rich in
melody, but in words that carry a fixed meaning and
present an intelligent story. The diction of the mem-
bers of the Loring Club is clear and the audience
relishes to listen to the lines with added pleasure. Mr.
Sabin conducted with splendid musicianship and with
the authority that comes from practical experience
backed by natural ability. It was an enjoyable event.

The guest artist of the occasion was Willem Dehe
who played two cello numbers with a skill and virtu-

osity that justified the ovation accorded him. Mr Dehe
is a natural born artist who succeeds in obtaining from
his instrument every angle of emotion that any com-
position may prescribe. His tone is smooth and ex-
pressive and his phrasing is indeed musicianly and ef-

fective. The complete program was as follows: Hunt-
ing Song {H. J. Stewart), dedicated to the Loring Club;
Murmuring Zephyrs (Adolph Jensen); My Love's an
Arbutus (Irish Melody); soloist Edwin Holton; Violon-
cello solos— (a) Chant du menestrel (Glazounow). (b)
Grave and allegro (Valentini), from the tenth sonata,
Willem Dehe; Two Chorales— 1. Now All the Woods
Are Sleeping, 2. My Soul, Awake and Render (Bach);
Forest Hai-ps (Edwin Schultz), soloist G. A. Rogers;
My Bonny Lass (Thomas Moreley); This Is She (James
H. Rogers); Violoncello Solos— (a) Andante Cantabile
(Cui), (b) The Fountain (Davidoff), Willem Dehe; Ho.
Jolly Jenkin (Arthur Sullivan), from the opera Ivan-
hoe, soloist L, H. McCoy; Lo, Now Night's Shadows
(G. W. Chadwick).

ASHLEY PETTIS TO GIVE TWO CONCERTS

Ashley Pettis, the distinguished pianist, who is to
give recitals in San Francisco and at the University
of California in Berkeley in November, gives unusual
prominence to American composers upon his programs.
Californians will be interested to know that three com-
positions are by musicians who were born in this
State. They are Albert Elkus. Frederick Jacobi and
Miss Rosalie Housman. Few. if any, musicians in the
United States are better informed than Mr. Pettis con-
cerning the work that American composers are doing.
His interest in the subject is so widely known that
manuscripts are constantly being sent to him from all

parts of the country.
Mr. Pettis has already had some interesting experi-

ences with his "all-American" program. "I prepared two
other programs of the conventional type." he said,
"but nearly everywhere people prefer to hear the
American compositions. I am not offering this recital
in order to be sensational, but to give music lovers a

chance to hear some characteristic specimens of the
new."

Mr. Pettis explains what he means by new music, as
follows: "Xew music looks to the future as opposed
to compositions based on ideas long current. People
nowadays are often confused when they try to appre-
ciate the new works, by not distinguishing between
those that are the sincere expressions of new musical
conceptions and those that have the mannerism and
superficial style of the modern school yet lack genuine
originality. I have chosen for my program compositions
which, after careful analysis, seem to be the honest at-

tempts of musicians to say something in music which
has not already been said many times. The public is the
final judge of success in such matters and I can there-
fore often tell, even after a single performance, from
the indefinable response an audience gives to a piece
whether the composition has vitality and genuine
character.

"Sympathetic criticism is rare even among critics.

Too often people go to a concert with preconceived
ideas of the way a composer should have written a
piece or an artists should interpret it. They are deaf to
what the composer is undertaking to do and they do
not relax their prejudice long enough to catch an ink-
ling of his idea. An example of this the frequent asser-
tion that the new music has no structure. Yet a casual
analysis of works by such composers as Albert Elkus
or Frederick Jacobi reveals the injustice of this criti-

cism. In my own case. I memorize these works by the
aid of their structural plan. They do not lack form.
They simply happen to have a different form from
works to which we have grown accustomed. One
might as reasonably say that modern English prose
does not have form because it does not show the
periodic structure of ancient Greek. It is furthermore
asserted that the new music strives to me unmetodious.
This again is absurd, for no composer would ever throw
away a good tune."

The recitals of Mr. Pettis are to take place on Tues-
day evening. November 13, Wheeler Hall, University of
California, Berkeley, and Friday evening. November 16,

Colonial Room, St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco. The
program is as follows: Choral Fantasie and Fugue
(Albert Elkus); Prelude (Deems Taylor). Dusk (On a
Texas Prairie), The Jester. (Viola Beck-van Katwijk),
A Gringo Tango (Eastwood Lane); Prelude. Burlesque
(Frederick Jacobi), Triptich (Iridescences) (Rosalie
Housmann), The Tide. Indian Pipes. Prelude (Marion
Bauer); Sonata Eroica (Edward MacDowellJ.
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I,()S ANGEI.K.S. Oi I :!» —Thurailay eveninB I.cs An-
gclos will hear the lirsi allMexlran band concert at the
Flaza when the nnenily formed Mexican band makes
its first public appearance. ProRrams will be played
regularly at the I'laza Thursday and Saturday evenings,
appearances at v:irious parks l>elng under arrangement.
The band numbi^rs fifty pieces with .Manuel l.ucero,
well-known Mexican bandmaster, directin«. Organiza-
tion of Ihis Ihe only all. .Mexican band began several
months ago by the Civic Music and Art Association
through Henry C. .VIece. chairman of the Inlernatlonal
section of this association. A survey made of the musi-
cal talent among Mexicans living here brought a per-
sonnel of fifty players together within a week Re.
hearsals held during (he past few weeks prove that
Los Angeles will be enriched by an excellent band
very shortly for every one of the volunteer players are
bom musicians. Final rehearsals held yesterday for a
program of characteristic .Mexlcnn music, fantasies
from Verdi operas, marches and dances sounded very
well

"Fcirmalion of this .Mexican band is part of the com-
munity work carried out by the Civic .Music and Art
Association," Ben F. Pearson, president of the associa-
tion commented. Kncouraged by the participation of
our foreign-born citizens In the Music Week programs
of last .May we are endeavoring, through the means of
music to bring our foreign-horn citizens closer into the
communlly life at large. The work of this Mexican
band will make for good feeling and better .American
citizenship among our .Mexicans here, while it also
should bring about heller understanding on the part
of our American citizens toward our soulhern sister
republic In the welfare of which this city as a town
of commerce Is so vitally interested."

Mary Garden gained another triumph over her host
of admirers here in a second recital which, too, was
excellenlly attended. The diva was most Impressive
in French operatic arias. However, she wins not only
In numbers of heavy dramatic calibre, but she can
likewise build a nilnialure drama from a simple song
revealing deep art of voice and singing. Incidentally
Mary Garden was in lovely voice.

Despite the lure of glorious weather a large and en-
thusiastic audience attended the first Sunday afternoon
concert of the Philharmonic Orchestra under nirecior
Willi, r Henry Rolhwell. They were fully rewarded for
'' hcstra played with that same brilliance and flue

n which ushered In Ihe symphony season so
iv'Iy last week. Meyerheers Coronation March

I rii I .• Propheie lo the tonal opulence of which each
Mi.ll.ru e seems to respond, was fcdlowed by the Sylvia
li.illet sulle by Dellbes. One lould especially enjoy Mr.
.Maijuarre's flute and Mr. Brain's horn in the hunting
i-.ene of the Brst movement. The Pizzicato v.ilse had
lo be given twice, and the audience would have liked
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to hear again the very colorful Procession of Dacchus. a
suite in itself of musical dance pictures in which
Conductor Rolhwell showed that he had a faculty of
his own to draw from his players their fullest powers
of rhythm and resonance. This is a brillianlly orches-
trated piece, with a most ingratiating second theme of
luscious warmth.
Fine playing was heard also during the Sketch of the

Steppes of Central Asia by Borodin, which the oflener
one hears It the longer a sketch it seems, especially
where the composer seems to depict the members of the
caravan bent on singing. There are episodes in this
"sketch" which make it a masterpiece of descriptive
music, as for instance at the outset where one can
almost picture the sandy vastness of the steppes, the
sun beating down through a fine mist of dust that seems
to undulate infinitesimally. Ilya Bronson, cello and
Alfred Brain, French horn, had to how repeated thanks
after their incidental solos after Rubinstein's melody in
F, played in the Vincent d'Indy arrangement. Of Lia-
dow's Intermezzo and .Music Box the latter had to be
repealed. The program reached its artistic climax wllh
Weber's Oberon overture finding a reading of lovely
tone quality and phrasing.

I.lllian Bowles was the soloist in the Balatella from
Leoncavallo's Pagliacei, singing as her second group,
prettily gowned a la Jenny Lind. Solveig's Song by
Grieg and the Norwegian Echo Song of Thrane (Ihe lat-

ter elfeclively orchestrated by Alard de Ridder). Miss
Bowles possesses good material which she uses with
lovely effect both dramatically and in coloratura parts.
The tone quality Is often lovely in the high and middle
register, though not always true lo pitch in the flrsl.

and of less resonance in the lower register, all of which
may be a matter of voice production and therefore due
much to the dllliculty most singers experience when
they have the alltoo-rare opportunity of singing with
a large, and In this instance a very large, orchestra.
.Miss Bowles was very well liked by the public who
was Impressed by the sympathetic freshness of her in-
terpretation and personality.
This week's symphony programs, Saturday evening,

consists of Tschalkowsky's Fourth Symphony, Fee Mab,
the orchestral scherzo by Berlioz and the Dance of
Salome by Glazounow. Claire Dux, celebrated soprano
of the Chicago Opera, will be soloist In Dch vieni non
lardar from Mozart's Marriage of Figaro and songs by
Strauss and Reger. This Is her first appearance here
and should prove delightful.

Cornelia Rider Possart will play the Mozart B flat

piano icmierio ai the next Sunday afternoon concert.
November 11 .Massenets Scenes Plttoresques. and Cui's
Miniaiure Suit.', both new here. Tschalkowsky's Andante
Canlablle and Wagner's Rieuzi overture complete the
program.

Extreme opposltes of musical idiom were happily
brought together under the Intimacy of ensemble music
when Ihi- l.os Angeles Chamber Music Society opened
their series of twelve programs with works scored
(hiefly for combinations of bow and woodwind instru-
ments and piano. The program included the E flat trio
by Mozart for viola, clarinet and piano; Conversations
by Arthur Bliss, his song Mme. Noy and the Beethoven
Quintet. Opus 16. Blanche Rogers I.ott, artistic director
of the Chamber music society was again at the piano,
the personnel of the performers consisting of Sylvaln
Noack. violin; Emll Ferir. viola; Ilya Bronson, cello;
Henri de Busscher. oboe: .\ndre Maquarre, flute: Pierre
Perrier. clarinet; Alfred Brain, French horn; Freder-
ick Morllz. bissoon; Alfred Kastner, harp and Monnle
Hayes Hastings as soprano soloist.

Interest centered on the two Bliss compositions. Mme.
Noy wrlten for soprano, harp, flute, clarinet, bassoon.
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Harry Kaufman Is a young pianist well worthy of men-
tion. He Bavo a well-balanced proRram in a masterly
style. Kxquisite coloring, clear, crystal-like technique,
together with a musielanly understanding, made it an
Interesting recital indeed.
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viola and violoncello had its American premiere last
season at one of these concerts and was on that oc-
casion reviewed in this column. The compositions again
appealed immensely as Bliss well translates the quaint
archaic spirit and humor of the ballad-like verses taken
from Meyerstein's Witchery -Poems. His invention is

ingenious hut never labored. The melodic material
is distinct and used in the manner of the leit-motif if

such a comparison may be applied to a song. There is
an indefinable mysterious air about this music w^hich
at one time in syncopated rhythm tells picturesquely
that "old Mamdame Noy hath stolen forth to the church
on the sand dunes" near the sea, "for a deed of magic
she meant to do" to prevent the skipper from returning
to his sweetheart. All this is related by the ensemble
with the extremely diffcult vocal part which owing
to its taxing intervals makes for balladesque "speech-
song.'' Then the bone which he has locked up knocks
against the cupboard door, one hears the clock strike
midnight. She throws the bone out of the window and
as it "falls with a whistling sound, when all of a sud-
den the moon rose big. and over the sea a black-sailed
brig, and she curses the bone and her luck in despair,
but beneath comes a low mocking laugh on the air."
Here is a fascinating imaginative fancy, creating pic-

tures, but emphasizing the mood as much as the action.
The composer's faculty for instrumental treatment

which, while extraordinarily independent never jars, is

of absolute blending and never burdens the vocal part.

Bliss is a creator of atmosphere, when for instance
Mme. Xoy "to the cupboard hath pressed her head, and
clear as a hell, there again comes that moan, and the
whisper 'give back that bone!'" As the opus is rhy-
thmically very intricate. Mr. Noack directed the per-
formance which was delightful tonally and as to spon-
taneousness of interpretation.

Equally captivating in most parts is the suite Con-
versations by Arthur Bliss for flute, violin, viola, and
violoncello, heard for the first time in this country. I

believe. The Committee Meeting is a bit of sarcastic,
insistent cacophonic chattering, not disagreeably dis-

sonant, in which the various themes pompously, ob-
stinately, one drawling, the other apologetically, for
instance exchange and reiterate their thematic remarks,
all of "raising their voices" as the meeting progresses.
It is an instrumental parody on such a session, where
every one persists, talks incessantly and means to have
the last word. With an "I said so" the viola and the
violin end the piece. In the Wood is of sweet poetic and
delicate coloring charm. Bird voice, the fragrance of

nature can be sensed. Soliloquy for oboe alone is an
exquisite piece and was exquisitely rendered by Henri
de Busscher. In it Bliss unites something of the Pas-
torale, of Bach-like figuration and striking chromatic
character. The forceful contour of his themes was par-

ticularly evident in this solo piece. Least interesting
in the suite are In the Ballroom and In the Tube at

Oxford Circus. They are episodic, intermingling real-

ism and impressionism and not as clever as the Com-
mittee Meeting from a point of musical fun. The last

one 's music rhythmically very vigorous, almost boister-

ous. It also is free in form, but thematically consistent
and therefore not hard to follow.

Summing up. Bliss possesses a remarkable gift for
co-ordinating his themes, harmony, rhythm and orches-
tration. Especially interesting is his choice of certain
instruments for certain themes. His music is not of

the intellectual sort, but rich in melody and color of
flowing virility. Unique is his alternating and at times
simultaneous use of diatonic and chromatic phrases. He
is one of the musically independents endowed with
much creative imagination.
As to playing, the compositions of Bliss as well as

those of the two classics left nothing to be desired.

Tlrey were more than well rehearsed for the perform-
an'-es radiated the spirit of the music.

Gliere's String Quartet in A major. Opus 2. will be
premiered on the coast at next Friday's program of the

Los Angeles Chamber Music Society concert in the

Gamut Club. It will be played by the Philharmonic
Quartet: Sylvain Noack. first violin; Henry Svedrofsky,
second violin ; Emil Ferir, viola ; Ilya Bronson, cello.

Another novelty will be two movements from a quartet

by Pierre Menu. The lovely Schumann piano quintet

closes the program with Conielia Rider Possart at the

keyboard.

The coming season will find the Zoellner Quartet ap-

rearing in, new surroundings for they have decided to
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hold their annual series of six concerts in the music
room of the new Biltmore Hotel. This is significant for
the Zoellners as no doubt many people staying at the
new hostelry heard this internationally known quartet
in their world travels. Many novelties are promised
us by this organization who have probably more than
any other quartet cultivated the chamber music field

extensively. From ancient and time-honored classics to

futurists numbers of "first time in America" presenta-
tions they are presenting to Angelenos as fine chamber
music as can be heard in America.

Among these will be a quartet by Jarvach Op. 15, Max
Reger Quartet Op. 121. "Noveletten" by Frank Bridge, a
trio for two violins and piano by Heinrich Noren, piano
Quintet Op 1 by Dohnanyi which despite its youthful
opus number is a work of outstanding maturity. Miss
Ralston, a member of the Zoellner Conservatory faculty
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win :il»o have a hearing with a quartet now in manu-
script. The last and biggest of the Mozart Quartets will

be played as well as his quintet for strings and clarinet.

Thus tils Opus 108 will be given with the assistance of

Mr. Kuehne who will play tlte wind instrument. And, of
coursf. there are no finer Iteeilioven interpretations
than those which the Zoellner tiuartet have given over
ttie length and breadth of tliis :ind other countries. The
first concert at the Biltmore will be on .Monday evening.
-Vovember 19. AM the concerts of the series will lie on
Monday evenings on llie following dates: December 10,

January 14. February 11. March 17. April 21. With as-
sisting artists at every concert and a large list of pa-
trons the Zoellners have a brilliant season before them.

Prom Nino M^iri.lli. the gifted composer, who Is

doing such exc'-INrii work as head of the high scliooi

music and orcliisiia department in San Diego, I hear
that plans an ler consideration which will give to

that Southern ('allfomia city a Civic Orchestra and
Oratorio Society of Its own. Although Mr. Marcelll in
his usual retiring manner writes very little about It, I

understand that he is one of the prime movers and
the same source of information gives me to under-
stand that they are hoping to win this splendid young
musician for the double position of orchestral and choral
maestro Those "who are familiar with Mr. Nino Mar-
celli's work will agree that San Diego music lovers are
fortunate in their choice. Marcelll is one of. best and
most rellned musicians in the west. As a composer, too.

he has by far more than won his spurs. It will be re-

membered that his Aniacanian Suite won the first prize
offered by the New York Concert Stadium composition
contest committee. Considering the fact that more than
five Imndred manuscripts were submitted from every
part of the country and that ail the scores were signed
with a nom de plume which kept the identity of the
composer hidden, the honor bestowed on Nino Mar-
celll Is one of decided significance as to his creative
merits. In the meantime -Marcelll is lontinuing his
constructive work in training young instrumentalists
The orchestra of the San Diego High School is one of
the best trained in the country a prominent New
Yorker told me the other day, a word of praise borne
out by the splendid Impression these young musicians
made also at the last convention of tlie Federation of
Music Clubs.
Speaking of Nino Marcelll reminds me to say a few

words about his equally gifted brother, l*lderico Mar-
celll. likewise endowed with brilliant creative and
conductorial gifts. Ills advent as director of music at
Grauman's Metropolitan Theater gave to this house a
musical prestige of higliest order. Since then bid
Graunian has transferred him to his "pet" theater, the
Egyptian Theater In Hollywood, nationally noted for its

elaborate productions and long runs. 1 attended the
presentation of The Covered Wagon a few days ago and
was deeply impressed with the fine work tlle orchestra
Is accomplishing under I'lderico Marcellis baton. Mar-
celll makes the score into a dramatic symphony of
gripping force, though the music, written by Paul
Rivsenfeld of New York, is not all one would wish for.

I am not sure, hut It seems to me that the inclusion of
occasional jazz music is an anachronism In a film score
the subject of which dates back nearly eighty years.
However, this Is not Marcellis fault who has an over-
ture of his own of dramatic verve. What impressed me
greatly was the expressiveness which .Marcelll puts into
his conduiting and which Is reflected in the convincing
playing of his orchestra. All of which speaks well for
bis artistic Intensity for they have played the music
nearly two hundred times and It is that very quality,
musical enthusiasm In which some of our best artists
are lacking, especially when they come to repeat certain
selections or programs. I'lderico Marcelll, I must add.
Is now working at a dance suite drawing on folk dances
of various countries. Ills Indian dance of the Burning
Arrow, as 1 staled at the end of the Hollywood Bowl
season won a most cordial reception when bis own con-
ducting made a strong Impression, both on the public
and the musicians.

There can not he any longer any doubt that Ix)s
Angeles Is a really metropolitan music city for your
scribe, like the critics of New York, will frequently
have to flit from one concert hall to another in the
course of the evening, hear what he can anil gather the
rest as he can with the help of those that have not the
111 luck to become a chronicler of the season
Of Frederick Herman's vocal recital 1 could hear only

part of a song group and the aria %'lsion fugitive from
Massenet's opera llerodlade. The songs, by Robert
F'rani and Schulx-rl, were Interpreted in the fashion as
one enjoys it with few exceptions only In the land of
their composers, where, by the way, Mr. Herman spent
years of study and presumably acquired his appealing
lleder style. Apropos, this was Mr Hennans debut as
a singer, announced as basso cantante, being heretofore
known only as pianist, and pedagogue of that instru-
ment and vol,... Vocally 1 can say little in praise of
the singer's voice which is best In the middle register,
otherwise limited and not very vibrant. Whether It was
the emotional strain a debut always has in Its course,
or a permanent condition, but It would seem that the
tonal production is restrained and results in too little
resonance. However this may be .Mr. Herman succeeded
In fully winning the sympathy of his public, himself de-
livering his selei tion In that quiet, svmpatbetic manner
for which he is known. The aria did not seem his best
medium of expression, lacking warmth The artistic
program Included also old Italian and modern Ameri-
cans.

Calmon Luboviski, the welbknown hrllllani violinist,
was not at his best In Si hubert Wllhemj's Are Maria
and Krelsler's Lleb<-srreud 1 1 had to leave before the
2amlK>urln Chlnoia.i He plays usually with much bet-
r tone and greater finish of lechnic.
>M«y Macdonald Hope accompanied with fluency of

the facile planlste she is, both in the violin numbers
and the lleder. She loves these songs and one could
sense It In her playing. Leaving the Fine Arts Theater
I made haste for the fJaniut Club where the Los Angeles
music teachers btjld their program meeting.

GEORGE SHKUTETSKY'S CONCERT

George Shkutetsky. a Russian baritone of exceptional
voice and artistic accomplishments, who recently ar-
rived In thfs city, will give a vocal recital In the Colo-
nial Ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel on Monday eve-
ning. .November 12. Mr. Shkutetsky possesses a voice
of unusual fiexibility and sonority and sings with an
Intelligence and artistic judgment rarely found. He is

particularly proficient in the interpretation of Russian
music, and the program to be rendered on this occasion
will consist exclusively of Russians arias and songs.
Mr. Shkutetsky Is an artist whom any music lover and
specially vocalist will enjoy, and his program has been
compiled with much taste and judgment. Mrs. John
Casserly, one of San Francisco's ablest music patrons
and a musician of splendid taste and ability, will be
at the piano and add unquestionably to the artistic
character of the event. The concert will be under the
management of Alice Seckels. The complete program
will be as follows: .-Mr (Pimenl from opera Boris Go-
dounow (.Mussorgsky I. Floods of Spring (Rachmanin-
6(tl, .Mr (Sobakin) from opera Tzar Bride (Rimsky-
Korsakoffl, Autumn Leaves (Olierl, At the Ball (Tsch-
aikowskyt: .\ir (SusaninI from opera Life for the
Tzar (Glinkal. On the Old Hill (Kaiinnikoff I, The
Night (Tschaikowsky). Do .Not Sing .My Beauty (Kau-
ka's Melody) ( RachmaninofTi, .-Vir from opera Demon
(Rubinstein): Air from opera The Magic Flute( Mozart),
Silent Lips (Bleihman), Azra (Rubinstein), Doubt—Ro-
mance (Glinka), Two Giants (Stolipin).

BAUMGARTNER'S VIOLIN TECHNIC READY

The first copies of John Baumgartner's Violin Tech-
nic, consisting of five volumes and published by C. F.
Kahnt of Leipsic, Germany, were received a short time
ago and are on sale at Henry drobe's in the Wiley B.
Allen Co. store, i:'.5 Kearny street. The second part of
this work will arrive later. Although these copies have
been on sale but a short time, the work is so compre-
hensive and fills such a longfelt want that numerous
violin enthusiasts are spreading the news about its ex-
cellence. Judging from this preliminary interest there
is no question but that this technic will enjoy great
vogue and will be in such demand that orders will be
diflScult to fill.

Mr. Baumgarlner devoted many years of his life as
an expert musician to the compilation of this work, and
the result is such a simplification of violin technic and
the rudimentary knowledge of violin playing that study-
ing and practicing is made a pleasure instead of a
drudgery. It is beyond question the most complete and
thorough violin technic ever published and is specially
compiled to acquire an easy and fluent finger and arm
technic. It is arranged in such a manner as to develop
every muscle needed for facile violin playing and is of
special value to advanced students and artists who wish
to acquire a perfect technic It is unusually easy to
study this work inasmuch as explanations are concise
and simple and therefore readily comprehended by
anyone reading English. We have never seen a work
that is quite as valuable from a violinists' standpoint
than this recent addition to educational musical litera-
ture.

Karl Rackle, pianist and question editor of the Pacific
Coast Musical Review, and Edwin Holton. tenor, will
give a recital at Native Sons' Hall in Hayward on Tues-
day evening. November 13. The artistic qualifications of
both these young musicians justify the prediction that
the event will be an unusually worthy one.

The Soroptlmist Club, an organization of business wo-
men, gave a luncheon at the Italian Room of the St.
Francis Hotel on .Monday, October 22, which was de-
voted to the Development of .Musical California. Mrs.
Lillian Harris Coftln, President of the club, did the
honors as toastmlstress in splendid fashion, and there
were a number of honor guests, including people promi-
nent In musical affairs and the various critics of the
daily papers. Excellent addressses were made by Mrs.
Agnes Ray, member of the Slate Board of Education:
.Mrs. Lillian Birmingham. President of the California
Federation of .Music Clubs: Mrs. Aivina lleuer-Wilson.
President of the San Francisco Music Teachesr' .\sso-
ciatlon: Frank Carroll Giffen. Director of the San Fran-
cisco Music Teachers' Association: Vincent de Arril-
laga. F'resident Musicians' Club of San Francisco, and
Professor AUoo of the Inlverslty of California. Alfred
Metzger. editor of the Pacific Coast Musical Review, put
in a good word for the resident artists.

The San Francisco Trio, an ensemble organization
which made such an excellent impression during the
last two seasons, announces its third season. The Trio
consists of Elsie Cook Hughes, pianist: William F.
Laria, violinist, and Wlllem Dehe. cellist. Three con-
certs will he given in the Italian Room of the St.
Francis Hotel, as follows: Tuesday evening, Novem-
ber 27: Tuesday evening, January 22, and Tuesday eve-
ning, .March 18. Specially Interesting programs have
been prepared. Subscription tickets, two for each con-
cert, are five dollars, and single tickets, one dollar.
They are now for sale at Sherman. Clay & Co.

Mrs. Clyde N. Seal and Ml» Janie Johnston of San
Jose, two pupils of Mme. Rose Florence, will take part
In a iirogram to be given for the benefit of the Palo
Alto Veterans at (he California Club (m Thursday eve-
ning. November 8. These young artists will sing the
following duets: Calm as the Mghl (Goetzel and It

Was a Lover and His Lass (Walthew). Mrs. Edwin
Newhall. Jr.. will be the accompanist.

Sigmund Anker will give the first of three studio pupils'
recitals at :il42 Cough street this (Saturday) e\ening,
when the following program will be presented: Minuet
in (Beethoven). Dolores .Mherton; Indian Lament (F.

Kreisler). Doris Malitz: Der Sohn Der Haide (Kela
Bela). Roy Haus: Remembrance (Vogt). David Sclinei-

der (5 years of age): Concerto in A minor (Accolay).
Bertha Schwartz: Spanish Dance (Rehfeld). Donna
Anderson: Serenade (Drigo-Auer). Esther Heller;
Concerto In G minor (Max Bruch). Eunice Jurgens;
Mazurka-Dudiarz (H. Wieniawski). Israel Rosenbaum;
Mazurka de Concert (O. Musin). Maxine Conrad:
Gypsy Dance (H. Ernst). Sarah Marks: Faust Fantasie
(Alard). Tlllie Brown: Introduction—Rondo Capricioso
(S. Saens). Sarah Kreindier: Hymn to the Sun (R. Kor-
sakof-Kreisler). John Reznik.

Suzanne Pasmore gave an excellent piano recital under
the auspices of the Woodland Music Club on Saturday
e^'ening. October 27. Her playing was characterized by
a full singing tone, brilliant technic and remarkable
shading and interpretative powers. Her assistant,
Therese Zahnatyn. delighted the discriminating audi-
ence with the sympathy, purity and sheer beauty c

voice, together with with a plentitude of power. Th
welcome absence of the "tremolo stop" was noted. 1

was remarked by some of those present that not sine
Alma Gluck visited Woodland had such singing been
heard. Mr. Pasmore's two songs. The Shi Liu Tree and
The Mountains, were her favorite vocal numbers.
Pasmore accompanied the vocal numbers. The program
was as follows: As When the Dove. O Sleep. Why Dost
Thou Leave Me (Handel): Prelude. No. 20. Prelude,
No. 17. Waltz, E Minor (Chopin): Musetta's Valse Song,
from La Boheme (Puccini). O Mio Babbino Caro. from
Gianni Schicchi (Puccini). .4 Pastoral, from Rosalinda
(Veracini): Gavotte (Sgambati). Barcarolle (Schar-
wenka). Polish Dance (by request) (Scharwenka) ; The
Shi Liu Tree (words and theme from the Chinese)
(Pasmore). The Mountains (Pasmore), Duna (McGill);
Arabesque (Debussy), Orientale (Amanil, Water Wag
Tail (Cyril Scott), En Autonne (Moszkowski).

Mme. Rose Florence, the excellent concert soprano,
sang at both services of the First Congregational
Church, of which Dr. Gordon is pastor, last Sunday,
October 28'. During the evening service the church was
packed to the doors, people standing wherever they
could find room. The artist sang Jesus Lover of My
Soul by Tours at the morning service and Crossing the
Bar by Dudley Buck and When the Mists Have Rolled
Away at the evening service. Uda Waldorp presided at
the organ in a manner to add to the artistic enjoy-
ment of these solos.

Miss Rena Lazelle, head of the vocal department of the
San Francisco Conservatory of Music, will present
twelve pupils in recital on Friday evening, November
9. She will also present seventeen less advanced pupils
on Saturday afternoon, November 17, at 3 o'clock. Both
these concerts will be given in the hall of the school,
343.5 Sacramento street, and are open to the public.

Mrs. Albert George Lang and Miss Esther Delninger»
two excellent pianists residing in San Francisco, who
will appear at the next concert of the Pacific Musical
Society, belong to those rare artists who study and
play for the sake of artistic enjoyment They belong,
therefore, to the most gifted element among our yotmg
artists. They will interpret a Mozart Sonata and an
Arensky Suite on two pianos. Miss Deininger studied
in Europe for a number of years, while Mrs. Lang was
a disciple of Oscar Weil and is at present continuing
her studies under the able supervision of .-Mbert Elkus.
We do not doubt for a moment but that both these
artists will give an excellent account of themselves.

Mme. Isabelle Marks, one of San Francisco's most
successful and ablest vocal pedagogues will give a
pupils' recital In the Gold Room of the Palace Hotel
next Friday evening, November 9th. It is always a
pleasure to listen to Mme. Mark's pupils and the follow-
ing program promises to be one of the most successful
events of the many delightful recitals given under the
able supervision of Mme. Marks: None e ver (Mattel),
Chanson Indone (Rimaky-Karsakow).), Mrs Florence
.MacDonald; Nymphs anti Fauns (Bemberg), Lo Hear
the Gentle Lark (Bishop). Lea Ross; Sing, Smile Slum-
ber (Gounod). Ave .Maria (Gounod). Mable Lee; Char-
mant Oiseau (David). La Paloma (Yradier). Mabel
Uroz: Voce de donna. Gioconda (Ponchielli). Slave
Song (Del Riago). Mrs. Lillian Hiity Carnes: Waltx
Song—Romeo and Juliet (Gounod). Sunshine Song
(Grieg), Mrs. B. M. Morris: Er der herlichste von Allen
(Schumann), My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice (Saint-
Saensl, Ellen Deeley; Swiss Echo Song (Echert). Caro
MIo Ben (Glordianll, Mrs Venice E. Tobin; Vol La
Sapete (Mascagni), Moonlight (Schumann), Marie
Rhoads: Coiinais tu Mignon (Thomas), Rest (Golson),
Frances Levy: Aria Ernani (Verdi), Amarilla (Cacclnl).
Nina Tomlinson: Caro Nome Rigoletto (Verdi), The
Sw'allows (Del Aqua), Adele Nicholas: Aria II 'Trova-
tore (Verdi), The Star (Rogers). Violet Boyle; Carnival
of Venice (Benedict), Summer (Chamlnade), lia Mc-
intosh: Rachem (Manna Zucca), Erl King (Schubert),
Mrs. Belle Jacob Lewis.

Jean Gerardy, the distinguished Belgian cello vir-

tuoso, and George McManus, the brilliant California
pianist, who Is his accompanist, recently concluded an
Australian lour consisting of ninety concerts all of
which proved lo be a tremendous success both financial-
ly and ariistically. Mr. Gerardy. accompanied by Mr.
McManus. will reach San Francisco some time this
month and will appear In concert In this city.
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LOS ANGELES TO HAVE A TEMPLE
OF MUSIC

(Continued from Ta^e 1 >

and citizenship. A telegram from Im-

presario Behymer urging united action

was enthusiastically received.

Musical selections were given by a

quintet representing the Musicians' Pro-

tection Association complimentary to the

Civic Music and Arts Association, and by
the Orpheus Four, the latter a well-

known vocal quartet. The song feature

by the Orpheus Four was "My Golden
California." text by Elizabeth W. Wilbur,

music by Grace Adele Freebey. dedicated

to Mrs. J. J. Carter, vice-president of the

Civic Music and Arts Association.

The association has pledged itself to

co-operate with the Los Angeles branch
of the Association of the Army of the
United States in the latter organization's

plan for a memorial monument to service

men to be erected in Pershing Square.
It has organized a band composed of

Mexican residents of Los Angeles con-

sisting of fifty players under the di-

rection of flannel Lucero. Representa-
tives of more than twenty Los Angeles
bands are comprised in a section of the
association with Arthur M, Perry as
chairman. Plans have been made for

band concerts, community singing, chil-

dren's choruses, song festivals and Music
Week celebrations.

On the temple of music and arts com-
mittee are L. E. Behymer. E. G. Judah.
Mrs. Martha Nelson McCan. C. Gordon
Whitnall and members of the adminis-
tration committee which includes Presi-

dent Peason. Mrs. J. J. Carter, Roger
Andrews, Mrs. E. R. Brainerd, Harold
Ferguson. F. G. Leonard and E. P.

Tucker. ^

.-(1 fr

conflicting emotions. It is scored with
attention to solidity of instrumentation
and vigorously proclaims the intense
phrases which the composer so prodigal-

ly conceived. The Chamber Music So-

ciety, this time with Lajos Fenster's

luscious and seductive viola tones blend-

ing charmingly with the ensemble, suc-

ceeded in extracting every particle of

sensuousness and romantic beauty from
this vigorous composition. The blood

and sinew which the composer so suc-

cessfully moulded into this work was ac-

centuated with skill and intelligent dis-

crimination by the six musicians who
seemed to submerge their individualities

into the maelstrom of human emotions
which Schoenberg so convincingly
created.
No wonder the audience rose to the

occasion and gave vent to its feelings by
repeated explosions of spontaneous ap-

plause intermingled with occasional
cheers. It was a great occasion worthily
recognized •

DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS HONORED

One of the most interesting receptions
of the week was the "at home"' held in

honor of Miss May Mukle and Horace
Britt, the two world-renowned artists, on
Friday evening. Xovember 2. at the San
Francisco Conservatory of Music, of
which the Misses Ada Clement and Lil-

lian Hodghead are the directors. The
most prominent members of the musical
and social sets were present, and the
gathering included guests invited from
the bay cities and the Peninsula. On the
receiving committee. assisting the
Misses Clement and Hodghead, were
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Baldwin. Mr. and
Mrs. H. D. McCoy. Mr. and Mrs. O. K.
Gushing, Dr. and Mrs. William Ophuls,
Mrs. Charles X. Felton. Mrs. X. C. Por-
ter and Miss Lena Blending.

J. Bernard Katz, fourteen-year-old piano
student of Louis Felix Raynaud, playing
this week at Loew's Warfield Theatre, is

scoring an artistic success. This young
pianist has been much in demand re-

cently, playing at three different func-
tions for the Teachers' Institute last
week. His selections at the Warfield in-

cluded Chopin's Polonaise Militaire.
Godard's Second Waltz and Beethoven's
Marche Turque. His performance was
virile and decisive, hacked by an excel-
lent technic which justifies predictions of
rapid artistic development and a bright
future.

Marjorie Saytes, lyric soprano, pupil of
Frank Carroll Giffen. sang with much
success on the opening program of
Mfisic Week at the Exposition Audito-
rium on Tuesday evening, October 30.
Miss Sayles is a public teacher and her
singing proved her to he not only the
possessor of a delightful voice, but an
intelligent interpreter as well.

HAVE YOU REGISTERED

Musical Blue Book

CALIFORNIA?

IF NOT, APPLY FOR
REGISTRATION

BLANKS

NOW!

There Is Still Time to Reserve

Advertising Space in This

BLUE BOOK
The Very Best Musical Adver-

tising Medium in California.

Do Not Delay Any Longer,

But Apply at Once to

MUSICAL REVIEW
COMPANY

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

San Francisco

Room 610 808 So. Broadway

Los Angeles, Calif.

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

Phnnr- Rerki^lpy (tOOA.

MRS. ZAT RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of .Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
OflS Kohler & Chime Bid. Tel. SQtter 73S7

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Stndio, 603-604 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny 5454

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.\N FR.-\.\CISCO B.-\\K)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPOR.\TED FEBRUARY 10th. 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks in California.
the Assets of which have never been intrreased
by mergers or consolidations with other Banks.

Metnber Associated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, CaL
JUNE 30th, 1923

Assets $86,255,685.28
Deposits 82,455,685.28
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-HRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7th Ave.
HAICHT STREET BRANCH Haipht and Belvedere Stteets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave. and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (4;4)
per cent per annum was declared, Interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEIN

riM) Kohler A Cha -\Vedne«d!lT

LEILA B. GRAVES
l.VHIC SOPRA.VO—VOICK CII.TIHE
Avalloble for roncerla and Recllala
ludio: 150 Central .\ve. Tel. Park 102^

MISS WELCOME LEVY

Laura Wertlieimber
I'reparatory Teacher for

Evelyn Sresovich Ware

Joseph George Jacobson

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

SIGMUND BEEL
MflHter ClOMHes for Violin

Studio Duildinf?. 1373 Pont Street
TeL Prospect 757

MARY ALVERTA MORSE

Friany. Kohler A; Chase UldeM S- F.; Resi-
dence Studio, lUtt Santa Hohq Ave., Oak-

l.nnd. Phnin- Hunil.nldl Hll.

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTR.tLTO

Teacher of SinidnK. 32 Loretta Atc., Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. .>lon., Kohler &

^. F. Telephone Ke

Madame Charles Pouller -Soprano Brandt's Conservatory of Music

Lizetta Ivalova \ lolinist
AVAILABLK FOR CONCERTS

Studios: 114» High Court. Berkeley;

Mary Coonan McCrea
TBACHER OF SINGING

Studio 3S GalYner Uulldiug, 37t{ Sutter St.
Tel. OouelBB 4:KI3. Res. Tel. Kearny 2349

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES

0031. Frida 1HI2 Kuhler <k Chn

MME ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Cult ire. Salte "C" Kohler « Chaae
Bulldlnic. Telephone KearnT- M54.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GR-iDlATE OF SCHOL.* C.<.\TORUM,

2211 SCOTT ST„ Bet. Ciar « Waahlngtoa
Mr. Xoah Brandt, Violin
91rn. Xoah Brandt, Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist, Temple Emann El. Con-
cert and Chnrcb Work. Vocal Inatrae-
floa. 2S39 Clay St., Phone Weal 4Sgo.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

EVA M. GARCIA

MARY CARR MOORE—SONGS

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
Violinist and Teacher. Hcnd of Violin Dept.,
S. F. Cons, of Mu.slc. 343.% Sacramento

St.. and 121 Slst A-re.. Tel Pac. 1284

MYNARD S. JONES
IT.:ACHF,R op SIXfilNG

.\RK1I.I..«^GA MlSIC.tL COLLEGE
231.'; Jackson St. Tel. West 4737

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARiON FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av.. Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1»9S

MACKENZIE GORDON
S832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 134T

ANDRE FERRIER

1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

ADELE ULMAN
178 Commonwealth Ave. Phone Pac. 33

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6464

SIR HENRY HEYM.AN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough Street Near Chestnut

No artist or teacher can become known
without publicity. No paper can give
you more dignified publicity than the
Pacific Coast Musical Review. Subscrip-
tion price $3 per year.
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Joseph Greven PAUL STEINDORFF
I^ MASTER COACH

Voice Culture;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

MASTER COACH
ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA

In All Language!
i302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
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If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a l^rtuslc Journal Is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
68 Post St., San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

K. .till. Ro

Representative of Lyon A Healy Harps

Teieiihooe Uuusla. 11178

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

Residence Phone Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Pnpll* prrpared fur Uprra. (tratorlo, Ckorch and

New Addrraa—HKIXR ni.DG.. 40S STOCKTON ST.
DouiclaM DS30

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by Wa^er STvayae

leclal Normal Coureo (or Teachers, based on Swayi

Principles
StodloB 807 Kohler A Cbaa« Bldff.

25181^ Ktna St.. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 131*

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

After October 1st Under the Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

America's Greatest

Contribution to the Musical

Arts

PIANOS
It is impossible to convey in words an ade-

quate idea of the surpassing toned quality of

the Mason & Hamlin Piano.

To say that the piano is made as well as possi-

ble, and priced afterward—that does not tell

the story. No description of the Tension
Resonator can adequately explain its impor-

tance in terms of tonal results. Even the mar-
shalled names of artists who have chosen the

Mason & Hamlin Piano for their public and
private use can only indirectly show its

excellence.

And yet, that which is difficult to put into

words is a very real thing. If you should play

the Mason & Hamlin Piano you would know.
Listening to it would tell more than a thou-
sand words, as a glance at the "Woman
Weighing Pearls" tells more of Vermeer's
artistry than page after page of description.
We invite you to play and hear this extraordi-
nary piano.

two fntrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines
^iley^B.AUen®

MASON a HAMLIN PIANOS

Oakland— 1209 Washington Stiibet

San Jose— 199 South First
sheet MUSIC
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NOVELTIES AT SECOND SYMPHONY CONCERT TITO SCHIPA'S IDEAL ART OF BEL CANTO

Saint-Saens' Second Symphony and Charpentier's Impressions of Italy

Cordially Received by Large Audience—Horace Britt Enthusi-
astically Received and Heartily Applauded for His

Excellent Interpretation of Bloch's Schelomo

Distinguished Italian Lyric Tenor Arouses His Hearers to Rapturous
Expressions of Enthusiasm With His Flexible Voice and Finished
Technical Skill—Enunciation Also Worthy of Commendation

Program Did Not Contain Representative Classic Numbers

BY ALFRED METZGER BY ALFRED METZGER

Again it may be recorded that the con-

cert goers of San Francisco filled the

Curran Theatre on the occasion of the

second pair of symphony concerts last

Friday and Sunday afternoons. Novem-
ber id and 4th. Special interest was
manifested in the appearance of Horace
Britt. formerly solo cellist of the or-

chestra and during the last three years
cellist with the Letz Quartet of New York.

Mr. Britt received a very enthusiastic

welcome when he made his appearance
and a certain element of humor was in-

jected in the welcome by a young lady
who took sufficient interest in the
cellist's welfare to fear for his safety,

expressing her lack of confidence in the

little platform upon which Mr. Britt tried

to find a comfortable adjustment for

his chair by an exclamation which
caused a ripple of laughter in her im-
mediate neighborhood and some puzzle-

ment among the orchestra members, in-

cluding Mr. Hertz. However, the young
lady was soon convinced that Mr. Britt

was safely esconced and was not in dan-

ger of falling from his perch and the
"children" having had their little fun Mr.
Britt and the orchestra began Ernest
Bruch's Schelomo
This is the third time the writer has

heard this vigorous symphonic poem, or
Rhapsodie as the composer terms it.

Some of the musicians of the orchestra,

and also Mr. Britt. consider this work
as the greatest achievement of latter-

day musical literature in certain re-

spects. And we gladly subscribe to this

opinion with a few reservations. From
an orchestral standpoint, that is from the
angle of scoring and instrumentation we
know of no composition quite as effective,

at least among the new works we have
heard during the last few years. Further-
more it is emotional to the very last de-

gree. Mr. Bloch understands how to

stretch the heartstrings at times almost
to the breaking point, and when he
wants to describe wailing and weeping
he creates a veritable orgy of anguish.
Indeed this composition contains a prodi-
gality of suffering as expressed in music
which we have not seen equalled. There
are also periods of poetic calm and gen-
tleness which form a delightful contrast
to the phases of demonstrative sorrow.
Whether this disregard for suppression
of suffering and this utter carnival of
pain is representative of artistic refine-

ment is questionable, but beyond doubt
it is realistic and characteristic of the
subject which the composer has chosen
for his vehicle of expression.
At times is contains those conflicting

discords and dissonances which affect
our ears so unpleasantly, but there is

recognizable throughout the presentation
of the work a certain continuity of
themes and ideas which we can not find
in most of the ultra modern works. After
all it is rhapsodic, and surely Mr. Bloch
has not failed to make it so. Mr. Britt
played with that depth of emotional ac-
centuation and that knack of interpret-
ing the composer's thoughts which rep-
resents so large a proportion of this
artist's skill and interpretative faculties.
His finesse was specially notable in
those phrases where the composer ex-
pressed the wailing of a multitude and
where repeated portamentos could easily
create a sense of monotony, but Mr.
Britfs skillful manipulatiou of these
phrases robbed them of any vestige of
being commonplace. It was a brilliant

performance. The orchestra under Mr.
Hertz's masterly guidance played with
fire and abandon and showed its steady
improvement by the uniformity of ex-
pression and the ease with which almost
unbelievable obstacles were overcome. It

was a most enjoyable performance, and
notwithstanding certain episodes of al-

It w'as gratifying to note such a large
audience at the Columbia Theatre last

Sunday afternoon when Tito Schipa
made liis first San Francisco appearance,
and furthermore it was pleasing to watch
the enthusiasm with which this audience
followed the progress of the event. Al-

though Mr. Schipa was evidently labor-

EFRKM ZniB.\LIST

most Satanic fury the originality of the
work and its masterly arrangement left

a lasting impression.
Neither the Saint-Saens second sym-

phony nor the Charpentier Suite seem
to belong to a deeper phase of musical
literature. They were both of light char-
acter and. while evidently the result of
skillful writing and masterly orchestra-
tion, they can not be regarded as in-

spirational. The symphony does not be-

long to Saint-Saens' best efforts. It is

almost light enough to be regarded as a
symphonic suite, although at times intri-

cate scoring and ingenious instrumenta-
tion add to its value. The Charpentier
Suite is admittedly programmatic and
contains some Italian folk songs very in-

telligently arranged for orchestra. Dur-
ing the Serenade Lajos Fenster played
the viola soios in STTIlanner to earn him

(Continued on Page 11, Column 1)

ing under a disadvantage resulting from
a slight cold his voice was sufficiently

clear and free to justify admiration for

its flexibility and pliancy. It was special-

ly delightful in the high tones and Mr.
Schipa proved himself artist enough not
to abuse the possibilities of these high
tones. Technically Mr. Schipa has solved
every law established by vocal science.
His scales are smooth and clean. His in-

tonation is pure and precise. His diction
is distinct and correct. He covers his
tones at the exact places where needed
and he occasionally breaks into almost
dramatic vigor when the occasion de-
mands.

But Tito Schipa's strongest point is

his absolute command of what is known
as the bel canto. He never permits his
voice to be strained unnecessarily. He
always retains a beautiful tone. He pays
the minutest attention to legato singing.

and his breathing represents a lesson in
itself. He also obtains alternating ef-

fects in humor and pathos It is. there-
fore, natural, being an ideal lyric tenor
whose art possesses those elements of
refinement which the genuine bel canto
singer must reveal, that Mr. Schipa lacks
somewhat in virility and spirit. And
since an artist can not be both robust
and lyric to an equally perfect degree
Mr. Schipa deserves praise for concen-
trating his artistic energies upon the
bel canto phase of his art. Not since we
heard Bonci in his prime did we enjoy
such elegance of style in what is known
as the Italian school of singing as Schipa
exhibits.

The ordinary operatic tenor does not
worry about refined artistry. If he has a
big voice he usually shouts. If he has
high tones he usually exhales them with
an explosive energy and holds on to them
until his breath gives out. If he has a
lyric tenor he usually tries to force his
tones to a dramatic volume. But Schipa
is an exception to the ordinary operatic
singer. He is an artist on the concert
platform as well as on the operatic stage.
And no vocal student or teacher can af-

ford to miss hearing him, for he repre-
sents a type of artist that is only too
rare. He deserved the big ovation which
a grateful audience so cheerfully be-
stowed upon him.

In Frederic Longas Mr. Schipa pos-
sesses an excellent accompanist. With-
out imposing himself too prominently
upon his hearers he obtains delightful
results thoroughly in accord with the
soloist's example. He simply caresses
the ivories in an endeavor to obtain from
them the essence of musical expression.
In his solos, too, Mr. Longas has adopted
the "lyric" style in contrast to the
"dramatic" and sings his phrases in a
manner to gain poetic effects. This is

specially true of his Chopin interpreta-
tions. He made an excellent impression
on his audience and deservedly so. There
was prevalent a certain unity of purpose
among these two artists which was not
one of the least pleasing of the program.

The program, which has already been
published in this paper more than once,
could not be termed an ideal concert
program. It did not contain one number
that could be regarded as distinctly char-
acteristic of concert literature. There
was not one of the more important
French. Russian or German songs with-
out which no concert program is com-
plete, and since Mr. Schipa confines him-
self to the lighter form of song litera-

ture he rightfully belongs among the
artists better known as ballad singers
to which John McCormack also belongs.
However, vocally Mr. Schipa surpasses
most tenors we have heard in concert,
but his repertoire is not that of a great
concert singer. It is just possible that
Mr. Schipa feels he is best fitted to
express himself in this lighter vein of
vocal literature, if so he deserves credit
for knowing what he can do best and
then confine himself to doing this only.
That is a lesson which many an artist
has still to learn.

There is no publication which is more
eager to encourage the works of Ameri-
can composers than the Pacific Coast
Musical Review. There is no writer less
snobbish when it comes to singing en-
cores of a more popular character than

(Continued on Pa^t- 11. Culumn li
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After the lights are out
The Steinway Speaks:

is/T knt'W and lo\fd inc. AVa^incr

knew and Io\'fd me. Rubenstcin,

Hcrlioz and Gounod knew and
liivcd me. I have been the com-
panion of genius for two genera-

tlnns. .My name is the Steinway Piano.

\Vhat was there about me that caused Franz

Liszt, forty years ago, to say of me: "Y'ou

afford delight even to my old piano-weary

fingers?"

Why did Richard Wagner, writing from

Bayreuth in 1879, declare: "Sounds of such

beauty as those coming from my Steinway

grand flatter and coax the most agreeable

tone - pictures from my harmonic melodic

senses?"

Why did Gounod, who gave us "Faust,"

write to my makers in 1888, "Mme. Adelina

Patti joins me in the ecstacy and mutual ad-

miration of your product ... I am overjoyed

at the consciousness of being the possessor of

one of your perfect instruments?" And what
was it that stirred the mighty Dr. Joseph
Joachim to assert : "Steinway is to the pianist

what Stradivarius is to the violinist?"

Companion of genius indeed have I been!

Sometimes, when the stage is dark and the lid

over my strings is down, 1 brood over my long

years of such companionship.

I see .Adelina Patti again, blowing kisses,

If'llill lines the Sliinu'uy piano ihini about,

triirn the eurlain is down and the lights are
out, and the artist and the audience have
departed/ Eloquent enough the Steinway is

when the moods of others are voiced on its

wondrous strings. Rut what are its own
moods and longings f Listen! It is about to

speak to us

and reaching for the flowers that were show-
ered at her feet, while I rested quietly in the

b-ackground and resolved to do even better in

her next accompaniment. I see good old

Kranz Liszt again, after a tremendous rhap-

sody over my ivory keys. I see Edward Mac-
Dowcll, working out his compositions o\er my
keyboard. I see the youthful, golden-haired

Paderewski of the eighties, the maturer Padc-
rewski of the nineties, and the world-figure

and premier of Poland, the Paderewski of to-

day whose audiences overflow the largest halls

whenever he plays. And ever I am the com-
panion of all this genius.

But then I realize that the greater, the

sweeter triumph of my long career is not to be

found on the concert stage at all.

The greater triumph awaits me when a

young couple, starting down the pathway of

wedded life, choose me to be their lifelong

companion in a home.

The sweetest triumph of all shall be when
first my keys are touched by the lingers of

some little girl, her printed scales before her,

and a lifetime of the best in music all ahead.

Admitted thus to the sacred intimacy of a

home and fireside, I know- that I shall find

my truest triumph. And I shall strive to be

faithful to these who trust me. As long as my
strings endure, I shall strive to render to the

utmost my measure of abiding charm.

Sherman play& Go.
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

MUSICAL BLUE BOOK OF CALIFORNIA

The editcir of the Pacific Coast Musical Review

has been asked .so many questions lately regard-

ing; the impending publication of the Musical

Bkie Book of CaHfornia that we deem it ex-

pedient to write these lines in explanation of this

enterprise. During the last ten years the editor

of the Pacific Coast Musical Review has carried

around in his mind a certain plan to concentrate

the musical activities of California and those re-

sponsible for them in a manner to make them

accessible to anyone who can read. We wanted

to show the world what California is doing musi-

cally, and we wanted to show this without brag-

ging, without belittling anyone else, without

grossly exaggerating and without being ridiculed

by those residing elsewhere. The result of this

determination to bring the musical facts of Cali-

fornia before the musical world is The Musical

Blue Book of California.

The Musical Blue Book of California will be

nothing but a plain statement of facts, and, since

facts and figures are the most convincing evi-

dence of certain conditions, no better argument

for the tremendous musical progress made in

California recently can be presented to the musi-

cal public of the country than this collection of

facts contained in this volume of several hun-

dred pages.

For the present the Musical Blue Book is tak-

ing the place of the Musical Review's Annual

Edition. The financial burden of publishing

these annual editions was too heavy, because

every advertiser insisted upon reading articles of

a news character. Frequently an artist took a

column advertisement, but gave us two columns

of news about his activities. It is obvious that

editions published under such restrictions could

not prove financially successful. The Musical

,Blue Book of California will not contain any

articles of news about advertisers. There will be

display advertisements, artists' cards and a bio-

graphical section, but all advertisements will be

accepted under the condition that they set forth

reliable and accurate facts about the artists who
.reserve the same. Names of teachers, artists,

musical organizations, music schools, music

'clubs, music houses and indeed everything repre-

iSented in musical endeavor will be registered

'WITHOUT CHARGE. During the course of a

year many people come to our office asking us

various questions regarding the musical condi-

tions in California. .\11 these questions will be

answered in a number of articles devoted to one
particular phase of music at a time. There will

be a brief resume of the past year's musical events
of importance and a short forecast of the coming
season. The Musical Blue Book of California

will be a treasure trove of information. IT WILL
BE THE OXLY BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
PUBLISHED. NOTHIXG LIKE IT HAS
EVER BEEN PRINTED BEFORE. It repre-

sents every angle of information in the musical

life of California.

We and our associates have been working on
this Musical Blue Book for nearly a year. The
State is very large. It requires time to cover this

huge territory. It requires at least $10,000 to

print this work. Unless this book is complete it

has no value. During the first year our task is

the most difticult. .-Vfter this we shall know bet-

ter how long it takes to complete this book. It

is printed specially to re-enforce our campaign
to encourage resident artists of reputation and
merit. The best time for the announceni'-nts of

such artists is when managers and music clubs

start to make their bookings for the new season.

Therefore, the best time to publish such a book
is early in the new year. The publication is

partly financed by the Musical Review Com-
pany and partly by those who advertise and re-

serve their space by means of advance payments.
-Since the Pacific Coast Musical Review has been
published for twenty-two years and since during
twenty-one years it has always published its

annual editions, those of our friends who patron-
ize the Musical Blue Book have no reason to

doubt our ability and integrity to publish this

work as soon as we have secured all information.

To publish the book before it is complete is

almost as bad as not to publish it. and since it

takes time to collect all information and also the

necessar)- patronage to pay the expenses, it takes

time to set the publication dav. ONE THING
IS SURE, IT WILL BE PUBLISHED AT A
TIME WHEN THE AD\-ERTISERS WILL
DERIVE THE MOST BENEFIT FRO.M IT.

At a rough estimate, and from present indica-

tions, we should say that the date of publication

of the Musical Blue Book of California should
be on or before January 15, barring unexpected,

delays in the printing shop, over which, of course,

we have absolutely no control.

At present the Musical Blue Book of California

is representative principally of Southern Cali-

fornia. Our artists, teachers and musical organi-

zations of Northern California are, as usual, timid

in taking advantage of spreading the triumphs
of their enterprise. Also, as usual, we will be
overwhelmed with protests and criticisms when,
after this beautiful book is published, the musical
world will find the activities of Southern Cali-

fornia heralded in striking fashion, while North-
ern California will be famous for its lack of rep-

resentation.

There is no compulsion to reserve space in this

Blue Book, but if artists are indifferent to the

advantages to be derived from being represented

in such a volume, they should not afterwards feel

aggrieved at finding others not so deaf to their

opportunities. Therefore, when representatives

of the Blue Book of California ask you for an

appointment, do not refuse to see them. .\t

least, give them a chance to tell you about the

work. Everyone is entitled to publication of

name and address without charge, the only rea-

son for additional publicity is to publish details

about your activities. The book will be in every

library, music club and most of the studios and

musical homes. It will be an invaluable adver-

tising medium, for it will be perpetual. It will be

handsomely bound and rich in design and picto-

rial appearance. If you want to realize the mod-
esty of the expenditure you must divide the

amount by 365. for it will work for you an entire

year, or even longer. Figure out the amount per

day and you will see how little you have to

spend to make your work known among thou-

sands of people directly interested in you, for

everyone interested in music — professionals

and laymen alike—will need this book frequently

during the course of a year. Some will refer to it

almost every day. No one can really afford to

be not represented in its pages.

FRENCH PROGRAM FEATURE AT FORTNIGHTLY

Mr. and Mrs. Uda Waldrop and Adaline Maude Wellen-

dorff Delight Select Audience With Their Art' Stic

Interpretations

BY ALFRED METZGER
The third of a series of events given under the di-

rection of Ida G. Scott at the Colonial Ballroom ol

the St. Francis Hotel under the title of Fortnightlys

took place last Monday afternoon, October 29tb. The
artists selected for this occasion were. Adaline Maude
Wellendorfl. pianist. Marguerite Raas Waldrop. soprano,

and Uda Waldrop at the piano. The program consisted
principally of modem French compositions, most of

them of an ultra modern character, but also including a
few of Uda Waldrop's most effective works Miss
Wellendorff confined herself to the modern French
school. Ravel and Debussy being her principal choice.

The writer has always appreciated Miss Wellendorff's
seriousness of purpose, her skill in pianistic expression,

her brilliant technical accomplishments and her deep
scholarship. All of these qualifications were in evi-

dence on this occasion and netted the artist the full

measure of her audience's approval. But when our
artists stray into the far reaches of the ultra modern
school of composition they are putting our critical facul-

ties to a severe test, for they lead us into spheres with
which we have neither sympathy nor for which we pos-

sess the necessary qualifications to judge impartially.

Far be it from us to claim that this modem art has
no merit. It is rather the writer's fault that he can
not find himself sufficiently well equipped to appreicate
beauties that seem so apparent to ottiers. But how can
we retain the confidence of our readers if we should
stultify ourselves by praising something which we do
not understand. We would have preferred to hear
Miss Wellendorff in some of the standard works of

piano literature, even though they are in the eyes of

our modernists old-fashioned and behind times. We
continue studying this modern trend and some day we
may find an artist who can convert us. Until then we
simply must be regarded among the musical "re-

actionaries."
We thoroughly enjoyed Mrs. Waldrop's renditions of

French songs and some of Mr. Waldrop's simple
melodies. There is nothing more delightful to our ears
than simple musical thoughts simply expressed and it

is to our way of thinking far more difficult to secure,

like Mrs. Waldrop did. certain definite emotional effects

from apparently simple musical phrases than to unravel
the most bizarre and intricate combinations of modern
theoretical perplexities. Mrs. Waldrop's interpretations

are chic and refined. They breathe the air of gentility

and taste. Her charming appearance, her easy deport-

ment, her dignified bearing, her delightful simplicity of

expression, all combine to make her an artist with an
individuality and a style all her own.
Uda Waldrop. both as composer and accompanist, im-

pressed himself firmly upon the consciousness of his

hearers. His pianistic art is self-effacing and yet im-

portant, his touch is gentle yet firm, his phrasing is

characteristic yet suited to the pace set by the soloist.

That artist is indeed fortunate to have Mr. Waldrop to

depend upon when he is. like he was last Monday, in

his best artistic mood. His compositions are rich in

melodic line, tastefully scored and easily singable. They
fit in neatly with the style of Mrs. Waldrop.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY CONCERT

The Pacific Musical Society, of which Mrs. Henry
Banks is the president, have announced a most interest-

ing program for their next concert. November 22.

Marion Frazer. a young pianist of unusual merit, will

be the instrumentalist, while the vocalist will be August
Johnson, bass-baritone. Mrs. Henry Banks announces
that the Board of Directors of the Pacific Musical So-

ciety have unanimously elected Madame Rose Relda
Cailleau as chairman of the program committee for

the rest of the season.

The Pacific Musical Society will have a tea at the

Fairmont Hotel on November 20 which will be pre-

ceded by a program. Mrs. Herman Lissauer will sing

songs in costume. Miss Farwell will render flute solos

and Gladys Schoemaker will conduct a Chinese band,

also in costume. The entire program will be an Oriental

one and the decorations and tea will be characteristical-

ly in keeping. Mrs. David Hirschler will be the accom.

panist for the singer and flutist.

Under the direction of Mrs. Frank E. Wilson the

second section of the Junior Auxiliary of the Pacific

Musical Society will give their first recital in the Red
Room of the Hotel Fairmont, on November 17. The
young people ranging from fourteen to eighteen years

of age will participate. Mrs. Victor Lichtenstein will

be the assisting artist on this occasion.

During Music Week the Social Service Department
of the Pacific Musical Society gave twenty-four con-

certs for the "Shut Ins." Mrs. L. M. Spiegl is the chair-

man of this "Shut Ins"' branch.

Madame E. Tromboni, one of the foremost vocal in-

structresses in this city, is presenting two of her artist

pupils. Norma Garrett and Beatrice B. Hein in a pro-

gram of songs by Mary Carr -Moore the well-known

and popular California composer. The affair is to take

place in the studio of Mme. Tromboni on Friday eve-

ning, November 16. Both young vocalists will be accom-
panied by Mary Carr Moore which will be an added in-

spiration to the singers.

Mme. Tromboni is giving a series of studio programs
this season when she will feature composition only by
California composers. The next concert of this nature
will be given by Signor Antonio De Grassi, violinist and
composer.
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New York Musical Review
BY ANNA SCHULMAN

NEW YORK. Oct. 17 —The curtain has risen on New
York's musical season, with Ha thousand and one re-

citals, symphonies and operas. Both the aspiring young
talent, eager to get a hearing, and the mature artist,

assured of an admiring audience, are hastening to the

city that h:i8 become the musical center of the world.

Zimbalist, the em'ncnt Russian violinist, opened the

season at CameKle Miill. One always feels his playing is

authentic. Poise, which comes only to the mature, is

his in full measure, although he is still a young man.
It is the outsliiiiding feature of his artistry, in con-

Junction with ' beautiful, clear and flowing tone. He
played on his recently acquired Strad. the purchase

price of which was »33.n00.

Challapin, the King of Raritones. opened the season at

the Manhattan Opera House. He was assisted by

Rudolph I'olk. violinisl. and Feodor Koenemann. com-
poser-pianist. Challapin. as always, announced his

songs from the stage and sang in his characteristic

and inimitable style. His audiences seem to grow more
enthusastic with each recital and clamor for encores

until the lights are turned out. lie will be heard again

In both concert and orera.

Anna Paviowa, the Incomparable, is with us again and
her dancing Is a Joy to behold. She holds one spell-

bound with her delicate grace, beauty of pose, and the

cxqulKlte movement of her expressive hands and feet.

Her trip to the Orient and to Egypt was productive of

charming results, for she brought back with her two
new groups of dances—Orlenlal and Egyptian. She sur-

rounds herself with a splendid company, who do much
to enhance the Joy of the beholder.

De Paehman, the 7o-year-oId veteran of the keyboard,
proved a magnet for the curious and the old-timers who
remembered when he was at his height. Ths was his

first recital here In twelve years, and he had the pleas-

ure of facing a well-tilled house. He has lost none of

his eccentric mannerisms, but the soul of a great artist

Is always evident though he lacks the dash and spirit

which were his in his younger days.

The Marine Band, with Ina Bourskaya. mezzo-soprano,

as soloist, offered a program that ventured on the

border of the symphonic at Carnegie Hall. This was.

Indeed a llurok week, for all the artists listed above are

umler bis minagemenl.

The San Carlo Opera Company has been enjoying large

audiences for the past five weeks at the Century The-
atre Twenty-one operas were heard during Ibis period.

The tour to the coast has started, with many engage-
ments scheduled between New York and San Francisco.

The New State Symphony Orchestra, under Joseph
Stransky. opened .New York's long orchestral season at

Carnegie Hall. It was very well received.

Schuman-Heink, the beloved of the people, gave a varied
program of classical and modem American songs. One
expects a great deal from this artist and receives it hi

full measure. The audience was most enthusiastic and
Mme. Schuman-Heink was very generous in the matter
of encores. San Francisco will have the please of hear-

ing her this winter. She was assisted by Florence
Hardeman, violinist, and Katherine Hoffman, pianist,

both of whom are entitled to a word of praise.

John McCormick. the pure and flawless tenor, has al-

ready given two programs this season, the first of which
was for charity. The programs consisted of groups of

lr;sh Folk songs and the works of Bach and Schubert
To Galli-Curci. the queen of ('oloraturas. belongs the
hon'>r nf opiMiing the series of the .Metropolitan Opera
House concerts. Her program included airs from
Traviala. I'earl of lirazll. Puritan! and Dinorah. She
was most enthusiastically received. Homer Samuels,
her husband accompanist, assisted her, as did Manuel
llerenguer, flutist.

Among other artists heard during the week may be
mentioned John Charles Thomas, tenor, Mischakoff, a
young Russian violinist making his debut, and Inga
Orner, soprano, formerly of the .Metropolitan Opera
Company

ZImballst's Violin Bowa—Fine violin bows are almost
as rare and nearly as necessary to the virtuoso as are
flno old violins, though little Is ever said about them
and their fame. It seems absunl that such a simple
thing as a bow should he worth four or live hundred
dollars, or as In siime cases as much as a thousand dol-

lars, but a great deal beside the wood and (he hair go
Into the making of a reaily-goiKl bow. without which
the artist Is helpless. In a tonal sense, and greatly hanili-

capped technicully. no matter how excellent his violin
This is why Kfrem Zimbalist. the world-famous Rus-

sian violinist whom Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer is

bringing to San Francisco for the Arst recital he will
play here in many years and which will be given at the
Columbia Tln-atre on Sunday afternoon. November ISth.
has been so careful In his scan h for hows as in his
collecting of rare violins, of which he possesses many
of the best in America, ini luding the /amous "Titian,"
one of the four finest In the world Several of i5im-
balist's violin bows have cost him many hundreds of
dollars and are not for sale at any price
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SAN JOSE. .November 6.—A special service for
Armistice Day will be given at Stanford University in
the Memorial Church. Sunday, November 11, at 4 p. m.
Mr. Warren D. Allen, University Organist, will be as-
sisted by Miss Winifred Estabrook, soprano, and The
Stanford Glee Club. The program: Symphonic Poem,
My Country, first movement. Tabor (Smetana). This
work has been called the noblest musical monument of
the great Bohemian Reformation. The llrst movement
Is called Tabor, after Zlska's armed camp on the top
of Mt. Tabor, whioh gave its name to a whole section
of Hussite believers, the Taborltes. Hymn 350, America.
Prayer, improperla (Palestrlna). The text of the Im-
properla (Reproaches), written partly in Latin and
partly In Greek, is designed to Illustrate the sorrow-
ful remonstrance of Our Lord with His people, concern-
ing their ungrateful return for the benefits bestowed
upon them. Palestrina's simple settings of these re-
sponses rank among the most beautiful passages in
sacred music. A Prayer for Peace (Paul Held), a poig-
nantly expressive composition written during the late
war by a gifted young .New York organist. Soprano Aria
from The Messiah (Handel) How beautiful are the feet

. of them that preach the gospel of peace and bring glad
tidings of good things. Symphonic Poem. My Country

—

second movement) Filanik (Smetana I. The second move-
ment Is called Blanik after Mt. Blanik, within which,
legend says, the old Bohemian King Wenceslas sleeps
through the centuries, to be awakened some day when
his country's need is greatest and to come to its succor.
But Smetana has not used in this movement the Wences-
las chorale, but the Russite chorale, in the conviction
that only through Protestant Christianity can Bohemia
be saved. The peformance of this composition is now
forbidden in Bohemia.
Tuesday afternoon. November 1.'). at 4:15, Mr. Allen

will present the following program, his 389th: Symphonic
Poem Tabor (Smetana); Lamentation in D minor (Guil-
mant). Written in memory of the Abbe Henri Gros.
killed during the bombardment of Paris during the war
of IS70: Scenerellgleuse (arranged by Clarence Dicken-
son) (.Massenet). The last part of this number is fa-

miliarly known as the song Elegie. The song was an
afterthought, the original an Instrumental composition
for cello and orchestra. Marche Lervlgne (arranged for
organ by .Mex Guilmant) (St. Saens).

Helen Fletcher Riddell, soprano, and Jessie S. Moore,
pianist, both members of the Conservatory faculty, gave
a recital of unusual interest Tuesday evening, October
23. at the College of the Pacific. An audience which
taxed the seating capacity of the auditorium greeted
the artists. In this, her first ai)pearance before San
Jose music lovers. Miss Riddell disclosed a voice of
lovely quality, exceptional flexibility, wide range, and a
great responsiveness. Her diction was exceptionally
clear and in the Shakespeare songs particularly, she
exhibited an intelligent musicianship which captivated
her auditors. Miss Moore, whose graceful playing is well
known to San Jose audiences, gave splendid interpre-
tation In two widely contrasted groups with surety of
technique and interesting pianistic effects. Jules Moul-
let added to his already fine reputation as a perfect
accompanist. The program In full: Songs from Shakes-
peare— (a) Where the Bee Sucks, from The Tempest
(Dr. Thomas Arne) : (b) The Cuckoo Song—from Love's
Labor Lost (Dr. Thomas .Arne): (c) She Never Told
Her Love—from Twelfth Night (Franz Joseph Haydn):
(d) It Was a Lover and His Lass—from As You Like
It (Thomas Morley); (e) If Music Be the Food of Love,
Play on—from Twelfth .Night (John C. Clifton); (f)

Over Hill. Over Dale—from A Midsummer Night's
Dream (Thomas Simpson Cook). Miss Riddell; (a)
Choral Prelude No. 3 Ich ruf zu dir. Hcrr (Bach),
(hi Ballade No. 1 In D minor (after the Scotch Ballad
Edward) (Brahms). Miss Moore; Aria del ^loelll (Faust)
(Charles Gounod). Miss Riddell; (a) Meditation
(Tschaikowski), (b) Ballade IDebussy), (c) Rhapsodle
In E Flat Minor (l)ohnanyi). Miss .Moore: (a) The Two
Magicians (Pearl Curranl. (b) Charity (Richard Hage-
manl: (c) The Answer (Robert H. Terry); (d) The
False Prophet (John Prlndle Scott); (e) Sheep and
I^mbs (Sidney Homer) (f) Life (Pearl Curran), iSllss

Riddell.

Jessica Colbert, who first undertook to pioneer the
cause for the best In music In San Jose four years ago.
and whose concerts have grown steadily In patronage
until the Colbert Concert Course is now an established
factor in San Jose's musical life. Is olTering her sub-
scribers a new and unique program for the season of
1923-24. Three of her artists are coming to California
for the first time in concert.
Mme Georgette Leblanc. first wife of the noted Bel-

glum author. Maurice Maeterlinck, opens the series
Thursday evening, .November IBth. She portrays, in
gorgeous costume, roles inspired by her and written
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Selliy C. Oppenhelme

EFREM ZIMBALIST
Grpnt ItuNNian VioliniNt
FirNt Ki'citnl Here in Four YenrH
Columhia Theatre
srM>AV AFT.. >OV. ISih

JOSEF LHEVINNE
SIXD.VV AFT.. .NOV. 25fh

ARTHIR PAl I.

RUBINSTEIN- KOCHANSKI
Joint Sonata and Solo Recital
RuNMia'N FaniouK PianiMt and Viollniiit

ANNA CASE
Mo.s( I>o|>ular American Soprano
lolumltia Theatre
SlMJ.VV AFT., Um:. Uith

Tickets* on snle at Sherman. Clay & Co.

coming: SOUSA and His Band
SCHUMANN-HEINK

PAVLOWA and Her Ballet Russe

SAN JOSE LETTER
'Continued from Page 4. Column i;

)

for her by Maeterlinck. In her recital she will also
sing operatic roles in which she has become famous.
A reception will follow her recital. The second concert
will be on December 6th, when Mme Marie Sundelius,
Swedish-American prima donna soprano, of the Metro-
politan Opera Company will be heard. This will mark
the first concert tour of California of this artist.

Paul Althouse, tenor of the Metropolitan Opera Co.,

and Arthur Middleton will appear in concert January
31st. Their joint appearance is one of the great musical
events in California.

Mme. Renee Chemet, greatest woman violinist in the
world today, will be heard in fourth concert. February
28. This young French artist, here for her lirst California
recital, plays the violin used by the lale Maud Powell
in her concert tours and willed by the latter at her
death to go to the first woman violinist acclaimed as
the world's greatest. That was three years ago, and last

spring the honor fell to Mme. Chemet.

These concerts are to be given in the Morris Daley
Auditorium of the State Teachers' College. Miss Na-
thalia Walker, business manager for the series, has an
office in Sherman, Clay & Company's.

SECOND CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT

Fourteen hundred enthusiastic people heard the open-
ing concert of the Chamber Music Society at Scottish
Rite Hall. This is another feather in the artistic cap of
San Francisco, for no other large city in the United
States can boast of such attendance at Chamber Music
Concerts. The next concert of the series will be held
Tuesday evening. November 20th, at Scottish Rite Hall
when the Brahms string quartet. Op. 67. and Dohnanyi
string quartet, Op. 15, will be presented. Between
these big works, Mr. Hecht and Mr. Persinger will play
the charming and delightful short sonatas of Benedetto'
Marcello in G major and Haendel in A minor for flute

and piano. These works although dating from the
eighteenth century are as fresh and spontaneously
melodic as the day they were written. They are rarely
heard and always keenly enjoyed. Owing to the heavy
subscription to the series, the number of single seats
available is limited and early application will be neces-
sary to secure good locations.

All

Esther Houk Allen, contralto, was heard in

program recently, in the following numbei
Robin Woman Song, from Shenawis (Cadn
Through the Night (Old Welsh); Last Night (Kjerulf);

Negro Spiritual (Burleigh); The Day Is Ended (Bart-

lett). with violin obligato by Elizabeth Peirce. Miss
Peirce also played a group of violin solos. Mr. War-
ren D. Allen was the accompanist.

SYMPHONIC ENSEMBLE
OF SAN FRANCISCO

BOHEMIAN CLUB"'jiNKs"ROOM
OPENING CONCERT

NEXT TUESDAY EVE., NOV. 13

General Sea..*on Tirket tl'2 interchangeable
tickelK, EOOd for euexta and all eoneer«»(. »24

Six TIcketi*—alternate ooneertt*—^2 seats *at»

Six TicketK. Alternate Coneerts, 1 Seat, »10
Single KvenI 'riekct. »2.50

Season and Single TIekets at SlieVman. Clay & <.'<

»I.I<E SECKEI.S. Manager

LINCOLN
BATCHELDER

Pianist -- Accompanist

Studio 412 Cole St. : Phone Hemlock 368

SCHIPA'S FAREWELL CONCERT

Tito Schipa, the Chicago grand opera lyric tenor who
came to San Francisco last week for the first time and
immediately conquered music lovers (by ,the sheer
beauty of his voice and art, will make his final appear-
ance in tliis city for this season at the Columbia Theatre
tomorrow (Sunday) afternoon, the recital starting at

2:45. Selby C. Oppenheimer. under whose management
Schipa is singing, states definitely that the great artist

will not appear here again this year, his bookings being
such that he must return immediately to operatic
duties in Chicago.

With Frederick Longas. the excellent pianist, in the
dual capacity of accompanist and soloist, tomorrow's
program will be as follows: Caro mio ben (Giordani),
La Farfalletta (Anon). Mr. Schipa: Martha—M'appari
(Like a Dream) (Flotow), Mr. Schipa: Preludio (Cho-
pin). Menuet (Paderewski), Mr. Longas: Where'r You
Walk (Handel), At Parting (Rogers), Panis Angelicus
(Franck), Mr. Schipa; A Granada (Palacios). Pesca
d'Ammore (Barthelemy), Aime-moi! (Bemberg). Mr.
Schipa; Granada (Albeniz), Jota (Longas), Mr. Longas;
Amore, amor (Tirindelli). Bonjour Suzon (Delibes). Mr.
Schipa; Mignon— (Aria from third act) (Thomas), Mr.
Schipa.

\1,ICK SECKKI>S FRESFXTS

GEORGE SHKULTETSKY
RISSIAV nASSO-CAXTAME

MRS. JOHN B. CASSERLY
At the Piano

COLONIAL BALLROOM
Hotel St. Francis

MONDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 12,

at 8:30

nd at Door

BEATRICE ANTHONY
TEACHER OF

udio: 1*>00 I nion Stre«

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
VOCAL TEACHER

Sane leading roles with CaruHo and Tetrazzini—Thor'
ough Vocal and Dramatic Training:—4«4 Columbus Ave

Josef Lhevinne, the great Russian pianist whom Max
Smith in the New York American claimed was the
greatest of living players, will come to San Francisco
under the Oppenheimer management to appear twice.

On Monday afternoon. November 19th. in the ballroom
of the St. Francis he will play such splendid works as
the Schumann "Carnival," Liszt's Liebestraum and
Campanella, a selected Chopin group, and attractive
compositions by Ravel, Debussy and Tausig. And on
Sunday afternoon, November 25th. he will be the at-

traction in the Columbia Theatre "Pop" series featuring
the Beethoven Opus 27 Sonata and important selections

by Chopin. Ponce, Liszt, and Schulz-Evler arrangement
of the Strauss Blue Danube Waltz.

STENGER VIOLINS
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The Travels of No. 10778 and No. 10623
An Amazing Story of a Triumph Over Tremendous Odds

No. 10778 met No. 10623 in

Yokohama in September,

1922, (exart djio unknown).

It came about ibi^ wuy. One morn*

ing early in ihe month, one Leon

Lang of San Iruncisco found in h'\»

morning mail this telegram: **Ship

first bleamtr No. 10778 zini-line.l

box Godowhky Yokohama." A
leroe and prosaic telegram, yet ro-

mance has strange beginiiingH.

Twenty-four hours later No. 10778

I
AM a piano tuner.

It is my businesH to

bce and to know
things about the piano of

a concert artiftl that even
he does not observe. He
will notice instantly the
most minute variation in

juality, but
al and the

-tural elements
bind that <|uality,

job to observe

1 have just passed

through an experience

uilh ibe two nio6t remark-

that «ver came into my charge.

Knowing that one of them came from Kohler & Chase,

i have mode it a point to see them in San Franc;

on my way to New York en route from

the Orient, where for the past year 1 have

been on tour with Mr. Godowsky as bis

piano tuner. During his three months'

tour in .South America (I was enpup'd i" ^^
Buenos Aires) we carried Knabc < -n (^^
cert Grand No. 10623 from their N .^^ u^
York store. When we sailed for il.. ^
Orient, Mr. Godowsky considered il ad-

visable to add a second piano, knowing
the extreme difficulties of climate and
transportation. This one (No. 10778) was
shipped from San Francisco. It was u

wise derision, for at one time No. 10778

was lost in the snows of Manchuria for

two monlhH, finally turning up after what
must have been untold viciii^iiudcs, for

its traveling case was so badly haltered
that the Irun^portalion lonipanieH re-

was below decks ai

bound. At the same tim* No.

10623 was under way from the west

coast of South America. Their

meeting was undemonstrative —
although they were both from the

same town, had been brought up

together —tended by the same

hands, and sent into the world

with the same mission. But at

Yokohama the real story begins

—

and let Mr. Jones tell it.

San Fkancisco, California, May 22, 1923.

fused to accept it. From the devastating Arctic cold

of the Mancburian steppes to the blistering beat of

ibe Javanese jungles, these two Knabes have been for

nearly a year subjected to every kind of climatic

punishment, including months in ihe sticky, saturat-

ing moisture of the tropics, invariably fatal to a

pianoforte. From Hawaii to the Philippines, through
uU the cities of Japan, China, Java, even the Straits

Selllementfl, and many of the less frequented by-ways
of the Orient— I do not believe that the history of

music records the equal of this unique tour, or the
ovations accorded this great artist in these music-
hungry corners of the globe, or the equivalent of the
two pianos that supported bim. Days of travel over
the roads of Java, the man-handling of countless
coolies, the punishment of oriental transportation in

boats, in trains, in queer conveyances of all kinds

—

and months of it. At times it was heart-breaking.
Both instruments carry many scars of battle, but

Ily they have remained steadfast. Outside some
rust on the bass strings, they are today as

perfect mechanically and structurally, as
clear in tone, as beautiful, as rich, as
perfect as the first day Mr. Godowsky
touched their keys. To me the power of
rt-sisiance of the Knabe piano is almost
Mipernatural. '1 have travelled with many
;irtiMs in alt parts of the world; in Eu-
rope I was familiar with the German
pianos that are built like stodgy battle-

bhips, but no piano in even ordinary
continental tours has equalled this per-
formance. If I had made these two
Knabes I should feel very proud. Inci-

dt;iitally I am not in any way connected
with the Wm. Knabe Company—nor do I

even know them except through the in-

ternational reputation of their instru-

ment. Francis E. Jones,
London and Buenoa Aires.

Wb.

Leopold Godowsky
edes to his piano tuner the

nd ogain-
has some-

9 than I or

(.()IMIM>KV
Ma>l.'r of ih.: iiu^lcr.'. al ulio.c

fcFl buvc ul III one lime or
nollipr pranirullv every great

pi.ni>l of our day.

(rodowKky bus paid his tribute lo the Knabe time
but as he himself said in an interview: *'Mr. Jone
tiling more interesting to say about those two pian(

any other artist has ever said. Let him tell it. lie deserves it.

I found him in Buenos Aires and carried him away to the
Orient because of bis unusual qualities." So. thanks to the
unusual consideration of the great artist, we are able to offer

ibe most remarkable piano story ever told.

Inr'ulfntally, both of thae instruments are stock pianos

(not specialty made), one from the I\'ew York warerooms

and one from the Kohler & Chase store in San Francisco

KOHLERCr*CHASE
26 O'FARRELL STREET • SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE® AMnco

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Headers are invited to send in any question relating
to music and musicians. Give name and address.
AiionyTnous communications cannot Ije answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor,
Pacific Coast Musical Review, Koiiler & Chase Building,
San Francisco.

1. In what key should the part of a B flat clarinet
ho written when the composition is in E flat? Please
explain how to figure it out.—O. T. K.

In the key of F. The IJ fiat clarinet, or any instru- i

nicnt in that key, is so called because when the note
C is played upon it the sound of B flat is produced. In
other wonls the note played is always a whole tone
above the actual sound given out by the instrument.
Hence, the part of an instrument in B flat must be
written a whole tone higher than the key of the com-
position.

2. Wliat is the tuner's octave?—D. W,
The octave grouped around middle C from F on the

second line of the bass staff to F in the first space of
Ihe treble. .

3. Can you tell me where the following quotation
comes from: "Music when soft voices die, vibrates In

the memory?"—I. B.

These are the first two lines of a short posthumous
poem of two stan:ias by Shelley. It is included in Pal-

grave's Golden Treasury.
4 Is there any connection belween a gigue and

a jig?—A. H. .T.

No doubt both words come from the same root,

though their origin is uncertain. Gigue is an old French
form of the word and was universally used In the
classical period of music to signify a brisk movement
in a rhythm of triplets. The same movement could
with propriety be called a jig. though the latter term
usually refers to the dance which the music may ac-

company.
5. What is the seating capacity of the Wagner The-

ater at Bayreuth?—G. W.
One thousand three hundred and forty-four.

CLAIRE DUX IN CONCERT

The Elwyn Concert Bureau announce that for her
concert at Ihe Scottish Rite Hall Monday evening,
November 12. Mile. Claire Dux, soprano, guest artist

of Chicago Opera .Association, after two appearances
here already an established favorite witli San Francisco
music lovers, has arranged the following program : Vol
che sapete from "The Marriage of Figaro" (MozartI,

O del mio dolce ardor (Gluck), So tu m'ami fPergolesi),

Pastorale (Old English) (Lane Wilson): Du bist die

Rub (Schubert), Ave Maria (by request) (Schubert).
W'ohin -(Schubert), Wiegeniied (Reger), Standohen
(Strauss); Aria from "Les Pocheurs de Perles (Bizet);

Do Not Go. My Love (Hageman), At the Well (Hage-
man). When I Bring to You Colored Toys (John A. Car-
penter). Spring Fancy (Densmore); Aria from "Hor-
mani" (Verdi). Tickets are now on sale for the Dux
concert and all Elwyn Concert Bureau attractions at

Sherman Clay & Co.

NEW YORK STRING QUARTET THIS IVIONTH

The New York String Quartet, a chamber music
ensemble, founded four years ago by Mr. and Mrs.

Ralph Pulitizer, will be presented in concert by Elwyn
Concert Bureau, at Scottish Rite Hall, Monday evening.

November 19th.

The quartet consists of Ottar Cadek, first violin;

Jaroslav Siskovsky, second violin; Ludwig Schwab,
viola, and Bedrich Vaska. 'cello. Mr. Cadek received

his tutelage from his father, Willem de Boer in Zurich

and Leopold Auer in tliis country. Jaroslav Siskovsky
studied with Sevcik and Auer and played with the

famous Tokunsller Society in Vienna. Ludwig Schwab,
it will be remembered was accompanist for Kubelik for

a period of fourteen years Mr. Schwab's first love,

however, was a string instrument, and after many
years of accompanying he returns to the fiddle and the

bow as viola player in the ensemble. He is a pupil of

Seviik. Bertriih Vaska was first 'cellist of the Warsaw
Symphony Orchestra, and later toured for eight years

with the Sevcik String Quartet. He has been profes-

sor of 'cello at the Prague Conservatory and has won
great distinction as a performer of ensemble music.

Numerous press comments attest the distinction of

the quartet as a strictly chamber organization, as wit-

ness the following from the New York World: "The
new quartet has a future. The players have flne tone

and color: their balance is excellent and their sense of

design and grasp of musical content is exceptional";

and this from the New York Herald: "The performance

of the new organization was very warmly received by

a large audience. The artists showed admirable spirit

and intelligence in their Interpretations."

Tickets for this and all Elwyn attractions on sale

Symphony Box Office, Sherman, Clay & Co.

.\ series of concerts will be given by the San Fran-

cisco Conservatory of Music on the second Monday of

every month over the KPO. radio station at Hale's.

The scries will cover the history of music from the

earliest times to Ihe most modern compositions. The
first concert will be given on Monday, November 12, and
the entire program will be Folk Music.
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MOZART'S OPERA COMIQUE SOON

It is probably not too much to say. in view of cor-

roborative testimony to sustain the contention that the
production here of Mozart's opera comique. The Im-
presario, under the personal direction of Mr. William
Wade Hinshaw, will prove one of the really distinctive
music events of the current season in San Francisco.
The attraction will be presented on the Elwyn Artist
Series at the Curran Theatre, Friday afternoon, Novem-
ber 23rd.

A very good idea of this production may be gathered
from the following comment in the Chicago Daily News
of Monday. December 4th. following the Hinslaw pre-
sentation there with the same cast that will play here.
headed by the eminent baritone Mr. Percy Hemus. "An
amusing opera comique. as it is called, 'The Impresario.'
was given its first performance in Chicago yesterday
afternoon at the Selwyn theatre by Percy Hemus. the
celebrated American baritone, assisted by Hazel Hunt-
ington, Lottice Howell. Thomas McGranahan. Francis
Tyler and Gladys Craven.

" The Impresario' is founded on an episode in the
life of the immortal composer, Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart, and his music is utilized for the musical num-
bers of the "Singspiel" (singing play).

"It is an amusing tale of the troubles of an opera
impresario with prima donnas, and it is extremely
clever. The work was given in English with the trans-
lation adapted by Henry E Krehbiel of New York.
"Percy Hemus as Schickaneder, Mozart's librettist

and friend, is not only a fine actor, a comedian of
unctuous gifts, but also a singer of artistic talents. He
was a host in himself. Thomas McGranahan. as Mozart
exhibited a light tenor voice of good quality and of fine

texture. He made a rather aristocratic impersonation
of the composer.
"Hazel Huntington as Madame Hofer is a clever

actress and also a soprano whose voice has much flexi-

bility and an uncommonly high range. The same must
be said of Miss Howell, who was the EKirothea Uhlic.

"Mr. Tylor as the nephew and Miss Craven as the
accompanist were not only capable but helped complete
the cast ably. Miss Craven especially deserves com-
mendation for her good piano accompaniments. The
piece was staged and costumed tastily and in keeping
with the story."

Tickets on sale for this and all Elwyn attractions at
Symphony box office. Sherman, Clay & Company. The
next attraction offered on the Elwyn- Artist Series
course at the Curran Theatre will be a quartet of
Victor Artists, including Olive Kline, soprano: Elsie
Baker, contralto; Lambert Murphy, tenor; Royal Dad-
mun, baritone. The quartet will be presented at the
Curran Theatre Friday afternoon, November 23rd.

RUSSIAN BASSO TO BE INTRODUCED HERE

When George Shkultetsky steps upon the platform
next Tuesday night in the Colonial Ballroom of the
Hotel St. Francis he will commence his American tour
which will take him to New York. This will be his first

concert in America and will be under the direction of
Alice Seckels. Mrs. John B. Casserly will add dis-

tinction to the program by her able support of the singer
as accompanist. Mrs Casserly has not been heard pub-
licly for several seasons and she will be welcomed by a
host of admirers. Few musicians devote so much time
to furthering the careers of artists as does Mrs.
Casserly.
The arrivad here recently of George Shkultetsky from

Japan carries with it the history of a singer whose vicis-

situdes have finally landed him in America. Mr. Shkul-
tetsky is a Russian basso, born in Riga, entering the
Moscow Imperial Academy when sixteen, pursuing the
study of law with his vocal work, and graduating from
the University of Moscow at the outbreak of the war.
Sent to the front he was wounded many times, and
when the Reds claimed power he was miraculously res-

cued by the Japanese army, just as Russian authority
was seeking his life. He said recently. "It is so strange
here in America—you are all so happy. I hear always
people laughing. I heard myself laugh the other night
and my voice was strange in my ears.''

Shkultetsky is the personification of modesty, appar-
ently unconscious that his is a great story of achieve-
ment through suffering. His is a great gift; a voice of
unusxial range and quality and ranging from D two
octaves below middle C to F above, without the least
break between registers. The following is the pro-
gram: Air (Pimen) from opera Boris Godounow (Mus-
sorgsky), Floods of Spring (Rachmaninoff). Air (So-
bakin) from opera Tzar's Bride (Rimsky-Korsakoff),
Autumn Leaves (Glier). At the Ball (Tschaikowsky)

;

Air (Susanin) from opera Life for the Tzar (Glinka).
On the old Hill (Kalinnikoff). The Night (Tschaikow-
sky). Do Not Sing My Beauty (Kaukas's melody) (Rach-
maninoff), Air from opera Demon (Rubinstein) ; Air
from opera The Magic Flute (Mozart). Silent Lips
(Bleihman), Azra (Rubinstein), Doubt—R o m a n c e
(Glinka), Two Giants (Stolipin).

SYMPHONIC ENSEMBLE

The inauguration of the Symphonic Ensemble of San
Francisco will he an event of the coming Tuesday eve-
ning, November 13. in the jinks room of the Bohemian
Club, beginning at 8:45 o'clock. Sprung from last sea-
son's Peoples' Symphony Orchestra, with Alexander
Saslavsky, conductor, the ensemble of twelve pieces has
as its object the giving of much music literature not
possible of a hearing by other music bodies, either on
account of their expansiveness, such as a symphony
orchestra, or the restrictiveness of a purely chamber
music body. Woodwinds will be freely heard in the
ensemble and Director Saslavsky has assembled a
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library of liberal nature, from which he will select
works of note, many to be introduced to San Francisco
for the first time. In that respect they will be novel-
ties, otherwise they come well under the head of clas-
sics or standard, though the combining of certain in-

struments will be entertaining and enlightening to
many of the local music colony, active and auditors.
Max Gegna, 'cellist; Semions Patchouck, violist. and

Miss Muri Silba. pianist, are all here, the two former
to be permanent members of the ensemble, with Miss
Silba assisting artist the opening night. Max Gegna
is not a stranger here and his experience has given him
highest praise from critics in music centers. He has
been associated with Caruso. Titta Ruffo and Mme,
Luisa Tetrazzini on various concert tours and from
these stars, alone, has received expression of their
highest respect for his art as technician and interpreter.

Mr. Patchouck. also Russian, born in Odessa, is better
known in Europe, although a member for some time of
the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, but was chosen by
Mr. Saslavsky in New York from a large group of
violists as being the most desirable. Miss Silba. a pupil
of Scharwenka and Leschetiszky, comes with high
recommendation as an artist. She will be heard next
Tuesday night with Mr. Saslavsky in a piano and violin
"Sonata." The program in full follows: "Septet," op.
65 (Saint-Saens). for trumpet, two violins, viola, 'cello,

contrabass and piano: 'cello solo, "Rhapsody Hongroi
(Popper-Liszt), Mr. Gegna; "Sonata" for piano and
violin. Miss Silba and Mr. Saslavsky: "Octet" (Mendels-
sohn)' four violins, two violas and two 'cellos.

The ensemble comprises the following: Violins,
Alexander Saslavsky, J. Koharich. Robert Gordon, Mo-
desta Morttensen; violas, Semions Patchouck, Emil
Hahl; 'cellos. Max Gegna, Dorothy Pasmore; contra-
bass, Alexander Guterson; trumpet. Emil Dietzel;
piano. Charles Hart; oboe, Cezare Addimando, also
ensemble manager.

The San Francisco Musical Club will hold its regular
meeting on Thursday morning. November 15. in the
Ballroom of the Palace Hotel at 11:30 instead of 10:30.
on account of several members of the San Francisco
.Symphony Orchestra participating on the program. An
unusually fine Beethoven program will be given and
one of the outstanding features will be the seldom
heard Beethoven Quintet scored for piano, horn and
woodwind instruments. The program will be: Bee-
thoven—1770-17S2—O Could I But My Johnny Love,
Faithful Johnnie, The Enchantress (airs arranged by
Beethoven for voice, piano, violin and 'cello, Mrs.
Charles Stuart Ayres; Mrs. Josephine Crew Aylwin,
piano. Mrs. George E. Chambers, violin. Miss Mary
Elizabeth Sherwood, 'cello; Rondo op. 51, Blanche Ash-
ley; Wonne der Wehmuth, FreudvoU und Le:dvoll,
With a Pointed Ribbon, Louise E. Massey, Mrs. William

Ritter at the piano; Quintet for piano, oboe, clarinet,
horn and bassoon. Miss Adeline M. Wellendorff. and
the following members of the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra: C. Addimando, H. B. Randall, H. Hornig
and E. Kubetchek. Mrs. Charles Wm. Camm, chair-

man of the program.

Wm. E. Ooley, one of the most successful and accom-
plished vocal artists and pedagogues of Los Angeles,
who has conducted a vocal studio in the Music and Arts
Building for some time, has decided to leave for the
East, where he has offers for appearances at leading
theatres. Mr. Ooley was director and tenor soloist of
the First Baptist Choir and director of the Occidental
Club. He belongs among the best known and most-
sought tenors in Southern California. There is no ques-
tion but that his departure will be much regretted by a
host of friends who will miss his splendid voice and by
many students who will miss his excellent guidance.

Irving Krick, the well known and talented boy pianist,
will be the soloist on Monday evening, November 19,
broadcasting a program from Hale's in San Francisco.
His selections will be from MacDowell, Chopin, Rach-
maninoff and Liszt.

The Minetti Symphony Orchestra will give one of its

excellent concerts at Scottish Rite Auditorium on
Thursday evening, November 22d. Giulio Minetti, di-

rector of the orchestra, and one of the most successful
musicians residing in the West, has prepared a very
ambitious and representative program for this occasion.
The soloist will be Mrs. Lillian Birmingham, contralto,
whose reputation and artistry is too well known to re-
quire detailed mention at this time. Harriet French, an
excellent violinist and pupil of Mr. Minetti's, will play
the Introduction and Adagio from Vieuxtemps' D minor
violin concerto. Josephine Finnell is concert master of
the orchestra and. thanks to her proficiency and pains-
taking industry, proves quite an asset to that institu-
tion. The complete program will be as follows: Sym-
phony in C minor No. 5 (Beethoven); Songs, Mrs. Lil-
lian Birmingham; (al Love Song (Wright), (b) Marche
Triomphale (Kriens), Orchestra; Introduction and
Adagio from Violin Concerto in D minor (Vieuxtemps),
Harriet French; Dors mon Enfant Loret, for strings
(Minetti); Songs, Lillian Birmingham; Overture. Magic
Flute (Mozart), Orchestra.

Bessie Knox Kintner a young violinist of promise, will
be heard in Theme with Variations (Corelli), Liebes-
freud (Kreisler), and Tambourine Chinoix (Kreisler)
at the November recital given by the Sherwood School
of Music when she will assist in Mme. Lauth's pupils
recital.
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I.OS ANIiELKS, NOvomlitT '.—Trovers of choral music

spent a pleasInK .v.nlnK »hen Iht; Kills Club, our

oldest male chorus, n-nilered the first concert of their

season with the usual appeal of tonal beauty and

warmth of singing which assures this organization al-

.vavs of such large and appreciative audiences. As it

1^ the Ellis Club, for years has had such a large follow-

ing that no tickets are on sale publicly. The entire

house is taken up on a subscription basis and 1 under-

stand thai there arc few changes among the ticket

holders which loo proves the popularity of the club

and their gifted director. J. It Poulln. In tlUs connec-

tion I mav be permitted to say with all due respect for

the flne standard of the chorus that perhaps this very

supporl of the public they are enjoying should stimu-

late them to greater musical endeavors, to programs

which lo full measure will exhibit their art of singing,

one would like to see this chorus undertake larger and

more pretentious works. Oranling that the program

given was probably kept in a lighter mood as it fell on

llullowe-en night, yet speaking in a retrospective way

as to the Kills Club programs of years past, the choice

of selerlions has not quite kept pace with their musical

growth as a performing body. This is a matter for the

program committee to consider.

As on previous occasions one could greatly enjoy the

line shading and general good tone quality, above all

good precision with which the singers respond to Con-

ductor Pouiins direction Diction was not as clear al-

ways than on other occasions. Yet the chorus had to

respond lo enthusiastic applause with several encores.

Most important on the program were the Serenade by

Frederick Converse, an American. This is an intricate

niece of vocal music, tlnding an impressive performance.

Much in It is of striking charm and very effective

in its combination of voice and small orchestra, the

latter consisting of members of the Philharmonic Or-

chestra. The Hunting Song from Music, an Ode. by

Hadley. too is a difficult work In which a chorus can

reveal musical alertness.

Barbara Miller Blanchard. soprano, of San Francisco,

1 believe, is a singer of pleasing attainments, and a

voice of charming lyric quality, whch lends Itself best to

effects of intimate character. Miss Blanchard was heard

in Pleurez Mes Yeux from Massenet's Cid and a group

of songs. She found excellent support from Mrs. M.

Hennlon Kobinson at the piano who as accompaniste

also shares honors with the chorus.

Abbie Norton Jamison and her Singing Quartet are

In the midst of another busy season. This refined

musician, composer and pianist, has built up an un-

usually good vocal ensemble whose members are In

nne sympathy with their dlreclor-pianlsl. Mrs. Jamison,

herself one of the most sympathetic personalities

among our artists The ensemble consists of Hazel Jean

Col well Houghton, Bryson Anderson, sopranos, Edna

Churchill Vorhees, I>asle Littlefleid Pridcau, alto. Be-

sides this concert work Mrs. Jamison is also rather busy

teaching voice, theory and piano and finds time to

work unselflshly for musical good of all. being an officer

In several of our leading musical organizations.

L. E. Bchymer will present two artists of stellar

rank this month: Tito Schlpa. leading lyric tenor of

the Chicago Opera Tuesday, November 13, and Josef

Lhevlnne, Russian giant of the piano, Tuesday, Novem-

ber 21, also at Philharmonic Auditorium. Schipa Is one

of the few great Italian tenors before the public today.

His very position with the Chicago Opera permits

anticipation of an exceptional artistic experience when
he makes his first appearance here. Originally trained

as a concert pianist, Schlpa combines eminent musi-

cianship with a voice of exceptional beauty. Suffice to

«ay that his concert work In the east has made him

the occasion of soldout houses.
Lhevlnne hardly needs any Introduction.

Four concerts of the Sistlne Chapel Choir, known also

as the Papal Choir, have likewise been announced by

Impresario Behymer. This Is the first tour undertaken

by tills famous body of singers who have never before

had the permission of the Pontin to exhibit their art

before the general public. Monslgnorc Rella who is the

head of the musical consistory of the Pope and who
dIr.-iiB the choir only on the highest festival days will

condui t the four programs, all of which will be dltTerenL

The Slsiine Chapel Choir sings frequently without ac-

companiment, a tradition dating back into the early

Middle Ages. This Is a vocal art nowadays largely

neglected, but kept by the Roman singers at a standard

of perfection which is nothing short of marvelous, as

they achieve tonal color effect comparabh* only to the

organ. The concerts will take place Sunday afternoon.

Decemlier 2, and the Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday
evenings at Philharmonic Auditorium.

Clarence Gusllln. first vlcepresidenl of the California

Federaton of Music Club, has relumed to his Santa
Ana home. He has visited many of the Important music
club centers In the East and Middle West In his capac-

ity as vice-chairman of the publicity committee ot the
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National Federation of Music Clubs. Mr. Gustlin is also

very active along state federation work and has

brought his own Orange County Federation. His fine

work has been recognized once more from national

headquarters as he has been appolntel chairman of

American opera for the Western District. Mr. Gustlin

is eminently happy about the excellent report sub-

mitted by Eva Frances Pike, state federation chairman

for extension work. When chatting with the writer be

also paid warm tribute to Mr. Charles Keeler, president

of the Berkeley Chamber of Commerce, whose pre-

liminary work for the state federation convention is

promising a very productive session.

Mr Gustlin was greatly impressed with the remark-

able work done at Peterborough, the MacDowell colony

which has become a mecca tor many American artists

of every calling. He met Mrs. MacDowell. widow of the

composer, who told bim that she would visit the coast

if ten or twelve lecture recital engagements would be

guaranteed. This Mr. Gustlin hopes to accomplish. Mrs.

MacDowell fully sanctions the establishment of a

similar artists' colonv in California but advises not to

name it MacDowell colony so as not cause any con-

fusion in the minds of the public. In fact she very

much favors such an undertaking which is all the more

advantageous as the California climate permits a twelve

months' sojourn at the colony, whereas the original

MacDowell colony owing to the New Hampshire climate

functions only during the summer. Mrs. MacDowell has

quite recovered from her accident she suffered last

winter, Mr. Gustlin was happy to report.

Those who love the flute and music of the wood-wind

Instruments will be interested in the annual concert the

I>os Angeles Flute Club will hold free to the pubic

Friday evening, November 16, at Dovard Auditorium,

Cniversity of Southern California The program again

is unique, offering music for various combinations of

woodwind instruments, including a Quintet of Rimsky
Korsakow for piano, flute, clarinet, oboe and French

horn. The club has a most interesting repertoire which

Includes compositions for sixteen flutes and music of

this instrument employed in practically every type of

scoring. The purpose of the concert is entirely altruis-

tic, purely eduiational as is the aim of the club. i. e. to

acquaint the music-loving public better with the great

possibilities the flute and woodwind Instruments in gen-

eral possess, which were somewhat forgotten during

the last hundred years, but Judging from modern
chamber music tendencies are again being exploited.

All the players donate their services, as to the guest

artists, Ruth Hutchinson, soprano, and Homer Grunn.

pianist.

Siegfried Wagner, son of the Master of Bayreuth, will

arrive in New York soon after Christmas to direct

there the Amercan premiere of his opera "The Baeren-

haeuter" (The Man with the Skin of a Bear, to translate

the title verbatim) which will be given by the Wag-
nerian Opera Company on the occasion of their second

visit to this country. Wagner will then make a tour of

this country directing special Wagnerian orchestra con-

certs for the benefll of the Wagnerian Festival Theater

In Bayreuth which is doomed with flnanclal disaster

owing to the money situation in Germany. The New
York Phliliarmonlc, New York Symphony, New York
State Orchestra, the symphony orchestras of Detroit,

Cincinnati. .Minneapolis and San Francisco have been
placed at the disposal of Wagner. Schumann Heink,

Frida Hempcl, Michael Bohnen, Barbara Kemp and
other artists will donate their services al these con-

certs which are lo feature works of Richard Wagner,
Franz Uszl and Siegfried Wagner, The Metropolitan
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Opera of New York, the Chicago Opera, and the Wag-
nerian Opera Association of New York will turn over
their baton to Siegfried Wagner to direct music dra-
matic performances for the same purpose, to perpetuate
the work of his immortal father. Considering the fact
that Alfred Hertz and the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra already have assured the visit of Siegfried
Wagner to the coast, one is anxious to know whether
Los Angeles will be one of the honor cities.

A NEW SONG-BIRD CHARMS MUSIC LOVERS

By Nell Gothold

One seldom hears a more finished artist in any land
than Mile. Claire Dux whose gracious presence and
glorious voice made entree into the hearts of Angelenos
at Philharmonic Auditorium on Friday afternoon and
Saturday evening. Fresh from a season of Opera and
concert in Europe. Mile. Dux arrived in America only
a short while ago for her second American tour, this,

however, being her first Pacific coast series.
The gods were kind to this fair Polish artist endow-

ing her with a superb, liquid soprano voice of pure
smooth and equal quality throughout its entire large
compass. She combiner feeling with that artistic

understanding which regulates it and in her Mozart aria
Deh vieni non Tardar from the Marriage of Figaro she
displayed her finest vocal attainments; her pianissimo
passages delicately warm yet most vibrant. It would be
hard to discriminate in her Strauss numbers, but Mile
Dux was perhaps "more at home" in "Morgan" than in

Staendschen. Silvain Xoak was given acknowledgement
by a hand clasp from the singer for the fine work done
in the passage in which the violin part stands out so
prominently in the accompanying orchestra. Both songs
by the beloved poet-musician Strauss were beautifully
rendered; her diction and pronunciation at all times
perfect. But for sheer exquisite beauty and restfulness
Mile Dux's interpretation of "The Virgins Lullaby" by
Reger left nothing to be desired. Her presence and
poise are consummate in the graceful simplicity of man-
ner all of which bespeak genuine musical culture rest-

ing on a foundation built of painstaking care, and con-
secrated zeal which is of far higher and more enduring
value than the dazzling feats of display made by some
artists which show lack of solid intrinsic vocal support.
The orchestra gave splendid accompaniments. Mr.

Rothwell allowing the singer first consideration, always,
even in the most delicate and pianissimo passage her
voice carried its message above the instruments. There
seems to be nothing more of praise remaining to be
said of the orchestra for its splendid personnel, its fine

technique and its estimable director, though they thrill

us anew each time we listen and each time they seem
to convey to us more vividly their interpretations.
The Tschaikowsky Symphony No. 4 in F minor Op.

30 in true Russian spirit was intensely dramatic. In
this number is interwoven the history of the composer's
very unhappy marriage. Every motif brings out con-
tinuous yearning and sorrowing themes which seem
ever changing yet ever steadily more agitated to the
finale which at times rises to tempestuous bursts of
passion. This was interpreted exquisitely and evoked
much applause from the audience.

In the Scherzo. Queen Mab from the dramatic sym-
phony "Romeo and Juliet,'' Op. 17 by Berlioz, that fa-

mous French exponent par excellence of program music,
the very soul of romance was portrayed. Many new and
startling tonal effects in combining instruments occur
in this number adding lustre to the changing though
not altogether melodious theme. The orchestra was
probably at its best in this number, while the concluding
Introduction and Danse de Salome, Op. 90. by Glazanow,
gave full sweep to the orchestra resources in tone
and color.

Wonderful is the power of instrumental music with-
out words, that conveys impressions, deep and lastingl
Once more we are grateful to the Philharmonic Orches-
tra and Walter Henry Rothwell and their management
for a real soul feast.

Bogdan Gillewicz, who has been in America only a very
short time, and has recently opened a studio in the
Southern California Music Company building, will be
heard in concert and recital during the coming season.
Mr. Gillewicz comes to Los Angeles from Moscow hav-
ing been educated in the government university there,
where Tie has also appeared in the leading role of many
standard Italian. Russian and French operas.

M. Jeannette Rogers

First Flutist Metropolitan
Theatre

Available for

Concert-Recital-Club

Obbligato

1354 Laveta Terrace

LOS ANGELES MUSICAL CHAT
By Nelle Gothold

Edith Lillian Clark and Carolyn Handley presented
their most advanced pupils in a very enjoyable recital.

October 27th. at the Southern California Music Com-
pany Recital Hall. Those who appeared in song where
Ethel Patton. Eugenie Bradl, Ida Schutz. Lilah Carlson.
Rose Victoria Johnson, and Lois Moon with Emily
Archibald as accompanist. Betty McCluer, Ramona
Baker. Carolyn Wright, lone Gilbert, and Emily Archi-
bald gave piano selections.

Olga Steeb, internationally known pianist and founder
of the Olga Steeb Piano School, presented a number
of her pupils in the first regular monthly recital, at the
Ebell Club House. October 25th. This event was well
attended and much interest was shown in the numbers
rendered by the following participants: Bernice Hall,
Frances Hall, Margaret Copeland. Frances Mullen. Iris

Kuhneley. Elizabeth Copeland, Paul Sauer and Margaret
Crist- Miss Steeb gave a recital at Fitzgerald's Recital
Hall in Long Beach, October 26th. Her program on this
occasion, as always, was delightfully and masterfully
executed and comprised the following: Concert Etude
{ MacDowell) ; Waltzes in F major and A flat. Im-
promptu (Chopin); Caprice. Paganini-Liszt ; Rhapsodic
(Brahms); Variations C minor (Beethoven); On Wings
of Songs. Capriccio Brilliante (Mendelssohn).

Mme. Anna Ruzena Sprotte has had a most remarkable
career as a singer and a teacher both in America and
Europe. Her glorious contralto voice has been heard on
many occasions locally and she has had the distinction
of appearing as soloist with the largest and best known
orchestras in two continents. Recently she was heard
at the City Club with Evelyn Paddock Smith at the
piano, in Glendale at the First Methodist Church and
in Pasadena at the Community Sing under Arthur
Farweirs direction. In December. Mme. Sprotte will

appear with the Los Angeles Oratorio Society in the
presentation of Handel's Messiah with John Smallman
directing. Several of Mme. Sprotte's pupils were pre-

sented in recital last week when they were assisted by
Mr. Harry Baxter, well-known flutist. An outstanding
feature on the program was the aria (for soprano and
flute) The Song and the Flute by John Densmore which
was given by Mrs. James Dumas and Mr. Baxter.
Others appearing on this program were Ruth Davis.

Mrs Shelley Hanson, Otile Macintosh, Evelyn Ross,
Dorothy Grey, Mr. A. Buley and Pauline Hanna.

Miss Lillian Steeb has just returned from New York
where she has been since last March coaching with the
famous musician and pedagogue, Paolo Gallico. She
accompanied the Galileos on their vacation trip into the
Adirondacks and spent two months continuing her
study in th ideal environment of the beautiful moun-
tains near Lake Placid. Lillian Steeb is well known
in Los Angeles as a pianist and is assisting her sister,

Olga Steeb in the Olga Steeb Piano School, which is

located at 453 South Wilton Place.

Gertrude Ross, known throughout America for her
beautiful songs left Los Angeles October l)th for the
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E:aat where she atlendecl the preview and opening of

the Charles Ray picture. "The Courtship ot .Miles

Slandlsh" for which she arranged and composed the

musical score. Mrs. Ross has deviated from her usual

vein In writing a semi-popular song as a feature se-

lection called "Why Don't You Speak for Yourself.

John?" She has also written all the incidental music

and entr'acts for Charles Kay used in the spoken drama.

"The Girl I Loved." which had its initial performance

In San Diego October 8th. and in which Mr. Ray is tour-

ing.

Loren Robinson who has been appearing in the prologue

of the "Covered Wagon" at Grauman's Kgyptlan Theater

in Hollywood for the past six months has been in de-

mand at many aflairs recently, among them a delightful

Sunday afternoon tea at the home of W. W. Welfer in

Hollywood and the Hollywood Kiwanis Club.

Mme. Mlianea Astro, a recent arrival in Los Angeles
with her studio in the Southern California Music Com-
pany building, will soon begin a series of very interest-

ing lectures, with personal demonstrations, on the

speaking and singing voice before various clubs and in

the public schools of the city. These lectures will prove

to be of educational v;vlue, for Mme. Astro is known
extensively as an authority on voice culture.

Alice Lohr, contralto soloist at the Temple Baptist

Church, has undergone a very serious operation and
while now apparently out of danger and resting quiet-

ly at her home, it will probably be several weeks before

Miss Lohr can resume her singing. Her many friends

and admirers are hoping for her speedy recovery.

Constance Jeanette Shirley, the six-year-old pianist-

composer, has made a most phenomenal exhibition of

musical talent for one so young in her recent program
given at the studio of the Times Radio Station, when
she played compositions of her own and other difficult

numliers Baby Constance has been termed the "Re-
incarnation of some great old master." and Mr. G. W.
Vandergrlft adds further that "this child's work has not
been learned in these six short years of her life, but
must be (he spirit of some Mozart or Chopin within
her tiny soul."

The Los Angeles Biltmore Hotel announces their first

annual scries of six delightful concerts to be given by
distinguished artists of international fame such as
Arthur Rubinstein, master pianist and Paul Kochanski.
poet of the violin, who will appear In December; the
Griffes Group, Including Edna Thomas, mezzo contralto.

Olga Steeb. pianist. Sascha Jacobinoff. violinist, who
perform In January; Joseph Schwarz. heroic baritone
In February; the Duncans, classic dancers and Max
Rabinowitch. pianist, also scheduled for February:
Josephine Lucchene. coloratura soprano in March and
in April to close the series will be heard the renowned
Russian pianist-composer. Osslp Gabrilowitsch. The
season tickets are being distributed by a committee
who are inviting only a limited number of persons to
hear this wonderful course at the reasonable rate of
1:^5 for the season.

Or. Frank Nagel has engaged several of the best local
singers to assist in Illustrating his lecture analysis of
the opera. Lucia di Lammermoor at the next regular
meeting of the Hollywood Opera Reading Club, on No-
vember .Mh. This opera affords many splendid oppor-
luniiles for the display of vocal achievements and Dr.
Nagel will be furnished ample s<*oi(e for his usual ar-
tistic accompanlmonls. Irmaiee Campbell will sing the
role of Lucia with Ruth Pinkerton, contralto, Raymond
Harmon, tenor. Fred Wilson, baritone, and Leslie Brig-
bam, bass, assisting on the program.

Regnald Heber has recently opened a studio In the
Southern California Music Company building where he
is lea<hing scienlltlc voice culture and dramatic art.
He Is a tenor singer and has done much coaching In
opera and concert reperlolre. as well as having pro-
duced some of his own works including light operas
and musical comedies, which have evoked favorable
xmimenls from leading crilics throughout America. Mr.
Heber has also established a vocal and dramatic bureau
»hi-re tuleni may be procured for club, recital and draw-
ing room affairs.

FOURTH FORTNIGHTLY CONCERT

The fourth event of the Forlnlghtlys in the Colonial
Ballroom of the St. Francis will take place Monday,
November 12th. at the usual hour. 4;;!0 in the afternoon.
Henry Eichhelm, a musician, composer and critic of

distinction will give a talk on comparisons ot oriental
and occidental music. Mr. Eichheim is perfecfly
equipped for his task as he has spent many years in

the Far East making intensive studies of Korean.
Cliinese. East Indian and Burmese music. His composi-
tions based on Oriental themes have been given in all

the important cities of the TTnited States and have met
everywhere with an enthusiastic recognition.

He is at present a resident of California, This oc-

casion should be of special interest to San Francis-
cans since contact with any form of oriental art is one
of the city's chief cultural assets. The illustrations will

include piano compositions based on oriental themes
and played by Ethel Roe Eichheim. and an exhibition

of several oriental instruments. The popularity of these
Monday recitals grows with each succeeding event.

The results have so far more than justified the claim
that abundant talent is to be had in San Francisco for

distinguished entertainment.

BELLE BENNETT AT ALCAZAR

Belle Bennett. San Francisco's favorite star, comes
home next Sunday night, November llth, at the Alcazar
in a brand new play, called "Half a Chance." An en-

thusiastic reception is awaiting the clever little actress

when she makes her appearance after two years' ab-

sence at the theatre where she played for ninety-seven
consecutive weeks.

.\s a medium for her opening Thomas Wilkes selected

"Half a Chance." described as a dramatic jewel and
written by Mrs. Blanche ITpright of this city. Filled

with thrills and a good measure of comedy the offering

is said to be ideally suited to Miss Bennett, who. since

leaving here has been starred in several Broadway pro-

ductions, and has been recognized as an actress of

great ability and unusual talent.

"Half a Chance" deals with a little girl of the slums
whose mother is a circus performer and who is adopted
into a friendly household, later achieving prominence
before the footlights,

Wilkes has given Miss Bennett a capable company
of players, headed by Ivan Miller, who will be the

leading man throughout her engagement. Miller is tall

and dark, and has had large experience as leading man
in other cities. New in San Francisco he is expected
to be a pronounced favor. The other members of tiie

supporting company includes Henry Shumer. Thomas
Chatterton. Mary Duncan. James Edward. Fanchon Ever-
hart. Frederick Green. Helen Pitt. Fred Cummings,
Ethel Martelle and George Webster.
Addison Pitt has been brought here from New Y'ork

to direct the production. He is well known in San Fran-
cisco and his talents as a producer are exceptional.

IRENE HOWLAND NiCOLL IN NEW YORK
The many friends of Irene Howland Nicoll will be

Interested and dellKhled to hear of a most successful
debut in New York on Tuesday afternoon, October 30th,

at Aeolian Hall. .Ml of the critics were unanimous as
to the sincerity and artistry displayed in a versatile

program, and commended the use of a voice wide in

range and rich in quality. Mrs. Nicoll has been coaching
wilh Frank La Forge who is very enthusiastic about
her future as a concert singer.

8. F. CONSERVATORY'S VOCAL NORMAL COURSE
That earnest students appreciate the value of a teach-

er who is herself a professional singer, is shown by the
fact that although Rena Lazelle has been in this city

only a year, her teaching time is practically filled, and
she is starting a Normal Class In Voice, in order to pre-
pare assistant teachers for her Studio. As a profes-
sional. Miss Lazelle realizes the value of public ap-
pearances for young singers, and her pupils are always
In demand.

.Mrs. Stanley Hiller is singing in two concerts in San
Jose this week. Miss Florence Sexton will sing In Odd
Fellows Hall Thursday evening, Oct. ISth. and Emillo
Cavilan will sing for the Vitlorin Colona Club October
27th. Twelve of Miss Lazelle's pupils sang In the San
Francisco Grand Opera Chorus. Miss Lazelle will give

» a pupil's recital In the near future.

KRUGER'S FIFTH STUDENTS' RECITAL
Mr. and .\lr.s. George Kruger gave a very interesting

piano recital in their charming residence studio. 283
.JOth .\ve. (Sea Cliff), on Sunday afternoon, October
14th. The students who participated showed artistic

taste in tlie numbers given by them, marking the steady
progress of their work, Mr. and .Mrs. Kruger and tlie

pupils gaining the warm praise of those in the audience.
The program was opened ijy Mary Josephine Emersoil
who played two menuets by Bach in a dainty manner.
Estelle Stein, followed with a itondo by BurgmuUer and
a Valse by Duvernoy, executed clearly and rhythmicalljt
Miss Jane Cooper showed a good deal of talent in re-

gard to touch and finish in tiie rendition of Kuhiau's
Sonatina in C major. Tilly Berger played the Gondolina
by Lack and a Valse Caprice i)y Newland, the first piece

being specially well phrased. George Goody surprised
the audience wilh h's interpretative ability. He suc-
ceeded in creating the proper mood in Schubert's Im-
promptu and Chopin's Valse. Miss Mildred Berg played
the Eiegie by Nollet and the Valse Chromatique by
Godard effectively and with style. Miss Tiny Puccinelll
made a good impression with Liszt's Hungarian Rhap-
sodic. .Miss Alice Meyer interpreted Rubinstein's
Kamenoi Ostrow and the Rigoletta Paraphrase by Liszt

with good understanding, clearness and shading Miss
Viola Luther g.ive Bargiel's allegro con gracia and Moz-
art's C minor Sonata with an ease and facility that
showed unquestionable talent. Endowed with musical
talent and temperament to a marked degree, Norman
Smith displayed remarkable musicianship in the rendi-

tion of Saint-Saens Rhapsodie d' .\uvergne and Liszt's

Dance of the Gnomes. I-Iis runs and octaves were seem-
ingly devoid of technical difficulties and took on the
brilliancy of a tonal cascade. Joseph Salvato concluded
the program with Weber's Concertstuck (George Krug-
er at the second piano). This young man has rapidly
risen to the artist class. He possesses a beautiful touch
and has temperament and ample technic to overcome
the most difficult passages with apparent ease. These
recitals serve as splendid opportunities in preparing the
students for the concert stage and Mr. Kruger is to be
congratulated for the fine results he accomplishes.
The program was as follows: Menuet in G major,

Menuet in G minor (Bach), Marie Josephine Emerson;
Rondo alia Turca op. 68, No. 3 (Burgmullerl. Valse,
Bluette op. 272, No. 1 (Duvernoy), Estelle Stelny
Gipsy Rondo (Haydn). AUemande (Hadyn). Victorii

Gillmeister: Sonatina C major (Kuhlau), Jane Cooper^
Gondolina (Lack), Valse Caprice (Newland), Tilly Ber
ger; Impromptu (Schubert). Valse G fiat major (Cho
pini. George Goody; Elegle (Nollet), Valse Chromatlqud
(Godardl, Mildred Berg; Hungarian Rhapsodie (Liszt)J

Tiny Puccinelll; Kamenoi Ostrow (Rubinstein), Para-|
phrase from Rigoletto (Liszt), .Alice Meyer, Allegro con
Gracia (Bargiell. Rondo Capriccioso (Mendelssohn),
Viola Luther. (Pupil ot Mrs. George Kruger): Faus^
Fantasie (Liszt). Edna Linkowski; Dance of the Gnome
(Liszt). Norman Smith; Com ert Stuck F minor (Well
er), Joseph Salvato. (Orchestra part on second piano.)

SISTINE CHAPEL CHOIR
.\n interesting bit of cabled news in connection with

the coming tour of the Sistine Chapel Choir is to the
effect tiiat .Monsignor Lorenzo Perosi the eminent com-
poser of church music, has accepted an invitation to

visit the Tnited States and intends to remain about two
months. He was conductor of the famous choir until

about eight years ago. when a nervous breakdown in-

capacitated him for that exacting service, and since

then he has been in seclusion. His leadership was as-

sumed by Monsignor Antonio Rella. who will conduct
the organization's concerts in the United States and
Canada, opening at Carnegie Hall. New York City, on

October 18. and at the Exposition Auditorum, San
FYancisco, December 7.

As a composer Perosi has been very prolific, and his

finest works will be sung by the Slstlne Chapel Choir in

America. His first published composition, a "Tantum
ergo," was succeeded by a number of oratorios, in-

cluding "i'assion ot Christ," "Transfiguraton. " "Resur-
rection of Lazarus," "Resurrection of Christ," "Na-
tivity." ".Murder of the Innocents." Entry of Christ

into Jerusalem," ".Moses " and "Last Judgment. " all of

which have In-come classic. But his best product ions

were written for and have been sung only by the Sisline

Chapel Choir, among them "Tu es Pelrus." "Lux
Aetcma," "Qui Operatus." "Cantate Domino," ".N'eve

non Tocca.'' "O Salutaris Hostia." "Benedictus" and an
"Alleluia" for two choirs widely separated.
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we, but there should be a line drawn be-

tween light and cheap compositions. Mr.
Schipa. no doubt influenced by people
who do not have his interests at heart,

sings one or two very inferior and cheap
songs as encores. It is not necessary for

us to tell him what they are. Why mar
the dignity of one's art by singing com-
positions entirely out of tune with a con-

cert program. Why not let the cheap
songs remain on moving picture pro-

grams or similar entertainments. Let us
retain the concert platform in its artistic

dignity. Concert goers certainly do not
like cheap songs as a rule, and those
who go to concerts enjoy themselves
just as much without them. Of course,
there were many among Mr. Schipa's
auditors who are not regular concert
goers, but they applauded the good songs
just as enthusiastically, at times even
more so for they wanted them repeated,
than the cheap songs. Then why sing
cheap songs?

(Continued from Page 11

the hearty approval of the audience.
The orchestra showed itself thorough-

ly proficient to give the most effective

interpretation of these works. Mr. Hertz
had an excellent opportunity to prove his
versatility by showing the contrast be-

tween the dramatic character of the
Bloch work and the delightfully lyric

character of the symphony as well as the
suite. Again it was noted that the mem-
bers of the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra play like artists, that is to say
they phrase and accentuate and bow
like an artist would do. and not like rou-
tine musicians usually play without pay-
ing attention to coloring and shading of

the phrases. Mr. Hertz, thanks to numer-
ous and tedious rehearsing is able to at-

tain these splendid results, we know of
no symphony conductor of distinction
who would take the pains to get these
results in quite such finished manner.
Surely San Francisco deserves to be con-
gratulated upon having a conductor who
takes as much pride during the ninth
year of his engagement as during the
first.

KARL RACKLE IN HAYWARD

The following article, which appeared
in a Hayward paper, will be of interest
to many of Mr. Rackle's friends in San
Francisco: The appearance of Karl
Rackle in Hayward is scheduled for Na-
tive Sons' Hall. Tuesday evening, Xo-
vember 13th. at 8 o'Icock. The program
promises to be of great interest and
variety and includes, besides Mr Rackle's
piano numbers, songs by Erwin Holton.
tenor, and readings by Rosalie Harrison,
writer gf original stories in verse. Mr.
Rackle's ability as a pianist has been
highly lauded by connoisseurs, and local
music lovers are looking forward with
eagerness to hearing him play.
Mr. Holton is a singer of exceptional

talents. His voice is warm and sym-
pathetic and more than hints of baritone.
He has made many appearances in vari-
ous cities of California and always de-
lights his hearers with his lovely voice,

dramatic fervor, and pure and beautiful

diction.

Miss Harrison is a personality of

whom California can well be proud. She
is the author of a book entitled "Original
Stories in Rhyme." published by the
East Bay Printing Co.. of Oakland, and
just about to come from the press. These
stories, written by Miss Harrison in

quaint verse, deal with early nioneer and
mining days in California and Nevada.
Hayward people will have the pleasure
of hearing selections from this book
given by the author herself on the Rackle
program.
The program in full is as follows:

Fantasia (Bach), Fantasie (Mozart),
Sonata Op. 78 (Beethoven). Mr. Rackle;
O. Sleep, Why Dost Thou Leave Me
(Handel). Passing By (Purcell). I At-
tempt from Love's Sickness to Fly (Pur-
cell), Mr. Holton; The Girl That Wore
the Bright Red Hood). Gamblin" Nell.

Miss Harrison; Mazurka (Leroux). Ro-
mance (Tschaikowsky), The Sea (Palm-
gren). The Lark (Balakirev). Mr. Rackle;
A Rose in Autumn (Eric Coates), Where
My Dear Lady Sleeps (Boeville-Smith>,
The Ships of Arcady (Michael Head),
Mr. Holton: Jes' Pardners, Jes' Neigh-
bors. Miss Harrison; Spring Song (Men-
delssohn). Tristitia (Rackle). Hungarian
Rhapsody No. 8 (Liszt). Mr. Rackle.
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RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West U95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5464

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

ADELE ULMAN
178 Commonwealth Ave. Phone Pac. 33

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6454

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore llJl

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough Street Near Chestnut

No artist or teacher can become known
without publicity. No paper can give
you more dignified publicity than the
Pacific Coast Musical Review. Subscrip.
tion price $3 per year.
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Joseph Greven PAUL STEINDORFF^
( MASTER COACH

Voice Culture;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

8741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayvlew 5278

ASTER COACH
ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA

In All Languagea
302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
\ ot< I': it i.-ri III':

!':",' l".r",^:.':"snr.i;r,r;"
""-SHOULD know at once

ADOLF WEIDIG'S EPOCH MAKING WORK
IIVIIMIIMC >I\TKI(IAI. AM) IT« I SKS

\ IIAIMIOM Ihiil li'lN "Wilt" nnil «li<i»» "IIIIU" to unilrr^mnd llnriiioii) fr<
Iht- *,luti(l|i(>in( (if till. iiiiisl<-ltin. JUMt |>utillNb<.|l hy Cliirton K. Numniy <'o., <'falrfl|

I'"4ir Sill*. Ilj-

HENRY GROBE. 135-153 Kearny St., San Francisco

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a IVIusIc Journal Is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
68 Post St., San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYIV1PH0NY ORCHESTRA

mil ItlnniiErr <> K. Alll. Itn
U<M Huhlrr * rhliM- llullill
Nnu Kranrl.i •>, CalUurnlii

Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Tfleiihune nouelnii 1«7N

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

Residence Phone Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing Leslie V. Harvey

Organist

Coliseum Theatre

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
KmliirKfil I.} Hiiis.r S.vnjnr

Sperlol .Vorninl Culiriir (<>r T<-a<'li>-r>. Ilapird iin

Swnynf l^rinflplfn

Stuillon: 807 Kohler ai t'hnxi- IlnlldlnK

S518M; Etna St., Berkeley. I'hone llerkelcy 1»I0

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

After October 1st Under the Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

America's Greatest

Contribution to the Musical

Arts

PIANds
It is impossible to convey in words an ade-

quate idea of the surpassing tonal quality of

the Mason & Hamlin Piano.

To say that the piano is made as well as possi-

ble, and priced afterward— that does not tell

the story. No description of the Tension
Resonator can adequately explain its impor-
tance in terms of tonal results. Even the mar-
shalled names of artists who have chosen the

Mason & Hamlin Piano for their public and
private use can only indirectly show its

excellence.

And yet, that which is difficult to put into

words is a very real thing. If you should play
the Mason & Hamlin Piano you would know.
Listening to it would tell more than a thou-
sand words, as a glance at the "Woman
Weighing Pearls" tells more of Vermeer's
artistry than page after page of description.

We invite you to play and hear this extraordi-
nary piano.

two entrancrs
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines
"Vilgy^B.AUen®

MASON & HAHUN PIANOS -

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street
San Jose— 199 South First

sheet music
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CLAIRE DUX IS AN ARTIST PAR EXCELLENCE L A. PHILHARMONIC GIVES FINE PROGRAM

Beautiful Voice of Velvety Flexibility Is Re-enforced by Immaculate
Technic and Exact Intonation and Amplified by Splendid Emotional

Expression Arouses Audience to Heights of Enthusiasm.
Benjamin Moore Proves Accompanist of Great Merit

BY ALFRED METZGER

Under Direction of Walter Henry Rothwell, Great Organization Presents
Excellent Program—Educators Formulate Plans to Obtain Closer

Relationship Between Philharmonic Orchestra and Southern
California Schools and Colleges—Community Orchestra

BY BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Those who did not attend the concert

of Claire Dux at Scottish Rite Audi-

torium last Monday evening certainly

failed to hear one of the very greatest

vocal artists ever appearing in San Fran-

cisco. Among the concert artists making
their initial bow to California audiences

since the beginning of the war in 1914

we remember not one that could be

placed on a par with this ideal exponent

of all that is worthy in that difficult

phase of musical expression known as

the art of singing. We had almost given

up hope that new artists were still ap-

pearing who could act as worthy suc-

cessors to those distinguished banner
hearers of the muses who, after a bril-

liant reign must eventually lay down
their scepter and make room for some
one else.

While no artist of distinction can pos-

sibly be replaced the vacancies he or

she may leave can be filled, but they can

only be occupied by those who dispense

the same Ideals, the same thoroughness
of artistic expression, the same purity

of technical execution which the great

ones of past generations have dissemi-

nated before an admiring world. Nothing
less than greatness can take the place

of greatness, and we regret to say that

many a vacancy left by the departure
from life or the retreat from activity

of a great artist is still lacking an oc-

cupant. In the advent of Claire Dux.
however, we have not only the privilege

of admiring a truly great singer, but
in some respects an artist unique and
superior to some of the greatest we have
heard. She is beyond a question one of

the most brilliant luminaries that have
graced the horizon of art in many a
decade.

Claire Dux does not only possess a

beautiful voice of singular flexibility and
velvety smoothness, but her intonation
is so immaculate that it represents one
of the rare joys we experienced during
our attendance at concerts. Her breath-
ing is something to marvel at and her
attacks are so sure and correct that one
would be inclined to term them mechan-
ically perfect were it not for the fact

that the artist mingles with this per-

fection an element of the deepest emo-
tion. Miss Dux reveals one special qual-

ity in vocal expression which we never
heard in any other artist to that pro-
nounced degree. Notwithstanding the
fact that her tones are exclusively pro-

duced somewhat far back :n her throat
they remain clear, free and bell like. It

merely goes to show that nothing is im-
possible in the way of artistic execution.
Before we heard Mme. Dux we would
bave thought such a feat utterly impos-
sible.

To hear Miss Dux attack her high
tones, even to the highest is an experi-
ence which is indescribably pleasant.
Indeed it is thrilling. Furthermore the
original and intelligent manner in which
she interprets the phrases of the classics
both old and modern is the acme of gen-
uine musicianship, for Mme. Dux is not
only a great singer, but in her interpreta-
tion she is also a great musician. She
obtains certain artistic effects which no
other artist has so far been able to show,
and even in the interpretation of the
modern songs, like those of Hageman
and Carpenter, she succeeds in revealing
entirely new and pleasant shadings and
colorings. Her endurance is simply un-
believable. In addition to fifteen songs

she sang seven operatic arias, including
those from Manon, La Boheme, Rigoletto,
La Tosca. Marriage of Figaro. Pearl
Fishers and Ernani. Of course, four of
these were encores. This is surely a
prodigious feat for any vocal artist.

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 12.—Thoroughly
enjoyable was the last Popular Concert
of the Philharmonic Orchestra when Di-

rector Rothwell and his players verily

radiated musical enthusiasm, making
music with a warmth of expression and

SIGMUND BEEL

Benjamin Moore was the accompan-
ist and he certainly distinguished him-
self. Every one of his accompaniments
to the various songs and arias was a

gem. And when it is considered that

several of these accompaniments were
exceedingly difBcult and that Mr. Moore

(Continued on Page 11. Column 1)

eloquence of phrasing which literally

transported the writer into a state of
happiness. Conductor Rothwell always
has things "at his fingers' ends." the
orchestra often sounds indescribably
beautiful. But rarely have all the means
of expression come to be so fully the
"end." These were two brilliant hours

for conductor, performers and listeners,

and to reiterate, it was brilliancy of

spirit, and ardour of expression. Hence
there were well deserved ovations from
the public, which again filled all but
few seats. Conductor Rothwell. indeed,
has given us vitally interesting programs
on Sunday afternoons, and so much of

his best in musicianship and enthusiasm
that one may predict a most popular
series of popular concerts.
Space does not allow me to speak with

as much detail as I feel urged to do in

regard to this program. It opened with
the French Military March from the
Algerian Suite by Saint-Saens. This is

one of the most beautiful concert
marches, for it contains as much martial
spirit as it offers richness of melodic
development. It was brilliantly done.
Then followed Scene Pittoresques by
Massenet, suave and tuneful as all music
of this composer. The Air de Ballet with
its charming cello theme accompanied
by pizzicato strings had to be repeated.
In the Angelas movement composer and
director painted a vision of a late after-

noon in a little town. Mr, Rothwell, in-

deed, achieved captivating tonal effects.

The tolling of the bells sustained French
horns and cello pizzicato; then, as it

were, children's voices coming from a
nearby church (flutes, clarinets and
violas like women's voices, later on oboe
in a theme of religiousness in which the
ascetic and musically sweet were blend-
ed), again the fullness of sound when the
whole orchestra intoned as if the organ
chanted. Director Rothwell entered
wholly into the spirit of this rather
simple tone picture and created a lasting
impression.
Of Mme. Cornelia Rider Possart's solo

in the Mozart B flat concerto. No. 15,

suffice to say, that she proved herself a
Mozart interpreter of exceptional quality.

She is eminently musical, endowed with
a rare sense of style, and uses her technic
in a manner which caused even the pub-
lic to forget the fact that the lengthy
concerto well bears shortening. The in-

sistently demanded encore was the
Gavotte by Eugene d'Albert.
Cesar Cui's Miniature Suite found the

large orchestra finely adjusted to the
delicacy of the opus which is charming-
ly light and not without warmth as in
the Berceuse and rhythmicaly pleasing
in the Rustic Dance that forms a good
climax. This Russian opus (not always
typically Russian, somewhat in the man-
ner of lighter German classic of the
eighties) like the Massenet and the
Mozart had not been heard here before.
Magnificently dramatic was the closing
number, Wagner's Rienzi overture. It
was a surpassing climax to a concert
so radiant with musical feeling. The
public realized it, too, and instead of
rushing for the doors, as is their habit
when a concert is ended, they gave to the
maestro and his fellow artists an ovation
which gave the director cause to beckon
his players to rise in acknowledgment
of this equally spontaneous tribute.

One of the most significant indica-
tions of the rapidly growing realization
of the cultural value of the Philharmonic
Orchestra to all of Southern California
was the organization last week at the
second fortnightly luncheon at the Cali-
fornia Club of the University Presidents
of Southern California of the Intercol-
legiate Philharmonic Orchestra Associa-

(Continutd on Page 11. Column 1)
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After the lights are out
The Steinway Speaks:

s/i knew and lovij me. AVajjncr

knew and loved mc. Rubenstcin,

Ucrlloz and Gounod knew and
Irivcd me. I have been the com-
panion of (jenius for two ijencra-

namc is the Steinway Piano.

What w;is there about me that caused Kranz

Liszt, forty years ago, to say of me: "You
aflord delight even to my old piano-weary

fingers ?"

Why did Richard Wagner, writing from
Bayreuth in 1S79, dechirc : "Sounds of such

beauty as those coming from my Steinway

grand flatter and coax the most agreeable

tone - pictures from my harmonic melodic

senses?"

Why did Gounod, who gave us "Faust,"

write to my makers in 1888, "Mmc. Adclina
Patti joins mc in the ecstacy and mutual ad-

miration of your product ... I am overjoyed

at the consciousness of being the possessor of

one of your perfect instruments?" And what
was it that stirred the mighty Dr. Joseph
Joachim to assert: "Steinway is to the pianist

what Stradivarius is to the violinist?"

Companion of genius indeed have I been!
Sometimes, when the stage is dark and the lid

over my strings is down, 1 brood over my long
years of such companionship.

I see Adelina Patti again, blowing kisses.

// lifit (toes the Steinway pianrj think about

,

when the curtain is tioivn and the lights are
nut, anil the artist anil the audience have
de/>arted.' Kliiquent enough the Sleinuay is

when the moods of others are voiced on its

wondrous strings. Hut what are its own
moods and longings f Listen! It is about to

speak to us

and reaching for the flowers that were show-
ered at her feet, while I rested quietly in the

background and resolved to do even better in

her next accompaniment. I see good old

Franz Liszt again, after a tremendous rhap-

sody over my ivory keys. I see Edward Mac-
Dowell, working out his compositions o\'er my
keyboard. I see the youthful, golden-haired

Paderewski of the eighties, the maturer Pade-
rcwski of the nineties, and the world-figure

and premier of Poland, the Paderewski of to-

day whose audiences overflow the largest halls

whenever he plays. And ever I am the com-
panion of all this genius.

But then I realize that the greater, the

sweeter triumph of my long career is not to be

found on the concert stage at all.

The greater triumph awaits me when a

N'oung couple, starting down the pathway of

wedded life, choose me to be their lifelong

companion in a home.

The sweetest triumph of all shall be when
first my keys are touched by the fingers of

some little girl, her printed scales before her,

and a lifetime of the best in music all ahead.

Admitted thus to the sacred intimacy of a
home and fireside, I know that I shall find

my truest triumph. And I shall strive to be

faithful to these who trust me. As long as my
strings endure, I shall strive to render to the

utmost my measure of abiding charm.

Sherman play& Co.

Kearny and Sutttr Sts., San Francisco

CALIFORNIA-ORECON-WASHIN'CTON

ROSE FLORENCE
CONCERT—VOICE PLACING—COACHING

Studio: 545 Sutter St. Telephone Kearny 3598

Direction Miss Alice Seckels
68 Post St., San Francisco. California

ROSA HONYIKOVA
SIneInK < nn II.- » uur MimMuiii of ICiiircKslnii. I C»n
Iel|> tou i'liid Ihi- War "I Vour Volrf. Studio!

INIMI Urove 8(re«t. Trlrphone llnyvlew lOStI

OrKiinlfit Tempi'
rntUt. Dirrclor I.

I. Phanc W

WALLACE A. SABIN I
le Kmanu El, Flmt Church of Ckrliit Scl- 1

: Club. S. F.. Wed.. 11115 S«
:t7.-3: SnI.. Klr«l Chrlntlan Seleoi

Church, rhune Krnnklln 1.".07; Ren. Studio, .'III:: Lenlnto
.\ve., Berkeler. I>hone Pledniont 24ZS

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert
Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-
tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-
sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Pfione Fillmore 898
Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

AUGUSTA HAYDEN 207 Cherrr St.. Ret. \\ uNblntrtan A (In Tel. Pile, oaoa

AtiareNN; -171 :t7tli

ARTISTIC STUDIO FOR RENT

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM

Ini:. ::T:ii> I'Irr

UDA WALDROP
PIANIST AND ORGANIST

MUNICIPAL ORGANIST OF SAN FRANCISCO.
ORGANIST AND MUSICAL DIRECTOR FIRST
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH. ORGANIST

TEMPLE BETH ISRAEL
Piano and Organ Instruction. Vocal Coach.
Studio: First Congregational Church, cor. Post
and Mason Streets. Tel. Douglas 5186. Residence,
887 Bush Street. Tel. Prospect 977.

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS AND
ORGAN RECITALS

Dominican College School of Music
S\N U\l-'AI-:i,. C%l.lFOIlMA

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS
HoiHl. Ilrrkc

MRS. M. FOULKES
\C('IMir WIST

Voire. Inalrumrnlpi or Fiiarmhlr
l-honr Wnl. IIS.-, IT::i l-arlllr Ave.. Snn Franrlaro

IKEISE A. MIIXIEK
sol.o I'IA>iST-ACCO>li»AMST

(llllrlnl i-liinl>t Mu>lrlan»' I horal Knarmble
Addre»i ITII link SIrrrI Trirpkonr liemloek Kr.l

The College of the Holy Names
i.AKi-: >ii':iiHiT'r. oaki.and

'oniplete ConHcrviitor; ( ourne— I'lnno. Hnrp, Vlalln
'Cello. \'olee. Couoterpolnt. Hlirniony. illMtorr

DURINI VOCAL STUDIO

THE LICHTENSTEIN VIOLIN SCHOOL

rhooe I'lllmore OMO

Manning School of Music

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
All\ tM KI> ri IMI.H AUfEPTKn

\% rdnraday anil \'r\t\nj Morn Ins* nt *«tiiUI<ii »o;

K»lilrr A ( hn%f 1114*.. ••n I'mnelaen. Telrphon<
Kearnr T,%:*%. Mrililrtiee siudlo: I M> Monte \ iHti

A«r., OakUnd. Triephone I'leilmont 7t(U.

PKAHL IIOSSACK WIIITCOMB
Mi:/.7.0-<0\IHAl.TO

AhMitlute Method of Voir*- I pon the llrenth
Mondnj- and I hur>dnr. ICHtr. Kohler A I'hiiMe llulldln
Trl. Kearny r.l.M. lleH. I'hone ProMpeet llid. TiieMdnj- Afle

noon.-J7lN \Mhl>y \veniie. Ilerkelry

ALEXANDER McCURDY, JR.
out: WIST

St. l.iike'N r.ploeopnl I biin-b. -J(ll I Mlltin <«l.

llrrkele? T.HSl

MME. S. P. MARRACCI

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
pnniA iiii.N.VA soruANo

ThoroUEh Vornl mid llrnninlle TrnlnlOK

I'Inr St. Phoue DouKlan 6«24

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas 4273

San Francisco

KARL RACKLE
PIAM NT—I>HTnUrTt»li

MADAME WILSON-JONES
III \M ATIC sniMt \ \0

Teaehrr of lleaulirul sinitlnic. I*upll of l.amp'TtL <iarcla
Mnrvhrxl. lien. «4Mldlo. 'JiVir* llurant A%e.. Ilerkeley.

rhfme llrrkeler -lOHlI-U
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

W. A. CLARK, JR.'S, SERVICE TO MUSIC

During' the last few mcmth.s we have been re-

peatedly asked to express our opinion regarding
the continuous interest which W. A. Clark, Jr.,

of Los Angeles, is taking in the musical welfare
of his community and upon the effect it has upon
the musical development of the great Southwest.
As a basis for this discussion we wish to remind
our readers that Mr. Clark is spending during the

course of five years the huge sum of one million

dollars, and only a short time ago he renewed his

determination to spend another million during
the five succeeding years to give Los Angeles the

best symphony orchestra West of Chicago. Now
let us see what far-reaching eft'ect this generosity
has on the music of the Southwest.

In the first place, it attracts to Los Angeles a

number of the foremost orchestral musicians re-

siding in America. The influence of such musi-
cians in the community wherein they reside and
wherein they participate in all kinds of functions,

including the occasional establishment of a class

of students, is, of course, impossible to estimate.

Were it not for the presence of such musicians in

Los .Vngeles, the suminer concerts in the Holly-
wood Bowl could not be given, for there would
not be sufficient funds to import such an orches-
tra specially for the summer. Furthermore, the

Philharmonic Orchestra, by traveling in sur-

rounding cities, spread the gospel of good music
everywhere, thus swelling the number of people
interested in good concerts of all kinds, in fine

grand opera seasons and in efficient teachers.

The material value of a symphony orchestra,

such as the Philharmonic Orchestra in Los An-
geles, can not be determined. But if the music
houses have found an increase of trade, if teach-
ers have discovered an increase of pupils, if man-
agers have increased their attendance at concerts,
if there are demands for greater musical e.xpan-

sion, the foundation of such improvements must
be traced back to the Philharmonic Orchestra,
which is giving the impetus for all that is best in

musical appreciation. Wherever there is a sym-
phony orchestra there are created differences of

opinion concerning the style of directing such an
orchestra. The conductor becomes always a cer-

tain bone of contention among opposite factions.

Those who prefer a poetic style of conducting
without emphasis of the dramatic will criticize a

conductor inclined to vigorous prosecution of

climaxes. If music lovers prefer a deliberate
tempo to an accelerated tempo, they will criticize

the conductor who endeavors to go slowly. In-

deed, any musician who has a preconceived idea
of how a composition ought to be played, or who

depends for his taste upon other conductors
whom he has admired in the past expects a con-
ductor to interpret standard compositions accord-
ing to his ideas. But, after all, the essential point
is whether or not a conductor understands his
business, whether he has had practical experi-
ence, whether he knows the traditions and studies
his scores, whether he dominates his orchestra so
that the attacks and phrasing are precise, or
whether he reads the classics with intelligence
and musicianship. All else is beside the mark.
Matters of personal opinion have lio place when
the common good is concerned.

In San Francisco one thousand guarantors and
sixty thousand people contribute the finances
necessary to support the symphony orchestra.
Consequently, these people furnishing $200,000
have a right to say which conductor they prefer.

In Los .\ngeles, Mr. Clark alone furnishes $200,-

000, and the public whatever is rejiresented in

the sale of tickets. Therefore, Mr. Clark and the
people who spend their money on the concerts
have the say as to which conductor they prefer.

As long as Mr. Clark is convinced that Walter
Henry Rothwell is the right conductor, as long
as the public buys season tickets and single ad-
mission tickets when Mr. Rothwell conducts, so

long is Mr. Rothwell the right conductor for Los
.•\ngeles, and no one is entitled to any s.iy in such
matters unless he or she is able to defray the
expenses necessary to gratify an\' taste regarding
the style of conducting he or she prefers. The
writer regards Mr. Rothw'cll as an efficient musi-
cian, a conductor of proved ability and experi-
ence, a leader who trains and directs with pre-

cision and who has built up the orchestra to a

point where it may justly rank with the leading
organizations of its kind in the country. We
congratulate Mr. Clark upon his musical phila-

thropy and upon his judgment to select a con-
ductor like Mr. Rothwell, who shows such excel-

lent discrimination in engaging the finest musi-
cians he can find. We fear there are musical peo-
ple residing in Los Angeles who even now do not
realize the immense musical benefit which the
Southwest derives from W. A. Clark, Jr.'s mu-
nificent generosity.

BLOSSOM TIME A DELIGHTFUL PLAY

Excellent Cast, Beautiful Music, Picturesque Scenery,
Refined Acting, Droll Comedy and Appealing Pathos

Leading Features of the Performance

By ALFRED JIETZGER
There is a refreshing atmosphere surrounding the

performance of Blossom Time at the Curran Theatre
this weeli, and those who attend this slcillful bit of
romance will unquestionably come away from the thea-
tre happier for their experience. Those who admire
Schubert's music will find many old and dear acquaint-
ances among the music, the Serenade and Unfinished
Symphony forming important factors throughout the
course of the play. There are a number of very pleas-
ant voices which are used to interpret some of the
most beautiful songs, not one of the least being the
Love Song. We heard snatches of Die Forelle. Ave
Maria and other gems, but would have enjoyed all this
magnificent music just a bit more it it had been taken
at a slower tempo and not rushed ahead in jazz-like
velocity.

It would be difficult to imagine a finer cast than the
one interpreting this excellent bit of musical fantasie.
Specially able and ingenious is Mollis Davenny's im-
personation of Franz Schubert. Both in make-up and
deportment, he reflects the traditions that we all asso-
ciate with this master of song. He acts convincingly,
sings with a beautiful, ringing baritone voice of excep-
tional timbre and charm and never forgets the atmos-
phere wherein he moves. He is positively convincing.
Our old friend. Teddy Webb, has one of the very best
roles in his career as Kranz. It is impossible to listen
to Mr. Webb without chuckling happily at his irresisti-

ble display of wit and humor. He always knows just
exactly how to obtain the greatest elJect from a comical
situation and never allows coarseness or vulgarity to
mar the sentiment of his lines. Even in the tipsy
scenes he retains a certain amount of dignity and gen-
tility, notwithstanding the rather uncultured phase of
society the character represents. Mr. Webb's imperson-
ation was a masterpiece of the rarest kind.

Gertrude Lang as Mitzi looked charming and sang
pleasantly. Ralph Soule exhibited a delightful lyric

tenor voice and fitted in snugly among this fine cast.
Halina Bruzovna as the Countess was most realistic in
her acting and personal appearance. Ruth Meier
danced very gracefully to the ever-delightful melody of
the Moment Musicale, while all the other characters
proved themselves worthy of the company they were
part of. -\ndre Dore. musical director, "acted" and
conducted with considerable eclat and musical effect.

Costumes, scenery, chorus and orchestra added greatly
to the ensemble effect and rounded out one of the
most delightful and refreshing musical comedies we
have ever attended.

MOISEIWITSCH VERITABLE PIANISTIC POET

Distinguished Russian Pianist Reveals Extraordinary

Faculty of Expressing a Variety of Sentiments

With Unerring Accuracy

By ALFRED METZGER
Benno Moiseiwitsch was the attraction at the second

concert of the Elwyn Series in the Curran Theatre on
Friday afternoon. November 9th. and although there
was a large audience in attendence we have a sufficient

number of teachers and students residing in the bay
region to positively crowd at least two concerts of an
artist like Moiseiwitsch. That our piano students and
teachers do not co-operate to attend an event of such
artistic magnitude is evidence for a condition in cer-
tain musical circles which is not exactly flattering to
either students or teachers. Radical improvement is

necessary before piano students and teachers attain
the same standard of musical taste as our general
musical public which attends symphony concerts, cham-
ber music concerts and grand opera performances in
far greater proportion than our vocal, piano and violin
students attend the concerts in which they should be
specially interested.

Moiseiwitsch retains his eminent position among the
poets of the piano. He is painstaking in retaining a
mellowness and softness of tone that appeals caressing-
ly to sensitive musical ears. Even in his most effective
climaxes he does not sacrifice tone quality to volume of
sound. His phrasing is characterized by the utmost
delicacy and varying shades of sentiment in accordance
with his conception of the intentions of the composers.
Technically Mr. Moiseiwitsch attains astounding re-
sults. Xothing is too difficult for him and the most
puzzling intricacies and apparently most inexecutable
digital feats are overcome by him with an ease and
velocity that leaves the hearer gasping with astonish-
ment.
Whether Mr. Moiseiwitsch's ideas regarding the art

of repression as practiced in his interpretation of such
compositions as the Tannhauser Overture, or his rapid-
ity of technical execution as employed during his read-
ing of Chopin, comply with the preconceived notions of
certain elements in the musical profession or laity is a
question that is at least open to debate. Differences
of opinion will exist as long as human beings entertain
their present divergence, but one thing is positively
certain, namely, that Benno Moiseiwitsch is one of the
leading exponents of pianistic art before the musical
world today. The complete program was as follows: (al
Prelude in C major (Bach), (b) Waldstein Sonata
(Beethoven); (a) Capriccio in B minor (Brahms), (b)
Variations (Paganini-Brahmsl ; (a) Ballad in A flat, (b)
Prelude in A major, (c) Prelude in C minor, (d) Pre-
lude in F major, (el Prelude in B flat minor, (fi Waltz
in G flat major (ChopinI, (g) Prelude La fllle aux
Cheveux de lin (Debussy) I, (h) Toccata (Ravel). (First
performance in San Francisco) ; (a) Liebestraum
(Liszt) (b) Tannahauser Overture (Wagner-Liszt).

RUSSIAN BASSO PLEASES LARGE AUDIENCE

George Shkultetsky Interprets Russian Program Very
Effectively—Mrs. John B. Casserly Proves

Exceptionally Fine Accompanist

By ALFRED METZGER
A large and representative audience attended the

concert of George Shkultetsky, Russian Basso Cantante
in the Colonial Ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel on
Monday evening. November 12th. This was Mr.
Shkultetsky's first appearance before the musical public
of San Francisco in a recital of his own and judging
from the cordial reception he received the impression
he made was decidedly favorable. He possesses a fine

resonant voice of flexible timbre and of wide range
which he uses with good judgment and excellent tech-
nical skill. His program consisted exclusively of Rus-
sian composition and for this reason did not give the
hearer a chance to judge of the versatility of this artist

in so far as it appertains to songs of other nations. But
it was evindent that he possesses in addition to a
beautiful voice an intelligent comprehension of the
purpose of a composition and the interest with which
his audience followed his interpretation is ample proof
of the invidualism of his phrasing.
One of the specially artistic features of this program

was the unquestionable musicianly accompaniments of
Mrs. John B. Casserly. Here is a deep student of music
and a pianist who is sufficiently sincere and consistent
to play with every ounce of soulful abandon into the
work of the composer. Mrs. Casserly, notwithstanding
the many difficulties that beset her in her interpreta-
tions of these Russian works, succeeded to invest her
playing with that adherance to artistic details and
emotional phrasing without which an accompanist is

a hindrance to the singer, but with the assistance of

which the singer has reason to regard such pianistic

expressions as a safe background for his efforts. The
complete program was as follows: Air (Pimen) from
opera Boris Godounow (Mussorgsky), Floods of Spring
(Rachmaninoff), Air (Sobakin) from opera Tzar's Bride
(Rimsky-Korsakoff), .\utumn Leaves (Glier). .\t the
Ball (Tschaikowsky) : Air (Susanin) from opera Life
for the Tzar (Glinka). On the old Hill (Kalinnikoff),
The Night (Tschaikowsky). Do Not Sing My Beauty
(Kaukas's melody) (Rachmaninoff). .\ir from opera
Demon (Rubinstein! ; Air from opera The Magic Flute
(Mozart), Silent Lips (Blelhman), Azra (Rubinstein),
Doubt—Romance (Glinka), Two Giants (Stolipin).
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A MIRAGE
BY ANIL DEER

Bitter the eiperlence of a wanderer, lost In a torrlil

arid desert Sweltering with heat, tongue parched,

swollen and painful, mouth fliled with

the ta.ste of »and. which confronts him
on every turn: sand Is before him. In

the rear, seemingly miles under, appear-

ing to the sufferer, endless. Hatred is

arousetl to a maniacal degree, which
sometimes terminates with the victim

throwing himself on the sand and In

K .^ frenzy endeavoring to dig through the

fT'M Ut implacable enemy, eating It and dying in

extreme agony, physical and mental.

Rate may be kind and extricate him before a fatality

occurs. Some searching party or other travelers may
fortunately find and rescue him. What a blissful happy
state his then, to And company, human companionship.

In the midst of suffering loneliness. His only previous

companions loathsome vultures hovering overhead,

hideous prophets, foretelling and gloating over the end

seen to be. Hallucination possess such a wanderer long

before meeting with the extreme. Dazed and weary,

suffering excruciating thirst, he suddenly perceives,

apparently before him—water—a body of water, sur-

rounded by cool sheltering palms, a Joyful happy sight,

which he runs to meet with eager outstretched arms.

Disappointment, cruel and agonizing awaits. Reaching
the spot where he believed it to be. finds it has vanish-

ed, and realizes he has been tricked by a mirage. .An-

other cruelty in the inexhaustable stock of the desert.

Yet cruel as It shows Itself to be to the inexperienced.

HI equipped travelers, the desert is loved by those

who know it best and have conquered its difliculties.

These claim it one of the moat desirable spots on earth,

with wonderful beauties on all sides; they will return

year after year, hoping In the end their final moments
may pass there. 'Tis like the thistle which lightly fear-

fully touched will prick and bring blood, but fearlessly,

roughly grasped, is handled with impunity.

A desert with its mirage has somewhere concealed a

true oasis, where real water and sheltering palms, such

as visualized by a mirage, truly exist.

Singers who set forth to travel the artistic route are

prone to vision a mirage as their ultimate objective.

Thoughts of riches to be secured, at the end of quest;

furs, fine raiments.. Jewels and chauffeured. high

powered cars; high honors and the final humiliation

of all those who have in any way proved antagonistic

or doubtful of the superiority of the aspirant. Such
baubles fill the mind to the exclusion of real true facts;

they are mirages, which can only bring disillusion-

ment. Not that they don't exist, but, they fail to give

the expected bliss when finally gained. As water, often

found in the desert, they are salt and acrid to the taste.

impossible to drink. Never intended to slake thirst.

An oasis, which typifies the real, as a mirage the

false. Is to be found by those who search, fortified with

knowledge. True success In a singer's career means
loving service; giving pleasure to others, lightening
the burden of those heavily laden with cares of life,

passing on the high spiritual calm and peace earned
by artistic attainment, delving into hidden mines ex-

tracting their precious jewels of musical and poetical

thoughts, and casting these treasures broadcast to be
enjoyed by all. There lies no mirage with heartbreak-
ing chimerical illusion, but a true green oasis, with cool

sparkling waters to be quaffed and found satisfying to

the thirst.

THIRD SUNDAY SYMPHONY CONCERT

For the third concert in the Sunday Symphony Series.

to be given tomorrow afternoon in the Curran Tlieatre,

the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, under the
leadership of Alfred Hertz, will repeat yesterday's pro-

gram, which is made up of the Brahms Symphony No.
4 In E minor, the Four Flemish Folk Songs of Arthur
de Greef and Tschaikowsky's brilliant fantasia. The
Tempest.

The announcement of a Brahms symphony Is always
eagerly welcomed by symphony patrons, while the
Flemish folk songs and the Tschaikowsky work, both
of which are new In the orchestra's repertoire. Indi-

cate a well-balanced program which should prove to be
unusually enjoyable. The Tempest, which Is a musical
portrayal of Shakespeare's play of the same name, is

one of Tschaikow8k)'*s earlier works, but because of
difficulties In obtaining the parts it has never been pro-

duced by the Symphony. However. Mr. Hertz expects
that It will soon win a place for itself In popular favor
beside the March Slav and Italian Caprice.

For the Popular Concert to be given a week from
tomorrow afternoon in the Curran an unusually at-

tractive program of established favorites has been
prepared. A new item is announced in the ballet suite

from Massenet's Herodiade. the balance of the pro-

gram lielng made up of Glinka's "Russian and Ludmllla"
Overture, the symphonic poem. Le Rouet d'Omphale by
Salnt'Saens. Grieg's Norwegian Dances and Norwegian
Bridal Prtjcesnlon. the Borodin sketch On the Steppes
of Middle Asia and Glazouoow's brilliant Valse de Con-
cert Opue 47.

At the fourth pair of regular symphony concerts to

be given Friday and Sunday afternoons, November 30.

and December 2. Louis I'ersinger. concert master of
the orchestra, will make his first appearance this season
as solol«t p'rtcirming the Lalo F minor concerto.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY'S FINE CONCERT

Kajefan Attl. Harpist. IVIrs. Albert George Lang and
Miss Esther De nrnger. Pianists, and Miss Augusta
Hayden, Soprano, Interpret Excellent Program

By ALFRED METZGER
I'nquestionably one of the most interesting and en-

joyable concerts ever given by the Pacific Musical
Society took place in the ballroom of the Fairmont
Hotel on Thursday evening. November Sth. in the pres-
ence of one of the largest audiences ever assembled at

one of these delightful events. An especially enjoyable
feature were two compositions for two pianos in-

terpreted by Miss Esther Deininger and Mrs. Albert G.
I^ang. One of these was a Sonata in D major by Mozart
and the other a Suite opus 15 by Arensky. Both pro-
digious works were played entirely by heart by both
young artists. It was a feat of which these capable
pianists had reason to feel very proud.
There Is nothing more difficult than the artistic in-

terpretation of compositions for two pianos. There Is

nothing in the way of musical achievement that re-

quires greater study, more industrious application, a
higher ideal of ensemble playing and more patience
than interpreting by heart the few worth while
gems of pianistic literature written for two pianos.
And when we say that -Miss Deininger and Mrs.
Lang responded to the demands of the severest re-
quirements of this peculiar art our readers will re-
ceive an Idea as to how thoroughly enjoyable the per-
formance of these two ambitious artists really was.
The phrasing was uniformly even and intelligent The

technical portion of the composition exhibited all the
elements of facility and accuracy. There was no dis-
crepancy of any notable importance. The two works
had evidently been studied and digested with careful
observance of their artistic purpose. The tone of both
artists was equally bell-like, neither one nor the other
predominating unduly. The Mozart composition ex-
hibited that gentility and suavity which is peculiar to
the works of that master. The work of Arensky was
brilliant and charged with grace and buoyancy Indeed
there is nothing we could say that would reward suf-
ficiently the labor of love and aftection for music in its

purest form which Miss Deininger and Mrs. Lang so
cheerfully and so successfully donated on the altar of
education as exemplified by the concerts of the Pacific
Musical Society.
Kajetan Attl. solo harpist of the San Francisco Sym-

phony Orchestra, played two groups of compositions,
namely. Legende by Renie and Bohemian Folk Song
by Attl. Our musical public has already learned to ad-
mire Mr. Attl's silver tone and his exceptional ability
to draw the most tender sentiments from the pliant
strings of his instrument. The two works he played
on this occasion gave him ample opportunity to wield
the scepter of his art. He practically "sang" the folk
songs and told the Legende with an expression of poetic
color that appealed strongly to his listeners. Mr. Attl
represents, according to our humble opinion, all that is

worthy in adequate utilization of an instrument most
difficult to handle.
Miss Augusta Hayden. soprano, occupied the responsi-

ble position of asserting herself in such distinguished
company and she succeeded admirably. Her clear, ring-
ing soprano voice was heard in the following group of
songs: (a) Lunge del caro bene (Secchi). (b) The
Little Shepherdess (Sibella). (c) Tes Yeux (Rabey).
(d) Consecration (Manney). The singer succeeded in
investing these songs with their respective charac-
teristics and in a gentle, unassuming way emphasized
their poetic or romantic meaning, as the case might be.
Her enunciation was clear and her phrasing musical.
She unquestionably made a very fine impression on her
audience which was not hesitant in according her the
full measure of its approval. Mrs Horatio F. Stoll
played the accompaniments in a manner to serve as a
pleasing artistic background to the accomplishments
of the soloist.

GOOD MUSIC AT THE WARFIELO THEATRE

The musical public of San Francisco can not appreci-
ate too highly the services rendered to art by the
management of the Loew Warfield Theatre in giving
its patrons the best of music by an orchestra of suitable
size under the direction of that able musician, George
Lipschultz. The selections are always dignified and
representative. The orchestra is conducted in an able
and effective manner and the entire atmosphere of the
musical part of the program is pleasing to the most
fastidious music lover. There is such a thing as over-
doing showmanship and insulting the intelligence of
serious musical people by making monkeys of those
selected to Interpret music. The Loew Warfield Thea-
tre management does not stoop to such clownish dis-
tortion of a serious art.

In these days of circus-like exaggerations of musical
performances with the sole purpose of extracting an
extra nickel from the reluctant pockets of the masses
of theatregoers, it Is a relief to find a management that
has at least some respect for the feelings and senti-
ments of those of us to whom music is dear and to
whom a desecration of the art represents an insult. It
is. therefore, our duty to assist and encourage those
who actually refuse to become Innoculaled with the
germ of greed and give some of us credit for good taste
by catering to our likes.
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ZIMBALIST AT COLUMBIA TOMORROW

The popularity of the Selby C. Oppenheimer Colum-
bia Theater Sunday Pop Great Artist Series has become
immediate, and with the local manager presenting
many of the foremost artists in the world as features
of these events the Columbia promises to be musically
a most popular rendezvous on Sunday afternoons during
the coming season. Tomorrow's artist will be the
famous Russian violinist, Efrem Zimbalist. than whom
there is no finer exponent of the fiddleistic art. Zim-
balist brings with him his famous Titian violin, said to
be the finest example of Stradivarius construction in
the world today. The young Russian paid $33,000 for
his instrument, which he has insured with Lloyds for
$100,000. so highly does he prize and value this precious
violin.

San Franciscans know Zimbalist too well for extended
comment on his abilities and they rate him, as is proper,
among the half dozen of the world's very greatest. To-
morrow's recital will be Zimbalist's only appearance in
San Francisco this season, and with Emanuel Bay at the
piano he will render the following important and im-
pressive program: (a) Prelude (Bach), (b) Symphonic
Espagnole ILalo) : (a) Romance (Beethoven), (bl
Havanaise (Saint-Saens), (c) Fantasy on Rimski-
Korsakoff's Coq d'Or (Zimbalist); (a) Andante canta-
bile (Tschaikowski-Auer), (b) Zigeunerweisen (Sara-
sate). *

W. A. Clark, Jr., founder and patron of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic Orchestra, and at present the most dis-

tinguished musical philanthropist in the world, was a
visitor in San Francisco this week and a most welcome
caller at the Musical Review office The editorial in this
issue regarding Mr. Clark s splendid services in the
cause of music was written before we had the honor of
this call, and is a result of our attendance at the first

pair of concerts of the Philharmonic Orchestra this
season.
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Residence Studio, 850 Geary Street. Apt. 8
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LHEVINNE NEXT

Monday afternoon in the ballroom of the St. Francis
Hotel Josef Lhevinne will make his first appearance in
this city in a number of years. The great Russian, who
like Zimbalist, his violinistic confrere, ranks with the
best pianists the world has to offer, has specially se-
lected the two programs he will play on his San Fran-
cisco visit. The Monday list of works includes Schu-
mann's Carnaval. a Chopin group consisting of Noc-
turne op. 9 B majoar. Valse A flat major op. 64. Ber-
ceuse, and Polonaise A flat; Ravel's Une barque sur
I'ocean and Debussy's Minstrels; Liebestraum and
Campanella by Liszt; and Tausig's Ungarische Zigeu-
nerweisen.
At his farewell recital here. Sunday afternoon, No-

vember 25th, Lhevinne is scheduled to play the follow-
ing; Sonata quasi una fantasia op. 27 (Moonlight)
(Beethoven). Prelude D flat major. Impromptu C sharp
minor. Nocturne F sharp major. Valse D flat (Chopint;
Mexican Folk Songs (a ) Estrellita ( Ponce) , ( b) La
golondrina (harmonized) (La Forge); Ricordanza
(Reminiscence), Campanella (Liszt); The Blue Danube
(Schulz-Evler).

On Sunday afternoon, December 9th. in this Columbia
series, the highly unusual attraction will be a joint re-
cital by the eminent Russian pianist, Arthur Rubinstein,
and Paul Kochanski. violinist. Rubinstein, already a
favorite in San Francisco, is being keenly awaited,
while Kochanski, although new to local music-lovers
is well known by reputation, and the promise that the
twain will render an unusual program is serving to at-

tract considerable attention to their only local appear-
ance. The artists have promised to play the great
Sonata in D minor, op. 108, by Brahms, and an im-
pressive list of solos for their instruments. Anna Case
will come on December 16th—the last of the Sunday
"Pop" artists until after the Christmas holidays.

SECOND CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT

The concert of the Chamber Music Society of San
Francisco, on Tuesday evening. November 20th, next,
offers a rich and varied program. The Brahms String
Quartet in B flat major. Opus 67, with which the con-
cert opens, is one of the biggest works of this master.
In this work Brahms' genius has ripened to full ma-
turity and there are very few beautiful moments in
music than those contained in the slow movement of
this great string quartet.
The older school of instrumental bel canto will be

represented by two charming and dainty sonatas for
flute and piano, one by Benedetto Marcello. the great
Italian contra puntalist and contemporary of Bach; the
other by George Frederick Haendel. the great German-
English composer. The G major sonata of Marcello
is one of a group of four and is considered the finest
and most dainty of these remarkable works. Haendel
wrote seven sonatas for flute and piano, of which the
A minor sonata, to be given at this concert, is con-
sidered the gem. Both of these works are not only
of extreme beauty and charm, but are of considerable
interest because they are very rarely heard.
The concert will conclude with the famous string

quartet of Erno Dohnanyi in B flat major, for the in-

terpretation of which the Chamber Music Society has
a widespread fame. It is a big. dramatic and colorful
work and is always received with enthusiastic demon-
strations of approval
The rule adopted this year by the Chamber Music

Society of beginning its concerts promptly at 8:15 has
met with widespread approval of the public. This
brings the concerts to a conclusion before 10 o'clock
and enables the suburban patrons to be in their homes
at a reasonable hour. After playing once starts, no one
will be seated except between movements.

MILL VALLEY MUSICAL CLUB CONCERT

The October Concert of the Mill Valley Musical Club
was an event of unusual interest- The following well-
known artists took part: Lillian Hoffmeyer-Heyer,
mezzo soprano; Heinrik-Gjerdrum. pianist; Hother
Wismer. violinist, and Mrs. William Ritter. pianist.
Mr. Wismer. with Mrs. William Ritter at the piano,
played the Gade Sonata in D minor and a group of
shorter numbers. She was enthusiastically encored.
Lillian Hoffmeyer-Heyer sang Ah Rendiml by Rossi and
two groups of songs. She won her audience immedi-
ately with her beautiful voice and charm. Heinrik Gjer-
drum played for Mrs. Heyer and also contributed a
group of piano solos. He is well known to the club and
was heartily welcomed by the large and enthusiastic
audience.

STENGER VIOLINS
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The Travels of No. 10778 and No. 10623
An Amazing Story of a Triumph Over Tremendous Odds

TVTO. 10778 met No. 10623

It can

ing early in i

Lang of San F

morning mail lb:

first kleamer No. 1077

box Godowsky Yokob;

tprse and pro«jic telegram, >el ro-

mance bas cirange beginnings.

Tweoly-four bours later No. 10778

AM a piano tuner.

It is my busineh^ to

free and to know
rigii about tbe piuno of
onrert artist that even

He
11 notice instantly tbe
jht minute variation in

rauoical quality, but
banical and tbe

I elements be-

I ibnt quality, it is

job to observe for

NX '^ i ~ iM I bave just passed

^^^^^^^^^^^r I b r o u g b an experience""^^"^^^^^^^
\%iib the two nio6t remark-

able inMrumeniH that ever came into my charge,

knowing that one of them came from Kobler & Chase,

1 bave made it a point to see them in San Francisco

on my way to New York en route from

tbe Orient, where for tbe past year I bave

been on tour with Mr. Godowsky as his

piano tuner. During biis three months'

lour in South America (I was engaged in

Uuenos Aires) we carried Knabe Cn
cert Grand No
York Ktore. Wb
Orient, Mr. Godo

10623 from their Ncns j^j

mailed for llu- ^.
»ky considered it ad-

cond piano, knowing
tbe extreme difficulties of climate and
transportation. This one i.No. I0778f wuk
shipped from San Francisco. It was .>

wise decision, for at one time No. 107:^;

was lost in the snows of Manchuria for

two months, finally turning up after whui
mui>t bave been untold \ i<'i!»>itude9, for
iis traveling case wa* so badly battered
that the lran»porlultun ronipanJe^ re-

was below decks and

hound. At the same tim* No.

10623 was under way from the west

roast of South America. Their

tiiceling was undemonstrative —
alihough ibey were both from the

i-jme town, had been brought up

together —tended by the same

bund^, and sent into the world

with the same mission. But at

Yokohama the real story begins

—

and let Mr. Jones tell it.

San Francisco, Califurma, May 22, 1923.

fused to accept it. From the devastating Arctic cold
of the Mancburian steppes to the blistering heat of
the Javanese jungles, these two Knabes have been for
nearly a year subjected to every kind of climatic
puni^hment, including months in the sticky, saturat-

ing moisture of the tropics, invariably fatal to a

pianoforte. From Hawaii to the Philippines, through
all the cities of Japan, China, Java, even the Straits

Settlements and many of the less frequented by-ways
of the Orient— 1 do not believe that tbe history of
music records the equal of this unique tour, or the
ovations accorded ibis great artiM in these music-
hungry corners of the globe, or tbe equivalent of the
two pianos that supported him. Davs of travel over
the roads of Java, the manhandling of countless
coolies the punishment of oriental transportation in
boats, in trains, in queer conveyances of all kinds—
and months of it. At times it was heart-breaking.
Both instruments carry many scars of battle, but
musically they have remained steadfast. Outside some

rust on the bass strings, they are today as
perfect mechanically and structurally, as
clear in tone, as beautiful, as rich, as
perfect as the lirst day Mr. Godowskv
touched their kevs. To me the power of

of the Knabe piano is almost
supernatural. I have travelled with many
artists in all parts of the world; in Eu-
rope I was familiar with the German

that are built like stodgy battle-

but no piano in even ordinary
al tours has equalled this per-

If I had made these two
1 should feel very proud. Inci-

y connected
Company—nor do I

ept through tbe in-

putation of their instru-

Fhincis E. Jones,
London and Buenos Aires.

Leopold Godowsky
^ lio. with rare consideration, concedes to bis piano tuner i

privilege of telling bis own story.

(>odow!<ky has paid his tribute to the Knabe time and agaii
hut as he himself said in an inler\icw
thing more inierestinfE to say about tho
uu\ other artist has ever said. Let him
1 found him in Buenos Aires and ca
Orient l.r< au^e of his unusual qualili
Ullu^ual ronsideralion of the great arti

the mo-il remarkable piano story ever t

Mr. Jo
^e two pianos than I or
tell it. He deserves it.

-ried him away to the
"s.** So, thanks to the

(.olMiW -KV
Ma-l.-r ..( Ihr n)..->.r. ;il ^^\

feel have ul at one limr or
another practiciilly every great

pianist of our day.

Incidrnlatty, holh of these instruments are stock pianos

(not siHTtatly made), one from the Aeu) York warerooms
and one from the Kohler ^ Chase store in San Francisco

KOHLER- er CHASE'
26 O'FARRELL STREET SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE® AMHCO

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating
to music and musicians. Give name and address
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. Xo
names will be published. Address, Question Editor.
Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,
San Francisco.

1. What are by-tones?—M. B. R.
Overtones or harmonics.
2. What does alia zoppa mean?—H. E.
Literally, "in a limping manner." This expression

signifies a syncopated rhythm in which the bar-accent
conies on the second beat. It is a characteristic rhytlim
of Magyar or Hungarian music.

3. What is the Emperor Quartet?—O. J.

Haydn's quartet. Op. 76. No. 3. in which variui
on the Emperor's Hymn are introduced.

4. What is a partita?—J S.
This is an. early name for what was later call'

suite. It was a collection of instrumental dance n-
all in the same key to be played one after another.

5. What instrument did Bach invent?—P. B.
The viola pomposa. called also the violoncello piccolo.

It was a small cello of ordinary pitch but with an ;id

ditional treble E string. Bach introduced it in several
of his cantatas, but it never came into general use and
soon became obsolete.

THE NEW YORK STRING QUARTET

The .New York String Quartet, by all reports, one of
the most representative chamber music organizations
in America, will be heard here in recital at the Scottish
Rite Hall, Monday evening, November 19th. The Quar-
tet was founded four years ago by Mr and Mrs. Ralph
Pulitzer, and the personnel indicates the authenticity
of this ensemble as being strictly chamber music
calibre The Quartet consists of Ottar Cadek, first
violin: Jaroslav Siskovsky. second violin: Ludwlg
Schwab, viola, and Bedrich Vaska, cello. Mr. Cadek re-
ceived his first instruction from his father and has
studied with Willem de Boer in Zurich and with I^opold
Auer in this country. His performances in chamber at-
tracted the attention of the founders of the Quartet and
won for him the^ distinction of being chosen as first
violin. Chattanooga, Tenn.. is the birthplace of .Mr
Cadek, who served in the army for a year in the World
War.

.laroslav Siskovsky is also an American, having been
boTn in Cleveland, Ohio. He studied with Sevcik and
Auer and played with the famous Tokunstler Society
in Vienna. His success as an ensemble artist led to
his engagement for the New York String Quartet Dur-
ing the war Mr. Siskovsky served tor two years in the
army and acted as bandmaster. Ludwig Schwab will be
familiar to many concert goers as accompanist for Jan
Kubelik, with whom he played for fourteen years. Mr.
Schwab's flret love was. however, a string instrument
and after many years of accompanying he returns to
the fiddle and the bow as viola pLiyer in the ensemble.
He is a pupil of Sevcik. ,

Bedrich Vaska was first 'cellist of the Warsaw Sym-
phony Orchestra and later toured for eight years with
the Sevcik String Quartet, He has been professor of
'cello at the Prague Conservatory, and has won great
distinction as a performer of ensemble music. The next
Elwyn attraction at Scottish Rite Hall, will be a re-
cital by Sophie Braslau. celebrated contralto. Monday
evening, December 10. The Quartet program includes:
Beethoven—Quartet in C minor, opus IS: Bridge—Irish
Melody. Suk—Intermezzo from Quartet in B flat major,
Suk—Meditation of an old Bohemian Choral: Dvorak

—

Quartet in P major, opus 96.

IVIARCEL DUPRE TO PLAY AT AUDITORIUM'

Chairman J. Emmet Hayden of the Auditorium Com-
mittee of the Board of Supenisors announces that
Marcel Dupre. organist of Notre Dame Cathedral. Paris,
who created such a profound impression here when he
played on the great municipal organ a year ago. is
making another transcontinental tour and has been se-
cured for a single recital at the Exposition .Auditorium,
on Thursday evening, December 6 M. Dupre, who is an
acknowledged master of his chosen instrument, is pre-
paring an exceptionally fine program for this occasion,
and reserved seuts will be ready at Sherman. Clay ani
Company's Monday morning. November 26. The prices
will range from 25 cents to Jl. with no war tax.

SECOND AUDITORIUM CONCERT

In order that those who desire to avail themselves of
the season sale rate for reserved seats for the second
series of Popular Concerts of the San Francisco Sym-
phony Orchesta. now in progress at the Exposition
Auditorium, bookings may still be made at Sherman.
Clay and Company's, where the prices for the four re-
maining concerts are but 80 cents, tl 60, 12.40 and }3 20,
or 20. 40. 60 and 80 cents a concert, war tax exempted.
Supervisor J. Flmmet Hayden, chairman of the Audi-
torium Committee of the Board of Supervisors, is

anxious that the public take adv.intage of this remark-
able offer, whereby Conductor Hertz and his splendid
instrumentalists may be heard at such a nominal fee.
The next concert will lake place Tuesday evening, De-
cember 11. when Albert Spaulding, America's foremost
violinist, will be the soloist.
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NEW COMPOSITION AT SYMPHONY "POP"

Paul Martin's Elegie Cordially Received—Wagner's
Mastersingers Prelude Arouses Enthusiasm

—

Goldmark's Sakuntala Closes Program

By ALFRED METZGER
The second popular concert of tlie season 1923-1924

given by the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, under
the direction of Alfred Hertz, which took place last

Sunday afternoon, November Uth. at the Curran The-
atre in the presence of the usual large audience, in-

troduced as its opening number a new work by Paul
Martin, an Oakland composer, entitled Elegy to an Un-
known Soldier and no doubt played by reason of the fact
that on this day Armistice Day was observed. In ac-

cordance with the spirit of the composition its rever-
ence was noticeable and in regard to richness of orches-
tration and sonority of thematic treatment it proved a
meritorious work. It is conceived in the conventional
style of musical composition and Mr Martin evidently
has not wasted his time in grasping the elements that
combine to enable an ingenious musician to write for
the orchestra.

of the San fmuvlitco Trio

That incomparable and effective work Prelude to The
Mastersingers steadily gains in vitality and vigor with
every additional hearing and Alfred Hertz seems to
invest it with new spots of beauty whenever he brings
it to our attention. It is sufficient to say that cheers
rang out over the house when the orchestra concluded
this brilliant work. Bizet's ever charming L'Arlesienne
Suite No. 2 was again admired because of the melodious
strains and the effective rhythms. Two compositions
for string orchestra by Grieg—Heart Wounds and Last
Spring—proved most enjoyable because of their atmo-
sphere of romance, while Luigini's Aubade gave the
wind instruments and harp a chance to reveal the fine
material included in this section of the orchestra.
Goldmark's dramatic and vigorous Sakuntala Overture
formed a worthy conclusion to a program that was
thoroughly enjoyed by everybody.

MOTHER WISMER'S ANNUAL VIOLIN RECITAL

One of the largest audiences ever attending the con-
cert of a resident artist assembled in the ballroom of
the Fairmont Hotel on Friday evening. November 9th.
when Hother Wismer gave his annual violin recital.
Indeed. Mr. Wismer's concerts are always attended by
large audiences, a condition which can only be recorded
at very few functions of a local nature. Mr. Wismer
also introduces at all his concerts works that are rarely
heard in public and that represent the highest phase of
musical creative art. On this occasion he played Adagio
op. 145 by Louis Spohr and allegro energico and presto
assai from Max Reger's Sonata op. 42. Both works are
for violin alone and Mr. Wismer brought to their in-
terpretation the full vigor of his musical energy and
the consentrated enthusiasm of his affection for his art.
It was a performance that received the justified recog-
nition of his hearers who included many leading pro-
fessional musicians.
Another worthy composition interpreted by Mr, Wis-

mer was the always refreshing Max Bruch concerto No
3 in D minor, op 58, in which the artist had the valuable
co-operation of Benjamin Moore, than whom there

is no superior ensemble player residing among us. Both
artists interpreted this work with reverent recognition
of its musical worth ^nd its technical seriousness. Eva
Koenig Friedhofer, mezzo soprano, sang wih rich and
mellow voice and with artistic recognition of their emo-
tional values a group of Brahms songs, including Love
Forever, Serenade, Longing at Rest and Cradle Song of

the Virgin. The difficulties underlying an adequate
interpretation of Brahms are only fully known to the
artists themselves and the fact that -Mrs. Friedhofer
sounded the depths of these compositions and there-
by divested herself of her inherent musicianship is

ample proof of her right to interpret works that put
upon the interpreter such heavy responsibilities.

Two resident composers were represented in Mr. Wis-
mer's closing group, namely, Mary Carr Moore with
Pastorale and Theodore Vogt with .\ndante C'antabile.

Both compositions pleased the hearers and showed
melodic invention and theoretical efficiency. Romance
in A minor by Bruch and La Chasse by Cartier were
the other two numbers in this group ably interpreted
by Mr. Wismer and which, together with several en-
cores, formed a most noteworthy program. Again Mr.
Wismer has added a conquest to his numerous artistic

triumphs.

Mme. Rose Relda Cailleau, the prominent San Fran-
cisco vocal teacher, has had the satisfaction to record
the success of a number of her advanced students on
various public occasions recently. Martin O'Brien,
tenor, met with success as a member of Firefly Com-
pany at the Capitol Theatre a short time ago. Myrtle
McLaughlin, a sixteen-year-old soprano, sang before the
Pacific Musical Society and also for Mme. Alda who
complimented her highly and predicted a brilliant fu-

ture for her Five of Mme. Cailleau's pupils gave an
Hour of Music at the Public Library during Mus'c
Week. They included: Mrs lane Webb, Miss Kathrin
Smith, Miss Alice Wilson. Miss Beula ^asterson and
Mi^s Corrine Keefer. Miss Kathrin Sm:th sang over
the radio at Hale Bros. Miss Alice Wilson, soprano, has
been engaged to sing one of the principal roles in the
Prince of Pilson to be given presently at Scottish Rite
Auditorium. Miss Margaret Mack will sing over the
radio at Hale's on November 17th,

The San Francisco Trio, consisting ot Elsie Cook
Hughes, piano; William Laraia, violin: Wellera Dehe.
cello, will give its first concert of the present season on
Tuesday evening, November 27th. in the Italian Room
of the St. Francis Hotel. This organization is now
in its third season, ample evidence that it has con-
quered for itself a permanent place in the musical life

of the community. The concerts of the San Francisco
Trio are always looked forward to with keen interest.
Last season this organization played before capacity
audiences at each of their events. On this occasion the
San Francisco Trio will play: Trio G major, op 1 No.
2 (Beethoven I. Ballade A flat major, op. 47 (Chopin),
Elsie Cook Hughes: Trio F minor, op. 65 (Dvorak I.

SIGMUND BEEL GREATLY IN DEMAND

Sigmund Beel, the distinguished California violin
virtuoso and pedagogue is kept very busy from the
beginning to the end of a season. Both as artist and
teacher he is constantly in demand and his time is com-
pletely occupied throughout the busy months. His class
of advanced pupils, although already very large and
constantly growing, pupils coming to him from afl parts
of the Pacific Coast. He instructs a select number of
artist pupils to whom he imparts valuable artistic
knowledge regarding important violin compositions, in-
cluding some of the foremost concertos written. Last
season the Ellison White Conservatory of Music offered
Mr. Beel a lucrative position conducting a summer
session in violin study, but he was unable to accept
this flattering proposition because he did not wish to
interrupt his classes in San Francisco. This year he
again has been asked to come to Portland tor a sum-
mer session, but has not yet decided whether to leave
this city or not. He feels that his classes in the bay
region deserve all his energy and time and he also
is demonstrating that it is not necessary for ambitious
students to leave their home city or state to acquire the
knowledge necessary to make them efficient players.

SECOND SYMPHONIC ENSEMBLE CONCERT

The Symphonic Ensemble ot San Francisco, which
initiated its series at the Bohemian Club last Tuesday
evening, will give the second concert Tuesday evening,
November 27, in the jinks rooms which is to be the
setting for the entire series of twelve. The following
will he the program, directed by Alexander Saslavsky:
Quartet. F major (Mozart), oboe, violin, viola, cello,
with Addimando. Saslavsky, Patchouck, Gegna, Chan-
sons Plaisantes (Stravinsky I, four humorous Russian
folk songs for basso, accompanied by strings, flute,
oboe, clarinet, bassoon, George Schkultetsky, Russian
basso; Carneval des Animaux (Saint-Saens), two
pianos, strings, clarinet, harmonica (a mouth organ!,
xylophone. Mr. Schkultetsky will be the guest artist
a'nd Mrs. John B. Casserly assisting artist, playing the
second piano in the Carneval.

THE SISTINE CHOIR

To avert any question that might arise as to the
status of the Sisline Chapel Choir now touring America
under his conductorship, Monsignor Antonio Rella has
anounced that it is the only organization officially

authorized to carry on the musical work and traditions
which have been identified with its title during the last
sixteen centuries. Monsignor Rella, who has been its

actual director since ill health compelled retirement
of his predecessor, the celebrated Perosi, is exclusively
privileged to use the unpublished manuscripts of Pales-
trina and other early composers.

"Perosi and I alone represent the Sistine Chapel
Choir," Monsignor Rella states, "and since he became
ill, about eight years ago, as perpetual vice-director of
the organization 1 have been its only conductor and sole
possessor of authority to use the unedited music and
private repertoire which has been accumulating in the
Vatican Library from the time of Palesirina to that of
Perosi himself. These compositions were never heard
outside of Rome until we sung them in -Australia during
our visit there two years ago. There is no Sistine
Chapel Choir other than the one now in this country."
The latter assertion is substantiated by the fact that

the Choir's present lour is under the patronage of this

M.VRIOV FRAZCIt

country's leading Catholic prelates, including Arch-
bishop E. J. Hanna of San Francisco, who are con-
versant with the organization's history and would not
be likely to sponsor it if its genuineness were in doubt.
Meanwhile the touring continues to be a series ot

ovations, capacity-taxing audiences greeting the Choir
wherever it has sung. Standing room only will be pro-
curable in the Exposition Auditorium when it appear
there the evening of December 7, and the advance sale
for the two succeeding concerts indicate that there will
be few, if any. vacant seats.

ARRILLAGA MUSICAL COLLEGE ENTERTAINS

An unusual tea was given at the Arrillaga Musical
College by its student body this afternoon at which the
full enrollment was present to play host The recital
hall was decorated very charmingly in soft lights and
colors and refreshments were served by the young
ladies who so capably carried out the arrangements of
preparing for this event. There were several specialties
put on by the pupils which met with hearty applause,
some of which were the following: Julio and Elviria
Valdez in Spanish Dances, Jack Dalton in Russian
Dances, The Dutch Band, and Harry H. Lake, the
popular United States Veteran who has won great
popularity with his playing on novel and strange in-
struments invented by himself. The faculty was de-
lighted with the afternoon and it gave all the partici-
pants an opportunity to get better acquainted with each
othe

DERU AND LHEVINNE IN JOINT RECITAL

M. Edouard Deru, famous Belgian viol-nist, who dur-
ing his indefinite residence in San Francisco is heading
the Violin Department of the Arrillaga .Musical College
will appear jointly with Joseph Lhevinne, pianist, in
the auditorium of the Piedmont High School the eve-
ning of November 23rd. Other dates for M. Deru in the
near future will be Visalia, November 19th, and San
Rafael, November 20th, besides assisting in opening the
season of the Fresno Male Chorus early in December.
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LOS ANGELES. .Nov 5.—Deflnlle formation of a

"musical clearing lioiisp" to be known as the Los Aii-

gelna .Vtusic Keilenillcin. Indorsed by the Chamber of

Commerce, actine :is a co-oiioralivc body supporting

equally all enUeaviirs toward musical betterment of this

community, were completed this morning, according
to Ruth Antoinette Sahel, secretary of the newly found-

ed organization and director of the Industrial Bureau of

.Music of the Chamber of Commerce.
Impetus to the formation of this musical clearing

house was given by Mrs. Bessie Hartlett Frankel. first

vice-president of the N'alional Federation of Music
Clubs and founder-president enjerilus of the California

Federation of .Music Clubs, who called a meeting of

presidents of clubs and organizations directly or In-

directly active musically was held October 18 at the

Alexandria Hotel. Mrs Frankel and the Los Angeles
-Music Federation was formed to coordinate musical ac-

tivities In Los .\ngeles with the aim to eliminate duplica-

tion of efforts on the b:i.sis of equal support for all

musical organizations. Each organization will have one
delegaie as member of the .Music Federation.
Miss Sabel summed up proposed activities of the

Los Angeles Music Federation, which will have head-
quarters at the Chamber of Commerce as follows:

Registr:ttion for the sake of public Information of all

concert dates, of teaihers. soloists, nuisic stores, lec-

tures on music, music clubs, music sections of non-
musical clubs, concert bureaus, music schools; to en-

tertain visiting artists, sreakers' bureau to cooperate
with Chamber of Commerce organization: service de-

partment to establish music derarlment in Southern
California Chamber of Commerce: speakers' depart-

ment to stimulate music clubs to bigger endeavors: to

organize greater Los Angeles music festival; civic

orchestra: municipal band; to entertain biennial dele-

gates en route; to promote activities and programs of

all musical organizations: all chamber music societies,

all choral organizations, all bands: to co-ordinate the
work of music societies in order to avoid unnecessary
duplication and overlapping; to distribute free tickets

to worthy music lovers; municipal opera promotion.
Oflicers of the Los Angeles Music Federation are:

Honorary president, Mrs. Cecil Frankel; president,
Arthur Bent: first vice-president. R H. Ballard; sec-

ond vice-president, Mrs Oscar A. Trippet; secretary.

Miss Amonette Kuth Sabel; treasurer, Marco Ilellman;
auditor. James Warren. Directors at large—\V. A.
f lark. .Ir.. George Barnes. Mrs. William Oscar Howard.
O. Alien Hancock. .Mrs. Edith Wing Hughes Organi-
zation represented to date: Philharmonic Orchestra,
Los Angeles Trio. Los Angeles Oratorio Society, Gamut
Club, Orpheus Club, Ellis Club. Civic Music and Art
Association. Fitzgerald Concert Bureau, Behymer Con-
cert Bureau, Auditorium Concert Bureau, llarmonia
Club. St. Cecilia Club. WaWan Club. MacDowell Club.
Music Trades. Boar I of Education, Los Angeles Cham-
ber of Commerce, Upllfters,

SOHMER
Gupid Cji

The Sohmer Is dislin-

KUlshcd for the perfect
evenness of its scale—
for Its round, smooth
lone, large in volume,
rich in qualily-and for
the irelile which, has
resonance and singing
quality to the upper-
most note.

Saj'kerSfvs.

LOS ANGELES
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ROSA PONSELLE
oW etropolitan Opera Company

This famous operatic singer, \vhose rav-
ishingly beautiful voice captivated Los
Angeles last year, will be heard here in

April. Her choice of the Knahe Piano
for all accompaniments is a tribute of
highest character.Exclusive

Knabe
Artist HILL STREET ^^^ AT 72.7-72.0

LOS ANGELES

Greater musical Los Angeles has been strengthem-d
by two new organizations. John Smallniau. director of
the Los Angeles Oratorio Society, together with Mrs
Mattesson B. Jones, president of the Glendale Music
Club have formed a Glendale Oratorio Society. Mr.
Smalluian already has more than sixty voices under his
baton. Mrs. Jones has been the leading spirit in

making Glendale a musical community. Mr. Smallnian's
local successes with the Los Angeles Oratorio Society
and as director of music at the First Congregational
Church indicates that Glendale choral singers have
chosen wisely.

Organized but a few days ago was the Bay Cities'

Musical Association, inaugurated by Mrs. Joseph Zuck-
erman, whose ability as music club executive was well
proved while a founder-president of the American
Music Optimists The purpose of the new club is to

supplement musically the work of the Santa Monica Bay
Woman's Club. An opera study section has already
been formed with Fulgenzio Guerieri as instructor-
conductor as the new club proposes to give operatic
programs with prominent resident artists as soloists.

The club will meet each Monday, particulars regarding
membership and other club activities may be obtained
from the president, Mrs. Joseph Zuckerman, 35 Breeze
avenue, Venice.

Grace Wood Jess, whose artistic folk-song programs
in costumes of period and country have won her many
admirers here, is meeting with what seems hearty re-

sponse from public and press while on a tour now
through Canada. Mme. Jess has filled a good number
of return engageftients in the Pacific Northwest and
will at the close of her Canadian tour, concertize in the
P'ast, returning to Los Angeles after Christmas.

Frances Berkova. another Los Angeles artist, is meet-
ing with conspicuous success in Berlin. Miss IJerkovu
obtained her early training from Sigmund Beel, one
time concert master of the Los Angeles Symphony,
now in San Francisco, and Christian Timmner, well
known Los Angeles violin pedagogue. Kfrem Zimbalist,
the Russian virtuoso heard Miss Berkovu play and in-

duced her parents to send the young girl to Leopold
Auer. After three years with the master-violin teacher
Miss Berkova went to Berlin to coach under Carl
Klcsch. eminent concert violinist and noted as a dis-

ciplinarian off aspirants to the concert stage. Under
his guidance the fortner I-os Angeles girl has won pro-

nounced recital successes in the German capital. If

political conditions permit Miss Berkova will not re-

turn to Los Angeles until early next spring.

Modern Organ Playing, a Scientific Treatise, is the
title of a recent publication by C. Albert Tufts, the
brilliant Los Angeles Organist. It is rather satisfying;

to find one of our musicians delving so minutely into

the technical details of his art from a creative angle
rather than spend his time on writing compositions
which sound more or less like those of others. This is

not a reflection on American composers and music-
makers of this city, but I cannot but think that our
own composers produce too quickly, or should I say
publish too quickly so as to make their mark through
quality above anything else.

Tufts' treatise is replete with technical detail which
must necessarily be skipped in these columns, but
which should offer interesting suggestions to the church,
con<'ert and theater organist. In fact the little book
is packed with observations and analytical remarks as
to the achievement of greatest musical articulation on
the organ It Is a trt'atlse which should interest any
musician because much of Mr. Tufts' comment Is strong-
ly coocclved musical aesthetics practically applied, Ilav-
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ing evidently made a long and keenly searching study
of the organ, organ playing of his own and others Tufts
comes to conclusions of surprising finesse and in-

tricate detail. He may not find herein agreement of all

his colleagues and in all likelihood Tufts does not
expect it. On the other hand famous organists such as
Clarence Eddy and Pietro Yon, for instance, to men-
tion only two from may commendations support warmly
much of Mr. Tufts' treatise.
Thus Tufts rightly points to the fact that today there

is a tendency among organists of playing too fast. In-

deed the whole chapter on "Criminal Faults in Musical
Expression." obvious as much of it seems, is very well
taken. There is much in what Mr. Tufts says when
speaking about hymn playing that the organist should
"think vocal music." Altogether this chapter contains
a good deal of food for thought. There is also an
illuminating chapter on touch which really is a chapter
on the possibilities of tonal values of the organ. There
is also a very detailed consideration of accent. Tufts
does not overlook the elements of concert and theater
playing and shares generously from his large and suc-
cessful experience along these lines and should there-

fore interest also the progressive theater organist.

Summing up here is a treatise in which technic is not
treated merely as means to the end but as ever re-

newed creative action in music.

LOS ANGELES MUSICAL CHAT
By Nelle Gothold

Adele Lauth. who is the director of the piano depart-

ment of the Sherwood School of Music has the very great

honor of having been an assistant teacher to the re-

nowned master Leopold Godowsky in Berlin. On No-
vember 10th, Mme. Lauth will present five of her ad-

vanced pupils in recital, with Bessie Knox Kiutner,
violinist, assisting.

Frederick North has many talented singers in his vocal
training classes and on November 9tth an opportunity
will be given to his many friends to hear the splendid
results of his work, when several of his advanced pupils

will sing.

Homer Grunn, pianist and teacher of recognized su-

perior ability, introduced one of his intermcdiiite pu-

pils on the program given by the Educational Depart-
ment of the Southern California Music Company. Satur-

day. November 3rd. This was a novel and interesting
departure in music study, the program consisting of

a series of piano duets with the Victrola. Appearing
with Miss Pauline Neuman was Miss Billie Burke, who
is a pupil of Adele Lauth.

Mme. Newcomb Prindell, manager of local artists, will

present Howard Paxton in recital, Sunday afternoon.
November 18th. Just the mere announcement of thi^

popular tenor's appearance undoubtedly w
well-filled auditorium.

The Ame
regular i

Californi;

-ican Music Optimists Club v

leeting on November 16th
Recital Hall.

Mario Rubini. a recent arrival in Los Angeles, has been
engaged for six months' singing at Grauman's Egyptian
Theatre in the prologue for the "Ten Commandments."
He has a fine lyric tenor voice and has been a protege
of the renowned Bonci, and is a second cousin of the
famous violinist, Jan Rubini.

Mme. Cornelia Rider Possart is announced as soloist for

the Popular concert with the Philharmonic Orchestra
November 11th. Mme. Pnssart needs no introduction
to Los Angeles concert goers for she has appeared
many times here as well as elsewhere in America and in

Europe as concert artist and soloist with leading or-

chestras and her artistry is widely praised.

George Leslie Smith will present Mozart's Opera
comique, "The Impresario," as the next attraction on
the Auditorium Artist Series November 26th.

Eleanor Woodford, whose unprecedented success and
popularity is due primarily to her dramatic soprano

M. Jeannette Rogers

First Flutist Metropolitan
Theatre

Concert-Recital'Club
Obhligato

Address 1354 Laveta Terrace

voice of warmth and power was heard to particular

advantage before the Friday Morning Club at the Phil-

harmonic Auditorium recently when she appeared in a

program of Russan folk songs in costume. These se-

lections were from Rachmoninoff, Tschaikovski, Aren-
sky. Mme. Woodford was assisted by Alexander Dobro-
hotov, artist performer on the balalaika whose num-
bers included his own arrangements of Russian folk

melodies and several original compositions. As a clos-

ing group Mme Woodford presented several modern
numbers, well suited to her voice displaying to advan-
tage her dramatic qualifications.

Louise Gude, moulder of beautiful voices, presented
two advanced pupils in An Hour of Music at the South-
ern California Recital Hall, Friday evening. October
26th. Hazel Henderson sang selections by Brahms,
Strauss and modern composers, including Cyril Scott.

Kreisler, Gilberte and "Evening" written by Rosel Hill

who acted as accompanist during the program. Jean
Douglass gave a group of Russian songs and three
songs by Charles Wakefield Cadman. These young sing-
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ers are proving themselves popular in their pleasing
presentations of song. Assisting the singers were two
pupils ot Rosel Hill, Margaret and Elizabeth Collins,
who played Andante Fifth Symphony, Beethoven: Peer
Gynt Suite, Greig and Prelude. C sharp minor, Rach-
moninoff.

Margaret Goetz will present in concert form Mozart's
opera comique, "The Impresario," at the Hotel Am-
bassador Theatre on Saturday afternoon, November 17.

Artists who will assist Miss Goetz are Miss Ruth Hutch-
inson, Irene Wadey, Harold Shugart. A. J. Kisselbergh.
Leslie Brigham, Vivian Hart and Miss Eleanor Warren.
This promises to be a delightful musical and social treat

and tea will be served after the lecture.

Harry Girard, Dr E. Winkler. Morton Mason, Fred
Youngfelt, Raymond Hand, Ella Hart, Daisy Mauer,
Anson Clapperton. and .\dele Lauth; all teachers of

the Sherwood School of Music will present pupils in

recital at the Southern California Music Company build-

ing on November 24th.

Mesdames Chandet and Nickerson and the Misf:es
Bokenkrager. Burton. Copeland. Frazier, Ingham, Light-
cap and Sharle. teachers of the Olga Steeb Piano School
presented pupils in an informal recital on Saturday
aftcrnoou in the home of Miss Steeb at 45o South
Wilton street.

Carii O. Elinor, well known and admired for his artistic

interpretations and interesting arrangements of or-

chestral music at the California Theatre, is offering a
splendid musical program especially selected to supple-
ment the picture program featuring Emmett .1. Plynns
presentation of F. Marion Crawford's romantic love
story, "In the Palace of the King" The numbers pre-

sented by the orchestra are "Slavische Rhapsodic."
Friedemann, "Serenade" Titl, "Raymond Overture,"
Thomas and Syncopated Impressions arranged by Mr.
Elinor. Solb numbers are being given by William Van
Deevan, Flutest, Nicolas Ocki Albi, Cellist and Charles
Calkins, Marimbaphone.

Merle Armltage of the Fitzgerald Concert Management
is presenting Marie Sundelius of Metroiiolitan Opera
fame in concert at the Philharmonic .-Vuditorium on
Thursday evening, November 21tth.

Myron Blckford, one of the greatest masters of stringed
instruments, recently became afliiiated with the South-
ern California Sherwood School of Music with his
talented wife. Vahdah Alcott Bickford as his assistant
teacher. Mr. and Mrs. Bickford were for years asso-
ciated with the late William H. Sherwood in his sum-
mer classes at Chautauqua, N. Y., and will prove a
valuable asset to tlie local school.

Bertha Winslow Vaughn announces a series of morn-
ing musicales to be given in Chickering Hall at SOS
South Broadway.

Clifford Lett, well-known for his artistic singing and
successful teaching, has just received notice, so we are
informed, of his election to the American .\cademy of
Teachers of Singers. This is conceded to be a very
high honor as this organization is limited to forty mem-
bers, among whom are Oscar Saenger, Herbert Wither-
spoon, Yeatman Grinith and other notable teachers.

Ann Weitzman's Trio consisting of Lucy Fuhrer Center.
cellist, Mildred Pray, pianist, assisted by Robert Bias,
baritone, will present an interesting program at the
Southern California Recital Hall on .Monday evening,
November I2th. The program includes the Lalo "Trio
in C Minor" (Allegro .Moderate, Romance, Scherzo and
Finale movements) which will be heard for the first

time by a Los Angeles audience and the Mendelssohn
"Trio in D minor" {.Molto Allegro, .\ndante. Scherzo
and Finale). Mr. Bias will sing "II Lactrato Sprito,"
Verdi "Stille Wie die Nacht" Bohm. "Le Cor. " Flegier
and Tschaikowski's "Pilgrims Song."

Alice Seckels of San Francisco who is the founder
and producer of the Alice Seckels Matinee Musicales
which are now being given at the St. Francis Hotel for
the fourth consecutive year, has been in Los Angeles
arranging for a similar series^in the large hotels. The
first number of the Pasadena Course will open with
Arthur Rubinstein, Polish Pianist at the Hotel Vista del
Arroyo.

Alma Stetzler, greeted by a capacity audience at the
Southern California Recital Hall on November 1st,
added new laurels to her already splendid list of achieve-
ments. .\Hide from her success in coaching of opera and
teaching she ha.s a mezzo soprano voice of rare beauty,
and a notable feature of her singing was her perfect
enunciation and pronounclation. Her program included
songs and arias by the old Italian and German com-
posers and In her modern group were songs from Homer
Grunn. Scott. Huhn and Homer. Assisting Mme. Stetzler
was .Miss Raley Moore, pianist whose numbers from
Brahms, Chopin and Liszt deserve special mention for
the brilliant and accurate technique which she exhibited.

Jules Lepske, violinist; Earl Bright, cellist, and Alfred
Kaslner, harpist, who compose the Philharmonic Trio,
recently lllled successful engagements in Santa Ana.
Long Beach. Glendale and elsewhere, and are hooked
for concerts in Riverside. Santa Monica, Covina and
Uplands.

Gllda Marchetti has set .Vovember 23rd as the dale for
her concert In the Recital Hall of the Southern Cali-
fornia .Music Company building. This young dramatic
soprano has had a noteworthy career as a teacher, as

well as concert artist, having many prominent pupils
who are being heard frequently ou various occasions.
Miss Marchetti began her music studies at an early
age in Italy and is continuing her coaching in Italian
opera with Maestro Querrieri and German opera with
Mme. Elizabeth Rothwell and with many years ahead
of her. for she is still in her twenties, she has a very
promising future. Marguerite d'Aleria. Hungarian
pianiste, Morris Amsterdam, cellist and Elsie Marion,
violinist, will assist Miss Marchetti on this event which
will be well worth hearing.

Abble Norton Jamison, with her assistants Miriam West-
Hyatt and Elsie L. Carlson presented their piano
students in recital recently in the Southern California
Recital Hall, They were assisted on the program by
the Jamison Quartette which is composed of Jean Coi-
well Houghton, first soprano; Hazel Anderson, second
soprano; Edna Churchill Voorhees, first alto; Daisy
Prideaux, second alto. This interesting ensemble was
organized and coached by Mrs. Jamison and are doing
instructive and entertaining programs throughout
Southern California.

ELFIE VOLKMAN TO APPEAR IN RECITAL

An interesting bit of news which is being welcomed
by local concert goers is the announcement that Miss
Elfie Volkman, one ot California's most popular so-
pranos, will appear in recital on Monday evening, De-
cember 3, under the management ot Miss Alice Seckels.
The concert will take place in the Italian Room of the
Hotel St. Francis. As this will be Miss Volkman's
first recital here in several seasons, it is a foregone
conclusion that the hall will be filled to its capacity by
the many friends and admirers ot the young arfst.
For quite a number of years Miss Volkman studied

abroad with no less famous a vocal pedagogue than
Aiigust Eisser. ot Dresden and Vienna. Wliile in Europe
Miss Volkman appeared both in concert and opera
where the beauty of her voice along with her other artis-
tic qualities attracted the attention ot musical connois-
seurs in the various musical centers where she sang.
With her musical education and her complete command
ot the most profound works in vocal literature Miss
Volkman's program will contain many ot the classics,
and operatic arias as well as songs ot the modern
composers.
Benjamin S. Moore will accompany Miss Volkman at

this impending event.

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

Albert Elkus and Miss Ellen Edwards will carry on
the work ot Miss Ada Clement and Miss Lillian Hodg-
head at the San Francisco Conservatory of Music dur-
ing the absence ot the latter on a tour ot the East. Miss
Clement and Miss Hodghead are leaving San Francisco
on November 20th to give a series of concerts with
Rebecca Clark and May Mukle, the English cellist. One
ot the features of their recitals will be Miss Clark's
Trio tor piano, violin and cello, which created wide dis-
cussion, because of its ultra modernism, when given its
premiere in this city recently. Miss Clement and Miss
Hodghead will also visit the leading musical colleges
throughout the East for the purpose ot gaining new
ideas tor their Conservatory. They will return about
Jantiary 1st.

RENA LAZELLE PRESENTS FOURTEEN PUPILS

Miss Rena Lazelle, head ot the Vocal Department of
the San Francisco Conservatory, presented fourteen
pupils in recital Friday evening, November 9th, at the
Conservatory. The recital demonstrated very clearly
why—although Miss Lazelle has been in this city only
a year, she already has her teaching time almost en-
tirely filled.

It was an excellent pupils' recital from every stand-
point. In a short talk, Miss Lazelle announced that she
would give two series ot pupils' recitals this season;
informal affairs on Saturday afternoon for the less ad-
vanced pupils, and those lacking experience in ap-
pearing before audiences, and Art Programs in the eve-
ning for more advanced pupils. Miss Lazelle has several
pupils training to act as assistant teachers in the de-
partment, and will start a regular Normal Vocal Course
after Christmas.
The first ot the afternoon recitals will be given Satur-

day afternoon. November 17th. The program ot the
evening was as follows: Chi vuoi la Zingarella (Pai-
siello), Sheeps and Lambs (Homer), .Miss Florence Sex-
ton; Chinese Mother Goose Rhymes (Cristl. Miss Alice
Talcott; Let Miss Lindy Pass (Rogers). Would God I

Were the Tender Apple Blossom (Irish), Mr. Jack
Garry; The Brownies (Leoni), The Big Brown Bear
(.Maria Zuzza), Mrs. Zoe Peterson; Duet, Spring Song
(Lassen). Miss .\lice Talcott, Miss Tlorence Sexton;
Snow Bells (Schumann), He, the Noblest (Schumann)',
Mrs. Margaret Hogan; A Birthday (Woodman). Aria,
These Are They, from The Holy City (Gaul), Mrs.
Annable Turner; Mexican Song (Ponce), A Granada
(Alvarez), .Mr. Emilio Gairlan; Duets. Wanderer's Night
Song (Rubinstein), Folk Song (Jadassohn), .Misses Rose
and Leta Coghlan; Aria from Nadeshda (Goring
Thomas), Mrs Lotus Anderson; Come Love Across the
Sunlit Fields (Griffes), Magic (Watts), A Star (Rogers),
.Mrs. Stanley Hiller; Recitative and Aria from The
Messiah Why Do the Nations (Handel), Mr. Andrew
Robertson. Accompanists, Miss Lazelle, Mr. Herbert
Jaffc.

MOZART'S THE IMPRESARIO

So many questions are asked concerning the real
nature of Mozart's opera comique, The Impresario, as
compared with other operas, that a description ot its
proper category may prove helpful to those who will
attend the production at the Curran Theatre on the
Eiwyn Artist Series, Friday afternoon, November 23rd.
The Impresario is not an opera, though it is habitually

spoken of as such and is even listed with operas in the
books. The music which is properly associated with
The Impresario (or Der Schauspieldirektor, which is its
original title) consists of an overture, two airs, a trio
and a final ensemble in the nature ot a tag or epilogue.
This music was composed by Mozart as incidental to a
drama descriptive of the perplexities ot a theatrical
manager who is engaging a company to "put on the
road." as the slang ot today would have it. "The Beg-
gar's Opera" and the ballad operas for which it set a
model, had taught the people to like comic operas which
they could understand, and they have continued in that
liking ever since.
The Impresario in its pi-esent form is a comedy with

music. Its dialogue is spoken, but is consistent in that
its dialogue merges into and emerges from the musical
numbers which are illustrative and expressive ot the
dramatic sentiment. Its success in New York led Mr. W.
W. Hinshaw to purchase it and attempt an experiment
in musical culture with it. Last season he sent it on
tour, giving performances before schools and musical
clubs. The experiment proved to be remarkably suc-
cessful throughout a large territory, and led him to
reorganize his company for another tour this season.
For this tour he already has bookings which fill twenty
weeks—so keen, it seems, is the desire to hear Mozart's
music combined with drama in the vernacular. His
singers are Hazel Huntington, Percy Hemus. Charles
Massinger, Francis Tyler and Lottice Howell. The ac-
companiments are played on the pianoforte by Gladys
Craven.
A Quartet of Victor artists—Olive Kline. Elsie Baker,

Royal Dadmun, Lambert Murphy—will be the next at-
traction offered on the Elwyn Artist Series, at the
Curran Theatre, Friday afternoon, December 7th.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY CONCERT

Mrs. William Henry Banks, president, with Mme.
Rose Relda Cailleau, chairman of the Program Com-
mittee of the Pacific Musical Society, have arranged a
most attractive and interesting program for the next
meeting of the society on the evening ot Thursday,
November 22nd. at the Fairmont Hotel, which we know
will make instant appeal to the members who appre-
ciate the efforts ot the officers in engaging for their
pleasure the best talent available tor each concert. The
program include the names of such artists as May
Mukle, Ellen Edwards, Marion Frazer and August John-
son. Here is the program for the evening: Sonata opus
102. No. 2 in D (Beethoven). Violoncello—May Mukle,
Piano—Ellen Edwards; Aria (Simon Boccanegro)
(Verdi), Love Song (Swedish) (Arlberg), Call Me No
More (Cadman), August Johnson, basso; Henrlk
Gjedrum at the piano; Rhapsody Opus 13 (Eugene Goos-
sens). May Mukle, Ellen Edwards at the piano; Piano
Solo—Italian Concerto (J. S. Bach). Marion Frazer;
Five Short Pieces (Purcell Warren). An Absent One, A
Little Cradle Song, Whims, So Seems It in My Deep
Regret, A Sunday Evening in Autumn, May Mukle,
violoncello, Ellen Edwards at the piano

OPERA COMIQUE AT PLAYERS CLUB

Madame Beauclair, formerly leading soprano at the
Opera Comique Paris, who is now conducting a School
ot Opera at her studio, 244 Laurel street, is announcing
a series of operatic performances during the season.
The first of the series will be given three evenings,
November 22d, 23rd and 24th at the Players Theatre,
1757 Bush street. The program to be presented is a
scene from Tales of Hoffman, a scene from Mlgnon, fol-
lowed by Leoncavallo's Pagliacci.
Madame Beauclair has been rehearsing these for

some four months past, and announces her cast tor the
first program will be as follows: Edward Sullivan.
Jose Robinson. Marion Beauclair, .\lexa McDonald
Anna Nettleman, Paula Scholz, N. Pederson. Madame
Beauclair is directing and staging tlie opera. All the
operas will be sung in Englsh. and it is the intention
ot Madame Beauclair to give local singers an oppor-
tunity to appear under proper training in parts suited
to their ability. Other operas in preparation are Cavel-
leria Rusticana. Hansel and Gretel, Carmen, Mignon
and Tales of Hoffman.

Prices of admission will be $1 r,0. plus 15 cents war
tax, total $1.65. Seats are reserved and may be se-
cured through Madame Beauclair at her studio, 244
Laurel street, or at the box office ot the PlayersThe-
atre, 1757 Bush street, which will be open daily after
November 19 from 1 to 5 p. m. and from 7 until 9:30 p. m.

Anil Deer announces the happy recovery of her pupil,
.Miss Zoe Herndon. mezzo soprano, a soloist at St.
Brigid's church. Miss Herndon has been 111 for a year
as an aftermath of the fiu, but has now resumed her
studies and public work. Anil Deer has been her only
teacher.

LETTERS AND PAPERS OF OSCAR WEIL

The Letters and Papers ot Oscar Weil is being pub-
lished privately by the Book Club of California. The
book is edited by Flora J. Arnstein, Albert I. Elkus and
Stewart W. Young and is being printed by E. and R.
Grabhorn, The edition is a limited one of 400 volumes
ot which 125 are available for public subscription. The
price of the book is $10 and the edition will be ready
for distribution the first week in December. Copies may
be subscribed for by applying to the Secretary of the
Committee on Publication, Room 804 Bank of Italy
building, 5i>0 Montgomery street, San Francisco. Tele-
phone Sutter 1321.
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CLArRE DUX IS AN ARTIST PAR
EXCELLENCE

(Continued fr Page 1)

did not have too much time to prepare
them it was an accomplishment worthy
of more than ordinary praise. His tone,
his phrasing, his coloring and the ac-

curacy of his technical execution com-
bined to make these accompaniments a
noticeable feature of the concert and
that is indeed an exceptional accomplish-
ment in the company of an artist of such
magnitude as Mme. Dux. The fact that
Mme. Dux had to come to San Fran-
cisco to acquaint us with the greatness
of her art is regrettable, for if we had
known the extent of her artistry before
hand she would surely have been able to
give several concerts before crowded
houses, but owing to a lack of appre-
ciation of the necessity of publicity on
the Pacific Coast her New York man-
agers neglected to take advantage of her
Eastern triumphs to let people in the
Pacific West know what a truly great
artist she was. Perhaps the Elwyn Con-
cert Bureau will be able to do in future
what New York managers have refused
to do in the past.

The complete program interpreted by
Mme. Dux was as follows: Voi che
sapete from The Marriage of Figaro
(Mozart), O del mio dolce ardor (GluckK
Se tu m'ami (Pergolese). Pastorale (Old
English) (Lane Wilson); Du bist die Rub
(Schubert), Ave Maria (by request)
(Schubert), Wohin (Schubert). Wiegen-
lied (Reger). Standchen (Strauss):
Aria from Les Pecheurs de Perles
(Bizet); Do Not Go. My Love (Hage-
man). At the Well (Hageman), When I

Bring to You Colored Toys (John A.
Carpenter), Spring Fancy (Densmore);
Aria from Emani (Verdi).

L. A. PHILHARMONIC GIVES FINE
PROGRAM

tion, under the chairmanship of Dr. E. C.
Moore, of the University of California,
Southern Branch.

Ambitious plans for a closer relation-
ship between the Philharmonic Or-
chestra and the students of the various
Southern California institutions of higher
education are in process of formulation
and it is only a question of a little time
until the Philharmonic Orchestra will
become as much a part of the student
life as is the case now at the University
of Chicago where the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra plays quite a lengthy season
of concerts with the entire seating ca-

pacity spoken for far in advance.

Formation of a Los Angeles Com-
munity Orchestra is planned by the Civic
Music and Art Association, which is en-
deavoring to interest more people in

music through actual participation in

musical activities. Such an orchestra
will give opportunity for instrumental
practice to many proficient adult ama-
teur and professional players who lack
such an opportunity at the present time.
Graduate high school orchestral talent
will also find an orchestra of this kind
a splendid opportunity to continue the
orchestral training received while stu-

dents in high school. Many business and
professional men will find the Com-
munity Orchestra an incentive to resume
instrumental work which they have
dropped after entering upon an active
business career.

This new orchestral organization will
supplement the work of the Los Angeles
Symphony Club. Ilya Bronson. Director,
and the Hollywood Community Orches-
tra, J. B. Plowe. Director, both of which
organizations are doing very excellent
work. The Band and Orchestra Com-
mittee of the Civic Music and Art As-
sociation. Arthur M. Perry. Chairman, is

undertaking a survey of available talent
for such an orchestra with the intention
of commencing rehearsals immediately
after the Christmas holidays. Players
who might like to join such an orchestra
may communicate with Arthur M.
Perry, 3201 South Figueroa street, phone
Beacon 4185, or with the other members
of the special committee which com-
prises Dr. E. M. Hiner, E. B. de Groot,
George Isbell, F. Carothers, and Louis
Curtis. Applicants should state the in-

struments they play, the character and
extent of their musical studies, their ex-
perience in orchestral work, as well as
name, address and phone number.

Musical Blue Book

OF
CALIFORNIA

Is a California Institution and
Dedicated to Resident Artists,

Composers, Pedagogues, Music
Clubs, Concert Managers, Cho-
ral Societies, Orchestras, Music
Schools, Music Houses, etc.

The First State-wide
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REGISTERED?
N'othini:: Like ThU Volume Wan
Ever Attempted Before. It In
a Combljieil Work. Emiiracinir

DIRECTORY of Prominent
MuHielanN

RESl ME OF MISICAL
ACTIVITIES

RIOGRAPHIES of Leading; VrtiHts
ROTAGRAVl'RF SECTIOX and Re-

nlien to All InciuirieM Reifnrdlng
MuHicnl Conditions in California
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MUSICAL REVIEW COMPANY

SUITE NO. 610
808 SOUTH BROADWAY

LoH Angretes, Calif.

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

Pbone llerkeley UOOO

MRS. ZAY BECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Cliase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
non Koblrr A Chniie Bid. Tel. Sntter 7387

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST—COMPOSITIOX

Studio: 003-604 Kohler & Chase Building
Phone Kearny 54.%4

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.\N FR.ANCISCO BANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY lOth, 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks In California,
the Assets of which have never been increased
by mergers or consolidations with other Banlu.

Member Associated Savings Banlfs of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

JUNE 30th, 1923
Assets $86,255,685.28
Deposits 82,455,685.28
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve antl Contingent Funds 2,800,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

M ISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDrO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7th Ave.
HAIGHT STREET BRANCH Haight and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave. and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (4/^)
per cent per annum was declared. Interest compountled
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN
VOICE—GIIT.\R

242S Milvla St. Berkeler 77I1.-.J

70a Kohler & Chase—Wednendar

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRANO—VOICE CULTURE
Available for Concerts and Recitals

StQdio: ISO Central Ave. Tel. Park 1U24

MISS WELCOME LEVY
VOCAL INSTRUCTION FOR DBGINNBRS
Phone. Prospect 420 Studio, 861 Salter St.

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Mrs. Noah Drandt
2211 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore 1522

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
Phone Kearny 54^4

Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO

283.1 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore IM.t

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlque, PariM

SIGMUND BEEL

MARY ALVERTA MORSE

ee Studio, IGS
Chase Bide.,

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC
(Ada Clement Music School)

343S Sacratneoto *>t. Phone Fillmore 89f!

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON

Madame £harbjonlter-~-Soprano g^^^j^,^ Conservatory of Music
Cul

Renidence Studio, .VtlS 27th Street
Oakland—Tel. Onkland 2079

Lizetta Kalova Violinist
AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS

SttidioN: mil High Court, Berkeler;
Heine Ulde.. San Francisco

Telephone B 3842-J

, Bet. Clay .V « as

ih Brandt. Violin
ah Brandt. I'iano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist. Temple Bmanu El. Co
cert and Church Work. Vocal InstructU

2S.tO Clay Street. Phone West 4H]I0

'^**:y .9„**°"!!"i^5f
''^^ MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

Tel. Douglas 4'23^. Res. Te

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
SOLO PIAMST .%\D TEACHER

Advanced Pupils Accepted
Studio: 1:18 Hyde St. Apartment 27

I'faone Prospect 15^11

MME. ISABELLE MARKS

Building. Tel. Kearny M54

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
Graduate of Schola Cantorum, Paris. O
ganist St. Mary's CathedrnL Piano D
partnient. Hamlin School. Orfiran ai

Piano, Arrlilaea Musical College

ARTISTIC PIA>'0 INSTRUCTION
Studio: lOOtt Kohler X Chase Bldg.

Telephone Kearny 5454
Res. Tel. Bayvlew 4104

EVA M. GARCIA

MARY CARR MOORE SOISGS
.My Dr

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ

St. and
Mu

MYNARD S. JONES
TEACHER OF SINGI.NC

ARRILLAG.l MISICAL COLLEGE
5 JackHOU St. Tel. n'est 4'

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
37fi Sutter Street Phone Douglaa 869

HENRIK GJERORUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av., Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1»9S

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St- Phone West 1311

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. .Franklin 332J

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

ADELE ULMAN
178 Commonwealth Ave. Phone Pac. 33

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 64S4

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore llJl

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough St. Tel. Fill

STUDIO TO LET
( ompetely Furnished. Avaihihie Mondayw.
TuesdnyK, \VedneNdnys. 'ml Kohler S:.

Ch»<ie BldK. All communlcatJonH addreKHCii
to T. Z. n ., SOI Kohler JL ChaMe Illdg., :»!
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Joseph Greven I

PAUL STEINDORFF

Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

MASTER COACH
ORATDRIO—CONCERT—OPERA

In All Languages
302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICK CI l,ri HE

-SHOULD KNOW AT ONCEEvery PniKreNKlve
Cvcry SerloUN 8lu<

ADOLF WEIDIG'S EPOCH MAKING WORK
HARIIOMC MATKRIAL AND ITS VSKS

A HARMOW tbnt tells "WHV" nncl Mho«VH "HOW" to iiiiderstaml Han
the Mtantlpuinl of tli*> i Khed by Claytun F. Suniiiiy Co.. Chieag:o.

For Sale By
HENRY GRQBE. 135-153 Kearny St., San Francisco

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
68 Post St, San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
For Concer KtiKUKemeii tK and

ruction n Se
* Rnoni

Kohler * Cha Be lldlne
California

Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps
Telephone DoDRlas 1678

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

Residence Phone Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

PnpllM Prepared for Opera. Oratorio.
Chureh and Conrerl

IddrenN! HEINK B1.DG_ 4«M STOCKTOV ST.
Tel. DouElas ajaK

THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL
REVIEW

HAS FOIGHT FOR THE RESInENT ARTIST
DlRIXf; THE I.AST TWE.NTi-TWO YE,\RS—IS

'insCRIBING FORf
»XGER.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano

St.. Berkelej--

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS
Exclusive Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

America's Greatest

Contribution to the Musical
Arts

iiasim^^amliii
PIANOS

It is impossible to convey in words an ade-

quate idea of the surpassing tonal quality of

the Mason & Hamlin Piano.

To say that the piano is made as well as possi-

ble, and priced afterward—that does not tell

the story. No description of the Tension
Resonator can adequately explain its impor-
tance in terms of tonal results. Even the mar-
shalled names of artists who have chosen the

Mason & Hamlin Piano for their public and
private use can only indirectly show its

excellence.

And yet, that which is difficult to put into

words is a very real thing. If you should play
the Mason & Hamlin Piano you would know.
Listening to it would tell more than a thou-
sand words, as a glance at the "Woman
Weighing Pearls" tells more of Vermeer's
artistry than page after page of description.
We invite you to play and hear this extraordi-
nary piano.

d^
M..^—T^^^^ ,^^^ ^^^^ aOv \m r

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines
MASON a HAMUN PIANOS

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street
San Jose— 199 South First

sheet music
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MUSIC CLUB PRESIDENTS IN CONFERENCE BRAHMS SYMPHONY RECEIVES IDEAL READING

Chief Executives of Southern California Music Clubs Assemble in Inter-

esting Conference at Los Angeles—Mrs. Lillian Birmingham,
President of the California Federation of Music Clubs,

Chats Interestingly About Her Duties

Alfred Hertz Sustains His Reputation of Conducting Brahms' Works in a
Masterly Manner—De Greef's Four Flemish Folk Songs Delights

Large Audience—Tschaikowsky's Tempest Does Not Add
Much to the Eminent Composer's Reputation

BY BRUNO DAVID USSHER By ALFRED METZGER

LOS ANGELES. Xov. 17.—To run a
state federation of more than 10.600

members on an allowance of a little

more than $500 for ail expenses during
the year is not an easy task, but Mrs.
Lillian Birmingham, well-known San
Francisco singer, president of the Cali-

fornia State Federation of Music Clubs,
seems to manage on that budget not only
well, but has made California the state
with the largest membership in the coun-
try. This is a remarkable record inas-

much as some of the eastern states have
a much larger total population than ours.
Mrs, Birmingham who is spending a few
days here on the occasion of a confer-
ence of Southern California music club
presidents has done it, and smilingly,

"Of course, it means that I am doing a
great deal of the corresponding con-
nected with the presidential office my-
self, and it is getting more and more for

we are preparing for the state conven-
tion April 27 to May 1 at Berkeley. The
last day will be San Francisco day. We
hope that W. A. Clark, Jr.. will send the
Philharmonic Orchestra north to play a
festival concert during convention. Also
we are looking forward to have leading
artists and speakers from Los Angeles
and other Southern California cities on
the program. Everything points to a
highly successful meeting, particularly
as the Berkeley Chamber of Commerce
and the state university are helping us
greatly.

"Moreover we have added twenty-four
music clubs in Northern California to the
state federation, so that we are justified

to expect a large gathering from mem-
bers and delegates from the 111 clubs
forming the California federation."
"Birmie" as friends name her with a
smile that, as growth of the state or-
ganization proves it, is positively "win-
ning."

School music days were discussed at
the presidents' conference here. School
music days are days respectively hours
OHce a week when parents are welcomed
to attend programs given by public
school music students in the schools.

"This should stimulate public interest
in what our schools are doing for music.
And they are doing work which compares
very favorably with that accomplished in
the east. What Mrs. M. Emma Bartlett.
your federation chairman for the public
school music committee tells me about
musical activities here in the schools is

really marvellous," this San Francisco
artist admitted with cordial genuineness.

"I wish I could stay down here longer.
These meetings with the presidents of
the clubs are like family gatherings and
they do so much to bring statewide in-

terests together. However, I have a
family of my own, and I am sorry that
this has been only a flying trip. But as
soon as flying will be cheaper a lot of
San Franciscans will take many "flying'
trips down here. Hope to see you at the
convention."

Mrs. Birmingham hoped that musical
organizations in the Southland would
avail themselves of the opportunity to
have reports of their activities published
in the federation bulletins. These stories
should be sent to the editor, Mrs. Harold
Wilson, Fairmont Hotel. San Francisco.
Announcement was also made at the

presidents' conference that Mrs. R. A.
Patrick, president of the Lyric Club.
Long Beach, had been appointed associ-
ate extension chairman for the state.
The following organizations were rep-

resented at the conference: Los Angeles
Chapter American Guild of Organists
(Dr. Roland Diggle). Woman's Lyric
Club, Long Beach (Mrs. R. A. Patrick).
Harmonia Club (.Mrs. W. G. Cross), Wn

Another large audience attended the
third pair of symphony concerts which
was given at the Curran Theatre on
Friday and Saturday afternoons. Novem-
ber IHth and ISth and judging from the

MISS GILDA MARCHETTI AS "CARMEN"
The Brilliant Young Los Angeles Dramatic Soprano Who Gives Early

Becoming Prominently Identified with Grand Opera

Wan Junior Auxiliary Club (Miss Mar-
garet Anderson), Woman's Choral Club.
Pasadena (Mrs. C. A. Eggleston), Holly-

(Conilnuea on Page 11, Column 1)

enthusiasm that prevailed Alfred Hertz
and !iis excellen.t organization of mu-
sicians succeeded to delight the musical
taste of the hundreds of serious music

lovers in attendance. The most artistic

feature on the program was Symphony
No. 4 iu E minor by Brahms. We had
frequent occasion to point out the fact

that according to our personal taste
Alfred Hertz succeeds in satisfying us
more with his Brahms reading than any
other conductor we have heard and on
this occasion there was no exception to
the rule. There is both an intellectual
and emotional phase predominating
throughout these Brahms symphonies
and unless these distinct characteristics
are given adequate emphasis Brahms re-

mains a sealed book to the listener.

Alfred Hertz is singularly successful
in emphasizing these factors in the
Brahms symphonies bringing out their
principal beauties with unerring plastic-
ity. The orchestra responded effectively
to the demands of the conductor. There
are among the worshipers of ultra mod-
ern music a number who try to convince
you that there is melody in this style of
music when you really must summon up
all the imaginary powers in your pos-
session to discover these melodies. But
in a Brahms symphony, such as this
fourth, no one is required to point out
the melodious values. They are so evi-
dent that anyone with a musical ear can
hear them.

Mr. Hertz is specially well equipped to
accentuate these melodies and make
them stand out from a cleverly arranged
instrumentation which notwithstanding
its occasional intricate character does
not mar the simplicity and grace of these
melodious musical thoughts. The spon-
taneous and universal enthusiasm with
which the audience responded to the
musicianly interpretation of these
phrases is ample evidence for the artistic
success derived from the reading of
these truly splendid gems of symphonic
literature.

Arthur de Greef's Four Old Flemish
Folk songs were indeed cordially re-
ceived and delighted because of their un-
adulterated joy and buoyancy. The sim-
ple strains of their flowing melodies
were interwoven with most ingenious
and effective orchestration. Humor al-

ternated v.'ith sentiment and the fourth
one seemed to us particularly delightful.
One could hear the wooden shoes tap
rhythms to the invigorating strains and
the drums and trumpets added fervor to
the breezy tunes. These songs were in-

terpreted with splendid elegance and
gracefulness.

Tschaikowsky's Fantasia The Tempest
closed the program. Although exhibiting
the well-known richness of scoring
which this eminent composer sustains in
all his works there is not that depth of
emotionalism apparent which gives such
dignity and charm to the master's other
works. The Tempest seems to be purely
and simply a descriptive piece mostly
representative of the fury of the ele-

ments and only occasionally permitting
a strain of poetic sentiment to peep
through. However, the noise predomi-
nates and the storm howls incessantly
for long periods. Nor does Tschaikowsky
employ any particularly original ideas
regarding the description of a storm, but
keeps himself strictly to the conventional
acceptation of a tempest. It is an ingeni-
ously scored work, but musically it does
not give us that thrill which so many of
Tschaikowsky's works are able to do.
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After the lights are out
The Steinway Speaks:

j]ls/.T knew and loved me. Wagner
knew and loved me. Rubenstein,

Berlioz and Gounod knew and

loved me. I have been the com-
panion of genius for two genera-

tions. My name is the Steinway Piano.

What was there about me that caused Pranz

Liszt, forty years ago, to say of me: "You
afiford delight even to my old piano-weary

fingers?"

Why did Richard Wagner, ivriting from

Bayreuth in 1879, declare: "Sounds of such

beauty as those coming from my Steinway

grand flatter and coax the most agreeable

tone - pictures from my harmonic melodic

senses?"

Why did Gounod, who gave us "Faust,"

write to my makers in 1888, "Mme. Adelina

Patti joins me in the ecstacy and mutual ad-

miration of your product ... I am overjoyed

at the consciousness of being the possessor of

one of j'our perfect instruments?" And what
was it that stirred the mighty Dr. Joseph

Joachim to assert: "Steinway is to the pianist

what Stradivarius is to the violinist?"

Companion of genius indeed have I been

!

Sometimes, when the stage is dark and the lid

over ray strings is down, I brood over my long

years of such companionship.

I see Adelina Patti again, blowing kisses.

It'luil does the Steinway piano ihink about,

when the curtain is down and the lights are

out, and the artist and the audience have
de/tartedf Eloquent enough the Steimray is

when the moods of others are voiced on its

wondrous strings. But what are its own
moods and longings? Listen! It is about to

speak to us

and reaching for the flowers that were show-
ered at her feet, while I rested quietly in the

background and resolved to do even better in

her next accompaniment. I see good old

Franz Liszt again, after a tremendous rhap-

sody over my ivory keys. I see Edward Mac-
Dowell, working out his compositions over my
keyboard. I see the youthful, golden-haired

Paderewski of the eighties, the maturer Pade-
rewski of the nineties, and the world-figure

and premier of Poland, the Paderewski of to-

day whose audiences overflow the largest halls

whenever he plays. And ever I am the com-
panion of all this genius.

But then I realize that the greater, the

sweeter triumph of my long career is not to be

found on the concert stage at all.

The greater triumph awaits me when a

young couple, starting down the pathway of

W'edded life, choose me to be their lifelong

companion in a home.

The sweetest triumph of all shall be when
first my keys are touched by the fingers of

some little girl, her printed scales before her,

and a lifetime of the best in music all ahead.

Admitted thus to the sacred intimacy of a

home and fireside, I know that I shall find

my truest triumph. And I shall strive to be

faithful to these who trust me. As long as my
strings endure, I shall strive to render to the

utmost my measure of abiding charm.

Sherman Hay& Co.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

CALIFORNIA-OREGON-WASHINGTON

ROSE FLORENCE
CONCERT—VOICE PLACING—COACHING

tuiJio: 545 Sutter St. Telephone Kearny 3598

Direction Miss Alice Seckels
68 Post St., San Francisco, California

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert
Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-
tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-
sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898
Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

UDA WALDROP
PIANIST AND ORGANIST

MUNICIPAL ORGANIST OF SAN FRANCISCO.
ORGANIST AND MUSICAL DIRECTOR FIRST
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH. ORGANIST

TEMPLE BETH ISRAEL
Piano and Organ Instruction. Vocal Coach.
Studio: First Congregational Church, cor. Post
and Mason Streets. Tel. Douglas 5186. Residence,
887 Bush Street. Tel. Prospect 977.

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS AND
ORGAN RECITALS

Manning School of Music
JOHJi C. M.\>'NI.\«. Dlrrclor

a»2 WaahlDKli

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
ADVANCED Pl'PII.S ACCEPTED

WrdnrNclnr nnd rrliliiy >lnrnlnK» nt Htuillo: no;

Knhlrr JL I hn»r llldK.. Sun Krnnrlaro. Trlrnbonc
Hrarnj .M.1I. Ilraldrnt^ Sludlo: 1.10 Montr VUli

.\vf-.. Itnklnnd. Telephone I'ledmonl Tfltt.

SIDONIA ERKELY
lAMST AND COACH

ROSA HONYIKOVA
SInglne Can Ue Tour Medium of Kxprension. I Can
Help Von Find the Ker of Your Voice. Studio:

181)0 Grove Street. Telephone Barvleiv 1020

WALLACE A. SABIN

AUGUSTA HAY DEN
SOPRANO

Available for Coneertv and Recitals
Addrexa: 471 :!7th Avenue

Tel. Pnc. «;t2

ARTISTIC STUDIO FOR RENT

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM

Dominican College School of Music
SAN HAF.\i;i„ CAI-IFOHMA

MuhIc < ourxes Thoroush and Proerexxlve. Public School
ItlUHlc. Accredited Diploma

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS
Siille r>Oli. Kohler A: ChnMe Bide-, ^inn KrnncNro

MRS. M. FOULKES
Phone Wnl.

IRENE A. MILLIER
SOI.O PIAMST-ACCOMPAMST

Oniolnl PInnlHt MuNlcianH' Thornl KnNemble
AtldrcNM: 1711 Onk Sfreel Ti>Iephnne Hemlock 6

PEARL IIOSSACK WIIITCOMB
MKZ/.O-CONTRAI.TO

AbHolule IMclhoil of Volc« Upon the Breath
Monilnr and Thuriulny. lOOn Kohler A Chnfte nulldln
Tel. Kearny 5IM. lien. Phone ProH|ieet 120. TueHdar Afte

noon, 27IN Anhbr .\venue, Herkeley

3753; 8at.. Ffriit ChrlHtlan Selen

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparing Teacher for

MRS. OSCAR MANSFELIVr. PInnUt
207 Cherry St.. Bel. WaNhlnicton & Clay Tel. Pu

The College of the Holy Names
Comple

LAKE MERRITT, OAKLAND
Course— Pii
rpoint. Har

DURINI VOCAL STUDIO
Opera—Church—Oratorio

TeL Went 595

THE LICHTENSTEIN VIOLIN SCHOOL
A'ICTOU I.ICIITKNSTEIN. Director

From Declnnine to Profennlonal Activity
.tl4.-> n'ashincton St., S. F. Phone Fillmore 0140

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

Thorough Vocal and Dramatic Tralnlns

740 Plae St. Phone Douglaa 0024

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas 4273
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

SYMPHONY IN OAKLAND

The sympliony situation in Oakland is very

frankly stated by Miss Zannette \V. Potter, Oak-
land impresario, in a circular letter addressed to

the patrons of this seasons concerts givcnin Oak-
land by the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra,

under the direction of Alfred Hertz, in part as

follows

;

To Lovers of Music and Patrons of Symphony in Oak-
land :

The delightful "pop" program which opened the sec-

ond season of Symphony in Oakland on Saturday night,
November 3. showed a season patronage about equal to
last year, while it should have registered a perceptible
increase.
Last season we ran $1900 behind, which indebtedness

I assumed personally rather than credit the Symphony
situation in Oakland with failure—that the season was
an artistic success goes without saying. This season I

am asking that the burden of responsibility be shared
by a greater number of those who love symphony and
who are willing to support an east bay series. 11 is not
too late to save the situation—nine splendid concerts
remain of the series. . . . Some 300 seat reservations
need to be disposed of at once and I am writing to ask
if you will be responsible for the sale of at least one
set of these tickets? Does not your joy in the concerts
impel you to put forth a supreme effort?. . . .

Relying upon your full and immediate assistance, I

*^"^. Yours sincerely, etc.

\\'hile it is the lot of managers to gain on one
concert and lose on others at times, it does not
seem quite fair that the entire burden of the sym-
phony concerts in Oakland be borne by Miss
Potter herself. Either a musical association
should be formed, with Oakland as the center,

or someone found, like Mr. Clark of Los Angeles,
to sponsor the series financially from year to
3ear.

Miss Potter has-Iabored long and hard in the
east bay for the recognition of music and has
built up a great following to first-class musical
attractions through the j-early events known as
the Artists' Concerts Series, but symphony is an-
other matter and a great problem with numerous
concerts both in San Francisco and Berkeley.
However, a concerted effort is now on to build
up the attendance, and Mr. Hertz is doing his
share by rendering matchless programs to de-
lighted audiences. The third concert of the sea-
•son takes place on Saturday night, December 1,

in the Auditorium Opera House, which theater,
by the way, is the best one acoustically west of
Chicago, according to Mr. Hertz.

Last week an over-crowded hall greeted Roy
Harrison Danforth in the first symphony talk
of the season, when Dvorak's New World was
mo.st entertainingly explained, with piano illus-

trations, by Nadine Shepard. The program for
next Saturday night follows: Overture, "Sakun-

tala" ("Goldmark) ; Le Rouet d'Omphale (Saint-
Saens) ; "L'Arlesienne" Suite, No. 2 (Bizet)

;

Heart Wounds, Last Spring (for string orches-
tra) (Grieg) ; Norwegian Bridal Procession
(Grieg); (a) Spring Song, (b) Spinning Song
(Mendelssohn); Overture. Fra Diavolo (Auber).

MARCEL DUPRE TO PLAY HERE AGAIN

Great interest attaches to the first and only appear-
ance here this season of Marcel Dupre, organist of
Notre Dame Cathedral. Paris. Thursday evening, De-
cember 6, at the Exposition Auditorium. When he lost
appeared in San Francisco, a year ago, he created a
furore, and Chairman J. Emmet Hayden of the Audi-
torium Committee of the Board of Supervisors, under
whose direction Dupre will appear, considers it very
fortunate that he could again be secured. This remark-
able artist startled the musical world in 1920 by the
almost incredible feat of playing the complete organ
works of Bach from memory, in a series of ten recitals
at the Paris Conservatory. This accomplishment in-

volved the memorizing and playing of more than 200
different pieces, included in 2000 printed pages of music,
Dupre conceived the project as a labor of love, pre-

senting the recitals to the students and professors of
the Conservatory by special permission of the line .'krts

Ministry, .As the recitals preceded with ever increasing
enthusiasm, the artistic world flocked to the Conserva-
tory, until the audience numbered practically every
Paris'an musician of note and the artistic cognoscenti
as well.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

1. Who wrote the Golden Sonata?—V. H.
Henry Purcell.
2. Is there a musical instrument called the King?

If so. please describe it.—S. A.
Yes. The King is a Chinese instrument consisting of

stone plates (jade or agate) suspended by cords from a
frame and struck with a mallet.

3. What does volante mean?—H. T. S.
Flying: moving with light rapidity.
4. Has "Lalla Rookli" ever been used as material for

an opera?—L. P. Y.
Felicien David brought out an opera in 1862 called

"Lalla Rookh." Spontini's "Nurmahal,"' Rubinstein's
"Feramors," and Stanford's "Veiled Prophet," all deal
with the material of Moore's poem.

5. Where was Dohnanyi educated?—A. G.
At the Royal Hungarian Academy of Music in Buda-

The San Francisco Trio, which consists of Elsie Cook
Hughes, pianist, William F. Laraia, violinist and Willem
Dehe, 'cellist, have announced three concerts to be
given during this season. The first concert scheduled
for Tuesday evening. November 27. will take place in
the Italian room of the Hotel St. Francis when a well-
selected program of chamber music compositions will
be rendered. Mrs. Hughes will be heard in a solo, her
choice being the Ballade A flat major, Op. 47 (Chopin).
This composition will afford I\Irs. Hughes the opportu-
nity of displaying her brilliant technique, musicianly in-

stinct and intelligent interpretative powers. Mrs.
Hughes' pianistic skill has earned for her an enviable
reputation in this community and the very fact that
she will appear as soloist on this occasion is arousing
the interest of the public.

GREAT ENTERTAINMENT AT WARFIELD

Starting on Saturday, November 24th, the Warfield
theatre w-ill have for its screen attraction the lovable
boy. Jackie Coogan, in the Mary Roberts Rinehart
modem romance. Long Live the King. There will be
other attractions, including the third of the Californians.
Inc.. travel series. San Francisco, City of Hills and
Romance, the Fanchon and Marco Idea will have Carl-
son, Murray and De Bruin in songs and Lipschultz and
his Music Masters will again be heard in concert.

YOUNG SOPRANO PROMISES GREAT CAREER

Already noted for her beautiful dramatic voice and re-

markable musicianship. Miss Gilda Marchetti, only in
her twenties, gives promise of being a prominent oper-
atic star before many years elapse. Being a native of
Florence, Italy, where she received her early musical and
general education under the careful supervision of her
father, who is a well known grand opera impresario of
Europe and America, Miss Marchetti has had many
great advantages in her preparation for a notable career.
Miss Marchetti, aside from training under famous

masters, Italian, German and French, including the dis-

tinguished Paola Giorza, has spent the past two years
coaching for German opera with Mme. Elizabeth Roth-
well, and for Italian opera with Maestro Guerierri in
this city. Her extensive repertoire covers many operatic
roles, classics and modern works. Among the latter are
compositions by local musicians.

Critics have said her voice Is full, free and colorful,
portraying excellent training; her personality very
pleasing and her di-amatic ability decidedly marked in
her emotional roles. Hers is a lovely voice and she is an
artist despite her youth. We may also add. Miss Mar-
chetti has won an enviable reputation as a teacher in
Los Angeles through her truly Italian manner of sing-
ing, which aids her in imparting to others the simplest
finest method of voice production.

GREEK BARITONE TO GIVE RECITAL

Leonida Coroni, a baritone of unquestionable distinc-
tion, will be heard in recital at Scottish Rite Hall,
Tuesday evening, December 4, under the direction of
Alice Seckels. Mr. Coroni was born in Greece and from
childhood he went to Russia, where he obtained his
education. In 1912 he enlisted in his country's Army,
serving during the Balkan and World War for eight
years. During his services he offered his artistic talent
in behalf of different humanitarian purposes. Being
honorably discsharged in 1919, he went to Italy, where
he perfected his studies and appeared in different cities
there in operatic performances. Arriving in New York
less than a year ago, the young singer won laurels for
himself in New York, Boston and Pittsburgh, where the
critics gave him unstinted praise for his gorgeously rich
and dramatic voice. Besides his beautiful voice. Mr.
Coroni possesses a dramatic temperament and mag-
netic personality, which plays no little part in his tri-

umph as a singer of great power and extraordinary
quality.

Charles Hart, pianist, will be assisting artist. Mr.
Hart has recently arrived in California after touring
for three years as accompanist with Jacques Thibaud,
the famous French violinist. Mr. Hart is pianist of the
newly organized Symphonic Ensemble under Alexander
Saslavsky. He will play the "Berceuse Op. 75 (Chopin),
"Isoldens Liebestod." Wagner-Liszt, and "Allegro de
Concert," von Sternberg. Mr. Coroni will sing Aria from
Andrea Chenier (Giordano), Visione Veneziana (Brogil,
Arioso De Denvenute (Diaz), Henry VIII (Saint-Saens).
Figue Dame (Tschaikowsky). Christ Resurrected (Rach-
manlnow). You Whom I Loved (Xanthopoulo), and
Gero-Demos (Carelli).

The San Francisco Musical Club gave a most interest-
ing program at their last meeting which was held in
the ballroom of the Palace Hotel on November 15th.
It was a Beethoven program which opened with the
Scott'sche Lieder scored for voice, piano, violin and
•cello interpreted by Mrs. Charles Stuart Ayres, Mrs.
Josephine Crew Aylwin, Mrs. George -E. Chambers and
Miss Mary Elizabeth Sherwood. The work was well
presented and received enthns'astic commendation from
the members of the club. R. Vivian Dent, a visitor in
this city from Shanghai, China, made a most emphatic
impression upon the audience with his piano playing
of a most distinguished character. Rachmaninoff's
Prelude No. 5, Glazanow's Gavotte D Major were Mr.
Dent's contributions.
Louise E. Massey, soprano, accompanied by Mrs.

William Ritter sang Wonne der Wehmuth and Freud-
voll und Leidvoll revealing a voice of pleasing quality
and an art of considerable charm. Mrs. Ritter provided
accompaniments of a high nature which proved of in-

valuable aid to the vocalist. The last number of this
program was the Quintette for piano, oboe, clarinette,
French horn and fagott. Miss Adaline Maude Wellen-
dorff was the pianist while the instrumentalists were all

members of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra,
namely: Messrs. C. Addimando, H. Horning, H. Randal
and E. Kubitchek. The number was played with dig-
nity, refinement and musicianship.

The Mansfeldt Piano School have announced a program
which the junior members of the school will give on
Friday evening, November 30, in the ballroom of the
Faii-mont Hotel. The following program will be render-
ed: (a) Troika (Tschaikowsky). (b) Lullaby (Kjerulf),
(c) Military Polonaise (Chopin), (d) Rhapsodie Hon-
groise (Liszt), Miss Margaret Smooke; (a) Ballade A
flat (Chopin), (b) Nocturne (Schumann), (c) Spinning
Song from Flying Dutchman (Wagner-Liszt) , (d

)

Dreams from Tristan und Isolde (Wagner), (e) Rondo
brillant (Weber), Miss Gretchen Spitzer; (a) Heroide-
Elegiaque (Liszt), (b) Caprice (Cecil Cowels), (c) Valse
D'Amour (Moszkowski), (d) La Jongleuse (Moskowski),
(e) Crescendo (Per Lasson), (f) Intermezzo en Octaves
(Leschetizky), Miss Frances Marshall.

Gaetano Merola, who became a victim to nervous pros-
tration, immediately following the conclusion of the
grand opera season and who was confined to a hospital
for several weeks, has returned from San Diego where
he spent a few weeks of complete rest. Mr. Merola will
no doubt announce his plans for the summer and next
season presently. The distinguished conductor's nu-
merous friends are no doubt glad to hear of his recovery
and will follow with interest his preparations for next
season.

L. E. Behymer, the intrepid California impresario, was
again a visitor in San Francisco recently and expressed
himself most enthusiastic about prospects of the present
musical season, Mr. Behymer is greatly interested in
the success of the San Francisco Opera Association and
is contemplating, in conjunction with Alexander Bevani,
and the co-operation of Gaetano Merola, to give Los
Angeles its own opera season next year. We shall
presently induce Mr. Behymer to give us an interview
regarding his plans for Los Angeles next season.

SECOND AUDITORIUM SYMPHONY CONCERT

At the Popular Concert of the San Francisco Orches-
tra. Alfred Hertz, conductor, under the direction of the
municipality at the Exposition Auditorium, Tuesday eve-
ning. December 11, the Symphony will be Schubert's
Unfinished, in B minor. Bizet's "L'Arlesienne" Suite
and the Overture to Sakuntala will be the other orches-
tral number and the numbers of Alfred Spaulding, the
American violinist who will be the guest artist, will be
Weniawski's Concerto for Violin, in D minor, and a
group of his own violin solos. The sale of seats is pro-
gressing at Sherman. Clay and Company's, both for the
single concert and for the remainder of the season, with
a large demand.
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IMPENDING SYMPHONY CONCERTS

Massenet's Herodiade Suite at Third Popular Concert

—

Persinger Soloist at Next Regular Symphony Concert
Resident Artists Featured for Fifth

Symphony Pair

Under the direction of Alfred Hertz the San Fran-

cisco Symphony Orchestra will give the third concert

in itB Popular Series tomorrow afternoon in the Curran
Theatre, and in keepinp; with the character of these

events a program of well-known light numbers has been
prepared. As the novelty of the occasion, the orchestra

will present for the first time at these concerts the

ballet suite from Massenet's Rihlical' opera. Herodiade.

consisting of five characteristic dances. Other items

scheduled are Glinka's Russian and Ludmilla Overture,

the Saint-Saens symphonic poem. Le Rouet d'Omphale.

the Norwegian Bridal Procession and opus 35 Nor-

wegian Dances of Grieg. Borodn's descriptive sketch.

On the Steppes of Middle Asia, and the brilliant Glazou-

now Valse de Concert.
At the pair of regular symphony concerts, to be

given next Friday and Sunday afternoons in the Curran.

Louis Persinger, the popular concert master of the

orchestra, will make his first appearance this season

in the capac'ty of soloist. The present season is Per-

s'nger's ninth as concert master and assistant con-

ductor of the Symphony, and during this time he has
won for himself a permanent place in the afTection and
admiration of San Francisco music lovers. His solo per-

formances are always eagfrly looked forward to by

music lovers, and judging by advance reservations at

the box office, large audences will be in attendance at

lioth concerts At this par of concerts Pers'nger will

])erform the Lalo F minor Violin Concerto, which will

be somewhat in the nature of a novelty as it has not

been heard on the symphony programs for more than
ten years. The balance of next week's program will

consist of the Rachmaninoff Symphony No. 2 in E
minor and the melodious Arensky Variations on a

Theme of Tschaikowsky, arranged for string orchestra.

Mus'c lovers will, no doubt, be interested to know of

the engagement of Allan Bier and M'ss Ellen Edwards,
two prominent local pianists, to assist the Symphony
in its production of the startling Saint-Saens. Carnival

of the Animals, at the fifth pair of regular symphony
concerts on December 14 and 16. This remarkable com-
position, which is in fourteen movements or "zoological

pictures" contain two very important and difficult piano
parts which have been placed in the hands of Miss
Edwards and Mr. Bier. Rehearsals of the work have
been in progress for the past three weeks, and accord-

ing to Conductor Hertz, symphony patrons must expect
to be greatly surprised or even shocked at the hu
and ironical character of the compostion.

FOUR NOTED ARTISTS TO BE HEARD

Your favorite phonograph records will come to life.

as it were, on Friday afternoon. December 7th. at the
Curran Theatre, when four of the most famous record-

ing artists will appear here in concert, on the Elwyn
Artists Series. They are Olive Kline, soprano; Elsie

Baker, contralto; Lambert Murphy, tenor and Royal
Dadmun. baritone, and they will offer an attractive

program of solos, duets, Irios and quartets, including
many of the selections which you doubtless have on
your phonograph, sung by these very artists.

The Quartet of Victor Artists will have a long tour
this season, ranging from coast to coast, but their

records, if laid end to end. would stretch many miles
further, according to some statisticians. Millions of

records by these artists have been sold. Each of these
artists is identified with the best music and each is a
master interpreter. As an ensemble, they form one of

the most important musical units before the American
public today.
Next attraction offered on the Elwyn Artist Series

will be Jascha Heifitz. Reservations for the Heifitz date
are now on sale at Sherman, Clay & Company, as well
as tickets for the Victor Quartet and all Elwyn at-

tractions.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY PROGRAM

The members of the Pacific Musical Society cannot
appreciate too highly the services of their president,
Mrs. William Henry Banks and Mme. Rosa Relda Call-

leau. the chairman of the Program Committee. As the
s(*ason progresses the standard of the programs make
a growing appeal to the members to attend every con-
cert given. For the evening of Thursday, December
13th, a costume program with ai>propriate musical
numbers has been arranged, each costume fitting in with
the period and the nationality of the composer. Charles
Wakefield Cadman's Japanese romance, entitled
Sayonara. will be interpreted by Mrs. Philip Victor Heln
and Abraham Levin with Japanese settings. Miss Helen
Colhurn Heath, the well-known soprano, will contribute
a list of French songs. Miss Margaret Mack appears in
Irish songs. Miss Mary Carr Moope, in a Mother Goose
costume, will render her own compositions, called
Children's Songs. The solo pianist of the evening will
be Miss Elsa Naess. A very enjoyable evening's enter-
tainment may be expected.

M»ry Carr Moore, the noted California composer and
singer, gave two programs during the Music Week fes-
tivities, one of which took place at the Protestant
Orphanage and the other at the Children's Hospital.
.Mrs. Moore also appeared before the Dames of the
Loyal Legion in a recital which took place at Lincoln
Hall, Civic Auditorium. Both Mrs. Moore's composi-
tions and her singing were deeply appreciated at these
various affairs where she was the recipient of hearty
demonstrations of approval.

SAN JOSE MUSICAL REVIEW
Edited By Elita Huggins

1605 The Alameda, San Jose, Calif.

Telephone San Jose 1581

SAN JOSE, Nov. 13.—Efrem Zimbalist played before

a capacity house Friday evening. November 9. in the

Morris E. Dailey Memorial Auditorium. The appre-

ciation and understanding of the audience was evi-

denced by the silence during the numbers and the great

ovation after. It is doubtful it tliere has ever been an

artist more warmly received by a San Jose Audience
than Zimbalist. The work of Emanuel Bay. at the piano,

was flawless. Mr. Bay is accompanist plus (with apolo-

gies ta Edna Ferber).
Mr. Zimbalist gave extra delight with his recall num-

bers, playing those selections from his records which

are familiar to all. Elgar's Salut D'.\mour was given for

the first group. Five numbers composed the second

group. It was here the virtuoso was extended the

greatest ovation. The second number. Humorcsque
(York Bowen). received with deafening applause, was
repeated. The piano score of this superb number is par-

ticularly worthy of mention. Saint-Saens' Le Cygne was
given for recall for this second group, which was not

enough, and was followed by The Zephyr (Jeno Huhayl.
A Sarasate group concluded the program, with the

well-known Souvenir of Drdla played for recall. The
program in full: (a) Prelude (Bach), (bl Concerto
(Vieuxtemps); (a) Romance (Beethovenl. (b) Hu-
moresque (York Bowenl. (c) Berceuse (Tor Aulinl. (d)

Serenata (d'Ambrosio. (e) Tambourin Chinois (Kreis-

lerl; (a) Spanish Dance (Sarasate), (b) Introduction

et Tarantelle (Sarasate). This was the second offering

of the newly organized San Jose Musical Association.

The San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, Alfred Hertz,

director, will be the January attraction, with the Cham-
ber Music Society of San FYancisco, Harold Bauer and
Reinald Werrenrath the remaining events.

Warren D. Allen, Stanford University organist, will be
heard in the following programs at Stanford University
Memorial Church, Thursday, November ir», at 4:15, and
Sunday, November IS at 4 o'clock. Mr. Allen will pre-

sent the same program, which includes Largo from the
New World Symphony (Dvorak). At the Sunday Ves-
per Service, Hymn No. 23 will be sung. Paradise, op. 56,

No. 3 (Zdenko Fibich. 1850-1900); In the Church, from
the Slovak Suite (Vitezslav Novak); Symphonic Poem.
Blanik (Smetana). Tuesday, November 20, at 4:15,

Two Dramatic Pedal Studies— la) In the Handelian
Style, lb) Violoncello Solo (MacDougall) ; Praeludium
in F (Jarnefelt); Evening Song (Schumann); Toccata
from the Fifth Organ Symphony (Wirtor).

Two recitals of interest are scheduled at the College
of the Pacific the coming week. Anna Lucille Mayo, a
special student in the Conservatory, will give an organ
recital Sunday afternoon at the vesper hour. Tuesday
evening. November 20. Jean Madsen. pianist, and .\gnes
Ward, violinist, both of the class of 1923, will appear
in a joint recital in the College Auditorium at S;15.

Both these young women were among the outstanding
pei^ormers of last year's class and their many ad-

mirers will be out in force. The A Cappella Choir, under
the direction of C. M. Dennis, is preparing its annual
program of Christmas Carols. San Jose has come to

look upon these concerts as among the leading musical
' events of the year and already eight appearances are
scheduled for December. The Choir is to make its first

appearance of the year at tlie County Teachers Institute
November 26 when a twenty-minute program of ancient
and modern Carols will be presented.

Santa Cruz had many interesting events for Music Week.
Saturday evening, November 3, the new parish house
of Calvary Episcopal Church was formally opened with
a musicale which featured the new concert grand piano,
just acquired by the Parish Guild for the hall. Marie L.
Cain, Hope Swinford and Otto Kunitz were the pianists
assisting, with vocal numbers given by Mesdames Adolph
Falk and Duncan Macdonald.
Sunday night, November 4, was marked by a musical

service at the First M. E. Church, H. N. Whitloek, di-

rector, with Mrs. Eleanor Mae Edson at the organ. The
same evening there was choral evensong at Calvary
Church, under the direction of Hope Swinford. organist.
The November meeting of the Monday Musical Club was
held on November 5. with an unusually interesting pro-
gram. Mendelssohn and von Weber were represented
in the study of the German Romanticists. Otto Kunitz
and Vera McKenna Clayton were heard in von Weber
piano numbers. Josephine Ritteuhouse gave the first

two movements of the great Mendelssohn violin con-
certo. Mr. Kunitz and Hope Swinford played the piano
arrangement of the overture to the Midsummer Night's
Dream, and Mrs. A. G. Falk and Mrs. E. C. Falkenberg
sang I Waited for the Lord. Mrs. Falk sang the two
solos. Hear Ye Israel and On Wings of Song. The same
night Leo Rice gave a recital at the First M. E,
Church.

The Institute of Music is now installed in its new and
permanent home at the corner of Sixth and San Fer-

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
LeRoy V. Brant, Director
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ANIL DEER ''Soulful'*
COLORATURA SOPRANO

Address:

ADOLPH KNAUER
79 Central Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

PERFORMED AT THE CONCERTS OF AMERICAN MUSIC,

PARIS JUNE 1923

FREDERICK JACOBI'S
THE EVE OF SAINT AGNES
Colonne Orchestra, Lazare Saminsky, Conducting

* Two Preludes Helen Teschner Tas, Violinist

** Roundel Raymonde Delaunois, Soprano

* Composers' Music Corporation
** G. Schirmer, Inc.

nando streets, just across from the High School and
Teachers' College. Leroy V. Brant, director of the
school, announces that the property at that location has
been purchased for the institute. The new quarters are
much more beautiful, commodious, and better adapted
for the purpose than the old. There is an arrangement
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whereby several of the teaching rooms on the lower
floor may be opened into a large and beautiful recital

hall. The recital room is equipped with two grand
pianos. Both the exterior and the interior of the build-
ing has been redecorated. Series of lectures and recitals

have been planned. The different departments will be
represented from time to time. There now exist de-
partments in the school for jjiano, voice, violin, viola,

violoncello, organ, all band instruments, theory, history
of music, vocal ensemble, and instrumental ensemble.

HEAR
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The opening of the 1923-1924 season of the Colbert
Concert Course on Thursday evening of this week gives
promise of being one of the most interesting recitals

presented here. It will introduce Mme. Georgette
Leblanc, the first Mme. Maurice Maeterlinck, who is

making her initial tour of California. She will be as-

sisted by Ellen Edwards. An open reception to be held
immediately following the concert will be a feature of

the opening of the series, which will take place in the
Morris Bailey Memorial .\uditorium of the State Teach-
ers' College.

The San Jose Music Study Club held an open meeting
Wednesday at the First Presbyterian Church. The pro-
gram of American compositions was given by Katherin
Gail Morrish, soprano, and Mrs. Homer De Witt Pugh.
organiste and accompaniste. The numbers showed a
great variety, and both Mrs. Morrish and Mrs. Pugh pre-
faced their groups with explanatory remarks. The pro-
gram: la) Cry at Dawn (Cadman) (b) The Heart of a
Rose (Warren), (c) Children of the Moon (Warren), (d)
Constancy (Barnett). Katherine Gail Morrish: (a)
Festival March (Frysinger), (b) Evening (Dudley
Buck) (c) In a Chinese Garden (Stoughton) (d) The
Land of the Sky Blue Water ( Cadman-Eddy >, Mrs.
Homer DeWitt Pugh: (a) O Golden Sun (Freeby) (b)
Delight of the Out of Doors (Ross) Mrs. Morrish; (a)
Far Off I Hear a Lover's Flute (Cadman). (b) God Is
a Spirit (Ross), Mrs. .Morrish: On a Mountain Top, from
California Suite (Digglel, Mrs. Pugh.

There will be no organ recital on Thanksgiving Day
or Sunday afternoon. December 2, in the Memorial
Church at Stanford University. The regular weekly re-
citals will be resumed on Tuesday, December 4. War-
ren D. .\llen. University organist, will be assisted by
the Stanford Glee Club at the Thanksgiving Vesper
Service, Sunday, November 25, at 4 p. m. The unusually
fine program given at this service will include the fol-

lowing numbers. A. D. 1620, from the Sea Pieces
(Edward MacDowell) : Hymn 421; O Lux Beata Trinitas
(Sarum Plainsong, fourth century) ; Toccata on a
Gregorian Theme, from the Symphonic, op. 18 (Edward
Shippen Barnes); (al Dawn, (b( O'er Still Meadows,
(c) Twiight Memories, from Rural Sketches, a Suite for
organ (Gordan Balch Nevin) ; Choral, Now Let Every
Tongue Adore Thee (Bach).

Tuesday, November 27, at 4:15, Mr. Allen will play
the following program: Festal Procession (Gordon B.
Ne\in); (a) .\doration. (b) Roulade I Seth Bingham):
Idyl, from the South (James R. Gillette); Hosannahl
Chorus magnus (Th. Dubois).

SOPHIE BRASLAU TO BE HEARD AGAIN

The Elwyn Concert Bureau announces one recital by
Sophie Braslau. distinguished American contralto, at
Scottish Rite Hall, .Monday evening, December 10th.
Miss Braslau has for a number of years been considered
a favorite with San Francisco music lovers and her
return at this time will be w^elcome news to her many
admirers.
m:ss Braslau has appeared with all the leading sym-

phony orchestras many times and the demand for her
as soloist with orchestras continues as great as ever.
.\I1 the principal festival organizations have sought her
services, for there are few singers in public today who
can so realize the best traditions of oratorio singing.
Yet brilliant as her achievements have been in the
broader fields of music, in opera, in oratorio and with
orchestras, she finds her greatest joy. realizes her
highest artistic ideals in the more intimate, the much
more dilBcult field of song recital.

As an interpreter of songs she has few equals. Here
not only are displayed the many beauties of her voice,
but the singing of songs where the artist stands alone,
shorn of the glamor and glitter of opera, the impressive
environment of oratorio, brings out the finer traits of
musicianship, the play of imagination, the individuality
of the singer herself. Miss Braslau's song recitals have
now for several years past been among the most im-
portant features of the musical season wherever music
in its higher forms is cultivated. Her annual appearance
in Carnegie Hall, New York, is always a signal for an
outpouring of the most distinguished public of that city.

KARL RACKLE
IXSTRUCTOR

STENGER VIOLINS
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The Travels of No. 10778 and No. 10623
An Amazing Story of a Triumph Over Tremendous Odds

N
ing early

Lang of Sn

first fitcani

box God

0. 10778 met No. 10623 in

Yokohama in September,

1922, (exact dale unknown).

i about this way. One morn-

iiomh, one Leon

Uco found in his

telegram: "Ship

10778 zinc-lined

Yokohama." A
telegram, yet ro-

ige beginnings,

later No. 10778

the

terse and prosait

Twenty-four hou

I It is my business to
-^ see and to know
things about the piano of
a concert artist that even
he does not observe. He
will notice instantly the
most minute variation in

its musical quality, but
the mechanical and the
structural elements be-

hind that quality, it is

my job to observe for

[ have just passed
through an experien

rout

the Orient, where for the past year 1 have

been on tour with Mr. Godowsky as his

piano tuner. During his three months^

tour in South America (1 was engaged in

liueuos Aires) we carried Knabe C.o.i.

cert Grand No. 10623 from their N.iv

York store. "When we sailed for llie

Orient, Mr. Godowsky considered it ad-

visable to add a second piano, knowing
the extreme difliculties of climate and
transportation. This one (No. 10778) was
(•hipped from San Francisco. It was a

wise decision, for at one time No. 1U778
was lost in the snows of Manch
two months, finally turning up after what
must have been untold vicissitudes, for
ils traveling case was so badly battered
that the transportation companies re-

was below decks and westward

bound. At the same time No.

10623 was under way from the west

coast of South America. Their

meeting was undemonstrative —
although they were both from the

same town, had been brought up
together —tended by the same

hands, and sent into the world

with the same mission. But at

Y'okohama the real story begins

—

and let Mr. Jones tell it.

San Francisco, California, May 22, 1923.
fused to accept it. From the devastating Arctic cold
of the Manchurian steppes to the blistering heat of
the Javanese jungles, these two Knabes have been for
nearly a year subjected to every kind of climatic
imnishment, including months in the sticky, saturat-
ing moisture of the tropics, invariably fatal to a
pianoforte. From Hawaii to the Philippines, through
all ihe cities of Japan, China, Java, even the Straits
Settlements, and many of the less frequented by.ways
of the Orient— I do not believe that the history of
music records the equal of this unique tour, or the
ovations accorded this great artist in these music-
hungry corners of the globe, or the equivalent of the
two pianos that supported him. Days of travel over
the roads of Java, the man-handUng of countless
coolies, the punishment of oriental transportation in
boats, in trains, in queer conveyances of all kinds—

f it. At times it was heart-breaking.
Uolh instruments carry many scars of battle, but
musically they have remained steadfast. Outside some

rust on the bass strings, they are today as
perfect mechanically and structurally, as
clear in tone, as beautiful, as rich, as
perfect as the first day Mr. Godowsky
touched their keys. To me the power of
resistance of the Knabe piano is almost
supernatural. I have travelled with many
artists in all parts of the world; in Eu-
rope 1 was familiar with the German
pianos that are built like stodgy battle-
ships, but no piano in even ordinary
coiilinenlal tours has equalled this per-
formance. If I had made these two
Knabes I should feel very proud. Inci.
dentally I am not in any way connected
with the Wm. Knabe Company—nor do I

even know them except through the in-
ternational reputation of their instru-
ment. Francis E. Jones,

London and Buenos Aires.

Who, with 1

Leopold Godowsky
sideration, concedes to h'u tuner the

Master
feet have sat at o
anollier practically

Godowsky has paid his tribute to the Knabe time and again—
but as he himself said in an interview: "Mr. Jones has some-
thing more interesting to soy about those two pianos than I or
any other artist has ever said. Let him tell it. He deserves it.

1 found him in Buenos Aires and carried him away to the
Orient because of his unusual qualities." So, thanks to the
unusual consideration of the great artist, we are able to offer
the most remarkable piano story ever told.

IncideiUally, bolh of these inslruments are slock pianos
(not specially made), one from the New York uiarerooms
and one Irom Ihe Kohler & Chase store in San Francisco

KOHLERCr CHASE<
26 O'FARRELL STREET- SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE AMHCO

LHEVINNE PLAYS SUNDAY

The Columbia Theater should be crowded Sunday
afternoon in anticipation of an unusual recital of piano
music. Joseph Lhevinne, the famous Russian player, at
his appearance in the St. Francis ballroom last Monday
afternoon completely captivated his audience and
elicited the most enthusiastic praise from the press re-
viewers that it has been the good fortune of a pianist
to receive in San Francisco in many years.

Lhevinne's recital at the Columbia Sunday, under
Selby C. Oppenheimer's management, will be his final
appearance in San Francisco this season. By special
request he will play the lovely Moonlight Sonata of Bee-
thoven, which has not been played in this city in a
number of years by a visiting virtuoso. Lhevinne's con-
ception of this idealistic work is said to be superlative,
as is his playing of Chopin, who will lie represented on
Sunday's program with the Prelude in D flat major.
Impromptu in C sharp minor, the F sharp major Noc-
turne, and the lovely Valse in D fiat. By way of variety
Lhevinne will include two Mexican Folk Songs—Estrel-
lita, by Ponce and La Golondrina, arranged by La
Forge. He will then play the Ricordanza and Campa-
nella of Liszt and the Schulze-Evler arrangement of
Strauss Blue Danube Waltzes. In addition to the pro-
grammed numbers Lhevinne has promised encore num-
bers in profusion.

RUBINSTEIN AND KOCHANSKI

A joint recital which Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer
has arranged for the celebrated Russians, Arthur Rubin-
stein, pianist, and Paul Kochanski. violinist, will be the
only appearance of these famous players in San Fran-
cisco this season. They are scheduled to present an
unusual program at the Columbia Theater on December
9th as one of the attractions in the delightful Sunday
afternoon "Pop" Concert Series, which will make a spe-
cial appeal to music lovers. It is too rare, indeed, that
tours of musicians of the rank of Rubinstein and
Kochanski converge at Si-.n Francisco enabling them to
present the important sonatas tor viplin and piano in
this city.

Rubinstein, who is already a popular favorite in this
section and whose appearances several years ago estab-
lished him as one of the outstanding pianists in the
world today, and Kochanski, who is perhaps the fore-
most of the many younger artists who have recently
blazed their way into prominence, have given many
joint recitals throughout the world and are well
equipped to interpret such a great work as the Brahma
D minor Sonata, op. lOS, which will be presented at
their recital here. From boyhood these young Russians
have been intimately associated, each possessing ideals
aptly fitting them for the joint presentation of impor-
tant compositions.

In addition to the Bral:ms Sonata the artists will be
heard in groups of solos. Kochanski is scheduled to
play the Nachez arrangement of the Vivaldi A minor
Concerto, Wagner-Silhelmj I»reislied , Sarasate's Jota,
Brahms' Waltz in A major, and Wieniawski's Carnaval
Russe, while Rubinstein's dexterity will be exhibited in
a Chopin group consisting of the C sharp minor Scherzo,
Berceuse, and Polonaise op. 53, in Albeniz Triana, de
Falla's Fire Dance, and the Schubert-Taussig March
Militaire. Music lovers will come from tar and wide to
avail themselves of this important event.

ANNA CASE

Looming large on the musical horizon is the only
appearance in San Francisco this season of the ever-
popular Anna Case who will furnish the final number of
the Selby C. Oppenheimer Columbia Theater Sunday
"Pop" series before the holiday season, on Sunday
afternoon, December 16th. There is little left to be said
of the art, the beauty, the charm and the talent of lovely
Anna Case. In opera and in concert she has blazed the
trail for the recognition of American artists. In San
Francisco she is idolized by thousands of music-lovers
who throng to her concerts whenever she appears here.
Miss Case will present a glorious program, in which she
will be assisted by the celebrated composer-pianist,
Charles Gilbert Spross.

ELFIE VOLKMAN'S RECITAL

Elfle Volkman, the gifted California Soprano, who will
give her first San Francisco recital in several seasons
Monday evening. December 3, studied under the emi-
nent Professor August Iffert of Dresden and Vienna for
six years. Some of the world's greatest singers have
graduated from Professor Iffert's school. Miss Volk-
man is a San Franciscan by birth and returned from
Europe several years ago after having had experience
in opera and concerts with splendid results. Since her
return to San Francisco. Miss Volkman has appeared
repeatedly in concert with instantaneous success. She
has established for herself an enviable reputation and
has a large number of friends who admire her per-
sonally as well as artistically. The concert is under the
management of Miss Alice Seckels.
She will be heard in the following splendid program

with Benjamin Moore at the piano: Vieni non tarder'
from The Marriage of Figaro (Mozart): Die Gebusche
(Schubert). Botschaft (Brahms), Du meines Hergens
Kronelein (Strauss), Heimkehr (Strauss), Wer hat dies
Liedlein erdacht? (Mahler): Aria from William Tell
(Rossini): L'esclae (Lalo). Fantoches (Debussy) Tes
leux (Rabeyl, L'olseau blue (B. Dalcroze); Bitterness
of Love (Dunne), Snowdrop (Gretschaninoff), Wings of
Night (Winter Watts), The Singer (Maxwell), Claveli-
tos (Valverde).
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ASHLEY PETTIS ENTHUSIASTICALLY RECEIVED

Brilliant California Pianist. Who Scored Artistic

Triumphs in the East, Conquers His Home Cities

With the Eloquence of His Appeal

BY ALFRED METZGER
Ashley Pettis, the bright luminary who has made

his appearance on the pianistic firmament of America
during the last year or two, appeared at the Colonial
Ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel on Friday evening,
November 16. under the auspices of the University of
California Extension Division in the presence of an
audience including many of the most prominent musi-
cians. Mr. Pettis has gained distinction because of his

defense of the American composer and modern music.
Because of this missionary, work he justly receives the
backing of everyone interested in the recognition of

American composers and modern music.

Mr. Pettis is specially to be commended for the fact

that he selects the works of composers who not always
have opportunities to present their works before the
public, at least before the public of such a wide field

as the entire United States, and therefore in his present
transcontinental tour he includes composers known to
us locally, and also occasionally recognized by dis-

tinguished artists, but not consistently included in a
program given throughout the country as Mr. Pettis

has done on this occasion.

And so we find the program beginning with Albert
Elkus' Fantasie and Fugue, a work of distinct merit re-

vealing solid musicianship and builded upon decidedly
conventional lines, for which the Lord be praised. We
doubt whether Mr. Pettis could have found a more dig-

nified nor more happily conceived composition to in-

troduce his all American program than this Elkus work
and he played it with a breadth of vision and deliberate-
ness of execution that brought out its inner musical
thoughts with definite emphasis and virility. Another
composition in which our readers are specially inter-

ested was Frederick Jacobi's Prelude and Burlesque
both of which are written in that facile and graceful
style which is such a delightful feature of all Mr.
Jacobi's works. There is a certain element of modernity
in both these works, but there is no futurism so called,

and they express the sentiments which their title infers.
Mr. Pettis played them with sincerity of style, easy
and concise technic and depth of poetic sentiment.
Another composer who enjoys personal interest here

is Rosalie Housman whose Triptich (Iridescences) was
selected by Mr. Pettis for interpretation. This work
seems to be representative of the ultra modern school
and, aside from its beautiful phrases of tone shadings,
has not yet awakened any response in our conscious-
ness as to its exact intentions. But Mr. Pettis played it

in a manner to bring out its most effective nuances and
thereby exhibited unusual skill in shading and coloring
of phrases.
Marion Bauer was represented by three works, name-

ly, The Tide. Indian Pipes and Prelude, all of which
proved delightful. There is a certain directness in Miss
Bauer's compositions that appeals to us. She knows
what she wants to say and says it in the simplest most
direct fashion without too many intricacies. She also
has the gift of melody and employs it most effectively.
Mr. Pettis played these numbers with fine intelligence
and an unmistakable grasp of their poetic possibilities.

There were compositions by Deems Taylor. Viola
Beck-van Katwijk and Eastwood Lane, all of which
proved enjoyable and were impressively interpreted.
The program concluded with MacDowell's powerful
Sonata Eroica which but few pianists can interpret to
our satisfaction and which Ashley Pettis played with
absolute understanding of its innermost purpose. Tech-
nically as well as emotionally it was a brilliant per-
formance and Mr. Pettis has reason to feel proud of the
ovation accorded him by his friends, fellow musicians
and the musical public. He has certainly become iden-
tified with America's prominent pianists. The above
mentioned program was given with equal success in
Wheeler Hall. University of California, Tuesday ere-
ning, November 13th.

The Jenkins School of Music of Oakland. California.
has issued several hundred invitations to a Boys Con-
cert which will take place at the school on Friday eve-
ning, November 16. Most of the young participants are
High School and University students and with the ex-
ception of the accompanist the entire concert will be
given by young men. A most diversified program has
been planned and will be as follows: Violin Trios, un-
accompanied— (a) Gavotte (Binding), (b) Serenade
(Schytte). (c) Berceuse (Gade). Ralph Brandt. Maurel
Hunkins. Charles Cushin^; Violin Solos— (a) Berceuse
(Arensky), (b) Entree (Leclaire-Moffatt), Charles Gush-
ing; Cello Solo—Variations (Boellman), Belmont Stolz,
accompanied by Miss Helen Lehmer; Quartette for
four Flutes, unaccompanied. Adagio Op. 77 (Wonters),
Austin Armer, Everett Hull. Stephen Fiske. Hilliard
Collins; Piano Solos—Young Boys from eight to eleven
years of age; Flute Solo—Concertino (Chaminade), Aus-
tin Armer; Violin Solos— (a) Farewell to Cucullain
(Kreisler), (b) Guitarre (Moszkowski-Sarasate). Ralph
Brandt; String Quartette— (al Romance from Nacht-
musik (Mozart), (b) Serenade (Lalo). Maurel Hunkins,
Ralph Brandt, Charles Gushing. Derrick Lehmer.

SAN FRANCISCO ENJOYS MANY FINE CONCERTS

Week Beginning November 18 Is Exceptional in

Excellent Musical Events—Distinguished Artists
Give Splendid Programs—Chamber Music

Occupies Prominent Place

BY ALFRED METZGER

The San Francisco musical season has begun with
such unusual energy that the number and character of
the events demand so much attention that it is impossi-
ble to devote to each that space and thought which is

actually its due. And so in order to give them all space
we are obliged to group them in the following article:
Efrem Zimbalist.—Among all the distinguished violin-

ists we hear during the course of a concert season
none appeals to us more than Efrem Zimbalist. who ap-
peared al the Columbia Theatre last Sunday afternoon.
There is prevalent in his artistic expressions such a
sincerity of musicianship, such seriousness of thought
and such accuracy of all technical requirements that
the most sensitive artistic susceptibilities are gratified.
Then, too, Mr. Zimbalist's programs are always digni-
fied and contain works of recognized standards and
emotional beauty. Among the characteristics which we
admire most in Mr. Zimbaliet's playing are pliancy and
flexibility of tone, smoothness of technic. intensity of
emotional phrasing and intellectuality of conception.
For instance, the Bach Prelude and Lalo Symphonie

Espagnole were interpreted with delightful breadth ot
style. The phrases, charged with deep sentiments, were
"sung" with splendid tone color effects and the frequent-
ly difficult technical intricacies were solved with ease
and craftsmanship. Mr. Zimbalist's interpretations ex-
hale the essence of genius, for they emphasize a certain
individuality and originality of conception which re-
spond to the most refined musical ethics. The entire
program, which was published before in these columns,
was interpreted in a manner to arouse the large aud-
ience to the highest pitch of enthusiasm and the artist
was most generous in his willingness to add

Josef Lhevinne—The piano recital given by Josef
Lhevinne at the Colonial Ballroom of the St. Francis
Hotel on Monday afternoon. November 19th, as one of
the Alice Seckels Matinees was beyond a question one
of the very finest events of its kind ever given in San
Francisco. It was the best program rendered in the
most artistic fashion by Lhevinne himself and we
know of no other pianist who could surpass him in
artistry and musicianship. It is many a year since we
have heard a piano program rendered with equal finish.
Mr. Lhevinne in the first place never forces his tone. He
plays forcefullly and yet does not pound the keyboard.
His sense of tone color and emotional shading is superb
and his versatility of expression, specially during his
rendition of the Schuman Carnaval, is the last word in
pianistic virtuosity.

-\t the same time Lhevinne interprets Chopin with
splendid poetic instinct and anyone who tells you that
the old masters are becoming old-fashioned and tire-
some should hear Lhevinne infuse new vitality in a
Chopin composition. It is impossible to describe to es-
sence of poetic shading which Lhevinne introduces dur-
ing the course of his interpretations. At the same time
he treats the modern composers as interestingly as the
old. He does not restrict himself to mere tone color
effects, but in such works as Ravel's Une barque sur
I'ocean and Debussy's Minstrels he ontains meanings
which no other pianist has been able to transmit to us.
We are almost under the impression that it Lhevinne
were to play certain of the modern works that are a my&
tery to us. we might yet find some intelligent excuse for
their existence.
We never heard such enthusiasm at these music mati-

nees as on the occasion of the Lhevinne concert and such
was indeed well justified. Piano interpretations such as
Lhevinne exhibited on this occasion are among the rar-
est experiences in our career, and it Sunday's concert
of Lhevinne is not crowded to the doors by eager stu-
dents and teachers, such negligence to take advantage
of the presence of a great artist ot matchless virtuosity
will be absolutely inexcusable.

The New 'Vork Strng Quartet—An unusually large aud-
ience assembled at Scottish Rite Auditorium last Monday
evening. November 19th. when the New York String
Quartette made its first San Francisco appearance.
Judging from the spontaneous applause and requests for
encores the New Yorkers made an excellent impression
upon our chamber music audience. They proved them-
selves to be excellent musicians who have played to-
gether with intelligent appreciation of their individual
capabilities and who have subordinated their individ-
ualities to the principles of ensemble playing.
The personnel of the New York String Quartet is as

follows: Ottakar Cadek. first violin; Jaroslav Siskovsky,
second violin; Ludvik Schwab, viola; Bedrik Vaska,
cello. We received the impression that the viola and
cello were specially fine, that the second violinist is
an excellent musician drawing a fine, rich tone, and
that the first violinist, whether due to the instrument
or anything else, has a rather small tone which is acA
always true to pitch and which seems to interfere some-
what with the perfect ensemble of the organization.

The opening number consisted of the Beethoven
Quartet in C minor, opus 18, No. 4. The New York
String Quartet gives this work somewhat of a delicate
reading. We have been used to hear Beethoven inter-

preted in a broader fashion and with more virility, but
the New York String Quartet has a right to its own in-

terpretation which was enjoyed by those in attendance.
Besides this is one of Beethoven's earlier opuses and it

is justified to give it a more delicate reading. Specially
effective was the Scherzo and Minuet which was in-
deed a gem of ensemble performance. A little group ot
compositions including An Irish Melody, by Bridge,
wherein the distinguished English composer uses a great
deal of intricate embellishments to express a simple
thought, an Intermezzo by Suk and a Meditation on an
old Bohemian Choral by Suk, both of which were most
enjoyable music, brilliantly performed.
The program ended with Dvorak's F Major Quartet,

op. 96, wherein the musicians showed tliat vitality and
power which we failed to observe during the rendition
ot the opening number. It was a splendid interpreta-
tion and enthused the audience. This work with its
beautiful melodies and rhythmic spirit is specially
grateful when so excellently interpreted as the New
York String Quartet succeeded in doing. There is no
question but that this organization will occupy a prom-
inent place in our recollections ot the pleasant musical
events of this season.
Chamber Music Society—The Chamber Music Society
of San Francisco gave the second concert ot the season
1923-1924 at Scottish Rite Auditorium last Tuesday eve-
ning, November 20th. in the presence of another large
audience, numbering considerably over a thousand peo-
ple. The opening number consisted of the Brahms String
Quartet in B flat major, op. 67, and while this eminent
master of composition is in excellent mood in this en-
semble work it does not exhibit that robustness of
style which forms such an inspiring characteristic ot
most ot his works, including his songs. When therefore
the opening number seemed somewhat monotonous in ex-
pression, this was not due to the members of the Cham-
ber Music Society, whom we enjoyed just as much as
ever and who certainly played with skill and unusual
uniformity of phrasing, but it was solely due to the com-
position itself which, notwithstanding its beauties, does
not exhibit those contrasts and that richness ot scor-
ing which other works ot Brahms reveal. Indeed in a
number of places we found the scoring specially "thin"
and not inclined to bring out the richness of ensemble
string performance. It is not our intention to find fault
with Brahms, but we are merely jotting down personal
impressions, which, ot course, are not intended to serve
as universal facts.

The best proof tor our contention that the Chamber
ftlusic Society of San Francisco is in an excellent form
as ever must be apparent to those who heard the Dohn-
anyi String Quartet in D flat major, op. 15. Here we
had that virility, that pliancy, that buoyancy and that
smoothness of tone which forms such a remarkable fea-
ture ot this organization. It was indeed a pleasure to
hear the artists express themselves so vividly in music
and to discover them so rapidly advancing toward their
goal. Messrs. Persinger, Ford, Firestone and Ferner
represent the best and finest material ever brought
together in such a purpose to perpetuate the classics
ot the highest order. They can not be possibly com-
pared with any other organization just because they
must be themselves in order to be worthy of recognition,
and being themselves, and interpreting the works ot
the masters according to their own well studied and well
worked out ideas, they stand on their own feet and are
worthy of our admiration because of the splendid results
they have obtained during the period of their artistic
progress.
Elias Hecht was the soloist of the occasion, as it were.

He played two flute sonatas—one by Marcello Bendetto
and another by Haendel. To play one flute sonata is a
most difficult artistic feat: to play two flute sonatas is

therefore extraordinarily diflicult. And when we ask:
"What is worse than one ftute sonaia?" and reply:
"Two." we do not refer to Mr. Hechts playing ot them,
but to their technical and musical difficulties necessary
to interpret them. We admire Mr. Hecht for the en-
thusiasm and the tenacity with which he has main-
tained the high standard of his ideals. He has given
San Francisco one of the finest chamber music societies
in the world and incidentally he has satlsBed his am-
bition to participate personally in these chamber music
events.

His interpretation of the flute sonatas justify him to
continue his work in this direction. He has temper-
ament, the faculty to expres emotional depths, and
technical facility. We enjoyed specially his interpre-
tation of the first ot the two sonatas, while during his
rendition of the second his endurance seemed to be put
to a test wherein his breathing did not produce that
ringing tone which he obtained during the flrst num-
ber. Nevertheless, Mr. Hecht is entitled to commendation
tor the prodigious work necessary to prepare these two
sonatas, and he sustained his position as one ot the
few flutists here who take advantage of the opportuni-
ties to acquaint the musical public with the excellent
works written for this instrument.

Louis Persinger played the piano part to these sonatas
with fine tone, artistic shading and exemplary ensem-
ble effect. It was another excellent event added to the
series of delightful chamber music concerts given by
the Chamber Music Society ot San Francisco.
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LOS ANGELES. Nov. 20.—Ambiguous programs! By
this 1 am referring to a had habit in which our own
and visiting artists indulge when making ambiguous
program announcements. Pianists, for instance, an-

nounce among other pieces "three valses by Chopin" or
"Praeludium and Fugue' by Bach, as it Chopin and
Hach had not written a large number of compositions
in this style. Or the advance notice tells of a Brahms
Sextet, although there are two by this composer. Grieg
has written three sonatas for violin and piano. Chamber
music works quite often are announced without key
signature or opus number, both of which have their

silnilicance needless to e.vplain.

It is the exact knowledge of what will be played which
will attract the serious music lover, teacher or student
who may be particularly interested in the authoritative
performance of certain works.
Most regrettable is the indefinite manner in which

programs are printed. There was Efrem Zimbalist,

for instance, whose program merely mentioned Pre-
lude by Bach, instead of Prelude from the E major
sonata, considering tlie number of preludes by Bach.
The same artist merely mentioned Romance by Bee-
thoven, without adding the distinctive "in G major,"
for there are two HeetUoven Romances. It is an act
of indifference toward the general public and forget-
fulness of the fact how much these little data might
mean to the student. New York managers or their

artists will send in programs which are positively per-

functory in that regard. The New York managers are
less to blame for to them the whole matter is an affair

of "selling" artists. However, the artists should remem-
ber that in their student days, they wanted to know
exactly the contents of the program, studied it before
the concert, took the niusic to the concert hall and
read it while listening. Perhaps it is owing to this
vagueness of program announcement that one sees so
few concert goers following the performance with the
music. .More seriousness in program announcements,
also the addition of English translation of foreign
language titles will make for more serious interest
among every class of music lovers.

Gliere's String Quartet, opus 2 had its first per-
formance during the program played by the Philhar-
monic Quartet (Sylvain Noack. first violin; Henry
Svedrofsky. second violin; Emile Ferir. viola, and Ilya
Bronson, cello, under the auspices of the Los Angeles
Chamber Music Society. As the opus number indicates,
it is an early work, but already finuely matured in form
and clarity of melodic expression. In the latter regard
the composer draws to a measure what may seem folk-
song material of his people. On the whole the opus
would mark him as one of the so-called cosmopolitan
composers of Russia. That is to say, he writes not a
a little in the manner characteristic of the musical
school which has in Schumann and Brahms their
greatest exponents. Gliere is as much 'a romantic as he
is classicist. There is a theme in the first movement
which is very Russian, with Oriental inclination in the
manner of Rimsky-Korsakoff, with whom the composer
studied. The scherzo is charming because of its
rhythmic animation.
Very modern were the two movements—Very Quiet

and Very Lively of .1 sonatine for string quartet by
Pierre Menu, whose music has all the earmarks of
musical progessivism, but at least on first hearing, does
not show the inventiveness of his prototype Ravel. The
first somewhat pensive movement strikes deeper, but
on the whole Menu offers little that arrests the memory.
The quartet deserves warm recognition for giving the
work its first local hearing, and incidentally afford
music lovers such acquaintance, because, after all is
said, the new men must be heard, else we might.miss
much which is valuable.
Robert Schumann's piano quintet, with Cornelia Rider

Possart at the keyboard as guest artist, found a satisfy-
ing, if not especally colorful reading. The first move-
ment shows how deeply this composer has influenced
Brahms. The "Poco Largamento" of the second move-
ment sounded particularly well. It is specifically roman-
tic music. During moonlight on the lake, Mr. Ferirs
viola stood out agreeably. Smetana, composer of the
Moldau tone poem, too, seems to have come strongly
under the influence of the Immortal Robert The
fughella of the final movement was strongly played.
Mere is form which is of equally much expression.
Next Friday's program of the Chamber Music Society

brings the debut of a new ensemble, L'Ensemble
Classique. performed by Blanche Rogers Lott. pianiste,
Henry Svedrofsky. violin, and Fritz Gaillard, cello. The
trio will play the Robert Schuman Opus 65, and Trio
Opus 5, by Wolff-Ferrari, the composer of The Jewels
of the .Madonna Clifford Lott. baritone, will be guest
artist In the Beethoven arrangements of British and
Welsh folksongs with trio accompaniment.

Arthur Alexander, former director of the Rochester
Symphony Orchestra, organist, all-round musician of
profundily and artistic refinement, delighted a small
audience of friends at the Gamut Club Theater in a self-
accompanied song recital. Few singers have united this
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double faculty with full success. Tone production and
quality cannot be at their best in a sitting position, con-
strained by the arms engaged in varying postures at the
keyboard. Mr. Alexander places his tones, it would
seem far back, and having spent years at the organ
console on the conductor's stand has probably not found
time to retain a wide range of color in his voice. How
ever, he sings with a fervor as well as delicacy of ex-
pression which amply compensates these shortcomings.
To him the song is the tiling, even if in the ardor of
performance he stresses the piano part to the extent
of overshadowing himself. His singing of the entire six-
teen songs of Schuman's Dichterliebe was an admirable
feat. (Though one may differ with the singer occasional-
ly as to tempos.) However, to mention only two items
of this cycle. Alexander's expression dunng the songs
I Wept as I Dreamed and Nightly I See You in a Vision
were unforgettable. His nuancing in the modern French
songs, is exquisite vocal chamber music. One enjoys im-
mensely tonal purity in his old Italian numbers. I
understand the American group, too, was very effective,
though not of his best diction. (I had to depart before
the close of the concert.) That this tenor can produce
dramatic effects as well as appeal lyrically, was im-
pressively revealed, I am told, during Carl Busch's, The
Eagle, a beautiful song.

LOS ANGELES MUSICAL CHAT
By Neiie Gothold

Louise Gude, accompanied by two artist pupils. Hazel
Henderson, and Jean Douglass, left November 10th for
New York City where they will coach with the eminent
teacher of vo;ce, Herbert Witherspoon, for several
weeks. On her return to California Miss Gude will fill

a few engagements in the southern states.

Bertha Vaughn is planning a delightful affair tor the
afternoon of November 25th for her friends in the Re-
cital Hall of the Southern California Music Company
building, when Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hemus will be the
honor gtiests.

Louis Hintze, violinist and composer of note has re-
cently returned to Los Angeles to reside and as an in-
troduction to the musical public he will present one of
his interestinfg explanatory lectures on "Masterpieces
of Music" in the Recital Hall at 808 South Broadway,
November 15th.

Josephine Elliott, a recent acquisition to Los Angeles
muse cricles, has an enviable reputation as a singer in
San Francisco where she was formerly associated with
the Hartman-Steindorff Opera Company. During the
recent showing of The White Rose at Grauman's Million
Dollar Theatre Miss Elliott sang with success in the
prologue, her pleasing manner and sweet voice adding
color to the atmosphere of this gripping photo-play.

Mrs. Guy Bush, well-known pianist, coach and accom-
panist, has been very ill for several weeks and was
obliged to cancel all recital engagements. She is now
resuming her teaching and coaching at her residence-
studio 2205 W. Sixth street.

Brahm van den Berg, the distinguished pianist, and
Flora Meyers Engel, popular soprano, will be heard in
joint recital at Trinity Auditorium on the evening of
November 201h. This is a combination of eminent
artists well worth hearing.
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The Knickerbocker Operatic Quartet, composed of
Helen Ray. soprano; Viola Allen, contralto; Harry
Kellog. tenor: Millard Murane. basso, came recently
from New York to present their interesting ensemble
before Los Angeles audiences. Their repertoire not only
includes operatic numbers but the simpler "Heart-
Songs" which every one enjoys when they are sung
beautifully and with finish. These young people have
been singing together for more than a year and are
all products of the Topping-Brown Studios.

Dr. Frank Nagel gave another of his very interesting
lectures analyses of opera, before the Hollywood Opera
Reading Club, recently, when he was assisted by Irma-
lee Campbell, coloratura soprano; Henry Cantor, tenor:
Edward Novis, baritone; Fred Wilson, tenor; Leslie
Brigham, bass; Ruth Pinkerton. contralto. The stor>%
Lucia di Lammermoor v.-as preceded by a few brief
remarks about the comiJoser. Donizetti, and of this
opera. Dr. Nagel said in part that "no work in exist-
ence today holds greater charm than the music of Lucia.
It is endowed with unlimited feeling, conveys great
meaning, and produces great effects.

"

The assisting artists deserve much of commendation
for their splendid -efforts individually, though their en-
semble work showed some lack of rehearsing. Miss
Campbell in the title role sang with ease, her voice dis-

playing wide range and considerable volume. Edward
Novis, always a favorite was in splendid voice and
sang with much assurance and authority. Owing to the
small part which* is allotted to the contralto in the
opera, we were filled with a desire to hear Miss Pinker-
ton in a more important role. Her voice is full and rich.

Had Mr. Cantor been more familiar with his role his
pleasing voice would have been heard to better advan-
tage. As a whole the program gave evidence of much
thought and considerable effort and was well received
by a large and discriminating audience.

Mme. Frances Grant, well-known voice teacher from
New York will be identified with the Louis School of
Musical Arts in the Majestic Theatre building in thi»
city. Mme. Grant is essentially a voice builder and has
met with great success in her work. Los Angeles, and
the Louis School especially, should feel very fortunate
in having Mme. Grant locate here.

Flora Phyllis Kilpatrick of New York City who is winter-
ing in Los Angeles with her teacher, Mme. Grant, is

now under the management of Mme. Newcombe Prin-
dell. Miss Kilpatrick wil! appear this season in a
number of concerts with Hallett Gilberte, nationally
known artist-composer. They recently gave a brilliant
concert at the Tuesday Afternoon Club of Glendale,
featuring a program of Mr. Gilberte's compositions. A
late Press comment speaks of Miss Kilpatrick's voice
as having "sweetness, charm, splendid range and lovely
pianissimo quality."

Ezra Rachlin, who is acclaimed a "wonder child" pianist
and only seven years old, is a pupil of Olga Steeb. cele-
brated concert arti.st and founder of the Olga Steeb
Piano School. This youthful artist is a protege of Walter
Henry Rothwell. He is soon to appear in public recital.

Edward Novis, popular baritone. Charles Smalz. lyric
tenor, and Nelle Gothold, dramatic soprano, were heard
to advantage in the leading roles of Mascagni's opera,
"Cavaleria Rusticana," at Monrovia, November 7th. be-
for the Woman's Club. Dr. FYank Nagel, composer-
pianist gave the story and analyzed the opera also play-
ing the incidental music and the accompaniments.

Gloria Mayne recently gave a memorable Indian Pro-
gram at the Southern California Recital Hall, before a
large enthusiastic audience The program opened with
a group of Indian songs, including the Apache War
Song. Invocation to the Sun God, and Sunrise Call,
which were sung in Indian costume with true legendary
interpretation. Assisting Mme. Mayne was the well-
known Indian baritone. Chief Yowlache. who sang a
group of Lieurance"s songs with splendid diction, dis-

playing a mellow yet clear voice. Another assisting
artist, who has become very popular because of her
genuine musicianship was Margarite d'AIeria. the Hun-
garian pianist. She was well received in her interpreta-
tions of Chopin's Nocturne in F Major. Op. 15, and Valse
in A flat major. Op. 42. Wah-Nee-Nah. an Indian pianist,
furnished most effective accompaniments for Mme.
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Mayne and Chief Yowlache. Many honor guests were
present and a reception followed the program.

The Zoellner Quartet will have an auspicious opening
on Monday evening. November 19th. the first concert
of their chamber music series, with a splendid program
and a large list of patrons. This season the Zoellner
concerts will be held in the music room of the Biltmore
HoteL All the members of the Quartet, Joseph Zoellner,
Sr., Antoinette Zoellner, Amandus Zoellner, and Joseph
Zoellner. Jr., reside here and conduct a nationally
known conservatory. Ellinor Warren, a young pianist,
who has been favorably received in New York and at
the Hollywood Bowl Symphony Concerts will be the
assisting artist. The program for this concert will in-

clude Quartet Op. 13. Mendelssohn, Variations Op. 2,

Gliere and the Schumann Quintet.

BiMie Burke, Frances Bates. Geraldine Taylor, Bessie
Ley and Leta Knox Ehmcke, artist pupils of Adele
Lauthe. who holds an enviable position as a teacher
of piano in Los Angeles, gave a program which was
heartily appreciated by the large audience that assem-
bled in the Southern California Music Company Re-
cital Hall on last Saturday evening. Miss Bessie
Kintner. a violinist. late ot New York, ably assisted on
the program.

Frederick North, well-known vocal instructor, pre-
sented his artist pupils, Howard Paxton. K. Allen Lick,
baritone. Ruth Pitts, coloratura soprano and Ha>T\'ood
Ardis in recital before a capacity audience in the South-
ern California Recital Hall. Friday evening. Others
who participated on the rrogram were Jeanne Stanley.
Lois Carl. Margaret Caraher-Rivas, Mable McKillip,
Blanche Clay, Mary Penrose-Brudi and Grace Warde.
The program included classics, opera and modern se-
lections which were well delivered by these pupils who
displayed good fundamental vocal training and musician-
ship, all of which reflects to the teacher who is held
in h:"gh esteem.

Joan Upton appeared recently with great success at
the Waldorff Hotel. New York City, in concert. Miss
Upton who possesses a very brilliant soprano voice has
studied exclusively with Madame Frances Grant, who
is teaching in Los Angeles this winter.

Mrs. Cecil Frankel, first vice-president of the National
Federation of Music Clubs and founder of the newly
organized Los Angeles Music Federation, leaves soon
for New York to attend a national board meeting. It

is her plan to assist federation officers in other states
to organize similar titv federations, that musicians and
clubs may be brought into closer contact with civic and
business interests.

The Lyric Club is starting its twentieth season of ef-

fort for the best in choral music for women. Much has
been done in the past to aid talented singers through
the backing of this organization and upon the comple-
tion of the $50,000 endowment fund wdich is well on its
way. the club will launch into broader plans for civic
betterment through music.
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MME. MARKS' PUPILS' RECITAL

The Gold Ballroom of the Palace Hotel was crowded

on Friday eveninK. November 9, when Mme. Isabelle

Marks gave one of her annual pupils' recitals. Includ-

ing encores, not less than thirty-nine songs were sung,

even though two ot the students were unable to be

present on account of sickness, namely. Lea Ross

and Mable l.ee .Morris. Mrs. Florence MacDonald opened

the program with Non e ver by Mattel and Chanson

Indou by Rimskv-Korsakow. She revealed a pleasing

voice and good style. Mabel Broz sang with much
spirit and a (leitible voice Charmant Oiseau (David)

and Ija Paloma (Yradler). Mrs. Lillian Hilty. in an un-

usually rich contralto voice, sang with gratifying ex-

pression Voce de donna (Ponchlcllil and Slave Song
(l)ol Reigoi. Mrs. B. M. Morris delighted her listeners

with the waltz song from Gounod's Romeo and Juliet

and Sunshine Song by Grieg. She has a charming so-

prano voice and sings with expression.

Ellen Deeley. the possessor of a very pleasing con-

tralto voice, sang Er der Herrlichste von Allen (Schu-

mann) and My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice with fine

deliberation and concise diction, giving attention to

accurate expression. I.eota Rhoads, who was not on the

original program, assisted in the success ot the event

by singing A fors e lui from Traviata and 1 Wept in My
Dream, with ringing voice, the flexibility ot which was
most effective. Miss Rhoads sang with style, ease and

adequate emotional shading. She is unquestionably a

capable vocalist. Mrs. Vernice E. Tobin interpreted

Echerfs Swiss Echo Song and Giordani's Caro mio ben

with a very pleasing soprano voice and received hearty

applause for her effective interpretations. Marie

phoads created quite an enthusiasm with her brilliant

rendition of Mascagni's Voi che sapete and Schumann's
Moonlight. Her voice is very clear and her phrasing

carefully artistic. Frances Levy, the possessor of a

warm and sonorous alto voice, sang Thomas' Connais tu

from Mignon and Golson's Rest with richness of color-

ing and adequacy of interpretation. Her voice and

style charmed her audience.
.Vina Tomlinson. soprano, sang an aria from Ernani

and Caccini's Amarilli with pleasing soprano voice and
delicacy of style. Adele Nicholas was an exceptionally

fine vocalist. Her ideal lyric soprano voice rang out

true and firm, being full and accurate in the high as

well as low tones. Her attacks were precise and spon-

taneous, while her diction was clear and precise. She
is unquestionably a singer who promises much in the

future. Violet Boyle, the possessor of a clear soprano
voice, sang with much taste and shading an aria from
Verdi's II Trovatore and The Star by Rogers. Last,

but not least, Ila Mcintosh, a colorature soprano of

superior merit, sang the Carnival ot Venice by Bene-
dict and Chaminade's Summer in a manner to reveal

her technical skill and the range and clearness of her
voice to a most gratifying degree. She aroused much
enthusiasm by reason of her brilliancy of style and the

ease of her execution of the most difficult passages.
Mme. Marks has added another success to her many
previous triumphs.

.Much to (hi? disappointnient of many of those in at-

tendance. Mrs. Belle .lacobs Lewis was unable to add
her magnillcent voice and art to (hose on the program
by reason of the demise of her father.

Evelyn Sresovich Ware played all the accompani-
ments and is entitled to the heartiest commendation for

the excellent manner in wliich she supported the
soloists.

ganizatlon including: Sir Henry Heyman, first violin;

August Hinrichs. Jr.. second violin: Fred Knell, viola;

Emll Knell, cello: C. Van der Mehden, trumpet: W. H.

Mueller, bass and Hugo Mansfeldt. piano. The first per-

formance of this Septet in San Francisco also took

place under Sir Henry Heyman's direction on Wednes-
day evening, December 29. 18S6, at Pioneer Hall, by the

following ensemble; Sir Henry Heyman, first violin;

Noah Brandt, second violin; Fred and Emil Knell, viola

and cello respectively; Carl Stephen, trumpet; W. H..

IWueller. bass; Hugo Mansfeldt, piano. The first Cali-

fornia performance of the Septet took place only a few

weeks after the first American performance in Boston

and would have been the first American performance

had the scores not been delayed in transmission from
Paris to Sir Henry Heyman.

SYMPHONIC ENSEMBLE MEETS WITH SUCCESS

The Symphonic Ensemble of San Francisco made its

initial bow at the Bohemian Club last Tuesday evening,
November 13th. in the iiresence of a large and enthusias-

tic; audience. It proved an artistic event of exceptional

character. Inasmuch as the Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view is dependent upon the review of this concert on
a writer specially detailed for it and the report had
not reached us at the time of going to press we shall

have to postpone publication of same until next issue.

However, we are pleased to take advantage of this

opportunity to state that the Septet op. 85 by Saint-

Saens played on this occasion was introduced in Cali-

fornia under the auspices of the University of Cali-

fornia at .Vssembly Hall in Berkeley on Tuesday eve-
ning, March 16, 1886—Ihirty-seven years ago, under the

direction of Sir Henry Heyman and by an ensemble or-

KARL RACKLE PLAYS IN HAYWARD

A very large audience turned out at Native Sons' Hall

in Hayward on Tuesday evening, November 13th. when
Karl Rackle, the brilliant young pianist, gave a recital.

His interpretations were characterized by a virility and

musicianship that showed much study and careful train-

ing. Mr. Rackle gave evidence that his musicianship

is based upon careful practice and training. He belongs

to those pianists who interpret the old masters as well

as the more modern writers with equal attention and
care as to adequate reading. Technically he is well

grounded and the Bach Fantasie and Beethoven Sonata
in particular were delightfully interpreted.

IVlr. Rackle belongs to those musicians who take their

art seriously and endeavor to put every ounce of energy
and study into any composition they may be called upon
to render. This carefulness never fails to receive ap-

preciation on the part of an audience and Mr. Rackle
had the satisfaction to know that his audience was ever

ready to request just a little more than he was scheduled

to give. Therefore a few encores were added to the

already taxing program. There is no question in our

mind but that Mr. Rackle made an excellent impression.

Erwin Holton. tenor, added much to the artistic value

of the program by reason of the flexibility and clearness

of his voice and the well chosen effectiveness of his

phrasing. He obtains the meaning of the lines and
never fails to make his listeners happy. The enthusi-

astic ovation he received was well merited. Miss
Rosalie Harrison contributed some entertaining read-

ings in rhyme form which alternated between pathos
and humor and which seemed to make the audience
specially happy. The complete program was as follows:

Fantasia. C minor (Bach), Fantasia, C minor (Mozart),

Sonata, Op. 78. F sharp major (Beethoven). Mr. Rackle:

O Sleep, Why Dost Thou Leave Me (Handel), Passing
By (Purcell), I Attempt from Love's Sickness to Fly
(PurcelU. Mr. Holton: The Girl That Wore the Bright
Red Hood. Gamblin' Nell, Miss Harrison; Romance, Op.
5 (Tschaikowsky), Mazurka, P sharp minor (Leroux),
The Sea (Palmgren), The Lark (Glinka-Balakirev), Mr.
Rackle: A Rose in Autumn (Vanderpool). Where My
Dear Lady Sleeps (Breville-Smith), I Pitch My Lonely
Caravan at Night (Eric Coates). Mr. Holton: Jes'

Pardners, Jes' Neighbors, Miss Harrison: Spring Song
(Mendelssohn), Tristitia (Rackle), Hungarian Rhap-
sody No. 8 (Liszt), Mr. Rackle.

BENEFIT CONCERT FOR EUROPEAN SUFFERERS

The benefit concert for the starving university
students of Germany, which is to be given under the
auspices of the German-Austrian Relief Society of Ala-

meda county, November 26. in the Twentieth Century
Club House, Derby street, near College avenue, Berke-
ley, is attracting the attention of music lovers. The pro-

gram is as follows: Trio, op. 42 for Pianoforte, violin

and violoncello (Niels W. Gade), Paul Steindorff, Hotlier

Wismer, Arthur Weiss; Songs— (a) Auf Flugeln des
Gesanges (Mendelssohn), (b) Traimt durch die Dam-
merung (Strauss), (c) Zueignung (Strauss), Lawrence
Strauss, Jean Allen at the piano; Violin— (a) Romanze
(Max Bruch), (b) La Capricieuse (Edward Blgar),
Hother Wismer; Songs for Soprano— (a) Iloffnung
(Louise Reichhardt), (b) Vergebliches Stanchen (Jo-

hannes Brahms), (c) Fruhlingszeit (Reinhold Becker);
Piano Solo— (al Nocturne Op. ir> No. 2 (h) Etude Op.
10 No. ,>; ic) Polonaise Op. 53 (Chopin), George Kruger:
Classic Dance (a) Waltz (Schubert), (b) Bscana
(Waldlensee), Seilgwynn Boynton: Fruitvale Manner-
chor—German Folk Songs; Director, Oscar Maluschka.

ALBERT SPAULDING AT FORTNIGHTLYS

The fifth event ot the Fortnightlys in the Colonial

ballroom ot the St. Francis Hotel will be a program by
the distinguished violinist. Albert Spaulding. This is

one of the visiting artist events of the series and as

such takes on special significance, as Mr. Spaulding

is an American. His skill has been recognized in all

the prominent cities of Europe as well as America and
he is the only American violinist who has ever been
invited to appear as soloist with the Paris Conservatoire

Orchestra. He scored such an enormous success that

he was re-engaged to appear with them on his next

European tour.

Since beginning his career his success has been con-

tinuous and phenomenal. He is now the foremost Ameri-
can violinist in the range of his technique, the quality of

his tone, and in the power ot understanding and re-

vealing music. As this will be his only appearance this

season in San Francisco, a capacity house is inevitable,

especially as his program is one of great novelty and
brilliance. So far this has been so ot every Fortnightly

event, every artist appearing taking pains to present un-

hackneyed numbers. The concert will take place this

Monday, November 26th, at the usual hour—4:30 in the

afternoon. ^

INTEREST IN SYMPHONY LOGUES

That the illuminating Symphony-logues, now being
given by Victor Lichenslein each Friday of Symphony
day at Sorosis Club Hall, have been desired is proven
by the good-sized audience present on each occasion.

The talks are held at 12 o'clock sharp and last but one
hour. With each succeeding lecture the response from
the public has increased, the best proof that they are
meeting a need, and Miss Seckels. under whose direc-

tion these events are held, is greatly encouraged over
this unprecedented response from the men and women
of San Francisco. Rachmaninoff's Symphony in E
Minor will be analyzed and illustrated at this fourth
lecture next Friday, November 30. This will be illus-

trated by the artists of the orchestra as in previous
lectures.

JACK E. HILLMAN SINGS AT DEDICATION

The popular and well-known young baritone Jack
E. Hillman participated at the dedication services of the
California Memorial Stadium which were held on Fri-

day. November 23. This was one of the largest military

events ever held in the state and as Mr. Hillman served
in the war it was but fitting that he should be engaged
as soloist at this affair. This was perhaps the largest

multitude of people that Mr. Hillman has ever sung to

as the huge stadium was filled to its capacity and his

beautiful voice and clear enunciation carried to its

farthest corners with clearness and effect.

The Swayne Piano Club held its regular monthly meet-
ing at the home of Ruth Viola Davis on Saturday eve-
ning, November 10. The following numbers were played:
Three Preludes (Chopin). Hazel Land Scott: Rhapsody
F minor (Dohnanyi), Sequidilla (Albeniz), Audrey Beer
Sorelle: C^Iaire de Lune (Debussy), La Convent (Boro-
din), Ruth Viola Davis; Nocturne (Chopin). Sequidilla
(Albeniz), Toccata with Fugue D Minor (Bach-Taussig),
Esther Hjelte: Waltz A Flat (Chopin), Melody in B
(Rachmaninoff), Stella Howell Samson: Air de Ballet
from Alceste (Gluck-Saint-Saens), Sonata Appas-
sionata (Beethoven), The Fountain (Ravel), Ballad G
Minor (Chopin), Elwin A. Calberg.

ELFIE

VOLKMAN
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Italian Room, Hotel St. Francis

Monday Evening, Dec. 3
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MUSIC CLUB PRESIDENTS IN

CONFERENCE
(Continued from Page 1)

wood Opera Reading Club {Mrs. L. B.

Curtiss), Eagle Rock Thursday Morning
Club {Mrs. Constant Brasch), Glendale
Music Club (Mrs. Mattison B. Jones),

Glendale Madrigal Club (Mrs. Paul A.

Hofman). Gamut Club (L. E. Behymer),
Los Angeles Choral Society (Mrs. L. L.

Neill), Broadway Department Store

Chorus (Mrs. R. L. Whitten), Los An-

geles Symphony Association (Mrs. Dean
Mason), Glendale Tuesday Afternoon
Music Club (Mrs. Warren Roberts).
Temple Baptist Church Choir (Mrs. Lola
Perdue), Philharmonic Orchestra of Los
Angeles (Mrs. Caroline E. Smith). Wa
Wan Club (Mrs. Grace Widney Mabee).
Hollywood Woman's Club (Miss Eunice
Landrum Brigham) , Orange County
Music Teachers' Association (Ellis

Rhodes), Matinee Musical Club (Mrs. J.

Spenser Kelley), Dominant Musical Club
(Mrs.- Carlotta Wagner). Los Angeles
Oratorio Society (John Wilferth), Log
Angeles Music Teachers' Association
( W. F. Skeele) , Woman's Lyric Club
(Mrs. W. V. Goodfellow). Musicians Club
(Davol Saunders), St. Cecilia Club (Mrs.
Philip Zoebelein). Ebell Club Music Sec-
tion (Mrs. Bessie Burne Barker).

Clara Novello Davis, who has been con-
ducting vocal classes in Paris during the
summer reopened her luxurious studio at
15 West 67th street. New York, on Oc-
tober 1. Madam Davis is known as the
High Priestess of Breath Control and In-

terpreter of Song. Her Paris Studio was
filled with pupils who came from all

parts of the continent to avail them-
selves of her matchless method. Indeed
she was so successful that she contem-
plates returiug there each summer. Her
New York season is always filled to
overflowing. Madam Davis is the mother
of Ivor Novello whose songs are being
sung by our leading vocalists and taught
in all studios.

Emilia da Frata, the sixteen-year-old dra-
matic soprano pupil of Andrew Bogart,
made her debut in the High School Audi-
torium, South San Francisco, Saturday
evening, November 17, before a packed and
very enthusiastic audience. The young
girl bas a voice of gloriovis quality com-
bined with perfect diction, beauty, grace
and charm. The registers are even. The
top notes have a thrill which penetrate
the heart of the listener and her singing
made a wonderful impression. She sang
many encores. Mabel Dyer of New Zea-
land has a contralto voice of unusual
pathos. Her numbers were sung with
great feeling, bringing the tears to the
eyes of many who were fortunate enough
to hear her. Miss Dyer has decided to

remain in California and continue her
studies. Judge Joseph Walker, tenor,
sang in his usual finished way, respond-
ing to each number. Judge Walker has
sung many times over Hale's Radio. Ezio
Taccola, dramatic tenor, turned his audi-
ence to great excitement after his
wonderful interpretation of his numbers.
It was easily noticed that Signor Taccola
has sung and acted upon the professional
stage. Jerome Devoto made a pleasing
impression with his numbers and sang
with authority, responding to an encore.
Verne Kelsey, pianist and accompanist,
played the Chopin numbers beautifully,
repeating the last one. Mr. Kelsey in a
very short time must be recognized as
one of our best accompanists. The duets
by the Spanglers and Mr. Bewley, had to
be repeated. All the singers are pupils
of Mr. Bogart. The following program
was rendered; Duna (McGill). Because I

Love You. Dear (Hawley). Mr. Walker;
Dawn (Curran), Miss Da Prato; Etude in
A Flat (Chopin), Etude in C IVlinor
(Chopin. Mr. Kelsey: Regrets (Nutting),
Love's Eden (Dedicated to Miss Dyer)
(Bogart). Miss Dyer; Short and Sweet
(T. V. Short), Drift. My Bark (F. Kuck-
en), Mrs. Spangler, Mr. Spangler and Mr.
Bewley; Ch' ella mi creda libero (La
Fanciulla del West) (Puccini). Addio
(Tosti), Mr. Taccola; A Little Song
(Voorhis). These Many Years (Dedicated
to Miss Da Prato (Bogart). Miss Da
Prato; The Garden of Your Heart
(Dorel), For You Alone (Geehl), Mr. De-
voto: Let Us Forget (White), Through
the Sunrise (Nutting), Miss Dyer; Voi lo
sapete (Cavalleria Rusticana) (Mas-
cagni). Miss Da Prato; Friend O' Mine
( Sanderson ) . Mr. Walker; Un bel di
(Madam Butterfly), (by request) (Puc-
cini), Miss Da Prato.
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KURT VON GRUDZINSKI
BARITONE — VOICE CULTURE

Authorized to Teach Mme. Sehnen-
Rene's Slethod

1314 LeaTennorth St. Phone Prospect 8253

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

Phone Berkeley (EVH>tt

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kdhler & Chase Bldg. Tel, Kearny 5454,

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
RO.% Kohler & Chase Bid, Tel. Sutter 7387

DOMENICO BRESCIA

Madame Charles Poulter—Soprano
olee Cult
•ee StudU
land—Tel. Oakland 2079

588 27th Street

Lizetta Kalova Violinist

Heine BIdE.. San Fr
Telephone II 30,12-J

Mary Coonan McCrea

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
SOLO PI.VMST A>'D TEACHER

.\dvnneed PupilH Accepted
Studio: lliS Hyile St. Apartment 27

Phoin? Prospect IKU

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
COIVTRALT(»

Voice Culture. Suite "C," Koliler & Chase
Building. Tel. Kearny M54

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.^N FRANCISCO B.^NK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY 10th, 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks in California,
the Assets of which have never been increased
by mergers or coasoiidations with other Banks.

Member Associated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, CaL
JUNE 30th, 1923

Assets $86,255,685.28
Deposits 82,455,685.28
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 2Ist Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7tli Ave.
HAiCHT STREET BRANCH Haight and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH, West >ortaI Ave. and UUoa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter W4)
per cent per annum was declared. Interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annualljr as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN
VOICE—GLITAH

242S Milvla St. Berkeley 77C5J
700 Kohler & Chase—AVednesdar

LEILA B. GRAVES
LVRIC SOPRAXO—VOICE CULTURE
Available for Concerts and Recitals

Studio: ISO Central Ave. Tel. Park 1C24

MISS WELCOME LEVY

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Mra. Noah Brandt
2211 Seott St. Telephone Fillmore 1522

Evelyn Sresovich Ware

Joseph George Jacobson

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

SIGMUND BEEL

MARY ALVERTA MORSE

Friday. Kohler & Chase Bide-, S. F.; Rest
dence Studio, l(iO Santa Rosa Ave., Oak

land. I>hune Humboldt 101.

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON

Chase Ulde..

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 Scott Street. Ilet. Claj- & WaHhington

Mr. .Noah Brandt, Violin
Mt». .Noah Brandt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano SololNt. Temple Bmanu EL Con-
cert and Chureh Work. Vocal InHtructlon.

2530 Clay Street. Phone West 4S00

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

Telephone Kearny K454
Res. TeL BayTlevr 4104

EVA M. GARCIA
PIANIST AND TE,4CHER

4152 Howe St. Tel. Piedmont 4908

MARY CARR MOORE—SONGS
Dweller in My Dreams (Taeore) Mediam
Song of a Faun (Fay Vnn Norden) Soprano

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
37B Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 JackBon St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St, Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channlng Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 197*

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose At., Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1»95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ANTOINE DE VALLY
22U1 Scott St, Plione West 134T

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

ADELE ULMAN
178 Commonweaith Ave. Phone Pac. 33

Tel. Pac. 12,S4

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg, Tel. Kearny 64B4

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel, Fillmore lljl

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough St. Tei. Fiiimore 4150

STUDIO TO LET
Orndr ate o f S h Kla Cantor . Paris. n
KB ilx St »la s Cathedi nl. Piano
11a rtii

•lant Ar II

In Schoo
laga MuhI

. Orean
Colleee
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MYNARD S. JONES
TE.VCHER OF SINGING

ARRILLAG.V MrSIC.\L COLLEGE
2315 Jackaou St. Tel. West 4737 O'Farrell Street.

Comiielely Furnlxhed. Availnlile Mondayx,
TueHdayM. \VedneNday.s. .'.(MI Kuhler &
Cha^M^ Ulde. -\ll communiratlona addrevned
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Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

8741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOH'K CI I,Tl III-:

Sludiu:
002 KOHI.ICR & CHASK DM)(;..

A HARM)

';i?L?"M»dL7'"'"~SH0lJLD KNOW AT ONCE
ADOLF WEIDIG'S EPOCH MAKING WORK

HAHMOMf MATERIAL AXO ITS I SES

HENRY GROBE. 135-153 Kearny St., San Francisco

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise In

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Jourr

extend courtesies

while to subscribe 1

3| !s worth white to

t should be worth

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
68 Post St., San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone DookIos IGTH

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

Residence Phone Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

PnpllH Prirporeil for Opera. Omtorlo.
< hurrh and ronrert

Iddrraiis HKI.NK nijDG_ •lOK STOCKTO.N ST.
Trl. DoUEloa «'!!>«

WILLIAM F. HOFMANN
A lolinii.1 San Krai rlxco .Srni|ih<in}

Head of Miilln and Oroh
vrroit;^ nf Mi.hlKan. Sludii

eKlral Ueparlmenl. I nl-
: KdhltT A: rhase iluild-
nd Thur»da} Aflernuonx.

Rexldenrr. »aO I'aylor Street.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endomed hy \A'ager STrayne

Special Normal Course for Teaehem, Daiied on
Sn-ayne Principles

StudlOH! 807 Kohler & ChaMe Bolldlns
25I814 Etna St.. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 1310

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Exclusive Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

The Most Costly, Beautiful

and Durable Piano

in the World

Often we are asked: "What is the life of a

Mason & Hamlin Piano?"

Frankly, we cannot say. We have known them
for thirty years, sold them for more than

twenty years. Those that have seen constant

service for that period still retain their earliest

beauty of tone and their mechanical structure

unimpaired. In one San Francisco cafe, a
Mason & Hamlin Grand, Style BB, has been
in constant service for more than ten years,

being played ten hours daily with orchestra

—

more than 36,500 hours of the most trying

service to which a piano can be subjected. It

is still a beautiful instrument. Prior to its pur-
chase, we are told that a new grand piano was
purchased every second year.

Costliest -But Best

TWO ENTRANCES : JI PIANOS
13.=i KE.\R.\'Y -:- 217 SUTTER >i.aycrs|

VICTROLAS, nRl'NSWICKS V MUSIC
.

"'^ile>^B.Allen@
MASON a HAMLIN PIANOS

0.\KI..-\ND— 1323 Washington St.

S.\N JOSE— 199 South First

SHEET MUSIC, PIANO ROLLS
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LOS ANGELES ARTISTS ENJOY BUSY MUSIC SEASON
Prominent Musical Organizations ahd Resident Artists Are Kept Very Busy—Many Concerts

Attended and Enjoyed by Large Audiences—Chamber Music Society to Present a New
Trio by Mrs. Lott—John Smallman Gives Annual Recital

BY NELLE GOTHOLD

Log Angeles, November 26. 1923.

Olga Steeb, the nationally famed pianist, has gone
East for a short concert tour, and will play at Aeloean
Hall. New York City, on December 6. She will return
for the holidays, for a brief stay, later again leaving for
a long transcontinental tour with the Griffes Group, a
trio of well known artists, who will be heard in January
on the Biltmore music series at the Biltmore Hotel.

A very distinguished and highly interested audience
attended the piano recital given by the Olga Steeb
Piano School on Saturday afternoon. Those who took
part in the program are as follows: Florence Orme. a
pupil of Elizabeth Anderson of Pasadena. Mary Vir-
ginia Wilson, a pupil of Josephine Arland of Pomona,
Margaret Huse, a pupil of Louise Burton of Los An-

busy person these days since his arrival in New York
City. He is making his debut at the Metropolitan
Opera House on November 24 in "Boris" with Chaliapin.
Mr. Tibbetts will sing the role of Lovitsky. His many
California friends are greatly interested in his initial

performance and we all believe he will "make good."
Incidentally, he remarks about the many Californians

which he and Mrs. Tibbetts have met in the metropolis
this winter, among whom were Mariska Aldrich, Ger-
trude Ross and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray.

Adele Lauth, pianist and pedagogue of unusual merit,
presented several artist-pupils. Billie Burke. Frances
Bates. Geraldine Taylor, Bessie Loy and Leta Knox
Ehmcke, in one of the most interesting pupils recitals
of the season at the Southern California Recital Hall,

Miss Marchetti has a naturally clear and lovely voice

possessing depth of color and wide range. While, owing
to a bad cold, her work on this occasion did not "show"
to the best advantage, she has on times previous, dem-
onstrated real artistic ability. Her best singing was
done in the Jewel Song from Faust and her Aida aria
Lisana Parola. Both were sung with feeling and under-
standing. Other numbers given by Miss Marchetti were
Do Not Go. My Love. Hageman. Du Bist Die Ruh, Schu-
bert, In the Steppe, Gretchaninow, Elegie, Massenet, Om-
bra Mai Fu (Xeres) Handel, and Ave Maria, Bach-
Gounod. The last three named were supplemented by
cello obligati played by Mr. Amsterdam.
Mme. d'Aleria's splendid artistry was displayed to

advantages in a group of Chopin numbers: Nocturne, Op.
27. Mazurka. Op. 50. and Scherzo. Op. 31, as in the "Les
Silvains" by Chaminade. Her technic was brilliant and
her execution masterful, while her tone at times lacked
in depth and warmth. Another delightful addition to
the program was the playing of Mr. Amsterdam. His
renditions of Golterman's Cantilena and Popper's Ga-
votte were graceful and finished. The Andante, Lalo
and Goblin Dance. Bazzini, were pleasingly presented
and well received.

John Smaltman's coming recital program at Ebell
Club House on December 5 is decidedly characteristic
of him. Without losing a particle of its cultural value.

QIARTET OF VICTOR ARTISTS
ppear at the Carran Theatre Xexl Friday Afierno

of the Klnryn Concert Bureau AML DEER

Teacheri*' Am

geles. Mary Elizabeth Caffray, Florence Estep and
Louise Glass, pupils of Edith Bokenkrader of Los An-
geles. Marjorie McClellan, a pupil of Margaret Grist of
Los Angeles, Marguerite Boyd. Theodore Eisoff and
Lavinia Longe, pupils of Mrs. Chaudet of Hollywood.
Muriel Nelson, a pupil of Elizabeth Copeland of Los
Angeles, Margaret Vialt, a pupil of Alice Frazier of Los
Angeles, Beryle Baysewer, a pupil of Bernice Hall of
Long Beach. Grace Howard and Charlotte Kellogg,
pupils of Clara Ingham of Monrovia, Kathleen Alenba,
a pupil of Iris Kuhnle of Los Angeles, Georgine Bob-
sene and Thelma Russell, pupils of Lorraine Lightcap
of Santa Monica. Margaret McCully. a pupil of Mar-
garet Sharle of Claremont. and Clare Liesel Rothwell,
Cynthia Kreck and Winefried Ware, pupils of Lillian
Steeb of Los Angeles.
The Sherwood School presented several of its faculty
members in concert at the Venice High School Audi-
torium last Friday evening. Those participating on the
program were Mary Sherwood Sinclair, soprano. H.
Anson Clapperton, violinist, Hugo Scherzer. pianist,
Dr. Emil Winkler, pianist, Sarah R. Gordon, dramatic
reader, and Ida C. Hedger. accompanist. This program
was given for the benefit of the Venice High School and
Junior High School piano fund.

Lawrence Tibbetts, well known Los Angeles baritone.
who was heard in the opera Aida at the Hollywood Bowl
during the past summer, writes us that he is a very

last week. These young artists not only displayed
exceptional talent, but gave evidence of superior train-
ing. Mme. Lauth. having spent several seasons in

Europe as an assistant teacher with Leopold Godowski,
has proven her fitness for instructing these youthful
artists.

Margaret Goetz, well known vocal coach and instruc-
tor, gave an illuminating interpretation of Mozart's
Opera Comique. "The Impresario," at the Ambassador
Hotel last Saturday afternoon as a prelude to the com-
ing attraction by the same name, at the Philharmonic
Auditorium on November 26. In her inimitable manner,
she told the delightful story of the opera, which was
illustrated with songs by the assisting artists. Miss
Ruth Hutchinson, soprano. Vivian Strong Hart, soprano,
Harold Shugart, tenor, Leslie Brigham, basso, with
Miss Elinor Remick Warren at the piano. The musical
numbers were given entirely in English, which added
much to the interest of all, while the singing of Miss
Hutchinson and Mr. Shugart, without notes, gave spe-
cial dignity to the program.

Gilda Marchetti, the young Italian dramatic soprano,
who has gained much prominence in Los Angeles and
Southern California, appeared before a large and en-
thusiastic audience last Friday evening in a very enter-
taining program with Marguerite d'Aleria, the popular
Hungarian pianiste, Elsie Manion, violinist, and Ma
Amsterdam, cellist, assisting.

it will have a zest and flavor decidedly pleasing. After
a group of songs, some modern, and some famous treas-
ures, comes an abrupt change to a group of Chinese
Mother Goose rhymes, the very title of which brings
anticipation.

Mr. Smallman is adhering to his custom, much appre-
ciated, of introducing songs of Los Angeles composers,
and in this recital will be three: "What Trees Were in
Gethsemene," by Sol Cohen; "Love's Trilogy," by Mrs.
M. Hennion Robinson; "The Heart of a Rose," by Eli-
nor Remick Warren. In each of these numbers the
composer will be at the piano. In addition to Mr.
Smallman's own work. Sol Cohen will appear in two
violin groups. Lorna Gregg appears as accompaniste for
both Mr. Smallman and Mr. Cohen, and is one of the
trio of baritone, violin and piano in the concluding
group.
The value of Mr. Smallman to the musical life of

Southern California becomes more apparent every year.
His service as a vocal teacher and in oratorio and
church work has deprived concertgoers of his personal
appearance in recital except on rare occasions. Those
who were fortunate in hearing his last two annual
recitals are looking forward with delight to this one,
for it should reveal the full value of his magnificent
voice and his talent as a true musician. Mr. Smallman
has given unusual consideration to the selection and
arrangement of the program and feels that it will be
the most pretentious he has ever offered.
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After the lights are out
The Steinway Speaks:

is/T knew and loved me. \Vai;ner

knew and loved me. Rubenstein,

Berlioz and Gounod knew and
loved me. I have been the com-
panion of genius for two kcic-i-

tions. My name is the Steinway Piano.

AVhat was there about me that caused Franz
Liszt, forty years ago, to say of me: "You
afford delight even to my old piano-weary

fingers?"

Why did Richard Wagner, writing from
Bayrcuth in 1879, declare: "Sounds of such

beauty as those coming from my Steinway

grand flatter and coax the most agreeable

tone - pictures from my harmonic melodic

senses?"

Why did Gounod, who gave us "Faust,"

write to my makers in 1888, "Mme. Adelina

Patti joins me in the ccstacy and mutual ad-

miration of your product ... I am overjoyed

at the consciousness of being the possessor of

one of your perfect instruments?" And what
was it that stirred the mighty Dr. Joseph
Joachim to assert: "Steinway is to the pianist

what Stradivarius is to the violinist?"

Companion of genius indeed have I been

!

Sometimes, when the stage is dark and the lid

over my strings is down, I brood over my long
years of such companionship.

I see Adelina Patti again, blowing kisses.

IJ'hiil does the Sleinwtiy piano think about,
when the curtain is down and the lights are
out, and the artist and the audience have
departed? Kloquent enough the Steinway is

when the moods of others are voiced on its

wondrous strings. But what are its own
moods and longingsf Listen/ It is about to

speak to us

and reaching for the flowers that were show-
ered at her feet, while I rested quietly in the

background and resolved to do even better in

her next accompaniment. I see good old

Franz Liszt again, after a tremendous rhap-

sody over my ivory keys. I see Edward Mac-
Dowell, working out his compositions over my
keyboard. I see the youthful, golden-haired

Paderewski of the eighties, the maturer Pade-
rcwski of the nineties, and the world-figure

and premier of Poland, the Paderewski of to-

day whose audiences overflow the largest halls

whenever he plays. And ever I am the com-
panion of all this genius.

But then I realize that the greater, the

sweeter triumph of my long career is hot to be

found on the concert stage at all.

The greater triumph awaits me when a

young couple, starting down the pathway of

wedded life, choose me to be their lifelong

companion in a home.

The sweetest triumph of all shall be when
first my keys are touched by the fingers of

some little girl, her printed scales before her,

and a lifetime of the best in music all ahead.

Admitted thus to the sacred intimacy of a
home and fireside, I know that I shall find

my truest triumph. And I shall strive to be

faithful to these who trust me. As long as my
strings endure, I shall strive to render to the

utmost my measure of abiding charm.

Sherman play& Go.
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

CHANGE OF PUBLICATION DATE

Owing to the fact that the letter carriers of the

San Francisco Post Office have a half holiday on
Saturdays, and that naturally interferes with the
distribution of second class matter on that day,
the Pacific Coast Musical Review has lately been
delivered to its subscribers on Mondays. Inas-
much as it is impossible to publish the news of

the week if it became necessary to print the paper
on Thursdays instead of Fridays, we have de-

cided to change the publication day of this paper
to I\Iondays, beginning with this issue. This
will give us an opportunity to publish practi-

cally all news of the preceding week and give a
forecast of all the news of the new week. We
believe this to be more advantageous to our read-
ers. Furthermore, our subscribers in other parts
of the State will receive the paper on publication
date, for it will continue to be mailed on Friday
afternoon or Saturday morning. Copy for this

issue should be received at this office not later
than Wednesday before 5 o'clock p. m., instead
of Tuesday before S o'clock as heretofore. Ad-
vertisers will have an opportunity to announce
their events for the current week, thus reminding
the public of these concerts at the last possible
moment. We believe the new arrangement to
be of greater benefit to the profession as well as
the musical public.

MEMORIALIZING A WORTHY MUSICIAN

The Letters and Papers of Oscar Weil, which
are about to be published by the Book Club of
California and which are edited by Flora J. Arn-
stein, Albert I. Elkus and Steward W. Young,
represent a worthy recognition of the invaluable
services of a musician who stood for the best in

the art in the community wherein he had been
active for so many years. The book is not only a
personal tribute to, worthy achievements, but it

also includes a large part of musical history
which will prove of unusual interest to the read-
ers. The volume also represents a great labor of
love, no one knows how tedious and difficult it is

to collect data absolutely correct as to date and
significance, and the writer is willing to compli-
ment those who edited the book for their ten-
acity, patience and thoroughness. It is a worthy
monument to the intellectual influence in music
exercised by Oscar Weil during his many years
of service to this community.

v^-as vuicompromising in his attitude toward
music. Unless an achievement dovetailed with
his preconceived ideas of proficiency he had no
use for it. On the other hand, if he found any-
one eager to pursue his or her studies with that

fidelity and conscientiousness which was bound
to result in thoroughness he was exceedingly
encouraging and frequently went to tlie incon-

venience of writing personal letters expressing
his satisfaction to the artists. While we could
not always subscribe to the methods employed
by Mr. Weil in his pursuit of artistic perfection,

we could not help admiring his principles, and
the good he did in this community through his

influence upon young, aspiring and deserving
disciples of the art which is incalculable in its

scope.

Therefore, the book which is about to be pub-
lished represents a worthy memorial to one who
is entitled to the respect and admiration of any-
one truly fond of high artistic principles and
achievements. We shall have more to say about
Mr. Weil's influence in the musical development
of San Francisco when we have a chance to care-

fully read the Letters and Papers of Oscar Weil.

We shall presently publish more detailed ac-
counts of this book. In the meantime we wish to
add our share of tribute to the cause which in-
spired the publication of the book. Oscar Weil

THIRD ANNUAL MUSIC WEEK A SUCCESS

The third annual Music Week, whicli took place in
San Francisco from Tuesday. October 30tli, until Sun-
day, November 4th. was a brilliant success and as usual
the various committees and chairmen are entitled to
hearty commendation. Since it is utterly impossible to
record everyone of the events in detailed form and since
we simply could not attend one-tenth of them we shall
just copy the names of the committee members and
officers and also copy from the official program the
events that took place at the Civic Auditorium and the
Public Library, leaving the public school and miscel-
laneous concerts. If some of our friends and readers
want to have their programs published in the next issue
or two we shall be glad to have them, but it is utterly
impossible to take care of a thousand programs, and
to mention one and not the others would not be just.
So here is a part of the official program:

Civic Auditorium Events—Tuesday, October 30th—12
Noon—Organ Recital, Raymond White. 1:30 p. m.—San
Francisco School Cliildren's Concert. Under the Di-
rection of Miss Estelle Carpenter. Rudy Seiger, Violin-
ist; Uda Waldrop, Organist. 8:30 p. m.—Massed Band
Concert. Army, Navy and Municipal Bands in separate
numbers and massed. Solo Numbers by Assisting Ar-
tists. Wednesday, October 31st—12 Noon—Organ Re-
cital, T. J. Irwin. 1:30 p. m. San Francisco Parochial
Schools. Under the Direction of Rev. Ralph Hunt. 8:20
p. m.—San Francisco Symphony Orchestra. Alfred
Hertz, Conductor. Under auspices of City and County of
San Francisco. Thursday. November 1st—12 Noon Organ
Recital. Wm. Carruth. 3:30 p. m.—Junior Auxiliary. Pa-
cific Musical Society. Orchestra, Solo and Ensemble
Numbers. Mrs. Wm. Banks. President. 8:20 p. m.—Con-
cert by California Federation of Music Clubs. Mrs. Lillian
Birmingham, President. Friday November 2nd—12
Noon—Organ Recital, Uda Waldrop. 8:20 p. m.—Artists'
Concert by prominent California and Eastern Artists.
Under the Direction of Selby C. Oppenheimer. Sunday,
November 4th—2:30 p. m.—Church Choir Festival Con-
cert. The Combined Choirs of the Jewish, Roman
Catholic and Protestant Churches celebrating the clos-
ing of Music Week. Under the auspices of the Cali-
fornia Federation of Musical Clubs, Mrs. Lilliam Bir-
mingham, President.

Public Library Programs—Special programs under
auspices University of California Extension Division.
Monday. October 29th—2:30 p m.—Redtern Mason. In-
formal Talk on Music, Rena Lazelle, Soprano. 7:30 p. m.—Arillaga Music School. Faculty Recital. 8:30 p. m.^
S. F. Conservatory of Music. Pupils' Recital. Tuesday,
October 30th—7:30 p. m.—Miss Frances D. Woodbridge;
Mr. Walter Wenzel, Pianist. 8:30 p. m.—Madame
Lizette Kalova, Violinist. Miss M, Towler, Accompanist.
Violin Recital. Wednesday, October 31st—2:30 p. m.

—

Mrs. Albert George Lang, Pianist; Miss Bstlier Deln-
inger. Pianist; Mr. Mother Wismer, Violinist; Mrs.
William Ritter, Accompanist. 3:30 p. m.—Recital by
Pupils of Mrs. Suzanne Pasmore-Brooks, Pianist. 7:30
p. m.—Harp and Song Recital. Miss Marie Dillon, Harp-
ist: Miss Leigh O'Sullivan, Lyric Soprano; Mrs. Carol
Jarboe, Accompanist. 8:30 p. m—Chopin Recital. Mrs.
Olga Block Barret. Pianist. Miss Mary Campbell Rix-
ford. Pianist. Thursday, November 1st—2:30 p. m.

—

Elias M. Hecht (founder of Chamber Music Society).
Illustrated Lecture. 3:30 p. m.—Mrs. Pasmore-Brooks
Violinist: Miss Sherwood. 'Cellist. 7:30 p. m.—Vocal
Recital by Pupils of Madame Armand Cailleau; Miss
Hazel Nichols. Accompanist, 8:30 p. m.—Mrs. Nellie
Strong Stevenson, Pianist; Mr. John C. Manning,
Pianist; Miss Constance Reese, Soprano; Mrs. G. H.
Minten, Accompanist. Friday, November 2nd—7:30
p. m.—Song Recital. Mrs. M. E. Blanchard. 8:30 p. m.—
Vocal Recital by Pupils of Mrs. Pearl Hossack Whit-
comb; Miss Irene Millrer, Accompanist, Saturday, No-
vember 3rd—11 a. m.—Children's Concert. (Children
Only.) 2:30 p. m.—Community Music School. Miss Ger-
trude Field. Director. 3:30 p. m.—Recital by Pupils of
.loseph George Jacobson. Pianist. 7:30 p. m.—Miss Eula
Grandberry. Soprano; Mrs. Edward E. Young. Pianist-
Mrs. Neivton Tharp, Reader. Sunday. November 4th—
2:30 p. ra.—Miss Marguerite Toel. Soprano: Mr. Walter
Frank Wenzel. Accompanist—French Program: Berge-
rettes and Art Songs. 3:30 p. m.—Vocal and Piano Re-

cital. Miss Hilda Paramino, Soprano; Miss Zelva Naess,
Norwegian Pianist.
Executive Committee—Mayor James Rolph, Jr.,

Honorary Chairman; Hon. J. Emmet Hayden, Chair-
man; Wm. H. Crocker, Treasurer; Mrs H. Roy Stovel,

Secretary; Henry L. Mayer, Honorary Chairman; Geo.
R. Hughes, Vice Chairman; Thos. F. Boyle, Auditor;
Anne T. Jackson. Office Secretary; James J. Black,

Shirley Walker, A. W. Widenham. Chester W. Rose-
krans. Director of Activities.

Special Committee Chairmen—Auditorium Events

—

Hon. J. Emmet Hayden; Advertising, James J, Black;
Army and Navy Posts—Major General Morton, U. S. A.;
Admiral E. *impson, U. S. N. ; Artists Concerts. Selby
C. Oppenheimer; Band Concerts, Hon. J. Hynes;
Churches, Mrs. Lillian Birmingham, President Califor-

nia Federation of Musical Clubs; City Programs, Geo,
H. Hooke; Colored Committee, R. E. Williamson; Fi-

nance, Geo. R. Hughes; Foreign Born Group, Mrs.
Frederick Canney; Hotels, Theatres and Motion Picture
Houses, Mrs. Mildred Pollock; Industrial Music, San
Francisco Musical Club, Mrs. Horatio StoU. President;
Libraries, Robert Rea: Mayor and Board of Super-
visors. Hon. Emmet Hayden; Men's and Women's Civic
and Social Clubs. Music Teachers" Association, Mrs.
Alvina Heuer Wilson, President; ]\Ien's and Women's
Fraternal and Welfare Organizations, Mrs. M. E.
Blanchard; Music Survey Committee, Mrs. L. M. Speigl;
Music to "Shut-Ins," Pacific Musical Club. Mrs. Wm.
Banks. President; Neighborhood Centers. Cutler Paige;
Orchestral Concerts, A. W. Widenham; Organ Recitals,
Hon. Emmet Hayden; Parochial Schools. Rev. Ralph
Hunt; Playground Commission, Miss M. Philomene
Hagan; Programs, Shirley Walker; Pubic School Music,
Miss Estelle Carpenter; Publicity, Wm. Unmack; Radio
Program. Norman Rushton; University of California Ex-
tension Division. Julius R. Waybur.

A DELIGHTFUL AFFAIR

The San Francisco Music Teachers* Association heard
a very eujoyable program at its monthly meeting which
took place at the residence of Mrs. J. E. Birmingham on
Monday evening, November 26th. One of the soloists
was Anil Deer who created somewhat of a sensation by
reason of her beautiful voice and the individualistic
and artistic style in which she interpreted the composi-
tions. Particularly impressive was her interpretation of
The Laughing Song from Auber's Manon Lescaut which
some of those present claimed not to have heard quite
so effectively done since the days of Trebelli. Miss Deer
sang Aria from Robert ie Diable (Meyerbeer), Robin
(words by Anil Deer), Knauer, La Reine Topaz (Masse)
and as encore The Laughing Song from Manon Lescaut
(Auber). Miss Deer was handsomely gowned in a Pa-
risian importation consisting of a dress of gold lace
over flame colored silk. Mr. Knauer played the accom-
paniments most tastefully. Willard Batchelder was the
pianist of the occasion and again acquitted himself with
distinct credit playing a group of standai'd composition
in a manner conformant to the highest artistic prin-
ciples.

The New York String Quartet was entertained at an
elaborate luncheon given in their honor at the Bohemian
Club on Friday, November 16th, by Sir Henry Heyman.
These distinguished musicians had a letter of intro-
duction to Sir Henry who acted as host and gave the
visitors an idea what genuine hospitality dispensed by
an expert is like.

Lillian Swaey, a very gifted and excellently trained
young violinist, pupil of Artur Argiewicz, scored a de-
cided triumph at the Coliseum Theatre last week, where
she appeared evei-y day interpreting a number of ex-
cellent compositions most effectively.

Irene De Martini, a very accomplished young soprano
soloist, scored quite a success recently while singing
for the "KPO" Radio Station. Her selections included
Stride la vanipa from Traviata (Verdi) and I Hid My
Love (D'Hardelot). Miss De Martini will be remem-
bered as one of the specially able students introduced
by Mme. Joseph Beringer and one who always has been
most active in private and public musical functions.

MME. TROMBONI INTRODUCES ARTISTS

Mme. Emma Tromboni gave a most enjoyable pro-
gi'am of compositions by Mary Carr Moore at her
studio in the Kohler & Chase building on Saturday eve-
ning, November 17th, which proved quite a success from
an artistic standpoint. The compositions of Mrs. Moore
are always pleasing to listen to and when interpreted
by two such delightful young singers as Beatrice Hein
and Norlna Garrett they make a specially fine impres-
sion. The compositions represented on the program
were: Duet I Love Thee. The Brooklet, Dweller in My
Dreams, Fate, with cello oblieato played bv Theodor
Barrett, May, Midsummer, The Tryst. Road Song.
Winter. Immortal Birth, Cello Romanza, Longing, Rock-
abye Lady, Shadows, Song of the Faun, Bird and the
Squirrel, My Soul I'll Pour Into Thee, Tou and Mys-
terious Power.

-All of Mme. Tromboni's events are notable because
of the sincerity and artistic atmosphere that prevails at
them. The audience gave cordial attention to the young
artists and showed their pleasure through the liberality
of their applause. Norma Garrett possesses a mezzo
soprano of splendid timbre and quality and although
having just made her debut she gives much promise
tor an artistic career. Beatrice Hein is a soprano of
fine clarity and pliancy and she sings her colorature
passages concisely and accurately. Both singers are un-
questionably young vocalists who have greatly bene-
fitted by competent advice and training.
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CRUSHED GRAPES
BY ANIL DEER

" 'Tis the crushed grape that gives out the blood-red

wine. 'Tis the suffering soul that breathes the sweetest

melody."
The verse remains in memory, the au-

thor's name forgotten, it matters not,

the thought is the thing, not by whom it

is written. A message given and re-

t L-ived. therein lies the value. The mes*
.senger passes on and Father Time ob-

literates his foot prints.

The wine will vary in color and qual-

ity, according to the variety of grape se-

lected, yet the juice extracted will, in

, turn to wine.
The soul need not continue suffering,

nor may all suffer equally or for the same cause, but,

the ability and capacity to suffer must be there, if one

would waft sweet melodies on barren air. Whether
these melodies be vocally, instrumentally or poetically

produced is nonessential.

The singer though, whose voice is a true indicator of

the owner's personality, should exert the greatest care

In character building, if a noble and beautiful quality

in vocal material is desired. Strange as it may seem
at first thought, one will find the singer's character

leaves an indelible print on their tonal timbre, whether
for good or ill. that depending on individualism.

When students feel a dislike for their own quality,

which often happens, it is most encouraging, showing an

inherent dislike for characteristics which exist at the

time, but may be eradicated by self analysis and treat-

ment. Not intending to infer one need attain perfection

of character in order to possess the same in tone, that

is not given to mortal man or woman, but, learn to

strike a happy medium, smoothing the rough edges
which protrude and threaten to predominate. If selfish-

ness, round it off, until only a rational normal amount re-

mains. If temper be the besetting evil, don't endeavor
to become a spineless cactus, but, remove the poisonous
thorns.
Above all, let sincerity, not affectedness be your aim.

Audiences are quick to sense any lack of sincerity and
they quickly punish by dislike, shown by a coldness of

reception.
The voice we all love best to remember is that of

our mother crooning a baby lullaby, it may have been
out of tune, most often is, being untrained. Yet a mother
singing to her child is voicing aloud her own best quali-

ties, this the child senses, and therein lies the deep
attraction, not in the art, often there is none, but in the

selfless, true, loving timbre, developed by giving of the
best within, not catering to the worst.

Choose your grapes with care, selecting suitable stock

for the wine desired, though you may not care to allow
it to ferment. Grape juice is a delicious beverage,
strengthening and most welcome on a warm summer
day. So with your voice, even though you may not
contemplate carrying the work to the heights, make it

expressive of the best of which you are mentally and
morally capable. The gain will be manifold.

SOPHIE BRASLAU IN RECITAL

Sophie Braslau, contralto, will be heard in recital,

Monday evening, December 10th, at Scottish Rite Hall,

under management of the Elwyn Concert Bureau. It is

not too much to say that If Miss Braslau repeats here
her recent triumphs in New York, her recital here will

be a major event of the current musical season. Fol-

lowing her recent recital in New York, Deems Taylor of

the World had this to say: "Miss Braslau's voice has long
been famous; it is a big voice and a beautiful one. That
is probably why the crowd that gathered at Carnegie
Hall yesterday afternoon to hear her first song recital

in two seasons was large enough to have been going
to a Philharmonic matinee.

Hut Miss Braslau showed a great deal more than a
voice yesterday afternoon. She showed, among other
things, that she evidently takes singing seriously, for
she has worked something very like a miracle in her
tone production. Her singing was strikingly easy and
unforced, with a brightness of color in the upper tones
that would have put many a dramatic soprano to blush.
Miss Braslau's gifts are strongly dramatic, and her

best interpretive work was done in these songs that
called for a measure of characterization. "Der Dop-
polgaenger" was perhaps the finest thing she did,
wonderfully simple in conception and deeply impressive
In its sustained mood of quiet terror. Almost equally
good, in quite another way, was the old English "Send
Me a Lover. St. Valentine," which had captivating
humor and lightness of touch, and in which, incidental-
ly, she did some beautiful singing."

Tickets on sale for the Breslau recital and all Elwyn
attractions, including Heifitz, at Sherman Clay and
Company.

said to possess to a remarkable degree that unexplained
something which creates an atmosphere of happy con-

tentment in a concert hall. One likes her immediately
at first sight for it is evident that she is always in

good spirits, always sincere and natural. A writer in

the Portland (Maine) Journal once said, "if anyone
could tempt me to the use of superlatives, it would be
Olive Kline for she is indeed a charming singer and a

charming person." It will be a genuine pleasure to wel-

come such an artist, not only for her great talents but
also because she represents the lofty aim of native

singers. Tickets on sale for Victor Quartet and all

Elwyn attractions, including Heifitz at Sherman Clay
& Company.

OLIVE KLINE'S SAN FRANCISCO'S DEBUT

Miss Olive Kline, who sings at the Curran Theatre
Friday afternoon, December 7th, on the Elwyn. Artist
Series, is a young American soprano who has come into
unusual prominence recently. She appears here as one
of the Quartet of Victor Artists. Her claims to the
high level on which critics have placed her are first,

of course, a voice of peculiarly clear quality and a nat-
ural gift to handle it exquisitely; few If any of the
young singers in the last three or four years liavo
displayed such richness of Imagination and Inborn
musical sense; added to these virtues. Miss Kline ia

ROYAL DADMUN TO SING NEXT WEEK

Few singers are so successful in the singing of songs
as Royal Dadmun, the eminent American baritone, who
is shortly to appear here in recital, on the Elwyn Artist

Series, at the Curran Theatre. Friday afternoon, Decem-
ber 7th. Richard Aldrich in the New York Times, fol-

lowing one of Mr. Dadmun's appearances in New York
said that he "has a voice of good quality, which was
pleasing in the lyric style which most of his numbers
were set in." And the Portland (Me.) Daily Press, after

one of his concerts in that city said that he "has a

beautiful voice. His interpretive powers are immensely
satisfying and his songs were given distinguished de-

livery. Not the least attractive feature of Mr. Dadmun's
recitals are his skillfully selected and artistically ar-

ranged programs. That which he has prepared for his

concert here with Quartet of Victor Artists may be re-

garded as a model of its kind. Tickets on sale for this

and all Elwyn attractions, including Heifitz, at Sher-

man Clay & Company.

THE YEAR'S FINAL "POP" CONCERT

At yesterday afternoon's concert in the Curran Thea-
tre by the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, under
the leadership of Alfred Hertz, Louis Persinger again
appeared as soloist. Yesterday's programme, which was
a repetition of that presented Friday afternoon, in-

cluded, in addition to Persinger's performance of the
Lalo F. Minor Violin Concerto, the Rachmaninoff EMinor
Symphony and Arensky's popular Variations on a

Theme of Tschaikowsky, arranged for string orchestra.

Persinger, who is now in his ninth season as concert
master and assistant conductor of the Symphony, for-

merly held similar positions in Brussels and with the
famous Philharmonic Orchestra of Berlin. After re-

turning to America, his native country, he made several
extensive tours, appearing as soloist with the leading
symphony orchestras and in recitals.

The popular Concert to be given next Sunday after-

noon, December 9, will be the last one in the regular
Popular Series until after the first of the year, and for

this occasion a programme of genuine favorites has
been selected, containing as its principal item the G
Minor Symphony of Mozart, considered by many to be
his greatest orchestral writing. Other numbers an-

nounced are the overture to Mendelssohn's Midsum-
mer Night's Dream, the Dream Pantomime from Hum-
perdinck's Hansel and Gretel. the Sylvia Ballet Suite of

Delibes and Liszt's brilliant E Major Polonaise.
For the pair of regular symphony concerts to be given

on Friday and Sunday afternoons, December 14 and 16,

Miss Ellen Edwards and Allan Bier will appear as
assisting artists with the orchestra, playing the difficult

piano parts in the Saint-Saens Carnival of the Ani-
mals. The programme for this pair of concerts will

also include a suite of Tomraasini arranged from five

Scarlatti sonatas, the D Minor Symphony of Schumann
and Ravel's La Valse.

William F. Laraia, instructor in violin at Mills College,
is appearing as a member of the San Francisco Trio for
the third season, the other members being Willem
Dehe, 'cellist, and Elsie Cook Hughes, pianist. The first

concert of this year's series was given Tuesday eve-
ning, November 27, at the St. Francis Hotel. Mr.
iLaraia received his musical education in Italy, gradu-
ating from the Conservatory of Bologna, later studying
with the great master, Cesar Thomson, in Brussels.
Mr. Laraia has been conected with fine orchestras
and chamber music organizations both in Europe and
America, and has also distinguished himself as a solo-

ist. Last semester he was concert master with the
People's Symphony Orchestra.

Mrs. Birdeena Leonora Tuttle, dramatic reader, of Seat-
tle, Washington, will be heard in recital in the audito-
rium of the Arrillaga Musical College, Friday evening,
December 7. Mrs. Tuttle will be assisted by Miss Ednah
Sullivan, pianist, and George Edwards, organist. The
program in full follows: Valse de Concert (Wieniaw-
ski), Ednah Sullivan: Nigh to Jericho (G. S. B.), Inva-
lided (G. S. B), The Schoffer (G. S. B.). As It Was
(G. S. B.), Birdeena Leanore Tuttle; Chorale in A
Minor (Cesar Franck), George Edwards; Da Boy from
Rome (T. A. Daly), Da Flute in Spring (T. A. Daly).
Da Lettia Boy (T. A. Daly), Da Love Song (T. A.
Daly), Birdeena Leanore Tuttle; A Group of Preludes
(Chopin), Ednah Sullivan; Medieval Ballads—Count Sol
(Catalan) Sun and Moon (Roumanian), Birdeena Lea-
nore Tuttle.

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
LeRoy V. Brant. Director

Offera Coursca In All Branchea of Hoalc at
All Slasea of Advancement

SAN JOSG CALIFORNIA

MRS. MILES A. DRESSKELL
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Hannah Fletcher Coykendall
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San Jose. Cal.
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PRIVATE AND CLASS LESSONS
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MUSIC MASTERS

''Flaming Youth''
On the Screen

LOEWS WARFIELD
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COLORATURA SOPRANO

Address:

ADOLPH KNAUER
79 Central Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating
to music and musicians. Give name and address.
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Ed'tot,
Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,
San Francisco.

1. What was the first piece of muaic for the piano to

be published?—D. A.
Clementi's Opus 2. Th's opus contains three sonatas

and was published in London in 1773. Music had been
published before th's time naming the pianoforte as an
alternative instrument with the clavichord and the
harpsichord; but the Clementi Op. 2 was the first music
written and published distinctly and solely for the
pianoforte.

2. Who were the first of Liszt's pupils?—S. C.
Hans von Bulow and Carl Tausig.
3. What is the proper accentuation of the word

Fantasia?—H. T. A.
It should be accented on the th'rd syllable, fan-ta-si-a

4. Give me the names of several modern Dutch com-
posers.—T. W. T.

Richard Hoi. Julius Roentgen. Bernard Zweers, Al-
phonse Diepenbrock, Cora Dopper.

5. What is meant by a crowned note?—S. E.
A note with a fermata or hold over it.

LEADING CONCERT
ATTRACTIONS

Selby C. Opp

ARTHUR PAII.

RUBINSTEIN- KOCHANSKI

ANNA CASE

Tlcke n. Clay « Co

COMl.XG
SOIISA AND HIS BA.M)
SCHIMASN-HEINK
PAVI.OW A AND HER BALLET RliSSE
De PACHMAXN—PADEREW'SKI
THE IS\DORA DrXCAN DANCERS
CHICAGO GRAND OPI-iRA COMPANY
GOGORXA—CHALIAPIN
ETC.. ETC., ETC.,

LEONIDA

CORONI
Baritone

CHARLES HART. Pianist

Scottish Rite Auditorium
Sutter and Van Ness

Tuesday Evening, Dec. 4
^served Seats—»1.00. *1.50. »2.00 Ipli

BENJAMIN

MOORE
2636 UNION STREET

SAX FRANCISCO

Telephone Fillmore 1624

BV APPOI\TMEXT

BEATRICE ANTHONY
TEACHER OF PIA.NO—ACCOMPANIST

Studio; 1000 t^nlon Stre«t Tel. Franklin 142

OPERA MANUSCRIPT LOST IN TAXI

LOST—Music manuscript entitled "Alglala." in taxi
en route Gramercy Park to Hotel Brevoort. Reward.
This notice, displayed in all of New York's principal

newspapers a short time ago. has failed to produce the
missing sheets of manuscript inscribed with the music
of the new American grand opera. "Alglala." by Fran-
cesco B. De Leone, the premiere of which by the Cleve-
land Opera Company was scheduled for February 28.

Cecil Fanning, the well-known baritone and poet who
is author of the libretto, and Business Manager William
H. Wyl'e. of the Cleveland company, were the last ones
to see the manuscript. They had called at the studio of
.Anna Fitziu, the soprano, while the two were on a
hurried trip to New York. Miss Fitziu sang through the
first act of the opera. Then before leaving. Fanning
wrapped the pages into a neat bundle, tied them with a
string, and put them in the hands of Wylie. The two
then boarded a taxicab bound for the Hotel Brevoort.

"It was dusk." Mr. Wylie explained, speaking of the
circumstances under which the manuscript was lost.

"Mr. Fanning got out at Gramercy Park. I took the
music and continued on to the hotel. Then I stepped
out of the machine, paid the driver, and went up to my
room. On arrival there I suddenly realized that I did
not have the bundle of music with me. All efforts to
recover it since have been unsuccessful."

G. Schirmer. Inc.. has another copy fortunately, but
it is now being used to make engravings for publishing
the work and the manuscript will not be accessible to
performers before December 1st at the earliest.

Mr. Fanning, who is on an extended concert tour
through the Middle West, is naturally much disturbed
over the incident. "This is a serious misfortune." he
said, "and has held up rehearsals for several weeks.

baritone

FAKKINC;
BEflTflAUD - BP.OWAI
PERSONAL KBPRBSBNTATIVE
AEOLIAN HALL NEW VORK

Exposition Auditorium
THTRSDAV EVENING. DECEMBER 0, AT 8:20

Only San FrancUco Appearance Tfalx
SeoMon of

Marcel Dupree

A Program of Rare Excellence, Including
His Own Improvisations

t\o War Tax)
(1.00. Admission, 2Se.

Hayden. Chnii

LINCOLN
BATCHELDER

Pianist -- Accompanist

Studio 412 Cole St. : Phone Hemlock 368

Plans for the production, however, are not abandoned
but temporarily delayed. We are all looking forward,
hoping for the best."

TO JOIN NATIONAL MUSIC WEEK STAFF
Kenneth S. Clark, who has been connected with Com-

munity Service since 1919, is within a month to become
associated with C. M. Tremaine, director of the N^ational
Bureau for the Advancement of Music. He will first

take up the duties of assistant secretary of the Na-
tional Music Week Committee, of which Mr. Tremaine
is the secretary. Following the National Music Week,
May 4-10. 1924. Mr. Clark will assist Mr. Tremaine in
the work of the National Bureau for the Advancement
of Music. Mr. Clark is a composer, and was for five

years on the editorial staff of Musical America. During
the war he was the army song leader of the Seventy-
ninth Division, both in this country and in France. Fol-
lowing his return to America he joined the musical
staff of Community Service and for the last two years
he has been in charge of that organization's Bureau of
Community Music.

NEW MUSIC
New publications from the Chappell-Harms Company,

New York.
Ten secular songs recently issued by Chapell-Harms.

Inc.. New Y'ork. supply admirable material for teacher
and singer. One sacred song from the same publisher
will be sure to he used by every church singer.

Songs for Solo Voice
Haydn Wood: Some One Brought Me Daffodils.
Molly Carew: Tiptoe.
Hermann Lohr: Whatever Is—Is Best.
Bernard Hamblen: There's a Song in My Heart.

When Singing-Birds Were Mute.
Montague F. Phillips: Wind on the Wheat.
Maude Craske Day: Arise O Sun.
A. Emmett Adams: Life's Roadway.
Eric Coates: June's First Rose.
Jack Thompson: A Flower from Memory's Garden.

Sacred Song for Solo Voice
Ward-Stephens: Shepherd Take Me by the Hand.

NOTED PRIMA DONNA IN FLAMING YOUTH
Myrtle Stedman's name has been associated with pic-

tures so long that we forget that she was famous once
as a prima donna in light opera. Miss Stedman filled
that role before she went into picture ten years ago.
Then it was to appear as the lead in Westerns produced
by the old Selig Company. Since then she has become
one of the screen's most brilliant actresses, especially
in roles portraying matured womanhood. The Myrtle
Stedman of former days came back during the filming
of First National's Flaming Youth, in which she appears
in one of the leading parts. Between camera "shots"
the players grouped around the stage orchestra, and, led
by Miss Stedman they sang several favorites from The
Chocolate Soldier, The Mikado and from other comic
operas in which she sang. Flaming Youth is the feature
picture this week at the Warfield Theatre. Associated
with Miss Stedman in this absorbing photoplay are
such screen luminaries as Colleen Moore, who plays
the leading part; Milton Sills, Elliott Dexter, Sylvia
Breamer. Betty Francisco. Phillips Smalley, Walter
McGrail. Ben Lyon and others.

Frank Moss
PIANIST

Residence Studio, 850 Geary Street, Apt.

Tel. Prospect 3071
AV.\IL.\RLE FOK RECIT.VLS

S. F. CONCERT DEC. 14, 1923

«S Po.st Street DouelnH 72<t7

KARL RACKLE
PIANIST—INSTRUCTOR

STENGER VIOLINS
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IT
IS generally known in the

musical world that the Knabe
is to-day the favorite instru-

ment of Leopold Godowsky

—

greatest living pianist—and also of

a group of super-artists whose
careers are untainted by any sus-

picion of commercialism.

Through sheer merit, unaided by
sensational publicity, Knabe has

become the chosen medium for the

highest expression of the pianistic

art. It is acknowledged by leading

authorities to be "the worlds su-

preme pianoforte."

The same qualities that have won
pre-eminence in select musical

circles make the Knabe the ideal

piano for the home especially in

combination with the marvelous
Ampico re-enacting'^^ piano.

The Ampico re-creates in your

home the playing of the master
musicians, on the very instru-

ment—the Knabe— preferred by
them for their personal and public

work.

KOHLER* er *CHASE-
26 0'FARRELL STREET- SAN FRANCISCO
Hih .nJ Cl.y Sir„t. y—=V SACRAMENTO
OAKLAND
KNABE

SAN JOSE
AMPICO

NEW YORK MUSIC SEASON IS IN FULL SWING

Many Distinguished Artists Attract Large Audiences and Delight With
Their Programs—The Two Oldest New York Symphony Orches-

tras Begin Their Seasons Auspiciously—Metropolitan
Opera Company Opens Brilliant Season

BY ANNA SCHULMAN

•(Copyright 1922. Ai

New York, November 27.

Mitja Nikisch, son of the famous Sir

Arthur Nikisch, was awaited with inter-

est to determine whether his fame ahroad
was due to the halo of his father's name
or to his own merit. It is not easy to

live up to a famous name, but he showed
his inheritance in his artistic playing.

He has the impetuosity of youth, which
maturity will calm, and a rich warmth
was discernible in the romantic num-
bers. The applause was sincere, and ob-

viously meant for himself.

Paul Althouse and Arthur Middleton,

former tenor and baritone, respectively,

nf the Metropolitan Opera House, were
heard in a joint recital at Carnegie Hall.

They gave several duets, in addition to

solos, and were accorded a hearty wel-

come to the concert stage. They are

making a tour of the country.

The Philharmonic Society of New York
started its eighty-second season under
the direction of a young conductor,

Willem Van Hoogstraten. The program
was purely orchestral, and was warmly
and enthusiastically received.

Josef Hoffman, whom we pianists bow
down to and worship, gave his first re-

cital of the season. Words are totally

inadequate. He is perfection. As usual,

the house stormed the stage and he gave
nearly a dozen encores. When the lights

were put out the audience departed.

Sasha Jacobsen, a young Russian violin-

ist, gave his annual Carnegie Hall re-

cital. His playing has the warmth of his

race and his musicianship was evidence
of hard' and careful study. He gave
a beautiful program, containing a charm-
ing number by his dear friend Levitski.

The accompaniments were played skill-

fully by Harry Kaufman.

Sophie Braslau, formerly the contralto of

the Metropolitan Opera House, gave her
annual New York recital. She sang to a
crowded and enthns'astic house. It is a
delight to liear her. fur her voice touches
"something" in all of us, and makes us
feel that life is worth living after all.

The Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra,
under the baton of Stokowski, gave Us
first concert of the season in New York.
This splendid organization is always en-

thusiastically received, and always plays
to sold-out houses, which is considerable
of a feat when one considers that New
York has three symphonies of its very
own. -

The New York Symphony, under Walter
Damrosch. has already given several
Beethoven programs. Hoffman was so-

loist at the first: Nikisch at the second.
Damrosch has added a postlude to the
programs, so as to include little known
works of Beethoven; they are beautiful
numbers, written for certain of the in-

struments. It offers a splendid oppor-
tunity for getting acquainted with these
charming works.

Cecelia Hansen accomplished the diffi-

cult and unusual feat of treating New
Yorkers to a sensation when she gave
her first recital here. She is young and
beautiful and was Auer's pupil when he
was in Russia, .\lthough her success
abroad caused her to be widely heralded
here, her recital was truly a sensation.
She was not only a delight to the eye,
but also to the ear. Her playing has the
spiritual quality we look for in Heifitz.

and with it a beautiful tone and wonder-
ful musical understanding. She actually
swept her audience "off its feet." Her
second recital entirely fulfilled the prom-
is^ of the first, and another is scheduled
t6 take place at the Metropolitan Opera
House.

Bauer, the eminent pianist and president
of the Beethoven Society, gave his first

recital at Aeolian Hall. His playing is

always a joy to the student, who some-
how receives the impression that he is

receiving a personal lesson from the
master: the evening is therefore profit-

able as well as enjoyable.

Elman, the popular violinist, gave his
only New York recital of the season.
He was assisted by his sister, who played
the Brahms Opus. 78 with him. Especial-
ly interesting was the fact that one
group of the program consisted of a num-
ber of compositions by Albert Spalding,
the American violinist.

The opening of the opera !n New York
marks the beginning of the social season,
as well as adding to the brilliance of the
musical season. Jeritza, the Viennese
blonde beauty and soprano, opened the
season in Thais. Her exquisite voice and
histrionic ability still hold her audiences
enthralled. Fleta, a young Spanish tenor,
made his debut later in the week and
proved to be a good actor as well as a
fine singer. Chaliapin scored again as
Boris in the opera of that name. Both
new voices and new operas are promised
for this season. Rumor has it that
Chaliapin will have his own Russian
opera company and will tour the country.

Among other artists heard this week
were Elly Ney and Ethel Leginska, both
pianists gaining steadily in favor; Ru-
dolph Polk, assisting artist with Chalia-
pin, giving his annual violin recital at
Carnegie; Katherine Goodson. pianist:
Felix Salmond, the English Cellist, play-
ing to a satisfied audience; and Arthur
Loesser, a brilliant young American
pianist.

ELENA GERHARDT

The Alice Seckels Matinee Musicales,
this season more popular than ever, of-

fer as the third great artist of the series

the famous "lieder" singer, Elena Ger-

hardt.
Gerhardt is today recognized the world

over as one of the foremost singers of art

songs. Wherever she appears she at-

tracts not only the regular concert-goer

but also many distinguished artists. The
latter feel that no matter how great
flave been their own achievements they
can always learn something by listening

to the interpretations of Miss Gerhardt.
They realize that back of her art there

is great intelligence.

It goes without saying that the limited

capacity of the St. Francis ballroom,
where the Seckels" matinees are given,

will on the occasion of the only appear-
ance of Gerhardt in San Francisco, on
Monday afternoon, December 17, include
in the audience in addition to the four
hundred regular subscribers of the series

every musician and true music lover in

the city who can be accommodated with
seating space. The Gerhardt program is

a gem. including groups of the most im-
portant works of Beethoven, Dvorak,
Brahms. Weingartner and Erie Wolff.

Paula Hegner will be at the piano for
Miss Gerhardt.
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Brisk Concert Activity Continues

nother Week Redolent With Hgh Class Musical

Events Keeps San Francisco Musical Public

Busy^-Many Delightful Programs—Josef

Lhevinne the Week's Musical Sensation

BY ALFRED METZGER

every phrase combined to add to the many admirers

the distinguished musician already had in San Fran-

cisco. There are various types of great pianists, each
of whom has his or her followers, but Josef Lhevinne
belongs to the type that appeals most to our taste, and
evidently we are not alone in our preference.

During our twenty-five years' activity in musical jour-

nalism in San Francisco we have never experienced

quite as active a music season as the one that has

just begun. Compared to the large cities of the East

the number of our concerts is, of course, not ex-

ceptionally astonishing, but compared to the population

of the city we certainly are kept busy. Indeed the

writer is convinced that managers are not wise to send

so many artists to California. We have a population of

something over 4,000.000 in this state {not as large as

Greater New York) and yet these 4.000.000 people of

which, possibly 200.000 are either directly or indirectly

interested in music are expected to support almost as

many musical attractions as Greater New York is. Of

course San Francisco in the North and Los Angeles in

the South are expected to support the big majority of

musical events. There are in either city barely five

thousand people attending concerts of indi\idual artists.

No effort is made on the part of managers or artists

to increase the number of concert attendants, no effort

is made to make artists unknown to the West familiar

to the musical public. Our concert-going public can only

be increased and art'sts not known can only become
known through adequate publicity IN THE TERRI-
TORY WHEREIN THEY WANT TO APPEAR. Pub-

licity in music journals published in New York has no
influence with the musical public of our Pacific Western
music centers. The Pacific Coast Musical Review pub-
I'shed in San Francisco, the Pacific Coast Musician
published in Los Angeles (both weekly publications)

and Music and Musicians published in Seattle (monthly)
are the ONLY MEDIUMS through which the musical
public of the Pacific West can be reached, and any ad-

vertising solicitor who claims otherwise is simply ob-

taining money under false pretenses.

We have said that the conceil-going public in San
Francisco and Los Angeles consists of five thousand
people, by this we mean that during the course of

a season five thousand different people go to concerts,

excepting, of course, the concerts of artists of so called

sensational calibre who frequently attract unusually
large audiences. Since symphony concerts are attended
by sixty thousand people during a season and grand
opera by fifty thousand it is evident that concert at-

tendance is not what it should be. The expenditure of

only a comparatively few dollars would increase concert
attendance by from 25 to 50 per cent a season, and
yet artists and managers who invest from five to ten
thousand dollars a year in ONE Eastern music jour-

nal to gamble on the future success of an European
artist, are absolutely unrelenting on the proposition
of spending a few hundred dollars with the Pacific

Coast music journals to gamble on the success of the
American artists about whom they brag so much. The
result is that hardly any American artist is able to

reg'ster a financial success commensurate with the
support the Pacific West is able to give him. And as
long as managers and artists refuse to consider the in-

crease of competition by also contributing to the IN-
CREASE OP THE CONCERT-GOING PUBLIC bv
means of PUBLICITY IN LOCAL TERRITORIES they
will eventually discover the Pacific Coast to be a losing
territory and resident artists, who use publicity in their
home districts, gradually assuming the place of un-
known visiting artists, which is only just. The Pacific
Coast Mus'cal Review has predicted this state of af-

fairs occasionally during many years and our prophesy
is being gradually fulfilled. We certainly shall continue
to fight the battle of the resident artists and eventually
the public will respond to our plea and will hear these
artists, after that the fight will be won. because the
resident artists will convince the public through their
art that they deserve patronage more than the inferior
visiting artists and at least as much as the visiting
artist of equal merit.

The sensation of last week was Josef Lhevinne, the
eminent pianist whose first concert at the Colonial
Ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel we already reviewed
in our last issue. His second concert, attended by a
large audience, took place at the Columbia Theatre last
Sunday afternoon. The program included Beethoven's
Moonlight Sonata, a group of Chopin compositions,
works by Ponce. La Forge, Liszt and concluded with
Schulz Evler's Blue Danube Waltz arrangement. It

was a memorable event and the enthusiasm of the
audience developed into a veritable ovation. The artist's

great genius was revealed in his remarkable intellectual

treatment of the compositions he interpreted and in a
technic that left nothing to be found fault with. His
beautiful tone, velvety and pearly execution of runs and
octave passages and his individualistic coloring of

Third Popular Symphony Concert—The program wh'ch
had been arranged for the third popular symphony con-

cert at the Curran Theatre on Sunday afternoon, No-
vember 25th was one specially pleasing to those re-

joicing in the lighter form of compositions. It included

Russian. French and Norweg-an music and as a special

unannounced addition Fritz Kreisler's Caprice Viennois

so skillfully arranged by Alfred Hertz. The opening
number consisted of Glinka's overture Ruslan and Lud-
milla which contains that element of brilliancy and
vigor which so many of the Russian works reveal and
which, combined with consistent melody, is always so

popular with the laymen. Saint-Saens' Le Rouet
d'Omphale, with its effective description of the spinning

wheel, was delightfully interpreted both technically

and musically and proved a most realistic expression

of the composei"'s thought.
The Ballet Suite from the opera Herodiade by Mas-

senet, with its quaint Oriental atmosphere and its

charming rhythms and melodies, delighted the audi-

ences which expressed itself noticeably at the conclu-

sion of each part of the Suite. Grieg's Norwegian Bridal

Procession and Two Norwegian Dances. Op. 35, also

caught the fancy of the listeners and came in for a

well merited share of the applause. Borodin's On the

Steppes of Middle Asia proved a somewhat sombre con-

trast to the otherwise joyful character of th&^TOgTam
and was admired for its musical depth and exceedingly
artistic interpretation. Glazounow's graceful and always
enchanting Valse de Concert Op. 47 closed one of those

cheerful and pleasing musical feasts which Alfred Hertz
knows so well how to arrange and to serve. The usual

ovations were accorded both conductor and orchestra.

The sensation of the afternoon was the interpolation,

namely, Kreisler's Caprice Viennois which Mr. Hertz"

arrangement for the orchestra accentuates and the irre-

sistible spirit of which Mr. Hertz retains in this ar-

rangement. The applause was so universal and so in-

sistent that an encore was demanded and justified.

Mozart's The Impresario—One of the most ingenious

and refined musical entertainments we have witnessed
in San Francisco was the irresistible opera comique
The Impresario by Mozart, presented by Percy Hemus,
baritone; Hazel Huntington, soprano: Lottice Howell,
soprano; Charles Massinger, tenor; Francis Tyler,

basso and Gladys Craven, pianist, at the Curran Theatre
Friday afternoon November 23rd. Inasmuch as this

work is really more important because of its mission
to entertain than because of its serious musical inten-

tions, it is natural that the artists first of all. satisfy

because of their histrionic ability. And herein they all

satisfied.

Percy Hemus, in particular, interpreted the role of

Schickaneder with ideal comprehension of the opera
bouffe style of comedian and did not fail to emphasize
every comic situation. Vocally he revealed a basso
cantante voice rather than a baritone as the program
announced, and consequently his interpretation of the
Sarastro aria from Mozart's Magic Flute, which is

usually sung by a basso profundo, while artistically

sung with fine style and elegance of phrasing, did not
contain that robust character in the low tones which
the aria should emphasize. However, Mr. Hemus is an
artist of the first rank.
We would, if called upon, give the palm of artistic

expression to Hazel Huntington, as Madame Hofer, and
Lottice Howell as. Mile. Dorothea Uhlic. It required
more than just two beautiful and flexible voices to do
justice to these roles. This was specially necessary in the
scene wherein these prima donnas endeavor to surpass
one another in the artistic interpretation of a certain
aria. The vocalization of both was superb and one
could not blame an impresario for hesitating to choose
between the two. Specially masterly were the execu-
tions of the colorature passages and the exhibition of
breathing. Indeed throughout the presentation of the
opera these two artists sustained their role splendidly
and the management was indeed fortunate to find two
such artists so singularly well equipped and adapted
to do these difficult parts such fine justice.

Francis Tyler is announced as a basso but sings the
part of a baritone in the opera. Here is an incongruity
that should not have slipped into the program. He is

a very convincing actor, and vocally he was in the best
of condition producing his voice in a manner to sustain
its mellow, ringing quality very pleasant to listen to

in the case of those who understand singing thoroughly.
Although his part was a short one whatever he did was
done thoroughly well.

Charles Massinger as Mozart acted the role exceed-
ingly well. He had the difficult task to perform to main-
tain somewhat the dignity of the composer and yet re-

veal him in playful and "flirting" mood, not always
easy to emphasize. Vocally Mr. Massinger was not
quite so satisfactory. There is a discrepancy in his
vocal production that endows his lower tones with a
rough, uneven quality and his high tones with a peculiar
thin quality. It ought to be not too difficult to secure a

vocal artist better able to sustain the musical portion

of this role, and yet able to do it justice from a dra-

matic standpoint.
Gladys Craven was simply excellent at the piano. It

is unusually difficult to assume the responsibility of an

orchestra which she does in this instance, but Miss

Craven was fully competent to do justice to every mu-
sical intricacy and her background of the accompani-

ment was one of the artistic highlights of the pro-

duction.

Albert Spalding—The Fifth Program of Ida G, Scott's

Fortnightly's was given in the Colonial Ballroom of the

St. Francis Hotel on Monday afternoon. November 26th,

in the presence of a large audience. There can not be

any question regarding the fact that Albert Spalding is

one of the foremost violinists of the day and that he

is entitled to the recognition of every serious music
lover. His technical skill is brilliant and accurate and
his phrasing is artistic as well as intell gent. His tone

is smooth, clear and true and his grasp of the classics

positively proficient and authoritative. His program in-

cluded: Sonata in G major (John Alden Carpenter),

Etchings—Theme and Improvizations (Albert Spalding),

(a) Captain Fracassa (Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco), (b)

Cartege (Lili Boulanger). Burleska (Suk). Hark, Hark,
The Lark (Schubert-Spalding), Jota Navarro (Sarasate).

Andre Benoist played all the accompaniments with

that thoroughness of musicianly grasp which his splen-

did reputation as one of the very finest accompanists
has made so familiar to all who hear him. This was
one of the very finest, if not the finest, of the Fort-

nightly concerts and Miss Scott is entitled to congratu-

lations. Mr. Spalding will appear as solo st with the

San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, under the direction

-of Alfred Hertz at the Civic Auditorium on the next

program to be given on Tuesday evening, December 11.

Symphonic Ensemble of San Francisco—On Tuesday
evening, November 27th, The Symphonic Ensemble of

San Francisco of which Alexander Saslavsky is the

director, gave its second concert of this season at the

Bohemian Club Jinks room in the presence of an au-

dience that practically crowded the place. The program
was an exceptionally interesting one and pleased every-

body. The writer was unable to hear the opening
number which consisted of Mozart's Quartet in F major.

Op. 101, for oboe, violin, viola and cello and interpreted

by Cesare Addimando, Alexander Saslavsky, Semion
Patchouck and Max Gegna. However, we heard from
those present that the performance was musicianly as

well as artistic. The Ensemble cons'sts of sixteen

carefully chosen musicians who are thoroughly imbued
with the spirit of artistry and who endeavor to present

new as well as old compositions in a manner con-

formant to serious artistic principles. We enjoyed the

performance of Rachmaninoff's Serenade, Op. 3, ar-

ranged by Arthur Hartman. and Valse, Op. 54. by
Dvorak, because of the smooth ensemble work and the

individual musicianly skill of the players. The con-

cluding number was La Carnival des animaux by Saint-

Saens, a sort of musical joke or burlesque which in-

troduces some well known compositions in humorous
harmonic surroundings and imitates well known animals
in realistic fashion. If arousing an audience to genuine-

merriment is evidence of the success of this perform-

ance then the Symphonic Ensemble of San Francisco
certainly succeeded in making its impression with this

musically witty composition. Mr. Saslavsky and his

associates are deserving of hearty commendation for

their successful rendition of this work which on this

occasion was given its first performance in San Fran-

cisco. Two pianos are necessary for the interpretation

of this work and Charles Hart, the brilliant and dis-

tinguished pianist who recently located here, and Mrs
John Casserly. the well-known social leader, occupied

the responsible positions to interpret these difficult

parts. They did so with every measure of artistic

success.
George Shkultetsky. the well-known Russian basso,

sang Stravinsky's Chanson Plaisantes. a series of comic
folk songs, in a manner that accentuated his artistic

skill, for it was necessary on one occasion—L'Oncle
Armand—to sing half a tone higher or lower than the
ensemble accompaniment, and at times the various in-

struments in the ensemble were playing half a tone

higher or lower one from the other. To keep singing in

tune under such circumstances is nothing short of

marvelous and Mr. Shkultetsky accomplished this

marvel and so did the ensemble. Some of our friends

said they liked these Stravinsky songs and so what is a
poor fellow going to do. If it was the intention of the

composer to make us laugh he certainly succeeded, but
we laughed not knowing what it was all about and in

spite of everything. This is a kind of humor which the

ultra modern school of composition has invented and
which is one of the things that remains beyond our
sense of comprehension. But some of our friends like

it, so why should we offend their feelings? As a pleas-

ant contrast Mr. Shkultetsky sang as his concluding

number The Eagle by Kalinikoff, ably accompanied by
Mrs. Casserly. It was, indeed, fortunate that he did so,

for many people might have formed a wrong idea of his

efficiency. In this song his voice and interpretation rJ
vealed him as a consummate artist.

a\
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Jeannette Rogers, that dainty, demure artist of the flute,

who is playing at Grauman's Metropolitan Theatre, was
featured in a specal number for flute and 'cello. The
Serenade by Titl. on the musical program during the
projection of the picture Woman Proof. Mr. M. G. Eisoff
played the 'cello in this lovely number and both artists
were supported by an effective orchestral accompani-
ment.

George Lesl'e Smith is responsib'e for the rare treat
in store for musical Los Angeles in the presentation of
Mozart's opera com'que. The Impresario, with William
Wade Hinshaw directing, on November 26th. at Ph:i-
harmon'c .\uditorium. The cast includes Percy Hemus
who takes the ftle role and other splendid artists
among whom are Hazel Huntington. Charles Massinger.
Lottice Howell and Frances Tnylor This performance
prom'ses to be a most humorous entertainment, .inter-
spersed with several of Mozart's masterful works.

John Smallman, well known as a teach»r of veal music
and as a director of singing organizations having been
associated with Los Angeles Oratorio Society for sev-
eral years, is giving his third annual recital at the
Ebell Club house on Wednesday evening. December 5th.
Mr. Smallman has demonstrated his art'stry and finshed
musicianship in Los Angeles during the last four years.
and his coming concert will undoubtedy prove another
triumph in his musical career. His program will include
many interesting new songs, among which are num-
bers by local composers. Ms Lorna Gregg w'll be his
accompanist, and Sol Cohen, well known violinist, will
be the assisting artist.

The Los Angeles Civic Music and Art Associat on is

planning to give a series of neighborhood community
programs during the winter in the various school audi-
toriums in Los Angeles. The first of the series was
held Wednesday evening. November 21st. at the Cen-
tral Intermediate School auditorium, when the program
was arranged by a committee comprising representa-
tives of the Parent Teachers' .\ssociation. J. T. Rein
hard, principal of the school; Mrs. Maude Skeen. vice
chairman of the community singing section of the As-
sociation, and Henry C. Niese. chairman of the inter-
national section of the same organization. The com-
munity sing was led by j. n. Lewis, director of the
Arroyo Seco Community Chorus. Mrs. Susan M. Dorsey,
superintendent of schools, gave a brief address and
the orchestra of the school played selections. It is
hoped to establish these community programs upon a
permanent basis following this initial effort, and later
on to have an interchange of neighborhood talent be-
tween the various community singing organizations.

Louis Hintze. a violinist and pianist, gave an explana-
tory recital of classic and original numbers on last
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Thursday evening at the Southern California Recital
Hall. He displayed versatility in his playing, and his

explanatory talks on the numbers presented gave edu-
cational value to the program. Idelle Moye, contralto,
who possesses a natural pleasing voice, assisted Mr.
Hintze and Miss Mildred Pray furnished effective ac-

companiments.

Bertha Vaughn has announced a series of morning mu-
sicals to open Wednesday at 11 a. m.. in the Southern
California Recital HalL The artists appearing on this
program will be Ruth May Shaffner. soprano. Electa
Felt Ferry, mezzo-soprano, and Mary Teitsworth, so-

prano, assisted by the Arroyo Trio, composed of Esther
Tobler, violinist, Mary Tyner, 'cellist, and Raymond
McFeeters pianist

The Los Angeles Trio, composed of May McDonald
Hope, pianist, Calmon Luboviski, violinist, and Ilya
Bronson. 'cellist, will give its second concert of the
season next Thursday evening at the Ebell Club House.
A trio by Gabriel Pieme will be presented for the first

time in America and in the Brahms Quartet in G minor
for piano and strings. The trio will be assisted by a
guest artist, Herman Kolodkin, of Detroit,

Clara May Wilson-Stamm, a recent comer to Los An-
geles, is presenting a varied and comparatively new-
program to music lovers on next Friday evening at. the
Ebell Club House. .\ number of works by Waldo P.
Chase, her instructor, will be featured on this program.

The Los Angeles Chamber Music Society will present a
new trio composed of Blanche. Rogers Lott, pianist;
Henry Svedrofsky, violinist, and Fritz Gaillard. 'cellist,

at their concert next Friday evening at the Gamut Club
House. Clifford Lott. accompanied by the trio, will sing
a group of Irish and Welsh folk songs.

Vahdah Olcott Bickford and Zarh Myron Bickford are
to give Los Angeles concert goers a rare opportunity to
hear the instruments of romance, guitar, mandolin and
mando-cello. on the evening of November 24th at the
Southern California Recital Hall. The Musical Courier
of New York says "Madam Bickford's mastery of the
guitar is little short of marvelous. . . . The received a
great ovation."

Leo Ornstein, the well-known pianist composer of in-
ternational fame, is to appear in concert at Trinity
Auditorium on the evening of December 7th. Ornstein's
concerts are always heralded with great interest, as he
introduces many ultra-modem works on his programs.

Leona Neblett, well-known violinist, Ruth May Shaffner,
popular soprano, with Raymond McFeeters, accom-
plished pianist, gave a delightful program for the Mus'c
Teachers' Association on Monday evening at the South-
ern California Recital Hall.

Elinor Remick Warren, the charming young pianist-
composer, is kept very busy with her many engage-
ments, among which are a concert for the Covina
Women's Club, accompanist for Margaret Goetz' lecture
on the The Impresario at the Ambassador Hotel, the
three Arts Club on November 18th, soloist with the
Zoellner Quartet at the Biltmore Hotel November 19th,
Joint recital with Cariotta Russell at the Amphion
Club November 22nd, joint recital with Ruth Huchin-
son at the Beverly Hill Women's Club, soloist for the
Wa Wan Club November 28th, Joint recital with Annis
Howell Robinson for the Ebell Club December 3rd, so-
lo'st with the Orpheus Club on December 6th at the
Philharmonic Auditorium.
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The California Trio, composed of Marguerite d'Aleria,

pianist, Leon Goldwasser, violinist, and Maurice Am-
sterdam, 'cellist, presented a most enjoyable program
at the reception given in their honor at the Ebell Club
House November 14th. The hall presented a beautiful
setting for this occasion, being profusely decorated
with floral tributes from many admiring friends and
pupils. Madam Mae Boreham, soprano, gave several de-
lightful songs, accompanied by the trio. The group will
again be heard in recital at the Ebell Club House on
the ISth of December.

Miss Alice Frazier of 615 South Kingsley Drive gave an
interesting recital at her home last Saturday after-
noon. Miss Frazier is affiliated with the Olga Steeb
piano school, and her pupils are making splendid prog-
ress in their work, as their playing shows. Those taking
part in this recital of piano music were Helen Bowers,
Margaret Vialt. Betty Snyder. Charles Curran and
Genevieve Donahue. Miss Betty Frazier. a guest of the
afternoon, also played several selections.

Lillian Buchter Bowles, possessor of a very beautiful
lyric soprano voice with decidedly dramatic tendencies,
has added to her already lengthy repertoire a group
of five songs of 1870. which she sings in costume. At a
recent recital of Period Songs given in Pasadena be-
fore the Shakespeare Club Mme. Bowles sang groups
of Spanish, Japanese, Old French, Modern English,
Negro Spirituals and songs made famous by Jenny Lind,
in costumes suited to each respective group. On Oc-
tober 2Sth, Mme. Bowles appeared for the first time as
soloist with the Philharmonic Orchestra, at the opening
Popular Concert of the season. Her numbers were
Norwegian Echo Song by Thrane, and an aria from
Marriage of Figaro by Mozart.

Adele Dorothy Lauth will present several of her ad-
vanced pupils in a very interesting program on the
evening of November 10th. at the Southern California
Music Company building, 808 South Broadway. Those
who will participate on the program are Billie Burke,
Frances Bates. Geraldine Taylor. Bessie Loy, Leta
Knox Ehmke. Mme Lauth, who for more than a year
had the honor of being an assistant teacher to the re-

nowned pian'st Godowsky in Berlin, is now head of
the piano department of the Southern California
branches of the Sherwood Music School and director
of the Teachers Normal department of the same
school.

Mme. Gloria Mayne, well-known singer and teacher of
vocal music, gave a costume concert Monday evening,
October 29th at Chickering Hall, 808 South Broadway,
when Margaret d'Aleria. Hungarian pianist, Chief
Yowlache, Indian baritone, and Wah-nee-nah. Indian
pianist, assisted on the program. Many of our first

Americans and other well-known local people who are
interested in Indian welfare work were honor guests.
The numbers on Mme. Mayne's program included Apache
War Song. Sunrise Call and Invocation to the Sun God
(Troyer). Love Song. Ghost Pipes (Lieurancel. O Moon
Upon the Water (Cadman). Arias—Bell Song from
Lakme (Delibes). Air de Lenore from Le Tasse
(Godard).

Virginia Goodsell, known to Los Angeles audiences as
an interpretor of songs and readings with music, has
resumed her position as director of the vocal depart-
ment of the West Lake School for Girls after four years
spent in New York teaching, singing and coaching with
Yvette Gilbert. Since her return to this city Miss Good-
sell recently became the bride of Charles Francis Byrne
who is the local representative of an Eastern manu-
facturer. .

Elinor Remick Warren at the recent recital of Margaret
Matzenauer in Riverside was highly complimented. The
diva was to sing Miss Warren's song The Heart of a
Rose to open her American group, and discovering Miss
Warren in the audience sent for her to come to the
stage and play the accompaniment for her, likewise
share the applause. The Heart of a Rose is dedicated
to Madam Matzenauer and was introduced to American
audiences last season when the famous contralto
featured it upon all of her recital programs. She is

using it again this season with great success and popu-
lar acclaim.

The California Trio, consisting of Madame d'Aleria,
pianist, Leon Goldwasser. violinist, and Maurice Amster-
dam, cellist, will play the Arensky Trio at this concert.

Prof. A. GIUFFRIDA
PIANO. VIOLIN. SINGING. COMPOSITION
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This will be the Trio's second appearance and is eagerly
looked forward to. because of the success of its initial

performance at the Gamut Club, some weeks ago.

Mary Sherwood Sinclair has been added to the faculty
of the Sherwood Music School and will be a commend-
abJe addition to that institution. It was her father.
William H. Sherwood, who founded this school, which
bears his name, in 1895, and now has fifteen hundred
branches, two hundred of which are in California.

Lillian Buchter Bowles, dramatic, soprano is keeping
quite busy filling engagements for concert and club
engagements which include appearances before the
leading clubs and High Schools of California. Among
the recent appearances of this combination was a con-
cert given last Sunday evening as the opening of the
Valley Hunt Country Club series, which proved a great
success.

GILDA MARCHETTI
DRAMATIC SOPR.VNO

Teacher of Voice and Italian Diction
UtH. Phone r.5S-«0.'!
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RUBINSTEIN AND KOCHANSKI

Two internationally famous musicians of Uie Russian
school. Arthur Rubinstein, pian.st. and Paul Kochanski,
violinist, will join forces at the Columbia Theater Sun-
day afternoon. December 9th in what will prove to be
perhaps the most interesting recital of the current mu-
sical season. It is a rare treat for local music lovers
when musicians of the calibre of Rubinstein and
Kochanski make joint concert tours, enabling them to

hear and enjoy the seldom-heard great sonatas written
by the masters for two such popular instruments.
Rubinstein has played in San Francisco before, and
created for himself a definite niche in local popularity.

His sterl'ng interpretations, sane yet brilliant readings,
and unusually interesting programs, brought him in-

stant recognition on his visit here two years ago.
Kochanski is one of the foremost of the many younger

artists who have blazed their way to recent pre-

eminence. Three years ago he came to America un-
known and unheralded, but his initial performance in

New York immediately stamped him as a violinist who
takes rank among the world's greatest. The program
that these artists have arranged for their San FVancisco
recital is of unusual Importance. The Brahms Sonata
in D minor. Op. 108. for violin and piano has not been
played here by world celebrities for some lime and
will at once awaken the keenest interest among those
who are looking for the best in mus:c. Mr. Kochanski's
violin numbers will include the Vivaldi Concerto in A
minor. Wilhelmj's arrangement of Walther's I*rize Song.
Sarasate's "Jota." the Brahms A major Waltz, and
W'ieniawski's "Careaval Russe." Rubinstein will display
his pianistic genius in a Chopin group, including the C
sharp minor Scherzo, Berceuse, and the Op. 53 Polon-
aise. Abeniz's Triana. dePalla's Ritual Dance of the
Fire, and the ever popular Schnbert-Tausig Military
March. The appearance of these artists at the Columbia
on December 9th will positively be their only concert,
individually or collectively, in San Francisco this

season.

ELFIE VOLKMAN CONCERT

The appearance Monday night. December 3. of Elfie

Volkman. gifted San Francisco soprano, in the Italian

room of the Hotel St. Francis, under Alice Seckels'
management, marks her first recital here in several
seasons. Possessing a flexible lyric soprano voice of un-
usual and appealing quality. Miss Volkman has had a
varied experience in opera and recitals and at the out-

break of the war was filling an engagement at the
Court Theatre in Schwerin. She immediately cancelled
her contract and came home as soon as she could
obtain official sanction for her departure. The past
few seasons have been spent in her native city. San
Francisco, where she has made a definite place for her-
self as a sound musician and excellent pedagogue.
With Benjamin Moore at the piano the following ex-

cellent choice of numbers will be given: Vieni non
tardar. from The Marriage of Figaro (Mozarti; Die
Gebusche (Schubert). Botschaft (Brahms*. Du meines
Hergens Kronelein iStrauss). Helmkehr iStrauss). Wer
hat dies Liedlein erdacht? (Mahler): Aria from William
Tell (Rossinil; L'esclave iLalo'. Fantoches (Debussyt,
Tes leux (Rabeyi). L'oiseau Blue (B. Dalcroze) ; Bit-

terness of Love (Dunne*. Snowdrop (Gretschaninoff).
Wings of Night (Winter Watts). The Singer tMaxwelll.
Clavelitos (Valverdei.

Sequoia Trio Concert—The Sequoia Trio, consisting of
Pierre Douillet. pianist, Arthur Couradi, violinist, and
Arthur Weiss, cellist, gave the first concert of the season
1923-1924 at the St. Francis Hotel Italian ballroom on
Friday evening. Noveml>er 23rd. The three musicians
exhibited the results of another year of preparation and
rehearsing and reveal the justification for further pub-
lic appearances. They are adpting themselves to the
artistic requirements of ensemble playing and in the
Schumann Trio in F major. Op. SO. they were specially
deserving of the enthusiastic applause which their de-
lighted hearers accorded them. Mr. Douillet played
some piano solos, including Two Etudes by Liszt and
Scherzo B minor. Op. 20, by Chopin and had here a
chance to show what an excellent musician he is as
soloist as he showed before his proficiency as en-
semble player. The concluding number consisted of
Arensky's Trio in D minor. Op. 32. which we liked the
best of the two ensemble numbers as far as interpre-
tation was concerned. The musicians constituting the
Sequoia Trio represent the best element among San
Prancisro's musical colony and are deserving of the
heartiest encouragement. On this particular occasion
they had to compete with a piano recital next door in
the Colonial ballroom and a banquet of University
students celebrating pre-football eve. It was a distinct
handicap, but the musicians acquitted themselves honor-
ably of their difficult task.

ELFIE

VOLKMAN
Italian Room, Hotel St. Francis

Monday Evening, Dec. 3
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SCHUMANN-HEINK

America's idolized contralto. Ernestine Schumann-
Heink. will appear in two special recitals at the Colum-
bia Theater on the Sunday afternoons of January 20th
and 27th. The great artist has not been heard in San
Francisco in two seasons, and her return will mark an
ovation in her behalf.

YOUTHFUL MUSICIANS GIVE JOINT RECITAL

An event which should prove of rather unusual in-

terest will be the joint recital of Frances Wiener, violin-

ist, and Evelyn Biebesheimer. pianist, to be given in the
ballroom of the Fairmont Hotel neit Tuesday evening.
December 4. These two youthful performers etijoy a
splendid reputation in the bay cities through their many
public and semi-public appearances in which they have
displayed exceptional ability for players of their age.
The event Tuesday, however, will be the first complete
program in which either has appeared and is regarded
as their debut.

They will be presented by Sigmund Anker and Mrs.
Catherine B. Swint. their respective instructors. Miss
Biebesheimer will also act as accompanist. The pro-
gram follows: Sonata. Opus 27 (Moonlight*. (Bee-
thoveni, Evel>-n Biebesheimer: Third Concerto. Opus
61 (Saint-Saensi. Frances Wiener: (a) Arabesque Xo. 2
( Debussy t. (b) Prelude C sharp minor (Scriabine) (for
left hand*, (ct Scherzo B minor. Opus 20 (Chopin).
Evelyn Biebesheimer: Symphonic Espagnole (Lalo),
Frances Wiener: ia> Etincelles, Opus 36 tMoszkowski),

FRAXCES WIENER. VIOLIMST. AND EVELYN'
BIEBESHEIMER. PI VNIST

Tnro Yonthfnl Mnsirianit AVho W ill Give- Joint Recital
at tke Fairmont Hotel .\«xt TneNdar Evenlne

(b> Valse in E major (Moszkowski). Evelyn Biebe-
sheimer: (a) Walther's Prize Song from The Meister-
singer < Wagner-Wilhelmj). (b) Le Trille du Diable
(Tartinit. Sonata for violin and piano, Frances Wiener
and EveljTi Biebesheimer.

The recital will be sponsored by Mrs. Lillian Birm-
ingham. Mrs. John Oscar Gantner. Mrs. Frederick J.

Koster. Mrs. William Ritter. Miss May Sinsheimer. Mrs.
William Fr^es. Mrs. A. W. Scott. Mrs, Edward E. Young.
Mrs. Frederick Crowe, Mrs. Prentiss Cobb Hale. Mrs.
Selby C. Oppenhe'mer. Miss Estelle Carpenter. Mrs.
Frank B. Wilson, Miss Alice Seckles and Mrs. Timothy
Healy.

ANNA CASE

Anna Case, the noted American concert singer, is

scheduled for a single concert in San Francisco this
season, the event marking the final Selby C. Oppen-
heimer Columb'a Theater Sunday "Pop" before the holi-

day season and takes place on Sunday afternoon. De-
cember 16th. San Franciscans know and admire the
art and genius of Anna Case. American bom and
American trained Anna Case's success is a standard to
which her confreres may well aspire. With Charles
Gilbert Spross. the eihinent pianist and composer as-

s-sting. Miss Case has arranged this special program for
her single San Francisco appearance: Separazione (Old
luliant (arranged by G. Sgambatik N"on. je n'irai plus
au bois (Old French* (arr. by Weckerlin). Care Selve.
from the opera Atalanta (Handel*. Alleluja (Mozart);
Tote mich aber liebe mich (P. Tschaikowsky*. Wiegen-
lied (P. Tschaikowsky). Therese (Brahms*. I>er Schmied
(Brahmsl: Guitares et Mandolines (Gabriel Grovlez),
Chanson legere (D'Erlangert, Le Bean Reve (A.
Flegier). Mon Moulin (Gabriel Pieme). Prayer (Percival
Garrattt. Listening (Maurice Besley). Good Xight (Rub-
instein), The Answer (Robert Huntington Terry>.

GREEK BARITONE IN AMERICAN DEBUT

Leonida Coroni. baritone, who made his American
debut in Xew York last November, will he heard in his
first Western recital next Tuesday evening, December
4. at Scottish Rite Hall, under Alice Seckels' manage-
ment. In addition to a voice of great beauty Mr.
Coroni possesses a dramatic temperament which plays
no little part in the distinguished baritone's success
throughout America. Of Greek parentage, he received
his musical education in Greece. Russia and Italy.

Charles Hart, pianist who is internalionalJy known

through his three seasons on tour with Jacques
Thibaud. the French violinist, will be assisting artist

for Mr. Coroni and together they will be heard in the
following program: Andrea Chenier (Giordano*. Visione
Veneziana (Brogii. Leonida Coroni: Berceuse Op. ~r-

(Chopin). Isoldens Liebestod (Wagner-Liszti. Charles
Hart: Arioso de Benvenuto (Diaz*. Henry MIX (Saint-
Saens*. Leonida Coroni: Pique Dame (Tchaikowsk> i.

Christ Resurrected (Rachmaninow). Leonida Coroni:
Allegro de Concert (Von Sternberg t. Charles Hart: You
Whom I Loved (Xanthopoulo), Old Demons (Careri*.
Leonida CoronL

SOUSA*S BAND COMING

The annotmcement that Sousa's famous band, con-
ducted by the noted March King himself, is to be an
early attraction in San Francisco and Oakland has
already created considerable interest among music-
lovers. Xo organization in the world holds public in-

terest as firmly as Sousa's Band, and no aggregation of

musicians comes near enjoying the popularity in which
the famous bandmaster and his men are held by the
American public. With one htindred musicians, the
roster of which shows the organization to be sll-

American. the band reaches San Francisco for concerts
in the Auditorium on Friday, Saturday and Sunday
nights. January 4. 5 and 6, with special matinees on
Saturday and Stmday. and plays in the Auditorium
arena in Oakland. Monday afternoon and night. Janu-
ary 7. As is always the case, the Sousa programs wrill

be entirely different and run the full gamut of popular
and classical music.

PAVLOWA'S NEW BALLETS

Apropos of the impending engagement of the Incom-
parable Pavlowa and her Ballet Russe. which comes to
the Curran Theater under Selby C. Oppenheimer's man-
agement for the entire week of January 14, it must be
noted that the famous danseuse has greatly enlarged
her choreographic repertoire since her return from an
all-world tour recently completed.
Foremost among her new offerings will be a Russian,

ballet of a type that has not come out of that coimtry
before. It has been constructed by Ivan Billbine. the
Russian painter, and Pavlowa. and is founded on bits

of old Russian folk lore. Ajanta, another new ballet, is

the result of Pavlowa's visit to India, where the won-
derful frescoes thousands of years old in the Temple of
Ajanla inspired this creation. Oriental Impressions,
which was inspired by some of the foremost artists, act-

resses, dancers and musicians in Japan, India and
Egypt: a new Egyptian ballet, founded on a different
angle from previous Egyptian arrangements, its move-
ments, costumes and portent obtained first hand from
carvings and traditions, as well as from living dancers:
and finally among the new works is fotmd Sans Chap-
erone. a delightftil Persian concept from the story. The
Unprotected Damsel, a ballet of the humorous type, in
which Pavlowa excels.

Familiar ballets of the old repertoire still included
in the Pavlowa presentations are the Fairy DoU. Chop-
iniana. Snowflakes. The Magic Flute. Amarilla. Visions,

Les Preludes. Autumn Leaves. A Polish Wedding and
Dionysus. Of divertisements there will be a-plenty, in-

cluding over a dozen new conceptions.
In addition to her San Francisco engagement, Pav-

lowa will appear at the Oakland Auditorium Opera
House ^Monday and Tuesday nights. January 21 and 22,

ALCAZAR THEATRE

The tremendous success scored by Mary and John,
the delicious satirical comedy in which Belle Bennett is

starring at the Alcazar, was responsible for the de-

termination of the management to continue it for a
second week beginning with the matinee December 2nd.
Characterized as an amusing and academic comedy, the
play is crowded with laughs and decidedly original in

its conception. Miss Bennett, always at home in light

roles, is delightfully charming in this piece. Broadly
farcical in spots but containing a series of unexpected
happenings and unusual situations, it keeps the interest

at fever heat throtighout.
The story is of an utterly shiftless wife who revels

in disorder and does not know the meaning of the word
tidy. She is wedded to a methodical, regular and care-

ful husband, who. loving her better than anything in the
world, is yet dismayed by a fireside littered with house-
hold belongings. Miss Bennett is on the stage al-

most continually throughout "Mary and John" and Is

given splendid support by Ivan Miller who has the
leading male role; Thomas Chatterton in a good char-
acter part and the popular Henry Shumer. who is being
enthusiastically received. Others who have important
roles are Fanchon Everhardt, Mary Duncan, Fred Cnm-
mings and Ethel Martelle.

The Joseph George Jacobson Piano Class gave the
following program on Friday evening, November 30. at
the Baldwin Studios on Sutter street: La Gondola for
two pianos (Bendel), Antoinette Rathman and Margaret
Lewis; Sonata Op. 10. Ko. 1 (Beethoven*. Soiree de
Vienne (Schubert-Liszt), Vera Adelstein: Concerto Men-
delssohn), Margaret Lewis: Romance (Rachmaninoff).
Romance (Rubinstein). Rebecca Xacht; Sonata Xo. 13
(Mozart), Hungarian Dance (Brahmsi, Myrtle Harriet
Jacobs: Valse C sharp minor (Chopin). Prelude C sharp
minor (Rachmaninoff). Mrs. Marion Ford; Danse
e'cossaise (Baker). Witches Dance (McDowell). Gladys
Boys: Concerto C minor (first movement) (Eteethoven).
Myrtle Edna Waitman; Concerto C minor (second and
third movements* (Beethoven). Marias P&tricia
Cavanaugh; Scherzo B flat minor (Chopin), Glsdys Wil-
son. Mr. Jacobson played the orchestral p£rts on a
second piano.
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CROWD FOR AUDITORIUM CONCERT

Everything points to another immense
attendance of music lovers of the hay
cities at the second Popular Concert of

the present series by the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra. Alfred Hertz, con-

ductor, to take place at the Exposition

Auditorium. Tuesday evening. December
11. The Auditorium Committee of the

Board of Supervisors, under whose di-

rection these affairs are given, reports

that the advance sale of seats at Sher-

man. Clay & Company is very large, es-

pecially as the prices, ranging from
twenty-five cents to a dollar, without war
tax. fit all purses.

The soloist of the evening will be Al-

bert Spalding, America's foremost vio-

linist, and he will play Wieniawski's Con-
certo for Violin, in D minor, in addi-

tion to a group of solos which will in-

clude the Chopin-Sarasate Nocturne in

E flat; the Schubert-Spalding Hark.
Hark, the Lark, and Sa:nt-Saens' Intro-

duction and Tarantelle. The Symphony
of the occasion will be Schubert's Un-
finished, and Conductor Hertz' other
numbers will be Bizet's Suite L'Arle-

sienne and the Overture to Goldmark's
Sakuntala.

FINE MUSIC AT ST. LUKE'S CHURCH

Mendelssohn's Festgesang was sung at

St. Luke's Church Sunday evening. De-

cember 2nd by the special double quar-

tette choir of the church. This was third

of the series of special musical sen'-

ices given by St. Luke's the first Sunday
evening of each month. In October a

program of compositions by American
composers was given, the November pro-

gram was devoted to a very wonderful
series of a capella compositions by Rus-
sian composers and for the first Sunday
in February a program of French music
is being prepared. The annual carol

service of the church will be held De-

cember 23rd and the first Sunday eve-

ning in .lanuary will be devoted to a

larger program of general Christmas
music than it is possible to give at the

actual Christmas service.

The Festgesang. which was sung Sun-

day evening, is written especially for

male voices and contains in ttreTr origi-

nal forms several of the melodies which
have become inseparably connected with

the Christmas season. Preceding the

service at 7:45 Alexander McCurdy. the

brilliant young organist of the church.

gave a short organ recital. The per-

sonnel of the choir includes Charles F.

Bulotti. Hugh J. Williams. Carl E. Ander-
son, Harrison Coles. Clarence H. Oliver.

Austin \V. Sperry. Harry E. Fossey. and
Henry L. Perrj'. >Ir. Perry is the choir-

master.
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MARCEL DUPRE AT AUDITORIUM

An important musical event will be

the second San Francisco recital, and the

only one this season, of Marcel Dupre.
the celebrated organist of Notre Dame
Cathedral. Paris, to take place at the
Exposition Auditorium this Thursday
evening. December 6. The fame of this

artist is world wide and on this, h.s

second tour of the United States and
Canada, he has been greeted every
where by large and enthusiastic audi-

ences and reduplicated his success of

last year. Just twelve months ago he
played on the great municipal organ in

this city and his recital created a pro-

found impression, with an attendance of

5000 music lovers.

The Auditorium Committee of the
Board of Super\-isors, under whose di-

rection Dupre will play, is greatly grati-

fied at again securing his services and
reports that the sale of seats, with prices
ranging from 50 cents to Jl. at Sherman.
Clay & Company's, is very large. The
general admission will be but 25 cents,

with no war tax. Dupre's complete pro-

gram is as follows: Toccata. Adagio and
Fugue in C major (J. S. Bach). Dialogue
(Nicholas Clerembaulk). Finale. B flat

major (Cesar Franck), Canon in D minor
(Robert Schumann), Variations on an
ancient French Noel (Marcel Dupre t.

Improvised Symphony.
The themes for this improvisation will

be given to the organist at the time of its

performance. From these he will select
six, and will use them for the four move-
ments of the symphony, including an
Allegro, an Andante or an Adagio, a
Scherzo or an Intermezzo, and a Finale
or Fugue.
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PI.4NO and H.ARMOM'

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
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DOMENICO BRESCIA

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
'THE SAN" FR.\.\CISCO B.\NK

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY lOlh, 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks in California,
the Assets of which have never been increased
by mergers or consolidations with other Banlu.

Member .Associated Savinfis Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Fretncisco, Cal.

JUNE 30th, 1923
AsseU $86,255,685.28

Deposits 82,455,685.28

Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800.000.00

Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52
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WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave. and UlloaSt.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (A}^)
per cent per annum was declared, interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.
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601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

ADELE ULMAN
178 Commonwealth Ave. Phone Pac. 33

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974
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Joseph Greven
Voice Culture :—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

>302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VfllCI-: CI I.TIRE

iu7 smcien7'*'""SH0ULD KNOW AT ONCE
ADOLF WEIDIG'S EPOCH MAKING WORK

HARMONIC MATERIAL AXD ITS
A HARMOV lb»t telN "WHV" and xhows "HOW" to i

the Ntandpolnt of the miifileinn. Just publlnhed by CIart<
For Sale By

HENRY GROBE. 135-153 Keamy St., San Francisco

SES
lerstand Harmony from
F. Suniniy Co., Chicago.

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise In

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
68 Post St., San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

San Pranclnco. CalUor

Western Representative of Lyon i Mealy Harps

Telephone DousUa 1078

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

Residence Phone Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

PuplU Prepared to
Church and Concert

New Addreaa: HEIXK DLDG„

, Oratorio,

STOCKTON ST.

WILLIAM F. HOFMANN
ViolbilMt San Franclnco Symphony

Head of Violin and Orcheittral Department. Val-
vernlty of Michigan. Studio: Kohler & Cfaane Build-
InET* Suite 1000—Monday and Thursday AfternoonH.

ReHldence. 020 Taylor Street.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by Wagrer Swayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, Based on
Svrayne Principles

Studios: 807 Kohler & Chase Building:

2.tlS% Etna St.. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 1310

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Exclusive Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

The Most Costly, Beautiful

and Durable Piano

in the World

Itn

Often we are asked: "What is the life of a

Mason & Hamlin Piano?"

Frankly, we cannot say. We have known them
for thirty years, sold them for more than
twenty years. Those that have seen constant

service for that period still retain their earliest

beauty of tone and their mechanical structure

unimpaired. In one San Francisco cafe, a
Mason & Hamlin Grand, Style BB, has been
in constant service for more than ten years,

being played ten hours daily with orchestra

—

more than 36,500 hours of the most trying
service to which a piano can be subjected. It

is still a beautiful instrument. Prior to its pur-
chase, we are told that a new grand piano was
purchased every second year.

Costliest ~ But Best

TWO ENTR.\NCF.S : II PIANOS 1

135 KEARNY -:- 217 SUTTER VaI«»
VICTROLAS, BRU.NSWICKS V MUSIC

]

^"^ilgy^B.AllcD®
MASON & HAMUN PIANOS

OAKLAND—1323 Washington St.

SAN JOSE— 199 South First
SHEET MUSIC, PIANO ROLLS
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GREAT FESTIVAL TO START NEW PERIOD IN CALIFORNIA'S MUSICAL HISTORY
The City of San Francisco and the Musical Association of San Francisco, Backed by the Foremost Singers of the Bay Region,

Will Inaugurate One of the Greatest Music Festivals Ever Given in the United States—Alfred Hertz to Be the Director-
General—Auditorium Committee of the Board of Supervisors, J. Emmet Hayden, Chairman, Gives Official Backing to the

Greatest Enterprise in California's Musical Annals—Programs of Unprecedented Magnitude Now Being Prepared

BY ALFRED METZGER

San Francisco is again making
musical history for California. The
Musical .Association of San Fran-
cisco, A. W. Widenham. Secretary-

Manager, and the City of San Fran-
cisco, through the .Auditorium Com-
mittee of the Board of Supervisors,

J. Emmet Hayden, Chairman, have
joined forces to give one of the

greatest music festivals in the his-

tory of the United States in San
Francisco ne.xt March. .Alfred Hertz,
the eminent conductor of the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra,
will be the musical director of this

gigantic enterprise which will add
another wreath to California's lau-

rels in the matter of great musical
projects. Xot too much can be done
and said to describe the magnitude
of this tremendous epoch in Califor-

nia's musical history. Symphony
concerts titilate the musical palate

of the cognescenti and add to the
musical education of the students
and the masses. Chamber music
concerts please the taste of those
enjoying a higher musical education
and add refinement to the experience
of the concert goers. Grand opera
combines beautiful music with the
natural human inclination for dis-

play' in social circles and surrounds
artistic performances with the halo
of the so-called star sj-stem. But
Music Festivals strike at the very
root of the musical evolution of

a communitv for they interest

EVERYBODY, because of the op-
portunity they give to .ALL COM-
PETENT instrumental and vocal
elements to give vent to their artis-

tic enthusiasm.
The genuine music festival ap-

peals to the highest in the social and
artistic scale as well as to those who
do not aspire to leading positions,
but who are constantly endeavoring
to add their patriotic share to the
musical progress of the community
wherein they are active through
their untiring industry, their invari-
able proficiency, their sinceritv,

their artistic enthusiasm, their un-
selfish service in behalf of their art

and their self-effacing contribution
to the musical growth of their city
or State. That disciple of music who
always asks what he or she can get
out of music is the least benefactor
to musical progress ; but that fol-

lower of the muses who is always
an.xious to discover what he or she
can PUT INTO the cause of art is

the one upon whom the musical
future of his community absolutely
depends. And a genuine music fes-
tival arouses the aspirations, the

ambitions, the hopes, the enthusi-
asm of everyone who is a musician
at heart and not a musician because
of personal gain or publicity.

-A genuine music festival gives
hundreds of people a chance to put
their soul into their work, for the
programs contain compositions of

the soloists, connected with this fes-

tival will immediately become iden-

tified with the greatest and highest
artistic mission of California, yea

—

even of the entire Pacific \Vest.

Those who participate in this truly

first music festival of the greatest

artistic magnitude ever launched

MME. ANNA KRISTOFFY
The Distinguished Prima Donna Soprano and Vocal Pedagogue Whose Students Ar

iical Affairs of the Bay RegionActive in the IVIu

the most unblemished artistic char-
acter. In this instance there will be
an orchestra of 125 picked musicians
and a chorus of 500 capable vocal-
ists, not to say anything about a
number of soloists necessary to give
such a festival the prestige and au-
thority of its mission. The fact that
-Alfred Hertz will be the general
musical director of the enterprise is

an absolute guarantee for its pris-
tine artistic nature, and everyone,
from the members of the chorus to

\\'est of the Rocky Mountains will
help in making musical history for
this country, and those who only
can see what they can get out of it,

or who fail to lend their hearty co-
operation, because their personal
vanities are not gratified, represent
the anarchistic and bolshevistic ele-

ment in music—the decaying roots
in the musical tree of knowledge.

There will be four concerts al-

together—concerts such as we have
never seen prepared for any music

festivals given anj'where in the
world. Our readers, who know our
conservative attitude toward musi-
cal enterprises, and our anxiety not
to be e-xtravagant in our expressions,
know that we mean every word that
we say when we claim that Alfred
Hertz has prepared four programs
of such magnitude as to challenge
the admiration of the entire musical
world. .At the first concert there
will be presented that immortal
work. Liszt's magnificent Faust
Symphony for chorus and orchestra,
a work of such universal appeal and
such magnitude that it will thrill

everyone who hears it—laymen and
professional alike. Under Mr. Hertz'
direction it will vitalize everyone
participating in it.

Gustav Mahler's Second Sym-
phony will be the central figure of
the second concert. To use terms
like colossal, gigantic, mammoth,
etc., to describe the production of

this symphony is not to be guilty
of exaggeration. It is one of the
most elaborate works ever com-
posed and it requires nothing short
of genius to present it. Just to be
able to have the honor to be associ-
ated with such a performance is a
reward inestimable in dollars and
cents. It simply broadens the mind
and heart and changes indifference
into musical enthusiasm. It is an
education in itself. And any singer
who refuses such an opportunity to
add to his or her experience is no
musician at heart. He or she is

•merely a self-satisfied individual. A
music festival of such breadth and
magnitude contemplated by the City
of San Francisco and the Musical
Association of San Francisco repre-
sents the most vital element in

our musical regeneration. Evervone
will benefit. The artist, the teacher,
the professional musician, the stu-
dent and the music trade will all

share in the great consequences of
the success of such a musical enter-
prise. The intrinsic value of such a
festival can not be estimated. The
actual value is beyond comprehen-
sion.

For the third concert Mr. Hertz is

preparing a miscellaneous program
of the finest orchestral compositions
and it will also be utilized to give
the various soloists (and let us hope
resident artists will be remembered
and remunerate) an opportunity to
reveal their artistic accomplish-
ments before the monster audiences
that unquestionably will crowd the
Civic .Auditorium on even one of

(Continued on i
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After the lights are out
The Steinway Speaks:

s/T knew and loved me. Wagner
knew and loved me. Rubenstein,

Berlioz and Gounod knew and
ed me. I have been the com-

panion of genius for two genera-

tions. My name is the Steinway Piano.

What was there about me that caused Franz
Liszt, forty years ago, to say of me: "You
afford delight even to my old piano-weary

fingers?"

Why did Richard Wagner, writing from
Bayreuth in 1879, declare: "Sounds of such

beauty as those coming from my Steinway
grand flatter and coax the most agreeable

tone - pictures from my harmonic melodic
senses?"

Why did Gounod, who gave us "Faust,"
write to my makers in 1888, "Mme. Adelina
Patti joins me in the ecstacy and mutual ad-

miration of your product ... I am overjoyed

at the consciousness of being the possessor of

one of your perfect instruments?" And what
was it that stirred the mighty Dr. Joseph
Joachim to assert: "Steinway is to the pianist

what Stradivarius is to the violinist?"

Companion of genius indeed have I been

!

Sometimes, when the stage is dark and the lid

over my strings is do«'n, I brood over my long
3'ears of such companionship.

I see Adelina Patti again, blowing kisses,

ll'hal does the Steinway piano think about,
when the curtain is liown and the lights are
out, and the artist and the audience have
departed'' Eloquent enough the Steinivay is

when the moods of others are voiced on its

zi'ondrous strings. But what are its own
moods and longings? Listen! It is about to

speak to us

and reaching for the flowers that were show-
ered at her feet, while I rested quietly in the

background and resolved to do even better in

her ne.\t accompaniment. I see good old

Franz Liszt again, after a tremendous rhap-

sody over my ivory keys. I see Edward Mac-
Dowell, working out his compositions over my
keyboard. I see the youthful, golden-haired

Paderewski of the eighties, the maturer Pade-
rewski of the nineties, and the world-figure

and premier of Poland, the Paderewski of to-

day whose audiences overflow the largest halls

whenever he plays. And ever I am the com-
panion of all this genius.

But then I realize that the greater, the

sweeter triumph of my long career is not to be
found on the concert stage at all.

The greater triumph awaits me when a

young couple, starting down the pathway of

wedded life, choose me to be their lifelong

companion in a home.

The sweetest triumph of all shall be when
first my keys are touched by the fingers of

some little girl, her printed scales before her,

and a lifetime of the best in music all ahead.

Admitted thus to the sacred intimacy of a
home and fireside, I know that I shall find

my truest triumph. And I shall strive to be
faithful to these who trust me. As long as my
strings endure, I shall strive to render to the
utmost my measure of abiding charm.

Sherman Bay& Co.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

C.^LIFORNI.A-ORECON-WASHINGTON

ROSE FLORENCE
CONCERT—VOICE PLACING—COACHING

Studio: 545 Sutte r St. Telephone Kearny 3598

Direct! on IVI ss Alice Seckels
68 Post St., San Francisco, California

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert
Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-
tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-
sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898
Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

GERARD
CARBONARA
COMPOSER-CONDUCTOR

Fox Oakland Theatre

DOUGLAS SOULE-Pianist
ADVANCEn Pl'PILS ACCKPTKD

Wednriitlar nnd I'rldii}- >IornlnKit at Kludln: D02
Kohlcr & ( haMr Illdie.. Snn FranrlNco. Telephone
Kearny 545-1. Renldrnre Studio: 150 >lonte Vlata

Ave.. Oakland. Telephone I'ledmont 76(1.

SIDONIA ERKELY
PIANIST AND COACH

Thoroush Piano TralninR— Memory Developmen
•iliO California St. Walnut 51

ROSA HONYIKOVA
Sin»;ing Con lie Your Medium of Expre»Kion. I Can
Help You Find the Key of Your ^'oiee. Studio:

ISJM) Grove Street. Telephone Bayview 1029

AUGUSTA HAYDEN

HOMER HENLEY
UARITOM-:—TEACHKK OF SIXiING—CONDUCTOR

Uireetur Cnllfornia Club Choral
An Authority on l>riitorio

\e»v Addre»H: I2-I» Hay St., «t Frnnklin. Tel. Fill. 10,13

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
lO>TRAl.TO

Teaeher of SinKine. Complete Course of Operatic Trntn-
Ins. 2730 Pieree St. Tel. Fillmore 45.'.:{

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAFAEL. CALIFORNIA

MurIc CourNeN Thorough and ProprreKnlve. Public Sehool
MuNie, Accredited Diploma

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS

BEATRICE MELTZER
'I'KACIIICR OF IMANO

Snn PranrUrn Stiiillo, r.;t:i P««l St. Phonr Franklin 872S
llnlilanil Stuillo. Koliirr A < hoor. Oakland IIINI

IRENE A. MILLIER
SOLO PIANIST-ACCOMPANIST

Omctnl PlnnlMt MuMlciann* Choral Ensemble
AddreMN: 170 Oak Slreet Telephone Hemlock 5."!

PEARL IIOSSACK >VHITCOMB
«K7.7,O-C0NTRAI.TO

Abnnlalf Method of Voice rpon the Breath
Mondar and ThuriKlnr, lOOn Kohler A: Chane Ilulldlnir.
Tel. Kearnjr St.Vl. Re.. Phone Pronpeet 428. Tuendnj' After-

noon. 274N Anhbr Avenae, Berkeley

WALLACE A. SABIN
nn EI, First Chnroh of Christ Scl-
: Club. S. F.. Wed.. 1015 Sacramento

Slreet, Phone West 3753; Sat.. First Christian Science
Church, Phone Frnnklin l.>07; Res. Studio, 31-12 Lewlatou

Ave., Berkeley, Phone Piedmont 2428

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT

The College of the Holy Names
LAKE MERRITT. OAKLAND

Complete Conservator: -Piano. Harp, Violin
oint. Harmony. History

DURINI VOCAL STUDIO
Opera—Church—Oratorio

THE LICHTENSTEIN VIOLIN SCHOOL

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

Thoroueh Vocal nnd Dramatic Tralnins

740 Pine St. Phone DongiaM 6624

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas 4273

San Francisco

ALEXANDER McCURDY, JR.

2.114 Mil, ia St. Ilerkeiey .-.SSI

MME.
leading role
Vocal and U

S. P
VOCAL

lephone

. MARRACCI
TEACHER

ouKh Training tft4 Colun
CarHeld 2270

r>bua Ave.

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING, Director

S:M3 W'nshlnrton Street Telephone Fillmore 395
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

J. EMMET HAYDEN AN EXCEPTION

During our career as chronicler of musical

events in California we have endeavored to make
the task of the professional musician and the

teacher as well as the aspiring artist as light as

possible. We have ever been watchful in our

persistent intentions to help in great movements
launched for the benefit of music. Occasionally

we have been able to suggest big movements in

musical progress and rejoiced in finally watching

our suggestions develop into great enterprises.

But genuine recognition, and real appreciation of

one's efforts in behalf of music, are very rare in-

deed. If we were to make our eflforts in behalf

of musical progress in California dependent upon
the appreciation of those mostly benefitted by

them, we would long ago have exchanged the

privilege of the editorship of a music journal for

something more remunerative in appreciation

and reward.

But occasionally we meet the exception to the

rule. The situation is not quite as hopeless as

one thinks. There are a few truly appreciative

minds in every community and these are the

ones that encourage and spur us on to do ever

greater things for the common good. One of

these is J. Emmet Hayden, chairman of the

Auditorium Committee of the Board of Super-

visors, who was recently elected with more than

fifty thousand votes as the fourth highest candi-

date among the nine elected for the office. We
publish the following letter from Mr. Hayden.
happy in the thought that we could contribute

our modest share to the retention of such an able

official in the administration of the City of San
Francisco

:

No. 162 ISth Avenue, San Francisco,

December 3, 1923.

Mr. Alfred Metzger.
26 O'Farrell St., San Francisco.

Dear Mr. Metzger:

Do not think that I am forgetting the wonderful as-

sistance you rendered me in my recent campaign for

Supervisor. You have always given me very favorable

mention in the past in the columns of your publication

in connection with my activity in municipal music.

Your special editorial two weeks before election was
very valuable to me in a political way among music
lovers who eagerly read your paper and follow your
recommendations. I feel that I had the support of the
music loving public and it certainly will be the means
of stimulating me to greater endeavor in the cause of

municipal music.

I trust that my conduct of the office of Supervisor
during the next four years will merit the confidence
you have placed in me.

Sincerely yours,

J. EMMET HAYDEX.

PERSINGER AT BEST IN LALO CONCERTO

Distinguished American Violin Virtuoso Overwhelmed
With Great Ovation—Rachmaninoff's Second

Symphony Warmly Applauded

BY ALFRED METZGER
Unquestionably the predominating feature of the

fourth pair of symphony concerts which took place at

the Curran Theatre on Friday and Sunday afternoons,

November 30th and December 2nd. was the appearance

of Louis Persinger, the distinguished American violin

virtuoso and concert master of the San Francisco Sym-
phony Orchestra, as soloist. Mr. Persinger could not

havechosen a more adequate and more effective vehicle

to reveal and present his special artistic characteristics

than the famous Lalo Concerto in F minor. This is a

work that gives an artist many opportunities to dis-

play his superior faculties and the very qualities that

place him just a little above the usual category of ac-

complished artists. With this brilliant and thoroughly

mus'cianly performance Mr. Persinger justified his

position among America's foremost violin virtuosi.

Until only a short time ago there reigned in San Fran-

cisco and vicinity—and also in other parts of California

—a most harmful prejudice against distinguished artists

residing among us. Indeed, the fact that such artists

thought it congenial to locate among us was regarded

in certain quarters as a partial abdication of their

artistic dignity. In other words those members of the

musical public belonging to music clubs and other

organizations actually penalized noted musicians for

pitching their tent in our community by classifying

them as "local"—as something just a little beneath

those musicians who visit us occasionally, or who stay

with us a short time during the summer.
While conditions in this respect are not entirely what

they should be. the general attitude toward "resident"

artists has undergone a vital change thanks to a de-

termined campaign in defense of noted musicians who
reside in this state undertaken by leaders in musical

life and supported and encouraged by this paper. Louis

Persinger, both in the comments regarding his work
published in the press and in the attitude of the various

music clubs of the state and for some time of the

managers, was done grave injustice. He was relegated

to the inferior caste of the "local" artist and his dis-

tinction as a predominating factor in the artistic aristoc-

racy of the world was not recognized at its proper

angle.

But thanks to his unswerving patience, his unques-

tionable seriousness of purpose, his predominating ar-

tistic intellectuality, his fine sense of emotional values

and his thorough submergence into his work brought
ever additional respect and admiration until today the

enthusiastic and prolonged ovations that greet his ap-

pearances as soloists match, and sometimes surpass,

the attention accorded by our musical public to our
visiting violin virtuosi. There is no question but that

Louis Persinger is being at last recognized at "home."
as he has been these many years in the East and abroad
as one of the prominent artistic figures in the world of

music.
And as such he appeared before ua on this most

recent occasion when he played the Lalo concerto in

a manner to command our heartiest and warmest ap-

proval. We know of no violinist who possesses a more
flexible nor more appealing tone, we know of no artist

who succeeds to a more impressive extent in his emula-
tion of varying human sentiments. We know of no
virtuoso who exercises greater facility and buoyancy
in the employment of rare technical skill. He is a
veritable poet of the violin. He is a master singer
whose bow extracts tones that are all but vocal. The
refinement of his style, the warmth of his expression,

the submergence into the spirit of the composition and
the plastic accentuation of his individuality combine to

make him an artist of the first rank and San Francisco
has reason to feel, indeed, proud to have such an artist

seated at the first desk of its symphony orchestra.

W^e always enjoy the melodious luxury of the Rus-
sian school of music with its vitality, with its rhythmic
force, with its richness of orchestration and obviousness
of thematic treatment. And among all Russian music
there is none we enjoy more than that of Rachmaninoff,
a master musician in every fibre of his being. This
second symphony, while not elaborate or over-intricate,

has many beauty spots which appeal because of their

simplicity. Alfred Hertz, who so ably succeeds in being
one time the personification of musical grace and
finesse and at another time permits passion to rule

supreme, gave us an especially graphic reading of this

work with its thrilling climaxes and its enchanting
phrases. The enthusiastic applause of the audience ex-

pressed in no uncertain terms the enjoyment we our-

selves derived from listening to this work.
The well known Variations on a Theme by Tschai-

kowsky by Arensky predominated by reason of its

suavity and grace and, while not specially brilliant a
work, nevertheless added to the delight of the audience
which rejoiced in the success of this program and gave
Mr. Hertz and the orchestra the usual whole-hearted
ovations.

MADAME KRISTOFFY'S ENVIABLE CAREER

Among the distinguished artists who have located in

San Francisco is Madame Johanna Kristoffy. now one of
our leading vocal instructors. Mme. Kristoffy, thanks
to her splendid education and her practical experience,
which began in Europe and continued in America, is

able to transmit to her pupils more than knowledge
acquired elsewhere, she is able to tell them prospective
facts which she accumulated through the troublous
times of personal experience. Mme. Kristoffy came to

San Francisco in 1915 as a member of the Bevani Grand
Opera Co. which enjoyed a series of artistic successes
at the Alcazar Theatre. She scored special triumphs in

the roles of Desdemona in Othello, Aida, Marguerite in

Faust and Santuzza in Cavalleria Rusticana.
Becoming infatuated with this city Mme. Kristoffy

decided to make San Francisco her home and ever since

she has contributed to the musical culture of the com-
munity, both as an artist and as an educator. At the

Greek Theatre and at Festival Hall of the Exposition

she sang the soprano part in the Stabat Mater under
the direction of Paul Steindorff. being so successful that

she interpreted this part during four seasons in succes-

sion. Later she sang in the Marriage of Figaro at the

Greek Theatre and in Brahms' Requiem at the Harmon
Gymnasium also under Steindorff's direction.

We never witnessed a more effective interpretation

of the role of Aida than Mme. Kristoffy gave at the
Greek Theatre in 1919 when Mrs. Whitney financed an
imusually magnificent production of this spectacular
opera. During the last year or two Mme. Kristoffy has
been devoting herself almost exclusively to teaching
and since the best evidence of the capability of a vocal

teacher is represented in the results she achieves with
her pupils it is appropriate to mention here a few of

Mme. Kristoffy's young disciples who are active in
musical affairs.

Gertrude Cremer. mezzo soprano, possesses a voice of
dramatic timbre and a range from the low A to the
high C. It is an evenly placed voice and its beauty is

frequently admired by large and enthusiastic audiences
at leading theatres. Dolores Blasingame is a lyric so-

prano of fine quality who is very successful in church
work. Lolita McFarland. a lyric soprano of artistic ac-

complishments, has been singing T\ith success at the
Whitcomb. and Palace Hotels and before several promi-
nent music clubs in the bay region. She invariably
secures re-engagements on account of her success. Mrs.
Steininger. a mezzo soprano of sufficient beauty to at-

tract club engagements recently opened a studio in

Long Beach. Miriam Friedman's lyric soprano is heard
to great advantage at church and club functions.
Loretta Yaeger, a contralto of unusual warmth and re-

sonance, is gaining steady progress with successful
church and concert engagements. Surely Mme. Kris-
toffy is a very valuable asset to San Francisco's musical
colony.

LARGE AUDIENCE HEARS MINETTI ORCHESTRA

Ambitious Program Headed by Beethoven's Fifth

Symphony, Skillfully Interpreted, Arouses
Enthusiasm Under Giulio Minetti's

Direction

BY ALFRED METZGER

Scottish Rite Auditorium was crowded to the doors
on Thursday evening, November 22d when Giulio
Minetti raised the baton to begin the first concert of the
Minetti Symphony Orchestra's fourth brilliant season.
As a matter of fact Mr. Minetti has been conducting an
orchestra during the last twenty years, but only lately
has he enlarged the organization to symphonic dimen-
sions, and obtained from the membership a proficiency
very rare among young musicians who do not pretend
to make music their means of livelihood. If we had not
heard it with our own ears we would not have believed
it possible that a body of young musicians, banded to-

gether for purposes of mutual artistic experience could
have given this Fifth Symphony by Beethoven such a
comprehensive and effective reading. We certainly take
off our hat to Giulio Minetti for training these musicians
to a degree where their performance of a classic by
quasi dilettanti was unsually pleasing to listen to.

Owing to an avalanche of musical events on that
evening, we unfortunately could not stay to hear the
other orchestral numbers, but we certainly are free to
state that if the interpretation of the Beethoven Sym-
phony was a criterion by which to judge the rest of the
program, which concluded with Mozart's Magic Flute
Overture, it surely was one of the most enjoyable events
heard in San Francisco during a concert season. No
one can possibly overestimate the great service rendered
by Giulio Minetti to this community in moulding the
raw material of young students into matured minds
wherein music is interpreted intelligently. Harriet
French, a brilliant young violinist and student of Mr.
Minetti's, played the introduction and adagio from
Vieuxtemps D minor concerto, and if she sustained her
usual artistic reputation, which no doubt she did, she
proved a source of great enjoyment to her audience.

Lillian Birmingham was the vocal soloist and sang
two groups of songs. Miss Birmingham always delights
her hearers. Her originality of style, her endeavor to
introduce new works, her careful selection of the best
composition and her clear and concise diction, combine
to earn her applause whenever she appears in public.
This was no exception to her usual welcome. The com-
plete program was as follows: Symphony in C minor
No. 5 (Beethoven), Orchestra; (at Les Larmes (from
Werther) (Massenet), (b) Apostrophe de Berger
(Engel). (c) Alger le soir (Fourdrain), Lillian Birming-
ham; (a) Love Song (Wright), (b) March—Triumphale
Creole (Kriens). Orchestra;/--Introduction and Adagio
from D minor. Violin Concerto (Vieuxtemps), Harriet
French; Dors Mon Enfant (for Strings) (Loret-Minetti),
fa) There is a Garden (Proctor), (b) The Rivals (Tay-
lor), (c) The Robin Woman's Song (from Shanewis)
(Cadman). Lillian Birmingham! Overture (Magic Flute)
(Mozart), Orchestra.
Marion Ford played the accompaniments very ably

and in conformance to the artistic requirements. Jose-
phine Finnell proved a worthy concert master who is

of great assistance to the organization. It was, indeed,
a rare experience to enjoy such excellent music so well
interpreted, and it is a mystery to us that Giulio Mi-
netti's unquestionable genius as conductor is not meet-
ing with readier recognition when opportunities are
being presented to gifted conductors to reveal their
worth.
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PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY CONCERT

The Fairmont Hotel Ballroom was crowded to capac-

ity on Thursday evening. November 22. when the

Pacirtc Musical Society gave one ot its regular con-

certs The special attraction of the evening was May
Mukle. the noted cello virtuoso, who has spent quite a

time in San Francisco this season. She appeared three

times on the program and distinguished herself as usual

with her invariable artistry. Beethoven. Goossens and

Warren were the masters whose compositions she in-

terpreted, and. notwithstanding the wide dissimilarity

of these works and the striking contrasts of their char-

acter, the cellist succeeded in giving each an interpre-

tation significant of the artistic purpose which the com-

poser has woven into it. Surely the genuine applause

that expressed the unqualified sympathy of the audi-

ence was indeed well justified.

August Johnson, a baritone soloist, possessing a

resonant and pleasing voice, sang a group of songs in a

manner worthy of generous commendation and was ac-

companied by that splendid musician. Henrik Gjerdruin.

whose activity is such a worthy effort among our resi-

dent artists. .Marion Frazer. a young pianist of unusual

artistic gifts and of vast musicianly resources, played

with fine intelligence and easy command of all the

difficulties J. S. Bach's pretentious Italian Concerto.

Miss Frazer"s pianistic achievements are always grate-

fully acknowledged by any audience, no matter how
select, and this was no exception to the general rule.

The complete program was as follows: Sonata opus

102 No. 2, in D (Beethoven). May Mukle, 'cello. Ellen

Edwards, piano; Vocal—.\ria (Simon Boccanegro)
(Verdil. Love Song (SwedishI (Arlberg). Call me no
more (Cadman). Aug'usl Johnson, baritone, Henrik
Gjerdrum at the piano: Rhapsody opus 13 (Eugene
Goossens). May Mukle. 'cello. Ellen Edwards at the

piano: Piano Solo—Italian Concerto (J. S. Bach).

Marion Frazer: Cello—Five Short Pieces (Purcell War-

rifinlx «ho

rent. .\n Absent One. A Little Cradle Song. Whims. So
Seems It in My Deep Regret. A Sunday Evening in

Autumn, May Mukle, Ellen Edwards at the piano.

AUDITORIUM SYMPHONY CONCERT

A great musical treat is in store for the patrons ot

the second popular concert (second series) of the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra, Alfred Hertz, con-

ductor, to be given under the directon of the Auditorium
Committee of the Board of Supervisors, at the Exposi-

tion Auditorium this Tuesday evening, December 11, at

8:20 o'clock. The first of this season's concerts was
successful beyond measure and the coming event bids

fair to crowd the spacious Auditorium to the doors.

Conductor Hertz has chosen Schubert's Unfinished as

the symphony of the evening, the other orchestral num-
bers being Hizet's Suite L'Arlesienne and the overture
to Gold mark's Sakuntala.

Albert Spalding, the guest soloist of the occasion, is

recognized as one of our most noted composers as well

as America's greatest violinist. More than forty of his

compositions have been published and his songs, piano
and violin compositions have found their way on the
programs of many of the most noted artists. In addition
to the Wleniawskl Concerto with the orchestra, he will

be heard in a group of solos, in which he will be ac-

companied by Andre Benoist. There will be no increase
in prices, seats ranging from twenty-five cents to one
dollar, without war tax. and reseinrations may be made
at Sherman. Clay & Company's.

* The complete program is as follows: Symphony In B
minor, Cnfin'shed (Schubert): Concerto for Violin, D
minor (Wifii awski). Albert Spalding; L".\rlesienne
Suite. No. 2 (liizct); Group of Violin Soli— (a) Nocturne.
E flat (ChopinSarasate), (b) Hark, Hark, the Lark
(Schubert-Spalding). (c) Introduction and Tarantelle
(Salnt-Saens), Albert Spalding; Overture, Sakuntala
(Goldmark).
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Madame Georgette Leblanc gave an unusual program

in the Morris E. Dailey Memorial Auditorium Thursday

evening. November l.ith, the initial attraction of the

Colbert Concert Course tor the 1923-1924 season. A
large audience greeted Madame Leblanc. whose pro-

.«ram was made up of dramatic readings, songs and in-

terpretations. She was assisted by a young English

pianist. Ellen Edwards, who played two excellent

groups of solos, also accompanying Madame Leblanc

in her songs. Miss Edwards is a graduate ot the Royal

College of Music ot London.
Decidedly unusual, with her explanatory remarks

about the changes made in the program, and bits ot

conversation about each number made in her charming
broken English. Madame Leblanc took possession ot

her audience at once. Her recall number for the third

group. The Juggler, she explained was written "by her

about her." The audience demanded a recall after her

Habanera (Carmen), the concluding number ot her last

group, and she gave the tent scene from Monna Vanna.

Mss Edwards' interpretation of Debussy's Minstrels is

particularly worthy of mention. For recall number ot her

second group she played the Chopin F sharp Nocturne.

The program in full: (a) Gigue (Scarlatti), (b) Two
Choral Preludes (Bach-Busoni). Miss Edwards (a)

Homeland (Gretchaninoff). (b) Flagiolet (Casella). (c)

Grand Somnieil Noir (GaiUard). (d) Danson le Gigue

Bordes). Madame Leblanc. Poetry ot Van Lerberghe
(Baudelaire). Madame Leblanc. Tower Scene from
Pelleas and Melisande (Maeterlinck). Madame Leblanc.

(a) Phalene (Phillipp). (b) Prelude G major (Rach-

maninoff, (c) Minstrels (Debussy). Miss Edwards: (a)

Le Bestiare (Poulenc). (b) Le Petite Pie (Shavnisk).

(c) Habanera, from Carmen (Bizet), Madame Leblanc.

The third faculty recital at the College ot the Pacific

will be given by Xella Rogers, mezzo-contralto, and
.\llan Bacon, pianist, on the evening ot December 4.

Miss Rogers will sing the Ah! Mon Fils. in addition to

some interesting and beautiful songs, while Mr. Bacon's

outstanding number is the Paderewski Fantaisie with

Miss Miriam Burton at the second piano and William
Riley Smith, a pupil ot Mr. Bacon, at the organ. The
College ot the Pacific announces the ninth annual per-

formance of Handel's Messiah for the afternoon of

December 16. The College Chorus and Orchestra will

be assisted by Helen Fletcher Riddell. soprano: Ardis
Carter, contralto; Hugh J. Williams, tenor, and Charles
Lloyd, basso.

Charles Bulotti, well-known tenor ot San Francisco, de-

lighted the local Rotary Club members with an in-

teresting group of songs at one of their weekly
luncheons. Dr. Charles M. Richards was the accom-
panist.

Mrs. Miles A. Dresskell, soprano, Miss Miriam Burton,
pianist, and Miles A. Dresskell. violinist, gave an in-

teresting program tor the Elks in their club rooms. Miss
Burton was the accompanist ot the evening.

Marie Sunderlius, prima donna soprano ot the Metro-
politan Opera Company, who is making her initial con-

cert tour of California, will appear in concert Decem-
ber 6th at the Morris E. Dailey Memorial .\uditorium.

Madame Sunderlius is under the management of Jessica
Colbert, and will be the second attraction of the Colbert
Concert Course tor this season.

William Riley Smith, organist, and student in the con-

servatory, gave a vesper organ recital Sunday at the
College ot the Pacific. Mr. Smith is organist ot First

Church of Christ Scientist. San Jose. The first halt ot

the program consisted ot compositions by writers of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Alfred Silver being
a bit out ot place chronologically, but in style linking
Bach and Franck quite well. The last five numbers
were by contemporary composers, four ot them Ameri-
cans, the other the great French organist and composer,
Joseph Bonnet. The entire program was played from
memory. His technique is astonishing in one so young,
his registration always effective, and his memory ex-

traordinaiT- The program: Chorale, O Sacred Head
Once Wounded (J. Kuhnau); Prelude in D minor (N.

Clerembault) ; Fugue on hymn. Saint Anne (J. S. Bach);
Short prelude on B-.\-C-H (Alfred J. Silver); Chorale
in A minor. Xo. 3 (Cesar Franck): L'Adorazione dei

tre Magi (The Adorafon ot the Three Wise Men) (Gui-

seppe Ferrata) ; Chorale-Prelude (on a Melodic frag-

ment from a motet by Palestrina (Leo Sowerby);
Scherzo in G. from symphonic for organ (Edward Ship-
pen Barnes): Within a Chinese Garden (R. S. Stough-
ton) : Variations de Concert, with pedal cadenza
(Joseph Bonnet).

Martha Susannah Fisher, the ten-year-old child harpist,
pupil of Madam Carusi. gave a program at the First
Congregational Church vesper service here Sunday.

MRS. MILES A. DRESSKELL

Hannah Fletcher Covkendall
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ANIL DEER ''Soulful"
COLORATURA SOPRANO

Address:

ADOLPH KNAUER
79 Central Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

Her program included several numbers of the very dif-

ficult but beautiful Hebrew music which she played in

connection with the production of Jeremiah in the Greek
Theatre at the University of California.

Miss Helen Fletcher Riddell, lyric soprano, gave a splen-

did program for To Kalon members and their friends

on Thursday last. Miss ^liriam Burton, pianist, whose
work is a never-failing drawing card, added much to

the program with her fine accompanying. The program
in full: Songs from Shakespeare— (a) Where the Bee
Sucks, The Tempest (Dr. Thomas Arne); (b) The
Cuckoo Song, Love's Labor Lost, (Dr. Thomas Arne);
(c) She Never Told Her Love, Twelfth Night, (Franz
Joseph Haydn); (d) It Was a Lover and His Lass, As
You Like It, (Thomas Morley); (e) If Music Be the
Food of Love, Twelfth Night (John C. Clifton): (f)

Over Hill, Over Dale, A Midsummer Night's Dream
(Thomas Simpson Cook); Aria dei Gioelli, from Faust,
(Charles Gounod); The Answer (Terry): In the Fall-

ing Snow (Clarke); Spring (Buzzi-Peccia) ; The False
Prophet (John Prindle Scott); Pale Moon (Logan); The
Two Magicians (Pearl Curran) ; Life (Pearl Curran).

The Institute of Music was the scene for the weekly
meeting of the Kiwanis Club Monday, when the club
members were the guests of LeRoy V. Brant. Kiwanian
and directors of the Institute. The new and beautiful
parlors of the Institute were thrown open that day for

the club's inspection, and delighted congratulations
were showered on Mr. Brant on his permanent home
for the school. Lena Christopher, artist pupil of Mr.
Brant's, performed piano solos for the club and Kathe-
rine Gail Morrish rendered vocal numbers.

Harriet Pasmore, contralto, daughter of Henry Bick-
ford Pasmore, who is head of the vocal department at
the Instiute of Music, was accorded an ovation at
her appearance with the London Chamber Symphony

LEADING CONCERT
ATTRACTIONS

Selhy C. Opiienhelme

ANNA CASE
SloMt Popular American Sopi
Culuinlua Theatre
.NEXT Sl-NDAV AFT.. DEC. 1

TIcketH on N.nle at Sherman. ( h
•Pop" Prices— .%(tc to *-M

PHILIP k^V-/%^fc^-r^ „VND
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AUDITORIUM, SAN FRANCISCO
Friday. Saturday. Sunday NielitK, Jan.

.1ia(inee» Saturday and !)unday
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al Childr urdaj

SOUSA IN OAKLAND
Auditorium Arena
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J. E. BIRMINGHAM
Palace Hotel Opposite Rose Room

(Main Corridor)

Orchestra last Saturday. She was the only soloist on
the program with the orchestra, and was obliged to
repeat several of her vocal selections. She is a graduate
of the fniversity of California, and her entire vocal
education was received under her father's tutelage.

Alice May Hitchcock, artist pupil of LeRoy V.
Brant, gave a highly satisfactory recital of her ad-
vanced pupils at Mountain View last Thursday evening.
Some four hundred friends and relatives of the pupils
gathered to hear the progress made by the children.

SOUSA'S BAND
Sousa's famous Band, headed by the great "March

King." John Philip Sousa. will inaugurate the new year
musically, for under Selby C. Oppenheimer's manage-
ment, the noted organization and its' popular leader
will present five distinctly different programs in the
Exposition Auditorium on Friday, Saturday and Sun-
day nights. January 4. 5 and 6, with matinees on Satur-
day and Sunday, and two programs at the Oakland
Auditorium Arena on Monday afternoon and night.
January 7. Sousa's Band this year consists of over one
hundred artists, special soloists and numberless novel-
ties. It is one hundred per cent American, a fitting

prototype of the essentially American institution that
it has long since become. The personnel of the great
organization is composed entirely of native players.
and the length and breadth of the country has been
combed to secure the finest players on their various
instrmnents available.
For his engagements here, Sousa is now preparing

typical Sousa programs, each of which will be entirely
different, but all of which will include his newest and
latest popular march, "Nobles of the Mystic Shrine,"
and, of course, the ever-popular "Stars and Stripes For-
ever," without which no Sousa program would be com-
plete. The evening programs will include operatic selec-
tions, Sousa suites, classical and popular gems, while
the afternoon lists are being compiled with a special
appeal to the children, to whom special rates of admis-
sion will be accorded. Sousa tickets are now on sale
at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s.

LEONIDA CORONI CREATES FINE IMPRESSION
Leonida Coroni, the Greek baritone, made his western

debut before San Francisco concert goers at a recital
given under the direction of Alice Seckels at Scottish
Rite Hall, Tuesday evening, December 4. The audience
was a large one, the greater percentage of which con-
sisted of Mr. Coroni's fellow countrymen, who greeted
the young artist with such enthusiasm that it amounted
to a genuine ovation. Should Mr. Coroni appear here
again in the near future he may feel assured of singing
before an even greater multitude, but most certainly
not a more appreciative one.

^1 — _ San FRANCISCO _ -^ ITSYMPHONY
SECOND POPULAR CONCERT

Exposition Auditorium
Tuesday Evening, December 11, 8:20

Albert SPALDING
- on Hale at Sherman. Clay .

Make eheck.s payable to
Supervisor J. Knimet Hayde

LINCOLN
BATCHELDER

Pianist -- Accompanist

Studio 412 Cole St. : Phone Hemlock 368

Mr. Coroni began his program with the aria from
Giordano's Andrea Chenier. which was followed during
the evening by several other operatic selections. It is

easily perceived that Mr. Coroni's forte is directed along
the more dramatic lines of vocal art than the lyric.

The voice itself is far above the average baritone, rich
and vibrant, tremendous in power and range. It is a
voice that has been excellently schooled and equalized
in scale, and Mr. Coroni controls it with an ease and
surety which is indeed grateful to the ear. WTiile Mr.
Coroni is the possessor of this magnificent organ, he
has not yet acquired the finer details of vocalization to
stamp him as a true artist.

At the present time. Mr. Coroni's voice is much too
voluminous for the more intimate surroundings of the
concert hall, and I believe his voice would appear to
belter advantage in a vast auditorium or with the aid
of an orchestra. If Mr. Coroni contemplates appearing
as a song recitalist he will have to gain a command of
such details as pianissimo and mezza voce tones, a con-
cise and polished enunciation and a more poised and
refined vocal style. There is not the slightest doubt but
that Mr. Coroni should develop into an extraordinary
singer for the material is there. His voice is unusual
and he manifests a comprehension of the emotional con-
tents of whatever he sings and possesses the technical
skill to express it. but singing is similar to painting, in
that the miniature painter uses a vastly different tech-
nique in his art than the landscape painter, and so it

is with the vocalist. The operatic singer describes his
story with a broader scope, while the lieder singer or
interpreter of songs must display a more delicate, finer
and a more intimate style.

Charles Hart assisted Mr. Coroni in the double capac-
ity of accompanist and soloist, and in this choice of a
co-artist Mr. Coroni displayed excellent judgment. Mr.
Hart's accompaniments were delightfully sympathetic
and of exceptionally good taste. As a soloist. Mr. Hart
exhibited many fine qualities, among them being a bril-

liant technical equipment, a smooth, warm tone, a fine

command of tonal gradations, as well as an innate
conception of the composer's wishes. Both as an accom-
panist and soloist, Mr. Hart proved an artist of superior
merits. COXSTAXCE H. ALEXANDRE.

SOPHIE BRASLAU CONCERT
Sophie Braslau. contralto, who will appear in recital

this evening, December 10, imder management of the
Elwyn Concert Bureau, is one of several of the great
vocalists whose original ambition favored the piano-
forte as a vehicle of their artistry. In some instances,
artists who later won renown vocally, even had made
debuts as pianists before they discovered that their
voices were more valuable assets than their keyboard
techniques.

Sophie Braslau, for instance, was a pupil of Alexander
Lambert in New York, and a most promising pianist.
Mr. Lambert happened to hear her singing and in-
sisted that her voice was so remarkable that a vocal
career was preferable even to the bright pianistic
future. Miss Braslau was very young then, and the
transition was made quickly: she was famous vocally
at an age when most singers are still learning to
breathe properly. Incidentally. Miss Braslau had a few
pupils—and this was not so many years ago. One of
them is now a professor of philosophy, and a remark-
ably young professor of philosophy.

Tickets for the Braslau recital and all Elwyn Bureau
attractions, Including Jascha Heifetz, January 18, now
on sale at Sherman. Clay & Company.

IRENE
MEUSSDORFFER
CONCERT - OPERA - ORATORIO

VOICE CULTURE

KARL RACKLE
PIAXIST—I-XSTRICTOR

BEATRICE ANTHONY STENGER VIOLINS
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IT
IS generally known in the

musical world that the Knabe
is to-day the favorite instru-

ment of Leopold Godowsky

—

greatest living pianist—and also of
a group of super-artists whose
careers are untainted by any sus-
picion of commercialism.

Through sheer merit, unaided by
sensational publicity, Knabe has
become the chosen medium for the
highest expression of the pianistic

art. It is acknowledged by leading
authorities to be "the world's su-
preme pianoforte."

The same qualities that have won
pre-eminence in select musical
circles make the Knabe the ideal

piano for the home especially in

combination with the marvelous
Ampico Re-enacting'' Piano.

The Ampico re-creates in your
home the playing of the master
musicians, on the very instru-
ment—the Knabe— preferred by
them for their personal and public
work.

KOHLER- er CHASE^
26 0"FARRELL STREET- SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE

'{Copyright 1922. American Piano Company)

AMnco

CHRISTMAS ORATORIO

On Saturday evening, December 15, at
S oclock. in the Memorial Church at
Stanford University, a performance of
the Christmas Oratorio by Johann Sebas-
tian Bach will be given by the Univer-
sity Choir and Orchestra, assisted by
members of the San Francisco Symphony
and the following soloists: Miss Winifred
Estabrook, soprano; Mrs. Esther H.
Allen, contralto: Mr. Carl Edwin Ander-
son, tenor; Mr. Austin Sperry. bass.
The Christmas Oratorio is not only

one of Bach's greatest choral works, but
also one of the masterpieces of all time.
In its entirety it is a monumental work,
cons'sting of six parts, one for each day
of the Christmas Festival as celebrated
in Germany, Each part is a half-hour
in length, and the Stanford performance
will consist of the first two sections only.
In these two parts there are two mag-
nificent choruses. Christians. Be Joyful,
and Glory to God in the Highest, which
call for virtuoso efforts on the part of
the choir. There are two beautiful solos
for alto. Prepare Thyself. Zion. and
the Slumber Song: one for tenor. Haste,
Ye Shepherds; and one for bass. King
all Glorious. Interspersed are recitatives
narrating the Christmas story, and
chorales of exquisite beauty and deep
religious feeling. The performance of
this rarely-heard oratorio will be open
to the public.

MRS. WARE'S PUPIL RECITAL

A number of the younger pupils of
Evelyn Sresovich Ware gave piano re-

cital at Sorosis Club Hall on Friday eve-
ning. November 23rd. which was so
crowded that people stood in the hall.

The program was so extensive, nineteen
numbers comprising the event, that de-
tailed review is impossible. However,
every one of the young musicians proved
that the teacher had carefully prepared
them for their task and they were re-

warded for their industry and adapta-
bility by the enthusiasm of their large
audience. The program was as follows:
Tarantella (Risher). Dance of the
Marionettes (Adams>. Jeanne Devine;
The Hopper-toad (Cramm). The Sailor
Boy's Song (Xelson). George Britton;
Awakening of the Birds (Langei. Two
Pianos—Nell Cofflnberry. Marie Becker,
Theadosia Fontana, Josephine Peirano;
Fur Elise ( Beethoven i. Clementine Vio-
lich; Curious Story (Heller). Witchie's
Revels (Schytte), Theadosia Fontana;
Chasing Butterflies (Lemontt. Evel'na
Sutich; Military Parade (Bilbro). Vir-
ginia May. Marjorie Fontana: Hide and
Seek (Schytte). Valsette (Borowski).
Josephine Peirano; March in F (Bach),
Two Pianos—Clementine Violich, Fran-
cis Violich, Virginia May. Evelina Su-
tich: Minuet in G (Beethoven), Sunset
(Torjussen). Xell Coffinberry; Solfeg-
gielto (Bach). Butterfly Waltz (Friml).
Virginia May; Pendant la Valse (Lack).
Two Pianos—Marie Becker. Francis Vio-
lich: Tarantella (Pieczonka). Marjorie
Fontana: Dance Caprice (Grieg I. March
of the Dwarfs (Grieg l, Francis Violich;
Serenade Badine (Gabriel-Marie). Allegro
—from Sonata—G major (Mozart). Valse
—D flat major (Chopin). Marie Becker;
Libesfreud (Kreisler), Laura Husson;
Air de Ballet No. 1 (Chaminade), Amelie
Lafon: Gondolieri (Nevin), Two Pianos
—Giaccomina Liuzza. Laura Husson;
Scarf Dance (Chaminade). Blanche Mon-
cla ; Marche Militaire ( Bilbro) . Two
Pianos—Marie Becker, Francis Violich.

ELLEN VIRGINIA CLARKE'S DEBUT

One of the most promising and gifted
young pianists we have watched appear-
ing in public for the first time is Ellen
Virginia Clarke, the 12-year-old pianist.
whom Miss Eva M. Garcia presented at
a piano recital in the South Room of
Hotel Oakland on Friday evening, No-
vember 16th. The youthful musician had
quite a pretentious program and in-

terpreted it with the equanimity and the
ease of an experienced artist. There is

no question regarding the fact that Ellen
possesses inborn talent, for she plays the
compositions as if she actually knew
what they meant. That is to say she
puts expression into the phrases and she
seems to realize that music is not merely
a succession of notes.
The Bach Gavotte was interpreted with

facile technic and fine accentuation. The
Mendelssohn numbers were shaded with
due regard for poetic sentiment The
Liszt Liebestraum received a very ade-
quate phrasing far beyond the compre-
hension of the usual student at this early
age. The same may be said of every
number on the program. Mlse Garcia has

every reason to feel gratified with the
results she achieved in the training of
this young talent which no doubt will
gradually blossom into artistic bloom.
H. Arthur Garcia played several violin

numbers with excellent judgment as to
technical requirements and emphasis of
sentiments and Miss Garcia played the
accompaniments with that finish for
which her playing is so worthily noted.
The complete program was as follows:
Gavotte ( Bach-Saint Saens ) . Bavolet
Flottant (Couperin), Ellen Virginia
Clarke: Les Adieux (Sarasate), Valse
Bluette (Drigo-Auer), H. Arthur Garcia;
Prelude (Raindrop) (Chopin). Spinning
Song (.Mendelssohn), Rondo Capriccioso
(Mendelssohn), Ellen Virginia Clarke;
Scene de Ballet (De Beriot). H. Arthur
Garcia; Doll Dance (Poldini), Melodie
(Dal Young), Prelude (Debussy), Liebe-
straum (Liszt ) , Ellen Virginia Clarke.
Accompanist, Eva M. Garcia.

The Young Ladies* Choral Society, com-
posed of thirty young ladies of the vari-
ous Institutes of the Y, L. I., presented
a costumed musical play. An Operatic
Dream, arranged and directed by Joseph
Greven in Knights of Columbus Hall on
Friday evening, November 16ih. In ar-
ranging this costumed operatic tabloid
performance the director had in mind to
present the soloists of this society and
Glee Club who have given considerable
time and study to the cultivation of their

The DUtin;
HSH Returned tn

Prolonged Abi

voices an opportunity to appear in oper-
atic solos. The soloists as well as the
whole ensemble showed careful training
in voice and stage presence. Following
is the programs Part I—Girls of Board-
ing School return from General Rehearsal
of Costumed Performance, planned for
following day—then retire. Ensemble
Duets—Minuet Entrance (Mozart). I

Would That My Love (Mendelssohn),
Chiming Bells (Wely). New Irish Lullaby
(A. A. Needham). Mrs. Mary Mogan.
Part II—(Dream Apparitions)—Prologue:
Remember! (Adapted). Mae Panella;
Elsa's Dream from Lohengrin (R. Wag-
ner), Ethel Sweeney: Page Song from
Hugenots (Meyerbeer). Peggy Stumpf;
Voce di Primavera (Joh. Strauss), Aida
DeMartini: Ensemble Duets— (a) Mar-
cheta (Schertzinger). (b) Flower Song
(Lange). (c) In the Spring (Mendels-
sohn), Mercy Air from Robert the Devil
(Meyerbeer), Rita Ford; Flower Song
from Faust (Ckjunod). Edith Gallagher:
O mio Fernando from Favorita (Doni-
zetti). Elizabeth Reynolds; My Heart at
Thy Sweet Voice (from Sansom and
Delilah (SaintSaens). Carmelita O'Neill;
Habanera from Carmen (Bizet). Agnes
Paine. Part III—Following Evening:
Girls gather, ready to leave for their
Operatic Performance. Ensemble Duets— (a) Up Quit Thy Bower (Schnecker),
(b) Serenade (Jaxone), (c) Over the
Waves (Rosas).

Victor LJchtenstein will analyze and il-

lustrate Schumann's B minor Symphony
next Friday morning at Sorosis Hall at
12 o'clock, this being one of the Sym-
phony-logues which are now an impor-
tant factor in the cultural life of San
Francisco. They have passed the experi-
mental stage and are now firmly estab-
lished with a large audience always
present The Carnival of Animals by
SaintSaens will also be discussed and
illustrated.
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ELFIE VOLKMAN'S CONCERT

A large and attentive audience assembled at the

Italian Room of the St. Francis Hotel on Monday eve-

ning, December 3, to hear Miss Elfie Volkman. soprano,

on one of the rare occasions when she appears in public,

aiiss Volkman is an industrious student, applying this

word in the scholastic not the amateurish sense, who
takes her art and herself very seriously. And in com-
menting on her concert we must take into considera-

tion that Miss Volkman, like most resident artists, in

giving a concert a year or less, burdens herself with

the great responsibility of making her artistic reputa-

tion dependent upon this one appearance. When public

appearances are so greatly dependent upon moods,
physical condition and state of mind, it is hardly fair

to judge by one appearance as to all the merits or

demerits of an artist. Indeed, there is nothing so cruel,

so devoid of delicacy and tact, and so unfair as a

definite judgment of an artist's accomplishments from
one hearing.
Every singer of refinement and sensitiveness is ner*

vous—whether visibly so or not. And. naturally, such
nervousness must exercise a certain influence upon the

performer's artistic expressions. Miss Volkman is no
exception to the rule. Only when a vocal artist is able

to appear constantly and frequently in public can he
or she regulate this state of nervous tension to a
degree wherein it is hidden from the audience. And so

one can not judge a singer's qualities from one appear-
ance a year. We found in Miss Volkman many evi-

dences of vocal and emotional proficiency. She cer-

tainly has studied a repertoire of wide and extensive

range and she interprets many of the songs with a
warmth and sincerity conformant to fastidious ideals.

There are moments when some may not always agree
with the artist in her ideas of interpretation, but dif-

ferences of opinion are ever the result of public effort.

In any event, the audience seemed to thoroughly enjoy
Miss Volkman's interpretations and rewarded her with
hearty applause at the conclusion of every one of her
groups. Elaborate and fragrant floral tributes covered
the platform and piano, and Miss Volkman has reason
to consider her concert a success. The complete pro-

gram was as follows: Vieni non tardar, from The Mar-
riage of Figaro (Mozart); Die Gebusche (Schubert),
Botschaft (Brahms), Du Meines Hergens Kronelein
(Strauss), Heimkehr (Strauss). Wer hat dies Liedlein

erdacht? (Mahler); Aria from "William Tell" (Rossini);

L'escalve ( Lalo) . Fantoches ( Debussy ) . Tes Yeux
(Rabey), L'oiseau Blue (B. Dalcroze); Bitterness of

Love ( Dunne ) , Snowdrop (Gretschainoff ) . Wings of

Night (Winter Watts), The Singer (Maxwell), Clave-

litos (Valverde).

S. F. CONSERVATORY ACTIVITY

At the regular monthly recital given for the students
of the San Francisco Conservatory of Music, Miss Ellen
Edwards, the distinguished pianist, who has taken Miss
Ada Clement's pupils during her absence in the East,

was the soloist and rendered a group of Chopin num-
bers: "Phalene" by Phillips, Prelude by Rachmaninoff,
and "Skizze" by Albert Elkus.

On the second Monday of every month the advanced
pupils of the San Francisco Conservatory of Music are
giving special programs over the KPO radio. On Mon-
day, December 10. the following program of sixteenth
and seventeenth centxiry music will be rendered: Brief

lecture on Musical History; Vocal. "It Was a Lover and
His Lass (Thomas Morley), (written about 1598). select-

ed voices from the children's chorus of the Conserva-
tory; Gavotte (LuUyl. Pastorale (Scarlatti). Miss Ma-
rian Clement; Violin, Siciliene (Francoeur-Kreisler),
Harvey Peterson; Vocal. Old Elizabethan Song (Bart-

let), (written about 1598) lute accompaniment). Mrs.
Mello: Piano. The Nim (Couperin). Sonata, D Major
(Scarlatti), Miss Ruth Cook; Vocal. Xymphs and Shep-
herds (Henry Purcell), (famous English composer of

seventeenth centxiry). Mrs. Foster: Piano, Call of the
Birds (Rameaui, Miss Margaret O'Leary; Vocal. Se
Florindo e fedele (Scarlatti), Air (from old French
opera) (Colasset. Miss Irene Roberts; Concerto Royale,
Three Movements (Couperin), Walter Levin. Harvey
Peterson, Albert Schwarz.
When this concert is given, Miss Clement and Miss

Lillian Hodghead will listen in at the station in Xew
York.

SYMPHONIC ENSEMBLE CHRISTMAS PROGRAM

The Christmas spirit will dominate the program of
the Symphonic Ensemble next Tuesday evening at the
Bohemian Club. Director Alexander Saslavsky will

feature a Requiem by Popper for three cellos, to be
played by Max Gegna. Miss May Mukle and Miss Dorothy
Pasmore. The opening work will be a duo for violin
and viola, composed in 1723 by Mozart, to be played
by Messrs. Saslavsky and Patchouck. The latter, a Rus-
sian, received his education in Odessa, his birthplace,
played in the principal cities and on coming to America
was in the Detroit Symphony Orchestra under Ossip
Gabrilowitsch. He was playing in New York with suc-
cess when Mr. Saslavsky engaged him to come to Cali-
fornia. The other numbers will be an Arenzky Trio, D

minor. Op. 32. for piano, violin and cello, with Charles
Hart, Messrs. Saslavsky and Gegna; the Tschaikowsky
Andante Cantabfle for strings, wood wind and percus-
sion; group of Christmas songs. Mrs. Ward A. Dwight,
and a suite for strings and flute by Cesar Cui.

The ensemble is being presented by Alice Seckels and
as a new body has attracted much attention, as it pro-

vides for compositions seldom heard through lack of

certain instrumental combinations. Wood winds, trum-
pet and strings are interesting musicians, especially
those acquainted with the work of the Barrere En-
semble of New York, after which this local body is

patterned. Demand has led to the sale of single ad-
missions besides those for the season.

2ECH ORCHESTRA IN RARE PROGRAM

Unusually Ambitious and Extensive Program Effectively

Interpreted Under the Skillful and Dominating
Direction of William F. Zech

BY ALFRED METZGER
California Hall was fringed with a row of standees

on Tuesday evening. December 4th. when the Zech
Orchestra, under the commanding direction of William
F. Zech. gave their second concert of the season 1923.

Ever since the writer has been identified with musical
journalism in San Francisco he has known and ad-
mired William F. Zech and his orchestra. No one has an
idea what it means to train an orchestra of young
musicians from the elementary period to the period of

proficiency such as displayed by the Zech Orchestra on
this occasion. As will be seen the program contained
works by Mendelssohn, Beethoven. Massenet. Wagner
and Tschaikowsky. Surely an extraordinary task to set

for a body of young musicians. But the result was most
gratifying and the applause gladly bestowed upon these
capable musicians and their energetic conductor was
striking evidence for the success of Mr. Zech's mission.

Were it not for orchestras like this San Francisco
would not have the material from which the big sym-
phony orchestra is selected. The precision, intelligence
and tone balance with which this program was rendered
was a credit to the conductor as well as to the indi-

vidual members of the orchestra and the precision with
which the young players respond to the influence of
their conductor was delightful to behold. Even such
severe tests as the allegro con brio movement from
Beethoven's Eroica Symphony and Massenet's vigorous
Phedre Overture did not put too severe strains upon the
executive faculties of the orchestra, but received a most
effective interpretation.

Richard Davidson, first violin: Frances Poser Chase,
second violin; Milton P. Goldsmith, viola; and Frank
Weiler, cello, interpreted the first two movements from
Mozart's String Quartet No. 13 in a manner justifying
the highest praise and exhibiting that facility of in-

terpretative power which contributes so much toward
an impressive reading of this master. George T. Mor-
ton, Jr.. played Evening Star from Tannhauser on the
trombone with fine, mellow tone, artistic phrasing and
gratifying intonation. He received a very spontaneous
ovation from the audience.

Mr. Zech has reason to feel gratified with the remark-
able success achieved by the Zech Orchestra on this
occasion. While his effort in building up such a splend d
educational institution may be tedious and often very
disheartening, he has the satisfaction to know that his
patience and endurance is rewarded with that success
which is so great a reward for faithful service well per-
formed.

The complete program was as follows: Overture Ruy
Bias (Mendelssohn); Symphony No. 3 Eroica (Bee-
thoven). Allegro con Brio (First Movement); String
Quartet Xo. 13 (Mozart), (a) Andante, (b) Allegretto,

ma non troppo; Overture Phedre (Massenet); Evening
Star (from Tannhauser) (Wagner), George T. Murton,
Jr. ; Marche Slave 1 Tschaikowsky )

.

GEORGE LIPSCHULTZ' SYNCRONIZATIONS

We have frequently written about the splendid pro-

grams presented by George Lipschultz and his excellent
orchestra at the Loew-Warfield Theatre and we have
had no reason to change our mind in recommending to

the good will of our readers this fine organization
sponsored by the management of that popular picture
palace. But today we want to call the attention of our
readers to the musical setting arranged by George Lip-
schultz as the background of the fine feature pictures
lately attracting crowded houses to the Warfield. - A
moving picture can not be changed from one that is

technically deficient to one that is artistically superior
by means of the music. But a comparatively uninterest-
ing picture can be made more interesting and a good
picture can be made better by adequate musical set-

tings. Equally true it is that the best picture can easily
be marred by music that is not suitable to its artistic
atmosphere.
George Lipschultz expresses unusual taste in the ar-

rangement of his musical settings. He accentuates the
emotional scenes. He never introduces music that is

cheap and unworthy of the character of the feature

picture. He never fails to accentuate humor or pathos
and he never fails to give the proper emphasis to a
thrilling climax. His music is carefully selected to meet
the requirements of the scene and it is taken from
selections that occupy most dignified positions among
the musical literature of the world. We frequently find

ourselves listening to the music while watching the
pictures at the Warfield. and it is strange how much
our enjoyment depends upon the suitable music Mr.
Lipschultz furnishes. And we never experience this

condition more effectively than when we attend other
motion picture houses and discover unsuitable music
set to brilliant spectacular productions. A. M.

HENRY EICHHEIM'S ORIENTAL INFATUATION

The attraction at the most recent of Ida G. Scott's

interesting Fortnightly's at the Colonial Ballroom of the

St. Fi-ancis Hotel on Monday afternoon. November 12th,

was Henry Eichheira who gave an Illustrated Lecture,

assisted at the piano by Ethel Roe Eichheim. on "Com-
parisons of Oriental and Occidental Music." The en-

thusiasm which Mr. Eichheim entertains for Oriental

music and the negligible attitude he assumes toward
Occidental music impresses a disinterested listener

with the conviction that Mr. Eichheim is the victim of

an infatuation that surely gives force to the adage that

Love is blind. Only one infatuated with Oriental music
and indifferent toward Occidental music can make the

statements that drip so easily from this lecturer's facile

lips.

To tell an Occidental audience that it is a million

years behind in musical evolution and advancement of

the Oriental people is a statement hard to swallow with-

out a smile. To sit by patiently when Bach and Bee-
thoven are termed enslavers of music and Orientals the
liberators require considerable endurance. To be told

that the Orientals have 365 different tones—one for each
year—requires a credulity which not everybody pos-

sesses, and then to have these "facts" illustrated with
instruments such as gongs, drums, bells and similar

devices certainly present remarkable tests to one's

imagination.

We agree with Mr. Eichheim that we have still much
to learn about music, that the art is in its infancy and
future centuries will cause remarkable readjustment
and reconsiderations of musical laws and form. We also

agree that Javanese music, for instance, with its

marimbas and drums contains great beauties in the
matter of tone color effects. We agree that the Orien-

tal people as a whole are more universally appreciative

of that which they term good music than the Occidental
people are appreciative of that which cultured mu-
sicians regard as the best music. But when Mr. Eich-
heim tries to make us believe that Occidental music is

far behind Oriental music in evolution and progress
then he says something that he was not able to prove
to our satisfaction with the examples and demonstra-
tions he gave us.

The lecture was no doubt interesting and as a new
addition to musical discussion it fulfills its purpose.
But Mr. Eichheim will never live to see the day when
he can impress an Occidental music lover with' the
superiority of Oriental music over that which Mozart.
Bach, Beethoven. Wagner. Strauss and others cultivated
with such loving care. The assimilability between races
is applicable to music and art as well as customs, and
Oriental drama or literature, while always admired by
Occidental connoisseurs, will never serve as a founda-
tion upon which an Occidental drama or literature will

be established. But Mr. Eichheim's facile address and
Mrs. Eichheim's splendid pianistic art proved an un-
usually interesting feature of Miss Scott's pleasant
events. A. M.

SONGS FOR THE LITTLEST ONES

Our attention has been called to a child's book of

songs recently published by the Boston Music Co.

"Songs for the Littlest Ones." words and music by Miss
Cora W. Jenkins, the well known music educator. Many
of the little songs were written by Miss Jenkins ten or
fifteen years ago for her talented baby niece who played
and sang them at three and half and four years of age
to the enchantment of every one who heard her.

That same joy is possible to all children where music
is fostered in the home is Miss Jenkins' firm belief so
it is with a double pleasure that the little book, illus-

trated most captivatingly by a Berkeley artist, is sent
forth on its mission of educational development and
charm. The last three songs in the book are acting
songs DoUie, What Would You Rather Be?, Santa Claus
Messenger, and The Doll's Singing School, designed to

include any number of children in the class room and
wonderfully child-like they are in their appeal to the
small musicians.

The Los Anaeles Woman's Lyric Club opened its

choral season with a concert on the IGth at the Phil-

harmonic auditorium. Director Poulin has prepared a

program of Autumn and Christmas songs and the club

will present Henry Hadley's Pnncess Kiyo with mem-
bers of the club taking principal parts.
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•POP" CONCERT PLEASES LARGE AUDIENCE

Los Anseles, December 4.

A more wholesome and delightful way of spending a
Sabbath afternoon cannot be conceived than being com-
fortably seated in the Philharmonic Auditorium with
the Symphony Orchestra at its best, rendering a not
too serious program with Mr. Rothwell at his stand
inspired with keen understanding revealing lo us the
hidden emotions and romantic settings of some of our
favorite well-known composers' works. Last Sundays
Popular Concert by our beloved Symphony Orchestra
was one of these restful events bringing out varying
and contrasting harmonies in the several numbers
presented.
The program opened with the not well known

"Moorish March" from the only opera (BoabdiU by
Moszkowswki. followed by the De Greef group of Four
Old Flemish Folks Songs which were presented for the
first time in Los Angeles winning great favor with the
audience, the continued applause calling for the repeti-

tion of one number.
Another interesting bit of elaborate insirumentat'on

and a first-time-in-Los Angeles presentation was the
Danze Piemontesi Xo. 2. Op. 31. by Leone Sinigagra.
The two Norwegan Danzes Op. 35 reflectng char-

acteristics of their comix)ser. Edward Grieg, known as
the incarnation of the strong, vigorous, breezy spirit

of the land of the midnight sun were rendered with
finesse and delicate shading.
A fitting climax to this interesting program was the

gorgeous tremendous Paris Version of Baccbanale from
Tannhauser. while the closing number "Beautiful Blue
Danube"by Strauss was a close second in beauty and
precision of execution.
Etore Campana. grand opera baritone and well-known

as a singer and pedagogue here, was heard to splendid
advantage in his characterization of Leporello in the
aria from Mozart's Don GiovannL Rich and full of re-

sonance is his %oice, and this aria gave ample scope for
his dramatic tendencies in interpretation. His manner
is most pleasing, his artistry convincing and so great
was the ovation given him by the audience he was
obliged to repeat h's second superb number the "Credo"
from Verdi's opera "Othello" which is regarded as a
masterpiece of invective. The orchestra in both num-
bers afforded splendid support in accompanying this
splendid artist. ^

LOS ANGELES TRIO IN ARTISTIC PROGRAM

Always attracting a fine discriminating audience this
splendid trio again appeared in a most interesting pro-
gram. One outstanding feature of the evening was the
first-time-in-America presentation of the C minor Trio
by the modern French composer. Gabriel Pieme, which
was rendered with understanding and due regard for
the composer's intentions. Each member of the trio.

May MacDonald Hope, pianist: Calmon Luboviski. vio-
linist, and llya Bronson. cellist, appeared in splendid
form. The Strauss Sonata for cello and piano was
beautifully done and the Quartette in G minor by
Brahms in its absolute classic form with Herman
Kolodkin. violist. as guest artist proved most interest-
ing with the scholarly treatment of these instruments.
Sir. Kolodkin displayed dexterous use of his bow and
delighted all with the warmth of his tone.

SUPERB ART OF TITO SCHIPA TRIUMPHS

So great was the demand for seats at the recent con-
cert given by Tito Schipa and so great his magnificent
display of the vocal art that Mr. Behymer immediately
arranged to afford another opportunity for music lovers
to hear this master song painter.
On last Saturday evening the "overflow" which failed

to gain admission at the Philharmonic to bear this
great tenor the previous week, filled to capacity Trinity
auditorium for a second concert where a more ap-
preciative audience never assembled before a more
generous art st who by the way sang fully two dozen
numbers including his encores on this occasion.
The perfection of his singing was shown lo superb

advantage in the always present Caro Mio Ben and
Handel's Where e'er You Walk. These beautiful songs
were sung with fine feeling and sentiment .Mr. Schipa's
clear warm velvety tone and perfect diction never for
a second failed in holding hts vast audience spellbound
in breathless stillness.

The arias from "Martha" and "Mignon" were ex-
quisitely interpreted giving new color and life to these
familiar numbers.
His rendition of "La FarfalletU" won much applause

for its remarkable technical display. In fact each num-
ber of his delightful program was as a beautiful minia-
ture in this collection of art gems of which his program
consisted.
We were glad he sang mainly in French and his

native Italian for his English though perfect in diction
at intervals was faulty in pronunciation. His very
gracioas manner and pleasing presence was most im-
pressive. After the close of bis program Mr. Schipa
gave as an encore a superb rendition of La Donna
Mobile from Rigoletto which so enthused the audience

FITZGERALD'S- foT the cAd-vancement of ^iusic

LOTT ^Knabe Artist
Cliflford Lott is one of the best known baritones

and teachers on the Pacific Coast. His appear-
ances in Concert are accorded high praise by all

the critics and his success as a teacher is nothing
short of remarkable. In his studio, as well as lor

all his concerts. Mr. Lott requires the famous art

piano, the
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that a burst of applause imerrupted the song for a
moment after an intensely interesting phrase. Mr.
Mr. Schipa has attained a great height in artistry and
no singer who has api>eared in Los .Angeles has
achieved greater triumphs with critics and public than
this Ital'an tenor with the gorgeous lyric voice who
is a great exponent of the true though seldom heard
bel canto.
The assisting artist. Mr. Frederick Longas, proved

himself no less soloist than accompanist. In every in-

stance he rendered the piano part in splendid comple-
ment to the vocal program. He played a Chopin num-
ber and Paderewski's Minuet. Granada by Albeniz and
a composition of his own called **Jota" which was de-
scribed later to us by a musician present as a "potpotiri
of refined jazz." It being ultra modem in style we quite
agreed. His artistry in presentation made a splendid
impression on his audience and after each group he re-

sponded graciously with encores.
As a whole this concert proved to be one of most

enjoyable and entirely artistic merit and these artists
made an enviable impression on musical Los Angeles.

Calmon Luboviski, whose pupils are gaining recog-
nition throughout the West, has the extreme satis-
faction of seeing his thirteen-year-old pupil Lois
Putl-tz. exploited by the Associated Press as the
"greatest known violinist for her age." Her picture has
appeared in many newspapers throughout America. Be-
sides his successful teaching Mr. Luboviski is being
kept very busy with concert work, having filled four-
teen engagements in October and ten in November, He
will be the soloist with the Los Angeles Chamber Music
Society at the Gamut Club on December 7th.

Bonnie Helen Mackintosh, the Scotch prima donna, as-
sisted by Linnie Lee Guess, pianist and accompanist,
and Archie Wade, fiutist. gave a very worthy recital at
the Southern California Recital Hall last Thursday eve-
ning under Mme. Xewcomb Prindell's management
Aside from interesting Scotch songs done in her own
inimitable manner she sang more brilliant selections
in her closing group, including The Wren by Benedict
and Charmant Oiseau by David. Linnie Lee Guess
gave several piano classics and accompanied Miss Mack-
intosh and Mr. Wade, the flutist, effectively. Mr. Wades
numbers proved of special interest since flute numbers
are comparatively rare on recital programs. The small
audience demonstrated largely its appreciation for the
work of these young artists.

Marguerite Namara, a Los Angeles singer who has
gained international prominence for her grand opera
performances abroad as well as with the Chicago Grand
Opera Company, recently gave a thrilling interpretation
of Mimi in La Boheme at the Opera Comique in Paris.
Her many friends in this city will be interested in
knowing that the management of the Opera Comique
has already contracted with Miss Xamara for appear-
ances in La Traviata and Manon.

The Sherwood Music School gave another pupil's recital
Saturday afternoon. November 24th. when the work of
the following teachers was exhibited: Mr. Yotmgfelt,
Edith McKenzie. Ray Hand. Daisy Mauer. Charles Pem-
berton. Ella Hart. Gilda Marchetti. Dr. Winkler. H. A.
Clapperton. Morton Mason and Harry Girard. Adele
Lauth arranged the program.

Miss Viola Ellis, who. it will be remembered, sang the
role of Aznneris In the "Bowl" production of Aida in
September, has gone to New York to make records
for the Gennett phonograph company. Miss Ellis ex-
pects lo fill several concert engagements before return-
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ing to Los Angeles to resume her coaching with Alex-
ander Bevani in this city to whom she gives much
credit for her summer's success in the opera.

Philip Tronitz, the distinguished Norwegian pianist, has
been beard at several clubs recently among which
were the City Club wlien he played a Moskowski con-

cert study, at the Wa Wan Club where his numbers in-

cluded works by Binding, Liszt and Chopin. At the
Junior Wa Wan Club on November 21st Mr. Tronitz
gave an instructive illustrated lecture on Norwegian
music.

The Fitzgerald Music Company gave to the music lovers
of Los Angeles another rare treat in an invitational

concert last Tuesday evening when Brahm van den
Berg, renowned pianist and Flora Myers Engel, popu-
lar soprano, gave a most pleasing program at Trinity
Auditorium. The brilliant technic and authoritative
renditions by Brahm van den Berg displayed musical
intelligence of merit while Mme. Engel's colorful voice
was a delight as usual and her numbers were admirably
executed.

Jeannette Rogers, first flutist with the Grauman's Metro-
politan Orchestra, was honored by the orchestra mem-
bers with a banquet of beautiful appointments. Nearly
a hundred guests were present this occasion being also

the wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Coloneus.

The Los Angeles Flute Club gave its seventh anni-
versary concert at Bovard Auditorium last week, be-

ing assisted by M'ss Ruth Hutchinson, soprano; Mr.
Homer Grunn. pianist; Miss May Hogan, harpist; An-
tonio Raimondi, clarinet; Achille Heynen, bassoon, and
Karl Chlupsa, horn. The accompanists were Mesdames
Harry Baxter, Harry Knox and Sidney Exley. Friends
who attended this unusual recital say it was most
enjoyable.

Hallet Gilberte, famed for his lovely song compositions
which are used by many nationally known artists on
their programs throughout America, has recently re-

turned from a concert tour in New York and the New
England states and has purchased a beautiful new
home at 1175 Oakland avenue in Pasadena. Mr. Gil-

berte says he has many engagements to Jjlay his songs
for well known singers in concert in and about Los
Angeles during this season.

Max Donner, one of America's foremost violinists and
five years head of the violin and ensemble of the
music department of the University of West Virginia
and concert meister of the Seattle Symphony Orchestra,
has not long since opened a studio at 1675 North Michi-
gan avenue, Pasadena, California, where he is con-
tinuing his creative musical work, being a composer
of exceptional ability. He is another valuable asset to
Southern California musical circles.

Otto Hirshler, well-known concert organist, gave an in-

teresting concert at the Owensmouth High School re-

cently, where he has charge of all the glee clubs and
choruses and teaches both piano and organ. Another
recent organ recital given by this popular organist was
at the Church of Our Saviour in San Gabriel when he
was assisted by Miss Margaret Atwater. soprano. On
December the first Mr. Hirshler assumed his new duties
as director of music and organist at the First Presby-
terian Church of Glendale and still retains his studio in
the Southern California Music Company building.

Ashley Pettis, distinguished among American pianists,
has been featuring his all-American programs through-
out the East with sensational success. At the Fine Arts
Theatre here on Wednesday evening, w^e are told, his
concert was especially interesting not only for its na-
tional appeal but for its truly artistic rendition. Mr.
Pettis has given much time and study in arranging his
programs from the best musical literature by American
composers and is conceded to be an authority on
program building. It is regretful that more music lovers
did not attend this concert.

The Westminster Choir of Dayton, Ohio, Finley
Williamson conducting, gave a superb concert in
Oxford, Ohio, at Western College recently to a most
enthusiastic audience. This choir undoubtedly ranks
with the best choral organizations in America as their
singing has artistic finish and splendid tone quality.
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Vahdah Olcott Bickford and Zarh Myron Bickford,

formerly from New York City where their successful

appearances in concert and teaching the stringed instru-

ments mandolin, guitar and mando-cello established for

them a splendid record, recently gave a most pleasing

program at the Southern California Recital Hall. Their
program comprised numbers written especially for

these instruments of romance by Mr. Bickford and
several arrangements of familiar songs from Nevin.

MacDowell and Cadman. The Concerto for Guitar by
Mr. Bickford was awarded the Gold Medal at the Italian

Bazaar at Grand Central Palace in New York City in

1916.

The Russian String Quartette is another new stringed
instrument ensemble which has come forth suddenly to

claim its place in Los Angeles concertgoers considera-
tion. The personnel including Calmon Luboviski, first

violinist; Ossip Giskin. cellist; Herman Kolodkin, viola,

and Maurice Stoloff. second violin, bespeaks a truly
artistic organization as each member has attained
great heights in the world of music. An opportunity
will be given the Los Angeles public to hear this or-

ganization on next Friday evening at the Gamut Club.

The Philharmonic Orchestra through the courtesy of

Mr. William A. Clark, Jr., gave the first of a series of

school concerts last Thursday afternoon in the Phil-

harmonic auditorium. The proceeds of the pupils' ad-
missions are to be reverted to the music departments of
the schools to further the cause of music.

Olive Hill School, located on the summit of Olive Hill

at 1645 North Vermont avenue, gave a delightful mu-
sical program and reception on last Tuesday afternoon.
The program was given on the lawn in the sunken
garden with a background of pine and spruce trees, an
ideal setting for the picturesque and original Pilgrim's
dance, "The Spirit of Thanksgiving." which was delight-
fully interpreted by Miss Helen Girvin, the 12-year-old
daughter of Mrs. Helen Girvin, who is the director of
this paradise of childhood. Margaret E. White, pianiste.
formerly of the University of Southern California, gave
several numbers in truly artistic style and proved her-
self an apt musician in her clever improvisations which
she used in accompanying Miss Girvin's dance. Gladys
Burch Dale, violinist, also contributed pleasingly to the
program with Mrs. Paul Chase as her accompanist.
W^ork of pupils of the school was exhibited in sculptur-

ing and dancing and the guests were permitted to walk
about the grounds and visit the new school building
which is being erected by Aline Barnsdale, the owner of
Olive Hill, with the vision of an art center of large pro-
portions which will eventually spring from this splendid
nucleus.

This is a wonderful work already started by these
far-seeing women with the co-operation of the finest
educators in California, among whom are Christine
Shultz, formerly of the University of California, who
has charge of the intermediate grades; Edith Swartz,
supervisor of the primary department: Professor Scott
Lewis, natural sciences; Ella Buchanan, sculpture; Mrs.
Edward Vysikal, painting and drawing.
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Lawrence TIbbetts, whose operatic career is being
watched with keenest interest by his many friends and
admirers, made his initial appearance at the Metropoli-
tan Theater in New York City last Saturday in the role
of Valentine in the opera Faust, with Chaliapin and
other equally renowned artists In the cast. All Los
Angeles is rejoicing in his marked success in this his
debut, and we know we shall hear more of even greater
triumphs of this young baritone, ere the opera season
closes.

MUSIC IN THE THEATRES

Maurice Lawrence, orchestra leader at Graumans
Million Dollar Theatre, has arranged a musical setting
quite in keeping with the atmosphere of Mary Pickford's
new picture -Rosita." being reminiscent of life in
Spain. Edward House has composed a song called
"Rosita" which is used effectively at the performance.

Sid Grauman, who has for so many years been a leading
light among our California entertainment enterprises,
has recently dispossessed himself of three of his the-
atres, the .Million Dollar. Rialto. and Metropolitan, re-
taining the Hollywood Egyptiati Theatre. Al Kaufman,
the new manager for the Famous Players-Laskv Cor-
poration of the theatres, has already taken up his
new responsibilities.

Carli Elinor, director of music at the California Theatre,
has been presenting RachmaninofTs popular "Prelude
in C sharp minor" as a special number on the program
with the entire orchestra and two pianos. A pupil of
Rachmaninolfs. Salratore Santaella of Petrograd. played
one of the pianos and Glenn Knight the other. Chio de
Verde, a French violin'st who possesses fine technic,
a pupil pf Marteau, is also being featured.

Adolph Tandler is personally responsible for the mag-
nificent musical setting for the showing of "The Hunch-
back of Notre Dame" at the Criterion Theatre. He has
admirably adapted selections from the opera Mignon,
with solos in the overture rendered by James Overton
violin: Ossip Giskin. cello; H. Baldwin, clarinet- b'
Adams, flute: F. Mitz. horn and E. Swanson. harpist.
These numbers are receiving generous applause An-

other musical novelty which is used with the p cture is
a chorus of girls singing a Verdi number behind the
scenes. This is an innovation arranged to introduce
"atmosphere" by the De Rerat-Bostick Company.

ZOELLNER QUARTET AT BILTMORE HOTEL
The Zoellners. whose exqu site artistrv was heard

to advantage in the first concert ever held in the BUt-
more music room, will give their second concert in their
series in the same elaborate surroundings on Monday
evening. December 10. The acoustics and the beauti-
fully decorated muse room lends itself ideally to the
interpretation of chamber music—such as plaved by the
Zoellner Quartet— this was the unanimous opinion of
all the music lovers present at the opening concert
The program for December 10 is one of interest con-

trasting the old masters with the ultra modem.' Thenumbers are Quartet Op. 76. No. 1 by Haydn: Clarinet
Quintet Op. lOS by Moiart and Romant sche Serenade
t)p. 2o by Jans Brandts Buys. The assisting artist in
the Moiart Quintet will be Cari Kuehne. formerly clari-
net soloist with the Russian Symphony Orchestra in

Ore'hestr°a
*'*" '^'"' ""^ ^''"°**P°''* SjTnphony

ANNA CASE TO SING HERE SOON

On Sunday afternoon, December 16th. Anna Case
noted American soprano, will appear at the Columbia
Theater, as the last of the Selby C. Oppenheimer "Pop-
concert artists before the holiday season. In what will
also be her only recital in San Francisco on her present
tonr. Miss Case has not been heard in San Francisco

u .5.rT?r °'J**"-
"^^ "'* '° f*™* °' Anna Case

Is one of the achlevemenu in American music. Comingfrom obscurity to general notice in an uncommonly
short apace of time, the noted prima donna stepped onthe metropolitan stage and in a night established her-
self as one of the nations operatic favorites With thenoted composer-pianist. Charies Gilbert Spross presid-ing at the piano, the following list of songs will be

rendered, each and every one of them a rare and
beautiful gem: (a) Separazione. Old Italian (arranged
by G. Sgambati>. ib> "Non. je n'irai plus an bois." Old
French (arranged by Weckerlin). (c) Care Selve. from
the opera ".\talanta" (Handel) (dl Alleluia (Mozartl:
(a) Tote mich aber liebe mich (P. Tschaikowsky), (b)
Wiegenlied (P. Tschaikowsky i. (c) Therese IBrahms).
(dl Der Schmied iBrahmsi: la) Guitares et Mandolines
(Gabriel Grovlezl. (b) Chanson leeere (D'Erlaneeri.
(c) Le Beau Reve (.\. Flegier). (d) Mon Moulin (Gabriel
Pieme): (a) Prayer (Percival Garrattl (hi Listening
(Maurice Besley). (c) Good Night (Rubinstein), (d)
The Answer (Robert Huntington Terry).

FAMED ELENA GERHARDT NEXT WEEK
-•Vmong the most appealing recitals of the current

season will be those shortly to be furnished music
lovers by Elena Gerhardt. the world famous "lieder

'

singer and interpretress of art songs. Gerhardt will
appear in the ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel on Mon-
day afternoon. December 17th. and in Oakland on Fri-
day night. December 21st. in two entirely different pro-
grams. The magnificent works of such of the masters
as Schumann. Schubert, Erich Wolff. Richard Strauss.
Beethoven. Brahms, etc., will be revived in all their
glory on these occasions, and in their orig-nal tongue
besides which Gerhardt, whose interpretations of these
classics admittedly knows no equal, wUI include manv
specially chosen works from the most important and
Englsh composers. Selby C. Oppenheimer. under whose
management Gerhardt appears in California, states that
the above rec'tals will positively be her only appear-
ances in San Francisco and Oakland this season. Real
music lovers will assuredly take particular delight in
these superb events, for it is all too long a time since
it has been their privilege and good fortune to hear such
a colossal artist as Elena (Serhardt is in her special
line of endeavor.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY

The Pacific Mus'cal Society. Mrs. William Banks,
president, presents the following program on December
13th. Thursday evening. 8:30 o'clock, at the Fairmont
Hotel: (a) Valse Caprice (Nordraaki. (b) Etude
(Neuperti, (c) Summer Song (MerikantoK Idl Marche
Grotesque (Sindingl. Elsa Naess. piano soloist (Nor-
wegian National Costumel; Irish Songs—Eilleen Al-
lanna (Thomas). Toud Better Ask Me (Lohri. Low
Backd Car (Samuel Loverl, Top o' The Morning
(.Mana Zucca). M ss Margaret Mack (Irish Costumel,
Gladys Boys at the piano: Songs for Children (Mss by
Mary Carr Moore)— (ai The Hen. (b) The Wren and
the Hen, (c) Hushabye Doll.v. (dl The Bird and the
Squirrel, (c) Halloween, (sung by) Mother (Joose:
Harp Solos— (a) Menuet (Beethovenl. (hi Valse
(Brahms), (c) Allegro (Turinii, Marie Hughes Macquar-
rie (Hoopskirt Costumel; Recitative and Aria—Adieu
Foret (Jeanne d'.\rc) (Tschaikowskv), Miss Helen Col-bum Heath. Walter Frank Wenzel at the- piano: Japa-
nese Duet, Sayonara (Japanese Romance) (Charles W
Cadman)—(a) I Saw Thee First When Cherries
Bloomed. Mrs. Hein and Mr. Levin, (b) .At the Feast of
the Dead I Watched Thee. Mr. A. Levin, (c) All My
Heart is Ashes. Mrs. Philip Victor Hein. (d) The Wild
Dove Cnes on Fleeting Wing. Mrs. Hein and Mr \
Levin; Mrs. Philip Victor Hein and .\braham Levin
(Japanese Costumes). Mrs. A. Levin at the piano.

RESIDENT ARTISTS AT NEXT SYMPHONY
The pair of regular s.vmphony concerts to be given

next Friday and Sunday afternoons in the Curran The-
atre by the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra under
the leadership of Alfred Henz will present M ss Ellen
Edwards and .Allan Bier as assisting artists. These two
well-known pianists will perform the difficult piano
pans included in the score of the Saint-Saens Carnival
of the Animals This striking composition consists of
fourteen movements or musical delineations of various
animals, birds, etc.. although one of the pieces bears
the title Pianists, while another is caUed Persons withLong Ears. The work is a posthumous publication only
one of Its movements. The Swan, having been published
before the death of Saint-Saens. The scoring includes
in addition to the two pianos, a flute, clarinet, celesta
xylophone and the usual strings.
This week's program also includes the ScbnmanSymphony No. 4 in D minor, the Ravel choreographic

poem, "La Valse," which met with such a success at its
first performance here two seasons ago, and a suite of
Vincenzo Tommasini arranged and orchestrated from
five Scarlatti sonatas, the latter number being given for
the first time in San Franc'sco.
Thursday evening of this week the orchestra wlU

give the last concert in its Berkeley Series at Harmon
Gymnasium with Waller F. Femer. principal 'cellist of
the organization, appearing as soloist. Femer will per-
form the "O Cara Memoria" of Servais. while the or-
chestral portion of the program is made up of Gold-
marks Sakuntala Overture, the Schumann D Minor
Symphony and the Prelude to Wagner's "Dei Meister-
singer."

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating
to music and musicians. Give name and address.
-Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address. Question Editor.
Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Boilding.
San Francisco.

1. Can you tell me which is the older publication, the
Etude or the Musician?—G. V.
The Etude. It was founded in 1S83 whUe the Mu-

sician was founded in 1896.
2. Give me the- names of some of the important

works of Perosi.—I. D.
The Passion of Christ, a sacred trilogy: The Trans-

figuration. The Raising of Lazarus. The Birth of the
Redeemer. Moses, and The Last Judgment. These
works are all oratorios. Perosi has also written about
twenty-five masses, much organ music, a set of orches-
tral variations, and several symphonies.

3. What is the difference between an oratorio and a
cantata?—I. D.

It is difficult to answer this question categorically
because both terms, especially cantata, have been used
with various significance, and in some instances the
distmction between the two is practically niL Some-
times It is stated that they differ in the kind of ma-
terial treated, the oratorio dealing with sacred subjects
and the cantata with secular: but this distinction is
swept away when we call to mind that there are secular
oratorios, e. g.. The Seasons, and Paradise and the
Pen, as well as sacred cantatas, e. g.. the church
cantatas of Bach. Again, the distinction is somet mes
said to l:e m the respective length of the works a
cantata being merely a short oratorio; but this is only
a statement signifrtng nothing. It might be said in a
general way that the difference between the two forms
l:es in the manner of treatment of the theme, the can-
tata being lyrical and aiming at the "glorification or
apotheosis of illustrious persons or stirring evenU"-
while the oratorio is dramatic and presents actual
dialogue between characters, as does the opera. How-
ever, even this is not a fast and firm distinction andsome works are called by either name.

4. What does Pos. stand for?—O. C.
For Posaune. German for trombone.
5. Did Beethoven ever use the harp as an orchestral

instrument?—T. G.
Not in any of his symphonies. The harp was per-

fected only late in Beethoven's career. He used it in
the ballet Prometheus.

ALCAZAR THEATRE

Thomas Wilkes promises San Francisco an unnsua]
treat beginning with the matinee December 9th whenOwen Davis' latest play. "Handcuffed." wiU have its
premiere production at the Alcazar with Belle Bennettm the star role. Davis wrote "The Nervous Wreck."
which had its first staging at the O Farrell street the-
atre last July, and is now the reigning comedy success
of the New York season.
"Handcuffed" is a comedy drama with its scenes laid

in the hill country adjacent to the Mexican border Big
In theme with a dominating heart interest and a gen-erous sprinkling of good fun. it has been pronounced
by those who have read it as ceruin to be a great
success. S'<:<»1

Addison Pitt, the Alcazar's director, has taken par-
ticular pains with the staging of -HandcoBed " He
also produced the ".Nervous Wreck " and Davis was oar-
ticularly anxious that he have chane of the r'o-Vrt
production.

" i - 1.
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FIRST CALIFORNIA MUSIC FESTIVAL
iC.jntinued from Page 1. Col. 4)

these occasions. For it must be re-

membered that this festival is not a

purely local affair. It embraces the

entire territory of Northern Cali-

fornia from Oregon's border line to

Fresno or beyond. So that those

participating in the event will ap-

pear before two-thirds of the entire

musical public of California. There
is no doubt in the mind of this

writer but that thousands of people

from this part of the State will

travel to San Francisco to witness
the first truly great music festival

ever given West of the Rocky
Mountains, and that will add their

applause and cheers to those of us

who love music with all our heart

and all our soul.

The fourth concert will prove of

the most artistic importance to those
of us who regard music as a vital

issue in our life. It will include

Beethoven's immortal Ninth Sym-
phony. If any of our readers have
heard Mr. Hertz conduct this same
Beethoven symphony during the

Exposition year they will be able to

obtain an idea of the pleasure and
gratification that is in store for

them. On this occasion the orches-

tra and chorus will be more than
twice as big as it was before and
Mr. Hertz will have a much longer
time to devote to its preparation.

Therefore, this fourth concert of the

Festival will form a worthy climax
to the most ambitious and mos<t

magnificent effort ever put forth to

present before the musical public of

California a musical enterprise of

the greatest magnitude. At the same
time, this concert will celebrate the

hundredth anniversary of the first

performance of the Ninth Symphony
in Vienna in 1824, and those music
lovers who always enjoy the works
of the master will have an oppor-
tunity to honor him both by their

attendance and by participating in

such a grand occasion.

Now then, let us forget personal
prejudices, let us once and for all

set aside little individual vanities,

let us see how many there are of us
who are sufficiently endowed with
a true affection and love for the art

and for our community to stand side

by side in an endeavor to make
California famous before the entire

musical world. Let us contribute
toward breaking the record of at-

tendance at an}' music festival in

the world. And, by the way, let us
not forget that there can not be any
possible chances for financial gain.
This festival can not become a com-
mercial enterprise, just as little as
the symphony orchestra will ever
net any profits to the Musical Asso-
ciation. The music festival will be
the result of the generosity, the big-
ness of heart, the enthusiastic co-
operation, the genuine affection for
music and the result of the work of
our teachers, choral societies and
church choir directors put to the
test of artistic efficiency of the most
severe and highest category. How
many singers are willing to volun-
tarily submit to this test? How
many are willing to unselfishly
place upon the altar of music the
sacrifice of their service? How
many are there to love their art
sufficiently to stand the severe re-
quirements necessary to become a
member of this chorus? How many
are there willing to submerge their
greed for financial remuneration in
the flood of unselfish service to
their community as an artistic cen-
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—
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SAN JOSE— 199 South First
SHEET MUSIC, PIANO ROLLS
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L. A. PHILHARMONIC IN GREAT PROGRAM

Walter Henry Rothwell Conducts With Fire and En-

thuses Large Audience to Frequent Demonstrations
—Alexander Roman Plays Tschaikowsky

Concerto

BY ALFRED METZGER
One of the very best concerts we have heard from

the Philharmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles, under the

direction of Walter Henry Rothwell. was the fourth

Popular Concert given at the Philharmonic Auditorium
in Los Angeles on Sunday afternoon, December 9th.

There was a very large audience in attendance and
there was apparent an enthusiasm and cordiality such

as we have rarely witnessed in the Southern Metrop-
olis. Evidently Mr. Rothwell is making good with the

public, for the warmth of the reception accorded him
could not be found fault with. The opening number of

the program consisted of Massenet's Overture Phedre.

It was given a most effective interpretation. The virile,

inspiring accents were negotiated with precision and
inspiring dash, both orchestra and conductor receiving

and earning a hearty ovation.
There was elegance and grace in the interpretation

of the Glazounow La Danse de Salome op. 90 No. 2. the
seductiveness and dramatic power of which was graphi-

cally emphasized by Mr, Rothwell and his men. Alex-

ander Roman, one of the first violins of the Philhar-

MAllKL RIB(;EL>IA\

The OiNtine^aixhed Prima Ditnna Soprano ^Vho In
Meeting; AVith Briliant SucceHH an fedneogue

monic Orchestra played the Tschaikowsky Concerto for

violin in D major op. 35 revealing a clean, and facile

technic and a flexible though somewhat small lone, but
exhibiting not a little ability for color and phrasing.

The orchestra furnished an excellent background to the
solo.

Specially delightful were two compositions by Andre
Maquarre. the flutist of the orchestra, entitled Au Clair

de Lune and Chanson d'Amour. Mr. Maquarre possesses
much ingenuity in scoring and exceptional poetic and
romantic instinct. He also succeeds in giving the work
melodic value. Both compositions were very skillfully

played and. under the direction of the composer, they
gained in personal interest. Mr. Maquarre was justly

accorded an enthusiastic ovation as was also Mr.
Roman, who was soloist on this occasion and as
already stated, played the Tschaikowsky Concerto.
The concluding number consisted of Liszt's Les Pre-

ludes which was so thrillingly interpreted that cheers
rang forth from the vast auditorium. Mr. Rothwell here
reached the highest artistic elevation. He conducted
as if inspired and with the splendid material at his dis-

posal he succeeded in transmitting his enthusiasm to
his men and from them to his audience. It was an
excellent reading of a most impressive composition and
formed a worthy climax to an exemplary program.

GIFTED STUDENTS PLEASE LARGE AUDIENCES

Mansfeldt Piano School Presents Three Skillful Pian-

ists—Jule Routbort Does Credit to Mischa Lhevinne.
Frances Wiener and Evelyn Biebesheimer

Enthuse Fairmont Hotel Audience

Among the numerous programs presented during the

course of a week in San Francisco we are only able to

devote a limited space to students' recitals. In this

issue we shall devote attention to three concerts that

have taken place recently. Among these is specially

worthy of mention the Piano Recital given by the
Mansfeldt Piano School, which took place at the Fair-

mont Hotel on Friday evening, November 30. in the
presence of an enthusiastic audience that crowded into

the charming auditorium. Three students were pre-

sented on this occasion, all of whom may be classed as

distinctly artistic in their expression. Miss Margaret
Smooke played the opening group of compositions and
exhibited that fluency of technic in and that taste in

phrasing which one has become used to from students
of this school. The young artist received hearty recog-

nition for her excellent work.
Miss Gretchen Spitzer exhibited special talent and

included in her program works by Chopin, Wagner-Liszt.
Schumann and Weber. Among the compositions she
interpreted were a number of exceptionally diflicult

works, and the ease and intelligence with which this

young pianist interpreted the difficult pieces is ample
evidence for the thoroughness of her training and the
natural instinct for pianistic art. Miss Frances Mar-
shal! concluded the program with a group of six repre-

sentative piano compositions which she interpreted with
finish and musicianship. This young artist is specially

gifted not only in the matter of technical skill, but
equally so in the matter of adequate emotional coloring.

The ovation she received at the conclusion of her num-
bers was indeed well justified. Mr. and Mrs. Mansfeldt.
as well as the students who participated on this pro-

gram, are entitled to feel proud of the achievements
recorded on this occasion. The complete program was
as follows: (a) Troika (Sleigh Ridel (Tschaikowsky),
(bt Lullaby, op. 4 (Kjerulfl, (c) Military Polonaise, op.

40 (Chopini, {d» Rhapsodie Hongroise, No. 8 (Liszt),

Miss Margaret Smooke: (a) Ballade A flat, op. 47
(Chopin), (hi Nocturne, op. 23 (Schumann), (c( Spin-
ning Song from "Flying Dutchman" (Wagner-Liszt),
( d ) Dreams from Tristan and Isolde" ( Wagner )

,

(e) Rondo brilliant, op. 62 (Weber), Miss Gretchen
Spitzer: (al Heroide—Elegiaque (Liszt), (b) Caprice
(Cecil Cowles). (ci Valse "d Amour (Moszkowski), (d)

Crescendo (Per Lasson), (e) La Jongleuse (Moszkow-
ski). (f) Intermezzo en Octaves (Leschetizky), Miss
Frances Marshall.

Jule Routbort, the thirteen-year-old pupil of Mischa
Lehvinne. received enthusiastic approval on the occa-

sion of his public appearance at the St. Francis Hotel
on Friday evening, November 23. He played an excep-
tionally taxing program, beginning with the Greig
Sonata, op. 7, and ending with the Liszt E fiat concerto.
Considering the difficulties underlying the performance
of such a program, young Routbort acquitted himself
most creditably. The committing to memory of such a
program is in itself a task of considerable magnitude,
and the young pianist, both from a technical and inter-

pretative standpoint, astonished his audience with the
fluency of his interpretations. There is no doubt but
that Jule Routbort. provided he continues to study on
the same lines he has done in the past, is destined to

make his mark in the musical world.
Ruth May Friend, one of California's most delightful

vocal artists, assisted the young pianist on this pro-

gram and was cordially received by reason of her pliant,

clear and delightful voice and her sincerity and serious-

ness of interpretation. We shall take advantage of
another occasion to speak in more detail of Miss
Friend's vocal artistry. The program was as follows:
Sonata Opus 7 (Edward Grieg), Master Jule Routbort:
Fantasie Impromptu Revolutionary Etude, Scherzo in B
Flat Minor (Frederick Chopin), Master Jule Routbort;
Russian Songs—Ye Dear Fleeting Hour (Dorgomijsky),
Flower of Love (Borodine). Lilacs (Rachmaninoff). Be
Not So Coy. My Pretty Maid (Rubinstein), Ruth May
Friend, accompanied by Marjorie MacDonald: Polichi-

nelle (Serge Rachmaninoff), Staccato Etude C Major
(Anton Rubinstein). Rhapsody No. 8 (Franz Liszt),

Master Jule Routbort; Roseate Clouds of Evening
(Brahms), The Sleep That Flits on Baby's Eyes (Ta-
gore) (Carpenter), A Lake and a Fairy Boat (Hecker),
The First Robin (Hughes). Ruth May Friend, accom-
panied by Marjorie MacDonald; Concerto in E. Flat
(Franz Liszt), Master Jule Routbort. orchestral accom-
paniment on second piano, Mischa Lhevinne.

Frances Wiener and Evelyn Biebesheimer, violin pupil
of Sigmund Anker and piano pupil of Catherine B.

Swint, respectively, gave a joint debut recital at the

St. Francis Hotel Ballroom on Tuesday evening. De-

cember 4. Frances Wiener charmed her hearers with

her smooth, true tone on the violin, her well developed

emotional faculties and her ease of bearing. She played

the most difficult works with thorough appreciation of

their values. Evelyn Biebesheimer showed the thor-

oughness of her training by her accurate interpretation,

her earnest endeavor to obtain the most artistic re-

sults without too much effort and her deliberation in

bringing out every nuance in her phrasing. Both young
musicians are a credit to their teachers and have rea-

son to look forward to a bright future. The program
was as follows: Sonata, Opus 27 (Moonlight) (Bee-

thoven). Evelyn Biebesheimer: Third Concerto, Opus
61 ( Saint-Saens ) . Frances Wiener: (a ) Arabesque
No. 2 (Debussy), (b) Prelude C Sharp Minor (for left

hand ) ( Scriabine ) . (c ) Scherzo B Minor. Opus 20

(Chopin). Evelyn Biebsheimer; Symphonie Espag-

nole (E. Lalo). Frances Wiener: (a) Etincelles, Opus
36, (b) Valse in E Major (Moszkowski), Evelyn Biebe-

sheimer: (a) Waltber's Preislied from The Meister-

singer ( Wagner-Wilhelmj), (b) Le Trille du Diable

(Tarlini), (composed in 1730), sonata for violin and
piano, Frances Wiener and Evelyn Biebesheimer.

MABEL RIEGELMAN'S SUCCESS AS PEDAGOGUE

Since Mabel Riegelman, the distinguished prima
donna soprano and concert artist, has announced her
decision to devote some of her valuable time to teach-

ing a number of ambitious and naturally endowed vocal

students, several aspiring artists have taken advantage
of this remarkable opportunity to receive first-hand

WILLIAM E. OOLKV
Kful l.*tn Aneelen Tenor %V1

knowledge of the intricacies associated with the

thorough study of the vocal art. No one is better able

to transmit important information regarding the art of

singing than he or she who can look back upon several

years of practical experience in the leading opera

houses and on the principal concert platforms in the

world of music. No one has had more and better ex-

perience than Mabel Riegelman, and when you add to

this invaluable accumulation of knowledge the ability

to transmit to others that which she herself has ex-

perienced any student receiving an education from such

an instructor will be thoroughly alive to the most in-

tricate problems that combine to make singing the

difficult art it is.

Mrs. Leda Gregory Jackson of San Jose gave a very

delightful series of old English and Jenny Lind songs
at the studio of Miss Marie Withrow on the first Thurs-

day of December. The Misses Withrow are "at home"
every Thursday afternoon but on the first Thursday of

each month a musical program is prepared and the

studio of Miss Evelyn Almond Withrow is thrown open
to guests. Mrs. Jackson wore a charming pink "Jennny
Lind" costume and was a picture to look upon. She
sang Little Miss Tafflein. The Dashing White Sergeant,
Should He Upbraid, When Love is Kind, the aria Ah
fors e lui. and the duet Parigi a caro from Traviata with

Mr. Batti Bernardi. Mr. Theodor Faure who has a
beautiful baritone voice sang Der Asra of Rubenstein.

Miss Evelyn had on view a charming portrait of Mrs.
Hazel Rey Cline of Los Angeles.
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After the lights are out
The Steinway Speaks:

ISZT knew and loved me. Wagner
knew and loved me. Rubenstein,

Berlioz and Gounod knew and
loved me. I have been the com-
panion of genius for two genera-

tions. My name is the Steinway Piano.

^Vhat was there about me that caused Franz
Liszt, forty years ago, to say of me: "You
afford delight even to my old piano-weary

fingers?"

Why did Richard Wagner, writing from
Bayreuth in 1879, declare: "Sounds of such

beauty as those coming from my Steinway
grand flatter and coax the most agreeable

tone - pictures from my harmonic melodic

senses?"

Why did Gounod, who gave us "Faust,"
write to my makers in 1888, "Mme. Adelina
Patti joins me in the ecstacy and mutual ad-

miration of your product ... I am overjoyed

at the consciousness of being the possessor of

one of your perfect instruments?" And what
was it that stirred the mighty Dr. Joseph
Joachim to assert: "Steinway is to the pianist

what Stradivarius is to the violinist?"

Companion of genius indeed have I been

!

Sometimes, when the stage is dark and the lid

over my strings is down, I brood over my long
years of such companionship.

I see Adelina Patti again, blowing kisses,

Jf'hal does the Steinway piano think about,
when the curtain is down and the lights are
out, and the artist and the audience have
departedf Eloquent enough the Steinway is

when the moods of others are voiced on its

wondrous strings. But what are its own
moods and longings? Listen.' It is about to
speak to us

and reaching for the flowers that were show-
ered at her feet, while I rested quietly in the
background and resolved to do even better in

her ne.\t accompaniment. I see good old

Franz Liszt again, after a tremendous rhap-

sody over my ivory keys. I see Edward Mac-
Dowell, working out his compositions over my
keyboard. I see the youthful, golden-haired
Paderewski of the eighties, the maturer Pade-
rewski of the nineties, and the world-figure
and premier of Poland, the Paderewski of to-

day whose audiences overflow the largest halls

whenever he plays. And ever I am the com-
panion of all this genius.

But then I realize that the greater, the

sweeter triumph of my long career is not to be
found on the concert stage at all.

The greater triumph awaits me when a

young couple, starting down the pathway of

wedded life, choose me to be their lifelong

companion in a home.

The sweetest triumph of all shall be when
first my keys are touched by the fingers of
some little girl, her printed scales before her,

and a lifetime of the best in music all ahead.

Admitted thus to the sacred intimacy of a
home and fireside, I know that I shall find

my truest triumph. And I shall strive to be
faithful to these who trust me. As long as my
strings endure, I shall strive to render to the
utmost my measure of abiding charm.

Sherman play& Go.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

CALIFORN'IA-ORECOX-WASHINGTOX
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presented the music with artistic finish and with that

perfection of vocal rendition that has always heen an
outstanding attribute of her operatic art. All the well-

known solos, the Habanera, the Seguidilla and the Card
Scene were sung with fine command of vocal resource
and with pure tone. She made a certain success at her
debut and aroused the enthusiasm of the audience.
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

GENTLE A SENSATION IN CHICAGO

The many friends and admirers in this city and other

California musical centers will be interested to learn

that one of their favorite artists, Alice Gentle, has just

scored one of the most brilliant successes of her artistic

career. Miss Gentle has completed her engagement as

a guest artist with the Chicago Grand Opera Company
where she appeared in a role for which she is justly

famous—Carmen. The following excerpts from the Chi-

cago daily papers written by well-known music critics

will show to what artistic extent Miss Gentle triumphed.
Chicago Daily News—Edward Moore: Gentle Joins

Famous List of Carmens. Mary Garden Sees Singer
Score Success. Another American singer demonstrated
her right to be classified among the glittering names in

opera when Alice Gentle sang the name part of Carmen
for the first time at the Auditorium last night. She was
a success from the start and throughout the perform-
ance. It was no particular surprise that she should be
good in the part, for she had sung it, or most of it, at
Ravinia. But, under the close scrutiny of Mary Garden
and Giorgio Polacco, who were in a box close to the
stage she proceeded to prove that she was uncommonly
good. Her voice fits the Carmen music as few voices
do. It is a warm, velvety mezzo-soprano that can in-

gratiate with its own caressing quality or turn into a
brilliant dramatic flash at will, and at all times remain
lovely. Miss Gentle's Carmen was considerably more
than an animate voice. Dramatically she got back to
early principles, and I am inclined to believe seh was
right. This Carmen wasted no time in being intellectual

or mystical; she was content to be a moving force
through her personal charm, her intense vitality, and
and her gusty wildcat temper, picking her favorite of
the moment, throwing him aside with a laugh, horror
stricken at the prediction of sudden death, forgetting
it by force of will the next moment, and altogether liv-

ing about twenty-four hours a day. This Carmen is of
Merimee's novel and Bizet's music and Miss Gentle
projected the image logically, forcefully and with un-
failing charm.
Chicago Herald and Examiner—Alice Gentle is High
Light in Carmen. Alice Gentle was the high light of the
Carmen performance. . . . Not since the masterpiece
of Calve's creation has there been so promising a debut
in the role. For years, singers of great popularity have
essayed the part, with varying, but always interesting
results. In Miss Gentle's characterization is the best
promise of Mme. Calve's successor.

There are moments that are not convincing—as for
example, the dance scene of the second act. There are
moments when Miss Gentle might consider Zelie de
Lussan's finesse, and others when Mme. Gay's brutal
realism might well be studied. But for the ensemble of
tone, temperament, vividness of pantomime, and sheer
attractiveness, Miss Gentle stands searching compari-
son with her predecessors in the role.

The Daily News—Maurice Rosenfeld: Alice Gentle's
Carmen is familiar to opera-goers in this vicinity for
she has interpreted the title role at Ravinia in former
seasons. WTien she selected this operatic characteriza-
tion for her debut with the Chicago Opera Company
last evening some of us knew what to expect from this
very intelligent artist.

Miss Gentle portrays the Spanish cigarette girl in
tigerish fashion. There is nothing subtle, no finesse
about her. She is just a wild creature who knows only
her own wiles and desires and sacrifices everything to
obtain them. It is an interpretation which conforms
more with the unvarnished heroine of Merimee's story
and perhaps less, according to the plot of the liberetto.

In the matter of singing the part though Miss Gentle

SEATTLE MUSICAL REVIEW
I

Information Concerning the Musical
ofession and Students of the Great

Northwestern City

Seattle, Wash., December 9.

The musical season is in full swing in "this neck o'

the woods." and already many fine programs have been
offered by clubs, music schools and teachers presenting
artist pupils. The women's University Club has
been sponsor to very much in the way of fine music,
having brought to Seattle some of the best talent in

the country, the latest of whom is E. Robert Schmitz.
the gifted French pianist who appeared on the morning
of the sixth. Thursday last, in concert in the Univers ty

Club Auditorium before an audience which included
representative musicians and critics.

The artist was enthusiastically encored for h's

scholarly rendition of a program in which he was at his

best in numbers by Debussy and Ravel wherein his art

was most fully revealed. Said to be noted for his "in-

spired readings of representative works of the French
masters" Mr. Schmitz yet read with artistry and fine

taste the works of older classics, receiving acclaim for

his interpretation of the Bach Prelude and Fugue in

A minor.

On Wednesday evening. December 5th, the Amphion
Society gave a concert in Masonic Temple when every
seat was occupied, all standing room taken and scores
of people turned away unable to even gain entrance to

the hall. Miss Lillian Wilson was soloist for the eve-
ning and won an ovation with her singing of Frank La
Forge's Song of the Open, La Wally by Catalan! and
other solos. The choral numbers directed by Graham
Morgan included Hodie Christus Natus Est. by Nanini,
Gustav Hoist's setting of two hymns from the Rig Veda,
and R. Vaughan Williams' choral arrangement of Loch
Lomond which was most in favor of all with the large
audience. Arville Belstad was the accompanist, giving
adequate support to both soloist and chorus.

December promises much in the way of worthwhile
music, tomorrow night bringing Elena Gerhardt under
the local management of the Ladies' Musical Club
which has been responsible for a great deal of the
good music in Seattle for many years past. The con-
cert will be given at the Metropolitan Theatre. Gpr-
hardt is acclaimed the greatest of lieder singers. De-
cember 17th will bring Vladimir Rosing, the famous
Russian tenor, also to appear in the Metropolitan The-
atre under the management of Katherine Rice. Pos-
sessed of a beautiful voice and dramatic interpretation
he will be given a warm welcome from those who were
enthusiastic in their praise on his appearance here last
year.

Ivan Mashinhin, Russian baritone, will be the special
soloist at the Coliseum Theatre's Sunday concert today.
Young and talented by repute, Mashinhin is a pupil of
Gantt Koharoff of Kiev. At the time of the overthrow
of the Russian government the young artist was leading
baritone at the Zimin Grand Opera House of Moscow,
escaping to China with his wife after encountering des-
perate hardships and later coming to Seattle. Mashinhin
is said to combine in his voice both dramatic power
and rich quality.

Albert Spalding, famous American violinist, will ap-
pear in concert on Friday evening, December 14th, at
the Plymouth Church, and on the evening preceding his
recital will be given a reception by the faculty of the
Cornish School of Music. Hailed as Master American
Violinist everywhere Seattle anticipates the event
with more than ordinary pleasure.

Rachel Senior, "born in House of Violins" will be
the violin soloist with Sousa's Band, December 26th
and 27th. Pupil of Franz Kneisel and Leopold Auer
Miss Senior comes well recommended. The concert is

sponsored by Nile Temple which means that aside
from its rare musical offerings it will be a huge success.

The Armstrong Trio of Seattle appeared in a concert
at Vancouver on November 28th, meeting with an en-
thusiastic reception for their fine rendition of the Bee-
thoven Trio No. 4. Opus II. The recital was under the
auspices of the Vancouver W^omen's Musical Club.

Paul Pierre McNeely, one of the many superior teachers
of piano of which Seattle can boast, has been presenting
his artist pupils in public recital since the season
opened, both broadcast over the Radio of the Seattle
Post Intelligencer and at his Studio in the McKelvey
building. On last Sunday afternoon Verna Goss, Helen
Miller. Pearl Stone and Kenneth Ross played a program
including works of Godard, Friml, Chopin. Poldini, Car-
penter. Rachmaninoff, MacDowell, Brahms, Griffes, De-
bussy and Dohnanyi.

The Radio has been the means of bringing old friends
in San Francisco near, and sitting in our living room
here at my daughter's I have had the pleasure of hear-
ing voices as clearly as if in the room with me. Among
these are Charles Bulotti, Uda Waldrop, Walter Wenzel,

Norman King, George Kruger. Nada Haley and Jack
Hillman who has twice been heard very clearly in arias

and in the song I dedicated to him. My Dear Little Irish

Rose. It is astonishing how both voice and diction

carry, and I would have known Bulotti's voice as well

as Hillman's without referring to the program which
we have always at hand. Nada Haley's beautiful soprano
was absolutely in the room with us. and the piano was
as clear and brilliant in nearly every case as if only a

few feet away. A Californian, especially a San Fran-

ciscan so far from home, keenly appreciates hearing
familiar voices and I shall keep track of these pro-

grams and from time to time tell you how they come
across the air from "Home."

I have neglected to tell you of the lectures of Sigmund
Spaeth who hails from New York and has made a last-

ing impression on Seattleites. Mr. Spaeth appeared be-

fore the Cornish School of Music, gave a lecture for the

"P. I." broadcasted from their Radio room, lectured

before the schools and was entertained in a banquet
given him by the Chamber of Commerce and a reception

tendered him by the Cornish School. Mr. Spaeth has a
keen sense of humor, a fine singing and speaking voice,

illustrates his themes in a masterly piano technique
and was altogether one of the greatest treats Seattle

has enjoyed for many a day. If he comes your way,
as he probably will, do not miss him. He is a rara avis

and his lectures possess both education and keen en-

joyment.

BRASLAU ENTHUSIASTICALLY ACCLAIMED

By Constance H. Alexandre
Monday evening. December 10. marked the return of

Sophie Braslau, contralto, who after an absence of two
seasons, gave one of her memorable song recitals in

Scottish Rite Hall. As is usually the case when Miss
Braslau sings, she was welcomed by a capacity audi-

ence representative of our foremost musicians and
music lovers for she is of that type of artist who ap-

peals strongly to the intellectual and serious minded
student and patron of art.

Miss Braslau's program was a lengthy one, varied in

character and most strenuous in vocal endurance but
Miss Braslau's tones are produced with such freedom
and ease that her voice appeared as rich, beautiful and
full at the culmination of this taxing recital as it was
at the outset. Technically. Miss Braslau has made
several changes for the improvement of her voice since
I last heard her. She now possesses a more concen-
trated control over her vocal resources, which are tre-

mendous, and she has eliminated to a great extent her
former explosive manner of declamation. It is but
seldom that she now forces her voice, which is prin-

cipally in the lower register causing her tones to take
on a strained quality, and when Miss Braslau occasion-
ally does this it is to attain a climax or dramatic
effect.

Miss Braslau possesses in her voice as many colors as
a painter has on his palette and these shades ranging
from the deepest to the most delicate pastels are
splashed here and there instantaneously and without
reserve. Of her first group which contained several
songs by Schubert Die Allmacht was rendered with such
emotional intensity and opulence of tone that it easily
stood out as being one of the most gripping dramatical-
ly that this superb artist interpreted. Schubert's Liebes-
botschaft was a little gem. for Miss Braslau rendered
it with that grace and spirit necessary for a song of
this delicate character. The very fact that Miss Braslau
is enabled to change her mood from the most sombre
to the brightest with the flash of an eyelash causes her
to be the vivacious and compelling personality that she
is.

A group of Irish, Scotch and Old English ballads and
folk songs and a number of Russian and modem Ameri-
can compositions concluded one of the most enjoyable
and thoroughly artistic concerts heard here this season.
Miss Braslau had as her accompanist, that talented and
excellent pianist, Mrs. Ethel Cave-Cole.

Madame Rose Relda Cailleau sang on December 3rd at
the Girls' Club and on the same evening at Parent
Teachers' Club at the Girls' High School. At both of
these events Madame Cailleau was accompanied by her
talented young daughter, Relda Marie Cailleau. Madame
Cailleau sang with her accustomed beauty of voice and
charm of interpretation WTien I Was Sevent-een
(Kramer), Little Gray Dove (Saar), The Singer (Max-
well).

On December 20th. nine of Madame Cailleau's pupils
will sing over the Radio at Hale's "KPO" Station. The
pupils are Miss Eileen Harrison, Miss Sue Thorne, Miss
Alice Wilson, Miss Myrtle McLaughlin, Miss Madeline
O'Brien, Miss Elizabeth Magee, Mrs. Jane W'ebb. Miss
Geraldine Watt and Martin O'Brien. The students of
Madame Cailleau who have already sung over the Radio
are: Miss Korinne Keefer. Miss Margaret Mack, Miss
Katherine Smith, and Miss Beulah Masterson. Miss
Masterson has sung at many affairs recently. At a tea
at Mrs. Daniel Crosby's in Piedmont, at a musical at
Mrs. Frank Howard Seely's in Oakland and at a lecture
for the California Library Association also in Oakland.

MRS. PRICE AT FORTNIGHTLYS

The next program of the Fortnightlys will be given
Thursday afternoon, December 27th, at 4:30 o'clock, in-

stead of on Monday. The program will be given by
Marie Partridge Price, soprano, with Elizabeth Alex-
ander, accompanist, and Marion de Guerre Steward,
pianist. Indian music will be the feature, and composi-
tions of Norman Peterkin, Carlos Troyer, Charles Wake-
field Cadman, Thurlow Lieurance and Uda Waldrop will
be used. Beginning the first of the year the programs
will commence at 3 o'clock instead of 4:30. On January
7th a recital of violin music will be given by Louis
Persinger.
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MOUNTAIN TOPS
BY ANIL DEER

"Tomorrow morning let us hite lo the lop of that

moantain at the right." proposes an energetic member
of the companr on a summer vacation.

fCapitalating to the urge of the ambitious

one. and incidentaly yielding to an inner

curiosity as to what may be located on
the other s'de of said mountain, planning
immediately commences, lunches are

ordered, a re<ioe£t for an early call, and
all retire early so as to avaken. if possi-

ble, before the proverbial lark.

Arising at the break of dawn, valiantly

resisting the insidiotts coaxing of lassi-

tude tempting us to remain in a state of

inertia, after a hurried but warm breakfast we sally

forth. Sleepy eyed. cold, pedal extremities creeking.

ierking. complaining, evincing the need of just such
muscular lubrication. Lunch box. water canteen and
camera all apparently combine in a conspiracy to bang
our tender soft spots with harsh comers.

Shortly Nature's pure ozone begins to work her cus-

tomary magic, and enjoyment of the adventure begins:

lunch, canteen and camera become as chummy as fellow

lodge members and seil'e down to peaceful confab, we
"strike oor gait" and the tramp is on in earnest.

Over quiet peaceful meadows, through shadow cast

forests, we hear the drowsy ncte of a sleepy bird, then
hush! Lx>ok there a gentle fawn taken unawares. Watch
her run! \\*hat marvelous breath development to keep
op a pace like that Now we strike the rise and behold
the first gleam of sunl ght.

rp. up. ever up. Wining, taming and twisting, the
climb oft times appearing to be impossible, especially

when viewed from a d stance, seen at close range
ways of surmounting the seemingly impossible reveal
ihemselves-
The sun now in full glory, all Nature's creatures busy

attending to their morning chores. Life, regardless oif

its tribulations, is enhanced to double value, to be alive

and part of such a wonderiul plan.

Gleefully progressing we spy the first mountain
flowerss so different in color and texture from their

sisters on the plains below. There are many surprises

constantly in store for the trampers with seeing eyes.

though not, if as one member of the party who refused
to "stop, look or listen until the summit was gained."

There he intended to receive full compensation for his

labors, bnt unfortunately, as he was about to attain his

aim. some lighted tobacco from his pipe blew in his

eyes and temporarily blinded him. After rendering first

aid bis eyes were bandaged and he was led down the
mountain side. Neither ascending nor descending bad
he any of the joy.

In building for an artistic career 'tis as the trampers
with the mountain top as an objective; the wise student
extracts all possible joy on the upward trail, for. after

reaching the peak one must always descend: going
down the other side too has its attractions, yet after a

Ions climb the traveler is weary and the fresh enthu-
siasm of the morning is lacking.
The stee^per the grade in ascending the more iri-

nmi>hant and greater the glee. Supreme is the pleasure
in the hard pull up. not in arriving panting at the
to. An aspiring^ singer seriously and eageriy scaling,

step by step, should find untold joys bordering the
pathway.
When restrospective. in after years, thoughts are in-

variably of the joys of the climb: the top was windy.
cold, rather lonely, though awe inspiring, when descend-
ing one was only anxions to reach home and rest.

Avoid the fate of the one who waited for the top.
Toluntarily blinding himself to all beauties on the road,
only to be deprived of vision at the pinnacle.

KOCHANSKl'RUBINSTEIN IN JOINT RECITAL

By Constance H. Alexandre

Panl Kochanskt violinist, of whom we have heard
considerable during the last two or three musical
seasons from those authorities whose opinions we value
and respect, proved to us at his recital, given jointly
with Anhur Rubinstein, pianist, at the Columbia The-
atre Sunday afternoon. December 9th. that these glow-
ing tributes were not in the least exaggerated. How de-
lightful it is. in these days of self-exploitation, to see
and bear so young an artist whose sole ambition it is to
produce beautifnl music, vbise art to him appears as a
gift from God and who treats this ^t with due rever-
ence and seriousness.

From the very first tone that Mr. Kochanski drew
one received the impression that before them stood an
artist of rare dignity, poise and unusual sincerity. Mr.
Kochanski's tone is lusciously warm, full and vibrant
and his technic brilliant and polished. His only obvious
Caolt ts a slight tendency to deviate from the pilch, this
being most noticeable in Sarasate's Jota .\ragonesa. Mr.
Kochanski plays with spontaneity and virility which
enables him to interpret with either poetical charm or
emotional abandon whichever happens to be his inspira-
tion and these moods are enhanced with his own in-
dividuality.
However. Mr. Kochanski's exuberance or youthful

lest is not of a flamboyant nature for his temperament
Is guarded by a well controlled and finely directed in-
tellect. Mr. Kochanski's performance was accepted by
an enthusiastic audience who gave him every indication
that his artistry had found favor in their estimation.
Mr. Kochanski's brother. JoseL accompanied him in his
shoner numbers and was equal to the task to the most
minute detaiL

.Arthur Rubinstein who was well remembered here
from his previous visit opened his solo pcHtion of the
program with a group of Chopin, and. to my way of

thinking, proved not an ideal interpreter of the Polish
master. Not that there are any iron-clad laws govern-
ing the interpretations of these numbers which are im-
penetrable, but there are certain characteristics that
absolutely mast prevail in order to make Chopin sound
like Chc^in. While Mr. Rubinstein's tone is exceedingly
clear and crystalline, it is at the same time hard, metal-
lic and of a frosty limpidity, u lacks that soothing.
caressing and subtle quality that belongs to such a
d^l'Icate number as. for instance. Berceuse. Mr. Rubin-
stein's playing is brilliant to the extent of being entirely
devoid of spirituality or poesy. While Chopin can be
played with manly fervor with that lack of saccharine
so often employed by immature musicians, neverthe-
less, there is a certain sentiment and Chopinesque deli-

cacy which surely must exist. If it is Mr. Rubinstein's
desire to show off his endnrance as a pyrotechnical
genius, than certainly he accomplished this feat at the
expense of mosical tradition and interpretative instinct

It is true. Mr. Rubinstein's technical resources are
miraculous in such details as power and rapidity of
execution, but there are other pianists whose control
of the mechanical s'de of his art are his equal yet they
do not endeavor to obtain an entire symphony orchestra
from one single instrument.
One listens to music with an idea of having the com-

poser's most intimate thoughu expressed in beautiful

tones, color effects and nuances, but bow can these de-

scriptions be accomplished when the pianist Is constant-
ly jumping off the piano-stool? Indeed, if Mr. Rubin-
sie'n. who is a splendid musician, would adhere closer

to the composer's ideals than to the display of his owe
pianfstic gymnastics the result would be less disturbing.

Mr. Rubinstein's best playing was in the Triana by
.\lben:z and the Schubert-Taussig Marche Militaire.

They were given with sparkling rhythms that caused
them to pulsate with an additional vitality. Mr. Rubin-
stein is essentially an interpreter of the modems and
it is to be hoped that upon his next visit he will in-

clude more of these compositons on hs program.

Hannah Fletcher Covkendall

CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY CONCERT

The Chamber Mnsic Society of San Francisco will

appear under the auspices of the Mill Valley Musical
Club in Mill Valley on December 14lh. Following this

they will leave to fill an engagement with L. E. Behymer
for a series of concerts in Southe»-n California between
December 15th and 24th. So great has become the de-
mand for the Chamber Music Society in the southern
portion of the State that Mr. Behymer has also engaged
the society for five concerts, from April Hth to .April

21. 1924. The success of the Chamber Music Society,
not only in San Francisco, where its audiences now aver-
age some 14t>0 people, but also throughout the Pacific
Coast, where their recitals are much in demand, indi-

cate the pride of the West in the possession of an
ensemble which is universally acknowledged as stand-
ing among the leaders in this class of music throu^ont
the world. This is a great triumph for culture and art
in the West, and reflects great credit on San Francisco
and the entire Pacific Coast, In the realms of an an
indomitable courage and a strict and unswerving ad-
herence to the highest ideals are, in the long run, the
qualities which succeed. The Chamber Music Society of
San Francisco is a splendid example of this.

GERHARDT RECITAL

Elena Gerhardt's recital at the St. Francis ballroom
Monday afternoon will bring to the Alice Seckels "Mati-
nee Musicales"" the biggest crowd of music-lovers this
popular series has ever enjoyed. Gerhardt. who has not
appeared here in many years, is scheduled for this one
appearance in San Francisco and all lovers of art songs
and •^ieder"* will flock to hear this most consummate of
all interpretive artists.

Miss Paula Hegner has been especially engaged to
pr-»s5de at the pi^no for the Gerhard* recital, the com-
plete program for which is as follows: (a) Adelaide
(Beethoven), ibi Die Ehre Gottes aus der Natur (Bee-
thoven ». (c) Hore Gott mein Flehen (Dvorak*, (dt An
den Wassem zu Babylon (Dvorak), (et Ich hebe meine
Augen auf (Dvorak), it) Singet ein neues Lied
(Dvorak): Sechs Zigennerlieder— (a> He Zigeuner, (b(
Hochgetuermie Rimaflut. (c) Lieber Gott—du weisst,
(d) Branner Bursche. tei Komm:t dir mauchmal in den
Sinn, (ft Ros* lein dreie, ( Brahms t; (a) Lied der Ga-
waxe( Weingartner). <bi Post im Walde ( Weinganneri,
(c) Hochsommer (Weingartner). (di Der Gartner
( Wolff », ie) Anakreons Grab (Wolff), (f» Er isfs
( Wolff ».

Jascha Heifetz, the violinist, coming here on January
ISth at the Curran Theatre for a concert under the
management of the Elwyn Concert Bureau, captured all
the dancing prizes aboard sip on the way from Australia
in October. He also won the deck tennis championship
and came in for honorable mention as one of the few
passengers who did not miss a meal daring the voyage.
The violinist is a lip top sailor which he proved on
several trips across the EInglish Channel, that wrecker
of tourists* happiness.
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JOSE MUSIC COMPANY
Aadmon Brotkrrs

PUao>. Pkoaocnipks. Rrrerds. Sbe»t Mn.lr. Tlollu.
>laadalln.—Studios at Moderate Ram

03 So. Secoad Street San Joae. Callformla
Phone 2-trw3

WORCESTER SCHOOL OF MUSIC

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

USEFUL ARTICLES IN JEWELRY OF
INTRINSIC VALUE FOR LADIES AND
MEN-REASONABLE PRICES-SMART
EARRINGS. NECKLACES, WATCHES.
COMPLETE LINE OF JEWELRY.

J. E. BIRMINGHAM
Palace Hotel Opposite Rose Room

(Main Corridor)

Myra Palache
PIANIST

PRIVATE AND CLASS LESSONS
LECTURES ON MUSIC APPRECIATION

San Francisco. 807 Kohler & Chase BIdg. Tel.

Kearny 5454. Wednesday from 2.6 p. m. only.

Berkeley. 20 Brookside (off Claremont Ave.) Tel.

Berkeley 4091. Mornings at Anna Head SchooL

THE BEST MUSIC
IN TOWN
LIPSCHULTZ and

MUSIC MASTERS

"THE MAIL MAN"
On the Screen

LOEWS WARFIELD
DIHK<TIO>
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ANIL DEER
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COLORATURA SOPRANO
Address:

ADOLPH KNAUER
79 Central Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

THE PAVLOWA BALLETS

Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer, who is aga:n bringing

the incomparable Anna Pavlowa and her new Ballet

Russe and Symphony Orchestra to San Francisco and

Oakland next month, announces that he is now receiv-

ing mail orders for these unusually imporant engage-

ments. The greatest ot Russian dancers, assisted by an

organization of one hundred artists, including Theodore

Stier and his Symphony Orchestra, an enlarged Corps

de Ballet, and famous principals headed by Laurent

Novikoff, Hilda Butsova. Muriel Stuart, Ivan Clustine.

Pianowski. Zalewski. Vajinski, Oliveroff. and others.

Pavlowa, more fascinating now than she was when
she first came to us from the Petrograd opera, with a

rhapsodle of colors, costumes and designs of a char-

acter unsurpassed in any of her previous engagements,

brings back to us from a most successful round-the-

world tour many of the old favorite ballets wherein she

originajly whirled herself into paramount favor with

Americans, and with new ballets and divertisements

evolved from her own study of dance-lore will be the

most important attraction of the new year.

The organization is scheduled for a week's engage-

ment at the Curran Theatre with performances every

evening (except Sunday! and matinees on Wednesday
and Saturday, beginning Monday night, January 14, and
for two Oakland programs in the transbay Auditorium

Opera House Monday and Tuesday nights. January 21st

and 22nd.

of the work in its entirety occurred at the

Bethlehem Music Festival of 1901.

3. What are some of the works ot Siegfried Wagner?
—T. R.
The symphonic poem "Sehnsucht" and the operas

"Der Barenhauter." "Herzog Wildfang." "Der Kobold,"

and "Bruder Lustig."
4. I find some songs arranged by A. L. Whose sig-

nature is this?—C. B.

Amelia Lehmann. the mother of Liza Lehmann.
5. What is meant by a prepared trill?—G. H. B.

A trill preceded by two or more introductory notes.

>/San Francisct
the St. Fran
Tuesday
Cisco Trio ga

JASCHA HEIFETZ' MASCOT

Jascha Heifetz. one of the greatest living violinists,

who will appear in concert here at the Curran Theatre
on January 18th. under the auspices of the Elwyn Con-

cert Bureau, and an interesting ring which he wears

on the litle finger of his right hand have become in-

separable. The ring is an artistic piece of workman-
ship, a perfect Ceylon ruby, upon which has been en-

graved a little dancing cherub. The whole stone is set

about with rare old gold, upon which there are tracings

ot a musical scroll. Of this ring, the artist says: "When
I play I do not wear this ring on my finger—but over

my heart. It brings me good luck. Never can I play

badly with this ring over my heart." Tickets on sale at

Sherman, Clay & Company.

ALCAZAR THEATRE

"Tfs a Boy." William Anthony McGuire's new comedy
filled with delightful surprises and said to be one of the

most amusing plays ever written will be the Alcazar's

attraction beginning with the matinee Sunday, Decem-
ber 16th. Belle Bennett and her supporting players will

be seen in the many delightful roles created by the

author and it looks as though the O'Farrell street

theatre was in for a week of unadulterated fun.

It's a Boy deals with the entry into this old world
of a little stranger, and his meeting on the threshold of

bis career by an ambitious father, and a young mother
whose future holds for her many social aspirations. Its

dialogue is said to fairly sparkle, and its human story

with people one meets in every day life, has earned
for it the praise of the reviewers everywhere. It's a
Boy was a big success throughout the East and its

author who has given to the stage numerous laugh-

provoking comedies, believes it is the best piece he has
ever written.
Thomas Wilkes has provided a great cast for It's a

Boy with Ivan Miller taking the leading male role and
the chief support including Thomas Chatterton. Henry
Shumer. Mary Duncan. James Edwards. Fanchon Ever-

hart, Fred Cummings, George Webster and Boyd Irwin.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

BER.TP.AHD - BR.OV/N
PERSONAL RBPRESeNTATIVl
ABOLIAN HALL NEW YORK

Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to music and musicians. Give name and address.

Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address. Question Editor.

Pacific Coast Musical Review, KOhler & Chase Building.

San Francisco.

1. What operas did Haydn winte?—B. E. C.

Haydn wrote about nineteen operas but they are not

among his important or significant works. The names
of a few them are "Acide e Galatea." "L'Avaro." "Or-

lando paladino." "L'Isolo disabitata," and "Armida."

2. Can you tell me something about the Christmas

Oratorio and who wrote it?—D. M.

The Christmas Oratorio is a series of six short sacred

cantatas intended for use during the Christmas season,

and was written by Bach in 1734. Usually only the

first two parts are given. The first perfoi-mance in

BEATRICE ANTHONY

LINCOLN
BATCHELDER

Pianist -- Accompanist

Studio 412 Cole St. : Phone Hemlock 368

Trio Triumphs—The Italian Ballroom of

1 Hotel was crowded to the doors on

g. November 27th, when the San Fran-

its first concert of the season 1923-1924

nd the taxing of the seating capacity of the hall was.

indeed, well justified, because these three brilliant mu-
sicians, now playing together tor the fourth season,

have conquered most of the difficulties that beset those

anxious to gain recognition as ideal ensemble players.

There is no short cut to the attainment of ensemble pro-

ficiency. It can only come through long and persistent

working together, and William Laraia, violinist: Mrs.

Elsie Cook Hughes, pianist, and Willem Dehe. cellist,

being musicians of the highest type, and being thorough-

ly familiar with the possibilities of the respective in-

struments they play, naturally have benefitted through
this long period of artistic co-operation and have attained

a state of proficiency wherein they are capable to in-

terpret the classics with gratifying adherence to au-

thoritative phrasing. The enthusiasm of the audience
on this occasion was ample evidence for the successful

efforts of the San Francisco Trio.

Elsie Cook Hughes was the soloist of the occasion

and interpreted Chopin's A flat Ballade in a manner re-

vealing not only pianistic proficiency but a poetic in-

stinct that is as rare as it is delightful. There can not

be any question regarding the fact that Mrs. Hughes
represents the finest element among our resident iiian-

ists and her occasional public appearances are always
the signal for genuine appreciation ot her artistic ser-

vices by a delighted audience. This occasion was no
exception to the rule. The ensemble numbers on the

program consisted of Trio G major. Op. 1, No. 2 (Bee-

thoven) and Trio F minor. Op. 65 (Dvorak).

iTherese Zahnatyn, soprano.) and Wilson Taylor, tenor,

were soloists at two meetings of the Berkeley Public

Spirit Club, the membership ot which is made up of

men prominent in University, business and political

circles ot Berkeley. Mr. Taylor sang Celeste Aida with

such spirit and beauty ot voice as to draw forth rousing

hmritone

FAKNINCi

applause and a vigorous encore. Miss Zahnatyn sang
Pasmore's Chinese song. The Shi Sin Tree, to which
the men gave almost breathless attention, recognizing

the appealing charm of her voice and personality, which
gave to the song full expression of its peculiarly Orien-

tal tragic pathos. As an encore Miss Zahnatyn sang
Musette's Waltz Song from La Bohenie. H. B. Pasmore
accompanied both ot the singers, they being his artist

pupils.

Antonin Blaha, Bohemian violinist, who came to San
Francisco two years ago, playing with the San Fran-

cisco Symphony Orchestra, will play several violin

selections tor the Czecho-Slovakia Society, October 2. at

5 o'clock. The program for that entertainment is as fol-

lows: Overture. Light Cavalry (Suppe), Orchestra con-

ducted by A. Blaha; Russian Ballet Dancers, Miss and
Mr. Upske: Recitation by the Sokol Society: 'Vocal solo,

Miss Kovarick; Violin Solo—.(al Fantasie (Otto Sev-

cickl. (hi Ronde Latin (Bazzini). A. Blaha, accompan-
ied by Miss Buben, orchestra selections to be followed
by dramatic play by the society.

Mr. Blaha is considerel one ot the leading violinists

"

residing on the Pacific Coast, and possesses letters of

recommendation from Professor Sevcick. receiving tion-

ors with the great J. Kubelick aad J. Kocian. violinist.

Mr. Blaha traveled as soloist about sixteen years ago
in the largest cities in America. During the war time
he lost his fine old violin in Chicago. He has not played

as concert soloist since then. He has devoted most ot

his time to becoming a pedagogue, having held positions

in the best conservatories in America, including the

Sternberg Conservatory of Music for four years: Chi-

cago Hadley School, five years: Cleveland, two years:

Detroit, York School, two years; Seattle, two years, the

latter position he occupied before he came here. He
also held good positions is various symphony orchestras,

playing as concert master with the St. Joseijh. Mo.,

Symphony: for nine years with the Philadelphia Sym-
phony: Detroit and Chicago Symphonies. He was also

first violinist with the Seattle Symphony Orchestra.

Mr. Blaha will give five free lectures on the violin and

its history at 105 Post Street during the months of Octo-

ber and November on Mondays at 3 o'clock. He is also

a violin instructor at the Arrillaga Musical College. As
soon as he can secure Sorosis Hall he will give a violin

recital some time during the fall season.

BENJAMIN

MOORE
2636 UNION STREET

Telephone Fillmore 1624

BV APPOINTMENT

Frank Moss
PIANIST

Residence Studio, 850 Geary Street, Apt. S

Tel. Prospect 3071
AV\II.Ani,E Foil RECITALS

S. F. CONCERT JAN. 22, 1924
>lann$r«'nient Aliv4* MefkeU

«S PoMi Street Phone Douglas 7::«7

KARL RACKLE
PIANIST—INSTRUCTOR

Reildence Sladio 1330 Pine St.—TeL Pro.licot 8218

DUO ART BOLLS

STENGER VIOLINS
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IT
IS generally known in the

musical world that the Knabe
is to-day the favorite instru-

ment of Leopold Godowsky

—

greatest living pianist—and also of
a group of super-artists whose
careers are untainted by any sus-
picion of commercialism.

Through sheer merit, unaided by
sensational publicity, Knabe has
become the chosen medium for the
highest expression of the pianistic
art. It is acknowledged by leading
authorities to be "the world's su-
preme pianoforte."

The same qualities that have won
pre-eminence in select musical
circles make the Knabe the ideal
piano for the home especially in
combination with the marvelous
Ampico Re-enacting'-^ Piano.

The Ampico re-creates in your
home the playing of the master
musicians, on the very instru-
ment—the Knabe— preferred by
them for their personal and public
work.

KOHLER* er *CHASE^
26 O'FARRELL STREET • SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE

•(Copyright 1922. Americmn Piano Company)

AMHCO

THE EDITOR IN LOS ANGELES

Occasionally It Becomes Necessary For
Us to Visit Our Los Angeles Office

When We IVIeet a Number of

Prominent Musical People

Sunday. Monday and Tuesday the edi-

tor ot the Pacific Coast Musical Review

spent in Los Angeles looking after the

interests ot our Los Angeles office which

is growing very rapidly and which is

now under the excellent direction of

Nelle Gothold who both as a musician

and manager is contributing largely to

the popularity of the Musical Review's

Southern California branch. Naturally

we meet on these occasions many mem-
bers ot the profession and no doubt our

readers will be interested to hear a per-

sonal chat about them.

unable to do so on account of the stress
ot business that engulfed us during the
only too brief time of our stay. Next
time we will be sure to look up that
excellent defender of good music in the
moving picture houses.

Mrs. Caroline E. Smith, secretary-man-
ager ot the Philharmonic Orchestra,
smiling as pleasantly as ever was busy
looking after the details of the fourth
popular concert of the Philharmonic or-
chestra when we just had time to ex-
change greetings. Mrs. Smith is another
of the managers whose time is taken up
and who understands how to get the
maximum of results with the minimum
of effort. She had reason to feel pleased
when scanning the large audience that
crowded the Philharmonic Auditorium
on that evening.

Alexander Bevani is enjoying brilliant

success as pedagogue since his success-

ful direction ot the Carmen and Aida
open-air productions. Everyone is still

talking about the spectacular splendor of

the Aida performance which proved an
unforgettable scene ot the most lavish

beauty and stage direction. Mr. Bevani
has reason to feel proud of his tre-

mendous powers of production. We have
reason to believe that he will be as-

sociated with an even more ambitious
plan regarding operatic productions in

Los Angeles, announcement of which will

be made later.

L. E. Behymer, chatted with us interest-

ingly about his unprecedented success
this year. Practically all his attractions

netting him neat profits and many far

surpassing his expectations. We found
him on the Lark on our way down
to Los Angeles accompanied by Mrs.
Behymer and on the same train were the
members of the Victor Quartet. Mr.
Behymer was specially enthusiastic about
the Ukrainian National Chorus which he
is bringing to the Coast next month and
about which he promised to tell us more
in an article supposed to be in the form
of an interview. The Ukrainian National
Chorus has gained tremendous success
wherever it has appeared and I am sure
you will find Mr. Behymer's article which
we trust to have for next week's issue
most interesting.

Rena MacDonald, the associate manager
of L. E. Behymer, was very busy when
we called at the office and as usual re-
plied to a million or more inquiries.
In order to attend to as many people as
possible Miss MacDonald is obliged to be
brief and to the point which creates
among people who do not understand her
the wrong impression of her being curt.
But it there is anyone in the managerial
field of this country, or any other who is

more congenial, more courteous, more
accommodating and more patient than
Miss MacDonald we certainly have never
met her or him. We surely take oft our
hat to Miss MacDonald tor accomplish-
ing the greatest amount ot work in the
shortest amount of time.

The Philharmonic Orchestra Office had a
busy appearance when we tried to pay
our respects to Mr. and Mrs. Smith, but
only succeeded in finding Mr. McClellan,
the press representative, who evidently
didn't like us, it we could judge from the
manner in which he tried to arouse our
wrath. Indeed, notwithstanding our ef-
forts to be pleasant and patient with
everybody Mr. McClellan, either inten-
tionally or unintentionally, succeeded in
getting us peeved. At one time he even
offered to take oft his glasses and fight
us. But since our profession leans to-
ward the artistic rather than the pugilis-
tic we thought our visit to Los Angeles
and our courtesy call at the Philhar-
monic Orchestra office should not be em-
ployed by a press agent to give vent to
his sporting proclivities. Did vou ever
meet Mr. McClellan? If you did' not you
have missed something. Mr. McClellan
is one ot those publicity agents who
know everything. There is nothing on
earth Mr. McClellan doesn't know, or at
least claims he doesn't know. He knows
everything about the newspaper publish-
ing, typesetting, make-up. proof reading,
printing, and then he knows all about
music, composers, conductors, artists
and managing. He knows all about
"knocking your block off," prize fighting,
golf, tennis, baseball, football, races, and
we suppose something about bootlegging,
although we are not sure, we only judge
by his actions. There is no one entitled
to say anything favorable about anyone
in print except those who he is asso-
ciated with. No one has a right to his
opinions except himself. He knows
everything, and no one knows anvthing
If you disagree with him and te'u him
so he says you are accusing him of utter-
ing falsehoods and he wants to fight you.
Yes, Mr. McClellan is a very genial, af-
fable and wise individual. You ought toknow him.

W, A, Clark. Jr. was greeting friends in
the lobby of the Philharmonic Audi-
torium when we spotted him, and when
he spotted us at the same time. We had
a very pleasant chat and felt that Mr.
Clark had reason to feel proud ot the re-
sult of his generosity toward music in
Los Angeles, for thanks to him. and Mr.

Ulderico Marcelli was on his wav home Ro'hwell, thousands of people are made
from the Grauman Egyptian Theatre in

happy who would otherwise havfe no
Hollywood to welcome his family from

<'°'>°<=« '° sratity their thirst for good
San Francisco where they had spent a

™"^""-

few weeks, when we found
conducting the music to another truly
magnificent picture entitled The Ten
Commandments. Don't miss it when it

comes to San Francisco, tor it is the
most magnificent spectacle and most real-
istically staged and acted picture we have
seen since Intolerance. Specially magnifi-
cent is the first part dealing with Biblical
history showing scenes of truly wonderful
scope and magnitude. The prologue is
also most picturesque and magnificent.
The great ballet and the Last Supper be-
ing particularly impressive. The picture is
splendidly acted and ideally directed. Mr.
Marcelli is making the best of the music
furnished with the picture and that does
not as yet syncronize completely but
which .Mr. Marcelli is gradually getting
into shape. Frederic Burr Scholl is play-
ing the organ with refinement and in-
tellectual force. It is almost unbeliev-
able how well Mr. Scholl succeeds in
blending the organ with the orchestra.
It actually seems as if it were part of
the organization so splendidly conducted
by that master of orchestral values
Ulderico Marcelli.

Herman Heller was at the depot when
we arrived and although we accepted an
Invitation to come and see him we were

Merle Armitage was very busy when we
called on him mapping out plans tor
some ambitious projects which he will
soon be ready to announce. It was Mr
Armitage who told us that Mrs. Smith
would soon make an announcement on
behalf of Mr. Clark that will prove of
great interest to the musical colony ot
Los Angeles. Everyone, including our-
selt, hopes it win be the building ot a
concert hallL We shall have more to
say about Mr. Armitage presently.

John Smallman, well known baritone
and director of music of the First Con-
gregational Church of Los Angeles, pre-
sented the folowing pupils in an informal
recital at a choir supper last week when
seventy-five members were present. Marv
Alice Whipple, soprano, sang .Mlmis
Aria from La Boheme (Puccini): Loren
Robinson, bass, gave a number from the
Magic Flute by .Mozart, and a girls'
quartette composed ot Erma De Mott
Helen Esteriy, Eunice Ross, and Rosalie
Phillips sang several numbers.
Mr. Smallman will present his choir

in programs ot secular music this year
including many ot the Russian unaccom-
panied choruses and a light opera.
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DoYou TeachMusic in California /

CAN YOU ANSWER "YES" TO EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

No. 1—Do you hold a Certificate or Credential issued by the California State Board of Education?

No. 2—Have any of your pupils received credits for their music in any California High School?

IF YOU CAN ANSWER EITHER OF THE ABOVE QUESTIONSAFFIRMATIVELY, READ EVERY
WORD OF THE FOLLOWING ANNOUNCEMENT AND ACT NOW AS THIS

ANNOUNCEMENT WILL NOT APPEAR AGAIN

STATE MUSIC CREDIT DIGEST
EDITORS:

HOWARD (CLARKE) DAVIS, GLENN H. WOODS, VERNON SPENCER, HAGUE KINSEY
Executive Editor, M. S. MOLLOY

FOREWORD

mean
rding

rgent demand
5 of obtaining

music teachers, whose pupils—upon meeting
are eligible to receive credits in the high

ork In music done outside of the schools. It

»ith the only list of such music teachers that

The State Mus
on the part of music sti

authentic information re

local high school requirements
schools of this State for their v

also provides school authorities
has ever been published.

The Digest contains the names, addresses, telephone numbers and classification

(piano, voice, violin, etc.) of State certificated music teachers and others, whose
pupils, because of their teacher's recognized superior attainments, are accepted
for credits in any public high school in California.

While the Digest contains this exclusive list of music teachers, it is also, as its

name implies, a oTgest of the School Credit situation in California. Interesting
and valuable articles by well known musical and educational authorities will

be among the special features of the book. Among its editorial writers are
HOWARD (CLARKE) DAVIS of New York, Eminent Musical Educator, well
known to the music supervisors of the country, and one of the best informed
persons in America on the subject of "School Credits," who will write a History
of the School Credit Movement in the United States; GLENN H. WOODS,
Director of Music, Oakland Public Schools, who gives an outline of The Growth
of the School Credit Movement in California: VERNON SPENCER, Assistant
Professor of Music. University of California, Southern Branch, well known as
a teacher, composer, writer and musical authority, who will discuss the subject
of High School Credits From the Standpoint of the Private Teacher; and
HAGUE KINSEY, pianist, teacher and normal instructor, who ably discusses
Music as an Educational Subject—When Is Music Worthy of Credit in the
Public Schools? M. S. Molloy, who has been in School Credit work for many
years all over the United States, is the Executive Editor.

The Digest will contain an outline of the Credit Plan as it is administered in

every High School in California as well as the law in California regarding
school credits. The requirements, course of study suggested or required by each
high school and following the school outline of each city, will be the listing
of the teachers. The value to an eligible teacher of such a listing is obvious.
Parents may select a teacher whose name appears in the Digest with an assur-
ance of such a teacher's competency. Upon completion of the Digest, an-
nouncements will appear in the daily press of the State addressed to Parents
of Music Pupils, informing them that the Digest may be found in all Public
High Schools. Public Libraries and Music Stores in the State
the suit it and obta of

img

You cannot afford to have you
appear.

The Digest will not be sold, but
eytry public library and every mu
therein will also receive a copy.

competent and recognized teache
name omitted if you are eligible to have it

placed in every public high school,
e in the State. Every teacher listed

All teachers of Piano, Voice, Violin or any orchestral instrument who
can answer "Yes" to any of the questions appearing at the top of this

advertisement are eligible to a listing in the Digest. To secure a list-

ing, FILL OUT THE COUPON BELOW AND MAIL TODAY
with your remittance. It will be impossible to call on every qualified

teacher and the "Digest" will shortly go to press.

COUPON
192

California Educational Digest Co.,

823-824 Loew's State Building,

Los Angels, California.

Gentlemen

:

I inclose herewith my subscription of Five ($5.00) Dollars toward

the pubhcation of |the State Music Credit Digest (1924). It is under-

stood that I shall receive a listing in the above named book as follows

:

Name , Address.

Telephone Classification.

(Piano, Voice, etc.)

I understand that I shall receive without additional expense a

copy of the book upon its publication and that a copy of the book will

be placed in every public High School, Pubhc Library and Music

Store in California. The Music Credit Digest will not be sold and will

be available only to subscribers excepting as above noted. I am eligi-

ble to a listing as I can answer "Yes" to Question No above.

(Signed) -

CUT OUT THIS COUPON AND MAIL .A.T ONCE

A limited amount of advertising space is available to teachers who are eligible to be listed. There will also be a
section for announcements and advertisements of Schools and Colleges, another section is reserved for Publisher's
announcements, still another section for music dealers and a special Concert Artists' Section especially designed
to enable artists and organizations who are interested in obtaining engagements in California High Schools to reach
the high school principals and supervisors of music. The high schools are engaging many well known artists for
concerts, and no better opportunity is available to an artist who desires recognition than to come before the public
in high school concerts and entertainments. For terms and rates write to address below.

CALIFORNIA EDUCATIONAL DIGEST CO.
823-824 Loew's State Building, Los Angeles

EDITOR'S NOTE:—
The Editor of the Pacific Coast Musical Review, recognizing the important mission of the Digest and knowing the high standing of

its editors, heartily indorses the movement. The Digest has no connection with this journal, nor with the Musicians' Blue Book, neither
is it a competitor of the Blue Book, each publication having its own definite mission and both being in the interest of Music Education and
of the musicians of California.

ALFRED METZGER.
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LARGE CROWD HEARS SUNDELIUS

The Fitzgerald Concert Bureau, under the manage-
ment of Merle Armitase. presented the first artist on

the season's series on Thanksgiving night when delight-

ful, radiant. Marie Sundelius appeared at the Phil-

harmonic Auditorium before a large and appreciative

assemblage of music lovers and social leaders. Many
groups appeared in gala attire coming from exclusive

dinner parlies and in one box Theda Bara and others
of cinema fame arrived to pay homage to the petite

beautiful and gracious prima donna of Metropolitan
renown.
Miss Sundelius was charmingly gowned in black

velvet adorned with crystal beads, a goodly sight to

behold: such loveliness combined with her clear vibrant
vocal equipment made the evening most enjoyable. She
opened her program with Dov Sono from "Le Nozze de
Figaro" by Mozart and in this number her artistry

showed to its best advantage, we think, her voice being
particularly suited to Mozart music.
Her French group received much applause and she

was obliged to repeat "Fantoches" by Debussy. The
several songs from her native Sweden by Merikanto
Peterson-Berger and Grieg were a special delight for

they were so characteristically her own style. In re-

sponding with encores after this group she gave two
Scandinavian folk songs of rare beauty which gave
ample scope for displaying the marvelous control and
wide range of her gorgeous voice. In the closing group
she sang two lovely songs by Wintter Watts "Wings of
Night" and '-The Little Shepherd's Song," "Lullaby" by
Scolt. "Bird of the Wilderness" by Horsman and "Fairy
Pipers" by Bewley which brought forth tremendous ap-
plause. Several encores folowed this group, among
which were Will o' the Wisp by Spross. Muzetts Walz
Song from La Boheme, Depuis le Jour from Louise.

Miss Florence Barbour, a product of the Frank La
Forge Studio of New York verj' capably supported the
artist with her expressive accompaniments.

LHEVINNE'S ART STIRS VAST AUDIENCE

One of the genuinely brilliant events of the season
musically was the recent concert of Josef Lhevinne.
This great pianist stands alone on a pinnacle of success
in his mastery of piano playing. We can recall none of
the greatest masters of today to whom he may be
likened. He is individual. His manner is entirely un-
assuming and his personality does not for a moment
play on his audience above his supreme artistry. At the
Philharmonic last Tuesday the vast audience assembled
was held in rapt silence throughout the rendition of a
well arranged program of familiar numbers and he well
deserved tributes paid him in uproarious plaudits.
His program included mainly familiar numbers which

were never before so emotionally and masterfully exe-
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cuted. There was always variation in interpretation,
gorgeous beauty of tone and perfect technic and never
the customary phrasing which we found ourselves wait-

ing for breathlessly at times. By dexterous use of the
pedal his melodious paintings were delicately set on rare
sonorous tonal backgrounds.

Beethoven's lovely Andante Favori in F major was
the opening number, following which he gave a superb
interpretation of the Invitation to the Dance (Weber-
Taussig). A varied group of Chopin's characteristically
melodious numbers were perhaps his best liked rendi-
tions for sheer clarity of tone and poetic phrasing. He
responded to the tremendous applause with five encores
after this group. The Ravel number was especially de-
scriptive and Debussy's "Minstrels" was repeated. The
Liszt Liebstraum and Campanella were brilliant spots
and the Ungarische Zigeunerweisen by Taussig most in-

teresting from a technical viewpoint.
After this closing group the audience still remained

seated while he played four encores. Seldom are Los
Angeles audiences so deeply appreciative of any artist

and this was indeed a great tribute to Josef Lhevinne.

ALBERT SPALDING A SENSATION

There is no greater favorite in the musical world
today than Albert Spalding whose consummate artistry,
genuinely sincere manner and unexcelled technique
places him in the first rank of violinists of the world.
At his recent hearing in the great Dohnanyi Concerto
in D minor for violin and orchestra with the super
accompaniment of the Los Angeles Philharmonic Or-
chestra under Walter Henry Rothwell's master hand he
established himself permanently in the hearts and
minds of Los Angeles music lovers. In this master work
which requires some thirty-eight minutes to perform
Mr. Spalding displayed both force and feeling together
with wide range of expression and extraordinary style.

The audience was enraptured with this young artist
and so great was the ovation that he returned to bow
eight times before the applause ceased and the pro-
gram allowed to proceed.
The orchestra never did finer work and never pro-

duced more lovely tone than in the Brahm's Fourth
Symphony and Tschaikowsky's Caprission Italien. Mr.
Rothwell was at his best and as usual gave a splendid
thoughtful reading of these numbers.
The concert as a whole was verj- pleasing as was

made apparent by the great applause showered on
director and orchestra.

The Opera Reading Club of Hollywood held its regular
monthly meeting on last Monday morning when the
opera "Tales of Hoffman" by Offenbach was the subject
of a most interesting talk by Dr. Frank Nagel who is the
regular lecturer of the club. Those who found seats in
the crowded auditorium of the Masonic Club were fortu-
nate, as standing room was at a premium, so popular
are these opera lecturers becoming. Several friends
whose judgment I respect proclaimed the lecture the
"finest of the season." Dudley Chambers, a recent
comer to Los Angeles who possesses a splendid tenor
voice, sang the title role of Hoffman in good form and
was especially well liked by the audience. Leslie Brig-
ham, whose popularity is the envy of many singers gave
excellent interpretations of the two parts. Dr. Miracle
and Dapertutto, showing to good advantage his lovely
bass voice.

Another favorite who has not been heard to any bet-
ter advantage than on Monday's program was Ruth
Pinkerton. Her full rich contralto voice was beautiful
in the roles of the Phantom Voice and Nichlus. She
sings with depth of feeling. W. A. Brandt's baritone
voice was most pleasing in the part of Crestel. Otto
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Platz. baritone, deserves honorable mention for his
singing in the ensemble. Last in mention though not
the least, by any means, in voice manner or execution,
was Vivian Strong Hart who appeared as Olympia and
Diuletta Antonia. Having appeared many times in vari-

ous roles before the Opera Reading Club she is always
received enthusiasticalFy and her sweet vibrant voice
showed to advantage in this difficult music.

The Orpheus Club, composed of musical business men
who sing, has attained a high place among singing
organizations of Southern California under Hugo Kirck-
hofer's direction. With Inez Jacobson as accompanist
and two assisting artists, Annis Howell Robinson, so-

prano, and Elinor Remick Warren, composer-pianist,
the club presented a most pleasing performance before
a large audience at the Philharmonic last Thursday
evening. Following so closely on the heels of the Sistine
Chapel Choir, which concluded a four-day engagement
here only the night previous, it is most natural that we
compare the two, though we admit not in the least

fa'r, since one is only an organization of tired business
men while tbe other is composed of excellently trained
voices, the best which can be procured for the Pope's
own choir and having sung together for many years
with only four changes in the personnel. The program
of the Orpheus Club offered mainly the usual repertoire
of male choruses such as the Song of the Vikings (Fan-
ing). Crossing the Bar (Parks), The Wandering Singer's
Patrol (Clark), Mammy's Lullaby (Dvorak-Spross), and
Dronthaim (Protheroe). This was supplemented by a
group of songs by Annis Howell Robinson and several
delightful piano numbers by charming Miss Warren. As
a whole the club and artists were enthusiastically re-

ceived and many floral tributes added to the delightful
occasion.

Imogen Avis Palmer, well-known musician of Santa
Barbara and organizer of the Strollers Club in that city,

has been visiting in Los Angeles for a few days.

Max Nissenman, formerly from Russia where he spent
several years studying and singing, came to Los An-
geles to reside after losing his voice completely. Since
September he has been studying with one of our promi-
nent teachers, Mme. Astro, and has fully recovered his
voice. Several attractive offers from New York and
San Francesco managers have been received by Mr.
Nissenman and he is rapidly gaining popularity in Los
Angeles for his vocal accomplishments.

Mme. Constance Balfour, perhaps the best known and
most popular soprano in the city, is kept very busy in

her studio and at the Temple Baittist church where she
is soprano soloist. Recently she sang for the Eastern
Star organization at their installation of new officers.

On Tuesday evening she sang for the Girl's Corner Club.
Not long ago she was soloist with the Los Angeles
Choral Organization under Antoinette Ruth Sabel's di-

rection at the presentation of Hadleys "In Music's
Praise."

Montgomery Lynch, whom Los Angeles folk will remem-
ber as the director of the colossal performance. "The
Wayfarer," writes that he presented several pupils in
recital on November 30th at tbe First Methodist Church
in Seattle. The artists appearing were Miss Ruby Col-
man, contralto, Archie Smith, tenor, and Mrs. S. D.
Strain, mezzo soprano, a former Los Angeles musician.
Mrs. Lynch accompanied for the program and Elizabeth
Brandeberry played a violin obligato.

C. Howard Paxton, dramatic tenor, who recently gave
an interesting recital at Chickering Hall where he was
assisted by Mildred Pray, pianist accompanist and
Eunice Prosser. violinist, came to Los Angeles from
Detroit where be was well known as a remarkably suc-

cessful singer of ballads. His late program included
aside from ballads three operatic arias, some modern
selections by American composers. Mr. Paxton has been
spoken of as a rare interpreter of songs expressing
much feeling to his listeners.

This recital was managed by Mme. Prindell who is

dilgently trying to establish the worthy resident artists

in this and adjoining cities and upholding the standard
that resident artists should be paid for their services,
which we maintain is a most worthy cause.

Mme. Frances Grant, a recent comer to California, was
formerly established as a vocal coach and pedagogue in
New York City, where her teaching was acclaimed for
its splendid results. A scholarship offered by Mme.
Grant for the best voice and greatest possibilities for
making a singer was awarded to Miss Julia Firstum who
is doing splendid work under the tutelage of Mme Grant
in her new studio in the Majestice Theatre building.

Howard Lee Smith, a well-known teacher of piano and
director of the Highland Park Presbyterian church
choir of seventy voices, has removed his studio from
the Music Arts Studio building to 703 Southern Cali-
fornia Music Company building at 808 South Broadway.
Mr. Smith's pupils are appearing frequently in recital
and concert and recently one of his young artist pupils
very creditably assisted the Scotch prima donna so-
prano. Bonnie Helen Mcintosh, in recital at Chicker-
ing Hall as soloist and accompanist. His choir is pre-
paring an unusually fine program of music for Christ-
mas, the solo'sts being Nelle Gothold. soprano; Mary
Booth, contralto; Howard Lee Smith, tenor, and James
Anderson, bass.

A. Koodlach, who is an expert maker of violins and a
connoisseur as well, has in his shop many interesting
old instruments. His "pet" as he calls his Petrus Guar-
nerius. is a fine old specimen still retaining its lovely
Italian tone though made in the year 1701. This instru-
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ment was received from Dykes and Sons of London and
is for sale. Another very interesting violin which Mr.
Koodlach prized highly was sold last week for $2000
to Francois H. Uzes of this city. This specimen bore
the following inscription: Joannes Baptifta Guadag-
nini Pla O centimus fecit mediciani 173:i; it is one of
only a few Guadagninis in existence. W. E. Hill & Sons
of London vouch for the fact that a beautiful bow in

Mr. Koodlach's shop was owned by the Vicomte de
Janzy of Par's, having been acquired by them from the
vicomte's wife. The stick of ths work of art is octa-
gonal in shape and made of the finest Brazil wood with
the grain extending the whole length and mounted with
ebony and s'lver. Being highly prized for its beauty
as well as historically Mr. Koodlach refused a flattering
offer of $500 for this bow by Efrem Zimbalist while here
on his recent tour. This is the workmanship of Francois
Tourte, the French bow maker.
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Rosa Gavito, pianist and singer of note from Mexico
City recently appeared with Ines Briceno in recital at

the Ebell Club. The rersatility of both artists was ef-

fectively demonstrated in their vocal duets and two
piano numbers. The program comprised the more
popular numbers of modem composers and one number
by Rosa Gavito which met with splendid success. A
very distinguished and appreciative audience welcomed
these pleasing artists.

Miss Helen Newcombc. well-known pianist and pipe

organist, was married on I>ecember 1st to Harold Miller

of Los Angeles. The music for the wedding which was
solemnized at Plymouth Congregational Church with

Reverend Pierce officiating was especially arranged by
.Mme. Prindell. Katherine Jackson, harpist, and Eunice
Prosser. violinist, playing the Lohengrin Wedding March
and Flora Phyiis Kilpatric recently from Xew York
sang "O Promise Me." and "Because." Noreene Paul
was Miss Newcombe's maid of honor.

Raymond Harmon gains in popularity each season and
this has been the busiest he has had since coming to

Los Angeles four years ago.
Word comes from Yuma. Arizona, where he appeared

for the Monday Musical tlub that he is singing better

each year I this is his second appearance in Yuma for

this club). The press of Yuma was enthusiastic over
this young tenor's voice and artistic delivery of his

program.
On December 3rd Mr. Harmon was greeted with much

enthusiasm by 700 members of the Los Angeles Realty
Board at the Realty Board banquet when he sang a

group of effective numbers. He appeared as assisting

artist with Caryl Marshall, soprano, at the Ebell Club
House on December 6th. winning a number of recalls

after his delightful rendition of "The Dream" from
Manon by Massenet.
At a concert at Whittier High School. Whittier. Cali-

fornia . on December 10th. a large audience called for

many encores after three groups of songs, and on
December 11th he gave the opening concert at the
Rayfield Hotel and Apartment building.

-At the presentation of Handel's "Messiah" at Bridges
Hall. Pomona College, December ISth and 19th. Mr.
Harmon will sing the tenor solos. A recital with Mr.
Stewart Wille. pianist, will be given in Long Beach on
January 11th. Late in February Mr. Harmon will

appear in his annual Los Angeles recitaL

Gregor Cherniavsky recently presented his fourth an-
nual pupils' recital at the Philharmonic Auditorium.
These recitals have become an interesting musical
event in Los .\ngeles and large crowds are drawn to
listen to his exceptional students, some of which are
only eight years of age. Perhaps the most astonishing
work done by the young students was the rendition of

First Air Varie on Theme (Pacini-Danciai and Mazurka
No. 2 (Wienieawskit by Rosa Shapiro. She displayed
marked musicianship and unusual technic and very cer-
tainly has a great career before her. Elsie Manion also
made a great impression on her audience for her artistic

playing. Others appearing were Sanford Smidt. Henry
Sugar. Harry Gronsky and Frederick Smith, all of whom
deserve much credit for their sincere efforts.

The Wa Wan Club held its first regular meeting of the
season. October 24th. at the Gamut Club Auditorium,
when Dr. Frank Nagel. a resident composer, had
charge of the program. A brief talk by Mrs. William
Mabee. setting forth the plans for the ensuing year's
work, preceded the rendition of a most delightful pro-
gram of songs, all of which originated in the mind of
our own Dr. Nagel. who accompanied the singers with
truly artistic understanding. Vivian Strong Hart sang
Spring and You. and What is Love so well suited to her
delightfully refreshing voice, with the spontaneity for
which they called. I>addy. another song by Miss Hart,
was especially appreciated by the audience. Frank Geig-
er"s deep and resonant voice was beard to advantage in
The Night Path and Dream Island which were written
for him by Dr. Nagel. A song cycle. The Honeymoon
with words by Major S. H. M. Byers. was rendered by a
quartette composed of Lora May Lamport, soprano, Lil-
lian Snelling Farquhar, mezzo soprano, Ernst Morris,
tenor, of Santa, Monica, and Ed. Novis. baritone of Pasa-
dena. Despite the fact Mr. Morris had only three brief
hours in which to become familiar with the score he
filled Mr. Harmon's place most acceptably and the en-
tire cycle oflEering solos, duets, trios, and quartettes
was an interesting work well rendered- Mme. de la
Plata, dramatic reader gave the intervening lines in a
pleasing manner. In all of Dr. Nagel's songs one is im-
pressed with his versatility in color and theme while
they offer no taxing moments to the singer either in
phrasing or range and are fraught with spirit and
meaning.

,

,

Leona Neblett, Tfolinist of splendid reputation and
founder and director of the I.«ona Neblett Violin School
located m the new Southern California Music Companj
miiidtng. reports an unusually busy season with a large
number of professional and advanced violinists coach-
int: on repertoire and teaching methods. Miss Neblett
assisted by Ruth May Shaffner. soprano, and Raymond
.M' Fetters, pianist, is filling a large number of concert
programs She rt?rently sang for the Pasadena Shakes-
peare Club. The I>ong Beach Oratorio Society, at the
First Presbyterian Church In Santa Monica and ap-
peared as soloist with the Pbilharmonic Orchestra at

the first Pop Concert. Her charming manner and pleas-
ing voice make her one of the most popular sopranos
in Los Angeles while her costume recitals are proving
a particular delight.

M. Hennion Robinson, as accompanist, contributes a
very large share to the artistic results of the concerts.
The soloists for Friday evening will be: Mrs. Paula
Dohrman. Eunice Ross, Mary A. Teitsworth. Nellie Co-
burn Walker. Mrs. A. R. Jaquith. Electa Felt-Ferry,
Mrs. Melrose Patton and Cornelia Glover.

Ebell Club members enjoyed one of the most artis-

tic programs given under their roof, which is saying a
good deal as this music section is used to excellent pro-
grams. Celeste Nellis Ryus. brilliant pianiste, of this
city, and John Geddes Winslow. gifted baritone, a fairly

recent newcomer, were the much applauded concert
givers.

Mme. Ryus" appearance was greeted with vociferous
applause, which was addressed as much to the musician
in her as to the charming fellow human being, who has
been absent from her many friends for nearly two
years, spent in Paris, coaching with Moszkowsky, the
piano master and composer. This was Mme. Ryus" re-

turn "debut. if the word may pass. A believer as ever
in .American music she opened her piano group with
MacDowell's Novelette and excerpts from the Cadman
suite. From Hollsrwood. one of the movements being
entitled. To a Comedian, meaning Charlie Chaplin. Cad-
man has written better music, of more spontaneousness
and more humor. True there are serious moments in
the piece, but on the whole, it is not of his best. Scott's
Dance Negre. the Valse Noble of Ravel with its com-
plicated harmonies and fingering, and also the very dif-

ficult Concert Etude by Moszkowsky. who dedicated it to
her. found Mme. Ryus again that splendidly equipped
player, whose rhythm is so energetic and whose musical
enthusiasm pulsates through every selection. Rach-
maninoff's overplayed C sharp minor Prelude found in
her an interpreter from whom one is willing to hear
this composition often for she imbues it with true
poetry. Mme. Ryus' playing was not free from "blue"
notes and not infrequently tone quality was harshened
by over-virility of touch. But that undoubtedly was
caused by the concern every serious musician feels
when returning to the concert stage after long absence.
What lovely touch this player possesses was charmingly
endent in her accompaniments, especially in the song
cycle. Eliland by Fielitz. There were exquisite flowers
handed to the pianiste who delighted her friends as

J. Geddes Winslow has unusually brilliant vocal
means, high tones of the sparkle and vibrancy as
clarion calls. These, like all his singing, come easily.

There is not much sonority to his lower notes and not
always in his middle register where tones seem placed
far back and lack definiteness which can be remedied
by more decisive vowel shading. Winslow could add
inner forcefulness to the strength of his voice and
general poise if he would avoid emotional restraint.
His brilliant high tones have a cold glitter. Even in his
lyric moments he seems emotionally cool, not to say in-

different. He is not without the element of feeling as
fleeting moments in the EHiland cycle by Fielitz showed,
but not much, else there would not be so noticeable a
monotony of tone color, a sameness of expression when
he sings of the monk's love for beautiful Irmingard of
the wrathful abbot. This is also true of the interpre-
tation in the McFayden. Shallitt and Openshaw songs.
The Credo from Verdi's Otello was tonally more power-
ful than convincing, because of emotional aloofness. But
for that and greater quality in the middle and lower
registers this young American should become promi-
nent. Like the pianist he was warmly applauded.

WAGNERIAN PROGRAM BY PHILHARMONIC

By Netle Gothold

To all of who during the past few years have felt

the deplorable abolishment of German music from our
American concert stage, the opportunity was again af-

forded last week to revel in an all-Wagnerian program
given by one of the world's finest orchestras, our own
Philharmonic, directed by Walter Henry Rothwell. a
profound student of the incomparable Wagner and an
unquestioned authority on German music. The program
varied, well balanced and beautifully interpreted, in-

cluded works of the composer's earliest creations, and
some of his best known opera selections.
Opening the program was the little known overture

Polonia. written when Wagner was but twenty and in-

spired by a Polish celebration which he attended in
IS."?!, showing little of the true Wagnerian style, but
proving of great interest largely from its historical set-
ting and for its first-time-in-Los Angeles presentation.

Soft, quiet and subdued in harmonic beauty the Sieg-
fried Idyl inspired by the anticipated birth of his son,
Siegfried, offered contrasts to the opening number. The
strings without double bass begin the melody which
gradually weaves itself into a grand climax of rare love-
liness. The Paris version of I^cchanale from Tann-
hauser in its lovely tone coloring was followed by Sieg-
fried's Death music from the opera Die Gotterdammer-
ung in its majestic funeral motif, bringing out the state-
ly yet solemn tones of tubas and horns in mournful
harmonies.

Mr. Rolhwell's reading of the Prelude to Act I from
Lohengrin inspired much enthusiastic response on the

part of the audience, as also did the rendition of the
Introduction to Act III and Dance of the Apprentices
from Die Meistersinger with its dazzling climax.

Perhaps the least inspiring of any of the intensely
interesting numbers was the Prelude to Tristan and
Isolde, which impressed me as being somewhat mo-
notonous in its cumulative expressions of tender in-

satiable longings.
As a fitting climax for this varied program portraying

the bright and delicate coloring of Wagner's musical
landscapes and paintings. Mr. Rothwell lead the in-

strumentalists in a very excellent rendition of the well-
known Ride of the Valkyries. Wild and stormy in char-
acter and one of the most tremendous compositions in
existence and perhaps the best known of all the num-
bers on this program, it evoked continued applause from
the large audience which crowded the Philharmonic
Auditorium.
Wagnerian music in its continuous flow of melody cor-

responds to the emotional current of the drama and all

the elements present seem to combine in gradual
preparation for the unfolding of some grand and glori-

ous mystery to dawn His achievements and splendid
noble qualities gave much to permanently enrich the
world's intellectual and spiritual life.

ZOELLNER QUARTET SUPREME IN ARTISTRY

By Nelle Gothold

The Zoellner Quartet, an organization whose artistry
has aroused the admiration of the musical world and
distinguished it as one of the supremely great groups
of stringed instrument virtuosi, one that has proven an
important musical asset to Los Angeles, was heard Mon-
day evening in a concert of unusual charm. The beauti-
ful intimate setting for their finished recital was the
music room of the new Biltmore Hotel, where a dis-

criminating group of friends and admirers assembled
to hear this, their first concert of the season.
With a background of twenty years of concert play-

ing throughout the world this group has long since
ceased to perform as individuals but rather as one
masterhand producing exquisite harmonies on one
gigantic instrument.
Mendelssohn's Quartet Op. 13. No. 2. the opening

number so full of beauty, sentiment and pathos, ex-
pressed with rare grace and sweetness of melody, was
played with fine technique and delicate shading. A new
number and one not well known. Tema con Variazioni
Op. 2. by Gliere, was well given in its joyous, light

and brilliant mood, while in contrast, the Andantino
from Quartet Op- 10. by Debussy, offered weird har-
monies utterly devoid of all the customary rules and
regulations governing composition. This great French
composers works are still an unsolved problem to most
musicians in their strange forms and unusual progres-
sions, though invariably well received on any program.

Closing the program was the Schumann Quintet Op.
44, which has been described as the greatest piece of
chamber music from any composer since Beethoven.
This was thoroughly fresh in its romantic and poetic
atmosphere, and perfectly rendered in all details by the
quartet and piano, their interpretation being equal in

brilliancy and spontaneity. Miss Elinor Remick War-
ren, the assisting artist, aside from being a delight to
the eye. played with beauty of tone, displaying marked
musicianship.

The Arrillaga Musical College gave the following three
excellent programs during Music Week which were held
in the auditorium of the college at 2315 Jackson street:
Vacation Time (Streabog>. Robert Arvedi: Happy
Farmer. First Loss, Wild Horseman (Schumann). Helen
Jones; Butterflies (G. A. Grant Schoefer), Marjorie Lof-
gren; Valse in A flat (Gurliti), Janet Kissel: Dance Ca-
price (Grieg), Adele L^lanne: La Zingara (Bohm), Valse
(Durandt. Oscar Discilio; The Butterfly (Grieg). Spin-
ning Wheel (Spindler). Marian McLellan; A Night Song
(Lyman). (For left hand alone), Regina Weme; Elegie
(Massenet). Ralph Simon; Berceuse (Olinsky). Edythe
West; To Spring (Grieg). Helen Shattuck; Choral—It

was a Lover and His Lass (Barrattt. The Old Road
(Scott). Arrillaga Choral; Organ—Toccata and Fugue
in D minor (Bach), George Liddle; Piano—To Spring
( Grieg ». Madrilena (Wachs), Adeline (Jold; Piano—In-
tervention (Bach), Evening (Cyril Scott), Play Time
(Cyril Scott). Amaryllis Nichol; Violin—Ave Maria
( Bach-Gounod ». The Swan (Saint-Saens). Eugene
White; Piano—Prelude in C-Sharp Minor (Rachmanin-
off)) Frances Lubin; Piano—Nocturmo iGrieg). Helen
Burns; Piano—Kammenoi Ostrow (Rubinstein), Ro-
mance (Sibelius). Tiny Rose: Piano—WalU in C sharp
minor (Chopin). Constance Power; Piano—Serenade to
the Doll (Debussy). Golliwog's Cake Walk (Debussyt,
Edwin Simon; Organ—Sonata in D minor (Guilmant).
(final movement). Gertrude Meyers; Organ—Hymn of
Victor Hugo (Saint-Saens). (Arr. by Alex. Guilmant).
Achille Artigues: Piano—C Major Etude (Chopin), E
Major Etude (Chopin), Carl A. Rollandi; Vocal—Pro-
logue (II Pagliacci) (Leoncavallo). Mynard S. Jones;
Piano—St. Francis of Paula Walking on the Water
(Liszt), George Edwards: Piano—Reflections (De-
bussy). Carl A. Rollandi: Vocal—Annabelle Lee
(Beatrice Clifford), The Rosebud (Beatrice Clifford).
The Sound of the Sea (Bertha Weber). Mynard S.
Jones: Violin—Sonata (first movement) (Caesar-
Franck), Joseph Willard, Violinist. Raymond White.
Pianist: Piano—Rhapsody (Schmitt). Cecilia Arrillaga
Plummer (first piano), Raymond White (second piano).
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UKRANIAN NATIONAL CHORUS

An unusually important event musical-

ly will be the appearance here of the

Ukranian National Chorus, under the

leadership of Prof. Alexander Koshetz.
which is scheduled for a two days" en-

gagement in Scottish Rite Auditorium
January 14th and 15th. The Ukranian
National Chorus is under the direction of

Max Rabinoff in the United States and
has just recently closed a sensational

successful engagement in Mexico City

where all known records of concert at-

tendance were broken when 32,600 paid

admission to hear this remarkable ag-

gregation of singers. They combine oper-

atic, folk, romantic and war music and
present a greater variety and a more
colorful repertoire of selections than any
other organization in the world.

Rabinoff. under whose direction the
huge chorus is appearing, will be remem-
bered as the impresario who brought
Pavlowa. Mordkin and Balle Russe to the

United States. He was also managing
director of the Boston Grand Opera Com-
pany during 1915. 1916 and 1917. The
remarkable manner in which these sing-

ers present their selections suggests the

resonance of a huge organ and has
caused some critics to refer to the or-

ganization as "a human pipe organ." The
reception accorded the Ukranian Na-
tional Chorus wherever it has appeared
has been tremendous and critics every-
where have sung their praises in the
highest terms.

LORING CLUB CONCERT

It gave much pleasure to the commit-
tees of the Loring Club to realize the
earnest and kindly interest which the

associate members have in their work of

the club, as was evidenced in the many
replies received in response to the re-

quest, at the October concert, for sug-

gestions as to what Christmas music
should he included in the program of

the concert on the evening of Tuesday,
December IS. These replies show that

the associate members heartily approve
of the policy ofl making the December
concert a Christmas celebration and also

that our audience desires the program
of this concert in Christmastide to in-

clude the old music which so thoroughly
reflects the spirit of the season.

The seven which received the greatest

number of votes were six of these old

established favorites together with Mr.

Sabn's setting of Carmen Natale. the

Latin Christmas hymn which was writ-

ten by Professor Leon J. Richardson of

the University of California. The other

s'x selected in this vote were as follows:

O Holy Night (Cantique de NopI )

(Adolphe Adam). Ring Out Wild Bells

(Charles Gounod), Nazareth (Charles

Gounod). The First Nowell (Carol),

(Traditional). The Wassail Song (Carol),

(Traditional) . Lo. How a Rose E'er

Blooming (from the 13th Century).

(Praetorius).
There were so many votes for several

others that some of these also are being

placed on the program, among them be-

ing two Russian and one French carol.

Two compositions which, on this occa-

sion, will be heard for the first t'me in

San Francsco are a Villanelle Matona,

Lovely Ma'den by Orlando di Lasso (who
was horn four hundred years ago) and

Cecil Forsyth Tell Me Not of a Lovely

Lass.

EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

The editor of the Pacific Coast Musical

Review was suddenly called to Los An-

geles in connection with affairs at our

Los Angeles office last Saturday and did

not return until Wednesday morning.
The suddenness of the trip, in connection
with Saturday afternoon being a half-

holiday, prevented the editor from ar-

ranging details for the review of impor-
tant events to be included in this issue.

In addition, he was unable to finish his

own reviews of the preceding week. Con-
sequently, if our readers will miss the
report of certain musical events, they
know the reason and may look for them

Owing to the half-holiday on Saturday
afternoon in the San Francisco Post
Office, and now on account of the holi-

day rush, the Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view is being delayed in *the mail, and
some of our subscribers tell us they do
not receive the paper until Tuesday or
Wednesday mornings. We have in-

formed some of the postal authorities of
this delay, but there is no remedy for it

at this time. Second class matter simply
has to take second place to the holiday

Musical Blue Book

OF
CALIFORNIA

Is a California Institution and
Dedicated to Resident Artists,

Composers, Pedagogues. Music
Clubs, Concert Managers, Cho-
ral Societies, Orchestras, Music
Schools, Music Houses, etc.

The First State-wide

Expression in

Music

HAVE YOU
REGISTERED?

NothlnE Like Thla Volnnie Wan
Ever Atleniplrd Before. It »
a Cnmhbieil AVork. Embracing

DIRECTORY of Prominent
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ACTIA'ITIES

nlntlRAPHIES o» Leading Artlata
nOTAGRAVI RE SECTION and Re-
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THIS IS THE
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Apply for Tnfori

MUSICAL REVIEW COMPANY

SUITE NO. 810
8 SOUTH BROADWAY
Loa Angelex, Calif.

mail. After the holidays we are assured
that delivery of the paper will again be

prompt.
Our readers will, no doubt, remember

that the publication date of the Pacific

Coast Musical Review is now on Monday
instead of Saturday. All copy should
reach this office preferably on Tuesdays
before 5, but in any event not later than
Wednesday at 2 o'clock. Frequently con-
tributors send us advance notices of con-
certs as late as Thursday and Friday. It

is, of course, out of the question that
such matter can be published in the cur-
rent issue.

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI
baritone: — VOICE CI'LTFRE
AuthorUed to Teach Mme. Schoen-

Rene'a Method
1314 LeaTennrortli St. Phone Prospect 0253

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

Pho Berkele B00«

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
m)s Kohler « Chaae Bid. Tel. Sutter 7387

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST—COMPOSITION

Studio; <I03-«O4 Kohler & Cha^e Buildine
Phone Kearn}- 54.74

Madame Charles Poolter—Soprano
Voice Caltore. Piano

Residence Stndlo, 588 27th Street
Oakland—TeL Oakland 2079

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.\X FR.\NXISCO B.AXK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY 10th. 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks In California,
the Assets of which have never been increased
by fnergers or consolidations with other Banks.

Member Associated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

JUNE 30th, 1923
Assets »86,255,68S.28

Deposits 82,455,685.28

Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21it Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7tli Ave.
HAIGHT STREET BRANCH Haight »<id Belvedere Streets

WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave. and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (^74)
per cent per annum was declared. Interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN
VOICE—GCITAR

^428 Mllvia St. Ilerkeley 77«5J
706 Kohler & Chase—Wednesday

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRANO—VOICE CrLTVRE
AT-aliable for Concerts and Recitals

Studio: 150 Centrnl Ave. TeL Park 1024

MISS WELCOME LEVY

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Evelyn Sresovich Ware

Joseph George Jacobson

^1.3 Snernmento St. Phone Fillmore 34>

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

SiGMUND BEEL
Master I lasi.

Studio DulidiDE.
e. for Violin
1373 Post Street

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
SOPRANO

Teacher of Sinking:: Studio. Taeadar and
Friday, Kohler & Chase Bide.. S. F.; Resi-
dence Studio, 166 Sa

Humboldt 101.

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC
(Ada Clement Music School)

3435 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore 896

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 Seott Street. Det. C1b7 & WaahlnstoB

Mr. Noah Brandt. Violin
Mrs. \oab Brandt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soloist. Temple Fmana Fl. Con-

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

EVA M. GARCIA
PI-INIST AND TE.iCHER

41S2 Howe St. Tel. Piedmont 4908

Mary Coonan McCrea mary carr moore—songs

Tel. Dooslnfi 4233. Ren. Tel. Kearny 2349

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
SOLO PIAMST AND TEACHER

Advanced Pupils Accepted
Studio: 138 Hyde St. Apartment 27

Phone Prospect 1531

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Culture. Suite "C," Kohler & Chase
Bulldine. Tel. Kearny 5454

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
Graduate of Schola Cantomm, Paris. Or-
ganist St. Mary's CathedraL Piano De-
partment. Hamlin SehooL Orgran and

Piano, Arrlllaera Musical CoUeee

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ

MYNARD S. JONES
TKACHEK OF SINGING

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 888

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av., Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
51S Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West U95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 4S7

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 1341

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

ADELE ULMAN
178 Commonwealth Ave. Phone Pac. 33

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9261

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
i Kohler & Chase Bide. TeL Kearny 64t4

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1111

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough St. Tel. Fillmore 4150
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Joseph Greven PAUL STEINDORFF
^ MASTER COACH

Voice Culture :—Opera, Oratorio.

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

J741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

MASTER COACH
ORAT'^RIO—CONCERT—OPERA

In All Language*
&302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. Winiam Steinbach
\ out: 11 tTl RK
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For !>ialr Bt
HENRY GROBE. 135-153 Keamv St., San Francisco

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal i« worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer

68 Post St.. San Francisco

f
KAJETAN ATTL

SOLO HARPIST. SAN FRANCISCO
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

IIMM KoUrr A Cka>

Western Representative of Lyon A Healy Harps

Trlrrkoae D«asU. ICT>.

GEORGE M. UPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

Phone Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Reside

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Pavlla rT*»ar*J fo
Ckar^k aad C«B««n

Sew AMrraa: HKIVK BLDC- ••* STOCKTON ST.
TrL Daaxla. KSC

WILLIAM F. HOFMANN
> lollMist :SaB Fraacisco $y«iphoay

Head of Vlolia and Orehesitra-I Departmeat. I ai-
^ri^lry of Mic-hijran. Stvdlo: Kokler A Chase Bvlld-
iaj;. :*Dite 10W—Moaday aad Thnr»day Afteraooa^

Resjdeaee. V20 Taylor Street.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
E»dor«ed by W«i:er Swrnyne

Speeial >oraal Coarse for Teachers. Baaed oa

S^rajTie PTiacIples
Stadios: ^OT Kohler A Chase BaUdlBic

3S1SW EtKA ^t.. Berkeley. Phoae Berkeley iSlS

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Exclusive Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

The Most Costly, Beautiful

and Durable Piano

in the World

Often we are asked: "VrTiat is the life of a

Mason & Hamlin Piano?"

Frankly, we cannot say. We have known them
for thirty years, sold them for more than

twenty years. Those that have seen constant

service for that period still retain their earliest

beauty of tone and their mechanical structure

tinimpaired. In one San Francisco cafe, a

Mason & Hamlin Grand, Style BB. has been

in constant service for more than ten years,

being plaj-ed ten hours daily with orchestra

—

more than 36,500 hours of the most trying

sen-ice to which a piano can be subjected. It

is still a beautiful instrument. Prior to its pur-

chase, we are toM that a new grand piano was
purchased every second year.

Costliest -But Best

TWO ESTBAXCES
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MUSICIANS' CLUB GIVES CHRISTMAS DINNER RESIDENT ARTISTS TRIUMPH WITH SYMPHONY
Leaders of Musical Colony Enjoy Entertaining Program and Listen to Ellen Edwards and Allan Bier Receive Well Merited Ovation for Their

Interesting Discourses—Nearly One Hundred and Fifty Members Musicianly Interpretation of Saint-Saens' Carnival of the Animals,
and Guests Gather Around the Festive Board. Schumann's Fourth Symphony Receives Excellent Reading.

Julius Haug the New President Scarlatti Sonatas Arranged by Tommasini Also Pleases

BY ALFRED METZGER BY ALFRED METZGER
The Musicians' Club of San Francisco

gave its annual Christmas Dinner at the
California Room of the Fairmont Hotel
on Saturday evening. December 15th.

Nearly 150 members and guests were in

attendance and everyone conceded thai

it was one of the most brilliant affairt

ever given by this organization and thi

attendance broke all previous records
Vincent de Arrillaga, for two years presi-

dent of the Musicians' Club, occupied
the place of honor and presided over
the proceedings. It was his final ap-
pearance as presiding officer, and the
deep interest he had taken in the wel-
fare of the club and the enthusiasm he
displayed in securing for the club its

headquarters on Sutter street, and finally

his persistent efforts to clear the organ-
ization of its indebtedness by increas-
ing the membership list and inducing
everyone to contribute bis share, earned
him the many eulogies which various of-

ficers and members gladly bestowed
upon hira on this occasion. We doubt
very much whether any president ever
accomplished as much for the Musicians'
Club as Mr. de Arrillaga did. and he
deserves a more substantial token of the
club's appreciation than the addresses
made in his honor.
At the speaker's table were such

prominent men and women as Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Hertz, Elias Hecht. Mr. and
Mrs. Julius Haug. Mrs. William Henry
Banks, president of the Pacific Musical
Society: Mrs. Horatio StoU, president
of the San Francisco Musical Club; -Mrs.

Lillian Birmingham, president of the
California Federation of Music Clubs:
Redfem Mason, music editor of the San
Francisco Examiner: Vincent de Arril-
laga. Edouard Deru. Gaetano Merola.
John Harradeu Pratt and Alfred
Metzger.
As has been the custom in the past,

the election of officers of the Musicians'
Club took place at the same time as the
annual banquet, and the result on this
occasion was as follows: President.
Julius Haug: vice-president, William Ed-
ward Chamberlain: secretary. Johannes
Raith; directors. Carolus Lundine and
Charles Lamp. Mr. Haug. upon being
called upon to address the gathering,
expressed himself honored with the con-
fidence bestowed upon him by the mem-
bers and voiced the sentiment of all
present by expressing the club's appre-
ciation of the invaluable services ren-
dered by Vincent de Arrillaga during his
three years" incumbency. Mr. Haug is

noted for his wit and cheerfulness, and
no doubt he will have many opportuni-
ties to employ both during the course of
his administration.
Johannes Raith. the earthquake secre-

tary of the Musicians' Club and, accord-
ing to John Harraden Pratt, "the secre-
tary who goes on forever," reported on
the progress of the club during the past
year, showing the growth of its finan-
cial condition and, notwithstanding the
fact that it has paid its bils. there is

more money in the treasury at the be-
ginning of the year than there was last
year. Mr. Raith. too. spoke in the high-
est terms of the remarkable achieve-
ments of Vincent de Arrillaga, the retir-
ing president.
John Harraden Pratt was called upon

to speak on the past history of the club
and certainly did the subject full jus-
tice. He said that the Musicians' Club
was originally called The Metronome,
which name was changed to the present
one shortly after organization. The club
is now about thirty years old, and among

the past presidents Mr. Pratt mentioned
the following; J. H. Rosewald. Dr. Louis
Lisser, Dr. H. J. Stewart. Oscar Weil.
John Harraden Pratt, Robert Tolmie. H.
B. Pasmore, Arthur Fickenscher, Wal-
lace A. Sabin, Alexander Stewart, Elias
Hecht, Samuel Savannah, Vincent de
Arrillaga and one or two others whom the
writer does not remember at this time.
Mr. Pratt was president during the try-
ing days of the fire. Mr. Pratt also re-

ferred to the excellent work of Julius
R. Weber while that active musician

Not too much stress can be laid upon
the tact that Ellen Edwards and Allan
Bier, two of California's most prominent
pianists, appeared as soloists at the
Fifth Pair of Symphony Concerts at the
Curran Theater on Friday and Sunday
afternoons, December 14 and 16. It is

true the two piano parts form a portion
of the ensemble of Saint-Saens' Carnival
of the Animals, and therefore the solo-
ists did not appear under the usual
glamour that surrounds assisting artists;
but their credit is so much greater when

GERARD CARBONARA
The Brilliant Young Composer-Conductor of the Fox Oakland Theatre

Who Is Making a Mark in the Musical World

was secretary of the Musicians' Club
in its earlier days. Mr. Pratt also com-
plimented the present secretary, Johan-
nes Raith, for bis loyalty and faithful-
ness and his appreciation of the honor,
instead of seeking remuneration from
the position. The club for many years
gave its monthly dinners at leading res-
taurants, but during the last year or
two. thanks to the efforts of Vincent de
Arrillaga, it has enjoyed its own head-
quarters. In conclusion Mr. Pratt read
a little poem of his own referring to the
past history of the organization.

(Continued on Page 6, Col. 1)

the public recognized the brilliancy and
artistry of their piauistic efforts, even
though they were part of an ensemble
performance, and picked them out for
demonstration and enthusiastic recogui-
tion at the conclusion of the perform-
ance and occasionally in the midst of
the work. But, aside from this fact, the
spirit of the occasion is worthy of recog-
nition. Not so long ago resident artists
had no opportunity to appear with our
symphony orchestra as it is constituted
today. This time it w^as announced with
a cenain amount of pride that resident
artists are to participate. Alfred Hertz

is entitled to the highest commendation
for laying such important stress upon
the assistance of resident artists. Such
action raises the prestige of resident
artists at home and abroad. Mr. Hertz
has no reason to regret his decision, for
the two pianists reflected credit upon his
selection and upon the community where-
in they reside. Both technically and
musically the piano parts were played
with consummate skill and taste and re-
flected the intentions cf the composers
in the most convincing degree. We can
not imagine a more effective reading of
these extremely difficult scores.
There were other musicians who ac-

complished worthy artistic feats during
the rendition of this Carnival. Anthony
Linden, the excellent flutist of the or-
chestra, acquitted himself splendidly
during the rendition of the Aquarium
part, wherein the beautiful tone and the
easy technic of his flute performance left
an excellent impression. "Wal ter F
Fcraer_Jatercreted The Swan episode
wFtTi rich tone and romantic shadmg.
Indeed the entire work was given an in-
t.^rpretation of such realistic and graphic
dimensions that the pudience followed
with the keenest interest every subdivi-
sion of the delightful fantasia. The Hens
and Roosters might have so easily deteri-
orated into vaudevillian vulgarity, but
expressed a clean, healthy humor with-
out degenerating into clownishness.
The pomposity of the elephant was em-
phatically accentuated by the double
basses. The Tortoise introduced a well-
known gallop from Offenbach's Orpheus
in an entirely new environment. Among
the Fossils appeared a few old acquaint-
ances, including Saint-Saens' own Dance
Macabre. Altogether it was a delicious
musical joke, and yet the ingenuity of
scoring, the difficulties in technical ex-
ecution so easily overcome, and the in-
tellectual importance of the work makes
it more than merely a musical joke. It
represents the last word in genuine musi-
cal w-it and humor, and it was inter-
preted under masterly direction and by
skilled musicians.
Xo one can tor a moment deny that

Schumann's Fourth Symphony is one of
the standard works of symphonic litera-
ture. Nevertheless there are elements
of monotonous repetition and similaritv
of tempi and emotional coloring which
creates at times an unquestionable at-
mosphere of ennui. In so far as the in-
terpretation was concerned it was all
that anyone could wish for. Whatever
-Alfred Hertz does is done exceedingly
well, and in this interpretation he ob-
tained more emotional warmth from the
score than any other conductor we have
heard direct this composition. Mr. Hertz
certainly has a knack to emphasize the
beauties of a classical work, and his judg-
ment was keenly awake throughout the
reading of this Schumann work. There
are many delightful and charming pe-
riods which alone justify the frequent
repetition of this symphony, and these
beautiful phrases far overshadow the
occasional languid color of cenain parts
of the work.
Owing to unavoidable delay we were

unable to hear the Scarlatti sonatas, ar-
ranged by Tomasini. but hear from all
sides that this master of modern com-
position treated one of the oldest clas-
sics in a manner to retain the simplicity
and melodic beauty of the graceful work.
Ravel's La Valse. intended to convey
the accompanying noises during the per-
formance of a valse. concluded the pro-
gram.
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After the lights are out
The Steinway Speaks:

iszT knew and loved me. Wagner
knew and loved me. Rubcnstcin,

Berlioz and Gounod knew and
loved me. I have been the com-
panion of genius for two genera-

tions. My name is the Steinway Piano.

AVhat was there about me that caused Franz
Liszt, forty years ago, to say of me: "\'ou

afford delight even to my old piano-weary

fingers?"

AVhy did Richard Wagner, writing from
Bayreuth in 1879, declare: "Sounds of such

beauty as those coming from my Steinway
grand flatter and coa.\ the most agreeable

tone - pictures from my harmonic melodic
senses?"

Why did Gounod, who gave us "Faust,"
write to my makers in 1888, "Mme. Adelina
Patti joins me in the ecstacy and mutual ad-

miration of your product ... I am overjoyed
at the consciousness of being the possessor of

one of your perfect instruments?" And what
was it that stirred the mighty Dr. Joseph
Jcachim to assert: "Steinway is to the pianist

what Stradivarius is to the violinist?"

Companion of genius indeed have I been

!

Sometimes, when the stage is dark and the lid

over my strings is down, I brood over my long
years of such companionship.

I see Adelina Patti again, blowing kisses,

// lull does the Steinway piano think about,
tflun the curtain is down and the lights are
out, and the artist and the audience have
departed? Eloquent enough the Steinway is

when the moods of others are voiced on its

wondrous strings. But what are its own
moods and longings' Listen/ It is about to

speak to us

and reaching for the flowers that were show-
ered at her feet, while I rested quietly in the
background and resolved to do even better in

her ne.xt accompaniment. I see good old

Franz Liszt again, after a tremendous rhap-

sody over my ivory keys. I see Edward Mac-
Dowell, working out his compositions over my
keyboard. I see the youthful, golden-haired

Paderewski of the eighties, the maturer Pade-
rewski of the nineties, and the world-figure

and premier of Poland, the Paderewski of to-

day whose audiences overflow the largest halls

whenever he plays. And ever I am the com-
panion of all this genius.

But then I realize that the greater, the

sweeter triumph of my long career is not to be
found on the concert stage at all.

The greater triumph awaits me when a

young couple, starting down the pathway of
wedded life, choose me to be their lifelong

companion in a home.

The sweetest triumph of all shall be when
first my keys are touched by the fingers of

some little girl, her printed scales before her,

and a lifetime of the best in music all ahead.

Admitted thus to the sacred intimacy of a

home and fireside, I know that I shall find

my truest triumph. And I shall strive to be

faithful to these who trust me. As long as my
strings endure, I shall strive to render to the
utmost my measure of abiding charm.

Sherman play& Go.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

HEARTY COMPLIMENTS OF THE
SEASON

There is no better time, during the course of a

busy year, to reflect upon the real human element

which should be associated with music in all its

aspects, than the Yuletide season during which all

that is best in us should find adequate expression.

The other evening, during the Christmas dinner of

the ilusicians' Club, Elias Hecht touched a particu-

lar subject w'hich needs much larger discussion than

was possible on that occasion. We shall do our best

to add our share to the further dissemination of

the suggestion contained in that address. We refer

to Mr. Hecht's reference to the existence in San
Francisco of a certain spirit of individual clannish-

ness which contributes to the development of per-

sonal achievements, but which fails to consider the

necessity to co-operate with your fellow in an
achievement including the whole community. Xo
truer word was ever uttered about the San Fran-

cisco spirit than that.

Everyone for himself, seems to be the predomi-

nating keynote hereabouts. We find people unwill-

ing to become members of the Musicians' Club, be-

cause they can't get anything out of it. We find

people unwilling to join the Music Teachers' Asso-

ciation, because they don't think all the best element

is represented. We have people who do not become
members of music clubs because they feel they do

not get enough for their money. There are people

who do not join the guarantors of the symphony
concerts, because tliey have preconceived personal

prejudices which have nothing to do with music.

We find people unwilling to join an opera chorus,

because they do not get any remuneration. We find

vocal teachers and students indifferent toward be-

coming members of a festival chorus, because they

can not be engaged as soloists or because it is not

"dignified" to sing in a chorus.

Sisters and Brethren ! Will we ever have a real

musical atmosphere when such sordid and selfish

sentiments are permitted to take root? Nothing suf-

ficiently great to challenge the admiration of the

world will ever be done in any community, if the

members of the musical profession and the musical

public do not w'ork shoulder to shoulder for the

common good. As long as you only look out for

yourself you can only accomplish something confined

to that which you are able to do single-handed. Only
when you join forces w-ith your colleagues toward
the achievement of something that no individual can

do alone, will you contribute your share toward the

development of musical activities that reach beyond
the purely personal Umitations. And only projects

that expand beyond the personal limitations can
possibly challenge the admiration of the world.

Take, for instance, a great artist. Xo one has

any idea liow many sacrifices, how much time of
unselfish ser\-ice, how much co-operation from col-

leagues, how many weary hours of self-effacement

were necessary to reach a point w-here the admira-
tion of the world became apparent. Those artists

who are trying to make a career without seeking

co-operation from their colleagues, who think they

can enter the great adventure alone, purely inspired

by the idea of personal success, without the ap-
preciation of service, without the experience of sac-

rifice, will never reach the aim they set themselves.

They will surely fall by the wayside without looking

upon the sun of triumph. And so it is with the in-

dividual. You will never realize the blessings of
music. You will never enjoy thorough satisfaction

and happiness in your world. You will never realize

the fondest aspirations of your dearest dreams until

you have learned to think and act in association with
vour fellowmen.

Alone you are helpless. Backed by the combined
strength of your colleagues you are unconquerable.
And if you have hitherto belonged to those who
always argue why a certain achievement should not
be encouraged, and if you have permitted yourself

to drift among the drones of the profession who
always depend upon someone else but themselves
to do the work, you will never realize the true en-

FrnnelKco'H MoHt Skilled and Popular Violln-
lor of the Columbia Theatre Orchentra, Who
leen Eleeted President of the Mnsieians' Club

jo\ ment you may get out of your art until you have
abandoned your indifference, your selfishness, your
clannishness and have made up your mind to con-
quer the musical world in the ranks of tlie soldiers

of achievement. And right now there is a wonderful
opportunity presented to you, namely, the monster
festival chorus now being rehearsed for the first

great California Spring Music Festival at the Ex-
position Auditorium next March.

Alfred Hertz does not want a chorus, of five hun-
dred indifferent voices singing according to the

mechanical beat of a metronome. Mr. Hertz wants
a chorus of vivid, fresh, ringing voices. He wants
an artists' chorus. He wants five hundred voices

that will be heard throughout the musical world.

He wants artists that feel the heart throbs of the

masters' most intimate ideas. He wants artists who
FEEL what they sing as well as sing it. He wants
a chorus that can not be bought with money. He
wants a chorus of such great artistic value that

there is not enough money in America to buy it.

Have we five hundred voices possessed by men and
women of sufficient enthusiasm, sufficient loyaltj-,

sufficient soulful aspirations, to understand and
realize the magnitude of such a chorus? We believe

there are such artists who would not feel ashamed
to sing in a chorus whose mission it is to make San
Francisco and vicinity famous throughout the mu-

sical world as a community wherein a chorus of five

hundred voices can be assembled, each of which
belongs to an artist who is such with his whole
heart and his whole soul.

Dear Reader! Do you understand what we
mean? Or does this sort of talk make you laugh?

If it does don't read any more. For we have failed

to convince you of the seriousness of our appeal.

But if you do know what we mean, you possess that

spark of which true genius is made. You have
learned to sacrifice your personal prejudices upon
the altar of your art. You are blessed with the

understanding that show's you the necessity of co-

operation with your fellow artists. There is so

much real talent, so much genuine love for music,

so much musical intelligence and so much artistic

expression bottled up in the individual breasts of

San Franciscans, and bay cities' residents in general,

that the combined strength of them would astonish

the world and the Music Festival to be given next
March is such a great opportunity to express this

uninamous tliought and this combined talent that it

would be a pity to permit it to pass unnoticed.

Join the festival chonis ! Whether you are leaders

in your profession or whether you are humble dis-

ciples, whether you are soloists of reputation, or
whether you are just beginning to take steps in your
musical experience. Get together ! Show your
strength and the splendor of your ambition will re-

flect its rays throughout the musical world and
center attention upon your work which will be
glorified by your ser\'ice to your community. In the

hope that our readers will understand this idea and
will help us to spread it throughout this section of

the country, we wish everybody a very Merry
Christmas and the Happiest and Most Prosperous
X^ew Year they ever had in their life.

GERARD CARBONARA'S ENVIABLE REPUTATION

Distinguished Composer-Conductor Specially Sent to

California by the William Fox Corporation to

Conduct Oakland Theatre Orchestra

There is no question regarding tlie fact that the
motion picture theatre is in many respects of great
assistance to the progress of music and to offering op-
portunities to distinguished musicans to exhibit their
highest achievements. Among the newcomers in the
bay region is Gerard Carbonara, a distinguished com-
poser-conductor, who was sent specially to California
by the William Fox Corporation to conduct the orches-
tra at its new Oakland Theatre. Mr. Carbonara con-
ducted for D. W. GrifBth during four years and made
a distinct impression. He also conducted opera in
Italy and other European countries.

Mr. Carbonara was bom in New York City and
studied in the Naples Conservatory of Music under
Marucci and under Dworzak in Vienna. He is a com-
poser of international reputation, his composition hav-
ing been published in Austria. Italy and the I'nitetl

States. He is a violinist of distinction having con-
certized in Europe and he also is suflSciently equipped
to command pianistic recognition. He has composed an
opera in two acts entitled Armand which is to be pre-
sented in Chicago. Of this opera Musical America of
September 8. 1923, had this to say: ".\rmand, an opera
in English by Gerard Carbonara. a San Francisco or-

chestra leader, has been accepted by the Opera in our
Language Foundation and David Bispham Memorial for
its repertoire. It will be presented in the Playhouse
this w-inter. provided that the orchestral parts can be
had in time for rehearsals."
Mr. Carbonara is finishing another opera in three

acts based on Karma of the Yogi Philosophy. Each act
represents a psychological state of a Hindu Princess,
namely, the barbaric or maternal, the mental or the
spiritual. He is also working on a symphonic poem
entitled Ode to Nature. There is no question but that
Mr. Carbonara is a most valuable addition to our
musical forces, as composer, violinist, pianist and con-
ductor and no doubt he will soon become identified with
our musical life as one of the leaders of musical
thought.

A TRIBUTE TO JASCHA HEIFETZ

Something new in the behavior of an audience comes
from Dewey Harris in the Houston Post, reviewing the
recital of Jascha Heifetz who plays here on Friday
afternoon. January ISth. at the Curran Theatre, under
the auspices of the Elwyn Concert Bureau. Mr. Dewey
writes:
"For several moments before the artist walked upon

the stage there was a hush in the hall as if those
gathered had already sensed the solemn beauty of the
music to be interpreted.
"During the rendition of the iirst two movements of

the Bruch Concerto in G minor, the audience remained
enraptured, but at the close of the -A.dagio the intense
emotion was too much and a volley of applause broke
forth. Finally Heifetz went on with the Finale or
Allegro energico movements and at the conclusion the
applauding resumed, lasting until three calls were
taken."
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Johann Sebastian Bach's The Christmas Oratorio, given

at the Stanford I'niversity Memorial Church, Saturday,

December 15, under tbe direction ot Warren D. Allen,

was a magnificent performance. Miss Winifred Esta-

brook soprano; Esther Houk Allen, contralto; Carl Ed-

win Anderson, tenor, and Austin WiUard Sperry, bass,

were the soloists, covering themselves with glory in

their splendid work. Miss Myrtle Shafer, at the organ,

played a Bach Prelude and Fugue before the oratorio.

The University Orchestra, augmented by members of

the San I-^ancisco Symphony Orchestra, sustained the

accompaniment and quite distinguished itself in the

opening of the second part. The choir was perfectly

trained. It is to be hoped that this rarely heard ora-

torio, so superbly produced, will be repeated at some
future time not too far distant.

Madam Annae Kraemer Blotcky, mezzo-soprano, was
heard in a group of sonj^s at the Cham'jer of Commerce
Members' Forum at the Commercial Club, Thursday,
December 13. when Dr. David Starr Jordan. Chancellor
Emeritus of Stanford University, was the honor guest

and speaker. Mrs. G. M. Abbott of Berkeley was the

accompanist. Madame Blotcky arrived in San Fran-

STKM.A JEl.KA

Cisco in October to make her home. She was soloist
in the Russian Symphony Orchestra at Madison Square
Garden. New York City, and for some years director
of the great Spartanburg Musical Festival, held an-
nually in South Carolina, embracing all the south-
western states. Having done much oratorio and con-
cert work for the past fifteen years. Madam Blotcky
will be a great acquisition in our western musical
world.

The Ninth Annual Performance of Handel's Messiah
was given at the CoUeRe of the Pacific. Sunday. De-
cember 16, by the combined chorus and orchestra of
the College under the direction of Charles M Dennis,
acting dean of the Conservatory. Helen Fletcher Rid-
dell, soprano. Ardls Carter, contralto. Hugh J. Williams,
tenor, and Charles I..loyd, basso, were the soloists of
the occasion. An immense crowd, which taxed the
capacity of the buitdinK. was deeply rmpressed by the
exceptionally fine work of the participants. The chorus
of one hundred voices showed evidence of careful train-
ing and attention to expression. The Hallelujah chorus
was done in such magnificent manner as to call forth
a request for a repetition, which was given following
the Amen chorus. An orchestra of twenty-five, with
Miles A. Dreskell. concert master. Jessie Moore, piano
accompanist, and Myrtle Shafer. organist, supported
the chorus and played the solo accompaniments with
good style.

Mrs. Lester Cowger, soprano, gave a recital Sunday
afternoon at the Palo Alto Community House, assisted

by Ida Sedgwick Pogson. pianist and accompanist, and
Mrs. Charles McKenzie, pianist. The following inter-

esting program was given: Bible Songs— (a) Hear My
Prayer, (b) God Is My Shepherd, (c) I "vVill Sing New
Songs of Gladness (Anton Dvorak), Mrs. Cowger; (a)

Widnung (Schumann), (b) Der Nussbaum (Schumann),
(c( Cradle Song (Gretchaninoff ). (d) O Thou Billowy
Harvest Field (Rachmaninoff), Mrs Cowger; two piano
duo—Saint-Saens' Variations on a Theme (Beethoven),
Mrs. Pogson and Mrs. McKenzie; (a» Tally Ho (Franco
Leoni), (b) My Little House (Seneca Pierce), (c)

A Golden Thought (Gertrude Ross), (d) The House
That Jack Built (Sidney Homer), Mrs. Cowger.

Hannah Fletcher Coykendall, soprano, sang the leading
role of Sylvia in Sweethearts, the comic opera in two
acts by Victor Herbert and Harry B. Smith, presented
by the San Jose Lodge No. 522. B. P. O. E., for the
benefit of the annual Empty Stocking Fund, in the Vic-

tory Theater. December 'i. 4, 5 and 6. Mrs. Coykendall
is not only the possessor of a beautiful voice, but
evinced real histrionic ability. Edwin Ferguson, tenor.

was clever in his portrayal of the Hon. Percy Algernon
Slingsby. Dealia Hill, Charles Kemling, William Pen-
gilly and Stanley Egense carried their parts well, their

solo numbers being greatly enjoyed. The Elks' Con-
cert Orchestra, under the direction oi Dr. Charles M.
Richards, gave great assistance. A. V. Schuliert is

concert master.

The Monday Musical Club of Santa Cruz gave a splen-

did program for their December meeting. There was
further consideration of the earlier German composers
of the Romantic period—Schubert, Mendelssohn. \'on

Weber and Moscheles. The members giving the inter-

esting program included Mrs. Duncan r.IacDonaUl and
Miss Melba Hoffmann, soprani. Miss Irene Wilkins. con-

tralto, Mrs. Hope Swinford, Mrs. Vera Clayton and
Mrs. Flora Cooper von Schuckmann, pianists, and Fran-
cis Hamlin, violin. The January recital will be held
in Calvary Episcopal Church and will be featured by
Mendelssohn's organ music, four organists taking part.

The A Cappella Choir of the College of the Pacific, said
to be the only unaccompanied mixed chorus on the
Pacific Coast, has been greatly in demand during the
present Christmas season. Under the direction of
Charles M. Dennis, organizer and developer of this

unusual choral body, the choir has participated in ten
Christmas Carol concerts. Several of these have been
with outside assistants, and Esther Hornaday, harpist,
Lucille Fox, soprano, and Grace Connor, reader, all

members of the Choir, have appeared as soloists. The
outstanding concerts were given before the Association
of American University Women on December 6, in
Burlingame December 13, and under the auspices of

the Santa Clara County Branch of the State Music
Teachers' Association at B^rst Methodist Episcopal
Church, San Jose. December 18. At the latter concert
the Choir was assisted by Allan Bacon, organist, and
Nicola Di Lorenzo, Benjamin King and Ephraim Engle-
man. violinists, with Mrs. Benjamin King at the piano.
The Choir presented a beautiful assortment of carols,

most of them comparatively new and culled from un-
usual sources. English, French. German, Russian.
Spanish and American carols made up the li§t. All
were sung with that beautiful freshness of tone quality,
accuracy of technique and superb attention to finish
which characterizes the Choir's work. Over five thou-
sand people had the pleasure of hearing the carols sung
under these exceptionally favorable conditions.

Paul Ash, assisted by George Washington Dewey, bari-

tone. Chester Haslett, saxophonist, and Wilbur Hall,
trombonist, in addition to his own famous orchestra,
gave a musical matinee in the Wiley B. Allen Com-
pany's store, Saturday, December 15. This occasion
marked the opening of the firm's remodeled quarters.

Carols of modern and ancient times will be heard at
Trinity Episcopal Church at a vesper service, Sunday.
December 23. when the choir, under the direction of
Leroy V. Brant, organist and choirmaster, will sing the
annual community service. The Trinity choir will be
augmented by the addition of many of the leading ama-
teur and professional singers of the city. The choir
will sing three carols thought to be heard in San Jose
for the first time: one. a carol of the Island of Hayti.
and two ancient French carols. Sing We Noel, a six-

teenth century carol, will be rendered by a trio con-
sisting of Mrs. Lester Cowger. first soprano, Mrs Leroy
V. Brant, second soprano, and Mrs. Mary Webster
Mitchell, contralto. The Trinity chimes will have an
important place in the service.

St. Paul's Methodist Episcopal Church will have a
Christmas musical program Sunday, December 2'Z.

Among the soioists will be Chester Herold, tenor, who
will sing Dudley Buck's The Night Song of Bethlehem.
and Arthur Johnson, baritone, who will be heard in
How Beautiful Upon the Mountains, by J. Flaxington
Harker. Mrs. Reuben Walgren, mezzo-soprano, and
Miss Alberto Haoo. contralto, will also be heard in
solos. Wilbur Cauch is the organist.

Hannah Fletcher Coykendall
nd Frldayi*
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FRANK MOSS TO GIVE CONCERT

One of the first piano recitals of the New Year will

be presented by Frank Moss in the Colonial Ballroom
of the Hotel St. Francis on Tuesday evening, January
22. under Alice Seckels' direction. His work entitles
him to be recognized as a virtuoso. Frank Moss" suc-

cess has made for him a distinctive place and his
future promises to be even more brilliant. The press
were unanimous in their praise of his artistry in his
appearance last season at Scottish Rite Hall, speaking
of him as possessing vitality, warmth and poetic elo-

quence, and Redfern Mason said of him: "Pianists may
be divided into two classes—artisans and artists. Frank
Moss is an artist and an excellent one." Mr. Moss will
present an unhackneyed program, containing numbers
by Bach. Cesar Franck, Chopin. Scriabine, Albeniz and
Dohnanyi.

USEFUL TEACHING SONGS FOR ALL VOICES.

Edited and Compiled by L'za Lehmann.

The general song repertoire, as a rule, may be divided
into a number of distinctive groups, each one of which
admits of further detailed classification for particular
concert, recital, or studio uses. The so-called "teaching
song," in particular, has come to be looked upon as one
of the most important factors of a successful course of
vocal study and. the selection of serviceable, useful and
beneficial material of this kind, constitutes one of the
most necessary duties of an instructor. Serious-minded
teachers and students should therefore be considerably
interested in Useful Teaching Songs for All Voices,
edited and compiled by Liza Lehmann, and published
in five volumes by ChappeU and Co.. Ltd . London and
New York. In selecting the contents of these volumes
the editor has given careful consideration to the vocal,
expressive and interpretative needs of practically all

singers and has offered a wealth of excellent material in
one volume each for soprano, mezzo-soprano, contralto,
tenor and a fifth one for baritone and bass.

SYMPHONYORCHESTRA
ALr/t£Dff£KTZ Conductor.

NEXT FRIDAY, 3:00 P. M.
NEXT SUNDAY, 2:45 P. M.

CURRAN THEATRE
Symphonie Pathetique

Suite, Op. 19 Dohnanyi

Overture, "Marriage of Figaro" - Mozart
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Selby ^- Oitpenheimer fresentH
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And Her

BALLET RUSSE
.\nd

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
CURRAN THEATRE

MONDAY NIGHT, JAN. 14

PRICES—Box
Floor nnd Fir^t 3 Rowh
>-ext 4 RuwN. «:t.OO; Ualeotiy, Lai
Gnllery, «l.r>0 and 91.0U. Uovernnieii
Added.
MAIL ORDERS, with foil value of tirki
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Each of these volumes contains twelve songs, selected
from the best-known vocal works by classic and mod-
ern composers which embody the necessary instructive
qualifications. In her selection the editor has included
a number of standard songs deemed indispensable for
such a compilation as this, but she has also provided a
large number of splendid songs not so well known.
The bulk of these songs have been provided with Eng-
lish text, since, as mentioned in her preface, "it is her
firm belief that English singers should give their great-
est attention to singing in their own language, and sing-
ing it well."

The vocal parts have all been given the greatest edi-

torial care, and nothing in the way of helpful hints for
phrasing, diction, special signs for full and half-breath
has been overlooked. It should also be noted that in
her edition of these useful teaching songs the editor
has given particular attention to the piano accompani-
ments, shortening the tuttis and facilitating same wher-
ever suitable and serviceable. The editor is also of
opinion that the ear is much improved by occasional
singing without accompaniment, and to this end she
has included one unaccompanied song-study to each
collection.

Space will hardly permit of mentioning all the indi-

vidual titles of the sixty songs contained in these five

volumes, but those of our readers who are interested
in such instructive vocal material as this are urged to
write to the publishers. Chappell-Harms. Inc., New
York, and obtain from them a complete list of eon-
tents. G. S.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Pearl Hossack Whitcomb, mezzo-contralto and member
of the faculty of the University of California Extension,
is presenting four of her pupils in recital, in the Hotel
Fairmont, Saturday afternoon. January 12. While we
have long known of Mme. Whitcomb as a concert artist,

it is only within the last two and a half years that she
has been teaching in San Francisco, and In this remark-
ably short time has established herself as one of the
most successful teachers in our midst. This success is

due to the comprehensive work done in the studio and
Mme. Whitcomb's yea'-s of espeneuce in every branch
of the vocal and dramatic art. Coming from a family
of artists and students, Mme. Whitcomb has inherited
a love of study, and, added to her reptuation as a musi-
cian, is that of a thorough linguist. Her pupils, there-
fore, are required to work for a very high and exacting
standard. Since studying with her, three of Mme. Whit-
comb's pupils have secured professional engagements
at the leading theaters, and her pupils are always in

demand by the many clubs about the Bay. Following
is the program: (a) Mazurka Op. 6 No. 1 (Chopin), (b)
Nocturne Op. 9 No. 2 (Scriabine). Miss Irene Millier;
(a) Consecration (Manney). (b) The Violet (.Mozart),
(c) The Last Song (Rogers). Mrs. Frank Ward: (a)

E Lucevan Le Stelle (Puccini), (b) Crying of Water
(Campbell-Tipton), Fernando Ybarra: (a) Under the
Greenwood Tree (Dr. Arne), (b) Sumer is icumen in
(oldest known English song): (c) When I Was Seven-
teen (Swedish Folk Song), Miss Harrlette Murton (a)
Voi che Sapete (Mozart), (b) Calm as the Night
(Bohm). Miss Louise Killilea; Ballade, Op. 24 (Grieg),
Miss Irene Millier; O Mio Fernando (Donizetti). Mrs.
Frank Ward; Charmant Oiseau (David), Miss Harriette
Murton. (a) Vorwurf, (h) Der Himmel hat eine Thrane
geweint (Schumann). Miss Louise Killilea; (a) Ah
Moon of My Delight (Lehmann). (b) Ay, Ay, Ay (Creole
Song), (c) Ojos Tapatios (Mendez), Mr. Fernando
Ybarra.

The Los Gatos Union High School Orchestra gave a
concert in the Grammar School auditorium. Thursday
evening. December 13. The orchestra, under the direc-
tion of Charles Haywood, was assisted by Mrs. MoUie
Mansfield, soprano. Earl Brasahear, pianist, and the
High School Glee Club. Ihe latter was directed by
Mrs. Ruth McKinlev.

UNCOLN
BATCHELDER

Pianist -- Accompanist

Studio 412 Cole St. : Phone Hemlock 368

Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to music and musicians. Give name and address.

Anon>Tnous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor,

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,

San Francisco.

1. Who was the first composer to win the Grand
Prix de Rome of the French Academy?—E. I. M.
Louis Joseph Ferdinand Herold, the composer of

"Zampa," was awarded the Prix de Rome in 1812. This
seems to be the first award of it, though, according to

Pratt, it had been established nine years earlier.

2. How long should a note with a fermata be held?
—M. B.

No immutable rule can be given for holding a fermata.
It is well to keep in mind the elementary rule that a
note with a fermata should be held twice its normal
value; but judgment and taste should be exercised in

every instance of such a note. In the case of a long note
perhaps it would make too much of a pause to double
its value, while the value of a short note could be
more than doubled without causing a disproportion-

ate pause.
3. 'ttTiat year was the Music Teachers' National As-

sociation formed?—R. W.
1876.

4. Can you tell me where I can find a statement
concerning the part that women have played in the de-

velopment of music?—B. A. N.
Arthur Elson: Woman's Work in Music.
George P. Upton: Woman in Music.
Both these books can be obtained at the Public

Library .

Harriet Bennett, the talented young California soprano,
who scored a great success as prima donna with the
Duncan Sisters in Topsy and Eva, returned to her home
in San Francisco early in December to resume concert
work on the Coast. Miss Bennett received a number of

very flattering theatrical offers to appear on Broadway
but declined in favor of her local plans.

BENJAMIN

MOORE
2636 UNION STREET

SAX FR.\.\CISCO

Telephone Fillmore 1624

BY APPOINTMEXT

CECIL

ARDE S
MEZZO-SOPRANO

Metropolitan Opera Company
Management of Cecil Arden

56 West 68th Street Telephone
New York City Columbus 3746

KARL RACKLE
1330 PINE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Telephone Prospect 9219

BEATRICE ANTHONY STENGER VIOLINS
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IT
IS generally known in the

musical world that the Knabe
is to-day the favorite instru-

ment of Leopold Godowsky

—

greatest living pianist—and also of

a group of super-artists whose
careers are untainted by any sus-

picion of commercialism.

Through sheer merit, unaided by
sensational publicity, Knabe has
become the chosen medium for the
highest expression of the pianistic

art. It is acknowledged by leading

authorities to be "the world's su-
preme pianoforte."

The same qualities that have won
pre-eminence in select musical
circles make the Knabe the ideal

piano for the home— especially in

combination with the marvelous
Ampico Re-enacting"' Piano.

The Ampico re-creates in your
home the playing of the master
musicians, on the very instru-
ment— the Knabe— preferred by
them for their personal and public
work.

KOHLER* er *CHASE^
26 O'FARRELL STREET- SAN FRANCISCO

SACRAMENTO
SAN JOSE

KNABE AMHCO

•(Copyright 1922, An I Piano Company)

MUSICIANS' CLUB DINNER
(Continued from I'age 1, Col. 2>

Mrs. Tuttle of Seattle, wlio recently

located in this city, recited a number of

characteristic pieces, revealing effective

facial expression and impressive regis-

tering of human emotions. Humor and
pathos alternated in her recitations, and
she received hearty applause for her en-

tertaining efforts.

Elias Hecht in eloquent fashion re-

ferred to San Francisco's symphony or-

chestra, which he called "one of the

greatest symphony orchestras in the
country under the direction of one of the

greatest geniuses in the world." He also

referred to the San Francisco Opera
Association and Gaetano Merola's dy-

namic energy. He spoke of the good
work done by the Chamber Music So-

ciety, the music clubs and the impre-
sarios. He referred to the forthcoming
Music Festival in enthusiastic terms.

He mentioned the achievements of other
endeavors in the world of music and art

in general, but he maintained that we
need more co-operation, less working for

ourselves individually and more regard
for the other fellow's position. Mr,
Hecht wants everyone to take an in-

terest in everybody whose efforts are

worth while. He also referred to the
fact that if all elements stood together

and worked toward a common end noth-

ing would be impossible and the highest

pinnacle of artistic achievement could

be reached, instead of every one being
forced to work out his own salvation in

a comparatively limited manner. Mr.
Hecht also spoke of the great need for

a symphony hall and said that "a sym-
phony orchestra without a home is like

a race horse without a stable. Let us
all co-operate in the attainment of a
symphony hall, and if we can co-operate

in this we can co-operate in everything
else." Mr. Hecht's sentiments were en-

thusiastically applauded.
As evidence that the so-called popular

music of the present is a "rehash" of

the best music of the past, an ensemble
consisting of Julius Haug, violin, Nathan
Firestone, violin. Emil Hahl. viola, W.
Villalpando, cello, and Mynard Jones,
piano, played a suite specially arranged
by Mr. Jones which showed the meta-
morphosis of that inimitable popular
folk song. Yes. We Have No Bananas.
Apart from the humor of this composi-
tion. Mr. Jones was heartily congratu-
lated upon the ingenuity of his arrange-

ment, which ranged from a Bach Fugue
to Tschaikowsky's Andante Cantabile.

Furthermore it was excellently played by
the splendid musicians above named.
Redfern Mason was to speak on the

future of the Musicians' Club, but instead
selected the Future of Music, or Futur-
istic Music. After referring humorously
to some of the intricate arrangements of

ultra-modern compositions, Mr. Mason
became serious and spoke of the influ-

ence he believes Oriental music will

eventually exercise upon Occidental
music. He stated that for centuries we
have written in only two modes, namely,
the major and minor. He claims that

the music of the future will be more
intricate. Like the Oriental music of

today there is room for quarter and
eighth notes. But such music needs
finer auditory senses than we possess
today. Mr. Mason thinks that the time
will come when these things will be ad-

justed. At present an eighth of a tone
sounds out of tune. Mr. Mason is look-

ing forward to the development of the
radio when it will be possible for him
to rest at home while listening to the
various concerts, instead of having to

stay out all hours of the night to attend
them. Mr. Mason might also add that
he could employ means to send his criti-

cisms to the newspaper office by way of

the radio.
Mrs. Eleanor Hazard Peacock, a new-

comer in San Francisco, accompanied
by Raymond White, sang a few excel-
ent compositions, including some by
Hugo Wolf and Brahms, in a manner
that emphasized their dramatic mean-
ing. Her enunciation was specially clear
and she revealed considerable spirit and
temperament.

Alfred Hertz, the distinguished con-
ductor of the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra, spoke on the forthcoming
Music Festival, which will be the first

genuine music festival ever given in the
Far West. Mr. Hertz referred to the
fact that the Ninth Symphony will be
presented as a memorial to celebrate the
one hundredth anniversary of the first

presentation of that noble work. And
he feels every musician should co-oper-
ate to do honor to such a great genius as
Beethoven. Mr. Hertz appealed to the

common sense of the musicians, and in-

deed everyone interested in music, to
work together for the success of this
festival, and such success means better
musical conditions for everybody. Among
the great needs in our musical life is a
big chorus that is able to interpret a
literature that is as important as sym-
phony and chamber music. Mr. Hertz
continued that the literature of the
chorus contains some of the greatest
gems in composition. At present the
choral societies are restricted to inter-

pret choral compositions of a less im-
portant character, inasmuch as they can
not employ a big orchestra. Mr. Hertz
also said that forty years ago San Fran-
cisco succeeded in getting together 1,200
voices to sing the anvil chorus from II

Trovatore. Surely there should be no
difficulty to get together 500 voices to
sing this great music.

Mr. Hertz also stated that the City of
San Francisco had gone into partnership
with the Musical Association of San
Francisco in this great enterprise. A
quartet of celebrated vocal artists will

be engaged for the solo parts. Mr. Hertz
also said that if it is possible to give
such a great festival every year it will
prove of inestimable value and benefit
to San Francisco. There is a necessity
of having a musical center west of Chi-
cago. Mr. Hertz concluded by appealing
to all the teachers present not only to
do everything possible to induce others
to join the chorus, but to become mem-
bers themselves, as he is particularly
eager to get the finest chorus, both as to
numbers and voices, that was ever as-

sembled here. "If you will do this," said
Mr. Hertz. "I wil pledge myself to do
everything in my power to carry this
great enterprise to a brilliant success,
and we will give a music festival which
will make the whole country 'sit up and
take notice.'

"

The final number on the program was
a Quartet by r ritz Kneisel," played with
realistic humor by Messrs. Haug, Fire-
stone, Hahl and Villalpando.

Ruth May Friend, the excellent so-

prano soloist, who recently created such
a fine impression at the St. Francis
Hotel Colonial Ballroom was soloist with
Rosebrook's Band in Oakland on Sunday
afternoon. December 2d. She sang the
Inflammatus from Rossini's Stabat Mater
and Scott's The Winds in the South and
aroused her audience to prolonged en-
thusiasm, thanks to her flexible and well-
carrying voice and the intelligent mode
of her interpretation. Miss Friend is

very active this season and has accepted
a number of engagements to sing for
musical clubs.

Stella Jelica, the exceptionally en-
dowed young California soprano, will
leave for New York on Saturday, De-
cember 29th. on the Panama-Pacific Line
steamship Kroonland. Mme. Jelica is
well known to music lovers throughout
the Pacific West for her artistic triumphs
in concerts, oratorio and opera. She has
established for herself an enviable repu-
tation as a vocal artist of high rank and
her voice has conquered for her an en-
during position among concert goers.
The Panama-Pacific Line has inaugurated
a new policy to give its passengers the
finest musical entertainment it is possi-
ble to secure and Mme. Jelica has been
engaged to give a series of recitals dur-
ing the course of the voyage. Upon ar-
rival in New York Mme. Jelica will fill a
number of concert and opera engage-
ments. *

ELKUS COMPOSITIONS COMING
INTO VOGUE

During the week of November 18th a
number of Elkus compositions were pre-
sented at leading musical functions in
America. Ossip Gabrilowitsch played A
Merry Folk Tune in Detroit with the De-
troit Symphony Orchestra on November
18th. The same orchestra included on
its program in Pittsburgh on November
23rd and 25th Paraphrase of Ariosti.
Lezione No. 3, for cello and string or-
chestra, of which Helen Teschner Tas
made a viola arrangement which she
played on this occasion. Leopold Godow-
sky played this Ariosti Paraphrase with
Ludwig Warnke, cellist, at the Friend of
Music in New York on November 25th.
Albert Elkus is rapidly forging ahead as
one of America's distinguished composers
and no doubt this success will spur him
on to further efforts.
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New York Musical Review
BY ANNA SCHULMAN

New York, December 11.

Pianists seem to be the center of attraction this week
in New York City. Xo less than nine are appearing:
Levitzki, Rachmaninoff. FYiedberg. Elly Ney. Percy
Grainger. Olga Steeb. Myra Hess, Katherine Bacon and
Margaret Morgan. Some of them are familiar to us,

and some we hope to get better acquainted with as they
ripen with the years.

Levitzki, the young god at the piano, presented a pro-
gram that thrilled all his hearers; young, old, musician
and layman. He transports us to dreamland or sets our
hearts dancing gaily, just as he wishes, for where he
leads, we follow. His exquisite shading, his gradation
of tone, his color contrast and his impeccable technique
all combine to make him one of the greatest pianists.
A sold-out house greeted him with rapt enthusiasm.

Rachmaninoff, the Russian composer, now a resident of
New York, gave a program of great interest including
some of his own compositions., These are always
warmly welcomed. His playing is that of a composer
who has something to say. and who says it in a worth-
while way—with great beauty and authoritative in-

terpretation. Like Levitzki, he had the pleasure of play-
ing to a sold-out house.

Carl Friedberg, who has not been heard here for several
years, gave an interesting program of Brahms and
Schumann. Fortunately, he possesses just the right
qualities for the interpretation of these masters and so
justified his choice of them.

Myra Hess, the English pianist, was heard again this
season. She gave a complete "request" recital.

Percy Grainger, after a year's absence, gave his only
recital of the season at Carnegie Hall last night. An
interesting program of Schumann and Chopin was in-

terestingly and delightfully given in the usual Grainger
style.

Sigrid Onegin, the Metropolitan contralto, gave real
pleasure to the many who came to Carnegie Hall to hear
her. Her rich voice is especially suited to the dramatic
numbers, and the Erlkonig of Schubert was wildly ap-
plauded, for never was it more beautifully sung.

McCormick gave his fifth recital of the season here, and
for the fifth time late comers were greeted with the
announcement of "standing room only." As has become
customary in his case, the audience went into ecstacies
of delight. The most thrilling moment of the evening,
however, was the sight of Chaliapin paying tribute to
the great Irish tenor by kissing him on both cheeks.

Stokowski and his Philadelphia Orchestra offered a
novelty at their last program—an ancient novelty, that
is. It consisted of an harpsichord performance by
Wanda Landowska. a Polish pianist, who has devoted
herself for years to the popularizing of the harpsi-
chord. It proved a rare delight, and transported one to
the long, long ago.

Louis Graveure, Belgian baritone, made his third local
appearance within a few weeks. Faultless diction, beau-
tiful quality and artistic tone production are his main
attractions.

Marguerite D'Alvarez, Peruvian contralto, was heard in
recital in a colorful program. She was at her best in
the Spanish songs, so much so that she stirred her
audience to cheers.

Renee Chemet, a FYench violinist, who will visit the
coast this season, gave a most interesting program.
There is breadth and repose in her playing, and also the
refreshing quality of sincerity.

Damrosch and his New York Symphony Orchestra gave
his third program of the Beethoven Cycle. His assisting
artists were Elizabeth Rethberg. Jeanette Vreeland,
James Prince and Fred Patton. Rethberg sang the great
aria from Fidelio, and then the quartet gave a beautiful
rendition from the first act of the same opera.

Gain Curci was heard again in recital at the Metro-
politan Opera House, which was crowded with enthusi-
astic admirers. She is now with the Chicago Opera
Company, charming her hearers with the incomparable
manner in which she sings her roles.

De Pachmann, "the grand old man" of the piano, will
visit the Pacific Coast after the holidays.

The Metropolitan Opera offered, during its fifth week,
a most interesting revival. After an absence of fifteen
years. Fedora, with Jeritza and Martinelli in the lead-
ing roles, was presented with the gorgeousness usual to
Metropolitan opera productions. Chaliapin, in Mefisto-

fele, was superb as both actor and singer. Even the
press had to be satisfied with standing room. La
Boheme, with Bori and Gigli; Aida with Rethberg:
Tannhauser with Jeritza and Bender were among the
other high lights of this week's opera. American com-
posers playing their own compositions seem very popu-
lar at the present time. Prominent among them are
C. M. LoefEler, Louis Gruenberg, Charles Griffes, Emer-
son Whithorne and Harold Morris.

Anna Schulman, a California pianist, accompanied Max
Olanoff, the Russian violinist, and David Yaroslavsky, a
new Russian baritone, who has been heard in opera and
concert here.

OAKLAND ORPHEUS IN EXCELLENT CONCERT

Ninety.flve Male Voices Join in Giving an Exceedingly
Well Selected and Varied Program—Mrs.

Btanchard Renders Splendid Solos

BY ALFRED METZGER
For the first time in all the years we have been

active in musical journalism around the Bay district
we had a chance to hear the Oakland Orpheus, under
the masterly direction of Edwin Dunbar Crandall. and
surely it was worth while waiting for. The concert took

RLTH M.W FRIEM)

ling: California Vocnl Ar(i»l

place at the Oakland Auditorium Opera House on Tues-
day evening. December ISth, and it represented the

first concert of the thirtieth season and served at the

same time the purpose of a Christmas program. The
siage was tastefully decorated by James H. Cobble-
dick. There was a Christmas tree in the background
studded with electric lights in colors. A row of tiny

Christmas trees stretched across the stage directly be-

hind the footlights, and there were wreaths and floral

effects, with one or two standing electric chandaliers to

give a homelike atmosphere. Upon the stage were over
ninety men dressed in immaculate evening attire and
the precision with which they rose or seated them-
selves, and the courtesy they exhibited toward the
soloists by rising at their entrance and applauding their

efforts, was not one of the least features that impressed
themselves upon us. Evidently the Orpheus Club is

not only a male chorus, it is a chorus of gentlemen.
Mr. Crandall is one of the most successful choral

leaders we have ever watched. His strongest forte is

the ease with which he obtains telling effects and also

the ease with which he succeeds to inspire every mem-
ber of the chorus. The attacks are precise, the in-

tonation, in the main, flawless. The voices are fresh
and sonorous. Crescendi and diminuendi are inter-

preted with an accuracy and lack of strain that is

praiseworthy. The diction is clear and every word is

therefore easily understood. Even when there were two
choruses during the rendition of Go Pretty Rose—one
on the stage and one on the balcony—the blending of
voices and the ensemble effects were most precise. By
the way. J. de P. Teller's arrangement of this particular
song was very skillful and craftsmanlike. Eugene \V.

Roland conducted the stage chorus quietly, but ef-

fectively. Perhaps the deepest impression was made by
Frank Lynes' arrangement of John W. Metcalf's ever

charming Absent. The enthusiasm following the con-
clusion of this number was positively deafening.

In deference to the Yuletide season there were a
few Christmas Carols sung with vim and proper spirit.

A Scotch song, entitled The Hundred Pipers, was also
greatly enjoyed as was del Riego's Thank God for a
Garden and last but not least the concluding number,
Holy Night. Peaceful Night, sung with deep reverence
and attention to emotional details. We sincerely con-
gratulate the Orpheus Club and Mr. Crandall for the
well-merited success they achieved on this occasion. Of
course, the spacious theatre was packed to the doors.
Barbara Miller Blanchard was one of the assisting

artists and sang a group of English songs and The
Wren, an aria by Benedict. Mrs. Blanchard possess"fes

every element of the naturally endowed and experi-
enced vocal artist. She possesses a voice of resonant,
warm quality which is used with the highest intelli-

gence and judgment Notwithstanding its big range,
obtaining the depths of a mezzo and the height of a
lyric, there is throughout an eveness and blending of
the various positions that precludes any tendency to
"break." Then Mrs. Blanchard sings with her head as
well as with her heart—in other words her interpre-
tations are throughout musicianly. Furthermore she
sings with energy and effervescence without straining
or overworking. She carries herself with dignity and
yet surrounds herself with a natural personal charm
and grace of individuality that accentuates her per-
sonality without dimming her artistry. And here is one
of the greatest secrets of artistic success, for. after all,

a musical performance must be partially an expression
of personal attractiveness. WTiile Mrs. Blanchard's
vocal organ is not always a perfect medium the artist's
consummate skill and style covers up any seeming de-
fects thus smoothing out what otherwise might become
rough spots. Her technical manipulation of some of the
difficult phrases in the Benedict aria was truly a master-
ly achievement. Mrs. Blanchard is beyond question an
artist worth watching very closely.
The other soloist was Christine Howells Pfund whose

flute soli and obligati were among the most enjoyable
features of this excellent concert. Mrs. Pfund has
added strength to her already proficient performance
on that difficult instrument. The mellowness of her
tone, the accuracy of her intonation, the easy flow of
her brilliant technic and her delicacy of phrasing com-
bine to make her interpretation specially attractive.
The cordial reception which the audience seemed to re-
joice in bestowing was an honor well bestowed.

Bessie Beatty Roland played the accompaniments
throughout the evening and acquitted herself most
creditably, proving to all who heard her that she under-
stands the art of this particular genre of musical ex-
pression thoroughly and she belongs to those accom-
panists upon whom soloists may depend for strengthen-
ing of their mental attitude. Fern Frost Glynn very
ably assisted in one of the choral numbers by playing
a second piano accompaniment. We sincerely enjoyed
every moment of the program and even the trip across
the bay late at night did not lessen our pleasure. The
complete program was as follows: Winter Song (Fred-
eric Field Bullard); Absent (John W. Metcalf); Soprano— (a) Prelude (from a Cycle of Life) (Ronald), (b) My
Heart Is a Lute (Woodman), (c) There Is a Garden
(Proctor), (d) Ecstasy (Rummel). Barbara Miller
Blanchard; A Wet Sheet and a Flowing Sail (P. Flax-
ington Harker); 'Neath Rowan and Lilac (Palm-Jon-
son). Flute—La Fleurie (Couperin). Waltz (Chopin),
Christine Howells Pfund; Good King Wenceslas (Old
English Carol): Go. Pretty Rose (Marziales-Teller)

;

Soprano with Flute Obligato—La Capinera (The Wren)
(J. Benedict). Barbara Miller Blanchard, Obligato by
Christine Howells Pfund; Christmas Carol of the Piffe-
rari (Neapolitan Air); The Hundred Pipers (Scottish,
arranged by Arthur Whiting); Flute— (a) Arioso
(Bach), (b) Pavane (Saint-Saens), (c) Scherzo (Widor),
Christine Howells Pfund; Thank God for a Garden
(Teresa del Riego). Holy Night. Peaceful Night (Franz
Gruber).

Miss Ada Clement and Miss Lillian Hodghead, directors
of the San Francisco Conservatory of Music, are having
an interesting trip in the East. In Chicago they Tisited
Doria Fernanda, contralto of the Chicago Opera Com-
pany, and witnessed her successful debut in the Snow-
maiden. Miss Clement has been entertained by Harold
Bauer and had the pleasure of rehearsing the B flat Con-
certo of Brahms with him. which number she later
heard him play in Boston with the symphony orchestra.
Several of Miss Hodghead's compositions have been re-
ceiving most favorable criticisms in the East, and have
been highly praised by Reuben Goldmark and Godow-
sky.

The larger the circulation of a Music Journal

the better for the members of the profession and

student. If you help us to add 3000 subscribers to

our list we will help you to increase your income.

JULIAN R. WAYBUR, Piano

liar afternoon
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JOHN SMALLMAN PLEASES LARGE AUDIENCE

With a program of unusual merit, including many in-

teresting new songs of note, Mr. Smallman revealed his

artistry as a singer in his third annual recital at the

Ebell Club. „ „
He opened with the beautiful Belgian Folk song In

the Country, arranged by Deems Taylor, followed by

Soft Footed Snow by Sigurd Lie with its fleecy pianis-

simo accompaniment and rare tonal effects. A grand

climax was reached in the exquisite French song Au

Pays (Augusta Holmes) which lilie all in the French

group he sang with flawless diction and pronunciation:

with good phrasing and shading. His more dramatic

ability showed in the Russian song My Native Land

(Gretchanlnoff). while The Chinese Mother Goose

Rhymes (Crist) and The Seminarian (Moussorgsky)

were mirth provoking and received much applause.

Three songs by Los Angeles composers What Trees

Were in Gethsemane by Sol Cohn, Love's Triology by

Mrs M. Hennion Robinson and The Heart of a Rose by

Elinor Remick Warren were well received and the

composer at the piano in each instance shared honors

with the singer.

Sol Cohn. the assisting artist, gave several selections

and won much applause for his own arrangement for

violin of Charles Wakefield Cadman's June on the

Boulevard from the Hollywood Suite. The effective and

artistic accompaniments were rendered by Loma Gregg.

Mr. Smallman deserves added praise for his artistry

and for keeping his voice in trim, for he is very busy

with an overflowing vocal class and many other duties

incumbent on his position as director of singing organi-

zations. Not many singers have the ability and de-

termination to carry the varied phases of the art to such

a fine point as Mr. Smallman.

BEHYMER PRESENTS SISTINE CHAPEL CHOIR

One of the most perfect examples of blending of

human voices and one of the oldest organizations of its

kind, from Rome. Italy: the seat of church-music, came

to our very door to sing for us ecclesiastical harmonies

of wondrous beauty. The Sistine Chapel Choir through

the praiseworthy management of L. E. Behymer gave

five performances of strictly church music at the

Philharmonic, each time singing to a packed house.

Music from the sixteenth century by Palestrina and

Vittoria and several numbers by Perosi. the late director

of this group of more than fifty men and boys formed a

program of unsurpassing elegance.

The entire program was sung in Latin, opening with

Greetings to tlie American People (Refice) and working

up to a tremendously thrilling climax in the Alleluia

(Perosi) which is written in ten parts to be sung by

two choirs antiphonaily. This made such a wonderful

impression on the listeners that it was repeated after

continued applause.
The rare gift of accurate pitch was demonstrated per-

fectly in this remarkable choir's unaccompanied sing-

ing. No pitch pipe or instrument was consulted during

the entire program. Monsignor Antonio Rella, who is

conducting the choir on this American tour, is the per-

petual vice-director having been associated with the

organization for more than twenty years and is pre-

eminent in the cultivation of the voice in the study of

Gregorian chant and in the artistic execution and

scientific restoration of the classical polyphonic com-

positions.

The singing of this choir creates an impression of

wonder and delight bringing glimpses of another world,

and their appearance in Los Angeles will long be re-

membered as the brightest and most glowing spot on
this season's calendar.

ZOELLNER QUARTET DELIGHTS CONNOISSEURS

No more interesting ensemble exists than the four

Zoellners who have for more than twenty years been
notable factors in the world of music. Composed of

Joseph Zoellner. Sr.. viola: Antoinette Zoellner. first

Tiolln: Amandus Zoellner. second violin, and Joseph
Zoellner. Jr.. 'cello, the quartet has toured the world
many times playing in nearly every city of note. It is

always a delight to hear them In concert for their tone
Is sure, their readings artistic and their interpretations

traditional.

On the occasion of their recent concert at the Biltmore
the outstanding number on the very interesting pro-

gram was the extremely new Jan Brandts Buys Ro-
mantische Serenade Op. 25 In four parts. The first

Nocturne and Schemen were delightfully handled by
these masters of the stringed instruments and their in-

terpretations of Alia Marcia and final Nocturne were
interesting though not especially impressive.
The Haydn quartet Op. 76, No. 1 In four parts, while

not one of Haydn's best works was made entertaining
by the thoughtful and careful interpretation by the
Zoellners. The assisting artist. Carl Kuehne. sat with
the Zoellners In the Mozart Clarinet Quintet Op. 108.

This delicate court-music of the eighteenth century
was rendered with finesse, and Mr. Kuehne displayed
to advantage bis mastery of the clarinet.

FITZGERALD'S for the cAd-vancement of £Music

GERTRUDE ROSS y^JBLi~^' ^ ''^^^^^H
Gertrude Ross, the California Composer-Pianiste. whose com-

positions have received nation-wide fame, is one of the noted

artists who use exclusively, the ijbH^iSKNABE r^ f^^3ji^
Miss Ross expresses her appreciation in the following letter:

"1 am enjoying to the utmost my beautiful toned Knabe. It is

a most satisfying instrument, and I find an equal source of joy

in using the Knabe in concert work. j^
^yyr

"(Signed) GERTRUDE ROSS."

1^|FITZGERMl)fcpiMUSlC CO.i
HILL STREET xP'^AT 727-729
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ANNA CASE RECEIVES OVATION

Los Angeles lovers of the truly great concert voices

who assembled at the Philharmonic Auditorium were
given a splendid treat in the satisfying singing of Anna
Case. Gifted with a marvelous vocal equipment, un-

usual beauty and keen intellect, this young singer

always draws vast audiences by her magnetic powers
to hear her unique and varied programs. She was a

vision of loveliness in her shiny silver gown adorned
with ropes of pearls and her manner was pleasingly

graceful.

Equally perfect in diction and pronunciation her
French, German and English were a joy. She sang from
the depths of an understanding soul, songs so full

of meaning, so full of tonal beauty that one would have
difficulty in choosing an outstanding number on her
well chosen program. Perhaps the most lovely was the

florid Mozart number, yet she rendered the Handel,
Monteverde, Brahms and Tchaikowsky superbly. Several

later songs by modern composers made most vivid im-

pressions on her listeners by her artistic and realistic

interpretations.

Charles Gilbert Spross gave splendid sympathetic ac-

companiments throughout the evening and after Miss
Case sang as an encore his Will o' the Wisp he shared
honors in the plaudits. Miss Case gave another delight-

ful though more popular program at Claremont on the

following evening when Bridges Hall was packed and
stage seats at a premium. She was most enthusiastical-

ly received and rendered with her usual understanding
a varied program.
We trust that Mr. Behymer will bring Miss Case to

Los Angeles again soon after her return from Honolulu
where she is now en route to give a series of concerts.

L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTI8T8

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg., Los Angeles

GERTRUDE ROSS
COMPOSICR-PIAXISTE
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J. FlNcher. New York, Publbthern

CALMON LUBOVISKI
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ROLAND PAUL—VOICE
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SYLVAIN NOACK
CONCERT MASTER PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

Concertii and Recltaln
Management Mrs. Caroline C. Smith. 424 Andltorlam BIdK.

ILYA BRONSON

SOPHIE BRASLAU AND HENRY EICHHEIM

Unusually interesting was the program given by the

Philharmonic Orchestra Saturday evening the best of

which was the Oriental Impressions by Henry Eichheim.
the composer conducting. These impressions—a group
of five—are most truly characteristic. Mr. Eichheim
toured the Orient making a careful study of the music
returning with valuable material and a large collection

of Oriental musical instruments as well. This particular

group has been changed very little from the true Orien-
tal music—it is practically raw material. The Enten-
rahn (Chinese Ceremonial Music) was skilfully inter-

preted and was delightfully received. The Siamese
Sketch is worthy of mention, the work of the bell

ringers being especially fine.

Sophie Braslau, the soloist at this pair of concerts,
showed to advantage the rich powerful tones of her
voice in the Beethoven Aria Ah Perfido. There were
phrases which afforded an opportunity to reveal beauty
of tone but at other times her voice was strained and
almost harsh. The Bruch Aria Aus der Tiefe des Grams
was similar to the Beethoven aria—almost too much so
to be interesting but nevertheless the audience was de-

lighted with the numbers given by Miss Braslau as
evinced by the tremendous ovation rendered her.

Of th e Vincent d'Indy—Triologie of Willenstein

—

group decidedly the best was Max et Thecla—a lovely
romantic love duet with a prominent theme for the
horns. The program closed with the favorite Caprice
Espagnole by RImsky-Korsakow always loved and most
skilfully interpreted by Mr. Rothwell.

Solo 'CelllHt
Philharmonic Orchestra
AnseleH Trio, Philharmonli
:hnniber MumIc RecIlaU
Phone Holly :m44

A.KOODLACH
50.t Majentic Theatre BidK.. Los Anteele Phone 670-OS

MISS FANNIE CHARLES DILLON
PIANIST—TE.\CHER—COMPOSER

ard Avenue. Lon AnseleN. Phone Drexel
73U1>. CouipoMC Played by Fan

The Burbank Choral Club gave a concert last week at
the Hurbank High School Auditorium under the di-

rection of Charles Leroy Munro. The soloists of the
evening were Ralph F. Townley, tenor, and Vera Hol-
brook, harpist. F. Stillwell Moore accompanied the
artists and the chorus.

M. Jeannette Rogers

First Flutist Metropolitan
Theatre

Available for

Concert-Recital-Club

Obbligato

Address 1354 Laveta Terrace
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HOWARD LEE SMITH

SENSATIONAL APPEARANCE OF ORNSTEIN

Leo Ornstein. who has been called the "Maniac of

the Keyboard," has been tamed somewhat in the last

three years since we last heard him play. At his re-

cent concert at Trinity Auditorium where he was pre-

sented by the Fitzgerald Music Company he showed
no less brilliant technic though his dynamic playing at

times lacked feeling and his personality seemed sub-

merged in the tremendous technical display. His ultra

modem instincts were revealed in the unique composi-
tion he calls his Impressions of Chinatown, which does
not get its theme from Chinese music, but rather dis-

closes his own feelings regarding the Oriental's life as
the name implies. This was perhaps the most interest-

ing number on the program from the radical's view-
point though the Fantasy in C Major was splendidly
executed and stands out on his program as one of the
most tremendously taxing numbers he gave.
As an interpreter of Chopin we hardly expected as

pleasing renditions of this romantic composer as Mr.
Ornstein gave. However, despite his modernism he re-

ceived much applause for this group. The Liszt num-
bers Liebestraum and Hungarian Rhapsodie Xo. 12
were especially fine in color and texture.

The Olga Steeb Piano School gave its second public re-

cital at the Ebeil Club House on Saturday afternoon,
the 15th of December, at 3 o'clock. This recital was
given by the younger students of the school and was a
very creditable exhibition of the splendid work of the
able teachers of this school.

The Russian String Quartet, a new ensemble formed
by Calmon Luboviski, first violin; Maurice Stoloff.

second violin; Herman Kolodkin, viola; and Ossip
Giskin, violoncello appeared at the Gamut Club in an
evening hour of music last week sponsored by the Los
Angeles Chamber Music Society. The artists are well
known to local music circles and their first appearance
as a quartet proved a decided success. Having to review
another concert on the same evening made it impossible
for us to hear the opening number, Haydn's Quartet In

D op. 64, No. 5. Many of the audience expressed prefer-

ence to this typically brilliant number though the
Schubert Quartet in D Minor gave ample setting for

blending of tone in pianissimo and more dramatic pass-
ages alike and received spontaneous applause. The
playing of these fine musicians exhibiting skilful shading
and phrasing was evidence of untiring rehearsals to-

gether and bespoke a style characteristically Russian.
Two French numbers Calmes aux quais Desert (Joseph

Jongen) and Chanson Perpetuelle, Op. 37 (Ernest Chaus-
son) were sung by Mme. Gertrude Auld Thomas and
accompanied by the quartet with Blanche Rogers Lott
at the piano. This number met with notable

first concert of the series which she is presenting at the
Vista del Arroyo Hotel in Pasadena. Arthur Rubinstein.
pianist, and Paul Kochanski were the splendid artists

who opened the series on Monday afternoon.

Miss Katharine Skippen, for so many years a most
gifted pianist having been associated with the Cour
Duvenay of Paris. France, the Letchitisky School, a
member of the League of American Penwomen, and
only recently engaged as an instructor in the Los An-
geles branch of the Sherwood School of Music, met with
a tragic accident on September 11 and was claimed by
death on September 12. Los Angeles musical circles

are mourning her loss for she wag much admired and
loved for her splendid character and unusually fine

musicianship.

PIAXO—VOICE—CHC IS DIRECTOR
o. 703 Southern Cnllfor-
808 South Broadway

Leslie Brigham, well known for his participation in local

operatic productions as well as for his pleasing per-

sonality and lovely bass voice, has been heard recently
at Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre in the prologue
of Miles Standish and at LoeWs State Theatre in the
prologue with Roy Smoot, tenor: Lucille Gibbs, so-

prano; Elizabeth Wallace, contralto. Operatic quar-
tettes were used on this occasion and much appreciation
was shown on the part of the audience. Last week
Mr. Brigham sang in the concert performance of Faust
in San Bernardino before a large gathering at the
Woman's Club. Other artists on the program were
Lora May Lamport, soprano; Dudley Chambers, tenor;
Mrs. Farquhar, contralto. Dr. Xagel gave the story of

the opera and accompanied the singers.

John Smallman presented his artist pupil, Erma De
Mott, soprano, in recital at Chickering Hall last Friday
eve. The hall was well filled with friends of the artist

and teacher who assembled to pay tribute to the splen-
did work of both. Harry Baxter played a delightful flute

obligato and Miss Lorna Gregg assisted with her usual
effective accompaniments.

The Wa Wan Club will entertain at luncheon for Mr.
and Mrs. Rudolph Ganz on Saturday, December 29th. at
the Biltmore Hotel. Mr. Ganz is to be guest conductor
for the Philharmonic Orchestra at the next Symphony
concert. He is also an honorary member of the Wa Wan
Club and this will doubtless be a gala occasion for the
many guests of the club.

Elizabeth O'Neil, well-known pianist of Southern Cali-
fornia, has just returned from New York where she
spent several months studying with Edwin Hughes and
Frank La Forge, and attending many interesting con-
certs. Miss O'Neil also made two recordings for the
Ampico while in the East which she will use on her
California concert tour this season. Her many friends
heartily welcome her return and await her early appear-
ance in concert with intense interest. Not alone in con-
cert work is this young pianist successful, but also in

her teaching. Her large class remained intact in Long
Beach while she spent these past few weeks in New-
York seeking new ideas and new inspirations. We pre-
dict a splendid future for this conscientious young
musician.

Olga Steeb, the brilliant Los Angeles pianist, head of
the Olga Steeb Piano School, has just returned from a
very successful tour of the South which she concluded
with a piano recital in Aeolian Hall, New Y'ork City. As
was to be expected her New York recital was a great
success and places her among the greatest of living
pianists. Her New York critics were highly laudable
in their praise of her marvelous pianism. She leaves
again for an extended tour with the Griffes Group early
in Janaury.

Alice Seckels of San Francisco spent a few days in Los
Angeles last week making final arrangements for the

GRIFFES GROUP AND ITS AMERICAN IDEALS

WTien The Griffes Group makes its only appearance
in San Francisco on Monday afternoon, January 14.

at which time it will be presented' as the next attrac-
tion of Alice Seckels' popular matinee series of con-
cert events, local music-lovers will be introduced for
the first time to this splendid organization which has
made a most unusual name for itself during the short
time it has been in existence. Formed a few years ago
it has brought together three brilliant and aspiring
American artists, each of whom had already been suc-
cessful in securing personally a fine recognition. They
had appeared with the prominent orchestras both here
and abroad, and played to splendid success at their re-

citals in New York. Their merging was, so to speak,
a genuine musical event. The trio consists of Olga
Steeb, pianist. Edna Thomas, mezzo-soprano, and
Sascha Jacobinoflf. violinist, merged as an attraction
under the title taken from the name of the brilliant
young American composer. Charles T. Griffes. whose
ideals and compositions they are doing so much to per-
petuate. On every program played by these talented
artists at least one work from Griffes' pen is included.
thus honoring the American whose early demise
brought to a close such a promising career.
Olga Steeb is a favorite in the West; as a pianist

she ranks with the world's most famous. Also have
westerners heard the young Jacobinoff and have come
to regard him highly as an artist of the first rank. Of
the stranger in the trio, Edna Thomas, too high an
expectation can not be set. for Miss Thomas is one
of the finest figures in American music today and an
artist of superb refinement and talent. Her interpreta-
tion of the quaint Creole ballads of the old South, given
in costume, has established a new theme in modern
concert giving.

THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL
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THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL CHORUS

The gorgeous stage pictures -presented by Balieff's

Chauve-Souris or the Moscow Art Theatre have nothing

on the richly colorful and picturesque aspect of the

Ukrainian National Chorus, when it stands up to sing

Its fascinating Ukrainian folk-songs and the additional

groups of North American folk-songs on its program,

this season. This unique attraction will make a single

appearance at Scottish Rite Auditorium on January

14 and 15.

Scarlet and gold, green, crimson ana orange make
their striking native costumes stand out like some
brilliant painting. In their hair the women of the

chorus wear wreaths of flowers, with long, vari-colored

ribbons depending therefrom; while the men, in their

Cossack coats and high boots, present a picturesque

appearance.
To the eye, therefore, as well as to the ear, this great

vocal ensemble presents an artistic feast. It also offers

a rare study in types. Audiences will quickly notice the

blonde young Sir Galahad in the scarlet coat, who sings

so ravishingly the tenor solo in Stephen Foster's "The
Old Folks at Home"—or, rather, Alexander Koshetz's

arrangement thereof. They will be struck by the

appearance of the majestic Brunnhilde in the front row,

and by the basso in the back row, who looks as if made
up for the role of Mephistopheles in Faust, yet who is

merely displaying his natural cast of countenance, per-

haps heightened a bit by the effect of his costume.

They are an interesting assemblage, tbese Ukrain-

ians, comprising in their personnel a duchess, a priest,

doctors, lawyers, artists and scientists. Yet above all

they are singers, with perfectly trained individual

voices blended into one great orchestral whole by the

genius of their distinguished composer-conductor, Alex-

ander Koshetz.
Striking arrangements of American folk-songs have

this year been added to the native songs of the Ukraine

on the programs of the chorus. Everywhere the former

have been receiving a veritable ovatron. Critics de-

clare that never before has "The Old Folks at Home"
been sung with such melody. Almost equally popular

are the other negro songs and the Me.-jrcan and Creole

numbers. Declared the critic on the New York World.

"One can only advise all anti-vernacular folk to go and
hear this group of visitors. They will learn what a

rich store of music we, too, have and how it can be

given when intrusted to true artists."

Bwssei Beloussoff. heralded as Russia's foremost
'cellist, is the soloist with the Chorus this season. He
has been declared an artist of rich emotional as well

as technical attainments.

SYMPHONIC ENSEMBLE CONCERT.

The Symphonic Ensemble, which will give its first

1924 program on January is'al the Bohemian Club has

made a change In the numbers recently announced.

Three works, serious and distinctive In type, will be

offered by Director Alexander Saslavsky, the first to be

the Dvorak 'Sextet' for two violins, two violas and
two cellos. Charles Hart, piano, and Saslavsky. violin.

will play the Beethoven Spring Sonata, and the

Brahms Quintet will close the evening, the latter being

scored for piano, two violins, viola and cello The
Dvorak number will have Miss Elsa Melville, English

cellist, as assisting artist.

The ensemble is receiving calls from many parts of

the State and has accepted bookings in southern and
central California, the desire to hear more of the wood-
wind and string combinations being general. These
players gave a concert over the KPO radio last Mon-
day evening, the program including t^e Arensky Trio,

the SalntSaens' Septet, and solos by Messrs. Saslavsky,

Gegna and Hart. The concert for January 29 Is pre-

paring, among other numbers, a Milhaud Symphony
and a Gade Octet.

Lawrence Strauss, the brilliant tenor whose exquisite

art has been recognized by various audiences before
whom he has appeared throughout California, has de-

parted for Chicago where he is coaching with Tito
Schippa, the famous Italian tenor. It was while Mr.
Schippa was in San Francisco that Mr. Strauss met and
sang for him and Mr. Strauss made such a tremendous
Impression upon the artist that he offered to give Mr.
Strauss several points in vocal artistry that would
benefit him. Mr. Strauss contemplates remaining In the
East until after the first of the year and upon his re-

turn to California will resume his musical activities.

TSCHAIKOWSKY'S PATHETIQUE AT SYMPHONY

Resuming its activities after a week's Christmas va-

cation the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra will give

the sixth pair of regular symphony concerts next Fri-

day and Sunday afternoons in the Curran Theatre under

the leadership of Alfred Hertz. The fifth concert in the

Popular Series will be given Sunday afternoon, January

6th.

For this week's pair of concerts Conductor Hertz

has prepared a program of genuinely wide appeal which
will, no doubt, be received by music lovers as a holiday

treat, containing as its principal item the ever welcome
Symphonie Pathetique of Tschaikowsky. This highly

impressive composition has, since its first performance,

maintained a popular interest that is probably un-

equalled in the entire field of symphonic music, and is

generally acknowledged to he the most protounding

stirring of Tschaikowsky's works. In addition to the

symphony, the overture to Mozart's Marriage of Figaro

and Opus 19 Suite of Dohnanyi will also be presented.

The Dohnanyi suite, although introduced to San Fran-

cisco less than three years ago, has become firmly es-

tablished as one of the most popular works in the

orchestra's repertoire.

After an absence of seventeen years Moriz Rosen-
thal, the brilliant European pianist, has returned to

the American concert stage and will be heard here as

soloist with the symphony during the early part of Feb-

ruary at one of its regular pairs of concerts. These two
concerts, together with a recital, will be Rosenthal's

only appearances in San Francisco this season, and it

is expected that concert-goers will turn out in full force

to welcome the return of this pianistic genius whose
colossal technical equipment and artistry have been
electrifying his audiences throughout the East.

STELLA JELLICA AT WARFIELD

Among the many attractive features of the Warfield
program to start on Saturday will be the engagement
of Stella Jellica in a cycle of Christmas songs, the
Lipschultz Warfleld Music Masters will be heard in

Karminy-Ostrow and the other stage attractions will be
the Toy Shop in which little Frankie Darro, the boy star

of Half Dollar Bill, the motion picture feature, will ap-

pear in person. Among the others will be Johnny Per-
kins, Billie Fields, the Diehl Sisters and other en-

tertainers.

PAVLOWA BRINGING NEW CREATIONS

At least five new and fascinating ballets have been
added to the already astonishing repertoire of Anna
Pavlowa and her Ballet Russe this season. These unique
and modern creations—all of rare attractiveness from
the visual and musical as well as from the viewpoint
of terpsichore. were received with special acclaim dur-
ing her recent record-breaking New York engagement
and have excited more than ordinary interest.

Pavlowa and her entire organization, which is an-
nounced for a week's engagement in San Francisco be-
ginning Monday night. January 14th, consisting of six
evening and two matinee (Wednesday and Saturday)
performances, will feature these elaboi'ate spectacles
as well as revivals of many of the old favorites so
indelibly identified with her successes of previous years,
and old and new divertissements in which Pavlowa and
supporting company headed by Novikoff, Volinine. CIus-
tine. Hilda Butsova, Muriel Stuart, will participate. A
change of program will be given at every performance.
Manager Selby C. Oppenheiraer, who is again bring-

ing Pavlowa to San Francisco, is now accepting mail
orders for the entire engagement. These should be ad-
dressed to him in care of Sherman. Clay & Company,
Kearny and Sutter streets, and include full value of
tickets plus government tax of ten per cent.

Pavlowa and her entire company will also give two
programs at the Auditorium Opera House, Oakland, on
Monday and Tuesday nights. January 21st and 22d.

Vladimir de Pachmann, the famous Polish pianist,
whose art has again astounded eastern concert audi-
ences, will appear in a single recital on Thursday night,
February 7th, in San Francisco, at the Auditorium. He
will be presented by Selby C. Oppenheimer and it will
be his only appearance in northern California on his
present tour.

SCHUMANN-HEINK TALKS ABOUT HER VOICE

Five years more, and Mme. Ernestine Schumann-
Heink will have been singing before the public for fifty

years, about evenly divided between grand opera and
concert. "After that." she said, as she started out on
the tour which will bring her to San Francisco for two
Columbia Theater recitals on the Sunday afternoons of

January 20th and 27th, "I think I'll be going home."
She was sixty-two years old last June 15. Five of her

sons fought in the World War. She has ten grand-
children. And yet today, she still holds her premier
place among the world's foremost contraltos.

"That fine old grenadier of music and of motherhood,"
said one writer speaking of the continued glory of her
voice recently, to which another referred as "that
mighty outdoor organ."
Repeatedly cited as a foremost example of the modern

woman who has been able to be a marked success both
in her own home and in public life, the great contralto

as often explains that there is no secret about it. Her
father was a Bohemian (Czecho Slovakian) and her
mother an Italian and in her girlhood she had to learn
the lessons of poverty and of self-sacrifice, which is one
of the reasons she finds happiness in everything she
does or that is done for her, no matter how small.

"Knowing how to live has been the first essential,"

she says. "Knowing how and where to find happiness
is the second. Work is the greatest part of one's life

—

work and its rewards. If you can't find happiness in

your work, you probably won't be able to find it any-
where.
"To get close to the heart of humanity you must

have lived close to the heart of humanity—loved,
laughed and suffered w-ith humans.
"Some singers think they must protect their voices

from the weather in order to save them. I don't know.
I believe now that one can stand a lot of exposure with-
out afi'ecting the voice. Snowflakes have dropped down
my throat while I have been singing, but they didn't
bother me.
"Perhaps it's because I have no 'tricks' of singing. I

just sing my songs. I found I had a voice when I was
sixteen and have been using it ever since. That is how
I do it. And I love it—singing. I mean."

Emilio de Gogorza, the ever-popular baritone, declared by
many of the most exacting critics of the day to be the
foremost of the world's recitalists, will again visit San
Francisco next February, when Manager Selby C. Op-
penheimer will present the famous singer in two Sunday
afternoon recitals at the Columbia Theater on February
3rd and 10th.

Throughout the East vast audiences are responding to
the fascinating programs being served by the Isadora
Duncan Dancers, who with Max Rabinowitsch at the
piano are now headed westward. Selby C. Oppenheimer
will present the combination in programs of Gluck,
Chopin and modern classic selections during February.

CHRISTMAS SPIRIT AT ALCAZAR

The spirit of Christmas will be well recognized at
the Alcazar this week, beginning with matinee Decem-
ber 23, through the production for the first time in the
West of Aaron Hoffman's tremendously successful
comedy. "Welcome, Stranger,'' which has just recently
completed a two years' run in New York and Chicago.
It will mark the last week but one of the starring
engagements of Belle Bennett in San Francisco.
The play is one of the most human ever written and

its story of the experiences of a traveler suddenly set
down in a small New England village is cleverly told.

The plot deals with Isidore Solomon, who finds, on his
arrival in the New England town at the Holiday season,
that he is not wanted because of his race. The only
soul who treats him as a human being is an old in-

ventor, who is looked upon as one of the jokes of the
village. Permitted to remain in the lobby of the hotel
over night, but refused a room, he meets an attractive
young woman, and from then on events of an enter-
taining and startling nature begin to take place.

Miss Bennett will have the role of Mary, the young
woman whose arrival makes such a difference in Isidore
Solomon's life; Henry Shumer will play Solomon him-
self, a role in which he should be a revelation, and an
important part falls to Ivan Miller, Miss Bennett's lead-
ing man. Special arrangements have been made for a
Christmas matinee on Tuesday, and the regular
Wednesday matinee wil be omitted this week and next.
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MUSICAL BLUE BOOK of CALIFORNIA
NOW BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION
The Editor of the Musical Blue Book of Califor-

nia is now preparing to get the publication ready
for the Printer. In order to facilitate his work he
would appreciate the full co-operation of the
musical profession, and particularly the adver-
tisers. We find that many musicians who signed
contracts have so far failed to send us the
ADVERTISING COPY. It is impossible to

finish our work until ALL COPY is received at

this office.

Los Angeles advertisers in the Musical Blue
Book of California may leave their copy with
Nelle Gothold, Room 610, 808 South Broadway,
the Pacific Coast Musical Musical Review repre-

sentative in Los Angeles.
There are a number of prominent musicians in
various parts of California whose names are not
yet in our possession for purposes of registra-
tion. There is no charge made for such registra-
tion, and surely the musical profession would
like to have this Blue Book as complete as possi-
ble. If you have not yet sent in your registration,
or if no solicitor has asked you to register, kindly
send in your name and address and your Voca-
tion. Or, better still, write or phone us and we
will send you a registration card to be filled out.

NOW is the time to send in your advertising
copy and your registration card. In a very short
time it will be TOO LATE.

ALFRED METZGER
Editor Musical Blue Book of California

801 Kohler & Chase Building
San Francisco, Calif.

ELIZABETH

O'NEIL
Direction

ABBY DE AVIRETT
KNABE PIANO

AMPICO RECORDS
2.S0!> V[Nta St..

Christmas at Star of the Sea Church.
—There will be a solemn high Mass at

midnight Christmas Eve. An augmented
choir, assisted by a string quartette, will

sing Schubert's Mass in B flat. The so-

loists are Mrs. Elliot M. Epsteen. so-

prano; Mrs. Margaret Jarman Cheese-
man, alto; Walter Barnow. tenor and
Jack E. Hillman, baritone. Mrs. Elvera
Gomes Zink is organist and choir di-

rector.

The San Francisco Music Teachers' As-
sociation will hold its regular annual
Christmas Jinks and Cafe Chantant on
Saturday evening. December 29th, at the
Studio Theatre of Frank Carroll Giffen,

976 Chestnut street. Guests will be per-

mitted upon payment of nominal sum.
An attractive surprise program is prom-
ised by Mrs. Grace Campbell, chairman
of the program committee.

Mrs. Stella Blaker of the Pacific Coast
Musical Review Staff left for Chicago
last week and expects to remain there
for some time. During her Eastern visit

Mrs. Blaker will act in the interests of

the paper as well as the Musical Blue
Book of California and any courtesies
extended to her will be appreciated by
the editor.

Walter G. Sachs is representing Max
Rabinofif. manager of the Ukrainian Na-
tional Chorus, in San Francisco, San
Jose and Sacramento, and is very en-

thusiastic about the prospects of the
impending concerts to be given in the
Civic Auditorium next month. Nothing
like this great chorus has ever been heard
before and many prominent musical peo-
ple who have heard the chorus are ex-
ceptionally enthusiastic concerning their
thrilling musical performances. Mrs.
Sachs has been associated in the leading
theatres and musical attractions for many
years.

Stodio: l.'>37 Ei
Phoi

PIANIST
pli.l Avenae, Berkeley. Cal.
e Ilerkeley (lOOti

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIAK'O and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
»0n Kohler & Chase Hid. Tel. Sutter 7387

DOMENICO BRESCIA

Madame Charles Poulter—Soprano
Voice Culture. Piano

Mary Coonan McCrea

Tel. Doui;laB 42;{:{. Re

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
SOLO PIAMST AND TEACHER

Advanced Pupils Accepted
Studio: 1.18 Hyde St. Apartment '27

HENRIK GJERDRUM

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAX FRANCISCO BANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY lOtli, 1868.

One of tlie Oldest Banks in California.
tlieA&sets of which have never been increased
by mergers or consolidations with other Banks.

Member Associated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

JUNE 30th, 1923
Assets $86,255,685.28
Deposits 82,455,685.28
Capital Actually Paid Up .1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800.000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSION BRANCH Mission »nd 'tst Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement Si. and 7ih Ave.HAICHT STREET BRANCH Haijlitand Belvedere StreetsWEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave, and UUoa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter W4)
per cent per annum was declared. Interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN
VOICE—GllTAK

2428 MllvlB SI. IlerkeleT 7rC5J
70« Kohler & Chase—WednesdaT

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRAXO—VOICE CULTURE
Available for Concerts and Recitals

Studio: ISO Central Ave. TeL Park 1024

MISS WELCOME LEVY

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teaehe

a*
•- . —

2211 Scott St

Evelyn Sresovich Ware

Joseph George Jacobson

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlqne, Parlfi

SIGMUND BEEL

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
KURT VON GRUDZIiSSKI Teaehe

BARITONE — VOICE CCLTL'RE
Anlhorized to Teach Mme. Sehoen-

Rene'n ^lethod
1314 Leavenworth St. Phone PrONpect D253

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

land. Pho

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC
3ln»lc School)

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of SinffiniE:. 32 I.oretta Ave.. Pied-
inont. Tel. Pieilinont XU4. >lon., Kohler *

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 Scott Street, Bet. Clay A: Washington

Mr. -Noah Brandt, Violin
^IrM. Noah Brandt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soloist. Temple Kmann El. Con-

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

EVA M. GARCIA
PIAMST Ayt) TE.VCHER

m Hoire St. Tel. Piedmont

T« O ENCORE St>\GS ll\

MARY CARR MOORE
The Bird and the Sqnirrel

I o i^^^

IMANIST

"I Jackson Str

MME. ISABELLE MARKS

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES

.Vrrlllaea Mu

a. For Infor
Paclllc 12S4

MYNARD S. JONES
TEACHER OF SINGING

ARRILLAGA MUSICAL COLLBGE
15 Jacknou St. Tel. Went 473T

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
Sutter Street Phone Douglas 289

JANET ROWAN HALE
Powell SL Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fiilmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose At., Oakland Pietlmont 160S-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St Phone West 1»95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 1341

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

ADELE ULMAN
178 Commonwealth Ave. Phone Pac. 33

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St Tel. Proa. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6464

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 11»1

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough St. Tel. Fillmore 4150
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Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

8741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayvlew 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Language!

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. Winiam Steinbach
VOICB ClILTUltE

Sludlo:
n02 KOHLER & CHASE RI.DG.,

Snn FrancjMco Phoue Kearny &4M

E^erT ieHoL^** Mu,le„7*''*""SH0ULD KNOW AT ONCE

ADOLF WEIDIG'S EPOCH MAKING WORK
IfAltllOMI- MATERIAL AND ITS VMOS

A HARMONY that lelN "WliV" nnd 8ho»M "HOM '* to unilerHtand llnnnony fr<
the Mtondiioint of the iiiii»U-ian. JuMt pultliMhod by Clayt«in F. Summy Co.. Cbiuiij

For Sale lly

HENRY GROBE. 135-153 Kearny St., San Francisco

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer

68 Post St., San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

CalUarnla

Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone Donelas 1078

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

Residence Phone Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

PupilM Prepared f(ir Opera. Or

STOCKTON ST.

WILLIAM F. HOFMANN
verKlty of MU-hif^nn. Studio: Kohler & ChaMe Boild-
Ing, Suite 1(H>0—Monday and Thursday AfternoooH.

ReNldence, 020 Taylor Street.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by "Wager Sn'nyne

Special Normal Coume for Teachers. Baaed on
Swayne Principles

Studios: 807 Kohler A Cbase Bulldlne
2518 1^ Etna St., Berkeley. Phone Berkeley

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Exclusive Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

The Most Costly, Beautiful

and Durable Piano

in the World

Often we are asked: "What is the life of a

Mason & Hamhn Piano?"

Frankly, we cannot say. We have known them
for thirty years, sold them for more than

twenty years. Those that have seen constant

service for that period still retain their earliest

beauty of tone and their mechanical structure

unimpaired. In one San Francisco cafe, a
Mason & Hamlin Grand, Style BB, has been
in constant service for more than ten years,

being played ten hours daily with orchestra

—

more than 36,500 hours of the most trying
service to which a piano can be subjected. It

is still a beautiful instrument. Prior to its pur-
chase, we are to'd that a new grand piano was
purchased every second year.

Costliest -But Best

TWO E.^•TR.^^•CES:

135 KE.\RNY -:- 217 SUTTER
VICTROLAS, BRUNSWICKS

MASON a HAMLIN PIANOS

OAKLAND— 1323 Washington St.

SAN JOSE— 199 South First
SIIliliT MUSIC, PIANO ROLLS
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UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS OF SISTINE CHOIR S. F. CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY PLEASES L. A.

American Audiences Pack Houses to Enthuse Over Precision in a Capella

Singing—Ease of Interpretation and Uniformity of Ensemble
Contribute Toward Enjoyment of Music Lovers.

Evidence of a Natural Musical Taste

Prominent Ensemble Organization Enthusiastically Received by Southern
California Music Lovers—Will Appear Again This Season—Tour

Is Under the Direction of L. E. Behymer—Mozart
and Dohnanyi Quartets on Program

BY ALFRED METZGER BY NELLE GOTHOLD
By the time this issue of the Pacific

Coast Musical Review reaches its read-

ers the American tour of the Sistine

Chapel Choir will have been concluded.

To the original tour were added twenty
additional concerts, all of which were
completely sold out. Frank \V. Healy was
in complete charge of the entire tour,

which proved so profitable that the
prominent citizens of San Francisco
who guaranteed the expenses were re-

leased of their obligation, and the choir
succeeded in earning more than the
amount necessary to defray their ex-

penses to come to this country. Arch-
bishop Edward Hanna. who took a spe-

cial interest in this tour, has reason to

feel very gratified both with the artistic

and financial success, and Frank W.
Healy is entitled to much credit for the
skillful manner in which he booked and
arranged as well as advertised this na-

tional tour.

The San Francisco concerts of the
Sistine Chapel Choir took place at the
time the editor left for Los Angeles, and
we were only able to hear the first of

the three concerts at the Exposition Au-
ditorium on Friday evening. December 7.

But we received a sufficiently good idea

of the splendid work done by this or-

ganization to notice its predominating
artistic features. The fact that the Sis-

tine Choir attracted crowded houses
wherever it appeared, while partly due
to the exemplary church organization
that sponsored its tour, was also due to

the natural musical taste of the Ameri-
can people.

For. while the church influence might
easily have obtained the first or second
crowded houses, it could not have in-

fluenced the public to go in case the
choir did not meet its expectations from
an artistic standpoint. Five concerts in

Los Angeles, or three concerts at the
Exposition Auditorium in San Francisco,
could not have been given to crowded
houses—at least not the closing con-
certs—if the Sistine Choir had not been
able to give something that delighted our
public.

And there was indeed very much to
admire in this organization. The writer
had heard so little a capella singing in

recent years that he was somewhat
doubtful whether the Sistine Chapel
Choir could give an entire program with-
out creating a certain monotony tiring,

on the public's patience. Much to our
surprise, there was not a dull moment.
Everyone's interest was retained from
the first number on the program until

the last, and the enjoyment was equally
pronounced throughout. The choir sang
so easily together, overcoming the most
intricate technical passages readily, and
in the main succeeded in obtaining a
gratifying intonation.

But most of all the enjoyable features
was the introduction of the old composi-
tions by Palestrina and Vittoria and also
the excellent choruses of Perosi. Any-
one who possesses sufficient interest in

music to enjoy hearing all that is worth
while must have found great pleasure in

this one opportunity to listen to these
old. but beautiful, works so ably pre-
sented. The blending of the voices was
specially gratifying. While the material
of the individual vocal organs was not
of the finest, the ensemble singing was
certainly excellent. A few specially pleas-
ing voices stood out from the rest, like
an excellent male soprano, and one or
two tenors, baritones and basses. We

must confess that we were somewhat dis-

appointed in the boy sopranos, having
heard much smoother, more flexible or-

gans right here in San Francisco.

One of the most interesting numbers
on the program was Perosi's Alleluia for
two choirs. One choir sang on the plat-

form downstairs and the other in the
balcony. The precision with which this
composition was sung by the two choirs
was most enjoyable. Indeed, we heard
some of the very finest a capella singing
it is possible to hear. One of the spe-
cially impressive features of the Sistine

Los Angeles. December 24.

On last Friday evening a select and
most appreciative audience gathered at

the Gamut Club on the occasion of the
appearance of the San Francisco Cham-
ber Music Society in Los Angeles. These
musicians. Louis Persinger, (violin),

Louis Ford, (violin), Nathan Firestone,
(viola), Walter Ferner, (voloncello), and
Elias Hecht. (flute), who is founder of

the organization, form an ensemble
which has reached the highest rank of

chamber music organizations in America.
Their seven years of concerted efforts

The World'

MME. ERNESTINE SCHUM ANN-HEINK
Greatest Singer, Who Will Sing in San Franci

Choir is the enthusiasm the singers dis-

play for their work. The element of
commercialism being absent, there re-

mains the love for the work itself, and
that is apparent during every interpreta-

tion.

Of course: not having heard other cele-

brated a capella choruses like some of

the famous German choirs or the Ukrain-
ian National Chorus, which is due to ap-

pear in San Francisco next month, we
can not fix the artistic position of the
Sistine Chapel Choir in the world of
music. We can, however, state with the
fullest conviction that this choir gave us
in San Francisco the very best a capella
singing we have heard. Much credit is

due to Monsignor Antonio Rella, who
trained the choir and under whose au-
thoritative direction the organization ac-

complishes such telling results.

(Continued on Page 11)

toward the finest and most exacting
blending of tone and uniform understand-
ing in their readings of the classics are
now being rewarded, for they are being
recognized nationally for their splendid
performances. Full of lovely melody, de-
lightfully shaded and rendered with ex-

quisite phrasing, the Mozart String Quar-
tet. C major. Koechel No. 465, gave the
performers a splendid introduction and
the audience responded most enthusiasti-
cally.

The Serenade, Op. 25, for flute, violin
and viola, one of the greatest expressions
of the genius of Beethoven, was given a
delightfully interesting reading, in which
Mr. Hecht displayed florid technic and
dexterous skill in handling his instru-
ment in the allegro molto movement As
a fitting climax to this thrilling program,
the most prominent String Quartet of
Dohnanyi, D Flat major Op. 15. was pre-

sented in the three movements with its

outstanding theme as a thread of gold
interwoven with a background of lovely
tone. The splendid works of this in-

creasingly popular composer are finding
favor with Los Angeles audiences: Albert
Spalding in his appearances with the
Philharmonic Orchestra, recently, made
the lately published Violin Concerto im-
mortal by his sublime presentation. The
entire program was admirably and
scholarly executed.

Theodor Salmon, concert pianist and
teacher, was the recipient of the highest
appreciation during his recent tour
through Australia, New Zealand and the
Hawaiian Islands. The following extract
from one of the Honolulu papers will be
read with interest by Mr. Salmon's San
Francisco friends: "The playing of Theo-
dor Salmon was another rare musical
treat. And to judge from the attention
given during the playing and from the
applause at its conclusion the perform-
ance was as deeply appreciated by the
auditors as it was graciously given by
the artist. During his stay in Honolulu
Mr. Salmon has endeared himself to
many, not only through his liberal re-

sponse to requests for his art, but also
through a personality that is most
gracious and charming. He is a concert
pianist of high rank and his playing of
Chopin would easily lead even the un-
initiated to suspect that here was one
who must indeed rank high among the
world's great Chopin performers. When
you sail away from Hawaii, on Wednes-
day, Mr. Salmon, please know that those
of us who heard you and to whose hun-
gry souls you ministered, deeply regret
your going. May there soon be a return-
ing, but until then, bon voyage, good
luck, much success, and 'Aloha'."

Lincoln S. Batchelder, the gifted pianist
and teacher, presented twelve of his
pupils at a recital at his spacious new
studio at 412 Cole street. Over seventy
musical people, among them prominent
teachers and performers, attended the
affair and displayed marked enthusiasm
over the accomplishments of Mr. Batch-
elder's students. The unusual technical
development of many of the younger
pupils as well as their mastery of phras-
ing and pedal effects delighted the hear-
ers. By reason of their frequent appear-
ances both in the teacher's studio and
other events, these students have over-
come that nervousness common at stu-
dent affairs. The following students ap-
peared: Martha Pederson, Dorothy Eas-
ton, Marjorie Barney, Bobby Thompson,
Stanley Streeter, Isobel Sanford, Alice
Easton and Doris Goodday. Lucille Chela-
nowski played the Chopin-Liszt Maiden's
Wish with a beautiful limpid tone and
clear technic. Dorothy Cohen gave a,

brilliantly clear interpretation of the
Fantasie Impromptu and the C minor
Polonaise of Chopin. Louise Fosquet, a
successful teacher in Oakland, played a
Debussy Valse and the Lark of Balaki-
rew with delightful phrasing and poetic
insight. Frances Sanford offered the
Rigoletto Fantasie of Liszt with brilliant
technic and masterly fluency. The clos-
ing number of the program was the last
two movements of the Mendelssohn G
minor concerto with Mr. Batchelder play-
ing the second piano part. Vetlesen's
style has greatly improved and the lyric
parts of the work were particularly well
done.
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After the lights are out
The Steinw^y Speaks:

is/.T knew and loved me. Wagner
knew and loved me. Rubenstein,

Berlioz and Gounod knew and
\cd me. I have been the com-

panion of penius for two genera-

tions. My name is the Steinwaj' Piano.

What was there about me that caused Franz

Liszt, forty years ago, to say of me: "^'ou

afford delight even to my old piano-weary

fingers?"

Why did Richard Wagner, writing from

Bayreutli in 1879, declare: "Sounds of such

beauty as those coming from my Steinway

grand flatter and coax the most agreeable

tone - pictures from my harmonic melodic

senses?"

Why did Gounod, who g.ave us "Faust,"

write to my makers in 18S8, "Mme. Adelina

Patti joins me in the ecstacy and mutual ad-

miration of your product ... I am overjoyed

at the consciousness of being the possessor of

one of your perfect instruments?" And what
was it that stirred the mighty Dr. Joseph
Jo.achim to assert: "Steinway is to the pianist

what Str.adivarius is to the violinist?"

Companion of genius indeed have I been!

Sometimes, when the stage is dark and the lid

over my strings is down, I brood over my long

years of such companionship.

I see Adelina Patti again, blowing kisses,

What does the Steinway piano think about,

when the curtain is down and the lights are

out, and the artist and the audience have
departed? Eloquent enough the Steinway is

when the moods of others are voiced on its

wondrous strings. But wlint are its oivn

moods and longings? Listen! It is about to

speak to us

and reaching for the flowers that were show-
ered at her feet, while I rested quietly in the

background and resolved to do even better in

her next accompaniment. I see good old

Franz Liszt again, after a tremendous rhap-

sody over my ivory keys. I see Edward Mac-
Dowell, working out his compositions over my
keyboard. I see the youthful, golden-haired

Padcrewski of the eighties, the maturcr Pade-
rewski of the nineties, and the world-figure

and premier of Poland, the Paderewski of to-

day whose audiences overflow the largest h.alls

whenever he plays. And ever I am the com-
panion of all this genius.

But then I realize that the greater, the

sweeter triumph of my long career is not to be

found on the concert stage at all.

The greater triumph awaits me when a

young couple, starting down the pathway of

wedded life, choose me to be their lifelong

companion in a home.

The sweetest triumph of all shall be when
first my keys are touched by the fingers of

some little girl, her printed scales before her,

and a lifetime of the best in music all ahead.

Admitted thus to the sacred intimacy of a

home and fireside, I know that I shall find

my truest triumph. And I shall strive to be

faithful to these who trust me. As long as my
strings endure, I shall strive to render to the

utmost my measure of abiding charm.

Sherman play& Go.
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international. Music is the language of emotions
and emotions are not national, at least insofar

THE GREAT W65T 111 as music, without assistance of words, expresses
them. At the same time we do not know for

St.. certain, neither does Mr. Brown, whether the
folk song- was originally written by a musician.
There may be. indeed there are, folk songs which

Editor are known to have originally been composed by
a musician. But there are also folk songs the

""" "' origin of which is unknown, and consequently
uncertain.
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INTERNATIONALISM IN MUSIC

Ray C. B. Brown, the music editor of the San
Francisco Chronicle, delivered a most interesting

address on Nationalism of Music at the most re-

cent of the Ida Scott Fortnightlys at the St.

Francis Hotel on Monday, December 10. Un-
fortunately, the editor was not in San Francisco
to attend this unquestionably intelligent dis-

course. According to an extensive editorial com-
ment on the music page of the San Francisco
E.xaminer of Sunday, December 16, Redfern
Mason does not agree with Mr. Brown on the
latter's ideas on Internationalism in Music.
While the article of j\lr. Mason is written in a
friendly spirit and with the legitimate intention
of a critical review, and Mr. Brown's repl}' is in

the nature of elucidation and not in a spirit of

controversy, we believe it to be of interest to the
musical public to comment on Mr. Brown's reply
to Mr. Mason's criticism, inasmuch as it presents
very fairly the position of both critics. The ques-
tion of Internationalism in Music is such an
important one that we believe our readers will

read this discourse with much interest as it con-
tains some very intelligent comment on a most
vital subject of present-day musical thought.

Mr. Mason's main point seems to be that "Mr.
Brown's idea that music will eventually be more
international than national, or perhaps I should
say racial—seems to me radically unsound," and
Mr. Mason in support of this argument says

:

"X'olkslied, chanson, song of the Russian peas-
antry—these are the well from which the three
great composers (Beethoven, Strauss and Tschai-
kowsky) I have named drew their inspiration."

Then Mr. Mason proceeds as follows: "Friend
Brown fears the folk song, so he attempts to

discount its value. He practically denies the
validity of the term. 'In the beginning the folk
song was written by a musician,' he says. I deny
it. The folk song is like Topsy ; it never was
born ; it growed.' "

To this Mr. Brown replies: "We must remem-
ber, however, that Topsy's statement about her
origin was her own, and had no relation what-
ever to biological fact. It seems to me incredible
that a song, or a melody of any kind, could just
grow by the accretion of a note here and a note
there, the perfect form coming to pass by chance.
Behind every folk song is an idea and that idea
must have had its origin in one brain." Now
these two opinions are the ones upon which the
two writers split in their understanding of na-
tionalism in music. We agree with Mr"! Brown
that music is and always has been intended to be

We find today that certain popular songs, and
this is specially true of the songs composed dur-
ing the war, were originally whistled by some-
one with ideas and taken down by an arranger
on the piano and then, put upon paper. If Mr.
Brown considers such originality the creation of
a "musician's" mind then we agree with him,
for someone must have first thought of a song
before someone else could have sung it. On the
other hand, there is something in what Mr.
Mason says, for many a folk song has been ma-
terially changed during the course of its prog-
ress through a number of generations. A folk

song may have sounded one way when it was
originally "created" by its "composer," but it

certainly could easily "grow" during the course
of its transmission from one generation to an-
other, or even during the course of one genera-
tion by being sung in diflerent ways by diflferent

people. We think one special point in favor of

Mr. Brown's Internationalism in Music is the
fact that the Bavarian National Anthem. "Heil
dier in Siegerkranz," the English National An-
them. "God Save the King," and the American
patriotic song, "America." are all sung to the
same tune, and no one could find any distinct
racial character in the music itself.

The Austrian National Anthem of pre-war
days and the pre-war German patriotic song,
"Deutschland Ueber Alles," have the same mel-
ody which is also embodied in Haydn's Emperor
Quartet. There is nothing racial in this music.
Onl)' the words give it national significance.

But while we can not find anything racial or
national in music itself, there is certainly a Ger-
man school, a French school, an Italian school,

a Russian school, etc. So far we do not know of

any American school, unless certain rhythms,
such as are contained in jazz, for instance, could
be termed an American school. Now evidently
both Mr. Brown and Mr. Mason believe that
here the borderlines of nationalism are being
eliminated, for Mr. Mason agrees with Mr.
Brown that "The technique of composition is

international." Here is a fine point well worthy
of thought and discussion. The writer believes
that the expression of emotions is universal or
international, but the way in which these emo-
tions are expressed is decidedly national. A
Frenchman will express certain emotions one
way, an Englishman another way. an .\merican
still another way. There is a decided difference
in the expressions of emotions between the Latin
and Anglo-Saxon races. Now, if Mr. Brown be-
lieves that eventually all races will express their

emotions in the same manner, then we can
agree with him that eventually the various
schools of compositions will become the same.
But if races—say, for instance, the Oriental and
Occidental—will continue forever to express
their emotions according to their individual racial

instincts, then the schools of musical composi-
tion will remain national.

And here it is where we think the difference
of opinion exists between Mr. Brown and Mr.
Mason. Mr. Brown believes that all racial char-
acteristics will eventually become eliminated
from the various schools of composition, and that
in future there will not appear any more German.
Italian. French or Russian school, while Mr.
Mason is convinced that racial distinction in com-
position will always be noticeable to the end of

time. It is something well worth thinking over.
The writer at present is inclined to agree with
Mr. Mason. However, we may be forced to

change our mind if we live long enough to see
Mr. Brown's prophetic vision backed up by the
evolution of music.

GIFTS
BY ANIL DEER

The season oJ giving, a liappy kindly season too, yet
containing disappointments as well as joys: for all have

much to learn of proper giving and re-

f
ceiving. The gift most sat'stactory to

^^ receive is not always equally pleasing to

^^ the giver, the reverse is also true. To
'^B cause supreme pleasure the gift must be
^F primarily deserved, one which the re-^ ceiver has in some way earned, either

by service, loyalty, love or fair exchange.
-.^^^ None possessed of proper pr'de care to
1^ receive more than given, to derive full

enjoyment all must stand equal.

It is only children who with subl'me egotism accept
all proffered as their just due. With them "all is grist
which comes to the mill." Wiser heads hold different
views. At first impression one may be inclined to
dispute sad premise, but after analysis it will be
found a splendid characteristic peculiar to humanity.
To give and give is a pleasure to the donor, but. in

so doing often is robbing the recipient of self reliance
and ''nitiative. two invaluable moral assets. The one
so deprived is fully justified in feeling hurtfully
wronged by the loss. A realization of this loss always
eventuates, though may be not analytically compre-
hended.

Whether the gifts be material or of self-sacriflce is
all one. Often we repine, when having made some
deep sacrifice for another, and proper apprecation. in
our opinion, is lacking. We. the givers, are in the
wrong. One should never thrust a sacrifice on another,
for theirs then the burden.

The Creator never intended one to usurp another's
rights of soul development; the one who sacrifices is
the one growing, the other is stationary at best, if not
retrogressing. This also is sensed, again a dearth of
gratitude, of which we unthinkingly complain.
The art of self-sacrifice is not hard to learn, after the

first initiation, popular opinion notwithstanding. The
difficulty lies in controlling the same when the mental-
ity deems it expedient. Like the habit of drugs it de-
velops rapidly, eventually overpowering clear sighted-
ness, the addict becoming habituated to orgies of such,
regardless of the wrong inflicted on others. It is a
heavy task in these cases to refrain from doing and
giving, yet. that restraint is often the most priceless
gift they can present. Not decrying in the least the
beauty, nobilty, value and necessity of sacrifice, but.
one should not encroach on another's privileges in this
blessed virtue.

It has been truthfully said, "a man's enemies are his
best friends, his friends his worst enemies." Why? Be-
cause he labors to produce results which will convnce
his enemies of their poor judgment in condemning him;
whereas his friends by praise encourage him to self-
satisfaction, hence retrogradation.

Teachers who have gladly sacrificed time and labor
to aid some talented pupil gratuitously are often woe-
fully aghast at the result. The pupil's ability not prov-
ing as expected or deep ingratitude the outcome. The
mistake lay in making the path too smooth, unearned
the gift was unappreciated. That which is labored and
sacr'ficed for has an enhanced value, made too easy the
worth depreciates rapidly.

One should aid others, undoubtedly, but in a manner
that proves an asset, not a liability in their moral and
mental upbuilding.

Lift the burden temporarily, in exchange for similar
service, helping them to adjust it more comfortably.
Lend a helping hand, where ever needed on the up-
ward trend, but never endeavor to carry them up. There-
by will be learned the lesson of self restraint on the one
side and of reciprocity on the other. Each will benefit
by an even exchange of two rare gifts.

SCHUMANN-HEINK SOON

Recognized the world over as the greatest musical in-
stitution of the day Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink,
America's adored contralto, comes to San Francisco
for two Sunday afternoon recitals in the Columb'^
Theatre on January 20th and 27th under Selby C. Op-
penheimer's management, said to be at the very zenith
of those glorious vocal powers which have made her
the outstanding figure among all the world's singers. In
concert and in opera for thirty years this great woman
has set a standard that has never been even approached
by others in her profession. So much has been said and
written about Schumann-Heink, not only of her stu-
pendous artistry but for her great womanly character,
her notable war sacrifices and the thousands of activi-
ties with which she has been identified, that the mere
mention that she is to return to this city will bring
to the Columbia Theatre as many people as that play-
house will bold on the occasion of her recitals.

It will be the old Schumann-Heink that San Francisco
will hear this seasbn for on the program she will
render January 20th will be included Erda's scene from
Wagner's "Rheingold." "Brangaema's Call" from "Tri-
stan and Isolde." Schumann's Fruhlingsfahrt" and
"Widmung," Franz' "Gute Nacht." Brahms' "Sapphische
Ode" and Six Gypsy Songs, as well as Schubert's "Die
AUmacht" and (by request) his great "Erkonig."

Tickets for the Schumann-Heink concert are now on
sale at Sherman, Clay & Company.
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THE TOYMAKER DELIGHTS AT CASINO

Hartman-Steindorff Comic Opera Company Present Old
Favorite in a Manner to Arouse Merriment and

Enthusiastic Applause

BY ALFRED METZGER
No oni- ever grows too old to enloy a hearty lauKli

and the lilt of graceful melodies. The large and en-

thusiastie audiences who have attended the first week
of the Toymaker at the Casino Theatre are sufficient

evidence for the truth ot this contention. The Toy-
maker is a genuine holiday spectacle and 's presented
with a vim and spirit that should appeal to anyone
thoroughly in the mood to take pleasure in listening to

a cheerful, clean and musically worth-while entertain-

ment. There is nothing stilted in the Hartman-Ste'n-
dorff presentation of the Toymaker. It progresses
smoothly and effectively from heginning to end and the

story is unfolded with natural enactment of the char-

acters. There are voices specially suited to their task
of Interpreting charming melodies and there is wit and
humor to chase away the worries.
The title role of the Toymaker seems to be created

for Ferris Hartman. We can not imagine anyone else

in this role. »nd somehow we never seem to get tired

of hearing Mr. Hartman in this part. He understands
the nature of the old Nurnberg inventor whose kind-
ness of dispos ticm occasionally is dimmed by the irri-

tability of his mind and whose <iuaint dialect and say-
ings always afford opportunity for prolonged mirth. As
usual Mr. Hartman interpolates some timely topical

verses which suit the conditions of the day and the
many requests for encores an- amide ev;d<'nce for the
sat sfaction of the auilicnc cs

Till- I-uiiuliir Ti-iiii

It is good to see John Van back in the fold. His
voice has matured and is even more mellow and (lexi-

hle than it was before and added to this is the ease of
bearing whicli only practical experience can bestow.
Although this role of Frederick is not giving h'm so
very much opportunity lo display his vocal talents .Mr.

Van has sufTicient chance to cause joy among his hear-
ers and the enthusiasm with which his selections are
received is proof of the triumphs he is achieving.

Lavinia Wynn is also one of the favorites whose re-
appearance is met with unstinted praise. The role of
Elsa suits her special qualifications most gratifyingly
and her acting certa'nly leaves nothing to be desired.
Her emphasis of the element of mi.schief in the char
actcr is charming and her songs and dances are de-
livered In a manner to go stiaight to the hearts of her
listeners.

Robert Carlson's big rolling bass voice again de-
lights the theatregoers and the brief role of Father
Matthew is strengthened by the unct'on with which
Mr. Carlson interprets it. It is good to see Dixie Blair's
vivacious portrayal of Mme. Guggenheimer. Although
there is nothing to sing for Miss Ulair she has that
knack of making a small role important which only
a few artists possess. She certainly gets certain mo-
ments of humor from the part which even the author
had no idea could he extracted from it.

I.ela .lohnston is a newcomer in the Hartman-Stein-
dortr forces. She possesses a ri< h. flexible soprano voice
of a mezzo timbre which she uses wth the Intelligence
of the prolldent vocal artist. Notwithstanding two in-
terpolated songs the role of Peter does not give Miss
Johnston a chance to reveal her qualilications for comic
opera work, but her vocal acliievements are such as lo
earn her the unqualilied endorsement of her audiences
Raphael Brunetto. the handsome and histrionically
capable bar tone, is also back among the cast and his
graceful, though somewhat too youthful, interpretation
of Count Uallenherg belongs among the pleasant
features of the performance.
Frank KIlis certainly gels the maximum of effect from

the entertaining role of Schwarzenbach the old grouch
and admirer of female pulchritude. He acts this minor

role moat efficiently. Thomas O'Toole, George Hyde and
Norman Nielsen complete a most competent cast. The
chorus is selected from charming young girls who know
how to sing and dance and who wear their costumes
most becomngly and is re-enforced by a number of fine

male voices. The orchestra under Steindorff's vigorous
and dominating leadership adds zest to the performance.
Scenery and costumes are specially tasteful and re-

splendent in color. Altogether it is a performance well
worth seeing.

SAN JOSE MUSICAL REVIEW
Edited By Elita Huggins

1605 The Alameda, San Jose, Calif.
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San Jose, December 26.

The Christmas Music at St. Joseph's Church, Midnight
Mass. given under the direction of C. A. Fitzgerald,
organist and choir director, was especially fine this

year. At 11.45 p. m. traditional Christmas melodies.
Adeste Fideles and Angels We Have Heard were sung
antiphonally by two choirs, one of mixed voices
stationed 'n the belfry tower room, the other, a boys'
choir, in the north sacristy near the main altar. At 12

o'clock midnight was the celebration of Solemn High
Mass. The musical setting for the Mass being Ouil-

mant's First Mass in F sung by a mixed chorus choir.
The Offertory number was Jesus Redemptor (Pietro
Yon I, a vocal setting of liis well-known Christmas organ
composition published under the title of Jesus Bambino.
During the Communion William Riley Smith played as
an organ solo Cesar Franck's Second Chorale C, A
Fitzgerald presided at the organ durins: ttin M;iss San
Jose's best professional and amateur ^int^Ls «. r.. se-

cured for this splendid program. Tli"s'- pariii ipaiiii?;:

Sopranos—Miss Lulu Pieper, Hannah Fletcher Coyken-
dall, Mrs. Reuben Walgren, Mrs. Robert Trevey, Mrs.
R. Domenici, Mrs. H. Arnold. Miss Loretta Mager, Miss
May Smurthwaite, Miss Elizabeth Collins, Miss Celine
Combatalade, Miss Florence Bayard, Miss Mabel
Sutherland. Altos—Mrs. Mary Webster Mitchell. Mrs.
M. T. Freitas, Mrs. A. J. Rhein, Miss Louise Sampson,
Miss Clarisse Benoit, Miss Celine Bayard. Tenors-
Edward Ferguson, Chester Herold, Malcolm Donald.
Leslie Mafia, Frank Maynard. Peter Morettini, Leonard
Abinante. Baritones—Frank Towner. Verne Towner.
Warien Sheflield, A. J. Rhein, Charles Sullivan.

A Recent Program of the San Jose Music Study Club
was Henry Hadley's Legend of Granada, a cantata de-
cidedly Spanish in atmosphere, sung by the following
members: Mesdames Floyd .\rthur Parton, Albert H.
Button, Charles Argall, John Hunt Shephard, Katherine
Gail Morrish, Reuben Walgren, Mary Webster Mitchell
and J. R. Blauer. Mrs. Charles McKenzie was the ac-
companist and director. Miss Alyce Will'ams, pianist,
played two groups by American composers, giving the
following numbers: Prelude from First Modern Suite
(Edward .MacDowelll. Sunrise (Homer Grunn). Mirage
(Grunn), On the Mesa (Grunn): Scotch Poems (Mac-
Dowell). Pastorale (Wintter Watts) Polonaise .\meri-
cain (John Alden Carpenter).

Walter B. Kennedy, organ'st and musical director of
Temple Choir of First Presbyterian Church of Oakland,
assisted by Mrs. W. M. Case, soprano, appeared in re-
cital at the First Presbyterian Church of San Jose. Mr.
Kennedy left his post here as organist in the First
Presbytei-ian Church several years ago to succeed Clar-
ence Eddy at the Oakland church. The following in-
teresting program was presented: Sonata in D minor.
Op. 42, Largo e maestoso—Allegro, Pastorale, Finale
(Alexander Guilmant); Reve Angelique from Kammenoi
Ostrow (Anton Rubinstein) : Christmas in Sicily (Pietro
A. Yon); The Lost Chord (SullivanI, Mr. Kennedy;
How Many a Lonely Caravan (Amy Woodforde-Finden),
.Mrs. Case; Elegy (Jules Massenet); Festival Fantasy
(H. Jul. TschirchI, Mr. Kennedy; Sant Anne's Fugue
(Johann Sebastian Bach); Chant de Bonheurs (Edwin
Lemare); Capricciosso (E. Lemaigre), Mr. Kennedy;
What the Chimney Sang (Gertrude Griswold), Mrs.
Case; Chant Sans Paroles (J. Frank Frysinger); The
Pyramids, from the Egyptian Suite (R. S. Stougbton)-
Tannhauser March (Richard Wagner), Mi-. Kennedy.

The Piano Pupils of Mrs. Muriel Watson Berry gave a
program tor the residents of the Pratt Home on Thurs-
d.ay even ng, giving great pleasure to the shut-ins. The
following numbers were presented: (a) Caprice (I>e-
jeall, (b) April Showers (Lemont), (cl Dance ot the
Elves (Parlow), Marian De Smet ; Moonwlnks. Betty
Hill; (a) Wistful (FrimI) (b) Woodland Sprites (Helm),
Bert Barthold; Music Box (Poldini) The Bee and the
Clover (Biedell. Jean Rolhwell; (a) In Hanging Gar-
dens; (hi The Hopper Toad. Mary Louise Hitchcock.

Miseha Ve Clin, the young Russian violinist who is now
making his home in Los Angeles, has just concluded
a five weeks' engagement as soloist at Beatty's Ameri-
can Theatre.
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PIANIST

PRIVATE AND CLASS LESSONS
LECTURES ON MUSIC APPRECIATION

San Francisco, 807 Kohler & Chase BIdg. Tel.

Kearny 5454. Wednesday from 2.6 p. m. only.

Berkeley, 20 Brookside (off Claremont Ave.) Tel.

Berkeley 4091. Mornings at Anna Head School.

LOEvvswiitnaD

LIPSCHULTZ
A.IMD HIS

MUSIC MASTERS

ON THE SCREEN

"BLACK OXEN"
Willi Corlnue GriUllh
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THE PAVLOWA PROGRAMS

The fruits of the recent visit of Anna Pavlowa. the

world-famous Russian dancer, to the Orient last year

w 11 be exhibited to her thousands of San Francisco

adnrrers on the first night of her coming engagement
at the Curran Theatre on Monday, January 14th, for the

fascinating daughter of terpsichore has just telegraphed

Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer that she will begin her

engagement by presenting a new ballet entitled "Orien-

tal Im.pressions." which she created from material col-

lected on her tour of Japan, India and Egypt.

All the world has known for some years that Pavlowa
as a dancing genius has stood at the very top of her

profess vOn. but it is only now that the public has come
to realize that the Mealized Russian is a creator in

more ways than one, for no tiny deia'i has been too

small for Paviowa to perfect in orier that her in-

terpretations in this Oriental ballet might be true and
correct. Everywhere she traveled she devoted all of

her leisure hours to studying the lore of the various

races, in which she obtained the help of the most noted
of entomologists, archaeologists and historians on the

spot, so that now she is able to show American audi-

ences what has been claimed to be a new and perfect

picture of the soul of the old uncBanging East.

During the Pavlowa season at the Curran four entire-

ly new ballets will be presented, and there will be a
revival of those of the older programs which have long
since established Pavlowa as the world's greatest in-

terpreter of her art.

On Monday night, January 14th, in addition to the
fantastic and colorful "Oriental Impressions," "Cho-
p'Biana." as ever the beautiful picture of snowy tarlatan
and enchanting lights, with Chopin music illustrated by
Glazounow will be given. On Tuesday a new Russian
ballet of a different tune—"Russian Folk Lore," created
by Pavlowa and Ivan Bilibine. will divide honors with
the popular "Amarilla " Wednesday afternoon "Russ'an

- Folk Lore' will be repeated, and the outstanding suc-
cess of her last vist here, "A Polish Wedding," will he
given by request. Wednesday evening will mark the

SYMPHONYORCHESTRA
AirfUoMcKTZ Conductor.

NEXT SUNDAY, JANUARY 6

POPULAR CONCERT
CURRAN THEATRE

I'ROCiHAM
"Rii Wj

TuFhaikiiivxk
l*rinc-e ifcor Italirt MumIc RornUii
lntrodli<.*ti<>n to Act III. "TrlMtan find
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SeleciionM fioiii **Tlie Damnation of

ranxl" IliTlln
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MAIL ORDERS NOW
Selby C. Oppt'niM*
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THK IXtOMPARl

BALLET RUSSE
CURRAN THEATRE
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MONDAY NIGHT, JAN. 14
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MAIL ORDERS, with full
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BEATRICE ANTHONY

revival of two of Pavlowa's greatest favorites
—"The

Fairy Doll," with a complete new set of scenery, cos-

tumes and effects, so that the memorable Toy Shop
with its animated dolls and eccentric characters will

have new settings, and "A Polish Wedding." Thursday
night 'The Magic Flute" and "Snow Flakes.'" without
which no Pavlowa engagement would be complete, will

be the magnet to draw the crowds. Friday "Ajanta."

a new ballet, one of the products of Pavlowa's recent

tour of India, where the wonderful frescoes thousands
of years old in the Temple of Ajanta inspired this

choregraphic creation, will be given here for the first

time in conjunction with the new "Russian Folk Lore"
ballet. Saturday afternoon will be devoted to "The
Magic Flute" and "The Fairy Doll," and the engage-
ment will be brought to a close on Saturday evening,

January 19th. when "Autumn Leaves" will be danced
for the first time, on the same program as "Oriental

Impressions "'

In addition to these major ballets the entire Pavlowa
organization, headed by the incomparable danseuse her-

self and ncluding Laurent Xovikoff. Ivan Clustine,

Hilda Butsova, Pianowski. Zalewski. Vajinski. Oliveroff,

Stuart, and others, will present a series of seven or
more divertissements at each performance, including

among them an even dozen never before shown in San
Francisco.
Theodore Stier and the Pavlowa Symphony Orchestra

will be featured at every performance. Tckets for the

entire Pavlowa engagement are now on sale at Sher-
man, Clay & Company. In addition to her a-ppearances
in San Francisco the Pavlowa organization is booked
for the Auditorium Theatre in Oakland on Monday
and Tuesday nights. January 21st and 22d.

DE PACHMANN

A notable February engagement in San Francisco will

he the single recital to be given on Thursday night, the

7th. in the Exposition Auditorium, by the venerable
pianist. Vladimr de Pachmann. De Pachmann on his

present tour of America is establishing unprecedented
box office records, it seeming as though the entire coun-
try were clamoring for an opportunity to hear the
famous Polish wizard on th:s his farewell tour of the
United States. Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer will

shortly announce the exact details of the De Pachmann
engagement in San Francisco. He will be urged to play
an all-Chopin program in this city.

THE GRIFFES GROUP

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

A unique attraction to appear in early January in

San Francisco will be what is termed "The Griffes

Group," an organization comprising Edna Thomas, the
noted mezzo-soprano whose interpretations of Creole
folk songs and Southern darky ballads have brought her
sensational success not only throughout the East but
in England as well; Olga Steeb. the noted Calfomia
pianist, and Sascha Jacobinoff. the young Russian-
American violinist- They have termed themselves "The
Griffes Group," taking the name of the American com-
poser. Charles T. Griffes. whose sterling successes and
ser ous musical intelligence placed him as the leading
exponent of the development of American musical art.

These talented musicians will appear in the ballroom
of the St. Francis Hotel on Monday afternoon, January
14th. Their program consists of individual solo se-

lections as well as ensemble numbers, and unique and
rarely-heard songs rendered to the accompaniment of
piano and violin. They are perpetuating the art of
Griffes by presenting at least one of his compositions
at every performance, but the rest of their offering will

include many standard compositions by the most noted
composers, past and present. Tickets for this event
can be secux'ed at Sherman, Clay & Company.

Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to music and musicians. Give name and address.

Anonymous communications cannot he answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor,

Pacific Coast Musical Review. Kohler & Chase Building,

San Francisco.

1. Is Ruy Bias an opera, and how do you pronounce
it?—K. T. L.

It is one of Victor Hugo's dramas. Mendelssohn com-
posed an overture and a chorus for it. Pronounced
rwee blaas.

2. What is a crowd; is it a musical instrument?

—

A. G.
The crowd is an obsolete stringed instrument, the

oldest bow nstrument known at the present time. It

probably originated in India, some say in Ireland or

Wales, but is particularly identified with Welsh music.
Its body was square and it had a rectangular frame for

supporting the finger board. It is first mentioned in a
writ ng of the seventh century and was still in use at

the beginning of the nineteenth. Also spelled crouth and
rrwth (krooth). You will find a picture of it in Grove's
dictionary under Crwth.

3. Two notes written on different staffs but repre-

senting the same pitch—for example, a note on the

third ledger line below the treble staff and another on
the fourth line of the bass—are connected by means of

a curved line. Is that Ine a tie?—H. Y.

If the value of the first note carries up to the second,
the curved line is a tie; if there is a time-gap between
the notes, it is not a tie.

4- What does riga mean—D E. S.

It is the Italian term for a line of the staff.

5- Should the notes of a sextuplet be divided into

groups of twos or threes?—C. W,
Properly into three groups of two notes each. The

sextuplet is really a triplet with two notes to each
element. Frequently, however, it is played in two
groups of three notes each, but such a division makes a
double triplet of it rather than a sextolet.

h^ritone
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IT
IS generally known in the

musical world that the Knabe
is to-day the favorite instru-

ment of Leopold Godowsky

—

greatest living pianist—and also of
a group of super-artists whose
careers are untainted by any sus-
picion of commercialism.

Through sheer merit, unaided by
sensational publicity, Knabe has
become the chosen medium for the
highest expression of the pianistic
art. It is acknowledged by leading
authorities to be "the world's su-
preme pianoforte."

The same qualities that have won
pre-eminence in select musical
circles make the Knabe the ideal
piano for the home especially in
combination with the marvelous
Ampico Re-enacting* Piano.

The Ampico re-creates in your
home the playing of the master
musicians, on the very instru-
ment—the Knabe— preferred by
them for their personal and public
work.

KOHLERer CHASE
26 O'FARRELL STREET- SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE AlvWICO

GOOD MUSIC AT WARFIELD

The management ot Loew's Warfield
Theatre are delighted with the apprecia-
tion that the public accords their plan
to give their audiences the best music
possible to obtain tor them in San Fran-
cisco. This Aveek Mme. Stella Jelica is
creating an excellent impression with
her effective interpretation of Caro Nome
from Rigoletto which creates such a
storm of approval that she is always
obliged to sing an encore. Mme. Jelica
is in excellent voice and sings with
linish and style combining individualty
with artistry. Her audiences are quick
to respond to her vivid interpretations.
George Lipschultz and his splendid ar-

ray ot musicians add much to the pro-
gram with their artistic selections and
musicianly interpretations. Surely the
management ot Loew's Warfield must
feel appreciative of the hearty endorse-
ment which their regard for the artistic
taste of the musical public arouses, and
the fact that next week they are intro-
ducing an entirely new feature by pre-
senting IVIarie Hughes Macquarrie, the
excellent harp soloist together with ten
other harpists in well chosen and care-
fully performed selection of a high class
nature.

•(Copyright 1922, American Pia

The San Francisoo Jr. Musical Club gave
a most enjoyable program on Wednes-
day, December 5th. The officers ot this
club are: President. Margaret i^agen;
vice-president. Evelyn Dodd Merrell; re-
cording secretary, Viv'an Sbaw: dis-
tributing secretary, Ruth Chatham.
Helen Heilbronner is the chairman of the
program committee and Mrs. Lillian
Birmingham is the chairman of the club.
The program,' which was .intelligently in-
terpreted and which revealed the indus-
try and talent of the performers, was as
follows: Fuer Elise (Beethoven), Elaine
Nichols: Mazurka, Ruth Chatham: Lucia
di Lammermoor for the left hand alone
(Leschetitzky), Evelyn Dodd Merrell;
L'Avalanche (Heller), Dorothy Johnson;
(a) The Little Spinner (Zilcher), lb)
Graceful Dance (Pierce), Helen Hel-
bronner: Album Leaves (Getzmacherl,
Jujia Dodd Merrell; Whims (Grieg).
Margaret Lagen.

The Mill Valley Musical Club gave the
following excellent program wh'ch was
interpreted by some of Californ'a's
foremost musicians, at its concert
of November 20th: Concertino (Attilio
Ariosti-Elkus), Jascha Schwarzmann and
Isabelle Arndt; Air from The Magic
Flute (Mozart). As the King Went to the
War (Koenemann), Georgi Shkultetsky,
Isabelle Arndt at the piano; Kol Nidrel
(by request) (Max Bruch), Serenade,
Opus .'i4„ No. 2 (David Pt>pper). Jascha
Schwarzmann; Floods of Spring (Rach-
maninoff), Doubt, Romanza (Glinka),
Georgi Shkultetsky; Cello Obli.Kato,
Jascha Schwarzmann, Isabelle Arnnt at
the piano; Caro Mio Ben (Giordani),
Hungarian Rhapsody (David Popper),
Jascha Schwarzmann.

Joseph George Jacobson, teacher of
Marian Patricia Cavanaugh. received the
following testimonial from Dr. Louis L.
Sherman, in connection with the talent
of the youthful pian'st: "It was my
privilege a few days ago to listen to little
Marian Cavanaugh play. I was awe-
stricken and spellbound and upon asking
her mother to whom credit was due tor
th's phenomenal child, she informed me
she believed God had his part in the
transaction. You have a keen responsi-
bility in educating and bringing to a
flame the Divine spark which I do be-
lieve is truly God-given. Everyone else
may have evoluted from an ape, but not
this human prodigy of music. I hope she
will be the means of uplifting humanity
and it lies in her power to be of such
service. Since any genius may choose to
uplift or destroy I am offering a little
prayer that all influences will help her to
lift mankind a little more heavenward.
Sincerely. (Signed) Louis L. Sherman,
M. D."

Cecil Arden is a gifted American singer,
who, in addition to her art, possesses
business acumen and other American
characteristics, such as initiative and re-
sourcefulness. The lack of even the re-
motest idea of business matters has often
proved a handicap to many artists. So
M'ss Arden determined she would be her
own manager and learn all the angles in
the career of a singer. She has suc-
ceeded lif both capacities and gives some
of her views In the accompanying article.—Musical Observer, October, 1923.

S. F. MUSICAL CLUB CONCERTS

The San Francisco Musical Club gave
several enjoyable and greatly appreciated
concerts recently. Owing to the fact that
tlie events ot the San Francisco Musical
Club take place on Thursday mornings
and on this particular day the writer is
busy preparing the weekly edition of the
paper for the press he is rarely personal-
ly able to attend these concerts, although
he would very much like to do so, as they
represent some o£ the real educational
work done by those interested in musi-
cal progress. Mrs. Horatio stoU, the
president, is very active in her plans to
establish a record in the accomplishment
of worth while things by the San Fran-
cisco Musical Club and all the members
co-operate with her in this praiseworthy
endeavor. On Tuesday morning, Novem-
ber 15th, the following program was pre-
sented and was heartily applauded by a
large and very responsive audience:
Beethoven (1770 - 1827) — Scholtische

Lieder, for voice, piano, violin, cello

—

Faithful Johnnie, Enchantress Farewell.
Bonnie Laddie, Highland Laddie, O Might
I But My Patrick Love, Sally in Our
Alley,—Mrs. Charles Stuart Ayres, Mrs.
Josephine Crew Aylwin. Mrs. George E.
Chambers, Miss Mary Elizabeth Sher-
wood. Rachmaninoff Prelude No. 5^
Glazounow, Gavotte D major, R. Vivian
Dent of Shanghai; Wonne ver Wehmuth,
FreudvoU und Leidvoll, Louise E Mas-
sey; Mrs. William Ritter at the 'piano.
Quintette for piano, oboe, clarinette.
French Horn, Fagott, — Miss Adaline
Maude Wellendorff, and Mr. C. Addi-
mando. Mr. H. Randall, Mr. H. Hornig
and Mr. E. Kubitfchek. of the San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orchestra.

On Thursday morning. December 6th,
the following excellent program was
presented in a manner to impress every-
one with the musical facility of the in-
terpretors: Chopin and Schumann—Cho-
pin—Polonaise, Op. 22, Marie Connolly-
Schumann—Romance in F Sharp, Warum.
Auffchwung. Winifred Williams: Schu-
mann—Widmung, Du bist wie eine Blume,
Der Nussbaum, Fruhingsnacht, Jean Em-
bank Edwards, Maybel Sherburne West,
at the piano; Chopin—Nocturne in G
Major, Op. 37, Nocturne in B Minor, Op.
9. Three Ecossaises Op. 72 Oeuvre Pos-
thume, Mrs. Hayward Thomas: Chopin-
Lithuanian Song, Maiden's Wish, L'Oise-
let, Mrs. Harry Haley, Mrs. Roy Folger
at the piano.

On Thursday morning. Decei^ber 20th,
the San Francisco Musical Club held its
Christmas celebration with a Christmas
program which contained the following
splendid numbers interpreted by repre-
sentative musicians: Schumann—Fan-
tasiestuecke, Romance and Duett, Rim-
sky-Korsakoff—Hymn to the Sun from
Le Coq d'Or, Saint-Saens; Prelude du
Deluge, Modesta Mortenson, violin, Doro-
thy Dukes-Dimm, cello and Martha Dukes
Parker, piano; Gounod—Aria from Faust
Weckerlin—Jeune Fillette , Massenet-
Noel Paien, Virginia Treadwell, Miss
Helen Rust at the piano; Toselli—Sere-
nata. Popper—Tarantella, Dorothy Dukes
Dimm, Martha Dukes Parker at the
piano; Branscombe—Hail Ye Tyme of
Holie Dayes, a Song of Chrvstmasse,
Liddle—Christmas Bells. Odd English
Carols—Good King Wencelas, 'T Was in
the Winter Cold, Harold Dana, Mavbel
Sherburne West at the piano; Bach-
Gounod—Ave Marie. Pietro A. Yon—
Jesu Bambino (Pastorale), H. J. Steward
—This Day is Born a Savior, Carolyn
Crew Hill, Harp and Cello obligatos.
Marie Hughes Macquarrie, Dorothy
Dukes Dimm, Josephine Crew .\yhvin at
the piano; Russian Christmas Carols, ar-
ranged by Wallace A. Sabin tor male
voices, members of the Loring Club-
Noel, arranged for soprano and male
chorus, Mrs. Ashley Faull and members
of the Loring Club, Wallace A. Sabin, di-
rector, Mrs. Horatio F. Stoll at the piano.
Mrs. Dorothy is the chairman of the pro-
gram committee and Mrs. Win. Ritter
chairman ot the publicity committee.

Charles E. Gorham, Pacific Coast repre-
sentative of the American Piano Co., is
visiting various dealers in the far West
in the interest of the great musico-Indus-
trial institution he so ably represents
and is reporting a wonderful growth in
the sale and distribution of the various
instruments manufactured by the Amer-
ican Piano Co., among which the Knabe
and Chickering pianos predominate. The
Ampico is also one of the company's
famous products.
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ELENA GERHARDT'S MATCHLESS ART

Distinguished Concert S nger Presents Matchless Pro-

gram and Interprets I With Youthful Vigor—Paula
Hegner an Ideal Accompanist

BY ALFRED METZGER

Beethoven. Dvorak. Weingartner. Wolff and Brahms

—

these were the names that illuminated the program

given bv Elena Gerhardt at the Colonial Ballroom of the

St. Francis Hotel on Monday afternoon. December 17th,

as one of the Alice Seckels Matinee Musicales. What
a feeling of utter relief comes over one who loves the

masterpieces of. vocal literature when he can glance at

a program containing such illustrious compositions. No
one is more enthusiastic in his encouragement of

American art and artists then the writer. No one is

willing to make greater sacrifices for those who need

a helping hand during the first steps they take in the

world of music. Indeed, owing to our lenient attitude

toward those who seek a foothold in the quire of

musical achievement many serious musicians refuse to

take us seriously.

But there is a limit to everything. Because one may
be in favor of encouraging young writers is no reason

to sing nothing btit untried compositions. Most of the

programs that have been presented in San Francisco

during the seasons since the war began are pitifully

inadequate to reveal the art of the genuine concert

singer. Even some of our greatest artists succumbed
to so-called popular demand and cheapened their pro-

grams with works unworthy of their attention. But
here comes an artist of the old school. Like a breath of

fresh air, like a breeze upon a sultry afternoon, like

fragrant perfume in a poisoned atmosphere comes the

program of Elena Gerhardt.
With a courage worthy of admiration, with a determina-

tion befitting a real vocalist, and with a genius adapted
to give such a program a worthy demonstration Elena
Gerhardt came to conquer our concertgoers and she did

so with a spontaneity and thoroughness that must have
made her heart glad. We can not imagine a finer ex-

perience than to listen to Elena Gerhardt interpret

these classics of vocal literature. You forget all about
timbre of voice, mellowness of tones, velvety high
phrases and other characteristics of pure voice quality.

You only remember the manner in which a song is in-

terpreted. This artist goes straight to the heart without
any round about tricks and without any personal em-
bellishments.
Elena Gerhardt delves into the heart of a composition

and finds therein the secret of its message- She trans-

mits her discovery to her eagerly listening audience and
creates in their hearts a response to the sentiment she
herself has awakened If there is anything hidden in a
composition after Gerhardt has sung it we cannot find

it For us it will remain there forever. But if we may
judge by the enthusiasm and joy that transfused the
countenances of hundreds of people at the Colonial Ball-

room last Monday afternoon Mme. Gerhardt succeeded
in transmitting her message to a degree impossible
to surpass by any singer.

After all the predominating mission of any artist is

to deliver a great message to those specially fitted to

hear it. To sing the Brahms Gypsy songs with that
refinement of expression, that poetry of sentiment, that
variety of spirit and that straightforwardness of trans-

mission represents to us the acme of vocal e.xpression,

and those who were unfortunate enough not to hear
Gerhardt surely must include this misfortunate among
the regrettable incidents in their artistic life. The
exemplary program which we consider one of the finest

we have seen was as follows: (a) Adelaide (Beethov-
en), (bl Die Ehre Gottes aus der Natur (Beethoven),
(c) Hore Gott mein Flehen (Dvorak), (d) An den
Wassern zu Babylon (Dvorak), (e) Ich hebe meine
Augen aut (Dvorak), (f) Singet ein neues Lied
(Dvorak); (a) Lied der Gawaze (Weingartner), (b) Post
im Walde (Weingartner). (c) Hochsommer (Weingart-
ner), (d) Der Gartner (Wolff), (e) Anakreons Grab
(Wolff), (f) Er ist's (Wolff): Sechs Zigeunerlieder—
(a) He Zigeuner, (b) Hoehgetuermte Rimaflut, (c)

Lieber Gott—Du weisst, (d) Branner Bursche, (e)

Kommt dir manchmal in den Sinn, (f) Ros'lein dreie
(Brahms).

Ida Hjerleid-Shelley, one of the foremost and most
active musicians of Sacramento, California, arranged the

following fine program which was sent broadcast during

Sacramento's .Music Week: Told at Twilight (Huerter),

Serenade (Victor Herbert), Capital City Trio; Cello

Solo—-Meditation (Thais) (Massenet), Mrs. Walter
Long: Soprano Solos—I Gather the Rose (Lee). Thank
God for a Garden (del Riego), Miss Ethek McNeill;
Serenade (Wider). Melodie (Frimll, Capital City Trio;

Flute Solo—Alpine Scene (Poppl. Victor Fuchs; Bari-

tone Solos—At Dawning (Cadman). When Song Is

Sweet (G. Sans Souci), Dr. G. S. Rodda; Beautiful Spring
(Valsel. Love Song (Flegier), Capital City Trio: Cello

Solo—The Swan (Saint-Saens), Mrs. Walter Long; So-

prano Solos—Boat Song (Ware), It Was the Time of

Lilacs (Hathaway), Miss Ethel .McNeil; Caressing But-

terfly (Barthelemy), By the Brook (Boisdetfre), Capital

City Trio; Flute Solo—Souvenir (Drdla), Victor Fuchs;
Extase (Ganne), Capital City Trio.

ALEXANDER STEWART HONORED.

According to an announcement by Ben F. Pearson,

president of the Civic Music and Art Association of Los
Angeles, arrangements have been completed with the

Nat.onal Organization of Community Service, Incorpo-

rated, for the services of Alexander Stewart, a member
of its national staff, as executive director of the local

organization. Mr. Stewart will give bis general super-

vision to the executive work of the Civic Music and Art

Association and will also devote considerable time to

extension work along the lines of community music

under the auspices of the University of Southern Cali-

fornia Extension Division.

Beginning in February, Mr. Stewart will conduct a

class in Community Mnsic anad training of choral lead-

ers at the University of Southern California under the

joint auspices of the Extension Bivision and the Col-

lege of Music. Leave of absence has been granted Mr.

Stewart by Community Service, in order that he may
devote himself to this special work.
For the past three years Mr. Stewart has been Direc-

tor of Music for Community Service incorporated for

the Pacific Coast district, comprising some twenty-five

cities. He was a pioneer on the Pacific Coast in Music

Week movement and organized the flrst Music Week
in California at Long Beach in 1921. Following that

he was the organizer of music weeks in Los Angeles.

San Francisco, Sacramento. Modesto, Visalia and other

communities. He was assigned to Los Angeles last

Spring as executive director of Los Angeles Music

Week, and retained here by the Civic Music and Art

Association following music week, to assist in its organ-

ization plans.
Before the World War. when he entered the work of

the War Camp Community Service as community organ-

izer of recreation for service men in the cities near

the army camps, Mr. Stewart was prominent as choral

director, choir leader and violin instructor in San Fran-

cisco and Oakland. In 1915 he was director of the

chorus of 135 voices, composed of singers of the East

Bay communities, which successfully competed with the

Welsh Choir from Chicago in the competition for the

$10,000 prize offered by the Panama-Pacific Exposition

in the International Eisteddfod. The contest was de-

cided a tie, each choir being awar<:ed $5,000. Mr.

Stewart was formerly state president of the San Fran-

cisco Musicians' Club, composed of men of the musi-

cal profession of San Francisco and vicinity. He was
also choir leader of the First Congregational Church
of Oakland during the pastorate of Dr. Charles R.

Brown, now dean of Yale Divinity School, and member
of the music faculty at Mills College.

In speaking of his decision to remain in Los Angeles

at least for the present year, Mr. Stewart said: "I have

become so deeply impressed with the music possibilities

of Los Angeles, especially along the broader lines of

community music, that, in spite of the desire of the

national organization with which I am connected, for

me to come East tor special work for an extended

period. I have requested our headquarters in New York
to grant me a leave of absence, in order that I may
continue to have a part, for the present at least, in the

great democratic music movement which is so rapidly

spreading through Southern California. The plans of

the Civic Music and Art Association for music work,

especially among the foreign-born groups of the com-

munity, interest me greatly, as well as their other plans

in connection with the municipal Auditorium project,

the extension of community music groups in neighbor-

hood sections of Los Angeles, and other work which
closely related itself to the development of better citi-

zenship through the medium of music.

"After considerable study of the music situation in

Southern California I am convinced that a most sig-

nificant experiment in what may be called "musical
democracy," meaning by this the support of and par-

ticipation in musical activities by "the people" gen-

erally, is being made in Los Angeles ana Southern Cali-

fornia. I consider it a great privilege to have a small

part at least in helping Los Angeles develop a civic con-

sciousness in music."

of our ranks, whereas we can count on our fingers the

number of others who have continued in this capacity."

"I shall wear it as long as I live," said Mme.
Schumann-Heink in reply. "I have told you how I love

my soldier boys and wish to work for them and how
I am better tor it. I have seen how great they are in

bearing the burdens of sickness and never have a word
of complaint—except only that they are being forgot-

ten. I hope and pray the American nation never will

forget you. But as long as I can I will sing and plead

for you as your devoted friend and mother."—Musical

Digest.

WAR VETERANS HONOR MME. SCHUMANN-HEINK

Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink received a plati-

num pendant from a delegation representing the New
York state disabled veterans organization at the

Waldorf-Astoria last Wednesday as a testimonial of

their appreciation of her services in their behalf. The
pendant, bearing the insignia of the Disabled American
Veterans of the World War. was presented by State

Commander George M. Calvert of Syracuse, a physician

and recently Hepublican nominee tor state senator, who
lost his sight in the battle of Chateau-Thierry.

The singer and the small group of former soldiers

were assembled in the white and gold room of the

hotel. Commander Calvert placecj particular emphasis
on the disabled men's appreciation of Mme. Schumann-
Heink's services in singing for and cheering them in

the hospitals and at their gatherings since the war.

"By reason of your sacrifices, both during and after

the war on behalf of the soldiers who fought and suf-

fered for this country, our organization," said Dr. Cal-

vert, "wishes to express to you some measure of their

appreciation. Since the war ended we have always
found you ready to serve and cheer the disabled men

THIRD CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT

The Chamber Music Society of San Francisco, which

has just returned from a brilliantly successful tour of

Southern Calitornia, under the management of L. E.

Behymer. wU give the third of its series of San Fran-

cisco concerts at Scottish Rite Hall. Tuesday evening.

January 8th, at 8:15 p. m. The program lor this oc-

casion will consist of two string quartets, one, the

famous Mozart in C major and the other, the stupendous

quartet in D major of Cesar Franck. Both of these works

are considered masterpieces of Chamber Music and are

fascinatingly interest'ng. It is a rare occasion when
authoritative readings of these two master quartets can

be heard on the same program.
The Chamber Music Society scored another of its

triumphs in the Southland playing everywhere to

crowded and enthusiastic houses. Of their appearance

in Los Angeles before the Los Angeles Chamber Music

Society the evening Express says: "Ensemble concert

customs -were broken last evening when the San Fran-

cisco Chamber Music Society had to appease applause

with an encore. They form one of the best ensembles

today before the public. Tone quality and phrasing of

each member of the group is of distinguished beauty

Their expression is of poetic musicianship." The Record

says: "This organization displayed the most finished

ensemble work of any other so far this season and local

similar organizations can take a leaf from their book."

The Times wrtes: "A guest organization from San
Francisco last night captivated a throng of music lovers

at Gamut Club Auditorium and and they afforded fine

stimulus to heightened endeavors by the groups of this

city, because of the manifest excellence and above all

the spirit of their art." The Examiner, "Every man in

the organzation is an artist of e.xceptional standing

Tone quality, delicacy of shading and brilliance of cli-

max were interpreted with masterly art."

LORENZ PUBLISHING CO. ANTHEM CONTEST

The first prize of $150 offered in the Fifth Anthem
Contest conducted by the Lorenz Publishing Co., in

which approximately 600 anthems were entered, was
awarded to Gordon Williams for his anthem Oh, That

I Had Wings. Mr. Williams received his earliest in-

struction from Arthur Crosse, A. R. C. O.. organist to

the late King Edward at Sandringham. At about the age

ot sixteen he became an articled pupil to George Gaffe.

F. R. C. O., organist at St. Albans Cathedral. England,

a pupil of the old Dr. Buck. At the end ot his studies

with Mr. Gaffe he was appointed organist and choir-

master to St. Peter's Church, St. Albans. During his

career as teacher in England several of his pupils passed

examinations—some with honors—at Trinity College.

and at the London College of Music. In a competition

for hymn tunes Mr. Williams was awarded first prize

out of over 2000 entries. In 1904 he came to America
and has since followed his profession in this country.

The second prize of $100 was awarded to William

Drobegg tor his anthem Love. That Wilt Not Lei Me
Go. Mr. Drobegg was born in Koblenz, on the Rhine. He
received his early musical training from his father, a

well-known organist and musical theorist in his native

town, and finished his studies at Cologne under such

masters as Ferd Hiller. Jensen, and G. de Lange. On
coming of age he came to America, settling in Mil-

waukee, where he is now musical editor, organist, and
teacher. He has written a number of orchestra and
chamber music work, also many songs and choruses.

The third prize of $75 goes to Powell Weaver for the

anthem I Will Lift Up Mine Eyes. Mr. Weave" was
bom in Clearfield, Pa., in 1890. Having been graduated

from the high school there he attended the Institute

of Musical Art ot New York City for three years, studied

organ with Gaston M. Dethier and Pietro Yon iu this

country and in Italy, and composition with Percy
Goetschius. He has been accompanist on tour for such

artists at Johanna Gadsky, Marie Rappold, Mary Jordan.

Lucy Gates, Julia Claussen, Paul .\lthouse, Arthur Mid-

dleton, Lambert Murphy, Mario Chamlee, Eddy Brown,

and others. Mr. Weaver served a year in the army
during the late war as expert mechanic in the motor
transport corps.

The prize winner anthems will appear in the March,
April, and May, 1924, issues of the Choir Leader.

JULIAN R. WAYBUR, Piano
San Friin.i^cn Residence Studio: 170r. Goucb St.

Fillmore 7001. Beikelej Studio: I'lIO! Park*T St.. cor
HUlegnNH Ave. Fhone Thornwall 2-4-l.S. Tuesdnj am
day afternoons.
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THE MESSIAH GIVEN BY ORATORIO SOCIETY

Never do we hear the Messiah rendered that we do

not marvel at the genius of a composer \a being able

to give to the world this tremendously vivid work in

only the short space of twenty-four days. Perhaps no

greater work lives today, and certainly no greater in-

fluence has been felt through a composers work, than

Handel's Messiah.
Sundays performance by the Los .\ngeles Oratorio

Society of two hundred voices, with an orchestra of

fifty pieces. John Sniallman directing, was the eleventh

annual Christmas presentation of the Mess'ah here. As
usual the Philharmonic Auditorium housed a capacity

audience, which demonstrated no little enthusiasm, for

the chorus sang with exquisite finish in all phases of

choral technic and fairly shook the rafters in the grand

Hallelujah chorus.
The soloists, JIme. Anna Ruzena Sprotle (contralto).

Harold Proctor (tenon. Marjorie Dodge (soprano) and
Fred McPherson ibass). were all in splendid voice.

Owing to her varied experiences singing in opera and

orator'o. Mme. Sprotte stood out far and above all the

other soloists in her artistn' and vocal reserve. Her
singing never fails to satisfy, as it comes from an

understanding soul tilled with a sincere love of the

beautiful in art.

Harold Proctor was received with favor for his sure-

ncss and adherence to traditional style. Marjorie Dodge
displayed to advantage her powerful beautiful voice,

and Fred McPherson received great applause for his

lovely resonant voice and artistic singing. Ray Hast-

ings, in his own inimitable manner presided at the

organ and. with the orchestra, provided adequate back-

ing for the splendid work of the chorus and soloists.

To .lohn Smallman we give the honors of the day for

his excellent training of this organization, and his able

directing of the entire performance.

The Zoellner Conservatory presented six advanced
pupils, Margaret Atchinson. Dorothy Hyatt. Ruth .Mcln-

tyre. Olive England, pianists, and Georgia Williams
and Fred Clint, violinists, in the recital hall of the Con-
servatory before a large audience last Fri<Iay evening.

The young artists, violin and piano students of Joseph
Zoellner. Sr.. and Joseph Zoellner, Jr.. showed in all

phases of their work the splendid training they are re-

ceiving under the guidance of their internationally

known teachers A new department to be added to the

Conservatory is for children, to consist of violin and
piano classes in charge of Angela Roberts. Anne Mc-
Pherson and Daisy Walters. Ear training and rhythm
will be greatly stressed as will the teaching of technic.

The course will commence on January 5th and should
prove a great success as it is a somewhat neglected
field and fills a great want locally.

SOHMER
The Cupid Grand displays
in the compass of small
space the extraordinary
volume and rich, flute-like

mellowness of tone which
are exclusive and prized
attributes of Sohmer
PianoB

v-XGELES

FITZGERALD'S for the cAd-vancement of SMusic

FLORA MYERS ENGEL
'Dramatic and Lyric Soprano

Mrs. Engel has done light opera, has had a vast experience

in concert work and has also sung in oratorio with such well

known people as Frederick Gunster and Dr. Carl Duft.
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The National School of Opera, which recently opened
at 1333 Georgia street, has opened two new depart-

ments; Mme. Stetzler will direct the department of

singing diction and Mme. Dowell will have charge of

the ballet. There seems to be new impetus to the move-
ment toward municipal grani opera for the ensuing
year in Los Angeles inspired by the successful season
just brought to a close in San Francisco. This fact is

plainly evident in the large number of singers who are
perfecting the arts required for opera.

Elinor Remick Warren has just received word from the
well-known May Peterson that she is using her song.

Children of the Moon, this season on all her programs.
This is Miss Warren's most recently published song
and is being sung also by Florence Easton of the Metro-
politan Opera Company. Recently Margaret Monson,
soprano, with Miss Warren gave a delightful program
at Hotel del Coronado at San Diego.

Calmon Luboviskr, artist of the violin, recently received

a flattering offer for a series of concerts from the Harry
and Arthur Culbertson management through their Port-

land branch manager. Mr. Orbach. In the commuica-
tion wh'ch Mr. Luboviski allowed us to read he was
highly complimented on his "very excellent playing"

and we quite agree with Mr. Orbach that Mr. Luboviski
is an artist of splendid attainments.

Hugo KIrchhofer directed an unusual event at Alhambra
High School recently in the form of a Sing Contest.

The Sierra Madre Community Chorus and the Alhambra
Commun'.ty Chorus were the contestants being judged
in attack, enunciation, facial expression, interpretation,

release of tone This is only the second Sing Contest
to be held in California and such a contest goes on
record as being conducted no other place in the world
to date. Mrs. Milton Steinberger is president of the

Sierra Madre Chorus: Mrs. W. Murphy, accompanist.
Mr. Livengood is president of the Alhambra Chorus and
Mrs. Elsie Van Norman, accompanist. Mr. Kirchbofer
directs both choruses.

Julienne Vaasa has opened a new studio club at 525
West Twentieth street, where students and teachers
have the combined advantages of a home and studio

and the ideal sympathetic environment for their prac-

f.ce and study. At the opening of the Vaasa Studio Club
several prominent persons, the Zoellners, Mr. De Rib-
cowsky and Mr. Carl Bronson assisted in receiving the
many guests.

The Civic Music and Art Association, in co-operation
with the Playground Department of Los Angeles, pre-

sented the splendid .Mexican Band of forty-tive pieces,

recently organized under the auspices of the Associa-
tion, in a special concert last Sunday evening at the
Plaza. The concert was one of the features of the an-
nual Christmas program which the Playground Depart-
ment gives at the Plaza. The Mexican Band is under
the direction of Manuel Lucero assisted by J. Cruz Luna
as organizer It is composed entirely of Mexican resi-

dents of Los Angeles who formerly played in bands in

Mexico, this being their first public appearance in Los
Angeles. The Band recently gave a concert program at

Santa Paula, under the auspices of the Civic Music and
Art Assoc'ation. which aroused very great interest.

Miss Cornelia Glover (contralto). Audrey Isabell

(reader), the Stearns sisters ('cellist and violinists),

with Miss Taylor (pianist), comprise a charming talent-

ed company which will leave soon for an extended con-
cert tour terminating in Chicago late in January.

L. E. Behymer
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Anthony Carlson, well-known for his successful teach-
ing and his delightful singing has several popular artist
pupils who are much in demand for iheir artistic sing-
ing. Miss Edth Wiseman has just made fourteen ap-
pearances in Texas this season and is creating quite a
sensation by reason of her vocal achievements. At the
last regular monthly musical which Mr. Carlson held at
his spacious studio in the Majestic building he presented
Miss Katherine Stilwell in a program of Spanish songs
in costume. Grace Eaton Dow is the able accompanist
for these occasions.

The Russian String Quartet, which gave a memorable
program recently at the Gamut Club for the Los Angeles
Chamber Music Society, was heard again on Christ-
mas night over the Times radio. So many were the
requests by letter and telephone for a rehearing of
the quartet after their radio performance that they
were re-engaged by the Suburban Estates to give this
Christmas concert. As a Christmas gift to Radio Land
the Fitzgerald Music Company engaged this quartet to
present a concert on the afternoon of December 21st
from the Times broadcasting station. The personnel of
th's splendid organ-zation. Ossip G^skin. Maurice Stol-

off, Calmon Lubovisk", Herman Kolodkin, needs no in-

troduction to Los Angeles audiences; they are all well
known.

The California Trio gave another pleasing evening of
music at the Ebell Club last Tuesday evening, display-
ijig marked improvement in ensemble over their pre-
v.ous appearances- Each of the three artists. Mar-
guerite d'Aleria. panist, Leon Goldwasser, violinist,

and Maurice Amsterdam, cellist, excels in individual
artistry, and their ensemble denotes studious applica-
t'.on to rhythm and attack which is worthy of special
mention, yet in blending of tone they stll have much
to accomplish. The program was of the best Chamber
Music literature, including the Mendelssohn Trio Op.
49 in D minor. Beethoven's Sonata for piano and violon-
cello Op. 69 A major, and the Schumann Trio Op. 80
F major The Sonata by Beethoven was given the
finest interpretation and Mr. Amsterdam's lovely 'Cello

tone gave to the lively Scherzo movement a vivd mean-
ing. Both artists displayed their fine technic in this
difficult number. The Schumann Trio was scholarly
executed and well received by the large assemblage of
musicians and friends.

Earl Meeker, well-known tenor, has been engaged to
sing the role of Sylvio in Pagliacci for the San Diego
Grand Opera Company in January. Mr, Meeker with
Ann Thompson as accompanist, will present a program
on January 2nd at the Virginia Hotel in Long Beach. On
January 12th he will sing again at the Monrovia High
School. Artistic singing and lovely voice keep Mr.
Meeker much in demand as a concert performer.

Nyiregyhazi, the Russian virtuoso, of the whirlwind
order who arrived Monday, is giving his th rd Los
Angeles concert under the management of Merle Armi-
tage of the Fitzgerald Concert Direction on January 7th.

This youthful pianist made an astounding impression
on concert goers at his appearance last year, with his
spectacular display of technique, and his coming con-
cert is anticipated with keenest interest.

Erma De Mott, artist pupil of John Smallman, recently
gave one of the most delightful recitals of the season
when she was assisted by Harry Baxter, flutst. with
Lorna Gregg and Mrs. Harry Baxter, accompanists.
Miss De Mott sings with admirable purity of tone and
considerable style; her work reflecting noticeably her
able teacher's influence in tone production and artistic

phrasjng.

Adolf Tandler, who has already created a name for
himself in this city as conductor of the Los Angeles
Symphony Orchestra, is adding a few more laurels to
his wreath in his capacity of musical director of the
Criterion Theatre, where the screen version of Victor
Hugo's classic. The Hunchback of Notre Dame is now
showing. One of the secrets of Tandler's success is his
ability to gather real artists around him, and to keep
them with him. And one such artist is Ossip Giskin.
"cellist Giskin. who is a native of Odessa, Russia, has
played professionally in concert since h"s thirteenth
year He was soloist with the Russian Imperial Or-
chestra of Moscow, and also with the famous "Orchestra
without a Conductor." in the same city. In 1918 he had
the d stinction of being chosen by the Russian govern-
ment as musical instructor of "the children's town.''
Later, for the next two seasons, in fact, he toured, as
co-artist, with Chaliapin. Recently he was again of-

fered his position as solo 'cellist in the Imperial Or-
chestra, but he has decided to stay with us in Los
Angeles, and. besides exhibiting bis musical genius
under the baton of Tandler. he made his chamber music
debut in this city with the Russian String Quartette.
Giskin is heard in solo in the Overture to Mignon.
which precedes The Hunchback of Xotre Dame, and so
catholic is the program which has been arranged by
the Crteron Symphony Artists—he also plays in the
Medley of Jazz Hits, which has been especially planned,
and is conducted by Jaime Overton.

FANNING TRIUMPHS IN BUFFALO

Buffalo critics we
Cecil Fanning after
Buffalo Choral Club.

"Cecil Fanning is one of the younger school of sing-

ers who brings to his work an intellectual balance that
few artists possess. He is a program maker of unusual
musical breadth of vision and there is no American

singer before the public today who excels him in dic-

tion. He has a voice of big range and rich musical
texture and his interpretations are lessons to many of
his profession. His opening number. "Pilgrim's Song.'
by Tschaikowsky. was delivered with superb dignity
and a vocal power and beauty in sustained phrases that
won him instant appreciation. A setting of "Der Erl-
konig,* by Loewe. was stirr'ngly dramatic, and the
captivating 'La Danza." by Rossini, with its breathless
tempo, won him an encore for which he sang a Schu-
bert number. The group of French folk-songs were
notable for being sung partially in costume, for Mr. Fan-
ning prefaced the first one by a little s>'nopsis of the
text, and then slipping over his head a black smock
worn by the Brittany peasant and knotting a handker-
chief about his neck, gave an inimitable presentation of
four of these fascinating songs with such happy effect

as to win him three encores, the final one being an
exquisite setting to Joyce Kilmer's poem, 'Trees.' Mr.
Turpin's accompaniments were of the kind that mean
so much to an artist."—Mary Levan in Buffalo Courier.

"Mr. Fanning received hearty welcome on this, his
second appearance with the Choral Club within a year.
His programmes are always refreshingly unconven-
tional. Last evening's comprised Tschaikowsky's Pil-

grim's Song. Tom the Rhymer and Der Erlkonig, both
by Loewe; La Danza. Rossini, for the first group. It

was most interesting to hear the Erlkonig in its little

known setting, composed as Mr. Fanning told the audi-
ence in his enlightening remarks, one and one-half
years after Lcewe had heard Schubert's setting. The
artist gave dramatic delivery to the song, differentiating
the various voices by tone color, and calling on the aid
of declamatory utterances as well. The Rossini Taran-
telle was a splendid example of mastery of breathing
and rapid enunciation without loss of tonal beauty. It

brought a storm of applause to which Mr. Fanning re-

sponded with Schubert's Wohin. In whatever language
he sings. Mr. Fanning's diction is a model for singers.
His interpretative art, also, can be studied with profit,
for he allows no chance for artistic effect to escape
him. and his interpretations are those of a singer with
brains and musical instinct, as well as musicianly
knowledge."—Mary Howard in Bu^alo Express.
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HOMER HENLEY'S HOUSE WARMING

Mr. and Mrs. Homer Henley Invited a number of

friends to their handsome home at 1249 Bay street on
Saturday, December 8th, in celebration of a bouse warm-
ing. About fifty guests were present and among thera
were included some of San Francisco's most prominent
musical and social people. Everyone had an excellent
time, Mr. and Mrs. Henley being ideal hosts. George
Douglas of the San Francisco Bulletin delivered the
address of welcome and every one enjoyed his easy
eloquence. Gforge Sterling and Theodore Maynard
road original poems which were admired by everyone.
The following musical program was heartily applauded
by the guests and excellently interpreted by the artists:

Soprano solo. Chanson Provencale (Dell Acqua), Lor-
raine Sands Mullin; contralto solo, two songs from the
Chinese (arranged by Granville Bantock). The Emperor,
Garden of Bamboos, Doris Athole Osborne; flute solo.

Andante and Pastoral! (Briccaldi). Rex N'. Hamlin;
violin solo, two movements from Concerto (Schuette),
Mrs. Samuel Reed; piano solo. Nocturne (Chopin).
Verne Kelsey; Improvisations. Caro Roma; baritone
solos. Homer Henley; accompanists, Doris Athole Os
borne and Verne Kelsey.
The guests included the following: Pierre Gernsko-

vitch. Mr and Mrs. Vincent Arrillaga, Sigmund Beel,
Mr. and Mrs. George Kruger. Mr. and Mrs. Uda Wal*
drop, Guseppe Jollain, Maurice Leon Driver, Caro
Roma, Mr. and Mrs. Richmond Revalk, Mrs. Samuel
Reed. Mr. Verne Kelsey. Mrs. Lorraine Sands Mullin,
Doris Athole Osborne, Rex N. Tamlin. George Sterling.
Mrs. W. Warlock, Theodore Maynard. Norman Springer,
Miss Springer, Mr. and Mrs. George Douglas. Mr. Ernest
Clewe, Miss Genevieve Hailey, Sukumar Chatterji.
Baron and Baroness Meller-Zackomelaki. Lady Mogan.
Countess Claudia Colonna. Gualtero Bartellini, Mrs.
Gladys Graham. Miss Gladys Gale, Mrs. Gertrude
Scheuren, Mrs. Mitchell. Mrs. Severn. Mrs. Pietro Car-
rona. Miss Monroe. Miss Thelma Knox. Mr. Lewis
Rothe, Miss Gertrude Baker, Frank Van Sloun. Idwal
Jones. Chas. Legendre, Mrs. Bessie Pounds. Gregory
Lovering. Florence Wessels. Mr. and Mrs. Newton
Tharpe and Fay Davis. Mrs. Homer Henley was as-
sisted in receiving, by Baroness Meller-Zackomelski and
.Miss Florence Wessels.

JASCHA HEIFETZ TALKS ON METHODS

.lascha Heifetz, the Russian violinist wonder, who
plays here in recital on the Elwyn Artist Series at the
Curran Theatre. Friday afternoon. .January 18. has his
own ideas regarding "methods" and about the "right
way to play." Himself an artist, who has set up quite
new standards by which ail other fiddlers have been
judged in recent seasons, is nothing if not sane and
sincerely frank. Discussing what Americans like to refer
to as this or that "method" of violin or piano playing,
Heifetz declares that such talk is mostly nonsense.
There is no such thing as a "method." he says, so far as
artists are concerned. For small children, perhaps, it is

sometimes advisable to invent a system of teaching
that will interest as well as instruct, but among recog-
nized musicians and leading teachers the only known
"method" is the "right way to play." Individual per-
formers naturally have their individual styles of play-
ing, but to speak of Hofman's method, or Paderewski's
method, or Auer's method is as stupid as to imagine that
Rodin modelled by a certain method or that Michael
Angelo learned to paint by a method.

All this constant talk about music methods is char-
acteristically American. Americans are very fond of
"system." Everything must be done according to speci-
fied plans and models, and naturally we find hundreds
of well-meaning music teachers "talking methods."
There can be but one result of such a nation-wide prac-
tice and that is to turn out pupils practically the way
factories do clocks and tires and other standardized
products. Certainly there is no hint of art on the idea,
nor of personality. The main thought seems to be to
produce "efficient" amateurs instead of musical ones.
unnatural players rather than natural players. Why
strive to manufacture pianists when the player-piano
is in the field already? More music and less method is

my advice.
Following the Heifetz recital there will be presented

on the P^lwyn Artist Series. William Wade Hinshaw's
production of Mozart's light opera "Cosi Fan Tutte,"
February 2. Tickets on sale for all Elwyn attractions at
Sherman, Clay & Company.

Pavia Frijsh, noted Danish Soprano, has arranged to
be in San Francisco for five weeks, arriving the first

of February. She has communicated with Alice Seckels,
who has arranged with this great artist to accept a
limited number of artist pupils in interpretation. Such
is her gift of interpretation that she has been termed
the "Ibsen heroine with a voice." Her success in Paris
turned her into the idol of the salons of the nobility
and the "grand monde." Men like the pianist Cortot
played her accompaniments—Pugno. Casals and Thi-
baud asked her participation in their tours. Whatever
PavIa FrlJsh does 's pervaded by an outstanding intel-
lectualism of which her oft lauded "differentness, '

"imagination,'' "poesy," "distinction" and "taste" are so
many manifestations. To the penetrating and projecting
inlelligence and imag nation that Mme. Frijsh has long
brought to the singing of songs, is added her ability to
impart this to others. Her class in Boston last season
was tremendously successful. Miss Seckels announces
that Mme Frijsh will not enter into the technique or
placing of the voice, but w 11 confine herself solely to
interpretation- For particulars of class and private les-
sons address Alice Seckels, 68 Post street. Douglas
7267.

NEW YEAR'S PLANS ON SYMPHONIC ENSEMBLE

In the 1924 outlook no musical organization of this
city sees success written larger than the Symphonic
Ensemble. An infant of two months, its musical lungs
are lusty and prophetic and its vigor, largely due to
sponsors and directors, promises lasting vitality. With
a start of three local concerts, the ensemble will go on
the road and is due. during the season, to play at Long
Beach and Pasadena, to appear in the latter city at the
Hotel Vista del Arroya at the Alice Seckels Musicales.
While in New York. Director Alexander Saslavsky

prepared an elaborate backing for the ensemble in the
way of a library on which to draw, and even with nii^e
local concerts still to be given, the riches of the library
will scarcely be touched. In preparation are many
classics and modernistic works for this special com-
bination of instruments, which is loudly calling atten-
tion to its own peculiar type of beauty.
Between now and next May the audiences at the club

will hear, among other works, the de Beriot Air Varie.
op. 1. for a full assemblage of instruments; the Chaus-
son Concerto, op. 21, for piano, two violins, viola, cello,
and violin solo; the Dvorak "Sextet" (next concert),
the Dvorak Two Waltzes from op. 54. Fanchetti's Pitz-
zicato Arabesque, op. 6; Korngold's "Sextet," op. 10;
Popper's Papillon (Maskenballscene), op. 3, No. 4,

scored for many instruments; the Max Reger Quintet, A
dur, op. 118.

Ortorino Respighi's transcription of Antiche Danze
Arie of the 16th century and his piano and violin
Sonata will be features in addition to the Schubert
Octet, op. 166, the Sibelus Valse Triste and an inter-
esting invention by Nandor Zsolt, Five Impressions
of a Holiday, described In the Hills, By the River. The
Water Wheel, The Village Church, At the Fair.
The audiences through the State will enjoy some of

the foregoing works and an added novelty or two.
Director Saslavsky is also arranging for excellent vocal-
ists for solo work and his nucleus of players will con-
tinue to be augmented by the best obtainable.

The Central Methodist Quartette and chorus choir, of
which Harriet B. Fish is the organist and director, ob-
served Music Week with a musical service Sunday eve-
ning, November 4. Lola Givin Senale, piauiste, and
Alice Guthrie Poyner, violiniste, were the assisting
artists. The choir numbers were settings of several
of the Davidical Psalms by well-known composers. The
program in full was as follows: Violin—Adoration
(Borowski). Mrs. Poyner; Choir—O Sing Unto God
(Dudley Buck) ; Piano—Adagio (A Minor Concerto,
Grieg), Mrs. Senale (Orchestra part on the organ by
Miss Fish); Quartette—He That Dwelleth in the Secret
Place (Henry Hadley). Florence Case Sewell. Miller W.
.lohns. Dixon Erwin. J. Harlan McCoy; Soprano and
Choir—Motette Hear My Prayer (Mendelssohn); Violin
—Romance (Wieniawski) ; Contralto-Bass—Withdraw
Not Thou Thy Mercy (H. Alexander Matthews).

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY

Mrs. William Henry Banks, president, and Mme. Rose
Relda Ca'lleau, chairman of the program committee
of the Pacific Musical Society, have arranged a very in-

teresting and attractive concert for the evening of
Thursday. January 10, 1924, the first of the New Year's
concerts at the Fairmont Hotel and which will serve
to bring out a record audience on that occasion. The
program is as follows: Piano Soli—Le Rappel des
Oiseaux (Rameau). Gavotte pour Les Heures et Les
Zeph'rs (Rameau-Diemer), La Fleurie ou La Tendre
Nanette (Couperin). La Bersan (Couperin), Myra
Palache ; Vocal Soli—Jolie Berger ( Moret ) , Nuit'd
Etoiles (Debussy). La dent d'elliere Bayeuix (Four-
drain). Oquand jedors (Liszt). Marguerite Rass Wal-
drop. Uda Waldrop at the piano. Sonata No. 2 F minor
Opus 24 (Ernil Sjogren), Mrs. William Poyner, violin;
Mrs. David Hirschler. piano. Vocal Soli—Mv Heart is

a Lute (Marum). The Night Wind (Farley), the Cradle
Song (Uda Waldrop). Orientale (Marion Bauer). Mar-
guerite Raas Waldrop. Mr. Uda Waldrop at the piano.
Piano solo—Etude de Concert (Phillip), Myra Palache.

ALCAZAR THEATRE

Why Men Leave Home. Avery Hopwood's best play,
which metropolitan reviewers declared was of vital

interest to every woman and most men. will be the
Alcazar attraction beginning with the matinee Decem-
ber 30. marking the final week of the Belle Bennett
engagement. Hopwood, it will be remembered, wrote
The Bat. and so enthusiastic were the critics over his
latest effort that they pronounced it as more enter-
taining and better constructed than that classic of
mystery plays. Hopwood answers the question as to
Why Men Leave Home in a most entertaining and
amusing way. The piece is clever, bizarre and jazzy in
the extreme, and the manner in which the plot is un-
folded creates one surprise after another.
The story deals with a house party where the wives

of three men and a young lady, about to be engaged,
have returned from Europe, following a rather gay
social career. They are surprised to find their husbands
have not been idly awaiting their coming, but have
themselves endeavored to pass away the vacant hours
as best possible. That they have not been quietly de-
pendent on the homecoming of the women folks at first
shocks and then startles the latter into a realization
of their shortcomings. In the wake of the explanation
that follows, the fun assumes uproarious proportions.
Why Men Leave Home was one of the most brilliant
successes in New York last season, playing six months
to crowded houses at the Morosco Theatre.

Articles of General Musical Interest

• Till- I'lM-iflo c«

in^ the

THE NOBLEST INSTRUMENTS

who contemplates the study of music
iders what would be for him the best

instrument to study. We often meet
nersons who have no particular pref-
erence in this matter. For such,
he advantages of certain of the
'oblest instruments in the various
amilies will be discussed. There is
in doubt as to the advantages of the
iano. It is a solo instrument need-
ng no other to accompany it. It is
ound in almost all homes. On It one
an represent all types of music from
ipera to the latest jazz. Indeed, its

npiilarity is doubtless due to the fact
liat it is so well adapted to meet all
li'' demands that may be made on it.

Nireover. any thorough musician will
'II VQU that a few years work on the
P ;ino forms the best possible founda-
:n any line of music. It was only dur-
k that I heard Mr. Darrel Sedgwick,

formerly supervisor of orchestral instruments in the
San Jose public schools make this same remark to a
gentleman with whom he was conversing.

In the brass choir I think musicians would generally
agree that the slide trombone is king. The valve trom-
bone is a debauched conception of the nobility of the
slide instrument and should never be used. The slide
trombone has a nobility of character so far as tone is

concerned that is not approached in other instruments.
It is well adapted to solo work, and unlike any other
brass instrument can be played perfectly in tune. Some-
one will come forward with a brief for the cornet, I

presume, but I assure the reader that all things con-
sidered I am convinced that the concensus of opinion
would award to the slide trombone first place as the
peer of the brass division.

Among reed instruments that place would be given to
the clarinet. Much could be said for the oboe, and the
popular taste of the day hails the saxophone as the
tickler of fancy. But the clarinet, in B flat, possesses
the nobility of character which we have described as an
attribute of the trombone, it has a warm and vigorous
tone, much more dignified than that of the saxophone
and of more character than that of the oboe. It is more
difficult to learn than the saxophone, less than the oboe.
It is an excellent solo instrument, and of great value in
the orchestra. The student who takes up the serious
study of this instrument will never regret it.

Let us consider the strings. Here, Indeed, we are con-
fronted with a problem. The first thought is of the
violin. A second thought suggests the violoncello. Then,
one could also mention the viola, whose long neglected
merits are so little understood. A difficult choice is this
to make!
Much wonderful literature is written for the violin,

which is of the three the most flexible, without doubt.
Again, it is easy to carry about, which is not true of the
cello, and which is a real consideration. The most im-
portant parts are assigned to it in the orchestra, for its

high and penetrating tones are well adapted to the
production of the melodies. A good violin has a tone
of most thrilling character, pleasing to the ear, and is

worthy of the best efforts of any student.
On the other hand it appears to me that the violoncello

has a dignity and breadth of tone that is not approached
by the violin. It is a more difficult instrument to leam,
but since cello players are more rare than violin players
it may be well worth the extra effort. As a solo instru-
ment it cannot be excelled, having somewhat less flexi-

bility than the violin, but more of body. And to hear
a good player perform on this instrument one would
hesitate to say that it lacked anything of flexibility.

An article of this nature would be incomplete with-
out the mention of the most noble instrument of them
all. the organ. Here, indeed, we have the majesty of the
trombone, the thrilling quality of the violin, the noble
seriousness of the cello, the limpid notes of the oboe
and clarinet, and above all else the thunder of the
sacred diapasons, characteristic of the organ alone. A
most nobly difficult instrument, too often bastardized
in the hands of the tiifler, but one which will repay any
person a lifetime's study.

If one is making a decision as to the instrument one
is to study why not select one wbich will best repay one
for the time and money expended?

TEN HARPISTS AT WARFIELD

The Warfield Theatre will, on Saturday, present one
of the season's brightest musical events—Mare Mac-
Quarrie directing ten of the best harpists it has been
possible to bring together. This, indeed, is an innova-
tion for any motion picture theatre. The singer of the
engagement w 11 be Stella Hymanson. The Lipschultz
Music Masters will be beard Id concert. The motion
picture attraction will be the Frank Lloyd version of
Gertrude Atherton*s sensational story of youth restored.
Black Oxen. The principal characters will be played by
Corinne Griffith and Conway Tearle.
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MUSICAL BLUE BOOK of CALIFORNIA
NOW BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION
The Editor of the Musical Blue Book of Califor-

nia is now preparing to get the publication ready
for the Printer. In order to facilitate his work he
would appreciate the full co-operation of the

musical profession, and particularly the adver-

tisers. We find that many musicians who signed

contracts have so far failed to send us the

ADVERTISING COPY. It is impossible to

finish our work until ALL COPY is received at

this office.

Los Angeles advertisers in the Musical Blue
Book of California may leave their copy with
Nelle Gothold, Room 610, 808 South Broadway,
the Pacific Coast Musical Musical Review repre-

sentative in Los Angeles.

There are a number of prominent musicians in

various parts of California whose names are not
yet in our possession for purposes of registra-

tion. There is no charge made for such registra-

tion, and surely the musical profession would
like to have this Blue Book as complete as possi-

ble. If you have not yet sent in your registration,

or if no solicitor has asked you to register, kindly
send in your name and address and your voca-
tion. Or, better still, write or phone us and we
will send you a registration card to be filled out.

NOW is the time to send in your advertising

copy and your registration card. In a very short

time it will be TOO LATE.

ALFRED METZGER
Editor Musical Blue Book of California

801 Kohler & Chase Building
San Francisco, Calif.

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS OF
SISTINE CHOIR

(Continued from Pag.; I. Col. 21

Frank W. Healy, managng the Ameri-

can tour of the Sistine Chapel Choir, has

released from their obligation to him
the San Francisco and Los Angeles citi-

zens who subscribed a guarantee of

$130,000 to protect the world-famous or-

ganization against financial embarrass-
ment during their stay n this country.

Wiring from Chicago yesterday, Healy
Informed his local office:

"Our net receipts thus far are sufficient

to secure the choir against monetary an-

noyance until it returns to Rome and
afford handsome compensation for its

visit to Amer ca. I am thanking the

guarantors for making that visit possible

and enabling the American people to

hear the finest singing organization in

the world."
These were the San Francisco guar-

antors, each pledged for $2500:

Archbishop E. J. Hanna. William H.
Crocker, R. M. Tobn, Milton H, Esberg,
A. P. Giannini, E. J. Tobin, Herbert
Fleishhacker, W. H. Leahy, Sherman,
Clay & Co., Fairmont Hotel, R. E. Queen,
Vincent W. Hallinan. Harry E. Blood, A.

E. Sbarbaro, George Tourny, James
Moses, John Francis Neylan, J. K.
Armsby, A. P. Welch. Dr. John Gallwey,
Mesdames Eleanor Martin, Martha Af.

Hanify, Celia Clark. Heleue Irwin
Crocker and Christine P. Donohoe.

set. A delightful musical program was
presented in which Mrs. Elsa Below
Trautner and Miss Marjorie Sayles par-
ticipated, both vocal artists creating an
excellent impression by reason of their
fine voices and intelligent interpreta-
tions. Jlr. Giffen met Mr. Spalding in
Italy and ever since both musicians have
been the best of friends.

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI
U.VRITOXE — YOKE CtLTlRE

Auihurized to Teach :>! me. i^ohnen-
Hene'!i Mftbod

1314 LeaveinTorfh St. Phone Pro.spect 1)253

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PIAMST

Studio: 1537 Enrlld Avena<
Phone IJerkeley

Berkeley, Cat.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of .Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase EJldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET. VOICE

Kohler A Rid. Tel.

Frank Carroll Giffen gave a reception in

honor of Albert Spalding, the distinguish-
ed violin virtuoso, and his accompanist,
Andre Benoit, during the latter's visit in
San Francisco recently. About two hun-
dred people were present and among
them some of the most distinguished rep-

resentatives of the social and musical

THE SAN FRANCISCO SAYINGS AND
LOAN SOCIETY

(The San Francisco Bank)
526 California St. (and Branches)

San

For
?.lst.

th
19 ^m^ r year ending December

dend has been declared a
the rate of (our

on and after Ja
not called for a
count and earn
1924. Deposits r

lOlh. 1924. will

and one-qnarter (4*4 > pe
1 on all deposits, payable
nuary 2nd. 1924. Dividends
re added to the deposit ac
interest from January 1st
nade on or before January
earn interest from Janu

A H. MULLER, Secretary.

DOMENICO BRESCIA

Madame Charles Ponlter—Soprano

Oakland—Tel. Oakland 2079

Mary Coonan McCrea
TE.VCIIEU OF SIXGI.VG

Studio: 30 Gaftney BulIdinE. 370 Sutter St.
Tel. DouglnH 42:13. Res. Tel. Kearny 234t>

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
SOLO PIAMST AND TEACHER

Advaneed PupILs Accepted
Studio: 138 Hyde St. Apartment 27

Phone Prospect l.'ai

HENRIK GJERDRUM
PIAMST

2321 Jackson Street Fillmore aS27

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAX FR.-\\CISCO B.ANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY lOlh, 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks in California,
the Assets of which have never been increased
by mergers or consolidattons with other Banks.

Member Associated Saving Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

JUNE 30th, 1923
Assets $86,253,685.28
Deposits 82,455,685.28
Capital Actually PaicJ Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800.000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Siteets
PARK-PRESI DIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7lh Ave.
HAIGHT STREET BRANCH Haieht and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave. and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (4Ji)
per cent per annum ^vas declared. Interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN
VOICE—t;iITAIt

242S Milvia St. Iterkelry TTOSJ
700 Kohler A Chase—AVednesdnr

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRANO—VOICE CI LTl RE
Arailable for Concerts and Recitals

Stndlo: 150 Central Ave. Tel. Park 1GS4

MISS WELCOME LEVY

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

>Ir»i. .Voah Ilrandt
2211 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore 1522

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
PI.A\0

Studio: 1003 Kohler A: Chnwe Duilding
Phone Kearny .>4.-.4

Joseph George Jacobson

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Studio: :n07 W iiNtainlurton Street

I>hone rilliiiure IS^T

SIGMUND BEEL
-llaater Clasnea for Violin

Studio Bulldlnft. 1:173 Pout Street
Tel. nalnul irl

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
SOPRA.VO

Teacher of Slneine: Studio. Tuesday and
Friday. Kohler Jt Chase llldg., S. F.i Resi-
dence Studio. IISO Santa Rosa Ave.. Oak-

land. IMione llumltoldt 101.

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ

OF MUSIC
Mic School)

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 Scott Street. Uel. Clay & AVashington

Mr. >oah Urandt. Violin
Mrs. .Noah Ilraodt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist. Temple Enianu EI. Con-
cert and Charch » ork. Vocal Instructioa.

2.530 Clay Street. Phone Mest 4s:r0

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

EVA M. GARCIA

Ho
TWO E.\CORE SONGS IIV

MARY CARR MOORE
The Ulrd and the Squirrel I •. Kevs
You |->veys

G. Schirnier. New York

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Dice Culture. Suite '('." Kohler & Chase
ItuildinK. TeL Kearny ri^.Vl

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES

tlon
rifle 12S4

MYNARD S. JONES
TEVCIIER OF SINGING

AHItll,l..\(i A .MUSICAL COLLEGE
2315 Jackson St. Tel. AVest 4'

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av.. Oakland Piedmont 160S-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
615 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1895

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

ADELE ULMAN
178 Commonwealth Ave. Phone Pac. 33

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRAD!
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6454

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 11*1

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough St. Tel. Fillmore 4150
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Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CILTIRE

Studio:
n03 KOHLEU & CHASE BLDG.,

Snn Fruncinco l*houe Kearny 5454

Every ProKre.«lve Teneher-SHOULD KNOW AT ONCE
E:vcry SerlouH Mudent

ADOLF WEIDIG'S EPOCH MAKING WORK
HAitiiovK m.\ti:kial a\d its 1 sks

A HARMOW that tellM •^\H)" ami showM "HOW" to unclerslnnd Harmony from
the Mtandpoint of the niunirian. Just publiMbed by Ctnjton F. Summy Co., Chicago.

I or Sale Ily

HENRY GROBE. 135-153 Keamy St., San Francisco

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal

extend courtesies it

while to subscribe for

is worth while to

should be worth

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer

68 Post St., San Francisco

/^i^ KAJETAN ATTL

*' i
l\ SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

f SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

y
For Concert Kngagementn and
InMtrucllon Apply to Secretary
and Manac'cr of K. Attl. Room
10U4 Kohler & ChaHe Ilullding.

Sau FrnnclNCO, California

Wester n Re presentative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone Douglas 1078

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

Residence Phone Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

STOCKTOV ST.

WILLIAM F. HOFMANN
VloltnlKt Son Frnnclsro Symphony

Head of Violin and Orchestral Department. I'ni-
verMlty of Miehiean. Studio: Kohler a CbnNe Build-
ingr. Suite 1000—Monday and ThurHdny .VtteriioonM.

Residence, 920 Taylor Street.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Fndorned by Wager Sn-ayne

Special .\ormal Course for Teachers, Based on

Swayne Principles
Studios: 807 Kohler & Chane DuUdlng

251 S'4 Ktna St., Berkeley. Phone Berkeley l.tlO

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Exclusive Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

The Most Costly, Beautiful

and Durable Piano

in the World

Often we are asked: "What is the life of a

Mason & Hamlin Piano?"

Frankly, we cannot say. We have known them
for thirty years, sold them for more than

twenty years. Those that have seen constant

service for that period still retain their earliest

beauty of tone and their mechanical structure

unimpaired. In one San Francisco cafe, a

Mason & Hamlin Grand, Style BB, has been
in constant service for more than ten years,

being played ten hours daily with orchestra

—

more than 36,500 hours of the most trying

service to which a piano can be subjected. It

is still a beautiful instrument. Prior to its pur-

chase, we are to'd that a new grand piano was
purchased every second year.

Costliest - But Best

TWO entrances: 71 pianos
135 KE.\RN"Y -:- 217 .SUTTER i>iAYt(B|

VICTROLAS, BRUNSWICKS V MUSIC
^"^ilgy^BAlien®

MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS -

().\KLAND— 1323 Washington St.

S.AN JOSE—199 South First
SHEET MUSIC, PIANO ROLLS
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RAPID PROGRESS OF NATIONAL MUSIC WEEK SYMPHONY PATHETIQUE THRILLS AUDIENCE

A Report Presented by C. M. Treniaine, Secretary of the National Music San Francisco Symphony Orchestra Gives Overpowering Interpretation

Week Committee, at a Meeting of the Committee Held on Decem- of Tschaikowsky's Emotional Work Under Alfred Hertz* Imposing
her Sixth at the City Midday Club, New York City, Upon Leadership — Mozart's Marriage of Figaro Overture and

the Invitation of Otto H. Kahn, the Chairman Dohnanyi's Suite, Op. 19, Also Made Fine Impression

BY C. M. TREMAINE BY ALFRED METZGER

National Music Week is largely the
outgrowth of New York's first Music
Week, held February 1-7. 1920. although
there had been one or two Music Weeks
on a very small scale previously. Music
Weeks have thus far been held in 155

different cit'es. towns and counties
throughout the country, most of them on
an annual basis, although not all. During
the calendar year 1923 there were ninety-

four Music Weeks.
It was the original idea to have a

national, synchronized observance
throughout the entire country, but it was
thought unwise to launch the nation-wide
movement until after a proper nucleus
had been formed through local organiza-
tions in 150 or more cities. The local

Music Week committees were sounded
out with regard to their approval of the
synchronized movement, and a sufficient

number answered favorably to warrant
the present action.

When the question of forming the com-
mittee came up it was considered desir-

able to select it according to some
definite policy. It was. therefore, decided
to limit the active committee (with the
exception of the officers) to presidents of
the great national organizations and edi-

tors of the leading music papers.
It has been the idea of your secretary

to save the time of the members of the
committee as far as possible, and he has,
therefore, gone ahead with certain routine
work which he felt sure it was necessary
to do and which he believed would meet
with the approval of the committee. He
has also incurred a certain amount of ex-
pense, details of which will be shown
later at this meeting, but has done this

on his own financial responsibility, so
that the committee is not obligated in

any way. He has also invited additional
people to become members of the com-
mittee, and has sent out a preliminary
letter to solicit funds to members of the
music trade as one likely source of na-
tional financial support. It was not pos-
sible to get the concurrence of your
chairman because of his absence in Eu-
rope and it. therefore, seemed desirable
to adopt this course in order not to lose
valuable time.
A general guide has been prepared for

the organization of local Music Weeks
and sent out to those interested. Four
publicity articles have also been sent out
to 2500 newspapers, stickers have been
issued.' and an active correspondence car-
ried on with many cities. As a result of
this preliminary work forty-one cities
have already signified their intention to
organize local Music Week observances
in co-operation with the national ob-
servance, in addition to one state-wide
observance, and correspondence is being
conducted with eighty-five other cities
which have manifested interest in the
movement and the majority of which
will undoubtedly co-operate with the na-
tional event. Several important cities,

including San Francisco and Phila-
delphia, are planning to participate in
the national movement in 1925, although
it has not been possible for them to ar-

range their dates in conformitv with it

in 1924.

Before discussing the future plans it

would seem desirable for the secretary
to present what seems to him the basic
principle underlying the National Music
Week and the function of the committee
in carrying it out. That policy is that
Music Week is not to be superimposed
upon the people and that no effort is to

be made to put Music Week over by
spectacular methods or by intensive so-
licitation. Do you not agree that, while
music is something of inestimable value
to all the people, the public as a whole
does not appreciate this fact, neither do
many of our leaders or our municipal
officials? Is it not. therefore, of the ut-

most importance that the truth as to the
universal value of music should be im-
pressed upon the consciousness of the
people as a whole? Music Week is un-
questionably one of the most effective
means of doing this. If we can mobilize
the mus:c lovers of the country to con-
centrate their efforts to a large extent
upon putting music in the forefront of
the stage for a period of one week, it can

Notwithstanding the usual dullness of

the"betweeji-holiday'"week. the sixth pair
of symphony concerts was attended by
large audiences. Indeed, the second of

the pair on Sunday afternoon. December
;iO. was crowded to the doors. This only
goes to show how well entrenched Alfred
Hertz and the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra are in the hearts of the music
loving people of San Francisco. The pro-
gram given at these concerts at the Cur-
ran Theatre on Friday and Sunday after-
noons. December 28 and 30, was one that
delighted the heart of the conventional
symphony enthusiast. It contained music
that one can understand. It presented
works that reach the heart. It introduced
meh.riif^s iha[ pIhjis.mI lii.- .-ar.

giving characteristics. Its appealing and
graceful melodies delight the ear. How
can anyone claiming to possess a soul
fail to be moved by the strains that are
woven into this beautiful Overture and
how can anyone fail to respond to the
appeal of Alfred Hertz, who through the
medium of his orchestra made the
phrases of Mozart alive with poetic frag-
rance. The enthusiasm of the audience
was indeed well justified.

We always enjoy listening to Dohn-
anyi's Suite for orchestra. Op. 19. There
is emanating from it such a freedom of
Magyar abandon, and yet such graceful
romantic spirit that the melodious and
rhythmically inspiring periods touch
Mill- s <ars Willi tinioriiettable caresses.

.^^^^..^ ALEXANDER KOSHETZ'S
UKRAINIAN NATIONALj^^^^

THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL CHORUS
al Organization of Singers Who Have Thrilled the Entir

Who Will Appear at the Scottish Rite Auditorium Thi

not fail to make a deep impression upon
the people. Music will be in the air as it

never has been before and the cumulative
effect will be great. WTiat is more, if

the foundation is right. Music Week will
grow with each succeeding year. It is

hoped to make the participation in the
observance a spontaneous and voluntary
expression of the people, leading to per-

manent all-year-round musical activities
in many places. The New York Music
Week Association has done fine work in

its planning of city-wide music contests,
which are being introduced with care-
ful forethought and under most auspici-
ous circumstances. It is hoped that these
may be generally introduced throughout
the country as an encouragement to
music students and to budding artists.

The committee's function will be prin-
cipally to work through the power of
suggestion and to furnish necessary guid-
ance and material for the successful or-

ganization of the local efforts.

M-oiuinued on Page 6, Co!. 3>

The opening number consisted of
Overture to the Marriage of Figaro by
Mozart. When during these days efforts
are being made to try to convince us that
the old masters were fettered in their
expressions of music, that they failed to
revel in the freedom of the language of
sound, that they failed to utilize all

the opportunities which music gave them
to express their emotions, we can not
help but pity those demented apostles
who fail to understand that the very
foundation of music was laid by the mas-
ters and that without them we would in-

deed be poorer and the dawn of an era
of musical aetheism would be impossible.

Just as necessary as picturesque Eng-
lish is to the literature of the day. just
as important as Shakespeare's expres-
sions are to the modern drama, just as
pure and beautiful as the English of the
Bible so is the music of Mozart com-
pared to the ultra modem school. Its

very simplicity enhances its beauty. Its

very obviousness enriches its pleasure

al World and

Although written tjy a comparatively mod-
ern composer, this suite does not degen-
erate into the excesses we have learned
to fear in so many of the works of latter-

day writers. The orchestra, under Mr.
Hertz' able leadership, succeeded in

bringing out all the hidden beauties of
this work and delighting everyone with
its freshness and buoyancy.
Of course, the most stirring number on

the program was the ever enjoyable
Pathetique Symphony of Tschaikowsky.
Every time we hear Mr. Hertz conduct
this vigorous work we find moments of
new joys in it. No other conductor suc-
ceeds, according to our estimation, in
obtaining such a wealth of emotion from
this work as Mr. Hertz does. And every
time he plays it he finds new means to
stir your heart and soul. There isn't a
dull moment throughout the rendition of
this work. There does not appear to be
one superfluous note. Throughout the
four movements there is one continuous

(Continut^d on Paee H. Cul. 1)



PACIFIC COAST -MUSICAL REX'IEW

After the lights are out
The Steinway Speaks:

[Iis/T knew and lo\'ed me. Wagner
knew and io\'cd me. Rubcnstein,

IJcrliDZ and Gounod knew and
I lived me. I Iiave been the com-
panion of genius for two genera-

tion.*. M\ name is the Steinway Piano.

What was there about me that caused Franz
Liszt, forty years ago, to say of me: "V'ou

afford delight even to my old piano-weary

fingers?"

Why did Richard Wagner, writing from
Bayreuth in 1879, declare: "Sounds of such

beauty as those coming from my Steinway
grand flatter and coax the most agreeable

tone - pictures from my harmonic melodic
senses?"

Why did Gounod, who gave us "Faust,"
write to my makers in 18S8, "Mme. Adelina
Patti joins me in the ecstacy and mutual ad-

miration of your product ... I am overjoyed

at the consciousness of being the possessor of

one of your perfect instruments?" And what
was it that stirred the mighty Dr. Joseph
Joachim to assert: "Steinway is to the pianist

what Stradivarius is to the violinist?"

Companion of genius indeed have I been

!

Sometimes, when the stage is dark and the lid

over my strings is down, I brood over m>- long
years of such companionship.

I see Adelina Patti again, blowing kisses,

// /uil riots the Slelnway piano think about,
U'liin the curtain is down and the lights are
out, and the artist and the audience have
defartcdf Eloquent enough the Steinway is

whin the moods of others are voiced on its

tvondrous strings. But what are its oivn
moods and longings' Listen: It is about to

speak to us

and re.iching for the flowers that were show-
ered at her feet, while I rested quietly in the

background and resolved to do even better in

her next accompaniment. I see good old

Franz Liszt again, after a tremendous rhap-

sody over my ivory keys. I see Edward Mac-
Dowell, working out his compositions over my
keyboard. I see the youthful, golden-haired

Padcrewski of the eighties, the maturer Pade-
rewski of the nineties, and the world-figure

and premier of Poland, the Paderewski of to-

day whose audiences overflow the largest halls

whenever he plays. And ever I am the com-
panion of all this genius.

But then I realize that the greater, the

sweeter triumph of my long career is not to be

found on the concert stage at all.

The greater triumph awaits me when a

young couple, starting down the pathway of

wedded life, choose me to be their lifelong

companion in a home.

The sweetest triumph of all shall be when
first my keys are touched by the fingers of

some little girl, her printed scales before her,

and a lifetime of the best in music all ahead.

Admitted thus to the sacred intimacy of a

home and fireside, I know that I shall find

my truest triumph. And I shall strive to be

faithful to these who trust me. As long as my
strings endure, I shall strive to render to the
utmost my measure of abiding charm.

Sherman Jilay& Go.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
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RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert
Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-
tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-
sion Department, University of California.
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at all times.
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COMPOSER-CONDUCTOR
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HOMER HENLEY
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

SCHUMANN -HEINK'S PERENNIAL ART

The advent of Mme. Ernestine Scluiniann-

Ileink in San Francisco on January 20th and

27th at the Columbia Theatre should be the sig-

nal for every artist and student to be present at

this concert and admire the artistic vitality which

lends this remarkable woman's interpretations

their perennial youth. Schuniann-Heink is the

physical proof that true art rests upon a founda-

tion which has been established by means of

actual genius re-enforced by thoroughness. To
sing like Schumann-Heink is not a question of

])crsonal opinion. Mme. Schumann-Heink's art

rests upon her willingness to patiently and pains-

takingly undergo the various hardships that com-
bine to make her art lasting. There are only a

very few artists before the musical world today
wlio possess the artistic grandeur of a .^chumann-
Hcink. There are. of course, no other artists in

the world who could take the place of this emi-
nent vocal giant. .\nd the reason why Mme.
.^chumann-Heink is able to appear before the

musical public today and can maintain her promi-
nent position among the greatest artists of the

world is because her preparation for the responsi-

ble task she had set for herself was accompanied
by a determination to be thomugli in whatever
she did.

There should be a great object lesson in

."schumann-Heink's career for every vocal student
—indeed, for every music student. The tendency
today seems to be to study as brief a time as

possible and endeavor to earn money as quickly
as an opportunity' can be had. Hardly any stu-

dents are willing to take the necessary time and
effort to create for themselves a foundation the
thoroughness of which represents its lasting

<|ualities. Consequently our artists of the present

(lay appear on the musical horizon, shine a feu-

years in doubtful splendor and then disappear
again far ahead of the cessation of thgir useful-

ness. There is no artist quite so necessary to the

musical education of the world than the matured
artist. A voice which is "born" is merely a beau-
tiful instrument presented to the fortunate man
or woman to employ according to the highest
artistic ideals. But to know how to use this voice
and how to obtain the greatest effect from the
composers' thoughts represents a cumulative as-

semblage of experiences which can only be ob-
tained from years of practical effort. The artist

who has been before the public a sufficient num-
ber of years to give her interpretations the great-
est intellectual and emotional value is an artist

who can not be replaced.

Therefore, we urgently request young students

and artists to hear Mme. Schumann-Heink sing,

for they will acquire knowledge that has taken
many years to accumulate. No teacher can ever
instruct a pupil as thoroughl)' and as impres-
sively as a great artist whose experience and art

become audible through an interpretation resting

upon a foundation created by a mixture of adapt-
ability, genius and thoroughness. So many of

our students do not realize the importance of

emotional depth and consequently they lack

style and individuality in their singing. Although
people always refer to the beauty of a voice and
dwell upon such vocal organ without taking into

consideration that such vocal organ is of not

much value unless it is used properly, the actual

fame of a singer depends upon whether or not he
or she has found a mode of expression that differs

from that of other artists and yet is valuable and
artistically intelligent.

Mme. Schumann-Heink is the most striking

example of virile musicianship and exuberant
vocal art. Her singular proficiency to make much
of little, that is to say to employ a simple com-
position and invest it with such exquisite artistry

that it becomes famous just through the diva's

interpretation, represents one of the rarest fea-

tures of her art. Mme. Schumann-Heink further

demonstrates the importance of personality and
magnetism in the artistic life. ,\ beautiful voice.

a most intellectual mode of expression, an ap-

pealing emotionalism and a dominant personality

combine to make Schumann-Heink the most pop-
ular figure before the musical public of todav.

Her name is known wherever there are people
who can read, and only a short time ago she
visited the Orient and her success there was
equally impressive. Had it not been for the fact

that the Oriental mode of travel and the extreme
climate exercised a certain fatiguing influence

upon her and threatened to undermine her health

Mme. Schumann-Heink would have enjoyed even
a greater triumph in the Orient, for she was com-
pelled to curtail her tour.

.\rtists of the grandeur of Mme. .Schumann-
Heink are not plentiful. Only a very few are now
in the world. Upon their retirement from public
activity their places are left vacant. The younger
artists do Tiot devote the time to obtain the

knowledge and training necessary to match the

greateness of the artists of former generations.

Unless our students and artists are willing to

listen to singers like Schumann-Heink we fear

that future generations will not have the oppor-
tunity to hear songs interpreted in a manner to

bring out their innermost meanings and deliver

a message w'orthy of the thought which the com-
poser has introduced in his work and which the
interpretor has studied to discover. Schumann-
Heink has a wonderful message to deliver and
there are thousands who ought to hear it for the
benefit of their own future.

THIRD AUDITORIUM SYMPHONY CONCERT

The third Popular Concert, second series, of the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra. Alfred Hertz, con-
ductor, bids fair to crowd the Exposition Auditorium to
the doors again on Tuesday evening. January 1.5. at
8:20 o'clock. Chairman J. Emmet Hayden of the .Audi-

torium Committee of the Board of Supervisors, under
whose direction these remarkable musical affairs are
given, reports that the demand for seats, with prices
ranging from 2.5 cents to a dollar, without war tax. is

very large at Sherman. Clay & Company's and that
prospects are bright for an early sell out.

Particular interest centers in the guest artist of the
evening. Ethel Leginska. a tiny slip of a pianist whose
artistic stature is somethihg tremendous and who stands
at the very front rank of her profession. There is a
burning intensity in her style and a fiery sweep, ac-
cording to a prominent sweep, who also states that her
playing is impetuous and hot-blooded, full of high lights
and deep shadows, yet which can be exquisitely re-

strained and is not lacking in artistic reticences. Her
tone is full of great beauty, whether it is in passages of
delicacy or of power, or in finest differentiated gradua-
tions between these extremes. With the orchestra she
will play Liszt's Hungarian Fantasie. in addition to a
group of piano solos.

Conductor Hertz will open his program with Tschai-
kowski's Symphony "Pathetique." No. 6, and later in the
evening he will play the same composer's -Andante
Cantabile. Op. 2. for Strings, as well as Percy Grainger's
"Molly on the Shore" and Elgar's sonorous "Pomp and
Circumstance" March.

PROMINENT ARTISTS AT PACIFIC MUSICAL

Helen Cotburn Heath, Elsa Naess. Margaret Mack and
Others Present Well Prepared Program in Excellent

Fashion Impressing Large Audience

Judging from the demonstration of the large audience
that assembled at the most recent event of the Pacific

Musical Society in the Fairmont Hotel ballroom on
Thursday evening. December 13th. the program given
on this occasion was thoroughly enjoyed by every one.
Helen Colburn Heath, the well-known and always de-

lightful soprano soloist, who always makes an excellent
impression whenever she appears before a musical
audience, sang -Adieu Forets from Jeanne d'Arc by
Tschaikowsky in a manner that emphasized her in-

tense emotional coloring and her depth of phrasing.
Miss Heath belongs to California's most intelligent

vocal artists and her painstaking efforts are always
backed by serious preparation and thorough understand-
ing of the musical material she may select for per-
formance. She received an enthusiastic ovation.

Elsa Xaess. a young Norwegian pianist, who recently
settled in San Francisco and who comes here with suc-
cesses achieved elsewhere, delighted everyone with her
splendid technic and her vitality of phrasing. She
played Valse Caprice (N'ordraaki. Etude (Neupert),
Summer Song (Merikanto). and Marche Grotesque
(Sinding). The most intricate technical obstacles are
easily overcome by this artist while she never fails to
extract the poetic sentiments from the compositions she
interprets.
Margaret Mack received well-merited applause for a

group of Irish songs which she sang very effectively
and during which she was accompanied on the piano
by Gladys Boys. Mary Carr Moore, who always adds
to the enjoyment of a musical program whenever she
may participate, played five of her inimitable songs
for children which proved well adapted for the purpose
for which they were written, words and music blending
excellently. Mrs. Moore, both as pianist and vocalist,
gave them a very successful interpretation. Mane
Hughes Macquarrie contributed a group of solos, in-

cluding compositions by Beethoven, Brahms and Turinl
and as usual was cordially received both on account of
her musical proficiency and her personal charm. Mrs.
Phillip V. Hein and Abraham Levin, with Mrs. Abraham
Levin as accompanist, concluded the event by present-
ing Charles Wakefield Cadman's characteristic Sayonara
in a manner to' captivate their auditors. The program
was one of the best of the season, the various partici-

pants being costumed according to the selections they
were called upon to render.

UKRAINIAN MUSIC'S UNIVERSAL APPEAL

.\s the beauty of a flower will awaken a response in
the heart of the humblest, so the appeal of the Ukrain-
ians sing are the songs of the common people, a
voices under the direction of .Alexander Koshetz. which
has been delighting the western world for the past four
years, is to the least musically educated among its

audiences, as well as to the musical sophisticates.
This is primarily because the songs which the Ukrain-

ians sing are the songs of the common people, a
record in music of their simple joys and sorrows, their
loves and hates, wars and wooings, their festival pleas-
ures and hymns of faith—in short, of all those experi-
ences and emotions which are the universal heritage of
the human race, and which yet have seldom found so
lovely an expression as through the songs and singing
of the Ukrainians.
The members of the Ukrainian Chorus were chosen

from most expert and talented singers of that singing
nation, and represent the ultimate selection from 26,000
contestants, recruited from the 1800 singing societies
of the Ukraine, some of which have a membership of
several thousands each. There is a quaint blending of
the pagan and the Christian in the religious songs of
the Ukrainians, that strange admixture having devel-
oped from the fact that the Russo-Greek church never
interfered with popular poetry as did the Roman church
in the early times. The dawn of Christianity in the
Slavic countries merely enlarged their field of subject-
matter, adding the softer toned and perhaps more
sombre legendry of the Christian era to the colorful and
poetic nature-worship of the earlier faith.

Thus the Ukrainian folk-music runs the entire gamut
of the national temperament, from grave to gay. And
the great chorus which is spreading this tonal beauty
through many lands achieves these shadings of expres-
sion by means of difficult feats of tone-stopping,
rhythmic rising and fading, receding waves of sighing
tenderness, of dynamic bursts of magnificent force. This
wonder chorus is scheduled to sing Monday and Tues-
day evenings. January 14th and 15th at Scottish Rite
-Auditorium. The solo artists on these dates are Mile.
Oda Slobodskajs, and Ewssei Belloussoff.

ELWYN ARTIST SERIES AT SCOTTISH RITE

After the Heitetz recitals on the Elwyn Artist Series
at the Curran Theatre, the remaining attractions of the
series will be held at Scottish Rite Hall, evenings of the
following dates William Wade Hinshaw's production of
Mozart's light opera. Coci Fan Tutte. Monday evening.
JanuaiT 28th, instead of Fiiday afternoon, February 1st.
as originally scheduled; .\Ioriz Rosenthal, pianist, Mon-
day evening. February 11th, instead of Friday afternoon,
February 15th as originally scheluded at the Curran;
Maria Ivegun, Fi'iday evening. February 29th. evening
of same date originally scheduled for matinee at the
Curran: Mario Chemlee. Thursday evening. March 20th.
instead of matinee. March 14th. as originally scheduled
at the Curran; Reinald Werrenrath. Friday evening.
March 28th, evening of the same date originally booked
for matinee at the Curran Theatre.
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PACHMANN TO PLAY CHOPIN

Heeding the wish of liis tliousauils of San Francisco

admirers the great p'an'stic genius. Vladimir de Pacli-

mann. who will play at the Auditorium in San Fran-

cisco Thursday night, February 7th. has sent to Man-
ager Selby C. Oppenheimer an all-Chopin program for

this occasion.
As an interpreter of the music of Chopin, Pachmann

has been peerless for a generation. No pianist, living

or dead, has ever brought forth the glorious beauties of

Chopin as has this venerable genius. He is to give but

one recital in San Francisco (his only appearance north
of Los .Angeles) and on this occasion he has promised
to play the following marvelous selection of Chopin's

greatest compositions; ta) Nocturne—Op. 27. No. 1. C
sharp minor. (b> Third Ballade—Op. 47. A flat major,

(c) Fourth Scherzo—Op. .'i4. E major; (al Etude—Op.
10. No 7. C major, (b) Kiurte—Op. 25. No. 3. F major,

(c) Etude—Op. 25. No. 7. C sharp minor, idi Polonaise

—Op. 44. F sharp minor; (a I Prelude—Op. 28. No. 22, G
minor, (b) Prelude—Op. 28. No. 7. A major, (c) Prelude
—Op. 28. No. 15. D flat major, (dl Mazurka—Op. 67. .\o.

4. A minor, (el Mazurka—Op. 33. No. 4. H minor, (fl

Valse (posthumous)—E minor, (g) Valse—Op. 70, No.
1. G flat major, (hi Val.m—Op. 42. A Hat major.

HENRIK GJERDRUM'S PUPILS' RECITAL

A splendid program was given by a number of the
younger pupils of Henrik Gjerdrum on December 21st.

It was the annual Christmas program and Mr. Ojer-

drum's residence studio on Jackson street was tilled

with friends who fully enjoyed the artistic efforts of

the students. Lillian Hoffmeyer Heyer sang with much
feeling Adam's Noel and added thus greatly to the

enjoyment of the afternoon. The following pupils took
part: Emily and Nathan Rogers. Claire Weidenmuller.
Robert Castberg. Billy Moore. Jr.. David Fritschi. Ray
and Rose Levin. Vallejo Gantner. Jack Goldstein. Helen
Graham. Violet Johnson. Julia Barr. Maud Weiden-
muller and Adela Carillo Gantner.

EVELYN SRESOVICH WARE PUPILS' RECITAL

An exceptionally meritorious and creditable pupils'

recital was given by students of Evelyn Sresovich Ware
at Sorosis Club Hall on Friday evening. December 14th.

It was our good fortune to be present throughout the
first part of the program when we heard Edna Soracco.
Marie Liuzza. Mary Cagliada. .Amelia Lafon. Roberta
.\ldrich. Giaccomina Liuzza. Velma Cudworth. Elizabeth
Coffinberry interpret their numbers with ease and sin-

cerity. In every instance the students displayed
thoroughness of training and assurance in interpreta-
tion. No matter how nervous these students may have
been they never permitted such nervousness to inter-

fere with the performance of their compo.sitions. Some
of these young ladies played better than others, but in

every instance they conferred credit upon themselves
and their teacher. Ronerta Aldrich. Mary Cagliaxia and
Velma Cudworth and Elizabeth Coffinberry, the latter

playing Saint-Saens' Dance .Macabre for two pianos.
were specially proficient.

The program was as follows: Serenade (Piernel.
Edna Soracco: Birdling (Grieg). Serenata (Moszkow-
ski). Marie Liuzza: Eole (Fontaine) (two pianos). Mary
Cagliada. Amelie Lafon; Romance (La Forge). Taren-
telle (Karganoffi. Roberta .\ldricb; La Capricieuse
(Eggeling) Itwo pianos). Giaccomina Liuzza. Marie
Liuzza: Valse Caprice (Rubinstein). .Mary Caglada;
C era una volla un principe (11 Guarany-Gomes). Mme.
Louise Hrehany: Danse Macabre (Saint-Saens) (two
pianos). Velma Cudworth. Elizabeth Coffinberry;
Warum (Schumann). Romance (Sibelius). Eunice Barg:
Elfln Dance (Mendelssohn) (two pianos). Elizabeth Cof-
finberry. Giaccomina Liuzza: Prelude C Sharp Minor
(Rachmaninoff). Velma Cudworth: Peer Gynt Suite
(Grieg) (two pianos), Roberta .Aldrich. Eunice Barg;
.Nocturne F .Minor (Chopin). Impromptu (Reinholdi.
Giaccomina Liuzza: Nay Though My Heart Should
Break (Tschaikowsky). Vainka's Song (Stutzmanl.
Song of the Soul (Briel). Spring (Sapio). Mme. Louise
Brehany: Chants du Voyageur. Nos. 2-3 (Paderewski),
Polichinelle (Rachmaninoff), Elizabeth Coffinberry:
Military March (Schubert) (two pianos). Edna Soracco,
Amelie Lafoin, Laura Husson, Blanche Moncla.
Mme. Louise Brehany was the soloist of the occasion

and sang with excellent voice and fine artistic Judg-
ment. She received a most enthusiastic ovation well
justified by her vo<-al eCforis.

SAN CARLO OPERA COMPANY

Two weeks is the absolute limit of the engagement
which the San Carlo Grand Opera Company has sched-
uled for San Francisco at the Curran Theatre, beginning
January 21st In previous seasons the success of the
two weeks originally planned for the City of the
Crolden Gate has encouraged Fortune Gallo. the im-
presario, and the theatre management, to add anotlier
week, and the action has always been received with
applause by the opera goers: but irrespective of the
success of the present San Francisco season, which is

expected to far outdistance any previous year. Fortune
Gallo and his artists are predistined to move on. The
Los Angeles engagement begins immediately at the
dose of the Curran Theatre engagement, and that the-
atre has already signed for a dramatic presentation here
only for a week.

Despite the staleniint which has already been made
in the general advance matter of San Carlo Grand Opera
Company, the thought still obtains that the plan fol-
lowed In previous years will be dnplicuted. Those who
delay their visit to the oiM-ra will find, however, that
there is no more grand opera after Febriuiry 2nd.

THE SCHUMANN-HEINK CONCERTS

What niu.sical experience is more inspiring than a

Schumann-Heink concert? The recitals of this great
priraa-donna contralto—perhaps the greatest figure in

music now before the public, are so different and so
remarkable that they leave a never-to-be-forgotten
memory. Conceding, as the world has long since done,
to Schumann-Heink the greatest voice of the age. there
must be added to her attractiveness a personality,
charm and distinction that is unlike anything else in

the world today. As the great woman presides over her
audiences a certain indescribable feeling is constantly
manifesting that one is in the presence of a super-being.
The record of Schumann-Heink as an artist, a mother
and a patriot creates this feeling, and eminent critics

have said that if the great woman did not sing a note
she would still be great, if only for her smile.

San Francisco is to hear the Schumann-Heink of old

at her two recitals in the Columbia Theatre on the
Sunday afternoons of January 20lh and 27th. The diva
has restored to her repertoire the great arias of the
German music-dramas, in which her art is peerless. We
are again to hear Schumann-Heink in the Erda Scene
from "Rheingold." she will again sing Brangaema's call

from "Tristan and Isolde." Schubert's "Die AUmachl."
Schumann's "Fruhlingsfahrt" and "Widmung." Franz'
"Gute Nacht." Brahms' "Sapphische Ode" and Six
Gypsy Songs. Beethoven's "Ich Liebe Dich." and Schu-
bert's "Erlkonig" and "Haideroslein " Then in Italian,

the Arm'da aria from Handel's "Rinaldo," the Mitrane
aria (Rossi), besides many selections in English and
French.

At both Schumann-Heink concerts in San Francisco
as well as at her only appearance in Oakland (Friday
night. January 25th) she will be assisted by Florence
Hardeman, violinist, and Katherine Hoffmann at the
piano.

Tickets for all her appearance are now on saie at
Sherman, Clay & Company.

LUCY GATES TO SING

Lucy Gates, the famous American coloratura so-

prano, whose great successes in San Francisco but a
few years ago are still vivid memories to local music-
lovers, will return herp ;is a member of the Griffes

MRS. MILES A. DRESSKELL
Sdl'

XnnoDnce.H the 0||

469 Morse Street

Group, which is scheduled to appear at the St. Francis
ballroom on Monday afternoon. January 14th. as the
next feature of the Alice Seckels "Matinee Musicales."
Edna Thomas, who has been a member of this unique
organization since its inception, is ill in New York suf-
fering from a nervous breakdown and .Miss Gates has
been secured to fill her place on the programs of the
Griffes Group.

It is fortunate that so fine an artist as Lucy Gates
has consented to accept these engagements, thus
strengthening the Griffes combination, which includes
Olga Steeb. pianist, and Sascha JacobinofT, violinist. It

will be recalled that about five years ago this radiant
American girl burst forth on Broadway, coming from
Mormon heritage in Salt Lake City, and stirred the
severest critics with a triumph that is rarely accorded
a newcomer in New- York, and this success has been
no "flash in the pan " for Lucy Gates has in these few-
years risen to the very top. holding her own with the
foreign stars of the first magnitude.

Olga Steeb has been termed "California's most
popular pianist." and Sascha Jacobinoff is one of the
most noted of the younger crop of violinists. The new
combination of Gates. Steeb and Jacobinoff will render a
program in this city that will be supremely attractive.
Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer, under whose direction
the organization comes West, is informed by telegraph
that a special program for their recital appearance is
now being arranged. It will be announced as soon as
received.

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
LeRoy V. Brant, Director

OfTrrM C uurMfM In All llrnnehpn ut Mu>«lr at
All Ma--M uC AiJ\ancrMirnf

SAN jost;

f Her Sludio
Phone 6382-W

iiwl Recil.iU

INOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Sau Jose, CaL

ronfrrn Deereea. Airnrdn OrtlAonten. Coniplele Collesc
fonnrrvatorr and Acndenitc ConrneN In Tlnno. Violin,
flarp. 'Olio. Voice, llarninny. Coonlei point. Canon and
FaKn« and Science of Manic. For pni-tlculara -Apply to

JOSE MUSIC COMPANY
Planon, Ph

MnnduilnK—

:

02 So. Setrund SIrept

phM, ItrrorflH, Sheet Mnnle. VIollnp
nt .Modernle RnleH

San Jone, Callfor

WORCESTER SCHOOL OF MUSIC

TWO CONCERTS ONLY
IN SAX I"HA\riS(l>

jAscHA HEIFETZ
CURRAN—Friday Matinee, Jan. 18

TIVOLI—Wednesday Eve., Jan. 23
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'l'hiir>dny Kve.. Jan. 24

M-:XT KI.W » \ SKRIKS ATTRATTMIX
^•ixnri'H Opera I omiqur

COSI FAN TUTTE
Scottish Rite Hall, Monday Eve.. Jan. 28

KARL RACKLE
1330 PINE STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Telephone Prospect 9219

BENJAMIN

MOORE
2636 UNION STREET
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Telephone Fillmore 1624
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Myra Palache
PIANIST

PRIVATE AND CLASS LESSONS
LECTURES ON MUSIC APPRECIATION

San Francisco, 807 Kohler & Chase BIdg. Tel.

Kearny 5454. Wednesday from 2-6 p. m. only.

Berkeley, 20 Brookside (off Claremont Ave.) Tel.

Berkeley 4091. Mornings at Anna Head School.
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ANIL DEER ''Soulful"
COLORATURA SOPRANO

Address:

ADOLPH KNAUER
79 Central Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

SCOTTISH RITE
AUDITORIUM

Jan. 14th and 15th
Max Rabinoff

ALEXANDER KOSHETZ'

Ukrainian
National

Chorus
Ewssei Belousoff

Mile. Oda
Slobodskaja

Far more colorful, more interesting and
dramatic than any other chorus ; a Capella

sinfjins oT the highest order.

Mail Orders Now
Seat .'^ale January 7th

At Sherman, Clay & Co.

Prices—$1.00, $2.00, $2.50 (plus tax)

SYmphoMYORCHESTRA
AimsoMatTZ Conouctor.

NEXT FRIDAY, 3:00 P. M.
NEXT SUNDAY, 2:45 P. M.

CI RRAN THEATRE
PROGRAM

Nymphnny \ti. :: __ Ilretliovri
Nuilf. "\Wni Mora" GuNfave IIoIm

(Fiisi Time in San Franciscoi

"nrntli anil TratUffleDradon" StrnuKi

Tiek4>tN at Sherman (lay «: Co. or at Turran

Chamber Music Society
of San Francisco

EI.IVS HtXHT. Fnunilrr

SCOTTISH RITE HALL
Tuesday Evening, Jan. 8

s:l,-. l*re«-iKely

Third Concert, San Francisco Series

Tirkft*^— «::.<K>. 91.no. *I.<HI. \II Sent^ RfMcrvt-il.

Mme.POVLA FRIJSH
(Danish Soprano)

Mill < oiidnrt a < ourse in thv

ART of INTERPRETATION
Six Weeks, Beginning Feb. 1. 1924

CLASS AND PRIVATE
INSTRUCTION

Por TrrliiK anil l^irlloiilnrp. .\ilclrrs«

AI.ICK SI-:( KK1.«. M.in»i:<-r

BEATRICE ANTHONY

SELBY C. OPPENHEIMER
ATTRACTIONS

Mile.

ANNA

Special Engagement!

PAVLOWA
\M1 II Kit

BALLET RUSSE
\M>

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
CURRAN THEATRE

ONE WEEK ONLY BEGINNING

Monday Night, Januai7 14
MATINEES WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY

MI>\IJV\ NKillT; •111 Irnml I r."ii>ii»

TIKSDM MCiHT:

«ED>ESDA\ \FT.:

WKDVESDW NKillT:

PHI RSDAV M<;llT:

KB IDA V MOIIT:

S.lTIRDAl ,\FTEnMI

S%TIRDA» MfillT:

<Se%t-ii or iiii.r*- <li«<-

:i1 eni-li |

'ltn>.>.lan Folk l.ni

'A l*iili»h Wriltllni

llif F«ii> 1)1.11"

'HuKKian Fi>lk l.i

•'The Mneic Flut«
•The F«li) l>iin"

PAVLOWA in OAKLAND
\ I Diioiui yi <iiM-:i{ \ Mill vi:

Monday and Tuesday Nights. Jan. 21-22

*^..

SCHUNANN

HEINK
WORLD'S GREATEST
i> SINGER

Two Recitals—Columbia Theater

Sunday Afts., Jan. 20-27

STANFORD UNIVERSITY ORGAN RECITALS

Organ recitals at Stanford University begin Thurs-
<ia.v. January 3. at 4:15 o'clock, with an informal pro-
gram by Warren D. Allen. On Sunday the following
program will be given: Allegro from the First Sym-
phony (.A. Maquairel: Hymn 46. Prayer: Choral—Pre-
lude. Das alte Jahr vergangen ist (J. S. Bach ( : Invoca-
fon (Th. Salome I; Scenes from the Life of St. Francis
IF. Enrico Bossi). Tuesday. .January 8. at 4:15 p. m,

—

Prelude and Allegro quasi Fantasia I Ernest Douglas):
Twilight Reverie (Roland Digglei: Three- Short Pieces
iMaurlce Lenormandt; Grand Chorus in B flat iR.
Grigi).

LINCOLN
BATCHELDER

Pianist -- Accompanist

Studio 412 Cole St. : Phone Hemlock 368

JASCHA HEIFETZ

Jascha Heifetz. the renowned Russian violinist, who
plays here Friday afternoon. January 18th. at the Cur-
ran Theatre, and Wednesday evening. January 23rd. at

the Tivoli Theatre, continues to enjoy a tremendous
vogue. From many critical reviews indicating his pro-
gressive rise in popularity, the following by Mr. Robert
Kelly, of the Detroit News, following .Mr. Heifetz' ap-
pearance in that city last season, is illustrative: "Jascha
Heifetz last night stood on the stage where Kreisler
had preceded him by a few weeks, duplicated and ex-
ceeded the ovation which had been given to the ac-
knowledged master of the violin.

"On previous visits Heifetz was the prodigy, a boy to
wonder over, a technician with whom accuracy was a
passion. He comes back now to play with the poised
assurance of fast ripening manhood. His facility with
the mechanics of the instrument is with him still, but
something indefinable has been added. It can only be
said that he has acquired the intricate mazes of his pro-
fession that now he is the more able to give thought to
the expression of emotions. No longer does he tread
the by-ways of his music only as an apt pupil religiously
following the directions set down in the copy book by the
master. There is more of Heifetz in what he does than
he has revealed before."

The recitals at the Curran and Tivoli will positively
be his only appearance in San Francisco. The only other
recital by .Mr. Heifetz in the entire bay section will be
at the Oakland Auditorium Theatre, Thursday evening.
January 24th. Tickets are now on sale for these re-
citals at Sherman. Clay & Company's. San Francisco
and Oakland.

IRENE
MEUSSDORFFER
CONCERT - OPERA - ORATORIO

VOICE CULTURE
Roidriii-r siiiilio: 4S7 llaniivrr Sirret

TrI. Knndulph ::<i:K

imi.! Kohirr .1 < h:i>i- lliiililini:. H <.|lnr>Ull> > After

ELLEN EDWARDS
PIANIST

'Her playing has subtlety as well as

strength aiwl her readings have that
unison of refinement and force that
only a musical intelligence can give."
—Ray C. B. Brown. S. F. Chronicle.

KTIETII ST.. OAKLAND PIED. f;l<to-J

^^ _ _ SAN FRANCISCO _ _^ ^SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

AI.FKFII lll':itT'/.. I ipnilui-tor

Third Popular Concert
IThird Serif-I

EXPOSITION AUDITORIUM
Tuesday Evening, January 15, 8:20

ETHEL
LEGINSKA

The Wiirlil-Fiinieil I-ianiKt
«;i EST ARTIST

RESERVED SEATS »1.IMI. 7.-.e, aie and ir.e.

STENGER VIOLINS
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IT
IS generally known in the

musical world that the Knabe
is to-day the favorite instru-

ment of Leopold Godowsky

—

greatest living pianist—and also of

a group of super-artists whose
careers are untainted by any sus-
picion of commercialism.

Through sheer merit, unaided by
sensational publicity, Knabe has
become the chosen medium for the
highest expression of the pianistic

art. It is acknowledged by leading
authorities to be "the world's su-
preme pianoforte."

The same qualities that have won
pre-eminence in select musical
circles make the Knabe the ideal

piano for the home especially in

combination with the marvelous
Ampico Re-enacting'^ Piano.

The Ampico re-creates in your
home the playing of the master
musicians, on the very instru-
ment— the Knabe— preferred by
them for their personal and public
work.

KOHLERCT CHASE
26 O'FARRELL STREET • SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE

'(Copyright 1922. American Piano Company)

Alvmco

Work easily done, quickly

shows the difference >

^

DOES five o'clock find you fresh

and untired, ready to enjoy the
evening, yet with a full day's

work of neatly-typed letters ready for

the mail? If not, if those ten thousand
jolting shocks have been tiring you out
by mid-afternoon, the remedy is in your
own hands—insist on having an L. C.
Smith Typewriter.

This machine is ball-bearing through-
out—at every point friction has been
reduced to almost nothing. You will

notice the almost uncanny lightness of

touch the first time you touch the keys.

You will find some interesting facts in "The Grey-
hound of the Office": an unusual booklet which we
want to send you. Write for a free copy.

L.C.S
L.C. SMITH & BROS.
TYPEWRITER CO.

ii'ontinued friim Page 1. rol. 2 1

While the machinery of the National
Music Week is likely to grow each year
for a few years, it is the hope of your
secretary that the need for this machin-
ery will gradually lessen after three or
four years, so that Music Week may be
accepted as a permanent institution, to
be observed as Thanksgiving, and based
upon a presidential proclamation. Many
governors have already offered to issue
state proclamations, and I feel that the
value of Music Week may ultimately re-

sult in a national proclamation, even if

not this year, although this may possi-
bly be the case. Once Music Week is es-
tabrshed in this way those who are con-
templating musical activities of impor-
tance will naturally plan to make them
part of the gala week, because of the
aroused interest in music at that time.
There is another aspect to the Music

Week observance besides public affairs
of various kinds, and that is the ob-
servance of music in the homes, clubs,
schools and industrial plants. There is a
poss bility of hundreds of thousands of
little informal musicales in clubs and
studios and in millions of private homes.
This will bring greater unity within the
community and therefore be a harmon-
izing influence to the nation as a whole.
Thus it will merit, and I am confident
receive, the official recognition of our
statesmen.
This is the broad picture. It will be

the committees task to fill in the details
and to transform the picture into reality.
The primary effort of the committee

will be to disseminate the idea, so that
those cities which are not ready to come
in this year will participate in the near
future on a basis of real interest. In
other words, our great work is to sow the
seed. Our secondary effort, but slightly
less important than the first, will be to
see that as many cities as possible go
over the top this year, and uiwn a
thoroughly efficient basis.

piano teacher of Sacramento, assisted
by Miss Ethel McNeil, soprano: Ida Hjer-
leid Shelley, accompanist, gave the fol-

lowing program at Sherman, Clay & Co.
hail in Sacramento on Friday evening,
December 7tii, with bnlliant success:
Duo, .Arabesque Xo. 2 (two pianos)
(Debussyi, Gladys Buell, Leona Hunt:
Three-part Invention D Major (Bach),
Velocity Study (Chwatal), Octave Study
(Eggeling). Leona Hunt: Sonata Op, 14
No 2 (Beethoven). Gladys Buell; Duet.
Galop de Concert (by request) Wilson
Smith), Leona Hunt, Gladys Buell: Be-
cause I Love You, Dear (Hawley), Her
Rose (Coombs). Miss Ethel McNeil: Noc-
turne D Flat .Major (Doehler), Im-
promptu Op. 90 No. 4 (Schubert), Leona
Hunt: Silver Spring (Bendel), Gladys
Buell: Duo, Norwegian Dance (two
pianos! (Grieg). Leona Hunt, Gladys
Buell: Boat Song (Ware), It Was the
Time of Lilacs (Hathaway), Miss Ethel
McNeil: The Cascade (Pauer), Valse
Brilliant E Major (Moszkowski), Leona
Hunt: The Lark (Glinka-Balakirew).
FantsfSie Impromptu C Sharp Minor
(Chopin), Gladys Buell: Duo, Valse (two
pianos) (Arensky), Gladvs Buell. Leona
Hunt.

Ellen V. Clarke, the gifted young pianist
pupil of Eva Garcia, recently played over
ihe radio, and through the Oakland
Tribune received many com|)Iimentary
letters of congratulalion, among them
being some from Pennsylvania, Eastern
Canada and Wrangell, Alaska.

Gladys Buell and Leona Hunt, pupils of
Ida HJerleid Shelley, the well-known

CATCHING UP WITH DELAYS

Whenever the editor of the Pacific
Coast Musical Review has to visit the
Los Angeles office a certain amount of
work accumulates which always needs
time to gradually become untangled. This
time in addition to the Los .ingeles trip
there came the holiday season and a
number of concerts attended by the edi-
tor personally were not written up until
his return from the South, Usually it is
not customary for music journals to ex-
plain these delays. The usual, and what
is regarded the dignified, jouraalistic
way is to print the review whenever
there is room in the paper without com-

-

nient. But we know that many of our
readers, specially those participating in
some of the concerts, are eagerly await-
ing a review of the same, and are dis-
appointed when they fail to see it in an
early issue of the paper. We feel that in
telling these readers that the article they
expect will soon appear, we relieve their
anxiety and so are pleased to announce
that reviews of Ihe Loring Club concert,
the most recent Pacific Musical Society
program, the Exposition Auditorium Sym-
phony Concert, and a few recitals by
artist students and students less ad-
vanced in their work will appear in the
next issue of this paper.
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LORING CLUB GIVES CHRISTMAS PROGRAM

Usual Annual Program Selected From Requests of

Associate Members Creates an Excellent Impression
—Encores Plentiful

Anna Cora Winchell in San Francisco Journal
(Dec. 23, 1923)

For true Christmas spirit it would be difficult to find

a more reverent and joyous body than the Loring Club,
which sang to a packed house Tuesday evening. Decem-
ber ISth. at Scottish Rite hall. But the spirit of song
and sincerity was the background of the yuletide pro-

gram which was compiled from the requests of the as-

sociate membership. This set of members, however,
has as its nucleus a group which has followed the
choristers for many years and which knows its Christ-

mas mind better than most and is saturated with the
memory of old carols, folk-songs, praises to the Christ,
noels and the message of bells. The requests had been
sifted and assorted and those of final choosing reflected

best the hearts of the Loring Club supporters who
gathered for a love least and were gratified beyond
measure, for the applause was that ardent sort which
demaded repetition of the oldest and best, and the
singers never sang with such glow and sympathy.

Long-standing devotees of the club were moved by
the tide of sound that rushed forth from the platform
and which under Wallace Sabin's command was more
spontaneous than ever, even while the rhythm and ex-

pression were never unbridled. The singers left a splen-
did impression on that vast throng, which continued to
talk of the program as "the finest ever."

"Sing Joyously. Adore Him." was exultant; "Ring
Out, Wild Bells." was defiance to the powers of evil,

and Gounod's lovely "Nazareth" was sung in tones of
holiness, with James Ziegler's good baritone carrying
the melodious theme throughout. Mr. Sabin's "Carmen
Xatale" had to be repeated, as had many others, in-

cluding Charles Wakefield Cadman's "I Hear a Thrush
at Eve"—not a Christmas song, but one so soulful in

beauty that it befits any serious program. Traditionals
opened and closed: "Three Christmas Carols" setting
the house in order and 'The Wassail Song" a happy
benediction. And there were others besides.
Three solos by Mrs. Edward Everett Bruner were

sung by her in excellent voice and style. They were
Edwin Schneider's "The Cave." Carew's "Spring Comes
Laughing" and Lily Strickland's "Dreaming Time," She
has a rich dramatic soprano, in which fine coloratura
effects scintillate delicately and charmingly. In good
form, Mrs. Bruner captured her house and was brought
hack for an encore.

WHITEHILL AND DUX FOR FESTIVAL SOLOISTS

Clarence Eugene Whitehill. noted baritone of the
Metropolitan Opera Company, has been announced as
one of the four celebrated soloists to take part in the
Spring Music Festival to be given next March by the
city of San Francisco and the Musical Association. This
was the statement given out this week by Alfred Hertz,
director of the Festival. Hertz had previously an-
nounced the signing up of Claire Dux as the leading
soprano soloist of the Festival. The two other soloists
to take part in the concert program of the celebration
will be announced shortly, it is said.

Whitehill will be remembered by San Francisco music
lovers in connection with his recent joint concert here
last fall with Margaret Matzenauer. Previously he ap-
peared here in the big open-air production of "Aida"
in Ewing Field a number of years ago. Whitehill is re-

garded as a product of the west, having been born in
Iowa and received his earlier music education in Chi-
cago. It was at the suggestion of Madame Melba that
Whitehill determined to go abroad for serious study.
He placed himself under the best teachers of the old
world and mastered many roles. His debut was made
in Brussels and was followed by a number of European
engagements, subsequently coming lo this country
where he scored additional triumphs.

Whitehill is pointed out as a living example that
American voices properly trained are fully equal to
those of any other country. With the passing of the
holiday season the rehearsing of the big chorus of the
festival has entered into a strenuous phase. To accom-
modate the growing numbers of the chorus the re-

hearsals this week were transferred to the assembly
hall of Girls High School. Scott and O'Farrell streets.
Here the women will meet Monday and Thursday and
the men Tuesday and FViday at 8 o'clock sharp.

Director Hertz has made a final appeal to all those
who have not yet joined the chorus to do so at once.
At the rehearsals during the past week some ten Ger-
man singing societies joined in a body, adding more
than 200 voices to the chorus. Other organizations are
supporting the movement by urging their members to
individually affiliate with the chorus.

E. Robert Schmitz will be soloist with the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra January 11 and 12 when he will play
the d'Indy Symphony. He also plays with the orchestra
at their concert in Cambridge January 10th. On the
evening of the 13th Mr. Schmitz will appear with the
International ^Composers' Guild at the second concert
of their series at the Vanderbilt Theater and the next
day leaves for an extended tour in the middle west.

PAVLOWA BALLET SPECTACLES

There are many reasons for the impression that the
week's engagement of Anna Pavlowa and her Ballet
Russe. at the Curran Theatre the week of January 14ih.
will outshine in general interest anything the Russian
danseuse has ever presented here. American audiences
have taken splendidly to the dancers new creations.
conceived, worked out and developed during her recent
globe circling journey, when she visited strange lands
and enchanted strange people. In the minds of those
who seek terpsichorean novelties there will be much
both to see and hear, for Pavlowa has even gone to the
lengths of bringing back to American shores native
music and native musical instruments wherewith to
lend atmosphere lo her new Oriental and Far Eastern
productions.
Pavlowa returned fresh and buoyant from her 'round-

the-world journey which took the Russian danseuse and
her vast family of choregraphic stars to Japan. China,
the Philippines, the Straits Settlements. Java, India and
Egypt, in all of which countries she gathered new
laurels by her exquisite rhythmical art. Everywhere
the distinguished dancer was received with the greatest
acclaim. In Egypt the ages looked down from the vast
Pyramids upon the world's greatest dancer; she visited
the "Little .Mosque" with dusky-skinned guides: in-

spected noted Shrines, tarried in Arabian villages with

ToKt-th

the fellah boys and journeyed atop a Ship of the Desert
to the great Sphinx, there to catch the ear of that age-
old and weather-beaten potentate of the desert as if to

obtain the "low-down" on old King Tut and his sacred
court of dancers. As a result, Pavlowa's new produc-
tions are bright with vivid Japanese. Hindu and
Egj'ptian colorings and ingenious in design.
With her four score talented artists Pavlowa is making

her eighth American transcontinental tour. She brings
to San Francisco her entire Paris and London forces,

noteworthy features of which are a symphonic section
of twenty-five, corps de ballet of forty, and some twenty
of the most distinguished choregraphic stars of the day.
Pavlowa. while intent upon bringing to America this

season a number of new ballets and divertissements,
the themes, ideas and materials for which were assem-
bled during her world journey, has expressed herself as
not unmindful of the popularity and drawing power of

some of her former offerings, so that the repertoire
given out for presentation here comprises both new and
some of the more familiar favorites. The Pavlowa rep-
ertoire, as given out by Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer.
is as follows:

Monday, January 14—"Oriental Impressions" (new)
in three features—one Japanese and two Hindu, and
"Chopiniana."

Folklore" (new) and "Amarilla"

atinee—"Russian Folklore"

Tuesday—"Rus
(gypsy ballet).

Wednesday m
Polish Wedding."

Wednesday evening—"The Fairy Doll" (entirely new
version, with new costuming, scenic and lighting effects,

and Pavlowa as the prize-winning beauty of the holiday
toy ship. "A Polish Wedding."
Thursday—"The Magic Flute," and "Snow Flakes

BalleL"
Friday—"Ajanta" (new) based upon the frescoes

and carvings of the Temples of Ajanta, conceived and

developed by Pavlowa while in India. "Russian Folk-
lore."

Saturday matinee— "The Magic Flute" and "The
Fairy Doll.

"

Saturday evening— 'Autumn Leaves," Pavlowa's
beautiful choregraphic poem, and "Oriental Impres-
sions"
Each program will comprise a set of seven delightful

divertissements in two of which Pavlowa herself will
appear.
The seat sale is at Sherman, Clay & Company.

SEVENTH PAIR OF SYMPHONY CONCERTS

For the seventh pair of regular symphony concerts,
lo be given next Friday and Sunday afternoons in the
Curran Theatre by the San Francisco Symphony Or-
chestra under the leadership of Alfred Heriz. a well-
balanced program has been prepared, which contains
as its principal item Beethoven's Symphony No. 2 in D
major, which has not been heard at these concerts for
more than eight years. A new composition by Gustave
Hoist, the eminent English composer, will be given its

first San Francisco production at this pair of concerts.
It is an Oriental Suite in E minor, bearing the title.

Bent Mora, which is said to be Hoist's impressions of
Arabian music heard while he was sojourning in Al-

geria. The other number announced is Richard Strauss'
powerful tone poem. Death and Transfiguration.

The next concert in the Sunday afternoon Popular
Series will be given January 20 in the Curran, at which
two new compositions in the orchestra's repertoire will

be given their first San Francisco performance. These
are Tschaikowsky's ballet suite The Sleeping Beauty
and a Russian dance, Gopak. by Moussorgsky. Other
numbers programmed are the well-known Schubert Mili-
tary March, Grieg's Peer Gynt Suite. No. 1, Stravinsky's
Song of the Volga Boatmen, Kreisler's two graceful!
numbers. Liebesleid and Liebesfreud. and the overture
to Johann Strauss' operetta The Gypsy Baron.

In addition to its big Popular Concert in the Exposi-
tion Auditorium on Tuesday evening of next week, the
orchestra will also give a concert in San Jose on Thurs-
day evening, presenting a semi-popular program in the
Morris E. Dailey Auditorium at the State Teachers'
College.

A CELLO WITH A HISTORY

The cello, which is owned and played by Max Gegna.
solo cellist of the Symphonic Ensemble, has an interest-
ing story. The instrument is very old. which accounts
for its rich tone and was given to Mr. Gegna by Frank
Delia Torre, a collector of old violins and cellos in
Baltimore. Torre heard Gegna play with .Mary Garden
in that c.ty and invited him to his home for a private
audience, then presenting him with this cello made by
Andreas Gisalberti. master of Joseph Guamarius del
Gesu. Cremona. It came from France to Baltimore in

1843. imported by William Boucher, Jr., and was ac-

quired among others by Torre who lost many of his
valuables in the fire which devastated Baltimore in

1904. The few he saved included the present cello and
he made a custom of giving each away to some noted
artist whose playing appealed to him.

Mr. Gegna. who came to America from Russia in 1914.
first appeared with Tetrazzini on a tour of the Cnited
States and Canada, both artists traveling in the car
"Idea." built for President Wilson. He was detained at
the border as a Russian spy but soon proved his identity
and was generally acclaimed on the tour as a cellist of
unusual abilities. His father is an orchestral conductor
in Kiev and Gegna's three brothers are all instructors
of music in Xew York City.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY

The next meeting of the Pacific Musical Society,
scheduled to take place at the Fairmont Hotel on Thurs-
day evening. January 10th will give the members one of
the most carefully selected programs of the present
season. Mrs. William Henry Banks, the esteemed presi-
dent, assisted by Mme. Rose Relda Cailleau. the chair-
man of the Program Committee, have arranged for the
following artists to appear: Myra Palache. pianist: Mrs.
Wm. Poyner. violinist: Mrs. David Hirschler. pianist:

Marguerite Raas Waldrop. soloist: with Uda Waldrop as
her accompanist in several very enjoyable selections. The
following is the program to be rendered by Mrs. Waldrop
on this occasion: (a) Apaisement (Chausson), (b) La
Dentelliere de Bayeux (Fourdrain). (c) Joli Berger
(Moret). (d) Des Roses (Pesse) ; (a) My Heart is a
Lute ( Marum' » , ( b ) The N ight Wind ( Farley i . ( c

»

Cradle Song (Uda Waldrap), (d) Orientale (Marion
Bauer).

Mrs. Poyner and Mrs. Hirschler will play the Sonata
No. 2 F Minor. Opus 24. by Emil Sjogren and which is

one of the very difficult compositions of this composer.

JULIAN R. WAYBUR, Piano
.San Franclxro Keiidrnre Studiu: 17»r> Guu»:h 8t. I'bont-
FIILmure 70»1. Berkripy Studio; 2tWl Porktr .St.. ciirn«-r i>r

HllleKiiNM Ave. Thune Thornnall ::4-ls. Tiiexdity niid Fri-
day afternuunn.
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RUDOLPH GANZ WITH PHILHARMONIC

A taxing role in its?lf is the one of director of an
orchestra and to present the II minor Tschaikowsky
concerto also on a Symphony program is most certainly

a rare privilege and an accomplishment worthy of

highest praise. In this dual role Rudolph Ganz. director

of the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra, appeared with
the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra at the last

pair of symphony concerts Friday afternoon and Satur-
day evening.

.As is generally conceded by his friends, Mr. Ganz,
whose mastery of the piano is recognized international-

ly, plays with more genuine artistry than he directs and
his interpretation of this highly esteemed work of

Tschaikowsky gave ample evidence of such a conces-
sion. His tone was most brilliant in the florid passages
while his nuance and shading controlled by his elec-

trized touch and skillful pedaling brought new meaning
to this ever popular and most difficult number. The
haunting melodies in the concerto based on the blind
beggar's song stood in relief with the exquisite accom-
paniment of orchestrations in a diversity of responses
and declamations forming a background. Rothwell's
din'cling brought the never-failing thrill to the audi-

ence. Mr. Ganz conducted this well trained group of

instrumentalists in the cheerful Berlioz Overture. "'The

Roman Carnival" Op. 9 and the immortal Symphony No.
8 in F, Op. 93, by Beethoven in scholarly manner, with
accuracy, dignity and grace.
Wagner always del ghts Los Angeles audiences and

Mr. Ganz's reading of the Prelude to Die Meistersinger
was no exception on this occasion.
-Thumlerous plaudits were given Mr. Ganz and Con-

ductor Rothwell throughout the program. It was a glori-

ous performance reflecting credit to each and every
member of the orchestra as well.

Hal let Gilbepte presented a program of his beautiful
songs with Alice Forsythe Mosher, charming soprano,
at the Ventura High School not long since. Mrs. Mosher
was in splendid voice and gave most delightful rendi-

tion of the melodious creations of Mr. Gilberte's pen.
On January 9th the same program of songs, including

a new cycle by Mr. Gilberte will be presented before the
Wa Wan Club and on Jannuary 1.5th these artists will

give a concert in Long Beach.

Mme. Anna Ruzena Sprotte, who directs the music at
the Santa Monica Bay Woman's Club, presented the
chorus of fifty voices in a lovely Christmas progi"am.
Including choral numbers and beautiful tableaux. This
IJerformance attracted a capacity audience which in-

spired spleildld work, on the part of chorus and director,
by their hearty applause.

The Music Teachers' Association of California has
elected its new officers and executive board for the
ensuing year. They are: President, Mr, Frank Car-
roll Giffen, San Francisco: Vice-President, Mrs. Etta
Smith-Snyder. San Diego: Treasurer. Mrs. Alvina Heuer
Willson. San Francisco. Directors—Miss Alice Eggers.
Oakland: Miss Dolce Grossmayer, San Diego; Mr. C. M.
Denns, San Jose, Mr. Samuel Savannah, San Francisco.
Honorable mention for their splendid work during

the past year is due the retiring board: Mr. Z. Earl
Meeker, president; Mrs. Homer De Witt Pugh, vice-
president; Mrs. Alvlna Willson. treasurer: Miss Elsie
Carlson, secretary, and Frank Carroll Giffen, Abbie
Norton Jamison, Adelaide Trowbridge, .\rthur Perry,
directors.

Phillip Tronitz lately has been heard in several piano
recitals of music from his native Norway. On January
7th he will give an afternoon program for the Ebell
Club. Much interest is l>eing manifested in his appear-
ances for he is a pianist of unusual attainments.

The Musicians Club of Los Angeles held its annal ban-
(piet ai the Mary Louise Tea Room on January 7th. The
Organists' Guild were the honor guests. Mr. Abby De
.\veritl has accepted the office as president of the club
for the ensuing year and is planning an interesting
and profitable season for the organization.

Calmon LubovlskI and Brahm van den Berg, both well-
known artists of distinction in Los Angeles, gave a joint
lirograni at the Ebell Club last Monday—a fitting pro-
gram for the close of the old year. .Mr. Luboviski aside
from being a member of the Los Angeles Philharmonic
Orchestra is violinist with the Los Angeles Trio and
director o( the Russian String Quartet. Mr. Van den
Berg has appeared as soloist in Europe and this country
with the most famous orchestras, among them our own
symphony orchestra.

Merle Armitage of the Fitzgerald Concert Bureau is

responsible for the treat in store of hearing Renee
Cheinet. the premiere contemporary woman violin vir-

tuoso of the world on February 22nd. Mile. Chemet
bears the distinction of being proclaimed the worthy
successor of the late Maude Powell whose Instrument
she has the good fortune to possess. Hers have been

FITZGERALD'S for the cAd^ancement of music

ETTORE CAMPANA
Campana's triiimiihs in (irand (Jpera

and his extensive concert tours as a

soloist distinguish him as one of

America's srreatest baritones.

HILL STREET Ngj/^AT rSr-ZSS)
LOS ANGELES

KNABE PIANO USED EXCLUSIVELY

triumphant appearances on every occasion on this, her

first American tour.

The Messrs. Shubert of New York are presenting the

delicately beautiful musical comedy, "Blossom Time,"
at the Mason Opera House. Its two weeks' engagement
here playing to crowded houses speaks well for the

tastes of Los Angeles audiences. A more tuneful and
altogether attractive light musical performance has not

been given in our fair city for many years. The settings,

costumes, voices and entire cast were all fresh from
their original New York successes which fact shows
that Los Angeles accepts only the best in music and

Lovely melodies interspersed with lines of comedy
and splendid acting unfold with the delicious though at

times unhappy plot of the romance surrounding the life

of Franz Schubert, the composer, in Vienna when his

genius was only known to a few admiring and faithful

friends.

Gertrude Lang in the leading feminine role of Mitzi

was splendid in her acting and in vocal accomplish-

ments, a delight to the eye and a joy to hear. The
fascinating Halina Bruzovna gave Po her part all the

vim and fire it required. Between the two prima donnas
one finds difficulty in making a choice as each has so

much in her favor.

HoUis Davenny, as Schubert, is a gifted singer with
exceptional dramatic ability. His is a gorgeous bass-

baritone of unusual beauty. The part of Schubert's dear

friend, the Baron Von Scoberg. was portrayed by Ralph
Soule while Teddy Webb for so many years a real

comedian furnished many wholesome mirth-provoking
moments throughout the performance.

Clara A. Wolter, concert pianiste and teacher, has ar-

rived in Los Angeles and has opened a studio at 720

Southern California Music building. Miss Wolter comes
from Missoula, Montana, where she was in charge of

the piano department of the Montana State University.

She taught for sixteen years in Seattle and has studied

under Leopold Godowsky, B. Fleck and C. H. H. Slip-

l)ell, Miss Wolter has appeared in concert in New York
and Seattle. One of her artist pupils gaining special

recognition is her brother, Alonzo Wolter.

Mme. Anna Ruzena Sprotte, foremost among Los An-
geles vocal teachers and a contralto of unusual merit,

entertained the soloists and director of the Messiah
presentation at her home after the performance on
last Sunday. Many honored guests were present at sup-
per, among whom were Mr. and Mrs. John Smallman,
Mr. and Mrs. Colby, Lorna Gregg, Mrs. Alberta Sim-
mons, Florence Pierce Reed. Mr. and Mrs. Proctor and
Mr. Wilferth president of the Oratorio Society.

The Wa Wan Club, composed of prominent musicians
and music lovers of Los Angeles, gave a luncheon Satur-

day at the Biltmore to more than 200 guests in honor
of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Ganz. Many musicians of note
were present. Mrs. Mabee, the president, acted as toast

mistress, telling of the work and aspirations of the or-

ganization and introducing several of the guests who
gave brief reminiscences of former associations with
Mr. Ganz. Mrs. Carlotta Comer Wagner, vice-president

of the club and a former pupil -of Mr. Ganz. was ac-

corded the honor of introducing Mr. Ganz who gave a

delightfully humorous toast. Arthur Bett. Antoinette
Sabel. Mrs. Cecil Frankel of the national federation of

music clubs, Caroline Smith. Mrs. Rogers and Walter
Henry Rothwell of the Philharmonic Orchestra, Mr.
Schoenberg. director of the Woman's Symphony Or-
chestra, -Max Swarthout. dean of the piano department
of the University of Southern California were among
the notables present.

L. E. Behymer
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FANNIE DILLON
Head of the Department of Theory

and Composition

Faculty of Twenty-nine Teachers
Affiliated Teachers in Burbank, Claremont, Holly-
wood. Los Angeles, Long Beach, Monrovia, Pasa-
dena, Pomona, Redlands, Riverside, San Diego and
San Mo
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Address

OLGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
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Phone 567294

Frederic Burr Scholl
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Grauman"s Hollywood
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CLARA GERTRUDE OLSON
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Alexander Bevani
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Phone 822-520
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L. E. Behymer is presenting Mme. Sprotte in concert
at Anaheim and Glendora in January. She is also
planning concerts by the Santa Monica Woman's Chorus
and the Arcadia Woman's Club Chorus of which she is

the director, to be given during January and late in the
month, one of her artist pupils. Mrs. Lucy Dumas,
coloratura soprano, will appear before the Glendora
Woman's Club.

Otto Morando, vocal coach recently from Toronto. Cana-
da, has opened studios in the Birkel Music Company
building. For ten years Mr. Morando was associated
with the Canad'an Academy of Music, and the press
speaks well of his methods of voice production. He is

already being heartily welcomed into Los Angeles
music circles.

Gilman Williams, possessor of a really true and delight-
ful baritone voice, was heard at Chickering Hall in his
second annual song recital. Will Garroway accompanied
Mr. Williams and gave several piano solos during the
evening.

The Philharmonic Quartet, composed of members of the
Philharmonic Orchestra, will present the following pro-
gram for the Los Angeles Chamber Musx- Society on
January 4th: Haydn's Quartet in D major. Op. 76, Xo.
5; Fantasia Quartet by Eugene Goossens; and the
Quintet for Piano and Strings (Saint-Saeust.

The National School of Opera, which has been holding
regular rehearsals in choral work and stage deport-
ment since the opening of the school in October, is

planning to give the opera II Trovatore early in the
spring. The interesting feature of this production will

be its presentation in English. Many very talented
pupils of well-known teachers are taking advantage of
this schooling in opera. A fine undertaking like this
well deserves the support of music-loving Los Angeles.

The Directors of the Zoellner Conservatory respectfully
call the attention of the musical public to the Children's
Department which has been recently added to that in-

stitution. This work will be conducted in Los Angeles
at 1250 Windsor Boulevard and in Hollywood at the
Fuller building, the first session being held on Saturday.
January 5th. Those in charge are: Evangeline Roberts.
Anne McPherson, and Daisy Walters. Miss Roberts is

a recent arrival from the East and is a new member of
the faculty. For several years she has been teaching
piano at the American Conservatory of Chicago and
was director of the Kindergarten Piano Department of
Horner Institute. Kansas City. Miss Roberts had made a
parfcutar study of child psychology and is an exponent
of Louise Robun's system of Child Training, which com-
bines all the so-called methods and is adaptable to the
needs of each individual child. Classes will be foi-med
for children from four to fifteen years. Miss Daisy
Walters will train the violin classes and Miss .McPher-
son will take the department of Ear Training and
Rhythm.

PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA OF LOS ANGELES

Of course the symphony concerts and popular pro-
grams keep an orchestra quite busy but the general
public has Lttle conception of the really great number
of engagements that a symphonic orchestra plays in
addit-on to its home conceits.
The Philharmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles, for in-

stance, if fulfillment of the educational policy of its

founder and sole guarantor, W. A. Clark. Jr.. plays some
thirty-five concerts in cities other than its home
throughout Southern California and these engagements
sometimes involve jumps that are reminiscent of the

ZOELLNER CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC DAVOL SANDERS
Hend Violin I)<-i

Meiiilier I'

. Fiuriiernn St.. L<

. ( olli-Kf of Mu
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which first lirought the Steinway
into being, which has attended every

phase of its development, which is

responsible for Steinway leadership

toda)'—is that the Steinway shall be

the chosen piano of the home.

.\'o improvement is incorporated in

the concert grand that does not

benefit the Steinway you will buy.

The time that is the delight of

I'aderewski and Rachnianinofi lives

in your Steinway. too. In its. every
quality of excellence the Steinway in

your home is a replica of the one so

loved bv Friedman and Levitski and
Cort.it.'

That the Steinway should l)c the

chosen piano of the masters is the

greatest tribute to Steinway crafts-

manship. That it shall be the chosen
piano of the home is the greatest

purpose of all Steinway manufac-
ture. It is in your home that this

purpose is fulfilled.

UPRIGHTS GRANDS
$925 to $1260 $1500 to $2775

THE STEINWAY DUO-ART
$2050 to $4750

BIRKEL
448 COMPANY

Broadway Q/i* Steinway Hov'se

Claire Forbes

Crane

PIAN1ST -

RAYMOND HARMON
TENtm

Concert—Oratorio—Teaching

:t4.' llnsic Art Studio l\U\iX: Los Angelcii. Cilif.
Phone siil-isi

€ EleanorWoodford
)lt A>1 ATM SOPH 1

iU \CE II. STM i:i

15 Arapuhoc Siree
•hone .v;!l-ll
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ARRILLAGA MUSICAL COLLEGE
OLDEST AND BEST EQUIPPED CONSERVATORY IN THE PACIFIC WEST

2315 Jackson Street, San Francisco. Tel. West 4737
\". <\c AkRILL.\(.;.\, Uirt-ct..!-

EDOUARD DERU
Violinistia:oin;i': kduaiids

IMUM. Ilnr.t

I'Innii— 4 iMiiiiofiillon

rsyrhnlr.Ky anil Hislnry
Music, I.fcture L'uurso;

Master Classes in Violin Playing
and Ensemble

ACIIII.I.I-: \ltTIGll::S

UrKnn—IMniio

S(h..ia Canturum. Paris

H\\ llOMJ WHITt;

Write or See Miss Shaw, the Secretary, for Tuition and Concert Rates

Available for

Concerts

ISAURA
Ul IKOS-AKRII.LAG

A

SpauiKh CoNtume

one-niglit-stand theatrical companies. On January 3rd.

for example, the orchestra played afternoon and night

at San Diego and the next afternoon gave a symphony
concert at Pasadena, some hundred and forty miles
away. Another case in point—^an evening concert at

Santa Barbara on January 14th and an afternoon con-

cert the next day at San Bernardino a hundred and
sixty miles away topped off with an evening concert at

Riverside, some fifteen miles away from the scene of

tht? afternoon engagement.
It is not only the feat of moving the ninety men com-

posng this great organization, which is quite some feat

itself, but the transportation of the instruments and
other impediments not to speak of the placing of the

musicians' racks and the distribution of the scores and
parts so that each man has his in proper sequence
means a multitude of details thai the fortunate mortals
sitting in the auditorium and listening to a magnificent
concert know little about and hardly give it a thought.
There must be harmony, team work and co-ordination

lo the nth degree before we enter the auditorium and
see the orchestra placidly awaiting the initial wave of

the conductor's baton.

CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT

A program of rare interest will be heard at the con-

cert of the Chamber Music Society of San Francisco
next Tuesday evening at Scottish R:te Hall. On this

occasion the distingushed string quartet of the organi-

zation will present two of the master works of quartet
literature, the famous C major quartet of Mozart and
Cesar Kranck's big work in D major. For the authori-

tative readings of both these works Louis Persinger,

Louis Ford. Nathan Firestone and Walter Ferner have
been widely acclaimed.
An interesting thing about the Mozart quartet -is the

extreme modernity of the introduction, at least 150

years ahead of the harmony of Mozart's time. So
much so, in fact, that it was believed for a long time
that Mozart had made an error in the writing of this

portion and the work was played with certain notes
changed. R is now acknowledged, however, that the
orig.nal writing was intentional on Mozart's part and
simply shows how his great genius was far ahead of

the harmonic limitations of his period.
The Cesar Franck is a stupendous work of marked

beauty and intensity and contains all of the purity.

lofty devotion and mystic philosophy of Franck's mar-
velous musical personally. It has not been heard here
since the Chamber Music Society played it about five

years ago.
The concerts of the Chamber Music Society begin

promptly at 8:15. In order not to disturb the players
nor the audience the doors are closed promptly at that
lime and remain so until the first movement of the
(|u;irtet has been played. The kind co-operation of pa-
trons is requested in being seated at the commencement
of the program in order that as little disturbance as
possible occur after the program is started.

ALCAZAR THEATRE

Anna Christie, thn stage classic of a decade, with
Pauline Lord and Ceorge Marion in their original star
roles, and Mildred Beverley in the same tharacleriza-
l on she assumed in the New York company will be
the Alcazar attraction beginning Sunday night, January
6th.

The unprecedented triumph, scored by stars and
production al the metropoKs. which was repeated in
London, is an Indication of how fortunate San Fran-
cisco theatre goers are in being able to witness the
original production practically intact.
Anna Christie is a four-act drama, written by Kugene

O'Neill, and originally staged at the Vanderbllt Theatre.
New York. R was the outstanding success of the sea-
son. Play and players were accorded an ovation at
every performance and these demonstrations were later
repeated in London, Chicago and Itoston.

Pauline Lord is one of the reigning stars of the
American stage and has achieved most of her footlight
success on Broadway, where slie is held in the highest
esteem. Marion is a brilliant character actor and his
conception of I he part of Chris Christopherson in "Anna
Chrislit'" stamps htm as one of the foremost character
dcl)ii.?ators in all the world. Miss Beverley is a New
York actress who is called upon to portray a striking
role in this production. There are four dominating

roles in Anna Christie and Thomas Chatterton has been
specially chosen for the fourth. He is particularly
fitted through experience and type for this part.

"Anna Christie" will be presented exactly as it was
given to Broadway, particular pains having been taken
with the opening bar-room scene. The principal support-
ing players include Henry Shumer, James Edwards,
George Johnson and Frederick Green.

SYMPHONYLOGUES

The symphonylogues of Victor Lichtenstein given at 12

o'clock on the Fridays of the symphony programs are
serving a very real and very definite purpose. Mr. Lich-
tenstein has an audience who knows a good thing when
they have an opportunity to profit by it and tliey are
making use of it. It is certainly an unusual opportunity
lo have a symphony program expounded and exempli-
fied only two or three hours before you hear the pro-
gram itself. Thus, besides having an explanatory dis-

c-ourse you have the added advantage of going directly

to the concert wlilch is the subject of this discourse
while the latter is fresh in mind.
At the last symphonylogue the Dohnanyi suite and

the Tschaikowski Symphony Pathetic were Mr. Lichten-
stein's subject. He treated them in the thorough man-
ner analyzing each movement, theme by theme and ex-
plaining the thematic developments and interrelation-
ship. The composers manner, style and outlook upon
life were dealt with in a lucid and interesting way
and without any resort to technical and unintelligible
phraseology. Exemplifications were played on the piano
by two very accomplished pianists. Miss Edwards and
Mr. Tibbetts and their performance added greatly to
the value and interest of Mr. Lichtenstein's discourse.
These symphonylogues are given at Sorosis Club

hall and are under the management of Alice Seckels.
Miss Seckels deserves much credit for giving the sym-
phony-loving public this opportunity of being informed
on the numbers of the program.

KARL RACKLE.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating
to music and musicians. Give name and address.
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Edtor,
Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building.
San Francisco.

1. Is there any d'fference between a duet and a'duo,
or are both terms synonymous?—D. H.

In ordinary usage the terms are interchangeable.
They are, however, sometimes distinguished in two
ways: First, duet is applied to vocal compositions
while duo is used for instrumental; second, duet is ap-
plied to compositions for two voices or two instru-

ments of the same kind while duo is applied to those
for two voices or two instruments of different kinds.
These distinctions are rare. Any composition for two
voices or instruments, with or without accompaniment,
may be called either a duet or a duo. The former term
should have the preference, however, as being the more
usual one.

2. What is the acoustic duct?—S. A.
The auditory canal, or the passage in the ear which

leads from the external ear to the drum.
ii. How did the tune Old Hundred get its name?—E. J.

A version of the hundredth psalm used to be sung
to this tune; hence it was called the "Hundredth Tune."
When a new version of the psalter was made this tune
was retained from the old version and was therefore
called "Old Hundredth." Later it was shortened to
the form "Old Hundred."

4. What is meant by a "well-nourished" tone?—C. N.
This expression is used in reference to orchestration

and is applied to a theme which a number of instru-
ments of different timbre play in unison. A good ex-
ample of "well-nourished" tone is the opening theme
of Bizet's L'Arlesienne Suite, played by the English
horn, clarinets, saxophone, bassoons, horns, violins,

violas, and 'cellos,

.'). Did Bruch write more than one violin concerto.
and is he still living?—A. N.
He wrote three violin concertos. He died in 1907.

POVLA FRIJSH TO CONDUCT LESSONS

Povla Frijsh. noted Danish soprano, whose plan to
conduct private and class lessons in San Francisco for
six weeks beginning the first of February is meeting
with unusual enthusiasm, will leave Paris shortly after
some very successful concerts there. She will be re-

membered in San Francisco for her appearances two
seasons ago. Whatever Povla Frijsh does is pervaded
by an outstanding intellect ualism, imagination, dis-

tinction and taste. Her interpretive ability is so remark-
able that it ranks with, and to some extent reminds
especially in that rare quality of self-effacement, of Duse
and Bernhardt. It is this gift that Mme. Frijsh will im-
part to those who seek it. She will not enter into tone
placement unless it is desired but wil confine her les-

sons to the art of interpretation. Miss Alice Seckels
will give further particularrs and enroll applicants at
her office. 68 Post street, Phone Douglas 7267.

WARFIELD THEATRE

The second amazing week of the Gertrude Atherton
story of youth restored, "Black Oxen," will open on
Saturday. So great has been the success of this sensa-
tional story that an additional seven days have been
deemed necessary to accommodate the crowds. The
splendid ensemble harpists, there are ten in all. under
the direction of Miss Marie MacQuarrie. will be an ad-
ditonal attraction and Lipschultz and the music masters
will play "Naughty Marietta" selections by Herbert.
Stella Hymson and Willard Flashman are also on the
same program.

New Publications from the

Oliver Ditson Company,Boston
By Karl Rackle

FOR THE VOICE
Early Italian Songs and Arias. Vol. 1. A new volume

of the Musicians Library, tliat notable series of master-
pieces of song and piano literature. This volume, edited
by Pietro Floridia. a foremost authority on the subject,
embraces the period from Caccini (1546-1618) to
Bononcini (1640-1678) and includes such important and
interesting names as Peri, Monteverde, Frescobaldi.
Cavalli and Carissimi. Here can be found arias from
the very first operas that were ever written. The book,
containing an introductory essay by the editor, bi-

ographical sketches of the composers represented and
the editor's photograph, is uniform with the other
volumes of the Musicians Library and is in every way
worthy of a place in that excellent series.

FOR PIANO SOLO
Bert R. Anthony: Memories of the Old Farm House.

A Set of seven pieces with the following titles: Song
of the Farmer Boy. Bee in the Honeysuckle. Uncle Zeb
with his Fiddle, The Old Wooden Clock, Music of the
Brook. Ghost in the Haunted Room, The Old Mill Wheel.
Instructive and interesting teaching pieces of Grades II

and 111. In these miniature compositions confined as
they are within the simple resources of the child's
technic Mr. Anthony has achieved a distinct success at
program music. Each piece paints a musical picture so
definite as to render the titles almost superfluous. Ex-
cellent material for calling the pupil's imagination into
play.

Arthur Traves Granfteld: Jacquine (Gavotte), Flora-
della. Valse Impromptu. Chant d'amour (Love Song).
Moonlit Waters. Five charming and graceful composi-
tion in salon style suitable for recital and divertise-
ment.

FOR TWO PIANOS
Carl Beecher: The Jester. Dedicated to Mr. and Mrs,

Joseph Lhevinne. A notable addition to the none-too-
extensive literature for two pianos. Duo-pianists will
welcome this brilliant and fascinating work and will
find it a grateful composition to present to audiences.

FOR THE ORGAN
Homer N. Bartlett: Early Morn, arranged by Orlando

A. Mansfield. W. Haydn Cox: Flotsam. Frederic
Groton: Caress. Op. ."JS. No. 2. Cedric W. Lemont:
Romanza. William C. Steere: Matin Song. Five new
and interesting compositions which every organist will
find useful.
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MUSICAL BLUE BOOK of CALIFORNIA
NOW BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION
The Editor of the Musical Blue Book of Califor-

nia is now preparing to get the publication ready
for the Printer. In order to facilitate his work he
would appreciate the full co-operation of the
musical profession, and particularly the adver-
tisers. We find that many musicians who signed
contracts have so far failed to send us the
ADVERTISING COPY. It is impossible to

finish our work until ALL COPY is received at

this office.

Los Angeles advertisers in the Musical Blue
Book of California may leave their copy with
Nelle Gothold, Room 610, 808 South Broadway,
the Pacific Coast Musical Musical Review repre-

sentative in Los Angeles.
There are a number of prominent musicians in

various parts of California whose names are not
yet in our possession for purposes of registra-

tion. There is no charge made for such registra-

tion, and surely the musical profession would
like to have this Blue Book as complete as possi-

ble. If you have not yet sent in your registration,

or if no solicitor has asked you to register, kindly
send in your name and address and your voca-
tion. Or, better still, write or phone us and we
will send you a registration card to be filled out.

NOW is the time to send in your advertising
copy and your registration card. In a very short
time it will be TOO LATE.

ALFRED METZGER
Editor Musical Blue Book of California

801 Kohler & Chase Building
San Francisco. Calif.

SYMPHONY CONCERT

Pag V.l.

proce -'Jion of melodious phrases that ex-

presses every nuance of sentiment of

which the human soul is capable. And
Mr. Hertz certainly does not fail to em-
l)hasiz*? the minutest shades and colors.

From the broad, heart-rending adagio to

the throbbing, rhythmically quivering
March the distinguished conductor seems
to sound the innermost depths of human
passions. And the audience was not back-
ward in paying homage to conductor and
orchestra.

This sixth pair of symphony concerts
was one of the very finest given by Mr.
Hertz and the orchestra, and everyone
attending them left with the conviction

that there is nothing more elevating,

nothing more enjoyable than excellent

music interpreted in a manner to bring

out the various degrees of beauty with,

unfailing accuracy and vivid plasticity.

Frederick Jacobi, the distinguished
American composer, has just completed
two new compositions; Two Assyrian
Prayers, for soprano and orchestra and
a Dramatic Scene. The Poet in the
Desert, for baritone solo, chorus and or-
chestra. The latter is taken from the
poem of the same name bv Charles
Erskine Scott Wood, who has been a
San Franciscan for many years.

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI
IIAlllTONE

Authoriied to
Itei

1314 l.caveoiTOrlh St. Phone Proaprot !)2.'.3

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
I'lAMST

eliil .\venn<
<_- Herkelc-y

Uerkeley, C«l.

George Stewart McManus, the distin-

guished California pianist, spent a few-

days in San Francisco after his return
from a concert tour through Australia.
New Zealand and Hawaii in association
with Jean (Jerardy. the eminent cello

virtuoso. These artists gave ninety con-
certs on this tour, although their original

itinerary included only thirty-five. In
Honolulu they gave four concerts instead
of one as originally scheduled. They
gave fourteen concerts in Sidney, Aus-
tralia. Mr. McManus left San Francisco
on February 21st and returned on No-
vember 28th. being away during nine
months and one week. As usual Mr. Ger-
ardy created a sensation receiving ova-
tions everywhere, while the following
written by a noted Australian critic in

the Daily Mail of Sidney speaks of Mr.
McManus' success: "Mr. McManus is to

Gerardy what Pugno was to Ysaye. There
is no greater combination for cello and
piano in the world today. .

."

E. Bennett Fox, formerly in the piano
business in Pasadena and lately Eastern
representative of B. H. Janssen Piano
Co. of New York, and recently sales
manager of the piano department of the
Rudolph Wurlitzer Boston branch, is

visiting the Pacific Coast during the
winter mdnths.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMOXV

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET. PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET. VOICE
nor. Kohler A Chaae Hid. Tel. Sutter 7a.'*7

DOMENICO BRESCIA

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAX FRAXC ISCO BANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARV 10th, 1808.

One of the Oldost Banks in California.

by mergers or consolijalions with other Banks.

Member ,\ssociated Savinjis Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

JUNE 30th, 1923
Assets $86,255,685.28
Deposits 82,455,685.28
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800.000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSION BRANCH Mission and •'1st Streets
PARK.PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St and 7lh Ave
HAICHT STREET BRANCH Haiolit and Belvedere Si, eets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave, and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (^^ i)
per cent per annum was declared, Interest coinpounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN
VOICE—GlITAR

iliS Jiilvia St. Ilerkeley TTCiSJ

700 Kohler & Chase—^\'edneNd^7

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRAXO—VOICE Cl'LTURE
Available for Concerts and Recitals

Studio: ISO Central Ave. Tel. Park 1024

MISS WELCOME LEVY

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

>lrs. .Noah Brandt
2311 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore 1.522

Evelyn Sresovich Ware

Joseph George Jacobson

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

SIGMUND BEEL
.Mauler ClDHnrn for Violin

SlndlD Uulldlnfc. I'AT'i Pont Street
Tel. Walnut lil

MARY ALVERTA MORSE

Friday. Kohler & ClinHe Ulds., S. F.; Resi-
dence Studio. H!« Santa Kowa Ave.. Oak-

land. I'hone Humboldt l!il.

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON

[ li.n^e Illdtc..

;;0^. Mon.. Kohle

Brandt's Conservatory of Music

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
iprano Soloist. Temple Emanu RL Co
rt nnd i'buri-li Murk. Vocal Instructifl

Madame Charles Pouller-Soprano MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

Mary Coonan McCrea
TE.ICHKR OF SI.\GI.\G

Sttldio: 30 GalTncy Buildjnic, ^70 Sutter SI.
Tel. Uou;?IaN 42:i:i. Res. Tel. Kearny 2;t4y

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

EVA M. GARCIA
PIANIST A.ND TEACHER

owe St. Tel. Piedmont 4noS

ELSIE COOK HUGHES MME. ISABELLE MARKS
SOLO I'lAMST AVD TEACHFR

Advanced Pupils Accepted
Studio: LIS Hyde St. Apartmcn4

Phone Prospect ir>:U

HENRIK GJERDRUM

•C." Kohler .^ Cha.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
Graduate of Scholn Cnnloruni, ParjN. Or-
Eaniat St. .Mary's Cathedral. Piano De-
narliuent. Hamlin School. Orenn and

PLino, Arrlllaga Mu.vienI College

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
VHU.JMST—INSTKICTOK

Avenue. Plione Pa cific i::S4

MYNARD S. JONES
TEACHER OF SIXGING

.4RRII.LACA .IIISICAL COLLEGE
2.11r. Jackwoii St. Tel. AVesI 4'

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
37(i Sutter Street Phone DouKlas 269

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
H9 Rose Av.. Oakland Piedmont I6C18-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1S95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 4B7

ANTOINE DE VALLY
22U1 Scott St. Phone West 134T

ANDRE FERRIER
HTO Washington St. Tel. Franklin 332J

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & ChJise Bldg. Kearny 5464

. JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

ADELE ULMAN
178 Commonwealth Ave. Phone Pac. 33

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

MOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRAOI
i Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6454

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

ANTONIN BLAHA
!on St. Tel. West 4737

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough St. Tel. Fillmore 4150
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Joseph Greven
Voice Culture;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway . Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach

e"!?";" snfJ„T'""~SHOULD KNOW AT ONCE
" "adolf weidig's epoch making work

IIAHMOMr M \T[:illAI. AMJ ITS ISKS
llO\V fhnt tellH "WHl" and HbotVM -HUW to iiiiiIerHtnnil Ifnrnioi
ilpuint of Ihe miixlclan. JuKt publiNhed by Clajtun F. Suinmy Co.. <

For Sale By
HENRY GROBE. 135-153 Kearny St., San Francisco

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal Is worth

extend courtesies it should b

while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer

68 Post St., San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

or Concer t E:nRnK«-nient)i anil
Mtructlon Apply to Secretory
a aianac: ?r of K. Attl. Kooiii
Ht4 Kohle & Cbame llulldlne.

Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Tflrpbone Doiigla-f 107S

GEORGE M. OPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

Residence Plione Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Papila Prrimriil for Opera. Opotorln.
Churcli nnil Concert

^ew AddrCBK: HKINK lll.nn„ 40S STOCKTON ST.

WILLIAM F. HOFMANN
VtolCniM Son Francisco Smiiihonr

lead of Aiolin and Orchestral Deliarlmenl. I'ni-
verslty of llichignn. Studio: Kohler «V: Ctiase Itnild-
laE. Suite 10<H>—Monday and Tliursd:iy Aflernoonn.

Itcsidcncr. ilM Taylor Street.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Exclusive Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

The Most Costly, Beautiful

and Durable Piano

in the World

Often we are asked: "What is the life of a

Mason & Hamlin Piano?"

Frankly, we cannot say. We have known them
for thirty years, sold them for more than

twenty years. Those that have seen constant

service for that period still retain their earliest

beauty of tone and their mechanical structure

unimpaired. In one San Francisco cafe, a

Mason & Hamlin Grand, Style BB, has been

in constant service for more than ten years,

being played ten hours daily with orchestra

—

more than 36,500 hours of the most trying

service to which a piano can be subjected. It

is still a beautiful instrument. Prior to its pur-

chase, we are toM that a new grand piano was
purchased every second year.

Costliest ~ But Best

TWO F.NTKANCF^: /(PIANOS

1.35 KEARXY -:- 217 SUTTER I PtAYWsH TW
VICTROI.AS, BRUNSWICKS \t MUSIC

^ilg>^BAUen@ra
MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS

OAKI.AXD— 1323 \Va?iiingtox St.

S.W JOSE— 199 South First

SHEET MUSIC, PIANO ROLLS
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MUSICj PROFESSION BACKS SPRING FESTIVAL TWO UNUSUALLY ARTISTIC MUSICAL EVENTS

Prominent Vocal Teachers. Singers and Chorus Directors Enthusiastically Louis Persinger Delights Audience of Intelligent Music Lovers at Colonial

Pledge Co-operation to Secure Artist Chorus of Five Hundred Voices Ballroom of St. Francis Hotel With Eighteenth Century Music.

for Great Spring Festival to Be Given by the City and Musical Chamber Music Society of San Francisco Gives Best Concert

Association of San Francisco Under Hertz' Direction of the Present Season at Scottish Rite Auditorium

BY ALFRED METZGER BY ALFRED METZGER

John D. McKee, president of the Mu-
sical Association of San Francisco, in-

vited a number of prominent musical

people, including singers, vocal teachers.

choral directors and critics to meet in

the Directors' room of the Mercantile

Trust Co. on California street last Wed-
nesday afternoon. .January 9th, to dis-

cuss the problems of the Festival Chorus

of five hundred voices to assist in the

great Spring Festival which will be given

next March under the auspices of the

City of San Francisco and the Musical

Association, and under the direction of

Alfred Hertz. Many valuable suggestions

were offered by those present to arouse

universal interest among the singers of

the bay cities, and judging from the

enthusiasm that prevailed, subsequent

rehearsals will attract hundreds of ad

ditional singers and the quota of fivr

hundred will soon be reachd.

Among those who attended this meet-

ing were John D. McKee. Alfred Hertz.

A. W. Widenham, Mrs. Lillian Birming-
ham, Mme. Rose Relda Cailleau. Helen
Colburn Heath, Mme. Johanna Kristoffy.

Miss Ada Clement. Mrs. Mary Coonan
McCrea. Homer Henley. Henry L. Perry.

Wheeler Beckett. Mr. Van Hulst. Cantor
Reuben Hinder. Miss Cora \Vincbell.

Redfern Mason. Charles Woodman. Al-

fred Metzer, the directors of the Pacific

Saengerbund and Norwegian Singing So-

cieties, and other ladies and gentlemen
well known in professional circles whose
names have at present escaped our

memory.
Everyone present expressed himself

enthusiastically in accord with the spirit

of this great festival. Everyone pledged

himself to contribute his or her co-opera-

tion and among the suggestions offered

were some that advised to have some of

the teachers themselves prepare their

students to read the music to these great

choruses. Others advised social as well

as musical harmony among chorus mem-
bers. Again others pointed out that the

time of rehearsals should be made as

nearly as possible to conform to the

time at which singers and students are
usually at liberty. But everyone felt that

the Festival will be of great advantage
to music in general and that it will

stimulate musical interest and taste
among everyone, professionals and lay-

men alike. There is no doubt in our
mind, but that the encouragement and
pledges made at this meeting will re-

sult in the finest and greatest chorus
ever brought together west of Chicago.

Rehearsals have now been held for
several weeks and are resulting in the
growth of the chorus day by day. The
director of the Pacific Saengerbund
pledged himself to bring at least l.'>0

male voices to the rehearsal following
the meeting, which was Friday, January
nth. Homer Henley promised to bring
thirty-five voices to the rehearsals with
an additional thirty-five later on. Henry
Perry also vouched for a certain number
of singers. It was also suggested that
the prominent vocal teachers and artists
themselves should be called together for
a special meeting and assume responsi-
bility for the organization of a chorus
worthy of this community.

Mr. McKee, Mr. Widenham and Mr.
Hertz addressed the meeting in regard
to the importance of the event, showing
of what immense benefit such a festival
is to San Francisco and California in

general. They also showed wherein the
profession itself can be benefitted and
identified with the support of musical
events who at the present time are not
very much interested in the higher form
of music. We should like to add that
one of the reasons why resident artists
are not recognized by music clubs and
the public more than they are is due to
the fact that neither the clubs nor the
people have opportunities to hear them

Louis Persinger gave a program of
ciahteenth century music at the Colonial
Ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel as one
of the Ida G. Scott Fortnightlys. and the
exceptional musicianship he revealed on
this occasion again justified the reputa-
tion he has conquered for himself as one
of America's truly distinguished violin-

ists. The concert took place last Monday
afternoon. January 7th. and among the
audience could be observed some of San

MARIE HUGHES MACQUARRIE
:harming Young California Harpist Who Scored a Brilliant Success Directing
Ten Harp Soloists at the Warfield Theatre During the Last Two Weeks

and thus form their own conclusions as
how thousands of people will become
to their merit. And somehow it seems
to be human nature to claim in one
breath that it is impossible to judge an
artist's accomplishments unless he or
she can be heard and in another breath
refuse to give those opportunities which
would enable one to form such judgment.
Now, since evidently neither managers,

nor clubs, nor the people are willing
to afford our resident artists the op-
portunities necessary to make them-
selves heard, the artists have to assist

(Cntinued on Page 11. Col. 1)

Francisco's best known musicians. The
writer has so frequent opportunities to
comment on the playing of Mr. Persinger
that it would require more than ordinary
versatility to constantly add new im-
pressions to those already received.
Nevertheless Mr. Persinger reveals new
artistic traits every time he appears.

His special forte has always been a
sincere appreciation of poetic color and
shading. And the program which con-
tained such gems of violin literature as
Sonata E major ( Handel ) . Prelude G
minor (Bach). Tambourin (Hasse), and
Concerto E minor (Xardini), certainly

put his poetic instinct to the test. At
the same time it required more than the
usual amount of dramatic virility which
Mr. Persinger showed on this occasion in
specially predominating degree. The
concerto as well as the Bach number
seemed to us the most enjoyable because
they combined the poetic and intellectual
phase of interpretation to a greater de-
gree than any of the other works.
As usual, technically Mr. Persinger

proved himself past master of any situ-

ation no matter how intricate. The most
difficult passages were negotiated by him
with a facility and ease that seemed to
reduce their intricacies. At the same
time M r. Persinger belongs to the few
violin virtuosi who succeed in infusing
into the purely technical phrases of a
composition a certain element of expres-
sion which prevents such phrases from
becoming tedious or from degenerating
into pure mechanical display- Every
phrase has a certain meaning, as far as
Mr. Persinger's playing is concerned, and
he succeeds remarkably well to impress
this fact upon his audiences.
The final group of works included:

Chanson-Meditation (Cottenet). Passepi-
ed (Delibes), Idyll (Edward F. Schneider)
and Humoresque (Aulin). Of course not
all of these are eighteenth century music,
specially the work of Mr. Schneider who
is so well known both as composer and
pedagogue. This Idyll was most effective-

ly interpreted bringing out its fine sing-
ing character and its heart appeal. It is

splendidly written for the violin and
specially suited to the flexible, emotional
tone which Mr. Persinger so successfully
creates. The audience was most demon-
strative, demanded encores after each
group and rewarded the artist with the
full measure of its enthusiasm. It was a
concert which everyone was glad to
attend.

An unusually large audience was pres-

ent at the third concert of the Chamber
Music Society of San Francisco at Scot-
tish Rite Auditorium last Tuesday eve-
ning. January 8th. The society was well
within its usual quota of playing before
more than a thousand enthusiastic music
lovers. The program consisted of only
two numbers, but these represented the
cream of chamber music literature,
namely, the Mozart String Quartet, C
major. Koechel No. 465, and the Cesar
Franck String Quartet, D major. The
former an example of the pure poetic
.school and the latter somewhat dramatic
or at least romantic in character. To
interpret both these works in a man-
ner to conform to the ideals of serious
music lovers requires a versatility and
musicianship which only the foremost en-
semble players possess. The members of
the Chamber Music Society of San Fran-
cisco succeeded in gaining the hearty
appreciation of the most severe of their
auditors.
We sincerely believe that the work

done on this occasion was the best we
have heard from Messrs. Persinger, Fire-
stone. Ford and Ferner this season. It

was evident that the compositions had
been thoroughly studied and rehearsed
and that the four musicians had become
imbued with the spirit of the works. In-
tonation, attacks, phrasing, coloring,
and, above all, interpretation was uni-
formly excellent. To write about this
concert would really require constant

(Continued on Page 11. C..1. 1)
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"The Piano is the Steinway"

-- /I T a great majority of all concerts this

V,,/i season, as for two generations past,

the programs state: "The plana is

thf Steinway."

I am the Steinway piano. I do not believe

that Sherman, Clay & Co., my Pacific Coast

representatives, print this statement in a spirit

of boastfulness. I believe that they use it, as 1

accept it, in a spirit of deep responsibility.

For consider what it means to me, the piano,

thus chosen—not occasionally', but almost uni-

versally—to be the companion of all these

artists on the concert stage. Violinists and

vocalists trust me to provide the canvas against

which they, as painters, may fling the colors of

their art. Pianists invite me to render into

gracious sound, those vast chords and melodies

which exist only «'ithin their own brains and

souls—until I speak for them.

Far, far more than the audiences rcilize, do

the triumphs of the artists depend upon the

fidelity of their instruments.

Nor is it sufficient that I simply perform .is

well on this occasion as on the last. Art does

not stand still; neither may I. Every concert

on every occasion is a new test, a new crisis,

and a glorious new opportunity for me.

That is why it meant so much to me when the

great Theodore Thomas wrote of me in 1879,

What this oft-used phrase means to me
AS EXPLAINED BY THE STEINWAY PIANO

years ago. and will only change it in so far as

"I consider the Steinway piano the best at

present made, and that is the reason why I use

it in private and also in all my public con-

certs," and was able to say of me again in

1898, "I gave the above testimonial nineteen

to say that the superiority of the Steinway

piano to all others that I know of is even more
apparent today than it was nineteen years

ago."

That is why it means so much to me to have

Paderewski say: "Whene\'er perfection is at-

tained, progress is stopped ; for there is no

room for climbing when the summit has been

reached. And \'et, in \our case, this law of

nature seems to have been defied . . . Such a

thing can only be accomplished by a sincere

love of profession, and it is to this love of pro-

fession that I wish to pay my tribute of higfi

esteem and admiration."

This is my responsibility, to see that every con-

cert season finds me more gracious, more re-

sponsive, more endearing than the last. And
always, I hope, shall I continue to be a very

human piano.

Such is the meaning of the phrase, "the piano

is the Steiniuay," and such is the spirit in

which I stand upon this concert stage before

\*ou now.

Sherman jfiay& Co.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., Sar
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Schumann-Heink concerts, tickets for which are now
on sale at Sherman- Clay & Company.
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

SCHUMANN-HEINK TO SING JANUARY 20

After many years as a resident of Long Island, Mme.
Ernestine Schumann-Heink, the world's greatest con-

tralto, has established her home in California, where
she will in future spend her vacations between concert
engagements. She has bought a seaside estate at Coro-
nado and a mountain home at Grossmont. near San
Diego. Madame was one of the first of the very few
famous foreign singers to become an American citizen,

having taken out her first papers nearly twenty years
ago and receiving her United States citizenship in 1906.

This unsurpassed artist was born in Bohemia of a
Czecho-Slovak father and an Italian mother, and won
her first fame in the Imperial opera houses of Vienna
and Berlin. For many years she was a distinguished
annual guest in the Wagner seasons at Bayreuth, con-
tinuing these visits even after becoming an American
citizen. Her first appearance in this country was at
the Metropolitan Opera House, where she was immedi-
ately placed in the highest rank by press and public

—

a position which she has maintained ever since in opera
and concert.

So many cities welcome her back year after year and
so regular have been her concert engagements that
Schumann-Heink has come to be regarded as an institu-

tion, and to most of the cities in her perennial circuit

a concert season would not seem complete without her
visit. San Francisco's musical fare will be enhanced
when this great woman is presented by Selby C. Oppen-
heimer in two recitals at the Columbia Theatre on the
Sunday afternoons of January 20 and 27. And in Oak-
land the musical season will be made richer when
Mme. Schumann-Heink sings in the transbay Auditorium
Opera House on Friday night, January 25.

Mme. Schumann-Heink has restored to her programs
the great German arias and lieder with which she won
her original fame. Her coming programs are colossal
in their scope. At all of her appearances she will have
the assistance of Florence Hardeman, one of the fore-

most woman violinists in the world today, and of her
old accompanist Katherine Hoffman, who will once
more preside at the piano. The Schumann-Heink pro-
gram for Sunday afternoon, January 20. and for the
Oakland recital is as follows:

(a) Armida aria from Rinaldo (Handel), (b) Erda
scene from Rheingold (Wagner), (c) Brangaena's Call
from Tristan and Isolde (Wagner), (d) Die AUmacht
(Schubert), Mme. Schumann-Heink; (a) Prelude and
Allegro (Pugnani-Kreisler). (b) Tambourin .Chinois
(Kreisler), (c) Ave Maria (Schubert-Wilhelm). (d) La
Ronde des Lutins (Bazzini), Florence Hardeman; (a)
Fruhlingsfahrt (Schumann), (b) Wilmung (Schumann),
(c) Gute Nacht (Franz), (d) Sapprische Ode (Brahms),
(e) Six Gypsy Songs (Brahms). Mme. Schumann-
Heink; (a) Have You Seen Him in France (Ward Steph-
ens), (b) There is no Death (O'Hara), (c) Sweetheart
(Humphrey Stewart), (d) Someone worth while (Ward
Stephens), (e) Dreamland Gates (Charles Huerter),
(f) Bolero (Leggiero invisible) (L. Arditi), Mme. Schu-
mann-Heink.

On January 27, in San Francisco, an entirely different

list of compositions will be presented. Notable in the

selection are the Mitrane aria by Rossi, Oh Rest in the
Lord (from the Elijah), and the great Ah, mon Fils

aria from Meyerbeer's Prophet, Beethoven's Ich Liebe
Dich. Schubert's Erlkoenig and Haideroeslein. Huerter's
Dreamland Gates, Louise Reichhardt's "When the Roses
Bloom," O'Hara's "There is no Death," Humphrey Stew-
art's "Sweetheart," Malloy's "Kerry Dance," Ward
Stephens' "Someone Worth While," and, by request, the
Arditi "Bolero" will be found on this program.

THE PAVLOWA BALLETS

Music-lovers, as well as devotees of the dance, are
evincing a special interest in the engagement, at the
Curran next week, of Anna Pavlowa and her Ballet
Russe. Orchestral background in great ballet specta-
cles, as well as in well-staged grand opera productions,
constitutes an important feature, and in this respect
the symphonic section of the Ballet Russe is in every
way adequate. For several seasons past chief musical
director for the Incomparable Pavlowa. Mr. Theodore
Stier returns again as maestro of the Ballet Russe. pre-

siding over an organization of twenty-five seasoned,
experienced artists, most of whom have devoted their
careers to opera and choregraphic playing. Pavlowa
brings, among other important members of her orches-
tra, M. Michael Levienne, noted cello player, well-

remembered as accompanying soloist on tour with
Feodor Chaliapin, the Russian singer, the orchestral
section comprising many other specialists of note.

Pavlowa's repertoire at the Curran, beginning Mon-
day evening, is one o^rare attractiveness, made up, as
it is, of both new and the more familiar productions.
There is an equally divided interest in the events
because, while the new offerings—Japanese, Hindu,
Egyptian, Russian and French are attracting widespread
attention, a new generation has developed here since
Pavlowa's visit more than two seasons back, and this

contingent will find splendid interest in such offerings

as "Amarilla," the beloved gypsy ballet; "Chopiniana."
the set of beautiful dances to the scores of Chopin, all

orchestrated by Glazounow and arranged by the maitre
de ballet, M. Ivan Clustine. Pavlowa's new and entirely
changed version of "The Fairy Doll," wherein the star
appears again as the prize-winning beauty of the Christ-

mas toy shop, will have its appeal to the younger ele-

ment, while such creations as "The Magic Flute," with
its score by Drigo; "A Polish Wedding," music by
Krupinski; "Snowflakes," with melodies from Tscha-
kowski's "Nutcracker." and "Autumn Leaves," Pav-
lowa's own choregraphic poem to the score of Chopin

—

all these will seem fresh and new to hundreds of ad-
mirers of Pavlowa—fairylike daughter of the dance.

Pavlowa's new three-feature spectacle, "Oriental Im-
pressions," while gorgeously staged, with all the fascin-

ating colorings of Japan and the Far East, with native
music and musical instruments used by the orchestra
members, may leave something to be desired melodi-
cally. hut is said to be the most fascinating from the
visual and choregraphic standpoint. Likewise the star's

new Russian ballet, "Old Russian Folklore," a feature
not before seen outside the dancer's native land until

produced in London a few weeks back. The new crea-

tion is based upon the story, "The Enchanted Bird Prin-

cess," the role assumed by Pavlowa, and which is said
to reveal a new side to her wondrous talent. "Ajanta,"
another splendid offering, created and worked out dur-
ing the dancer's globe-circling tour, is based upon the
carvings, frescoes and monuments in the Temple of

Ajanta (India), and calls for costly and magnificent
scenic effects and stage pictures, enhanced by Pavlowa's
own unique lighting system known as the De Lipsky
method. The program complete at the Curran is as
follows

:

Monday evening: Chopiniana, Oriental Impressions
and divertissements.

Tuesday evening: Old Russian Folklore and Ama-
rilla, with divertissements.

Wednesday matinee: A Polish Wedding and Old
Russian Folklore, with divertissements.

Wednesday evening: The Fairy Doll (new) and A
Polish Wedding, and divertissements.

Thursday evening: The Magic Flute and Snow
Flakes, with divertissements.

Friday evening: Ajanta and Old Russian Folklore,

and divertissements.

Saturday matinee: The Magic Flute and The Fairy
Doll, and divertissements.

Saturday evening: Autumn Leaves and Oriental Im-

pressions, with divertissements.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY

A particularly attractive and interesting concert of

the Pacific Musical Society is set for the evening of

Thursday, January 24th, at the Fairmont Hotel, when
the following artists will take part in the program as ar-

ranged by Mrs. William Henry Banks, the worthy and
esteemed president, and Mme. Rose Relda Cailleau,

the chairman of the Program Committee.
Three pianists, viz. Ellen Edwards, Walter Frank

Wenzel and Helen McClory will appear. Edna Horan is

the violinist of the occasion. The vocal soloists will be
Norma Garrett and Reuben R. Rinder. One of the se-

lections on the program is by Ernest Bloch, acclaimed
as the foremost composer of our day, who has composed
musical settings for three masterpieces of Jewish
poetry, Psalms C, XIX, C, XXXVII and Psalms C. XXII.

In them all there reverbrates the leonine voice of

the people of Israel and towers the majesty of the race,

the musician awakens the sensations of vehement ex-

pansion and energetic speech which is peculiarly his

own. Bloch's imagination reveals in many-figured ani-

mated frescoes, in limitless landscapes, teeming with
impassioned life. This is particularly true of the XXII
Psalm, as well as of his Hebrew Rhapsody for orchestra
and violoncello, which was recently performed here by
the San Francisco Orchestra and with Mr. Horace Britt

as soloist.

STOCK-TAKING
BY ANIL DEER

Rushing, bustling, humming -sounds of activity, a
veritable bee-hive, the cause—stock-taking, the place

—

any large store. A trying, but eventually
grateful, task is this. The buzz of the
harassed and weary clerks, dazedly re-

peating their ceaseless ritual of 5 gross,

3 doz. and S. Resembling an industrious
swarm of bees, they, likewise, are pre-

paring for the future, selecting, collect-

ing and segregating, choosing, as does
K t.^^ the bee, that which they trust will event-

WJB^J^^ ually be of most value.

Buyers, for the store, are alert and
eager to find which are the "dead" brands and which
the "live." Those possessing no sale value and those
which move readily;' stock they have a surplus of and
that which is running low. Small wonder that a pro-

spective patron be regarded as an annoying interfer-

ence, recalling an incident related of Mark Twain, who
resigned his position in a book store for the reason that
"the customers kept interrupting him."

If stock-taking be necessary and of value to a busi-
ness house, it is equally so to the pupil, singer or artist.

The pupil, who has a long road to travel before he (or
she) can be truthfully named a singer. The singer who
has a longer journey, before arriving at the artist's

realm. The artist, who after an adventuresome pilgrim-
age, finds himself (or herself)) again a pupil, not of an
individual, but of facts, of life itself, of countless pos-
sibilities and innumerable probabilities, countered by
the impossible and the improbable.

One stock, of which there is a surplus and of which
no buyer will purchase more, occupying space better
reserved for valuable material, is the egotistical, self-

satisfied I, far better replaced by YOU, THEY, THEM
or THOSE.

I, who stands stiff in a corner, with parched mum-
mified skin, glaring through half-closed lids, with bale-

ful gleam of jaundiced eyes at the performance of su-
perior ability. Who proclaims aloud. "I am the only
one. You are nothing, I am great, You are insignificant."

A poor grade of cluttersome stock, not worth storage
room.

If you have possessed the requisite intelligence to de-
velop perseverance and by labor have acquired profi-

ciency in your chosen line, that intelligence naturally
informs you of the resulting value of your efforts. When
praised by others you are not called on to exhibit a
hypocritical mock modesty by disclaiming the justice of
their praise, hut, watch I and refuse to allow a cloud
of egotism to befog clear vision.

Bring I out into the clear light of day for open in-

spection, and enumerate the deficiencies. Weighed, in

the fair scales of self-knowledge, it will be found de-
cidedly short weight. As you call the rating for the in-

ventory mentally exclaim, "what if I do sing thus and
so. I will investigate and learn if there may not be
others who are equally able, perhaps excel Me." If

a resident of a small community and assured as to your
superior ability to all rival aspirants, extend your quest,
next a large city, if satisfied, examine the qualifications

of your confreres in the state, reassured as to your
standing then the United States offers many opportuni-
ties for further enlightenment. Should blissful security
of place persist, then the universe, if—incredible to be-

lieve—I should still loom large and blatant musical his-

tory remains for research. Learn of the marvelous feats

performed by the singers of other days, then pause and
reflect on the untold possibilities of those yet to be.

Prick the bubble of conceit with a pin-point of knowl-
edge. I has undoubtedly vanished ere now and given
rightful place to You.

You. who may proudly say, "Yes, We can sing, so did

They. We are one of Them, one of the many whom a
bounteous One has favored by the gift of voice, who is

highly honored to be numbered among Those."

Replace the shop-worn, dusty and damaged stock of I

with fresh, clean, valuable goods labeled, "We, LTs and
Company."

COSI FAN TUTTE THIS MONTH

The next Elywyn Arist Series attraction after Heifetz

will be William Wade Hinshaw's production of Mozart's

Opera Comique, Cosi Fan Tutte. or The School For
Lovers, at the Scottish Rite Hall. Monday evening,

January 28. The original book of this opera was writ-

ten by Da Ponte, lyrics by Rev. Marmaduke E. Drowns,
and it was done into the English by the late Henry
Edward Krobhiel. The production will include a famous
all-American cast, starring the celebrated soprano, Miss
Irene Williams.

Considerable interest was aroused last season over
the announced production of this opera, and there was
a great deal of disappointment when the date had to be
cancelled by reason of the illness of one of the princi-

pals of the cast. The assurance now that the production

will positively appear will doubtless revive the interest

of those who did not get to see it last year, and will

also furnish a renewed interest to those who saw Hin-
shaw's production of Mozart's Opera Comique, "Im-

presario," which was played on the Elwyn Artist Series

some months ago.
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THE SPRING MUSIC FESTIVAL

The third soloist tor the San Francisco Spring Music
Festival was announced this week as Mario Chamlee,
celebrated tenor of the Metropolitan Opera Company,
and one of the youngest of the post-war discoveries in

the vocal world.

The other two soloists previously announced are
Mme. Claire Dux, soprano, and Clarence Eugene White-
hill, baritone, and another famous member of the Metro-
politan. One more soloist is yet to be secured, and,
according to Alfred Hertz, director, he expects to be
able to make this announcement in the very near future.

The three soloists already secured, however, indi-

cate the hiph plane on which the Spring Festival has
been planned, according to A. W. Widenham, manager
of the undertaking which he says is without parallel

in the music history of American cities. Nothing is

being left undone by either the city or the Music Asso-
ciation, the joint sponsors of the Festival, to make this

series of concerts a'success that will command national
attention.

Chamlee is another American-horn artist and what
is of more interest to San Franciscans, a product of the
West. He was a pupil of Achille Alberti of Los Angeles,
and is a master alike in both vocalism and acting. His
operatic debut was as Mario Cavaradossi in Tosca. with
the Metropolitan in ltl20. Since that date his host of
admirers has been constantly growing. Chamlee has
never before appeared in San Francisco.
The work of rehearsing the big chorus of .500 voices

is proceeding rapidly, according to Hertz. The rehear-
sals are now being held in the assembly hall of the
Girls' High School, the women meeting on Monday and
Thursday nights and the men on Tuesday and Friday
nights.

A feature of the chorus rehearsal this week was the
joining in a body of the chorus of the San Francisco
Opera Association. This means the addition of more
than a himdred trained voices. The chorus joined at

the request of Gaetano Merola, director of the San
Francisco Grand Opera Company, who declared that the
additional training tliat the Spring Festival will give the
opera chorus will be of infinite value to the members
in connection with the next season of grand opera.

"The chorus of the San Francisco Opera Association
was one of the splendid features of the highly success-
ful season given by that organization last fall and the
Spring Festival is indeed fortunate, to secure the co-

operation of such a splendid group of trained voices,"

said Hertz.

During the past week some 200 voices, compI^sing
some half dozen German singing societies, have also
joined the festival. These also bring to the festival

a group of voices highly trained for the specialized
work required by the chorus.

ETHEL LEGINSKA IN CHAMBER MUSIC

Ethel I..eginska, "the Paderewski of women pianists,"
is coming to San Francisco. This announcement has a
touch of added interest inasmuch as this great artist
will be heard here, not only as a soloist with the
Symphony, and otherwise, but also as an exponent of
Chamber Music for which branch of musical art she
enjoys a tremendous international reputation. She has
been engaged by the Chamber Music Society of San
Francisco as an assisting artist at the fourth concert
of the San Francisco series at Scottish Rite Hall, Tues-
day evening. January 2nth. She will appear also with
the Chamber Music Society of San Francisco at Stan-
ford University Assembly Hall on February 4th.

Leginska was bom in Hull, England, and received
her early musical education in Germany. She then be-
came the favored pupil of the great Leschetizky in
Vienna and since her debut started what has since
proved to be a sensational career. She won a veritable
triumph from the first, a triumph that has since taken
her all over Europe and America until her name and
fame have become internationaly known. Now Leginska
stands supreme as a master interpreter and composer
of rare intelligence and unbounded charm. Delicacy
and taste, personality and temperament, coupled with
unusual creative idealism place her among the few tore-
most women pianists of the day. Her key to power is
an evanescent creative ability which individualizes each
work. I^eglnsJka gives out so much of herself that she
Invariably arouses the intellectual and the emotional
in the great audiences held spellbound by her art.

The program prepared for her appearance with the
Chamber Music Society of San Francisco is one which
shows Leginska's great art and dynamic temperament
to best advantage. She will be heard in a Romantic
Trio of Weber for piano, flute and violoncello and in
the new Quintet for piano and string quartet by Nandor
Zsolt, the most interesting, forceful and compelling
figure among the younger generation of distinguished
Hungarian composers.

The opportunity to hear Leginska In her favorite form
of musical activity together with the famous Chamber
Music Society of San Francisco In recital, is one of the
most unusual musical offerings that have been pre-
sented to San Francisco this season.

THE SAN CARLO OPERA CO.'S REPERTOIRE

"Why doesn't Fortune Callo and the San Carlo Grand
Opera Company give us new operas?" This question
one hears a great deal amongst the opera colony of San
Francisco. "Why doesn't he Include the novelties?
Why doesn't he give us things that we have never
heard before?"

This question is worthy of discussion. AVhy doesn't
Fortune Gallo do it? In the repertoire announced for

this year In the limited two weeks' engagement at the
Curran Theatre begining January 21st, we find again
Carmen, Rigoletto, Martha. Aida, Mme. Butterfly, Tosca,
Faust, Cavalleria Rusticana, Pagliacci, La Boheme,
Lucia di Lammermoor, Traviata, and even the perennial
warhorse, II Trovatore. Among the list we find as a
somewhat original presentation, Verdi's Othello, and
La Forza del Destine. Recently Charles D. Isaacson, the
New York music critic, was in San Francisco, and this
same question was asked him.
"Oftentimes those of us who are thoroughly immersed

in the musical life are apt to consider ourselves in a
matter of this kind, and not the rest of the public. What
we would like is not often what the great mass of the
people want. For me, a great joy comes in hearing
Pelleas and Melisande. I enjoy tremendously The Dead
City, and to me Monna Vanna was a never-to-be-for-
gotten evening. It was wonderful to hear Marouf. and
even the Polish Jew. But I don't think that these operas
would be wise for a repertoire such as San Francisco
must have in what I understand this year to be only
two weeks. Hut there is a point which we overlook. At
the 'Metropolitan Opera House in New York City the
operas that are chosen are the operas that Mr. Gallo
has promised San Francisco. Oh yes, there are the
novelties, too. but it must not be forgotten that a season
of many more than ten weeks, fifteen, sixteen, eighteen
weeks, is New York's quota. Aad it must not be for-
gotten either that there is less than five per cent of
novelties. Now I am looking at the repertoire for San
Francisco. There are seventeen performances, and Ave
per cent of seventeen performances would be less than
one opera. I have made it my business to examine the
records of cities like San Francisco and Los Angeles,
and even Philadelphia and Boston, and when the un-
usual, the little heard opera, is produced, the response
has been very meagre. I said a moment ago that we
who are in music are apt to think that we must be con-
sidered first. Perhaps that is true. For myself, even at
the expense of being termed a Polly Anna, 1 don't
know that I ever failed to enjoy the magnificence of
Aida, the tragic character of Rigoletto, the colorful at-
mosphere of Carmen, the melodramatic spirit of Tosca.
and the quaintness of Mme. Butterfly. I can still laugh
and whistle at La Boheme. and although a young woman
much younger than myself, writing music tor a news-
paper of some tour or five thousand circulation, recently
remarked to me, 'Oh, how thankful I am that II Trova-
tore is given on Saturday night—I don't need to review
it'—I love to hear the tower scene, with the Miserere.

I still enjoy even the Anvil Chorus. We want to hear
these old friends, and to consider an opera season with-
out them would be like going back home tor Christmas
and meeting new residents and failing to call upon the
family." Then, too, most of all, Fortune Gallo is per-
haps the best student ot operatic conditions in America.
He is the only man who has ever made grand opera
successful, and his choice is always shrewd and
sensible.
The advance sale of tickets for the San Carlo Grand

Opera Company is reported by Mr. V. I. Shepherd, of
the Elwyn Concert Bureau, to be unusually big. There
is a continual line at the Sherman, Clay & Co.'s box
office, and the mails bring in a large demand each day.
It looks as if all previous seasons of the San Carlo
Grand Opera Company in San Francisco will be eclipsed
in the popularity which is already exhibited. To be
sure the San Carlo Opera Company is able to give only
two weeks this year, their bookings having been so
large in other cities that it is definitely impossible to
extend the limited two weeks. This, perhaps, has been
the cause for the increased early buying. One is to
hear these favorites now. or not for another year to
come. It is conclusive that San Francisco will have no
opportunity of hearing such operas as Carmen, Rigo-
letto. Mme. Butterfly, or Aida, Tosca, Faust, Cavalleria,
Ru.sticana, etc., excepting during the run of the San
Carlo Grand Opera Company.

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
LeRoy V. Brant, Director

OOer. Courar* In .til Dranchra of Mnale at
All Sla»-7a of .4d« oncement

SAN- JOSE CALIFORXIA

MRS, MILES A. DRESSKELL
sni'Rwo

Announceii the Openlns of Her SIntllo
469 Morse Street Phone 6382-W

Availahle for ronoerta an.l Rfciliila

NOTRK UAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
San Jose. Cal.

Confera nt^reea, .Afrarda Certiflratea. Complete Collese
ConaervatorT and Academic Cnuraea In I'lano. Violin.
Harp. 'Cello. Voice, ilormoor, Conntci point. Canon and
KnEne and Science of Mnalc. For parllcnlara Applj to

JOSE MUSIC COMPANY
Andernon Brotherw

Planoii, PhonncrrnphN. Recorcln, Sheet MdhIo. VIollna,

02 «i«
„^^^»«"d«lln«—Studl«« at Moderate Ra(e«

«^ So. Second Street San June, California
Phone 24.13

WORCESTER SCHOOL OF MUSIC
ALLIANCE BUILDING

SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA

TWO CONCERTS ONLY
IX .S\\ KUA>( isro

jAscHA HEIFETZ
MnMter Violinist

CURRAN—Friday Matinee, Jan. 18
TIVOLI—Wednesday Eve., Jan. 23

XEXT KI.WVX SERIES ATTR.ACTIO.X
>loxart*K Opera Comlquc

COSI FAN TUTTE
Scottish Rite Hall, Monday Eve., Jan. 28

KARL RACKLE
1330 PINE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Telephone Prospect 9219

BENJAMIN

MOORE
2636 UNION STREET

S.AX FR.AXCISCO

Telephone Fillmore 1624

BY .4PPOIXTMEXT

Myra Palache
PIANIST

PRIVATE AND CLASS LESSONS
LECTURES ON MUSIC APPRECIATION

San Francisco, 807 Kohler 4 Chase BIdg. Tel.

Kearny 5454. Wednesday from 2-6 p. m. only.
Berkeley, 20 Brookside (off Claremont Ave.) Tel.

Berkeley 4091. Mornings at Anna Head School.

lOEWlwARriEnH

LIPSCHULTZ
AND HIS

MUSIC MASTERS
"MILLIONS OF BUBBLES"

AX IMl'ORT.lTIOX FROM THE 31I.S1C
|

H.V1.1.S OF I'.ARIS

ON THE SCREEN

<<

RICH.4RD D.VRTIIELMESS IX

TWENTY-ONE"
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ANIL DEER
''SoulfuV

COLORATURA SOPRANO
Address:

ADOLPH KNAUER
79 Central Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

SCOTTISH RITE
AUDITORIUM

MOXDAV AND Tl KSDAV

JANUARY 14-15, at 8:15

Max Rabinoff
PrenentM

••The Grente-Ht MumIc \oveIly of »he Apre"

ALEXANDER KOSHETZ'

UKRAINIAN National Chorus
oIN etU'•\ ercnt bunian nrKnn. nhioh

and MnftenM nt Ihe ivill uf the Ulre<

Herald.

"MoMt amaxinE «nd henutlful tilnelnfc ^f^** ,^5""*
in the memory of middle-seed

or."—New » ork

,*'—>ew York

••Perfection neldom obtained."—New York Globe.

•'In the perfection of itN art. thU ehoros belonRN
to no country-, but to that invinible realm of Idear*

n-hieh are universal."—Cbicaeo Journal.

MONDAY MGHT SOLOIST

—

MI.I.E. ODA SI-OBODSKAJA
Leadini; Dramatic So|irnno of the

Petrosrad Opera Company

TIESDAY MGHT SOLOIST

—

EWSSEI nELOrSSOFF
ForemoHt RuHKian *CelliMt

SeatK on Sale at Sherman, Clay & Co.'m, EvenlngH
of ConeertM at Ilox Olllee. PrieCM—«1. 92. fZ.TM IpluK

tax). liny Your Seats Early.

SYMPHONYORCHESTRA
Ai.r/t£D//£RTz Conductor.

NEXT SUNDAY, JANUARY 20
2:4.-i P. M.

CURRAN THEATRE
POPULAR CONCERT

PROGRAM
Srhabcrt

Sonc; of the Volea lloatiuen
RuKNinn Danre
Soite. The sleriiinK Uranty

..GrIeB
SlrovlnMkr

MonnoorExkr
TMrhalkuMHky

Krrlxlrr
LiebesCi end KreUler

Frank Moss
PIANIST

Residence Studio, 850 Geary Street, Apt. 8

Tel. Prospect 3071

AVAII..\DI.E FOR BECIT-VLS

Management Alice Seckels

CS Pout Street Phone Douglas 72«7

Mme.POVLA FRIJSH
(Danish Soprano)

AVill Conduct a Course In the

ART of INTERPRETATION
Six Weeks, Beginning Feb. 1, 1924

CLASS AND PRIVATE
INSTRUCTION

For TerniH and PnrticnlnrN AddreNit

ALICE SECKELS. Manager
flS Post St. Room 3(m Douglas 72«7

BEATRICE ANTHONY

SEI.BV C. OPPENHEIMER

SCHUMANN
HEINK
TWO RECITALS

COLUMBIA THEATRE
SUNDAY AFTS., JAN. 20-27

KRIDAV EVE.. JAM AKV i:

PROGRAMS INrl.lDE OPERATIC SEI.ECTIOS.
W.^GNER ARIAS. GERMAN "I.IEDER."

EXGI.ISH SONGS, ETC.. ETC.

Tickets Now on Sale
»3.00 (tai eitral at Sheminn. CI

Coming

!

DE GOGORZA, Baritone

DE PACHMANN

in the Audtorium. The program follows: (a) Nocturne,
Op. 27, Xo. 1. C sharp minor, (b) Third Ballade, Op. 47,

A flat major, (c) Fourth Scherzo, Op. 54, E major,

Chopin; (a) Etude, Op. 10. No. 7, C major, (b) Etdue,

Op. 25, No. 3, F major, (c) Etude, Op. 25, No. 7, C
sharp minor, (d) Polonaise, Op. 44, F sharp minor,

(Chopin): (a) Prelude, Op. 28, No. 22. G minor, (b) Pre-

lude. Op. 2S. Xo. 7. A major, (e) Prelude Op. 28, No. 15.

D flat major (dl Mazurka. Op. 67, No. 4. A minor, (e)

Mazurka, Op. 33, No. 4. B minor, (t) Valse (Posthu-

mous). E minor, (g) Valse, Op. 70. No. 1. G flat major,

(h) Valse, Op. 42, A flat major (Chopin).

Miss Muri Silba, an exceptionally accomplished pianiste,

has recently come to San Francisco. She is a Pole by
birth and displays all the fervor and brilliancy which
are traditional of her race. From early childhood she
has had the advantage of the most supreme training

and has been associated with the world's foremost
artists. Among her instructors have been Xaver Schar-
wenka and Theodor Leschetizky. Both these great
teachers were always enthusiastic about Miss Silba's

natural endowment and the ease with which she pro-

gressed in their instruction.

LOUISE LEE \ OYE
Dramatic Soprano. Has llecn St-Urleil hj-

GIACOMO MINKOWSKI

THREE CALIFORNIA ARTISTS RETURN

The Misses Ada Clement, Lillian Hodghead and Rena
Lazelle, artists well-known in local musical circles, re-

turned to San Francisco this week, after a two months'

tour of the East, where they not only appeared in con-

cert, but also were entertained by Harold Bauer. C.od-

owsky and other world-famed musicians. One of their

most interesting experiences was in the picturesque

town of Santa Fe. visited on their return trip, where
Miss Clement and Kena Lazelle gave a recital on Janu-

ary 4 before the Woman's Club in the hall of the

Museum, which is a copy of one of the oldest churches
in this country. These three artists will now resume
their classes at the San Francisco Conservatory of

Music, of which the Misses Clement and Lillian Hodg-
head are the founders and directors.

LINCOLN
BATCHELDER

Pianist -- Accompanist

Studio 412 Cole St. : Phone Hemlock 368

To Teath Him Cla HiH Stay in Europe

cor* Kdhler <& Cha

DE PACHMANN COMING

The Exposition Auditorium on Thursday night, Eeb-
ruary 7th, will house a great throng gathered to enjoy
the only recital to be given in northern California this

season by the redoubtable veteran, Vladimir de Pach-
mann, whose transcontinental tour positively limits his

appearance to this one gala event. At the urgent re-

quest of Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer de Pachmann
will play an all-Chopin program in San Francisco.

It is an an interpreter of the Polish composer that de
Pachmann excels, and it will be recalled that on his

visit here some years hack he was referred to as the

"great Chopanzee." Even today, at the age of seventy-
five, such critics as Olin Downes and H. T. Parker, in

Boston. Richard Aldrich. Sigmund Spaeth, Grena Ben-
nett, and Henderson, in New York, have agreed that

none can excel this noted man in the interpretation of

Chopin.
De Pachmann's program is as follows, and from the

present indication of the seat sale, which is now in

progress at Sherman, Clay & Company, there will

scarce be room for the throng that will want to hear him

BOHEMIAN QUARTET
LVMAN H. NORTH

SFCDnil Tcaor

SCOTT IIEEIIE

D. GW VM-I JONES
Flr»t Tenor

<;E0. C. PETTIS
Uarllone ilasn

Eonr Well Knonn Soloiata

AKSlxtr.1 by D. R. EISENMAYER. Planixt and Char
acter Actor. Repertoire of ClaHnic and Popula
NomberM for All Oecawlona. Entire Proerama Glvei

Management SCOTT BEEBB
111:!.*; Fifly-seeond -Vvenae, Oakland, Calif.

ELLEN EDWARDS
eadings have
)n of refine-
d force that

n give."— Ray
B. Brown. San Fran-

Chronicle.

200 Fortieth Street
tiaklnnd

Piedmont lilKO-J

^^ SAN FRANCISCO —^ »^ .^SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

.\I.FRED HERTZ, Conductor

Third Popular Concert
(Tliird Series)

EXPOSITION AUDITORIUM
Tuesday Evening, January 15, 8:20

ETHEL
LEGINSKA

The World-Famed rianUt
GtEST ARTIST

RESERVED SEATS—«1.00, 75o, SOc and 20c.

STENGER VIOLINS
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IT
IS generally known in the

musical world that the Knabe
is to-day the favorite instru-

ment of Leopold Godowsky

—

greatest living pianist—and also of

a group of super-artists whose
careers are untainted by any sus-
picion of commercialism.

Through sheer merit, unaided by
sensational publicity, Knabe has
become the chosen medium for the
highest expression of the pianistic

art. It is acknowledged by leading
authorities to be "the world's su-
preme pianoforte."

The same qualities that have won
pre-eminence in select musical
circles make the Knabe the ideal

piano for the home— especially in

combination with the marvelous
Ampico Re-enacting'^' Piano.

The Ampico re-creates in your
home the playing of the master
musicians, on the very instru-
ment—the Knabe— preferred by
them for their personal and public
work.

'KOHLERer CHASE^
26 O'FARRELL STREET- SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE

•(Copyright 1922. American Piano Company)

AMHCO

No Wonder You Dread
Those Last Rush Letters

After many hours of confining office

^^. work, any girl is just about tired

out. And then come those final rush let-

ters. No wonder you dread them.

But you need not. Your nerves could be

smoother ; your back could ache less. All

you have to do is to stop those ten thou-

sand jolting shocks on your finger tips.

A pamphlet, which tells all about how the

L. C. Smith Typewriter does this very

thing for you, will be sent upon request.

Just write for a copy of "The Greyhound
of the Office."

L. C. Smith
L.C. smiths; BROS.
TYPEWRITER CO.

THE CALBERG PIANO RECITAL

Miss Zannette W. Potter. Oalilanrt con-
cert manager, is presenting one of Oak-
land's brightest pianists in recital at the
Twentieth Century Club House in Berke-
ley, Thursday evening, January 17th, at
8:30 o'clock. This recital will be an op-
portunity tor the many friends of young
Calberg to bid him Godspeed and au
revoir before he sails via the Panama to
New York on February 4. In the eastern
centers the California artist expects to
study and mingle with the musical elect
and perhaps journey on to Europe there
to meet again his beloved teacher.
Wager Swayne. Here Mr. Calberg has
studied with Benjamin S. Moore and
coached with Miss Elizabeth Simpson of
Berkeley. There are those who predict
success for the talented Oaklander, hav-
ing watched his growth and improvement
during many recitals in the bay region
during the last three years.

Following is the program in full, (a)
Caprice on Airs de Ballet from Alceste
(Gluck-Saint-Saens), (b) Sonata Appas-
sionata (Beethoven); (a) Ballade. G
minor (Chopin), (b) Etudes Op. 2.i, P
major (Chopin), C minor (Chopin), (c)
Impromptu. F Sharp major (Chopin), (d)
Polonaise. A Flat major (Chopin); (a)
Jeux d'Eau (Ravel), (b) Le Lucciole
Scherzo (Leschetizsky), (c) Nocturne B
Flat major (Paderewski), (d) In .\utumn
(Moszkowski), (e) Military Alarch (Schu-
best-Tausig).

CHILD SOLOISTS

The second children's concert given by
the Philharmonic Orchestra Tuesday
afternoon, January 8th, at the Philhar-
monic Auditorium, was notable for mark-
ing an innovation in Los Angeles, if not
in the entire I'nited States, in the ap-
pearance with the orchestra as soloists
of the Carlo Quartet. Maxine, Louise.
Leonard and Harry, who made their
orchestral debut singing Mendelssohn's
••On Wings of Songs'^ and Brahms
"Lullaby.^' The youngsters were accord-
ed an ovation by the three thousand
other children composing the audience
—and deserved it. too, for they sang like
the little artists they are.

These children's concerts are quite the
most wonderful thing in a cultural way
that the Philharmonic Orchestra does for
Los Angeles—though it would be more
correct to say Southern California tor
the Philharmonic gives a series of four

children's concerts in San Diego, in ad-
dition to the Los Angeles series of six,

and a number of other school concerts
in the many cities in the Southland in
which the appearances of the orchestra
each season have grown to have greater
and greater importance educationally.

Not the least interesting feature of
these concerts are the little interpreta-
tive talks given by Miss Bess Daniels,
of the Los Angeles Polytechnic High
School Music Department, before the
playing of each selection. Miss Daniels
used to appear with the Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra in the interpreta-
tive talks and she has also done public
school work of like nature for one of the
largest phonograph companies and she
knows child psychology, as was evi-
denced by the enjoyment of the young-
sters as she gave each little sketch.

It is not generally known but W. A.
Clark, Jr., the founder and sole guaran-
tor of the Philharmonic Orchestra of Los
Angeles, donates the use of the Phil-
harmonic .-Auditorium and the services of
the Orchestra for this series of children's
ocncerts in toto and even the small ad-
mission of ten cents charged the kiddies
by the teachers who have charge of the
concerts goes to a school fund for music
libraries for the children's use.

Los Angeles is one of the few cities
in the United States in which children
have au opportunity to hear concerts es-
pecially prepared and played for them
and it is most fitting that Walter Henry
Rothwell. the distinguished conductor ot
the Philharmonic Orchestra of Los An-
geles, should wield the baton at these
concerts for he introduced them to
America at St. Paul in 1907 when he
was directing the St. Paul Symphony
Orchestra.

Mme. Rose Florence will sing for the
Ebell Club of Oakland on Tuesday after-
noon, January 22d. Her program will in-
clude three groups of songs, two ot which
will be sung in costume, namely, those
In Russian and Spanish. This concert is
one of the principal events ot the year.

Duci de Kerekjarto, violin virtuoso,
who was appearing with splendid success
at the Orpheum Theatre, rendered a pro-
gram consisting solely of classical num-
bers which makes its appeal to the
masses, likewise to Hie more critical
musician. He has been compelled at
each performance by dint of much ap-
plause to respond with numerous en-
cores.
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PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO CHICAGO AND BOSTON GRAND OPERA COMPANIES ADDRESS: SECRETARY, 485 CALIFORNIA ST.. SAN FRANCISCO

THE ONLY KOSHETZ

There is only one Alexander Koshetz. He is an
original. Some call him a genius. At least he is a

novelty. He is the only person who has developed
human voices into a symphony orchestra. He plays on
the voices of the singers of the Ukrainian National
Chorus as a great musician would play upon a pipe

organ. He was well known throughout Russia as com-
poser and conductor of this remarkable organization

and had been touring the capitals of Europe when Max
Rabinoff heard them in Berlin. He afterwards heard
them in London and Paris and then commenced to make
overtxires for them to come to his dear America. He
felt the American people would appreciate and respond
to such an artistic novelty. They finally were persuaded
to cross the water and the praise that has followed
them on the western continent has been fully as lavish

as it was in the old world.

But Koshetz is the man who deserves the credit. To
be sure, he must have unusual singers in the beginning,

not necessarily trained voices, but the voices miLSt pos-

sess a certain timbre. In collecting the material for his

"juman orchestra'" he listened to 26,000 voices, and
from these he selected this chorus that is making the

little country of I'krainia (formerly little Russia) fam-
ous all over the civilized world.

Koshetz is not only an orchestral conductor of voices,

but he is a composer as well. He takes a simple melody
like "Old Folks at Home" and arranges all the parts for

the different voices just as a composer of a symphony
would do. When it is finished and mastered by these
Ukrainians under the hypnotic inspiration of his training
American audiences feel that they never have known
the beauty of one of their most familiar songs or real-

ized the heart appeal that Stephen Collins Foster must
'

have felt when he wrote it.

Koshetz was born in Keiff, Ukrainia. He graduated
from the Ecclesiastical Academy there and obtained
his musical training in the Lyssenko Music School. He
is professor of choral singing in most of the colleges

and universities of Keiff, and also was choir master of

the Keiff Opera House. When Ukrainia became a re-

public in 1917, he was appointed by the new govern-
ment first director of the Musical Department of the
newly instituted Ministry of Fine Arts and a year later

formed the Ukrainian National Chorus, a government
institution. In 1922 Mr. Koshetz celebrated his 25
years jubilee as conductor and composer. Since arriv-

ing in this country he has been delving into the folk-

lore of America, and under his expert research, com-
bined with the co-operation of various historical socie-

ties, there already is a valuable compilation for the
folk-music branch of a National Music Library.

A UNIQUE ATTRACTION

One of the most unique musical attractions of the
season will he featured in the Alice Seckels Matinee
Musicales at the St. Francis ballroom this (Monday)
afternoon. It is known as The Griffes Group, named in

honor of the American composer, Charles T. Griffes,

whose untimely death removed one of the foremost
American writers of music this country has ever de-

veloped- The personnel of this organization includes
Lucy Gates, noted American coloratura soprano; Olga
Steeb. the celebrated pianist, and Sascha Jacobinoff,
the Russian-American violinist.

Lucy Gates is a young and beautiful "girl of the
Golden West," granddaughter of the famous Mormon
pioneer, Brigham Young. She has brought triumph
after triumph to her banner in the capitals of the old
world. The German emperor tried to keep her in Ger-
many for the Imperial Opera—ordered her. in fact, to
return to her post; but with characteristic American
spunk she told him "nothing doing," and left at once
for New York. It was work from the ground up for her
to get started in this country, for it will be recalled it

is only in the last few years that American art has be-
come properly recognized, but conquests bore her aloft
and today she is recognized far and wide as one of the
definite forces in international music.
Olga Steeb and Jacobinoff are well known here, their

splendid art having etsablished them as great favorites.
The fine program they will render Monday, for which
single tickets are available at Sherman. Clay & Com-
pany, is'as follows: Sonatina (Dvorak), Olga Steeb and
Sascha Jacobinoff; Recitative and Cavatina (Lucia)
(Donizetti). Lucy Gates; Concert Etude (Liszt), White
Peacock (Chas. T. Griffes), Seguidilla (Albeniz), Olga
Steeb; Prize song (Meistersinger) ( Wagner-Wilhelmj),
Tambourin Chinois (Kreisler). Sascha Jacobinoff: Chan-
son du Papillon (Weckerlin), 11 repastore (Mozart),
The Griffes Group.

AUDITORIUM SYMPHONY CONCERT

This Tuesday evening. January 15. will find the Ex-
position Auditorium crowded to the doors again at the
third popular concert of the present series given by the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, Alfred Hertz, Con-
ductor, under the direction of the Municipality. The
time announced is 8:20. Another highly interesting pro-
gram has been prepared, with the wonderful Tschai-
kowski "Pathetique" Symphony as the principal orches-

tral number. The same composer's Andante Cantabile
for strings will also be played, along with Percy Grain-
ger's quaint "Molly on the Shore." and Elgar's Pomp
and Circumstance March, at which Uda Waldrop will
preside at the great organ. The soloist of the evening
will be Ethel Leginska, an English pianist who stands
supreme as a master interpreter and composer of rare
intelligence and unbounded charm.
The price of reserved seats remains at 25, 50 and 75

cents and one dollar, and Supervisor J. Emmet Hayden,
chairman of the Auditorium Committee, in charge, an-
nounces that the demand is larger than ever at Sher-
man, Clay & Company's. The complete program is as
follows: Symphony, No. 6, "Pathetique" (Tschaikow-
sky) ; Hungarian Fautasie, foi* Piano and Orchestra
(Liszt). Ethel Leginska; (a) Andante Cantabile, op. 11
(for strings) (Tschaikowsky), (b) Molly on the Shore
(Grainger); Group of Piano Soli— (a) Polonaise in A
(Chopin), (b) Etude in ,E.. op. 10, (Chopin), (c) La
Campanella (Liszt). Ethel Leginska; March—Pomp and
Circumstance (Elgar), Uda Waldrop at the Organ.

THE JASCHA HEIFETZ PROGRAM

The Elwyn Concert Bureau announces the program
which Jascha Heifetz, the famous Russian violinist, will
play in San Francisco at the Curran Theatre. Friday
afternoon, January IS. The program for the Heifetz
recital at the Tivoli Theatre, Wednesday evening, Janu-
ary 23, will be announced later. The program follows:
Sonata in C minor. No. 1. opus 45 (for piano and violin),
Edward^Grieg, allegro molte ed appassionato, allegretto

Returned From Professional Activi-

ties in New York City

LENA
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MKZZO-SOPHl

AVAILABLE FOR RECITALS

Natural Voice Induction
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esphessive alia Romanea. allegro animato; Rondo Cap-
ricciqco, Saint-Saens (a) Nocturne in E flat major,
Chopin; (b) Perpetue Mobile, Cecil Burleigh; (c) Waltz
(Arva), Paul Juen; (d) Slavonic Dance in E minor,
Dvorak; (e) From the Homeland, Smetana. Zigeuner-
woison, Sarasata.

Mr. Isador Achron, accompanist for Heifetz, accord-
ing to the New York review, is reported to be an excep-
tional artist in his own name, and his skill as an accom-
panist is considered a splendid part of the program.

* , f

SIR HENRY HEYMAN ENTERTAINS

Sir Henry Heyman. who is famous not only in this
city but from coast to coast as being one of the most
charming hosts and .genial personalities, again presided
over a beautifully appointed luncheon given at the
Bohemian Club in honor of Charles D. Isaacson of New
York City. Mr. Isaacson is one of New York's most
noted musical authorities and has written many books
which are considered a valuable asset to any musician's
library. Mr. Isaacson has done much tor the promotion
of music in various cities especially tor the benefit of
the middle and poorer classes, but nevertheless music-
loving citizens. Sir Henry invited a number of our
prominent musicians and artists to this delightful affair
who were indeed more than happy to meet Sir Henry's
honored guest as well as to enjoy the kind hospitality
of their host.

THE SOUSA BAND CONCERTS

Thousands of people attended the five Sousa Band
concerts, which took place at the Exposition Auditorium
on Friday, Saturday and Sunday of last week. John
Phillip Sousa. notwithstanding his seventy years, has
still sufHcient magnetism and energy to delight the
multitude. As usual, his delightful marches formed a
prominent feature of the programs, and his descriptive
pieces proved as exhilirating as ever. The band con-
sists of young musicians who understand their work,
while the soloists include talent of considerable merit,
although not as efficient as used to be the case. This
is specially true of the cornetist, John Dolan. However,

everyone seemed to enjoy themselves, and Selby C.
Oppenheimer has no reason to complain of the at-
tendance.

THE SPRING MAID AT THE CASINO THEATRE

The Hartman-Steindorff Company gave a most effec-
tive presentation of The Spring Maid at the Casino
Theatre last week. The feature of the production was
Harriet Bennett, the new prima donna, who both as to
voice and histrionic ability proved exceptionally satis-
factory. She sang the various melodious songs with
fine phrasing and artistic finish and acted the part with
dash and spirit. Her personal charm added consider-
ably to the attractiveness of her performance and she
unquestionably endeared herself to her audience from
the start.

Ferris Hartman, in the part of the actor, succeeded in
making the role even more important than it is. and his
recitation of the Three Trees was as usual most enter-
taining. John Van seemed to suffer from a cold as his
voice did not ring out as clear as one is used to, but his
interpretation of the role of the Prince proved one of
the enjoyable incidents of the production. Lavinia
Wynn, Rafael Brunette, Frank Ellis. Dixie Blair, Robert
Carlson. Alice Round, Thos. O'Toole, Wm. Watson and
George Olson combined to make the performance vivid
and interesting. Paul Steindorff and the orchestra en-
hanced the musical excellence of the production, while
the chorus added zest to the performance. Costumes
and scenery were as always picturesque and tasteful.
King Dodo is the bill for this week and it unquestion-
ably is a production well worth attending.

BOHEMIAN QUARTET

The Bohemian Male Quartet, known also as the "Four
Bohemians," an outgrowth of the old California Male
Quartet, have made a change in their personnel. Thr\
quartet is now composed of the following, all trained
and experienced soloists; D. Gwynfi Jones, first tenor;
Lyman H. North, second tenor; George C. Pettis, bari-
tone; Scott Beebe, bass and director. The new member
is Mr Jones, who possesses a lyric tenor voice of rare
sweetness, and is also an accomplished musician. He
is a native of Wales, is well-known in European musical
circles, and has but recently arrived in America. He
will make his home in the San Francisco bay district.
The Quartet has many engagements booked for the
spring months, including banquets for the Sons of St
George, appearing at the Hotel Oakland, and a series
of concerts in and about San Francisco. The repertoire
is extensive, including both classic and popular num-
bers, solos, duos, and trios. D. R. Eisenmayer, well-
known pianist and character actor, is the accompanist.
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PHILHARMONIC QUARTET IN CONCERT

Characteristic of the high standards already estab-

lished by the I.os Angeles Chamber Music Society ap-

peared in the Philharmonic String Quartet in the sixth

concert of the season at the Gamut Club. This ensemble

needs no introduction to Los Angeles audiences for

each is a member of the Philharmonic Orchestra. Mr.

Sylvaln Noack is first violin and concert master of the

orchestra; Henry Svedrofsky. second violin in the quar-

tet, is assistant concert master of the orchestra; Emile

Ferir. violist, and Ilya Bronson. violin cellist, are also

first in their respective sections of the orchestra. To
hear such artists as these famed instrumentalists in a

program of chamber music should have incited a larger

attendance at last Friday's concert.

A varied program including one very new number,

Fantasia Quartet, by Goosens, was presented in true

musicianly manner, while the composition itself, very

difflcult in construction requires much dexterity in per-

formance, at the same time it has much fn its queer and

weird combinations of sounds to attract and even hold

one's interest.

Other numbers presented by the quartet were the

lovely Haydn Quartet in D Op. 76. No. 5, and the Cesar

Franck Piano Quintet in which Alice Coleman Batch-

elder, the assisting artist, displayed her splendid au-

thoritative musicianship.

MARJORIE DODGE SCORES ARTISTIC TRIUMPH

The call of the "open road" was far too alluring on

last Sunday afternoon for many concert goers who fre-

quent the popular programs of (he S>-mphony Orchestra

at the Philharmonic Auditorium and as a consequence

there were many vacant seats. But what seemed lack-

ing in numbers was more than counter balanced in en-

thusiastic applause resulting from genuine appreciation

on the part of the audience for this generous program.

Marjorie Dodge, the soloist on this occasion, carried

away the laurels—flowers galore in this case—and on

every side one heard comments on her lovely voice, her
marvelous breath control, her dramatic flre and in-

terpretation. She was a tremendous "hit" with Sunday's

audience.
The Recitative and Aria from "Der Freischutz"

(Weber) was given a traditionally correct rendition, dis-

playing marked musicianship on the part of Miss Dodge
and giving ample scope for tine delicate shading in the

orchestral accompaniment of which the conductor

availed himself—essentially holding his men in the back-

ground. No more lovely rendition of "II est doux" from
Herodiade (Massenet! has been heard in Los Angeles
than that on Sunday's program. Miss Dodge was in

marvelous voice and received most hearty applause

which brought her to the footlights four times after

each number. Owing to precedent, long established,

there are no encores given on a Philharmonic program,

so we left the auditorium with a great desire to hear

Fine Pianos
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more from this petite charming creature with the

golden voice.

The orchestra played its usual varied and well se-

lected program, including the first time in Los .\ngele3

rendition of Alfred Bruneau's Entr'acte Symphonique
from the opera "Messidor," which proved interesting

largely because of its newness.
Outstanding on the program was the "Spanish Caprice

Espangnole" (Rimsky-Korsakow) which makes its ap-

peal in variety of color and lovely theme. Conductor

Rothwell always seems to outdo himself—rising to

supreme heights, in his masterful reading of Wagnerian
music and the "Prelude and Love Death" music from
Tristan and Isolde was no exception.

Liadow's Polonaise Op. 55 opened the program, then

followed the Griegs Lyric Suite which met with gen-

unine enthusiasm.
A delightful touch on this most inspiring of all the

popular programs was the Elgar "Serenade Lyrique."

Hallet Gilberte, composer, pianist of national repute,

assisted by Alice Forsythe Mosher, gave a delightful

program of his own compositions at the Ventura High
School in December after which both were immediately

re-engaged to repeat the program the following evening.

On January 15th these artists will give the same pro-

gram in Long Beach. A new cycle of songs by Mr.

Gilberte called "Songs of the Seasons" (Spring. Sum-
mer, Autumn. Winter) still in manuscript is being re-

cei\ed with great enthusiasm this season and Mr. Gil-

berte hopes to have it published v»ry soon.

Mazel Gardner Pankake, who has been associated with

Mme. Meliana Astro in her vocal studios for the past

year, is leaving soon tor San Francisco to open a music

school of pianoforte and vocal instruction. Prior to her

coming to Los Angeles Mme. Pankake conducted the

El Centro School of Pianoforte and Vocal Art in that

city. According to reports of her former successes Mme.
Pankake is undoubtedly well fitted for such a position,

being an accomplished singer herself and thoroughly
acquainted with all the fundamentals of the art of voice

production, having been a studient for years with
prominent teachers of Chicago and London. Los An-
geles music circles very much regret to lose Mme.
Pankake but congratulate San Francisco on its gain.

Marjorie Adams, charming soprano, and James Murray,
baritone, gave a joint recital before a large audience

at the Crillon Bohemian Club on Christmas night. This

was a special program presented by Mme. Newcombe
Prindell.

Ariel Millias, a dancer of considerable ability and much
in demand in the largest cities of the world, Paris. Lon-

don, New York, recently arrived in Los Angeles to

accept engagements at Loews State Theatre, Turkish
Village, and the Crillon, where he is producing novel

musical acts with dancing.

The Wa Wan Club will present another interesting

resident composer program on Wednesday afternoon

under Dr. Frank Nagel's direction at the Gamut Club.

The artists appearing are Sol Cohen, composer, violin-

ist, and Hallet Gilberte, internationally known for his

beautiful songs. Alice Forsythe Mosher, lyric soprano,

will sing songs by both composers. A reception for the

artists and composers will follow the program.

The Zoellner Quartet will present novelties on their

next program of January 14th, which will be their pre-

mier in America. Neglect has allowed these works to

lie dormant for many years, but it is said their charms
are not dimmed. With the assistance of Mrs. Myron
BIcktord guitar virtuoso from New York, the Zoellners

will present two quintets tor guitar, 'cello, two violins.
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and viola by Paganini and Boccherini which will prove
of special interest. Other numbera on the program are:
Beethoven's Quartet Op. 135. one of the greatest and
last works by this master and the Gretchaninow Quar-
tet Op. 2.

Adolf Tandler, musical director of the Criterion Theatre,
was the conductor of the Los Angeles Symphony for
seven years. He came directly from Vienna, where he
received all of his musical education, to Los Angeles.
In 1913 he took up the work of Harley Hamilton, who
had been conductor of the symphony for seventeen
years, and worked with the symphony orchestra until

its fame was internationally spread. L'nfortunately just
one year before its quarter century anniversary, the or-

ganization had to be disbanded.

The spirit of the Los Angeles Symphony still lives,

however, and its work is now being carried on by Adolf
Tandler, through the medium of the Criterion Theatre,
and his group of musicians, the Criterion Symphony
Orchestra. "Twenty-four years of effort on the part of
the Los Angeles Symphony and its supporters," says
Tandler, "must never be lost."

And it never could be lost when a man like Adolf
Tandler is determined to keep it alive. He. true to form,
has given himself as whole-heartedly to the scoring of

"The Hunchback of Notre Dame," and to the arranging
of the Criterion program as he did to the planning of

his symphony concerts. The result is that the patrons
of the Criterion Theatre not only see a wonderful
picture like "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" but they
also hear a complete symphony program which includes
the Overture to "Mignon."

Carrie Jacobs Bond, noted song writer, was honored
nationally last week by the various radio broadcasting
stations and moving picture theatres throughout the
country by featuring her lovely ballads. Some of the
artists who were engaged to sing Mme. Bond's songs
for Los Angeles audiences are Florence Minott. soprano;
Mildred Belt, Freeman High, l>'ric tenor, and Joseph
Jackson, baritone. Miss Gladyce Garwick served capa-
bly as accompanist on the Examiner Radio program.

Constance Shirley, the sis-year-old wonder child com-
poser, pianist, played Saturday evening. December 22nd
for the Los Angeles Times "Topsy Turvey" Christmas
party for children. The enthusiastic storms of applause
which greeted the child's playing was well deserved
for she displayed extraordinary technic and form. The
interpretation of her own compositions were especially
interesting and displayed much originality.

Mme. Melania Astro, well known for exceptional ability
as a teacher of vocal music and though only a recent
comer to the Los Angeles music colony has made an
enviable name for herself through the work of her artist
pupils. Faye Hope, pupil of Mme. Astro, formerly a
successful moving picture actress, possessing a lovely
voice though having never studied, is already appearing
in public after only four months' work with Mme. Astro.

Louise Gude, soprano, for six years one of the leading
vocal instructors of Los Angeles, a singer herself of
splendid attainments, has just returned from New York
where she did several weeks' coaching with her former
teacher. Herbert Witherspoon. This interesting and
dignified person so delighted Mr. Witherspoon with her
singing and demonstrated such worthy principles in her
artist pupils' work (Hazel Henderson and Jean Doug-
lass who accompanied her to New' York) that she was
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purpose is fulfilled.

UPRIGHTS GRANDS
$925 to $1250 $1500 to $2775

STEINWAY DUO-ART, REPRODUCING
PIANOS—$2050 to $4750

448 COMPANY
Broadwvy 'vfic SteinvN'ay House

Claire Forbes

Crane

PIANIST

RAYMOND HARMON
ntoriu—Teacblngr

niilK-. LoK Angeles. Calif.

€ EleanorWoodford
DRAMATIC SOI'

GRACE II. Sm
1113 Arapahoe Sti
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JAMES MURRAY
DRAMATIC BARITONE

An artist who is fast gaining the plaudits of the public, who is estab-

lishing not only for himself an enviable reputation, but who is lifting

the standards of American music and musicians to their rightful place.

The press only partially expresses the public sentiment; "James
Murray's success was instantaneous." "Resonate baritone highly suc-

cessful in its appeal." "Easily the best program of season." "A voice

of richness, well schooled and well handled."

Available for Clubs, Hotels, Prologues, Receptions

. Address Exclusive Manager for Particulars

Mme. Newcombe Prindell

804 Majestic Theatre 64293-884293 Drexel 5138

FINE MUSIC AT THE WARFIELD

Marie Hughes Macquarrie and her ten harpists cre-

ated quite a sensation at the Loew-Warfielcl during the
last two weeks and proved quite an innovation in tho
musical part of moving picture productions. Mrs. Mac-
quarrie and her associates made a most charming pic-

ture and played good music in a manner to arouse
enthusiasm. One of the specially notable features of the
act was the fact that the harps were in tune and that
all played together with precision and technical ac-
curacy. Mrs. Macquarrie is to be congratulated on her
own success as well as those associated with her.
George Lipschultz and the Warfield Theatre Orches-

tra also distinguished themselves again. Mr. Lipschultz
is the most versatile and the ablest orchestral director
whom any management can engage. As soloist, ar-
ranger and conductor he gives equal satisfaction and
his contribution to good music among motion picture
performances can not be too greatly appreciated. In
his solo work specially he gives evidence of superior
artistry possessing virtuoso qualities that reveal them-
selves in a beautiful tone, easy and facile technic and
above all intelligent and effective.

FIFTH POPULAR SYMPHONY CONCERT

WINIFRED

HOOKE
Second Appearance

Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra

January 20, 1924

LOUISE GUDE
SOPRANO

rrn Ke|ir<-Nfntnf Ive Herbert Wither

appointed the western representative of the Herhert

Witherspoon Studios: an honor which speaks most high-

ly of Miss Gude's ability and to her we extend our

congratulations.
Mr. Witherspoon will present Miss Gude next season

in a New York recital at Aeolian Hall and in the mean-
time under the Harry and Arthur Culbertson manage-
ment of New York and Chicago. Miss Gude is planning

for an extensive westera concert tour.

Marion Bean Badenoch, soprano, and Loren Robinson,
basso, both students of John Smallman. well known Los
Angeles pedagogue, will appear in joint recital at

Chickering Hall. Friday, January 18th. Both artists are

doing interesting professional work. Mrs. Radenoch
gave a successful recital in the spring and is now
soloist at the Christian Science Church in Inglewood.

Mr. Robinson, possessor of an unusually fine bass voice

was for thirty-four weeks one of the soloists in the

prologue to "The Covered Wagon" at Grauman's
Kgyptian Theatre and is now singing in the prologue to

"The Ten Commandments" at the same theatre. He is

also soloist at the Crescent Heights Methodist Church.
This is the second of a series of bi-monthly students
recitals to be presented by Mr. Smallman and the pub-

lic Is cordially invited.

Raymond Harmon, the ever-popular lyric tenor, is con-

tinually busy being re-engaged after nearly every ap-

pearance. The members of the Ad Club were most
demonstrative with their applause after his singing of

an effective group of songs at their luncheon at the
Hiltmore Motel. Thursday, the 8th of this month. On
the lOlh he appeared in recital at I^ong Beach with
Stewart Wille at the piano. Mr. Harmon is a great
favorite in Log Beach, this being his fifth appearance
there. Another engagement there in February is proof
of hfs popularity.

On January 28th he will appear in recital before the
Santa Monica Ray Woman's Club, this being his fourth
appearance before this club.

Alice Seckels, manager of distinguished artists, concert
tours, music courses, etc., of San Francisco, has been in
Los Angeles again making arrangements for the second
number of Alice Seckels Matinee Musicale given at the
Vista del Arroyo Hotel in Pasadena on Monday. January
7th. The artist for this concert was Elena Gerhardt.
the renowned Lieder singer, who Is to give also a Los
Angeles concert In January. This great artist never
fails to captivate her audiences with her great poise
and magnificent interpretations.

Ralph Riley, dramatic tenor, was heard to advantage at
the .Monrovia Methodist Church on December 22nd at a
special Christmas service. He has been engaged as
soloist at this church until he leaves for a contemplated
extensive vaudeville tour arranged by his manager,
Mme. Newcombe Prindell. Mr. David I'nruh is director
of music at this church.

Corlnne Harris, young dramatic soprano, who is a pupil

of Charles Bowes, well known teacher of vocal music,
made a most favorable impression with her singing at

a recent informal recital at the Bowes studios.

Alma Stetzler, soprano. Edith Lillian Clark, pianist, are
introducing an innovation in recitals held at the noon
hour. Mme. Stetzler is giving a program of songs on
January 16th at noon—Miss Clark a piano recital at

noon January 19th.

Winifred Hooke, well-known pianist and instructor will

make her second appearance as soloist with the Los
Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra on January 20th. Miss
Hooke has attained an enviable position among resident
artists for her artistic playing and for her progressive
methods in teaching. At a musicale tea at her resi-

dence studio on December 28th Miss Hooke presented
six of her most talented pupils before a group of nearly
a hundred appreciative guests. This charming artist

has spent much time in research and study and during
the past year acquired much of Henry Cowell's original

method of playing tone clusters from the composer him-
self who is now in Europe making quite a sensation
with his illustrated lecture-recitals. Miss Hooke has
used a number of his extraordinary works on programs
recently in this city.

Large Audienc

did Progr

Exhibits Great Enthusiasm Over Splen-

m, Including Famous Compositions

From Various National Schools

The fifth popular symphony concert, which took place
at the Curran Theatre last Sunday afternoon, January
6th, was unquestionably the most successful of the
popular series this season. There was a large audience
which revealed its enthusiasm in hearty applause and
demands for encores. The program was an unusually
varied and representative one and showed the orchestra
and Alfred Hertz at their very best. The composers
represented included Wagner, Tschaikowsky, Borodin,
Berlioz and Grainger. Surely it would be difficult to
select an array of compositions more representative
of the various national schools. Mr. Hertz and the
orchestra delighted the auditors with the intensity and
artistic proficiency of the interpretations and everyone
felt sorry when the program was finished as it seemed
to please the taste of all. The selections included in

this excellent program were as follows: Overture to
Rienzi (Wagner); Andante Cantabile, Opus 11 (Tschai-
kowsky) (for strings); Ballet Music from Prince Igor
(Borodin); Introduction to Act III, Tristan and Isolde
(Wagner) (English horn solo, V. Schipilliti) ; The
Damnation of Faust (Berlioz). Menuet. Danse des
Sylphs, Rakoczy March; (a) Irish Tune from County
Derry (Grainger), (b) "Molly on the Shore" (Grainger).

Sigmund Anker, the well-known violinist and teacher,
will give his third and final studio recital next Saturday
evening. January 19th- Among those who will take part
are: Frances Wiener. Eunice Jurgens. Tillie Brown.
Israel Rosenbaum. They will be assisted by Edwin
Ghent, a string orchestra and the accompanist, Miss
Evelyn Biebesheiraer.

Sigmund Beel, the prominent violinist and pedagogue,
spent his holiday vacation in Los Angeles and Santa
Barbara meeting old friends and being socially feted.

He is again busy teaching his class of students, the
members of which come from all parts of the Pacific
Coast to benefit from his thorough musicianship.

mi'^mmm^
One Hundred and Twelfth Half Yearly Report

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAN FRANCISCO BANK)

INCORPORATED FEBRUARY 10th, 1868.
COMMERCIAL

9 of which have i

Member Associated Savings Banlfs of San Francisco

526 CALIFORNIA STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

DECEMBER 31st, 1923

Assets—
United States Bonds and Notes. State. Municipal and Other Bonds

value $26,044,944.64) standing on books it

Loans on Real Estate, secured In fir t niort^\gc»

Loans on Bonds and Stocks and other Securities

Bank Buildings and Lots, main and brinch offices (\alue $1,450,000 00),
standing on books at

Other Real Estate (value $50,000 001 st indm^ on books it

Employees' Pension Fund (value 1430 27t ?7) ^nndin" on books at

Cash on hand and checks on Federal RLservc and other banks

Total

Liabilities—
Due Depositors
Capital Stock actually paid up.

Reserve and Contingent Funds

$24,363,134.03
56,795,864.27
1,266,771.45

1.00
6,748,695.82

$85,324,468.57
1,000,000.00
2,35J,000.C0

GEO. TOURNY, President

Subscribed and ;

Total £89,174,468.57

A. H. MULLER, Secretary.

A-orn to before me this 31st dav of December, 1923.

ISEAL) THAS. F. DUISEMiERG, Notary Public.

A Dividend to Depositors of FOUR AND ONE-QUARTER (4U) per cent per

annum was declared, Interest COMPUTED MONTHLY and COMPOUNDED
QUARTERLY instead of Scmi-Annually as heretofore,

AND MAY BE WITHDRAWN QUARTERLY
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MUSICAL BLUE BOOK of CALIFORNIA
NOW BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION
The Editor of the Musical Blue Book of Califor-

nia is now preparing to get the publication ready

for the Printer. In order to facilitate his work he

would appreciate the full co-operation of the

musical profession, and particularly the adver-

tisers. We find that many musicians who signed

contracts have so far failed to send us the

ADVERTISING COPY. It is impossible to

finish our work until ALL COPY is received at

this office.

Los Angeles advertisers in the Musical Blue

Book of California may leave their copy with

Nelle Gothold, Room 610, 808 South Broadway,
the Pacific Coast Musical Musical Review repre-

sentative in Los Angeles.

There are a number of prominent musicians in

various parts of California whose names are not

yet in our possession for purposes of registra-

tion. There is no charge made for such registra-

tion, and surely the musical profession would
like to have this Blue Book as complete as possi-

ble. If you have not yet sent in your registration,

or if no solicitor has asked you to register, kindly

send in your name and address and your voca-

tion. Or, better still, write or phone us and we
will send you a registration card to be filled out.

NOW is the time to send in your advertising

copy and your registration card. In a very short

time it will be TOO LATE.

ALFRED METZGER
Editor Musical Blue Book of California

801 Kohler & Chase Building
San Francisco, Calif.

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAN FR,\.\'CISCO B.'\NK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAI.
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY 10th. ISbS.

One of the Oldest Banks in California,
the Assets of which have never been increased
by mergers or consolidations with other Banks.

Member Associated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 31st, 1923
Assets $89,174,468.57
Capital, Reserve and Contingent Funds 3,850,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 430,275.37

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7th Ave.
HAIGHT STREET BRANCH Haieht and Belvedere Su-eets

WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave. and UUoa St.

Interest paitl on Deposits at the rate of

FOUR AND ONE QUARTER (41|) per cent per annum,
COMPUTED MONTHLY and COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY,

AND MAY BE WITHDRAWN QUARTERLY

LEILA B. GRAVES
1.VRIC SOPRANO—VOICE CVLTURE
Available for Concerta and RecltaU

Studio: 150 Central Ave. Tel. Park 1624

MISS WELCOME LEVY

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatot^ Teacher for

Mm. .Noah Brandt
2211 Seott St. Telephone Fillmore 1S22

Evelyn Sresovich Ware

Joseph George Jacobson

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
studio: 3107 \Vd

SIGMUND BEEL

(Continued from Page 1. Col. 2}

in every cause that is likely to give them
such opportunities. No better oppor-

tunity can be afforded resident artists

for their exploitation than a festival that

attracts thousands of music lovers from
ALL PARTS OF THE PACIFIC COAST.
For in this way musical people will come
into direct touch with our resident

artists. And to become admired for

membership in a wonderful chorus that

appeals because of beauty of voice and
proficiency in ensemble singing is prac-

tically as effective as becoming admired
for solo work. A musician who is a mem-
ber of the San Francisco Symphony Or-
chestra, for instance, occupies a specially

enviable position among the musicians of
California and his chances for recogni-
tion as soloist and teacher are far bet-

ter than if he had not the prestige which
graces his membership in such a body.

But the most important point is not
really selfish. W'e all should be interested
in having great choral works presented
to participate in great music festivals
in San Francisco and have a chorus ready
whenever they are to he given. Certainly
no one will deny that a music festival
participated in by 125 musicians and a
chorus of "»00 singers and which will in-

troduce such works as Beethoven's Ninth
Symphony. Liszt's Faust Symphony and
Mahler's Second Symphony is worthy of
the hearty encouragement and active
participation of everyone whose heart is

honestly in the cause of music and who
wishes San Francisco to become famous
as a music center throughout the world.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
rnduate of Schuin Canlomm, Parln. Or
nnlMt St. Mars'* CathedraL Piano De

Stndlo Bulldin 3T3 Post Str

MARY ALVERTA MORSE

KITRT A^O"X riRf'n'7¥X^l*f Friday. Kohler * Chase Uldc.. S. F.; Rn.«.Jf(l. > ^^^"^ OrS«_ U^lx"> 314.1 d^nc-.* Sitidio. 1«6 SantB Ro.a Ave.. O

1314 LcaTenCTorth St. Pho Prospect 9253

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC
PIAN
did Ai
V Berkeley (!O0«

Berkeley. Ca

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET. PIANO '

NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
BOR Kohler A Chase Bid. TeL Sutter 738T

DOMENICO BRESCIA

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of SinKine. 32 Loretta .\ve.. Pied-
mont. TeL Piedmont 304. Mun., Kufaler &
t hnxe BIilK.. S. F. Telephone Kearny M.V*

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 Srott Street. Bet. Clay «& WoNhingtun

.Mr. .Noah Brandt. Violin
MrN. Noah Brandt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist. Temple Emana E\. Con-
cert and Church Work. Vocal Instruction.

2,53» Clay Street. Phone West 4.StlO

Madame Charles Poalter-Soprano MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
Studio. ."ISS 27th

Mary Coonan McCrea
TE.\CHER OF SINGING

StDdio: 36 GafTney Building. 37U Sutter St.
Tel. Douglas 42aa. Res. TeL Kearny 234»

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ARTISTIC Pl.JiXO INSTRUCTIOX
Studio: 1009 Kohler <& ChaHe Bids-

Telephone Kearny 5454
Res. TeL Bay-rlew 4104

EVA M. GARCIA
PIANIST .\.\D TEACHER

is Hotre St. Tel. Piedmont 4B0S

TWO ENCItRE SONGS IIV

MARY CARR MOORE
The nird and the Seiuirrel I ., kpts

iContinued from Page 1, Col. 4>

repetition or description of tlie two com-
positions which have been heard here
before. The Chamber Music Society of
San Francisco has reached a state in
its career where it has conquered the
various obstacles that beset those who
chose ensemble music as their vehicle of
expression. They not only play like one
individual but they think musically like
one artist This latter is the most im-
portant requisite for adequate ensemble
playing.

ELSIE COOK HUGHES mME. ISABELLE MARKS
SOLO PIANIST .VND TEACHER

.\dvanced Pupils Accepted
Studio: 138 Hyde St. Apartn

HENRIK GJERDRUM

DAISY O'BRIEN
voice:—GCITAR

2428 Mllvia St. Berkeley 7765J
706 Kohler A Chaae—^Wednesday

CONTRALTtt
pe Culture. Suite "C," Kohler it Cha

BnildinfT. Tel. Kearny 54.-V1

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ

OrcheHtr or Intori
ue. Phoi

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av.. Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1395

MACKENZIE GORDON
8832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 134T

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5464

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

ADELE ULMAN
178 Commonwealth Ave. Phone Pac. 33

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 64S4

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore IIH

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough St. Tel. Fillmore 4150

MYNARD S. JONES
TEACHER OF SINGING

.IRRILLAGA .MISICAL COLLEGE
S3I5 JackHOU SI. Tel. ^Veat 4737

-VRR.4NGER OF ->II

C. B. FRANK
400 Pantages Bldg. Tel. Garfield 1334
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Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATDRIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach

EvcrT L7£"»" s7.rdL'r"""SHOULD KNOW AT ONCE
ADOLF WEIDIG'S EPOCH MAKING WORK

HARMONIC MATERIAL AXD ITS I'SES
A HARMONY that tells "WHY" and ahowi* "HOW" to understand Harmonr from

undiiofnt of the iiiiislcian. JuHt puMlNhed by Clayton P. Suniiny Co., Chfcacro.
For Sa By

HENRY GROBE. 135-153 Kearny St., San Francisco

If you want to become known to the

nusical public of California, advertise In

he Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer

68 Post St., San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone Douslas 1078

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Mu al Directo

Residence Phone Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

PaplU Prepared

WILLIAM F. HOFMANN
Vloltnlal San Prnncinoo Syniphon

Head or
ver.lty o
Ine. Sul«

Violin nn
f MIcbiKim
e 10«0—Mo

d Orchentral Departm
. Studio: Kobler & Cb
ndoj- and ThurHda}- A

ReHlden ce, 920 Taylor Street.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by WaRer Sivayne

Special TVornial Coume for Tencherit, Baned on
S^rayne Principles

Studios: 807 Kohler & Chase Buildlni:

iVj: Etna St.. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Exclusive Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

The Most Costly, Beautiful

and Durable Piano

in the World

Often we are asked: "What is the life of a

Mason & Hamlin Piano?"

Frankly, we cannot say. We have known them
for thirty years, sold them for more than

twenty years. Those that have seen constant

service for that period still retain their earliest

beauty of tone and their mechanical structure

unimpaired. In one San Francisco cafe, a
Mason & Hamlin Grand, Style BB, has been
in constant service for more than ten years,

being played ten hours daily with orchestra

—

more than 36,500 hours of the most trying
service to which a piano can be subjected. It

is still a beautiful instrument. Prior to its pur-
chase, we are to'd that a new grand piano was
purchased every second year.

Costliest "But Best

TWO ENTRAN-CES:
fl PIANOS 1

135 KEARNY -:- 217 SUTTER piaycrs i

VICTROLAS, BRUNSWICKS \ MUSIC |

^"^ilgj^BAllen®
MASON a HAMLIN PIANOS -

OAKL.VND— 1323 Washington St.

SAN JOSE— 199 South First
SHEET MUSIC, riANO ROLLS
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UKRAINIANS SURPASS ALL ANTICIPATIONS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA IN THREE CONCERTS

Famous Choral Organization Surprises Large Audience With the Precision

of Their Ensemble, the Fine Quality of Their Voices and the

Matchless Uniformity of Their Phrasing—Oda Slobodskaja
Cheered for Her Intense Emotional Expression

Large Audiences Attend Seventh Pair of Symphony Concerts at Curran
Theatre on Friday and Sunday Afternoons — Gustave Hoist's

Oriental Suite Novelty of Occasion—Ten Thousand People
Hear Popular Program at Exposition Auditorium

BY ALFRED METZGER
A.n unusually large audienc

bled at Scottish Rite Auditorium last

Monday evening to welcome the Ukrain-
ian National Chorus to San Francisco.
It was specially gratifying to note the
large number of representative musicians
who responded to the preliminary an-

nouncements of the management and
who were sufficiently interested in en
semble singing to grace the occasion
with their presence. That their efforts

in this direction were well rewarded
could easily be deducted from the ava-
lanche of enthusiasm that greeted the
singers at the conclusion of each number
and that grew in volume and force as the
program proceeded. Although the ad-

vance information distributed by the
press representatives about the Ukrain-
ian National Chorus were decidedly en-

thusiastic, they were fully justified by
the actual performance, and in certain
innstances were not even sufficiently ex-

travagant to suit the purpose.
Max Rabinoff, to whose enterprise and

energy the American tour of the Ukrain-
ian National is due, told us in a very in-

teresting interview which we expect to

print either this or next week, that Alex-
ander Koshetz' great ambition is to in-

troduce to the musical public of the
world what he is pleased to term a
"Vocal Symphony Ensemble." If any
such thing is possible, the Ukrainian Na-
tional Chorus comes closer to this defini-

tion than any other vocal organization
we have ever heard. There are times
when, by means of effective humming ac-

companiments, one can hear enchanting
violin effects produced by the sopranos
or altos, and beautiful sonorous brass or
organ tones furnished by the basses.

In reviewing this concert of the
Ukrainian National Chorus, it is not es-

sential that we review each composition
rendered. They were all interpreted in a
manner- conformant to artistic principles.
Naturally, the Russian compositions, be-
ing most familiar to the singers, suited
their style best, but there was also great
enjoyment in listening to the interpreta-
tion of Spanish, Mexican and American
works included in the final group of the
program. Listen to the Lambs, The Old
Folks at Home and Susanna were skill-

fully arranged by Koshetz and were sung
with a vividness of sentiment that should
prove a lesson to American choruses, to
whom emotional coloring seems to be a
foreign idea. There are specially pre-
dominating features in the work of this
matchless chorus. First of all. the voices
are flexible, round and clear; then the in-

tonation is exceptionally fine. The spon-
taneity of attacks and the uniformity of
phrasing is something astounding. The
entire chorus sings with the precision of
one individual. The members rivet
their eyes upon their conductor and fol-

low him in the slightest shades and
nuances. Occasionally we hear certain
staccato and sforzando effects that are
never tiring, no matter how often they

The basses are particularly fine. We
can not remember having heard so many
ringing, robust, bell-like basso pro-
fundos in one organization. There is a
certain tang in their resonance that is

rarely observable. Another remarkable
feature of this chorus work is the diction.
No matter how quickly a tempo may be
taken, every syllable is easily understood
and everything goes witn a precision and
uniformity that is almost unbelievable.
The programs have been selected with
fine judgment. There is a variety of style
and character which gives the chorus
every opportunity to manifest its great

instinct for emotional emphasis. There
are several splendid soloists among the
organization, including a soprano, alto,

tenor, baritone and bass. Possibly there
are others who occasionally sing solo
parts besides those heard by us. One
thing is certain, no one interested in

vocal art should miss this opportunity to
hear the best a capella singing we have
ever heard anywhere.

In addition to the surprise we experi-
enced over the excellence of the Ukrain-
ian National Chorus, we also had a
chance to admire an exceptionally fine

soprano soloist. Oda Slobodskaja pofe-

BY ALFRED METZGER
CO Symphony Orches- tra today and whatThe San Fran

tra, under the direction of Alfred Hert
gave the seventh pair of symphony con-
certs at the Curran Theatre on Friday
and Sunday afternoons, January 11 and
13. There was a large audience in at-

tendance on both occasions and the en-
thusiasm found its climax after the ren-
dition of Strauss' Death and Transfigura-
tion. The opening nuniTjer of the pro-

gram consisted of Beethoven's second
symphony, which was given a reading of
scholarly and musicianly character. It is

interesting to watch the evolution of the
orchestra under Alfred Hertz' artistic

The Greatest Ca
ALICE G

of the Day,

ENTLE
Who Will Ope

at the Curran Theatre Tonight

sesses a voice of unusual range and
power and excellent quality. She does
not stint herself in employing the full

power of her voice when the occasion
demands it, and when it comes to ob-
taining the minutest expression of vary-
ing moods we have never heard a vocal
artist more competent to display such
expressions than Slobodskaja. She sang
in French. German. Russian. Mexican,
Spanish, Hebrew and Italian and ob-
tained the spirit of the various composi-
tions in a manner truly surprising. The
greatest enthusiasm was aroused during
her second group. This was possibly due
to the fact that the artist was really in

better vocal condition than during the
rendition of the first group.
We never heard a more effective rendi-

tion of Estrellita nor of Eli Eli, which she
interpreted in a manner that will always
be remembered as being authoritative.

(Continued on Page 11, Col. 1)

leadership. Those of us who are suf-

ficiently interested in the classics to
watch the additional beauties which Mr.
Hertz is able to discover and transmit to

his hearers through the orchestra can
not help but smile at those indifferent
musical people who without rhyme or
reason wish to change conductors. Such
people are not confined to San Francisco.
They reside in other music centers, too.

Nothing is more injurious to a sym-
phony orchestra than constant changes
of conductors. In the first place, the mu-
sicians become used to the style and
mood of an able director. Then the direc-

tor himself is constantly improving by
practical experience and through con-
stant rehearsing with his orchestra. The
longer he directs one bouy of musicians
the more artistic become his interpreta-
tions. We can not cite a more striking
evidence of this truth than the condition
of the San Francisco Symphony Orches-

; eight years
ago. If records could have been taken at

that time and they could be reproduced
now those who attend the concerts would
experience one of the greatest surprises
of their life.

No symphony conductor of genius and
force is permitted to leave his position
unless it is through his own volition.

Arthur Nickisch, Dr. Muck, Leo Stran-
sky, Walter Damrosch, Walter Henry
Rothwell. Emil Oberhofer, Leopold Sto-
kowsky. Richard Strauss, Theodor
Thomas, Mr. Stock, Weingartner and
numerous others remained for years in

one community and left only when they
decided to expand their activity. It is

utter folly for a musical community to
change a conductor when he is giving
the utmost artistic satisfaction and when
he is proving by each subsequent concert
the growth and expansion of his own
artistic vision. San Francisco is a musi-
cal community and being such it is safe
to assume that the number of those who
do not wish to change conductors far
surpasses the number of those who con-
sider such change advisable.
Nothing could prove our contention

more than this recent pair of symphony
concerts. The Beethoven Symphony was
most authoritatively interpreted. All the
beauties were emphasized and the man-
ner in which the instruments shaded and
colored the phrases was a delight to mu-
sical ears. Gustave Hoist's Oriental
iSuite Beni Mora is a descriptive piece.

It is written in the modern idiom and
belongs to that category of new ideas
with which we have not as yet become
acquainted. While there seemed an occa-
sional reminder of Orientalism, we but
rarely could find that atmosphere, and
in the dance there was lacking that cer-

tain rhythmic decision which such a com-
position should reveal, at least according
to our way of looking at musical expres-
sion. As all modern works, this composi-
tion was most skillfully scored and its

many difficulties were overcome by the
orchestra with praiseworthy skill.

Strauss' Death and Transfiguration
formed the concluding number of the
program and it created as usual un-
bounded enthusiasm. Mr. Hertz added
new effects to this work and succeeded
in bringing out the climaxes with inspir-

ing force and virility. It was a concert
thoroughly enjoyed by all who attended
it.

Auditorium Concert
Another triumph of Mr. Hertz" popular-

ity in San Francisco was the program
given at Exposition Auditorium last

Tuesday evening, when Symphony No.
6 by Tschaikowsky formed a part of a
populai: event and was not only ap-
plauded to the echo but cheered. After
the third movement the applause would
not cease until Mr. Hertz had bowed re-

peatedly and finally asked the orchestra
to share in the acknowledgments. Now,
this is what we call an achievement,
namely, to make a great symphony pop-
ular with the masses. There were about
ten thousand people present, and it re-

quires a truly great conductor to make
ten thousand people enjoy a Tschaikow-
sky symphony. This reminds us that this
current week seems to lean toward Rus-
sian appreciation. There is the Ukrain-
ian Chorus. Pavlowa and Leginska ap-
pearing in this city all in one week, and
Mr. Hertz chose the Tschaikowsky sym-
phony for his Auditorium program,

Ethel Leginska played Hungarian Fan-
tasy by Liszt with the orchestra and
later a group of piano soli including

(Continued on Page 11. Col. 1)
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"The Piano is the Steinway"

^ /I T a great majority of all concerts this

V^/i season, as for two generations past.

the programs state: "The piano is

the Steinu-fiy."

I am the Steinway piano. I do not believe

that Sherman, Clay & Co., my Pacific Coast
representatives, print this statement in a spirit

of boastfulncss. I believe that they use it, as I

accept it, in a spirit of deep responsibility.

For consider what it means to me, the piano,

thus chosen—not occasionally, but almost uni-

versalIy---to be the companion of all these

artists on the concert stage. Violinists and
vocalists trust me to provide the canvas against

Avhich they, as painters, may fling the colors of

their art. Pianists invite me to render into

gracious sound, those vast chords and melodies
which exist only within their own brains and
souls—until I speak for them.

Far, far more than the audiences realize, do
the triumphs of the artists depend upon the

fidelity of their instruments.

Nor is it sufficient that I simply perform as

well on this occasion as on the last. Art does

not stand still; neither may I. Every concert

on every occasion is a ne«' test, a new crisis,

and a glorious new opportunity for me.

That is why it meant so much to me when the

great Theodore Thomas wrote of me in 1879,

What this oft-used phrase yneans to me
AS EXPLAINED BY THE STEINWAY PIANO

years ago. and will only change it in so far as

"1 consider the Steinway piano the best at

present made, and that is the reason why 1 use

it in private and also in all my public con-

certs." and was able to say of me again in

1898, "I gave the above testimonial nineteen

to say that the superiority of the Steinway
piano to all others that I know of is even more
apparent today than it was nineteen years

ago."

That is why it means so much to me to have

Paderewski say: "Whenever perfection is at-

tained, progress is stopped; for there is no
room for climbing when the summit has been

reached. And yet, in your case, this law^ of

nature seems to have been defied . . . Such a

thing can only be accomplished by a sincere

love of profession, and it is to this love of pro-

fession that I wish to pay my tribute of high

esteem and admiration."

This is my responsibility, to see that every con-

cert season finds me more gracious, more re-

sponsive, more endearing than the last. And
always, I hope, shall I continue to be a v-ery

human piano.

Such is the meaning of the phrase, "the piano

is the Steinway/' and such is the spirit in

which I stand upon this concert stage before

vou no^v.

Sherman play& Go.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

CALIFORN'I.VORnCON'-WASHIN'GTOX

EDWARD PEASE
UVUITOM.; SOI.OIM-, TI':AriIl-:K A.M> l«litl-:iTOIt

llitri'liir •>( i:iili'ri>cnil (lull. W i.slmln>.lcr ftra. I'lilirr

Till. Il'nill irrllb .'<> liaKoeur, nnd Olri-rtor of The l>cn

^Inln -imill.

Odd Felionn- Tcniple. Tele-

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert
Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-
tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-
sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898
Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

GERARD
CARBONARA
COMPOSER-CONDUCTOR

Fox Oakland Theatre

DOUGLAS SOULE-Pianist
ADVA.NCED ITPIKS ACCEPTED

WrdnrMtlay and I'riilnr ^lornlnKN at Studio: f)0:

Hoklt-r A ( hiiMr llldc. San l-ranrlMfo. Tt-lrph«n<
Krarnr Mr>l. llrNldrnce Studio: ir.O MuntP VUti

Ave, Oakland. Trlrphone I'lodmont TtlU.

LENA FRAZEE
>ii:-/./,o-sorHAMi

\nlnral V»l«>r Indurtlon—llrfltaN
l.lln: isoii llroadnn) Trl. t-'illMinrr THfl»

SIDONIA ERKELY
I'lAMST AND COACH

Thoroiif^h Piano Trnililn^;— ItU'iiiory Devclopnient
2i::0 C'Dlifornia St. Walnut 51

ROSA HONYIKOVA
SinK'ne Can lie Vonr Medium of Kxpreoxion. I Can
Help Von Find the Key of Vour Voice. Stndlo:

ISiH) Grove Street. Telephone Bayvlew lOail

AUGUSTA HAYDEN
SOPRANO

nilalile for ConcertH am
AddresN: 171 .iTth Av

NeiT Addrrxii: ISllI llnj-

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM

HOMER HENLEY
IIARITUXE—TEACHEK OF SIXGI.M;—CONDUCTOR

Director Cnilfornla Club Choral
.\n Anthorilr on Orntorio

Franklin. Tel. Fill. lO.t:!

t 0>TKA1.T0
Tt-n.licr of SinieinK. Complete < ourj*e of tlperalie '

iiiK. ::-:;() IMeree St. Tel. Fillmore -l.ir.;:

Dominican College School of Music
SA.N KAFAFI,. CAI.IFURMA

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS
Road. Ilerke

BEATRICE MELTZER
'I'F.ACIIFR OF PIAXI

San IrnnelHeo Studio. .VCl l*o«t SI. Phone Frnnklln S7'2
(tnkiniHl Studio. Kohlt-r «V t hnse. Oakland I HHI

IRENE A. MILLIER
SOI.O riAMST-ACCO>II'.\MS'r

Olllclnl I'innUt ^lunlelanN' choral ICnNenible
AddrexH: 171) Onk Streel Telephone Heniloek O.".

PEARL IIOSSACK WIIITCOMB

Monday and Thuradny. KHI.'. Kohier A ( hai<e BuildlnK
Tel. ivearnr S454. Hm. Phone l>roi>peet 120. Tuesday After

noon, :£70O V\'ebNter Street. Ilerkeiey

WALLACE A. SABIN

\Ve«t ;t75:(; Sal.. First < hriNtian Science
Churcb. Phone Franklin ]::07; Ren. Studio, :tl-12 LewiittOD

Ave.. Perkeley. Phone Piedmont •242H

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparinc Teacher for

>IRS. OSCAR M.WSFELDT. PInnUt
J»7 Cherry St.. Bet. WanhinKton & Clay Tel. Pae. »:tO«

The College of the Holy Names

DURINI VOCAL STUDIO

1072 EIliN St.
Opera—Church—Or

TeL Went 595

THE LICHTENSTEIN VIOLIN SCHOOL

[>hone Plilinore 0146

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIM.4 DOX.NA SOPRANO

Thorough Vocal and Dramatle Training

740 Pine St. Phone Donglaa 6024

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas'4273

San Francisco

ALEXANDER McCURDY, JR.
OR<; WIST

MME. S. P. MARRACCI

eh ^ oeni and Urnniatie Training

—

'27*7, \ tin NeNH Av

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. MA>'M><=. Dirertor

SMZ VVaihlnston Street Telephone Plllnore 385
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

CLUB FEDERATION OFFERS PRIZES

The Board of Managers of the California Federation
of Music Clubs announce the following contest for com-
position by California composers who have resided in

California for at least two years. The competition will

close March 2Sth. The following prizes will be awarded
at the sixth annual convention, held at Berkeley, April
27-28-29-30. by the California Association Federation of

Music Clubs:

$100—Symphonic Poem not to exceed fifteen minutes.
$50—String trio or quartette, one movement andante

or adagio, ten minutes.
$25—Anthem for mixed voices, five minutes to seven

minutes, organ accompaniment, words to be chosen.
$25—Piano, first movement sonata form, not to exceed

ten minutes.
$25—Song, poem entitled "At the Dawn" by Ina Cool-

brith.
AT THE DAWN

(Sons)
Awake, belovedl my heart awakes

—

Though still in slumber lies
The world; the pearl of morning breaks

Along the eastern skies.
The moon, the stars, that rule the night.

And look on land and sea.
A pathway are of luring light

My spirit walks to thee.

•wakel ere bcti hall HI't
The day hiis lance of Hame;

l''nam the still shores of dreamlatId drifl
One hour ti1) love's dear claim.

11 1 ove! my love! the shadov ,

—

Thil
A:5 for

So i

the water-brook th'
jul for thee!

e han.

The prize composition must be new. never having
been played in public. Scores must be accompanied by
complete parts for Orchestra-String Quartet, or mixed
Vocal Quartet.
The Federation of Music Clubs reserves the right of

public perfoimance of the successful compositions dur-

ing the convention to be held in Berkeley. April 27 to

April 30. 1924. Otherwise the compositions are to re-

main the property of the composer.
Manuscripts must be clearly legible and contain all

needed marks of expression and tempo. The Vocal Com-
positions must have a suitable accompaniment for organ
or pianoforte. The composer's name must not appear
on the manuscript copies but a nom de plume instead.

The same nom de plume should be also written on the
outside of a sealed envelope, containing the real name
and address of the composer and submitted with the
manuscript All non-winning compositions will be re-

turned postpaid to the composer.
All compositions to be sent registered to the apart-

ment of the Recording Secretary, Mrs. Mary Gardner.
1125 Union street. Prize Contest Committee on or be-

fore March 23, 1924. For further information address
Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. C. C. Wright, Canterbury
Hotel, San Francisco.

THE GREAT SPRING MUSIC FESTIVAL

A successful Spring Music Festival, such as is

planned for the last week of March by the city of San
Francisco and the Music Association, will not only be
a forward step from a cultural standpoint, but will also

be an advantage from an economic and advertising
standpoint This is the declaration of Alfred Hertz,
director of the big Spring Festival, who sees in the
rapid growth of the big chorus and the widespread in-

terest in the event, the two fundamental factors in

making the undertaking one of the biggest community
successes on record.
"Thoce who have followed music development in

America will appreciate readily what the production of
such a festival will mean to San Francisco." said Hertz.
"In Cincinnati, for instance, the occasion of the music
festival there draws lovers of music from all parts of
the east and the middle west. Reservations are made
many months in advance for the various performances.
"The result has been a greatly stimulated interest in

music, of which Cincinnati has been the center for a
radius of many miles. The festivals have not only been
a great artistic and financial success but they have
brought added wealth to the community through the
business created by an influx of the traveling public,

"There is every reason why San Francisco should
have as successful a season of chorus music as any
other American city for we have two essentials—the
voices and the interest of the public in such music.''

Work on the Festival is proceeding rapidly. Many
new voices were added to the chorus during the past
week. As a result of the stress laid by Hertz on the
subject of regularity and punctuality of attendance, this

feature of the work has been greatly stabilized, which
is largely credited for the remarkable strides made by
the chorus during the past two weeks. The chorus
is meeting in the assembly hall of Girls* High School,
the women's section meeting on Monday and Thursday
nights and the men's section Tuesday and Friday nights.

Similar rehearsals are being held in Chabot Hall in

Oakland, under the direction of Glenn H. Woods.

THE GRIFFES GROUP CORDIALLY RECEIVED

Olga Steeb, Pianist; Lucy Gates, Soprano, and Jascha
Jacobinoff. Violinist, Give Fourth Event of Seckels'

Matinee Musicales

BY ALFRED METZGER
The Griffes Group, an organization of three artists in-

cluding Olga Steeb, pianist; Lucy Gates, soprano, and
Jascha Jacobinoff, violinist, presented the fourth event
of the Alice Seckels' Matinee Musicales at the Colonial

Ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel last Monday after-

noon. A large audience was in attendance which fre-

quently applauded the various numbers of the program
showing an interest and appreciation which reflected

a pleasing cordiality toward the artists.

The opening number consisted of a Sonatina by
Dvorak interpreted by Olga Steeb. piano, and Jascha
.Jacobinoff. violinist. Compared to other compositions
by this same composer we somehow missed that virility

and rhythmic buoyancy which is so notable in his other
works. Theoretically the sonata is couched in conven-
tional terms and is certainly musical in every way: but
there seems to be lacking a certain inspiration which is

part of this writer's other works. It is melodious and
occasionally spirited, but its thematic treatment and its

various phrases seem to be so much aliko in con-

struction and meaning that they create a certain ele-

ment of monotony whch is not conducive to the rivet-

ing of one's interest.

Of course, we are not quite certain bow^ much of this

impression we received is due to the composition and
how much to the interpretors. We know, however, that
Olga Steeb is a pianist of great artistic resources and
one who, both from a technical and emotional viewpoint,

has never failed to arouse our admiration, while Jascha
Jacobinoff is known to us as a violinist of superior

accomplishments, both as to tone and technical execu-

tion. Since the artists seemed to be in excellent trim
we naturally assume that the fault lies with the com-
position, or possibly with us.

Lucy Gates sang an aria from Lucia by Donizetti
which we thought entirely out of place in a program
presented under these artistic circumstances. We under-
stand the Griffes Group to be an organization of artists

who chose only the very highest form of concert com-
positions, and who endeavor to add dignity to their

program by restricting it to an atmosphere of the

purest character. While no one can deny that the music
from Lucia is good music, indeed, the best of its kind,

at the same time an operatic aria does not fit in properly
where instrumental classics are supposed to be ex-

ploited. We can not see why Miss Gates could not have
chosen a group of songs—either French, or German, or
Russian, or English, or American—more in keeping with
the spirit of the affair than an operatic aria. In ad-

dition Miss Gates did not seem to be in the best of

voice nor vocal condition. Not knowing the reason for

her apparent lack of condition we refrain from com-
menting any further on her artistry.

Olga Steeb, always thoroughly dependable, both from
a technical and musicianly standpoint, delighted her
hearers with Works by Liszt. Griffes and Albeniz. There
is always a reliability about Miss Steeb's playing that

dignifies her performances. She is one of the pianists
that seem to be absolutely faultless in their technic and
yet possess sufficient emotional judgment to add
variety to their interpretations. We always rejoice in

Miss Steeb's impeccable style and feel that she pos-
sesses all the elements that combine to form the artist

par excellence. She did not disappoint us on this oc-

casion.

.lascha Jacobinoff played the Prize Song from the
Meistersinger and Tambourin Chinois by Kreisler. And
again we are forced to express our surprise at the choice
of compositions. The entire program seems to have
been compiled for small town audiences. There is noth-
ing on this program by which we could judge the actual
artistic qualifications of a serious artist. Had we not
heard Miss Steeb so often and thus become familiar

with her skill we could not have formed any judgment
of the extent of her artistry from this program. Natural-
ly not knowing Miss Gates nor Mr. Jacobinoff sufficient-

ly to have grasped the extent of their artistic possi-

bilities it is impossible to judge them from this hear-
ing. All we can say is that Mr. Jacobinoff has a fine,

mellow tone, exhibits certain technical fluency and
phrases with expression. We do not doubt that he is

able to play compositions better adapted for concert
purposes of a serious nature than those chosen on this
occasion.
We have lately listened to musical journalists from

New York who want us to enjoy so-called popular music.
But since the writer and the thousands of concert goers
in San Francisco have arrived at a stage where the
classics have become popular with us. we do not see
the need of rejoicing in popular music which forms the
basis upon which one's taste is supposed to be erected.
The Alice Seckels' Matinee Musicales are given ex-
clusively for our intelligent concert goers, and surely
no one can maintain that the program presented on this

occasion was representative of the taste of our intelli-

gent concert-going people.

ANOTHER FINE MUSICAL SOCIETY PROGRAM

Myra Palache, Pianist; Marguerite Raas-Waldro
Soprano, and Alice Gutherie Poyner, Violin, Please

Pacific Musical Society

BY ALFRED METZGER
The Pacific Musical Society gave another enjoyable

concert at the Fairmont Hotel Ballroom on Thursday
evening. January 10th. One of the largest audiences of

the season assembled to listen to a carelJlfy selected
and judiciou^y interpreted program. Miss Myra Palache
opened the program with the following group of com-
positions: La Rappel des Oiseaux (Rameau), Gavotte
pur les heures et les zephyrs (Rameau-Diemer), La
Fieurie ou la tendre Xanette (Couperin). and La Ber-
san (Couperin). To interpret these works according
to their artistic value a pianist of the finest sensibility is

needed to do them justice. And we can freely state

that Miss Palache seems to be endowed with the neces-

sary poetic instinct and the intelligent comprehension
to play these works with finesse and conviction. Tech-
nically Miss Palache also satisfies the most severe re-

quirements as could be easily gathered from her bril-

liant and artistic interpretation of Phillipe's delightful

and only too short Etude de Concert with which she
closed the program.
We know of no resident artists who possess that

refinement of taste necessary to interpret French songs
in a greater degree than Mrs. Marguerite Raas-Waldrop.
Her voice has exactly that fine timbre and that delicate

shade of sensitiveness without which the adequate in-

terpretation of the old French songs, or the new ones
for that matter, becomes impossible. Mrs. Waldrop
understands that French song literature requires above
all an appreciation of tone colors, and a shading of senti-

ment that demand the utmost precision in intonation
and breathing. We can only say that again she has
done justice to an art so rare and fine that only a
serious vocal artist can adequately present it. Mrs.
Waldrop's versatility can be judged by the fact that
she put interest and additional value into a group of

American songs by Farley—The Night Wind—unusually
skillfully interpreted. Cradle song by Uda Waldrop. one
of those appealing ballad songs for which this composer
has become noted, and a most realistically atmospheric
bit by Marion Bauer, one of America's foremost com-
posers.

Alice Gutherie Poyner, violinist, and Mrs. David
Hirschler. pianist, played Sonata No. 2 in E minor. Op.
24. by Emil Sjogren. Although this work belongs among
the modern piano literature it does not go into the ex-

tremes that most of these works espouse. The two
artists exhibited that serious musicianship without
which a work of this character can not be played in-

telligently. They overcame the technical obstacles and
at the same time did not fail to emphasize the musical
phase of the work sufficiently to make it most interest-

ing. We thoroughly enjoyed this performance and feel

justified to compliment the artists.^"
«

GOGORZA AN EXAMPLE TO STUDENTS

Henry T. Finck, the veteran and ver>' able critic of
the New York "Evening Post" finds in Emilio de Go-
gorza. the popular Cuban-American baritone who will

give two recitals at the Columbia Theater on the Sun-
day afternoons of February 3rd and 10th. under the
management of Selby C. Oppenheimer, a great singer
and holds that it would be well for all teachers of sing-
ing and all pupils to attend his recitals. Finck says,
in part:

"There are plenty of teachers in this town who are
so exclusively occupied with the bel canto side of the
art they profess that they pay no attention at all to the
poems to which the melodies are wedded. If these
teachers and their pupils attended a recital by Emilio
de Gogorza they would perceive with consternation
that they are deliberately neglecting details which
would make their singing doubly interesting. Mr. De
Gogorza not only sings beautifully with vibrant voice
and with perfection of phrasing, but reveals every
telling detail of the poems."
For his first Sunday such gems as Handel's Where 'er

You Walk, the recitative and aria from Gluck's Iphegi-
nia an Aulide. three Brahms' gems, two Debussy cameos,
a long group by Manuel de Falla, the Spanish composer
whose genius has brought the Spanish school so large-
ly to present importance, and selected works by Sidney
Homer. Goeffrey O'Hara, Cyril Scott, and Frank Bridge
will be given, while for his second and positively last
recital the program numbers are: Four famous Folk
Songs from the Basque provinces, a selection from
Gluck's Ipheginia en Taurdie, a group of Schumann,
a Russian group, Gretchaninoff, Moussorgsky and Rach-
manninoff, works by Paladilhe. Chapius, Cyril Scott.
Rogers. Griffes and another set of Spanish gems from
the pen of Alvarez and Valverde.
The Gogorza tickets at popular prices are now on

sale at Sherman Clay & Co.'s.
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The proKram tor the organ recital at the Memorial

Church Stanford University, Sunday attcrnoon, January

20 will be the 400th given by Warren D. Allen since

he' came to the University as organist. On this oc-

casion he will be assisted by Elizabeth Peirce and

Bolton White, violinists. The program for Sunday,

January 20, at 4 o'cloclt, and for Thursday, January li,

at 4 15 o'clock, will include the following Interesting

numbers: Chorale from the Second Symphony (Vierne);

Largo from the Double Concerto (Bach); Scherzo from

the First Symphony, Op. 20 (Maquaire); Allegro

moderato from the Suite tor Two Violins (Moszkowski)

;

Pilgrims' Chorus, from Tannhauser (Wagner).

The San Francisco Symphony orchestra, with Alfred

Hertz conducting, was heard here Thursday evening,

January 17. The concert was given in the Morris E.

Dailey Memorial Auditorium at the State Teachers

College This will be the third attraction presented by

the San Jose Musical Association. The orchestra has

been preceded by Margaret Matzenauer, contralto of the

Metropolitan Opera Company and Efrem Zimbalist,

violinist. Miss Marian E. Ives, business manager of the

musical association, reports a sold-out house for this

great event. Hertz and his orchestra of eighty-five men.

Charles IWI. Dennis, acting dean of the Conservatory of

the College of the Pacific, represented the College at

the annual conference of music supervisors and depart-

ment heads in Sacramento January 10, 11 and 12. Mr.

Dennis gave an interesting talk on the relation of

public school music to the community January 10 and

on the evening of the 11th the A. Cappella Choir, one of

the outstanding musical organizations in California, as-

sisted on a program given for the visiting supervisors.

The Choir's work was rewarded by an ovation from the

audience and the superlative quality of its renditions

deeply impressed everyone in the audience. Five con-

certs are already arranged for the spring season.

The Monday Musical Club of Santa Cruz gave a Men-

delssohn program for their January meeting, held in

Calvary Episcopal Church. The organ was used for solo

and accompaniment work. Mrs. Hope Swinford, A. A.

G. C gave the entire Fourth Organ Sonata. Mrs. Alfred

Bowman played the slow movement from the Third

Sonata and the Second Prelude. Lee Swinford gave the

first movement from the Sixth Sonata, the First Pre-

lude, and tlie slow movement from the First Sonata. He
was accompanist for Mrs. Josepliine Rittenhouse, violin-

ist, whose numbers were the slow movement from the

Violin Concerto and a group of arrangements of the

Songs Without Words. Miss Hester Gove, contralto,

sang O Rest in the Lord, and But the Lord is Mindful

of His Own. The February meeting will be devoted to

Schumann and Liszt.

The Fourth Faculty Recital of the year at the College

of the Pacific was given Tuesday evening, January 1.5,

by Miriam Burton, pianist; Miles A. Dresskell. violin-

ist, and Jessie S. .Moore, accompanist, who presented

an evening of French music before a large and ap-

preciative audience. Miss Burton pleased especially in

a group of ancient French dances, collaborating with

Mr Dresskell in a splendid performance of the Faure
Sonata. Mr. Dresskell's playing met with great en-

thusiasm and he further established himself as one of

the most admired artists in this part of the state.

A Professional Quartet has been engaged to sing at

Trinity church, in San Jose, under the direction of

LeRoy V. Brant The personnel of the organization is

Mrs. Katherine Gail Morrish, soprano; Mrs. Mary Web-
ster Mitchell, contralto; Mr. Edwin J. Ferguson, tenor,

and Mr. T. P. Mitchell, baritone.

The Institute of Music presented a program of students
of Leiloy V. Brant Wednesday evening last, with suc-

cess. Those who participated were the Misses Olive
Hanger, Lila Morris, Selma Simontc, Helen Owens,
Ruth Harris, and Master Manuel Alvernaz, blind

student. Assisting the pianists was Henry Triena.
violin student at the Institute. This is. the first of a
series of recitals to be given during the year 1924.

The Scottish Rite Choir made for itself an enviable
reputation during the Christmas season, when they
gave concerts of Christmas cirols at the Decoto home
for Masons, at the local Kiwanis Club, at Trinity
church, at the Presbyterian church, and at the Christ-
mas celebration of the Knights Templar. LeRoy V.
Brant, organist and director for the clioir. states that
the organization will appear in frequent events during
the coming year.

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
LeRoy V. Brant, Dri

oiirara In All llrniii-b
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SEASON'S FOURTH CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT

The fourth concert of the Chamber Music Society
series, which takes place at Scottish Rite Hall on Tues-
day evening, January 29th. will present in Ethel
Leginska, the world-famous pianist, a unique, forceful
and creative personality. She is known throughout the
world, not only as a marvelous pianist, hut as a brilliant

and original woman as well. She has an uncanny in-

sight into the innermost thoughts of the composers
whom she interprets and has a convincing ability to

translate their message in its entirety to her audience.
Of all forms of music of which Leginska is past mis-
tress, she, herself, prefers chamber music, and she is

justly renowned for her wonderful performances in this

form of the art. Leginska is winning fame as a com-
poser of unique originality as well and many of her
compositions have attracted wide attention.

On Tuesday evening she will be heard with the
Chamber Music Society in the seldom played and beauti-
ful romantic trio of Weber for piano, flute and cello.

Her other contribution to the evening's program will be
a first performance here of the quintet for piano and
strings by Mandor Zsolt. considered the most promi-
nent younger exponent of the new and fascinating Hun-
garian school of composers which has arisen during and
since the war. The string quartet of the organization
will play the beautiful posthumous quartet of Schubert
in D minor, the one containing the famous variations
on his own song. "Death and the Maiden."
By special request of the Stanford University Sym-

phony Committee, this program will be repeated on
February 4th at the Assembly Hall at Stanford I^^niver-

sity, Palo Alto. The appearance of Leginska with the
Chamber Music Society in this wonderful program con-
stitutes one of the most unique and attractive offerings

of the present musical

FOURTH AUDITORIUM SYMPHONY CONCERT

The fourth popular concert of the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra, under Municipal auspices, will

take place on Tuesday evening, February 5. at 8:20. at
the Exposition Auditorium, and Conductor Alfred Hertz
has another interesting program in course of prepara-
tion. The guest artist for the occasion. Chairman J.

Emmet Hayden of the Auditorium Committee of the
Board of Supervisors announces, will be Joseph
Schwarz. the phenomenal baritone who created such a
furore here on his first appearance as "Rigoletto" with

the Chicago Opera Company two seasons ago. Two con-
certs each in Berlin and Vienna, appearances with the
Paris Opera and fourteen performances with Menge-
berg in Holland and Scandinavia last summer, all sold
out, won for him from the European critics the title

"the greatest living baritone" and "one of the greatest
living singers today." Schwarz is on his way to the
Far East, to make his fame world wide. Reserved seats,

ranging in price from 25 cents to $1. are now on sale at
Sherman, Clay & Company's.

SECOND S. F. TRIO CONCERT

The San Francisco Trio, which consists of Elsie Cook
Hughes, pianist; William F. Laraia, violinist, and Wil-
lem Dehe. violoncellist, will give the second concert
of their present season next Tuesday evening, January
22. In the Italian Room of the Hotel St. Francis. The
works to be contributed upon this occasion are as fol-

lows: Trio Xo. 3 Opus 110 (Schumann); Kreutzer
Sonata (Beethoven). William F. Laraia; Trio in U
Minor, Opus 32 (Arensky). These splendid artists, both
as ensemble performers and soloists, have established
themselves firmly in the musical life of this community
and at each of their concerts a large sized and enthusi-
astic audience gave them a hearty welcome.

MARION BEAUCLAIR

Mil. josi; III!
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KING DODO ENTERTAINS AT CASINO

Ferris Hartman and His Associates Revive a Delight-

ful Musical Entertainment Containing Many
Melodious Tunes and Witty Lines

BY ALFRED METZGER

The Casino Theatre was the scene of the fantastical

comic opera. King Dodo, last week. JIany admirers of

the art of comic opera visited that spacious and acous-

tically pleasing theatre to listen to one of the most suc-

cessful light operatic works of the old Tivoli repertoire.

As usual Ferris Hartman had a large share of the en-

tertaining to do and succeeded in emphazing the comic

situations of the role selected for his interpretation. On
this occasion it was King Dodo who demanded Mr.

Hartman's faculty to entertain. The comic opera king

has always been one of the irresistible elements of

humor employed by the early writers of this phase of

musical literature, and in King Dodo we have one of

the funniest of the long array of comic opera aristoc-

racy. Mr. Hartman has always been specially skillful

in his portrayal of merry royalty and on this occasion

he puts again the stamp of authority on a branch of

entertainment that has never grown too old to amuse.
John Van in the role of Pedro has a chance to dis-

play his fine, ringing voice on various occasions and
does so with a success that is voiced by the repeated

displays of approval of his audience. He acts as well

as sings with spirit and energy and adds to the zest of

the performance. He is thoroughly recovered from
last week's temporary indisposition. Frank Kllis as Dr.

Fizz and Thomas O Toole as Mudge add to the comic
situations of the plot by interpreting their lines and
singing their songs with strict application to the mirth-

provoking moods. Robert Carlson's fine, luscious bass

voice is heard to advantage and as Bonilla he also joins

in the humorous episodes.
Harriet Bennett's charming personality and beautiful

voice have plenty of opportunity to assert themselves.
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In the role of Piola, in doublet and hose, this yinuis

artist makes a striking picture and she sings the various

solos allotted to her in a manner to display her flexible

voice and fine diction as well as to ring out the histrion-

ic advantages of the part. Refa Miller displays a ring-

ing soprano voice as Angela. Dixie Blair acts with dig-

nity as Queen Lili and Lavinia Winn is as winsome as

ever in the role of Annette.

The scenic effects are specially striking and colorful

and so are the costumes. Chorus and orchestra under

the direction of Paul Steindorff add immeasurably to

the success of the production. Beginning tonight the

Hartman-Steindortf Comic Opera Company will present

that incomparable and irresistible vehicle ot early

comic opera days—Wang. If you wish to witness a

comic opera that is representative of the ideals ot old

Tivoli patrons none better than Wang could be sug-

gested. Ferris Hartman is seen here at his best an-1

the company selected tor its interpretation is endowed
with the necessary voices and dramatic instinct to

make the entertainment most palatable.

LINCOLN

BATCHELDER
Pianist -- Accompanist

Studio 412 Cole St. : Phone Hemlock 368

PACHMANN TO PLAY CHOPIN HERE

It is an exponent ot the works ot Chopin that Vladi-

mir de Pachmann. the venerable piano virtuoso, first

came into his greatest fame. As an interpreter of the

compositions of the famous Polish writer, the most
eminent critics have acclaimed de Pachmann peerless,

and have stated that no one in all time has in any way
compared to him in revealing the colossal beauty and
musical value of the Pole's long list of planistic classics.

With this in mind, Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer, who
is bringing de Pachmann to San Francisco next month,
where he is scheduled to play a single recital at the
Exposition Auditorium, his only appearance in Northern
California on'this his farewell tour, on Thursday night.

February 7th, has induced the famous veteran to present
here an all-Chopin program, culled from the list ot his

most popular and beloved works. The complete pro-

gram is as follows; Nocturne, Op. 27, No. 1. C sharp
minor. Third Ballade. Op. 47, A flat major. Fourth
Scherzo, Op. 54. E major; Etude, Op. 10, No. 7 C major.
Etude. Op. 25. No. 3, F major; Etude, Op. 25, No 7 C
sharp minor. Polonaise. Op. 44. F sharp minor; Prelude,

Op. 28, No. 23. G minor. Prelude, Op. 28, No. 7 A major.
Prelude, Op. 28. No. 15, D flat major. Mazurka, Op. 67,

No. 4 A minor. Mazurka, Op 33, No. 4, B minor. Valse
(posthumous), E minor, Valse. Op. 42. A flat major.
Tickets for the De Pachmann recital are now on sale

at Sherman. Clay & Company's San Francisco store, and
mail orders witli funds should be sent to Selby C. Op-
penheimer in their care.
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IT
IS generally known in the

musical world that the Knahe
is to-day the favorite instru-

ment of Leopold Godowsky—

•

greatest living pianist—and also of

a group of super-artists whose
careers are untainted by any sus-
picion of commercialism.

Through sheer merit, unaided by
sensational publicity, Knabe has
become the chosen medium for the
highest expression of the pianistic

art. It is acknowledged by leading
authorities to be "the world's su-
preme pianoforte."

The same qualities that have won
pre-eminence in select musical
circles make the Knabe the ideal

piano for the home— especially in

combination with the marvelous
Ampico Re-enacting-' Piano.

The Ampico re-creates in your
home the playing of the master
musicians, on the very instru-
ment— the Knabe— preferred by
them for their personal and public
work.

KOHLER* er *CHASE
26 O'FARRELL STREET • SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE AMTICO

•(Copyright 1922. Ai Piano Company)

FERNER SOLOIST AT SYMPHONY

For the pair of concerts to be given
next Friday and Sunday afternoon in the
Curran Theatre, the San Francisco Sym-
phony Orchestra, directed by Alfred
Hertz, will present a strong program of
wide appeal, containing as it does the
popular Symphony No. 1 in C minor of
Brahms, the overture to Benvenuto Cell-
ini by Berlioz and Wagner's powerful
Prelude and Love Death from Tristan
and Isolde.

Walter V. Ferner. principal 'cellist of
the orchestra, will appear in the capacity
of soloist at the seventh concert in the
Popular Series to be given Sunday after-
noon, February 3, performing the difficult

Servais fantasia O Cara Memoria. The
strictly orchestral portion of the pro-
gramme is made up of the overture to
Wagner's "Flying Dutchman." the or-
chestra suite from Bizet's "Carmen."
Liszt's second Hungarian Rhapsody, the
Sibelius Valse Triste, Mendelssohn's two
popular Songs Without Words, the

consisted of the Brahms Quintette Opus
;i4. the Beethoven Sona;a for violin and
piano. Opus 24, and the Dvorak Sex-
tette for Strings. Opus 48. The Brahms
number was given a brilliant reading and
Charles Hart deserves much credit for
his piano work in this number. The Bee-
thoven Sonata played by Mr. Hart and
Mr. Saslavsky was sprightly and was
done with delicacy which was immedi-
ately communicated to the audience, par-
ticularly in the Scherzo. A fair-sized au-
dience was in attendance and it speaks
well for the Symphonic Ensemble that so
many people preferred to attend this
concert rather than one of several excel-
lent programs which were given else-
where at the same time. The fifth con-
cert will take place on January 29 and
will include compositions by Milhaud,
Bach. Eccles and Gade. K. R.

SiMphonk; ensemble

The program prepared for the Sym-
phonic Ensemble, to be given January

ETHEL LEGIXSKA
o VirtaoNa AVho Will Ap|ienr With
»r Snn Frnnci-tco at Scottixh Rite
Tuesday Evening, January 2I»

Spring Song and Spinning Song, and the
overture to Rossini's "William Tell."

Already a tremendous amount of in-

terest has been aroused by the announce-
ment of the solo appearance with the
symphony of Moriz Rosenthal, and ad-

vance requests for reservations indicate
that capacity audiences will be in attend-
ance. Rosenthal will perform the Tschai-
kowsky B flat minor concerto at the
ninth pair of regular symphony concerts
on February 8 and 10.

The 'Musical Association has an-
nounced that arrangements have just

been completed for soloists at the tenth
and eleventh pairs of symphony concerts,
Maria Ivogun, the famous European col-

oratura soprano, having been engaged
for the tenth pair and Germaine Schnit-
zer. one of the greatest of women pian-
ists, for the eleventh pair. These two
artists will make their first San Fran-
cisco appearances at these concerts, and
it is expected that music-lovers will wel-
come the opportunity to hear them, as
reports from their successes in the East
and in Europe have been more than com-
plimentary.

29 at the Bohemian Club, will consist of

an interesting group of four in which
variety of composition will have the ex-

position of varied instruments. Director
Saslavsky will present the following:
"Concerto," No. 5, for flute, violin, cym-
bal and strings, (Bach); "Musette." for
oboe, clarinet and bassoon, (Pfeiffer).

and "Gavotte Rococo," for flute, oboe.
clarinet and bassoon, (Pirani); "Sonata,"
for cello and piano (Henry Eccles), Max
Gagna and Charles Hart; "Symphony
Printemps," for two flutes, clarinet, oboe,
piano and strings (Darius Milhaud).

SYMPHONIC ENSEMBLE

The fourth concert of the Symphonic
Ensemble of San Francisco took place
Tuesday evening, January 5, in the Bo-
hemian Club Jinks Room. The program

NORMA TALMADGE AT WARFIELD

The Warfield Theatre will, for the
week starting on Saturday. January 19,

present Norma Talmadge in her latest

photoplay success. The Song of Love.
Laid in the Algerian deserts and the
French and native quarters of Biskra,
this is said to be the most intriguing and
picturesque of all the Talmadge features.
On the stage there will be the Fanchon
and Marco Ideas, which are this week
called Broadcasting. The scene will be a
roof garden, the artists are headed by the
inimitable comedienne Winnie Baldwin,
of vaudeville and musical comedy fame;
the Simondette Sextette and a company
of forty players. The Lipschultz Music
Masters will be heard in concert.

U> V.H-'n
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PAVLOWA'S ART REMAINS UNSURPASSED

Several Thousand People Crowded the Curran Theatre
Last Week and Admired the Great Terpsichorean

Artist in Eight Varied Programs

BY ALFRED METZGER
The oftener one witnesses the matchless art of Anna

Pavlowa the more does one find to admire in this rep-

resentative of all that is worthy and artistic in rhythmic
expression. To intimately review every one of the eight

programs interpreted by Mme. Pavlowa and her assist-

ing artists during the last week in the Curran Theatre
would require so many repetitions of the same expres-

sions, that a perusal of such reviews would necessarily

be tedious. It is only the music that changes. And
while Pavlowa herself is so exceedingly versatile that

she invariably introduces new effects into every num-
ber she interprets the art in itself is equally effective

in all her interpretations.

Mme. Pavlowa represents the highest form of the

art of the dance. She is grace personified and because
of the exceptional grace with which she invests every
movement of her supple body she exemplifies the
foundation upon which the art of music rests, namely,
that of rhythm But while most dancers restrict the

expression of music to the use of their feet and limbs,

Mme. Pavlowa uses every muscle of her body to

exemplify poetic sentiments. Her hands and arms are
used with incomparable skill. Her facial expression
mirrors the sentiments contained in the music and. in-

deed, every part of her body at one time or another
responds to the emotions required of the composer
whose works she employs for the accompaniments of

her performances.
The ballets interpreted by Mme. Pavlowa and her as-

sistants are the most effective representation of operatic
works without singing and anyone observant enough is

able to gather the story of the ballet from the graphic
mimicry and terpsichorean motions of the participants.

To miss witnessing a Pavlowa ballet performance is

like missing one of the masterpieces of operatic litera-

ture. Mme. Pavlowa and her fellow artists make these
ballets classics in their line. It is the highest form of

art and Theodore Stier who directs the orchestra con-
tributes greatly to the success of these unforgettable
productions by reason of his musicianship, his poetic
instinct and his experience as orchestral conductor. A
visit from Pavlowa and her incomporable company rep-

resents one of the most important and most enjoyable
events of a year's season of musical entertainment.

SCHUMANN-HEINK'S SECOND CONCERT

The Columbia Theatre will again be the scene of a
concert by the matchless Schumann-Heink, greatest of
contraltos and most beloved of the world's song birds,
next Sunday afternoon. A great throng will again
gather to do honor to this unusual woman, who com-
bines with her artistry a hold on the public never be-

fore surpassed by anyone. The theatre will be filled

to its fullest capacity and late comers will probably
overflow into stage seats.

The veterans of the World War have made elaborate
preparation to greet the famous "Diva" who devoted so
much of her time and talent to their cause during the
period of military activity against Germany. Known as
"Mother" Schumann-Heink to thousands of doughboys
to whom she sang before they went to France and to

nearly all who when they came back spent weary
months in army hospitals and convalescent homes, she
is something more than the greatest contralto of her
time. They remember gratefully the lavish use of her
glorious voice for their comfort and cheer, and tenderly
her tact, her sympathy and her unfailing sense of humor.
Most of all they remember that no call has ever been
made upon her time or her talents that has not been
met as promptly as possible, no matter what the cir-

cumstances, and that, despite her increasing years.
But it is as a singer that she returns to San Francisco

and Oakland this time, to give Columbia theater re-

citals yesterday and again next Sunday and to sing in
Oakland next Friday night. Late criticisms claim her
art to be even more wonderful than ever and proclaim a
Schumann-Heink concert the greatest musical experi-
ence of the day. She will be assisted at all her recitals
by Florence Hardemann, the eminent violinist, and
Katherine Hofmann. who has been accompanist for
Madame for many of her tours. Next Sunday's program
is as follows: (a) Mitrane Aria (Italian) (Rossi), (b)
Oh. Rest in the Lord (from Elijah) (Mendelssohn-Bar-
tholdy), (c) Ah, mon Fils from the opera Le Prophete
(Meyerbeer), Mme. Schumann-Heink; Concerto No. 2

(first movement) (Vieuxtemps), Florence Hardeman;
(a) Ich liebe Dich (L. Van Beethoven), (b) When the
Roses Bloom (Louise Reichhardt), (c) Erlkonig (Franz
Schubert), (d) Haideroslein (Franz Schubert), (e)
Dreamland Gates (Charles Huerter), Mme. Schumann-
Heink ; (a ) Variations (Tartini-Kreisler)

, ( b) Guitare
(Moszkowski). (c) Ave Maria (Schubert-Wilhelm), (d)
Caprice Basque (Sarasatel. Florence Hardeman; (a)
There is no Death (O'Hara). (b) Sweetheart (Humphrey
Stewart), (c) Kerry Dance (Malloy). (d) Someone
Worth While (Ward Stephens), (e) Bolero (Leggiero
invisible) by request (L. Arditti), Mme. Schumann-
Heink.

LENA FRAZEE BACK FROM THE EAST

Lena Frazee. mezzo soprano, has just returned to San
Francisco after fifteen months in New York City in

professional activities and study. She sang in Fifth
Church of Christ Scientist, one of the largest in New
York and various other churches of as many denomi-
nations. She had the pleasure of being contralto soloist

of L'eglise du Saint Esprit, the only French Episcopal
Church in America. The whole service is sung in

French.
She gave numerous concerts, some in costume in Xew

York state. Xew Jersey and other cities. She gave one
concert in John Wanamaker's Auditorium. She had the
distinction of having been the first to sing Frank La
Forge's Where the West Begins with orchestra. Mr.
La Forge having orchestrated it specially for her. It is

now on the market.
The sacred song. The First Commandment, by Beatrice

Clifford, one of San Francisco's organists, written for.

published and dedicated to Miss Frazee was introduced
to many New York audiences and pronounced one of
the best sacred songs obtainable. Other churches were
familiar with it and welcomed its repetition.

Miss Frazee made a record of this song the result of
which is excellent. Miss Frazee studied with several
prominent masters including D. P. Mario Marafiioti.

author of Caruso's Method of Voice Production. Teach-

LEXA FRAZEE

ers from al! over the country are pouring into his
studios. Her principal work was done with George
Bowden who was associated with Dr. Marafioti in his
Institute. Miss Frazee gives unstinted credit to Mr.
Bowden's work and his presentation of it.

Miss Frazee coached with several able men. She saw
and heard many of the great things of two seasons
in concert and opera, including as well the wonderful
Eleanora Duse in DAnnunzio's La Citta Morta. Miss
Frazee is already busy with engagements and has
opened her studio at 1S09 Broadway, San Francisco.

TWO NOTABLE FEBRUARY ATTRACTIONS

February will be made richer by the appearances
here of the notable baritone Josef Schwarz. who ap-
pears with the San Francisco Orchestra in the Audi-
torium on February 5th. and who on Sunday afternoon.
February 17th, will present a recital of songs and
operatic arias. Schwarz will be remembered here for
his immediate sensation created as "Rigoletto" with
the Chicago Opera Company and for the remarkably
beautiful recital he presented shortly thereafter. There
is no singer in the world today whose fine art is better
appreciated the w^orld over than that of Schwarz, who
in opera, with Symphony, and in recital, ranks with the
foremost in the world.
The celebrated Isadora Duncan dancers, together with

the pianist, Max Rabinowitsch, appear at the Columbia
Sunday afternoon, February 25th. They will present a
rare program, including interpretations of Gluck. Mozart.
Wagner, etc. Three of the original dancers are in the
organization—Anna. Lisa and Margot. Rabinowitsch is

one of the foremost of the younger school of Russian
musicians. Last year he compelled attention for his
splendid work as accompanist and soloist on the Chalia-
pin programs.

Tickets for both of these events, which are a part of
the Selby C. Oppenheimer "Pop" concert series at the
Columbia, are now selling at Sherman, Clay & Co.

JASCHA HEIFETZ AT TIVOLI

Interest in Jascha Heifetz. wizard of the violin, ap-
pears to be as keen as when he first was acclaimed Ihe
boy prodigy. When he appeared at Carnegie Hall, Xew
Year's afternoon, after his triumphs in the Orient there
was the usual clamor of the disappointed who were un-
able to buy or even bribe for standing room. The same
experience is practically certain to be duplicated at the
Tivoli Theatre, Wednesday evening. Januar>' 23rd, as
was the case at the Curran Theatre. Friday afternoon,
that theatre having been sold out in advance of the
performance.

The following is the program which Mr. Heifetz has
arranged for his second and last recital, Wednesday
evening. January 23rd. at the Tivoli Theatre: Concerto
in E minor (Hardini); Concerto in G minor, Opus 26
(Bruch); (a) Air on G String (Bach), (b) Tambourin
(Rameau-Joseph Achron). (c) En Harmonie in D minor
(Joseph Achron). (d) Perpetuo Mobile (Riess); (a)
Xocturne, (Sibelius), (b) Scherzo Tarantelle (Wieniaw-
sky).

COSI FAN TUTTE AT SCOTTISH RITE

Probably one of the most interesting attractions of
the entire Elwyn Artis Series will be that of William
Wade Hinshaw's production of Mozart's light opera Cosi
Fan Tutte. which will be presented at Scottish Rite
Hall, Monday evening, January 28th. In* preparing this
production Mr. Hinshaw has spared no pains to make it

an
_
authentic presentation. An exceptionally well-

balanced cast will include the celebrated soprano. Miss
Irene Williams, as the star. In Cosi Fan Tutte Mozart
achieved the superlative of beauty and vivaciousness
in comic opera music. The work is full of lovely duets,
trios, quartets, quintets and sextets of the most sur-
prising character, and they move in such quick tempi
and with such intricacy that they remind one of softly
and wondrously woven old lace. There is more genuine-
ly charming melody in a single number of Cosi Fan
Tutte than exists in a whole score of any modern Broad-
way musical comedy. Contrary to the general opinion,
one does not need to be musically educated to enjoy a
Mozart opera; one only needs to love beautiful music.

JUNIOR AUXILIARY CONCERT

Section 1 of the Junior Auxiliary of the Pacific Mu-
sical Society presented the following concert in the
Red Room, Fairmont Hotel, Saturday afternoon. Janu-
ary 19, at 2:30 o'clock. Mrs. William Ritter acted as
chairman of the occasion and the program was as fol-

lows: Piano Soli (a) Consolation (Mendelssohn), (b)
Hungarian Etude (MacDowell). Isobel Sanford; Violin
Solo—Souvenir (Drdla). Verne McFarland. Evelyn
Biebesheimer at the piano; Piano Solo—Waltz (Mo-
zart). Dale Adams (six years old); Violin Solo—Sara-
bande (Bohm). Eddie Veen, Pauline Hope Buttner at
the piano; Recitation— (a) The Little Girl Who Lived
Next Door, (b) The Wonii. Jean Elizabeth Comstock
(four years old); Piano Solo (a) Romance A flat (Mo-
zart), (b) Maiden's Wish (Liszt), Lucile Chekanouski;
Violin Solo—Spanish Dance (Rehfeldl. Donna Ander-
son, Idel Anderson at the piano: Piano Solo—(a)
Mazurka (Godard). (b) Canzonetta (Schutt), Julia Dodd
Merrell; Violin Solo—Waltz (Von Deber), Jack Murpliy,
Pauline Hope Buttner at the piano; Violin Solo—Con-
certo (first movement) (Viotti), Alice Ashton. Evelyn
Biebesheimer at the piano.
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MONDAY, JAN. 21
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NYIREGYHAZI THRILLS VAST AUDIENCE

Los .Angeles, January 15.

With almost superhuman skill and dexterity the young
pianist. Nylregyhazi. plunged through one of the most
difficult programs exploited liy an artist this season in

Los Angeles. This youthful genius has attained an en-

viable positon among first ranlt pianists of the day

—

his superb technic. his keen mentality and his power of

interpretation are worthy of a master twice his age.

While his program seemed to me too ponderous and

lacking in variety, yet his audience was highly pleased

as was demonstrated by the applause which amounted
to an ovation after each group. His admirers even

shouted "Bravo" in their enthusiasm, recalling him for

five encores after his final group. Tschaikowsky's
Francesca da Rimini, a rarely performed number on ac-

count of its length, requiring twenly-flve minutes to

play, was the opening number on the program. The
second group included Granados' Coloquio en la reja

and two Chopin Etudes, the latter being rendered tech-

nically perfect, but with extraordinary force. The G
minor Prelude (Rachmaninoff) was given as an encore
for this group.

Scriablne's Poeme Satanique most exotic in style

always leaves us in a state of bewilderment that such

series of cacophonies could be called "music"—but the

artist gave an effective interpretation of this difficult

and unusual number. Loveliest of all his program was
the Grieg Melodie. This he played with beauty of lone

and depth of feeling. Another delightful encore fol-

lowed—The Music Box by Emil Sauer. So insistant was
Ihe applause after this number the artist responded
with two more encores: March Grotesque and Erlking.

.Vyiregyliazl is pre-eminently a Liszt player and the

two concluding numbers on liis program Polonaise in

E .Major and Rhapsodic .No. 4 proved this conclusively.

Five encores followed these Bnal program numbers;
Waltz (Brahms). Flower Waltz (TschaikowskyI, Ich

Lieljc Dlch (Grieg). Rhapsodie No. 2 (Lisztl and Forest
Murmurs (Liszt). Fired w'ith youthful exuberance of

spirit and enthusiasm this genius has not yet arrived at

that state of reposeful maturity which would conserve
Ills energy. Nyiregyhazi will play again at the Phil-

liarmonic Auditorium on January 19th.

ELENA GERHARDT'S SUPERB ART

No greater Lieder Singer than Elena Gerhardt, who
sang to a crowded house last Thursday evening at the

Philharmonic Auditorium, has yet appeared in Los An-
geles. This artist came to us fresh from tremendous
successes in Europe after two years' absence from the
United Slates. Here is a radiant golden voice, combined
with great feeling and dramatic power guided by an
understanding soul. She immediately won her audience
after her first number and at the close of the first

group of Schubert songs she was held supreme as a
singer of Lieder. Her faultless diction, superb phrasing
and unlimited breath control were only small portions
of her infinite art.

The second group which she sang in English com-
prised: C. Had I Jubals Lyre (Handel), two modern
songs by Wolff, Fairy Tales and Most Faithful of My
Friends, Colored Stars (Crist I. Japanese Death Song
(Sharp) which she was obliged to repeat, the audience
so greatly appreciating her vivid interpretation of this

Oriental bit of tragedy. The familiar Old English Pas-
torale (Carey) gave ample opportunity to display the
flexibility of her voice.

Outstanding in the Strauss group. Morgan and
Staendscshen made the strongest appeals. The audi-
ence demanded a repetition of the latter which she sang
with exquisite brilliance. Several encores were given
by Mme. Gerhardt. among them were Hark! Hark! the
Lark (Schubert). My Lovely Celia, and Fairy Songs by
Bewley.
Mme. Gerhardt does well to specialize in lieder sing-

ing for she is eminently well qualified for such and
while she can sing heavier arias, lier voice loses some
of its beauty and steadiness in the more dramatic
numbers. Much praise is due .Miss Paula Hegner who so
capably supported Mme. Gerhardt with her artistic

accompaniments.

DIVA CHARMS VAST AUDIENCE

Mme, Schumann Heink. more queenly in bearing,
more smilingly radiant than ever before, appeared in

lu-r first I^os Angeles concert of this season before the
largest audience yet assembled at the Philharmonic
Auditorium on last Tuesday evening. Hers is an art
which will never fail to grip the hearts of her listeners
and her many years of service in song and humanitarian-
ism to the world has endeared her to millions. Each
song on her program fraught witli tender meaning was
given with intense feeling and deep understanding.

Vocally Mme. Schumann Heink may have a few tones
not as pleasing as in former years, though in her lower
voice she retains all of the rich golden quality we so
love to hear. This she displayed to advantage in the
more dramatic selections Armida Aria (Finaldo) Handel.
Erda Scene (Rheingold) Wagner, Brangaene's Call

FITZGERALD'S for the cAd-vancement of SMusic

cAnother wew Knabe Artist

MARJORIE DODGE
In speaking of

THE KNABE
Miss Dodge says: "Never have I had greater
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(Tristan and Isolde) Wagner, also the Sapphische Ode
by Brahms.

Lovely, indeed, were the Schubert, Schumann and
Franz numbers and her rendition of the Six Gypsy
Songs (Brahms) was so enthusiastically received she
responded with what she termed a "war song," the
familiar Danny Boy which evoked Brother O' Mine
(Ward Stephens). Full of dramatic fervor she rendered
O'Hara's There Is No Death, and with heart brim
full of love and sentiment she gave Stewart's Sweet-
heart with most tender feeling. Her singing of the
Arditl Bolero always delights and as usual she showed
no lack of technical skill in this light florid number.
Her trill is still a joy to hear.
A fitting close to this glorious feast of song was the

Silent Night with JMiss Hoffman, the able accompanist
who has been with Mme. Schumann Heink for several
years, seated at the pipe organ. Florence Hardemann.
violinist, gave two groups of familiar numbers on the
program. Her work has improved noticeably since we
last heard ber about four years ago. She adds to clean
technic and graceful bowing a charming personality
which unreservedly won her audience.

HELEN TESCHNER TAS WITH PHILHARMONIC

The seventh Symphony concert by the Philharmonic
Orchestra, under the popular conductor. Walter Henry
Rothwell, last week proved another treat to music
lovers. The soloist on this occasion was the young
American violin virtuoso, Helen Teschner Tas, who
rendered the A major Concerto by Mozart with unde-
niable technical skill. At times her tone lacked in

beauty of color, but withal her splendid bowing and
intellectual phrasing made this lovely number an out-

standing feature on the program. No attempt was made
by soloist or orchestra to put any touch of modernism
in this selection that would have been distasteful to the
composer. As is too often the case we hear Mozart's
works rendered with too much pomp and vigor. This
number proved no less pleasing than the graceful artist

herself whose magnetic presence commands respect the
moment she steps before the footlights.

The Brahms Symphony No. 1 in C minor Op. 68 was
received with great enthusiasm. This, his first sym-
phony, is also one of the greatest achievements of the
entire literature of Brahms. Conductor Rothwell demon-
strated plainly that he is not master of only one style

—

what he carefully omits in Mozart or Brahms he adds
to Strauss or Wagner according to the intentions of the
composer. He demonstrated largely his versatility in

his reading of the capricious though at times dramatic
Till Eulenspiegels Lustige Streiche Op. 2.5 by Strauss.
The next (eighth) Symphony Concert on January 25th

and 26th will present another novelty in the Rachmani-
now Symphony in E minor Op. 27 in four movements.
Siegfried's Death and Funeral Music from Die Gotter-
dammerung and the Overture Tannhauser by Wagner
will complete the program.

Philip Tronitz, a late addition to Los Angeles music
circles, gave his first concert before the Ebell Club last
Monday afternoon. His program included works by his
native Norwegian composers, some seldom heard here:
Binding, Backer-Grondatil. Neupert, Turum and Monrad-
Johansen were represented. Other numbers were by
Chopin, Mendelssohn and Liszt.

The Lula May Photograph Studios of Detroit have just
opened a Los Angeles studio of lovely appointments at
2028 West Sixth street near Westlake Park, where they
are thoroughly equipped to please most fastidious per-
sons. All work, including retouching and posing, is

done by experienced artists in the photographic arts.

Exceptional work is being done at popular prices and
special rates are being given all professionals.
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LOS ANGELES' "MOST USEFUL CITIZEN"

"Seven cities claimed Homer dead through which the
living Homer begged his bread." and it is a rare ex-
perience given to but few of us to be eulogized and
honored while we are still alive to enjoy the unique
sensation, but that it does occasionally happen was
proved recently in Los Angeles when W. A. Clark. Jr.,

the founder and sole guarantor of the Philharmonic
Orchestra of Los Angeles, was formally designated by
the Realty Board of Los Angeles as "the most useful
citizen of Los Angeles'" for his unselfish, generous and
heretofore unheard of prodigality in the founding and
sole maintenance of the Philharmonic Orchestra of Los
Angeles and presented by the board with a service
watch at its annual banquet in token of their choice.
Each year a committee composed of designated mem-

bers of the Chamber of Commerce. Merchants and Manu-
facturers' Association and the Realty Board of Los
Angeles meets in solemn conclave and canvasses the
civic life of the past year and names the fortunate in-

dividual who has done the most in an unselfish and pub-
lic spirited way for the city at large during the pre-
ceding year to receive this high honor.

Mr. Clark was the unanimous choice of the commit-
tee in recognition and appreciation of the tremendous
work he has done for Los Angeles, and in fact all

Southern California, in the founding and maintenance
of the Philharmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles, an ad-
venture in idealism that has cost the recipient of this
high honor nearly $800,000 for the four seasons of the
existence of this great orchestra and that will aggregate
nearly $2,000,000 all told when the total ten-year period
of his sole guaranty of the enormous and inevitable
deficits incurred will have elapsed.

Amandus Zoellner and Joseph Zoellner. Jr., of the Zoell-
ner Conservatory of Music, presented two of their
artist pupils. Florence Duvall. violinist, and Olive Eng-
lund. pianist, in recital January 18th, at the Hollywood
Women's Club. These young artists made quite a favor-
able impression by their display of technic and mu-
sicianly interpretations reflecting honor to their splen-
did teachers.

Mrs. Guy F. Bush, well-known pianist, popular accom-
panist and charming personage, gave a most delightful
musicale and tea at the Ansonia Apartments on West
Sixth street last Saturday afternoon. More than two
hundred of the leading musicians and social leaders of
the city were present and enjoyed a highly artistic pro-
gram rendered by Lois Putlitz, violinist, and artist pupil
of Calmon Luboviski; Blanche McTavish Smith, Scotch
contralto; Wadsworth Harris, formerly a Shakespearian
actor, associated with Mme. Mojeska. gave several read-
ings and Elinor Remick Warren in her own inimitable
manner played several piano numbers, including some
of her own compositions. Mrs. Bush accompanied Mrs.
Smith and Miss Putlitz.

The Fitzgerald Music Company is planning a series of
educational lectures by Dr. Sigmund Spaeth, the inter-
nationally known musical authority, lecturer, critic and
song leader, for the last of January and the first week
in February. Mr. Spaeth is now at the head of the Edu-
cational Division of the American Piano Company of
New York and is touring the country in the interests
of music, illustrating his lectures with the Arapico.
Some of his subjects sound most interesting: "Old
Tunes for New" concerning the relation of popular
music to the classics. "Music a la Carte" some practical
thoughts on digestible programs. "Music and Ethics."
a common sense discussion of one of the oldest and
most fascinating of problems, "Music as a Civic Asset,"
a constructive presentation of some astonishing facts.
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"Behind the Scenes at the Opera," the romance and
realty of the mysterious region behind the curtain, and
"Program vs. The Absolute." must music liave a story
or a picture to_ deliver its message?

The Los Angeles Opera Club presented an interesting
Scottish Musicale last Monday eve at Castle San Soucim Hollywood. Several artists of note were present,
among whom were: Mile. Jacqueline Morrin ot the
Opera Comique. Paris: Bonnie Helen Mackintosh, so-
prano: Anderson Grant, baritone; Zene Reeve, dancer:
Daniel Cooper, piper: Helen K. Walker, pianist. Mrs.
Alfred G. Castle was guest ot honor and Robert Walker
Douglas, president of the club, Mme. Phyllys Fortune
and Mme. Archibald Hart received the guests

FORSTER PUBLISHES ALL MacDERMID SONGS

In these days when a manuscript, rejected by one
publisher is found acceptable to an equally important
house, it is unusual when the composer of a consider-
able number of works is fortunate enough to have them
all under the roof of one particular publisher This is
the unique e.tperience of James G. MacDermid. Further-
more, Mr. MacDermid has an exclusive contract with
Forster Music Publisher. Inc , of Chicago, to publish
his songs as they aptiear from time to time and the
composer of Charity, Sacrament, It You Would Love
Me (to mention a few), and the equally well known
church songs: .\inety-first Psalm, In My Father's House
Arise, Shine for Thy Light is Come, etc.. finds himself
on a wave of publicity not often the lot of the writer of
a good class of songs and due to the energetic methods
ot his publisher.

Mr. MacDermid, now a resident of New York pub-
lished songs in Chicago until two years ago when he
transferred his copyrights to the Forster House which
has the organization to bring the MacDermid composi-
tions before the public in a manner they had not been
presented hitherto. The talking machine laboratories
were quick to recognize their desirability and in the
short time records ot several of them have been made
by Cyrens. van Gordon. Evelyn Scotney, Arthur Middle-
ton, Theo. Karle, Colin O'More, John Barclay, Elizabeth
Lennox, Charles Hart, the Criterion quartet, etc Kn
equally representative list of artists program his songs
and include such names as John McCormack Edward
Johnson, Caroline Lazzari, Julia Claussen, Paul Alt-
house, and a host of others.
Two newly published numbers are, The Shadows Fall

and a Scriptural song. They Shall Run an-1 Not Be
Weary. A revised edition of Charity also is published in
which the song is made ot more desirable length by
means of an interlude and added verse.

Miss Cecil Arden of the Metropolitan Opera Company
sang on Sunday, the 11th. at a monster benefit at the
-Manhattan Opera House under the patronage ot the
Count Apponyi for the starving children of Hungary
Mme. Jeritza. Willy Pogani and many other notables
from the art world were present.
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ARRILLAGA MUSICAL COLLEGE
OLDEST AND BEST EQUIPPED CONSERVATORY IN THE PACIFIC WEST

2315 Jackson Street, San Francisco. Tel. West 4737

y. de ARRILLAGA, Director

EDOUARD DERU
Violinist

Master Classes in Violin Playing
CEOROE EDWARDS

IMuil. liar. I

lann—romiiniil tlon

Psychology and History of
Music. Lecture Courses

and Ensemble

ACHILI.E ARTIGUBS
Orean—Piano

Schola Cantorum. Paris

Write or See Miss Shaw, the Secretary, for Tuition and Concert Rates

Available for

Concerts

EDOr.\RD DERU

MV.XARD JOXES

ISAVRA
Ql'IROS.ARRIl.L.AG.V

Soprano
Spanltth CoKtDDie

CHICAGO OPERA COMPANY COMING

Local preparations are now receiving final arrange-

ment for the coming engagement of the Chicago Grand
Opera Companv. which .Manaeer Selby C. Oppenheimer
will present in the Casino Theatre for tour perform-

ances, as follows:

Thursday night. March 6th—Boito's "Mefistofele,"

with Chaliapin, Edith Mason, etc., Polacco conducting.

Friday, March 7th—Massenet's "Cleopatre." with

Mary Garden. Baklanoff. etc.. Panizza conducting.

Saturday afternoon. March 8th—.Moussorgsky's "Bor-

is Godounow," with Chaliapin and a great cast, Polacco

conducting.
Saturday night, March 8th—Halevy's "The Jewess."

with Rosa Raisa. Charles Marshall. Angelo Minghetti.

Panizza conducting.
The Casino Theatre lends itself admirably for

operatic performances. With a limited capacity of ap-

proximately 2400 seats, every one a comfortable opera

chair, and a large equipment as tine as one of the

best opera houses in the world, this beautiful playhouse

at Ellis and Mason streets will come into its own on
the occasion of the Chicagoans visit. The result of play-

ing this organization in this theatre will mean operatic

performances of the highest artistic standard, acous-

tically perfect and physically comfortable.

Present arrangements call for the seat sale for those

subscribing to the entire list of four operas on Mon-
day, February 4th. For those desiring tickets for two
or more opera.s these will be available Monday, Feb-

ruary 11th; and the general seat sale will start on
Monday, February 18th. The prices for this engage-
ment will range from $3 to $7. .50. with box seats at

$10 each; government tax added in each instance Mail

orders will now be received by Manager Selby C. Op-
penheimer in care of Sherman. Clay & Company, and
will be filed in the order of their receipt, as per above
arrangement.

New York Musical Review
BY ANNA SCHULMAN

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY

At the Fairmont Hotel on Thursday evening. January
24th. unfler the auspires of the Pacific Musical Society.

a program marking the rare judgment of the President.

Mrs William Henry Banks, will be ofifered for the ap-

proval of the members. Associated with Mrs. Banks in

the selection of the following program is Mme. Rose
Relda Cailleau. The program will include the following

numbers: Concerto. E minor (Cecil Burleigh). Edna
Horan violinist, Helen McClory pianist: Vocal solo— (a)

Der Wanderer (Schubert), (b) Allerseelen (Richard
Strauss t. Reuben R. Rinder. vocal soloist. Ellen Ed-
wards at the piano; soprano solo— (a) Lascia chio

Pianga (Handell. (b) Die Nacht (Strauss), (c) Mys-
terious Power (Mary Carr Moore), (d) "Nadeschda,"
My Heart Is Weary (A. Goring Thomas), Norma Gar-

rett, soprano. Walter Frank Wenzel at the piano;

violin solo— (a) Gigue (Gerolamo de Angelis), (b) Sun-
rise Throu the Mists (George Edwards) (c) Rondino
(Vieuxtemps). Edna Horan. violinist. Helen McClory
at the piano; vocal solo— (a) Psalm XXIII, The Lord
Is My Shepherd (Dvorak), (b) Psalm XII. Elohim. Elo-

him. Why Hast Thou Forsaken Me (Bloch).

Ernest Bloch, acclaimed as the foremost composer
of our day. has composed musical settings for three

masterpieces of Jewish poetry Psalm CXIV, CXXXVII
and XXII. All three reverberate the leonini voice of

the people of Israel, and lowers the majesty of the
race, the musician reawakens the sensations of vehe-
ment expansion, and energetic speech which is peculiar-

ly his own. Bloch's imagination revels in many figured,

animated frescoes in limitless landscapes teeming with
Impassioned life. This is peculiarly true of Psalm XXII
as well as of his Hebrew Rhapsody Schelomo for or-

chestra and solo violoncello, which was recently per-

formed by the San Francisco Orchestra with Horace
Britt as soloist.

*

Miss Cecil Arden of the Metropolitan Opera Company
will make an extended tour to the Coast next season.
She has already been booked for thirty-two concerts.
She will be heard in many places for the Hrst time.
Among them New Orleans. Atlanta. Dallas. Houston,
San Antonio. Kansas City. Lincoln, Denver, and many
others. On most of her recital programs she will sing
Carmen's Dream, a fantasy for voice and piano based
on the principal themes of Carmen, and especially ar-

ranged tor Miss Arden by Buzzi-Peccia, Miss Arden's
teacher.

January 2, 1924-.

Although all New York seemed engrossed in the

joyous game of buying Christmas gifts, the musical
season was not in the least affected, for the opera, re-

citals and symphony concerts were as well attended as

though there were nothing else to do.

Olga Steeb. our own California pianiste, gave a brilliant

recital and was enthusiastically received. Her playing

showed careful phrasing, even, rippling tones and the

audience expressed its delight at her playing by recall-

ing her many times.

Moriz Rosenthal, absent from New York for seventeen
years, played to a large audience comprising many
celebrities. His playing is colossal. Many other pian-

ists possess great technical powers, but he is unique in

that he combines with it a rare delicacy and beauty of

tone. The audience broke into rapturous applause and
even cheers, and would not leave the hall until after

the ninth encore.

Zimbalist, always a favorite, gave his second recital of

the season before a packed house at Carnegie Hall. His
playing is always a joy to his listeners.

Gogorza. formerly baritone of the Metropolitan, was
heard in an interesting recital. His warm quality was
particularly noticeable in the group of Spanish songs.

The audience, which was composed of a great many of

his colleagues, greeted him enthusiastically.

Nine orchestral concerts were given in one week: the
Philharmonic, with William Van Hoogstraten conduct-
ing, gave an all Tchaikowsky program at the regular
Sunday night concert at the Metropolitan Opera House.
The State Symphony, with Stransky. opened its Metro-
politan series of six matinees; Rosenthal was the soloist

at the first performance and was recalled seven times.
The New York Symphony, under the baton of Walter
Damrosch. gave a varied and interesting program;
Lionel Tertis was the soloist and played the Bach
chaccone on the viola in an extremely fine way.

John McCormick gave his eighth recital of the season
at the Manhattan Opera House before an audience of

4000 people. 2000 having been turned away. There were
present many friends of the tenor who heard him on
his first appearance in this country fifteen years ago
on the same stage, when he appeared in the role of

Alfredo in Traviata with Mme. Tettrazzini and Mario
Sammarco. The program contained the usual group of

Irish s'ttngs which aroused the audience to a very high
pitch of enthusiasm. McCormick will give his ninth and
last recital of the season next week.

The Wagnerian Opera Company, with the assistance of
the State Symphony Orchestra under Stransky. opened
its second season in New York with Die Meistersinger.
Wagner's lyric comedy. The leading roles were sung
by Desidor Zador. Robert Hutt. Editha Fleischer and
Herman Weil. They are here for an extended engage-
ment.

Peodor Chaliapin took his season's leave of a capacity
audience at Carnegie, following the Russian basso's ten
operatic appearances at the Metropolitan Opera House.
His beautiful voice was heard in a varied program,
which he announced as he sang. He sang several of the
arias from those operas which he plans to give next
year when on tour with his own company.

The Metropolitan Opera Company, with its dash and
brilliance, is always the center of musical attraction.

Ponselle and Ruffo were heard for the first time this

season in Andrea Chenier. Marta was revived with Alda
and Gigli in the leading roles and giving a very vivid
performance. On New Year's eve Antonio Scotti cele-

brated his twenty-fifth anniversary as baritone with the
opera company. Tosca was given, in which Scotti sang
the role of Scarpia and Jeritza sang the title role. The
performance was followed by a special public ceremony
on the stage, in which the flag of the city of New York

was presented to the singer by acting Mayor Hulbert.
A supper and dance were given at the Hotel Biltmore,
in the singer's honor, attended by several hundred peo-
ple prominent in the art and social life of the city.

Paderewski was heard in the dual role of composer and
soloist with the New York Symphony Orchestra. He
played his own concerto in A minor and Damrosch con-
ducted his symphony in B minor.

Among the other artists heard were Dame Clara Butt,
the English contralto; John Charles Thomas, the bari-
tone; Frances Nash. Germaine Schnitzer. pianists;
Metek Volk. Russian pianist; Phyllis Lett, a charming
and successful soprano.

PAVLOWA IN OAKLAND

Following her succsessful San Franciesco engage-
ment, Selby C. Oppenheimer will present the incom-
parable Pavlowa and her wonderful Russian Ballet
organization with its symphony orchestra in the beauti-
ful Opera House of the Oakland Auditorium on Monday
and Tuesday nights. The entire company will appear
in the transbay city, and reports indicate that the
noted Danseuse will receive a remarkable ovation from
her admirers in the Alameda County cities. Two special
programs will be given. On Monday night the major
ballets will be "Amarilla" and "Oriental Impressions,"
while the divertisements will include the Glinka Ma-
zourka, Saint-Saens "Swan," Minkus "Bolero," Strauss'
Voices of Spring," Greig's "Anitr^'s Dance." Strauss
"Blues Danube Waltzes." and the famous "Bachanalle."
On Tuesday night, "The Magic Flute" and "Old Rus-
sian Folk Lore'" will be given together with the Liszt
Rhapsodie, California Poppy. W^arrior Dance. Holland
Dance. Scene Dansante. Hundu Dances and the Gavotte
Pavlowa.

ELLEN EDWARDS JOINS PASMORE STUDIOS

During the absence of Dorothy Pasmore, who is on
tour with the Pasmore Trio. W. Villalpando. the well-
known cellist, will be in charge of her department in
the San Francisco Conservatory of Music. Miss Ellen
Edwards, the distinguished English pianist, is now on
the piano faculty at the Conservatory. Miss Edwards
recently appeared with the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra, under the direction of Alfred Hertz. The
Misses Ada Clement and Lillian Hodghead. founders
and directors of the Conservatory, returned last week
from a successful concert tour in the East. The radio
concert at Hale's broadcasting station, whch is given
every month by the advanced pupils of the Conservatory,
will take place on January 21st when the entire program
will be devoted to the works of Bach and Handel.

ALCAZAR THEATER

Eugene O'Neill's big play. Anna Christie with its inti-

mate dealing with life as it is and its clever thread of
comedy is to be continued for a third week at the
Alcazar with Pauline Lord in the title role, beginning
Sunday night. Jantiary 20th. This production has made
a decided impression on San Francisco theatergoers
and the star herself and the members of her New York
supporting company have been enthusiastically re-

ceived. The same triumphs which this native-born
actress scored in New York and London has been hers
throughout the run in this city. The applause nightly
for the star and George Marion in his inimitable char-
acterization of "old Chris" has been the most generous
witnessed here in a long time.
That Eugene O'Neill won the Pulitzer prize for this

play has caused no surprise here. It is a cleverly writ-
ten drama with much good fun and it gives Miss Lord
an opportunity to do the finest acting witnessed this
season on the local stage Marion gives an impersona-
tion of the Swedish sailor that could not be improved
upon, and Mildred Beverly's portrayal of the woman
of the street is a classic In itself. Thomas Chatterton,
who for weeks prepared to take the other dominating
role with the New York players, has more than fulfilled

the expectations of his many friends and is doing noble
work. The scenic features are a duplicate of the New
Y'ork staging and the supporting players are in every
way the equal of those seen on Broadway.
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MUSICAL BLUE BOOK of CALIFORNIA
NOW BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION
The Editor of the Musical Blue Book of Califor-

nia is now preparing to get the publication ready

for the Printer. In order to facilitate his work he

would appreciate the full co-operation of the

musical profession, and particularly the adver-

tisers. We find that many musicians who signed

contracts have so far failed to send us the

ADVERTISING COPY. It is impossible to

finish our work until ALL COPY is received at

this office.

Los Angeles advertisers in the Musical Blue

Book of California may leave their copy with

Nelle Gothold, Room 610, 808 South Broadway,
the Pacific Coast Musical Review representative

in Los Angeles.

There are a number of prominent musicians in

various parts of California whose names are not

yet in our possession for purposes of registra-

tion. There is no charge made for such registra-

tion, and surely the musical profession would
like to have this Blue Book as complete as possi-

ble. If you have not yet sent in your registration,

or if no solicjitor has asked you to register, kindly

send in your name and address and your voca-

tion. Or, better still, write or phone us and we
will send you a registration card to be filled out.

NOW is the time to send in your advertising

copy and your registration card. In a very short

time it will be TOO LATE.

ALFRED METZGER
Editor Musical Blue Book of California

801 Kohler & Chase Building
San Francisco, Calif.

UKRAINIANS SURPASS ALL
ANTICIPATIONS

(Continued from Ta^e I. Col. 2)

Her interpretation of operatic arias was
not always in conformance with, our
ideas of traditional tempi, but the singer
possesses an individuality and a style

that permits liberties, and her Tosca aria

certainly attained the climax which the
composer intended it to reveal. The char-

acter of the voice is distinctly dramatic
and its extraordinary vitality might be
mistakea occasionally as somewhat hard,
but in reality such is not the case. It is

a flexible soprano of dramatic tendency,
with an unusual range and with a clear,

ringing timbre. Slobodskaja is a vocal
artist one could hear again and again
and rejoice in her unusual vitality.

Owing to other engagements, we were
unfortunately unable to attend the sec-

ond concert, but we hear that the hall

was crowded to the doors. In fact, the
enthusiasm aroused by this Ukrainian
Chorus in San Francisco is such as to

justify a third concert, _ which will be
given at the Exposition Auditorium this

(Monday) evening.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
Gradnafe of Sehola Cantorum, Paris. Or-
eanlxt St. Mary'M CathedraL Piano De-
partment. Hamlin Sriiool. OrKan and

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase BIdg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET. VOICE
Wr, Kohler & Chase nid. Tel. Sutler T-T**?

DOMENICO BRESCIA

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAX FR-AXCISCO B.ANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY 10th. 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks in California.
the Assets of which have never been increased
by mergers or consolidations v*ith other Banks.

Member .\ssociated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 31st, 1923
Assets $89,174,468.57
Capital, Reserve and Contingent Funds 3,850,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 430,275.37

MISSION BRANCH 1 and 21st Str»

WEST PORTAL BRANCH. t Porta 1 Ave. and Ulloa St.

Interest paid on Deposits at the rate of

FOUR AND ONE QUARTER (434) per cent per annum,
COMPUTED MONTHLY and COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY,

A.ND MAY BE WITHDRAWN QUARTERLY

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPR.ANO—VOICE CVLTIRE
Arallabie for Concerts and Recltalu

Studio: 150 Central .\ve. Tel. Park IIK

MISS WELCOME LEVY

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Mra. -\«ah Rrnndl
£211 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore 1522

Evelyn Sresovich Ware

Joseph George Jacobson

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Stndin: 3107

SIGMUND BEEL

MARY ALVERTA MORSE

Krlday. Kuhler A; ChnNe tilde..
dence Studio, Ulti Santa Uuna

Innd. I'hone Ilunilioldt

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON

.. Pled-
tuont. Tel. Piedmont :i04. Mon., Kohler &
f ha-HC lilds- ^- F. Telephone Kenrny M54

Brandt's Conservatory of Music

Mrs. .\onb Brandt, Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
>prano Soloint. Temple Emann EL Co
rt and Church \>'ork. Vocal In.ttructio
iXIa Clay Street. Phone West 4s;io

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA IN THREE
CONCERTS

(Continutd from Page 1. Col. 4)

Polonaise in A (Chopin). Etude in E op.
10 (Chopin) and La Campanella (Liszt).
This artist is vigorous, emotional and
unusually temperamental. She plays
with assurance and introduces ideas en-
tirely at variance with our conception of
traditional interpretations. However, she
is a pianist of the highest rank, uses a
great deal of deliberation, makes many
so-called art pauses, but employs a bril-

liant and in the main faultless technic.
Her personality exercises quite an effect
upon her audiences adding to her suc-
cess. The accompaniment, or rather the
orchestral part, was played with finished
musicianship by the orchestra under -Al-

fred Hertz' direction.
The audience simply revelled in the

melodious wealth of Tschaikowsky's An-
dante Cantabile, Grainger's .Molly on the
Shore. Elgar's .March. Pomp and Circum-
stance, during which Uda Waldrop fur-
nished a very impressive organ accom-
paniment. The audience stayed to the
last note and it was nearly eleven o'clock
before the program closed.

Madame Charles Poulter-Soprano MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

Oakland—TeL Oakland S079

Mary Coonan McCrea

Tel. Douclns 4:;33. Res. Tel. Kearny

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

Telepbone Kearny 1

Res. TeL BayrleTT 4I04

EVA M. GARCIA

The llird and the

ELSIE COOK HUGHES mME. ISABELLE MARKS
SOLO PI VMST VXD TEACHER

Advanced Pujiils Accepted
Studio: ItiS Hyde «li(. Apartment 27

Phone Prospect ir,M

HENRIK GJERDRUM
PIANIST

DAISY O'BRIEN
VOICE—GFIT.4R

2428 .Mllvln SI. Berkeley 7785J
TOe Kohler & Chue—n'ednesdnr

t l>\TR.\Lr(>
Voice Culture. Suite •C." Kohler .S: Ch

Iluildinpr. Tel. Kearny M:i4

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ

Orche nformation
ific 1ZS4

MYNARD S. JONES
TEVCHER OF SINGING

.4RRILI..\GV SIISIC.^L COLLEGE
231S Jncksou St. Tel. West 4737

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell SL Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Plione Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av.. Oa'Kland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St, Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo SL Phone West U95

MACKENZIE GORDON
S832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone n"est 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

ADELE ULMAN
178 Commonwealth Ave. Phone Pac. 33

MARION COPELAND
2701 Sacramento St. Tel. Fill. 128

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post SL Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 64S4

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 113J

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough St. Tel. Fillmore 4150

-VRR.IXGER OF IIISIC

C. B, FRANK
400 Pantages Bldg. Tel. Garfield 1334
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Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
ICK < I'l.TinE

Every ProKre.,lve Teaeher-SHOULD KNOW AT ONCE
Iijvcrj' SerlouK Student

ADOLF WEIDIG'S EPOCH MAKING WORK
IIAIIMOMC MATERIAL AND ITS ISES

A HARMOW thnt telN "WHV" and iiho«Ts "HOW" to uniltTsland Harnionr from
the Mtandiioint uf the niiinlcian. Juki publiNhed by Clayton V. Suiiiiiiy Co.. Chicaso.

For Sale By
HENRY GROBE. 135-153 Kearny St., San Francisco

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal Is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer

68 Post St., San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Western Representative of Lyon & Heaty Harps

Telephone Donelan 1078

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

Residence Phone Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

epnred for Opera ntorio.
Church and Concert

New Addre>«i IIBINI?: BLDG„ 408 STOCKTON
Tel. DoaeloM 0356

WILLIAM F. HOFMANN
Vloltnlitt Snn Francisco Symphony

Head of Violin and Orchestral Department. IJnl-
ventlty of Michigan. Studio: Kohler & Chane Build-
ing, Suite 1000—Monday and Thursday Afternoous.

RcHldence, 920 Taylor Street.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by ^''ager Swayne

Special Normal Coarse for Teachers, Based on
Swayne Principles

Studios: 807 Kohler & Chase Bnllding-
2518>/1> Etna St.. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 1310

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Exclusive Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

The Most Costly, Beautiful

and Durable Piano

in the World

Often we are asked: "What is the life of a

Mason & Hamlin Piano?"

Frankly, we cannot say. We have known them
for thirty years, sold them for more than

twenty years. Those that have seen constant

service for that period still retain their earliest

beauty of tone and their mechanical structure

unimpaired. In one San Francisco cafe, a

Mason & Hamlin Grand, Style BB, has been
in constant service for more than ten years,

being played ten hours daily with orchestra

—

more than 36,500 hours of the most trying

service to which a piano can be subjected. It

is still a beautiful instrument. Prior to its pur-

chase, we are tc)d that a new grand piano was
purchased every second year.

Costliest - But Best

TWO ENTRANCES :

13.^ KF..\R\Y -:- 217 SUTTER
VICTROLAS, BRUXSWICKS

^''^ile>^B.AUen@
MASON a HAMLIN PIANOS

O.AKLAXD—1323 Washington St.

S.\N JOSE— 199 South First
SHEET MUSIC, PIANO ROLLS
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SCHUMANN-HEINK'S GREAT INSPIR.\TION GALLO CO. IN STANDARD OPERA REPERTOIRE

Even Though the Diva's Extraordinary Voice Were Not as Resonant,

Flexible and Youthful as It Was, Her Rare Interpretations Represent

Such Intellectual Feasts as One Seldom Hears on the Concert

Platform—Katherine Hofmann a Fine Accompanist

Alice Gentle Receives Great Ovation as Carmen at Opening Performance.

New Artists Give Enjoyable Presentation of Rigoletto—Saroya Makes
Excellent Impression in Title Role of Verdi's Aida—Butterfly.

Tosca and Trovatore During the Rest of the Week

BY ALFRED METZGER BY ALFRED METZGER
The concert given by Mme. Ernestine

Schumann-Heink at the Columbia The-

atre Sunday afternoon, January 20th.

under the management of Selby C. Op-
penheimer. was noteworthy for several

reasons. In the first place the artist

ranks among the greatest concert sing-

ers before the musical world today

which distinguished place she has suc-

cessfully occupied for a greater time than

any other artist we know of. Secondly,

Mme. Schumann-Heink retains the full

force of her extraordinary artistry

throughout the enviable record of her
entire career. Thirdly, the Diva chose a

program of such exceptional artistic dis-

tinction that it rivets the attention of

every serious music lover and at the

same time pleases the layman because of

the variety and character of the com-
positions selected. Finally Mme. Schu-
mann-Heink understands so thoroughly
how to appeal to the emotions of her
audiences that barely has the program
begun when everyone becomes enthusi-

astic to a degree rarely witnessed at a

concert performance.
The opening group selected by the

eminent artist consisted of such incom-
parable works as the Armida Aria from
Handel's Rinaldo. Erda Scene from
Wagner's Rheingold, Brangaena's Call

from Wagner's Tristan and Isolde and
Die AUraacht by Schubert. Both as to

the standard of excellence and difficulty

of execution we can not think of any
group of compositions superior to these,

nor do we know of any artist who can
invest them with the same virility, the
same emphasis of their emotional inten-

sity, nor the same conviction of their mu-
sical purpose than Mme. Schumann-Heink.
The enthusiasm that rewarded tbe great
vocal artist for the excellence and
thoroughness of her interpi-etations was.
indeed, well justified and proved that
she has not lost one iota of her mag-
netism and artistic superiority.

Her second group of songs included
Fruhlingsnacht by Schumann. Widmung
by Schumann. Gute Nacht by Franz,
Sapphische Ode by Brahms and Six
Gypsy Songs by Brahms. Here again
one could hardly imagine a finer choice
of select musical literature. To hear
Mme. Schumann-Heink sing these com-
positions is to listen to an exposition ot

the highest form of vocal art which in

itself represents a lesson in singing that
simply can not be paid in dollars and
cents. It is an experience so rare and
so valuable that any vocal artist who de-
liberately misses to take advantage of
such a golden opportunity is guilty of the
grossest carelessness in his or her musi-
cal education. The spontaneous response
which the audience was quick to bestow
upon these matchless efforts of an artist

of the highest repute proved, indeed, :i

compliment to its intelligence and mu-
sical taste.

Finally Schumann-Heink with that
generosity and kindness of heart which
has endeared her to millions of people
sang a group of compositions by Ameri-
can composers, thus adding immeasur-
able prestige to these missionaries of
American art. Among these we found
two exceptionally effective works by
Ward Stephens, the apostle of the Ameri-
can ballad who continues to add gems to
American musical literature. The titles
of these songs which pleased the audi-
ence greatly were: Have You Seen Him
in France, and Someone Worth While.
There was also a composition by a Cali-
fornia compos er—Humphrey Stewart,
formerly of San Francisco and now^ of
San Diego—entitled Sweetheart which

delighted the listeners, because of its ap-

pealing poetry and human sentiment.
There is No Death by O'Hara and Dream-
land Gates, also known as Pirate

Dreams, by Charles Huerter, formed the

rest of this group. To have these songs
interpreted by an artist like Schumann-
Heink, who is able to add to them cer-

tain emotional values which even th'?

composers did not think of. means -a

great deal besides the distinction of

having such artists select the songs for

interpretation.

The closing number of the program
consisted of Arditi's famous Bolero, sung
with incomparable grace and color by
this matchless apostle of song. It was

To appreciate the musical value of the

annual visits of the San Carlo Grand
Opera Co. it is necessary to realize the

principal object which influenced Fortune
Gallo to send his organization through-

out the United States for several years,

finally adding the greatest music centers

of the country to the list of communi-
ties on the company's itinerary. That
object consisted of giving the masses of

the American people an opportunity to

hear the famous works of the operatic
repertoire at prices easily within their

means, thus not only giving them a

liberal education in musical appreciation,

but to add thousands of converts to the

cause of opera, increasing thereby the

ith

VLADIMIR DE PACHMANN

lie Pianist Whose Only Appearance in San Francisco at the

>n Auditorium on Thursday Night, February 7th, Will Be

of the Great Events of the Present Musical Season

a rare distinction to hear such a great

program interpreted by such an eminent
artist and anyone who was not there
certainly missed one of the finest feasts

of music heard in this city for a long
white. We sincerely trust that those
who failed to be present at the first

Schumann-Heink concert made their ap-

pearance at the second event yesterday
afternoon, for if they did not they will

surely regret their lack of ambition and
appreciation of one of the world's truly

great musical priestesses.

There is no artist before the public to-

day, and we doubt if there ever was be-

fore, who can sway her audiences in the
same degree that Schumann-Heink can.

We noticed people that in the beginning
seemed rather indifferent, either because
they did not sleep well or because they
failed to get the spirit of the occasion;
but hardly had Mme. Schumann-Heink
progressed along the course of the pro-
gram when the faces of these people be-

gan to light up and soon they became
some of the most enthusiastic listeners

at the concert. This is a rare gift. It is

iCcnlinued on Page 11. Col. 3)

patronage of the more expensive com-
panies. Taking this as a basis for judg-
ment it is necessary to overlook many
handicaps which an organization thus
economically conducted must necessari-

ly present.

But while Fortune Gallo may be com-
pelled to curtail the number of his chorus
people, his ballet and his orchestra, and
thus interfere somewhat with the general
stage management and accuracy of en-
semble he never stints in the matter of

principal artists, and while occasionally
he does not always bring as many truly

proficient operatic artists as he does at

other times, there are always a suffi-

cient number of them to give enjoyment
to thousands of people who otherwise
would be unable to hear these splendid
operatic works presented in a manner
sufficiently ambitious to make a lasting
impression. It is for this reason that we
canot withhold from Fortune Gallo the
credit of adding to the musical education
of the country, even if it were only an
opportunity he gives the masses to ap-
preciate the magnitude of more 'expen-

sive organizations by comparison
the Gallo forces.

This year's San Carlo Grand Opera
Co. season opened at the Curran Theatre
on Monday evening, January 21st. with
Carmen, Alice Gentle being the exponent
of the title role. San Franciscans have
learned to admire this truly brilliant

artist during the last few years. The an-

nouncement of her appearance invariably
guarantees a crowded house. During this

season it will again be found that those
performances during which Alice Gentle
appears will attract the largest audi-

ences. Usually an artist does not take
kindly to the idea that he or she is spe-
cially identified with one role, for it pre-
vents the management from giving him
or her a chance to reveal versatility.

Alice Gentle is regarded by thousands,
and with justice, the most convincing
and the most effective Carmen on the
operatic stage of America. And since the
public always wants to see a role Ira-

personated as nearly perfect as possible
Miss Gentle's Carmen is always in de-
mand.
She did not disappoint her admirers on

this occasion. Each time we witness a
performance of Carmen by Alice Gentle
we find new and pleasing charms to ad-
mire. Her voice retains its pliant and
ringing timbre. Her phrasing and acting
is realistic and convincing. Her virility

is an inspiration and her personal ap-
pearance adds effect and magnetism to
the performance. The writers knows of
no artist whose impersonation of Carmen
is as thoroughly in accord with his con-
ception of the role than that of Alice
Gentle. We are sorry we go to press too
early to include also a review of Miss
Gentle's Tosca which was given last
Friday evening.
Gaetano Tommassini interpreted the

role of Don Jose in place of Manuel Sala-
zar announced originally. We are cred-
itably informed that Salazar had a fit of
temperament and rather than consider
the position of his colleagues and his
management permitted his personal pre-
judices to rule his actions. This sort of
thing is nearly obsolete in America and
the sooner artists discover this fact the
better it will be for their reputation.
Under the circumstances Mr. Tommas-
sini deserves credit for jumping into the
breach at the last moment and thus save
an embarrassing situation. His voice is
quite a vigorous tenor, but his histrionic
ability leaves much to be desired. Mario
Valle as Escamillo exhibited a resonant
voice of fine timbre and showed himself
to be an experienced vocal artist and a
very painstaking actor. Peitro de Biasi.
an artist who is always dependable, em-
ployed his rich voice to give, a gratify-
ing portrayal of Zuniga. Louise Taylor
received considerable applause as Micaela
and sang two arias with a pleasing so-
prano voice. Frances Morosini and Anita
Klinova interpreted the roles of Fras-
quita and Mercedes, while Natale Cervi
and Joseph Miller sang Remendado and
Morales respectively. Carlo Peroni con-
ducted with much animation.
Costumes and scenery were as usual

in keeping with the Gallo productions
and we wish to call special attention to
the costumes worn by Miss Gentle which
were not only rich and brilliant in de-
sign, but correct as to Spanish ideas. No
doubt they are the Diva's property. It is,

indeed, gratifying to occasionally find a
character correctly costumed on the
operatic stage.

Tuesday evening Rigoletto was pre-
sented and Mario Basiola in the title

(Continued on Pa^e 11, Col. li
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"The Piano is the Steinway"
What this oft-used phrase means to me
AS EXPLAINED BY THE STEINWAY PIANO

^-j /I T a great majority of all concerts this

K^yj. season, as for two generations past.

the programs state: "The piano is

the Steinway."

I am the Steinway piano. I do not believe

that Sherman, Clay & Co., my Pacific Coast
representatives, print this statement in a spirit

of boastfulness. 1 believe that they use it, as I

accept it, in a spirit of deep responsibility.

For consider what it means to me, the piano,

thus chosen—not occasionally, but almost uni-

versally—to be the comp.anion of all these

artists on the concert stage. Violinists and
vocalists trust me to provide the canvas against

which they, as painters, may fling the colors of

their art. Pianists invite me to render into

gracious sound, those vast chords and melodies
which exist only within their own brains and
souls—until I speak for them.

Far, far more than the audiences realize, do
the triumphs of the artists depend upon the

fidelity of their instruments.

Nor is it sufficient tliat I simply perform as

well on this occasion as on the last. Art does

not stand still ; neither may I. Every concert

on every occasion is a new test, a new crisis,

and a glorious new opportunity for me.
That is why it meant so much to me when the

great Theodore Thomas wrote of me in 1879,

years ago, and will only change it in so far as

"I consider the Steinway piano the best at

present made, and that is the reason why I use

it in private and also in all my public con-

certs," and was able to say of me again in

1898, "I gave the above testimonial nineteen

to say that the superiority of the Steinway
piano to all others that 1 know of is even more
apparent today than it was nineteen years

ago."

That is why it means so much to me to have

Paderewski say: "Whenever perfection is at-

tained, progress is stopped ; for there is no

room for climbing when the summit has been

reached. And yet, in your case, this law of

nature seems to have been defied . . . Such a

thing can only be accomplished by a sincere

love of profession, and it is to this love of pro-

fession that I wish to pay ray tribute of high
esteem and admiration."

This is m>' responsibility, to see that every con-

cert season finds me more gracious, more re-

sponsive, more endearing than the last. And
always, I hope, shall I continue to be a very

human piano.

Such is the meaning of the phrase, "the piano

is the Steinway," and such is the spirit in

which I stand upon this concert stage before

you now.

Sherman Way& Go.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

CALIFORNIA-OREGON-WASHINGTON
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

W. H. LEAHY RETURNS TO MUSIC

If the reports in the daily newspapers are eorre-jt

W. H. Leahy has again taken an active interest ia

musical affairs of San Francisco and is devoting the

historic Tivoli institution again to the service of that

art. Possibly no news is more important to the musical
profession and musical public than this, for it justifies

one to expect that Mr. Leahy, with his energy, enthu-
siasm and executive faculty will assist the community
in solving some of the musical problems that are still

needing solution. In the first place it adds another
temple of music to San Francisco's sadly neglected
homes for musical performances. So far Jascha Heifetz
inaugurated the Tivoli's new policy on Wednesday eve-
ning last in the presence of a crowded house. Mr. Leahy
announces that he has engaged the Ukrainian National
Chorus for four concerts beginning January 31st, and
no doubt other announcements will follow in rapid suc-

cession. The Pacific Coast Musical Review heartily wel-

comes W. H. Leahy back into the musical arena of San
FYancisco and we feel assured that everyone who has
the best musical interests of the community at heart
joins us in this hearty welcome.

SIR HENRY HEYMAN HONORS HEIFETZ

Sir Henry Heyman. the noted dean of California
violinists, acted as host at an informal but most de-

lightful luncheon given in honor of Jascha Heifetz at

the Bohemian Club Red Room on Wednesday afternoon.
There were about fifteen guests present and every on^,
as is always the case when Sir Henry is host, had a
most enjoyable time and appreciated heartily both the
culinary and conversational features of this distinguisli-

ed affair.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S SYMPHONY CONCERTS

The Pacific Coast Musical Review is happy to hear that
Alice Metcalf has decided to resume the Young People's
Symphony Concerts at the Exposition Auditorium with
the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra under the di-

rection of Alfred Hertz. These events are of extra-
ordinary value to the public school students as they
assist them in forming a taste for the best in music at
a time when it does them the most good. These con-
certs can not possibly be too greatly encouraged and
we trust that the public and the students will assiat
Miss Metcalf to make them the brilliant financial suc-
cesses which their artistic character justifies. The first

of these events will take place next Wednesday, Feb-
ruary 4th. when the program will be as follows: Over-
ture to Fra Diavalo (Au.beri; Minuet. Farandole from
L'Arlesienne Suite No. 2 (Bizet I. (flute solo. Anthony
Linden); Caprice Viennois (Kreisler): Norwegian
Bridal Procession (Grieg); The Swan (SaintSsaens),
('Cello Solo, Walter Ferner) ; Wedding March (Men-
delssohn).

JASCHA HEIFETZ ATTRACTS THOUSANDS

Eminent Violin Virtuoso Gives Two Excellent Programs
and Arouses His Large Audiences to the Highest

Pitch of Prolonged Enthusiasm

BY ALFRED METZGER
Jascha Heifetz. the excellent and famous violin vir-

tuoso, who has been heard here on previous occasions,
appeared in San Francisco at the Curran Theatre on
Friday afternoon, January ISth. and on Wednesday eve-
ning. January 23rd at the Tivoli Opera House. On both

occasions the house was crowded and on the latter

people were sitting on the stage. Both events took
place under the direction of the Elwyn Concert Bureau.
It is easily understandable why Heifetz should retain
the drawing powers that have characterized his appear-
ances in America ever since his debut in Xew York.
In the first place his tone is so velvety and pure and his
technic so accurate and impeccable that one can not
help but feel astounded at the ease and playful lack of
effort with which he overcomes the greatest difficulties.

Mr. Heifetz is essentially a poet of the instrument.
He studies the compositions from every angle, and
while he seems to pay special attention to faultless and
clean execution, he does not neglect the emotional side
of a work. Heifetz plays at all times with all his heart
and all his soul and does not forget the head in the
meantime either. And because of thus truly wonderful
accuracy and poetic coloring he has established for him-
self a following in this country which but few artists

can equal and none can surpass. Inasmuch as we
already published both programs in these columns it is

hardly necessary to again print them at this time. Suf-
fice it to say that the audience displayed its usual
enthusiasm, demanding many encores both during and
after the conclusion of the program and Heifetz with
his well known generosity responded freely to the
demands.

ELWIN A. CALBERG'S BERKELEY RECITAL

Elwin A. Calberg. formerly of the class of Wager
Swayne. and during the past year or more studying
with Elizabeth Simpson, the well-known pedagogue who
has been accredited by Mr. Swayne as an exceptionally
efficient disciple of his mode of instruction, gave an
excellent concert at the Twentieth Century Club House
in Berkeley on Thursday evening. January 17th, under
the management of Zanette W. Potter. The hall was
crowded to the doors and the enthusiasm that prevailed
evidenced in no uncertain degree the high regard which
the audience entertained for this exceptionally able and
unusually talented pianist.

The program included works by Beethoven. Chopin,
Ravel, Paderewski, Saint-Saens. Moszkowsky, Schubert-
Tausig and others equally representative of the highest
form of piano literature, and interpreted them all with
an intelligence and assurance worthy of the heartiest
commendation. Mr. Calberg exhibits in his playing the
force and virility of the sincere musician, and he also
obtains the daintiest and most poetic effects when the
occasion demands. Naturally Mr. Calberg, being young,
possesses the buoyancy that frequently causes him to
be somewhat exuberant in his playing, but in the main
he shows decided musicianship and natural adaptability.

Mr. Calberg is getting ready to leave for New York
to conclude his studies with some famous master and
incidentally begin his professional career as concert
artist. He possesses, thanks to the excellent preparation
he has had under adequate masters, sufficient material
to justify the prediction that he will be successful in
his phrasing, as already stated, contains the elements
of artisticperception. He certainly merited the hearty
ovation which the large and select audience accorded
him. The program was as follows: (a) Caprice on Airs
de Ballet from Alceste (Gluck-Saint-Saens), (b) Sonata
Appassionata (Beethoven): (a) Ballade. ' G minor
(Chopin), (b) Etudes Op. 25. F major (Chopin), C minor
(Chopin), (c) Impromptu, F sharp major (Chopin), (d)
Polonaise. A Flat major (Chopin); (a) Jeux d'Eau (The
Frolic of the Fountain) (Ravel), (b) Le Lucciole Scherzo
(Leschetizsky). (c) Nocturne B Flat major (Pade-
rewski), (d) In Autumn (Moszkowski), (e) Military
March (Schubert-Tausig).

ALFRED METZGER.

FRANCES BOCKIUS AT S. F. CONSERVATORY

Miss Frances Bockius, head of the physical education
department at the University of California, is now on
the faculty of the San Francisco Conservatory of Music,
where she is teaching folk and interpretative dancing.
In the spring these classes will be held out of doors, so
that they will sen-e the double purpose of exercise and
recreation. A reception was held last Saturday evening
in honor of the return from the East of the Misses
Ada Clement. Lillian Hodghead and Rena Lazelle at
the San Francisco Conservatory of Music, where a large
gathering of friends as well as the faculty and students
of the Conservatory gave the artists a welcome that
paid a tribute to the esteem in which they are held.
A short program was rendered by Miss Clement and
Miss Lazelle, presenting some of the numbers for voice
and piano that had won high praise from the Eastern
critics.

A NOVEL MUSICAL ATTRACTION

A musical attraction new to San Francisco audiences
but already standing in high favor is that offered by
Emilie Linden and her "Symphonette," which is one of
the prime features of the program at the Cameo Thea-
tre. In her offering Miss Linden is assisted by Al. Nord,
Charles Rushton. William Howarth, William Toye, Dan
Williams and Mel Hertz.

Miss Linden is an accomplished pianiste. having
studied abroad, and has been heard with great success
in vaudeville, on the concert stage and in symphony
orchestras. In assembling the "Symphonette" it was
her idea to bring to motion picture theatres music of
the symphonies at a cost in keeping with the financial
powers of a photoplay theatre. That she has been suc-
cessful is given adequate evidence at the Cameo, where
the "Symphonette" is now in the third week of its
engagement and its popularity is heightened at each
performance.

HAUNTED
BY ANIL DEER

"Hey! kids, don't let's play in this yard. They say
the house is haunted, got ghosts n' everything, and

they come out after dark and chase yer."

"Aw gee! Bill, I ain't afraid, are you
fellers?" "N-naw, we ain't afraid, but
it's time to go home anyhow."
Away they scamper, five would-he he-

roes, casting many fearsome glances
back at the old deserted, reputed haunted
house. A house, which in its heyday, was
a mansion with spacious grounds, the
latter the attraction for the small army
now in full retreat. Surrounded by an

aristocratic old cypress hedge and with other remnants
of its former grandeur visible to the observing eye.
There an old rose arbor with one remaining bush,
which for lack of care, has reverted to a wild rose.
Here the old sun-dial, and at intervals one glimpses the
relics of statuary, rather startling too in the dim half
light of dusk, even thoungh one be braver than the
deserters and truly entertains no belief in the supposed
spectral visitants.

An old home, with stately columns and wide veranda,
deserted, useless, practically valueless, because of a
fear. Baseless as is most fear. To think of the home as
it was. the happy hearts that resided there, the hopes
it contained, ambitions, loves, hates too apparently, or
whence came this fable of specters? Which has cast its

blighting influence over all. Perhaps one member of
the family perished in some frightful disaster, or may-
be unfaithfulness dwelt therein and was discovered,
even murder may have occurred behind those oaken
doors. Who knows, now? No one, apparently, yet as an
aftermath of something evil this tale remains, and
where a happy contented family should be dwelling, all

is waste and decay.
Driven away by fearful stories of headless phantoms,

rattling chains, creaking floors and awesome moaning,
sighing sounds, all calculated to cause the bravest heart
to quake with fear. For. invariably the inference is,

that the ghosts are malicious and unkindly inclined
toward all humanity. Even innocent little children not
being safe from their vicious attacks. Why not friend-
ly spirits? They would seem to be as probable as the
reverse, and certainly more cheerful guests to enter-
tain, if one be forced to be their host or hostess.
To be haunted, a pitiful state for house or human; un-

fortunately there are many of the latter. There is a
phantasm which affrights many teachers and artists. A
vision which haunts and renders miserable moments
which should he the happiest. The ghastly fear of un-
appreciation. Based usually on some unpleasant pre-
vious experience.
The teacher, who has labored with unreserved zeal

to aid a pupil, expecting ultimate appreciation, only to
meet with disillusionment, the pupil proving unworthy,
that teacher thereafter will harbor a fear of like results
in every case which comes under their tutelage. The
artist, whether singer or instrumentalist, hesitates to
present new and untried material to an audience, the
phantom in this case a tear of a lack of audible ap-
plause.
The teacher, so haunted, loses a most valuable asset,

enthusiasm; the artist is robbed of the joys of dis-
covery, growth and presentation. Loss and deprecia-
tion on all scores. Needlessly, for appreciation always
exists, the mistake lies in that we are inclined to specify
how and from whom it shall be received. The truth
is one never knows from whence it is coming, the only
surety is it will not come down the path watched but
from an unexpected direction. Humanly all are de-
sirous of selecting the ways and means by which said
appreciation shall be given; this is wisely denied us.
Yet appreciation is always our allotment, providing we
in turn are rightfully entitled to it.

Retain enthusiasm, strive always for the best, but re-
frain from the mistake of thinking one can forsee
whence will come recompense. Enjoy each lesson given;
it is possible; be an explorer and discover new lands;
live each moment, listen not for rattling chains and
knocks in the wall, they can undoubtedly be easily ac-
counted for, maybe mice. Banish the unfriendly sup-
posed ghost back to it's home in Never-Never Land.

JOHN McCORMACK TO SING IN MARCH

It : doubtful whether any other singer holds so warm
a spot in the hearts of San Francisco's music lovers as
does John McCormack, whom Frank W. Healy has
booked tor a recital Sunday afternoon. March 2. in the
Exposition Auditorium. Certain it is that no other
vocalist has so completely filled that big structure
with admirers at each of his recurring visits. The last
time he was here, four years ago. thousands of would-
be ticket buyers were unable to hear his voice because
they could not be accommodated even with standing
room, and the first notice of his coming visit has re-
sulted in a deluge of inquries as to when and where the
sale of seats will be opened. That event has been fixed
for Monday morning, February 4, at Sherman, Clay &
Company.

The San Francisco Music Teachers' Association will
hold its regular monthly meeting In Monday evening
January 28th, at S:15, at 2321 Jackson street. After a
brief business meeting the following Norwegian artists
will present an interesting program of Norwegian music:
Mrs. Lillie Hoffmeyer Heyer, vocalist; Miss Edna Lar-
son, pianist; Mr. Henrik Gjerdram, pianist; Mr. Otto
King, cellist.
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The concert given by the San Francisco Sympliony

Orchestra Thursday evening, January 17. in the Morris

E Dailey Memorial Auditorium was par excellenca!

Just the name Alfred Hertz brings response, his appear-

ance bringing a storm of applause each and every time

he came upon the stage. The orchestra, with its eighty-

five members, completely filled the stage in the audi-

torium. At the conclusion of the second number, the

great Schumann Symphony No. 4 in D Minor, the ap-

plause was so lasting that Conductor Hertz received

the tribute by having the members of the orchesta arise

in acknowledgment. In the Hall of the Mountain King

from Grieg's Peer Gynt Suite No. 1, was repeated, it

was received with such enthusiasm, the audience re-

fusing to let the program c-ontinue. Schubert's inspiring

Military March brought the concert to a close, the audi-

ence, however, refusing to leave their seats without a

recall number which was granted with the playing of

the Star Spangled Banner, the orchestra standing. This

concert was the third of the series the San Jose Musical

Association offered, which will go down as memorable

in local musical annals. The program in full: Overture

to The Marriage of Figaro (Mozart); Symphony No. 1.

in D Minor (Schumann) ; Peer Gynt Suite No. 1 (Grieg)

;

Military March (Schubert). The next offering of the

Musical Association is the Chamber Music Society of

San Francisco, which will appear on concert February

14th.

A group of pupils of Leroy V. Brant, director of the

Institute of Music, appeared in recital Wednesday eve-

ning at the conservatory, meeting with great success.

Olive Hangar. Selma Simonic, Ruth Harris, Lila Morris

and Manuel Alvernaz. pianists, gave the interesting

program. They were assisted by Henry Ariana of the

violin department. An announcement was made that a

series of recitals would be given during the spring.

Warren D. Allen, organist of the Stanford University

Memorial Church, gave an interesting program on Sun-

day afternoon at the vesper choral service. The Mag-
nificat and Nunc Dimittis (Roland Diggle). and Rhein-

berger's Evening Hymn was sung by the choir. Mr.

Allen played Handel's Fourth Concerto at the beginning

and the Fifth Sonata by Mendelssohn at the close.

On Tuesday. January 29. Mr. Allen will give the

following program: Tempo di menuetto (Harry Ben-

jamin Jepson); Where Wild Roses Grow (Charles

Frederick Stayner) ; Algerian Sketch (R. S. Stoughton);

Minuet in G Major (Beethoven); March from Tann-

hauser (Wagner).

A series of Sunday evening recitals is being given at

the Hotel Vendome through the courtesy of Mr. F.

Tegler, resident owner. The first recital was under the

direction of Edwin Ferguson, the well-known tenor, who
was assisted by Leta May Wilmeth. pianist; William
Sykes. violinist and Rose 'Van Valin, cellist. Mr. Fergu-

son prefaced the number with explanatory talks touch-

ing on the origin or thematic background, which added
greatly to the already interesting program. At the con-

clusion of the program group singing of old-time songs
concluding with America brought to a close this first

event, which gives promise of becoming more popular
each week. The following numbers were given: Fare-

well to CucuUain (Kreisler). played by the trio; (a)

Mary (T. Richardson), (b) Great Peace Have They
Which Love Thy Law (James Rogers), Edwin Fergu-
son: Then You'll Remember Me, from the Bohemian
Girl. Trio: Kasmiri Song, from Indian Love Lyrics
(Amy Woodforde Finden). (b) Her Rose (Coombs).
Edwin Ferguson; The End of a Perfect Day (Carrie

Jacobs Bond), Trio.

The American Guild of Organists presented Allan
Bacon In recital at the First Methodist Church. Monday
evening. January 21. This was the first recital given
under the ausiiices of the local chapter since It was
made a separate chapter of the guild, and the first of a
series to be given by members of the chapter durin.?

the spring and summer months. The program on this

occasion consisted of characteristit: compositions of

the modern composers. Mr. Bacon has for some years
past given his influence towards the recognition of the
American composers, he contending that in this coun-
try there are writers of merit equal to that of any of

the continental composers. He performs the composi-
tions of Americans and has written several articles ap-

pearing in musical magazines urging recognition of the
genius found in this country. Mr. Bacon's program on
Monday evening was as follows: Toccata in D Minor
(Roger). Madrigal (Sowerby), Choral Improvisation
(Karg-Elert). The Girl with the Flaxen Hair (Debussy),
Allegro from Second Symphony (Vierne). A Legend of
the Desert (Stoughton), Praeludium (Jarnfelt), Marche
Nocturne (MasMaster). Sicilian Bagpipe (Yon). Con-
cert Overture in B Minor (Rogers).

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
LcRoy V. Brant, Director

Offers Courara In All llranchra of Muale «<
All Stm^iM of Advanrrrarnt

SAN JOSK CAI^IFORNIA

The Musical Research Club, recently organized, held
its semi-monthly meeting January 18th at the Ehle
School of Music. The following officers were elected
for the year 1924: Miss Viola Bingston, president;
Joseph Foley, vice-president; Mrs. Annette D. Macl
Donald, secretary-treasurer. The club is under the
leadership of Victor Ehle, who at this meeting gave i
talk on the history of the organ.

MRS. MILES A. DRESSKELL

NEW DEPARTMENT AT ARRILLAGA

An important recent development in the activities of
the Arriilaga Musical College is the addition of a De-
partment of Dramatic Art and Dancing. Birdeena
Leanore Tuttle is in charge of the former, and her
many recent apearances in San Francisco have en-
deared her already to the general public. Her course
of teaching in dramatic art includes the principles and
philosophy of expression, preparation for the arts of
teaching, acting, and reading, repertoire for professional
work, classes in the interpretive study of literature,

and the development of a cultivated, pure English
speech. Mrs. Tuttie, from her long experience in teach-
ing these lines, is ably fitted to develop the new de-
partment of the well-known Arriilaga Musical College.
The dancing course will be given by Virginia Reed, a

graduate of the Edith Coburn Noyes School in Boston,
and a pupil of other instructors, such as Gertrude Colby
of Columbia University, and the well-known directors
of the Denishawn studios. Her work is well known to
the general public as a member of the Portia Mansfield
Dancers on tour, and in San Francisco at the Granada
where she appeared more recently with Petroff. Her
course includes every form of dancing, from the expres-
sionistic to the technical, and is designed to interest
students from the beginning to the highest reaches of
the art. both children and adults.

Mme. Isaura Quires de Arriilaga, soprano, has resumed
her teaching at the Arriilaga Musical College after an
absence of some time at her former home in Mexico.
Her two appearances in Spanish songs and Spanish
costumes since her return have recalled her charming
art to the public of San Francisco; the first in the fall

opening concert given by the faculty of the college, and
the second at the artistic reception given to Monsieur
Edouard Deru. famous Belgian violinist.

Mme. Arriilaga came to San Francisco in the summer
of 1921. a singer of much renown and popularity in

Mexico, and was engaged to teach at the Arriilaga Musi-
cal College while on tour, having met with much suc-
cess in the South. Her early studies were conducted
privately in Mexico City, after which she attended the
National Conservatory, from which institution she
graduated with highest honors, as a pupil of Professor
Ricardi Marin. After completing her studies there she
went to Italy and for a short time continued her work
under Italian masters, returning to Mexico City, where
she established herself as a teacher, and also sang
as a member of the Mexican National Opera. Mrs.
Arriilaga is a successful exponent of the Italian Bel
Canto and her results bear out the unquestioned superi-
ority of her method. Mrs. Arrillaga's host of friends and
faithful students are greeting her return to the teach-
ing profession with great enthusiasm.

The Joseph George Jacobson's piano-class will give its

next recital on Friday evening, February 1st, at the
Baldwin Studios on Sutter street. Those who will par-
ticipate are; Marion Ford. Gladys Boys, Marian Pa-
tricia Cavanaugh, Gladys Ivanelle Wilson, Myrtle Edna
Waitman, Vera Adelstein, Margaret Lewis, Florence
Reid, Rebecca Nacht. Emily Walter and Sam Rodetsky.
Besides several two-piano numbers Myrtle Harriet
Jacobs and Clara Bercovitz. the latter a pupil of Gui-
seppe Jollain. will play a piano Sonata by Mozart.

MARION BEAUCLAIR
OiK-rii 4'lnHMfM U'ith Cuiiiiilete It.'iirrM.-nlntiiin

MMR. MARION UKAI (I.AIlt
MR. JOKK ROIIISON

Studlu! 241 l.niirri St. TrI. U'rKi :l»».'l

Stndio
Phone 6382-W

nd RerltiilM

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
San .lose. Cal.

Conferi, DeKreeM, Avrardn Certlflpntea. Complete College
itorT nnd Aondenilc

Harp, 'Cello, Voice, Harmon:
FoKne nnd Science of MunIc For pai'tlcular

o. Violin.
;anon aad
Appir to

JOSE MUSIC COMPANY
Anderaon Brntherfi

beet Monic, Violins,
MandollnM—Studio

e, California

WORCESTER SCHOOL OF MUSIC
ALLIANCE BUILDING

SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA

Curran Theatre
Second and Last Week Beginning

MONDAY, JANUARY 28

SAN CARLO GRAND OPERA CO.
KEIPERTOIRB

"CAVAI,I,ERIA RlS'riC.\N.V' and
"PAGI.IACCI" MONDAY, JAN. 28

"l.\ UOHEME" TUESDAY, JAN. 29
"CARMEN" ..WEDNESD.AY MAT., JAN. 30
"l.KIA DI I.AMMERMOOR"....WED. EVE., JAN. aO
'•()THEI.I.<»" THURSDAY, JAN. ai
"TRA VIATA" FRID.VY, FEB. 1
"MME. DUTTERFLY" SAT. MAT., FEB. 2
".AID.A" SATURDAY EVE., FEB. 2

PRICES: EvenlnirK and Saturday Matineen—(2.50,
«S.OO. $1.50, $1.00. WedneNday MatineeK—$2.00, $1.50,'

$1.0O. .'lOc. Har Tai ll> Per Cent Additional.

Western Tour Direction Elwyn
Concert Bureau

TONIGHT
SCOTTISH RITE AUDITORIUM

MOZ.\KT*S <O.S| FAN Tl TTK

Featuring Irene Williams

BENJAMIN

MOORE
2636 UNION STREET

S.AN FRANCISCO

Telephone Fillmore 1624

BY .APPOINTMENT

Myra Palache
PIANIST

PRIVATE AND CLASS LESSONS
LECTURES ON MUSIC APPRECIATION

San Francisco, 807 Kohler 4 Chase BIdg. Tel.

Kearny 5454. Wednesday from 2-6 p. m. only.

Berkeley, 20 Brookside (off Claremont Ave.) Tel.

Berkeley 4091. Mornings at Anna Head School.

LOEWlWARFIflD

LIPSCHULTZ
AND HIS

MUSIC MASTERS
WINNIE BALDWIN

-10—< |,.^,.r r»-o|.l»-—40

ON THE SCREEN
rhf S<-r(>fii V«THinn uf KitKetw O'Nelll'N Drain:

"ANNA CHRISTIE"
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ANIL DEER
''SoulfuV

COLORATURA SOPRANO
Address:

ADOLPH KNAUER
79 Central Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

Selby C. Oppenheimer Presents

CHICAGO

GRAND OPERA CO.

CASINO THEATRE
KI,I-IS AMI y\ VSON STS., S. F.

Limited Engagement

4 Performances only

Beginning Thur. Night Mar. 6

The Greatest Artists, in the

Greatest Operas
RKPERTOIRE:

Mefistofele—Thurs. Eve., March 6
(HAI.IAPIV. MASOX. I„010XT, SHARLOW.
Eti'. POLACCO, ConduetiDET,

Cleopatre—Friday Eve.. March 7
M.VRV GARDEN. nVKI.ANOFF. .SHARLOW.
Etf. PAMZZA. Condnctine.

Boris Godunow—Sat. Aft.. March 8
<1IVI.1VPIV. ^TIECIvlE«KZ. I.AMOXT,
l.V7.'/.ARI. Etr. POL.\frO. Conducling.

La Juive—Sat. Eve.. March 8
RAISA. MARSHAL!.. MIXCHETTI. LAZZARI.
Eto. PANIiC'/.\, rronductilig.

PRICES:
BoxeH and LodjreH (seating six) $110.00

Main Floor and UreHM Circle IMO
Balcony (first 14 ronal 5.00
Balcony (balance) 3.0O

M'ar tax 10% added
Subscriptions for .series of four operas' will be

received on or after Monday. February 4; subscrip-
tions for two or more operas will be received on or
after Monday. February 11: and g-eneral seat sale
will open Monday, February 18. at Sherman. Clay &
Company. San Francisco.
Mail orders accompanied by full remittance and

self-addressed stamped envelope for return, and
addressed to Selby C. Oppenheimer. Manager, in

care of Sherman. Clay & Company. fiUed in the
order of receipt on the above basis.

SYMPHONYORCHESTRA
ALFII£DHcRTZ CONOUCTOR.

POPULAR CONCERT
NEXT SUNDAY. 2:45 P. M.
CURRAN THEATRE

5o/oi5r:WALTER FERNER/CeH/sf
PKO(.K VM:

Overture—"FlyinK Dutchman" ^\ OKuer
Carmen Suite ...^ "*««*
Hunirurian RhnpMody \u. '1 Li«t
"O Cara Memoria" Ser^ alH

'Cello Solo, Walter Fenier
Valse TriMte Mbellus
Spring Song MendelHiiolui

^olnninK Sons MendelfiKOhn
Overlrure—"AVilliani Tell" RoKnini

ETHEL LEGINSKA
With the

Chamber Music Society

Scottish Rite Hall

JANUARY 29, 8:15 P. M.

ALICE BACON WASHINGTON

studio: 702 Kohler 4 Chase BIdg. Telephone

Kearny 5454. Res. Tel. Hemlock 1070

SELBY C. OPPENHEIMER
Presents the

Foremost Musical Attractions

Emilio de ^\
GOGORZA ft
THE FORE^IOST BARITONE ^^E^^r
RECITALIST IX THE WIIRI.U ^^"^r'

TWO SUNDAY AFTERNOONS
COLUMBIA THEATRE

FEBRUARY 3 FEBRUARY 10

PACHMANN
ONE RECITAL

ONLY
All-Chopin Program

THURSDAY EVENING. FEB. 7

rp Y /^ 17" ¥7 T* C For All Attraction** Now on Sale

llCKhla at SLcrman. Cloy * Co.V, S. F.

COMING:
JOSEPH SCHWARZ. Operatic Baritone

THE ISADORA Dl N< AN DANCERS

PADEREWSKI

The ninth pair of regular symphony concerts, to be

given Friday and Sunday afternoons. February 8 and

10. will bring Moriz Rosenthal, the distinguised pianist,

as soloist. Rosenthal returned to America this winter

after an absence of seventeen years, and his appear-

ances throughout the East in recital and with orchestr.v

have been reported as the musical sensation of the

season wherever he has played. His performance with

the symphony and a recital on the evening of February
11 will be Rosenthal's only appearance in San Francisco
this season, and judging from tlie tremendous advance
demand capacity audiences will be on hand at all three

performances. For the pair of symphony concerts he

will perform the B flat minor concerto of Tschaikowsky.
Another interesting feature of this pair of symphonies

will be the production of the first two movement of

Gustave Mahler's mammoth SymiJbony No. 2. In pro-

graming the first two movements of this worlt (Con-

ductor Hertz feels that symphony patrons will ap-

preciate the opportunity to acquaint themselves with at

least a portion of symphony in advance of its entire

performance at the Spring Music Festival in March.
The last three movements of this symphony require a
greatly augmented orchestra, soprano and contralto

soloist, organ and mixed chorus, which maltes a per-

formance of the work in its entirety impossible in the

Curran Theatre. The remaining number announced for

next week's concerts is the Richard Strauss symphonic
poem, "Don .Juan."

LOUISE LEE VOYE
Dramntlo Soprano, Has Been Selected by

GIACOMO MINKOWSKI

KARL RACKLE
1330 PINE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.

Telephone Prospect 9219

LINCOLN

BATCHELDER
Pianist -• Accompanist

Studio 412 Cole St. : Phone Hemlock 368

Teach 11 i» Clo

Studlu: <10r>

irine His Sta}- In El

& Chase Ilnildine

W. V. FERNER SOLOIST AT "POP" CONCERT

At the popular concert of the San Francisco Sym-

phony Orchestra, to be given next Sunday afternoon in

the Curran Theatre under the leadership of Alfred

Hertz, Walter V. Ferner, principal 'cellist of the orches-

tra, will make this first appearance this season in the

capacity of soloist. Ferner is now in this third season

as solo 'cellist of the symphony, having formerly occu-

pied similar positions with the Chicago Symphony, Los

Angeles Philharmonic and Berlin Philharmonic, and

since coming to San Francisco has rapidly won the ad-

miration of music lovers and symphony patrons. At

Sunday's concert he will perform the difficult Servais

fantasi^'O Cara Memoria, a work which has not been

heard ih-San Francisco for a number of years.

The strictly orchestral portion of the program is

made up of well established favorites, the numbers
listed being the overture to Wagner's Flying Dutch-

man, the orchestral suite from Bizet's Carmen, Liszt's

famous Second Hungarian Rhapsody, the 'Valse Trlste

of Sibelius, Mendelssohn's two well-known Songs With-

outs Words, the Spring Song and Spinning Song and

the ever-welcome William Tell Overture of Rossini.

ELLEN EDWARDS
"Her playing has sub-
tlety as well as strength
and her readings have
that unison of refine-
ment and force that

GEORGE

NIKLICEK
ORGANIST

CALIFORNIA THEATRE

SYMPHONYORCHESTRA
/i IrofoHatTZ -•••- CONOVCTOK.
Fourth Popular Concert

(SECOND SERIES)

EXPOSITION AUDITORIUM
Tuesday Evening, February 5, 8:20

JOSEF SCHWARZ
II.IRITONE. CHlCAtiO OPERA COMPANY

C;l EST .\RTIST
Reserved Seats—»1. 73c. .'lOc and a.lc. (No war tax)

BEATRICE ANTHONY STENGER VIOLINS
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IT
IS generally known in the

musical world that the Knabe
is to-day the favorite instru-

ment of Leopold Godowsky

—

greatest living pianist—and also of

a group of super-artists whose
careers are untainted by any sus-
picion of commercialism.

Through sheer merit, unaided by
sensational publicity, Knabe has
become the chosen medium for the
highest expression of the pianistic

art. It is acknowledged by leading
authorities to be "the world's su-
preme pianoforte."

The same qualities that have won
pre-eminence in select musical
circles make the Knabe the ideal

piano for the home— especially in

combination with the marvelous
Ampico Re-enacting* Piano.

The Ampico re-creates in your
home the playing of the master
musicians, on the very instru-
ment—the Knabe— preferred by
them for their personal and public
work.

•KOHLER* Cr *CHASE^
26 O'FARRELL STREET SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE

•(Copyright 1022, American Piano Company)

AMHCO

MUSICAL BLUE BOOK of CALIFORNIA
NOW BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION
The Editor of the Musical Blue Book of Califor-

nia is now prepari^ig to get the publication ready
for the Printer. In order to facilitate his work he
would appreciate the full co-operation of the

musical profession, and particularly the adver-

tisers. We find that many musicians who signed
contracts have so far failed to send us the

ADVERTISING COPY. It is impossible to

finish our work until ALL COPY is received at

this office.

Los Angeles advertisers in the Musical Blue
Book of California may leave their copy with
Nelle Gothold, Room 610, 808 South Broadway,
the Pacific Coast Musical Review representative

in Los Angeles.

There are a number of prominent musicians in

various parts of California whose names are not
yet in our possession for purposes of registra-

tion. There is no charge made for such registra-

tion, and surely the musical profession would
like to have this Blue Book as complete as possi-

ble. If you have not yet sent in your registration,

or if no solicitor has asked you to register, kindly

send in your name and address and your voca-

tion. Or, better still, write or phone us and we
will send you a registration card to be filled out.

NOW is the time to send in your advertising

copy and your registration card. In a very short

time it will be TOO LATE.

ALFRED METZGER
Editor Musical Blue Book of California

801 Kohler & Chase Building
San Francisco, Calif.

MME. MARRACCrS NEW STUDIO

Madame Marracci, the well-known ar-

tist and teacher, announces the removal
of her studio to her residence, 2745 Van
Ness avenue. Madame Marracci is well

and favorably remembered from her ap-

pearances in grand opera in this city

during the time when she scored great

success at the old Tivoli Opera House;
she also scored great successes in Italy,

Germany. France. United States and
South America; in the latter country she
was associated in the same company
with Tetrazzini and Caruso. Wherever
she appeared she obtained the praises of

critics and public. She has been active

in San Francisco for a number of years
and those most familiar with her work
are enthusiastic about her. Madame
Marracci succeeded to have students
placed in the Metropolitan Opera Com-
pany and was praised by the impresario
through telegram for perfect work done
by students. Madame Marracci has the
fortune of possessing endorsements from
Madame Tetrazzini. Tito Ruffo. Bonci,
etc.. which say that with her excellent
method her pupils are sure of a teacher
of merit. A class for children are taught
by her daughters, which are known as
the Marques Sisters so as not to inter-

fere with her teaching.

Irene Millier; Voi che Sapete (Mozart),
Calm as the Ni^ht inohm). Miss Louise
Killilea; "E Lucevan Le Stelle", from
Tosca (Puccini), Crying of Water (Camp-
bell-Tipton), Mr. Fernando Ybarra;
Under the Greenwood Tree (Dr. Arne),
"Summer isicumen in" (Oldest Known
English Song). When I Was Seventeen
(Swedish Folk Song) , Miss Harriette
Murton; Consecration (Manney); The
Violet (Mozart), The Last Song (Rog-
ers). Mrs. Fi-ank Ward: Ballade Op. 24
(Grieg), Miss Irene Millier; Vorwurf
( Schumann ) , Der Himmel hat eine
Thrane gerweint (Schumann), Miss
Louise Killilea: "C!harmant Oiseau,"
from Perle du Brasil (David), Miss Har-
riette Murton; O Mio Fernando, from La
Favorita (Donizetti). Mrs. Frank Ward;
Ah Moon of My Delight (Lehmann), Ay.
Ay, Ay (Creole Song), Ojos Tapatios
(Mendez), Mr. Fernando Ybarra.

MRS. WHITCOMB'S PUPILS RECITAL

Mrs. Pearl Hossack Wbitcomb, the
well-known vocal teacher, is to be con-
gratulated on the success of her well-

trained pupils who gave a delightful pro-

gram at the Fairmont Hotel on Saturday
afternoon, January 12th. The partici-

pants were: Miss Louise Killilea, Fernan-
do Ybarra. Miss Harriette Murton and
Mrs. Frank Ward, and each of these ex-
hibited voices of excellent timbre and
sang in a manner to display judgment of
interpretation and conciseness of diction.

They all were enthusiastically applauded
and their audience showed its cordial at-

titude in a manner that proved a decided
compliment to pupils and teacher alike.

Miss Irene Millier. pianist, played all the
accompaniments as well as a few solos,
revealing taste and skill in both her solo
and accompanying capacity. The com-
plete program was as follows: Nocturne
for left hand, Op. 9 No. 2 (Scriabine),
Mazurka, Op. 6 No. 1 (Cliopin), Miss

WANG DELIGHTS MANY AT pASINO

The Hartman-Steindorff Opera Com-
pany made a choice when they decided
to put on the old favorite comic opera
Wang at the Casino last week, for it at-
tracted the largest houses yet enjoying
the excellent productions at the Casino
Theatre. Ferris Hartman in the title role
succeeded in obtaining every particle of
fun from this grateful part and created
storms of mirth with his topical verses
and ingenious comedy scenes. Lavinia
Winn was unusually piquant as the young
crown prince of Siani singing her various
solos with fine taste and careful enuncia-
tion and phrasing and looking as charm-
ing as ever. Harriet Bennett, having a
somewhat minor role, did the utmost she
could with it and sang her solos ji'ith

excellent voice and splendid expression.
Robert Carlson sang also with his usual
verve and resonance of voice. John Van
had to content himself with a very brief
role and whatever he did was done with
that smoothness to which one has be-
come accustomed.
The rest of the cast fitted in excellent-

ly and acquitted itself with credit.
Chorus and orchestra under the able di-
rection of Paul Steindorff also gave great
satisfaction. The bill for this week is the
Prince of Pilsen, one of the finest comic
operas ever written and quite modern
in many respects. It should attract even
larger audiences than Wang.
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PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO CHICAGO AND BOSTON GRAND OPERA COMPANIES ADDRESS: SECRETARY, 485 CALIFORNIA ST., SAN FRANCISCO

SIGNIFICANCE OF GREAT SPRING FESTIVAL

Will Go Into Musical History as America's Foremosi;

Recognition of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony
Centennial

The San Francisco Spring Music Festival will take

rank as America's leading Beethoven centennial accord-

ing to those in charge of the joint undertaking of the

City of San Francisco and the Musical Association. The
entire series of four concerts will be given in the Ex-
position Auditorium during the last week of March,
coming to a climax in the mammoth presentation of

what is conceded as Beethoven's greatest work—the
Ninth Symphony.
The Ninth Symphony, which has never before been

presented in San Francisco, will utilize the full San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra, enlarged to 125 pieces,

a soprano, contralto, tenor and bass soloists and the
great mixed chorus of 500 or more voices. It is believed
that the rendition of this closing number of the festival

will prove one of the most impressive musical events in

the history of the West.
The Ninth Symphony is also known as the Choral

Symphony in D Minor and was completed in 1823. being
dedicated to the King of Prussia. It was first produced
in Vienna in 1924. A pathetic story is told of how Bee-
thoven, then failing in health sat through the entire
program hut was unable to hear the music which was to

do much to make his name immortal.
It is pointed out that the theme of the Ninth Symphony

is particularly appropriate at this time as it makes one
of the most fervid appeals ever set to music of peace
among mankind. The concluding section is entitled the
"Closing Chorus of Schiller's 'Ode to Joy'," The term
'music drama' has been coined by some critics to de-
scribe this monumental work.
Wagner in his estimate of Beethoven's work had de-

clared that it was inevitable that the latter should have
reached a point where instrumental forms would prove
too feeble an utterance for his colossal conceptions and
the universal and human appeal of the human voice
would have to he added to the more subtle voices of the
orchestra.
Both the words and the music of the Ninth Symphony

are recognized as being remarkable for their intensely
spiritual uplift. While the symphony does in some
ways present itself in a twofold character of symphony
with attached chorus, capable of separation either in
performance or analysis, the first movement is in fact a
spiritual preparation for the apotheosis of the choral
section, and to separate them would be, it is declared,
to disfigure one of the most consummate expressions of
genius known to art.

Alfred Hertz, conductor of the San Francisco Spring
Festival declared this week that the work of organizing
and rehearsing the big chorus is going ahead rapidly.
The rehearsals are being held in the assembly room of
the Girls' High School and Chabot Hall in Oakland on
Monday and Thursday nights for women and on Tues-
day and Friday nights for men.

LEGINSKA AND THE MUSICAL POLICEMAN

When Ethel Leginska arrived in San Francisco to fill

her engagements with the Chamber Music Society her
piano had failed to arrive as scheduled. She arranged
with a certain well-known piano house to practice
temporarily in their piano department. Leginska does
most of her work in the quiet hours of the night, and
received permission to work in the show room of this
store until midnight. Everything was going beautifully
until about 10 o'clock p. m., when the janitor of the
building, who had evidently not been informed of the
situation, told her to get out. Leginska, claiming au-
thority to remain, refused. Thereupon the janitor
turned out the lights. This did not bother an artist
like Leginska who went blithely on. Thereupon the
janitor shortly returned with a stalwart policeman.
Now Leginska is petite, while the policeman was a big,
strapping member of the force. The rest is best told in
Leginska's own words:
"He was such a handsome policeman and so kind-

looking that when he told me to leave I asked him if

I couldn't play a little piece for him. So I played him
Chopin and he leaned on the piano and ate it up. Then
I played Liszt and he begged for more.
"The janitor, who was fussing around in the back-

ground, asked him if he was going to put me out. 'Not
on your life.' replied my stalwart friend, 'a girl who can
play like that can make music for me as long as she
likes.' So I explained to him that I had permission to
remain until midnight, but he was so nice that, to save
him further embarrassment in his line of duty. I agreed
to leave. Whereupon my musical knight-errant escorted
me personally, and under his protection, to the door of
the Chancellor where I am living. I had always heard
that San Francisco was a highly cultured musical city,
and I certainly had a unique thrill when I discovered
that even the policemen have a love and understanding
for the musical classics, though I can't say as much for
the janitors, who evidently still require some uplift."

Leginska's recent triumph with the Symphony will
undoubtedly be repeated and augmented when she ap-
pears with the Chamber Music Society at Scottish Rite
Hall, Tuesday evening, January 29th.

CHAMBER MUSICAL CONCERT TOMORROW

Ethel Leginska. the original and dynamic pianist, is

making her first visit to the Pacific Coast. Although she
has appeared only once so far in San Francisco, she
took the large audience of 10.000 people by storm at her
recent appearance with the San Francisco Symphony
at the Civic Auditorium and has since repeated this

triumph in Los Angeles and the Southland, where the
musical public was simply wild about this unique and
splendid artist. Her next appearance in San Francisco
will be on next Tuesday evening, January 29th, when
she will be the visiting artist at the fourth concert of
the delightful Chamber Music Society's series. It is an
open secret that Leginska prefers chamber music to any
other form of the art. and although great as a soloist,

her biggest fame as a performer is in this particular
line.

She will be heard on Tuesday evening in two num-
bers ideally suited to her style and temperament; the
first being the charming, romantic Trio of Weber in G
minor, for flute, violoncello and piano, and the other
number being the new and fiery quintet for piano and
strings by Nandor Zsolt, probably the most prominent
and distinguised of the younger Hungarian school of

composers. These two works form a marvelous con-
trast and will serve as a means to exhibit to San Fran-
cisco Leginska's wonderful powers of repression and
expression. Between these two numbers the distinguish-
ed string quartet of the organization, Messrs. Persinger,
Ford, Firestone and Ferner, will be heard in the beauti-
ful D minor quartet of Schubert which contains the
beautiful movement based on his song Death and the
Maiden.
Owing to the rule of the Chamber Music Society to

commence their concerts promptly at 8:15 o'clock and
because of the charm and dantiness of the Weber Trio
it is requested that patrons kindly arrange to be seated
promptly at 8:15 o'clock, when the concert begins.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

AUDITORIUM SYMPHONY CONCERT

Unusual interest is manifested in the fourtli popular
concert of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra,
Alfred Hertz, conductor, to take place at the Exposition
Auditorium on Tuesday evening, February 5, at 8:20
o'clock, under the direction of the municipality, the
reason being that the soloist will be Josef Schwartz, the
famous baritone. Schwartz created a veritable sensa-
tion when he made his first appearance in America in
this city two years ago with the Chicago Opera Com-
pany, his Rigoletto being pronounced a masterpiece. He
will sing, with the orchestra, works of two widely dif-

ferent schools—the Prologue to I Pagliacci and Wotan's
Farewell, from Wagner's Die Walkure.
Conductor Hertz will open the program with Rach-

maninoff's Prelude in C sharp minor and following
with two movements from Dohnanyi's Suite. Op. 19.

The latter portion of the evening will be devoted to
Wagner, with the Prelude to "Lohengrin," the "Ride
of the 'Valkyries" and Magic Fire music from Die
Walkure. Chairman J. Emmet Hayden, of the Audi-
torium Committee of the Board of Supervisors, an-
nounces that the customary popular price will prevail,
seats ranging in price from 25 cents to $1, with a large
demand at Sherman, Clay & Compay's.

SYMPHONIC ENSEMBLE CONCERT

The change of one number in the program of the
Symphonic Ensemble next Tuesday evening at the
Bohemian Club will reveal a true novelty to San Fran-
cisco. The Mozart-Beethoven "Seven 'Variations" will
disclose the individual beauties of each composer and
in his arrangement Beethoven chose the duet from
Mozart's ".Marriage of Figaro," which foundation gave
him a wide play for invention. It will be played by Max
Gegna, cello, and Charles Hart, piano, the other an-
nounced numbers, directed by Alexander Saslavsky, to
remain unchanged, opening with the Milhaud "Prln-
temps" symphony, followed by the Bach "Concerto,"
No.' 5. for flute, cymbal and violin, the '"Variations" and
closing with the Gade "Octet."

WARFIELD THEATRE

On Saturday, January 26th, the Warfleld Theatre
opens a limited engagement of the screen version of
Eugene O'Xeill's great American drama, Anna Christie.
Acclaimed as the one outstanding dramatic triumph of
the past two years on the screen of America this tre-
mendous story of a girl who has sinned and who is
reclaimed through a great love is a picture that has
everywhere been a keen delight. For the first time in
its editorial history the Chicago "Tribune" recognizes
a motion picture and to Anna Christie devoted a column
of praise.
Blanche Sweet has been chosen by Thomas H. Ince

for the character of Anna, George Marion -will play his
original role of Chris and William Russell will be the
Matt Burke of the story. On the stage there will be
aonther company of forty players with the final appear-
ances in San Francisco of Winnie Baldwin. Among the
others are Edna Covey and Sister, Muriel Hansen. Alex
Perrell and the always capable Lipschultz and his music
masters.

Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to music and musicians. Give name and address
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor,
Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,

San Francisco.

1. What are pedal tones on the trombone?—T. C. S.

The fundamental tones or ground-tones of the har-
monic series of the different positions of the slide.

Pedal tones are considered as outside the true compass
of the trombone, but skilful players can produce them
in the first four positions. They are seldom used.

2. Is there any difference between a tam-tam and a
tom-tom, or do both words refer to the same instru-
ment?—E. J.

Either of these terms is used indiscriminately to

refer to the gong. But they are also sometimes used to
refer to a kind of primitive drum played by savages, or
Orientals.

3. What is meant by timbre?—K. W. G.
Quality of tone, called also color, and clang tint. It is

that property of tone which enables us to distinguish a
violin for instance, from the human voice, or a piano
from an organ.

4. Is it a help to follow the score while listening to
the rendition of a composition, and would you advise a
student to cultivate such a habit in order to develop
musicianship?—L. P. Y.

It is certainly a great help to the technical under-
standing of a composition to follow the score during its

performance. I should advise any serious student to
cultivate the habit as much possible. But he should be
careful not to become so engrossed in following the
notes as to neglect to follow the sounds. Eyes and
ears should be equally alert and he should strive to
see with his ears and hear with his eyes. The practice
of following the score, if consistently and regularly
carried out, cannot fail to develop the student's mu-
sicianship.

5. I would like to learn about a composition called
"Consecration of Sound." Can you give me information
about it?—B. O. P.
Ludwig Spohr's fourth symphony. F major. Op. 86,

bears the title "Consecration of Sound." This is no
doubt the composition you refer to. It is one of Spohr's
principal works and is a notable example of program-
music. It was inspired by a poem of Carl Pfeiffer, en-
titled "Die Weihe der Tone" (Consecration of Sound);
whence the title of the symphony.

[Note—I glady publish the following letter giving
more information to a question, mentioned therein, than
I was able to find. I am always pleased to receive such
communications and I invite my readers to amplify my
answers or to correct them whenever they require it.

—

Question Editor.]

Philadelphia, Pa., January 10, 1924.
Question Editor.
Pacific Coast Musical Review,
Kohler & Chase Bldg.,

San Francisco, Calif.

Dear Sir:

Just a line to say that I believe your answer to Ques-
tion No. 1 in the issue of December 31st is incomplete,
although correct as far as it goes.
Ruy Bias is also the name of a very beautiful opera

seldom heard in this country, by Marchetti, an Italian,
and produced, I think, about 1835. Possibly I am wrong
about the date. But I know that I am right about the
opera because I played in the orchestra at a production
of it given in Los Angeles by the old (now defunct!
Lombardi Opera Co. at the Auditorium during the spring
season in 1915. I remember that the music from which
we played was very old; in many places the lines of
the staff had faded out leaving the notes suspended
in mid air, so to speak.

I also believe that 'Victor Hugo's story is the founda-
tion of the libretto.

There is an aria in 4/4 movement in the last act
which is strangely reminiscent of a well-known Strauss
waltz theme, the name of which escapes me. Can it be
possible that the waltz king who came later than Mar-
chetti succumbed to moments of "borrowing."

I wish to thank you tor your question column. It is
very well and ably edited. It is one of the features of
your paper which influences me to renew my sub-
scription from year to year although I find myself at
some distance from its locale.

Yours sincerely,

VICTOR GEOFFRION,
Member Phildelphia Orchestra.

LILLIAN SWAEY
VIOI.IMST

CONCERTS—ENSE.MBLE—INSTRl'CTIOV
.4ddre«i.! 1.104 IS<h .S)ree« Phone Park 8S:i»

JULIAN R. WAYBUR, Piano
San FranclACO Renidence Studio: ITOS Gough St. Phone
Fillmore 7091. Berkeley StndLo: 2C01 Porker St., corner of
HUlesnas Ave. Phone Thorn^all 244S. TueNdaj- and Frl-
day Kttemoona.
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Los Angeles. January 22.

A very busy week and one filled with music has just

come to a close and a new week replete with many
choice attractions is ahead of Los Angeies music lovers.

Foremost among the recent musical events was the six

performances, at the Philharmonic Auditorium, of John
Philip Sousa and his hand. Having gained and main-
tained the title of "March King" and for many years
devoting his time and talent to service for the Govern-
ment not only producing stirring music himself but
training others for the work and organizing bands al-

most over night for service during the world war. His
name stands high among the famed musicians of today
and for this tour he has gathered about him a group of

efficient artists who are thrilling vast audiences
throughout American with their magnificent programs
of not too classical proportions containing many num-
bers composed by the great Sousa himself.

Several soloists shared honors with Lieutenant Com-
mander John Philip Sousa in the series of varied pro-
grams presented here. Miss Nora Fauchald. soprano;
Winifred Bambrick. harpist: John Dolan, comet; Mere-
dith Willson. flutist—all delighted their hearers with
their incidental numbers.

Schumann-Heink, the incomparable, returned to the
Philharmonic Auditorium on last Friday evening to
triumph in another recital of song. S'le was again as-

sisted by charming Florence Hardemann, violinist, and
Katherine Hoffman, efficient accompanist. The diva
always attracts a capacity house and in this her second
appearance in a week she sang to a crowded stage as
well as a full house. Her program comprised groups of
German songs, wherein Schubert. Beethoven, Reichardt
and Mendelssohn-Bartholdy were represented and a
more modern group, including There Is No Death
(O'Hara). Sweetheart (Stewart) and Kerry Dance
(Malloy).
Miss Hardeman delightfully rendered Variations (Tar-

tini-Kreisler). On Wings of Song (Menrtelssohn-Achron),
Caprice Basque (Sarasate) From the Canebrake (Gard-
ner). Berceuse Slav (Neruda). Mosquito Dance (Henri-
quez).

Jeanette Rogers, that charming demure flutist of Grau-
nian's .Metropolitan Orchestra, is doing a lovely solo
number at the theatre this week. She is presenting the
"Les Echos D'Alsace" by Ruquay, with the orchestra
accompaniment, in a truly beautiful manner. Her tech-
nic and tone display is truly artistic musicianship. Other
soloists appearing on the musical program at the Metro-
I olilan are Mrs. Lucia Laraia. harpist; Pietro Brunelli,
tenor, and the Metropolitan Brass quartette.

Ilya Bronson, first cellist with the Los Angeles Phil-
harmonic Orchestra, is kept busy with his duties in the
orchestra and many concert engagements. During the
past year he has been directing the newly organized

SOHMER
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scale— for its round, smooth tone,

large in volume, rich in quality
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Symphony Club of seventy members which meets every
Wednesday evening at Choral Hall in the Philharmonic
Auditorium. This club was formed by amateur and pro-

fessional musicians for the purpose of studying the
symphonies. There are also discourses on the symphon-
ic works. Mr. Bronson directs the rehearsals skillfully

and scholarly. This club affords an exceptional oppor-
tunity for all musicians to become acquainted with the

greatest of orchestral works.

The Opera Reading Club of Hollywood were entertained
with an impressive concert presentation of Haensel
and Gretel at the last regular meeting on January 7

with Elinor Mario, mezzo soprano, a newcomer from
New York, in the Gretel role. Dr. Nagel gave the
analysis of the opera in his customary adroit manner.
On February 4 the club and friends of Hollywood will

have an exceptional treat in hearing the opera Lohen-
grin discussed and the leading roles sung by well-known
resident artists. Flora Meyers Engel, soprano; Claribell

Patton Wallace, contralto; Edward Novis, baritone;

Leslie Brigbam. bass, will be the supporting cast for

Dudley Chambers in the title role. This will be a per-

formance extraordinary and is heralded with much in-

terest by all Hollywood.

The Glendale Community Chorus at its last meeting was
unusually favored by having present in the audience
three tenors who were called upon to sing solo numbers
extemporaneously in the absence of the announced
soloist, Mr. W. R, Guiberson. His baritone voice has
delighted many audiences in the past few months since
he came to Southern California but he was unable to ap-
pear at this time on account of illness. The soloists,

who sang in Mr. Guiberson's stead, were Dr. Joseph
Marple, Spencer Robinson. Glendale's singing mayor,
and H. S. Robinson, soloist, of the First Methodist Epis-
copal Church of Los Angeles. An interesting coinci-

dence was the fact. that all three singers have served as
soloists in the same church at different periods.

Glendale joined the ranks of Southern California
communities which are promoting community choruses
and community sings on Thursday evening, January
17, when the first of a regular series of these events
was held at the old Glendale High School Auditorium.
A large and enthusiastic audience joined heartily in the
singing under the direction of Alexander Stewart whose
services as director and organizer of the Community
Chorus have been arranged for by the Glendale Com-
munity Service in co-operation with the Civic Music
and Art Association of Los Angeles, of which he is the
Elxecutive Director.

It is the intention to make these events of educational
value as well as a means of promoting community spirit,

introducing familiar opera choruses as well as other
choral selections of not too difficult character. In this

connection Mr. Stewart says: "It has been found that
the people who attend these Community Sings gradually
develop a desire to sing more pretentious music and
community leaders, therefore, while not neglecting the
familiar songs, are gradually introducing simple four-

part choruses along with the other selections. Care is

taken, however, not to use too difficult numbers so that
those of modest ability in singing or reading music may
not become discouraged."
The Glendale Community Chorus will meet every

alternate Thursday evening, until June 1st. It will

work in close co-operation with the chorus of other
communities in the interchange of programs and talent,

and will unite with these choruses in the great Com-
munity Chorus festival which will be held in the Holly-
wood Bowl next May.
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ZOELLNER QUARTETTE

The third of the season's series of chamber music
concerts by the Zoellner Quartette was given last Mon-
day eve at the Biltmore Hotel before the usual dis-

criminating audience which a Zoellner concert attracts.
On this occasion Vadah Olcott-Bickford. artist of the

guitar, assisted in the rendition of the Paganini Quintet
Op. 4 for string quartet and guitar. The only known
copy of this unusual number is owned and prized most
highly by the Zoellners. Another number played for the
first time in America on this program was the Pastorale
from Quintet in D by Boccherini and Its first perform-
ance happened to come on the date of the composer's
binh. January 14th. The Quartet Op. 18 No. 4 by Bee-
thoven, in four movements, was given an interesting
and pleasing reading as the opening number.

In an oriental mood the Serenade Tendre Op. 61 by
Joseph Jongen added its bit of color and the Humming
Bird closely resembling Beethoven's "Bee" proved a
charming composition well worth hearing. Sarah Cole-
man Bragdon, a Pasadena composer, has given this ex-
quisite work to the musical world.
The Finale Quartet Op. 64 Xo. 5 by Haydn completed

the program.
The next Zoellner concert will be held on February

11th, at the Biltmore Hotel.

Ja es Taber Fitzgerald co-operating with William
Knabe & Company, of Baltimore, presented the eminent
pianist, Erwin Nyiregyhazi in recital on January 19th
at the Philharmonic Auditorium. An audience filling

the house from pit to dome greeted this young artist
with thunderous applause, enthusiastically demon-
strating appreciation for his excellent work. Xyiregy-
hazi has been termed the "super" pianist, and it has
also been said of him: "There has never existed his like
before; he is a pianistic giant."' His program for this,
his second Los Angeles concert, follows: Sonate No. 5
(Scriabine). Flower Waltz (Tschaikowsky-Grainger).
Prelude (Sinding). Nocturne F sharp minor (Chopin),
Polonaise A flat (Chopin), Ballade B minor (Liszt).
Salut A Pesth (Kowalski), Hungarian Rhapsodi No. 2
(Liszt).

Mme. Adele Lauth, who arranges programs and man-
ages all of the recitals for the Sherwood Music School,
has four recitals planned for the month of Februarj-.
On February 1st the teachers at the Santa Monica
Branch will present pupils in a varied program; on
February 2nd teachers of the Western Avenue Branch
will be represented, and the main Los Angeles branch
will give a matinee recital on February 9th. On the
evening of February 1.^ at Chickering Hall Mme. Lauth
will present her own pupils in two-piano numbers in
work ranging from the second to the sixth grade of
piano work. Those who will participate on this pro-
gram are Grace Nelson. Clarion Leatart. Frances Bates.
Bessie Loy. Jeannette Snow, Billie Burck. Leta Ehmcke.
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Alexander Bevani of the Los Angeles Opera Association
who has been "trying out" singers for the opera chorus
for a number of weeks has made his final selection of
voices. The first rehearsal for the chorus was held at
the Bevani Studios on Monday, January 28th, with a
splendid attendance and much display of enthusiasm for
the lovely music of the opera Andrea Chenier, which
is to be the first presentation by the association.

Yukiko Morikawa. the young and unusually talented
pupil of Jack Hillman is attracting a great amount of
attention through the beauty of her voice. Miss Mori-
kawa is a little Japanese girl whom Mr. Hillman has
been teaching for about six months, and her teacher
states that she is one of the brightest, and cleverest
scholars he has ever trained. At the Hamilton Jr. High
School, where little Miss Morikawa is a student, the
superintendent of music in the public schools picked her
out. during a vocal contest, as being the most artistic
and best schooled singer in the entire school. Mr. Hill-
man feels that his young pupil is surely destined for a
career for in addition to her intelligence and vocal
attributes she is the possessor of much individuality
and personal charm.
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EMILIO DE GOGORZA'S WONDERFUL PROGRAMS

The coming of Erailio de Gogorza to San Francisco
for two Sunday afternoon recitals at the Columbia
Theater—next Sunday afternoon, February 3d, and Sun-
day afternoon, February 10th—will be one of the high-

water marks of the cuirent musical season, for he is

one of the few great artists of individuality and dis-

tinction who have always something special to say.

One of the best of hundreds of enthusiastic apprecia-

tions of the superb art of de Gogorza, a review best em-
bodying the unusual features of that art which has
made de Gogorza the foremost recital singer of his type

at the present time, is that of William B. Murray, writ-

ten in the Brooklyn Eagle which says: "The fact that

his voice is the most resonant, the most colorful and
the richest of concert baritones, admirable as these

qualities are. pales into insignificance when placed
alongside the greatest of the man's accomplishments;
the faculty of investing every song, no matter what
its style, language, value or content may be, with in-

dividuality and distinction, with an aristocratic hlgh-

mindedneas that renders it a thing apart and in itself a
complete art-product."

De Gogorza at his two Columbia recitals will present

programs of unusual scope and merit. From the classics

of Christopher Gluck to the modern Spanish they run,

with German lieder, Russian dramatic gems, inimitable

French of Debussy and Chapius, and English and Amer-
ican ballads included. The full lists are as follows (first

program, Sunday afternoon, February 3) : (a) Where'er
you Walk (Handel), (b) Recitative and Air Diana Im-
pitoyable from Iphigenia en Aulide (C. Gluck); (a)

Mainacht (J. Brahms), (b) Standchen (J. Brahms), (c)

Meine Licbe ist grun (J. Brahms); (a) Chevauv de

bois (C. Debussy), (b) Void que le Printemps (C.

Debussy): (a) El Pano Moruno. lb) Seguidilla Murci-

ana, (c) Asturiana, (dl Jota (e) Nana, (f) Polo (Manuel
de Falla); (a) Requiem (Sidney Homer), (b) Leetle
Bateese (Geoffrey O'Hara), (c) Old Loves (Cyril Scott),

(d) The Devon Maid (F. Bridge), (e) Love Went
a-Riding (F. Bridge).
Second program. Sunday afternoon. February 10:

Iphigenia en Taurida. Air de Thoas (C. Gluck); Pour
Folk Songs from the Basque Provinces— (a) Ay Ori
Begui Ederra (arranged by Santesteban), (b) Atun Ega
Luzia (arranged by J. Martinez "Villar). (c) lUargui
Ederra (arranged by J. Martinez Villar). (d) L'Homme
de BidarraK arranged by Raoul Laparra) : (a) Wenn
Ich in deine .\ugen Seh, (b) Mondnacht (c) Widmung
(Robert Schumann); (a) The Wounded Birch IGretcha-
ninof), (b) The Goat (Moussorgsky), (c) In Silent Night
(Rachmaninoff); (a) Suzanne (Paladilhe), (b) Com-
plainte de La Glu (.\ugust Chapius); (a) Song of the
Night Cyril Scott), (b) Wind Song (Rogers), (c) An
Old Song re-Sung (Griffes) ; (a) Canto del Presidiario
(F. M. Alvarez), (b) Xoche Serena (Mexican Folk Song
arranged by E. Hague), (c) Clavelitos (Valverde).

DE PACHIVIANN AND GOLDEN AGE OF IVIUSIC

Few of the many people hearing the exquisite playing
of Vladimir de Pachmann. who appears here in a single

recital, his only concert in Northern California, at the
Exposition Auditorium on Thursday night, February 7th,

realize the remarkable span of this grand old man's
life. De Pachmann is now 75 years old, a fact almost
Incredible to those who know the power and vision of

his playing. Only twenty years elapsed between his life

and that of the great Beethoven. The elder De Pach-
mann had heard Beethoven play, and knew him well.

Chopin's vivid young existence was blotted out only a
year before De Pachmann was born, and De Pachmann
was the friend of Liszt, who had been the friend of
Chopin. Schumann died when De Pachmann was a child
of eight. De Pachmann heard Kara Schumann play her
husband's melodies. Brahms was a contemporary, and
Wagner—at twenty Liszt took De Pachmann to visit

Wagner at Bayreuth. and Wagner kissed the boy's hand
in gratitude for his marvelous playing.
And then when the youth would have kissed the Mas-

ter's hand, Wagner drew the boy to him and received
his salute uiion his cheek. De Pachmann is the only
man in the world today with such associations—the
only man now living who can bring to us a vision of
the years when music was made as well as interpreted—when the world produced a race of giants, who took
their harmonies from high among the stars. This may
be the last opportunity to hear De Pachmann. as this is

announced as his farewell tour—and the farewell tour
of a man of seventy-five ntust be taken seriously.

It is highly improbable that his age would permit the
fatigue of another coast-to-coast trip, on another conti-
nent from his home. Selby C. Oppenheimer. under
whose management De Pachmann is to play here, an-
nounces tliat the famous pianist and disciple of Chopin
will devote this event to an all-ChopIn program and
further calls attention to the fact that the seat sale is

now in progress at the Sherman, Clay & Co.'s San Fran-
cisco store.

A NEW CONCEPTION OF PIANO TECHNIC

Beginning with our next issue we will publish a series
of short articles on "A New Conception of Piano
Techntc." by Karl Rackle. Mr. Rackle. our Question Edi-
tor, is an accomplished pianist and what he has to say
on the subject of piano technic will be of great value
and interest to student and professional alike. In his
youth his right arm was fractured, causing a condition
of lesion in the muscles which has necessitated great
patience and study to overcome. In mastering this un-
fortunate conditon Mr. Rackle has discovered the sham
and superficiality of many so-called methods and princi-
ples of piano playing, and has learned some (acts about
hand and muscle development which are not generally
understood.

COSI FAN TUTTE

Cosl Fan Tutte, or the School for Lovers, and some-
times translated on the program as 'Tis Woman's
Nature, which will be presented by the William Wade
Hinshaw Company at Scottish Rite Hall tonight, under
management of the Elwyn Concert Bureau, is said to
contain the very champagne of Mozartian music, with
Irene Williams, Judson House and splendid cast, in-
terpreting the sparkle of the melody, the brilliance of
the dialogue as done into English by Krehbiel, there is
no doubt but that the audience will partake of the ex-
hilaration of that liquid. A general idea of the piece
may be gathered from the New York Tribune's review
of the Hinshaw company's rehearsal in New York be-
fore it went on tour last season;
"Many speak of Mozart and Beethoven in the same

breath, but few, if any. have compared Lorenzo da
Ponte and Mozart with Gilbert and Sullivan. But those
inseparable geniuses of light opera were irresistibly
suggested by Cosi Fan Tutte in its new English version
as written by the late H. E. Krehbiel. The general im-
pression was one of constant effervescence and move-
ment, with a continuous succession of good tunes as the
plot was briskly and logically developed."

Cosi Fan Tutte sparkles in the thoroughly comic man-
ner whether in the amorous or the mock heroic, the
gravely ironical or the overheavy seriousness of the
foils. The plot having to do with the proverbial fickle-
ness of femininity, is one designed to tickle the risables
and intrigue the fancy of the most keen lovers of the best
in light opera. The next Elwyn Artist Series attraction
will be a recital by one of the world's greatest masters
of the pianoforte. Moriz Rosenthal, who will be heard
here Monday evening. February 11th. at Scottish Rite
Hall. Tickets for all Elwyn attractions on sale at Sher-
man, Clay & Company.

IVIORIZ ROSENTHAL

Moriz Rosenthal, among the greatest of contemporary
geniuses of the pianoforte, is announced by the Elwyn
Concert Bureau, for a recital to be given under its
auspices at Scottish Rite Hall, Monday evening, Feb-
ruary 11th. His appearance at Scottish Rite Hall will
be his only engagement for an entire recital in San
Francisco. Mr. Rosenthal's other appearances in the
city will be twice as soloist with the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra. Alfred Hertz, conductor. February
8th and 10th at the Curran Theatre. The very qualities
which combine to make Mr Rosenthal the ideal piano
soloist with an orchestra, are the very qualities that
will increase one's desire to hear him in recital, because
in his playing there is always the orchestraal effect.

Mr. Rosenthal's reappearance in this country after
seventeen years absence abroad, is in the nature of the
returning hero, news of his artistic exploits in Britain
and on the Continent having whetted American curi-
osity during all that time. We are assured upon reading
metropolitan reports of his return that this sharp curi-
osity has been justified. Conceded a great pianist seven-
teen years ago he has retained the technique but
flavored it with the mellowness that the years alone
can bring. In other words, technique has now become
the means of his music and not the end.
Maria Ivogun. coloratura soprano, will be the next

artist to appear on the Elwyn Series. She will be heard
here in recital, PYiday evening, February 29th, at Scot-
tish Rite Hall. Prior to that Ivogun will appear as
soloist with the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra,
Alfred Hertz, conductor. Friday afternoon, February
22nd, and Sunday afternoon, February 24th, at the Cur-
ran Theatre. Tickets for all Elwyn attractions on sale
at Sherman, Clay & Company.

CHALIAPIN EXPLAINS BORIS GODUNOFF

Feodor Chaliapin, who will make his first appearance
here in grand opera during the coming limited engage-
ment of the Chicago Grand Opera Company in the
Casino Theatre, was asked recently why the title role
of Boris Godunoft, the famous tragedy opera of Mous-
sorgsky, was his favorite part.

" 'Boris Godunoff' is the greatest role ever written for
Russian bassos and baritones and it is the role by which
they are judged, just as all English speaking actors are
judged by their interpretation of Hamlet," said Chal-
iapin.

"It is also sufficient reason that 'Boris Godunoft' is
the greatest of Russian operas and stands among the
world's masterpieces. Moussoursky was and is Russia's
master dramatic composer and his name stands beside
those of Wagner and other great creators of lyric

"These qualities are enough, but there are more.
Boris was one of the bigge.=t figures in Russian history
and one who did a great deal for Russia. If he appears
to be a villian in the opera, let it be remembered that
he lived in an ancient day when intrigue and violence
were considered a part of the legitimate equipment of
rulers and their courts throughout Europe. Even in
later centuries .Machiavelli glorified and princes prac-
ticed the sinister methods that Boris used.

"After Boris became Czar he cured many of the ills
of government and consolidated Russia as an empire.
That he had a conscience is evidenced in his repent-
ance and the madness which consumed him and ended
his life. There is even pathos in the hallucinations
which tortured him to the end. Shiusky was a darker
villian than Boris, as exampled in the scene which Boris
could not bear to hear. No more poignant remorse is
pictured in the pages of the drama than that of the
great man who made himself Czar through murder and
cruelty.

"Sentimentally I am attached to this role because it
afforded me my earliest big success, and I feel that my
rise In opera dates from my first performance in 'Boris
Godunoff'."

THE BOOK OF JOB TO BE SEEN HERE

At last we are to have the opportunity of seeing
Stuart Walker's production of The Book of Job on
Saturday afternoon. Feruary 16. and Monday night,
February IS, at the Scottish Rite Hall. After its pre-
miere at the Booth Theatre, the New York Evening
Telegram had the following criticism:
"Ever since the publication in the Modern Readers'

Bible of the Book of .Tob in dramatic form, there has
been a constantly growing desire to see this tragedy of
the inner life produced on the stage. It remained for
Mr. Stuart Walker, producer of "Seventeen," the young-
est drama in the world, to produce "Job," the oldest
drama, at a special matinee in the Booth Theatre."

It was a task of the utmost difficulty, achieved by
Mr. Walker with shining success. The setting was like
a triptych by an old master, with the two narrators
framed on either side, and the action taking place in
the centre. The lighting, one of the most agreeable
features of the performance, was skillfully managed so
that the narrators were shrouded in darkness after
narratives were ended.
The setting is beautiful in its simplicity. The same

note is heard in Mr. Elliot Schenck's incidental music
and in the production in its entirety. Mr. Walker will
send a company of twenty-five with his own Portman-
teau stage and his own lighting system intact.
The Book of Job. under the supervision of Mr. Walker,

is being brought to our city by Alice Seckels.

CHRISTMAS ORATORIO AT STANFORD

As far as can be ascertained, the performance of
Bach's Christmas Oratorio, Parts I and II, on Saturday
evening, December 1.5. at Stanford .Memorial Church,
was the first complete presentation, with orchestra, on
the Coast. No pains were spared to make the perform-
ance conform to the old traditions, and the Memorial
Church that evening partook of the atmosphere of the
historic Thomas Kirche in Leipzig, where Basch himself
was Cantor for so many years.
With the assistance of members of the San Francisco

Symphony Orchestra, the instrumentation called for by
the composer was faithfully carried out. Mr. Addimando
played the solos for oboe d'amore, a rare and beautiful
instrument which is practically obsolete. Bach used this
instrument as an appropriate companion for the con-
tralto voice, the two examples in this oratorio being
Prepare Thyself, Zion, and the famous Slumber Song.
Esther Houk Allen was the soloist. The instrumental
mate for the tenor solo. Haste, Ye Shepherds, was the -

flute, played by Walter Oesterreicher. The tenor soloist
was Carl Edwin Anderson, and the baritone, Austin W.
Sperry. The latter's solo, Mighty Lord, was accom-
panied by strings and trumpet. Oboes, English horns,
bassoon, three trumpets, flutes, tympani and strings
formed the complete orchestra for the accompaniment
of the choral numbers.
Miss Myrtle Shafer of San Jose presided at the organ,

and Warren D. Allen directed. The event was a brilliant
artistic success.

CECIL ARDEN'S PROVIDENCE SUCCESS

On January 11th and 13th Miss Cecil Arden of the
Metropolitan Opera Company sang before two widely
different but equally appreciative audiences in Provi-
dence. On the 11th she sang for the Chopin Club. Her
program consisted of widely contrasted numbers, among
them songs by Mozart. Rosa. Fourdrain. Strauss, Hugo
Wolf, and Hadley. At the close of her program she ap-
peared in a very beautiful Spanish costume and sang
the special arrangement of Carmen's Dream which lias

been written especially for her Ijy Buzzi-Peccia. The
applause was so great that Miss Arden had to add three
encores before the concert was brought to a close. On
Sunday afternoon Miss Arden appeared before the
Providence Music League before an audience of 2500
people together with Gutia Casini. Her program was
entirely different than that of the Chopin Club with the
exception of Carmen's Dream which she repeated. She
graciously sang many extra numbers and everyone who
heard her voiced the hope that she be heard in Provi-
dence again in the near future.

ALCAZAR THEATRE

Anna Christie held by many to be the best American
play in recent years, with Pauline Lord in the title role,
will continue at the Alcazar for a fourth week, begin-
ning Sunday night, January 27th. No such acting as
that given by Miss Lord and George Marion in this
piece has been witnessed in San Francisco for a long
time. While there is something of the tragic in .\nna
Christie, there is also considerable fun, and it is so well
interjected into the various scenes that it lightens any-
thing of the sordid that may appear.

It is a long time since San Francisco has seen Pauline
Lord and longer since George Marion found his way to
the West, but these two players are supreme in their
art and they rise to magnificent heights in the portrayal
in as well constructed parts as one would want to see.
Both were lionized by the London critics when they
took the play there after its New York premiere.

Mildred Beverly of the original company does splen-
did work and Thomas Chatterton, recruited from local
forces, makes his characterization of the stoker the
biggest acting hit of his career. Not since the eighteen
weeks of "Topsy and Eva" has the Alcazar seen such
tremendous crowds and such enthusiastic applause as
greets Anna Christie and the stars at every perform-
ance. There is much praise due Thomas Wilkes for the
manner in which be has staged the production, having
made a duplicate of the New York settings and electrical
effects.
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role scored a decided triumph. He has a

most engaging voice with flexible timbre
and accurate intonation and he sings
with intelligence and splendid virility.

He also is dramatically excellent and de-

served the ovation accorded him. De-
metrio Onofrei, who appeared in the role

of the Duke, possesses a lyric tenor of

rather light quality and sang the role in

a manner that revealed his experience
and familiarity with the part. Consuelo
Escobar is an operatice colorature so-

prano of experience whose technical
knowledge of singing is suited to match
the difficulties of the role, but whose
voice quality is not always smooth and
pleasing to the ear. Pietro De Biasi
sang the role of Sparafucile with that
vitality and assurance which character-
izes all of his work, while Stella De
Mette gave pleasure in the part of the
Maddalena. Katale Cervi appeared in his
well-known impersonation of Monterone.
The balance of the cast consisted of An-
tonio Canova as Conte di Ceprano,
Francesco Curci as Borsa and the page
being also interpeted by Morosini. Carlo
Peroni conducted.

On Wednesday afternoon, January 23,

the opera Martha was presented with the
following cast: Consuelo Escobar as
Lady Harriet, Anita Klinova as Nancy,
Demetrio Onofrei as Lionel, Giuseppe

EMILIO DE GOGORZA
The Faniouit Concert llarilone Who AA ill

Appear at the C«iluml>in Thentre on
February 3rd and 10th

Interrante as Plunkett, Antonio Canova
as Sheriff and Natale Cervi as Tristan.
An appreciative and demonstrative audi-
ence showed its gratification by giving
the various artists ovations and calling
them before the curtain. Carlo Peroni
conducted.
One of the most ambitious perform-

ances of the season was that of Aida on
Wednesday evening. It was colorful
scenically and its effective and thrilling
moments, specially the finale of the
second act" and the Xile scene. Bianca
Saroya interpreted .the title role and her
beautiful, well modulated and flexible

soprano voice was employed with that
care and repression for which Miss
Saroya has become so well known in this
city. In fact Saroya devotes herself so
carefully to the art of repression that
occasionally she fails to take advantage
of appropriate moments to invest her
performance with the necessary force
and vitality. However, in the main her
interpretation was enjoyed to which fact
the many curtain calls testified. Not one
of the least of Saroya's advantages is

her personal beauty.
The other bright spot in the production

was Mario Basiola"s Amonasro which
must be counted among the best imper-
sonations of this role heard in this city.
Mr. Basiola"s portrayal of this character
introduced an exceptionally pleasing and
true baritone voice and a mode of in-

terpretation that transmitted graphically
the meaning of the lines. Mr. Basiola in-
terprets the role without undue strain
and with a natural enactment of its vivid
scenes. The Nile scene in particular
was sung with excellent artistic judg-
ment. Gaetano Tommassini made full use
of his big tenor voice, whch at times
sounds somewhat "pinched," but which
gets away with the high notes to the
satisfacton of the gallery gods. Histrion-
ically Mr. Tommassini might obtain a lit-

tle more lubrication in his various joints.
Stella De Mette is always dependable in
the role of Ameneris being thoroughly

familiar with her lines and singing in a
manner to show her long experience on
the operatic stage. Pietro de Biasi sang
and acted the role of Ramfis with that
dignity and assurance which makes him
such a desirable member of an operatic
cast. Natale Cervi as the King of Egypt.
Francesco Curci as the Messenger and
Beatrice Altieri as the Priestess com-
pleted the cast.

By the way, Francesco Curci has an
excellent voice and interpreted the small,
but necessary, role of the Messenger
most engagingly. Miss Altieri sang the
"back-stage" solos very gratifyingly.
Carlo Peroni conducted with vigor and
brought out the climaxes effectively.

A large audience enjoyed the perform-
ance of Madame Butterfly on Thursday
evening. January 24th. Haru Onuki in
the title role revived the memory of her
previous apearances in this city where
her ingenious interpretation met with
such cordial reception. She duplicated
her success on this occasion. Anita
Klinova sang the role of Suzuki with
adherance to the beautiful music Puccini
composed and without undue emphasis of
the part. Gaetano Tommassini sang the
Pinkerton role with his usual good voice
and readiness of interpretation. Mario
Valle as Sharpless had a chance to re-
veal his fine baritone voice, while Frances
Morosini, Francesco Curci. and Pietro de
Biasi filled the rest of the roles satis-
factorily. Carlo Peroni conducted.

The repertoire for the balance of the
week was as follows: Friday evening,
January 25th. La Tosca; Saturday Mati-
nees. January 26th, Faust ; Saturday
evening. January 26th, II Trovatore; Sun-
day evening, January 27th. La Forza del
Destino. These performances took place
too late for review in this issue.
The repertoire for the second and last

week is as follows : Monday evening,
January 28th. Cavalleria Rusticana and
Pagliacci: Tuesday evening, January
29th. La Boheme; Wednesday Matinee,
January 30th, Carmen: Wednesday eve-
ning. January 30th, Lucia di Lammer-
moor; Thursday evening, January 31st,
Othello; Friday evening. February 1st,
Traviata: Saturday matinee. February 2.
Mme. Butterfly; Saturday evening, Feb-
ruary 2nd. Aida.
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SCHUMAN-HEINKS GREAT
INSPIRATION

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2.)

nothing more or less than the power of
genius. The writer never attends a
Schumann-Heink concert without being
deeply moved, at times even to the verge
of tears, and this recent occasion was no
exception to the rule. We shall always
treasure the thorough enjoyment we
have received every time we attended a
Schumann-Heink event.
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ADOLF WEIDIG'S EPOCH MAKING WORK
IIAllMOMC HIATERIAI, AMI ITS liSFiS

A HARMONY that tcIN "WIIV" and shutvn "HOW" to unilerstnnd Harmonr from
the Htaiidiioint of the niiisioinn. Just ituhliNbed by Clayton F. »«uniniy Co.. Cbieaeo.

For Sale B,
HENRY GROBE. 135-153 Kearny St., San Francisco

It you want to becom

inusical public of Calfor

the Pacific Coast Musical

known to the

ia, advertise in

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth
while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer

68 Post St., San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
For Concer tH nnd

notion Apply to Sec
Mnnnecr o • K. Attl. Ro

KKW Kohler it- Chn>ie Rn lldine,
San FranclK o, CalUor nia

Western Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone Douelnn 1»78

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Residence Phone Pr

cal Director

spect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Pupils Prepared for Opera. Oratorio,

WILLIAM F. HOFMANN
VloltnlMt San FranclHCO Symphony

Head of Violin and Oreheotral Department, Vnl-
verMity of Mlehigran. Studio: Kohler A Cbawe Build-
ing. Suite 1000—Monday and Thursday AfternoouM.

KeHidence. 020 Taylor Street.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by Wager Sn-ayne

Special Normal Coume for Teachers, Based on
Swayne PrlnclpleM

Studios: 807 Kohler A Chase Building
25181^ Etna St., Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 1310

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Exclusive Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

The Most Costly, Beautiful

and Durable Piano

in the World

Often we are asked: "What is the life of a

Mason & Hamlin Piano?"

Frankly, we cannot say. We have known them
for thirty years, sold them for more than

twenty years. Those that have seen constant

service for that period still retain their earliest

beauty of tone and their mechanical structure

unimpaired. In one San Francisco cafe, a
Mason & Hamlin Grand, Style BB, has been
in constant service for more than ten years,

being played ten hours daily with orchestra

—

more than 36,500 hours of the most trying

service to which a piano can be subjected. It

is still a beautiful instrument. Prior to its pur-
chase, we are toM that a new grand piano was
purchased every second year.

Costliest ~ But Best

TWO KNTRANCES : 11 PIANOS]
135 KE.ARNY -:- 217 SUTTF.R j

piaycrs i

VICTROLAS, IlKr.VSWICKS 'i MUSIC J

MASON a HAMLIN PIANOS

OAKL.'VND— 1323 Washington S
S.'XN JOSE— 199 South First

SHEET MUSIC, PIANO ROLLS
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ALICE GENTLE IS INCOMPARABLE IN TOSCA CHEERS FOR HERTZ BRAHMS INTERPRETATION
Distinguished American Prima Donna Soprano Adds Another Matchless

Characterization to Her Already Famous Carmen and Santuzza.
Salazar, Saroya and Basiola Represent the Other Really

Predominating Artists of the San Carlo Company

One of the Finest Proe:rams of the Season Arouses Enthusiasm at Both
Friday and Sunday Concerts—Prelude and Love Death From Tristan

and Isolde Forms Thrilling Climax to the Afternoon's Great
Feast of Music—Orchestra Justly Shares in Triumph

BY ALFRED METZGER BY ALFRED METZGER
The San Carlo Grand Opera Company

closed its two weeks' engagement at the
Curran Theatre Saturday evening. Feb-
ruary 2, with a performance of Aida.
While it is rather late in the day to go
into further details regarding the individ-

ual performances, it is only fair to pick
out the high lights of the engagement.
Fortune Gallo has sent us more com-
panies in the past. That is to say. he has
given us a larger orchestra, a bigger
chorus, better artists in the way of color-

ature sopranos, lyric tenors and minor
roles and also among lyric sporanos. Un-
less impresarios understand that cities

like San Francisco and Los Angeles are
not among the communities who want to
hear opera at any price and that their
experience, and that their population en-
title them to productions conformant to

their size, they will unquestionably find

that the box office receipts are in pro-

portion to the artistic shortcomings of
-their productions.

However, what may have been lacking
in the magnitude of the productiqps was
partially retrieved in the excellence of

some of the leading artists. Alice Gentle
never showed to better advantage than
she did during this engagement. We al-

ready referred to her impressive inter-

pretation of Carmen on the opening night
and she repeated this triumph during the
second performance on Wednesday after-

noon, January 30. No better evidence for
the artistic excellence of a singer can be
cited than the attendance. The Gentle
performances were the best attended of
the season. In another part of this paper
will be found a briew review of Miss
Gentle's Santuzza in Cavalleria Rusti-
cana. We shall here devote our atten-
tion to her matchless portrayal of Tosca.

It is impossible to imagine a finer and
more convincing interpretatation of

Tosca than the one Gentle gave us on
Friday evening, January 25. We have
witnessed many a Tosca performance
during the course of our twenty-five
years' activity in musical journalism in

'San Francisco, but there is none that sur-
passed that of Alice Gentle, and but few '

that could compare with it. At the pres-
ent day we know of no soprano on the
operatic stage that pleases us as well in
this role as Gentle, and even the memo-
rable performance of Scotti and Farrar
not so very long ago did not give us the
same satisfaction insofar as the interpre-
tation of the title role is concerned.

In the first place. Miss Gentle's voice
is rich and clear. It rings out true and
adapts itself to varying shades and col-

ors. When the occasion demands, the
diva can use it with every ounce of

energy and impetuosity without strain
being apparent, and again when it is

needed she lets it fade away to the finest

and most delicate pinaissimo. Miss Gen-
tle's phrasing is a study in itself. Never
before did we hear a more varied and
more artistically shaded interpretation of
Vissi d'arte than that employed by Miss
Gentle on this memorable occasion. It

was a work of the finest vocal art and the
various inflections of her voice as well
as the contrasting nuances of coloring
were a delight unforgettable in their
finish.

Another important feature of Miss
Gentle's Tosca is her regal personal ap-
pearance, her splendid taste in dress and
her avoidance of every particle of melo-
dramatic exaggeration. We can not
imagine a more effective nor more im-
pressive enactment of the finale of the
second act than the one Miss Gentle gave
us on this occasion. It was superbly done
and justified the tremendous ovation the

diva received after the conclusion of this
gripping scene. Vocally and histrioni-
cally. Gentle's Tosca belongs among the
best we ever witnessed, and the very
best we have seen in recent years.
Another excellent performance was

that of Manuel Salazar's Mario Cavar-
dossi. It was that competent tenor's first

appearance during the engagement and
his smooth, pliant voice used with com-
mendable discretion and his virile dra-
matic action combined to give a splendid
background to Miss Gentle's Tosca. This

One of the most satisfactory and most
authoritatively interpreted symphony
programs we ever heard was the one
given by the San Francisco Sympho

Hertz succeeds in building up climaxes
in a manner to enhance their power and
overwhelming magnitude. He does this

gradual and deliberate change
under the direction of Al^fred . from the minutest pianissimo until the
Friday afternoon, January 28.1^ most thrilling fortissimo is obtained. The

;peated on Sunday after-"

noon, January 27. Specially memorable
was the interpretation of the imposing
Symphony No. 1 in C minor by Brahms,
which Alfred Hertz conducted in a man-
ner to emphasize the various degree of
beauty that constitute the immortal clas-

The Giant of the P
Cisco Symphony Or
8 and 10 at the Cur

MORIZ ROSENTHAL
anoforte Who Will Be Soloist With the San Fran-
:hestra on Friday and Sunday Afternoons, February
-an Theatre and at a Recital at Scottish Rite Hall,
Monday Evening, February 11

was also true of Mario Valle, who gave
us a most dignified and coldly calculating
Scarpia. Both as to dramatic action and
vocal proficiency, Mr. Valle added suf-
ficiently to the ensemble of the perform-
ance of Tosca the very best artistic ef-

fort of the entire engagement. It is a
pity that the performance was not re-

peated, it could easily have been done
with financial advantage. Carlo Peroni
conducted with fire and vitality.

The other predominating artists be-
sides those mentioned above were Bianca
Saroya, who appeared with well merited
success in Faust. Aida, La Forza del Des-
tino. La Boheme and Othello, adding to
her many friends by reason of her bell-

like voice and her charming personal ap-
pearance. There was evident at this

(Ccintinued on Page 11. Col. 1)

sicism of this composition. More than
ever we are convinced of the fact that
Mr. Hertz is the greatest interpreter of
Brahms in our estimation. At least his
ideas conform so effectively with our
own taste regarding the adequate phras-
ing of these standards of symphonic lit-

erature that no conductor, and we have
heard the greatest, pointed out the depth
and musicianly characteristics of these
Brahms works as convincingly as Mr.
Hertz dees. On previous occasions even
this first symphony seemed to adopt an
atmosphere of severity that became
quite monotonous, while under the elec-
trifying baton of Alfred Hertz beauties
are revealed which we could not see
under any other direction.
Through a most ingenious adoption of

careful and well designed phrasing Mr.

iterpretation of this Brahms symphony
more than that of any other composition
revealed the astounding progress which
the orchestra has made during the last
year or two. This is especially true of
the brass section, which on this occasion
is specially entitled to praise. The musi-
cians are now readier to respond to Mr.
Hertz' signals and in no other phase of
interpretation is this improvement more
noticeable than during the course of a
delicate pianissimo. The skill of a sym-
phony orchestra may well be judged by
its ability to obtain a genuine pianissimo
effect. And herein the progress of the
effect. And herein the progress of the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra has been
exceptionally great during the last sea-
son or two. We do not believe that it is
possible to obtain a more artistic nor a
more finished orchestral performance
than this interpretation of the Brahms
First Symphony under the direction of
Alfred Hertz.

In contrast to the serenity of the
Brahms composition there was the oper-
atic overture. Benvenuto Cellini, by de
Berlioz. While in many respects this
work is Italian in character, it exhibits
that richness of scoring and vividness of
thematic treatment which makes the
work of this writer so dramatic. From
a technical standpoint the overture is
very difficult and it speaks well for the
orchestra that it overcame these difficul-
ties in a manner to lend spontaneity and
precision to every phrase. Like a good
many of the de Berlioz operatic expres-
sions, this overture is quite noisy for
longer stretches than is compatible with
artistic minds of special refinement, but
this exhuberance is based upon the viril-
ity of ideas that underly the subject mat-
ter of the composition. Mr. Hertz was
specially fortunate in bringing out this
phase of the overture.

Like his interpretation of Brahms, Mr.
Hertz is specially authoritative in his
conception of the works of Wagner. And
none of Wagner's incomparable heri-
tages to the world of musijc is better
suited to reveal the mental strength of
a conductor than the Prelude and Love
Death from Tristan and Isolde. It is a
pity that when planning to give operatic
seasons here, the Wagnerian repertoire
is neglected. Every time we hear Mr.
Hertz conduct a Wagnerian number we
can not avoid a pang of regret that he is
not given a chance to direct a complete
Wagnerian operatic performance. A pro-
duction of say Tristan and Isolde or Die
Walkure would be a revelation to thou-
sands of people who really have never
witnessed a Wagnerian opera conducted
and interpreted under auspices such as
Mr. Hertz would be able to evoke. And,
again, this truly incomparable interpre-
tation of the Tristan and Isolde Prelude
and Love Death presented to our imagi-
nation the possibility of Mr. Hertz con-
ducting some Wagnerian operas in this
city. We have not given up hope that
such desirable incident would come to
pass sooner or later, and we shall do as
much as possible to see it assume feasi-
ble proportions.

While with every successive hearing
we observe new beauties and new artis-
tic effects in Mr. Hertz' reading of this
work, it would be impossible to add any-
thing to our enthusiasm experienced on

(C.iithuied un P;.s,.- U. r.-i. n
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"The Piano is the Steinway"

^ /I T a great majority of all concerts this

\Zy A. season, as for two generations past,

the programs state: "The piano is

the Sleinway."

I am the Steinway piano. I do not believe

that Sherman, Clay & Co., my Pacific Coast

representatives, print this statement in a spirit

of boastfulncss. I believe that they use it, as I

accept it, in a spirit of deep responsibility.

For consider what it means to me, the piano,

thus chosen—not occasionally, but almost uni-

versally—to be the companion of all these

artists on the concert stage. Violinists and
vocalists trust me to provide the canvas against

which they, as painters, may fling the colors of

their art. Pianists invite me to render into

gracious sound, those vast chords and melodies
which exist only within their own brains and
souls—until I speak for them.

Far, far more than the audiences realize, do
the triumphs of the artists depend upon the

fidelity of their instruments.

Nor is it sufficient that I simply perform as

well on this occasion as on the last. Art does

not stand still; neither may I. Every concert

on every occasion is a new test, a new crisis,

and a glorious new opportunity for me.
That is why it meant so much to me when the

great Theodore Thomas wrote of me in 1879,

What this oft-used phrase means to me
AS EXPLAINED BY THE STEINWAY PIANO

years ago. and will only change it in so far as

"I consider the Steinway piano the best at

present made, and that is the reason why I use

it in private and also in all my public con-

certs," and was able to say of me again in

1898, "J gave the above testimonial nineteefn

to say that the superiority of the Steinway

piano to all others that I know of is even more
apparent today than it was nineteen years

ago."

That is why it means so much to me to have

Paderewski say: "Whenever perfection is at-

tained, progress is stopped ; for there is no
room for climbing when the summit has been

reached. And yet, in your case, this law of

nature seems to have been defied . . . Such a

thing can only be accomplished by a sincere

love of profession, and it is to this love of pro-

fession that I wish to pay my tribute of high

esteem and admiration."

This is my responsibility, to see that every con-

cert season finds me more gracious, more re-

sponsive, more endearing than the last. And
always, I hope, shall I continue to be a very

human piano.

Such is the meaning of the phrase, "the piano

is the Steimvay," and such is the spirit in

which I stand upon this concert stage before

\o\\ now.

Sherman Jilay& Go.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

CALIFORXIA-OREGON-WASHINGTON

EDWARD PEASE
HiniTl>M-: S<H.OI>T, 'IICACIIKR AM) I>IRKCTOR

Director »t i:iiirr|>ean < luh. WeNtniinNter Pres. Churo
Thr n'nnl ll'rith SynaKUKUr. nnd Uirei>tur of The l>ea

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert
Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-
tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-
sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898
Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

GERARD
CARBONARA
COMPOSER-CONDUCTOR

Fox Oakland Theatre

DOUGLAS SOULE-Pianist
ADVANCED I'l'PII.S ACCEPTED

Wrtlnr.ilar and l-'rlilnr ^lornlni:. nt Sludln: n02
Kohirr A < hnNf lllds.. ^an FranrUro. Telephone
Kearnr T,K,l. Ile.ldenee Sludln: l.'iO Moiile \ Ima

Ave., Oakland. Telephone riedmonl 7UII.

LENA FRAZEE

SIDONIA ERKELY
IMAMST AND COACH

horoujL^h Piano Training— Memory Developmen

ROSA HONYIKOVA
.SInic:liie Can He Vour Medium of Bxpression. I Can
Help Vou Find the Key of Your Voice. Studio:

IStW Grove Street. Telephone Bayvien- 10:!!>

AUGUSTA HAYDEN
SOPRANO

nllahle for C.incerta an
Aildre^in: J71 ririh Av

HOMER HENLEY
IIAKITOM-:—TE.XCHKH OF SINGING—CONDUCTOR

Director C:ilifornin Cluli Choral
\n Authority on Ornlorio

;ciT AddrPHN: rJ4» Ilnv St.. at FrnnkHn. Tel. Fill. 1«M;

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
rilAl.TO
Ifte Course i

• t. Tfl. Fllln

Dominican College School of Music

MukIc. Accredited Dlplo
uhlic School

Stndloi IMW llroadwny Tel. Fillmore TSOO

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS
Suite .'.(Mi, Ivofaler A ChnHe Hide., Snn I'rnnfi<><-o

2.%»0 < ullcKe Ave.. HerkeU-y. KeNidence, I'ltl Altnrndo
Kond. ilerkelry

BEATRICE MELTZER
TFAt IIFil OF I'l \NO

Snn FrnnciMco Studio. .%:t.l I'OMt St. I'hone Fraiiktln STL'S
Onklnnd Studio. Ivohler A ChiiMe. t>nklnnd I HMi

IKK>'E A. MILLIER
M»l,f> riAN I !*T-ACr<m PAMST

onielnl Plnnl>l IIUKlclana' Choral Kn<enil>le
Aildre»: IT" "nk NIreel Telephone llemloek .-,r.l

PKARL IIOSSACK WIIITCOMB
*l K7,/,0-Cn\TII A I.TO

AhMolufe Method 0T Va\c* l>on the Drealh
Mondnj' nnd Thurxlnr. 100.% Kohler A Chai>e Unlldlnic.
Tel. KearnT S4.-1. Ren. Phone Proapeel 12<l. Tueadar After.

noon. 2TIH( \\ ebuter Street. Uerkelej

WALLACE A. SABIN
Oreanlnt Temple En El. Flrtit Church of Chrlal Scl-

, Director Lorin^ Club. S. F.. A\ ed.. 1915 Sac
Street. Phone West :t753; Sat.. FirMt Chriatian Science
Churchy Phone Franklin i:^07; RcH. Studio, :{l-12 Lewlnton

Ave.. Berkeley, Phone Piedmont 242>«

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparing Teacher for

The College of the Holy Names
LAKE MERRITT. OAKLAND

omplete Con^icrvatory Course — Piano. Harp. Violin
'Cello. Voice. Counterpoint. Harmony. Hintory

DURINI VOCAL STUDIO
Opera—Church—Oratorio

TeL T\'eMt 505

THE LICHTENSTEIN VIOLIN SCHOOL

Phone Fillmore 0146

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

Thorough Vocal and Dramatic Training

'40 Pine St. Phone Doueln* 6024

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO.. Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas 4273

San Francisco

ALEXANDER McCURDY, JR.
onf; iNisT

St. I.uke'H KpiMcopoI Church, Snn Francisco
•H'.XA Milvin St. Ilerkel.y .'.HSi

MME. S. P. MARRACCI

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. MANMSfS. nireetor

St42 n'aahloKton Street Telephone Fillmore 309
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

STUDENTS CHAMBER CONCERTS

The musical public of the bay cities will hear with
much pleasure that John C. Manning, director of the
Manning School of Music, will resume his Students
Chamber Concerts which have proved of such inestim-

able value during the last two seasons. Mr. Manning
actually proves that there are artists residing in this

city and State who are worthy of the heartiest recog-

nition and who give as much pleasure to our public as
many of the visiting artists. Apart from the musical
value of these events they are deserving of the com-
bined support of public and profession because of the
colleagueal spirit behind them and Mr. Manning's frank
support of the principle to give resident artists of merit
a chance to appear in public under proper auspices.

The first concert will take place at Scottish Rite
Auditorium on Friday evening, March 7th, and the pro-

gram will be given by the Sequoia Trio, consisting of

Pierre Douillet, pianist: Arthur Conradi. violinist: and
Arthur Weiss, cellist. The soloist will be Harald Dana.
The second concert, which will take place on Friday
evening, March 21st. will be devoted to an evening of
Folk Songs and the artist will be announced later. The
third concert will take place on Friday evening, April
11th, and the attraction will be the Chamber Music
Society of San Francisco. On Friday evening. May 2nd.
will take place the fourth and final concert of the
series and it will present an evening of string and
piano quartet music by Orley See. yiolin; Emil Hahl,
viola; W. Villalpando, cello, and John C. Manning, piano.

In addition to presenting efficient resident artists

these concerts are also of great educational value to

students as they give them an opportunity to hear the
best of music per£ormed in a first-class manner at prices
within the reach of everybody. The price is only $1.00

for the series and tickets are now on sale at Sherman,
Clay & Co., and the Manning Music School, 3242 Wash-
ington street. Telephone Fillmore 395.

EDOUARD DERU TO APPEAR IN RECITAL

Edouard Deru, the distinguished Belgian violin vir-

tuoso, assisted by Beatiice Anthony, pianist, will give a
concert in the Italian Room of the St. Francis Hotel on
Wednesday evening. February 6th. Mr. Deru, since his
advent in San Francisco a few months ago, has en-
deared himself to our musical public and profession by
reason of his efficiency as an artist and his unquestion-
able ability as a pedagogue. He has been associated
with the Arrillaga Musical College and has appeared
in several public events. The program he has prepared
for this occasion is specially worthy and no doubt the
Italian Room of the St. Francis will be crowded with
those eager to enjoy his interpretations.
Miss Anthony is a very musicianly pianist who is not

only able to i^iterpret the classics as soloist, but is

also a very competent and intelligent accompanist and
ensemble player. There is no question regarding the
merit of this event and the following program will no
doubt prove of more than ordinary interest: Sonata
(Tartini), Mr. Deru; Scotch Fantasy (Max Bruch). Mr.
Deru; Piano Solos— (a) Theme and Variations (Chevil-
lard) (first performance in San Francisco), (b) Ara-
besque (Leschetizky), Beatrice Anthony; Ballade and
Polonaise (Vieuxtemps), Mr. Deru.

SAN FRANCISCO TRIO'S SECOND CONCERT

The San Francisco Trio, consisting of Elsie Cook
Hughes, pianist; William F. Laraia, violinist, and Willem
Dehe. cellist, gave the second concert of its third sea-
son in the Italian Room of the St. Francis Hotel on
Tuesday evening. January 22nd, in the presence of an

attendance that put into service every chair in the big
room. The opening number of the program consisted
of the Trio No. 3, op. 110 by Schumann, one of the most
imposing and most difficult among the gems of chamber
music literature. To interpret this work in accordance
with its musical importance there is not only required
much study, long association and "together-playing" of
those who seek to interpret it adequately and thorough
familiarity with the intricacies that surround a work
of such classic purity, but furthermore it requires musi-
cians of exceptional depth to obtain those effects which
the work calls for.

The three musicians who constitute the San Fran-
cisco Trio belong among the most ambitious and most
enterprising in this community. Whatever they under-
take is done with a sincere desire to aid in the improve-
ment of musical taste and the advancement of musical
standards. That these concerts are given with such an
aim can not be denied and every one of the members
of the San Francisco Trio, judging by the applause ac-

corded them, has created a following which evidently
rejoices in the success of these concerts. The second
number on the program was the even more serious and
more difficult Kreutzer Sonata by Beethoven, a work
that represents all there is noble in music. Mr. Laraia
and Mrs. Hughes interpreted this Sonata with gratify-

ing techical skill and with an exhibition of individual
taste that differed somewhat, as it was bound to do.

from the ideas of others we have heard interpret this

work before. Again the enthusiastic applause at the
conclusion of the Sonata testified to the pleasure of the
audience.
A very spirited interpretation of the Arensky Trio,

which unfortunately we could not hear to the end.
closed the program, thus adding another creditable task
to the efforts of this ambitious organization.

ALFRED METZGER.

not only of the genius of the composer, but of the po-

tential responsiveness of the listening public.

"San Francisco already has a wealth of good music.

Nevertheless it can well afford the experiment of a
popular and far-reaching performance of the too seldom
heard masterpieces of the choral symphonic style."

MUSIC TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION MEETING

The January meeting of the San Francisco Music
Teachers* Association. Mrs. Alviua Heyer Willson, presi-

dent, was held at the home of Henrik Gjerdrum on
January 28th. The meeting was unusually well attended
and the program prepared for the occasion was en-

thusiastically received. An all Scandinavian program
was given opening with two Norwegian dances in duet
form played by Miss Edna Larson and Mr. Gjerdrum.
Lillian Hoffmej'er Heyer sang three Scandinavian songs
with beautiful voice and deep feeling. Mr. Gjerdrum
contributed a group of piano solos by younger Nor-
wegian composers and Otto King, the cellist, played
several numbers. During refreshments all formality
was dispensed with and a general good time was en-

joyed by everybody.

FRANK MOSS PIANO RECITAL

The piano recital by Frank Moss has been dated for

February 25 at the Hotel St. FVancis. appearing under
Alice Seckels. A resident of this city, Mr. Moss is,

nevertheless, recognized as an artist whose abilities

extend beyond the range of a locality, and the general
press has spoken cordially of his work, which has made
a distinctive place for him. He will give a distinctive
program in which the composers will include Bach,
Cesar Franck. Chopin. Scriabin, Albeniz and Dohnanyi.

THE WONDERFUL SPRING FESTIVAL

San Francisco has an interest and a background in
music that makes this one of the few cities in America
where an undertaking such as the Spring Music Festi-
val could be successfully undertaken. This is the joint
declaration of Sigmund Spaeth. Ph., D., music critic,

writer and lecturer, and Mrs. Katharine Lane Spaeth,
music critic of the New York Evening Mail and maga-
zine writer.

Mr. and Mrs. Spaeth are here on a lecture tour and
have been deeply interested in the plans of the city
of San Francisco and the Music Association to jointly
give four big concerts in the Exposition Auditorium the
latter part of March. These concerts are to be given
with a mixed chorus of 500 or more voices, four soloists
and the augmented San Francisco Symphony Orchestra.

"Just a casual glance at the concert lists of San Fran-
cisco's season might give the visitor the impression
that it had all the chances to hear the great music of
the world," said Spaeth. "Here, truly, is a city that
takes a vigorous, enthusiastic interest in the fine per-
formance of master works, we decided. That is why
we were particularly delighted to learn that there is to
be a Spring Festival in March, when the great choral
symphonies will be played and sung.
"Because even in a city where so many artists appear

during the season, where the symphony orchesta
draws such tremendous audiences, it is a splendid thing
to be able to offer music lovers such works as the
Beethoven Ninth Symphony, Mahler's Second Symphony
and the Liszt Faust. For this is a music in its highest
form. With blended voices to add color to the orchestra,
one gets that rare expression of the masters which can
be procured in no other way."
According to Mrs. Spaeth too often music is allowed

to depend upon extraneous factors for a more or less
artificial interest. "This is the weakness of opera,
which gets so much support from the action, the words,
the costumes and the scenery that little responsibility
rests upon the music itself." said Mrs. Spaeth. "Simi-
larly the public is inclined to emphasize the interpreter
at the expense of the composition itself. It is the
absolute music of the world, in its symphonic and
choral forms, that best combats this attitude.
"A great orchestra, in combination with a great chorus,

offers music at its best, and in its purest style. The
message must be direct and inevitable if music of this
kind exerts a universal appeal. It is a searching test.

DOMINICAN COLLEGE PRESENTS FINE PROGRAMS

The following programs closed a most successful

semester at the School of Music, Dominican College,

San Rafael:
Primary Program—Love's Lullaby (Stetson), Minims;

Hunting Song (Hannah Smith), Jean Thornton; The
Message from Santa Claus (Cora Jenkins), Minims;
The Little Humming Bird (Gest), Bemice Golden; "The
Story of Bach," Molly Golden; Dancing Daisy Fields

(Mokrejs), Jean Ellis: The Little Boatman (Reuhl),

Claudine Lahore: Little Coquette (Wilson Smith),
Beatrice Wells; Mothers* Two Step (Frederickson),
Mary Lu Tuohy; Lady Bridget (Bilbro), Margaret
Griffin; Good-Night Song (Terry), Lillian Covick; Sun-
light iMana-Zuca), Marcella Webster; The Merry Brook
(Risher). Barbara Peart; Johnny Jump-Ups (Cora
Jenkins), Elizabeth Plummer; Christmas Carol: Oh!
Child (Ancient Hymn).

Elementary "A"—Tyroliene (Rummel), Emily BoUes;
A Song of Night (Bilbro), Blushing Rose (Lawson),
Aubrey Hickey: Sans Souci (Powers), Mildred Tavares;
Scale Waltz (McEntyre), Celeste Smith; Dance and
Play (Crammon). Margaret Plunkett; Laughing Cava-
lier (Roberts). Ruth Conner; Flitting Sunbeams (Ash-
ford). Mildred Lamoreux; Violets Bloom (Lawson),
Jane Parkinson; Merry Peasant (Schumann), Margaret
Mary Malley; Melody (Massanetl, Edith Curtiss; Waltz
(Englemann). Teresa Lockridge; Haunted Castle
(Terry). Carolyn Pinner: Evening Song (Tomlinson),
Helen Tuohy; In the Hay Loft (Mokrojs), The Bad
Fairy (Reinecke), Kitty Hart; Menuet in G (Beethoven),
Hazel Cook; Dancing Zephyrs (Keats). Madaleine
Broyer; At the Spring (Gurlitt), Dominga Russell; Elfin

Dance (Grieg), Dorothy Smith; (a) O Child, Ancient
Carol, (b) Shepherds in the Field, 15th Century Carol.

Elementary B Program—Etude, A minor (Heller),

Mary Belle Bullard; The Fountain (Hannah Smith),
Viola Enos; F^ir Elise (Beethoven), Elinor McGettigan;
Minuet, G major (Beethoven), Elizabeth Nevins; Valse,
E major (Chopin), Dixie Piatt; Minuet (Weidig),
Katherine Ladd; (a) Solfeggio (Mrs. Crosby Adams),
(b) Mignonne Valse (Thoma), Winifred Berg; Song of
the Lark (Tschaikowsky), Margaret Hayden; Etude, A
flat major (Jensen), Helen Bohr; Berceuse from Jocelyn
(Violin), Graciela Chisem, at the piano Molly Lamoreux;
Prelude (Henry Holden Huss), Margaret Beetam; Valse
(Lack), Naomi Sage; Tarentelle (Pieczonka), Katherine
McAfee: Spring (D'Ourville), Marion Smith, Frances
Thiercof.

Intermediate A Program—Valse, E minor (Chopin),
Lucille Indart; Berceuse from Jocelyn, Ola Crabb; (a)

Lullaby (Brahms), (b) Love Notes (Rogers), Catherine
Daly; Juba Dance (Dett), Kathleen Hennessey; Bird-
ling (Grieg). Mary Ryan; Valse, A flat major (Chopin),
Muriel Johnston; (a) Barcarolle (Scharwenka), (b)

Elfin Dance (Grieg). Helen Stein; Air variee for rioUn
(Danclal, Marguerite Louis, at the piano, Carol Hanl-
gan; Poem (James ^^^litcomb Riley), Catherine Coman;
Reverie (Strauss), Catherine Wempe; (a) Etude, F
major (Czerny), (b) Rondo, C major (Mozart), Graciela
Chisem; May Nights (Palmgren), Claire Lees; Country
Dance (Percy Grainger), Edith Barnwell; Idilio (Lack),
Molly Lamoreux; Golliwogs" Cake Walk (Debussy).
Helen Leavitt; Novellette, F major (Schumann), Edna
Johnson.

Intermediate B Program—Menuette B minor (Scha-
bert), Miriam Linnel; Pipe Organ: Holy, Holy, Holy!
(West), Margaret Lind; Dost Thou Know That Sweet
Land? (Thomas). Marie Pederson; Edna Johnson at the
Piano; Sous Bois (Victor Staub), Katherine Trainor;
Tendresse (Georges Brun), Corinne Gelinas; Concerto
(Bach), F^rst Violin, Helen Hughes; Second Violin,
Emily Lees: at the Piano, Carol Hanigan; Impromptu,
Op. 29 (Chopin), Mary McAllister; Poem (Rudyard
Kipling), Mary Louise Teague; Nocturne, E flat major
(Chopin), Edna Johnson, Madeline Curry; Noel (Adam),
Ruth Williams; at the piano, Mary McAllister; Valse,
C sharp minor (Chopin), Madeline Curry; Prelude for
Harp (Hasselmanns), Mary McAllister: (a) La Vierge
a la Creche (Cesar Franck), (b) Hark, Hark, the Lark!
(Schubert), Dominican College Choral; Serenade (Beck-
er-Grondahl). Helen Dyer; Pipe Organ: Allegro Maes-
toso from Organ Sonata (Mendelssohn), Laveria
Sawyer; Adeste Fidelis.

Christmas Program—Processional—La Marche des
Rois (Provencale Noel), The Gospel in Ballad Form
(Helen Parry Eden), arranged with Music and Fra
Angelico Tableaux; The Annunciation—Ave Maria
(Arcadelt): The Visitation—Magnificat (Plain Chant);
The Nativity—La Vierge a la Creche (Cesar Franck);
Adoration of the Shepherds—Gloria in Excelsis (Chor-
al) : The Wise Man—We Three Kings from the Orient
Are (Carol); Our Lady of Peace—Dona Nobis Pacem
(Stehie) ; Recessional—Provencale Noel.

The Christmas program was specially effective and
artistic and was enthusiastically received in the beauti-
ful new auditorium of the college. The Dominican Col-
lege is also giving a series of excellent concerts which
are being enjoyed by many students and music lovers
and which may easily be regarded as among the finest
musical programs presented in this vicinity. We shall
have more to say about this series in one of the next
issues of the paper.
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The Scottish Rite Masonic Choir gave a short pro-

gram at a special smoker and program given at the

Temple last Tuesday evening. Under the direction of

LeRoy V. Brant this organization is doing work of a

highly artistic nature, and will be heard in future pro-

grams within a short time.

Elijah Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy's well-known

oratorio,' will be given at Trinity Church under the

direction of LeRoy V. Brant within a few weeks. An

exceptionally large choir is being trained including many

of the professional and accomplished amateur singers of

the valley. Trinity Church some years ago embarked on

a program of oratorio which has done much tor the

musical advancement of the community. Mr. Brant,

who originally suggested the program to the church,

and under whose leadership it has been earned on,

promises that Elijah shall be the best production that

has been heard within the vineclad walls of the edifice.

Alice Metcalf, formerly of San Jose, but lately es-

tablishing her residence in San Francisco, entering the

impresario field, is managing a series called the Young

People's Symphony Concerts at the Exposition Audi-

torium with the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra

under the direction of Alfred Hertz. Tlie first of these

events will take place Monday. February 4th, to be

followed by others Thursday, February 28th and Wed-

nesdav, March 12th. In this. Mrs. Metcalf is doing a

great work, for it unconsciously aids the school students

materially in forming a taste tor the best in music.

The third in the series of Sunday evening musicals

was given in the lanai of the Hotel Vendome, January

27th. following the dinner hour. More than fifty guests

enjoyed the interesting program given by Dorothy Den-

nis, soprano: Olive Bryson. accompanist; Leta May
Wilmeth. pianist, and Will Sykes. violinist. Mrs. E. L.

Wilson, whose readings were so much enjoyed on the

previous Sunday, gave two dialect readings by request.

Selections by the Sykes' Vendome Orchestra opened

and closed the program.

The San Jose State Teachers' College is presenting

dring the week special half hours of music on the after-

noons of Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. These

programs are to be given under the direction of the

music department of the college of which Ida M. Fischer

is director; Alma Williams, teacher of voice, and Mary
Lichthardt. teacher of piano, will have supervision of

each recital. About thirty pupils will be presented dur-

ing the week, all of whom have received instruction in

classes instead of individually.

Mu Eta Chapter of the Mu Phi Epsilon. honorary

music sorority, broadcasted a most successful program

of vocal and piano numbers from a San Francisco

station last week. The participants in the program are

all well known locally, the following members con-

tributing: Miss Xella Rogers, mezzo soprano: a mem-
ber of the Conservatory Faculty of the College of the

Pacific and the San Jose Music Study Club; Miss Lucille

Fox, lyric soprano, soloist at the Second Presbyterian

Church; Mrs. Ethel Chapman Argall. soprano, formerly

of San Jose, but recently moved to Oakland; Misses
Cornelia Buttles and Bernice Rose, pianists, are con-

stantlv In active recital work. The program in the order

rendered: (a) Sing. Smile. Slumber (Gounod) (b) Rosy
Mom (Ronald), (cl At Dawning (Cadnian), Ethel Chap-
man Argall; (a) Ballet Music from Rosamund (Schu-

bert-Ganz, (b) Valse (Levitski), (c) Concert Etude
(MacDowell), Cornelia Buttles; (a) Love's In My Heart
(Woodman), (b) La Serenata (Tosti), Nella Rogers;

(a) Polonaise (Paderewski), (b) Fountain of Aqua
Paola (Griffles), Bernice Rose; (a) Come and Trip It

(Handel-Carmichaell, (b) May Day Carol (Deems Tay-
lor), Nella Rogers: (al Were You There (Negro Spiri-

tual, Manney), (b) Cuckoo Clock (Grant-Shafer), (c)

Tes Youx IRabey), (d) By the Fountain (Ware), Lucille

Pox; (a) Tango (Albeniz), (b) One More Day, My John
(Grainger), Cornelia Buttles; The Lark Now Leaves His
Wafry Nest (Parker). Nella Rogers.

The first of a series of monthly Sunday evening mu-
sical programs was given at the Unitarian Church, Janu-
ary 27th. Community singing opened the program, ac-

companied by Mrs. Effie Penniman, organist: Mrs. W.
Walton, piani.st; .Mr. W. Walton, comet: Mr. V. Mos,
violinist and Mrs. Georgia Farley, director. Other num-
bers of the program solo: How Lovely Are Thy Dwell-
ings (Samuel Liddle). Mrs. H. J. Blackmar; solo—Rosea
of Plcardy (Haydn Wood). Stanley Egense; solo—The
Day Is Ended (Bartlett), Mrs. John J. Jones; solo

—

Thank God For a Garden (Teresa Del RIego). Stanley
Egense: duet—Resignation (Cara Roma). Mrs. Black-

mar and Mi.'^s Abbott.
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RENA LAZELLE'S CHICAGO SUCCESS

Miss Rena Lazelle. soprano of the San Francisco

Opera Company and head of the Voice Department of

the San Francisco Conservatory of Music, has returned

from an eastern concert trip which included a highly

successful recital in Chicago which was most favorably

commented upon by the Chicago Musical critics. The
program and some of the critical notices follow: Whither
Runneth My Sweetheart (Bartlett 1603), Hebridean Folk
Song (Fraser), (arranged by Kennedy), Didos Lament
(Purcell 1658-1695), I've Been Roaming (Horn 1782-

1849); Aria of the Queen of the Night (Magic Flute),

Mozart; Widmung (Schumann), Die Forelle (Schubert),

The Cloister (Stravinsky), Night (Rachmaninoff);
Piano Solos—Two Preludes, Con Furore. Tranquillo.

(Lillian Hodgehead). Etude in C minor (Chopin), Aria
(Schumann), Rhapsody in G minor (Brahms), Ada
Clement; Un Baiser (Thomas), Cheveaux des Bois

(Debussy), Mananica Era (Granados), La Pandareta
(Alvarez): Off the Irish Coast (Henry V. Stearns),

Time to Rise (Henry V. Stearns). From the Ponte
Vecchio (Winter Watts), A Spring Fancy (John Dens-
more).

Mrs. Florence French in The Musical Leader—Nothing
came amiss to this soprano whose voice would fill a

large auditorium. Miss Lazelle has volume, power, reso-

nance, flexibility and range, and in The Queen of the

Night Aria from The Magic Flute she gave a brilliant

exhibition of Staccatti touching high "F's" on four oc-

casions with consummate ease. Scotch songs, French
songs, a group of German and a great song of Rach-
maninoff's called Night, which is over the heads of all

but the most exigent, were included in this wonderfully
varied program. Miss Lazelle has personality, attractive

stage appearance and the attributes that one associates

with a successful concert singer. She is quite out of

the ordinary.
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WHEN A MAN'S A MAN AT WARFIELD

With the matinee performance of Saturday. February
2nd, the attraction at the Warfield Theatre will be
When a Man's a Man. This is the original presentation
of the first picture to be made by Sol Lesser on his re-

cently signed million dollar contract with Harold Bell
Wright, the author.

The story tells of the reformation of a young idler

who goes into the great cattle country of the southwest,
there to find the manhood that a life of ease and wealth
had lost for him. Brushing against the men of the open
spaces he soon learns to be a man among men. The
cast is headed by John Bowers and Marguerite De La
Mott.
On the stage will be the Fanchon and Marco Ideas,

this week called A Ballet a la Russe in which Edna
Covey and her sister are starred at the head of a com-
pany of forty. Lipschultz will be heard in concert

ALCAZAR THEATRE

"Anna Christie." the stage classic in which Pauline
Lord is starring at the Alcazar, is one of the spectacular
successes of the day in which this country has taken
special national pride. Miss Lord and her supporting
players now appearing at the O'Farrell street theatre
took Eugene O'Neill's play to London almost unherald-
ed and were welcomed with open arms by the nobility,

it was quite the thing to see Anna Christie in England's
metropolis and San Francisco has made it possible for

all lovers of the tbeatre to view it here. The fifth week
of this unusually well-acted piece begins Sunday night,
February 3rd, and the fact that the production is a
duplicate of that which stirred New York and London
and the principal players are the same, adds greatly to

the interest in the long run.
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Andernon Brothern

rianon, Phonof^raphs. Kecordn. Sheet MohIc, Violins.
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WORCESTER SCHOOL OF MUSIC
ALLIANCE BUILDING
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Chicago Herald and Examiner—Rena Lazelle gave evi-

dence of a voice and musical gifts much beyond the

average of a first appearance. The voice is one of ex-

tended range, and in its upper register, of great power
and brilliance. A group of old English songs were
musically interesting and brought forward a variety of

vocal virtues. The Queen of the Night aria from
Mozart's Magic Flute was a tour de force that found
the singer fully equal to its arduous demands.

Eduard Moore in Chicago Tribune—Rena Lazelle gave
a recital with a list of music that ran from the extreme
difficulty of the Queen of the Night aria out of Mozart's
Magic Flute to the modernism of Stravinsky's The
Cloister, with lieder and songs in English between. She
sang them well with a voice of both quality and train-

ing.

Karleton Hackett In Chicago Post—Miss Rena Lazelle
showed a soprano voice of good quality and range. She
sang with appreciation for the text.

Chicago Journal—Rena Lazelle sang with a good so-

prano voice and an interesting and varied regard for

the contents of her music.

Chicago News—Miss Lazelle was heard in two French
songs which she sang pleasingly.

Herman Devries in Chicago Evening American—Rena
Lazelle sang the exceedingly difficult aria from Mozart's
Magic Flute with admirably fluent and correct colora-

tura and in the original untransposed key which neces-
sitated the exhibition of several amazing F's above high
C. all of crystalline brilliance of tone and accuracy of

pitch. Miss Lazelle's voice has unwonted resonance
and meatiness of timbre for a coloratura soprano, and
I am sure manages the heavier vocal literature with
equal effectiveness.
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THE CHICAGO GRAND OPERA COMPANY

When the Chicago Grand Opera Company gave its

final presentation of "Cleopatra." with Mary Garden.
Georges Baklanoff, Myrna Sharlow. Jess Mojica and
other noted artists this week it was before the largest

house of the season with the exception of the opening
night and New Year's Eve.
This was the substance of a message received this

week by Selby C. Oppenheimer, under whose manage-
ment the Chicago Company is to play a limited engage-

ment of four performances in San Francisco at the

Casino Theater in .March. According to Oppenheimer,
the experience of the Chicago Company through its

entire home season has been another evidence of the

steady growth in popularity of opera.

"The spread of the craze for jazz has not injured the

popularity of grand opera, nor halted the normal growth

of the country's love for pure music." said Oppenheimer.
".\s a matter of fact, an increasing love for any music,

hybrid or nor, eventually results in a craving for the

better music, and develops channels of feeling that flow

toward the purest of all musical art. The Opera.

"Year by year the public generally becomes less satis-

fied with poorly conceived, poorly executed, music. Im-

provement is built on dissatisfaction. Once a love of

music begins to unfold, the eventual result is certain for

the law of progress will not be denied.

"I know many people who are rather afraid of grand

opera, because they say they are not educated to an

understanding of all the beauties and subtleties of the

score. I know from my own observation that it isn't

necessary that one have a fine appreciation of the beau-

ties of grand opera scores to enjoy grand opera. We
enjoy many things that we don't quite understand.

"There are thousands of people passing in and out

of the art institutes of the country, and standing spell-

hound before paintings by the masters, who haven't the

faintest conception of the technic that the paintings in-

clude. Music can be taken in through the heart, and
generally is. rather than through the mind—that is. in-

tellectually. And grand opera offers so much for those

who have a love of the beautiful. In fact, it can awaken
emotions in the dullest breast. The splendor of the

settings, all the world of color in which opera is clothed

and surrounded, all the movements of the piece, golden

voices in arias that will live as long as the world and

supported by orchestral music guided by masters. There

is an appeal in opera for everyone, certainly in every-

thing that the Chicago Civic Opera Company presents."

The operas will be presented in the Casino Theatre.

The subscription sale will open Monday at Sherman.

Clay & Company, the general seat sale following on

Monday. February 18th. According to Oppenheimer. the

limited character of the engagement, together with the

relatively small seating capacity of the house in which
the operas are to be given will assure a "sold out" con-

dition for all four operas before the opening night.

CHALIAPIN IN CONCERT

In addition to his operatic appearances elsewhere an-

nounced. Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer has engaged
the great Russian, Chaliapin, for a single recital ap-

pearance which will be given in the Casino Theater on
Sunday afternoon, March 30th. Chaliapin will close his

operatic season with the Chicago company in Kansas
City on March 22nd. and will immediately return to the
West to fill this engagement.

MONTHLY CONSERVATORY RECITAL

The regular monthly recital given for the students

of the San Francisco Conservatory of Music was held

last Saturday, but instead of a musical program Miss
Ginno of Berkeley was invited to read for the children

the beautiful fairy tales by Oscar Wilde. These monthly
gatherings are one of the special features of the Con-
servatory, for it brings the students in touch with other

arts beside music.
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IT
IS generally known in the

musical world that the Knabe
is to-day the favorite instru-

ment of Leopold Godowsky

—

greatest living pianist—and also of

a group of super-artists whose
careers are untainted by any sus-
picion of commercialism.

Through sheer merit, unaided by
sensational publicity, Knabe has
become the chosen medium for the
highest expression of the pianistic

art. It is acknowledged by leading
authorities to be "the world's su-
preme pianoforte."

The same qualities that have won
pre-eminence in select musical
circles make the Knabe the ideal

piano for the home— especially in

combination with the marvelous
Ampico Re-enacting* Piano.

The Ampico re-creates in your
home the playing of the master
musicians, on the very instru-
ment— the Knabe— preferred by
them for their personal and public
work.

KOHLER* Cr *CHASE ^

26 O'FARRELL STREET- SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE® AMHCO

LEGINSKA IS SUCCESSIIN CHAMBER MUSIC

Famous Piano Virttiosa Reveals a Quieter Mood in Her Ensemble Perform-
ances Than During Her Appearances as Soloist—Elias Hecht Inter-

prets Flute Part of Weber Trio With Commendable Taste.
Nandor Zsolt's Piano Quintet Enjoyable and Well Scored

BY ALFRED METZGER

•{Copyright 1922, American Piano Company)

Among the numerous musical attrac-
tions of importance that crowded the
musical calendar of San Francisco dur-
ing the last week or ten days the con-
cert given by the Chamber Music Society
of San Francisco at Scottish Rite Hall
on Tuesday evening, January 29, takes
rank with the very best. Indeed, this
event may well be included among the
most enjoyable and best performed of
this character. Ethel Leginska, the noted
pianist, was assisting artist on this occa-
sion, and she showed herself in an en-
tirely different light from that of soloist.

While during her solo performances she
is subject to displays of temperamental
individualism, that is to say, shocking our
conventional ideas of interpretation and
tempi, in her ensemble playing she suc-
ceeds in subordinating her ideas to those
of her associates. At least this is the
impression we received on the occasion
of this concert.

Beyond an occasional turning of her
head and an expectant glance toward
Louis Persinger. the director of the
Chamber Music Society, Mis^ Leginska
kept herself fairly well within the con-
ventional atmosphere of chamber music
interpretation. She adopted her tone to
the balance of the ensemble and phrased
uniformly with the other artists. There
was no desire apparently to impose her
own ideas upon the members of the or-

ganization, and one received the impres-
sion as if these artists had played some
time together. If there were any occa-
sions wherein such unanimity of phras-
ing was not apparent they certainly
escaped the observation of this writer.
We have heard artists of even greater
reputation than Miss Leginska play with
the Chamber Music Society whose adapt-
ability to ensemble playing did not ap-
peal to us so decidedly, and we feel that
this is certainly a compliment to the
young pianist.

During the interpretation of the
Weber Trio op. 63 in G minor. Elias
Hecht appeared at his best. There was
missing any affectation foreign to purely
legitimate deportment on the concert
platform, by which we mean undue em-
phasis of certain artistic phrases by
physical emphasis, of which quite a num-
ber of musicians are guilty. And this

dignity of bearing was noticeable in the
musical interpretation. The tone was
fluent and mellow. The intonation was
accurate and the phrasing endowed with
versatility and poetic shading. Techni-
cally, Mr. Hecht proved himself thor-
oughly proficient to cope with intricacies
not easily overcome, specially during the
scherzo movement, and altogether he had
a very intelligent grasp of the classical
purity of the work. Walter V. Ferner, the
third member of the Trio, completed the
ensemble and by virtue of a rich, warm
tone, tasteful phrasing and most delight-
ful shading added his share to the enjoy-
ment of the audience of more than a thou-
sand music lovers who revelled in the
finished style of this performance.

Some of the best work done by the
Chamber Music Society of San Fran-
cisco consisted of the interpretation of
the Schubert Quartet in D minor. Messrs.
Persinger, Ford, Firestone and Ferner
took complete advantage of their oppor-
tunity to interpret a work of inexpressi-
ble beauty and form. Their performan«e
revealed serious preparation and thor-
ough adaptability to give a composition
of such artistic proportion a worthy pre-
sentation. There was apparent through-
out the course of this reading a sincere
love of affection for the work and it Is

impossible to imagine a more moving or
appealing expression of musical thought
than the one transmitted by these artists
during their interpretation of the second
movement—andante con moto. There
was obtained an element of sadness and
sorrow that brought tears to sensitive
eyes, while in contrast the scherzo and
presto exhibited the essence of buoyancy
and rejoicing. It was a performance that
merited the spontaneous ovation and the
numerous recalls which the audience was
eager to bestow.
The concluding number was a Quintet

in B flat minor by Nandor Zsolt, a young
composer of apparently Hungarian an-
cestry. Although the program informed

us that this composition was receiving
its first performance in San Francisco on
this occasion, it did not take us long To
discover that some of the themes were
old acquaintances of ours. To enumerate
all of them would create the wrong im-
pression we wish to convey, but among
all most startling was the employment
of a Hungarian Csardas in the scherzo
movement and a decided loan from the
Greig pian concerto. Nevertheless, the
young composer has unquestionable tal-
ent, not to say genius, for the scoring as
well as the freshness of the treatment
justify us to assume that there is hidden
somewhere the main spring that nurses
the roots of inspiration. Unquestionably,
Mr. Zsoit is a believer in melody and,
although living in this period of the most
bizarre experiments, he has so far not
come under the spell of futurism, not-
withstanding the fact that he does em-
ploy modern effects with decided success.
We would rather put our faith in the

musical future upon composers like Zsolt,
who amalgamates the sane ideas of the
past with the progressive ideas of the
future, than one who" absolutely breaks
with the past and endeavors to create a
new future. And in spite of the remi-
niscences that occur during the course of
listening to this Quintet there is a cer-
tain element of youth and vitality that
can not help but challenge our admira-
tion and respect. The members of the
Chamber Music Society, together with
Miss Leginska, succeeded in getting the
best out of this work, and there can not
be any doubt among intelligent observers
but that both the work and the perform-
ance left an impression decidedly flatter-

ing to both creative and executive artists.

Morley Thompson, Pacific Coast Repre-
sentative of the Baldwin Piano Co., Is

visiting the home oflice of his firm in
Cincinnati, and will return some time this
week. Mr. Thompson is very popular
with the musical profession of San Fran-
cisco inasmuch as he takes a lively in-

terest in musical events, being frequently
among the interested spectators at con-
certs. He is also Instrumental in bring-
ing some of the artists associated with
the Baldwin piano to the Pacific Coast,
and a recent tour of Edward Johnson ex-
tending from Seattle to Los Angeles was
due to Mr. Thompson's energetic and
entei-prising efforts. It is a pleasure to
count such members of the music trade
among the musical colony of a com-
munity.

Edna Horan, violinist, a most gifted and
musicianly pupil of Sigmund Beel, has
been receiving a number of cordial ac-
knowledgments of her art at various im-
portant functions of late. Among these
was an appearance before the Pacific
Musical Society on Thursday evening,
January 24, when she played a Concerto
in E by Cecil Burleigh and an Adagio,
Sunrise in the Mist, by George Edwards,
a Gigue by de Angelis and Introduction
and Tarantelle by Sarasate. Miss Horan
is an unusually intelligent player, ex-
hibiting great judgment in interpreta-
tion and commanding a very clean and
accurate technic. She deserves great
credit for playing compositions by Amer-
ican composers of such standing as Mr.
Burleigh and Mr. Edwards, and the en-
thusiastic applause and cordial reception
given her on this recent occasion re-
flects credit not only upon herself but
upon her teacher, who has trained her
with such care and thoughtfulness.

Miss Lorraine Ewing, the successful
young teacher and pianist, recently pre-
sented her junior pupils in a recital at
her studio on Ashbury street. Piano
solos, duets and trios made up the in-

teresting program. Those taking part
were: Misses Reeva Zelinsky, Elizabeth
McWood, Helen Hoffman, Mildred Shay,
Laura Burke, Lillian Marchington. Doro-
thy Demarrel and Masters Billy Mc-
Wood, Jack Belz, Hunter McLaughlin
and Edwin Bartlett. Miss Ewing will
give her annual pupils' concert some
time during February, at which twenty-
five of her pupils, juniors and advanced,
will take part.
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ALICE GENTLE A SUPERB SANTUZZA

By Constance H. Alexandre

Mascagni's one-act opera Cavalleria Rusticana is one
which has always found favor and will continue to sat-

isfy the majority of opera goers so long as there are

among them those who appreciate a story of great

human appeal with a musical setting of unsurpassable

beauty, constructed along the old Italian lines of pure

melodic architecture. Cavalleria was given a splendid

performance by the artists of the San Carlo Opera
Company at the Curran Theatre, on Monday evening,

January 2Sth. The audience was aroused to the highest

pitch of enthusiasm through the vitally gripping and
dramatic impersonation which Alice Gentle gave to the

role of Santuzza. In the hands of this artist, Santuzza
becomes a masterpiece as far as histrionic detail is

concerned for the character is one which calls into

action the entire gamut of emotions and these moods of

the most diverse nature Miss Gentle can portray to no
small degree for she possesses that ability to breath
her own tempestuous nature into every role she enacts.

Her facial expressions and bodily postures are ones of

utter dejection and despair and her every movement
carries conviction.

Vocally, Miss Gentle has never appeared to better
advantage than upon this occasion for the music suits

her magnificent voice as if written specially for her.

She sings with a surety of vocal technic which is,

indeed, a pleasure to listen to by those who understand
the fundamental side of this most intricate art. Her
tones are at all times rich, luscious in timbre and firm.

One of the outstanding feats of Miss Gentle's vocal art

is the manner in which she employs her chest tones
fortissimo and almost immediately, as if in the same
passage, attacks a high, note pianissimo of the most
penetrating and ravishing quality. This is accomplished
without the slightest change in tone placement which
only proves that her entire scale is equalized tbrough-
out its immense range and her tone production appar-
ently flawless. At the culmination of .the opera Miss
Gentle was the recipient of such outburts of applause
that it boarded upon being an ovation. No matter how
often Miss Gentle presents to us a number of her char-
acterizations of which we are familiar, she can always
be depended upon to give unsparingly of herself for she
enters into these roles with such spontaneity and en-
thusiasm that instead of their diminishing in lustre
they take on an additional freshness.
Gaetano Tommassini was the Turiddu making the

character robust and manly. He sang his music with,

sincerity and fine tone quality, which were effectively
perceived in the Siciliana. The Alfio was well done
by Giuseppe Interrante while the minor roles were
acceptably handled. Carlo Peroni conducted with force-

fulness and attained throughout the performance color-

ful effects and climaxes.

was for this reason that Selby C. Oppenheimer, under
whose management De Pachmann plays here next
Thursday night in the Exposition Auditorium, requested

and was granted an all-Chopin program. The list of

works to be given is colossal—specially selected gems,
each and every one. In full they are: Nocturne op. 27

No. 1. C sharp minor; Third Ballade, op. 47, A flat

major; Fourth Scherzo, op. 54, E major; Etude op. 10,

No. 7, C major; Etude op. 25, No. 3, F major; Etude op.

25, No. 7, C sharp minor; Polonaise op. 44, F sharp
minor; Prelude op. 28. No. 22, G minor; Prelude op. 28,

No. 7, A major; Prelude op. 28. No. 15, D flat major;

Mazurka op. 67. No. 4, A minor: Mazurka, op. 33, No.

4, B minor; Valse (posthumous) E minor; Valse op. 70,

No. 1. G flat major; Valse op. 42. A flat major.

De Pachmann will face a great throng at the Audi-

torium Thursday night. Tickets are now selling at the

Sherman, Clay & Co. store in San Francisco.

DE PACHMANN AT AUDITORIUM THURSDAY

Vladimir de Pachmann, the venerable pianist who
appears in San Francisco next Thursday night in a
single recital, the only one the famous genius and dis-

ciple of Chopin will play in Northern California this

season, has had honors in his long life such as come
to but few men. Always a close friend of Liszt he was
taken by him to visit Wagner. And when he played
Wagner kissed his hand and Madame Cosima Wagner
complimented him. At dinner Liszt lighted his cigar and
Wagner poured out his wine. In Paris Renan heard him
play, inscribed a book for him with all his praise. King
Edward, while Prince of Wales, sent him a box of cigars,
and of them only two were ever given away, one to
Renan and and one to Liszt. King Christian of Den-
mark visited him at his hotel and scolded him for wait-
ing for an invitation to dine with the royal family.
The great Paderewski brought his "Minuet" just then

written, all the way to Cracow to De Pachmann—but
De Pachmann would not learn it. He was on his honey-
moon, and had put aside music for the moment. He
played his own concerto with Liszt before Wagner, and
Wagner said "Wonderful! Only Schumann could write
like that." and Liszt replied that it was almost as
wonderful as Beethoven. But De Pachmann would not
give it to the world. "Those things should be burned,'*
he said, looking back from a distance of forty years.
"Beethoven, Brahms. Schumann, Chopin and Godowsky
—they can write better. I am not a composer and if

I can write as well as these give, the world's greatest,
what does the world care."

It is a relief after this modest statement then to
hear him acclaim, day after day, in interview after
interview: "I am the greatest pianist who ever lived.
Because I am perfect, and there can be nothing greater
than perfection." And De Pachmann, firm in this be-
lief, enters into his work with all the heart and soul of
his seventy-five years and at this extraordinary age can
hold spellbound the largest and most discriminating
audiences that have ever gathered to do honor to a
knight of the keyboard.

His greatest fame, perhaps, has come as an in-
terpreter of Chopin. Critics the world over have de-
clared him .the reincarnation of the wonderful Polish
composer, and this De Pachmann himself sincerely be-
lieves. When he plays the divine melodies of the
heroic Pole, De Pachmann is an inspired being, and it

GOGORZA'S SECOND CONCERT

There is no more justly admired singer in this coun-

try than Emilio De Gogorza, the every distinguished

baritone, whose recital at the Columbia Theatre yester-

day afternoon was one of the triumphs of the present
musical season. Gogorza occupies a peculiar place

among our singers. Although he is acknowledged one
of the finest artists we have and although there is none
that surpasses him in the favor of a discriminating
musical public, each season he limits himself to a com-
paratively few concerts. He regularly gives recitals in

New York and Boston. He regularly sings with the

most important of the country's symphony orchestras

and choral societies, but instead of giving one hundred
or more recitals annually across the land, as he easily

could, he confines himself to not over forty concerts,

choosing rather to sing to selected audiences who can
and do appreciate the extraordinary quality and high
class of program he invariably presents.

Next Sunday will be Gogorza's farewell appearance
here for some time. He will render a specially at-

tractive program, the list of compositions thereon being
as follows: Where Ere You Walk (Handel): Iphigenia
en Taurida—Air de Thoas (C. Gluck); (a) Wenn Ich in

deine Augen Seh, lb) Mondnacht, (c) Widmung (Robert
Schumann) ; (a) The Wounded Birch (Gretchaninof),

(b) The Goat (Moussorgsky), (c) In Silent Night (Rach-
maninoff); (a) Suzanne (Paladilhe), (b) Compliante de
La Glu (August Chapius) ; (a) Song of the Night (Cyril

Scott), (b) Invictus (Huhn) (c) An Old Song re-Sung
(Griffes); (a) Canto del Presidiario (F. M. Alvarez),

(b) Noche Serena (Mexican Folk Song arranged by
E. Hague), (c) Clavelitos (Valverde).

ROSENTHAL WITH SYMPHONY

Moriz Rosenthal, the distinguished Viennese pianist,

who is to appear as soloist with the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra at its pair of regular symphony
concerts next Friday and Sunday afternoons in the
Curran Theatre under the leadership of Alfred Hertz,
has been experiencing a series of triumphs during his

present tour, leaving a trail of press comments behind
him that are more than flattering. The older generation
of music lovers remember Rosenthal as one of the
world's greatest pianists, the new generation knows
liim by reputation, and his return to America after an
absence of seventeen years has been one of the out-

standing musical events of the season wherever he has
appeared. In commenting on Rosenthal's first New York
recital, the Times reported: "The lapse of seventeen
years seems to have left few traces uopn either the
personal appearance or the art of Moriz Rosenthal, the
pianist. Mr. Rosenthal is distinguished more than for
anything else for his technical power upon the piano.
And although in the last seventeen years there have
been many pianists distinguished for many things heard
in New York, there have been few. even among the
younger generation, who could equal him in this par-
ticular feature of piano playing. Mr. Rosenthal did
some fabulous things in this line last evening and was
rewarded by rapturous applause that broke into cheers."
At his performance with the Symphony Rosenthal

will play the Tschaikowsky B flat minor concerto, an
admirable work for the display" of the brilliant technic
and virility with which he is endowed. The orchestral
portion of this week's program consists of the first two
movements of Gustave Mahler's second symphony and
Richard Strauss' symphonic poem, "Don Juan."
A w^eek from next Sunday afternoon, February 17th.

the orchestra will present its eighth popular concert in
the Curran, for which another attractive program has
been prepared, the principal items announced being the
Introduction to the third act, Dance of the Apprentices
and Procession of the Guilds from "The Mastersingers,"
Tschaikowsky's March Slav and the Sibelius symphonic
poem "Finlandia," while other shorter numbers will be
Dvorak's "Carneval" Overture, the Liszt Liebestraum,
Beethoven's Menuet, two Brahms Hungarian Dances
and an Air from the D Major Suite of Bach.
Another event which symphony patrons are eagerly

looking forward to is the first San Francisco appearance
of Maria Ivogun, the famous European coloratura so-
prano, who is to be the soloist at the tenth pair of
regular symphonies on February 22nd and 24th.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to music and musicians. Give name and address
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor,

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,

San Francisco.

1. Is Papageno a character in an opera, and if so.

which opera?—A. C. G.
Yes: in Mozart's "Magic Flute."

2. Is "Sadko" by Rimsky-Korsakov an opera or an
orchestral work?—J. W.
A symphonic poem written in 1867, and an opera in

1895. both bear the title "Sadko."
3. Is there any edition to be obtained of Liszt's

Second Rhapsody wherein the cadenza at the end is in-

troduced?—D. A. L.

The edition of Bartholf Senff. Leipzig. It can be pro-

cured through G. Schirmer. New York.
4. What is an accolade?—D. S.

A brace, or a line used as a brace, which connects
two or more staffs carrying simultaneous parts.

5. Who invented the name Nocturne?—I. B.

John Field originated the form of composition known
as the Nocturne and first applied that name to the
form.

THE ROSENTHAL CONCERT

Moriz Rosenthal, unquestionably one of the greatest
pianistic geniuses of our own time, who recently re-

turned in triumph to this country after seventeen years
of brilliant success, which he has already duplicated
in his appearances since his return, will be heard in

recital at Scottish Rite Hall, Monday evening, February
11th. under management of the Elwyn Concert Bureau.
Always distinguished for his prodigious technique, ad-

mirers who heard him seventeen years ago will note
with particular and pleasurable interest, that to the
lustre of superb technique there has been added the
depth and color that has come in the seventeen years
since he was heard before. Mr. Rosenthal's only other
appearances in San Francisco this season will be as
soloist with the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra,
Alfred Hertz, conductor, for the ninth pair of concerts,
Friday afternoon, February 8th and Sunday afternoon,
February 10th, at the Curran Theatre.

Mr. Rosenthal has arranged the following program
for his recital at Scottish Rite Hall: Sonata. Opus 57, in

F minor (Beethoven); Carnival, Opus 9 (Schumann);
(a) Berceuse, (b) Valse in C sharp minor (c) Three
Etudes: (Op. 10, No. 1, Op. 10. No. 3. Op. 25, No. 6) in

Thirds, (d) Chant Polonais (Chopin): (a) Etude Scria-
bine), (b) Humoreske on themes by Johan Strauss
(Moriz Rosenthal).
Mr. Rosenthal will be succeeded on the Elwyn Artist

Series by the celebrated Viennese coloratura soprano,
Maria Ivogun, who will be heard in recital in Scottish
Rite Hall. Friday evening, February 29th. Ivogun will

also be heard as soloist with the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra. Alfred Hertz, conductor. Friday
afternoon, February 22nd and Sunday afternoon, Feb-
ruary 24th. Tickets for all Elwyn attractions on sale at
Sherman, Clay & Co.

HOMER HENLEY PUPILS IN RECITAL

Homer Henley presented three of his pupils in re-

cital at his studio on Sunday, January 21st. They were:
Mrs. Geraldlne Jackson, soprano; Miss Olga Baehr,
soprano; Leslie H. Jackson, baritone. This was one of
the series of Sunday afternoon studio recitals at which
Mr. Henley is presenting his pupils in groups of varying
number accoi'ding to their relative stages of develop-
ment. Students are first heard in a group seven partici-

pants. They next sing in a group of four; then in a
group of three; next, two only appear, and finally, the
graduate student has progressed to the artist class and
gives a complete song-recital program alone. Through
this course of evolution Mr. Henley has given San
Francisco some of its best known artists. The program
follows: Domani, O me felice (Lille), Pirate Dreams
(Huerter), Miss Olga Baehr; Caro mio ben (Giordani),
My Jacqueminot (Johnson). Until (Sanderson), Leslie
H. Jackson; Vissi d'arte (Puccini), The Princess
(Grieg), The Voice in the Wilderness (Scott), The
Blackbird's Song (Scott), Mrs. Geraldlne Jackson; Un
bel di redremo (Puccini). Voi lo sapete (Mascagni),
Miss Olga Baehr; Prologue I'Pagliacci (Leoncavello),
Shipmates o' Mine (Sanderson). Leslie H. Jackson.

LILLIAN SWAEY
VIOLINIST

CONCERTS—KXSEMULE—INSTRTCTIOX
Addresn: 1S04 ISth Street Phone Park 8839

JULIAN R. WAYBUR, Piano
San Franoisco Residence Studio: 170r> (;ou&h St. Phone
Fillniore 7091. Ilerkelej^ Studio: 2G01 Porker St., corner of
HUleg^nsB Ave. Phone Thornwall 244S. Tue»iday and Fri-
day afternoona.
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Los Angeles. January 29.

Another busy month for music lovers and impresarios
has just come to a close. L. E. Behymer. who has
labored unceasingly for "more and better" music in

Southern California, has at last reached the realization

of his dreams and is now reputed as having presented
the largest and most expensive artist-courses in the

United States. While the responsibility at times must
have been appalling yet Mr. fiehymer smiles placidly

and graciously acknowledges that he made it possible

for music-loving Los Angeles to hear the artists it most
desired hearing and that his mission towards mankind
is being fulfilled through musical channels.

Aside from the two greatest German singers of today
Mme. Schumann-Heink (in two concerts), and Elena
Gerhardt, Mr. Behymer presented the Ukrainian Na-
tional Chorus in three programs, Pavlowa. the Incom-
parable, in eight peformanccs. Vladimir de Pachmann
in two recitals, and Sousa and his Band in six memor-
able performances. All of these world famed artists

were crowded into the month of January with another
great artist presented by Merle Armitage. Erwin
Nyiregyhazi, who appeared in two concerts and still

another by George Leslie Smith; Jascha Heifetz in two
concerts. It is needless to comment on the wonderful
inspiration derived from hearing your own Philhar-
monic Orchestra ably managed by Caroline Smith with
Walter Henry Roth well at the stand.
Truly Los Angeles is a music-loving city and no

greater evidence is needed for that fact than the vast
audiences which so enthusiastically greet these artists.

For February many splendid attractions are planned
among which will be seventeen performances by the
San Carlo Grand Opera Company, presented to Los
Angeles by George Leslie Smith. This promises without
question to be a gala occasion. Moriz Rosenthal, the
great Polish pianist; Max Rosen, violinist: and Marie
Ivogun will also be heard on Mr. Smith's course.

De Pachmann, Eleanor Duse, Paderewski, John Mc-
Cormack, Duncan Dancers, and De Gorgoza are the
February attractions to be sponsored by L. E. Behymer;
and Rene Chemet, world renowned violinist, is Merle
Armitage's offering to the lovers of good music.

HIGH TRIBUTE PAID TO ART OF HEIFETZ

Congratulations are in order for the successful man-
agement of the two concerts presented by Jascha
Heifetz recently when the enthusiastic overflowing audi-

ence was crowded about the artist on the stage. Many
ardent admirers stood during the entire final concert in

order to miss none of his program as the house was
completely sold out for days in advance of his ap-

pearance.
Adjectives fail when ^'e attempt to describe the mag-

nitude of this young violinist's artistry, mentality and
technic. He is without a peer. It has been said "Heifetz
cannot be judged by common standards of excellence
for he himself has established new ones, not only for
himself but for all others who play or will play the
violin," so we will not attempt this seeming impossible
task.

His rendition of the Bruch Concerto in G Minor Op.
26 as an opening number met with tremendous applause.
Saint-Saens Hevannaise and the Perpetuo Mobile by
Riess were received perhaps with more than usual en-
thusiasm while the Scherzo Tarantelle (Wieniawsky)
showed his miraculous technic to advantage and brought
forth an ovation.
To George Leslie Smith goes the credit for bringing

this sincere unaffected Russian youth to our city this

FITZGERALD'S for the oAd-vancement of SVlusl

FANNY DILLON
Head of the theory department of the
Olga Steeb Piano School, is the composer
of many compositions that are featured
by the great pianists of today.

Miss Dillon uses THE KNABE
exclusively in her work and is enthusi-
astic in her praise of this wonderful
instrument.

HILL STREET XP^AT 7Q.7~7ZB
LOS ANGELES

ready auspiciously started at the Central School will be
further developed by the community musical program
to be given at Roosevelt High School Friday evening.
February 8th, upon which occasion Dr. Sigmund Spaeth,
noted music lecturer, will feature the program with his
celebrated illustrated lecture on "Behind the Scenes
at the Opera,"

Musical programs to be given at the various hospitals
and charitable institutions of the city, under the super-
vision of a special committee, of which W. R. Guiber-
son is chairman; plans for the appearance of the Mexi-
can Band in co-operating communities where there is a
large Mexican population, as well as in Los' Angeles;
band parades and concerts in the downtown sections of
the city, under the direction of the band section of the
association, comprising some twenty bands; and a
music "clinic" through which musical instruction may
be offered to the less fortunate children of the com-
munity, are among the other plans which the associa-
tion is developing.

Co-operation is being offered by the association to all

agencies already functioning in the broader social and
musical work in the community such as the Los Angeles
Music School Settlement, the Community Settlement
House of the Los Angeles Rotary Club, the Y. W. C. A.
and the Y. M. C. A., the Citizenship Department of th,e

public schools, etc.

The activities of the association are under the direct
supervision of the following officers and members of the
Executive Committee, most of whom are chairman of
important committees of the association: Ben F. Pear-
son, president; Mrs. J. J. Carter, vice-president; Roger
Andrews, treasurer; Alexander Stewart, executive di-

rector; F. G. Leonard, Harold Ferguson, Mrs. E. R.
Brainerd, E. P. Tucker, Arthur M. Perry, W. R. Guiber-
son. L. E. Behymer. Frederick K. Stearns, E. J. Reunilz,
Miss Antoinette Ruth Sabel, P. H. Ducker, F. Carothers.
Miss Rena McDonald, Henry Niese, Charles Draa. J. T.
Fitzgerald. Louis Curtis. Miss B}va Frances Pike, Bruno
David Ussher, Miss Anne McPherson, Mrs. Martha Mc-
Can. G. Gordon Whithall. E. G. Judah. C. B. Raitt, E. B.
De Groot, A. G. Farquharson.

LOS ANGELES MUSIC AND ART ASSOCIATION UKRAINIANS OFFER NOVEL MUSICAL PROGRAM

A great community festival to take place in the
Hollywood Bowl in May is one of the plans of the
Civic Music and Art Association when it is hoped to
gather together practically every community singing
group In Los Angeles and neighboring communities.
Already the community choruses of Hollywood, Glen-
dale, San Pedro, Sierra Madre, Arroyo Seco, Alhambra
and Santa Monica have promised their co-operation to-

ward making this the greatest song festival ever held in
California. The event will also emphasize the interna-
tional character of music by the participation of the
various foreign-born musical groups organized through
the efforts of the Music Association in co-operation
with the International Institute of the Y. W. C. A. and
other agencies.

Definite plans for this program will be crystalized
upon the return of Mrs. J. J. Carter, vice-president of
the association, who is chairman of the special com-
mittee on community choruses. Other activities of the
associaliun comprise a band contest for "All-Southern
California" bands, to be held May 10th and May llth.
when competitions for industrial, fraternal, army and
navy, high school, and boys* bands will be offered. This
activity Is under the supervision of the Band Contest
Committee of the association, Arthur M. Perry, chair-
man, and E. H. De Groot. chairman of the special com-
mittee on band contests.

The community singing work of the association al-

The presentation of Alexander Kosbetz' Ukrainian
National Chorus by L. E. Behymer last week was, in-
deed, a glorious event. With the singers garbed In their
native costumes rich in colors, embroidery and laces the
stage presented a dazzling spectacle of rainbow hues.
Quite in keeping with their sensational attire, their
singing was most unusual, with extraordinary emphasis
in accents and shading. At times in the choruses the
voices were made to imitate nearly every instrument
of the orchestra. The bass violins, 'cellos, flutes and
even piccolo tones were heard on occasions, especially
in the hummed accompaniment passages where one
part stood out in solo prominence. The perfect en-
semble of this group is due to the magnetic conducting
of their masterful director, who portrays almost super-
human skill in extracting immediate responses and
startling effects from this modest group of singers. His
movements are but slight in his directing—no mad beat-
ing of time with a baton and even in the greatest climax
he is able to produce increased volume of tone by a
simple wave of his hand or by the raising of his little

finger to diminish the tone to the most delicate
pianissimo.

Several lovely solo voices were heard to advantage
on the- program. The assisting artist, Mile. Oda
Slobodskaja, who is the leading soprano of the Petro-
grad Opera, sang two groups of varied dramatic se-
lections, including operatic arias In French, German.

L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg., Los Angeles
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1000 South Alva

Slianiiih
J. FIsche
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VIollnlat Los Angelea Trio

Studio: 334 MuHJc ArtH Studio Dldg. Phone: 821181

SYLVAIN NOACK
CONCERT MASTER PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

ConcertN and Recltala
ManaBrement Mrs. Caroline C. Smith, 424 Auditorium Bids.

ILYA BRONSON Soto 'CelliHt
Philharmonic Orchestra

^elei* Trio. Philharmonic
iclion. Chamber MonIc Recitals
Miradn. Phone Holly 3044

A.KOODLACH
Majextlr Theat Phone A70.n3

MISS FANNIE CHARLES DILLON
PIANIST—TEACHER—COMPOSER

Studio. 2:^50 Leeward Avenue. Loh An^eieN. Phone Drexel
7309. CompoMcr of Many IVumherH Played by Famona

M. Jeannette Rogers
First Flutist Metropolitan

Theatre

Available for

Concert-Recital-Club
Obbligato

Address 1354 Laveta Terrace

Elizabeth Perry, contralto, assisted by Arville Bel-
stad. pianist, gave a concert on Friday evening, Decem-
ber 28th. in the auditorium of the Woman's University
Club.
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OLGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
OLGA STEEB

Director and Head of the Piano Department

FANNIE DILLON
Head of the Department of Theory

and Composition

Faculty of Twenty-nine Teachers
Affiliated Teachers in Burbank, Claremonl, Holly-
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Address
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Frederic Burr Scholl

ORGANIST
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Anna Ruzena Sprotte
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MAY MACDONALD HOPE

ABBIE NORTON JAMISON
PIAXO—HARMONY—VOCAL COACH

Studios: 11-17 We Telephone Beae
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Head Violin Dept.. Coileee of MonIc, V. S. C.
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Italian and Russian. Her voice is of true lyric dramatic
quality, clear smooth and brilliant and what she may
have lacked in warmth and richness of tone she more
than counterbalanced in dramatic power and interpre-
tive skill. Seldom does one hear Vissi d'Arte (Puccini)
rendered with such artistic feelinsr. She is a true artist
who spares neither voice nor emotion in presenting her
songs as living things. In appearance she would have
done credit to the most exclusive Fashion Shop tor she
was gowned beautifully in the "last minute" mode.

ORGAN RECITAL PLEASES LARGE AUDIENCE

Since the advent of the pipe organ into the moving
picture theatres we seldom hear the church music con-
certs as in former years. Owing to this lack, we herald
the arrival of a visiting organist with greater than
ordinary enthusiasm. Dr. George W. Andrews, who for
twenty-five years has been affiliated with the organ de-
partment of Oberlin College, was warmly acclaimed
when he presented a splendid program of organ num-
bers on last Thursday evening at Bovard Auditorium to
an audience of discriminating music lovers.
He played Bach (Passacaglia and Fugue) with finesse

and style which showed him to be well versed in the
old school of organ playing. The Intermezzo (Symphony
No. 3) Vieme, a delicate modem work, provided oppor-
tunity for tonal coloring and clean phrasing while in
direct contrast the Soeur Monique (Couperin-Guilmant)
was tastefully presented in its distinctly classical style.
Perhaps the most pleasing work on the program next

to the Bach number was the closing Christus Resurrexit
by Ravanello. Other numbers presented by this dis-
tinguished artist were: First Choral (Franck), Allegro:
Symphony No. 2 (Viernel. Priere (Jengen). Ave Maria
(Schubert-Nevin). Love-Death i Wagner-Gibson), Toc-
cata: Symphony No. 1 (Barnes), and two compositions
by Dr. Andrews—Sunset Shadows and Intermezzo (So-
nata No. 2) which were well received.

SIXTH POPU>.AR CONCERT IS SUCCESS

Seldom does one hear as pleasing and interesting a
program as that given by the Philharmonic Orchestra
at the last popular concert. Many are familiar with Le
Cygne from Le Carnival des Animaux by Saint-Saens
but tev; have heard the complete number as the full
score was not published until 1922. The pianists, who
appeared as soloists on this occasion, were Winifred
Hooke and Alex Kambach at two pianos. Especially
lovely was the work of Miss Hooke in Le Cygne; her
rippling accompaniment for the 'cello (llya Bronson)
made the two blend as otte instrument and the playing
of Alex Karnbach in this number was beautifully done.
The L'Elephant played by the bass instruments in short
hea\-y. rumbling tones reminded one of circus days. It

takes but little imagination for one to hear the roaring
lions in the Introduction and March of the Royal Lions

FITZGERALD CONCERTS
MERLE ARMITAGE, Manager

727 S. Hill Street Los Angeles

ELIZABETH

O'NEIL
Direction

ABBY DE AVIRETT
KNABE PIANO

AMPICO RECORDS

GILDA MARCHETTI
DRAMATIC SOPRANO

Teacher of Voice and Italian Diction
Res. Phone r.58-«03

Nen- Studio: 712 So. Calif. Mnsic Co. BIdg.
Available for Concerts. Church and Opera

WINIFRED HOOKE
PIANIST

CONCERT—COACH—TEACHER
2004 South Union Avenue\ Los Angeles

Beacon 1392

which is most majestic. Humorous, indeed, was the
second part. Hens and Cocks. One would hardly imagine
that a violin could so closely imitate a fowl. This com-
position of Saint-Saens is most clever and descriptive;
each section proves interesting to the extreme.

In the Caucasian Sketches (Ippolitow Ivanow) the
most lovely was the second movement—a native dance
with an introduction in which the English horn playing
a lovely melody has for an echo the viola. This met
with such a warm reception by the enthusiastic audi-
ence that it was repeated. Throughout the entire num-
ber the most pleasing work was done by the English
horns.
The familiar March from Tannhauser (Wagner) was

particularly well done and showed to advantage the
training given to the orchestra by Mr. Rothwell. The
Symphonic Poem of Liszt made less appeal than any
number on the program due to the slight monotony of
theme. The program closed with the lovely Capriccio
Italien Op. 45 by Tschaikowsky, which is always well
received and loved by those who hear it There are
many haunting melodies in this number, which linger
ever in one's memory.

The Wa Wan Club was given a rare treat on Wednes-
day afternoon, January 23rd, at the Gamut club house
when the Zoellner Quartet, composed of Antoinette
Zoellner. violin: Joseph Zoellner. Sr., viola; Amandus
Zoellner. violin, and Joseph Zoellner. Jr., 'cellist, gave
a most delightful program. A trio, by Marion Ralston,
a former teacher of music and composition at Wellsley
College, was played by Joseph Zoellner, Jr., 'cellist;

.\ntoinette Zoellner, violin, with Mrs. Ralston at the
piano. Dona Ghrey. soprano and teacher of vocal music
at the Zoellner conservatory, sang a group of Mrs.
Ralston's songs. A reception and tea followed the pro-
gram.

Bertha Vaughn, well-known teacher of vocal music,
presented several artist pupils at the second of her in-
teresting morning musicals in Chickering Hall last
Wednesday morning. Those participating on the pro-
gram were Gladys Muriel Slater, soprano: Cornelia
Glover, contralto: Eunice Ross, contralto, assisted by
Sol Cohn, violinist, and Frank Kellogg, pianist. Miss
Vaughn is fully justified in her pride of these young
artists for their work is truly a credit to their teacher.

The Zoellner Conservatory presented two artist students
Florence E. Duvall. violinist, and Olive Englund, pianist,
to a large and enthusiastic audience in the auditorium
of the Women's Club of Hollywood last Friday evening.
Miss Duvall played varied and difficult numbers with
brilliant technic and splendid interpretative powers.
Her intonation was excellent and her bowing sure and
positive. This was especially true in the Saint-Saens
Concerto.

Olive Englund also distinguished herself with her
piano numbers, displaj-ing a fine power of control over
the finer shades of expression. Her technic was bril-
liant and clear. Both young artists demonstrated that
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Lo, .\ngrelrs
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they have in Amandus Zoellner and Joseph Zoellner.

Jr., unusually fine teachers. The accompaniments for

Florence Duvall were played by Joseph Zoellner, Jr.,

who offered a splendid background for her work.

On February 11th Miss Englund and Miss Duvall will

repeat the program in Bakersfleld for the Woman's
rtub: other appearances are to be made soon before

ihe \Va Wan and Matinee Musical Clubs of Los Angeles.

The Los Angeles Academy of the Theatre at 4599

Marion Way has added to its curriculum violin and

pianoforte instruction under the able supervision of

Louis Hintze. and classes in sculpturing and modeling

under the prominent Belgian artist, Stefan de Vriendt

The Woman's Symphony Orchestra members are busily

engaged during these intervening weeks in rehearsing

for their initial concert of the season, to be given at the

Philharmonic Auditorium. February 20th. and are prom-

ising a program of most interesting symphonic music

to music lovers of Los Angeles.

Under the baton of Mr. Henry Schoenfeld rehearsals

are being held each Wednesday forenoon in Symphony
Hall of the Music-Art Studio building, with Friday fore-

noons given over to the string instruments alone. One
of the Interesting features in connecion with this unique

organization is that none of the members receive any
compensation for services, each giving of her time and

efforts for the sheer love of symphonic music and in

many instances this is exacting a personal sacrifice in

dollars and cents on the part of the musicians.

The Woman's Symphony Orchestra was formed some
twelve years or more ago by Mr. Harley Hamilton, con-

ductor of the former Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra.

and has developed steadily until the attendance has

made necessar)- the use of the city's largest auditorium

for the public concerts given during the last four years.

Meanwhile the fame of the organization has spread

until now it has achieved national repute, ranking high

among the symphonic organizations of the country, and

is one of but two women's orchestras in .\merica.

.Mrs. Otto Neher at the administrative helm as presi-

dent, and to whose unselfish and indefatigable efforts a

great part of the organization's success is due. is in

addition to her duties as president, one of the most
excellent performers in the violin section of the or-

chestra. The program has not yet been announced but

a musical treat is assured music lovers at this first con-

cert of the season to be given by the Woman's Symphony
Orchestra of Los Angeles.

The University Quartet, composed of Mme. Isabella Curl

Plana, popular soprano; Jessie Bieson Freeman, con-

tralto, artist from Salt Lake City; Charles Smalz. tenor

of note and Edward Ruenitz, basso and director of the

quartet, recently gave a fine program at the University

Methodist Church with Miss Margaret Wilson at the

piano. Other artists, assisting the quartet, were: Mrs.

Walter Wessels. violinist, and Merrill La Fontaine,

pianist.

The Los Angeles Chamber Music Society presented the

Philharmonic Woodwind Players and the Philharmonic
Quartet in joint concert last week at the Gamut Club.

This occasion was to have been the debut of the

Marquarre Ensemble, which is composed of Ernest
Huber, double bass; PhiliinCohn, viola; Anthony Briglio.

violin and Frank Lusschen. 'cello. But owing to illness

of one of the members the Ensemble was unable to

appear. However the Philharmonic Quartet (Emile
Ferir, viola; Sylvain Noak, first violin; Henry Svedrof-

sky. second violin and llya Bron.son Ccello) furnished

part of the program at a very short notice, receiving

much applause from a discriminating audience.

Blanche Kogcrs Lott, whose artistry is recognized and
admired by many, assisted ably on the program. Henri
de Busscher. oboe; Pierre Perrier, clarinet: Alfred

Brain, fVench horn; Frederick Marltz, bassoon and
Andre Marquarre. flute, composed the Philharmonic
Woodwind Players. Mr. Jay Plowe. flutist played In Mr.
Marquarre'8 stead in the sextette by ThuUle. This
combination of Instruments proved delightfully effective

in tone blending.

John Smallman, who is equally well known as singer
and teacher, will be heard In a program of songs at

the Whitlier Elks Club on February 8th. His lovely

baritone voice always pleases and this occasion is

heralded with pleasure. On February 12th. Mr. Small-
man will present, in concert, a mixed quartet. Including

Marian Bean Badenoch, soprano: Eunice Ross, con-

tralto: Ivan Edwards, tenor; and Leslie Brigham. bass,

at San Bernardino. Songs in costume will be the feature

of the evening's program.

Frederick North's studios presented a double quartette

at the Lions Club recently, and also announce several

interesting engagements for the Euterpean Male Quar-

tet for the near future.

Anna Ruzena Sprotte has issued invitations for an in-

formal musical to be given at her home February 10th,

in honor of Mme. Lizette Kalova. a violinist from San
Francisco who has come to Los Angeles to make her
home.

F. X. Arens, maestro and vocal coach of New York, an-

nounces the opening of master classes in Diction, In-

terpretation, Style and Repertoire tor April 1st when
only advanced pupils will be accepted for his in-

tense ten weeks' training and study. Mr. Arens is pre-

senting four lecture recitals at the Ebell Auditorium on
the subject of the Four Cardinal Principles ot Voice
Culture. The first on February 5th to be on "Breathing,"

February 19th "Open Throat." March 4th "Vowel
Shaping." and March 21st. "Placement." These topics

will be of more than ordinary interest to all vocal
students.

The Trio Intime, one of the several trios formed of the

best Los Angeles musicians, gave an afternoon concert
at Chickering Hall last Saturday. An appreciative

audience greeted this talented group, the personnel of

which is not unknown to local music circles—Sol Cohn.
violinist; Ftank Steiner, 'cellist with Marjorie Chapin
at piano. Their varied and interesting program was
given in a truly musicianly manner. A suite. From
Dawn to Starlight, written by Sol Cohn. was heartily

received and proved a delightful bit of melody. Mr.
Lester Hugo Castle, bass-baritone, who is well known
as an artistic singer, assisted the Trio contributing to

the program two pleasing groups of Schubert, Handel
and modem songs.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY

Mrs. William Henry Banks, President of the Pacific

Musical Society, has arranged lor the appearance at the

Thursday evening (February 2Sth) meeting of the so-

ciety of Mrs. Carrie Emerich. the well-known concert
pianist, and who is making her home in Berkeley. Mrs.
Emerich is a concert pianist of rare parts and unusual
distinction, poetic interpretation, remarkable virility

and unusual tone production and quality are aided by a

sound and adequate technique. Gifted with a personality
that is unusual, and intelligence and temperament
which enable her to comprehend the real meanings and
messages which the masters of piano composition seek
to convey, her programs invariably please, not only
musicianly audiences but those which derive real enjoy-

ment when master works are made artistically under-
standable. Her programs embrace a wide range of se-

lections, inclusive of both the older masters and the
modern composers. She has received critical notice of

a high order from many leading critics. Her playing
is of a clearness crystalline in quality, and of womanly
delicacy, though by no means lacking in power.

SIXTH SYMPHONIC ENSEMBLE CONCERT

The sixth program of the Symphonic Ensemble will

be given under the direction of Alexander Saslavsky.
February 12th, at the Bohemian Club. Lela Johnstone,
a singer in the recent San Francisco Opera Company,
will be the guest artist, giving a group of solos, and the
program in full will be as follows: Trio, C minor, Op. 38

(Gretchaninov) : Sonatina (Dvorak) (four movements
for violin and piano), Messrs. Saslavsky and Charles
Hart: Songs, Miss Johnstone (to be selected): Quintet,

A minor. Op. 12 (Vitezlav Novak).

SCHWARZ IN RECITAL SOON

Those music lovers, who have heard Joseph Schwarz
only on the operatic stage, have a genuine thrill coming
to them when they hear him at his only recital sched-
uled for this city. The famous European baritone has
been booked for a Columbia theatre Sunday afternoon
concert by Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer on Sunday,
February 17th. Schwarz has arranged a most remark-

able program for his appearance here. It will include

works by Grieg. Sinding. Massenet. Eric Fogg, Cole-

ridge, Taylor, del Riego, Gretchinoff, Rachmaninoff,
Moussorgsky and others. Tickets are now on sale for

this event at Sherman. Clay & Co.'s.

DUNCAN DANCERS COMING SOON

Gluck, Mozart. 'Wagner, Schubert and, of course, Chopin
will constitute the composers to be featured on the
programs of the famous Isadora Duncan Dancers, when
the world's most beautiful dancing trio, as they have
been called, comes to the Columbia theatre under the
Selby C. Oppenheimer management for two special

matinees of dance on Washington's Birthday (Friday)

afternoon. February 22nd. and on Sunday afternoon,
February 25th. The dancers, coming with their full

scenic and lighting equipment are accompanied by the
celebrated Russian pianist. Max Rabinowitsch. The in-

terpretations listed on their first program include scenes
and dances from Gluck's Orpheus and Eurydice, a
suite of dances by Mozart, an arrangement of Wagner's
Die Walkure and the famous Ride of the Valkyries,

while the features of the second program are a set of

Chopin compositions. Schubert's Waltzes, Moment
Musicale and Marche Militaire and other Mozart gems.
On both programs Rabinowitsch acts in the dual capacity
of soloist and accompanist.

THE PADEREWSKI CONCERT

Once again, on Friday night, February 29th. the great
Paderewski will visit San Francisco to regale a mam-
moth crowd at the Exposition Auditorium with his

matchless art. Xo pianist maintains such a firm grasp
on general popularity as Paderewski. Selby C. Oppen-
heimer is again bringing the remarkable Pole to San
Francisco, for this, his only appearance in Northern
California. It will most likely be his last appearance
in the west for a number of years. The ticket sale for

the Paderewski concert will begin at Sherman, Clay &
Co.'s on Monday morning. February 11th. In the mean-
time Manager Oppenheimer is receiving mail orders for

the auspicious event.

THE PORTMANTEAU THEATRE CO.

Herbert E. Hyde, the composer, is responsible for the
delightful incidental music employed in the productions
of Stuart Walker's Portmanteau Theatre Company,
which will come to Scottish Rite Hall, San Francisco.
February 16th and ISth. under the local direction of

Alice Seckels. Mr. Hyde is a well-known musician,
having recently been associated with the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra and is the author of several
musical compositions, including an opera and an
oratorio. The music for The Book of Job has been ar-

ranged by Elliott Schenck. this notable play to be given
at the Saturday matinee and on the following Monday
evening.

.\t the premiere of The Book of Job and The Gods
of the Mountains, which Walker produced at the Punch
and Judy Theatre, New York, and which will be given
here, Mr. Hyde agreed to direct his own music. It was
discovered, however, that owing to the smallness of

the theatre, the orchestra pit was below the stage and
as the demands of the play required that Mr. Hyde
watch the actors for his music cues, Stuart Walker
solved the difficulty by a unique process. He provided
the composer with a periscope which enabled him to
synchronize the music with the movements of the
actors on the stage.
Walker's Portmanteau Theater players will also be

seen in repertoire, giving four short one-act plays Sat-
urday night. February 16. to include the works of Lord
Dusany and Walker as follows: The Gods of the Moun-
tain. Nevertheless. The Murderers and The Very Naked
Boy.

GALLI-CURCI IN APRIL

In what will be her last recital appearance in Cali-

fornia in a number of years Galli-Curci will come to the
Auditorium on Sunday afternoon. April 2Tth, in one of

those unique concerts that have made the great diva
the most beloved coloratura soprano of the day. Selby
C. Oppenheimer is again bringing Galli-Curci to the

West and announces that at the conclusion of her en-
gagements on the Pacific Coast she will depart for

Europe to remain abroad for a number of years.
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MUSICAL BLUE BOOK of CALIFORNIA
NOW BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION
The Editor of the Musical Blue Book of Califor-

nia is now preparing to get the publication ready
for the Printer. In order to facilitate his work he
would appreciate the full co-operation of the

musical profession, and particularly the adver-

tisers. We find that many musicians who signed

contracts have so far failed to send us the

ADVERTISING COPY. It is impossible to

finish our work until ALL COPY is received at

this office.

Los Angeles advertisers in the Musical Blue
Book of California may leave their copy with
Nelle Gothold, Room 610, 808 South Broadway,
the Pacific Coast Musical Review representative

in Los Angeles.
There are a number of prominent musicians in

various parts of California whose names are not
yet in our possession for purposes of registra-

tion. There is no charge made for such registra-

tion, and surely the musical profession would
like to have this Blue Book as complete as possi-

ble. If you have not yet sent in your registration,

or if no solicitor has asked you to register, kindly
send in your name and address and your voca-
tion. Or, better still, write or phone us and we
will send you a registration card to be filled out.

NOW is the time to send in your advertising

copy and your registration card. In a very short
time it will be TOO LATE.

ALFRED METZGER
Editor Musical Blue Book of California

801 Kohler & Chase Building
San Francisco, Calif.

ALICE GENTLE
(Continued from Page 1. Col. 2) ,

time, as it was during her appearances
with the San Francisco Opera Associa-
tion last faU. a certain lack of histrionic

intensity and realistic character por-

trayal which in certain respects marred
somewhat her artistic performances.
Vocally, however, Saroya was in excel-

lent form and justly received enthusiastic

ovations. A new baritone by the name of

Mario Basiola was among the best artists

of the company. His impersonation of

Amonasro in Aida. Tonio in Pagliacci and
Count di Luna in Trovatore were among
the most effective portrayals of these
roles heard here. His voice is splendidly

resonant and pleasing and his acting is

fully in accord with the lines of the
libretto. He is a most valuable member
of any organization. Pietro de Biasi. as

usuaL was dependable in everything he
did. These artists were responsible for

the most enjoyable moments during the
course of this season.

Elwyn Calberg. the gifted and brilliant
young pianist, who recently gave such an
excellent program in Berkeley, left for
Xew York on Saturday, where he expects
to study with Mr. Stojowsky. In enumer-
ating last week in this paper the teach-
ers who have brought Mr. Calberg to his
present state of proficiency there was
omitted the name of Benjamin Moore.
Mr. Moore being Mr. Calberg's first

teacher, laying the foundation to his
future ;

ALFRED HERTZ
{Continued from Page 1. C--.1. ^^

previous occasions. The orchestra itself

always is at its best when performing
compositions like these. The string sec-

tions show their artistic intelligence in

comparison to the purely routine pro-

ficiency which we hear when other or-

chestras play for us these compositions.
Taking them man for man, there may be
musicians in other orchestras with
greater experience, or greater brilliancy

in technical skill, but we have never
heard an orchestra of symphonic dimen-
sions that phrased so carefully, so pre-
cisely and with such refinement of style
and artistry as the members of the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra. True
enough, Mr. Hertz insists upon just such
phrasing, but. after all, the insisting

could not result in satisfactory response
if the individual musicians were not men-
tally equipped to receive the message
broadcasted by the conductor. When the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra plays
Brahms and Wagner as it did last week
we can not help but entertain added re-

spect and esteem for the musical char-
acter of the personnel constituting this
body of musicians.

Mrs. Carroll Nicholson, the well known
and successful vocal teacher and con-
tralto of Oakland, is in Xew York gather-
ing knowledge and inspiration for her
work. She has been in Xew York a
month and has been diligently attending
the opera and many important concerts,
receiving much enjoj-ment from her
pleasant experience. Mrs. Xicholson will
return home full of enthusiasm and will
resume her studio work with renewed
energy on Monday. February 4.

Alexander Murray, violinist, pupil of G.
Jollain will give a recital In the Colo-
nial Ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel on
Saturday evening. April 26. for which an
excellent program has been prepared.
This capable young artist appeared on
several occasions in public during the
last two years and has delighted many
audiences with his technic and musical
interpretations.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES

Bl College
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Her other solos and duets were also

;te and with beautiful voice. She looks
t to perfection and indeed pleases us
of the Nadinas we have heard per-

air acts and sings the role of Aurelia
natural ease and that singular knack
very tiniest sense of humor from her
3S her such a valuable asset to any
ipany. Lavinia Wynn proved a most
who carried on her numerous flirta-

I and inoffensive manner. Miss Wynn
lUbretle whose voice is just sufficiently

le her to carry on her vocal numbers

; more of the Chocolate Soldier than
apable of. Mr. Van, although the pos-

VOL. XLV. No. 19 SAN FRANCISCO, manner somewhat more dignified than
ilenant Bummerly demands. But al-"^'^^^"^^^^^^'"^'"'"
ot quite obtain the friskiness of the

DE GOGORZA AN IDEAL CONCERT BARIlJLe'ess s°u'I:fce'ded*^''in°pitting*^o>'er th"e

n ^ r TT • J 17 ^^^ r t^ t^ n r ^i_ t- -HKe and tDe teller Guei a iiiiie more
Beauty of Voice and Versabhty of Expression Form Some of the E, humming phrases he could improve

Artist's Principal Claims to Pre-eminence on the Concert Plat Uedly. Altogether his performance was
Cultivates Splendid Diction—Employs Intelligent and Discrii

nating Phrasing—Audience Shows Extraordinary Enthusiasn made much of Captain Masakroff. He
" ^ ' ery laugh the part calls lor and his

fectlve. even though his embonpoint
BY ALFRED METZGER n a little more pronounced. Ferris

Popoff could not have improved upon
Emilio de Gogorza has always repre- group ot Spanish songs by Ma's better in this role than anyone

sented to us all that is enjoyable and
worth while in the extremely difficult art
of concert singing. He is first and last

a distinct disciple of the art of correct
and discriminating vocal interpretation.
The first of his two concerts, which tooli

Falls, and finally a group of s.ed it to perfection and brought out the

English composers. Surely, noumor to the very finest detail. How-
taste could be exhibited by any . of the roles that is not fit for topical

the way of variety of material • topical jokes do not belong in this

better judgment as to appropriat. aty already that it does not need any
an artist's siei-iLil qualifications t

IS Major Alexis brings out the conceit

vcy of this character very effectively,

s not prove sufficiently well equipped
vocal numbers. However, he may im-
subsequent performances. Paul Stein-

ith that virility and dash which the

nd builds up the splendid climaxes of

e power. Chorus and orchestra is ex-

-ry and costumes fully conformant to

his production. The Chocolate Soldier

put forth by the Hartman-Steindorff
indeed worthy of the second week for

jtion has been billed.

MARIA IVOGUN
The Extraordinarily Endowed Colorature Soprano of the Chicago
Opera Association Who Will Appear as Soloist at Next Sunday's
Popular Symphony Concert and in Recital at Scottish Rite Hall,

Monday Evening, February 29

ELY PRESENTS GIFTED PUPILS

, one of the most prominent piano

ing in San Francisco, is presenting a

ii and well trained pupils in a course

luring the current season, beginning

nding in June. The first of this series

ven by Virginia Miller who was heard
studio, 2120 California Street, on Oct-

ae following program was interpreted;

I. Group of Valses (Chopin), Carnival

anube (Strauss-Evler). The program
young girl of fourteen years might
a matured musician with its many

le interpretations astonished the music-

lecause of the young pianist's mastery
emotional intricacies.

:-ital was given by two children, both

on November 25th. They were Marion
adies extend over a period of a little

ars. and Ruth Evans, who began her
rhs ago. Marion Moulin played: Phan-
rti. Sonata in G (Beethoven!, Humor-
Concert Etude (Ravinov), Ballancell

Evans interpreted twelve BurgmuUer
s: Farwell, Tarantella. Spirit of Chiv-

y. Grace. Styrienne, Ballade, Tender
.ly of .\nsels. Ave Maria. Barcarolle,

t? children entertained and astonished
1 their interpretative ability and with
emory.
•ossesses a keen insight into the pro-

Id nature and mind. She says: "I be-

wledge of psychology, in addition to

h the smallest child is an instrument
teaching of music." She has put into
• ration the worth of her method, and
. are interested to apply for a personal
irranged by appointment

place at the Columbia Theatre on Sun-
day afternoon, February 3, was no ex-
ception to the rule, and the large audi-
ence which worked itself into such a
state of enthusiasm that cheers rang out
lustily all over the house evidently shared
our impressions in this regard. Mr. de
Gogorza, in addition to his refined artis-
try, possesses that invaluable asset of
knowing exactly what is best suited to
his taste and qualifications and chooses
only that for exploitation on his pro-
grams. This is a gift that but few artists
possess, and it is an unusually gratifying
one for it never fails to present the
artist in his very best light.

It is for this reason of knowing exactly
what suits him best that de Gogorza's
programs are characteristic and breathe
a certain individuality of style that can
not be associated with any other artist.
The program opened with a Gluck aria,
then followed a group of four folk songs
from the Basque provinces, then came
three delightful lyric works by the in-
comparable Brahms, then we had two
modern Debussy songs, then came a

:LELLAND'S PIANO RECITALcompositions of this particular pr.
What ails most programs

monotony of compilation. Even the , . ,, j o-j • i:. i i

classics may be spoiled by beii-^"^' °°? "' Madame Sidonia Erkely s

ploved too frequently and in tocS'>''e *•»« following well selected pro-

groups. A program should alwa^''^''^"' '^ ^""*"' °° Sunday afternoon,

hibit certain contrasts onata Pathetique (Beethoven), valse

It should not be too heavy fr.""""
(Moszkowsky), Kamenoi Ostrow

intellectual standpoint nor too ligb"'^^'!
°f ">« Dwarfs (Grieg), Concert

the standpoint of purely melodic *>'' This young pianist played with

.Mr. de Gogorza has followed a 1''' appreciation of an intelligent aud-

program making that appeals t.''^'^
enthusiasm which she aroused.

writer very much and strengthe *

high opinion which he already^ DERU AT MILLS COLLEGE
tained for this excellent singer. A
great advantage to be derived violinist to the King and Queen of

listening to Mr. de Gogorza is hii^^^r in concert at Mills College Wed-
lute adherence to dignified and c'. February 13th. The recital will be
ent emphasis of simplicity of sty" Hall at five o'clock, under the man-
severe accuracy of technical anctudent committee of the Mills College
tional principles. His bearing is t is an extra concert in the series and
and his presentation convincing. Hi by the Music department of which
not resort to mannerisms, nor is is chairman. Mr. Deru will be accom-

THE SOOTHSAYER
BY ANIL DEER

t'Step
up! ladies and gentlemen, this

way to have your fortune told. The fam-
ous Madam Zephulya will tell your past,

present and future, fifty cents for ladies

and one dollar for the gentlemen. D on't

shove, don't crowd, plenty of room and
time for everybody, but don't miss hav-
ing the future revealed by the marvelous
wonder of the age. Madam Zephulya.
She can tell your secret hopes, fears and

describe your future mate, tell you if you will ever
marry and how many times. It's the chance of a life-

time, don't miss it. Step up, this way, form in line and
take your turn."

It is easy, indeed, for the barker of this attraction to
draw an audience, for, who has not entertained, at one
period or another, a secret inner urge to pierce the
veil which separates the present from the future.

Though most will say, "oh! I really don't believe in it,

of course, still I'd like to know just what she would
tell me."
The wife, who temporarily rather discontented with

her lot as a secured wife instead of a pursued sweet-
heart, hungers for romance and wonders if perchance
she may not hear that in some miraculous manner some
day Another shall come into her life and all be as
merry as wedding bells; not that she wants Harry to
die, of course not, and she truly doesn't heliete in

divorce, yet

—

Madam, a student of human frailities. knows this

and spins her fairy m>'th accordingly, to the great
enjo>Tnent of her auditor, who returns home with
Harry, inwardly elated with her fictitious romance, yet
tenderly remorseful when she glances at her husband;
then while enjoying to the full her innocent affair her
heart becomes very tender towards all and she soon
finds herself worrying for fear the seeress may be
right and something dreadful going to "happen to
Harry. Really, she couldn't stand that you know, as
in spite of all his mannish peculiarities she truly loves
the old dear. Tearfully. Harry is called to the role of
comforter. He promptly laughs and assures her, "it is

all the bunk, anyhow."
Pretty, youthful Bessie, with her golden bob and

coquettish ways, who wonders if Madam could tell her
if Harold and she will be happy and "stick it out" in

their matrimonial venture. Not realizing that the future
is but a building erected on a foundation laid today.
The solidity and permanence depending on care in erect-

ing and genuineness of material. If the site chosen be
on shifting sands of selfishness. I want and I must have,
not all the cheerful predictions of a thousand Madam
Zephulyas would enable that building to withstand the
shocks incident to ordinary life.

As a pleasant moment's pastime most enjoyable this

listening to fairy tales, but, as an insurance of future
happiness and well being, it is an unreliable invest-

ment.
Of what avail to be told you are going to be wealthy

and famous, if you lack perseverance and energy?
Your mileage will not cover the route. To what gain,

if informed your future spouse shall be handsome,
wealthy and adoring, if you are not laying a corner-
stone in the foundation of character, calculated to at-

tract and hold said mate?
We all like soothsayers and the marvelous pictures

they draw, but let us not forget we must do the work,
mis and lay on our own paints, age the picture with
honest labor. Then only will it display true colors.

Asking Madam Zephulya to predict is at least con-

sistent, it is her profession, but why, vocal pupils, ask
questions, relative to your future, of your vocal teacher?
How oft teachers are asked, "how soon do you think

I can sing?" "Do you think I'll make a success as a
singer?" Natural questions and equally so to expect the
teacher to prophesy, but, how is it possible? The pupil

may possess a beautiful voice, which, if that were all

needed to make an artist, would justify the teacher in

a rash assertion, but what of the numerous other requi-

sites? How can the teacher gauge those?
Possibilities of voice, intelligence and personal ap-

pearance a competent instructor can judge, as to the
rest you are your o^m best prophet. Do your own fore-

telling and in after years you will find you truthfully

foretold. May the recounting be pleasurable and
profitable.

PADEREWSKI IN FEBRUARY
His thousands of admirers are awaiting the coming

of the famous Polish patriot-pianist, Ignace Jan
Paderewski. whose transcontinental tour this season
will bring him to San Francisco's great Auditorium on
Friday night, Februarj- 29th. where his only recital in

Northern California will take place. Paderewski Is a
name that needs no special introduction to local music
lovers nor to the great general public of the West. He
is beloved as perhaps no other artist of the time. Man-
ager Selby C. Oppenheimer is again bringing Paderew-
ski to San FYancisco, and another record-breaking
crowd at his recital is expected.

ing to make capital by means of no by Mrs. Beatrice Anthony.
tricity or temperamental Interpol:
He sings his songs in a most a

The San Francisco Conservatory of Music is now offer-

ing its third scholarship in the instrumental, vocal and
harmony departments. The contestants, who will be
heard on April 3rd, will be passed upon by a committee
comprised of Alfred Hertz, director of the San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orchestra, Julian Waybur. Domenico
Brescia, the noted composer, and Miss Ada Clement,
director of the Conservatory. Application must be made
by students at least two weeks prior to the day of

hearing.
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SCHUMANI
it in so far as

3 the best at

son why I use

y public con-

me again in

onial nineteen

to say that the superiority of the Steinway
piano to all others that 1 know of is even more
apparent today than it was nineteen years

ago."

That is why it means so much to me to have

Paderewski say: "Whenever perfection is at-

tained, progress is stopped ; for there is no
room for climbing when the summit has been

reached. And jet, in your case, this law of

nature seems to have been defied . . . Such a

thing can only be accomplished by a sincere

love of profession, and it is to this love of pro-

fession that I wish to pay my tribute of high

esteem and admiration."

This is my responsibility, to see that every con-

cert season finds me more gracious, more re-

sponsive, more endearing than the last. And
always, I hope, shall I continue to be a very

human piano.

Such is the meaning of the phrase, "the piano

is the Steinway," and such is the spirit in

which I stand upon this concert stage before

you now.

Sherman play& Co.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

VARIED PROGRAM AT SEVENTH POP CONCERT

Large Audience Thoroughly Enjoys High Class Music of

a Light Nature—Walter V. Fernet Plays
Melodious Cello Solo Excellently

BY ALFRED METZGER
Although Sunday afternoons are now utilized to

crowd in as many concert attractions as it is possible

to present, the popular concerts of the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra continue to attract large audi-

ences, and Sunday afternoon, February 3, was no excep-

tion to the rule. And the reason why these concerts

are indeed popular is due to the fact that Alfred Hertz
knows how to select programs that appeal to everybody
—musician or layman alike. The program presented at

this, the seventh, popular concert of the Curran Theatre
season, included compositions by Wagner, Bizet, Liszt,

Servais. Sibelius, Mendelssohn and Rossini. They were
all interpreted with that carefulness in shading and
that painstaking emphasis of musicianly interpretation
which has become such a delightful feature of these
concerts.

Mr. Hertz possesses such a happy faculty to make
much from apparently simple material that the compo-
sition gains in dignity and artistic merit. The audience
is not slow to appreciate this careful attention paid to

simple works and relishes them comparatively more.
The orchestra also is in accord with the spirit of the
occasion and adds to the pleasure of the audiences by
giving its best. No wonder that these events should
form such popular features of our annual music season.
The soloist on this occasion was Walter V. Ferner, solo

cellist of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra. He
played a Fantasia entitled O Cara Memoria by Servais
with fine emotional color and with exceptionally vibrant
tone.

CHOCOLATE SOLDIER A HIT AT THE CASINO

Hartman-Steindofff Comic Opera Company Gives Sur-
prisingly Fine Production of Oscar Straus' Effer-

vescent Spectacle Before Large Audiences

BY ALFRED METZGER
The fact that the production of the Prince of Pilsen

was the signal that brought larger audiences to the
Casino Theatre than had attended the previous produc-
tions proved that the theatre going people of San Fran-
cisco preferred to listen to the newer works rather
than those of previous generations. The announcement
that the Chocolate Soldier was to be presented further
sustained this assertion. Last Sunday evening. Febru-
ary 3, at the opening performance of the Chocolate Sol-

dier the largest audience ever attending an opening
production at the Casino since the Hartman-Steindorff
season began was present when the curtain rose.
To be absolutely frank, we did not believe that this

opening performance would compare favorably with
previous presentations of this delightful opera in this
city. To begin with, these productions were given by
companies thoroughly familiar with their roles after
several years' constant performance, while the Hart-
man-Steindorff company had but one week to rehearse
it, and the various members had no previous experience
in their parts. Yet the performance was surprisingly
fine. The beautiful songs were intelligently interpreted
and the comedy well sustained. No doubt after the
nervousness of the opening night has worn off the
artists will have mastered their characters so that they
will perform their roles more naturally and with more
virility.

Harriet Bennett has undoubtedly the best role of her
present engagement. She sang the famous Hero so
splendidly that she received several imquestionably

genuine encores. Her other solos and duets were also
sung with fine taste and with beautiful voice. She looks
and acts the part to perfection and indeed pleases us
better than any of the Nadinas we have heard per-
viously. Dixie Blair acts and sings the role of Aurelia
Popoff with that natural ease and that singular knack
of obtaining the very tiniest sense of humor from her
role which makes her such a valuable asset to any
comic opera company. Lavinia Wynn proved a most
fetching Mascha. who carried on her numerous flirta-

tions in a natural and inoffensive manner. Miss Wynn
is an excellent soubretle whose voice is just sufficiently

pleasing to enable her to carry on her vocal numbers
satisfactorily.
John Van made more of the Chocolate Soldier than

we thought him capable of. Mr. Van, although the pos-

sessor of a pleasing tenor voice, specially suitable to

the ballad style of music contained in this opera, car-

ries himself in a manner somewhat more dignified than
the role of Lieutenant Bummerly demands. But al-

though he did not quite obtain the friskiness of the
dance and the carefree indifference of the fickle Lieu-

tenant, he nevertheless succeeded in putting over the
humorous phases of the role. By making the dance
more "automaton-like" and the letter duet a little more
expressive in the humming phrases he could improve
these scenes markedly. Altogether his performance was
praiseworthy.
Robert Carlson made much of Captain Masakroff. He

certainly got every laugh the part calls for and his

make-up was effective, even though his embonpoint
might have been a little more pronounced. Ferris

Hartman as Col. Popoff could not have improved upon
the part. He was better in this role than anyone we
saw in it. He acted it to perfection and brought out the
Bernard Shaw humor to the very finest detail. How-
ever, this is one of the roles that is not fit for topical

jokes. Or rather topical jokes do not belong in this

role. It is so meaty already that it does not need any
further padding.
Harold Kirby as Major Alexis brings out the conceit

and self sufficiency of this character very effectively,

but somehow does not prove sufficiently well equipped
to emphasize the vocal numbers. However, he may im-

prove in this in subsequent performances. Paul Stein-

dorff conducts with that virility and dash which the

score calls for and builds up the splendid climaxes of

the acts with fine power. Chorus and orchestra is ex-

cellent and scenery and costumes fully conformant to

the elegance of this production. The Chocolate Soldier

is the best effort put forth by the Hartman-Steindorff
Company and is indeed worthy of the second week for

which this production has been billed.

SIDONIA ERKELY PRESENTS GIFTED PUPILS

Sidonia Erkely, one of the most prominent piano

pedagogues residing in San Francisco, is presenting a

number of talented and well trained pupils in a course

of ten recitals during the current season, beginning
in October and ending in June. The first of this series

of recitals was given by Virginia Miller who was heard
at Mme. Erkely's studio. 2120 California Street, on Oct-

ober 7th. when the following program was interpreted:

Tarantella (Liszt), Group of Valses (Chopin), Carnival

(Schutt), Blue Danube (Strauss-Evler). The program
prepared by this young girl of fourteen years might
prove a task for a matured musician with its many
difficulties, and the interpretations astonished the music-

loving audience because of the young pianist's mastery
of technical and emotional intricacies.

The second recital was given by two children, both
nine years of age. on November 25th. They were Marion
Moulin, whose studies extend over a period of a little

less than two years, and Ruth Evans, who began her
studies nine months ago. Marion Moulin played: Phan-
tasy in D (Mozart I, Sonata in G (Beethoven), Humor-
esque (Lichner), Concert Etude (Ravinov), Ballancell

(Wachs). Ruth Evans interpreted twelve BurgmuUer
studies as follows: Farwell, Tarantella. Spirit of Chiv-
alry, Little Party, Grace, Styrienne, Ballade, Tender
Grieving, Harmony of Angels. Ave Maria. Barcarolle.

The Swallow. The children entertained and astonished
the audience with their interpretative ability and with
their splendid memory.
Mme. Erkely possesses a keen insight into the pro-

cesses of the child nature and mind. She says: "I be-

lieve that a knowledge of psychology, in addition to

technic, even with the smallest child is an instrument
of power in the teaching of music." She has put into
practical demonstration the worth of her method, and
invites those who are interested to apply for a personal
interview, to be arranged by appointment.

ALICE McCLELLAND'S PIANO RECITAL

Alice McClelland, one of Madame Sidonia Erkely's
talented pupils, gave the following well selected pro-

gram at her teacher's studio on Sunday afternoon,
January 28th: Sonata Pathetique (Beethoven), Valse
(Levitzky), Automne (Moszkowsky), Kamenoi Ostrow
(Rubenstein). March of the Dwarfs (Grieg), Concert
Valse (Wieniawsky). This young pianist played with
ease and won the appreciation of an intelligent aud-
ience, deserving the enthusiasm which she aroused.

EDOUARD DERU AT MILLS COLLEGE

Edouard Deru. violinist to the King and Queen of
Belgium, will appear in concert at Mills College Wed-
nesday afternoon, February 13th. The recital will be
given in Alumnae Hall at five o'clock, under the man-
agement of the student committee of the Mills College
Concert Series. It is an extra concert in the series and
is also sponsored by the Music department of which
Luther Marchant is chairman. Mr. Deru will be accom-
panied at the piano by Mrs. Beatrice Anthony.

THE SOOTHSAYER
BY ANIL DEER

"Step up! ladies and gentlemen, this

way to have your fortune told. The fam-
ous Madam Zephulya will tell your past,

present and future, fifty cents for ladies
and one dollar for the gentlemen. D on't

shove, don't crowd, plenty of room and
time for everybody, but don't miss hav-
ing the future revealed by the marvelous

_Li) wonder of the age, Madam Zephulya.
She can tell your secret hopes, fears and

describe your future mate, tell you if you will ever
marry and how many times. It's the chance of a life-

time, don't miss it. Step up, this way. form in line and
take your turn."

It is easy, indeed, for the barker of this attraction to
draw an audience, for, who has not entertained, at one
period or another, a secret inner urge to pierce the
veil which separates the present from the future.
Though most will say. "oh I I really don't believe in it.

of course, still I'd like to know just what she would
tell me."
The wife, who temporarily rather discontented with

her lot as a secured wife instead of a pursued sweet-
heart, hungers for romance and wonders if perchance
she may not hear that in some miraculous manner some
day Another shall come into her life and all be as
merry as wedding bells; not that she wants Harry to
die. of course not, and she truly doesn't believe in
divorce, yet

—

Madam, a student of human frailities, knows this
and spins her fairy myth accordingly, to the great
enjoyment of her auditor, who returns home with
Harry, inwardly elated with her fictitious romance, yet
tenderly remorseful when she glances at her husband:
then while enjoying to the full her innocent affair her
heart becomes very tender towards all and she soon
finds herself worrying for fear the seeress may be
right and something dreadful going to "happen to
Harry. Really, she couldn't stand that you know, as
in spite of all his mannish peculiarities she truly loves
the old dear. Tearfully. Harry is called to the role of
comforter. He promptly laughs and assures her, "it is

all the bunk, anyhow."
Pretty, youthful Bessie, with her golden bob and

coquettish ways, who wonders if Madam could tell her
if Harold and she will be happy and "stick it out" in
their matrimonial venture. Not realizing that the future
is but a building erected on a foundation laid today.
The solidity and permanence depending on care in erect-
ing and genuineness of material. If the site chosen be
on shifting sands of selfishness. I want and I must have,
not all the cheerful predictions of a thousand Madam
Zephulyas would enable that building to withstand the
shocks incident to ordinary life.

As a pleasant moment's pastime most enjoyable this
listening to fairy tales, but, as an insurance of future
happiness and well being, it is an unreliable invest-
ment.
Of what avail to be told you are going to be wealthy

and famous, if you lack perseverance and energy?
Your mileage will not cover the route. To what gain,
if informed your future spouse shall be handsome,
wealthy and adoring, if you are not laying a corner-
stone in the foundation of character, calculated to at-

tract and hold said mate?
We all like soothsayers and the marvelous pictures

they draw, but let us not forget we must do the work,
mix and lay on our own paints, age the picture with
honest labor. Then only will it display true colors.
Asking Madam Zephulya to predict is at least con-

sistent, it is her profession, but why, vocal pupils, ask
questions, relative to your future, of your vocal teacher?
How oft teachers are asked, "how soon do you think

I can sing?" "Do you think I'll make a success as a
singer?" Natural questions and equally so to expect the
teacher to prophesy, but, how is it possible? The pupil
may possess a beautiful voice, which, if that were all

needed to make an artist, would justify the teacher in

a rash assertion, but what of the numerous other requi-
sites? How can the teacher gauge those?

Possibilities of voice, intelligence and personal ap-
pearance a competent instructor can judge, as to the
rest you are your own best prophet. Do your own fore-

telling and in after years you will find you truthfully
foretold. May the recounting be pleasurable and
profitable.

PADEREWSKI IN FEBRUARY
His thousands of admirers are awaiting the coming

of the famous Polish patriot-pianist. Ignace Jan
Paderewski, whose transcontinental tour this season
will bring him to San Francisco's great Auditorium on
Friday night. February 29th, where his only recital in.

Northern California will take place. Paderewski is a
name that needs no special introduction to local musi^;
lovers nor to the great general public of the West. He
is beloved as perhaps no other artist of the time. Man-
ager Selby C. Oppenheimer is again bringing Paderew-
ski to San FTEincisco, and another record-breaking
crowd at his recital is expected.

The San Francisco Conservatory of Music is now offer-

ing its third scholarship in the instrumental, vocal and
harmony departments. The contestants, who will be
heard on April 3rd, will be passed upon by a committee
comprised of Alfred Hertz, director of the San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orchestra, Julian Waybur. Domenico
Brescia, the noted composer, and Miss Ada Clement,
director of the Conservatory. Application must be made
by students at least two weeks prior to the day of
hearing.
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ADDITIONAL LOS ANGELES NEWS
By Nelle Gothold

PAVLOWA'S MEMORABLE PERFORMANCES

Foremost among the danseuse of today, Anna Pav-

Iowa Is avowed also the most graceful and fascinating

in her profession. In fact she stands alone—"Pavlowa,

the incomparable"
Having been in Europe gleaning many new diver-

tissements for her Hallet Russe during the past two sea-

sons, her arrival in America has created a great inter-

est each performance drawing a packed house as well

as gratifying box office receipts. L. E. Behymer pre-

sented Mme. Pavlowa with the Ballet Russe and orches-

tra in eight memorable performances at the Philhar-

monic Auditorium last week. Theodore Stier conducted

throughout, giving splendid support to the dancing..

Alwavs at her best. Mme. Pavlowa was superb in her

"Swan" interpretation; Oriental Impressions was a

delightful new additions to her repertoire.

It would be quite Impossible to relate all of the inter-

esting numbers on this series of programs in the amount

of space alloted. but we were especially impressed with

the Fairy Doll Ballet, in which a splendid exhibit of

technic and art was made by the entire group. Laurent

Novikoft demonstrated artistic poise with graceful

agility in each number portruyed in the divertissements:

Mile. Coles deserves special mention for her Spanish

dance: Mile. Stuart and M. Olinerotf did charming work

in the Pastorole arranged from Strauss.

MORIZ ROSENTHAL

On the same evening Ethel Leginska appeared with

the Philharmonic Quartet at the Gamut Club. Moriz

Rosenthal, the great Liszt exponent, made his first ap-

pearance in Los Angeles after an absence from America

of seventeen years. His reception in Los Angeles at the

Philharmonic Auditorium was indeed sensational .and

his greatness was acclaimed in cries of "Bravo" from

his ardent listeners. His playing is big. though not

violent: his tone is beautiful and sonorous and his

interpretation and technic are beyond reproach. There

is no doubt that his concert was one of the greatest

musical treats of the sea.son. Mr. Rosenthal came to

Los Angeles under George Leslie Smith's management
as the sixth event on the Auditorium Artist Series.

PLANS FOR AUDITORIUM IN LOS ANGELES

Reaffirming its belief in the need in Los Angeles of

a municipal auditorium, built, owned and managed by
the people, the Civic Music and Art Association at a

largely attended meeting of its executive committee
held Monday, January 2Sth, decided to proceed with its

campaign in behalf of such an auditorium. Indorsement
of the auditorium project has already been secured

from a large number of prominent organizations, many
of whom have appointed representatives on the Citi-

zen's Auditorium Committee, which is now being or-

ganized by the Civic Music and Art Association.

A meeting of the Citizen's Committee with the mem-
bers of the Civic Music and Art Association and repre-

sentatives of all the civic and other organizations will

be called within the next few weeks. At this meeting
definite plans for the prosecution of the campaign as

well as tentative plans covering the cost and location

of the auditorium will be discussed.

The Ellis Club presented its second concert of the

season Sunday afternoon, .Tanuary 27th at the Philhar-

monic Auditorium, under the splendid direction of J. B.

Poulin, who is also director of the Woman's Lyric Club
of Los Angeles. The singing of this group of male voices

is exceptional when one considers that only a small
percentage of the membership is professional and with
Mr. Henry Svedrotsky as conductor of the orchestral
section of the ensemble, the performance as a whole
merits more than ordinary mention.

Elinor Mario, soloist for this occasion, and an erst-

while sojourner in our midst, gave admirable renditions
of Quelle Souffrance (Lenormand), My Lover He Comes
on a Skee (Clough-Leighteri. The Song of a Robin Wo-
man (Cadman) and Russian Folk Song as an encore.
She possesses a voice full of beauty and power. Her
numbers were received with much favor.

TICKET SALE OPENS FOR SPRING FESTIVAL

The Spring Music Festival to he jointly given next
month by the City of San Francisco and the Musical
.Association of San Francisco moved definitely forward
today with the announcement that the season ticket
sale will open F'riday at Sherman, Clay & Company.
The season will include four big concerts given in the
Exposition Auditorium, .March 25, 27. 29 and April 1.

Participating in the concerts will be four solo artists,

a chorus of 500 or more voices, the San Francisco Sym-
phony Orchestra and the auditorium organ.
The features of the festival are to be the Faust Sym-

phony of Liszt, the Second Symphony of Mahler, a
grand operatic program and the Ninth Symphony of
Beethoven. A special reduction is to be made on season
tickets. The individual concert ticket sale is to start
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March 1. Because of the limited number of concerts
and the unusual character of the programs to be ren-
dered, it is expected that all four events will be marked
by capacity houses. Already the inquiries received by
the San Francisco Musical Association indicate that the
Festival will command the interest of music lovers
throughout the West.
Announcement was made this week of the signing up

of the fourth solo artist—Merle Alcock, the celebrated
contralto of the Metropolitan Opera Company. Alcock
is recognized today as one of the foremost oratorial
and festival singers in this country. She has sung in

the festival concerts given by the Boston Symphony
Orchestra and the New York Symphony. In both of

these engagements she distinguished herself especially
in the difficult solo role offered by Mahler's Second
Symphony, in which she is to sing here also. She is

particularly remembered here in connection with her
participation in the Margaret Anglin Greek play pro-

duction at Berkeley as the contralto soloist. She has
participated in the famous Cincinnati May Festivals as
soloist.

The other artists previously announced are Claire
Dux, soprano of the Chicago Opera Company; Mario
Chamlee, tenor, and Clarence Eugene Whitehill, bari-

tone, both of the Metropolitan Opera Company.
This array of talent alone, according to those in

charge, is indicative of the high standards to be estab-
lUshed by this first Spring Music Festival. The work of
rehearsing the big chorus is now going forward both
in San Francisco and in Oakland. In the near future
both sections will he brought together for joint rehear-
sal. Both the Oakland and San Francisco sections have
been greatly strengthened by a number of trained
voices. The indications are now that the ultimate
strength of the chorus will be well in excess of 500

DOHNANYI TO APPEAR HERE

The most important feature in chamber music will be
the appearance here of Erno Dohnanyl, the master
Hungarian composer and pianist, as visiting artist with
the Chamber Music Society of San Francisco at Scot-
tish Rite Hall on Tuesday evening, February 19.

Dohnanyi stands today among the foremost figures of

living composers and pianists. He is a world figure of

extraordinary brilliance and his compositions are prom-
inent features of programs all over the world.

Fuller Maitland, the great English critic, says of him:
"Not only is his technical accomplishment extraordi-

narily complete, but the breadth of his phrasing, his

command of tone-graduation, and the exquisite beauty
of tone, are such as to satisfy the most exacting lover
of classical and modern music, and in both an intensely
poetical nature is revealed."
Dohnanyi was born in Pressburg. Hungary, in 1877;

studied with Carl Forstner. and won the Royal Prize at

the Hungarian Academy at Budapest at the age of

twenty, both as pianist and composer. He then studied
with D'Alhert, and from the time of his concert debut
in Berlin in 1897 has enjoyed a tremendous career as
piano virtuoso and composer throughout Europe and
America. With the Chamber Music Society, collaborat-

ing with Mr. Ferner, he will be heard in the profound
A major Sonata of Beethoven, for piano and violoncello,

and will also be at the piano in the creation here of his

new E flat Quintet for piano and string quartet. It will

be recalled by music patrons of San Francisco that both
his first Quintet, as likewise his Serenade and his Ro-
mantic Suite for orchestra, all of which have been heard
here, have created profound impressions. The new
Quintet, which is practically fresh from the composer's
pen, with the composer at the piano, will prove one of

the high lights of the musical season.

JOSEF SCHWARZ AT COLUMBIA NEXT SUNDAY

Josef Schwarz, the Russian baritone, who as the "Jes-
ter" in Rigoletto, a few years ago, overnight in San
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Francisco established himself as one of the world's
greatest artists, and who again on Tuesday night last,

when he appeared in the Auditorium as soloist with
the S>Tnphony Orchestra created a profound sensation,
will give his only recital program of the year at the
Columbia Theatre next Sunday afternoon, when, under
the management of Selby C. Oppenheimer, he will ren-
der an unusually fine program of songs and operatic
arias.

Schwarz. one of the most commanding figures on the
operatic stage, is also a sins^er of songs in the most ex-
acting meaning of the term. A baritone of tremendous
power, whose resources the most strenuous operas can-
not exhaust, he still is a "lieder"' singer of amazing
sweetness, whose pianissimo even in its upper ranges
is unrivalled by any other artist now before the pub-
lic. The variety of his gifts-and musicianship are best
understood through a glimpse at his programs.

There we find the classical ariosa from Handel's
Israel in Egypt, What Promise of a Joy Divine, from
Massenet's opera. The King of Lahore, the virile Song
of the Flea, by Moussorgsky; the German numbers. Ich
Liebe Dich and Ein Schwan. by Grieg, and Richard
Strauss' Traum durch die Dammerung and Zueignung,
in Russian Tachaikowsky's Serenade from Don Juan,
Gretchaninoff's Over the Steppe, Rachmaninoff's Com-
ing of Spring, etc., and finally the ever-popular pro-
logue to Leoncavallo's Pagliacci, an aria which no one
can render with finer taste than Josef Schwarz.

Schwarz comes to San Francisco direct from appear-
ances as special guest artist "at home" with the Chi-
cago Opera Company, with whom he has just created
a renewed sensation in the roles of Rigoletto, Tonio
and lago in Othello. He has just signed a contract with
the Chicago organization covering a period of years,
which will undoubtedly make next Sunday's appear-
ance here his last as a recitalist for some time to come.
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CHICAGO

GRAND OPERA CO.
CASINO THEATRE JiVsliVVxls r
The Gre.Tte«t Artisl« in the Greatest Operna

MEFISTOFELE—Thursday. Evening, March 6
CHM.IAPIV. MVSI>\. I.AMOXT. SHAHLOW.
Etc. POLACCO, Cc

Etc. PAM7,/.A. Condu
BORIS GODUNOW—Saturday After Ma ch 8

CHAI.IAFIV. STIECKIEM IC7,. l.A^IOXT,
LAZXAIti, Etc. PULACCO. ConductinK.

LA JUIVE—Saturday Evening, March 8
RAISA, MARSHALL, »iI>GllF;TTI. I..1Z7..1RI,
Etc. PAMZ/.A, Cnndactins.

PRICES:
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ly (Brut 14 rowa)
ly I balance I

Mar tax 1

Ticlcel Sale Iletrintt Mnnda

7.50
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Edith Mason, soprano of the Chicago Opera Company,
gave a recital at Carnegie Hall, which was broadcast
over the radio. She sang charmingly. Kurt Schindler
was the accompanist.

Guy Maier and Lee Pattison presented a program of
music for two pianos. Their ensemble is so perfect that
one sits quietly back, knowing that an evening of pure
enjoyment is to be his.

ELWYN ARTIST SERIES
SCOTTISH RITE HALL

MORIZ

ROSENTHAL
Wr/.ARU OF THE PIAVOFORTE

MONDAY EVENING, FEB. 11

M.\RIA

IVOGUN
COLORATIRA SOPRAM)

FRIDAY EVENING, FEB. 29

COMIXG!—CHAMLEE-WERREXR.ATH
PRICES—Sl.OO. »l.50. »2.0«, »2..-.0 lplD» fax)

TIcket» on Sale Sherman. Clar & Co.

KARL RACKLE
1330 PINE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Telephone Prospect 9219

UNCOLN
BATCHELDER

Pianist -- Accompanist

Studio 412 Cole St. : Phone Hemlock 368

LILLIAN SWAEY
VIOMMST

COXCERTS

—

ensemble:—IXSTRrCTlOX
AddreHM: 1304 IStfa Street Phone Park 6839

Friedman, another pianist whom New York has grown
to admire, gave an ail-Chopin program at his opening
concert of the season. He has a crystal-like quality of
tone and a rpidity that is astonishing. These qualities,
in combination with beauty of soul and poetry, made
his program one of the most enjoyable of the season.

I'RE-SENTS

The Stuart Walker Portmanteau Theater

THREE PERFORM.^

SCOTTISH RITE HALL
THE BOOK
OF JOB

Saturday Matinee
February 16

Monday Night
Feb. 18

he Verj^ Naked Boy
Saturday Night
February 16

CECIL

ARDEN
MEZZO-SOPRANO

Metropoliton Opera Company
nt of Cecil Arden

56 West 68th Street

New York City

Telephone

olumbus 3746

CASINO THEATRE
.>laNun and KIliH StreetN

Hartinan>~Steindorff Opera Co.

ON PI UI.IC nEM.VNIl

Second Week of

"THE CHOCOLATE SOLDIER"

ALICE BACON WASHINGTON

Studio: 702 Kohler &. Chase BIdg. Telephone

Kearny 5454. Res. Tel. Hemlock 1070

LOUISE LEE VOYE
Uraniatic Soprano. Uan Been Selected by

GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
To Teach Hl» ClaN.<»eN During His Stay in Europe

Studio: 605 Kohler & CfaaNe Bulldiug:

Tel. Kearny 5454

ELLEN EDWARDS
PIA-MST

nd her readings have
' n of refine-

d force that
ical intelli-

jive."— Ray
C. B. Brown. San Fran-

209 Fortieth Street

Oakland
Piedmont 6ieO-J

STENGER VIOLINS
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IT
IS generally known in the

musical world that the Knabe
is to-day the favorite instru-

ment of Leopold Godowsky

—

greatest living pianist—and also of

a group of super-artists whose
careers are untainted by any sus-
picion of commercialism.

Through sheer merit, unaided by
sensational publicity, Knabe has
become the chosen medium for the
highest expression of the pianistic

art. It is acknowledged by leading
authorities to be "the world's su-
preme pianoforte."

The same qualities that have won
pre-eminence in select musical
circles make the Knabe the ideal

piano for the home— especially in

combination with the marvelous
Ampico Re-enacting* Piano.

The Ampico re-creates in your
home the playing of the master
musicians, on the very instru-
ment— the Knabe— preferred by
them for their personal and public
work.

KOHLER-er-CHASE'
26 O'FARRELL STREET- SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE

'(Copyright 1922. American Piano Company)

AMHCO

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 41

quite SO effectively. It made the thrills
of pleasure run up and down your spinal
column and the noticeable stillness that
prevailed during the rendition of these
numbers was no less a compliment than
the hurricane of approval that greeted
their conclusion. The orchestra was in
excellent condition. During the Ride of
the Valkyries we found the brasses this
time specially dependable. There were
previous occasions when the brass sec-
tion did not give such an excellent ac-
count of itself. During the Magic Fire
music the strings did not only overcome
the great technical difficulties of the
scores with ease, but in addition suc-
ceeded in phrasing the themes with ar-
tistic style and accentuation. Even
though we repeat what we have already
staled, we must again say that it was a
thrilling performance.

.Josef Schwarz was the soloist of the
occasion. He sang the Prologue from
Pagliacci and Wotan's Farewell from
Wagner's The Valkyries. He was in ex-
cellent voice. Mr. Schwarz is a serious
singer who endeavors to emphasize the
intellectual phase of interpretation
rather than the emotional phase. His
enunciation is particularly deliberate and
correct. But in order to obtain the
utmost amount of dramatic effect from a
composition, .Mr. Schwarz is inclined to

ERNO DOIINA.WI
le M'orld Reuowned CompoHer-
unLst Who Will Aiipear an .\><.sist-
c .Vrtiiit With the Ctaanilirr Music
defy of San FranclHoo at Soottish

Tuesday Eve-
nine, Felir 19

retard his tempi at times when a little
more acceleration would do no harm.
Frequently his cantabile passages are
just a fraction too slow. But he is un-
questionably a great singer whose men-
tal power is not to be underestimated.
He gave us a Prologue from Pagliacci
that was unusually skillful from the
standpoint of a concert number, but
differed vitally from the accepted mode
of Italian characterstics. It somehow
lacked the brilliancy and buoyancy of
.style which an Italian with his exuberant
bravura method so naturally reveals. For
this same reason we could not reconcile
ourselves to Mr. Schwarz' Rigoletto con-
ception. This is. of course, a purely per-
sonal proposition and is not to be ac-
cepted as a criticism of any technical
discrepancies.
But his Wotan's Farewell was an

entirely different matter. Here Mr.
Schwarz was thoroughly at home. He
sang the work with that deliberation and
with that intellectual power which the
composition demands. It was a brilliant
blending of voice and instruments and
we must compliment Mr. Schwarz spe-
cially tor using his artistic judgment to
such extraordinary degree as to make
his voice blend with the orchestra and
still make it heard among the volume of
instrumental sound. His phrasing in this
ninnber was Indeed impressive and thor-
oughly enjoyable. We would rather listen
to Mr. Schwarz sing this Wotan's Fare-
well with the San' Francisco Symphony
Orchestra, under the direction of Alfred
Hertz, than to hear him in a concert
program of purely vocal compositions
with piano accompaniments. Those who
wanted to hear Mr. Schwarz sing solo
numbers after this Wotan aria can not
be musical, for no matter what he might
have .sung, even though he had been
thoroughly recovered from the task just

imposed upon him, it would have sounded
banal.
We can not understand how people can

be so disregardful of the courtesies due
a great artist as those who constantly
insist upon encores, even after such a
huge and herculanean task as this big
Wotan number. The City and County
of San Francisco gives the people an
opportunity to hear a symphony orches-
tra and a great artist at a sum ranging
from twenty-five cents to one dollar.
Such an event could not be heard any-
where else for less than prices ranging
from one dollar to three dollars. And
yet there are people attending these con-
certs who never are satisfied. We can
forgive the outbursts of applause, for
these are part of the concert. But we
can not forgive the nagging and fault
finding which we hear when mingling
among the outgoing -people. Fortunately,
these fault finders are very few, but
they seem to make the most noise. Mr.
Schwarz, when engaged as soloist with
the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra,
is only expected to sing with the orches-
tra, just like a pianist or violinist is
playing with the orchestra. Whether
such number consists of a concerto or
an aria is all the same. The performance
of the soloist is ended and the duties of
the artist are fulfilled when he concludes
his number with the orchestra. No de-
mands should be made for a concert pro-
gram. The dollar is earned by the or-
chestra; the artist appears as a special
contribution to the audience's pleasure
by the Auditorium Committee of the
Board of Supervisors, of which J. Emmet
Hayden is the chairman. To ask con-
stantly for more is just like asking a
friend to repeat his Christmas gift.

HARTIVIAN TO IMPART HISTRIONICS

Ferris Hartman, the successful actor
and producer, has opened a school of
practical theatrical training. For the
past thirty-five years he has been train-
ing amateur actors, molding them into
famous professionals, teaching a new
comic opera to his company each week,
putting on benefits in two or three days.
In order to do these things he has fig-
ured out a short-cut. thorough method.
With this method he and his corps of
seasoned professionals will turn the
"stage-struck" man, woman, boy or girl
into actors and actresses.

Mr. Hartman knows exactly what an
actor should possess to be successful.
With this knowledge he has arranged a
course that includes stage dancing, dra-
matic training, vocal training and make-
up technique. Assisting him in his new
venture are his stage manager, who has
worked with him for the past twenty
years; his costumer; his ballet mistress,
who has trained his chorus and dancers
for fifteen years; his scenic artist and a
vocal instructor. The comedian prom-
ises that his course is entirely different
from any given by the various schools of
acting.

Besides his school, he intends to use
his teachers to produce amateur plays for
the various clubs, societies and business
concerns who make a theatrical an an-
nual occasion. Profiting by his experi-
ence he feels certain that he can produce
a play in a short time and give it a polish
of professionalism.

FRANK MOSS TO PLAY

Frank Moss, pianist, will give his only
San Francisco recital this season on
February 25 in the Colonial Ballroom of
the Hotel St. Francis under Alice Seck-
els' direction. Frank Moss' success in
recital has made for him a distinctive
place and his future promises to be even
more brilliant. In writing of his concert
on January 8, 1923, Redfern Mason said:
"Pianists may be divided into two classes—artisans and artists. Frank Moss is an
artist and an excellent one." Ray Brown
in the San Francisco Chronicle spoke of
him; "As worthy of a hearing as many
a pianist who comes heralded by deleted
press notices from New York. His quali-
ties of sound musicianship, artistic sin-
cerity, sensitiveness to beauty and dar-
ing interpretation deserve encouraging
commendation. There were no dull mo-
ments in the entire program."

Mr. Moss studied in Paris under Har-
old Bauer. His work as accompanists for
Alice Gentle and other artists has won
for him splendid tribute. In other words,
he is a virtuoso whose playing is vital
and strong and at the same time ex-
quisitely delicate and colorful. He will
play numbers by Bach-Whiting, Cesar
Franck, Chopin, Scriabine, Albeniz, Cop-
land and Dohnanyi.
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QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to music and musicians. Give name and address
Anonymous .communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address. Question Ed'tor,

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,

San Francisco.

1—Is it better for a piano to be closed at night than
to be left open?—J. I. T.
There are three main considerations in the care of a

piano: (1) to keep it free from dust; (2) to guard
against exposure to sudden and extreme changes of

temperature; (3) to protect it from moths. There is

no point to be gained by closing a piano at night unless
the temperature of the room changes considerably. In

that case closing might help to protect the mechanism
from the change of temperature, though a cover of

some heavy material thrown over the entire instrument
would be a much more effective protection. A piano
should always be closed when the room is swept. To
protect a piano from moths it should be exposed to the
sun and air at times.
2—^Vhat is a ritornelle?—L. N.
The term ritornelle (a diminutive literally meaning

a litle return) has been used in music ever since 1600
and in that time has been applied in various ways. Its

most usual application denotes a short instrumental
interlude between the stanzas of a song. Two other
uses of the word are to signify (1) the refrain of a song,
and (2) the tutti passages between the solo sections
of a concerto.

3—What was the decree of Pope Pius X in regard to

Church Music?—F. H.
"He (Pius X) published, 22 November. 1903. a Motu

Proprio on sacred music in churches, and at the same
time ordered the authentic Gregorian Chant to be used
everywhere, while he caused the choir books to be
printed with the Vatican font of type under the super-
vision of a special commission." Quoted from the Cath-
olic Encyclopedia.

4—Who was Hamish McCunn?—U. W.
A modern Scotch composer, born 1868. died 1916. An

account of his life and a list of his works are to be
found in Grove's Dictionary.
Which version of the story of Faust did Liszt follow

in liis Faust Symphony?—D. G. D.
Goethe's drama. Liszt in this symphony, however, de-

lineates characters rather than tells a story, for he
calls the three movements of the work "character-pic-
tures" and names them after the three leading dramatis
personae of Goethe's play; (1) Allegro-Faust; (2) An-
danteGretchen; (3) Scherzo-Mephistopheles.

PRINCE OF PILSEN IN PROHIBITION TIMES

By Alfred Metzger
When Pixley and Luders. those past masters of light

operatic spectacles, wrote the Prince of Pilsen, which
the Hartman-Steindorff Opera Company gave at the
Casino Theatre last week, they did not dream that their
merry whimsicalities would be delivered before audi-
ences pledged not to look upon wine when it is red.

Neither did they realize that their humor in prohibition
times is even more pronounced than it was during the
days of "wet and plenty." Ferris Hartman evidently
understood the extent of his opportunities and did not
miss one chance to get a hearty laugh. He portrayed
the breezy Cincinnati brewer in a manner to accentuate
his American buoyancy and occasionally to mingle a
little salt of pathos with the spice of humor.
John Van sang the Heidelberg song with fervor and

spirit and Robert Carlson was thoroughly well equipped
to intone the beautiful and melodious ballads and duets
given to the care of Lieut. Warner. Thomas G'Toole,
as the English earl, had one of the most effective roles
of the opera and interpreted it to everyone's satisfaction.
Frank Ellis as Ff-ancois and Hazel Wilson as Sidonie,
notwithstanding the latter's charm and vivacity, were
not "Frenchy" enough to bring out all the possibilities
of these roles. Dixie Blair emphasized the dash and
fashion of the American widow and Lavinia Wynne was
an unusually fetching and delightful Nellie.

Harriet Bennett sang her Message of the Violet and
two interpolated songs with her usual intelligence and
beauty of voice creating for herself additional triumphs.
She is rapidly becoming a real favorite. Paul Stein-
dorff directed orchestra and chorus with exceptional
virility and dash. It was one of the very best per-
formances of the season.

MARIA IVOGUN WITH SYMPHONY

It will be interesting to know a little about Maria
Ivogun, who is to appear as soloist with the San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orchestra, Friday afternoon. February
22. and Sunday afternoon, February 24. at the Curran
Theatre, and in recital at Scottish Rite Hall, Friday
evening, February 29, under management of the Elwyn
Concert Bureau. Mile. Ivogun's only other appearance
in the entire bay section will be at the Oakland Audi-
torium Theatre, Thursday evening. February 28. Mile.
Ivogun made her American debut with the Chicago

Opera Association last season. For some time she has
been an idol of the European opera and now she has
attained like success in this country. Critics in Europe
and America alike have sung her praises wherever she
has appeared. Here are a few things they have had to
say:
Henry T. Finck, in the New York Evening Post: "It

has been an exceptionally busy opera season, and some
fine things have been done, but I recall only three or
four impersonations that have, from every point of
view, given me such joy as Mme. Ivogun's impersona-
tion {of Mistress Forn in Nicolai's 'Merry Wives of

Windsor') did last night. The whole audience evidently
felt the same way. It pays to engage great stars."

The critic of the New York Sun: "Maria Ivogun was
the soloist at yesterday's matinee of the Symphony
Society in Carnegie Hall, singing the 'Sweet Bird' aria
from Haendel's "111 Pensoroso' and Constanze's retort to
the Pasha from the second act of Mozart's 'Enfruerh-
rung aus dem Seraili.' Mme. Ivogun gave a rare per-

formance of both these selections. Mr. Barrerre's flute

offered adequate competition in the Haendal aria and
the soprano soared through its protechnical mazes with
perfect assurance. But there is something limped and
lovely about her most artificial practice. Though the
nightingale metaphor has been exhausted one may still

hail such a singer as 'blithe spirit.'
"

Next artist to appear on the Elwyn Artist Series at
the Scottish Rite Hall will be Mario Chemlee, who will
be heard in recital Thursday evening. March 20. Cham-
lee will be succeeded Friday evening, March 28, by
America's foremost baritone. Reinald Werrenrath. Tick-
ets on sale for all Elwyn attractions at Sherman, Clay
& Company.

THE ROSENTHAL CONCERT

Rosenthal is back again and he is the same Rosenthal
of his last visit. Only the very young do not know
Moriz Rosenthal, and they have learned about him
from others- Most every one remembers the feats that
made Rosenthal famous, such as playing the Chopin's
"Minute" waltz in thirds. This composition is hard to
play at the proper speed with single fingering, but
with Rosenthal's double fingering it became an achieve-
ment which startled the music world. His great skill

is still there, but now it is sharpened and cultivated to
the last degree. The technique is now the means and
not the end of his music. Moriz Rosenthal will appear
at Scottish Rite Hall tonight, February 11, under the
management of the Elwyn Concert Bureau. He tri-

umphed as soloist with the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra, Friday afternoon. February 8. and Sunday
afternoon, February 10. at the Curran Theatre.

Moriz Rosenthal is an athlete. He has muscles like a
Dempsey and he attributes all of his physical develop-
ment to his playing of the piano. On his last visit to
America experiments were made on him by the Colum-
bia University professors, and the astounding discovery
was made that the sound of a telegraph instrument
traveled to the motor areas and down the player's arm
to the forefinger of the hand in one hundred and seven
ten thousandths of a second. Rosenthal has always
claimed that the seat of his enormous technique is in
his brain, and this experiment seems to have proved it.

Rosenthal believes that muscle is the result of brain
powers. His physical and his mental development are
equally remarkable. The former he accompanied not
in the usual ways, but simply by exercising on the
piano. There have been many strong pianists, but
Rosenthal is more than merely a "strong man"; he is

an athlete. He has arranged the following program for
his recital here:

Sonata, opus 57, in F minor (Beethoven); Carneval.
opus 9 (Schumann); (a) Four Preludes, (b) Ballade in
F minor, (c) Three Etudes: Opus 10, Nos. 1 and 3 (in
thirds). Opus 25, No. 6, (d) Chant Polonais (Chopin);
(a) Etude (Scriabine), (b) Humoreske on themes by
Johann Strauss (Moriz Rosenthal). Tickets for all
Elwyn attractions on sale at Sherman, Clay and Com-
pany.

Change of Address
After February 1, 1924, the

Vocal Studio of

ROSE

FLORENCE
Will Be at

683 Sutter Street

Phone Franklin 6472

THE BOOK OF JOB AT SCOTTISH RITE HALL

The Book of Job will be produced in San Francisco
for the first time Saturday afternoon. February 16th,
followed by a second performance, Monday evening,
February 18th, at Scottish Rite Hall. The coming of this
famed play, prepared for the stage by Stuart Walker,
who, with his Portmanteau Theatre Players, has created
a furore everywhere through the originality and sim-
plicity of his ideas, has been awaited with keen inter-
est. The laity and clergy both are eager, for the dra-
matic appeal is intense to the former and the practical
lesson from "the meekest men" is further study tor
the ministry. The playhouse also offers laughter and
has been greatly enjoyed in the scene of the three
friends who attempt to administer comfort to Job, "the
old man of Vz."

Stuart Walker has made himself an invaluable figure
in the life of American drama, according to all author-
ities, and through the management of Alice Seckels he
is to make San' Francisco personally acquainted with
himself and some of his ideals. The play divides itself
naturally into threee parts—a prologue, spoken as a
narrative by women's voices (for the sake of contrast),
the drama proper and an epilogue, also a narrative.
The evening of February 16 will see the Portman-

teau Players in four one-act plays by Lord Dunsany and
Stuart Walker. Chief among them will be Dunsanys
The Gods of the Mountain, with incidental music by
Arthur Farwell. The others will be The Murderer The
Medicine Show and The Very Naked Boy.

GIORGIO POLACCO WITH CHICAGO OPERA CO.

When the Chicago Grand Opera Company opens its
••first night" of its limited engagement in San Fran-
cisco next month at the Casino it will be with the fam-
ous Giorgio Polacco as conductor. To Polacco is given
much of the credit for the artistry of the Chicago com-
pany's productions. Many admirers of Polacco credit
him with being one of the most gifted artists that the
age has produced. The story of his life is romantic and
pulsating with the years of effort devoted to the cause
of opera.
An American citizen now, Polacco was born in

Venice. His parents were educated people and Giorgio
spent his youth in a comfortable home, studying litera-
ture and philosophy and the languages at the request
of his father. As a young boy he was frequently seen
with his mother in St. Mark^s Square, drawn there by
his love for music furnished in the concerts given by
the municipal band. As he grew older he took up at
his own incentive the study of music, and so intensely
interested was he that at the age of ten his health
became undermined and it was necessary tor him to
be sent to the country.

At an early age he began composing, but disdained
to have any of his work published because he felt that
it was not original. At the death of his father, Polacco
rejected the offer of wealthy relatives to assist him
and set forth to make his own career. Polacco was then
18 years old and in answer to his need he received an
offer from an operatic company in London. Polacco rose
to the position of assistant conductor and at a very
convenient moment for the youthful conductor, the
company's conductor-composer tell ill and a rare oppor-
tunity was afforded Polacco. In this one evening, in the
presentation of Orpheus, this stripling of a boy became
famous. In the audience was an impresario from
South America, who offered Polacco the role ot con-
ductor of an opera company in Buenos Aires and car-
ried the youth off to South America as a member of his
own family. He served seventeen seasons in Buenos
Aires and at Rio de Janiero. In the latter place he
became an idol, especially among the university stu-
dents.
At the age of twenty Polacco returned to Italy to

conduct at the Lyric International Theater in Milan.
This was but for a brief engagement, but after a decade
and a half of work in South America Polacco returned
to Italy lor a considerable period. In 1905 Polacco came
to the L'nited States by way of Mexico and made his
first appearance in this country in San Francisco. In-
cidently it was the American debut of Tetrazzini. Sub-
sequently he went with the Metropolitan, with them he
remained for six years. It was from this company that
he was dratted by the Chicago Civic Company for the
production of the later.

ANNA W.

McCORMICK
Accompanist

Vocal and Instrumental
Thoroughly Pr

1380 Taylor St. Tel. Pros. 9687
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Hans Linne, formerly associated with Los Angeles

music circles, has spent the past two years in Europe,

where he conducted the initial performances of his

three-act operetta. "The Beautiful Rival." which had a

tremendously successful run of 120 nights. Mr. Linne

will soon arrive in New York to supervise the first pro-

duction there of his operetta. Kriends of Mr. Linne will

he glad to know that the expects to return to Los

Angeles late in the spring.

Ruth May Schaffner, soprano, has been very busy during

the past two months with engagements, local as well as

in New Mexico and .\rizona. from whence she just re-

turned with re-engagements already booked in each

city she appeared. In the near future she will be heard

at the Ebell Tlub, Hotel del Coronado, Compton High
School and in C'ovina and El Monte. Miss Schaftner's

popularity is being confirmed by her many engagements
and re-engagements She possesses a lovely voice and

pleasing personality which count for much in any ar-

tist's career.

Community Singing led by J. A. Lewis, director of the

Arroyo Seco Comiuunity Chorus, an illustrated musical

lecture. "Behind the Scenes at the Opera," by Dr. Sig-

mund Spaeth of New York, and an address by Mrs. J.

.1. Carter, featured the first community program at the

Roosevelt High School Friday evening. February 8th.

This was one of the series of community musical pro-

grams which was arranged by the Civic Music and Art

Association in cooperation with the principals of the

various schools and the people of the school neighbor-

hoods Thomas H. Elson, principal, and Mrs. Olga Suth-

erland, music director of the Roosevelt School, co-

operated with the Music Association and the people of

the neighborhood in the arrangements for this program.

Mabel Amsden, contralto, sang a group of songs tor the

Averill Study Club on January 29th. and was so well

liked that she was immediately engaged to sing at the

next meeting of the Club on February 12th.

s singing her second engagement
Society on February i4th.

Grace Hunt, mezzo soprano of Alhambra, was heard
in a group of songs before the J. O. C. Club of South
I'asadona.

Selina Sizer, soprano, gave a program at the Los
Angeles County Hospital and the County Farm. Both
were much enjoyed by the patients. These are all pupils

of Raymond Harmon and Thursday evening, February
14th at S:13 a number of the students of Mr. Harmon
will appear in recital at Symphony Hall. Music Art
Studio Building. 232 South Hill Street. The public is

invited.

SOHMER
Cupid Gn

np 1 1 IC one essential fact

-*• about any piano is the qual-

ity of its tone . . . Subtleties

of color and harmony . . .

poHcr and resonance . . . sus-

tained, sympathetic loveliness.

. . . These are the qualities

that make S O H M K R tone.

Cc^pffir Famuhen of Suc^cuful Home*

FITZGERALD'S for the oAd-vancement of SMu

FANNY DILLON
Head of the theory department of the

Olga Steeb Piano School, is the composer
of many compositions that are featured
by the great pianists of today.

Miss Dillon uses THE KNABE
exclusively in her work and is enthusi-

astic in her praise of this wonderful
instrument.
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Dp. Sigmund Spaeth, internationally known musical
authority, lecturer, critic, song leader and propagandist
for music, appeared before the Wa-Wan Club on Wed-
nesday afternoon. February 6th, at the Gamut Club.

The subject of his lecture-recital was "Old Tunes for

New" and was illustrated on the Knabe Ampico. also

with his glorious voice accompanied with the Ampico.
Dr. Spaeth is being received most enthusiastically by
the clubs and schools of Southern California. His lec-

tures are full of meaning and provide entertainment
rare. On this occasion Mrs. E. L. Passmore and Mrs.

E A. Hosier, were the hostesses, assisted by Gail Mills

Dimmitt. Mrs. Carl Johnson, Miss Letitia Williams,
Florence Howard Millane, Rhoda E. Loomis, Mrs, A.

B. Churton, Pearl Berry-Boyd and Edith Wing-Hughes.

Merle Armitage, manager of the Fitzgerald' Concert
Course, will present Rene Chemet, the greatest woman
violinist of the age. in concert at the Philharmonic
Auditorium, on the evening of February 22nd. Mile.

Chemet is not only beautiful to look upon, but plays
with the technic and abandon of a genius. Coming to

America fresh from triumphs abroad, her appearance
is being heralded with much interest. She will use
the famous violin which the late Maude Powell played
at her numerous concerts.

Bertha Vaughn presented three of her advanced pupils

on a program of songs last Wednesday morning be-

fore a large group of invited guests in Chickering Hall.

The tone production of these young singers, Miss Eunice
Ross. Cornelia Glover, contraltos, and Miss Gladys Mur-
iel Slater, soprano, showed considerable conscientious
efforts on the part of both teacher and pupils.

PLANS UNDER WAY FOR MUSIC WEEK

Plans for the observance of Los Angeles Music Week
in 1924 were discussed at a meeting called by the Los
Angeles Playground Department at the City Club Tues-
day noon, .January 29th. The meeting was attended by
representatives of prominent civic, social, religious and
musical organizations. Frederick Leonard, president of

the Playground Commission presided, and after refer-

ing to the success of Music Week in 1923. which was
sponsored by the Playground Department, the meeting
authorized Mr. Leonard to appoint a temporary com-
mittee to outline plans for the event. This committee
comprises the following: Frederick G. Leonard, chair-

man, C B. Raitt. W. R Guiberson, Ben F. Pearson, Miss
Antoinette Ruth Sabel. Mrs. J. J. Carter. L. E. Behymer,
Arthur M. Perry. E. P. Tucker. J. T. Fitzgerald, E. G.

Judah, A. G. Farquharson, Sibley Pease, Mrs. Abbie
Norton Jamison, and Alexander Stewart.
Music Week in 1924 is to be observed the first week

in May in several hundred cities throughout America.
It has been made an annual event of national impor-
tance through the organization of a national Music
Week committee, of which Otto Kahn of New York is

president, and which comprises in its membership the
presidents of the various national organizations which
are engaged in social, educational, and musical work.

LEGINSKA WITH CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY

'Tis a pity more music lovers have not the opportun-
ity to hear Ethel Leginska in her only appearance in

Los Angeles on last Friday evening at the Gamut Club.
under the auspices of the Ix)s Angeles Chamber Music
Society, who won her hearers from the very first mo-
ment of the Beethoven Sonata (Op. 26). This she played
with a depth of feeling in pleasing tempo. Another
humorous bit by Beethoven {Rondo a Capriccio. Op.

129) showed to advantage her splendid technic. Her
own Impressions (The Gargoyles of Notre Dame. Dance
of the Little Clown, Cradle Song, Dance of a Puppet,
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At Night, and Scherzo) ultra modern and impression-
istic, closely resembling Debussy's descriptive Pre-
ludes were wonderfully played and very enthusiastically
received.
The Philharmonic Quartet, always a delight to hear,

gave a characteristic reading of the Mozart Quartet in
G, and together with the lovely Brahms Quintet, Op.
34. has never been heard more splendidly interpreted.
Following as it did on the program. Mme. Leginska's
futuristic group, she demonstrated her versatility in

her ability to maintain the balance and beauty of such
a classic. The blending of the instruments was excep-
tionally fine.

DE PACHMANN THRILLS VAST AUDIENCE

A program of Chopin by the great master Vladimir
de Pachmann left nothing more to be desired as a clos-
ing touch to his two-appearance engagement here
through L. E. Behymer's presentation. As an inter-
preter of the great Chopin it has been generally con-
ceded there is none more infinitely great than De Pach-
mann. In his simplicity and genuineness he at once
captivates his listeners and through his entire program
his brief descriptive words and humorous grimaces,
twinkling of eyes in childish pantomime only tend to
entrance the beauty of each number while he plays.
This talking might have annoyed others who were
seated far from the stage where his voice could not
be heard distinctly, but to us, who were fortunate
enough to have front seats, the performance took on
the semblance of a master class with the great maes-
tro endeavoring to arouse in us the same spiritual feel-
ing he experiences when interpreting the greatest
musical works-
A group of Etudes, Preludes, Mazurkas, Valses, the

Fourth Scherzo, Op. 54- E Major, which De Pachmann
announced he spent five months in refingering until
he perfected it to his entire satisfaction, the Polonaise
Op. 44 F Sharp minor, for which he used notes apolo-
getically, murmering. 'It is too long. I have not slept
for two nights," and Nocturne Op. 27 No. 1 C Sharp
minor, comprised his second program.

It has been a long time since any artist held a Los
Angeles audience so enraptured that they refused to
leave the auditorium for half an hour even after the
piano had been closed and De Pachmann did not re-
appear when his second and last encore was finished.
His lovable personality and childlike znanner together
with his inspired genius, mark him as individual and
unique. His spirit will remain in the hearts and minds
of his hearers long after he ceases his performing just
as the spirit of Liszt and Chopin seem to linger around
this grand old master.

EIGHTH PAIR OF SVMPHONY CONCERTS

Wagner and Rachmaninow were the only composers
represented on the Eighth Symphony Concert program

FITZGERALD CONCERTS
MERLE ARMITAGE, Manager

727 S. Hill Street Los Angeles
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at the Auditorium by the Philharmonic Orchestra, Fri-

day. January 25th and Saturday, January 26th. As
usual, Conductor Rothwell put his very soul into the
reading of the Wagner numbers "Siegfried's Death and
Funeral Music" from Die Gotterdammerung and Over-
ture "Tannhauser." The latter always well received
when presented by this group of instrumentalists dem-
onstrated on this occasion their remarkable ensemble
and balance. This was given tremendous applause.
The Rachmaninow Symphony No. 2 in E minor Opus

27. given as the opening number, won the Glinka prize
in 1908, though not new to Los Angeles audiences, was
performed by this orchestra for the first time. A noble
work, produced with dignity and reserve—received with
warm enthusiasm. The next symphony will have been
performed before this letter goes to press, and will he
reviewed for the following week. Josef Schwarz,
among the finest of operatic baritones, will be the
soloist on this occasion.

LULA MAY Photograph Studio
Distinctive and Unusual Photographs That

Please, Delivered When Promised,
at Reasonable Prices

2028 West Sixth St. Los Angeles
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REFINED PRESENTATION OF COSI FAN TUTTE

By Alfred Metzger

For the second time this season San Francisco music
lovers have had an opportunity to admire the taste of

William Wade Hinshaw, who is sending from New York
companies of proficient artists specially engaged and
trained to interpret Mozart operas in a manner con-

formant to the spirit and finesse of the limes when they
were given to the world. Not long ago we listened to an
excellent presentation of The Impresario. This time
the subject of the performance was Cosi Fan Tutte
CTis Woman's Nature). The effective and artistically

satisfactory interpretation is not so much a question of

individual effort standing upon its own feet, but upon
the general ensemble and the manner in which the ar-

tists succeed to unravel the story as part of a com-
plete performance. If there could be such a thing, we
might call this an operatic chamber music performance.

And as such it certainly appealed to everyone who
was present on this occasion at Scottish Rite Hall on
Monday evening. January 28. Irene Williams was spec-

ially skillful. I'er fine lyric soprano voice, used with
that elegance which the work demands seemed specially

suited to the role, although there were times when a
certain brittleness of the vocal quality did not seem to

fit as snugly as might be. But histrionically and vocally.

both technically and emotionally. Miss Williams suc-

ceeded in giving the utmost satisfaction. Ellen Rumsey.
the mezzo soprano, proved quite adapted from the stand-
point of histrionic faculties, but vocally neither her
voice nor her mode of delivery was sufficiently adequate
to meet the taxing demands of the role. Lillian Palmer.
both as to voice and phrasing, proved a very delightful

waiting maid, but quite frequently it was impossible to

understand her words, a shortcoming which other mem-
bers of the cast also exhibited. Singing in English will

never be accepted as useful until the artists will do
everything in their power to use perfect diction.

Judson House as Ferrando proved to be the fore-

most artist of the company, although this was not appar-
ent until the second act, when he had an opportunity
to sing one or two exceptionally fine arias. His voice
is a pure lyric tenor and he used it with inexpressibly
delightful shading and accuracy as to technical em-
ployment. He treated his audiences to some Mozart
singing such as is rarely heard nowadays. Leo de Hier-
apolis as Guglielmo revealed a very pleasing baritone
voice and acted as well as sang with due adherence to

the exceptional demands of the role. Pierre Remington
as Don Alfonso was the least satisfactory among the
artists. His bass voice was lacking in resonance and
pliancy and his delivery was devoid of that variety of
emotional expression which the part so greatly needs.
Alfred Calzin at the piano was at times too predom-
inating and very frequently failed to phrase his periods
with that painstaking color effect which Mozart music
absolutely requires.

Nevertheless the performance was decidedly enjoy-
able and was heartily applauded. It was declared a
refreshing novelty among the numerous banal enter-
prises indulged in nowadays. It is sincerely to be hoped
that the Elwyn Concert Bureau will be encouraged suf-
ficiently to briog out one of these companies, or both,
next season in other operas of this character and with
the improvements hereinbefore specified.

The Heartt-Dreyfus Studios will close February 15 for
six months as Mr. and Mrs. Dreyfus, in company with
Mr. and Mrs Walter K. Simons of Los Angeles, will
leave for an extended tour, sailing from Florida to Cuba,
Panama Canal, down the west coast of South America
to Valparaiso en route making extensive tours into the
Inca country, thence by way of the Andes to Buenos
Aires to Rio de Janeiro. Later in the spring they will
tour the British Isles, also Germany. Switzerland,
France and will see that wonderful Latin-American Ex-
position at Sevilla before returning home in the fall by
way of Canada.
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IVOGUN SOLOIST AT EIGHTH "POP" CONCERT

Next Sunday afternoon in the Curran Theatre, the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, directed by Alfred
Hertz, will give the eighth concert in its Popular Series,
and as is customary for these events, an inviting pro-

gramme of the lighter classics has been prepared.
Prominent among the numbers announced are the March
Slav of Tschaikowsky. the Introduction to Act III, Dance
of the Apprentices and Procession of the Guilds from
Wagner's Meisterainger, and the Sibelius symphonic
poem, Finlandia, while shorter items will be Liszt's

familiar Lovp's Dream, the Carneval Overture of Dvorak,
the Air for Strings from Bach's D Major Suite. Beeth-
oven's famous Minuet and two of the Brahm's Hungar-
ian Dances.
San Francisco music lovers have a rare treat in store

for them in the appearance of Maria Ivogun. Europe's
foremost coloratura soprano, as soloist with the Sym-
phony at the pair of concerts to be given on Friday and
Sunday afternoons of next week, February 22 and 24,

if reports from her Eastern performances may be de-
pended upon. She has made many appearances through-
out the East, both in recital and with orchestra, and
also sang as guest artist with the Chicago Opera Com-
pany. Her first operatic performance in Chicago result-

ed in scenes of greatest enthusiasm, such as have not
been witnessed there since the debut of Galli-Curci;
Mary Garden having described her voice as "a string of
pearls from the very bottom to the very top." Miss
Ivogun will give but three performances in San Fran-
cisco, a recital on February 29 being announced in ad-
dition to the two symphony appearances. At the con-
certs with the Symphony she will sing Mozart's aria,

"Mia Speranza Adorata'" and the aria, "Oh. Powerful
Princess' from the new Richard Strauss opera. "Ariadne
auf Naxos."
For its portion of next week's programme, the orches-

tra will present the Tschaikowsky Fourth Symphony
in F minor, Liadow's Enchanted Lake, and Wagner's
Finale and Entrance of the Gods into Walhalla, from
"The Rhinegold."

RECEPTION AT ELIZABETH SIMPSONS STUDIO

A brilliant reception was given by Elizabeth Simpson
at her attractive Berkeley studio, on the evening of
.January 17, the guest of honor being Elwyn Calber^,
the gifted young pianist. The event took place from ten
two twelve, immediately following Mr. Calberg's con-
cert at the Twentieth Century Club, and a large number
of friends assembled to congratulate the talented artist

on his exquisite playing, and to bid him bon voyage on
his eastern visit.

Miss Simpson was also showered with congratula-
tions on her coaching of Mr. Calberg, which has ex-
tended through this season and part of last, and which
has comprised extensive sonata work, the preparation
and finishing of this program, and outlining and partial
preparation of two new programs. Critics who were
present were eloquent in their praise of the poetic and
interpretative qualities which have come into his play-
ing as a result of his study during the past year; and
Miss Simpson is justly gratified at the conspicuous suc-
cess of her coaching principles, which have been worked
out with the greatest care, and which representl the
finest results of intensive study and experience.

HILLMAN HOST TO DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

One of the most delightful impromptu evenings spent
in a long time was the kitchen supper given by Jack
Edward Hillman at the Aladdin Tiffin Tea Rooms, on
Tuesday evening. February 5th. to meet May Robson
of "The Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary" fame, an^ Paul
Althouse, Metropolitan Opera House tenor. The first

part of the evening was spent at the Columbia Theatre
to see Miss Robson, where Mr. Althouse and his accom-
panist, Rudolph Gruen, were Mr- Hillman's guests. After
the performance, which was attended by many local
musicians, they were motored to the Tea Rooms where
Miss Robson and her company followed.
After the supper, which was interspersed with danc-

ing. Mr. Hillman sang three solos, Mrs. MacQuarrie
played two harp solos, Alice Poyner two violin solos and
Mr. Althouse sang the aria from L'Africaine and the
Great Awakening, and the duet from Forza del Destino,
with Mr. Duprac.

In Miss Robson's company are four young men who
sing solos and quartettes delightfully, which adds mater-
ially to her play, one, by the way, that no one should

Altogether it was one of the most delightful affairs

ever given here. Other musicians who were present
were Mrs. C. W. Camm, Lena Frazee. Irwin Holton,
Carol .larboe, Irene "Millier. Mabel Riegelman. Mrs. Hor-
atio Stoll. Mrs. Cecil Hollis Stone, Walter Menzel, Pearl
H. Whitcomb and others,

JAPANESE TENOR COMING TO SAN FRANCISCO

Seijiro Tatsumi. the American born tenor, will come
to San Francisco in a Song Recital of Western Music
on Monday evening. February 2.^th. at the Scottish Rite
Auditorium. Mr. Milton Seymour, who with Mr. Tat-
sumi was in the Japanese disaster recently, will be the
accompanist.

Mr. Tatsumi comes to San Francisco after a very
successful trans-continental tour and has been praised
by many critics who have heard him in concert. He
has a rich tenor voice and his enunciation is admirable.
His repertoire consists of Italian, French, English and
Japanese. His concert is under the management of
Madame Stella Raymond-Vought. Tickets for the con-
cert are on sale at Sherman, Clay & Co.

SYMPHONIC ENSEMBLE

The program to be given by the Symphonic Ensemble
Tuesday evening of this week at the Bohemian Club
will include a group of songs by Miss Lela Johnstone,
mezzo-soprano. Miss Johnstone will be remembered as
one of the singers with the San Francisco Opera Com-
pany last fall, and her vocal career has been interesting.
A post-graduate of the New England Conservatory of
Music at Boston, she also studied two years with Her-
bert Witherspoon in New York and was later engaged
by the Boston Symphony Orchestra and the Philhar-
monic Symphony Orchestra of Los Angeles as soloist.

In the production of his oratorio, "Noel." George Chad-
wick chose Miss Johnstone to sing the mezzo-soprano
role in 1921. Her group on the coming occasion will
comprise "Plainte D'Ariane" (Coquard), "Spleen"
(Poldowski), "Plaisir d'Amour" (Martini), "A Toi"
(Bemberg).
Director Alexander Saslavsky will present the fol-

lowing program by the instrumentalists of the en-
semble: 'Trio." C minor, op. 38. (Gretchaninow)

—

allegro appassionata, lento assai, allegro vivace—for
violin, cello and piano, Messrs. Saslavsky, Gegna and
Hart; "Sonata" (Dvorak)—allegro risoluto, larghetto,
scherzo, finale—for violin and piano, Messrs. Saslavsky
and Hart; songs; "Quintet," A minor, op. 12 (Vitezlav
Novak)—allegro molto moderato. andante, from an old
Bohemian folk song of the fifteenth century, with varia-
tions; allegro risoluto (Slavonian).

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY

Mrs. William Ritter and Mrs. F. B. Wilson ;

for the meeting Saturday afternoon at the Fairmont
Hotel, February 16, of the Pacific Musical Society's
Junior Auxiliary. A and B sections, a costume program,
with the following taking part: Recitation—Her Valen-
tine, Johnnie Rankin; The Meditation of Jean—Jean
Comstock; Cupid Dance—Gene Bloesch; Queen and
Knave of Hearts—Janice Hecht and Joy Shoemaker;
Trio for Violin, Cello and Piano—Miniatures. (Frank
Bridge), Sarah Kreindler, violin. Aurora Cravero, cello,

Florence Dutton. pianist guest artist; Piano Solo

—

Serenata (Moskowski). Polish Dance (Schwarwenka),
Eleanor Berlant; Violin Solo. Polonaise. (Wienawski),
Sarah Kreindler, Lottie Weindler at the piano; Piano
Duo, Elfin Dance, (Mendelssohn), Midsummer Night's
Dream, Elizabeth Cofiinberry and Giacomina Liuizza;
Vocal, Caro Seise, (Handel), Voi che sa pete (Mozart),
Louise Killilea. Irene Millier at the piano; Piano Solo

—

Staccato Caprice, (Vogrich). Robert Vetlesen; Violin

—

Hymn to the Sun I Rimsky Korsakoff) , Liebesfreud
(Kreisler). Lolo Hughes, Pauline Hope Buttner at the
piano; Paraphrase—Rigoletto, (Lizst), Frances Sanford.

THE JOSEPH GEORGE JACOBSON PIANO-CLASS

The recital given by the Joseph George Jacobson
Piano-Class on February 1 at the Baldwin Studios
proved a great success and was much enjoyed by the
audience that gathered to listen to the students. The
opening number, a Hungarian Impromptu by Lacombe
for two pianos, 8 hands, showed precision and good
ensemble work and was played by Vera Adelstein,
Florence Reid, Rebecca Nacht and Emily Walter. Next
came two piano soli by Florence Reid. This young girl

seems to be taking her musical studies more seriously
as she has made great advancement, especially the
Valse Caprice by Josef Hofmann, was well played. The
same can be said of Margaret Lewis. Her technique
has improved much and the Mendelssohn-Liszt number
showed a well-balanced singing tone and good execu-
tion. Gladys Boys made her first appearance at these
monthly recitals and made a fine impression. She has
a good touch, perhaps still a little too light for concert
work. The Witches Dance by MacDowell showed digital

ability and much promise. Next came a violin Sonata by
Mozart, played by Myrtle Harriet Jacobs and Clara
Berovitz. The former will give a piano recital on
February 23 at Sorosis Hall, at which the two will play
this Sonata again. Myrtle Edna Waitman. who appeared
next, also showed great advancement. The octave
study by Low was exceptionally well executed, and the
charming little number. The Harp, by her teacher, was
played with a fine singing tone. She shows much prom-
ise for the future. Marian Patricia Cavanaugh then
played the third movement of the C minor Beethoven
Concerto and played with her usual dash and clear
execution. She will be the soloist on February 10 at the
Oakland Auditorium with the Rosebrook band playing
the same number. Sam Rodetsky. the Russian boy
pianist, closed the program with The Caravan by
Jacobson and Weber's Rondo Brilliante. The great
applause that greeted him was well justified. He has
the makings of a good pianist.

DUNCAN DANCERS COMING

Of the many noted musical attractions to visit San
Francisco this season the Duncan Dancers—Anna, Lisa
and Margofi, will rank right along the most attractive

and artistic. These young dancers, disciples of the well-

known Isadora Duncan, the famous American dancer,
are scheduled to visit this city to appear under the
Selby C. Oppenheimer management at the Columbia
Theatre on Sunday afternoon. February 24th.

The young dancers carry all their own scenery and
costumes for their unique programs, which include in-

terpretations from Gluck's Orpheus and chosen selec-

tions from the gems of Strauss. Schubert. Chopin,
Mozart, Wagner, and others. Max Rabinowitsch, the
famous young Russian pianist, is on tour with the Dun-
cans, serving in the double capacity of accompanist and
piano soloist. The art of Rabinowitsch has already re-

ceived its praises from San Franciscans who will re-

member his sterling work as associate artist on Chalia-
pin's last concert tour.
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MUSICAL BLUE BOOK of CALIFORNIA
NOW BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION
The Editor of the Musical Blue Book of Califor-

nia is now preparing to get the publication ready
for the Printer. In order to facilitate his work he
would appreciate the full co-operation of the

musical profession, and particularly the adver-

tisers. We find that many musicians who signed

contracts have so far failed to send us the

ADVERTISING COPY. It is impossible to

finish our work until ALL COPY is received at

this office.

Los Angeles advertisers in the Musical Blue
Book of California may leave their copy with
Nelle Gothold, Room 610, 808 South Broadway,
the Pacific Coast Musical Review representative

in Los Angeles.
There are a number of prominent musicians in

various parts of California whose names are not
yet in our possession for purposes of registra-

tion. There is no charge made for such registra-

tion, and surely the musical profession would
like to have this Blue Book as complete as possi-

ble. If you have not yet sent in your registration,

or if no solicitor has asked you to register, kindly
send in your name and address and your voca-
tion. Or, better still, write or phone us and we
will send you a registration card to be filled out.

NOW is the time to send in your advertising

copy and your registration card. In a very short

time it will be TOO LATE.

ALFRED METZGER
Editor Musical Blue Book of California

801 Kohler & Chase Building
San Francisco, Calif.

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAN FR.\NXISCO B.WK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAJL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY' 10th, 18«8.

One of the Oldest Banks in California,
the Assets of which have never been increased
by mergers or consolidations with other Banks.

Member Associated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 31st, 1923
AsseU $89,174,468.57
Capital, Reserve and Contingertt Funtls 3,850,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 430,275.37

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7th Ave.
HAICHT STREET BRANCH Halcht and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave. and UUoa St.

Interest paid on Deposits at the rate of

FOUR AND ONE QUARTER {4}i) per cent per annum,
COMPUTED MONTHLY and COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY,

AND MAY BE WH'HDRAWN QUARTERLY

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
Wt.% Kohler A rhnite nid. Tel. Suiter 7^^

DOMENICO BRESCIA

Madame Charles Ponlfer—Soprano

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio: 36 Gatfoer BuildJnE, 3TII Soller SI.

Tel. DouKiaa 41:33. Res. I'el. Kearny 234»

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
SOLO PI.WIST .VXD TE.\CHCR

-Advanced Pupils Accepted
Stadfo: I'dS Hyde Si. Apartment 27

EVA M. GARCIA

DE GOGORZA AN IDEAL CONCERT
BARITONE

{Continued from Page 1. Col. 2)

manner by punctuating their beauty and
embellishing their words by means of

graceful tone coloring and understand-
able diction.

The art of concert singing means to

obtain as great an effect as possible

from a vocal composition by means of

simple and direct employment of vocal

expression. We feel that Emilio de Go-

gorza is the embodiment of this princi-

ple of concert singing. We can not

imagine a more direct nor a simpler
mode of singing nor a greater attain-

ment of the maximum of artistic effect

from the songs chosen for interpreta-

tion than Emilio de Gogorza employed
on this occasion, and so we unreservedly
regard him as an ideal concert singer.

There are. indeed, very few of these be-

fore the public today. It is hardly possi-

ble to choose any special character of

song in which Mr. de Gogorza predomi-
nates. He is equally proficient in all:

but as there are so few singers who
choose Spanish songs for special recog-

nition we might regard Mr. de Gogorza's
interpretation of Spanish songs as ex-

ceptionally individualistic. Somehow we
can not imagine a greater enjoyment
than to listen to de Gogorza sing a con-

cert program. Miss Helen Winslow
proved to be an tmusually and intelligent

accompanist.

Joseph Graven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. Winiam Steinbach ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

HENRIK GJERDRUM

DAISY O'BRIEN
VOICE—Gl'IT.\R

2438 >ilIvlB St. Derkeley 7r65J
TIHI Ktihler & Chase—Thilrsila?-

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teaeher for

>lTfl. Nonh Drandt
2211 Seott St. Telephone Fillmore 1522

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
PI.\NO

Studio: 1003 Kohler & Chase Building
Fhone Kearny .•i4r>4

Joseph George Jacobson

VOICE CILTIRE

902 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.,

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES

Conilqne, Par
Studio: 310T WashiuElon

Fillmore 1M7

SIGMUND BEEL

Mary's CathedraL Pu
Hamlin Schi
Arrillaera Mu

ParU. Or-

Alice Bacon Washington, one of San
Francisco's best known and most efficient

pianists and teachers, returned from New
York after an absence of fourteen
months, during which she associated

with some of the leading musicians and
heard the very best music that is pre-

sented to the people of the Eastern me-
tropolis. Prior to her departure for the
East, Mrs. Washington was associated

with the Ransome School in Piedmont
during a period of twelve years. Among
her public appearances may be specially

mentioned her artistic success as soloist

with the San Francisco Symphony Or-
chestra, under the direction of Fritz

Scheel and her excellent ensemble work
with the Herman Brandt Quartet and
the ensemble concerts with Giulio Min-
netti. Xo doubt her many friends will

be glad to welcome her back home.

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI
BARITO-NE — VOICE CLLTIRE

Aathorlxed to Teach Mme. Schoen-
Rene'a Method

1314 Leavenn^ortb St. Phone Prospect 9253

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Knhlpr & riiasp Rldg. Tel. Kearnv n4F;4.

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman entertained a
score of friends at her Oakland studio
last week, when she gave a reception in

honor of Mme. Caro Roma. A fine pro-
gram of music followed by serving of tea
rounded out a delightful afternoon. Mme.
Roma graciously improvised on themes
given by the guests and played splendid
accompaniments for several of her songs
sung by Mrs. Minna Carter.

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
SOPRANO

Teacher of Slnelni;; Stadio. Taeadar and
Friday, Kohler <£ Chase Bide., S. F.; Reiil-

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CO.XTRALTO

Teacher of Singing. 32 Loretta Ave- Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon.. Kohler &
Chane DIdg., S. F. Telephone Kearny 5454

Brandt's Conservatory of Music

MrH. Noah Brandt. Pii

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano SoloiHt, Temple Emano EL Coi
eert and Chnrek Work. Vocal Instrnctlo

2539 Clay Street. Phone West 4S90

MME. iSABELLE MARKS
ro\TR.\Lro

Volce Cultnre. Suite •C." Kohler & Cha>e
Dulidine. Tel. Kearnr MM

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
VIOUMST—IViTKl CTOR

.\NHLttnnt Concert ^Iaf*t«- S. F. Syniphony

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St Phone West 1195

MACKENZIE GORDON
8832 Jackson Street Phone Weat 467

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 134T

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Keamy S4S4

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St, Tel. Fillmore IIJJ

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough St. Tel. Fillmore 4150

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter St. Tel. Kearny 2637

.VRH.t.NGER OF MISIC

C. B. FRANK
4O0 Pantages Bldg. Tel. Garfield 1334
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Elizabeth SIMPSON
ENDORSES SIX ARTIST PUPILS

AVAII-AnLE FOK t(»\«KUTS TI-l 11 PKOGRAllS PKKIOU RECITALS

For particulars address

ELIZABETH SIMPSON STUDIOS
700 Kohler & ChnHe llullilinK Snn FrnnclNoo 2»IHV^ Etnn Street. Berkeley

Eltll se7i?r»"srudJnf'^''"''"SHOULD KNOW AT ONCE
ADOLF WEIDIG'S EPOCH MAKING WORK

HAKMONIO MATEHIAL A^D ITS USES
A HARM07VY that tell<( "WHY" ond >howit "HOW" to understond Harmony from
the standpoint of the musician. Juxt publlHhed by Clayton F. Suniniy Co., Chicago.

For Sale fly

HENRY GROBE. 135-153 Kearny St., San Francisco

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise !n

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal Is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth
while to subscribe for.

GEORGE

NYKLICEK
ORGANIST

CALIFORNIA THEATRE

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

For Concert Ensaeements and
InHtructlon Apply to Secretary
and Manaer«r of K. Attl, Room
1004 Kohler & Cfantie nulldlner.

San FranclMCO, California

Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone DonsUia 107S

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

Residence Phone Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

PnplU Prepared for Opera, Oratorio,
Church and Concert

Address: HEINE ni.DG^ 40S STOCKTOX ST.
Tel. Douelas 925U

WILLIAM F. HOFMANN
Viollntst San Francisco Symphony

Head of Violin and Orchestral Department. Tni-
verslty of Klichisan. Studio: Kohler & Chase Boild-
ine. Suite lOOO—Monday and I'hnrsday Afternoons.

Residence, 920 Taylor Street.

ALICE GENTLE
MANAGEMENT

CATHARINE A. BAMMAN
53 West 39th Street New York, N. Y.

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Exclusive Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

What the

World Most Values
It Pays Most For

And this, the most sincere expression of

appreciation the world can give, has been

bestowed upon

(IIl)f

%•
as the supreme artistic creation in the field of

fine pianofortes.

The tone of the Mason & Hamlin can no more

be duplicated in any other piano than can the

tone of an age-mellowed Stradivarius violin

—

it is something that cannot be "manufactured"

or "built" into a piano—it is the intangible

quality bred of genius, of earnest devotion to

an ideal.

Grands $1750
Convenient Terms

TWO ENTRANCES :
/{
flANOS

[

135 KEARXY -:- 217 SUTTER IIpiayersI

VICTKOI.AS, BRUNSWICKS
"-Wilg>'BAller)@

MASON a HAMLIN PIANOS -

OAKLAND— 1323 Wa.shington St.

SAN JOSE— 199 South First

SHEET MUSIC, PIANO ROLLS

Exclusive Pacific Coast Representative
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ROSENTHAL SOLOIST AT SYMPHONY CONCERT DE PACHMANN A MINIATURE SKETCH ARTIST

Eminent Piano Virtuoso Arouses Extraordinary Enthusiasm With Mas-
terly Interpretation of Tschaikowsky's Piano Concerto—Preliminary
Hearing of Second Mahler Symphony Movements Reveals Artistic

Traits of Composition—Strauss' Don Juan Cleverly Performed

BY ALFRED
One of the largest Friday afternoon

audiences of the season was present at
the first of the ninth pair of symphony
concerts in the Curran Theatre on Feb-
ruary 8th and there was ample reason
for this great interest on the part of our
symphony patrons. There was an im-
portant novelty on the program, namely,

METZGER
until one has an opportunity to hear it in
its entirety. The first two movements
of a symphony that has five necessarily
must be to a certain extent introductory
and can not possibly give one an idea
of the work as a whole.
We shall therefore comment here only

on these two movements as introduc-
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FRANK MOSS
illiant California Pianist Who Will Give a Recital at the

Hotel on Monday Evening. February 25, Under the
Management of Alice Seckels

the first two movements of Mahler's
second symphony which will be presented
at the forthcoming Spring Music Festival
next month. There was a time when
Mahler's works were considered ponder-
ous and intricate and when critics failed
to appreciate their musical value. But
since the ultra modernists have come to
make their bow the Mahler symphonies
have begun to come into their own. In-
deed there are many people now who go
to the other extreme and regard them
as "saccherine," because forsooth they
possess certain pleasing melodic value.
We have become rather fond of these
Mahler compositions. This second sym-
phony appeals specially to our taste. Of
course, as Mr. Widenham stated before
the beginning of the program, it is nec-
essary to suspend judgment on the work

tions. and as such they represent a most
effective and unusually rich mode of
musical expression. The orchestration,
like that of all of Mahler's works, is ex-
ceptionally skillful and heavy and the
thematic treatment absolutely scholarly
and original. There are times when the
concentrated power of the fortissimi be-
comes somewhat deafening, but there are
also moments when exceptionally grace-
ful periods reveal a poetic elegance of
exceptional charm. Alfred Hertz" heart
and soul was in his masterly direction of
this work and the orchestra followed
him with a fidelity and loyalty that was
a joy to watch. One of the specially
noticeable features of Mahler's works is

the accuracy of notation. When he says
a movement is allegro maestoso it is

(Continued on Pag^e 15, Col. \)

Veteran Chopin Specialist Entertains Four Thousand Music Lovers With
the Delicacy of His Touch and the Quaintness of His Side Remarks.
Thinks Electric Chandeliers Make Better Umbrellas Than Mediums

for Illumination—His Poetic Art Undimmed by Passing Years

BY ALFRED METZGER
About four thousand music lovers as-

sembled at the Exposition Auditorium
on Thursday evening, February 7th. to
hear Vladimir de Pachmann interpret a
Chopin program. As usual the veteran
virtuoso established an intimate atmos-
phere between himself and his audience
during which every one good uaturedly

Of course the musical public would not
be willing to hear any other pianist do
the same thing without protest. De
Pachmann has become a musical institu-

tion, an individuality that has endeared
itself to thousands of ocncert-goers be-
cause of certain individual traits which
seem to fit into the ensemble of his per-

RENA LAZELLE
Head of the Vocal Department of the San Francisco Conservatory of

Music Who Recently Returned From the East, Where She
nphs in MusicScored Distinct Tr

followed his comments on his playing
and the music he interpreted. We do
not agree with those who claim that the
artist intentionally introduces these side
remarks in order to create a certain
effect intended to add interest to his per-
formance. Wq believe that De Pach-
mann's interpretations and accompanying
comments belong together and that he
could not play at all if he were obliged
to omit the verbal environment with
which he surrounds his programs. And if

you listen closely you will find that
in the main his remarks are germane to
the subject matter. He does not talk
nonsense. Indeed he says some very
clever things and actually adds to the
enjoyment of the listener because he
tells us how he feels about the works he
plays.

formance, personality and style. De
Pachmann is what one may call a spe-
cialty artist. He confines himself prin-
cipally to the interpretations of Chopin
and if he occasionally plays the work of
another composer it will be found that
he interprets these works on the same
principle as he does Chopin. Xo pianist
before De Pachmann nor since has adopt-
ed a style at all similar to his. nor would
he be successful if he did.

In this manner De Pachmann is to cer-
tain people the acknowledged authority
in Chopin interpretation. He predomi-
nates specially in the exceptional soft-
ness and pliancy of his touch, in the
skillfulness of his tone coloring and
phrasing, in the subdued manner of his
interpretations and in the running com-

(Continued on Page 8, Col. 2)
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"The Piano is the Steinway"

-~ /I T a great majority of all concerts this

\..yl season, as for two generations past,

the programs state: "The piano is

the SteiniLHiy."

I am the Steinway piano. I do not believe

that Sherman, Clay & Co., my Pacific Coast

representatives, print this statement in a spirit

of boastfulness. 1 believe that they use it, as I

accept it, in a spirit of deep responsibility.

For consider what it means to me, the piano,

thus chosen—not occasionally, but almost uni-

versally—to be the companion of all these

artists on the concert stage. Violinists and

vocalists trust me to provide the canvas against

which they, as painters, may fling the colors of

their art. Pianists invite me to render into

gracious sound, those vast chords and melodies

which exist only within their own brains and
souls—until I speak for them.

Far, far more than the audiences realize, do

the triumphs of the artists depend upon the

fidelity of their instruments.

Nor is it sufficient that I simply perform as

well on this occasion as on the last. Art does

not stand still; neither may I. Every concert

on every occasion is a new test, a new crisis,

and a glorious new opportunity for me.

That is why it meant so much to me when the

great Theodore Thomas wrote of me in 1879,

What this oft-used phrase means to me
AS EXPLAINED BY THE STEINWAY PIANO

years ago, and will only change it in so far as

"I consider the Steinway piano the best at

present made, and that is the reason why I use

it in private and also in all my public con-

certs," and was able to say of me again in

1S98, "I gave the above testimonial nineteen

to say that the superiority of the Steinway
piano to all others that 1 know of is even more
apparent today than it was nineteen years

ago."

That is why it means so much to me to have

Paderewski say: "Whenever perfection is at-

tained, progress is stopped ; for there is no

room for climbing when the summit has been

reached. And yet, in your case, this law of

nature seems to have been defied . . . Such a

thing can only be accomplished by a sincere

love of profession, and it is to this love of pro-

fession that I wish to pay my tribute of high

esteem and admiration."

This is my responsibility, to see that every con-

cert season finds me more gracious, more re-

sponsive, more endearing than the last. And
always, I hope, shall I continue to be a very

human piano.

Such is the meaning of the phrase, "the piano

is the Steinway," and such is the spirit in

which I stand upon this concert stage before

you now.

Sherman jilay& Co.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

CALIFORNIA-OREGON-WASHINGTON

EDWARD PEASE
«OI OIST TK V< III :n AM) Dim (TOR

uteri enn liil>. I'rej*

The Peas
>luNit" NtudiuN at SotTiimen(«. Studio«— Snn Franclnco,
WedneMdayx, Suite lUIO Kohler & ClioHe Hide. Telephone
Kvnrn>- 54n-l: Sacramento, Odd F«llo»V Temple. Tele-
iihone Main 400(1.

RENA
LAZELLE

SOPRANO
San Francisco Opera Company

rnnrlxra Coiixen
Ret'ltiilK, U|>er

GERARD
CARBONARA
COMPOSER-CONDUCTOR

Fox Oakland Theatre

DOUGLAS SOULE-Pianist
ADVAMEU I'l'PJLS ACCEPTED

W«dnra(la>' and Krlilar :ilornlnKH at Studlol 002

Kohler & ChaNe llldir., San FrnnrlMCO. Telephone
Kearnr SISI. lleKldenee Studio: irM Monte Viiitn

Ave., Oakland. Telephone IMeilmont 71111.

LENA FRAZEE

SIDONIA ERRELY
PIANIST AND COACH

Thorough Piano Trnlnine— Memory Developmer
2l::0 California St. Walnut SI

ROSA HONYIKOVA
Sln^ins Can Be Your 3Iedium of KxpreNsion. I Can
Help Ton Kind the Ker of Your Voice. Studio:

ISOO Grove Street. Telephone Bayview 1029

AUGUSTA HAYDEN
SOPRANO

Available for Concerts and Recitals
AddrenHi 471 :!7th Avenue

HOMER HENLEY
IIARITONIC- TEACHER OE SINfiING—CONDUCTOR

rector California Club Choral
An Authority on Oratorio

1241) Bay St., at Franklin. Tel. Fill. 103.f

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM

[•ler
npic

Tel. Fill
of Ope

Sludloi IHW Ur.

Dominican College School of Music
SAN HAI'^AEL. CALIFORNIA

lluNic CourNCN ThorouKh and ProKresNive. Public School
MukIc, Accredited lliploniu

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS
lt«>nd. llerkel«->

BEATRICE MELTZER
TEACHER OF I'lANO

San Franclfico Studio,' .'i:i:i Pout St. Phone Franklin K72K
Oakland Studio. Kohler A: ChaKC. Oakland 11011

IRENE A. MILLIER
SOI.O PIANIST-ACCOMPANIST

Otilclal PInnlMt MuMlelnnN' Choral ICnwemhlc
AttdrtxK: 1711 Onk Street Telephone llemlork sr.l

FKARL IIOSSACK M IIITCOMB
ME/.7.0-CONTKAI.TO

AbNulute Method of Voice I'pon the nrenth
Monday and Thursday, lOOS Kohler A: Chase lluildlaE.
Tel. Kearny SIM. Res. Phone Prospect 420. Tuesday Afler-

noun, 270O U rbsler Street, Uerkeley

WALLACE A. SABIN

West 375:t: Sat.. First Christian Selene

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparing Teacher for

The College of the Holy Names
" VKK MERRITT. OAKLAND

DURINI VOCAL STUDIO

1072 Ellis St.
Opera—Church—Oratorio

Tel. West BOS

THE LICHTENSTEIN VIOLIN SCHOOL

.!14r. WashinKton St.. S. F.

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

Thorough Vocal and Dramatic Training

740 Pine St. Phone DouElaa 0024

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas 4273

ALEXANDER McCURDY, JR.
lllltiAMST AMI CHIIIRMASTEH

St. Luke's Episcopal Church, Snn Francisco
2UI4 Milvla St. Uerkeley .'iSHl

MME. S. P. MARRACCI

eh \o<'al and ilnioinllc Train Van Ness Av

Mzuining School of Music
JOHN C. MANNINn. Director

SZ42 Washincton Street Telephone Fillmore 390
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

THE CALIFORNIA MUSIC LEAGUE OF BERKELEY

Prominent Transbay Musicians and Music Lovers Form
New Organization to Give Resident Artists Op-

portunities for Practical Experience

Julian R. Waybur, the indefatigable apostle ot all

that is best in music in the bay region sent us informa-
tion regarding the organization of the California Music
L#eague. which has its headquarters in Berkeley, and
which is organized specially to give resident artists op-
portunities for practical experience. At this time we
shall reprint the interesting prospectus forwarded to
us by Waybur. and later when we have had an oppor-
tunity to interview some of the leaders of this move-
ment, we shall be glad to give it editorial recognition.
In the meantime we feel sure our readers will be in-

terested to read the following explanatory statement
forwarded by the California Music League, to those in-

terested in such a movement:
The persons whose names appear below are inter-

ested in the formation ot the California Music League,
an orchestra and choral association with headquarters
in Berkeley. There are in Berkeley and neighboring
cities many able musicians—instrumentalists and sing-
ers—who lack an opportunity for orchestral and choral
experience and training. There is also a desire for more
concerts. The aim of the California Music League is to
satisfy both needs. It will afford to those not connected
with established professional oarganizations an oppor-
tunity to unite their abilities in the production of or-
chestral and choral works, under exceptional direction.
Prof. Modeste Alloo. ot the University of California De-
partment of Music, has consented to assume charge of
the training of orchestra and chorus and to act as
conductor.

Dr. Alloo came to the University from the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra, where he was assistant conductor,
associated with Ysaye, and was also a member of the
faculty of the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, con-
ductor of the Conservatory Symphony Orchestra, con-
ductor of the Wind Instrument Ensemble Classes and
of other classes. In beginning his music as a young
man, he graduated with highest honors from the con-
servatory at Verviers and that at Brussels, and two
years later was appointed a member ot the faculty ot
the Bruges Conservatory. Coming to America in 1908,
he became a member ot the New York Symphony
Orchestra, and in 1911 a member ot the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra, remaining there for seven years.
While at Boston he was a member ot the faculty of the
New England Conservatory of Music, teaching there for
six years; he also conducted the Pierian Orchestra of
Harvard University from 1914. to 1917, and the latter
year was appointed by the War Department Director ot
Military Music at Camp Devens. He then went to
Cincinnati in 1919, and in 1922 resigned his positions
there to come to the University of California.

In the California Music League no instruction in the
playing of any instrument, nor in voice production, will
be given. It is at present proposed that two symphony
concerts be given during the last half of the present
fiscal year 1923-24—and thereafter at least four concerts
annually, and also a music festival at the close of the
season in the spring of the year. At each of these con-
certs one or more noted soloists will be included on the
program. In such a purpose it is confidently expected
to enlist the co-operation ot a large number ot the play-
ers and singers throughout Central California, and soonm all parts of the state. The existence of such an or-
chestra and chorus as a living institution will lead
mevitably to a better and more familiar understanding
of the best music on the part ot musicians and auditors
alike. Impetus will be given to the native composer of
orchestral and choral music; tor he will find in this

association a place for the trial, criti

duction of this work.
The purposes of the California Music League will not

bring it into competition with established professional

orchestras; nor, of course, is it aimed to supplant or
compete with the Berkeley Musical Association or the
San Francisco Orchestra. Through co-operation of

friends ot music, the aims of the California Music
League may be attained, as is indicated by the great
success achieved by the Berkeley Musical Association.

Your interest and support are asked for by your sign-

ing and returning the inclosed cards before February 1,

1924. No tickets will be sold for single concerts and
admittance will be by membership tickets only. There
will be no box office sale. No subscriptions will be ac-

cepted beyond the seating capacity of the auditorium.
The plan of the California Music League calls for

members of three classes: (a) Active, (b) Associate,
(c) Student. Active members to include the musicians
constituting the orchestra and chorus. Associate mem-
bers will be entitled to two tickets to each regular con-

cert ot the League, and to a vote at the business meet-
ings. Dues are $5 a year (except for the first half-year
—spring of 1924—when they will be $2.50). Student
members will be entitled to one ticket to each regu-
lar concert of the League. Dues are $2 a year {except
tor the first half-year, when they will be 51 tor the
spring of 1924). Two concerts will be given during the
spring ot 1924, for which you are now asl^d to sub-
scribe. You can well co-operate with the California
Music League by suggesting names of others for As-
sociate membersips.
Board ot Governors—Prof. William Frederick Bade,

Prof. C. L. Biedenbach, Mr. Jolin N. Edy, Mrs. J. F.
Hanson, Mr. Lester W, Hink, Mr. Beverly L. Hodghead,
Mr. E Clarence Holmes, Mr. Charles Keeler, Mr. Elmer
Nichols, Prof. Leon Richardson, Mrs. T. A. Rickard, Mr.
George L. Schneider, Mayor Frank D. Stringham, Mr.
Frank H. Thatcher. Mr. Julian R. Wavhur, Mr. A. T.
White, Supt. H. B. Wilson, Mr. W. B. Woolsey.
Board of Directors—Mrs. J. G. Berryhill. jr.. Dr. W.

P. Bush, Mr. William Edwin Chamberlain, Mr. William
Stowe Devol, Miss Alice Eggers. Miss Victorin Hartley,
Miss Claire McClure, Mrs. Orrin Kipp McMurray, Prof.
Max Radin, Mrs. Austin T. Wright.

Officers—Mr. William Edwin Chamberlain, President;
Mrs Austin T. Wright, Vice-President; Mr. William F.
Morrish, Treasurer; Mr. William Stowe Devol, Secre-
tary, 2413 Bancroft Way. Berkeley.
A symphony orchestra ot eight pieces has been

formed, which has been rehearsing since November,
Dr. Modeste Alloo conducting, it is expected that the
firs concert will be given early in March, at which cele-

brated solo artists will appear. The Radio broadcasting
station. "KRE," has been placed at the disposal ot the
League tor sending music programs on Monday eve-
nings, the first of which was broadcasted Monday,
February 4th, at 8 p. m. The program tor the initial

concert will include several selections by Prof. Edouard
Deru, the noted Belgian violinists, concert master of
the California Music League Symphony Orchestra.

ml pro- EDOUARD DERU PRESENTS SPLENDID PROGRAM

FIRESTONE-EDWARDS CONCERT BIG SUCCESS

Program of Modern English Compositions Heartily
Applauded by Representative Audience of Intelligent

Music Lovers

BY ALFRED METZGER
Nathan Firestone, violist, and Ellen Edwards, pianist,

gave a Modern English Program in the Colonial Ball-
room of the St. Francis Hotel on Monday afternoon,
February 4th, representing one of Ida G. Scott's Fort-
nightlys and from an artistic point of view one ot the
very best ot this series this season. The program con-
tained works by two modern English composers. The
first, which was the opening number of the program,
consisted of Rebecca Clarke's Sonata for viola and
piano. It is decidedly modern in style, skillfully scored
and written according to up-to-date musical ideas. It

contains exceptional technical difficulties which both
Mr. Firestone and Miss Edwards overcame with that
ease that characterizes their unquestionable musician-
ship and whatever musical depths the composer sounded
in this work were discovered by these two first-class
artists. The composition did not strike us favorably.
Capable musicians. tell us it is an exceptionally ingeni-
ous and well conceived work and no doubt they know
what they are talking about. Personally we still can
not find any definite musical ideas in compositions that
are written in a manner to hide rather than divulge
their emotional meaning.
Miss Edwards succeeded splendidly to get all the best

there was in three ot Frank Bridge's compositions- They
are called Water Nymphs, Heart's Ease and Fire Flies.
Mr. Bridge enjoys an enviable reputation among latter-
day composers and employs the new idea ot color effects
most graphically. Miss Edwards, being a pianist ot rare
skill both technically and musically, succeeded in ob-
taining hearty appreciation tor her unquestionably ex-
cellent performance. The program concluded with
Schumann's beautiful Marchenmbilder which, owing to
other duties, we were unable to hear on this occasion
but which others tell us was interpreted with that finish
which artists ot such fine calibre always identify with
their interpretations. Nathan Firestone is a viola soloist
of exceptional depth and musicianship. His tone is rich,
warm and smooth and his phrasing extraordinarily in-
telligent. He is a rare artist and on this occasion he
acquitted honorably as usual. Miss Edwards is a pianist
ot serious purpose and of exceptional qualifications
She played with understanding and ease and both in
her ensemble and solo numbers proved herself
thoroughly fitted to interpret a program of such sincere
artistic requirements as both artists had chosen tor
performance. It was one ot the outstanding musical
events ot the season.

Music Lovers Reward Distinguished Belgian Virtuoso
With Whole-Hearted Applause—Beatrice Anthony

Skilled as Pianist

BY ALFRED METZGER
Edouard Deru, the distinguished Belgian violin vir-

tuoso, gave a recital in the Italian Room ot the St.

Francis Hotel on Wednesday evening. February 6th, and
interpreted one of the most interesting and representa-
tive programs of violin literature heard in this city
during the present season. Mr. Deru revealed himself
on this occasion, as he has done previously, as a well-
poised, thoroughly equipped and fully experienced vio-
linist. He plays with the understanding and depth ot
him who possesses the necessary intelligence and grasp
to interpret serious compositions in a manner con-
formant to individual taste and emotional intensit.v.
Both the Tartini Sonata and the Max Brueh Scotch Fan-
tasy received at his hands a carefully thought out and
well studied presentation and his firm bowing and facile
technic combined to earn him the enthusiastic applause
of his delighted listeners.

Beatrice Anthony was an excellent ensemble pianist,
a very accomplished and careful soloist, and a most dis-
criminating and fine feeling accompanist. Her versa-
tility was very marked and the interpretation ot the
piano part in the Tartini Sonata revealed fine under-
standing and splendid adaptability to the violinist's
style. Her accompaniment to the Bruch Fantasy was
delicately shaded and conformed to the high standard
set by the soloist, while her piano soli—Theme and
Variations (Chevillard) and Arabesque (Leschetitzky)—proved her to be capable of expressing herself in her
own individual manner to the satisfaction ot a critical
audience. The program concluded with a brilliant rendi-
tion of Vieuxtemps' Ballade and Polonaise. Both artists
are entitled to hearty commendations tor their artistic
achievements of the evenings.

SAN FRANCISCO MUSICAL CLUB ACTIVITIES

During the month ot January and early February the
San Francisco Musical Club gave a series of excellent
programs participated in by leading members ot the
organization which we shall be pleased to publish in
the next issue ot this paper. In the meantime we wish
to say that Mrs. Horatio F, Stoll will preside at the next
regular meeting to be held on Thursday morning, Feb-
ruary 21st. in the ballroom ot the Palace Hotel. Mrs.
Charles William Camm is the chairman of the program
committee and the following program has been arranged
for this occasion: Debussy—Moonlight, MacDowell

—

Moonlight, Mrs. Roy Folger; Wintter Watts—With the
Tide, Albert Wallinson—Snow Flakes, Rachmaninoff

—

At -Xight, Victor Harris—Silver, MacFayden—Homage
to Spring, Elsa Behlow Trautner, Elise Young Maury
at the piano: Emil Sjogren—Sonata No. 2, E. minor
for violin and piano, .\lice Guthrie Poyner, Mrs. David
Hirschler; Handel—Hear Me Ye Winds, Rasbach

—

Trees, Leoni—Tally ho, Keel—Trade Winds, Stone

—

On the Dunes, Ross—The Open Road, Jack Edward
Hillman, Mrs. Cecil Hollis Stone at the piano.

SACRED CONCERT PALM SUNDAY

The sixth annual sacred concert will take place in
St. Ignatius Church, Pulton street and Parker avenue,
on April 13th, at 3 o'clock, under the direction of Pro-
fessor Harry Wood Brown, the newly appointed organist
and musical director, who will conduct the concert.
It is the plan ot Professor Brown to have a number ot
well-known artists sing at this Palm Sunday concert,
which will be the first under his personal supervision.
The program, which is under construction, will appear
later, and will include splendid choral work, augmented
by orchestra. A rehearsal will be conducted next Wed-
nesday evening at the studio ot Professor Brown, 220
Post street, at 8 o'clock, in which the chorus is invited
to participate.

MME. VOUGHT HOSTESS TO PRIMA DONNA

Consuelo Escobar, the diminutive Spanish prima
donna of the San Carlos Opera Company was the
honored guest at a tea at the St. Francis' Hotel on
Saturday given by Mme. Stella Raymond Vought, the
prominent voice teacher and concert manager. Many
musical and artist friends ot Mme. Vought were in-
vited to meet Mme. Escobar, who immediately after the
tea had to leave tor Los Angeles, the next engagement
of the San Carlos Opera Company. Mme. Escobar sang
the leading role in Lucia, Rigoletto and Traviata.

MME. VOUGHT PRESENTS JAPANESE TENOR

Seijiro Tatsumi, the American-born Japanese tenor,
will be heard in a recital at the Scottish Rite Audi-
torium on Monday evening, February 25th, under the
direction ot Mme, Vought. Mr. Tatsumi will be accom-
panied by the well-known Milton Seymour of Seattle,
who have never heard an Oriental sing Occidental
music. Mr. Tatsumi sings in English, French. Italian,
and his native tongue Japanese. Charles Woodman,
the music critic of the Call-Post ot San Francisco said
after hearing Mr. Tatsumi sing: "One needs but to close
his eyes and he would think it was McCormack singing
Mother Machree instead ot Tatsumi." Mr. Tatsumi
possesses a voice full ot richness, vibrancy and true to
pitch. Tickets tor this concert may be secured from
Sherman, Clay & Co.
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The Richards Club of San Jose, under the direction

of Dr. Charles M. Richards, was heard in concert Fri-

day evening in Los Gates, assisted by Mrs. Delmer
Call, mezzo-soprano, and Miss Emily Baker, accompa-

nist. The following evening the same program was
given in Mountain View, assisted by Mrs. Miles A.

Dresskell. soprano, with Dr. Richards at the piano, and

the Pacific Press Orchestra, which played a group of

four numbers as a prelude to the program.

The Los Gatos program: Trust in the Lord (Largo)

(Handelt: (al Immortal Music (.Manuscript! Robyn,

(b» Elysium (Speaks) tenor solos, Edwin J. Ferguson;

ic) Medley from the South (Pike); Song of the Camp
(H. J. Stewart), solo. Frank A. Towner; (a) My Heart

at Thy Sweet Voice, from Samson et Delilah (Saint-

Saensl. (b) My Love is a Muleteer (Di Negrol, Mrs.

Call, Miss Bawer at the piano; (a) Coin' Home (ar-

ranged from Largo. New World S>-mphony) (Dvorak!,

(b) To Live and Love Again (.Moore), (cl Shadow
March (Protheroe); (a) Sweet Little Woman of Mine
(Cox I. lb) Tliy Beaming Eyes IMacDowelll. (c) Song
of Brother Hilario ICox) (d» In Vocal Combat (Dudley
Buck I; Group of -Modern Jazz Songs (a) Everybody
Step (Irving Berlin), (b» Swanee Gershwin, (c) Caro-

lina in the Morning (Walter Donaldson), (d) Some-
body's Wrong (Egan-Whiting), Mrs. Call, with Dr.

Richards at the piano; Songs of the Sea— (a) On the

Sea (Dudley Buck), (b) Three Fishers (Lester), (c)

Viking Song (Coleridge-Taylor); Comrade Song (F. F.

Bullard).
The prelude group played by the Pacific Press Or-

chestr.i included the following numbers: (a! Selection

from Robin Hood, (b) Waltz, Marcheta (Schertzinger),

(cl Liebestraum (Liszt) piano solo played by Master
Earl Wright: (dl Roses of Picardy (Haydn-Wood!. Mrs.
Dresskell was heard in two delightful groups— (a) At
Eve I Heard a Flute (Strickland), (bl Little Birdies

(Buzzi-Peccia), (c) By the Fountain (Ware!, (d) Song
of the Open (La Forge!; (al Do Not Go, My Love
(Hagemann!, lb! The Little Shepherd's Song (Wintter
WattsI, Ic) Yesjerday and Today (Spross), (d) Bird of

the Wilderness (Horsman).

One of the most interesting concerts of the present
season in San Jose was that given at the College of the

Pacific Tuesday evening January 29th when Bozena
Kalas. assisted by Miles A. Dresskell, violinist; Joseph
Halamicek, violist, and Jan Kalas, cellist, gave the fifth

in the series of faculty recitals. Miss Kalas. who is an
exceptionally brilliant pianist and an able teacher,
played with great technical accuracy, thorough mu-
sicianship and interesting interpretation- Her big num-
ber was the Chopin Sonata in B Minor. Messrs. Dress-
kell. Halamicek and Kalas played the Beethoven Trio
with the finish, agreeable tone quality and musicianly
interpretation which always characterizes their work.
In the Brahms Quartet for piano and strings with Miss
Kalas at the piano, the climax of the evening was
achieved. A large and appreciative audience warmly
acclaimed the artists.

January 26th the Monday Musical Club of Santa Cruz
gave a program before the Saturday -Afternoon Club of

the same town. The numbers included songs by Miss
Irene Wilkins. contralto, and Mrs. Walter Carmean,
soprano: tv^'o-piano duos played by Mrs. Swinford and
.Mrs. Flora Cooper von Schuckmann were Andante
(Chaminade), the Second Arabesque (Debussy) and the
Arensky Suite, Op. 15. Francis Hamlin, violin, with
.Mrs. Vera McKenna Clayton at the piano, gave the
finale of the Mendelssohn Concerto, and Otto Kunitz
played Isolde's Love-Death, for piano.
January 28lh the Saturday Afternoon Club enter-

tained the club women of the county in honor of a
visit from the State president of the Federation of
Women's Clubs. -Mrs. John C. Urquhart of Los -\ngeles,
and the president of the San Francisco District, Mrs.
E J. Wales. At that time a portion of the program
given above was repeated.

Warren D. Allen, organist at Stanford University,
gave the following program Thursday afternoon. Feb-
ruary 7th and Sunday, February 10th: Fantasia and
Fugue in G Minor (Bach), Minuet in C Major, from
the Jupiter Symphony (Mozart); Meditation, in D Major
(Glazounow); Toccata in B -Minor (Augustin Barie).
Tuesday afternoon, February 12th, at 4:15 p. m., Mr.
Allen will play Gothis Suite (Boellmann); Andante
cantabile, from the Fifth Symphony, arranged for organ
by Caspar V. Koch (Beethoven); Aspiration Religieuse
(A. CappellettI); Grand Chorus In G Major (G. Neu-
ville).

Sunday, February 3rd. Mr. Allen's recital included the
following numbers: Concerto in D Minor, -No. 10,
Adagio, Allegro. Aria. Allegro (Handel); Vcrmeland.
from a Scandinavian Suite (Howard H. Hanson); Pas-
torale (Winter Watts); la) Carillon (Leo Sowerby), (b)
Chorale-Prelude on Rejoice, Ye Pure in Heart (Leo

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
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Sowerby). Mr. Allen's numbers on February 5th were:
Chorale in E Major (Cesar Franck); Ave Maria (Bach-
Gounod); Shining Shore (Edward Barnes); Cantilene
Pastorale ( AleX. Guilmant) ; Marche from the Third
Symphony (C. M. Widor).

Armin F. Josue. violinist, and his wife. Margaret
.Tosue, soprano, of San Francisco, gave a pleasing pro-
gram last week for the National Progress Club which
was held in the gray room of the Hotel Vendome. Mr.
and Mrs. Josue have recently returned from several
years' study under European masters. Mrs. Josue played
her own accompaniments and those of her husband's.
Their program: Minuet (Beethoven), Mr. Josue; Danny
Boy (Old Irish Song). Mrs. Josue; (a) Sarabande
(Bohml, (b) Russian Dance (Wieniawski), Mr. Josue;
Dawn in the Forest (Ronald), Mrs. Josue; Schon Ros-
marin (Kreisler), Mr. Josue; (a) The Star (Rogers),
with violin obligate; (b) Mighty Lak a Rose (Nevin).
Mrs. Josue; Traumerei (Schumann), Mr. Josue.

Ossip Gabrilowitsch, the famous Russian pianist, who
has not visited the West in many years, will return to
San Francisco to appear in recital under Selby C. Op-
penheimer's management at the Columbia Theatre on
Sunday afternoon, April 20th.

Galli-Curci will soon revisit San Francisco. Selby C.
Oppenheimer has secured the foremost coloratura
soprano for a recital in the Exposition Auditorium on
Sunday afternoon, April 27th. For the first time Galli-

Curci will also appear in Oakland and Sacramento on
her coming western visit.

BAUER AND CASALS TO PLAY SOON

Harold Bauer, who is to play jointly in recital with
the famous cellist, Pablo Casals, at the Columbia The-
atre on Sunday afternoon. March 23rd, although re-

garded as one of the three or four greatest pianists of
his time, is not confined to the piano solely for his
musical ex-pression. Like all truly notable artists he
does not limit himself to his own instrument nor feel
that it will diminish his glory by playing in ensemble

with others. "The greatest of all music," he says, "has
been written for duets, trios, quartettes, etc, and there
is nothing more inspiring than to play these things with
my distinguished confreres."' Bauer, with the cellist

Casals, will play a number of joint recitals this season,
and San Francisco is fortunate that Manager Selby. C.
Oppenheimer has been able to capture one of these
events for music lovers here.

CHALIAPIN IN RECITAL

Following his appearances with the Chicago Civic
Opera Company at the Casino Theatre here next month,
and at the close of his operatic tour, Feodor Chaliapin,
the peerless Russian, will return to San Francisco for a
special recital whicb has been arranged for him at the
Casino on Sunday afternoon. March 30th.

THE CHERNIAVSKY'S COMING

Appearing here in only one concert this season the
famed Cherniavsky Trio will add unusual distinction to
tlie Alice Seckels Matinee Musicales. They have been
secured by Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer to substi-
tute in that popular series for Renato Zanelli. the
Italian baritone whose failure to keep his engagements
in America has caused the cancellation of his entire
tour. The Cherniavskys. fortunately, will be in Cali-
fornia at the same period as was reserved for Zanelii,
and will make a special trip to San Francisco from Los
Angeles to fulfill this engagement on Monday afternoon.
March 24th, Zanelli's identical date, returning to South-
ern California the same night to continue their tour in
that section.
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CHARLES W. CLARK

EDGAR A. BRAZELTON

Conservatory— Chicago
AN INSTITUTION OF INTERNATIONAL PROMINENCE,
WITH ACCREDITED COURSES LEADING TO CERTIFI-
CATE, DIPLOMA AND DEGREES.
FACULTY OF OVER NINETY ARTISTS, MANY OF IN-
TERNATIONAL REPUTATION.

Summer School
JUNE 25 TO JULY 29

TEN WEEKS (Special Courses) MAY 21 to JULY 29

All Branches of Music—Expression—Stage Arts—Opera—Lan-
guages—Dancing — Accompanying — Repertoire and Interpreta-
tion Classes.

NORMAL TRAINING COURSES
in the above subjects

Daily Recitals, Lectures and Concerts by famous artists.

Free to all accredited students.

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
Six Weeks' Course—JUNE 25 to AUGUST 5

Lyravine Votaw and William Nordin. Co-Directors in course meeting latest

requirements of School Boards in all States.

FREE SCHOLARSHIPS
One Free scholarship for the Summer School will be given by each of the
artists mentioned on this page. The successful candidates for the scholarships
will receive Two Private Lessons a week for the five-week term. Send for
application blanks.

STUDENT DORMITORIES
Only Conservatory in Chicago maintaining large student dormitories for men
and women students. Prices reasonable—$10.00 and up. Good accommoda-
tions. Practice pianos.

President Kenneth M. Bradley will be in San Francisco April 9 to 12 for con-
sultation and to conduct examinations for the Scholarships and Master School
Appointments for 1924-25.

For Summer Announcement, with full information on
scholarships, rates of tuition, address

M. R. SCHWENKER, Secretary Bush Conservatory
839 North Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

bru.no esbjorn

MME. JUSTINE WEGENER

MAE RILEY McKINLEY
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SEATTLE MUSICAL REVIEW
BY ABBIE GERRISHJONES

Seattle, January 3.

Is it too late to wish you all a Happy New Year?

The holiday season is not really over till the week is

out after all and we ot the north have just received

our first decoration of snow.
Christmas has come and gone, all the downtown dis-

trict, after a pretty custom always observed in Seattle

at this time, decorated in garlands of green swung from
pole to pole along the streets, crossing in places to up-

hold immense Christmas wreaths. It gives the town
such a beautiful appearance and enhances the at-

mosphere ot festivity. As usual the churches observed

the day with services and beautiful music, but contrary

to our custom at home in good old San Francisco the

music was not repeated on the following Sunday.
The month ot December was very active musically as

well as otherwise. Among other interesting events the

new String Quartet organized by Arnold Krauss, con-

cert master ot the Seattle Civic Symphony Orchestra,

"made its successful debut, as a feature of the program
of the members' luncheon ot the Chamber of Commerce,
playing the Haydn Quartet in D major. The personnel

ot the quartet is as follows: Arnold Krauss, first violin

and director; Marius S. Mannik, second violin;

Alexander Vdovin, viola; and Gordon C. Hartshorn,
cello, Los Angeles will remember Mr. Krauss as the

concert master for many years with the IjOS Angeles
Symphony Orchestra and the organizer ot a Krauss
String Quartet in that city. .Mr. Krauss will be soloist at

the Civic Symphony concert on January 6th in the

.Metropolitan Theatre, when he will play the famous
Beethoven Concerto with orchestral accompaniment.

The Orpheus Club of Tacoma, our musical neighbor,

recently gave a splendid concert in Scottish-Rite cathe-

dral of that city, under the direction of John M. Spargur,
conductor of the club, and accompanied by Rose Kara-
sek Schlarh, who also acted as accompanist tor the

soloists, Mrs. Oats, Mr. Morgan and Mr. Berry, vocalists.

The •Elcgia" from the Arensky Trio. Op. 32, was per-

formed by John M. Spargur, violin: Keith J. Middle-
ton, 'cello and Rose Karasek Schlarb, piano.

The .\merican College of Music on December 14th

gave a recital for the benefit of the organ fund of St.

Paul's English Lutheran Church, Forty-third and Fre-
mont, featuring Miss Maude Ethel Pedersen, pianist,

pupil of the college, assisted by Mme. Julia Risegari,

violinist; Mr. Arthurt Walker, flutist; James Hamilton
Howe, formerly of San Francisco, now dean of the col-

lege, and Miss Hazel Cameron, the last two named
acting as accompanists. A fine program was given.

The Civic Symphony Orchestra at the next concert
on January Gth is to present Tschaikowsky's Sixth
Symphony, the composer's best beloved of all his com-
positions and after its initial performance called by him
the "Pathetlque." Mme Davenport Engberg is the very
capable conductor of this orchestra and holds a high
place in the esteem of Seattle musicians.

It is said that the cadenzas played by Mr. Krauss in

the Beethoven Concerto are those of Joachim.
Many were turned away from the last concert of the

orchestra when a big program was presented and
Zimbalist was soloist.

Marie Gashweiler gave a student recital at the studio
in the Empress building on December 30th. the feature
of interest being the performance of John Powell's
burlesque ".\t the Fair," written on the themes heard
from a hurdy-gurdy at a country circus. Mr. Powell is

an American composer, a native of Virginia and studied
with Leschetizky in Vienna at the same time that
Miss Gashweiler was there. He is now ranked among
leading American composers, and his sonata and con-
certo take a place with the best modern piano literature
of modern .\merican writers.

Mabelle Darud was the soloist and beside the Powell
suite played a sonata by Grieg and numbers by Debussy,
Moskowski, Mendelssohn and Leschetizky.

The Coliseum Orchestra, one of the largest and finest

in the city, at a recent Sunday afternoon concert at the
Coliseum Theatre rendered an exceptionally fine pro-
gram, giving Verdi's overture, Jeanne d'Arc, Hadley's
Atonement of Pan, and numbers from Czbulka, Grieg,
Puerner. De Bozi and Herbert. The big orchestra is

under the direction of Osborne Putnam Stearns.

Seattleites take a more than ordinary interest in

Henry Hadley, so many years a part of the musical life

of this city. At the time the writer first came to Seattle
Henry Hadley was conductor of the Symphony Or-
chestra and John Spargur was concert master. Since
that time Hadley has gone far afield in his musical
Joumcylngs, and John Spargur was elected to fill his
place as conductor of the Symphony, which he did ef-

ficiently and well. Mr. Spargur now holds an important
place in the scheme ot things musical in Seattle.

Miss Nellie Cornish, following her usual custom, kept
open house on Christmas eve, receiving her friends
from 7 o'clock to midnight and entertaining them with
music and dancing with a buffet supper afterward Mr.
Vladamir Rosing and his accompanist, Mr. N. Slonimsky
were guests ot honor on this occasion.

.Mr. Slonimsky is a Russian pianist, young and said
to be very talented. A benefit mmlcul was given at the
home of .Mrs. Frederick Struve. under the auspices of
the .Monday Practice Club and the Music Practice Club

when the pianist appeared as soloist giving a program
from Chopin and Scriabin, playing four numbers from
the latter composer, Mrs. Louise van Ogle, well-known
teacher and lecturer, read notes on the life of Scriabin
and calling attention to the influence of Chopin on the
work of Scriabin as suggested in the Prelude ot Chopin
which were played by Mr. Slonimsky, coming to a
higher development in the shorter piano pieces by
Scriabin which the pianist also rendered,—Prelude,
Etude, Poem and Desir.

Three pupils ot Paul Pierre McNeely recently ap-
peared in public concerts, winning laurels not alone for
themselves but for their teacher who is a master in his
profession. Miss Edith Nordstrom appeared before the
Ladies' Musical Club of Tacoma, Kenneth Ross ap-
peared as soloist with the Men's Musical Club of Van-
couver. B. C, both young pianists winning high acclaim
from the press for finished and artistic rendition ot
difficult numbers, which displayed clarity of tone, tech-
nical efficiency and intelligent interpretation as well as
real musical feeling for the composer's idea.

Mrs. LaForrest Efaw is liostess today at her home to
the Thursday Musical Club. A discussion ot "American
Music" (Indian and Negro) will be directed by Mrs.
P. W. Goodhue and a musical program including the
works of I^ieurance, Strickland, Mueller, Cadman,
Logan, MacDowelL and Grant-Schafer will he given,
with sojue well-known old negro spirituals by members
of the club.

January is bringing us many desirable things, among
which are Pavlowa, who comes to the Heilig theatre
for a brief engagement on the 6th, and on January 7th
the San Carlos Grand Opera Company under the di-

rection of Carlo Peroni.
The season opens with Carmen in which our own

Alice Gentle will take the title role in which she has
won for herself a most enviable reputation and this in
itself is a big drawing card as Miss Gentle is claimed
for its own by Seattle as we of San Francisco have
come to claim her also and the artist is greatly beloved
by all of the music-loving people of this city. The per-
sonnel is, of course, known to you and the fact that
Madame Butterfly will be "done" by the little Japanese
artist Haru Onuki.

The Artists' Quartet, composed of Gwendolin Geary
Ruge, soprano; Dai Steele Ross, contralto; Henry O.
Price, tenor; and Owen J. Williams, baritone, will give
their last concert of the season at the Women's Uni-
versity Club auditorium on Tuesday evening, January
8th. Episodes of History, sung in costume will be the
attraction and promises well for a unique entertainment.

The Seattle Operatic Quartet Club will give a pro-
gram of miscellaneous operatic selections about the
middle of February, witht he following members taking
part: Mrs. Pauline Ward, Rose Richardson, David W.
Powell, Annie Louise Herald, Gudfinna Powell and
Frederick William Zimmerman.
Tha selections will be made from 11 Trovatore,

Martha, Lucia, Don Giovanni, The Magic Flute and A
Night in Granada.

Gertude White, New York soprano, and Arnold
Krauss, concert master of Seattle Symphony Orchestra,
will appear in concert Friday evening January 11th,

at the Women's University Club auditorium. Sixth ave-
nue and Spring street. Jane Little, haiyiist, will be the
assisting artist.

On Monday evening. December 30th, we listened in to
the broadcast of KPO, Hale Brothers, San Francisco,
and heard a delightfully clear program of music with
numbers by Rudy Sieger's orchestra and a piano solo
by J. Chandler Smith which was splendidly played,
the piano sounding as if in the room with us and every
note as clear as a bell.

Equally pleasing as to clarity of tone was a New
Year's day program from the Oakland Tribune, when
we heard a pupil of Frederick Maurer, Irving Krick
by name, play a solo which we tuned in just in time to
hear. It was well done and it is a pleasure to be able
to report it. There are many things which we miss,
of course, as we are dependent upon the master of the
house, my daughter's husband, Mr. Brazier, to (ind these
programs and catch them in out of the air for us, but
those we do hear we appreciate as coming from home
and I am always a bit thrilled when it is broadcast by
some one in wliom I have a personal interest, for Auld
lang syne.

Edward Johnson, tenor of the Metropolitan Opera
Company, will sing here on January 19th, giving a con-
cert in Plymouth Church under the auspices of the
Elwyn Concert Bureau.
One of the leading tenors of the Metropolitan Opera

Company, a pupil of Lombardo, the famous, who taught
Caruso, the tenor's appearance here is anticipated with
keen pleasure and the certainty of something fine and
very much worth while.

Mrs. Louise van Ogle will lecture on January 9th in
the Women's University Club auditorium, under the
auspices of the Musical Art Society, on the subject ot
Moussorgsky's famous Opera "Boris Gbdonoff." which
will be performed here in March by the Chicago Opera
Company.

Illustrations to the lecture will be given by Margaret
Moss Hemion. soprano. Mrs van Ogle is noted for her
scholarly knowledge of music and music literature, and
her lectures are hailed with delight by music students
whenever announced.
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COLORATURA SOPRANO

Address:

ADOLPH KNAUER
79 Central Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

THE BUSH CONSERVATORY OF CHICAGO

WUh each successive season the influence of Bush
Conservatory is being felt more and more on the Pacific

Coast. Steadily forging ahead the Chicago school with
its high ideals of American music education, remark-
able faculty and the unique Master School has become
the dominant music school of the United States.

The Bush Conservatory enrollment for the last twelve
months alone comprises students from forty-two states

and includes fifteen foreign countries. And in this inter-

national scope of its musical activities the Pacific Coast
has been notably represented. Keenly alive to the best

in music education many talented musicians and
students of Washington, California and Oregon have
journeyed to Chicago to study under Bush conservatory
artists.

President Kenneth M. Bradley, who will be in San
Francisco April 9, 10, and 12, has gathered together the
greatest permanent faculty of any American music
school. Among the ninety artists on the roster are many
of international repute, such names as Jan Chiapusso.
Charles W. Clark, Richard Czerwonky and Mme. Julie

Rive-King being but a few of those known in both
Europe and America.
The Bush Conservatory offers thirty free and fifty

partial scholarships for the academic year, and fifteen

free scholarships for the summer term.
Seven departments or "schools" within the Conserva-

tory, independent but closely interrelated, are pro-

vided to care for the needs of all the students—the
General School (for students not following specific

courses), the Academic, the Normal, the Public School
Music, the Junior and most important, the Master
School and the Orchestral School.
The last two departments, most recently established,

are an innovation in American musical institutions and
have received much favorable notice. The Master
School provides free tuition for advanced students of
piano, voice, violin, opera and composition for a two-
year period, admission to the classes being by examina-
tion. Many students of rare talent, whose attainments
ar« of professional grade are found in the classes.

From the Master School are drawn largely the soloists
for the concerts of the Bush Conservatory Symphony
Orchestra in Orchestra Hall of the Eastern metropolis.
Ebba Frederickson and Edith Kendall, two talented
Pacific Coast violinists, both of whom are stud>ing in
the Master Class under Richard Czerwonky, have been
soloists at these concerts.
The Symphony Orchestra of the Orchestral School

gives four concerts a season in Orchestra Hall to
audiences totaling 10.000 people. The highly artistic
accomplishments of the Symphony Orchestra, which is

the biggest feature of the Orchestral School, have called
forth columns of praise from the music critics of the
Eastern city and great enthusiasm in the capacity
houses of Chicago's most noted concert hall. Richard
Czerwonky. as its conductor, has made the orchestra
the finest student svmphony orchestra in the United
States.

It is the artistic achievements of this calibre—the
doing of big things in a big way—that have put Bush
Conservatory in its position as the dominant music
school in America. Leadership in the interest of the
pupils' artistic development and a kindly, human at-
tention to their personal welfare have been President
Bradley's aim in the twenty-two years of the school's
existence.
The student dormitories are a big feature of the

Conservatory equipment, and a very popular one with
both students and their parents. The school is the
Chicago pioneer in establishing this very necessary ad-
junct to the modern music school and is the only one in
Chicago with adequate dormitory equipment. There is
always a waiting list.

President Bradley will be in Portland April 14th,
15th and 16th, and Seattle on April 17th, 18th and 19th,
to hear applicants for admission to the Master School,
and also to hear those wishing to apply for the free
or partial scholarships and to advise all music students
who wish to consult him regarding their musical stud-
ies. He will be at the Portland Hotel in Portland and
in Seattle at the Hotel

AILEEN STANLEY AT WARFIELD THEATRE

Aileen Stanley is coming to the Warfield on Saturday,
February 16th. Called "the phonograph girl" because
of her excellent work on the records of the leading re-
producing companies Miss Stanley is, besides this, one
of the important vaudeville headliners of the country.
With an inimitable style, a delightful personality, a
beautiful voice Miss Stanley will prove an excellent at-
traction at San Francisco's favorite theatre.
On the screen there will be the remarkable canine

actor. Strongheart, in his latest Larry Trimble-Jane
Murfin drama. "The Love Master." Pictured in the far
north this photo-drama is credited with being one of the
most unusual of the year. The story is vital in interest,
remarkably played by a good company and with the
main interest centered in Strongheart and his mate.
Lady Jule.
There will, of course, he the Fanchon and Marco

Ideas. Lipschultz and his Warfield Music Masters.
coipedies and shorter film subjects of interest.

DOHNANYI WITH CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY

The Chamber Music Society of San Francisco will

present a world-famous figure at its concert next Tues-
day evening. February 19. at Scottish Rite Hall. Erno
Dohnanyi, universally acclaimed as the great outstand-
ing figure among living pianists and composers, has
been specially brought here to make his first appear-
ance in San Francisco at the Chamber Music Society's
fifth concert of tire season. Dohnanyi is not only a
great composer, but is a pianist of rare technical and
tonal virtuosity and a poet and philosopher of the in-

strument as well. He was born in Hungary in 1877 and.
since his debut in 1897. when he won highest honors as
both composer and pianist on the same program, he has
enjoyed a tremendously triumphant career in Europe
and America. Today he stands on the pinnacle among
the great ones in his art. adding thereto an interna-
tional fame as one of the greatest orchestral conductors
as well. There is nothing that can be said to add to

his achievements or his standing and reputation. He
dwells among the elect.

On February 19 Dohnanyi will be heard both as
pianist and composer. Heralded as the greatest living
Beethoven exponent, he will be heard with Walter Fer-
ner in the Master's magnificent A major Sonata for
Piano and Violoncello, one of the monuments of musical
literature. He will also be at the piano in the creation
here of his new E flat major Quintet for Piano and
String Quartet, an event of significant and historical

importance. Music lovers will recall with pleasure both
his first Piano Quintet and his D flat major String Quar-
tet, which have been heard and repeatedly received with
great acclaim at previous Chamber Music Society's con-
certs. The new Quintet is a recent work, written in

Dohnanyi's prime, and containing the splendid matur-
ity of Dohnanyi's deep philosophy and poetry of musi-
cianship. •

Although Dohnanyi is a modern composer, in the
sense that he is contemporaneous, he never loses sight
of the salient fact that music and its context reaches
the brain through the channels of the ear. He conveys
his message in the modern spirit, free from harsh and
jarring dissonances or seeking for effects and always
with the idea of rare beauty of melodic line. His com-
positions and his playing are equally delightful, thrill-

ing and inspiring. To hear Dohnanyi is a-privilege, and
the advance sale of seats indicates that a more than
capacity house will be on hand to welcome this great
and distinguished artist.

MARIA IVOGUN WITH SYMPHONY

Appearing for the first time in San Francisco. Maria
Ivogun, the famous European coloratura soprano, will

be the soloist at the pair of regular concerts of the San
Francisco Orchestra, to be given next Friday and Sun-
day afternoons in the Curran Theatre under the leader-
ship of Alfred Hertz. Although this is but the third
visit of Miss Ivogun to America, she has appeared with
most; of the Eastern orchestras in numerous recitals
and as guest artist with the Chicago Civic Opera Com-
pany, everywhere being greeted with the wildest en-
thusiasm. One of the most remarkable attributes of
her singing to attract the praise from critics is her
power to keep the lustrous velvet of her tone up to the
highest register which coloratura demands from the
voice. Where one is accustomed to hear the ordinary
coloratura voice thin out on the top register the voice
of Ivogun sweeps up and holds the note in full splendor.
Miss Ivogun's only appearances in. San Francisco will

be at the two symphony concerts and in one recital on
the evening of February 29th. At the symphonies she
will sing Mozart's Mia Speranza Adorata and the aria
Oh Powerful Princess from the Richard Strauss opera
Ariadne auf Xaxos, both of which will afford the singer
splendid opportunity to reveal her vocal flexibility,

artistic understanding and tonal perfection. The orches-
tral portion of this week's program will consist of the
Tschaikowsky Symphony Xo. 4 in F iMinor. Liadow's
Enchanted Lake and the finale and entrance of the
Gods Into Walhalla from Wagner's Rhinegold.
The Popular Concert a week from next Sunday will

feature two of the orchestra members in the capacity
of soloist, Louis Persinger. the concert master, and
Kajetan Attl. harpist, both being announced for appear-
ances on this occasion. Persinger will perform the
second and third movements of the Wieniawsky D
Minor Concerto, while Attl will be heard in the Legende
of Renie. Other numbers announced for next week are
the overture to Mignon of Thomas. Liszt's powerful
symphonic poem, Les Preludes, the Schubert Moment
Musical. Dvorak's dainty Humoresque and the ballet
from Faust.

DOHNANYI
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Miss Cecil Arden of the Metropolitan Opera Company
will be heard in recital in Patterson, X. .T.. on February
14th. She will also sing in Chicago on February 10th
with Tito Schipa at the Auditorium.

STENGER VIOLINS
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IT
IS generally known in the

musical world that the Ki^be
is to-day the favorite instru-

ment of Leopold Godowsky

—

greatest living pianist—and also of
a group of super-artists whose
careers are untainted by any sus-
picion of commercialism.

Through sheer merit, unaided by
sensational publicity, Knabe has
become the chosen medium for the
highest expression of the pianistic
art. It is acknowledged by leading
authorities to be "the world's su-
preme pianoforte."

The same qualities that have won
pre-eminence in select musical
circles make the Knabe the ideal
piano for the home especially in
combination with the marvelous
Ampico Re-enacting'^ Piano.

The Ampico re-creates in your
home the playing of the master
musicians, on the very instru-
ment—the Knabe— preferred by
them for their personal and public
work.

KOHLER* er *CHASE
26 O'FARRELL STREET SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE

•{Copyright 1922, American Piano Company)

AMPICO

ROSENTHAL ACME OF PIANISTIC ACCURACY
BY ALFRED METZGER

The character of the impression made
by Rosenthal at his appearance with the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra was
shown at his own piano recital at Scot-
tish Rite Hall on Monday evening, Feb-
ruary 11th, when an enthusiastic audi-
ence including many ot San Francisco's
leading musicians nearly crowded the
hall. While Rosenthal's appearance with
the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra
convinced us all that he retained his
splendid artistic brilliancy unimpaired

. by the intervening years that passed
since his last appearance here at his own
recital we had an opportunity to note
certain growth in his musicianly per-
ceptions. We have always admired an
artist who stands up tor his convictions
and who plays in a manner to obtain the
greatest effects from a composition. We
can not imagine a nobler, more dignified
nor more convincing interpretation of
Beethoven's Sonata Op. 57 in F minor
than that of Rosenthal on this occasion.
The possessor of a technic such as no
other pianist we have heard possesses in
the same degree, the dispenser of an
emotionalism that grips your heart-
strings with a power that thrills and en-
thuses, the giant of a pianistry that rings
with virility and intensity and at the
same time the lyricist who finds expres-
sion in the lighter mode of delicacy that
gives limpid tonal quality to the tender-
est shades of human emotions. Rosen-
thal ranks among the world's grand men
in music. His interpretation of this
Beethoven Sonata will be remembered
by every one intelligent enough to grasp
the innermost beauty of this immortal
work.

In Schuman's Carneval Rosenthal ap-
pealed exactly to our liking of this work.
He combined firmness of interpretation
with gentleness of poetic instinct and
negotiated the most intricate and diffi-

cult technical passages with an accuracy
and assurance that we have never heard
equalled. Throughout the program we
could not detect one wrong note, and
while this is not exactly a requisite of
distinguished piano playing, it is at the
same time a wonderful achievement
which, combined with intellectual phras-
ing, represents one of the characteristics
of genius. It affords us immeasurable
delight to watch Rosenthal play, tor he
is so sure of himself, he knows so well
what he wants, he is so consistent and
so dignified in his bearing that the
greatest effort seems to him like child's
play. And it is because of this mastery
of all that is difficult in pianistic in-
terpretation that impresses some people
with the wrong idea that he lacks in
warmth of expression. It Rosenthal lacks
in warmth of expression then there is no
such thing in the dictionary of musical
terms. On the contrary Rosenthal is a
very dynamic force ot emotionalism.
When a work demands passion Rosen-
thal plays as it it were passionate. When
it requires despair he plays it as it his
heart would break. When on the other
hand a work requires gentleness he
whispers upon the ivories. At least that
is the Impression we received and many
others like us. and this would have been
impossible unless there existed a reason
for our attitude.

In his Chopin interpretations Rosen-
thal gave us his own conception ot the
master's works. When a Chopin work

arked forte and fortissimo through-
Rosenthal plays it accord-mg 10 tue composer's wish and if he

played it in a whispering manner then
he would play it contrary to the designa-
tion of the genius who wrote it. Per-
sonally we do not believe that Chopin
intended his compositions to be played
with subdued touch. We thoroughly
agree with Rosenthal and other dis-
tinguished pianists that Chopin's works
are effeminate, but vigorous healthy com-
positions that occasionally justify a little
extension ot the timidity displayed by
certain contrary minded people—equally
musical as ourselves, but evidently ot a

out the

interpretation ot the Ballade in F minor
by Chopin and some ot the waltzes he
gave as encores and also in certain of
the Schumann Carneval pieces wherein
Rosenthal revealed his poetic instinct.
Unless one was entirely prejudiced and
deat to all tone it was possible to hear
the bell like, tender quality that exhales
the sentiment ot poetic delicacy. It is
true Rosenthal represents the old school
ot pianistic art, but pray tell us who is
there among the "new school" that could
take his place? Who is there among the
newcomers who could equal him in his
intellectual force? Who is there among
the newcomers who possesses the same
grasp of the great masters? We know of
none. We find that the new school ot
composition and consequently interpreta-
tive art represents a phase ot musical
expression that differs greatly from the
old school. We can not say that we like it
better. It seems to prefer the ethereal to
the human tone colors to brilliancy, re-
pression to enthusiasm and slouchiness
to accuracy. No doubt this condition is
but transitory and will eventually change.
But at present we thank Heaven for a
Rosenthal to lift us out ot our attitude of
indifference into the clouds ot tingling
enthusiasm.

DE PACHIVIANN
nued from Page 1, Col.

different temperament
Rosenthal's astounding technical su-

premacy was evidenced during his inter-
pretation ot the etudes in thirds and his
remarkable arrangements ot Strauss
waltzes that concluded the program. His
hands and fingers absolutely seemed a
blur to the eye that could not follow the
velocity of his playing. And notwith-
standing this unbelievable speed Rosen-

nto^'tTn.I^i^^, ^r we Lnow^oth?^ '^I^^'^
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ment ot his side remarks. The best evi-
dence ot an artist's success is the cor-
dial attitude ot his audience, and it
would be difficult to establish a more
friendly co-operation between performer
and audience than exists between De
Pachmann and his hearers. That the
artist considers his remarks seriously
may be gathered from the fact that when
he noticed a ripple ot laughter following
something specially appealing in his re-
marks he protested saying: "Don't laugh,
if you wish to hear gorgeous music."
The lights seemed to annoy him, and in
this respect he is not alone, for
Paderewski, too, prefers to play in sub-
dued light. To emphasize specially his
antagonism to the electric light stands
placed on the platform he ran beneath
one ot them during an intermission and
laughingly remarked: "They are fine to
be used a^ umbrellas as protection
against the rain, but they do not please
me as lights."

De Pachmann has always imbued his
Chopin interpretations with a certain
element ot gentleness which no other
pianist adopted, and has done more to-
ward creating in the public mind an idea
that Chopin was almost effeminately
poetic than all other pianists together.
He stated that he was going to play

the A flat major waltz tours de force and
added that he did this very rarely as he
was too much of a musician, but evident-
ly felt in this mood and he thought he
would "step out a little.'' At times he at-
tained wonderfully poetic effects and one
of the remarkable features ot his per-
formance was the application ot pianis-
simi, though very taint and ethereal,
easily audible in every part ot the huge
auditorium. Every gesture and comment
has a fixed meaning and proves that he
thoroughly enjoys to hear himself play
and no doubt is as delighted with his
program as the audience. Before begin-
ning the Mazurka Op. 33 No. 4 in B minor
he said he would begin with the second
page as he thought the composition too
long. One of the most naive things he
did during the evening was asking for
the score of the Polonaise Op. 44 F sharp
minor because he was afraid he might
forget it as he was not so young any
more. His blending ot the bass and
treble is specially noteworthy and the
tone color effects he obtains in all his
interpretations are simply unforgettable.
Ue Pachmann must be considered from

a different angle than any other pianistHe IS unique. There possibly never
existed an artist like him, and the
chances are there never will be a figure
in music just exactly like him. For this
reason his work will be remembered dur-
ing the lifetime of anyone who has heard
him. The enthusiasm of the audience,
the constant ovations throughout theevening and the final crowding around
the platform was proof positive that hisudiencc doe_s not only entertain a deep

performance, but
admiration for hi
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Thousands of Music Lovers Braved
a Heavy Rain Last Week to Hear

VLADIMIR

DE PACHMANN
Play a Chopin Program, as He Alone
Can Play It, and Everyone Present

Joined in Giving the Master One of

the Greatest Ovations Ever Wit-
nessed in San Francisco.—All Critics

and Musicians Praised the Beautiful

Tone and Singing Quality the Great
Artist Produced.

THIS MATCHLESS SINGING TONE DISTINGUISHES THE

PIANO
WHICH DE PACHMANN HAS PLAYED ON ALL HIS AMERICAN CONCERT TOURS,

AND OF WHICH INSTRUMENT THE EMINENT MASTER SAYS:

"I love the Baldwin Piano, and

it seems to reciprocate my affec-

tion. It cries when I feel like cry-

ing, it sings joyfully when I feel

like singing. It responds—like a

human being—to every mood. I

consider the Baldwin the Stradi-

varius of the few really great

pianos of the world."

Vladimir De Pachmann.

310 Sutter Street

San Francisco
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RENA LAZELLES SUCCESS AS PEDAGOGUE

Miss Rena Lazelle, who came to this city in August,

1923. to organize a vocal department for the San Fran-

cisco Conservatory of Music, has already laid the foun-

dation for a large and fine vocal school. Following the

lines already laid down by Ada Clement and Lillian

Hodghoad in the piano and harmony departments, she

is training her own assistants, giving them practice

teaching under her supervision until she is able to

determine their fitness and value as teachers and make
sure that pupils who study under them will receive the

same careful, solid fundamental training which is the

distinguishing mark of this Conservatory. She now has

six such assistants, one at the Conservatory, one in

San Jose and one in Martinez, whose pupils may come
to Miss Lazelle at intervals, and three young teachers

who are now taking entire charge of the Children's

Voice Training under her supervision. Two of these are

at the Conservatory, one has classes also in Berkeley

and one is in Burlingame. Miss Lazelle considers this

work, teaching children to use their child voices easily

and correctly, most important and valuable and the de-

partment is growing rapidly.

Three pupils from Miss Lazelle's studio are already

establishing reputations as young professionals. These
are .Mrs. Annable Turner, soprano; Mrs. Lotus Ander-

son, contralto, and Mr. Andrew Robertson, bass. Four
more will be ready to enter the professional field in a

few months. Next season Miss Lazelle is planning to

have classes in concert repertoire, opera and oratorio

under well known coaches, in addition to the work
already done in the studios. That Miss Lazelle's worth
as a teacher is widely recognized is shown by the fact

that she has received several requests to give Master
Classes in other parts of the country this summer. A
recital by pupils of Miss Lazelle will be given at the

Conservatory Monday evening. March 3.

FRANK IV10SS IN ANNUAL RECITAL

Frank Moss, whose annual recital is now one of the

musical events of the year anticipated with keen in-

terest, will give his only recital this season in the

Colonial Ballroom of the Hotel St. Francis under Alice

Seekels' direction. Mr. Moss is a pianist whose repu-

tation as an accompanist is equal to his reputation as a

soloist. He is now on tour with Joset Sehwarz. the

eminent baritone, as accompanist for his California

dates. Mr. Moss' work is distinguished for its sincerity.

The Stockton Daily Independent said: "His playing
was vital and strong and at the same time exquisitely

delicate and colorful. Musical shades to Mr. Moss are
as a box of colors to the painter who uses them with
fine well-trained hand and intelligence." He will present
the following program: Tocatta G Minor (Bach-
Whiting), (first time in San Francisco); Prelude, Aria
and Finale (Cesar Franck) ; Nocturne C Minor (Cho-
pin), Berceuse (Chopin). Waltz, E Minor (Chopin), Fifth
Senate Op. 53. Le Poeme de I'Extase (Scriabine). (first

time in San Francisco): Triana (Albeniz), Scherzo
Humoresquc Le Chat et La Souris (the Cat and the
Mouse) (Aaron Copland), (first time in San Francisco):
Passacaglia (Dohnanyi).

THE STUDENTS' CHAMBER CONCERT SERIES

In the Students Chamber Concerts Series. Mr. Man-
ning aims to give the students and lovers of Chaml)er
Music an opportunity to hear one or more of San Fran-
cisco's permanent string organizations each season.
These organizations will not present the most complex
works, but will play works from the best composers,
giving the public what is best and most beautiful. The
first of the series will be given by the Sequoia Trio,
the personnel being Pierre Douillet. the well-known
pianist and composer; Arthur Conradi. violinist, head
of the San Francisco Institute of Music and Dr. Weiss,
cellist of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra. These
men are devoting a great deal of time and energy to
llieir work and will give of their best to the people.
The assisting artist in this concert is Harold Dana,

the popular baritone, whose singing is always a delight
as was proven by no less an artist than Tita Ruffo who
pronounced him the best baritone in California. This
concert in Scottish Rite Auditorium on March 7th is

only the first of the four splendid attractions and
students and lovers of chamber music cannot alTord to
miss this opportunity to hear the best at so reasonable
a price.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY

On the evening of Thursday, February 2Rth. at the
Fairmont Hotel the anniversary program of the Pacific
Musical Society will be presented and which has re-
ceived the utmost care in its preparation by the presi-
dent, Mrs. William Henry Banks with the assistance of
Mme. Rose Relda Cailleau as chairman of the program
committee. The program selected Is as follows: Pas-
torale (Scarlatti). Aus Holberg's Zeit (Orieg), Prelude,
Sarabande. Gavotte (Rigaudon), Carrie Emerich,
pianist: (a) My Mother Bids Me Bind My Hair (Handel)!
(b) But Lately in Dance (Arensky), (c) Mlcaelas Air,
Carmen (Bizet). Zelia Valssade, vocalist; Mrs. Cecil
Ilollis Stone at the piano; Sonata (Hoccherini) (ar-
ranged by Piatti), Emmet Rixford Sargeant, violoncello:
Lev Shorr, piano; Aria, Zaza (Leoncavallo), Cielo Tur-
chino, Neapolitan Song (Valente), Eric Gerson. vocal-
ist; T'da Waldrop at the piano; (a) Juba (dance)
(Dett). (b) Dance Andalouse (MacDowell). (c) Ballade
No. 2 (Templeton Strong), (first time in San Fran-
cisco), (d) Waltz Urilliante (Mana-Zucca), Carrie
Emerich, pianist; (a) Spanish Serenade (D. Popper)
(h) The Bee (Fr. Schubert), (c) Klfentanz (D. Popper)!
Emmet Rixford Sargeant. violoncello; I^v Shore at
the piano.

CHORUS OF MORE THAN 500 FOR FESTIVAL

Out of the weeks of preliminary work this city and
the communities across the bay are about to realize the
desire of many years in a great chorus that is to make
its official public bow at the first San Francisco Spring
Music Festival to be jointly given by the City of San
Francisco and the Musical -Association of San Francisco
next month in the Exposition Auditorium.

This was the conviction expressed this week hy
Alfred Hertz, conductor, after two big rehearsals of
both the East Bay and San Francisco sections of the
chorus held in the assembly hall of the Girls' High
School. This joint rehearsal of both the men's and
women's divisions of the two big sections proved that
in excess of 500 voices are now enrolled in the work.
Hertz was assisted in the rehearsal by Arturo Casiglia
and Glenn H. Woods, chorus masters of the San Fran-
cisco and East Bay sections, respectively.

All agreed that the progress to date has been remark-
able in view of the obstacles that have had to be over-
come in selecting rehearsal periods that would not con-
flict with those of the various musical organizations en-
rolled in the movement. Practically all of the singing
societies, associations and clubs on both sides of the
bay are now participants in the Spring Music Festival,
either officially or unofficially. Much material assist-
ance has also been given the effort by many of the local
vocal teachers.
"The program of the Spring Music Festival is of such

a character as to challenge the very best talent that the
bay communities can lend to this effort and it is gratify-
ing to see the response that has come from practically
all groups of music lovers," said Hertz.

ROSENBLATT TO SING MARCH FIFTH

An interesting musical event of the current season
will be a recital by the celehrated tenor cantor Josef
Rosenblatt, on Wednesday evening. March .Ah, at Scot-
tish Rite Hall, under the auspices of the Jewish Relief
Association of California, in conjunction with the Elwyn
Concert Bureau, tor the benefit of the Free Tubercular
Hospital at Duarte, Cal. Gifted with a voice whose
natural beauty and range horder on the marvelous, he
established himself, at his very first American concert
appearance, as a tenor of extraordinary distinction.
The critics received him with unusual praise, and the
public immediately adopted him as a personal favorite.
A committee of twenty locally identified with the re-

lief work tor the Free Tubercular Hospital at Duarte.
Cal., is sponsoring the recital, and it is expected that
the worthiness of the cause, as well as the exceptional
merit of the artist, will meet with generous response,
as a substantial portion of the proceeds will go to the
Jewish Consumptive Relief work. The following com-
prise the local committee: J. N. Flowerman, Samuel
Wacholder. L. M. Isaacs. Miss Rae Seaman, Mrs. S.
Weinberg. Mrs. L. J. Levin. L, J. Levin. Max Blackfield,
Harry Koblick, L. A. White. Leon Mackover, A. Frankel,
S. Faverman. Larry Isaacs, A. Lesser. Eugene Block,
J. Glazer, B. B. Raphael, Arthur W. Jonas and Mr. S.
Clark.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S SYMPHONY CONCERTS

The Young People's Symphony Concerts will be con-
tinued when the second concert will be given on Thurs-
day afternoon. February 28th. with Alfred Hertz con-
ducting at the Municipal Auditorium at 3:30 p. m.
These concerts were established some two years ago
with the hearty co-operation of Miss Estelle Carpenter,
director of music in our Public Schools, also the school
authorities and residents of San Francisco. The con-
certs were such a success that a second series was put
on last year, the interest was so manifest that this year
the work has been continued under the able manage-
ment of Alice Metcalf.
The concert on February 28th will be particularly

interesting as a number of the selections played by the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra are the same as
those given by Miss Carpenter in her course of study
of music Appreciation in the Public Schools. This
movement of the Young People's Symphony Concerts
is one that is spreading throughout the United States
and it is to be hoped that the parents will take particu-
lar interest in these concerts as it is as much to the
credit of San Francisco that they are given at such re-
duced rates for the children.
The last concert is to be given on Public School

Music Day. Wednesday afternoon. .March 12th. which is
being featured by the California Federations of Music
Clubs and a cordial invitation is extended to all the
club members and parents to attend this closing con-
cert.

WALLACE EDDINGER AT ALCAZAR

The tremendous popularity of Wallace Eddinger in
his original Broadway role in Captain Applejack, a de-
lightful comedy, has been responsible for its continua-
tion for a second and last week, beginning with the
performance Sunday night. February 17th. An Arabian
Night's Entertainment with a modern flavor, plenty of
fun and suspense, and Just enough mystery and strange
happenings to please the average amusement seeker,
make this an offering of wide appeal.
The special supporting company brought here by

Thomas Wilkes with the star has proved a revelation.
All of the principal roles are in clever hands. Barbara
Brown as Poppy Faire completely wins her audience
and Symona Boniface as Anna Valeska, an adventuress!
portrays her part in an axceptionally clever manner!
Other principal roles are in the hands of Frederick
Trueadell and Iva Shepard.

THE DUNCAN DANCERS

The Duncan dancers, Anna. Lisa and Margot. con-
sidered by many critics as the most beautiful and
original dance trio in the world, are rapidly heading
this way and are due to reach the Columbia Theatre
for two special matinee performances next Friday
(Washington's Birthday) and the following Sunday
afternoon, February 24th). It has been over three years
since these delightful IHtle artists have visited here
and their return will be the most welcome event of the
current musical season in artistic dance circles. On
their present tour the Duncans have the advantage of
the co-operation and benefit of the artistic services of
Max Rabinowitsch. the famous Russian pianist.
The comhination will present two entirely different

programs on their San Francisco visit. On Friday the
principal numbers will be culled from the ballet Orfeo
by Gluck. Various scenes and dances, including
choruses, pantomines, Ritournelle. Dance of the Furies,
and the Ballet airs from the Scenes Des Champs will
be interpreted by the dancers, as solo, duet and trio

numbers. Mozart's suite of dances (La Petits Reins)
and the inspiring Ride of the Valkyries from Wagners'
Walkure are also special features of this program.
Rabinowitsch's piano numbers will include the third
Chopin Ballade, Borodine's At the Convent. Chopin's
Waltz Brilliante. the Mendelssohn Spinnerlied, Scriab-
Ine's Etude Pathetique, Rachmaninoff prelude and the
First Music from Wagner's Walkure.
On Sunday afternoon. Chopin will be the prevailing

feature, the interpretations including the Nocturne, No.
2, Marche Funebre, Mazurka No. 25, Prelude No. 7,

Mazurka No. 24. Etude No. 13 and Berceuse. These
will be danced as ensemble and solo numbers. A suite
of Schuhert Waltzes as well as the same composer's
famous Marche Militaire are also to be found on the
Sunday list. On this day Rabinowitsch's contributions
include the concert paraphrase on Strauss Waltzes by
Goldstein. Schubert's Standschen and Das Wandern.
Levitski's Waltz. Glinka's The Lark and the popular
Schubert Moment Musical.

THE PADEREWSKI RECITAL

Paderewski will give one recital on Friday night,
February 2nth. at the Exposition Auditorium, and. ac-
cording to Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer, who once
more is bringing Paderwski to the west, a reception and
ovation that will equal last season's memorable triumph
is assured. Paderewski has just returned to America
from a short tour of Europe. On June 9th last he
played in Paris for the first time in eleven years. Le
Matin, the foremost French newspaper, in reporting
this event stated: "Never in the history of music have
we witnessed such a spectacle as at the Chatelet yester-
day. The musicians of Pierne's orchestra respectfully
made room to permit the passing to the center of the
stage of that person of great personality—Paderewski.
With an irresistible movement the thousands of specta-
tors which filled the immense theatre stood at attention
to render homage once again to the great Polish states-
man and distinguished artist. The ovation was inde-
scribable. Many, many minutes passed before Pad-
erewski was allowed to seat himself at the piano."
Manager Selby Oppenheimer has just received the

program Paderewski will play in San Francisco. On
it he has included the Fantasia and Fugue, G Minor
(Bach-Liszt), Andante con variazione (Haydn); Rondo
A Minor (Mozart). Sonata D Minor Op. 31. No. 2 (Bee-
thoven); Variations on a themeb y Paganini (Brahms);
Don Juan Fantasie (Mozart-Liszt) and the following
Chopin gems: Ballade A flat, Op. 47. Nocturne. D flat
Op. 27, Mazurka F Sharp Minor, Op. 59. Etude G flat,
No. 9, Op. 25, and Valse A flat. Op. 34.
Tickets for the Paderewski recital are now on sale at

Sherman, Clay & Co.'s in San Francisco.

LA JUIVE WITH ROSA RAISA

La Juive, or The Jewess, Halevy's operatic crown,
will be one of the outstaiiding features in the limited
engagement of the Chicago Civic Opera Company which
will be heard here in four operas at the Casino Theater
beginning March 6th. La Juiva, which has never been
presented in San Francisco by the Chicago Company, is
studded with gleaming arias, with sparkling duets, with
trios and choral numbers that seize on those who love
beautiful music and hold them enthralled. With Mme.
Rosa Raisa, one of the greatest dramatic sopranos of
the age, singing her favorite role of Rachel, and Charles
Marshall, famous American tenor, portraying one of his
best roles—Eleazar—and the two supported by a Chi-
cago Civic Opera cost. La Juive provides a memorable
evening.

FIFTH AUDITORIUM SYMPHONY CONCERT

Jean Gerardy. the famous Belgian 'cellist, will be the
guest soloist at the fifth and last popular concert of the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, Alfred Hertz, con-
ductor, to be given at the Exposition Auditorium on
Tuesday evening, March 11th, at 8:20 o'clock. For many
years he came to America and created a profound
sensation at his recitals in the principal cities and when
he made his last tour prior to his enlistment in the
Belgian army he was generally recognized as having
reached the pinnacle of perfection. But the Gerardy of
today is said to even surpass the Gerardy of eight
years ago. his four years of active service in the war
and the subsequent years spent in rest and study hav-
ing worked wonders in the development of the Belgian
master. He has hundreds of admirers in San Francisco
who eagerly look forward to his appearance. The prices
will remain popular, 25 cents to $1.00, and seats may
now be obtained at Sherman, Clay ft Co.
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Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to music and musicians. Give name and address
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Ed'tor,

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,

San Francisco.

1. Can you tell me about a song called La Braban-
conne?—R. L-

The national song of Belgium js called La Braban-
conne, which means The Brabantine (Song), i. e., the

Song of Brabant. It was a product of the revolution of

1830, which led to the establishment of Belgium as an
independent state. The insurgents of that time original-

ly sang the song. The words were written by Jenneval
and the music by Campenhout.

2. WTiat is- a guimbarde?—J. T.
A Jew's-Harp.
3. What is meant by Partitur?—P. E. S.

This is the German term for a full score, i. e , a score

showing the parts of all the instruments or voices for

which a composition is written. The French word
"partition" and the Italian "partitura." having the same
meaning, are derived from the same root.

4. What is an Art Song?—D. U.
An Art Song is a song whose melody and accompani-

ment do not come to an end with the first "verse" of

the text, to be repeated with each succeeding verse, but
continue throughout from the beginning of the first

verse to the end of the last. This style of song is

called "continuous," or "composed throughout." The
term Art Song is applied to it because it gives the

composer an opportunity to write a thoroughly artistic

musical expression of the text, following its every
change of mood and meaning. In the strophic or verse
form of song, such unity of text and music is obviously
unattainable; for, though one verse of text differs in

mood from another, they must all be sung to the same
music. A good example of the Art Song is Schubert's
"Erlking."

5. Did Beethoven write a composition called the
"Battle Symphony?"—O. W.

Yes; but that is a popular name for the piece and not
Beethoven's. He called it "Wellington's Victory, or the
Battle of Vittoria." He wrote it on hearing the news
of the defeat of the FYench at Vittoria It is not a
symphony in the accepted meaning of the term, but
is a piece of orchestral program music of low taste and
shows scarcely any of its composer's ability.

THE BOOK OF JOB DELIGHTS EVERYONE

The Book of Job. which had its successful premiere
in San Francisco last Saturday evening and which will

be repeated tonight at Scottish Rite Hall, met with
wonderful response and its repetition is welcomed by
those who appreciate beauty and simplicity of pro-
duction, besides dramatic, humorous beauty and solemn
scenes, all impressive.

No better criticism can be offered in these columns
than to quote the Indianapolis Star, which said; "Stuart
Walker's dramatic version of The Book of Job is an
achievement in the things of the theatre, memorable
and unique. It is reverent and awe inspiring in spirit

and quickening and satisfying in sensuous beauty as
few more pretentious productions have succeeded in
being. Every seat was filled for the slow rising of the
curtain on a darkened stage. A daring handling of
lights gives an effect unreal but appropriate and figures
seem sculptured in light on shadow and, intermittently,
strains of music intensified the moving passages, all

testifying to an artist's eye in the production." The
four plays given Saturday evening were also well re-

ceived and offered variety. George Somnes showing a
different dramatic ability in the Gods of the Mountain.
The Portmanteau Theatre Players, instituted by Stuart
Walker, are here under the Alice Seckels management.

THE CLAVILUX TO COME TO SAN FRANCISCO

The Clavilux (Thomas Wilfred, inventor) is to be
shown in San Francisco for the first time under the
auspices of the National League for woman's Service
in its new role of the Women's City Club. Two per-
formances will be given, afternoon and evening, on
March 1.5th. in the Colonial Ballroom of the St. Francis
Hotel.

Thte Clavilux is controlled from a keyboard like an
organ, but the product is not sound but light

—"a sound-
less composition of color, form motion." which is

thrown on a screen. The instrument plays in rhythm to
the eye in these media, as music is played to the ear.
The result is a great and new art, perhaps "the most
spiritual and radiant art of all." A strange, fascinating
and beautiful new thing. Further announcements will
be made concerning the performances before they occur.

THE PRIX DE ROME

AMERICAN ACADEMY IN ROME
101 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Editor Pacific Coast Musical Review:

Dear Sir:—The annual competition for the Prize of
Rome in musical composition is an event of national in-

terest, and the American Academy in Rome is seeking
the best talent in the country to enter that contest. To
assist the Academy in this worthy enterprise will you
please publish the following announcement in an early
number of your valued journal? It would also be es-

teemed as a favor if you would bring this opportunity
to the attention of any qualified composer of your ac-

quaintance. For this service I thank you in advance in

the name of the Academy.
Sincerely yours.

ROSCOE GUERNSEY, Executive Sec'y.

Prize of Rome in Musical Composition

The American Academy in Rome has announced its

fourth annual competition for a Fellowship in musical
composition. This Prix de Rome, which is to be known
this year as the Frederick A, Juilliard Fellowship, is

open to unmarried men who are citizens of the United
States. Candidates must file with the Secretary of the
Academy not later than April 1st two compositions, one
either for orchestra alone, or in combination with a
solo instrument: and one for string quartet or for some
ensemble combination such as a sonata for violin and
piano, a trio for violin, cello and pianoforte, or possibly
for some less usual combination of chamber instru-

ments. The compositions must show facility in handling
larger instrumental forms, such as the sonata form or
free modifications of it. A sonata for pianoforte or a
fugue of large dimensions will be accepted, but songs
and short pianoforte pieces will not be considered.
The winner will have the privilege of a studio and

three years' residence at the Academy in Rome, with
opportunity for six months' travel each year to the
various musical centers of Europe. He will receive an
annual stipend of $1000 and an allowance not to exceed
$1000 a year for traveling expenses.
Manuscripts should bear, not the name of the com-

poser, but a pseudonym. Circular giving further de-
tailed information, and an application blank may be ob-
tained from Roscoe Guernsey, Executive Secretary,
American Academy in Rome, 101 Park avenue. New
York City.

UNITED STATES CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION

The United States Civil Service Commission an-
nounces the following open competitive examination:

Music Teacher
Receipt of applications will close February 26. The

examinaton is to fill a vacancy in the Indian Service for
duty at Haskell Institute, Kansas, at an entrance salary
of $760 a year, plus the increase of $20 a month granted
by Congress, and vacancies in positions requiring simi-
lar qualifications. In addition to the salary named above,
appointees were also allowed furnished quarters, heat,
and light free of cost.
The duties are to organize and train mixed choruses,

quartets and other musical organizations, and to give
vocal lessons and instrumental lessons, particularly on
the piano.
Competitors will not be required to report for exami-

nation at any place, but will be rated on their education,
training, and experience. Full information and applica-
tion blanks may be obtaned from the United States Civil
Service Commission, Washington. D. C, or the secretary
of the board of U. S. Civil Service Examiner at the post-
office or custom-house in any city.

The xt artists to follow on the Elwyn Series will be
.Mario Chamlee on March 2m and Reinald Werrenrath
on March 2*^ at Scottish Rite Hall. Tickets for all
Elwyn attra ions on sale at Sherman, Clay & Company.

THE KANSAS CITY CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

The Kansas City Conservatory of Music reached an-
other mile post in its career when it increased its
Board of Trustees from 27 to 50 members for the school
year 1923-24, and secured a list of the leading men and
women of Kansas City, who raised a guarantee of more
than $.50,000 for its support.
This institution was started as a private organization

by its president and founder. John A. Cowan, who be-
gan his activities in Kansas City in 1900. In 1916 the
Conservatory was given to the city by Mr. Cowan and
a Board of Trustees elected, of which Walter S. Dickey
was the chairman. Mr. Dickey has been interested in
the clay products industry of the country in a very large
way. He is the owner and editor of the Kansas City
Journal-Post, and has supported all educational and
philanthropic movements of note in Kansas City. The
Kansas City Conservatory of Music has more than
trebled its faculty and student body during his term
of office, which expired in June, 1923, when L. L. Mar-
cell was elected chairman of the board. Mr. Dickey,
because of his many activities, retired as chairman, but
remained a member of the Board of Trustees and is ably
supporting the institution.

L. L. Marcell, the new chairman, is one of the success-
ful oil men of the Western States. He is the president
of the White Eagle and Refining Company, a $15,000,000
corporation, and one of the progressive organizations of
its kind in this section of the country.
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Mr. Marcell might be termed one of the western "go-

getters." He is a self-made man; has organized several
companies which were successful, and with Mr. Mar-
cell's experience and the support of the trustees, the
faculty and the Woman's Auxiliary, consisting of some
75 members with Mrs. Hal Gaylord, president, Kansas
City will have an organization that will be one of the
outstanding musical institutions of the country. Mr.
Marcell is not only giving financial support to the Con-
servatory, but is devoting much personal attention to
its development.

The enrollment at the Conservatory this year shows
an increase in excess of 30 per cent over the opening of

the school year of 1922 and 1923.

PAVLOWA IN OAKLAND

Oakland, January 28.

Chiefly, of course, we walk. Sometimes we run, from
choice or necessity! Less frequently, and with such
grace as our years, and the terpsichorean fashions of

1924 permit, we dance. But after seeing again the still

incomparable Pavlowa we long for a new phrase in

which to describe her art. It is so ethereal, so spiritual,

so almost complete a submergence of corporeal effort

in the expression of emotion, that there has not been
found a terra for it. Pavlowa has been coming to us
for years, always bringing new magic, for which we
have not yet discovered an adequate name.

There was not a vacant seat, nor an unoccupied foot

of the permitted standing room at the Auditorium Opera
House on Tuesday night. January 22nd. With that

knowledge of her public which has always distinguished
Miss Potter, and which has become even more sure as
her experience has widened, this manager was able to

give us on this side of the bay two of the same pro-

grams which were presented in San Francisco, and
which have already been reported in the Pacific Coast
Musical Review.

Not greatly accustomed to pantomime in this country
we yet found no difficulty, so exquisitely trained in the
pantomimic art are Pavlowa and all her satellites, in

understanding such a "plot" as The Magic Flute was
planned to set forth. The Russian wedding piece was
wondeful—as, indeed, are all Pavlowa's presentations

—

by reason of its colors, in mass, and singly; and besides
this ballet furnished us with some details of Russian
folk-lore and customs. The various divertissements
which followed, displaying the skill of many members
of the company as well as of Pavlowa herself, furnished
keen delight.

The naivete of the two longer ballets was in a large
measure responsible for the utter enjoyment felt by the
audience. That childlikeness. superimposed upon an
art which only the most rigid and constant and long-
continued practice could bring to consummation, is one
of the wonders of the Russian ballet, as exhibited by
Pavlowa and her associates.

The orchestra, conducted with great skill by Theodore
Flier, gave exactly the right emphasis to evervthing on
the stage. ELIZABETH WESTGATE.
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SAN CARLO OPERA COMPANY

Capacity houses have greeted the San Carlo Opera

Company on each of the seventeen e.xtraordinary per-

formances presented to Los Angeles music lovers dur-

ing the past two weeks. Alice Gentle in Carmen was the

opening-night attraction and a gala occasion it was.

with a well balanced company of good singers and well

schooled histrions and an audience amazingly cosmo-

politan. As Carmen. Ali«e Gentle imparted a vivid por-

trayal of the ruthless coquette and displayed her splen-

did rich voice to aflvantage. Beauty of tone, depth of

feeling and an extensive range mark her vocal equip-

ment and her acting leaves no trace of the real Alice

Gentle for she lives the character of the opera as she

sings.
.Manuel Salazar, while at first did not give a pleasmg

impression as Don Jose, proved to be a fascinating lover

In the Tavern scene and his voice showed more richness

and warmth as the opera progressed. The appearance

of the Toreador. Mario Valle. was greeted with much
and well deserved applause. He not only sings well.

but acts with freedom. As Micaela, Louise Taylor

showed ability and disclosed a sweet voice. Pietro de

Biasi as Zuniga, Francesco Curci as Dancairo. Anita

Klinova as Mercedes. Joseph Miller as Morales filled

their roles admirably. The ballet did acceptably though

following as it did on the heels of the incomparable

Pavlowa's engagement here we found many flaws which

the average public, of course, does not observe closely.

Conductor Carlo Peroni's appearance was the signal

always for tremendous applause, which he well merited

at each performance. The Aida performance was made
memorable by the singing of Bianca Saroya in the title

role, who was heard last September in the same opera

at the Hollywood Bowl. Sharing honors with Saroya,

Mario Basiola disclosed a high baritone voice of lovely

quality and gave a vivid impersonation of Amonasro.

The role of .\mneris was admirably done by Stella

Demette. Her voice is full, smooth and warm. Pietro

de Biasi as Ramfis. Natale Cervi as King, the chorus

and orchestra gave adequate support throughout.

Alice Gentle proved to be a stately Tosca in the

opera of that name and scored high as Santuzza in

Cavalleria Rusticana.
Next to .'^lice Gentle, Mario Basiola seems to have

made the greatest impression on Los Angeles audi-

ences. He displayed real artistry and splendid musician-

ship and perfect understanding of the parts he per-

formed. As the jester in Rigoletto he was a sensation.

Haru Onuki appeared in Madame Butterfly, supported

by Gaetano Tommasini in the role of Pinkerton. Both

are artists of no mean ability. Louise Taylor made a

charming Nedda in Pagliacci, while Manuel Salazar

proved a success in the Canio role. Mario Basiola con-

tinued to hold his enviable place in the esteem of his

hearers in the role of Tonio.

In Faust. Denietrio Onofrei won much praise for his

work in the title role. Saroya made a charming Mar-

guerite.
Fortune Gallo is to be commended on the splendid

successes he has had in the past several years with his

now famous touring opera company, and to George
Leslie Smith, local impresario, we extend our con-

gratulations for the success of these seventeen memora-
ble performances.

MR. STEWART TO TRAIN SONG LEADERS

.\s a result of the community music conference held

.Monday evening. February 4, at the University of South-

ern California, a movement is to be launched through

the community service department of the Extension

Division of this institution to encourage community
music programs with community singing and other fea-

tures at the univursity. It is planned to use the mem-
bership of the community music class for the training

of leaders under the direction of .Alexander Stewart as

the organizing nucleus for this movement.
In this work the university will have the co-operation

of the Civic Music and Art Association of Los Angeles,

which is planning to inaugurate community music pro-

grams in the various neighborhood sections of the

community where these are not already organized.

Further details regarding this plan will soon be an-

nounced by Miss .\adine Crump, director of the com-
munity service department of the university.

At the conference February 4 the community music
movement in its various phases was discussed in ad-

dresses by Dr. Sigmund Spaeth of .New York City, one
of the national leaders in the community music field;

Mrs. J. J. Carter and Alexander Stewart. Community
singing and a group of vocal solos by Miss Elizabeth

Moflern of the College of .Music, I'. S. C. accompanied
by .Miss Ena McNeill, were features of the program.

LOS ANGELES OPERA ASSOCIATION LAUNCHED

Los Angeles Is to have its own Opera Association;

Los Angeles Is to prwluce grand opera on the scale of

the .Melropolltan Opera Company of .New York; Los
Angeles and San Francisco are to get together on an
undartaking of great importance to the entire State.

These are the main points contained in an announce*

FITZGERALD'S for the cAd-vancement of £Music

Joseph Zoellner, Sr.

<.)i the internationally renowned Zoellner

Quartet—and who has just purchased a

KN.VBE for his home, writes of the

KNABE
"It is a profound satisfaction to the

Artist, ever striving for higher
things, to have an instrument that

always responds with fresh enthu-
siasm.''

HILL STREET Nj**^ AT 7S7~T29
LOS ANGELES

ment made last night that the Los Angeles Opera Asso-

c-ation has been organized with Judge Benjamin F.

Bledsoe as its president and a long list of representa-

tive people as its founders.

Working quietly for nearly three months, the execu-

tive committee has already under contract fourteen

great opera stars, including ten from the Metropolitan

Opera Company of New York, two from the Chicago

Opera Company and one from the La Scala Opera Com-
pany of Italy, --^t a cost of more than $20,000 for five

performances, these artists will be announced in a tew

days. Besides Judge Bledsoe on the executive com-

mittee are George J. Major, .Mexander Bevani, George
Leslie Smith and Merle .\rmitage, who will act as

business manager for the association.

"Credit for the enterprise falls on the shoulders of

Gaetano .Merola, opera conductor and director of na-

tional fame, who for the last two seasons has produced

in San Francisco opera almost equal to the scale which

will be given here this year. Upon the suggestion of

-Merola, who will conduct the Los Angeles opera, was
the local association formed," said .A,rmitage.

Through .Maestro Merola, San Francisco will co-

operate with Los Angeles to the benefit of both cities,

and will make it possible for both cities to have an
annual operatic season on a scale not attempted any-

where except at the Metropolitan Opera House in New
York City.

The chorus •f the contemplated season already is

training under the direction of .Alexander Bevani, who
will be artistic director of the company. Operas to be

given are; .-\ndrea Chenier, Manon, Traviata, Romeo
and Juliet and Rigoletto. William Tyroler will be assist-

ant cenductor and chorus master. The season of five

perfom)ances which are to be given w
about October 6th at the Philharmonic Auditorium.

L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg., Los Angeles

GERTRUDE ROSS
COMPOSHK-PIAMSTE

1000 South .Vlvnrado Phone 51063
Slianlnh-Culitornla Folk Sones

J. Fischer, fievr York, PabiUhera

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

Available for Concerta and Recitals

LInalted Nomber of Advanced PapUa Accepted

SYLVAIN NOACK
CONCKRT MASTER PHILHARMOMC ORCHESTRA

ConcertH and RecltaU
Hanaeement Mm. Caroline C. Smith, 424 Aodltorlam Bids.

ILYA BRONSON
Lo« Anpelen T

Solo 'Cellint
Philharmonic Orchestra
lo. PhUhnrmonIc

POP CONCERT A SUCCESS
What proved an unusually interesting program was

given at the Philahrmonic Auditorium by the Orchestra
on Sunday afternoon, when popular numbers of the
highest order were set before the capacity house in

exquisite taste by Conductor Walter Henry Rothwell.
Foremost in the order of program was the Military

March. Op. 39, Xo. 1 (Elgar), followed by Ballet Music,

Op. 26 (Schubert) and the Arensky Suite. Silhouttes.

Op. 23. The La Coquette of the latter suite met with
decided favor and was repeated. Two parts of the

Nutcracker Suite (Tschaikowsky) were received with
such hearty applause they were repeated: "Danse de
la Fee-Dragee" and "Danse des Mirlitons." Descriptive

and tremendous was the rendition of Vincint d'Indy's

Le Camp de Wallenstein. Op. 12. No. I.

Elinor Mario, mezzo-soprano, formerly of the San
Carlo Grand Opera Company, was soloist on this de-

lightful occasion. She sang two big numbers. Her
clear, full tones and wide range were displayed with
excellent taste in the Bemberg aria, "La Mort de Jeanne
d'Arc," which music calls for elegance in style. Haba-
nera from Carmen (Bizet), always a favorite, was en-

thusiastically* received with applause amounting to an
ovation. .Mies Mario has a delightfuUv assuring man-
ner and displayed much artistic ability;

A.KOODLACH
50.^ Majeatlc Theatre BlAg., Lo« Anselea Phone 470-Pl

MISS FANNIE CHARLES DILLON
PIAMST—TEACHER—COMPOSER

>. I.ON AnirelPN. Phone Drexel
Vumhem Played by Famona

The Woman's Lyric Club has secured two well-known
soloists, formerly prominent in musical circles of Los
Angeles, to appear at its second concert, which will be
given at Philharmonic Auditorium on the evening of

February 29. Marie Tiffany, soprano of the Metropoli-

tan Opera Company, and Sigmund Beel, noted violinist,

who (or many years was concert master of the Los An-
geles Symphony Orchestra. This is the twentieth sea-

M. Jeannette Rogers

First Flutist Metropolitan
Theatre

Concert-Recital-Club

Obbligato

Address 1351 Laveta Terrac-
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OLGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
OLGA STEEB

Director and Head of the Piano Department

FANNIE DILLON
Head of the Department of Theory

and Composition

Faculty of Twenty-nine Teachers
AflSlialed Teachers in Burbank, Claremont, Holly-
wood, Los Angeles, Long Beach, Monrovia, Pasa-
dena, Pomona, Redlands, Riverside, San Diego and
Sanla Monica.

For Catalog and Full Information

Address

OLGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
453 S. Willon Place Los Angeles, Calif.

Phone 567294

Frederic Burr Scholl

ORGANIST

Grauman's Hollywood

Egyptian Theatre

HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.

CLARA GERTRUDE OLSON
TEACHER-ACCOMPANIST
Piano, H&rmonT, Theory

Cfalldren'fi Classes a Specialty

110 MoHlc-Art Studio—8S1181 Res. Phone Boyle 5831

Alexander Bevani
ALL BRANCHES OF THE
VOCAL ART

ALMA STETZLER
voice CULTURE—COACHl IX REPKRTOlRt:

Suite 6IM So. Calif. Sliulc Co. BIdg.

ZOELLNER CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

JOHN SMALLMAN
IIARITONE—TEACHER OF SINtilNG

Voice Trinl by Aiipointment. f:iAW. Studio: "^0:1-804 So. Cal.
>lii»tio Co. nitlK. Shirley ToKKcrl, Secretary

Anna Ruzena Sprotte
CONTRALTO School of Vocal Art

Studio: Southern California Mnitic Company Building
80S South Broadway

For Information Res. Phone 74164

RAYMOND HARMON
~

Studio Bid);.. LoH

ABBIK NORTON JAMISON
PIANO—HARMON*V—VOCAL COACH

Bide.
JAMISON QUARTETTE

COS Southern California .Music C<
Studios: 1147 AVest 21sf St. Teleph

CHARLES BOWES

Prof. A. GIUFFRIDA
PIANO, VIOLIN, SINGING, COMPOSITION

iropean famous system; $4.1 for 60 lea on thna
d 30 cln HH e
Dce. 33 So. Brood-

HOWARD LEE SMITH
PIANO—VOICE—CHORl S DIRECTOR

nnoance)* removal of stadio to >'o. 703 Southern Colifor'
nla MumIc Company Building. 80S South Broadway

ilPOSER
Head Violin Dept.. College of Music. I. S. C.

Member Philharoionic Orcheittra
3S0I S. Figueroa St., LoM Angelea Phone Main 2190

son of the Woman's Lyric Club, which gives three con-
certs each year, besides making a number of profes-
sional tours. J. P. Poulin will again direct this, the
second concert for this season, and the well-known
accompanist, Mrs. M. Hennion Robinson, will be at the
piano.

Miss Eloise Aten, promising young sopraDO, left Los
.\ngeles February 8 with her mother to make their
home in San Mateo, where she can continue her vocal
studies with her former teacher. Mme. Mazel G. Pan-
kake. who is opening a school of vocal art in San Fran-
cisco. Miss Aten is the daughter of Ira -\ten. president
of Irrigation in Imperial Valley. Mrs. Aten is a promi-
nent club woman of this city.

The Matinee Musical Club had a special treat at their
last meeting in the appearance of Yosie Fujiwara. Japa-
nese lyric tenor, who is conceded to be one of the best
vocalists of his country. He was assisted by -Madame
Tacko -Mitura. contralto, and Sadamu Xyeugi. violinist.
Miss Vera McLean was the accompanist of the after-
noon. Much interest is centered on the management of
the Matinee -Music Club because of the fact they pay
their entertainers, even the club members, who partici-
pate on a musical program, for as Mrs. Spencer Kelley
says: "We pay for our hall, our lights, our janitor, our
piano tuner, why should not the artist who furnishes ys
our entertainment be paid?"

Grace Woods Jess, renowned for her exquisite folk song
interpretations which she sings in costume, has re-
turned to Los .\ngeles after a most successful four
months' concert tour of the western, middle west and
eastern states. Her unprecedented success at each con-
cert in Canada resulted in numerous re-engagements in
the north as well as many throughout the United States.
Miss Jess' search for new material and ideas carried
her to .N'ew York City, where she spent several weeks
coaching and attending musical attractions. Raymond
McFeeiers. one of Pasadena's first rank pianists, ac-
companied Miss Jess on her tour.

John Smallman, well known baritone and teacher, will
present two of his advanced pupils in recital at Chicker-
ing Hall on February 29 at S: 15. Miss Frances Haj-nes.
possessor of a beautiful contralto voice, and George
Gramlish. tenor, who is now singing in the prologue of
the Ten Commandments at the Egyptian Theatre, will
share jointly in presenting what promises to be an in-
teresting program such as Mr. Smallman's students in-
variably give.

Mme. Blanche St. John Baker, oneof Canada's foremost
pianists and teachers, has opened a Los .Angeles studio
at 1112 Victoria Drive, where she is rapidly gathering a
promising class of students around her. Several pupils
from her former home, Vancouver. B. C. have already
followed -Mme. Baker to Los Angeles and several more

FITZGERALD CONCERTS
MERLE ARMITAGE, Manager

727 S. Hill Street Los Angeles

ELIZABETH

O'NEIL
Direction

ABBY DE AVIRETT
KNABE PIANO

PIANIST AMPICO RECORDS
ma Vista St-, Lous Beach Phone .tl]::is

GILDA MARCHETTI

WINIFRED HOOKE
PIANIST

CONCERT—COACH—TEACHER
2004 South Union Avenue, Los Angeles

are planning to come to study with her in her new sur-
roundings. This fact bespeaks a splendid foUowlDg and
attainments above the average as a teacher.

Miss Winifred Hooke, well known to Los Angeles audi-
ences for her artistic playing and excellent musician-
ship, was heard to excellent advantage recently when
she appeared at the first piano in the orchestral num-
ber with two pianos by Saint Saens with the Philhar-
monic Orchestra last week. This number (Le Carnival
des Animauxl is extremely difficult and requires an
alert mind as well as nimble fingers to perform. Miss
Hooke. being fully equipped with these requirements.
gave a splendid rendition of her part on this program
and well deserves the admiration her many friends
have for her. The perfect ensemble was an outstanding
feature of the work of the two pianists, Miss Hooke and
Alexander Karnbach, together with the orchestra, under
Conductor Rothwell.
On February 12. San Diego music lovers were privi-

leged to hear this same number with Miss Hooke at
the first piano. It is reported she w^s received with
tremendous applause by a large and discriminating
audience.

Mme. Emma Loeffler de Zaruba, prominent in musical
circles of Los Angeles, presented an interesting pro-
gram at her residence studio, 503 South St. Andrews
Place. last week for the benefit of the Los Angeles
Music School Settlement. This school, by the way. is

doing a decided creative work in a locality where music
is much needed and at a very nominal cost to the
pupils. There is great need for more determined work-
ers to put the drive for a thousand members "over the
top.' On this interesting occasion at Mme. de Zaruba's
many of the best known musicians gave of their talent
to make this a delightful success. The program was
divided into two sections, the first part being given by
young artist pupils, including the Carlo concert quartet,
Lois Putlitz, violin pupil of Calmon Luboviski. Helen
Heath, danseuse. and Master Maurice Murphy, violin-

ist. May MacDonald Hope, well known as the founder
of the Los Angeles Trio, opened the second part of the
program. Others who participated were Albert Tessier,
French pianist. Jean Sampolis, reader, Hallette Gilberte,
pianist-composer, Leanore de Lara, danseuse, lone
Hamilton, Marenk de Kerekjarto. pianist. Mrs. Guy
Bush, accompanist, and Mme. de Zaruba. Carrie Stone
Freeman gave a brief authoritative expose of the unique
work of the music school settlement.

Edna Grace Cook's piano pupils have given a series of
three recitals within the past month. None but those in
the lower grades played on the first program. The mod-
erately advanced gave the second recital, while only
advanced pupils appeared the third night. On all three
occasions the pupils did exceptionally good work, there-
by reflecting much credit on their instructor.
At a recent date Rachel Masterson—an advanced

pupil studying under Mrs. Cooke—appeared as piano
soloist before the South Side Ebell Club. Her numbers
chosen not only to display her wonderful technic but
rare interpretive ability as well, were wonderfully
well received and brought forth much faverable com-
ment. Miss Masterson has obtained practically her
entire musical education under Mrs. Cooke's tutelage
and in the near future will be presented in recital.

LULA MAY Photograph Studio
Distinctive and Unusual Photographs That

Please, Delivered When Promised,
at Reasonable Prices

2028 West Sixth St. Los Angeles

LOUISE GUDE
SOPRANO

stern Representative Herbert A^'ltherHpoon
StadioN. \e>T A urk

cert Direction Harry and Arthur Cnlbertnon
Neiv Aork. Chicaeu. Portland

EleanorWoodford
DHAMATH Ndl'RANO

GRACE .M. STIVERS
1115 Ara|inIioe Streeti or

.Vuthorized Photographer for
TACIFIC COAST 3IISICAI, REVIEW

G36 So. Broadway, Los Angeles
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The assisting artists appearing at the student recitals

previously mentioned were Alfred L. Starck, baritone.

and Clyde H. Cooke, tenor. Tht^so artists were heard in

solos and duets and added much to the artistry of the

recitals. The following appeared in the recital given

by the advanced pupils on February H: Lorraine Seig-

hold, Grace Wilkinson, Eva Cage. Ralph Crawford. Max-

ine Bruffett. Ruth Crawford, Willie Mae. Vesta Howard,
Ruth Englehorn, James Young. Marion Freeland, Doro-

thy Cook, Ruth Bochardt, Eileen Rogers, Louise Lin-

coln. Julia Jones, Rachel Masterson, Clyde H. Cooke
and Alfred Starck.

New York Musical Review
BY ANNA SCHULMAN

CALIFORNIANS WITH NATIONAL REPUTATIONS

Clarence Gustlin Meets Distinguished Artists Who
Have Gained Recognition at Home and Abroad

—

Progress of Music Club Movement

BY CLARENCE GUSTLIN
(Vice Chairman of Publicity. National Federation of

Music Clubs)
The Pacific Coast Musical Review takes pleasure in

publishing the following letter received from Clarence

Gustlin. vice chairman of publicity of the National Fed-

eration of Music Clubs, who has been in New York for

the last few months:
New York, January 21, 1924.

Mr. Alfred Metzger,

Editor Pacific Coast Musical Review,
San Francisco, Calif.

My dear Mr. Metzger:
On more than one occasion since my arrival here in

November to attend the board meeting of the National

Federation of Music Clubs I have wished for an oppor-

tunity to write you of various unique musical experi-

ences enjoyed, or possibly not altogether enjoyed, as

In the case of a recent program given by the Interna-

tional Composers' Guild. I shall avoid more than just

this reference to that event as the remembrance of it is

sufficient to rouse one to a state of vehement and
passionate expression.

A considerably pleasanter occasion transpired today.

however, when it was my pleasure to have as luncheon

guests Messrs. Howard Hansen, Ashley Pettis, Vincent
Jones. Lamar Stringfield and Charles McBride. Mr.

Hansen, as you doubtless know, is back from the Ameri-
can Academy at Rome for a few weeks to supervise

and direct the performance of several of his symphonic
works by several of our leading orchestras. We all

greatly enjoyed hearing of his work and experiences
abroad and are looking forward to hearing his "North
and Wesf played by the New York Symphony on Feb-

ruary ."ird.

Following bis recent return from a successful West-
ern tour Mr. Pettis will give a recital at Aeolian Hall on
February 8th. Mr. Jones is meeting with his customary
pedagogical success, having harmony and composition
classes both here and in Philadelphia. It is gratifying to

know that these California musicians are winning de-

served recognition here and making a conspicuous place

for themselves in the musical world at large. There are
already strong indications that the tide of musical
genius and ability will increasingly flow eastward and
that there will be the vigor, breadth and freshness in its

creative and Interpretive quality typical of the great
West Itself. Immeasurable credit for these circum-
stances are due to our Western musical press which
has so strongly championed the native artist, fought
for conditions favorable to his best development, and
for Just recognition of his achievements.
The season in New York I have found of great profit

and stimulus to me personally. Many valuable contacts
and associations have been formed, thanks principally

to my othcial connection with the National Federation
of Music Clubs whose undertakings I count it a privilege

to serve. Unfortunately the New York State work is

not as solid or efficient in its organization as is our own,
but it is to be hoped that the club leaders and their co-

workers will soon grasp the vision of their opportunity
and duty to participate in this great national movement
for promulgating the benefits and blessings of music
and attain the position of leadership which they logical-

ly should occupy.
I shall return to California in time to attend our State

convention at Berkeley. April 27th-30th, and in time
also. I hope, to help awaken the proper interest among
our Southern California members which shall assure
the sending of a large delegation. We are confident of
having a most successful and profitable convention.

I am aorrj' not to have an opportunity to notify you
sooner about sending my Review directly to me here,
care of Great Northern Hotel. I miss its interesting and
newsy pages very much. Will you please take the
trouble to make this change of address?
Wishing you increasing success in all your under-

takings In the New Year, and with kind regards, I am
Very sincerely.

CLARENCE GUSTLIN.

EDOUARD DERU AND ELLEN EDWARDS

The Greek Theatre management announces :i concert
by Ellen Edwards and Edouard Deru on Wednesday
evening. February 20th. at the Wheeler Hall Auditorium
on the campus of the University of California. Miss
Edwards, the distinguished pianlste, is very well known
In California. She recently appeared with the San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orchestra where she was accorded a
very enthusiastic reception. Mr. Deru Is a newcomer
In San Francisco and Is associated as a concert master
of the newly-formed California Music League. Mr. Deru
comes to California directly from Brussels where he
wss violinist to the King and Queen of Belgium His
concert at the Wheeler Hall Auditorium will be his
first public appearance In this part of the world.

(First Paperj

It is a common habit of mind to think of technic as
a detached element of a pianist's equipment, as if it

resembled a merchant's stock-in-trade, and was to be
displayed by the artist as the merchant displays his
wares. We hear it said of a pianist that bis technic
is good but I do not care for his interpretation. And
the student practices away at scales and arpeggios, fre-

quently racing throgh them as fast as he can (or faster),

with the idea that as soon as he can play them suffi-

ciently fast he will only have to apply his dexterity to
the Sonata Appassionata and the Symphonic Etudes in

order to be a finished artist. It is misleading to think
in such a separate way. Technic is- an intimate and
inseparable part of interpretation and should not be
divorced from it. The two should be developed together.
Every composition presents special problems and re-

quires its own technic. The pupil who sets about solving
the problems presented in a composition is aiming di-

rectly at the goal, whereas one who spends hours doing
scales and "technic"' with the notion that he is pre-

paring himself for repertoire, is wasting much time. Of
course, time is wasted on compositions if they are
merely run through in a superficial way without really
recognizing -the problems involved; and likewise it is

possible to practice scales and "technic" in such an in-

terpretative manner as to derive much benefit there-
from.

The hands require special training, and for this pur-
pose certain finger exercises are indispensable. The
training of the hands should emphasize, not speed and
dexterity, but the freedom and strength of all the
nerves and muscles of the hand and arm. If freedom
and strength are attended to, speed and dexterity will
take care of themselves. In these papers I should like
to point out how technic may be developed in the line

of interpretation, and to indicate a few exercises for
the hands and fingers calculated to effect their com-
plete development. The technic of the present-day
pianist is based on tone and not on velocity, as so
many imagine. My next paper will deal with tone as
the basis of technic.

CAROLINE SMITH AFTER ARTISTS

Of course soloists could be selected and contracted
for in the ordinary way by, mail but this would not
be characteristic of the business sagacity and thorough-
ness of Mrs. Caroline E. Smith, the highly successful
and efficient manager of the splendid Philharmonic
Orchestra of Los Angeles. With the dates of the con-
certs to be given by the Philharmonic Orchestra next
season decided on, Mrs. Smith left for Chicago, New
York, Boston, Philadelphia and Washington this week
to personally hear and select the soloists who will be
chosen for appearances with the Orchestra during the
season of 1924-1925.

This trip east, with its consequent opportunity of be-
ing on the ground early with the resultant wide choice
of artists possible, is thoroughly in keeping with the
policy inaugurated by Mrs. Smith in her management of
the Orchestra and that this taking time by the forelock
and personal attention to the many and varied business
affairs incident to the conduct of a great institution of
this kind has proven eminently successful is best
proven by the increasing attendance and enthusiasm of
the audiences that have heard the concerts this season,
both in Los Angeles and the many other Southern Cali-
fornia cities that are privileged to have this great or-
ganization appear before them.

Then too the widespread recognition and appreciation
of the Philharmonic Orchestra, its work and worth to
Los Angeles and Southern California in general may be
judged to some extent from the action of the Los
Angeles Realty Board awarding its ajnnual service
watch for 1923 to W. A. Clark. Jr.. its founder and sole
guarantor, as "Los Angeles most useful citizen" and
the organization of many allied committees having for
their sole object the furthering and broadening in every
possibles way of the sphere of influence of the Orchestra
and insuring that the total available seating capacity
shall be used at every concert to the end that the-
cultural and educational possibilities of the Orchestra
may be realized to the fullest extent.

The Philharmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles has made
far greater strides in the little more than one season
which has passed since the appointment of Mrs. Caro-
line E. Smith to its management than in the entire
period of its existence prior thereto: and, with all this
progress, Mrs. Smith has accomplished the apparently
impossible feat of raising the already high artistic ex-
cellence of the performing personnel and at the same
time made most substantial reductions in the inevitable
deficits which always accompany the maintenance of
such an organization.

Los Angeles and all Southern California is to be
congratulated that Mr. W. A. Clark. .Ir.. has so wisely
chosen for the management of this "great adventure in
idealism" this truly remarkable woman.

The Metropolitan Opera continues to dazzle with its

brilliance. Among the novelties this week were La
Habenera in French by Raoul Laparra, in two acts,

and I Compagnacci in Italian by Prime Riccitelli, in

one act. The leading roles in the former were sung by
Easton and Danise; in the latter by Rethberg and
Gigli. Both features were attractively set in beautiful
scenery and were well received by the audience. The
remainder of th week witnessed two beautiful perform-
ances by .Jeritza in Thais and Fedora; Bori and Gigli

were heard in L'Amore del tre Re by Montemezzi, in

whose honor the opera was given; Die Walkure was
presented with Matzenauer, Rethberg, Laubenthal and
Whitehill; Carmen, with Easton, Fleta and Mardonea;
Marta, with Alda and Gigli; Boris Godunoff with
Chaliapin.

The Philadelphia Orchestra, greeted by a large audi-
ence, gave a concert devoted to the work of Josef
Hofmann. He played his own piano concerto, a very
brilliant work, some modern piano pieces and a "chro-

matic" for piano and orchestra. The orchestra per-

formed with perfection, and as for Hofmann, it goes
without saying that his work was of the highest order.

Helfetz, at his first concert of the season, was received
with the usual wild enthusiasm. It matters not how
often he appears here—he crowds the house and his
listeners are enthralled with his playing. He left im-
mediately for the Pacific Coast.

Rosenthal gave his second piano recital of the season
and again astounded the audience with his colossal
technique. Not satisfied with the length of the program,
the audience stormed the stage and did not leave until

after the ninth encore.

Dohnanyi, the eminent Hungarian pianist, devoted part
of his program to works of his own. They were very
interesting and his rendition of them made them thor-

oughly enjoyable. The balance of the program was
given in a very masterful way, with the dignity and
poise peculiar to him.

Orchestrally speaking, this week was a busy one for

New York. The Philharmonic, under Henry Hadley.
gave four concerts, with Zimbalist, John Powell and
Bauer as soloists, also one concert with Von Hoogstra-
ten conducting and Morini as soloist. The State Sym-
phony, under Joseph Stransky, gave two concerts, with
Rosenthal and Enesco as soloists. The New York Sym-
phony, under Damrosch, were heard in two pairs of

concerts, the third of the Beethoven cycle. Albert
Spalding, the American violinist, was soloist at the first

of these: at the second. Samuel Dushkin, Russian violin-

ist, made his debut in America. The Boston Symphony,
with Monteaux conducting, added one more to the
already large number of orchestral concerts. Jacques
Thibaud was soloist.

Geraldine Farrar was greeted with such enthusiasm
that it would scarcely have mattered had she not sung.
Her appearance, her smile, created a furore. Neverthe-
less, not all the external glamor in the world could dim
the beauty of her voice.

Among the other artists heard this week were: Marie
Ivogun, soprano of the Chicago Grand Opera Company:
Marguerite d'AIvarez, contralto; Hutchison, Herma
Menth and Friedberg, pianists; Louise Homer and her
daughter, contralto and soprano, respectively; and
Huberman, violinist.

Maria Ivogun, the distinguished diva, who has created
some of the most notable coloratura roles in modern
German opera and who is one of the most famous
Mozart interpreters, is to appear here at Scottish Rite
Hall in recital on Friday evening, February 29. under
the management of the Elwyn Concert Bureau, and as
soloist with the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra on
the afternoons of February 22 and 24 at the Curran
Theatre.

The California Federation of Music Clubs, of which Mrs.
Lillian Birmingham is the president, gave a grand con-

cert during Music Week which took place at the Civic

Auditorium on November 1. Those participating in the

event were: The Minetti Orchestra, Pacific Musical So-

ciety. San Fi-ancisco Musical Club. California Club
Choral, Allied Arts Club Music Section and San Fran-
cisco Teachers' Association. The following program was
presented: March Triumphale Creole (Kriens), Adagio
(Vieuxtemps), Harriet French, soloist, Minetti Orches-
tra. Mr. Guilio Minetti. Director; Musetta Waltz (Puc-
cini), Solveg's Song (Grieg), May Morning (Manney),
Miss Zelia Vaissade, Mrs. Cecil HoIIis Stone at the
Piano. Pacific Musical Society; Etude. Op. 10. No. 6.

Nocturne F Sharp Major. Palonaise Op. 53 (Chopin),
George Kruger, San Francisco Music Teachers' Associa-
tion; Spring (Henschel), Le Papillon (Fourdrain), Who
Knows (Stickles), Mrs. (Charles William Camm, Mrs.
Cecil Stone at the Piano, San Francisco Musical Club;
Capri (C. O. Bassett), Volga Boatman's Song (Victor
Harris), Mrs. Richard Revalk, Solofst. California Club
Choral, Mr. Homer Henley, Director, Elsie Young Maury
at the Piano; Ave Marie (Schubert-Wilhelmji. From
Canebrake (Samuel Gardner), Miss Alice G. Poyner,
Mrs. Cecil Stone at the Piano. San Fi-ancisco Musical
Club; Aria from Elijah (Mendelssohn), Lift Thine Eyes
(Logan), George E. Cochrane, Miss Gladys Boys at the
Piano, Pacific Musical Society: Over the Steppe (A.
Gutchinoff). Morning Hymn (G. Henschel), Mrs. Robert
Alexander, Mr. James Gallet at the Piano, Allied Arts
Club Music Section; Waltz—Tales from the Vienna
Woods (Strauss), Minetti Orchestra, Mr. Guilio Minetti,
Director.
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MUSICAL BLUE BOOK of CALIFORNIA
NOW BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION
The Editor of the Musical Blue Book of Califor-

nia is now preparing to get the publication ready
for the Printer. In order to facilitate his work he
would appreciate the full co-operation of the

musical profession, and particularly the adver-
tisers. We find that many musicians who signed
contracts have so far failed to send us the

ADVERTISING COPY. It is impossible to

finish our work until ALL COPY is received at

this office.

Los Angeles advertisers in the Musical Blue
Book of California may leave their copy with
Nelle Gothold, Room 610, 808 South Broadway,
the Pacific Coast Musical Review representative
in Los Angeles.

There are a number of prominent musicians in

various parts of California whose names are not
yet in our possession for purposes of registra-
tion. There is no charge made for such registra-
tion, and surely the musical profession would
like to have this Blue Book as complete as possi-
ble. If you have not yet sent in your registration,
or if no solicitor has asked you to register, kindly
send in your name and address and your voca-
tion. Or, better still, write or phone us and we
will send you a registration card to be filled out.
NOW is the time to send in your advertising
copy and your registration card. In a very short
time it will be TOO LATE.

ALFRED METZGER
Editor Musical Blue Book of California

801 Kohler & Chase Building
San Francisco, Calif.

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAN FRANCISCO BANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY lOth, 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks in California,
the Assets of which have never been increased
by mergers or consolidations with other Banlts.

Member Associated Savings Banlcs of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 31st, 1923
Assets $89,174,468.57
Capital, Reserve and Contingent Funds 3,850,000.00
Employees^ Pension Fund 430,275.37

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7th Ave.
HAIGHT STREET BRANCH Haight and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Porta I Ave, and UUoa St.

Interest paid on Deposits at the rate of

FOUR AND ONE QUARTER (4J4) per cent per annum,
COMPUTED MONTHLY and COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY,

AND MAY Bli WITHDRAWN QUARTERLY

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

nn.-. Kohler St Chnac Bid. Tel. Suiter 73s

DOMENICO BRESCIA

Madame Chzries Poulter—Soprano

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio: SG GalTiier Building. 'ATli Sutter Si
Tel. Doujirlas 42-J-i. Kes. Tel. Kearny 2:M

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
SOLO PIANIST AND TEACHER

Advanced Pupils Accepted
Studio: i:tS Hyde St. A|>nrtnient L'7

ROSENTHAL SYMPHONY SOLOIST

(Continued fom Pa&e 1. Col. 2)

majestic in the highest degree. Evidently
the audience agreed with us for the ap-

plause at the end of the two move-
ments was spontaneous and unanimously
hearty. Mr. Hertz was asked to bow
again and again and the audience would
not rest until the entire orchestra re-

sponded to the ovation.

Strauss' Don Juan is one of the mas-
ter's earlier work, but it is one of our
favorites. It is so obviously energetic

and emotional, so evidently descriptive of

the characteristics which one applies to

the character that one needs no pro-

gram notes to understand what Strauss
is driving at. We never tire of listening

to Mr. Hertz conduct this work. He gets
every ounce of programmatical meaning
from the score and the orchestra, having
played the composition frequently, is

now so familiar with it that the various
groups of instruments attain the great
difficulties with technical and tonal ease.

On this occasion Moriz Rosenthal, the
eminent virtuoso, made his first San
Francisco appearance during many years
as soloist in the Tschaikowsky Piano
Concerto No. 1 B flat major. Neither in
personal appearance nor in his great
technical brilliancy has this master of
the pianoforte lost any of his skill and
craftsmanship. Rosenthal has always
been one of our favorite pianists, and
while there are some who regard his
mode of playing at times somewhat ex-
plosive we have never found this to be
contrary to artistic or musical principles.
There must be different types of artists
in the world. If every artist played
exactly to one individual's taste then con-
certs would become most monotonous
and insufferably one sided affairs. We do
not belong to those people who wish a
forte or fortissimo subdued to a degree
where the tone quality of the piano re-

main soft and velvety. We believe that
a composer would not mark his work
with climaxes if he intended the artist
to hold back the power of his muscular
expression.
We gladly discovered in Rosenthal's

interpretation of the Tschaikowsky Con-
certo a blending between pianist and or-
chestra such as we have never observed
before. Then, too. Rosenthal plays with
an accuracy of technical skill that is

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Language!

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

HENRIK GJERDRUM

DAISY O'BRIEN
VOICE—GUITAK

242S Mllvia S«. Ilerkeley 770.1

7««l Kohler A CIi.Ts*'—Tliiirwilay

Laura Wertlieimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
I'iaiiist anil Atconipniii^^t

Studio: 10U:{ Kohler tit CliUNe Uullding
Phone Kenrny r,4r>4

Joseph George Jacobson

VOICE CULTURE Opera Comique, ParlN
Studio: 3107 \Vat*hing^tun Street

[*hone Pillnior

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES

Piano. Arrlllaea Musical College

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI
baritone: — VOICE culture

Authorized to Teach Mnie. Schoen-
Rene'H Method

1314 Leavenworth St. Phone Prospect 02.%3

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PIAMST

Stndio: 1537 Encllil Avenue. Ilerlceley. Cal.
Phone Ilerkeley iiOOli

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
KoMpr & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny .'^4.'^4

positively astounding and to be marvelled
at. He is a veritable giant of the piano-
forte and stands out as a commanding
figure among the greatest pianists of the
age. While Rosenthal is able to invest
his interpretations with a fire and virility

such as no other pianist obtains, he at
the same time, is able to create poetic
effects of decided grace and delicacy.

SIGMUND BEEL
Master ClaKaea for Violin

Studio Bnlldlnf?, 1373 Post Street
TeL Wnlnut <!4

MARY ALVERTA MORSE

Prldar> Kohler •& Chase Bide, S. P.; Re
deuce Studio, IdQ Santa Roma Ave., Oak-

land. Phone Humboldt 1311.

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTR.ll.TO

Teacher of Singinf^. 32 Loretin Ave., Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmunt 304. Mon., Kohler .b
Chaite Ulde.. S. F. Telephone Ivearny &454

Brandt's Conservatory of Music

Mrs. Noah Braudt. Pit

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist. Temple Emanu EL Con-
cert and Church Work. Vocal InNtructlon,

253U Clay Street. Phone Wetit 48U0

EVA M. GARCIA

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO
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TEACHERS' DIRECTORY
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37<; Slitter Street Phone Douglas 269

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARiON FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayvlew 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West U9S

MACKENZIE GORDON
8832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ANTOINE DE VALLY

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 332J

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5464

ADELE ULMAN
178 Commonwiealth Ave. Phone Pao. 33

MARION COPELAND
2701 Sacramento St. Tel. Fill. 128

BOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5484

SIR HENRY HEYM.AN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough St. Tel. Fillmore 4150

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter St. Tel. Kearny 2637
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C. 8. FRANK
400 Pantages Bldg. Tel. Garfield 1334
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ANNA W. McCORMICK
1380 Taylor St. Tel. Pros. 9687
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Elizabeth SIMPSON
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For particulars address

ELIZABETH SIMPSON STUDIOS
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For Sale Uy
HENRY GROBE. 135-153 Kearny St., San Francisco

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise In

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal Is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth
while to subscribe for.
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LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

Residence Phone Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Poptla Prepared for Opera. Oratorio,

WILLIAM F. HOFMANN
VlollnlHt San Francisco Symphony

Head of VIoHn and Orchestral Department. Vni-
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Residence. 9S0 Taylor Street.
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S3 West 39th Street New York, N. Y.
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And this, the most sincere expression of

appreciation the world can give, has been
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as the supreme artistic creation in the field of
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The tone of the Mason & Hamlin can no more

be duplicated in any other piano than can the

tone of an age-mellowed Stradivarius violin

—

it is something that cannot be "manufactured"

or "built" into a piano—it is the intangible
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an ideal.
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DOHNANYI POETIZES AS COMPOSER - PIANIST MEROLA REPORTS ON GRAND OPERA SEASON

Famous Hungarian Virtuoso and Creative Artist Receives Great Ovation Executive Committee of San Francisco Opera Association Gives Distin-

From Music Lovers Who Crowd the Spacious Scottish Rite
Conductor a Luncheon at the Bohemian Club and Listens

Auditorium—Members of Chamber Music bociety o

Prove to Be in Excellent Artistic Condition to Gratifying Report of Impresario's Visit to New York m
the Interests of the Impending Grand Opera Season

BY ALFRED METZGER

Those who prefer gentleness to rug-

gedness in pianistic intei-pretation took

a great fancy to Erno von Etohnanyi ac

the Scottish Rite Auditorium last Tues-

day evening when the spacious audi-

torium was crowded to the doors with

one of the most enthusiastic audiences

that assembled at any of the concerts of

the Chamber Music Society of San Fran-

cisco this season. Mr. Dohnanyi is above

all a lyricist on the instrument. He
seems to fondle the "soft pedal" almost

continuously, and even with the cover of

the piano entirely removed his interpre-

tations, rarely, if ever, passed the mezzu
forte notation. So at least it sounded to

our ears. We are not making these re-

marks in any spirit of criticism. There
is no means by which it can he deter-

mined whether a pianist should play loud

when the scores is marked forte or

fortissimo. The degrees of these nota-

tions must be determined by taste. Per;

sonally we would have liked occasionally

to hear a really virile passage and an oc-

casional climax in the Beethoven num-
ber. Mr. Dohnanyi interpreted Bee-
thoven like his own composition, mezza
forte almost throughout.

Of course there must be a certain de
gree of repression in the internretation

of ensemble works. The piano must
blend and should never predominate.
Nevertheless there are times when re-

pression appears to be contrary to the

spirit of a composition and at such times
those of us who prefer virility and vital-

ity in spirited phrases become disap-

pointed when an artist insists upon
caressing the keys instead of obtaining
from the instrument a powerful tone.

But. as we said before, these are matters
of taste and not of technical slortcom-
ings. Speaking from the standpoint of

technical skill Erno Dohnanyi is bril-

liantly equipped- His runs ripple forth

with purity and ease and his octave
playing is a delight to behold. He is a

virtuoso of the purest type and a mu-
sician whose careful and painstaking ad-

herence to accurancy is in sympathy
with his "lyric" attitude in piano in-

terpretation.

This delicacy of execution was special-

ly effective in the Scherzo movement o£

the Beethoven Sonata and in his own
work. Piano Quintet in E flat major Op.
26 of which composition, by the way, h'^

gave us a different version from that oth-

er artists we have heard. Temperamen-
tally Dohnanyi is poetically inclined both
as executive and creative artist and as a
poet is a delight to those who revel in

the delicacies of musical interpretative
art. In the Sonata Mr. Dohnanyi had as
associate artist Walter Femer, the cellist

of the Chamber Music Association of San
Francisco, who has grown artistically

very much since his first advent in this

city. On this occasion he surpassed all

previous efforts. His fine flexible and
rich tone backed by an exceptionally ef

fective mode of phrasing and a vitality

that gave authority to his playing con-
tributed greatly to the enjoyment of the
audience in the performance of this fa-

mous Sonata. It was truly a masterly
reading of the work by both artists.

The four members of the Chamber
Music Society of San Francisco, com-
bined to give a very authoritative in-

terpretation of the Dohnanyi Quintet in

conjunction with the composer pianist-

The composition is delightfully piquant
and essentially atmospheric. It is devoid
of strong contrasts, but presents certain
well defined shadings and tone color ef-

fects which the pianist as well as the

string players brought out with splendid

results. Specially enjoyable was the

moderato movement with its broad
phrases- Notwithstanding the breadth of

these themes Dohnanyi insists upon re-

pression—always holding back, never
boldly exploring the heights of vigorous

Gaetano Merola. impresario and con-

ductor, last week reported to the execu-

tive committee of the San Francisco

Opera Association tentative plans he per-

fected during an operatic survey of the

United States covering a period of more
than a month. Merola has just returned.

He is enthusiastic over the unusual

VINCENT DE ARRILLAGA

dent of thf A rrillaga Music al C ollege Who D rected S ve ra Thousa nd
Stude nts of Lhe Parochial Schools in Chor al Numbe rs at a Big

Festival Con cert Week Befo e Last

motion. And no doubt he succeeded in

influencing the members of the Chamber
Music Society to follow his mood. He
seems to be a musician who knows what
he wants and how to get it.

The large audience accorded the dis-

tinguished musician a hearty ovation
which was no doubt partially due to a
desire for a few extra numbers in the
way of solo pieces. But the guest artist

held to the usual custom, associated with
chamber music recitals, not to give en-
cores, and even the cordial attitude of
iiis audience could not swerve him from
his just determination- The program
closed with a very musicianly rendered
interpretation of the Schumann String
Quartet in A major Op. 41 No. 3. One
could sense the freedom of the players
as they dove heart and soul into a virile

(Continued on Page 11. Col. 1)

spread of interest in opera all over the

country, and especially because of the
deep impression made upon New York,
Chicago. Boston and Philadelphia by the
artistic and financial success of the first

season of San Francisco grand opera at

the Exposition Auditorium last fail. Last
week's meeting was in the form of a wel-
come home lunch to Merola by the execu-
tive committee at the Bohemian Club.
The members of the committee are Rob-
ert I. Bentley, William H. Crocker. Wal-
lace yi. Alexander, Frank B. Anderson,
Milton H. Esberg, Mortimer Fleish-

hacker. William T. Sesnon, Horace B.
Clifton and Timothy Healy.

At the conclusion of the meeting the
committee expressed itself as well
pleased with the report of the impresario
and announced" that enrollment of found-
ers of the association would go forward

until at least 2500 charter members are

listed. The life membership fee of $50

each without further financial responsi-

bility will make up a fund that will in-

sure an even more elaborate and artistic

season with a greater number of stars

from the Metropolitan Opera. Chicago

Opera Company and from La Scala.

Milan, with more impressive stage mounv
ings and enlarged repertoire. The extent

of the season and the manner of pre-

sentations as well as the personnel of

the artists in the leading roles will de-

pend upon the response of the public in

the formation of the enlarged association,

which is a real community organization

to which all persons are eligible as

founders.

"Everywhere in the East the interest

in better music is becoming more gen-

eral and during the present season the

public is patronizing opera as never be-

fore." said Merola. "Some of the results

of this have been more elaborate pro-

ductions, the introduction of novelties

and opportunities to the lesser known
artists to attain prominence, and a

warmer and more encouraging apprecia-

tion of the singers who are inspired to

a degree that in some cases has revealed

unexpected artistry and musicianship.

•San Francisco's first season with its

own opera company made a profound im-

pression in opera circles everywhere,

both among the artists and the business
organizations of the great companies. It

is realized that we have a permanent
community opera spirit and the support

of all the people of the city. Now we
have no difficulty in obtaining the great-

est artists and it is realized that the

support by the public of the coming
season will determine our future as a
producing center.

"I have arranged for the appearances
of more than a dozen of the most famous
stars in the world and also a number of

others in all departments where it is

necessary to import talent. But the
chorus of a hundred or more will be
Californians and the opera orchestra
will be the San Francisco Symphony Or-

chestra. The scenery will be all fresh

and new and will be produced here under
the directions of the best scenic artists.

Our plan now is to produce ten operas
during a season of about two weeks.

"Necessarily everjlhing depends upon
the public response and when we ascer-
tain what it will be, which should be
shortly, I shall announce the names of
the artists and the repertoire. But you
may rest assured that San Francisco
will have a great deal to be proud of ia

the season this fall.

"One of the things that impressed
those in the East most was the endorse-
ment of the whole undertaking by the
San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, in
which it said: 'We command the efforts
now being made by a wide group of
public-spirited men and women under
the name of the San Francisco Opera
Association to establish, and maintain a
permanent opera season in San Fran-

"Mr. Gatti-Cassazzo. of the Metropoli-
ta Opera Compay was especially im-
pressed with this and with the report
of the great success, of last year as
made to him by his stars who were here.
He was very complimentary and assured
San Francisco of his co-operation and
extended his congratulations and good
wishes for our future."
Merola will assemble fhe chorus short-

ly and begin rehearsals. He is making
(Continued on Page 11. Col. It
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"The Piano is the Steinway"

—. /I T a great majority of all concerts this

V^/x season, as for two generations past,

the programs state: "The piano is

the Steinway."

I am the Steinway piano. I do not believe

that Sherman, Clay & Co., my Pacific Coast

representatives, print this statement in a spirit

of boastfulness. I believe that they use it, as I

accept it, in a spirit of deep responsibility.

For consider what it means to me, the piano,

thus chosen—not occasionally, but almost uni-

versally—to be the companion of all these

artists on the concert stage. Violinists and

vocalists trust me to provide the canvas against

which they, as painters, may fling the colors of

their art. Pianists invite me to render into

gracious sound, those vast chords and melodies

which exist only within their own brains and
souls—until I speak for them.

Far, far more than the audiences realize, do

the triumphs of the artists depend upon the

fidelity of their instruments.

Nor is it sufficient that I simply perform as

well on this occasion as on the last. Art does

not stand still ; neither may I. Every concert

on even' occasion is a new test, a new crisis,

and a glorious new opportunity for me.

That is why it meant so much to me when the

great Theodore Thomas wrote of me in 1879,

What this oft-used phrase means to me
AS EXPLAINED BY THE STEINWAY PIANO

years ago. and will only change it in so far as

"I consider the Steinway piano the best at

present made, and that is the reason why I use

it in private and also in all my public con-

certs," and W.1S able to say of me again in

1898, "I gave the above testimonial nineteen

to say that the superiority of the Steinway

piano to all others that I know of is even more
apparent today than it was nineteen years

ago."

That is why it means so much to me to have

Paderewski say: "Whenever perfection is at-

tained, progress is stopped ; for there is no
room for climbing when the summit has been

reached. And yet, in your case, this law of

nature seems to have been defied . . . Such a

thing can only be accomplished by a sincere

love of profession, and it is to this love of pro-

fession that I wish to pay my tribute of high

esteem and admiration."

This is my responsibility, to see that every con-

cert season finds me more gracious, more re-

sponsive, more endearing than the last. And
always, I hope, shall I continue to be a very

human piano.

Such is the meaning of the phrase, "the piano

is the Steinway," and such is the spirit in

which I stand upon this concert stage before

you now.

Sherman Mlay& Co.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

C.ALIFORNI.VORECON-WASHINGTON

EDWARD PEASE
B4RITONE SOLOIST. TKACHER A\D DIRECTOR

Dirtclor of Eaterpean flub. AVeNtmlnMter PreH. Church
The B'nnl n'rllh SrnaKoEue. and Director of The Peai.

MukIc .•*ludIofi al Sacrnniento. StudI
Wedneadar*. Suite 10I» r

phoae Main •ilMHK

RENA
LAZELLE

SOPRANO
San Francisco Opera Company

of «u«lc— .«

GERARD
CARBONARA
COMPOSER-CONDUCTOR

Fox Oakland Theatre

DOUGLAS SOULE-Pianist
ADVA>'CBD PUPILS ACCEPTED

Wedaeadar and Prldar Mornlnita at Studio: D02
Kohler Si ChBNe llldc, San KranclNCo. Telephone
Kearnr MSI. Renidence Studio: \ZM Monte Vlula

Ave., Oakland. Telephone l-lrdnionl TUII.

LENA FRAZEE
ME/,7,il-S<IPKA\t>

Natural Voice Induction—Hrcllalii
Sludloi I8M Broadwar Tel. Fllln

SIDONIA ERKELY
PIAMST AND COACH

Thorough Piano Training— Memory Development

ROSA HONYIKOVA
Singing Can Be Voor Medium of Expresition. I Can
Help Too Find the Key of Tour Voice. Studio:

1890 Grove Street. Telephone Bay^iew 1029

WALLACE A. SABIN

AUGUSTA HAYDEN
SOPRANO

ATallable for Concert, and Recital.
Addrena: 4T1 37th Avenue

Tel. I'wc. r.n2

HOMER HENLEY
baritone:—TEACHER OF SINGING—CONDl'CTOR

Director California Club Choral
An Authority ob Oratorio

lew Addretin: 12Jft Boy St.. at Franlil ln. Tel. Fill. 1033

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM

Dominican College School of Music

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS

BEATRICE MELTZER
TEACHER OF PIANO

Snn Francluro Studio. r>:{3 PoMt St. Phone Frnnklln 872.S

Oakland Studio. Kohler A Chnne. Oakland IIOO

JULIAN R. WAYBUR, Piano
<«nn FrnnclMco Residence Smdlo: 170r> Gougb St. Phone
Fillmore TOttl. Ilerkrley Studbi: 20O1 Parker St., corner of
IlillefcnKB Ave. Phone ThornTrall 24-lS. Toeiiday and Frl-
day aflernoona.

PKARL IIOSSACK WHITCOMB
MEZZO-CONTRALTO

Abnolule Mrtbod of Volc«- Upon the Breath
Monday and Thuritdnr. 100.*> Kohler A: t'hnNe llulldlng.

Tel. Kearny 5IM. Re». Phone Pronpect 42C. Tneaday After-
noon. '£700 Webster Street. Berkeley

Organist Temple En First Church of Chrlat Sci-
entist. Director Loring Club. S. F.. AVed.. IdlS Sacramento
Street. Phone West 3753; Sat., First Christian Scle
Church. Phone Franklin 1307; Res. Studio, 3142 Lewis

Ave.. Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 242S

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparing Teaobe

The College of the Holy Names
LAKE MERRITT. OAKLAND

romplete Conservatory Course— Piano, Harp, Vtolln
'Cello. Voice. Counterpoint. Harmony. History

DURINI V^OCAL STUDIO
Opera—Church—Oratorio

THE LICHTENSTEIN VIOLIN SCHOOL

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

Thoroneb Vocal and Dramatic Training

740 Pine St. Phone Donelaa M2*

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas 4273

ALEXANDER McCURDY, JR.
ORGANIST AND tilOIRMASTER

St. Luke's Episcopal Church. San Francisco
•ZiWA Mllvia St. Berkeley .%Ssi

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
VOrAL TEACHER

SanK leadlni? roles with Carnso and Tetraulnl-
oueh Vocal and Dramatic TralnlnR—2745 Van Ne

Telephone Fillmore S1I2

-Thor-
a Ave.

Mzuining School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING, Director

SMS Waahlnclon Street Telephone FUImore 3M
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which organization he succeeded in attaining high

honors. He also was a member of the Native Sons.

Funeral services were held at 2 o'clock Thursday after-

noon from the Masonic Temple. He is survived by a

widow, Mrs. Ruby Hastings.
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

ELSA RUEGGER DIES SUDDENLY IN CHICAGO

The host of friends which Elsa Ruegger, the distin-

guished cello virtuoso, had in San Francisco and in

California in general, were shocked last Tuesday when
the newspapers published a dispatch from Chicago an-

nouncing her sudden death after only one days illness,

and in spite of an immediate operation on the morning

of that day. Miss Ruegger was known to those who
knew-her best as Mrs. Edmund Lichtenstein. the wife

of the distinguished violinist and conductor, who has

been accompanying her during the last few years of

her regular appearances on the Orpheum circuit. Prior

to her affiliation with vaudeville, to which theatrical

phase of endeavor she contributed unusual prestige.

Miss Ruegger was known as one of the foremost cellists

on the concert platform, her fame extending throughout

Europe as well as America. She was an artist whose

musical and technical accomplishments were such as to

attract for her the admiration of the musical world.

For a year or more Mr. and Mrs. Lichtenstein resided

in San Francisco, and owning to their flne personalities

and invariable ability to make friends they conquered

for themselves a host of admirers who became fond of

both After their residence in San Francisco they made
Brussels their home, in which Belgian capital they have

been residing ever since. Miss Ruegger was in San

Francisco as late as last December, when she filled one

of her annual engagements at the Orpheum. The noted

artist was a native of Switzerland and her father was

prominent in the politics of that country. While appear-

ing at the Palace Theatre in Chicago she was suddenly

stricken with peritonitis resulting from ptomame

poisoning after eating tarnished food. The funeral was

held from the residence of her husband's parents in

Detroit on Thursday, February 21. Her death leaves

another vacancy among the distinguished artists that

can not be filled.

ARRILLAGA LEADS CHORUS OF FIVE THOUSANO

Accomplished Students Gathered from the Parochial

Schools of San Francisco Delights Huge Audience

With Their Splendid Choral Singing

In commemoration of the Golden Jubilee of Sacred

Heart College a chorus of five thousand pupils ct the

parochial schools of San Francisco were combined in

one huge chorus under the direction of Vincent de

Arrillaga, director of the Arrillaga Musical College, to

give a most impressive concert of choral number at the

Civic Auditorium last week. Among the numbers sung

on this occasion were Holv God We Praise Thy Name.
Gounod's Praise Ye the Father and The Star Spangled

Banner. Specially interesting to San Francisco music

lovers was the musical setting to Alma Mater the words

of which were written by Daniel E. Doran. This setting

was specially composed by George Edwards, one of the

foremost California composers now residing in San
Francisco, and sung with splendid effect by the Sacred

Heart College Choral Club.

The enthusiastic applause, that rewarded singers and

conductor after the conclusion of each number, was
evidenced for the excellence of the performance. In-

tonation and diction were notably gratifying and while

this chorus will naturally improve with experience

nevertheless it showed itself worthy of encouragement

and commendation. Mr. Arrillaga is entitled to much
credit for his successful training of this large body of

singers. The boys of Mission Dolores sang Lift Thine

Eyes, by Mendelssohn and under the direction of Miss

Frances Murphy, achieved excellent results. St. Peter's

Academy Choir distinguished itself by singing the

.\ngelus from Balte's Maritana under the direction of

Edwin Hutchings. They also hang Hymn to St. La Salle

with equal success.
Among the specially attractive features of this am-

bitious enterprise was the singing of the Hallelujah

Chorus from The Messiah by the girls of St. Bridget's

High School under the direction of Vincent de Arrillaga.

It was an ambitious undertaking for these young singers

but their evident enthusiasm and adaptability and the

thorough training of Mr. de Arrillaga succeeded in pre-

senting a very impressive performance of this work.
Raymond White, one of San Francisco's prominent
pianists and organists, added to the artistic enjoyment
of the occasion by playing Widor's Toccata and Sketc'a

by Schumann on the municipal organ with splendid

effect and with a musical coloring that earned him
hearty applause. The entire event was significant in.

asmuch as it proved the appreciation of the public for

fine choral singing and the prevalence of adequate
material for a real choral society in this city.

PHIL HASTINGS DIES IN HIS SLEEP

Phil Hastings, one of the best known and most ef-

ficient publicity and newspaper man of San Francisco,

died suddenly at his home. 1368 Fulton street, on Tues-

day afternoon. February 19th. Although he had been

ailing for a long time, his appearance showing signs of

suffering his many friends were nevertheless shocked

when hearing of his death for he was on duty up to a

few days before the news of his demise reached the

public. Mr. Hastings had perhaps more to do with

musical activities in San Francisco up to within a few

years ago than any other publicity writer in this city.

Late in the nineties and early in 1900 Mr. Hastings was
associated with Harry Campbell, now manager of the

Orpheum, in bringing some of the most distinguished

artists to this citv. He also wrote the publicity for the

School concerts. He was affiliated with the Tivoli Opera

House for a number of years and later did excellent

service with the Orpheum.
In later years he somewhat drifted away from larger

activities, but still remained associated with some
prominent musical events, specially the papular sym-

phony concerts given at the Exposition Auditorium

under the auspices of the City and County of San Fran-

cisco. Among his most effective efforts was his associa-

tion with the Festival Hall activities of the Panama-
Pacific International Exposition. Phil Hastings knew
his business thoroughly. He had a large number of

friends who admired him for his conscientiousness and

good nature. He was one of the most unselfish indi-

viduals we knew, hardly ever considering himself and
never having anything but good to say of his colleagues

and those with whom he came in contact.

Hastings was born in San Francisco in 1868 and was
a graduate of Lowell High School and the University of

California. He was a member of the Masonic Order in

MARIE TIFFANY TO SING AT FORTNIGHTLYS

The regular program scheduled for the Fortnightlys

on Monday afternoon. February 25th, has been post-

poned on account of the illness of Mme. Van Ogle and
the date of this program will he announced later. On
Monday afternoon March 3rd, Marie Tiffany, the dis-

tinguished Metropolitan opera artist and one of the
principal concert sopranos of .America will give a con-
cert of unusual merit. The program will include Mozart
arias and a number of the best known and most artistic

songs by American composers- Miss Tiffany belongs to

those California artists who have achieved fame in the

East. She is not only a singer of marked ability with
a voice of unusual beauty, hut she possesses one of the
most attractive personalities before the American mu-
sical public- The Pacific Coast Musical Review, know-
ing Miss Tiffany's accomplishments, feels justified to

recommend her to the musical public of this city and
her concert at the Colonial Ballroom of the St. Francis
Hotel next Monday afternoon ought to attract the
largest audience yet present at these Fortnightlys
given under the management of Ida G. Scott-

The complete program rendered on this occasion will

he as follows: Recit and Air. Deh vieni non tardar
(Marriage of Figaro) iMozart); Das Veilchen, Warnung
(Mozart I: Hallelujah, Schlate mein Prinzchen. Batti,

Batti (Don Giovanni) (Mozart); Lilacs (Kernochan),
Nightineale Lane (Bamett). I Bring You Hearts Ease
(Branscomb). Colored Stars (Crist); The Odalisque

(Carpenter). The Time of Parting (Hadley), Joy
(Wintter Watts); at the piano, Mrs- Henion Robinson.

PADEREWSKI

KITTY KATS
By ANIL DEER

vithOnce upon a time there was a little girl, who,

tears in her eyes, as she viewed the remains of her pet

canary, vehemently declared. "I don't like

cats and never, never will like or own
one." Madam Fate smiled ironically and

replied. "Never in your life shall you be

without one," and proceeded to work her

obvious will.

A few days later the little girl received,

as a supposed consolation gift, one of the

kittena of the slaughteress. The child's

beloved mother, very wisely, would allow

no rank weed of cruelty to grow b'lt

planted in its stead a seed of justice; the kitten,

though never liked, received full care and kindness.

The little girl grew with the passing years and

traveled far. yet. no matter where her atiode. she always

was the forced owner of an undesired cat. On moving

into a supposedly vacant house would find the previous

tenant had left the family pet. usually accompanied by

a full litter of kittens.

New York, Oregon, San Francisco, her route could

be traced by a trail of cats. .\s gifts she received many
prize show cats. Madam Fate obligingly arranged that

there was no lack of variety; alley cats, blind cats, ear-

less cats, tailless cats, well cats and sick cats. The
latter would receive all due care and when the little

electric spark of life flickered out the girl would be

sorry for their suffering, seeing this, and mistaking the

origin of her grief, some kind friend witTi best inten-

tion, seeking to assuage it. would present another cat

Concealing her true sentiments she would thank the

donor and resume her feline burden-

One little suffering mite died at the hospital, and on
receiving the news the girl remarked: "Sorry it died.

yet now, for the first time in my life I am free of cats."

An hour later, hearing peals of laughter from the

immediate members of the household, she hurriedly

joined them to learn the cause, and there, in the center

of the floor, calmly washing its face was a large blue

Maltese cat. which greeted her with a possessive meow!
As the victim mechanically, by instinctive habit, reached

for the cream pitcher she asked : "Why? Who?" How?"
Mid joyful, gleeful shouts was told. "The veterinary

sent it with his compliments. He said, 'she is so good

to cats it is a shame hers should die, so I have se-

lected a strong healthy one as a gift."
"'

Regarding her perpetual incubus she decided that

from then on she would learn to like it and its kind,

so began to mentally enumerate the good qualities.

In all the years, never, had any of her homes been
infested with rodents, though often others in the vi-

cinity had complained. They had used traps, which
proved ineffectual, poison, only to have the pests die

in the walls, apparently nature's animated mouse trap

was undoubtedly the best.

A treatise, by a noted physician, stated that cats, by
destroying germ-infested rodents, indirectly saved the

lives of thousands of babies. Clearly Kitty Kats deserve

their place in life and perform tasks for which they are

best suited and originally intended. They earn their

need of praise.

Like unto cats are the scales in the school of music,

vocal or instrumental. As cats, scales howl and screech
if roughly handled, stroked the right way they purr.

Many the pupils who declare. "I don't like scales, never
in my life will I practice them." Yet scales are neces-

sary if one would avoid the rough edge holes gnawed
by the mouse named technical incompetence. This de-

structive little fellow eats the grains of smoothness,
versatility, finesse, and utterly destroys the rare seed
of virtuosity, is also heavily inoculated with the germs
of lassitude, "I don't care." "That is good enough,"'

"It will do."

Scales cannot be avoided, no matter how distasteful

they may be; far better to recognize their necessity,

use and advantages, learn to like while using, than
merely endure.
Laugh at Madame Fate, as did the girl of converted

opinion and also say, "Bring on the kitty kats of music."

Paderewski. the great Polish pianist, whose only con-

cert in San Francisco, at the Auditorium on Friday

night. February 29th. will bring a great outpouring of

thousands of his admirers, is a man of many and di-

versifled talents. Rarely is one born with so many
natural gifts of a high order, any one of which would

have brought him greatness. As a musician, pianist,

composer, linguist, statesman, orator, teacher, patriot.

—choose which you will, and follow it to the logical end.

diplomat, even real estate and managerial discernment

and its potency becomes apparent. WTien he tempo-

rarily deserted music for politics there was a universal

cry of regret that music had lost a great figure, hut

events proved the wisdom of that temporary desertion,

for Paderewski redeemed Poland, making it again an

independent nation through his powers of statesman-

ship in association with the greatest minds of Europe
during the formation of the peace negotiations, and
Paderewski returned to the concert platform.

MRS. BIRMINGHAM VISITS MUSIC CLUBS

Mrs. J. E. Birmingham. President of the California

Federation of Music Clubs, returned from a ten days'

visiting tour to the member clubs of the California

Federation of .Music Clubs, principally intended for the

purpose of arousing enthusiasm for the impending an-

nual convention of the Federation, which will take place

in Berkeley during April. She was the guest of the

various clubs in Glendale, Los Angeles, San Diego.

Hollywood and .Modesto, in each of which cities she

was the recipient of many honors such as receptions,

dinners, luncheons and other social functions. She

made a number of interesting and effective addresses

which inspired many of the club officials to induce their

members to attend the forthcoming convention, which

promises to become the best attended of any of these

events so far.

It is interesting to note that during the incumbency of

Mrs. Birmingham as President of the Federation the

club membership has increased from seventy-one or-

ganizations at the time of her election to 117 at the

present time, or nearly 70 per cent increase. And there

will be more added before the convention. Mrs. Bir-

mingham also appeared recently in a number of con-

certs throughout California in addition to her Federa-

tion work and scored decided artistic triumphs of which

we shall have more to say in the next issue of this

paper.
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MASTER SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS APRIL 12TH

A great deal of interest has been felt in Pacific Coast

musical circles in the establishment of the Bush Con-

servatory Master School and there have been many in-

quiries about the .purpose and activities of the school.

The Master School was founded in 1920 by President

Kenneth M. Bradley of Bush Conservatory with the

co-operation of Charles S. Peterson, millionaire music
patron of Chicago, for the purpose of providing a "post-

graduate" course of study under artist teachers for

talented students of piano, voice, violin and composi-

tion. In 1923 the department of opera was added.
Through the generosity of Mr. Peterson tuition

throughout the Master School is absolutely free tor :t

period of two years to those receiving appointments.
Examinations are held at Bush Conservatory three

times a year tor candidates. These examinations are in

no sense competitive, but are based on the talent and
advancement of each student. The brilliant faculty ot

the Master School is evidence of the standard of work
required of the students. It includes the following

artists of internationaln reputation:
Piano—Jan Chiapusso, Mme. Julie Rive-King, Edgar

A. Nelson.
Voice—Charles W. Clark, Boza Oumiroff. Herbert

Miller. Mae Graves Atkins.

Opera—Mme. Nelli Gardini.

Violin—Richard Czerwonky, Bruno Esbjorn.
Composition—Edgar Brazelton.
The Master Classes in all departments meet once a

week for a two-hour period, at which time individual

NEW BRANCH FOR CONN INSTRUMENTS

Interesting to the musical world is the newest branch
of C. G. Conn, Ltd , which opened on February 18th, in

the Conn building at 4-7 Kearny street. San Francisco.
Aside from bringing to the Pacific Coast a new, direct

factory branch with a full line ot Conn band and or-

chestra equipment and a complete repair department,
the event significant in that it indicates a growing ap-

preciation and love of music.
A market composed entirely of professional musicians

is, of course, comparatively small but the past three or

four years have seen such a growing interest in music
that the market for musical instruments is not merely
limited to professionals, but to the general public.

Regarding this situation Mr. Daniel Miller, manager
ot the new Conn branch says: "It is obviously impossi-

ble to sell musical instruments to people who are not
interested in music. Hence it is a good policy for any
musical instrument manufacturer to create such an in-

terest as much as possible. For a great many years
C. G. Conn has been engaged in this task. In the

parlance of salesmanship they have endeavored to sell

the general public on music rather than upon Conn in-

struments. For with the accomplishment of the former
the latter takes care of itself."

There is no gainsaying that C. G. Conn, limited, has
been an important factor in the musical renaissance
which the entire nation is now experiencing. And while
the purpose of this promotion work is to an extent com-
mercial its value must be reckoned in something greater
than dollars and cents.

JOSE MUSIC COMPANY

SIMPSON PUPILS SCORE IN FINE PROGRAM

A splendid program was given by advanced and pro-

fessional pupils of Elizabeth Simpson on Saturday.
February 16th, at her beautiful Berkeley studio, this
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Instruction is given to each studient before the other
members of the class. The Master School students
are all of professional standing or near professionals
from all parts of the country. The classes have at-

tracted brilliant talents in all departments, and the
students graduated from the school are all doing pro-

fessional work.
Owing to the numerous applications for appoint-

ments to the Master School from music students
on the Pacific Coast President Bradley hag consented
to conduct examinations there while in the West in

April. He will also hear candidates for the free ani
partial scholarships for the summer and fall terms. The
scholarships are for students of limited means and
exceptional talent, hut of any stage of advancement,
while the Master School appointments have nothing to

do with linancial consideration but are determined sole-

ly by ability and degree of progress.
Mr, Bradley will be in San Francisco April 9th to

12th and applications for an interview should be made
Immediately to the offices of Bush Conservatory in

Chicago.

being the eighth of a series of musicales presented dur-

ing this season. The playing of the talented young
artists was marked by unusual poise, brilliance of

bravoura and rare poetic insight and by an evident

seriousness of aim which should carry them far in the

professional field. The program was as follows: Sonata,

E Flat. Op. 81 (Beethoven); Rigaudon and Minuet from
Le Tombeau de Couperin (Ravel ) : Etude. D Flat
(Liszt). Mrs. Regis Michaud: Cradle Song (Pahngren) :

Etude, G Flat. Op. 10 (Chopin); Etude. G Flat, Op. 25

(Chopin). Etude, F Major. Op. 25 (Chopin). Ethel Long
Martin; Prelude (Chopin). Miss Betty Bibbins; Cres-

cendo (Per Lasson). Rigaudon (Raff). Miss Margaret
Fish; Concerto. C major (Beethoven), Miss Eleanor
Chamberlain; Orchestral accompaniment on second
piano by Miss Simpson; Waldesrauschen (Liszt).

Arthur Solis; Nocturne. C Minor (Chopin), The Little

Shepherd (Debussy), Polonaise, C Minor (Chopin),
George Kelly; Impromptu. F Sharp (Chopin), Valse
Brillante (Moszkowski), Hungarian Fantasie (Liszt),

Miss Helen Merchant; Orchestral accompaniment on
second piano.

Mme. Isabelte MarkSt after having conducted a down-
town vocal studio during the last fourteen years in the
Kohler & Chase building, has decided to confine her
teaching to her residence studio at 1338 Twenty-sixth
avenue and will only spend one day of the week in the
downtown studio. Mme. Marks has established for her-
self an enviable reputation as a vocal instructor and
her class Includes some of the most gifted and best
trained young artists in this cltv.

Mrs. J. A. Mahan, of Seattle, District President or the
National Federation of Music Clubs for Washington,
Oregon, California and Arizona, was a visitor in San
Francisco last week and was entertained at a luncheon
given in her honor by Mrs. J. E. Birmingham, president
of the California Federation of Music Clubs.

Mr. and Mrs. Julius A. Haug are the happy parents of
a pretty daughter who made her debut in this world
early this month. Mr. Haug is president of the Mu-
sicians' Club of San Francisco and leader of the Colum-
bia Theatre Orchestra and one of the best known mu-
sicians in the bay district. His many friends will join
this paper in congratulating the parents and wishing
their new family member continued health and long
life.

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
LeRoy V. Brant, Director

OSrra <'aur«r> In All llranrhra at Mualc •(
All Sila."-a of Advanrrmrnt

SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA

MARION BEAUCLAIR
I I.MH

»R. josK noiiisox
U44 l.aurrl St. Tel. WcX 300:1

udlos at Mode
CalKornla

WORCESTER SCHOOL OF MUSIC
ALLIANCE BUILDING

SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA

CHICAGO civic GRAND d^^^^
CASINO s'(V;,vVt?.. s. P.

Thursday Evening. March 6—MEFISTOFELE
(HAI,IAPI\. MASON. I.AMONT, SHARLOW,
Etc. I'OI.ACtO. CftndUFIIni:.

Friday Evening. March 7—CLEOPATRE
MARV GARDEN. IIAKI.ANOFF. SHARLOAV.
Elo. FAM7./.A. C'nnilnrtliie.

Saturday Afternoon, March 8—BORIS GODUNOW
• HAMVPIX. STIEfKIEHK'Z. I.AMONT,
l.\7.X\K1. Etc. POI.ACt-O, Conductlnii;.

Saturday Evening, March 8—LA JUIVE
RAISA. MARSHVLI,. MINGIIETTI, LAZZARI,

PRICES:
LoKCH <Heatln|; hIx)..

r and DreHS Circle

tni 10% added

...(GO.OO
... 7.S0

..$5.00 and t3.IM

Shei-
lian, Clay & Co., Kearny and Sutter Streets, San
rancisc", California.
\LL TICKETS ON SALE and full information ob-
aiiiahl.- at Sherman. Clay & Co., Kearny and Sutter

Government tax of la per
aildeil all ckets

Announcement Extraordinary!

SEIJIRO TATSUMI
Song Recital of Western Music

Wllh Milton Serniour nt the Piano

Scottish Rite Auditorium

MONDAY EVE., FEBRUARY 25

Un .Sale Sherman, (lay & Company'ii an
Evenlne of Recital

Manaerment MME. VOl GHT

BENJAMIN

MOORE
2636 UNION STREET

SAN FRANCISCO

Telephone Fillmore 1624

BV .APPOINTMENT

Myra Palache
PIANIST

PRIVATE AND CLASS LESSONS
LECTURES ON MUSIC APPRECIATION

San Francisco, 807 Kohler & Chase BIdg. Tel.

Kearny 5454. Wednesday from 2-6 p. m. only.

Berkeley, 20 Brookside (off Claremont Ave.) Tel.

Berkeley 4091. Mornings at Anna Head School.

iOEWlWAiLFIELD

LIPSCHULTZ
AIMD HIS

MUSIC MASTERS
AILEEN STANLEY

The Golden Vuk-rd l>bniii>K^rn|ih (;irl \Vith I

1li(> Fmu'liiin anil >lii

ON THE SCREEN
IIXMllAltV I..\ MXIIIt luiil IIV>10\ .NO\ AHFtO iu

"THY NAME IS WOMAN"
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ANIL DEER ''SoulfuV
COLORATURA SOPRANO

Address:

ADOLPH KNAUER
79 Central Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to music and musicians. Give name and address
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor,

Pacific Coast Musical Review. Kobler & Chase Building.

San Francisco.

1. The finish of the case of my piano has become
clouded and smeary and I can not clear it up. Can you
tell me what causes such a condition and how to clear

it up?—O. L. S.

The clouded and smeary condition of the surface of

your piano is no doubt due to the accumulation of de-

posit of moisture and dust. It is called "blooming"
and every polished varnished surface is subject to it.

When blooming becomes too conspicuous it is quite
certain to be due to excessive moisture in the atmos-
phere of the room. The following directions for remov-
ing it are quoted from a small pamphlet on the Care of

the Piano, issued by the Music Industries section of the
New York Chamber of Commerce: "Blooming may be
washed off with a damp cloth of soft material, wrung
out of tepid water in which a little pure soap may be
used if necessary, or a few drops of olive oil may be
put on the cloth. Wipe off with a soft dry cloth or
clean chamois."

2. Are triple-dotted notes used in music? If so,

where can I find an example?—B. H.
Yes. You can find examples in the twentieth and the

fortieth measures of Liszt's "Canzone," the second
number of "Venezia e Napoli."

3. What is a gigelira?—V. H.
A xylophone.
4. What does the expression "straddle" mean when

applied to orchestral instruments?—A. N.

The expression "straddle" is used in connection with
two pairs of instruments playing in four-part harmony,
and it means that the first instrument of the second pair
plays above the second instrument of the first pair.

Oboes and clarinets occasionally straddle, the first

clarinet playing above the second oboe and horns,
when given four-part harmony, always straddle, the
third horn playing above the second.

5. What and where was Paderewski's Symphony
first produced?—U. L. D.
February 12. 1909, at Boston, by the Boston Symphony

Orchestra under Max Fiedler.

—designating the newly es-

tablished San Francisco
branch of the C. G. Conn,
Ltd. An exclusive Conn
store, handling a complete

line of Conn band and or-

chestra instruments.

FESTIVAL TICKET SALE STARTS MARCH 1ST

With San Francisco's first Spring Music Festival just

a scant month off the work of preparation and a re-

hearsal is being pressed with all possible energy both
in the San Francisco and the East Bay sections. Ac-
cording to those in charge, the progress already made
gives abundant assurance that the program of four big

concerts during the week of March 25th will mark a

new musical achievement that will command national

attention. Local interest in the event is evidenced in

the demand for season tickets now on sale at Sherman,
Clay & Co. This has already surpassed all expectations,

it is said, and shows that public support of an under-
taking planned on the scale of the coming Festival,

will not be wanting.

The general sale of tickets for individual concerts

is to start March 3st at Sherman. Clay & Co. Alfred
Hertz, conductor, and A. W. Widenham. manager, have
been engaged during the past week arranging for the

seating and arrangement of the big mixed chorus of

more than 500 voices which is to be one of the domi-
nating features of the Festival to be given in the
Exposition Auditorium. The Festival is being sponsored
jointly by the city of San Francisco and the Musical
Association of San Francisco and everything is being
done to assure the complete artistic success of the con-

certs. In the selection of the soloists Hertz has search-
ed far and wide not only for singers of renown but for

artists known for their ability to handle the solo roles

of this particular Festival. These soloists are Claire

Dux, soprano, prima donna of the Chicago Opera Com-
pany; Merle Alcock, contralto; Marie Chamlee, tenor,

and Clarence Whitehill baritone, and all artists of the
Metropolitan Opera Company, granted special leave to

take part in the Festival.

The Festival will open with the Faust Symphony of

Liszt to be given March 25th, with Chamlee singing the
tenor solo role and a male chorus of 250 voices. The
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra and the organ will

furnish the instrumental accompaniment. On March
27th the Gustav Mahler Second Symphony will be pre-

sented with Claire Dux, and Merle Alcock in the solo

parts, the full mixed chorus of 500 voices and the
Symphony Orchestra.

On the night of March 29th the entire program is to

be devoted to operatic numbers, solos, duets and con-
certed selections in which all four soloists will par-
ticipate, supported by the orchestra and the organ. The
climax of the Festival, however, will be the presenta-
tion of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony which is to be
San Francisco's centennial celebration of the firsc

presentation of this masterpiece of symphonic music.
This will be given with all four soloists participating,

the full chorus and the orchestra.

GREAT INTEREST IN CHICAGO OPERA CO.

With the brief engagement of the Chicago Civic

Opera Company a little more than two weeks off in-

terest in this approaching event of the music season
has taken a fresh hold on San Francisco, according to

Selhy C. Oppenheimer. under whose management the

company is coming. This interest found its expression
in the ticket sale which opened this week at Sherman.
Clay & Company. The indications are that well before

the opening night the Casino Theatre in which the

season is to be given will be sold out for all four per-

formances.

San Francisco is extremely fortunate, according to

Oppenheimer in drawing the best not only in the reper-

toire of the Chicago Civic Opera Company but of its

artist talent alone. In two of the operas will be featured
Feodor Chaliapin. the famous Russian bass whose
triumphs in the East during the present tour of the
company have taken music centers by storm. Thes2
two operas are Boito's Mefistofele and Moussorgsky's
Boris Goudunoff. In the other two operas the adorable
Mary Garden will be starred in Cleopatre. the artistry

of this production being one of the oustanding features
of the Chicago's present season, and Rosa Raisa long
time favorite of San Francisco opera goers will have
the leading role of La Juive (The Jewess).

But the crowning close to these having the leading
roles will be an array of other artists of world renowned
ability. These will include the beutiful Edith Mason.
Lamont, Sharlow. Baklanoff. Marshall, Lazzari, Stieckie-
wicz, Minghetti and a host of others. A feature of the
season will be the first appearance here in grand opera
of Chaliapin and the first presentation here of Boris
Goudunoff.

The Chicago Civic Opera Company is said never to

have been in finer form than it is this season. Both
during its season at home and since the beginning of
its present continental tour critics have commended not
only the work of its great artists but the great care
that has been displayed down to the most minute de-
tails of each production. The splendidly trained chorud
of the company is being brought here and will be heard
to exceptional advantage in the opening night perform-
ance of Mefistofele.

PADEREWSKI
The World's Greatest Pianist

One Recital Only

Exposition Auditorium

FRIDAY NIGHT, FEBRUARY 29

xioiie iHaydenl: Itniiilu A minor ( Mozart »; Sonata
D minor ( lleethoven» ; Varlntioni* PaeanEnI theme
(BrahniNt Choptn eroup; Don Juan Fanlasle

<Mosnrt-I.iNittt

TICKKTS NOW 0\ SAI.F at Sherman, Clay & Co.

Management SKI.IIV C. OPI'KNHEIMER

COMING—Harold Bauer and Pablo

Casals in joint recital.

ELLEN EDWARDS
^IST

playing has sub-
as well as strength
her readings have
unison of refine-
t a n d force that
a musical intelli-

I can give."— Ray
San Fran-

Chr licle

•2W\ Fortieth Street

Oakland
riedniont 6100-J

FERRIS HARTMAN
PRODUCING STUDIO

Revues, Tabloids, Pageants, Musical and
Dramatic Attractions Staged, Amateur and

Professional

Stnce. Cliorooter. Ball-room Dant^lnf?.
Voice Culture. I'iimo. Uriimalic Art.
SiiefiallNtN In >lake-ui>. Soenery antl
CONtumillj;. FroffKNional Teafhers ia

111 Linen of Theatrieal n ork.

358 Sutter Street Garfield 4730

SYMPHONYORCHESTRA
Air/UDH£RTZ Conductor.

rOPl l.AK CtlNCKHT

NEXT SUNDAY, 2:45 P. M.

CURRAN THEATRE
LOUIS PERSINGER, Violinist

KAJETAN ATTL, Harpist
programme:

Overture to Mignon Thomas
Two Movements, D Minor Concerto AVienlawskl

LouiN Perslnger
The Preludes Iils«t

Rondo on a Merry Folk Tune Albert Flkus
Two Dances from "Henry VIII" Snlnt-Saens
Legende Renle

Kajetnn AttI

Uallet Music from "Faust" Gonnod

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Beimont, Cat.

Confers Degrees. Awards Certlfleates. Complete College
ConserTatory and Academic Courses In Piano. Violin.
Harp, *Cello, Voice. Harmony, Counterpoint, Canon and
Fugue and Science of Music. For pai-tlculars Apply to
Sister Superior.
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IT
IS generally known in the

musical world that the Knabe
is to-day the favorite instru-

ment of Leopold Godowsky

—

greatest living pianist—and also of

a group of super-artists whose
careers are untainted by any sus-
picion of commercialism.

Through sheer merit, unaided by
sensational publicity, Knabe has
become the chosen medium for the
highest expression of the pianistic
art. It is acknowledged by leading
authorities to be "the world's su-
preme pianoforte."

The same qualities that have won
pre-eminence in select musical
circles make the Knabe the ideal

piano for the home— especially in

combination with the marvelous
Ampico Re-enacting"" Piano.

The Ampico re-creates in your
home the playing of the master
musicians, on the very instru-
ment—the Knabe— preferred by
them for their personal and public
work.

KOHLER* er *CHASE-
26 O'FARRELL STREET- SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE

•(Copyright 1922. American Piano Company)

AMTICO

EIGHTH POPULAR SYMPHONY CONCERT

The eighth popular symphony concert at the Curran
Theatre on Sunday afternoon. February 17th. drew one
of the usual large audiences which thoroughly enjoyed
a program of unusual artistic merit. The program in-

cluded compositions by Dvorak, Liszt, Wagner. Sibelius,
Bach, Beethoven, Brahms and Tschaikowsky, everyone
of which contained a wealth of melodic invention and
gave Alfred Hertz and the orchestra an opportunity to
emphasize the beauty of excellent music when adequate-
ly interpreted. One of the features of these Sunday
afternoon popular concerts is the enthusiasm of the
audience which never seems to tire of. listening to the
elegant phrasing and effetcive rhythmic emphasis which
Mr. Hertz is always so successful in obtaining, and this
most recent concert was no exception to the rule. These
popular symphony concerts under the able direction of
Mr. Hertz contribute more toward creating a musical
taste among the masses than all other musical en-
deavors in this city and it is gratifying to note the
pleasure with which the public responds to these op-
portunities. The complete program on this occasion
was as follows: Overture, Carneval (Dvorak); Love's
Dream (Liszt); Introduction to Act III. Dance of the
Apprentices and Procession of the Guilds from The
Mastersingers (Wagner); Symphonic Poem. Finlandia
(Sibelius); Air from D major Suite (Bach); Menuet
(Beethoven); Two Hungarian Dances (Brahms); Marcn
Slav (Tschaikowsky).

MAYTIME ENJOYED AT CASINO THEATRE

Hartman-Steindorff Opera Co. Reveals Its Versatility
by Giving an Enjoyable Presentation of One of the

Record Successes

BY ALFRED METZGER
Considering the fact that the Hartman-Steindorff

Opera Co. changes its performances so frequently they
undertook quite a difficult task when announcing the
presentation of Maytime, which is really more in the

nature of a comedy drama with a musical setting than
a comic opera. Notwithstanding the heavy demands
which this production places upon the shoulders of

artists who are selected more for their ability to sin?

with histrionic powers as an incidental proposition than
for their purely dramatic instincts with music as a side

issue, the company acquitted itself creditably of the
difficult tasks demanded of it. Specially praiseworthy
was the impersonation of Matthew Van Zandt by Ferris
Hartman. who succeeded in giving this character im-
personation a most convincing portrayal. The gradual
changes from youth to old age was emphasized by Mr.
Hartman in a most artistic fashion. He accentuated the
humorous situation with unerring fidelity and occasion-

ally brought out a few dramatic incidents with splendid

emotional results. It was one of the most refined and
effective pieces of histrionic art which Mr. Hartman has
exhibited befoje a San Francisco public.

Harriet Bennett had a few opportunties to display the

beauty of her voice and her charming personality giving

the role of Ottilie that chique and finish which repra-

sents its principle cause for popularity. John Van as

Richard Wayne contributed to the success of the per-

formance by a few well rendered tenor solos and an
easy bearing that added to his already enviable record
as a leading factor in comic opera productions. Hasel
Wilson as Matilda Van Zandt in the first act and Wini-
fred St. Albans in the fourth act also revealed herself

as a competent member of the company, showing by her
ease of deportment and magnetic personal appearance
the justification of her presence in such a well-balanced
organization.

Lavinia Wynn. who impersonated Alice Tremaine in

the first and second act and Ermintrud d' Albert in the
fourth, found ample apportunities to exhibit ner fetch-

ing manners and her graceful bearing adding to her
already well established popularity. Dixie Blair had the
unusual responsibility of impersonating four entirely
contrasting roles during the course of the production
and exhibited the extent of her versatility by giving
each one a most effective and natural imx>ersonation.
Miss Blair has reason to feel very gratified with the
success she obtained from her clever work. Robert
Carlson although appearing in three different char-
acters did not have any role that made an extensive
demand upon his artistic resources. However, the little

he did was done painstakingly and the few solos he
sang were interpreted with that richness of voice which
has become such a pleasant feature of the season.
Thomas O'Toole did full justice to three roles en-

trusted to his care adding to his laurels gathered at
this engagement. Frank Ellis who impersonated Colonel
Van Zandt, in his first act. P. T. Barnum in the second,
and the auctioneer in the third did some of his best
work of the season. He was specially delightful as
the auctioneer bringing out the various humorous sides
of the solo with effective results. William Mattie, as
Claude Van Zandt, made his first appearance with the
company on this occasion and showed careful training
somewhat hampered by nervousness on the opening
night which no doubt showed improvement in subse-
quent performances. Carroll Atherton. Norma Pember-
ton, and Selina Nourse in whose care some of the minor
roles were given added to the general success of the
production.

Paul Steindorff directed chorus and orchestra with
his well-known craftsmanship bringing virility into the
musical numbers and aiding in obtaning hearty encores
for the popular airs. Costumes and scenery were as
usual selected with artistic taste and gave the setting
an elegant finish. This week the Hartman-Steindorff Co.
is presenting Rudolf Friml's effervescent and always
enjoyable comic opera. High Jinks, which has not been
heard in this city for many years.
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••MABEL RIEGELMAN • •
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO CHICAGO AND BOSTON GRAND OPERA COMPANIES ADDRESS: SECRETARY. 485 CALIFORNIA ST., SAN FRANCISCO

The FORTNIGHTLYS
March 3rd

MARIE TIFFANY, Syracuse
y^ SERIES of One-Hour Programs featuring San Francisco Artists Alternate Monday Afternoons-'^ and Composers, assisted by American Artists and Lecturers of

International Fame at Three O'clock

Direction IDA G. SCOTT Colonial Ballroom of the St. Francis

JOSEPH SCHWARZ VOCIFEROUSLY ACCLAIMED

By Constance H. Alexandre

rntil three years ago Joseph Schwarz was unknown
to San Francisco opera and concert audiences. How-
ever, it needed but his one performance of Rigoletto

which he sang during the engagement here of the

Chicago Grand Opera Company for him to establish

himself forever in the estimation of our music-loving
public- The result of this emphatic triumph is that

whenever Mr. Schwarz appears in this city he is

greeted by a larg^-sized audience of his most enthusi-
astic and appreciative listeners. On Sunday afternoon,
February 17. Mr. Schwarz, under the management of

Selby C. Oppenheimer, sang a program consisting of

several operatic excerpts and many beautiful songs.

Mr. Schwarz" voice stands forth as being one of the
most beautiful baritones of the present generation of

singers and it is a joy to hear an avalanche of his
brilliant and sonorous tones pour from his throat with
such ease and technical skill. His suave and well
modulated phrases, his command of tonal gradations,
the singing and sustained quality of his pianissimo
passages are what causes Mr. Schwarz" vocalization to

be so exceptional. But for a slight tendency to gasp at

the intake of his breath which is audible to the farthest
corners of the hall one might be inclined to feel that
his technical equipment was absolutely perfect. This
may not he a fault in the general sense of the word but
merely a habit issuing from an over anxiety to produce
dramatic and emotional impressions. Whether it is a
vocal discrepancy or a habit, it is distressing to hear
and mars the effect of naturalness and simplicity.
Regarding Mr. Schwarz as an interpreter of songs I

derived the most enjoyment from his rendition of
Strauss' Traum durch die Dammerrung and Grieg's Ein
Schwan for it was in these two glorious numbers that
the lyrical sweetness of his voice and his musical taste
and polished style were exemplified. In man.v of his
other contributions I personally felt that Mr. Schwarz
was permitting his tempestuous nature and operatic
method of declamation to get the better of him and he
was often prone to exaggerate the emotional content
of his songs. Temperament is surely a most desirable
attribute in any artist when under control and con-
centrated along the right direction, nevertheless, it is

often the case where a suggestion of a more suppressed
agitation will carry a deeper conviction than the ex-
plosive, hysterical type, and at the same time contain
less artificiality Interpretation is a matter of personal
taste and so long as the artist does not throw tradition
to the four winds or utterly disregard the composer's
intentions, he is at liberty to tinge his readings with
his own individuality. But it is scarcely wise to distort
the musical rhythms and acquire unnecessary manner-
isms just for the sake of expression or becoming the-
atrical. Surely an artist with a voice such as Mr.
Schwarz' should not need to stoop to such inartistic
tricks. Let those who do not possess a voice of such
beauty or a mentality the equal of Mr. Schwarz" "put
it over"' in this manner.
At the end of the long and taxing program, much to

the delight of his audience, Mr. Schwarz added several
operatic arias in which he proved to be in his right
sphere. The accompanist was Frank Moss, whose ser-
vices Mr. Schwarz secured after his arrival in San
Francisco where the pianist enjoys an enviable reputa-
tion. Mr. Moss is to be congratulated for having mas
tered this most intricate list of songs within a very
few days. He was in absolute accord with the singer
and the impression conveyed was that of a personal
as well as musical comprehension of a long duration
Mr. Moss gave the soloist excellent support and sym-
pathetic collaboration.

JOHN McCORMACK'S CONCERT

ftTiile endearing himself to the masses as a "popular"
singer, John McCormack has disarmed pedantic criti-
cism by interpreting with superb skill the music of
Handel, Mozart, Schubert. Brahms and other classic
formalists. He has and does, without violating the
boundaries of art, parallel the wise apostle in being
"all things to all men." The best-informed musical
scholars confess that simple ballads such as John Mc-
Cormack sings, as only he can sing them, are not sur-
passed in the delicacies of musical art. He com'Dines the

abilities of a vocalist, a lyricist, a technician and a

scholar into an entirety that is not duplicated by any
other singer today, and his human qualities dominate
all his other possessions. Rather than to voice or to

art, it is to human sympathy that is owing the complete-
ness of his popularity. He seems to sing not for himself
or for glory, but for the people who sit before him.
Those reasons are explanatory of the heavy advance
sale of tickets at Sherman. Clay & Company for John
McCormack's song recital Sunday afternoon, March 2,

in the Exposition Auditorium, under Frank W. Healy's
management.

MARIA IVOGUN-S PROGRAM

The following is a quotation from The Art of the
Prima Donna, a book compiled by Frederick H. Martens,
the eminent Xew York musical critic and historian. It

deals with Maria Ivogun. coloratura soprano, who is to
appear here at Scottish Rite Hall, under the manage-
ment of Elwyn Concert Bureau, on Friday evening,
February 29th, following her successful appearances
with the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, Friday
and today.

In the latter part of the chapter Miss Ivogun gives
the following advice: "The ambition to become an oper-
atic artist ought to develop out of the student's own
musical interest, her enjoyment of the music and her
love of it: and that is a surer and more natural begin-
ning toward realizing it, than to make up one's mind
long before understanding the work and the sacrifices
demanded to be a stella prima donna." Then in another
place: "If I were in the audience the loveliest color-
atura passages would lose in effect for me if sung by a
singer who looked like a fright." S[>eaking of various
roles, she says: "But the fact that there are interest-
ing modern roles should never blind the singer to the
beauties of the older ones. I like to sing the French and
Italian roles, the beautiful coloratura parts that Gounod
and Delibes, Rossini and Verdi and so many others
have written."
For her recital here Miss Ivogun has arranged the

following program: Lo, Hear the Gentle Lark (with
flute obligate) (Bishop); la) Sleep, Why Dost Thou
Leave Me (Handel), (b) Giovinette Furvette (Pergo-
lesil, (a) Die Post (Schubert). |b) Pastorella (Schu-
bert), (c) Fruhlingsnetz (Werner JostenI, (dl Liebes-
freud (Fritz Kreisler-Seidler Windier): (a) Where the
Bee Sucks) (Ame) (b) My Lovely Celia iMunro), (c)
The Lass with the Delicate Air (Arne), (d) Pastoral
(Carey); Blue Danube Waltz (Strauss). Seidler Wink-
ler will be the assisting artist at the piano.

THY NAME IS WOMAN AT WARFIELD

The Saturday matinee brings to the Warfield Theatre
the most important picture engagements in the history
of that theatre—the Louis B. Ma.ver presentation of the
Fred Xiblo production of Thy Name Is Woman. Origin-
ally written as a stage play by Karl Shoenherr and an
international stage success Thy Name Is Woman was
produced by William A. Brady in New York with Mary
-Nash in the title role and with Holbrook Blinn chief
in her support.

Mr. Xiblo has chosen for his leading players Miss
Barbara La Marr and Ramon Xovarro, the world's per-
fect lovers. And what an opportunity these young
players will have in Thy Name Is Woman. The story
concerns a young soldier, daring and reckless, who is
sent by his commanding oflicer to the cabin of Pedro,
the smuggler, to spy upon the man and to make love
to the woman so that she will betray her husband. The
woman seeks to ensnare the boy and is herself en-
snared.
The management of the Warfleld look upon Thy

Name Is Woman as their greatest event since the build-
ing of the theatre. In the cast supporting Miss La Marr
and Mr. Xovarro are Robert Edeson. William Mong,
Edith Roberts and Wallace MacDonald with Clair Mc-
Dowell. On the stage will be the Fanchon and Marco
Ideas with Aileen Stanley making her final appearance
and the Lipschultz Warfleld Music Masters.

Miss Cecil Arden of the Metropolitan Opera Company
will be heard on February 24 in a special concert of
Irish music at the City College of Xew York. The con-
cert is to be given for the benefit of the Franciscan
Monastery at Garrison, New York.

SCOTTISH RITE HALL

Maria IVOGUN
'>lebrated rolnrntDra Sonmnn

FRIDAY EVENING. FEB. 29

Important Announcement!
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ZOELLNER QUARTET

The fourth recital ot the Zoellner Quartet, held in

the music room of the Biltmore Hotel, was more delight-

ful than ever. Alice Coleman Batchelder, the Pasadena
pianiste. was the assisting artist and drew a large

share ot the honors because of her splendid work in

the Piano Quintet Op. 1 by Dohnanyi. Her playing is

brilliant, yet not forceful—she has mastered technic.

The ensemble was especially good in this number, and
for this, Mrs. Batchelder is to be congratulated Easily

the most interesting number was the Gretchaninow
Quartet Op. 2 which was played with a warmth of tone

and brilliance that made it most pleasing. It was
here that the quartet revealed their most excellent

phrasing An appreciative audience, which, by the

way, was much larger than usual, applauded enthusi-

astically. In the Mozart Quartet in G major there

seemed at times a lack of tonal purity. The last move-
ment of this number, however, showed the quartet

in their usual form. Taken all in all it was lovely and
one could find little fault with it.

SCHWARZ SOLOIST AT SYMPHONY CONCERT

The outstanding features ot the last S.vmphoEy Con-

cert by the Philharmonic Orchestra were the appear-

ance of Joseph Schwarz. renowned Russian baritone.

and the playing of the Mozart Sjiuphony in E Flat. No.
39. This occasion proved as a whole one ot the finest

concerts ot the season, performers and audience alike

seemed enthusiastically inspired throughout the eve-

ning. Mr. Schwarz captivated his hearers in his singing
of Handel's Dank sei Dir and Wotan's Farewell (Wag-
ner). His voice is powerful yet exquisitely beautiful;

his stage presence admirable and he sings with the
utmost ease using rare skill in his artistic interpreta-

tions.

In a light and airy mood. Mr. Rothwell produced de-

lightful effects in the Mozart Symphony. His compre-
hensive readings ot the Two Nocturnes by Debussy
were especially well received as was the Overture to

"The Marriage of Figaro" (Mozart). .Jan van Gilse's
Prelude to Richard Dehmel's Poem "Eine Lebensmesse"
was of interest ma(inly for its first time in L<os Angeles
presentation and for its inspirational origin. Ernest
Dohnanyi, composer and pianist, is to appear as soloist

with the orchestra at the next pair of symphony con-
certs.

ILYA BRONSON PLAYS AT POP CONCERT

Ernest Chausson's "La Tempete" in two movements
(Air de Danse and Danse Rustique) was heard for the
first time in Los Angeles at last Sunday afternoon's
Pop concert by the Philharmonic orchestra. Thie proved
a novelty of splendid structure and rare style which

SOH.MER /

Tone—the measure of any piano's

worth, has made the Sohmcr great.

The richness of Sohmer tone— its

subtleties of color and harmony -

power and resonance, its sympa-
thetic loveliness must be heard to

be appreciated.
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Mr Rothwell interpreted with finesse. The second

movement afforded a delightful solo flute theme for Mr.

Marquarre ot the orchestra. The tuneful Hungarian

March from Berlioz' "Damnation ot Faust" was given

as the opening number and the ever popular Symphony
No. 8 in B minor (Schubert) commonly known as the

Unfinished Symphony was the outstanding number by

the orchestra, though we must admit the overture

"Tannhauser" (Wagner) was admirably performed.

Ilya Bronson, a member ot the orchestra, who is

really a brilliant virtuoso of international fame, was the

soloist on this occasion. In the Saint-Saens Concerto

No. 1, Op. 33, for violoncello, he displayed his superior

artistry in excellent technic, color ot tone and intellect-

ual interpretation. So heartily was he received that he

was asked by Conductor Rothwell to respond with an

encore; a rare honor as encores are unprecedented ac

the symphony concerts. A note worthy fact about Mr.

Bronson's appearance as soloist was the high esteem

with which he is held among his fellow musicians. The
entire orchestra applauded, enthusiastically, his ex-

cellent playing.

MARIA IVOGUN ENTHUSIASTICALLY RECEIVED

The latest sensation among the world's coloratura

sopranos appeared last Monday night at the Philhar-

monic Auditorium in a concert of familiar songs which
we find on every coloratura soprano's repertoire. The
critic's declaration that she is "second to none as a

coloratura artist" was proven to the large audience

which greeted her and called her back for encore after

encore—all these delightful lilting melodies heard many
times before seemed new and different when sung by

this artist with a voice "like a string ot pearls from the

very bottom to the very top." In the Liebestreud

(Kreisler-Seidler-Winkler) written especially tor Maria
Ivogun, the sweet voice revealed wide range, flexibility

and splendid technic—altogether forming a combina-
tion of lovely tones that gave perfect satisfaction. In-

sistent applause brought a repetition of this Kreisler

favorite.

From the first number. Lo. Hear the Gentle I^ark

(Bishop), on through to the very last, the beloved Blue
Danube Waltz (Strauss), every note was worth while

and her audience lis.tened spellbound, fascinated by the
skill ot this unusual artist. J. J. Gilbert furnished
lovely flute obligati to several numbers which added
greatly in the florid passages. Pergolesi's Giovinette

Furvette, a delicate song of lassies and love, was de-

lightful and the encore, WTten Love is Kind, brought
forth enthusiastic approval from her hearers.

Beautiful legato work was done in the Handel "O
Sleep, Why Dost Thou Leave Me,'' and her breath con-

trol seemed almost limitless. While in the most
dazzling passages her tones were sometimes faulty of

pitch she did almost phenomenal "stunts" in her
cadenza fiorita.

Truly, George Leslie Smith is to be congratulated on
his successful presentation ot this great coloratura
with the magnetic personality who is undoubtedly one
of the finest artists of the day.

The Musician's Club of Hollywood is unique in that its

membership includes not only musicians but also lovers
and sponsors of better music, forming a channel tor the
outlet of creative genius. Its purpose is to foster and
encourage American compositon. The idea originated
with Mrs. J. J. Carter, its founder, two years ago and
its spontaneous growth and success shows that it was
a timely organization. This season, under its very
able president, Sol Cohen, composer-violinist, many
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local composers of international fame have been pre-
sented in programs of their own compositions, including
Arthur Farwell. Rupert Hughes, Charles Wakefield
Cadman, Sidney King Russell, Sol Cohen and others.
Last month at the Hollywood library Charles Wake-

field Cadman was greeted by an enthusiastic audience
of over seven hundred and many were turned away for
lack of room. The following program of Cadman com-
positions was rendered, assisted by Margaret Messer
Morris, soprano, and Sol Cohen, violinist: Suite tor
piano "Hollywood." Op. 80; Songs, Magic (dedicated to
Mrs. Morris). .Amy's Song, Canoe Song. Spring Song of
the Robin Woman (from Shanewis). Following the pro-
gram Mrs. J. J. Carter, guest of honor, told in a most
interesting manner, of her recent visit to the various
symphony orchestras thoughout the east and promised
the production of Cadman's opera "Shanewis" in the
Hollywood Bowl this summer.

Abbie Norton Jamison, with her assisting piano teachers
Miriam West-Hyatt and Elsie L. Carlson, presented a
number of their pupils in recital at Chickering Hall
on Saturday afternoon. Clarence Whitmore and Lyndall
Atwater among the most advanced pupils, jlisplayed
more than ordinary talent in technic and tone color.
Vocal numbers presented by Miss Tilda Robr. who pos-
sesses a deep resonant contralto voice which she uses
with understanding, were a pleasing addition to the
program. Her second group was given in her native
Swiss costume which added to the interest of the de-
lightful folk songs.

Mme. Josefa Hoefinger Schwedler, a prominent and
talented resident of Los Angeles, sponsored recently h
benefit entertainment for the suffering children of Ger-
many. Well-known musicians, including Herman Par-
ner, tenor; Louis Huitz. pianist; Mme. Schwedler,
reader; Mme. .'^nna Sprotte, contralto and Annabel
Sterling, pianist, loaned their talent for this worthy
occasion.

Adele Lauthe, pianist and former associate with
Godowsky in German.v. exhibited rare technic as a
pedagogue last Friday night when nine of her pupils
gave a most interesting recital of solo and two piano
selections at Chickering Hall. Those participating were
Grace Nelson. Clarion Leatart, Winifred Chorley and
Jeanette Snow among her young students and Helen
Meier. Billie Burke, Bessie Joy, Leta Emcke and Frances
Bates the more advanced pupils. A noticeable feature
of this recital aside from technic. tone and stvie was
the pleasing stage deportment and poise of these young
people which was quite professional.

John Smallman presented a mixed quartet consisting of
Marion Bean Badenoch. soprano; Eunice Ross, con-
tralto; Ivan Edwards, tenor; Leslie Brigham. bass in
costume recital at San Bernardino on the evening of
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THERE is someihing in the history

of the Steinway family to rejoice

the heart of everyone devoted to his pro-

fession—artist and amateur alike. The
Steinway piano is the unmistakable pro-
duct of love of profession and to it I pay
my tribute of high esteem and admira-
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448 COMPANY
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February 12th. Lorna Gregg assisted this group as ac-
companist. Another of Mr. Smallman's pupils, Ruth
Cruickshank, contralto, gave a recital on February 13th
at Redlands with Miss Gregg at the piano.

Calmon Luboviski, one of Los Angeles' most popular
violinists, gave four concerts last week. He played a
return engagement at Yuma. Arizona, and gave a pro-
gram at Santo Monica for the Woman's Club as well as
appearing before the Masonic Club and Retail Credit
Men's Association at the Alexandria Hotel. Aside from
his individual concerts Mr. Luboviski is kept busy with
his teaching and rehearsals with the Los Angeles Trio
and the Russian String Quartet, both well known string
ensembles of which he is a member.

Mile. Lizetta Kalova recently from San Francisco is a
violinist of extensive experience. She has been heard in
concert in many of the largest cities of the world, hold-
ing favorable press comment from London, Paris.
Vienna. Boston and Xew York. On last Sunday after-

LULA MAY Photograph Studio
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l,oM Angeles
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noon Mme. Anna Ruzena Sprotte presented Mile Kalov.i

in a musi.ale to nearly one hundred discrimmatini!

friends and music lovers ot Los Angeles at her home

on Seventh avenue. The program included Sonata by

Oscar Nedbal. Concerto (N. Pohanini), Cry from Russia

(Livingston), Tarantella (Wienawsky). At the piano

Claire Forbes Crane presided in her usual reliable

manner.

Dudley Chambers, a recent addition to music circles of

Los Vngeles was easily the star of the occasion of the

Hollywood Opera Reading Club's presentation of Lohen-

grin" last week. His clear beautiful lyric tenor served

him adequately in his rendition of the title role and he

had the advantage of looking the part of the young

handsome sturdy knight. Flora Myers Engel popular

soprano, sang Elsa admirably. The splendid assuring

mezzo soprano voice of Alma Stetzler was well suited

to the role Ortrud. She sang with style and poise.

Other leading parts were sung by Edward Novis and

Leslie Brigham who are great favorites in Hollywood.

Lora May Lamport. Mrs Conrad Nagel, Mrs. Farquhar,

Mrs. Bailey. Messrs, Wait and Shugart assisted the

leading soloists in giving a beautiful rendition of the

wedding march. Never has Dr. Nagel. the lecturer and

accompanist for this organization, been so well re-

ceived. His was an unusually interesting account ot the

story of the opera and his splendid playing gave ade-

quate support to the artists. Capacity houses are en-

joying these illustrated talks regularly and the steadily

increasing membership in the club will doubtless neces-

sitate a more spacious auditorium for next season's pro-

grams than the Hollywood Masonic Club affords.

Miss Irene Millier, pianist, was presented in a forty-five

minute program at a studio tea and musicale given by

Mrs. John Hamilton Lashbrooke, on Friday evening,

February 15th, in the Kohler & Chase building. Her
program, which was well received, included numbers by

Scriabine. Haydn, Chopin. Cervantes. Palmgren and

Sinding. The guests included: Albert Elkus. Miss

Beatrice Meltzer, Mrs. Pearl H. ^\^litcomb. Miss Ruth
Hart, Mrs. Douglas Crane, Mrs. Frederick Crowe, Mrs.

William H. Banks. Miss Zoie Herndon. Mrs. Peter

Friedricksen, Mrs. Chas 'VV. Duncan. Norman Springer,

Misses Ruth and Helen Schmidt, Mrs M. Tromboni,
Mme. Rose Relda Cailleau. Lincoln Batchelder, John D.

Barry, Max Gegna, Mrs. F. F. Stohl, Emil Hahl, and
Julian Waybur.

The San Francisco Music Teachers' Association will

hold its regular monthly meeting this (Monday) eve-

ning, February 25th. at .!242 Washington street John
C. Manning has arranged a program of American com-
posers with a talk on MacDowell. Miss Lena Frazea,
contralto, who has just returned from a successful East-
ern lour, will give a group of songs and Raymond White
will contribute a group of piano numbers.

"No small amount of credit for Mr. Tatsumi's success

must be laid at the door of his accompanist and teacher,

Milton Seymour, formerly of Seattle. His accompani-

ments are models of clarity and support, giving a vital

but unified background to the singer." The program to

he rendered this evening will be: (ai Winds in the

Trees (Arthur Goring Thomas), (bl Der .\stra (Anton

Rubinstein); (a) The Cave (Edwin Schneider), (b)

Deeper and Deeper Still Waft her Angels, through the

Skies, Recitative and Aria from Oratorio Jepthah

(Handel): (a) A Cycle of Five Japanese Love Songs

(Koscak Yamada), (b) You (Mary Carr Moore), (c)

This Passion is hut an Ember (Hermann Lohr), (d)

Oh. Didn't it Rain (H. T. Burleigh); (al Sylvelin (Chris-

tian Sinding), (b) Ave Maria (Gounod-Bach), (c) E
Lucevan Le Stelle (Puccini), (from the Opera La
Tosca); (a) Visione Veneiana (Renato Brogi). (b)

Chant Venitien (H. BembergI, (c) O Paradis sort! de

L'onde (Myerbeer). (from the Apera L'Africaine).

CHERNIAVSKY'S TO PLAY

For the first time in a number of years the favorita
Trio Cherniavsky is to play one of their fascinating
programs before a San Francisco audience. Manager
Selby C. Oppenheimer has booked these sterling artists

as the next number in the Alice Seckels Matinee Mu-
sicale series and they will appear in the ballroom of
the St. Francis Hotel on Monday afternoon. March 24th
next.

JAPANESE TENOR TO GIVE CONCERT
Seljiro Tatsumi, a young .lapanese tenor, possessing

an excellent voice and gifted with the faculty of in-

terpreting songs very intelligently and musicianly, will

appear at the Scottish Rile Auditorium this (Monday)
evening under the management of Mme. Stella Vought.
At a recent concert in Redlands one of the papers had
this to say of him: "It is not difficult to predict a bril-

liant future for this singer. His singing reveals sin-

cerity an<l care for technical perfection that is seldom
found except in the mature artist. His interpretations
are as polished and artistic as one could hope to hear
and through his indefatigable study be has risen above
and conquered all the difliculties that a musician of the
Orient has to meet in rendering Occidental music.
.... His voice, while actually a tenor, has all the rich-

ness In Its lower register of a high baritone, and his
ability to color his tone In reflecting the sentiment of
tlie words he sings is most remarkable.

its portion ot the program the orchestra will present

the Cesar Franck D minor Symphony, and Debussy's
prelude, "The Afternoon of a Faun."

BAUER AND CASALS IN NOTABLE CONCERT
Sunday afternoon, March 23rd, will be notable mu-

sically in San Francisco, for on that day at the Columbia

Theatre, Selby C. Oppenheimer will present the two

famous instrumentalists, Harold Bauer, pianist and

Pablo Casals, cellist in a joint recital, the only ap-

pearance either of the famous artists will make in San
Francisco this season.

Casals mastered the cello at the age of fourteen. At

that time he played the violin and the organ equally as

well, but as he says himself: "I chose the cello be-

cause it is the instrument having the widest capacity

for expression. On it one may do more than rhapsodize

—one may philosophize." Casals is today acknowledged

to be the greatest cellist.

Harold Bauer is one ot the very greatest of present-

day pianists. His place at the top of his profession is

secure and undisputed. The twain have appeared often

jointly, and the colossal program of sonatas and solos

they will play in this city will be memorable. It is rare

that so fine a combination of superlative artists join

talents here and music lovers from far and wide are

keenly looking forward to the importanut event.

PERSINGER SOLOIST AT SYMPHONY POP.

Next Sunday afternoon's Popular Concert of the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra to be given in the Cur-

ran Theatre, under the leadership of Alfred Hertz, will

feature two ot the orchestra's principal playera in the

capacity of soloists. Louis Persinger, concert-master

of the organization will perform the second and third

movements from the 'Wieniawski D minor Concerto,

while Kajetan Attl, harpist, will offer the Legende of

Renie. The orchestral portion of Sunday's program will

consist ot the overture to Mignon of Thomas, Liszt's

ever-welcome symphonic poem The Preludes, the Rondo
on a Merry Folk Tune by Albert Elkus, two numbers
from the Saint-Saens, Henry VIII Ballet Suite and the
ballet music from Gounod's Faust.

The eleventh pair of regular symphony concerts, to

be given on Friday and Sunday afternoons ot next week,
will introduce to San Francisco, Germanine Schnitzer,

the distinguished Parisian pianist. Miss Schnitzer. al-

though well-known to concert goers in the East and in

Europe, has never before appeared in San Francisco,
and judging from the trail ot enthusiastic newspaper
comments left behind her on her tour, local music
lovers may expect somewhat of a revelation in the
pianistic art. Commenting on a recent New York re-

cital, the New York American reported: "This young
woman exhibited a command ot technique that few ot

her sex can equal. Liszt's Reminiscences de Don Juan,
which at one time was considered the most difficult

piece in the literature of piano music, she performed
with an effortless ease and facility that made her
achievement seem like child's play."

For her appearances with the Symphony Miss
Schnitzer will perform two works which will he new in

the orchestra's repertoire, the seldom-heard Mozart E
flat concerto, and the Saint-Saens fantasie Africa. For

THE ROSENBLATT CONCERT
The location of Romance is changing continually.

Sometimes it is in Spain; sometimes in darkest Africa.

Often it is associated with Monte Carlo and Riviera.

But until recently the seat of musical romance was al-

ways Paris or Berlin. It 'was Josef Rosenblatt, tho
cantor-tenor, who made these remarks while discussing
his forthcoming concert at Scottish Rite Hall, on Wed-
nesday evening. March 5th:

"All my life." continued Mr. Rosenblatt, "I have been
accustomed to think of those two famous cities as the
inspiration points for all the arts. It was to Paris that

the students flocked and to Berlin. Nowhere else, ap-

parently, could they find proper instruction and inspira-

tion. But conditions are not always like this. The
United States has also come in for her share ot romance.
People are beginning to realize that New York, Chi-
cago, and Boston also have their musical influence:
that they inspire high ideals: that they offer excellent
instruction; that their studios, their streets and their

theatres are all clothed in romance and in adventure.
The Rosenblatt recital is sponsored by a local com-

mittee of twenty representing the Jewish Consumptive
Relief Association of California. By the committee's
arrangement with the Elwyn Concert Bureau, a sub-
stantial portion of the proceeds will go for the benefit

of the FVee Tubercular Hospital at Duarte, Cal. Tickets
on sale at Sherman, Clay & Company and 420 Pacific
building.

HOMER HENLEY RECITAL
Homer Henley presented two of his artist pupils in

recital on Sunday afternoon, February 10th, at his

studio, 1249 Bay street. They were Doris Athole 03-
horne, contralto, and Darl MacBoyle, baritone. Miss
Osborne, while touring the East as a concert pianist,

had the honor of having Mme. Marcella Sembrich try
her voice. On the advice of that great artist she gave
up her pianistic career and is devoting her time to the
development of her very beautiful contralto voice.

Mr. Boyle's is one ot America's promising poets, the
Yale University Press having included his book of
verse, "When Lilith Dances" among its select list of
seven of the younger poets of this country. Mr. Boyle,
on this occasion, sang a song, To You, for which he
wrote both the music and the words. The program fol-

lows: Miss Osborne songs—Plasir d' Amour (Martini).
Als die alte Mutter (Dvorak), Che faro senza (Euridici),
Adieu forets (Tschaikowsky), Down in the Forest
(Ronald), Lie There My Lute (Hamish MacCunn), Se-
guidilla (Bizet). Three Chinese Songs larr. by Gran-
ville Bantock)—In the Palace, The Garden ot Bamboos,
The Emperor. Mr. Boyle's songs—Rest (Cyril Forsythe).
Rolling Down to Rio (German). Requiem (Homer), Irish
Mother's Lullaby (Lang), Kashmiri (Huhn), Invictus
(Huhn), The Y'oung Warrior (Burleigh), Two Grena-
diers (Schumann). The assisting artists were Miss Ella
Lawrie, accompanist, and Rex N. Hamlin, flutist. The
latter played obligatos to the Bantock Chinese songs.

ALCAZAR THEATRE
Margaret Lawrence, New York's fascinating star, who

has not been here for several seasons, comes to the
Alcazar next Sunday night, February 24th, at the heail
of a special company in a society comedy. In His
Arms. Miss Lawrence, a youthful actress bubbling over
with personality and clever as a comedienne, should
be right at home in this whimsical piece from the pen of
Lynn Starling, whose former success. Meet the Wife,
is one of Broadway's reigning triumphs. In His Arms is

said to be an admirable vehicle for 'Thomas Wilkes' new
star. It is a modern day fun maker with all of tho
piquant situations and sparkling lines that might be
expected from its title. It deals with love at first sight
and presents unexpected matrimonial twists that prove
of particular delight to the spectator.

STENGER VIOLINS
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MUSICAL BLUE BOOK of CALIFORNIA
NOW BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION
The Editor of the Musical Blue Book of Califor-

nia is now preparing to get the publication ready
for the Printer. In order to facilitate his work he
would appreciate the full co-operation of the
musical profession, and particularly the adver-
tisers. We find that many musicians who signed
contracts have so far failed to send us the

ADVERTISING COPY. It is impossible to

finish our work until ALL COPY is received at

this office.

Los Angeles advertisers in the Musical Blue
Book of California may leave their copy with
Nelle Gothold, Room 610, 808 South Broadway,
the Pacific Coast Musical Review representative

in Los Angeles.
There are a number of prominent musicians in

various parts of California whose names are not
yet in our possession for purposes of registra-

tion. There is no charge made for such registra-

tion, and surely the musical profession would
like to have this Blue Book as complete as possi-

ble. If you have not yet sent in your registration,

or if no solicitor has asked you to register, kindly
send in your name and address and your voca-
tion. Or, better still, write or phone us and we
will send you a registration card to be filled out.

NOW is the time to send in your advertising
copy and your registration card. In a very short
time it will be TOO LATE.

ALFRED METZGER
Editor Musical Blue Book of California

801 Kohler & Chase Building
San Francisco, Calif.

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAN FR.\N-CISCO B.\.\K)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY 10th, 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks in California.
the Assets of which have never Ijeen increased
by mergers or consolidations witli other Eanlcs.

Memtter .\ssociated Savings Banlfs of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 31st, 1923
Assets $89,174,468.57
Capital, Reserve and Contingent Funds 3,850,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 430,275.37

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH aement St. and 7th Ave.
HAICHT STREET BRANCH Haiftht and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH WestPortjl Ave, and UUoa St.

Interest paid on Deposits at the rate of

FOUR AND ONE QUARTER (4}^) per cent per annum;
COMPUTED MONTHLY and COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY,

AND MAY BE WITHDRAWN QUARTERLY

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
M>5 Kohler A Chase Bid. Tel. Sutter 73X7

DOMENICO BRESCIA

Madame Charles Ponlter—Soprano

EVA M. GARCIA

ISAI3EI.I.E MAliIvS
CONTRALTO

1338 20th Avenue Phone Sannet 2»»5
Voice Culture. KrldoT P. H. JOOS Kohler

A: Chnse ItldiL;. Tel. Kearny 5454

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ

nformatlon write 121 21a
Phone Pacific 1284

Mary Coonan McCrea teachers- directory

DOHNANYI POETIZES AS COMPOSER-
PIANIST

(Continued from Page 1. Col. 21

rendition of this classic. Particularly ef-

fective was the adagio molto which in its

depths of emotional intensity grips the

heart strings and strikes responsive

chords in every mind. It was one of the

very finest concerts given by this ex-

emplary body of musicians who have so

lastingly endeared themselves to San
Francisco's serious music lovers.

Owing to the opening of the Spring

Music Festival at the Exposition -Audi-

torium on March 2.5th and the participa-

tion of the entire Chamber Music Society

personnel (even the founder and flutist.

Elias M. Hecht) in the Festival Orches-

tra, the final concert of the chamber
music series will be given on Tuesday.

March ISth, instead of the 2.5th as origin-

ally announced. The program for this

event will be as follows: String Quartet,

A major Op. IS No. 5 (Beethoven), String

Quartet A minor. Op. 51 (Brahms),

String Quartet F major. Op. 96 (Dvorak).

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF ^''^^llSl?.'?Jl?i.^^^^
Studio: lO0:{ KohJer & ChaHe Oolldine

Phone Kearny 54.14

Joseph George Jacobson

TEACHER OF SINGING
Studio: 36 GafTner BnlIdJn«r. 376 Sntt<
TeL Donslas 4233. Re«. Tel. Kearny

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
SOLO PIANIST AND TEACHER

Advanced Pupils Accepted
Studio: 13S Hyde St. Apartment 27

Phone ProNpect 1531

HENRIK GJERDRUM
PIANIST

2321 Jackson Street Fillmore .1256

DAISY O'BRIEN
VOICE—GlITAR

aiaS MilTla St. Berkriejr 77e5J
700 Kohler A: Chnxe—Thorsdaj-

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatorr Teacher for

Mrs. .Noah Brandt
£211 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore 15S2

MASTER COACH
ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA

In All Language!
9302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

MEROLA REPORTS ON GRAND OPERA
SEASON

(Continued from Page 1. Col. 4)

plans for the settings and seating "at

the auditorium and a number of con-

templated improvements over the splen-

did arrangement of the house last fall.

The executive committee is working out

plans for the enrollment of founders of

the association and promises an impor-
tant announcement in the near future.

CHALIAPIN'S ONLY RECITAL

With a concert repertoire enriched by
many new and unfamiliar works in Rus-
sian and other languages, and made
further attractive by a revival of many
of his old favorite numbers, Feodor
Chaliapin, peerless basso, comes to San
Francisco for a single recital at the
Casino Theatre on Sunday afternoon,
March 30th. This will be one of the out-

standing events of the present over-
crowded music season for Chaliapin in
recital as well as in opera enjoys a
popularity that assures for him a great

VOICE CCLTL'RE
Studio:

902 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.,

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES

KDRT VON GRUDZINSKI
BARITONE — VOICE CULTURE
Authorized to Teach Mme. Schoen-

Rene*fl Method
1314 LeavenvTorth St. Phone Prospect 0253

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
Due. Berkeler. CaL

MRS. ZAT RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bids. Tel. Kearny 5454.

reception from a throng that will un-
doubtedly fill every corner of the the-

atre. Chaliapin recital tickets will be
placed on sale at the Oppenheimer ticket

office at Sherman. Clay & Co. on Monday
morning. March 10th. In the meantime
Manager Oppenheimer is already re-

ceiving mail orders for the event.

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglaa t«»

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 293»

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St Phone Park 1974

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St Phone West 1I9B

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

Phone FUIn

SIGMUND BEEL

MARY ALVERTA MORSE

land. Phone Hni

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC
ement SIubIc School)
to St. Phone Fillmore 898

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CO-XTR.iLTO

Teacher of Singing. 32 Loretta .Ave.. Pled-
monl. Tel. Piedmont SOi. Mon., Kohler &
Chase Bid?.. S. F. Telephone Kearnr 5454

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 Seott Street. Oet. ClaT & W ashlngton

Mr. Noah Brandt. Violin
Mrs. >oah Brandt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist. Temple Emanu El. Con-
cert and ChQrch Work. Vocal Inatmctlon.

2539 Clar Street. Phone West 4800

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADl
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 54S4

SIR HENRY HEYHAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 11»I

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough St. Tel. Fillmore 4150

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter St. Tel. Kearny 2637

-VRR.AXGER OF Ml SIC

C. B. FRANK
400 Pantages Bldg. Tel. Garfield 1334

.\CCOMP.VMSTS

ANNA W. McCORMICK
1380 Taylor St Tel. Pros. 9687
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Elizabeth SIMPSON
ENDORSES SIX ARTIST PUPILS

AVAII.AIII'l-: KOK CO\<i:UT!S CI.l H PROGRAMS PIJRIOD RKflTALS

For particulars address

ELIZABETH SIMPSON STUDIOS
TOO Kohler 4t ChnHC Uulldlng: San Frnnclnco 2318''^ Etna Street. Berkeley

Every ProBre
Every Serf

j,acher-sHOULD KNOW AT ONCE

"ADOLF WEIDIG'S EPOCH MAKING WORK
HARMONIC MATERIA!- AM) ITS USES

A HARMONY thnt lelU "WIIV" nnil Nhu\V)« "HOW* to understand Harmony from
the standpoint of the niunlclan. Just publiNbed by CInytun F. Suiuniy Co.. Chieu^o.

For Siile »y
HENRY GROBE. 135-153 Kearny St., San Francisco

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

GEORGE

NYKLICEK
ORGANIST

CALIFORNIA THEATRE

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

San Francisco, California

Representative of Lyon A Mealy Harps

Telephone Douslaa 167S

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

Residence Phone Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Pupils Prepared for Opera, Oratorio,

New Addre.m He"Se Il"nG""40S STOCKTON ST.
Tel. UouKloM »'2rM

THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL
REVIEW

HVS F'OrGHT FOR THE RESIDENT ARTIST
Dl'RINft THE I-AST TWENTY-TWO YEARS—IS
SICH \ P\PER WORTH SIBSCRIRIMG FOR?

IF SO, DON'T WAIT ANY I,ONGER.

ALICE GENTLE
^IAXAGE«EXT

CATHARINE A. BAMMAN
S3 West 39th Street New York, N. Y.

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Exclusive Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

What the

World Most Values
It Pays Most For

And this, the most sincere expression of

appreciation the world can give, has been

bestowed upon

as the supreme artistic creation in the field of

fine pianofortes.

The tone of the Mason & Hamlin can no more

be duplicated in any other piano than can the

tone of an age-mellowed Stradivarius violin

—

it is something that cannot be "manufactured"

or "built" into a piano—it is the intangible

quality bred of genius, of earnest devotion to

an ideal.

Grands $1750
Convenient Terms

TWO ENTRANCES

:

135 KEARNY -:- 217 SUTTER
VICTROLAS, BRUNSWICKS

"^ile>^BAUen@
MASON a HAMLIN PIANOS

OAKLAND— 1323 W.vshington St.

S.A.N JOSE— 199 South First

SHEET MUSIC, PIANO ROLLS

Exclusive Pacific Coast Representative
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MARIA IVOGUN IS SENSATION AT SYMPHONY GRAND OPERA SEASON WILL OPEN THURSDAY
Distinguished Hungarian Colorature Soprano Enthuses Two Large

Audiences at Tenth Pair of Symphony Concerts—Alfred Hertz
Directs Tschaikowsky's Fourth Symphony With Extraordinary
Warmth of Sentiment—Selection From Rhinegold Brings

Program to a Thrilling Conclusion

BY ALFRED METZGER

Boito's Mefistofele With Chaliapin in the Title Role to be Opening Pro-
duction—Mary Garden in Massenet's Cleopatra to be Feature of Friday

Evening—Moussorgsky's Boris Godunoff With Chaliapin Will be
Saturday Afternoon's Feast—Halevy's La Juive With Rosa

Raisa in the Leading Role Will Close the Engagement

BY ALFRED METZGER

The tenth pair of symphony concerts
was given by the San Francisco Sym-
phony Orchestra under the direction of
Alfred Hertz on Friday and Sunday after-

noons, February 22d and 24th, in the
presence of unusually large and ex-
ceptionally enthusiastic audiences. The
soloist of the occasion was Maria Ivogun,
a colorature soprano of the highest rank.
Indeed Miss Ivogun made a veritable
sensation being called out many times
after the conclusion of her numbers,
even on Friday afternoon when the au-
dience is not always as demonstrative as
that attending the Sunday afternoon con-
certs. And the ovation accorded this dis-

tinguished artist was, indeed, fully

justified. She possesses a voice of ex-
ceptional flexibility and velvety smooth-
ness. Her range is truly extraordinary;
during the Mozart aria she sang the high
F and during the Strauss aria the high
D without effort and with a purity of in-

tonation and ease of execution that was
thrilling to witness.

In addition to her beautiful voice and
her impeccable technic. to which difficul-

ties do not seem to exist. Miss Ivogun
is an intelligent interpreter who phrases
with taste and judgment and who colors
her runs and staccato passages with ex-
ceptional sentiment and emotion. The
Mozart Aria—Mia sperenza adorata

—

was given the true Mozartean atmos-
phere, namely, that daintiness and accur-
acy of execution which that master's
works absolutely demand, if they are to
be interpreted in artistic fashion. The
Strauss aria from Ariadne auf Naxos
proved one of the most difficult and in-
tricate vocal compositions we have ever
listened to. Indeed the technical diffi-

culties at times appear to be unsur-
mountable and yet Miss Ivogun overcame
them with an ease and assurance that
was positively astounding. The orches-
tral accompaniment, written for small
orchestra, is equally intricate and tricky
and Mr. Hertz as well as the members of
the orchestra are entitled to exceptional
credit for the thoroughly musicianly
manner in which they interpreted the
work, adding greatly to the general ar-
tistic effect of this number Since the
zenith of Marcella Semhrich's brilliant
career we haven't heard a colorature
soprano of such exceptional merit as
Miss Ivogun.
The opening number of the program

consisted of Tschaikowsky's Fourth Sym-
phony which Alfred Hertx conducted
with that warmth and sincerity which he
bestows upon the interpretation of all
Tschaikowsky's works. It is a veritable
artistic treat to hear Mr. Hertz and the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra in-
terpret works like this Fourth Symphony
for the expression with which the phras-
ing is imbued strikes responsive chords
in the hearts of every sincere musician.
It was an excellent performance and
merited the enthusiastic appreciation of
the audience. The concluding number
consisted of Finale and Entrance of the
gods into Waihalla from The Rhinegold
by Wagner. It is hardly necessary for us
to comment at length upon the spirited
rendition of the Wagnerian operatic se-
lections which always accompany Mr.
Hertz' conducting of the same. On this
occasion there was no exception to the
rule and the dramatic fervor contained
in this particular number was duly em-
phasized bringing out the beauty and
force of the work in a way which no
other conductor succeeds in emphasizing

like Mr. Hertz. In contrast to the dra-
matic virility of the Tschaikowsky and
Wagner compositions was the poetic
Liadow Enchanted Lake, the elegant
phrases of which were given a reading
of unusual poetic delicacy and shading.
Altogether the program was such that
any serious lover of the best in music
delights to listen to.

The effect which these symphony con-
certs exercise upon San Francisco's mu-

Music interest is now focused on the
coming of the Chicago Civic Opera Com-
pany here this week which will be heard
in four operas at the Casino Theatre
Thursday, Fi-iday and Saturday nights
and Saturday matinee. With the best of
the Chicago Company's repertoire and
the greatest of its artists, coupled with
one of the biggest seat sales on record
this three-day engagement promises to
establish a new operatic achievement

MARY GARDEN
The Distinguished Prima Donna Soprano Who Will Sing the

Title Role in the Opera Cleopatra by Massenet at the
Casino Theatre With the Chicago Opera Co. Next

Friday Evening, March 7th

sical public is most striking, for it is be-
coming more and more apparent that the
program numbers that arouse the great-
est enthusiasm are invariably the ones
that represent the highest form of com-
position. Even the modern school, with
its innumerable intricacies, seems to
strike a responsive chord among those
attending the concerts.

that will carry the name of San Fran-
cisco far and wide as an ardent sup-
porter of good music.
Two special trains are bringing here

all of the properties required to make
the four operas to be given here the
same artistic success that made the past
season of the company in Chicago one of
the greatest triumphs in the history of

MEMBERS' SYMPHONY CONCERT

Palace Hotel Presents Brilliant Scene on
Occasion of Complimentary Event

—

Mischa Violin Warmly Received

By ALFRED METZGER
It was necessary to open up an extra

room at the Palace Hotel last Tuesday
evening when the San Francisco Sym-
phony Orchestra, under the direction of

Alfred Hertz, gave a complimentary con-
cert to the members of the Musical
Association oC San Francisco in the
Palace Hotel Palm Court, in order to ac-
commodate the large influx of leading
society and business people of the city
who represent the guarantors sustaining
the organization. The program was of
a popular nature, that is to say it con-
tained works specially suitable to people

(Continued on Page 11. Col. Ij

this organization. Nothing has been
spared, according to Selby C. Oppen-
heimer, under whose management the
engagement has been booked, to make
this the outstanding operatic event for

San Francisco this year.

The season will open with the pre-

sentation of Boito's Mefistofele Thursday
night. In this Feodor Chaliapin, the in-

ternationally renowned Russian bass of

the Chicago Company, will have the title

role. Much interest centers in this opera
not only because it is the "first night"
but also in view of the fact that this is

Chaliapin's first appearance here in

grand opera. Supporting Chaliapin will

be Mason, Lamont. Sharlow, and others

of equal note. The performance will be
conducted by Polacco. a long-time favor-

ite of music lovers here.

Scenically Mefistofele is said to be one
of the most impressively beautiful operas
in the Chicago Company's repertoire.

Both the settings and the lighting effects

are said to give added freshness of

beauty of this great work.
Chaliapin's rendition of the role of

"Mefistofele" has been one of the out-

standing features of the present trans-
continental tour of the company. Many
critics declare that his interpretation of

the part has established a new standard
of attainment and made Chaliapin the
greatest drama singer on the operatic
stage today. The second night, Friday
night, will mark the only appearance of

the adorable Mary Garden, in the title

role of "Cleopatra."' This fact, together
with the first production of this opera
in San Francisco has tended to make this
another "big night" in the Chicago's brief
season. With Miss Garden will be an
army of artists, including such as Bak-
lanoff and Sharlow. Panizza wilt con-
duct.
Another unusual operatic treat for

local music lovers will be supplied in
the presentation of Moussorgsky's Boris
Godunoff. the dramatic story of the Rus-
sian Czar of the same name. In any one
(ft the four operas given draws a larger
house than the others it will be "God-
unoff," according to Oppenheimer, who
declares, however, that there is every
evidence that the Casino will early be
sold out for all four operas. The por-
trayal of the part of Boris by Chaliapin
produced little less than a sensation
wherever the opera has been given on
the company's present tour, it is said.
The season will come to a brilliant

close with the presentation of Halevy's
La Juive (The Jewess). This will be the
opera public's only opportunity to hear
Rosa Raisa, an old-time favorite with
opera goers here. She will have the
tragic role of the beautiful Jewess about
whom the action of the opera centers.
Supporting Raisa will be the beautiful
Edith Mason, Lamont, Sharlow, Baklan-
off. Marshall. Lazzari, Steickiewicz, Min-
ghetti and others. A feature of the Chi-
cago's season will be the company's big
chorus and its ballet headed by the
beautiful Anna Ludmila. The choral num-
bers and the interpretative dances are
declared to add fresh laurels to the
Chicago's achievements in these two de-
partments of operatic work.

Tickets are now on sale at Sherman,
Clay & Company, San Francisco, and
although a heavy demand has been ex-
perienced to date there is a wide se-
lection yet possible for each ot the
operas.
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"The Piano is the Steinway"

_. /j T a great majority of all concerts this

C^/i season, as for two generations past,

the programs state: "The piano is

the Sleinway."

I am the Steinway piano. I do not believe

that Sherman, Clay & Co., my Pacific Coast

representatives, print this statement in a spirit

of boastfulness. I believe that they use it, as I

accept it, in a spirit of deep responsibility.

For consider what it means to me, the piano,

thus chosen—not occasionally, but almost uni-

versally—to be the companion of all these

artists on the concert stage. Violinists and

vocalists trust me to provide the canvas against

which they, as painters, may fling the colors of

their art. Pianists invite me to render into

gracious sound, those vast chords and melodies

which e.xist only within their own brains and

souls—until I speak for them.

Far, far more than the audiences realize, do

the triumphs of the artists depend upon the

fidelity of their instruments.

Nor is it sufficient that I simply perform as

well on this occasion as on the last. Art does

not stand still; neither may I. Every concert

on ever)' occasion is a new test, a new crisis,

and a glorious new opportunity for me.

That is why it meant so much to me when the

great Theodore Thomas wrote of me in 1879,

What this oft-used phrase means to me
AS EXPLAINED BY THE STEINWAY PIANO

years ago. and will only change it in so far as

"I consider the Steinway piano the best at

present made, and that is the reason why I use

it in private and also in all my public con-

certs," and w.as able to say of me again in

1898, "I gave the above testimonial nineteen

to say that the superiority of the Steinway

piano to all others that 1 know of is even more
apparent today than it was nineteen years

ago."

That is why it means so much to me to have

Paderewski say: "Whenever perfection is at-

tained, progress is stopped ; for there is no
room for climbing when the summit has been

reached. And yet, in your case, this law of

nature seems to have been defied . . . Such a

thing can only be accomplished by a sincere

love of profession, and it is to this love of pro-

fession that I wish to pay my tribute of high

esteem and admiration."

This is my responsibility, to see that every con-

cert season finds me more gracious, more re-

sponsive, more endearing than the last. And
always, I hope, shall I continue to be a very

human piano.

Such is the meaning of the phrase, "the piano

is the Steinway," and such is the spirit in

which I stand upon this concert stage before

\'ou now.

Sherman Jilay& Co.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

CALIFORXIA-ORECON-WASHINGTON

EDWARD PEASE
DARITONK SOI.OIST. TKVrHKU AMI DIRKCTOR

ir li'nai Il'rllh •;> naKiiKu*'. and Ui i>r The Peniti

di«!,— Saii Fronciwco
Koblpr A ChaMC IIIiIr. Telephon.
no. Odd FelloWH* Toinple. Tele

RENA
LAZELLE

SOPRANO
San Francisco Opera Company

:ment. Snn Franelnco Conseir-
allable fur ReeilalH, Opera.
orlo. Concert

GERARD
CARBONARA
COMPOSER-CONDUCTOR

Fox Oakland Theatre

DOUGLAS SOULE--Pianist
ADVANCKD PIIPILS ACCEPTED |

^%Vd^r«dr nnA I-'rlday .MornlniCN 1 Sludlo: 1102

Kohlrr & <'hn«p llldK.. San FranriMr«. Trlrphonr

Krarnr 5I&I. Hmldrno*- Sludln: ir,( 1 Monte \iKta

At«., Oakland. Trlrphonr IMcdi"""' '""

LENA FRAZEE
MF./.AO-SOI'HAVO

Natural Viilcr indortlon—ItroltalM
Stadloi IMW Droadwar TrI. Klllmore TstIO

SIDONIA ERKELY
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

STUDENTS' CHAMBER CONCERTS
The flrst of a series of four Students' Chamber Con-

certs, under the management of John C. Manning, di-

rector of the Manning School of Music, will be given at

Scottish Rite .\uditorium on Friday evening, March 7th.

This is the third season of these events and those
preceding the present one proved so beneficial to stu-

dents that we are justified to urge everyone to lend
these concerts their united support. The principal aim
inspiring Mr. Manning to undertake the labor and worry
necessary to give these concerts is to present the best
artists residing here to students so that they may hear
the best music at prices within their reach. It is a

notable purpose and should be appreciated. The pro-

gram for this first concert is as follows: Trio Op. SO
(Schumann), Songs—The Happy Lover (Old English),
Trade Winds (Keel), Tommy Lad (MargesonI, The
Great Awakening (Kramer). E. Harold Dana: Trio Op.
32 D minor (Schumann). The ensemble numbers will

be interpreted by the Sequoia Trio consisting of: Pierre
Douillet, pianist: Arthur Conradi, violin; and .\rthur
Weiss, cello. Tickets are on sale at Sherman. Clay &
Co. and at the Manning School of Music. 3242 Washing-
ton street. «

SAN FRANCISCO MUSICAL CLUB PROGRAM
Mrs. Horatio F. Stoll will preside at the next regular

meeting of the San Francisco Musical Club which will

be held on Thursday morning, March 7th. in the Palace
Hotel Ballroom. Mrs. Charles William Camm has pre-

pared an unusually interesting program of poems with
musical settings for piano, vocal and ensemble. Marion
de Guerre Steward will be the piano soloist. Mrs. Lillian

Birmingham, Miss Lucy Vance, with Mary Coonan Mc-
Crea at the piano, Ellen Pressley, with Elise Young
Maurie at the piano, will interpret the vocal numbers
and the Charles M. Loeffler Trio (two rhapsodies) for
oboe, viola and pi.^no (poems) The Pool and The Bag-
pipes, by Maurice Rollina will be interpreted by Mrs.
Frederick Crowe, piano; C. A. Addimando, oboe, and
Emil Hahl. viola.

GALLI-CURCI IN APRIL
The 1924 musical season which has been rich in every

way, the world's greatest and near-greatest having
been featured throughout the year in an unusual num-
ber of programs, will be brought to a close on Sunday
afternoon, April 27th, when Amelita Galli-Curci, will
sing at the Exposition Auditorium. Galli-Curci on her
return to Xew York a few weeks ago, where she sang
with the Metropolitan Opera Company, renewed in
every way the great popularity she has always enjoyed
in the metropolis, with resultant box-office business the
biggest of the year in the great opera house..

GEORGE R. HUGHES CONVENTION CHAIRMAN
George R. Hughes will be general chairman of the

Western Music Trades Convention, which will be held
in San Francisco at some date not yet named. Prob-
ably the meetings will take place in July, but no one
wants to make dates hastily, as the desires of all con-
cerned are to be carefully consulted Mr. Hughes, who
is president of the Music Trades Association of North-
ern California, is planning to visit Los Angeles and be
present at meetings of some of those who flrst fathered
the convention idea. All the San Francisco men evi-
dently consider that their confreres in Los Angeles flrst

started the movement for the convention and ought to
have a great deal to say about convention plans.
The Northern Association has gone on record as be-

ing unanimously in favor of holding the convention,
and the Los Angeles music trade men have asked that
the first convention be held in San Francisco. And
whilst Mr. Hughes is waiting to confer with the South

and is deferring aggressive action till the wishes of the
southland have been formulated, the general chairman
has crystallized one idea which, he says, seems to pre-
vail amongst northern members o£ the trade It is that
at least three days of the convention should be devoted
to real convention work. The fourth day might very
well be devoted to a golf tournament, but work, and
not a joyfest, is to be the real object ot the convention.—Musical Courier Extra.

THE BALDWIN ANNUAL DINNER

The Baldwin Piano Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio,
held a double celebration on Tuesday evening, January
22. The event was the sixty-second annual meeting and
dinner of the Baldwin concern, and also marked the
close ot the largest selling and most successful year
in every way of the company. George W. .\rmstrong,
Jr., president of the Baldwin Piano Company, read a
report of the year's activities and showed that the vari-
ous plants of the company had been working at full

speed throughout the year in order to keep pace with
the demand for Baldwin instruments. The recently en-
larged factories last year were operated to capacity and
it was freely predicted that further extensions would
be necessary if the rate of increase continues for the
coming season. A program of national advertising was
outlined and approved.—Musical Courier Extra.

THE BAUER-CASALS RECITAL

If art is to be measured at all by the breadth of its
appeal, that ot Harold Bauer, the world-famous pianist,
who is scheduled to appear in joint recital with the
cellist Pablo Casals at he Columbia Theatre on Sunday
afternoon, March 23rd, should take a high place, for
Bauer is essentially a musicians' pianist, but his au-
diences the world over fully attest that he is more than
that, and his present popularity among all classes rests
not alone on his superb musicianship but on the Cath-
olicism of his programs, for Bauer himself declares: "I
insist on first knowing the taste of my audiences then
I try to build my program in accordance with the effort
to please them." In association with Casals. Bauer is

said to be at his best, the combination is a noted one,
having appeared in sonata recitals on divers occasions,
always eliciting the loudest praise and widest approval
from the most eminent critics.

Casals stands alone at the head of the class ot cell-
ists. His colossal art has been acclaimed by such of his
confreres as Fritz Kreisler, Leopold Godowsky and
Eugene Y'saye as unapproachable and unequalled. The
joint recital of these super-musicians will be a great
treat tor San Francisco music-lovers. Selby C. Oppen-
heimer, under whose direction they played here prom-
ises a program of vital musical importance, including
sonatas and soli. Sonatas will be selected from Brahms,
Beethoven and Saint-Saens. two of which will be played.
Tickets for the Bauer-Casals recital, the only one to be
given in San Francisco will go on sale at Sherman,
Clay & Co.'s on Monday morning, March 10th.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY CONCERT

With such names as Elias Hecht. flutist: Muri Silba,
pianist, and Lena Frazee, vocalist, on the program for
the evening of Thursday, March 13th. at the Fairmont
Hotel, great credit is due the esteemed president, Mrs.
William Henry Banks and Mme. Rose Relda Cailleau,
chairman of the program committee, for having engaged
these artists tor the entertainment ot the members. It

will surely prove one of the most attractive programs
of the season, and the ballroom should be filled to over-
flowing. Elias Hecht will present a program ot flute
solos accompanied by Ellen Edwards on the piano, Muri
Silba will make her initial appearance in this com-
munity and she comes with most complimentary criti-

cisms ot the best critics in the country. Lena Frazee
has long been known to our music-loving public and
she will have as her accompanist Carol Jarboe. In
looking over the list of artists the members of the
society will find that the program will prove a rare
treat, and there is little doubt that the evening will
serve to bring out the entire membership.

PALM SUNDAY CONCERT

Rehearsals are under way for the sixth annual Palm
Sunday concert. St. Ignatius Church, Fulton street
and Parker avenue, on April 13, at 3 o'clock, under the
personal supervision ot Professor Harry Wood Brown,
the newly appointed organist and choirmaster. The
Palm Sunday concert has gradually become a feature ot
the Lenten music at St. Ignatius Church. Elaborate
plans are being made for the forthcoming concert, in-
cluding orchestra in choral work. Local artists ot high
rank will sing the leading parts. Rehearsals will be
held every Wednesday evening at St. Ignatius Church
at S o'clock under the direction ot Mr. Brown, organist,
and musical director ot the choral work. The chorus
is cordially invited to attend these rehearsals.

The San Francisco Symphonic Ensemble, which has
been playing to enthusiastic audiences in the Jinks
Rooms of the Bohemian Club, is coming for one concert
only in Berkeley at the Wheeler Hall Auditorium on
March 24th, under the auspices of the Greek Theatre
management. Symphonic Ensemble has been sponsored
by a group of the Bohemian Club members and has
given six concerts since November, 1923, and six more
are to be given in the city, the one in Berkeley, and
the Ensemble is going to tour direct to Santa Barbara.
Santa Ana, and Pasadena. The Ensemble is being di-
rected by Alexander Saslavsky, the eminent violinist.
The Saslavsky String Quartette of New York was for
many seasons classed with the Kneisels and Flonzaleys
throughout the eastern part of the United States and
Canada.

A NEW CONCEPTION OF
TECHNIC
By Karl Rackle

TONE THE BASIS OF TECHNIC
The technic ot the present-day pianist is not based on

speed, as so many imagine. It is based on tone. The
genuine artist, when practicing, is concerned with pro-
ducing the exactly proportionate amount of tone for
each note. Should a tone be too scant, or another too
forcible, the strength and nervous energy of the finger
producing the disproportionate tone, must be patient-
ly brought under control until true proportion is at-

tained. This is the only way that a really artistic in-

terpretation can be arrived at. It means the most pa-
tient kind ot work: it requires the keenest perception
of the ear and the most delicate sense ot muscular
and nervous taction in the fingers. It means very slow
practice; it has nothing to do with the tempo at which
the composition is to be played after it is worked out.
Do not worry about how fast a piece is to be played.
If you work out the proper proportion of tone with
perfect control of the energy ot the finger on each key
the proper tempo will in due time take care of itself.

This kind of practice also means working at a composi-
tion bit by bit—playing over and over just a few mea-
sures, just one measure, just a chord, or repeating a
single note which requires an awkward position of the
hand. It has nothing to do with playing a piece through
from beginning to end just to get through it a certain
number of times, disregarding all faulty tone, rigid
muscles, and awkward phrasing.

I wish to make it clear that interpretation must be
worked out conjointly with technic. and that the latter
is based absolutely on tone. I wish to show how futile
so much teaching is which attempts to develop a tech-
nic by racing through scales, arpeggios, and studies,
and then expects to transfer it, like magic, to the
masterpieces ot piano literature. The result ot such
practice is its own condemnation. Work out your in-

terpretation as you learn a composition—as you get
the notes in your fingers. This is only another way ot
saying observe proper proportion ot tone in your prac-
tice. Then you will have interpretation when ytiu have
the notes in your fingers; and you will not feel the
need of paying a traveling professor ot master classes
an exorbitant fee to give you his idea of when you
should play loud and when soft, or when slow and fast.

Delicate control of the fingers implies control of all
the muscles of the arm and shoulders. It there is any
stiffness, another term tor inhibition, in any of the
muscles of forearm, upper arm, or shoulder, you cannot
acquire perfect finger control. In my next paper I shall
say something about relaxed arms and shoulders.

MISS NICHOLS- PUPILS GIVE RECITAL

A piano recital by pupiis r.f Miss Hazel Ai. Nichols, of
the San Francisco Conservatory ot Music, was given
last evening. February 23, in the auditorium of the
Conservatory The students who appeared on the in-
teresting program were Marjorie A'l'ltisjn, Ruth
X\'halin, Happy Hamilton, Florence McCormick. Geoffrey
Christensen. Helen Bradford, Marshall Dornin, and
Agnes Nelson. The following is the program: Allegro,
from Sonata in D Major (Haydn), Marjorie .\nderson;
The Jumping Jack (Hannah Smith). Happy Hamilton:
Allegro, from Sonata in F Minor, Op. 2. No. 1 (Bee-
thoven), Ruth Whalin; Prelude in A Major (Chopin),
Florence McCormick; Elegy (Nollet). Impromptu in A
fiat Major. Op. 90, No. 4 (Schubert), Geoffrey Christen-
sen; Allegro, from Sonata in A Major, Op. 2. No. 2
(Beethoven), Helen Bradford; Sailor's Song (Grieg).
Marshall Dornin; Night Visions (Schumann). Nor-
wegian Bridal Procession (Grieg), Marjorie Anderson;
Allegro, from Sonata in G Major, Op. 49, No. 1 (Bee-
thoven). Agnes Nelson: Spinning Song (Mendelssohn),
Romance in F sharp Major (Schumann). Country Gar-
dens (Percy Grainger). Helen Bradford; Song to the
Evening Star (Dagner-Liszt), Polonaise Militaire (Cho-
pin), Ruth Whalin.

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS PRESENTS PUPILS

Ruth Viola Davis presented her pupils, Evelyn Dodd
Merrell and Julia Dodd .Merrell, in a piano recital, as-
sisted by Augusta Hayden, soprano, at the Forum
Club Hall on Saturday evening. February 2, with un-
qualified success. The young pianists acquitted them-
selves most creditably, overcoming technical and musi-
cianly difficulties in a manner to reveal fine training
and natural talent. -Miss Hayden sang with splendid
taste and with that clarity of voice and distinct enun-
ciation which makes her vocal art so pleasing. The
program was as follows: Duet from Foreign Parts

—

Italy (Moskowski), Evelyn and Julia Dodd Merrell;
Nocturne (Griegl, Prelude C minor (Chopin), Song of
the Lark (Tschaikowsky). Little Bird (Grieg), Julia
Dodd -Merrell; Fantasia D minor (Mozart), Valse
(Chopin), Shadow Dance (MacDowell), .Marche Gro-
tesque (Sinding), Minuet (Paderewski), Evelyn Dodd
Merrell; Psyche (Paladilhet, - Petites Roses (Cesek),
Tes Yeus (Rabeyl, Augusta Hayden (Soprano), Mollie
Pratt at the Piano; Gay Butterflies (Greghl. Album
Leaves (Grutmacher), Canzonetta (Schuttl. Eltentanz
(Grieg), Second Mazurka (GodardI, Julia Dodd Merrell;
Witches Dance ( MacDowell i. Le Papillon (Lavalleel,
Alt-Wien (Godowsky). Lucia De Lammermoor (left hand
maninoff), Evelyn Dodd Merrell; Nocturne (CurranP,
Fairy Tales (E. Wolff). Happiness (Edwards), -Augusta
Hayden, Soprano, Mollie Pratt at the piano; Duet

—

only) (Leschetizky), Prelude C sharp minor (Rach-
Titania (Letebure-Wely). Evelyn and Julia Dodd
Merrell.
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The Chamber Music Society of San Francisco was heard

In concert Thursday night in the Morris E. Dailey Me-

morial Auditorium, the fourth superior attraction pro-

vided by the San Jose Musical Association. The or-

ganization, which is under the musical direction of

Louis Persinger, who needs no introduction to local

musicians, was founded several years ago by Elias

Hecht, and contains the following rersonnel: Louis

Persinger and Louis Ford, violins: Nathan Firestone,

viola; Walter Ferner, cello; Elias Hecht, flute. The

very fine program, which was received with great ap-

preciation, was divided into three parts,—the quartet of

strings playing the exquisite Schumann String Quartet

in A major, followed by Beethoven's Serenade. Op. 25,

played by the trio, flute, violin and viola. The last move-

ment of this was repeated for call. A modern group of

three numbers concluded the program, played by the

quartet, giving for a recall number Angel Gabriel, a

Negro Spiriluelle. arranged by Pochon. The program in

full: Schumann—String Quartet, A major. Op. 41, No.

3- Beethoven—Serenade. Op. 25; (a) Andante Cantabile

(Tschaikowsky); (b) Scherzo (Franckl; (c) Orientale

(Glazounow).

Harold Bauer, pianist, will appear here in concert on

the evening of March 2l8t, and Reinald Werrenrath,

baritone, will be heard March 27th, both artists under

the auspices of the San Jose Musical Association of

which Dr. Charles M. Richards is president and Miss

Marian Ives business manager.

Warren D. Allen, organist of the Memorial Church,

Stanford University, whose recitals are a great asset to

the community, is planning an innovation, giving a

series of historical programs, the first being given

Thursday afternoon, February 21st, devoted to early

Italian composers, the same numbers to be repeated

Sunday, February 24th. at 4 o'clock p. m. The program;

Cansona (Andrea Gabriel!) ; Ricercara (Palestrinal

;

Toccata per I'elevazlone (G. Frescobaldi) ; Gavotta in

F major (Padre Martini); Triumphal March from Aida

(G. Verdi). On the afternoon of Tuesday. February

26th. Mr. Allen will present a program by modern
Italian composers which will include the following

numbers: Prelude and Fugue in D major (Alberto Bim-

boni); Melodia (Filippo Capocci) ; Christmas in Sicily

(Pietro A. Yon): Elevazione (F. Enrico Bossi) ; Alleluia

—Finale (F. Enric" Bossi). The program for Sunday.
March 2nd. wi'I ue devoted to early English.

Tuesday, February 12th a musical was given at the

Parish Hall, Santa Cruz, for the benefit of the new
Steinway grand piano which the Parish Guild of Calvary
Episcopal Church has recently installed in the hall.

About two hundred music lovers enjoyed the afternoon's

program. The feature of the program was the two-piano
numbers played by Mesdames Flora Cooper von Schuck-
mann and Hope H. Swinford. They played the Mozart
Sonata in C. with part for second piano by Grieg; the
Andante and Variation by Schumann: Arabesques. First

and Second, by Debussy, and Arensky Suite. "They were
assisted by Mrs. Kate Wheelock, violinist,a who played
the Romance from Wieniawski's Second Concerto and
the Beethoven-Kreisler Rondino: and Ronald Hunt,
tenor, who sang Gretchaninow's Over the Steppes, and
Duna by Josephine McGill.

The Institute of Music has added a department of dra-

matic art to its comprehensive curriculum, and with
the opening of the spring semester February 11th an-
nounced the addition of Bertha Lillian Miller to its

faculty. Miss .Miller is a graduate of several schools
of elocution, and has had many years' experience in the
work which she is to lead at the Institute. She has
had many flattering offers to take a place behind the
footlights, but has preferred to pursue her art in the
way of teaching, and able to enjoy domestic life at the
same time. At the Institute she will give courses for
students at all stages of advancement, and has indicated
a course of study for the particular purpose of enabling
students who expect to enter the operatic field to gain
stage presence and poise. She will also do work in the
way of coaching plays.

The Scottish Rite Choir Tuesday evening gave a con-
cert of high merit at the Order of the Eastern Star,
when under the direction of LeRoy V. Brant, organist
and choirmaster for the bodies and director of the
Institute of Music they appeared in an evening of en-
tertainment for that organization. Praise spontaneous
and hearty greeted the efforts of this group of men who
devote their time to the work of Free Masonry. The
work of Mr. Brant in the training of the choir came in
for its meed of praise.

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
Offers (-ourar

All S
SAN JOHI-:

LeRoy V. Brant, Director
jurat-K in All llranohra of Mu«lc at

t Advancrnient
CALIFORNIA

Work on Mendelssohn's Elijah is progressing excellent-
ly at Trinity Church. Under the direction of LeRoy
V. Brant the Trinity choir, augmented by many of the
best singers of San Jose, is to give this oratorio March

,
9th. It is planned to make this a community affair, as
all the music lovers of the city and valley will be invited
to hear this stupendous work.

Artist Cla sses in Piano are to be conducted by LeRoy
V. lirant at the Institute ofr Music during the present
spring term.
The Scottish Rite Choir of twenty voices sang at the
reunion held at the local Temple February 15th. 16th
and 17th under the direction of LeRoy V. Brant.

The February Meeting of the Monday Musical Club of

Santa Cruz had a program of Schumann and Liszt.

The members giving the interesting program included
Mrs. Alfred Mellor. soprano; Mr. Alfred Mellor, tenor;
Mrs. Jcsephine Riltenhouse. violin; Francis Hamlin,
viola, and Mrs. Vera McKenna Clayton, Otto Kunitz and
Marie L. Cain, piano.

BUSH CONSERVATORY NEWS ITEMS
One of the most important and interesting programs

of the year at Bush Conservatory, Chicago, was the re-

cital on Friday, February 29th. of the original composi-
tions by members of the Master Class in Composition.
Edgar A. Brazelton, under whose guidance the composer-
students have been working during the season, arranged
an attractive program, which included a piano sonata
and a string quartet by Robert Sanders, violin solos by
Jessemin Page and Robert Sanders, a cantata The Santa
Fe Trail by Irwin Jensen and several songs by the
same composers. One group of songs consists of several
negro plantation melodies, with words by Edward F.
Younger of the Chicago Tribune. The program was

given in Bush Conservatory Recital Hall on Friday,
February 29th, at 8:15 p. m.

Bruno Esbjorn, violinist of the Bush Conservatory
faculty, gave lecture-recital on Paganini on Wednesday,
February 20th, at S:15 p. m.

The third concert this season by the Bush Con-
servatory Symphony Orchestra, Richard Czerwonky,
conductor, will take place in Orchestra Hall Tuesday
evening, April 8th. There will be three soloists, all of

whom are artist students of Bush Conservatory. The
program will be announced later.

The big annual contest for prizes offered Bush Con-
servatory students will be held in Orchestra Hall, Chi-
cago, April 29tb. The prizes, which will be competed
lor by artist students of the school are;

Piano Prize—A. B. Chase Grand Piano, valued at
$1650. Donated by the Moist Piano Co.

Vocal Prize—Henry F. Miller Grand Piano, valued at

$1250. Donated by Moist Piano Co.
First Violin Prize—Fine Old Italian Violin. Donated

by Lyon and Healy.
Intermediate Violin Prize—Fine Old Italian Violin.

Donated by Hornsteiner Violin Shop.
The winners of the final contest in Orchestra Hall

and the winner of the first violin prize will appear
as soloists with the Bush Conservatory Orchestra, Rich-
ard Czerwonky. conductor in Orchestra Hall, May 20th,

at the final concert of the season.

Numerous faculty and student recitals are scheduled
for March at Bush Conservatory, On March 7th, there
will be a joint recital by Melita Krieg, pianist and Paul
Stoes, violinist of the faculty.

The vocal pupils of Mme. Justine Wegener will be
heard on March 12th. Marion Levin, violinist of the
faculty will give a recital on March 14th and the pupils
of Robert Yale Smith will appear on March 31.

William Nordin, baritone, and Paul Hultman of the
Bush Conservatory faculty are scheduled to give a joint
recital on March 2Slh.
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DUNCAN DANCERS PROVE ENTERTAINING

By Constance H. Alexandre
The Duncan Dancers—Anna. Lisa and Margo—dis-

ciples of the great Isadora Duncan demonstrated the
fact at their performance in the Columbia Theatre
when they appeared there on Friday afternoon, Feb-
ruary 22, under the management of Selby C. Oppen-
hejmer. that they were rightly chosen to continue giving

to the world of art the message originally contributed
by their famous teacher. These three young dancers,
the personification of youth and grace, with their surety
of terpsichorean technique and apparent love for their

art, gained hearty response from an enthusiastic au-

dience.
Theirs is a lovely art—it is the expression of the

most exalted and spiritual ideas conveyed through
bodily motion and facial play. Even though the human
body responds to but perhaps a dozen varied move-
ments these are brought into action instantaneously
producing the effect of spontaneity and naturalness.
The first half of the program was devoted to practical-

ly the entire ballet from Gluck"s Orpheus, the music of
which is beautiful because of its classic characteristics
and exquisite melodies. The story was well expressed
by the young dancers, especially. The Dance of the
FSiries, which was rendered with a suggestion of force
and energy.

It was, however, in Mozart's Les Petits Riens, a series

of dances depicting children at play, that the real charm
of the Duncan Dancers was felt. The music, like all of
Mozart's, delicated with a refinement of style was ideal-

ly suited to the fragile art of the three dancers. They
caught the spirit of the music and danced to it with a
joyousness and freedom that proved infectious. The
Ride of the Valkyries ended the program, but I cannot
say that their interpretation or the garments they
wore in this dance were entirely in conformance with
the subject under consideration. It is hardly possible
that Valkyries, living in a rugged region would clothe
themselves in chiffon drapes of the most delicate pastel
shades so that their appearance became thoroughly
Grecian and deliciously effeminate.
The Valkyries, let us remember, were gods and

goddesses, although partially human, whose mission it

was to carry to Walhalla. the home of the Valkyries,
the bodies of the heroes who on earth had fallen in

battle. They had within them a fighting spirit and
it is for that reason, I should imagine, a more athletic
and virile style of dance than the one conceived by the
Duncan Dancers. I also question whether goddesses,
who rode on fiery steeds, would adorn themselves in

anything quite so alluring as chiffon folds. However, in-

terpretation, I must reiterate, is but one's personal idea,

but according to the interpretation which the Duncan
Dancers gave to the Ride of the Valkyries, it scarcely
coincides with the mythological tales of the Norse coun-
tries from which the Valkyrie episode was taken.
Max Rabinowitsch, a brilliant pianist, heard here last

season with Chaliapin, gave admirable support at the
piano and also played seceral solos which were greatly
enjoyed- He possesses a fine technical equipment and
displays sound musical discrimination.

ART LANDRY AND HIS BAND AT WARFIELD

Again the Warfield will score with a double program
of diversified entertainment with the new show to start
with the matinee on Saturday, March 1st. The feature
picture will be Painted People, a comedy drama made
from the Collier's Weekly story of the same title by
Richard MacConnell. The story is of the tenements and
the mansions, of love and hate and of comedy and
pathos. The cast is an unusual one for it has Colleen
Moore, the "Flaming Youth" girl as the star and with
such players as Anna Q. Isllsson, June Elvidge, Charlie
Murray. Ben Lyon, Mary Alden. "Bull" Montana, Mary
Carr. Charlotte Merriam. Sam De Grasse and Russell
Simpson supporting her.

On the stage will be Art Landry and his band. A
recruit from the ranks of vaudeville Landry promises
a new era of the ever popular jazz for the patrons of
the Warfield while the lovers of the high class music
will have Lipschultz and his Warfield Music Masters.
There will be other stage attractions and on the screen
shorter length film subjects.
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ecomes Honorary Chairman
Week Committee—Warmly
ent in Accepting Invitation

ne. secretary of the Xational Music Week
Committee, has just announced that President Coolidge
has accepted the chairmanship of the Honorary Com-
mittee of National Music Week. The President's letter,

dated at the White House. Washington, February 1-1,

follows:

"My dear Mr. Tremaine:
Your note extending to me your invitation to become

chairman of the Honorary Committee in connection
with the forthcoming observance of Xational Music
Week is received. 1 have to thank you. and to assure
you of the pleasure with which I accept the invitation.
I hope this year's observance of Music Week may mark
another milestone on the way to the widest interest in.

and appreciation of, the best in music culture.

Most sincerely yours,

(Signed) CALVIN COOLIDGE."
In sending the invitation to the President on behalf

of the Xational Music Week Committee. Mr. Tremaine
called attention to the harmonizing influence of the
movement and to the broadly representative participa-
tion. "There is little doubt," he wrote, "that music
is a harmonizer of real value to the nation, but it is

only recently that its influence as such has been recog-
nized by our statesmen and public men generally. The
very fact that Music Week brings about the partici-
pation of all elements in the community and is fostered
by all representative organizations must of necessity
direct the common thought along these channels. Some
of this influence will remain." The letter also empha-
sized the spontaneous nature of the observance, stating:
"The Music Week is not a 'drive.' It is not forced nor
founded on spectacular appeal. Its basis lies in the
power of suggestion, and suggestion along enjoyable,
constructive lines."

The President's action is looked upon as signiflcant
not only as to the Chief Executive's endorsement of
this movement for the spread of music but as to the
strong backing secured by the Xational Music Week
Committee before it sought President Coolidge's co-
operation. The active committee, which includes the
presidents of many of the prominent national organiza-
tions—musical, civic and commercial—has recently
been augmented by representatives of the Y. M. C. A.,
American Legion. Kiwanis Club, International and
Campflre Girls. The Honorary Committee consists of
the governors of thirty-four states and three terri-
tories.

President Coolidge's acceptance is also regarded as a
recognition of the thoroughness with which the Music
Week idea has spread through the country. The late
President Harding had written to Mr. Tremaine at the
time of New York's second Music Week, in 1921. ex-
pressing his interest in the "cultivation of a national
taste for music" and his hope tor the progress of the
Music Week movement. Since that time, and up to
October, 1923, no less than 155 cities had held Music
Weeks, counting only thosa in which the observance
was really city wide. Most of these cities will take part
in National Music Week. May 4-10, and they will be
joined by many others holding the obsen'ance tor the
first time. The National -Music Week Committee is in
communication with some 400 cities and towns in all

parts of the United States and is supplying them with
the information and the suggestions which they request.
These suggestions are chiefly found in the "Guide for
the Organization of Local Music Weeks." to be obtained
without charge from the Xational Music Week Com-
mittee, 105 West Fortieth street, New York City.

THE LORING CLUB CONCERT

The program announced by the Loring Club tor the
third concert of its forty-seventh season at Scottish
Rite Auditorium on Tuesday evening. March 4th. con-
tains a number of compositions for men's voices of
much interest. In addition to several numbers sung by
the chorus a cappella. the program includes works for
men's voices with varied accompaniment: one being
accompanied by trumpet and two horns: others by
strings and piano: another by strings, horns, trombone
and piano: while others will have the accompaniment
of strings, trumpet, horns, trombone, timpani and piano.

Among the works which, on this occasion, will be
sung for the first time at a Loring Club concert are
Arthur Sullivan's The Sailor's Grave. Rossini's The
Carnavale and Sullivan's O Gladsome Light (from the
Golden Legend) arranged tor men's voices by Wallace
A. Sabin for the Loring Club for this concert. The
soloists who will be heard with the club are James E.
Ziegler in Villiers-Stanford's Outward Bound. George
N. Krull in Villiers-Stantord's The Old Superb, and
Charles F. Bulotti in Dorothy Fyfe's For Thee. Dear
Land. Mr. Bulotti also singing groups of songs. A num-
ber of other important numbers by the chorus are also
included in the program. William F. Laria will be the
principal violin and the concert will be directed by
Wallace A. Sabln.
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IT
IS generally known in the

musical world that the Knabe
is to-day the favorite instru-

ment of Leopold Godowsky

—

greatest living pianist—and also of

a group of super-artists whose
careers are untainted by any sus-

picion of commercialism.

Through sheer merit, unaided by
sensational publicity, Knabe has
become the chosen medium for the

highest expression of the pianistic

art. It is acknowledged by leading

authorities to be "the world's su-
preme pianoforte."

The same qualities that have won
pre-eminence in select musical
circles make the Knabe the ideal

piano for the home— especially in

combination with the marvelous
Ampico Re-enacting'^' Piano.

The Ampico re-creates in your
home the playing of the master
musicians, on the very instru-

ment— the Knabe— preferred by
them for their personal and public

work.

KOHLER* er *CHASE
26 O'FARRELL STREET

KNABE®
SAN FRANCISCO
SACRAMENTO
SAN JOSE
AMnco

'(Copyright 1922, American Piano Company)

JAPANESE TENOR WELL RECEIVED

Seijiro Tatsumi Presents Program of
Representative Vocal Compositions

and Exhibits Exceptonally
Fine Voice

By ALFRED METZGER
Scottish Rite Auditorium was well

filled on Monday evening. February 25tli.

when Seijiro Tatsumi. a young Japanese
tenor of exceptional vocal accomplish-
ments, presented a program of repre-
sentative vocal compositions which in-

cluded several songs by resident com-
posers, as for instance. Edwin Schneid-
er's The Cave and Mary Carr Moore's
You. The young singer possesses a tenor
voice of unusual flexibility and range
which he uses so as to emphasize the
pleasing characteristics of vocal in-

terpretation. It is still too early to pre-
dict as to how far Mr. Tatsumi will rise
in the arena of vocal fame, but he cer-
tainly possesses qualities at this time
that justify more than ordinary optimism
in this direction. His voice in itself is

a very valuable asset, for it contains no
harsh elements but is pliable and mel-
low and resonant in all its range both in
the low and high tones

-No doubt Mr. Tatsumi will eventually
improve the strain which now seems to
accompany his singing of the higher
tones thus ittaining more freedom of
tone emission, but he possesses many
elements of talent for which his teacher,
Milton Seymour, who also acted as his
able accompanist, is undoubtedly re-
sponsible. The latter, by the way, proved
himself an accompanist of rare faculties
whose artistic phrasing and musicianly
execution proved one of the enjoyable
features of the event. As will be noted
the program consisted of compositions
of contrasting character demanding un-
usual versatility from the soloist and the
enthusiastic manner in which the au-
dience demonstrated its pleasure should
be a sign of encouraging evidence for the
future career of this young and embitious
vocal artist.

The complete program was as follows:
(al Winds in the trees (Arthur (Soring
Thomas), (b) Der Asra (-\nton Rubin-
stein); (a) The Cave (Edwin Schneider),
(b) Deeper and Deeper Still Waft her.
Angels, through the Skies. Recitative and
Aria from Oratorio Jepthah (Handel);
(a) A Cycle of Five Japanese Love Songs
iKoscak Yamada). (b) Y"ou Mary Carr
Moore I. (ci This Passion is but an Em-
ber (Hermann Lohr). (d) Oh. Didn't it

Rain (H. T. Burleigh); (a I Sylvelin
(Christian Binding 1. lb) Ave Maria
(Gounod-Bach), (c) E Lucevan Le Stelle
(Puccini), (from the Opera La Tosca);
(a) Visione Veneziana (Renato Brogi),
lb) Chant Venitien (H. Bemberg), (c) O
Paradis sorti de L'onde (Myerbeer).
I from the Opera L'.Africaine).

THE MINETTI ORCHESTRA CONCERT

Excellent Program Effectively Interpreted
by W/ell Trained Organization—Two

Successful Soloists Heartily
Applauded

By ALFRED METZGER
The Minetti Orchestra gave the second

concert of its twentieth season at Scot-
tish Rite -Auditorium on Thursday eve-
ning. February 21st A very large au-
dience, which revealed its enthusiasm on
various occasions, attended and enjoyed
a program of unusual merit that would
have tested the resources of an organiza-
tion of professional musicians. Bazzini's
Overture to Alfleri's Saul was the open-
ing number and was interpreted with a
precision and vigor that reflected great
credit upon conductor and orchestra.
The Brahms May Night and Berkioz
Danse des Sylphes with their richness
of melody and undulation of rhythm also
added to the popularity of director and
orchestra members. Handel's Concerto
for String Orchestra was one of the
features of the program and deserved the
ovation accorded the director. Giulio
.Minetti. at the conclusion of its skillful
and. indeed, effective rendition.
Martha Jalava, a young soprano solo-

ist, pupil of .Mme. Rose Florence, created
an excellent impression with her smooth
voice and her easy mode of tone pro-
duction. She sang two Finnish Songs
phrasing them very intelligently and
justifying the cordial reception bestowed
upon her by the audience. She certainly
gives evidence of judicious training and
natural vocal resources. Christine How-
ells, the well known flutist, added to the
enjoyment of the program by rendering
two flute solos—Suite (Bach) and .\n-

dante I.Mozart) with delightful orches-
tra accompaniment. Miss Howclls is al-

ways proflcient when appearing before
the public. Her tone is round and

luscious and her technic facile and ac-
curate- She phrases with taste and
understanding.
The concluding number was the dash-

ing Strauss waltz. Roses from the South,
preceded by Glazounow's Serenade and
Dors Mon Enfant (Loret-Minetti), the
latter being played upon request. Mr.
Minetti has reason to look with pride
upon the success of this recent event

FRANK MOSS CREATES ENTHUSIASM

Large Audience in Italian Ballroom of St.

Francis Hotel Warmly Applauds
Prominent Resident Pianist

and Enjoys Excellent
Program

By ALFRED METZGER
It was indeed gratifying to notice such

a representative and large audience as-
sembled in the Italian Ballroom of the
St. Francis Hotel on Monday evening,
February 2.5th, on the occasion of the
piano recital of Frank Moss who is with-
out doubt one of the very finest artists
residing in the Pacific West. His pro-
gram was ambitious as well as varied
and interesting and put his artistic re-
sources to the test. The two opening
numbers consisted of Bach's Toccata in
G minor arranged by Whiting and re-
ceiving its first performance in San Fran-
cisco on this occasion and Cesar Franck's
Prelude, aria and finale. Then followed
a group of Chopin numbers with
Scriabine's Fifth Sonata Op. 53, also tor
the first time played in San Francisco, as
a closing number. Dohnanyi's Passa-
caglia concluded this excellent event.
Throughout the program Mr. Moss

created the impression that he is a
finished pianist to whom artistic respon-
sibilities are easily solvable and his in-
terpretations, even in the severest class-
ics, exhibited an intelligence of expres-
sion and an exhibition of individual style
which prove the unquestionable superi-
ority of this master of the instrument.
Mr, Moss is a serious musician whose
virtuosity is the result of steady and
industrious application and whose mu-
sical ideas are due to an inborn instinct
for musicianly values. He attains ef-
fective dramatic force and poetic repres-
sion with equal success and his technic
is brilliant and lacking in anything that
might disturb its accuracy and smooth-
ness.

It was gratifying to note among those
present some of San Francisco's best
known pianists and watch them follow
with interest the progress of the pro-
gram. Their evidently genuine applause
was, indeed, a compliment to the artist
and proved the excellent impression
made by him.

POVLA FRIJSH IN OAKLAND

Povla Frijsh. the noted Danish so-
prano, will make but one appearance in
California this season en route to Paris,
and that will be as the opening attraction
in the Alice Seckels' Matinee Musicales
in the ballroom of the Hotel Oakland on
Wednesday afternoon, March 12. at 2:45
o'clock. Miss Seckels feels particularly
fortunate in securing Madam Frijsh tor
her patrons and subscribers since she is
one of the concert singers whose pro-
grams are always a delight. Mme. Frijsh
believes a program should contain songs
which represent each mood and that
each song should touch a different ex-
perience in life. No less an authority
than Philip Hale speaks of her—"a re-
markable singer of songs; in certain re-
spects the most remarkable." She is a
lyric singer with unusual dramatic abil-
ity, a subtle and emotional diseuse. No
audience can remain passive under her
spell. Born in Denmark she has spent
the greater part of her life in Paris,
where she has been associated with such
artists as Thibaud, Pugno, Casals and
Corto. Mme Frijsh sails the end ot
March for Paris where she has important
concert engagements and will sing with
leading orchestras on the continent.
The San Francisco Chamber Music

Society will be welcomed as the second
attraction in Miss Seckels Matinees on
April 9, and the third will present Alex-
ander Saslavsky. violinist and Max
Gegna, Russian cellist, in solo numbers
with Charles Hart, pianist. The Sym-
phonic Ensemble under the direction ot
Saslavsky will render the Septet of
Saint-Saens for trumpet, strings and
piano, a numl)er which is genuinely
beautiful and brought forth shouts ot
•bravo" when played in San Francisco
recently. Elsie Cross. 1485 Alice street.
Phone Oakland 3972, is personal repre-
sentative for Miss Seckels and those de-
siring tickets may communicate with
her.
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LENA FRAZEE'S BERKELEY CONCERT

The Piano Club of Berkeley was the setting recently
for a recital given by the charming mezzo-soprano. Miss
Lena Frazee. The occasion was one of unusual interest
as it was the first time that Miss Frazee's friends have
heard her sing since her return from fifteen months
of study in New York. While in the East Miss Frazee
had instruction under the most distinguished teachers
of voice and harmony, besides coming in social contact
with many musicians of national and international fame
Upon the softly lighted stage fragrant with spring blos-
soms Miss Frazee made a charming picture as she faced
the goodly audience. She had wisely chosen her pro-
gram to suit a variety of taste, her numbers ranging
from folk songs to classical selections. The program
was as follows: My Heart Ever Faithful (Bacht. In
Kahne (Grieg). Sea Fever (Ireland). A Woman's Sea
Song (Jarboe); You (Jarboe). Leezie Lindsay (Old
Scotch Melody arranged by Kreislerl. Good Morrow
Gossip Joan (IGth Century English popular song), Be-
lieve Me If All Those Endearing Young Charms (Old
Irish; Sartuzza (Aria) (from Mascagni's opera Caval-
leria Rusticana).
To those who were familiar with Miss Frazee's voice

before her departure from California her development
during the past months is remarkable. Always organ-
like in quality, her voice has gained in flexibility and
power until it has become a medium to express the
rarest delicacy of tone as well as the most tremendous
dramatic feeling. The training she received has not
stolen any of the fire with which her programs have
always been instilled. And it has added notably to
her musical equipment.
As a singer of dramatic power Miss Frazee has not a

superior on this coast. This quality was beautifully
displayed in the Sartuzza Aria from Mascagni's Caval-
leria Rusticana. Perhaps the other song which carried
the audience with it as a whole most enthusiastically
was A Woman's Sea Song, composed by Miss Frazee's
able accompanist. Carol Jarboe. Miss Frazee was
originally a Sacramento girl, and manifested from an
early age a remarkable voice. Studying with the best
known teachers of voice in California she became as a
young girl a well-known soloist. Later she accepted a
position as soloist in one of the most prominent
churches in San Francisco and from that time her repu-
tation as a singer has become state wide.
While in New York she sang for a time at the

L'Eglise du Saint Esprit, the only French Episcopal
Church in America, the whole service being sung in
French. She sang numerous times in concert in New
York City and New Jersey, including a concert in John
Wanamaker's famous auditorium. New York City, a
concert at the Essex and Sussex Hotel, Spring Lake,
New Jersey, and one at Morristown, New Jersey. She
studied at the Marafioti Voice Culture Institute with the
eminent teachers there, including the founder. Dr. P.
Marafioti. author of Caruso's Method of Voice Pro-
duction, and Mr. George Bowden, lecturer on Voice in
London and America.

CANTOR ROSENBLATT IS UNIQUE ARTIST

Highly praiseworthy have been the words of the
critics who have commented on the voice of Josef
Rosenblatt, who is to appear at Scottish Rile Hall,
on Wednesday evening, March .5th, under the auspices
of the Jewish Consumptive Relief Association of Cali-
fornia, in conjunction with the Elwyn Concert Bureau.
Because of his phenomenal range, his 'singing has been
compared with that of Galli Curci; because of his
trill he has been compared with Melba; because of his
appealing tenor qualities he has been frequently likened
to McCormack. Brilliant resemblances of this sort are
almost, if not quite unprecedented in the history of
music. Thus Rosenblatt stands out as the foremost
singer of his kind in the world today.

It is interesting to add. that as a personality. Mr-
Rosenblatt has a manner that enhances the beauty of
his songs and that makes his concerts memorable, high-
ly artistic and thoroughly entertaining. A substantial
portio nof the proceeds derived from this concert will
go for the benefit of the Free Tubercular Hospital at
Duarte. Cal. Following is local committee of twenty
sponsoring the recital: J. N. Flowerman, Samuel
Wacholder, L. M. Isaacs. Miss Rae Seaman, Mrs. S.
Weinberg, Mrs. L. J. Levin, Max Blackfield, Harry
Koblick, L. A. White. Leon Mackower. A. Frankel, S.
Faverman. Larry Isaacs, A. Lesser, J. Glazer. B. N.
Raphael. Arthur W. Jones and Mrs. S. Clark.

MARIO CHAMLEE TO SING HERE
When the resume of the past Metropolitan Opera

season were written by our leading reviewers none
lost sight of the splendid work done by Mario Chamlee,
who will sing here at Scottish Rite Hall on Thursday
evening, March 20th. under the management of the
Elwyn Concert Bureau. During his first season at the
Metropolitan and subsequent appearances following his
debut fully confirmed the eulogistic criticism of his
debut. Mr. Chamlee is an American by birth and train-
ing. He was born in Los Angeles and made his operatic
debut in that city with the La Scala Opera Company.
After a season with this organization he made a twenty
weeks' tour in the leading vaudeville theatres between
Chicago and the Pacific Coast. Coming to New York
he continued his studies, and at the same time filled a
fourteen week engagement at the famous Rialto Moving
picture theatre on Broadway, but his aim was then and
continued to be during his two years in the army, the
stage of the Metropolitan Opera House.
After his discharge he was engaged by Antonio Scotti

for his opera company, which made a tour of the South
and another that extended to the Pacific Coast. Then
followed his Metropolitan Opera House engagement,
w^hich, as every one knows, brought him to fame within
six months. His voice is a lyric tenor, and more than
one critic has deemed it more comparable to that of
Caruso than that of any other tenor of the day, or ever
heard at the Metropolitan. The next artist on the Elwyn
Series will be Reinald Werrenrath on March 28. Tickets
for all Elwyn attractions on sale at Sherman. Clay & Co.
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JOHN MacCORMACK

Perhaps the most memorable musical event of the

past week was the appearance of .lohn MacCormack,
the great Irish tenor, in two Klorious concerts. The
audiences tilled to overflowing the Philharmonic Audi-

torium and since the announcement has been made of a

third coni'ert for March 11. demand for seats would

indicate no empty space for this coming occasion. Need-

less to dwell on the popularity of this famous singer

and attempts at comparison are futile. He stands alone

as the greatest ballad singer of the day. whose voice of

rare beauty and sweetness is known to music loving

people the world over.

Me was in splendid voice at these appearances and

after his warm interpretations of the heart songs he

sings so well, many eyes were moist with tears. The
Lillle Silver Ring. .Mother Machree and Little Mother

of Mine were as touchingly sentimental on these occa-

sions as many years ago when he sang them for the

lirst lime on his program. KIgar's Is She Not Passing

Fair, with its charming accompaniment, and the Panis

Angelicas (Cesar Franckl with organ, piano and 'cello,

were but two of the most enthusiastically received num-

bers which Mr. MacCormack was obliged to repeat.

Several modern songs of unusual merit were given with

exquisite lasle; among them were Christ Went Up Into

the Hills (Hageman). To the Children (Rachraaninoffl.

Your Eyes and Only You. the latter two songs by Edwin
Schneider, who enhanced the enjoyment of these occa

sions with his dexterous accompaniments.
Laurie Kennedy, 'cellist of international repute, with

Edwin Schneider, pianist, gave a lovely rendition of a

Sammartini Sonata and two movements from Haydn's

Concerto for 'cello in U Major at the first concert. The
Handel Sonata in G .Minor, rendered by Mr. Kennedy
and .Mr. Schneider, gave a dignified opening to the

Thursday evening program. Groups of less pretentious

number.s' given on both programs by Mr. Kennedy
showed to advantage his versatility and true musician-

ship.

ENTHUSIASTIC RECEPTION GIVEN DOHNANYI

A program of varied interest was presented by Con-

ductor Rothwell with the Philharmonic Orchestra at the

tenth pair of symphony concerts when Ernest Dohnanyi.

one of the most appreciated soloists of the season ap-

peared in the role of pianist. In America this great

master is perhaps better known as a composer as he

has to his credit some forty very worthy works. It will

be remembered that Albert Spalding on his recent ap-

pearance here gave a Dohnanyi Concerto with the Phil-

harmonic orchestra and on another occasion one of the

composer's best known string quartets was heard at a

Chamber Music concert.

Beethoven must be a favorite composer of Dohnanyi's

for he played the Concerto in G major No. 4, Op. 58,

with all the reverence and dignity which traditionally

belong to this great master. Beauty of tone was never

lacking even in the scintillating passages of the third

movement. The quiet reserve of the soloist gave a

certain elegance of style to his splendid interpretation.

The orchestra performed adequately its accompaniment
and Mr. Kothwell kept his men admirably subdued in

the delicate pianissimo passages.

A fitting opening for this program and one given a

studious reading was the Egmont Overture. Op. 84

(Beethoven), though, perhaps, most spectacular and

sensational was the rendition of Three Jewish Poems
(Trois Poems Juifs) by Ernest Bloch. For colorful ef-

fects and singularly expressive themes no work yet

presented by Conductor Rothwell has exceeded this

flrsttlmo-in-IX)s Angeles number. Its ultra modern style

with its mystical, weird, languorous harmonies seem to

depict the hopeful progressive spirit of the Jewish peo-

ple through their long centuries of oppression and perse-

cution. The second movement was a sacred ceremonial

and the third. Cortege Funebre, expressed moments of

intense sorrow of heart and the suffering of a torn

spirit—sadness and anguish beyond human endurance.

A forceful reading was given this work which received

more than ordinary applause.
The Gliere tone poem Les Syrennes, Op. 33. closed the

program which proved one of the most delightful of

the season's offerings.

LOS ANGELES MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM

A meeting of representatives of various organiza-

tions of Los Angeles, which have endorsed the Munic-

ipal Auditorium project, was held Wednesday evening.

February 27th, at Chickering Hall. This meeting was
called by the Civic Music and Art Association, which
thus far h.is sponsored the campaign for an auditorium
suitable for conventions, concerts and events of a com-
munity-wide nature. .\ musical program illustrating the

musical work of the association among the foreign-born
residents of the community was presented.

The program Included piano solos by Stanislav

MIchnievltch, a celebrated Polish pianist, who has re-

cently come to Los Angeles to reside; selections by an
orchestra comprising members of the Mexican band

FITZGERALD'S - for the oAd-vancement of SMusic
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noted both here and in Europe for her talented
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recently organized under the auspices of the associa-

tion: a children's chorus from the Community Settle-

ment House, under the direction of Miss Anne Mc-
pherson, comprising children of various nationalities

who sang folk songs of different countries; and num-
bers by a Jugo-Slovak orchestra recently organized

under the auspices of the International Institute of the

Y. W. C. A.

L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg., Los Angeles

RENEE CHEMET GERTRUDE ROSS
The initial appearances in Los Angeles of two of the

world's greatest contemporary instrumentalists marked
last Friday as a red letter day. Ernest Dohnanyi. pian-

ist composer, as soloist with the Philharmonic Orchestra

in the afternoon and Renee Chemet. foremost among
women violinists in the evening. Playing a program
that was graceful and elegant in style Renee Chemet
exhibited a real love for her art and established herself

as a violinist of passing charm and sincere purpose.

Her tone has exceptional beauty and logic governs her
interpretations dnd phrasing.

In Vivaldis" Concerto A Minor she displayed splendid

technic though the Symphonic Espagnole by Lalo was
the outstanding feature of the program. In this latter

number there was no lack of deep feeling. Here she
gave especial meaning to the Andante movement and
in the Rondo her brilliant technic had ample scope for

display. The lighter numbers Samartini's Canto Amo-
roso. Baurree (Mocat), Rondo (Mozart) and the old

favorite Rondino (Beethoven) showed a distinct and
personal style in their colorful shadings, .\dded charm
in the Chopin. Dvorak-Kreisler, Sarasate numbers
brought forth much applause to which she responded
graciously with encores. No finer and no more satisfy-

ing accompanying has ever been heard in Los Angeles
than that of the skillful artist Waldemar Liacbowski.
He followed unobtrusively the violinist's facile bowing
and swift fingers through each delicate and imaginative
interpretation.
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MISS FANNIE CHARLES DILLON

A Colonial program in costume was given by the Wa-
Wan Club on Wednesday afternoon. February 27th. at

the Gamut Club. The program was dedicated to Prin-

cess Lazarovich-Hrebelianovich, nee Calhoun, who is a

sister of the Club Parliamentarian. Mrs. William H.
Anderson. Honor guests were State Regent Mrs.
Stookey and Regents from Los Angeles D. A. R. Chap-
ters. Mrs. Anderson, who had charge of the program,
gave a short original patriotic poem and Mrs. William
De Mille made a short address. The first part of the
program was given by Barbara Taylor Kierulff, harpiste.

and Maude Stone Krause. violiniste. assisted by little

Joyce Rippe, dancer. Mrs. Gertrude Ross, noted com-
poser, composed music to Lord Byron's Verses to Wash-
ington. Patriotic community singing by the club was
also a part of the program. Gwendolyn Logan Hubbard,
dramatic impersonator of London, who has acted in the

same company abroad with the princess, recited a cycle

of Serbian Lyrics. The closing number was a recitation

of the Serbian classic, The Mother of the Jugo. given
by the Princess Lazarovich-Hrebelianovich.

730». ConipoMcr of Many Nil ayed by Famona

ELEANORA DUSE ATTRACTS VAST AUDIENCES

The glorious art of Signora Eleanora Duse has long
been a matter of glittering tradition owing to a quarter
century in retirement which rumor declares a shat-

tered romance to be the cause. But thanks to L. E.

Beheymer, who is ever ready to present the foremost
artists of music and drama, this grand dame of the

M. Jeannette Rogers
First Flutist Metropolitan
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Stage came to Los Angeles to prove herself in four in-

comparable performances. Scorning "make up" and
other artifices customary to the modern actress, this
trail, white-haired woman with the "speaking hands"
moved her audiences to rapturous enthusiasm. Flowers
rained on to the stage from the boxes in true European
fashion.

The Duse Company, including Memo Benassi, whose
forceful acting is nothing short of marvelous, gave ad-
mirable support to the great Duse at all times. The
utter disregard for modern stage technic was most
impressive for the great Duse needs no stage setting
or lighting effects to enhance her art.

The four performances given were La Porte Chiusa
(The Closed Door), by Marco Praga: Spettri (Ghosts)
Ibsen: La Citta Morta (The Dead City) d'Annunzio:
and Cosi Sia I Thy Will Be Done), Count Gallarati-
Scotti.

WARM PRAISE FOR WOMEN'S SYMPHONY

A varied program of exceedingly worthwhile num-
bers was given on Wednesday night by the Women's
Symphony Orchestra at the Philharmonic Auditorium
under Conductor Henry Schoenfeld's baton. Haydn's
Symphony in D major, two Norwegian Dances (Grieg).
Overture Egmont (Beethoven), and the conductor's
own Two Indian Legends (a) A Lovely Story, and (b)
Ceremonial Dance were given interesting readings. The
latter numbers received most favorable responses from
the large audience. Exquisite solo flute work was beau-
tifully handled in the Ceremonial Dance by Helen Little.

Ettore Campana. the popular baritone soloist, gave
praiseworthy rendition of The Barber of Seville aria
and a lighter group of of Italian and Spanish numbers
which were enthusiastically received. His voice of fine
timbre showed to best advantage in the latter songs
while he displayed admirably his dramatic ability in
the familiar operatic aria. Mr. Schoenfeld. the untir-
ing conductor, produced excellent effects in his quiet yet
forceful directing of this season's initial performance
of the Women's Orchestra.

HALLETT GILBERTE

Another great artist and composer has taken up his
abode in Southern California, and Pasadena has the
honor of claiming this artist, who is none other than
Hallett Gilberte. as its own resident. Coming to Cali-
fornia only two years ago just as many prominent
persons do "to look over the situation and enjoy the
scenic beauties of the Pacific Coast." Mr. Gilberte had
not decided to make his future home, but two or three
trips to New York after that were sufficient to convince
this famous composer that nothing is lacking here in
the way of inspiration, so he purchased a delightful
estate in our midst and now declares California "his
home."
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On entering the large and capacious living rooms on a
recent visit to Mr. Gilberte's home our attention at

once was arrested by the hundreds of autographed
photos of as many illustrious persona,ges. Especially
interesting was one portrait on which was written "to
my friend Hallett Gilberte. King of Melody." What
a fine tribute for one musician to pay to another! We.
of course, echoed an "amen," for there isn't a question
in our minds that his songs are famed because of their
satiating melodies. Rachmaninoff says "melody is the
supreme ruler in the world of music—melody is music."
This being true, then Hallet Gilberte justly deserves
his title of "King of Melody."

.\side from his many songs which have been sung by
foremost artists on concert programs in America and
Europe Mr. Gilberte has only just finished a song cycle
of unusual interest caled the Songs of the Seasons
which is still in manuscript. This has been given on
several programs by Southern California artists with
Mr. Gilberte at the piano and is meeting with extra-
ordinary success. Mrs Gilberte is the poet-lyric writer
for many of her husband's songs and proves herself
a charming inspiration and helpmate.
Very soon a two-piano number by this composer will

be published and we forecast more than usual interest
in this work as each piano part is written as a solo and
when combined produce a most gorgeous effect in har-
mony and melody. Each part was played for us with
painstaking explanatory comment as the work pro-
gressed.

Hallett Gilberte is one of the great artists of today
who has given much to the world of music.

Miss Margaret Crozier, soprano, student of John Small-
man, gave a musical tea in the Smallman studios last
Saturday afternoon when she was assisted on the pro-
gram by Mr. Loren Robinson, bass.

The California Federation of Music Clubs has designated
March 12th to be observed throughout the state as Pub-
lic School Music Day when parents, music teachers and
musicians in general, are invited to show their interest
in the advancement of music in public schools by visit-
ing the music department of the nearest school in their
respective localities. Our public schools are doing a
great work towards the promoting of good music and
the general public should take advantage of this visitors'
day to be "shown."

The MacDoMieil Club of Allied Arts presented^ Alfred
Kastner. solo-harpist of the Philharmonic Orchestra, in
recital at the Club headquarters, 462 No. Western ave-
nue recently. Jules Lepske. violinist of the same or-
chestra, assisted in the lovely Fantasie (Saint-Saens)
for harp and violin. An ensemble of four harps played
by Mr. Kastner. .Mary Hogan, Margaret Wilbur and
Betsy Sheldon was an interestaing novelty on the pro-
gram.

L. E. Behymer in presenting to Los Angeles the Chicago
Civic Opera Company is giving the musical public one
of the greatest treats of the season. With such famed
singers as Mary Garden. Feodor Chaliapin, Rosa Raisa,
Georges Baklanoff, Riccardo Martin, Edith Mason.
Charles Marshall, Myrna Sharlow, Desire Defrere and
world-renowned conductors George Polacco and Etore
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Pauizza. thp performances of Cleopatra (March 3rd),

Salome. Mefistofele (.March 4th) and the Jewess (March
5th) warrant unprecedented interest and attendance.

Otto T. Hirschler, director of music and teacher of

piano an organ at the Owensmouth High School, pre-
sented the High School Chorus and Girls' Glee Club in

a very pleasing recital last Friday evening in the High
School auditorium. The chorus sang with good attack
and pleasing ensemble. Esther Phillips gave organ and
piano numbers which were received with enthusiasm.
Several more pupils of Mr. Hirschler contributed to this
program, including Vena Wadleigh. Gladys Shaugbniss,
Ruth rtjerke, Mary King, James Lintnor. Helen Gray,
Myra Troth. Emma Gidding, Grace Harris, Robert
Bechtelheimer and La Vonne English.

Fannie Dillon, well-known composer and author of books
on harmony and composition, has had a great honor
conferred upon her by the director of Public School
music in New York City. Her articles on the Teaching
of High School Harmony were printed recently in the
Musical Courier on the recommendation of Mr. George
H. Gartlan. Of these articles the New York Editor
says "This article by Miss Dillon, of Los Angeles, pre-
sents the subject in an entirely different, manner. It is

very interesting to teachers of harmony to get the view-
point of another person who is practicing this work
daily in the class room. The plan, as outlined by Miss
Dillon, may not be applicable to all types of high school
instruction,' but it is her way of doing it. and any
teacher who is interested could very easily follow a
plan such as this and have a profitable course."

ERNEST BLOCH AT S. F. CONSERVATORY

Interest among the local musicians is keen over the
announcement that Ernest Bloch, the noted composer,
is coming to this city to conduct a class for five weeks
at the San Francisco Conservatory of Music, from June
23 to July 25. Already many of the most prominent
musicians have enrolled, among them being Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Hertz, J. A. Peterson, violinist of the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra, Dr Reuben Rinder,
Mrs, Olga Block Barrett, and the Misses Ada Clement
and Lillian Hodghead, directors of the Conservatory.
A vocal recital by the pupils of Miss Rena Lazelle.

of the Conservatory faculty, has been announced for
Monday evening. March 3, when the following program
will be rendered: Canon; Sing Me a Song (Martini),
Mrs. Foster, Mrs Mello. Miss Henkel: Egyptian Song
(Lehmann), Madcap Marjory (.Norton). Miss Hazel
Woods; Come Sweet Morning (Old French). The Lass
with the Delicate Air (Arne), Mrs. Nellie Mav; Un
Miroir (Ferrari), Bonjouc Suzon (Pessard). Mrs. James
Hjul; Bendemeers Stream (Irish), Her Rose (Coombsl,
Mr. Jack Garry; In the Boat (Griegl. The Way of the
World (Grieg), Mrs. .Mary Tryon; Death and the Maiden
(SchubertI, The Wind (Spross), Miss Lita Coghlan;
Chinese Mother Goose Rhymes (Crist), Miss Alice Tal-
cott: Oh Ruddier than the Cherry ( Handel 1. Invictus
(Huhn), Mr. Andrew Robertson; Whither (Schubert),
On Wings of Music (Mendelssohn). Miss Irene Roberts;
Chanson de Florian (Godardl. Charmente Marguerite
(Old French), Miss Florence Se.xton: Sylvelin (Sind-
Ingl, Summer (Chaminade), Mrs. Annabel Turner;
Folk Songs of the Pyrenees—Pepita's Mouth, I Like
Them All. Bolero. Mr. Emilio Oavilan; Batti, Batti

—

from Don Giovanni (Mozart), Mrs. Winifred Hanlo'n;
A Star (Rogers), The Last Song (Rogers). Mrs. Mar-
garet Hogan; Ensemble (Beethoven I—Two Scotch
Songs, Mrs, James Foster; Duet: Irish Folk Song. Mrs.
Foster, ,Mrs. Mello; Trios; Sicilian Folk Song, Scotch
Folk Song, Mrs Foster, Mrs Mello. Mr. Robertson;
Piano, Mr Walter Levin; Violin, Miss Ruth Arnold-
Cello. Mrs. Helen Knox.

ALCAZAR THEATRE

In His Arms, the delightful satire on modern society
which has brought adorable Margaret Lawrence back
to us after four years on Broadway, will continue as
the Alcazar attraction for a second week beginning
with the evening performance, .March 2nd. Miss Law-
rence's personality, viv.iciousnes8 and charm which are
the chief attributes of the successful actress, have
fascinated local theatre goers with her art in this splen-
did comedy by Lynn Starling. Rare charm is ex-
hibited by .Miss Lawrence In her interpretation of what
Is an exceedingly difficult role. She is a comedienne of
the first water and she knows well how to use her
ability as a fun maker In this splendid opportunity af-
forded her hy the leading characterization.
As a play In His Arms is expected to set New Y'ork

on lire when it reaches the metropolis ai the start of
next season. .Miss Lawrence believes that it will be the
greatest success of her career there and she has been
playing it now for a number of weeks Thomas Wilkes
has given In His Arms a noteworthy production and
the author, Lynn Starling, has cooperated in Its pres-
entation here. Vernon Steele who plays opposite .Miss
LAwrence Is a romantic actor with exceptional love-
making talents and these are certainly needed in this
pay of "love at first sight." Among the supporting
players are Richard Pitman, Eleanor Parker, Lillian
Lawrence, Franklin Pangborn, Florence Oberle Bar-
bara Brown, Symona Boniface and Henry Sbumer.

GERMAINE SCHNITZER WITH SYMPHONY

The San Francisco Symphony Orchestra's pair of con-
certs to be given next Friday and Sunday afternoons in
the Curran Theatre under the direction of Alfred Hertz
will introduce to San Francisco music-lovers Germaine
Schnitzer, the distinguished pianist, as soloist with the
orchestra, and judging from reports received from her
Eastern triumphs symphony patrons may expect a rare
treat. Following a recent appearance with the New
York Philharmonic the New Y'ork Tribune reported:
"Miss Schnitzer gave a peformance of amazing virtuos-
ity. It was a scintillating performance, of splendid
sweep, and was received with rare enthusiasm." while
the American reported: "This young woman exhibited
a command of technique that few of her sex can equal;
she performed with an effortless ease and facility that
made her achievement seem like child's play." Addi-
tional interest is attached to her appearances here
because of the compositions which she has announced
for performance, both of them being seldom-heard
works, and which will be new on the programs of the
orchestra. These are the Mozart E flat Concerto and the
fantasia, Africa of Saint-Saens.
For its portion of the program the orchestra will

present the great D in minor Symphony of Cesar
Franck and the fanciful Debussy prelude. The .'Afternoon
of a Faun. For the last Popular Concert of the season,
which is to be given Sunday afternoon, .March 16, Con-
ductor Hertz has prepared a program made up entirely
of works of Wagner and Tschaikowsky, a combination
which is always greeted by music lovers with great
enthusiasm, and the interest already manifested indi-

I'he Noted Piano \ Irluosa Who Will lie SoIolHt
nt (he Next Fnir of Sriiiphony Cono«r(M in

n Thentre Fi iiloy and SundayIbe Ci
Aft*
the DIr of .\lfred He

cates that the closing event of the Popular Series will
be one of the outstanding affairs of the season.
The Wagnerian portion of the program will contain

the prelude to .A,ct I and also the third act prelude from
Lohengrin, Dreams, the Good Friday Spell from Parsi-
fal, and the Finale and Entrance of the Gods into Wal-
halla from The Rhinegold. Tschaikowsky will be repre-
sented by the Five Characteristic Dances from the Nut-
cracker Suite and the Theme and Variations from the
Suite No. 3 .

her

WELCOME GALLI.CURCI

Fresh from new laurels won in Kew York
recent operatic appearances Galli-Curci will come to
San Francisco, where Selby C. Oppenheimer has se-
cured her for a recital in the Exposition Auditorium
on Sunday afternoon, April 27th. The great soprano
has been setting new records at New Y'ork's Metropoli-
tan Opera House, reviving the old days when long lines
of standees stood all night awaiting the opportunitj' of
securing admission to the theatre. At her San Francisco
recital she will be assisted by Homer Samuels, pianist,
and .Manuel Becenger, flutist.

SEASON'S FINAL AUDITORIUM POP CONCERT

San Francisco's justly famed Symphony Orchestra
will present the fifth and final "Pop" concert of the
municipal series at the Exposition Auditorium on Tues-
day, March llth. at 8:20 p. m., under the baton of Alfred
Hertz. Chairman J. Emmet Hayden of the Auditorium
Committee of the Board of Supervisors announces that
the guest artist for the concert will be Jean Gerardy,
the world-famed Belgian 'cellist who will be heard in
A Minor. Saint Saens, in the opening half of the pro-
gram, and in the second section he will present Air
by Bach: Evening Song, Schumann and At the Spring
by Davidofl.

It is approximately ten years since Gerardy has been
heard here and his appearance is being looked forward
to with keen interest by music lovers. As usual with
these "Pop" concerts the prices have been arranged
with a view of giving every one a chance to hear high
class music at popular prices. Seats for the concerts are
now on sale at Sherman. Clay & Company's store
ranging from 25 cents to $1.

CHALIAPIN'S RECITAL

The Casino Theatre will be inadequate to hold all
who will want to hear Feodor Chaliapin. the glorious
Russian basso, in his only recital, which takes place in
that playhouse on Sunday afternoon. March 30th. Chalia-
pin next month will appear twice in San Ftancisco as
the star of the Chicago Opera Co. appearing in his
famous roles of Meflsto and Boris before crowds that
will tax the capacity of the Casino, and there will be
thousands of his admirers who will want to hear him
in the unique songs of his native Russia which he so
incomparably renders on the concert stage. As operatic
star or recitalist there is but one Chaliapin, and San
Francisco long ago recognized in this great Russian
perhaps the greatest of the world's singing artists.
Tickets for the Chaliapin recital go on sale at Sherman,
Clay & Co. on 'Monday morning, March 10th. He comes
here under Selby C. Oppenheimer's management.

COLOR ORGAN AT GREEK THEATRE

The color organ which is coming to Berkeley under
the auspices of the Greek Theatre on March 12 and 18,
has had a remarkable reception wherever it has been
exhibited by the inventor, Thomas Wilfred. It was first
shown at the Neighborhood Playhouse in New York and
received very enthusiastic press notices at that time.
Zoe Beckley said the following about it in the New
York Evening Mail: "I try to describe this marvel that
is being shown at the Neighborhood Playhouse, the in-
vention of Thomas Wilfred and played by him, but find
no words that convey a tithe of its beauty.

"Imagine form painted upon space with a brush
dipped in dawn and sunset. . .

"Go see it. You will never forget it. And at night
when you cannot sleep or by day when you are nerve-
torn think of it—and be cured."

And Sheldon Cheney in Shadowland says: "Here is
the beginning, or at least the first serious achievement,
of an art as primitive, as complex as capable of varied
emotional beauty, as music; and its medium is light

—

that light which was the earliest god of human kind,
which to this day typifies all that is spiritual, joy bring-
ing and radiant.
"Perhaps, then, this is the beginning of the greatest,

the most spiritual and radiant art of all."

THE CHERNIAVSKY TRIO

In selecting the Cherniavsky trio to give the next
recital in the Alice Seckels Matinee series. Manager
Selby C. Oppenheimer has chosen well, for in the inti-
mate surroundings of the Colonial ballroom of the St.
Francis Hotel these talented brothers will present a
program of solos for violin, piano and cello as well as
sonatas and trios that will make a great appeal to the
discriminating Seckels audience. Leo, Jan and Mischel
Cherniavsky have established an international reputa-
tion as instrumentalists of the highest class. They have
carried the message of their unique art to the furthest
ends of the civilized world and enjoy great popularity,
not only in America, but as well throughout Europe,
Africa, Australia and many parts of .\sia. Since child-
hood these brothers have been closely associated mu-
sicall.v. and it is claimed the sympathy in their playing
makes them the outstanding trio of the present time
Their St. Francis recital, which incidentally will be
their only appearance in San Francisco this season
takes place on Monday afternoon. March 24th, and Miss
Seckels announces that a limited number of single
admission tickets will be available if secured early
enough. They can be had at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s.

STENGER VIOLINS
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MUSICAL BLUE BOOK of CALIFORNIA
NOW BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION
The Editor of the Musical Blue Book of Califor-

nia is now preparing to get the publication ready
for the Printer. In order to facilitate his work he
would appreciate the full co-operation of the
musical profession, and particularly the adver-
tisers. We find that many musicians who signed
contracts have so far failed to send us the
ADVERTISING COPY. It is impossible to

finish our work until ALL COPY is received at

this office.

Los Angeles advertisers in the Musical Blue
Book of California may leave their copy with
Nelle Gothold, Room 610, 808 South Broadway,
the Pacific Coast Musical Review representative

in Los Angeles.

There are a number of prominent musicians in

various parts of California whose names are not
yet in our possession for purposes of registra-

tion. There is no charge made for such registra-

tion, and surely the musical profession would
like to have this Blue Book as complete as possi-

ble. If you have not yet sent in your registration,

or if no solicitor has asked you to register, kindly
send in your name and address and your voca-
tion. Or, better still, write or phone us and we
will send you a registration card to be filled out.

NOW is the time to send in your advertising
copy and your registration card. In a very short
time it will be TOO LATE.

ALFRED METZGER
Editor Musical Blue Book of California

801 Kohler & Chase Building
San Francisco, Calif.

MEMBERS SYMPHONY CONCERT

(Continued from Page 1. Col. 3)

assembled for an occasion of entertain-

ment, although every work represented

on the program belonged to the very best

portion of musical literature.

Most of the numbers interpreted on
this occasion are familiar to those who
attend the regular symphony concerts,

they included : Prelude to Lohengrin
(Wagner). Two movements from Suite

Op 19 (Dohnanyi), Two movements from
Henry VIII Ballet Suite rSaint-Saens).

Caprice Viennois (Kreisler). The final

number on the program consisted of

Johann Strauss' Overture to the Gypsy
Baron, one of the comic opera classics

and interpreted by Mr. Hertz and the
orchestra with that vivacity and spirit

which its effervescent nature so aptly il-

lustrates. It was. indeed, enjoyable to

listen to the inspiring Strauss waltzes
and marches, and the rhythms which
give the work such exhilarating char-

acter.

There was a surprise in store for those
attending the members' concert in the
introduction of a violin soloist—Mischa
V i o 1 i n—who immediately established
himself in the good graces of the select
musical audience as an artist of the first

rank. He played the technically diffi-

cult and sentimentally delicate Saint-
Saens' Rondo Capriccioso with telling

effect. His tone is smooth, clean and well
carrying and his technic is brilliant and
concise- The various phrases that de-

mand daintiness of execution were nego-
tiated by him with unerring clearness

and conciseness and his phrasing in gen-
eral was endowed with unquestionable
musicianship and artistry. Mr. Violin is

most certainly a violin virtuoso of rare

accomplishments who, although not so
well known here as yet, has established
for himself a reputation in other parts

of the world, specially in Australia, and
who will before long, thanks to his ex-

cellent manager, join the ranks of the
distinguished artists that tour the United
States and Europe with such telling re-

sults. Mr. Violin certainly gave us one
of the most enjoyable readings of the
Saint-Saens' concerto which it has been
our pleasure to hear.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture :—Opera, Oratorio.

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

HELEN COLBURN HEATH

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAX FR.\N"CISCO B.^XK)

SAVINGS COMMERdAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY 10th. 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks in California,
the Assets of which have never been increased
by mergers or consolidations witli other Banks.

Member .\ssociated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 31st, 1923
AsseU $89,174,468.57
Capital, Reserve and Cojitingent Funds 3.850.000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 430,275.37

MISSION BRANCH Mission sad 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7th Ave.
HAICHT STREET BRANCH Haieht and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BR.\.NCH West Pon»l Ave. and UUoa St.

Interest paid on Deposits at the rate of

FOUR AND ONE QUARTER (414) per cent per annum,
COMPUTED MONTHLY and COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY,

A.ND NUY BE W ITHDRAWN QUARTERLY

EVA M. GARCIA

PIERRE DOUILLET. PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET. VOICE
"nr. Kohlrr A rhsine nid. Tel. Suiter T:!-

DOMENICO BRESCIA

Madcme Chcrles Poullcr—Soprano
Voire Culture. Pi.ino

Kenldenee Studio, .'.vs 27lh Street
(laklnnd—Tel. Oakland :2071l

Mary Coonan McCrea

'IVI. Uoup;lnK 4:::{:t. Kes. Tel. Kearnr ::;t4»

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
rK\<HER OF »i|\(ilNG

«tndl»: ni'Jn »ir«tl «!. Phnnp Fillmore 1K«1

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
SOLO PIAMST AND TF..\CHER

-tdvanced Pupllii .Iceepted
Studio: 138 Hyde St. .Iparlment 27

HENRIK GJERDRUM
PI.VMST

ISAIJI^I.I.K MAlilvS

i::!21 JackNo Fillmore n::^

DAISY O'BRIEIV
VOICE—GllTAU

242S Milvla St. Berkeley TTG.-kI

TtHJ Kohler A. Chane—Thursilay

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

PAUL STEINDORFF Evelyn Sresovkh Ware
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CIXTIRE

Slodio:
002 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG..

San FraneiHco Pboue Kearny ry4r*4

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES

Studio: l<tO:{ Kohle

Scho a Canloi
Cathed

[ami a Schoo
Irrlll nea Muni

Joseph George Jacobson

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comique. PariK

SIGMUND BEEL

KURT VON GRUDZiNSKi MARY ALVERTA MORSE
BARITONE — VOICE CVLTURE

Aathorlzed to Tearh Mnie. Schoen-
Rene'h Melbod

1.11-1 LeaT«iiiTorth St. Phone ProHpect 9253

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PIAMST

Studio: ir>37 Enelid Avenue. Berkeley, Cal.
Phone Berkeley 6000

MBS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMOXr

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

LOUISE E. MASSEY
>IeKr.o - Soprano. Home AcrnmiuodallonH
fur Limited Number of stiidentM. 1727 Val-
lejo St.. S. F. Tel. AVnInnt ."iSO. Wednen-

day. Kohler «!lj Chaite Oldg., IR. 1005J

Friday. Kohler & Chaxe Ulde., S. F.: Resi-
dence Studio, 106 Santa ItoNa Ave., Oak-

land. Phone Humboldt 101.

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teaeher of SinKtne. 32 Loretta Ave.. Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont .'{04. Mon.. Kohler &
( ha.ne Bldg., S. F. Telephone Kearny 54:^4

A: f hase Itldu.

Brandt's CoDservatory of Music
2211 Scott Street. Bet. Clay & Washington

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 PowBll Si- Phone Kearny 2930

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1M5

MACKENZIE GORDON
S832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearn;

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post SL Tel. Pros. 926*

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADl
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough St. Tel. Fillmore 4150

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter St. Tel. Kearny 2637

.VRR.t.VGER OF MISIC

C. B. FRANK
400 Pantages Bldg. Tel. Garfield 1334

.Vt<OMI'\MSTS

ANNA W. McCORMICK
1380 Taylor St. Tel. Pros. 9687
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Elizabeth SIMPSON
ENDORSES SIX ARTIST PUPILS

AVAII-Anl.!-: FOK tOVCEHTS CMll PROGIIAMS l-KKIOD RKCITALS

For particulars address

ELIZABETH SIMPSON STUDIOS
TOO Kiihlrr & Cha>f IluildlnE San Friincl«co a.lisi/j Kinn .street. Berkeley

EverT seTfiL" s;i".ie„T-'""~SHOULD KNOW AT ONCE
"aDOLF WEI DIG'S EPOCH MAKING WORK

II Alt^lOMC MATKHIAL AND ITS I SKS
A HARMONY thni felU •*\V1I)" and HboiTM "HOU'* to undemtand Marmoar frnni
the Miandituint of llie musician. Ju*.t iiuhljMbed by Clayton F. Sumniy Co., Chivaso.

ror Sale Uy
HENRY GROBE. 135-153 Keamy St., San Francisco

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth
while to subscribe for.

GEORGE

NYKLICEK
ORGANIST

CALIFORNIA THEATRE

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

ohie &
1 K. Alt!
Cha»e no
o. CnlUo

Kouiii
llfllne

: Of Lyc n & He, ly Ha rps

no a eina lOTS

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

Residence Phone Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Ans STOCKTON ST.

THE PACIFIC CQAST MUSICAL
REVIEW

HAS FOIGHT FOR THE RESIDENT ARTIST
UVRING THE LAST TWEXTV-TAVO YEARS—IS
SrCH A PAI'ER AVORTH SIRSCRIRINU FOR?

IF SO, DO.%»T WAIT A\V LONGER.

ALICE GENTLE
>IA\ \(;i-:>iioNT

CATHARINE A. BAMMAN
53 West 39th Street New York, N. Y.

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Exclusive Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

What the

World Most Values
It Pays Most For

And this, the most sincere expression of

appreciation the world can give, hasbeen

bestowed upon

®I|P

vxjSWi Im
as the supreme artistic creation in the field of

fine pianofortes.

The tone of the Mason & Hamlin can no more

be duplicated in any other piano than can the

tone of an age-mellowed Stradivarius violin

—

it is something that cannot be "manufactured"

or "built" into a piano—it is the intangible

quality bred of genius, of earnest devotion to

an ideal.

Grands $1750
Convenient Terms

TWOE.NTRANCES:
135 KEARNY -:- 217 SUTTER

VICTROLAS, BRUNSWICKS
"'^iIe>^B.Allen@

MASON a HAMLIN PIANOS

OAKLAND— 1323 W.vshington St.

SAN JOSE—199 South First
SHEET MUSIC, PIANO ROLLS

Exclusive Pacific Coast Representative
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PADEREWSKI CASTS SPELL ON HIS AUDIENCE McCORMACK SINGS FOR TEN THOUSAND

Thousands of Enthusiastic Admirers Greet Distinguished Virtuoso and
Crowd Around Platform at Conclusion of Concert Clamoring for

Encores—"Time Does Not Wither the Infinite Variety of His
Finger Magic"—Program Arranged to Establish a "Mood"

BY KARL RACKLE

Exposition Auditorium Packed to the Doors When Famous Tenor Gives
Extensive Program With an Excellent Voice and With Added Warmth

of Expression—Arouses His Hearers to Enthusiastic Demonstra-
tions—Great Demand for Tickets for His Second Concert

BY ALFRED METZGER

Whaf can be said of Paderewski that
has not already been said? Superlatives
have always been heaped upon him and
inevitably so. for he is a peerless per-
sonality. It is as a man first of all that
he is pre-eminent: and it is because of
his personal qualities that his piano play-
ing is so magnetic. It is difficult to judge
his art impersonally, to think in cold and
measured terms of his playing, to divorce
the man from the musician. The per-
sonality casts a spell. It must be admit-
ted that there are pianists who are more
accurate than Paderewski, some who are
more punctilious, some who have larger
repertoires. But it is the man Paderewski
who is the peer. More than one is spoken
of as the world's greatest pianist; they
speak of themselves as such, or are so
advertised; but Paderewski is universal-
ly regarded so. aside from what he or
his managers may say. And certainly a
far greater number of people are inter-

ested in his playing than in that of any
other pianist. There must be a reason
for it. Comparison is odious, and rank,
which is implied by comparison, is like-

wise odious. Fundamentally, it is foolish

to single out this one or that one as the
greatest, but it seems to be a human
necessity to do so. Humanity has al-

ways searched and is still searching for
the greatest; it simply can not compre-
hend a situation where there is no
greatest. WTio is the greatest pianist?
The name Paderewski naturally comes to
mind in answer to this question and a
recital by him is always sure to attract

a large audience. His San Francisco re-

cital on the last day of last month was
no exception in this respect, though his

audience on this occasion was not so
large as last year. He did not repeat the
record audience and the record box re-

ceipts of last year.

Paderewski still plays as masterfully,
as exquisitely, as astonishingly as ever.

Time does not wither the infinite variety
of his finger magic. His recital gave a
fine opportunity of studying his manner
of getting into "form"—of working up a
"mood." His program was obviously se-

lected with that in view. The piece de
resistance, the Brahms Variations on a
theme by Paganini. was placed a trifle

beyond the middle of the program, and
the numbers preceding it were intended
to work up to it. Paderewski played the
program that far at one sitting. He
wanted to be in "form" or "mood" when
he came to the Variations. He began
with Bach: then followed Haydn. Mozart
and Beethoven—severe classicism. The
beginning of the program was given with
the utmost repose and the most delicate
finesse. The fingers never left the keys:
there was not a bodily movement, not a
turn of the head. The eyes watched the
work of the fingers upon the keys with
the most intense mental concentration.
The playing of this part of the program
was of poignant beauty and a musician
could only wish for Paderewski to con-
tinue throughout the program in such
subdued and concentrated style. Under
the spell of these opening numbers one
would readily agree with Senancour that
the ear is more romantically impression-
able than the eye. But a large popular
element of Paderewski audiences is not
satisfied with a feast for the ear alone.
They must see hand fiourishings and
kickings and contortions. Without such
a show they would be disappointed and
Paderewski would no longer be the great

master in their estimation. They must
have their sop and on this program the
Brahms Variations was "it." The Bee-
thoven Sonata, immediately preceding,
showed the first signs of breaking away.
Now for the first time the hands were
flourished above the head and the piano
began to fulminate. The lion was rising
and shaking his mane. WTien it was
time to begin the Variations, all restraint
was gone: a mood was established. And

Never has the Exposition Auditorium
housed a larger audience than the one
attending the concert given by John Mc-
Cormack last Sunday afternoon imder
the management of Frank W. Healy. An
hour before the beginning of the pro-

gram masses of people crowded the side-

walk to gain admittance. They waited in

a pouring rain and crowded to get into

the doors. And although the second
concert, which is to take place on Sun-
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HAROLD BAUER

Famous Pianist. Whose Only Appearance in San Francisco This Season
Will Be in Joint Recital With the Great Cellist, Pablo Casals,

at the Columbia Theatre on Sunday Afternoon, March 23

the great pianist dashed into the work
with such unrestrained energy as was
truly astonishing. But he was no longer
making music. It was the clashing of
steel and the rumbling of metal. The
remainder of the program, comprising a
Chopin group and the Don Juan Fantasie,
was done in the "mood," though there
were portions of it that displayed all
the art and beauty of which Paderewski
is capable.

At the conclusion of the program a
great crowd rushed up to the stage and
grouped themselves about the piano in
anticipation of the "recital intime,"
which has become an established feature
of the appearances of great artists.
Paderewski rewarded them by adding
half a dozen extra numbers.

day afternoon, March 16. was only an-
nounced on this occasion, long lines were
w^aiting at Sherman. Clay & Co.'s be-
ginning Monday morning to secure their
seats, showing that the second event also
will find the huge auditorium packed with
admirers of the great Irish tenor. We
do not believe that there is another artist
before the American public today that
has the drawing power of John McCor-
mack. and in these days of an unusually
big array of distinguished artists, when
the public is asked to hear more con-
certs during a season than ever before,
this consistent eagerness to hear Mc-
Cormack is something well worth while
emphasizing.

It was immediately evident that Mc-
Cormack has broadened artistically since

his last appearance here. Although al-

ways possessing a voice of singular flexi-

bility and purity and using it in a man-
ner to give a ballad style of composition
an especially attractive presentation. Mc-
Cormack seemed to lack some of that
warmth and temperament which other
great artists so lavishly display. But
on this most recent occasion McCormack
demonstrated that he. too, can sing with
fire and abandon when the occasion de-
mands. This was specially evident dur-
ing the rendition of Bach's Let Us Re-
main Here in Quiet. Rachmaninoff's To
the Children and Thanks Be to God by
Stanley Dickson. Into every one of these
works McCormack put every ounce of
enthusiasm and fervor which the music
and the lines demanded. He was not
afraid to sacrifice some of the smooth-
ness of his tone quality in order to obtain
the intensity of emotion necessary to
express the depth of sentiment which
these songs contain.
This unquestionable warmth of expres-

sion, added to his beautiful voice, makes
McCormack one of the truly great con-
cert artists of the day. While this famous
exponent of song never specialized in
the exploitation of the purely classic
alone, we have always regarded him as
an artist worthy of the respect of the
most serious music lover, for any singer
who possesses a voice like McCormack's
and does certain things so exceedingly
well, indeed better than anyone else,
must of necessity occupy a prominent
place in the annals of musical art. And
the ability to enthuse and delight thou-
sands like this artist does is in itself
evidence of genius. In selecting two
songs by Schubert, rarely heard in con-
cert, McCormack chose two compositions
of surpassing poetic flavor. He sang
them with an affection and a coloring
that brought well merited plaudits from
the huge throng. His German diction
was excellent and could be understood as
well as all the other languages he em-
ployed on this occasion.

Indeed, his enunciation, which is un-
derstood without effort, remains one of
McCormack's greatest artistic assets. It

is an education in itself to hear McCor-
mack enunciate. And those of our sing-
ers who listen to him should take him
as a model for their own improvement
of diction. One of the great drawbacks
of so many singers, among them a num-
ber of famous artists, is the indistinct-
ness of their diction. Of course, it is al-
ways a treat to hear McCormack sing
the Irish folk songs and ballads. Here
the artist stands supreme. Folk music
is always good music and when McCor-
mack invests it with the intelligence
and heart interest which is his special
forte they became classics and gems of
vocal musical literature. No wonder the
audience can never get too much of these
dainty bits of musical composition.
One always leaves a McCormack con-

cert well satisfied that one has passed a
pleasant afternoon or evening as tWe
case may be. There is no greater mis-
sion than to make people happy, and
McCormack certainly possesses this gift
to a great extent. Eyes shine, feet tap
the fioor, musical skeptics nod approval,
and finally the applause breaks forth
with spontaneous and deafening results.
That, after all, is the essence of a true
artistic mission and no one can deny
that McCormack possesses this gift to a
degree rarely attained by an artist and

(Continued on Page 6, Col. i)
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"The Piano is the Steinway"

--. /I T a great majority of all concerts this

^..yl season, as for two generations past,

the programs state: "The piano is

the Steinway."

I am the Steinway piano. I do not believe

that Sherman, Clay & Co., my Pacific Coast

representatives, print this statement in a spirit

of boastfulness. I believe that they use it, as I

accept it, in a spirit of deep responsibility.

For consider what it means to me, the piano,

thus chosen—not occasionally, but almost uni-

versally—to be the companion of all these

artists on the concert stage. Violinists and
vocalists trust me to provide the canvas against

which they, as painters, may fling the colors of

their art. Pianists invite me to render into

gracious sound, those vast chords and melodies

which exist only within their own brains and
souls—until I speak for them.

Far, far more than the audiences realize, do

the triumphs of the artists depend upon the

fidelity of their instruments.

Nor is it sufficient that I simply perform as

well on this occasion as on the last. Art does

not stand still ; neither may I. Every concert

on every occasion is a new test, a new crisis,

and a glorious new opportunity for me.

That is why it meant so much to me when the

great Theodore Thomas wrote of me in 1879,

What this oft-used phrase means to me
AS EXPLAINED BY THE STEINWAY PIANO

years ago, and will only change it in so far as

"I consider the Steinway piano the best at

present made, and that is the reason why I use

it in private and also in all my public con-

certs," and was able to say of me again in

1898, "I gave the above testimonial nineteen

to say that the superiority of the Steinway
piano to all others that I know of is even more
apparent today than it was nineteen years

ago."

That is why it means so much to me to have

Paderewski say: "Whenever perfection is at-

tained, progress is stopped ; for there is no
room for climbing when the summit has been

reached. And yet, in your case, this law of

nature seems to have been defied . . . Such a

thing can only be accomplished by a sincere

love of profession, and it is to this love of pro-

fession that I wish to pay my tribute of high
esteem and admiration."

This is my responsibility, to see that every con-

cert season finds me more gracious, more re-

sponsive, more endearing than the last. And
always, I hope, shall I continue to be a very

human piano.

Such is the meaning of the phrase, "ihe piano
is the Steinway," and such is the spirit in

which I stand upon this concert stage before

vou now.

Sherman Jiiay& Co.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
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TWENTY.THIRD YEAR

PLANS FOR MUSIC CLUB CONVENTION

Plans for the sixth annual convention of the Cali-

fornia Federation of Music Clubs have been tentatively

arranged by the president, Mrs. Lillian Birmingham and
her e.xecutive hoard, assisted by leading musicians of

the entire state. The convention will be auspiciously
launched by a program on the afternoon of Saturday,
.April 26th. in the San Francisco Civic Auditorium, when
The Hound of Heaven with musical setting by Dr. H. J.

Stewart will be presented. The officers and delegates to

the convention and their friends have been advised of

this splendid event directed under the supervision of

the Dominican Fathers. This musical attraction will

prove a preliminary to convention events and many will,

no doubt, avail themselves of the privilege.

The state convention of the California Federation
of Music Clubs, to be held in Berkeley, and extending
over a period of time from .\pril 27th to May 1st. in-

clusive, will be formally opened with a reception at the
Claremont Hotel on Sunday evening, April 27th. Mrs.
John F. Lyons, national president, honor guest. Monday
morning, April 28th. the business of the convention will

be launched with Mrs. Lillian Birmingham and the
executive board, the chairmen of the different divisions
and delegates and alternates ready to take part in con-
vention deliberations.

A California Composers' Night is one of the at-

tractions announced by the board, this event to take
place in Wheeler Hall. Berkeley. A concert in the Greek
Theatre, with thousands of children participating will

be a pronounced musical feature of the state conven-
tion. Interest has centered, for some time, on the con-
tests announced by the Board of Managers as an in-

centive for creative work.
The attention of musicians is called to this contest:

ATTEN'TION!
CREATIVE WORK OUTLINED

The Board of Managers of the California Federation
of Music Clubs announce the following contest for com-
positions by California composers who have resided in
California for at least two years. The competition will
close March 28th. The following prizes will be awarded
at the sixth annual convention, held at Berkeley, April
27th. 28th, 29th. 30th, by the California Federation of
Music Clubs;

$100 00 for symphonic poem not to exceed fifteen
minutes.

$50 00—String trio or quartet, one movement, andante
or adagio, ten minutes.

$25.00—Anthem for mixed voices, five minutes to
seven minutes, organ accompaniment.

Text, Psalm 145, Verses 3, 5, 7
(Verses 3 and 7 to be written in full harmony for

mixed voices, and verse 5 for solo voice.)
Great is the Lord, and greatly to be praised; and

Hi^ greatness is unsearchable.
I will speak of the glorious honor of Thy majesty,

and of Thy wondrous works.
They shall abundantly utter the memory of Thy

great goodness, and shall sing of Thy righteousness.

$25.00—piano, first movement, sonata form, not to
exceed ten minutes.

$25.00—song, poem entitled "At the Dawn," by Ina
Coolbrith.

AT THE D.^WN
(Song)

Awake, beloved I My heart awakes.

—

Though still in slumber lies

The world: the pearl of morning breaks
Along the eastern skies.

The moon, the stars, that rule the night.
And look on land and sea,

A pathway are of luring light
My spirit walks to thee.

'Wake! ere between again shall lift

The day his lance of flame:
From the still shores of dreamland drift

One hour to love's dear claim.
O love I my love! the shadows part,

—

Thine eager arms I see.

—

"As for the water-brook the hart,"
So is my soul for thee!

The prize compositions must be new, never having
been played in public. Scores must be accompanied by
complete parts for orchestra, string quartet, or mixed
vocal quartet.
The Federation of Music Club reserves the right of

public performance of the successful compositions dur-
ing the convention to be held in Berkeley, .\pril 27th to
May 4. 1924. Otherwise the compositions are to remain
the property of the composer-
Manuscripts must be clearly legible and contain all

needed marks of expression and tempo. The vocal com-
positions must have a suitable accompaniment for organ
or pianoforte. The composer's name must not appear
on the manuscript copies, but a nom de plume instead.
The same nom de plume should also be written on the
outside of a sealed envelope, containing the real name
and address of the composer and submitted with the
manuscript. All non-winning compositions will be re-
turned postpaid to the composer.

All compositions to be sent registered to the apart-
ment of the Recording Secretary, Mrs. Mary Gardner.
1125 Union street. Prize Contest Committee, on or
before March 28. 1924. For further information, address
Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. C. C. Wright, Canterbury
Hotel, San Francisco.

GRAND OPERA SEASON A BRILLIANT SUCCESS

Casino Theatre Crowded on Opening Night When Cha-
liapin, Edith Mason and Polacco Receive Numerous

Ovations—Excellent Performance of Mefistofele

By Alfred Metzger
The Casino Theatre was crowded last Thursday eve-

ning when the Chicago Grand Opera Company opened a
brief engagement with Boito's Mefistofele under the
local management of Selby C. Oppenheimer. The neces-
sity of an opera house for San Francisco was again em-
phasized when it was observed how much better grand
operatic productions can be presented in a theatre of
adequate proportions than in an auditorium too vast to
follow the finer details. Georgio Polacco had an oppor-
tunity to display his force and dominating musicianship
by his masterly direction of the score and his effective
attainment of the strong climaxes that abound in this
splendid work.

Naturally, Feodor Chaliapin centered the attention
upon his Incomparable histrionic genius, his inimitable
mimicry and his glorious vocal organ which he used
with that thoroughness of vocal art that stamps him
as a giant among the operatic stars of the day. Hav-
ing witnessed this truly great artist in the role of
Mefistofele it is impossible to imagine the role entrusted
to anyone less proficient and endowed. We shall always
think of .Mefistofele after this with Chaliapin in the title

role. No wonder the audience rose to him en masse and
gave him an ovation wherein cheers rang out lustily for
several minutes.

Edith Mason in the role of Marguerite showed herself
at her best. Her soprano rang out clearly and truly and
she supported her excellent vocal ability with realistic
dramatic action. It was a performance of which the
greatest artist might well have been proud and Miss
Mason proved on this occasion that she ranks among
the predominating operatic singers of the day. Forrest
Lamont did not prove a very imposing Faust. However,
he sang some of the arias, specially in the beginning of
the work, very acceptably. The production in its en-
tirety was magnificently mounted and interpreted with
vigor and impressiveness. Owing to the fact that this
paper goes to press on Fridays, it is impossible to com-
ment on this season more than in the briefest terms.
We shall, however, give our readers a more complete
idea of the engagement in next week's issue.

SOLOISTS PLEASE AT SYMPHONY POP CONCERT

Louis Persinger and Kajetan AttI Add to Their Popular-
ity by Contributing to the Enjoyment of the Program.

Albert Elkus Represented by Merry Tune

By Alfred Metzger
Much enthusiasm was aroused among the large audi-

ence that attended the ninth popular symphony concert
at the Curran Theatre on Sunday afternoon, March 2,
by reason of the well selected compositions and the
irresistible manner in which they were interpreted.
Louis Persinger gave a splendid example of his virtu-
osity when interpreting the second and third movements
of the Wieniawsky Concerto, playing the same with that
finished style and that elegance of phrasing which has
contributed so much to making him one of the most es-
teemed artists residing in the West, and which was also
responsible for bringing him to the front among the
distinguished concert artists of the day.
Kajetan Attl's harp interpretations are always re-

ceived with joy and gratification. He played Legende by
Renie with a fluency of technical execution and a clarity
of tone which lends his harp playing such an individual
force and such appealing character. He obtains more
emotional coloring from a harp solo than most harpists
we have heard and he makes whatever composition he
renders exceedingly attractive. Albert Elkus' Merry
Folk Tune, which created such an excellent impression
at its first performance last season, again showed the
temper of its appeal by being enthusiastically received
and earning the accomplished composer additional
laurels.

THE OGRESS
By ANIL DEER

In the days of long, long ago. there was a frightful

old ogress, who would bite off a child's head with one
dreadful snap of her gleaming, pointed

f
teeth. She was guarded by a dragon with
seven heads, all spouting fire. But. one
day. a wonderful Prince came and slew
the dragon, decapitating all seven heads
with one fell sweep of his magic sword.
The dragon vanished in a cloud of smoke,
in its place was a kind fairy, who waved
her wand and Lo! and Behold! the
ogress was suddenly turned into a
beautiful Princess, good and true, with

whom the Prince instantly fell in love.

The fairy was the god-mother of tme Princess and
had caused the original transformation so that the
Princess should be won by a real hero. He had to be
brave, noble and the owner of the magic sword. The
fairy now showered them with gifts of precious stones,
royal robes, prancing horses and a palace. So. the fairy
tales, which children love to read; with bated breath
they follow the marvelous adventures of witches, ogres,
and fairies. To youthful credulity all seems possible
and probable, therefore wonderfully enjoyable. The
good always triumphs eventually and the wicked pay in
full for all evil deeds.

To many vocalists, aspiring for stage honors, the
audience in front is an ogress, bidding her time to de-
vour and destroy: the critics, the seven-headed dragon,
ready to cover the defenseless head of the performer
with fire and brimstone. Whereas, the audience, is. in
truth, the beautiful Princess, kind, loving and good: the
critics, the fairy god-mother, eager to render praise
where praise is due.

The ambitious students should remember that a
Prince Charming with a magic sword, was necessary
to reveal and liberate the Princess. Prince Charming's
true name is Knowledge, his magic sword is Work.
Armed thus he is invincible; so. too. the performer,
similarly equipped.

To suffer stage fright is a foregone conclusion if

the vocalist is unsure of ability. Doubt, as to adequate
preparedness of material to be presented, will naturally
result in disaster. Knowledge alone is not sufficient,
nor is Work, but the two combined are conquerors.
Fortified thus one may face an audience with equa-
nimity, fully assured as to ultimate results.

Kind, all enduring, are the vast majority; lovable,
for they are eager to have a fellow human being triumph
over difficulties, quick to render homage to true worth.
Viewed in the proper perspective it is they who are un-
selfish and most admirable. Not to be regarded with
fear or disdain, and above all. not to be imposed on by
the presentation of inferior work. For every Prince
Charming there is a beautiful Princess hidden, waiting
to be revealed; gird on your trusty sword, sally forth
and slay the old witch. Mediocrity; win the approval of
the fairy god-mother, then behold your Princess as she
really is; wed her and be happy ever after.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating
to music and musicians. Give name and address.
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor,
Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,
San Francisco.

1. What is a pivot-note?—L. D. G.

A note to which a melody frequently returns after

taking notes above and below it; in other words, a note
about which a melody turns, as if turning about a pivot.
In a passage like this—BAGAFAB.^.

—

A is a pivot note.

2. What is the difference between a lyric soprano
and a dramatic soprano?—M. O. X.

A lyric soprano is a light voice while a dramatic
soprano is a heavy one. The former is suited to sweet
and delicate singing and the latter to emotional ex-
pression.

3. When and where was Vaughan Williams, the
English composer, born?—S. C.

October 12, 1S72, at Down Ampney, England.
4. Who was the earliest American music critic?

—

P. A.

John S. Dwight. He established "Dwight's Journal of
Music" in Boston in 1852, the first paper in America de-
voted entirely to musical matters. It was discontinued
in 1881.

5. Should there be a distinction in interpretation be-
tween a chord which has an arpeggio mark entirely
across it from the lowest bass note to the highest treble,
and one which has an arpeggio mark in two sections,
one section for the bass part of the chord and the other
for the treble part?—G. McQ.

Theoretically there is a distinction: the notes of the
chord first described should he played singly beginning
with the lowest and continuing in succession to the
highest: in the second chord the lowest note of the bass
part and the lowest note of the treble are to be played
together, the other notes following in order. Practical-
ly, however, this distinction is negligible and no matter
whether the arpeggio mark is entirely across the chord
or in two sections, the notes are playing in succession
from lowest to highest.
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CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY CLOSES SEASON

The final concert ot the brilliant series of San Fran-

cisco recitals by the Chamber Music Society of San

Francisco, will take place at Scottish Rite Hall on Tues-

day evening, March 18th. On this occasion the string

quartet of the society will be heard in the Beethoven

String Quartet, Op. 18, No. 5; the Brahms Quartet, Op.

51. and, by special request, the Dvorak Quartet, Op. 96,

on negro themes.
The Chamber Music Society has been in great de-

mand throughout the slate this season and shortly fol-

lowing the last concert will be heard in Oakland. Ala-

meda San Rafael. Santa Barbara, Redlands, San Diego,

Los Angeles in joint recital with Ossip Gabrilowitsch,

in San Francisco in the Manning series, and will fill

other engagements throughout the state. Mr. L. E.

Behymer, the Los Angeles impresario, has taken two

solid weeks of the Chamber Music Society's time and

is very enthusiastic over both the financial and artistjc

results of his previous engagements. The Chamber
Music Society is also appearing under the Wolfsohn

Bureau ot New York in joint recital with Eva Gauthier.

the famous Chamber Music song exponent, in Montecito

at the residence of Mrs Cornelius Bliss.

The Chamber Music Society's concerts have not only

become a decided feature of San Francisco's musical

future, but also by attracting national and international

attention, have proved a valuable asset to San Fran-

cisco's high artistic standing in the entire musical

world. The Chamber Music Society of San Francisco

has become a very valuable asset to the city.

LENA FRAZEE AT PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY

Miss Lena Frazee. the mezzo soprano, making her

home in this city will make her first appearance in

active musical circles since her return from an absence

of three vears in New York City, at the next meeting ot

the Pacific Musical Society to be held at the Fairmont

Hotel on Thursday evening. March 13th. During her

absence from this city .Miss Frazee sang constantly in

concert and church, while doing advanced work with

the finest instructors and teachers in New York. Miss

Frazee before her departure from this city for New
York was well known for her work as soloist in the

Christian Science Church, and which she continued in

the same church in New York. She has been singing in

concerts all over the State of California as well as in all

the prominent musical clubs in San Diego. Sacramento
and Berkeley. She will render some very choice and

difficult selections on the evening of March 13th.

THE POPULAR CHERNIAVSKY'S

Chamber music, as represented by the string trio, in

its rarest form will be the ottering of the popular trio

Cherniavsky's when they play their only concert in San
Francisco this season in the ballroom of the St. Francis

Hotel, as the next event in the .\lice Seckels Matinee
series on Monday afternoon, March 24th. The Cherniav-

sky's as an organization is one of the best known of its

kind in the world. The three brothers, Leo, the violin-

ist: .Ian. the pianist, and .\Iischel. the 'cellist, have been
continuously associated in their work since childhood,

and have achieved an enviable perfection in their art.

Never have they appeared as individual players, always
devoting all their efforts to ensemble work, with the re-

sultant vogue that has come to them throughout the

world. The brothers have visited every continent and
enjoy an unusual popularity wherever the best in music
is appreciated.

Their programs are specially built to please as well

as to educate, and the offering they have arranged for

San Francisco is one of wide appeal. It includes the

lovely trio Elegiaque by Rachmaninoff, and trio arrange-

ments of Gounod's .\ve Maria and Grieg's Norwegian
Dance, Cello solos of Bruch's Kol Neidre and Davidoft's

At the Fountain, a group of Chopin works by Jan. who
is considered one of the best Chopin interpreters of the

day. including a nocturne, two etudes and the Scherzo in

B minor, and finally the Nardini sonata for violin and
piano by Leo and Jan. The recital by the Cherniav-
sky's will be one of the enjoyable events of the always
enjoyable Seckels series. Individual tickets for this

event may be secured by music lovers at the Sherman.
Clay & Co.'s store.

PALM SUNDAY CONCERT

Great interest is being manifested in the forthcom-
ing Sacred Concert to be given in St. Ignatius Church
on Palm Sunday. April l.'i. This annual concert on Palm
Sunday is looked forward to with eagerness by all

lovers of church music. The program, which is under
the personal supervision and direction of the newly
appointed Organist and Musical l^irector. Professor
Marry Wood iirown, includes the names of the follow-
ing well known artists: .Miss Dorris Barbert. Margaret
.Mary O'Dea. Mrs. C. I). Slaughter. Mrs. Arthur Cunning-
ham. Mrs. G. Lepage. Charles Bulotti. Frank Figone.
Emanuel Porcini. Fitz de Bruin and others. Rehearsals
are being conducted every Monday night at 8 o'clock in
St. Ignatius Church. Fulton Street an<l Parker Avenue.
under the direction of Mr. Brown, to which the chorus
is cordially invited.

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSIC

CALIFORNIA

EVENTS AT ARRILLAGA MUSICAL COLLEGE

A class in public performance under the personal
direction of Vincent de Arrillaga, director of the Ar-
rillaga Musical College, inaugurated its spring series-

of recitals Wednesday afternoon, March 5th. The par-

ticipants of the class are taken from all departments of

the school, and their recitals will continue for twelve
weeks on Wednesday afternoon at the same hour in the

Recital Hall in the college building,

Raymond White, pianist, and organist of Notre Dame
des Victoires, played three American compositions at

the last meeting of the San Francisco Music Teachers'
Association, which took place at the home of John
C. Manning on the evening of February 25th. Mr.
White's contribution to the program consisted of Car-

penter's American Polonaise, and two of George Ed-
wards' Portraits for Piano entitled Florence and The
Philosopher.
The semi-annual examinations were held in all de-

partments of the school during the week of January
14th to 19th, and students preparing for the various cer-

tificates offered by the school were given conditional
credits for the certificates to be awarded in the final

examinations in June.
The Student Body Association held an election of

officers on .the evening of February 27th. resulting in

making Mrs. Anyta deal, president; Alfred Neuberger.
first vice-president: Sven Klitgaard. second vice-presi-

dent; Frances Flavel, secretary; and Frances Lubin
treasurer.
One of the recent activities of the Student Body was

a delightful dancing party given on St. Valentine's eve-
ning. The attendance included some 200 of the students

and their friends, who danced to the strains of a
splendid orchestra composed of students of the school.

The Student Body will meet hereafter every two weeks,
the next meeting, March 15th, being devoted to a round
table to be conducted by Alfred Neuberger on the sub-

ject. "How Does Jazz Playing Effect One's General
Technic?"

MUSIC CLUB FEDERATION'S CARD PARTY

A card party will be given under the auspices of the
California Federation of Music Clubs. Wednesday after-

noon. March 10. in the gold ballroom of the Fairmont
Hotel for the purpose of raising funds with which to

finance the coming State convention. Mrs. C. C. Wright
and Mrs. Frederick Crowe are chairmen of the event.
Musicians and their friends are asked to participate in

this social affair, thus aiding materially the work of
convention preparations. Tickets may be secured and
tables reserved by communicating with Mrs. Wright,
Canterbury Hotel, or with the president. Mrs. Birming-
ham, 2730 Pierce Street.

JERITZA TO COME NEXT SEASON

During his recent visit to New York, Manager Selby
C. Oppenheimer negotiated many contracts that will

eventually bring to California most of the world's most
famous stars in concert, opera and recital. Among the
most pretentious of these engagements was the ar-

rangement he concluded to present Madame Maria
Jeritza. the famous soprano of the Metropolitan Opera
Company in a single recital in San Francisco. Jeritza
sings but a few concerts before and after her long
operatic season, and will not find the time to reach the
far West until March in 1925. and Oppenheimer has en-

gaged the Exposition Auditorium for March 22, 1925. to
present this famed woman, one of the world's most sen-
sational singing stars.

The larger the circulation of a Music Journal
the better for the members of the profession and
student. If you help us to add 3000 subscribers to
our list we will help you to increase your income.
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PIANIST AND VIOLINIST TO PLAY

"When two of the foremost musicians in the world
join forces to present a program of music of the

highest character it at once becomes one of the out-

standing events of the year, but when these musicians
happen to be of so exalted a position as Harold Bauer,
the pianist, and P. Pablo Casals, the violoncellist, the

event becomes one of the most important of all times.

It is rare indeed that the beautiful cello is heard under
proper auspices in San Francisco, there are but a few
truly great virtuosi on this remarkable instrument and
among them all Pablo Casals is hailed as the supreme
leader. The fact that he is to play here, and that he will

have the co-operation of his most distinguished col-

league, will bring to the Columbia Theatre on Sunday
afternoon, March 23rd, one of the banner crowds of the
season.

This event will be the only appearance of these great
artists in this city this season and is made possible
through the managerial sagacity of Selby C. Oppen-
heimer, who arranged their western tours so that they
might meet to play this unusual program here. In ad-

dition to soli for their instruments, two of the most
important sonatas in the literature of music will be
given. Bauer and Casals jointly will play the Brahms
sonata in F major. Op. 99, and the Saint-Saens sonata
in C minor. Op. 22. Bauer's solo numbers will include
the "Kinderscenen" by Schumann, and the Chopin
Scherzo in C sharp minor, while Casals' individual con-
tribution to the program will be the Locatelli suite in

D major. Eduard Gendron wlil be at the piano for Mr.
Casals. Tickets for this colossal event will be placed
on sale at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s on Monday morning.

THEY ALL WANT TO COME TO LOS ANGELES

"Yes. they all want to come to Los Angeles." said

Mrs. Caroline E. Smith, Manager of our own Philhar-

monic Orchestra, who has just returned from an ex-

tensive Eastern trip during which she visited Chicago,

New York. Boston and Philadelphia.

"I heard the Boston Symphony, under the baton of

Pierre Monteaux: the Philadelphia Symphony with the

colorful Stokowski conducting: Willem Mengelberg. the

New York Philharmonic: and had the great pleasure of

being present when the eminent Bruno Walter appeared
as guest conductor with the New York Symphony—in

fact, the whole trip was just one feast of music after

another. But he thing that impressed me most. I be-

lieve, was the great number of people in all walks of

life that I came in contact with who wanted and looked

foward to coming to Los Angeles. I had applications

for positions galore, not only from musicians but for

administrative and office positions—and from people

who are doing so well in a material way that you'd

never suspect any desire to leave."

ELLEN EDWARDS AT FORTNIGHTLYS

Ellen Edwards, pianist, will give the next Fortnightly
program Monday afternoon. March 17, at 3 o'clock.

Colonial Ballroom. St. Francis Hotel. Miss Edwards is

a yoimg pianist of English birth who has recently made
her home in San Francisco. Altho having been here but
a short time, she has proven herself an artist of dis-

tinction. This criticism was made of her last San Fran-
cisco appearance: "Miss Edwards is a pianist whose
work invariably impresses one with its intelligent

motivation and its vital animation. Her readings are
never by any chance dull or devoid of significance and
her fluent technique is a secondary consideration be-

side her perceptive keenness, poetic inttution and ex-

pressive phrasing." Her program will be devoted to

Beethoven, Ravel and Brahms.

GREEK THEATRE NEWS

The Clavilux, which is being brought by its inventor
for two performances at the University under the man-
agement of the Greek Theatre, will be seen on March
12th and 18th at the Wheeler Hall Auditorium. In the
electrical engineering as well as in the art circles this

new art effort has created a great deal of interest. Mr.
Wilfred, in speaking about it, calls it the first instru-

ment to make possible the use of light as a fine art.

Karleton Hackett, the well-known art critic, said the
following after seeing the Clavilux: "This Clavilux re-

veals to us a new and exquisite form of beauty. It is so
strange in character that we have no standard by which
to judge it and with difficulty can make its loveliness
clear to those who have not seen it. Upon a white
canvas screen in a darkened room exquisite colors ap-

pear, assume every changing shapes with hue melting
into hue, glow into vividness and fade away. It is a new
form of art. It is something to see."

JOHN
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"But." continued Mrs. Smith (who was her usual

affable and dynamic self notwithstanding her strenuous

trip), "the tact that they do want to come to Los An-

geles would indicate to me that it is only a question of

time when Mr. Clark's ideal of evolving the greatest

symphony orchestra in America will come to pass.

"I was surprised and greatly encouraged toa to find

how generally the artistic excellence of our Philhar-

monic Orchestra is becoming known. And, of course, it

was particularly pleasing to any loyal Angeleno to And
that our city was almost as well known as a white spot

musically as it is commercially.
"Soloists for next season? Well, no announcement

can he made at this time but there is no question in

my mind but that Los Angeles will profit by the distinct

advantage of my having been there well in advance of

the other seekers after artist talent with the consequent
opportunity of actually hearing the artists in profes-

sional appearances and observing at first hand the re-

actions of their audiences."

Miss Cecil Arden of the Metropolitan Opera Company
will be heard on March 9th in recital with Martinelli

in Jersey City. She will also sing in Lincoln, Nebraska,
Kansas City, Madison. Wisconsin and several other

places in the latter part of March.

Slanaf^ement Selby C. Oppenhein

.\ Joint Reritnl By

HAROLD BAUER
Fanioux Pianist

PABLO°CASALS
Grcut Celli.-st

ONE RECITAL ONLY
' Columbia Theatre

SUNDAY AFT., MARCH 23, 1924
E^xtrnordjnnry pro^rnni Inpludes NonatON by BrnhmM
and Saint-SnenM for oello and piano: Cello suite l>y
Lucatelli ; Schumann **K inderMceneM" and Chupin

Soherxo for piano.
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CECIL

ARDEN
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Metropoliton Opera Company
Management of Cecil Arden
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New York City
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IT
IS generally known in the

musical world that the Knabe
is to-day the favorite instru-

ment of Leopold Godowsky

—

greatest living pianist—and also of

a group of super-artists whose
careers are untainted by any sus-
picion of commercialism.

Through sheer merit, unaided by
sensational publicity, Knabe has
become the chosen medium for the
highest expression of the pianistic

art. It is acknowledged by leading
authorities to be "the world's su-
preme pianoforte."

The same qualities that have won
pre-eminence in select musical
circles make the Knabe the ideal

piano for the home - especially in

combination with the marvelous
Ampico Re-enacting* Piano.

The Ampico re-creates in your
home the playing of the master
musicians, on the very instru-
ment—the Knabe— preferred by
them for their personal and public
work.

KOHLERCr CHASE
26 O'FARRELL STREET- SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE® AlvlPICO

IVOGUN LAST WORD IN COLORATURE SINGING

Both as to Voice and Technical Skill, This Highly Endowed Artist Repre-
sents the Pinnacle of Fiorature Expression—Arranges Program

Specially Adapted for Ideal Colorature Interpretation—Winkler
Exceptional Accompanist—Hecht Plays Fine Flute Obligatos

BY ALFRED METZGER

•(Copyright 1922, American Pi«no Company)

One of the most difficult and responsi-
ble tasks which any artist is called upon
to lulfili is that of a colorature soprano
on a concert program. During the writ-

er's thirty years of practical experience
in listening to great artists he has. up to
a few days ago. heard but one colorature
soprano who could adequately interpret
a program suited for concert perform-
ance and that artist was Marcella Seni-

brich. Even Nellie Melba confined herself
principally to operatic arias and a few
songs of lesser importance. It was not
until we heard Maria Ivogun at the
Scottish Rite Auditorium on Friday eve-
ning. February 29, that we had the satis-

faction to hear a colorature soprano sing
a concert program. There was not one
aria from an opera included in this array
of compositions.
While other colorature sopranos use

extracts from operas, Mme. Ivogun had
her accompanist, Seidler Winkler, ar-

range a Strauss Waltz or Krejsler's Lieb-
esfreud specially for her style of inter-

pretation, and if any musician thinks that
the compositions, although originally

written for instrumental interpretation,

were not adequate for vocal expression,
he simply has not heard them as Maria
Ivogun used them. We take off our hat
to Mr. Winkler, who did some of the best
work in arranging songs we have yet
heard. The words were delightful and
the technical requisites, although almost
unbelievably difficult, strictly artistic

from a vocal standpoint.

Maria Ivogun represents to us the ideal

of colorature singing. Her voice is un-
usually velvety and clear. Her intona-
tion is flawless. Her manipulation of the
highest notes, even as high as D and F.

is easy and absolutely true. Her runs,
trills, staccato and legato singing is

everything that the most fastidious con-
noiseur may expect. When in singing the
very highest tones in her range she trills

for several bars in one breath she is able
to take a crescendo and decresendo with
the utmost ease and with a purity of in-

tonation that is astounding. Among the
gems of the program were the two Schu-
bert songs—Die Post and Pastorella.
Here the artist convinced everyone that
she is as much at home in the interpre-
tation of purely lyric compositions as she
is in the exploitation of colorature songs.
Indeed, every thime she sang she sprung
new surprises and caused those of us
who know the art of singing from the
ground up to gasp for breath at the re-

markable feats she presented.

That our vocal students and teachers
as well as artists were not better repre-
sented at this concert is by no means a
credit to their intelligence. At the best,
the art of colorature and bel canto sing-
ing is not so generally practiced that an
opportunity, such as is afforded by an
artist like Ivogun. can be missed without
loss. It is a pity that our vocal students
and prospective artists do not possess
sufficient energy and enterprise to watch
for an artist like Ivogun and attend her
concert instead of idling away valuable
hours in things not germane to the prac-
tice of musical art. During her appear-
ances with the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra. Mme. Ivogun established her
reputation sufficiently to justify attend-
ance at her concert by seriously inclined
artists, teachers and students, that the
hall was as well occupied as happened to
he the case was not due to the profes-
sional and amateur element but to the
intelligence of San Francisco's musical
public in general who appreciated an
artist when others, who would have de-
rived still greater benefit from her art,
failed to take advantage of this golden
opportunity.

Elias Hecht played the flute obligatos
with intelligent musicianship and accu-
racy of tempi and phrasing. He was
justly entitled (o the measure of applause
accorded him. Seidler Winkler proved as
splendid an accompanist as he is an ar-
ranger, for his shading and touch were
thoroughly in harmony with the artistic
superiority of the soloist whom he so
prollcienlly assisted. The complete pro-
gram was as follows: Lo. Here the Gen-
tle Lark (Bishop), (w-ith flute obligato)

;

(a) O Sleep, Why Dost Thou Leave Me
(Handel), (b) "Giovinette Furvette"
(Pergolesl); (a) Die Post, (b) Pastorella

(Schubert), (c) Pruhlingsnetz (Werner
.losten). (d) Liebestreud (Fritz Kreisler-
Seidler Winkler); (a) Where the Bee
Sucks (Ame). (b) My Lovely Celia
(.Alunro). (c) The Lass With the Deli-
cate Air (Arne). (dl A Pastoral (Carey);
Blue Danube Waltz (Strauss).

(Co c-d fr. rag-e 1. Col. 4)

not surpassed so far by anyone before
the public today. The program rendered
on this occasion was as follows: Senate
(Sammartini). Mr. Kennedy and Mr.
Schnieder: (a) Caldo Sangue (Scarlatti),
(b) Let Us Remain Here in Quiet (Bach),
Mr. McCormack; Adagio and Allegro
from D Major Concerto (Haydn). Mr.
Kennedy; (a) Die Liebe Hat Gelogen
(Schubert), (b) Der Jungling an der
Quelle (Schubert), (al To the Children
(Rachmaninoff), (d) Is She Not Passing
Pair? (Elgar), Mr. McCormack; Irish
Folk Song— (a) The Meeting of the
Waters (Arr. by Page), (b) Kitty. My
Love (Arr. by Hughes), (c) Irish Love
Song (Londonderry Air) (Arr. by Stan-
ford), (d) The Snowy Breasted Pearl
(Arr. by Robinson). Mr. McCormack;
(a) Allegretto ( Wolstenholme), (b) Tar-
antelle (Popper). Mr. Kennedy; (a) The
Bitterness of Love (James Dunn), (b)
Your Eyes (Edwin Schneider), (c) A
Brown Bird Singing (Haydn Wood), (d)
Thanks Be to God (Stanley Dickson),
Mr. McCormack.

In Edwin Schneider, McCormack pos-
sesses an invaluable accompanist. There
are less than half a dozen accompanists
like Mr. Schneider before the American
public today, and two of these are
Americans. Mr. Schneider never per-
mits himself to intrude upon the province
of the soloist and yet he asserts his posi-
tion with authoritative emphasis, lend-
ing himself to a complete expression of
sympathy with the soloist and assimilat-
ing that singer's artistic idiosyncracies
in a manner positively uncanny. Mr.
Schneider is as great an artist in his
phase of endeavor as McCormack is in
his own. As composer, too. Mr. Schnei-
der occupies a distinguished position.
Although not as productive a writer as
many of his confreres. Mr. Schneider
writes some excellent songs, of which
your Eyes, Included by Mr. McCormack
on this occasion, is not one of the least
pleasing, as was evidenced by the ova-
tion the audience accorded it.

Lauri Kennedy plays the cello with
cofasiderable animation. He has a big,
round tone and technically he acquits
himself most creditably. But whether it

is the unusually large hall, or any other
cause, there was lacking that effective-
ness of tone coloring or phrasing with-
out which an instrumental solo loses
much of its appeal. That Mr. Kennedy
possesses unusual talent and superior
musicianship must be gathered from the
excellent impression he makes upon his
hearers.

POVLA FRIJSH IN OAKLAND

Povla Frijsh, the Danish soprano, will
be the feature of the first of the Alice
Seckels Matinee Musicales ever given in
Oakland and which will be launched next
Wednesday, March 12, at the Hotel Oak-
land at 3 o'clock. Mme. Frijsh is a singer
and interpreter of exceptional powers
and her work has been acclaimed by the
leading critics of Paris and of this coun-
try. Her work two years ago at the
Hotel St. Francis is still being talked of
with enthusiasm and her program is be-
ing anticipated with unusual pleasure.
It follows: (a) Gloire a la Nature
(Bach), (bl Ariette (Handel), (c) Fruh-
lingsnacht (Schumann); (a) Les Cigales
(The Grasshoppers) (Chabrier), (b)
L'Intruse (Death the Intruder) (Fevrier),
(c) Infldelite (HahnI, (dl Habanera
(Orovlezi; (a) The Player Queen (Car-
penter), (b) A Memory (Fairchild). (c)
Serenade (Cyril Scott), (d) Cargoes
(Dobson); (a) Der Skreg en Fugl (The
Sea-gull's Cry) (Sinding), (b) Sne
(Snow) (Lie), (c) Serenade (Lange-
Moeller), d) I Skoven (Promenade in the
Purest) (Grieg), e) Tak for Dit Raad
(Thanks for thy Advice) (Grieg.
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GREAT SOLOISTS AT SPRING TIME FESTIVAL

One of the finest incidental features of the first San
Francisco Spring Music Festival to he given here this

month will be concert de lux in which all of the four
great solo artists will participate—Claire Dux. prima
donna soprano of the Chicago Civic Opera Company;
Merle Alock, contralto; Mario Chamlee. tenor; and
Clarence Whitehill. baritone, the latter three stars of
the first magnitude of the Metropolitan Opera Company.
The concert of the soloists is to be the third feature

on the program of the festival, and will take place on
the night of March 29th. Alfred Hertz, conductor of
the Festival is working on the details of this program
at the present time and expects within a short time to
be able to announce the details of it in full. Partici-
pating with the solo artists, however, will be the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra enlarged to 125 pieces
and the organ.
Alock, Chamlee and Whitehill have been able to par-

ticipate in the Festival only through special leave of
absence secured from the Metropolitan Opera Com-
pany. All three of these as well as Dux havei been
identified with the large music festivals of the country,
and according to Hertz, will do much to make the San
Francisco Spring Music Fetsival command the attention
of the entire music world.
The Festival is being given under the joint auspices

of the city of San Francisco and the Musical Associa-
tion of San Francisco. The Festival opens March 25th
with the presentation of the Faust Symphony by Liszt.
This will feature Mario Chamlee. a male chorus of 250
voices, and the orchestra and the organ.
The second concert will be the presentation of the

Second Symphony of Mahler. In this the entire chorus
of 500 voices will participate, the soloists being Claire
Dux and Merle Alock. The instrumental music will be
supplied by the orchestra and the organ.
The Festival will close with the centennial perform-

ance of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony. Dux, Alock,
Chamlee and Whitehill will all have solo parts in this
concert. There will also be the chorus of 500 and the
orchestra The sale of season tickets is now in progress
at Sherman Clay & Company, San Francisco. The sale
of tickets for the individual concerts will begin March

GALLI-CURCI THE VERSATILE

Only the intimate friends and acquaintances of Galli-
Curci are aware of the versatility of the phenomenal
soprano who has taken the musical world by storm. To
the majority, the name of Amelita Galli-Curci is only
synonymous with the highest in vocal art. It is not
generally know that the charming singer who will ap-
pear in San Francisco in recital at the Exposition
Auditorium on Sunday afternoon, April 27th, is also a
gifted pianist, a fluent linguist, an authority on Italian
literature, a charming conversationalist and an all
around clever woman. Withal she is said to be most
modest and unassuming, and does not believe in the
sincerity of the so-called "artistic temperament." She
is a sane, simple, human person, a serious artist first
and last.

Seldom does a great opera star excel in the concert
field as well, but Galli-Curci has proven time and again
that she is equally at home in both. In coloratura and
lyric roles she has won world-wide success but it has
been on her nationwide concert tours through her in-
imitable singing of songs that she has reached the
hearts of the multitudes of her admirers, who flock to
hear her at every opportunity. There used to be the
notion that great artists should visit given localities
but once in several years, tearing to wear out
their welcome. "On general principles," says Man-
ager Selby C, Oppenheimer, who is bringing Galli-
Curci to this city, "this is a good rule to follow, but it
does not apply in the case of Galli-Curci." It is evident
that here there are enough people waiting to fill the
Auditorium to overflowing as manv times as she cares
to come, and it is only regrettable that the demands on
her time elsewhere make it impossible to have her an
annual visitor. On her coming tour she will be accom-
panied by Homer Samuels, her husband, at the piano
and by Manuel Berenguer, the eminent flutist who has
long been associated with the great star.

ERNEST BLOCH'S MASTER COURSE
Ernest Bloch, the eminent composer and director of

the Cleveland Institute of Music, who is coming here
for a course of lectures at the San Francisco Conserva-
tory of -Music, has designed his Master Course espec-
ially to help the teacher and the student to acquire amethod for application in his own musical work
whether it be teaching, interpretation or composition'
i-mphasis will he laid on the study of the masterpieces'
and on aiding the student to develop his own power in
musical resources.
The course will begin on June 23 and will continue

until July 25, and will consist of twenty-five two-hour
lessons, given every morning from ten to twelve o'clock
So keen is the interest in Bloch's appearance here thatmany of the leading musicians already have enrolled in
the class. The San Francisco Conservatory of Music
has just presented diplomas to three graduates from
the Primary Normal Cpurse: Miss Ruth Cook Miss
Faye Bedford and Miss Marion Clement

SEASON'S LAST SYMPHONY "POP" CONCERT

Next Sunday will mark the last concert in the Popular
Series of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra to be
given in the Curran Theatre under the leadership of
-Mfred Hertz. In keeping with the importance of the
occasion and the popular character of these events.
Conductor Hertz has prepared a programme consisting
entirely of works of Wagner and Tschaikowsky, a com-
bination which is always eagerly awaited by symphony
patrons.
The Wagnerian portion of the programme will con-

tain the First Act and Third Act Preludes from Lohen-
grin, Dreams, the Good Friday Spell from Parsifal and
the Finale and Entrance of the Gods into Walhalla
from The Rhinegold, while Tschaikowsky will be repre-
sented by the five characteristic dances from the Nut-
cracker Suite and the Theme and Variations from the
Suite -No. 3.

The last pair of regular symphony concerts, sched-
uled for Friday and Sunday afternoons of next week in
the CuiTan, will feature Louis Persinger and Artur
Argiewicz as soloists, they being listed to play the
famous Bach Double Concerto in D minor tor two
violins and orchestra. For its portion of this program,
the orchestra will offer the New World Symphony of
Dvorak and the stirring Tannhauser Overture of
Wagner.
At the last concert in the Young People's Symphony

Series, to be given Wednesday afternoon, March 12,
in the Exposition Auditorium, music lovers will be
offered a genuine treat in the appearance as soloist
Yhudi .Menuhin, the six-year-old wonder violinist. Al-
though he has only studied the violin for two years, this
child has been declared by Zimbalist, and other virtuosi
who have heard him, to possess talent that will un-
doubtedly develop into one of the world's greatest
artists. He is at present studying with Louis Persinger,
concert master of the symphony, and made his first

public appearance last week at the School Children's
Symphony Concert in Oakland. On this occasion his
almost unbelievable technical ability and intelligent
musical understanding, literally and actually "brought
the audience to its feet" in cheers. At Wednesday's
concert he will play the brilliant Scene de Ballet of de
Beriot. Other numbers programmed are the Raymond
Overture of Thomas, two harp solos by Kajetan Attl,

the Spring Song and Spinning Song of Mendelssohn,
Grieg's .Norwegian Dance and Percy Grainger's Molly
on the Shore.

FINAL AUDITORIUM POP CONCERT

A well balanced musical program has been prepared
by --Vlfred Hertz for the final popular concert of the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, Municipal series,
at the Exposition Auditorium on Tuesday night, at 8:20
p. m. Jean Gerardy, the world-famed Belgian 'cellist,

will be the guest soloist of this concert. It is approxi-
mately ten years since Gerardy was last heard in this
city and his reappearance is being keenly anticipated
by music lovers. His artistic work with the 'cello has
been commented on practically in all countries of the
world and he will be heard to advantage in a program
which he has selected with a view to popular public
appeal in classical music.
The complete program arranged for this final concert

is as follows: Symphony No. 4, F Minor (Tschaikow-
sky), Concerto tor Violoncello, A Minor (Saint-SaensI,
Jean Gerardy; Prelude, The Afternoon of a Faun (De-
bussy); (a) Air (Bach), (b) Evening Song (Schumann),
(c) At the Spring (Davidoff) Cello soli, Jean Gerardy;
Overture, Carneval (Dvorak).

Supervisor J. Emmet Hayden, chairman of the Audi-
torium Committee, announces that tickets for this final
concert are on sale at Sherman, Clay & Co. 'a at prices
ranging from 25 cents to ?1, all seats being reserved
and no war tax charged.

GRAVEURE TO TEACH IN SUMMER

For the second time the famous Louis Graveure has
barkened to the call of the California student, and once
again has accepted tempting offers from the west and
will preside over "Master Vocal Classes" in both San
Francisco and Los Angeles this summer. As last year
Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer of this city has com-
pleted these arrangements and the successful under-
taking of last summer, which brought tame to Califor-
nia musically, will be repeated with even greater scope
than before. Graveure, at the conclusion of his concert
season, will leave immediately for San Francisco to
complete the advance details for his summer classes.
These will start in San Francisco on Monday, July 7th,
continuing here tor a duration of five weeks, and in Los
Angeles August 28th for a similar period. Much the
same method employed at the premier sessions will
mark the coming enterprise. Master Auditor and pri-
vate pupils will be accepted. The master classes will
be limited to fifteen, auditors will attend all sessions,
but do no class work, and private pupils will be as-
signed individual periods up to a certain limited ca-
pacity. Classes will be held tour days during the week,
and sessions will constitute four hours each on the
mornings of Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday.
Already most of the last year's members have made
reservations, and the popularity of Graveure as a
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Tuesday Evening, March 25
FAUST SYMPHONY OF LISZT

Mario ChamU-e. Tenor Metropolitan Opera
Company, Soloist
Male Chorus 250. Orchestra and Organ

Thursday Evening, March 27
SECOND SYMPHONY OF MAHLER

Claire Hux. Prima Donna Soprano, Chicago

Merle .\liock. Contralto, Metropolitan Opera
l-.>mpary
Choru.s ot 300 Voices. Orchestra and Organ

Saturday Evening, March 29
OPERATIC CONCERT

Solo
Soloi!

Du

Tuesday Evening, April 1

BEETHOVEN'S NINTH SYMPHONY
(Centennial o! Fir.st Pel formancel

Claire Dux. Merle Alcock. Mario Chamie
Clarence Whitehall. Baritone Metronolil
Opera Company. Soloists
Chorus of 500 and Orchestra

Tickets On Sale at Sherman, Clay A Compn

Exposition Auditorium
S.l.V FR.V.NflSCO

KARL RACKLE
1330 PINE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Telephone Prospect 9219

LINCOLN
BATCHELDER

Pianist -- Accompanist

Studio 412 Cole St. : Phone Hemlock 368

LILLIAN SWAEY
Addreas: l.t04 ISth I

teacher and lecturer has brought many new applicants
to Selby C. Oppenheimer. to whom all inquiries should
be directed regarding terms, hours, etc.

Calvin M. Franklin has severed his connections with
Concert Director M. H. Hanson and has opened his own
office at No. 2S0 Madison avenue. New York City, where
he has associated with him .\da Gelling Cooper, who
has been connected with the Hanson Bureau for the
past ten years. Mr, Franklin will take over the manage-
ment of Kathryn Meisle, contralto of the Chicago Civic
Opera Company after June 30, 1924, in addition to other
artists to be announced.

Myrtle Harriet Jacobs, a talented twelve-year-old girl,
gave a recital on February 23rd at the Sorosis Hall.
A large audience applauded the young child and showed
by the enthusiasm, how much every number was en-
joyed.
Her playing justified the applause she received. Her

interpretation and understanding of the music was sur-
prising in a child ot her age and her teacher, Joseph
George Jacobson, is to be congratulated on the fine
training she displayed. She was assisted by Clara Ber-
covitE, violinist, a pupil ot Guiseppe Jollain, who also
deserves much praise for the fine rendition ot two
movements ot the de Beriot Concerto No. 7. She was
accompanied by Miss Sherwood. The two children
opened the program with Mozart's Sonata No. 4.
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LOS ANGELES TRIO GIVES FOURTH CONCERT

No local musical organization has jet attained more

worthy praise than the Los Angeles Trio for artistic

proBrams and magniHcent ensemble. Of course this is

not unwarranted for each of the members is well known
as a first rank artist. -Vt their fourth concert of the

season on last Thursday eve May MacDonald Hope, the

founder of the trio, presided at the piano with her usual

poise exhibiting superb artistry in each number, though

perhaps niosl effectively in the Brahms Quartette in X
major. The exquisite themes in this masterpiece were

Interpreted with classic grace and finesse by the mem-
bers of the trio—May MacDonald Hope, pianist; Calmon
Luboviski. violinist, and llya Bronson. 'cellist, with an

assisting artist. Herman Kolodkin. who is an unusually

line violist. The Poco .\dagio with muted strings and

the colorful Poco Allegro made this an outstanding

feature of the program. Mr. Kolodkin also sat with

the trio in the opening number, Quartette in C minor

(Strauss), adding beauty and depth of tone to this

elaborate work.
Though classic in form the finale movement of the

trio No. 1 in G major (Haydn) has an almost modern
style In this work the trio displayed their finest en-

semble, playing as one instrument with one purpose.

Calmon Luboviski gave interesting phrasing to the

short violin solo passages with his customary sweet

tone and facile bowing. The Finale. Rondo Ongarese,

gave ample scope for the display of Mrs. Hope's brilliant

piano technique. llya Bronson's flne smooth 'cello tones

admirably supported the bass throughout the entire

program, which was notably done and well deserved the

enthusiasm it evoked from the well filled Ebell

Auditorium.

EVA GAUTHIER

No artist on the concert stage has ever dared to

present unadulterated American jazz under its own
name to an audience of discriminating music lovers

until Eva Gauthier risked her high standards and pro-

ceeded to create for herself a name which stands

alone in the musical world. Her concert at the Phil-

hannonic Auditorium last Monday night proved one of

the sensations of the season both from an artistic view-

point and from the unique style of her program. Miss
Gauthier preceded her program with an interesting

talk on Javanese and Malay rausic before presenting

the group of songs arranged for her by Constant van
der Wal and Paul Selig. These she sang in the native

costume of Java In the old airs group she interpreted

several old gems of true worth dating back as far as

1581.

The audience heartily approved of her rendition of

the aria .M'odi from Lucrezia Borgia in which she mani-
fested no lack of technique: rather she displayed ef-

Tone that Thrills

A vibrantly beautiful, true and colorful

Tone, with power and resonance and

sympathetic lovcliness-this is the Sohmer
Piano's excuse for being, its raison d'etre.

By the same token, this glorious tone is

the cause of its recognition as the artist's

piano.
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FITZGERALD'S for the cAd-vancement of S^usic

OLGA STEEB
Piano School of Music
455 S. Wilton Place, Los Angeles

The Faculty'of this splendid school all heart-

ily endorse the official piano of the studio, the

KNABE
Olga Steeb uses this superb pianoforte in her

home and in all of her concert work

|nTZGERAIJ)^MMUSICQaI
HILL STREET XP' AT 727-729

LOS ANGELES

fectively her vocal skill and a wide range of delight-

fully beautiful tones throughout the florid passages.

Her highest artistry was shown in the modern French
group which seemed more suited to her style of singing

and the songs ^by her accompanist, Arthur Bliss

—

Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter (Li Po) which was
adapted from the old Chinese melodies and The Buckle
were interesting novelties which evoked hearty ap-

plause. The jazz numbers included the older popular

songs of America, such as Alexander's Ragtime Band
(Berlin), Carolina in the Morning (Donaldson), Inno-

cent Ingenue Baby and Swanee by George Gershwin.
She has an extraordinary gift for interpreting songs
and well deserves the title she bears as "The High
Priestess of Modern Song."

L. E. Beh5rmer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg., Los Angeles

GERTRUDE ROSS
Phone 51063

QUO VADIS PRESENTED BY ORATORIO SOCIETY

The presentation of Quo Vadis (Felix Xawoweijski)
by the Oratorio Society with an orchestra composed of
selected members of the Philharmonic Orchestra and
Josef Schwarz, bacitone of the Chicago Civic Grand
Opera Association, was a memorable event of last week.
Under the baton of John Smallman the chorus did some
exquisite work in tonal effects and shading with ex-

ceptionally fine attacks and releases. Josef Schwarz
always a favorite won hearty applause for his singing
of the role of Peter. He was in excellent voice, singing
with fine nuance and at times strongly marked dramatic
fervor.

Monnie Hayes Hastings, soprano, sang the soprano
role with clear lovely resonant voice and pleasing ap-

pearance. Hers was a difficult part and a^ times the
orchestra seemed too heavy for her to sing above, but
withal she demonstrated much ability. Fred Mcpher-
son's pleasing baritone was heard advantageously in

several solo parts.

The organ work was ably handled by Dr. Ray Hast-
ings who never fails to please his hearers. Much credit is

due to the conductor. John Smallman. for his noteworthy
presentation of a somewhat ungrateful work- His un-
tiring efforts were more than repaid by the finished
work offered by the whole ensemble. The next offering
by the society will be Cesar Franck's Beatitudes with
Cecil Fanning as guest soloist.

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

Available for Coocerta and Recltala

LtHlted Nomber of Advanced Paplls Accepted
Violinist Los Anfcelea Trio

Stadio: 334 Mu

SYLVAIN NOACK
CONCERT BLASTER PHILH.\RMO.MC ORCHBSTRA

ConrertH and Recitals
fanaicement Mrs. Caroline C. Smith, 424 Aodltorlom Bids.

ILYA BRONSON
I.o« Angeles T

Philharmonic Orchestra
io. Pbllbarmonic
'hnmber IIuhIc Recltala
Phone H0II7 :1044

A.KOODLACH
VIOLIN" MAKER A\D REPAIRER

ConnolNsenr—AppraUer
503 Majentlc Theatre Rldi;.. Los AuKelea Phone 670-03

MISS FANNIE CHARLES DILLON
PIA.MST—TEACHER—COMPOSER

Studio. 2SS0 Leeward Avenue. Loh AngeleM. Phone Drexel
7309. CompoMcr of .Many Numbers Placed b^ Famous

Sylvain Noack, well beloved concert master and assist-

ant conductor of the Philharmonic Orchestra, has re-

fused a flattering offer to head the violin department
of the New Curtis Conservatory of Philadelphia. Dur-
ing the month of March Mr. Noack will be kept very
busy with his individual concerts and appearances with
the orchestra and with the Philharmonic Quartette of
which he is director. He gave a delightful program at
the Sunset Country Club with Marjorie Dodge, soprano,
on March 2nd. On March llth he will play for the
Harmonia Society at San Bernardino with William
Tyroler at the piano. At the Gamut Club on March
14th Mr. Noack will play with the Philharmonic Quar-
tette when Brahm van den Berg, concert pianist, will
assist. Another concert in Long Beach March 17th.
with Mr. Tyroler accompanying, and on March 21st and
22nd to appear as soloist with our own Los Angeles
I'hilharmonic Orchestra mark the principal engage-
ments of one of our best known resident artists.

Frances Haynes, mezzo soprano, and George Gramlich,
tenor, shaded honors in a very pleasing recital last
Friday night when Chickering Hall was crowded to the
doors with friends and admirers of both these young
singers and their teacher, John Smallman. Miss Haynes

M. Jeannette Rogers
First Flutist Metropolitan

Theatre

Available for

Concert-Recital-Club

Obbligato

Address 1354 Laveta Terrace
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DAVOL SANDERS

possesses a lovely voice of particularly fine timbre
and sings with apparent ease. .\s a conscientious seri-
ous student with beauty of voice she has much in
her favor toward becoming a fine artist while her lack
of poise is due to her very limited experience. She will
readily overcome this as "experience is a fine teacher"
in the matter of stage presence.
George Gramlich is already well known to theatre

goers for his singing at Grauman's Egyptian Theatre.
A nice personality combined with a clear tenor voice
makes his singing very pleasing and entertaining. He
received especial plaudits for his Irish songs which he
did very well. Both are ambitious studenfs and their
program compiled of classics, arias and modern Ameri-
can numbers gave scope for demonstrating the worthy
methods of voice production and interpretation for
which their maestro is famed. Lorna Gregg furnished
effective accompaniments for both artists. Mary Alice
Whipple, another artist pupil of Mr. Smallman's, will
appear in recital at the same hall on Friday eve, March
14th, when she will be assisted by Robert Alter, 'cellist,
and Raymond McFeeters. accompanist.

The Wa-Wan Club is presenting a resident composers
program which will be given by Mrs. Gertrude Ross,
pianist-composer and her daughter, Corrine Ross,
reader, on Wednesday afternoon, March 12th, at the
Gamut Club. Miss Corrine Ross will read a three-act
play entitled Plue Nella by Granville Barker and Law-
rence Hauseman. Mrs. Ross has written the incidental
music and will preside at the piano. This play has al-
ready been produced eight or nine times with Mrs.
Ross" music. Miss Corrine who is in her second year
at Cumnock School of Expression is showing marked
talent as a reader. Mrs. Ross' work as a composer needs
no introduction to musicians throughout the United
States. She has written the music for the Pilgrimage
Play and her songs appear on the programs of the
leading concert singers. She is in receipt of a letter
from Rosa Ponselles manager saying Miss Ponselle is
singing her three Spanish Folk Songs with great suc-
cess in Havana. The program is in charge of Dr. Frank
Nagel.

Charles Wakefield Cadinan, distinguished pianist com-
poser of national repute, has lately been informed of a
great honor which is to be given him in June by the
Wolcott Conservatory of Music in Denver. The degree
of Doctor of Music is being conferred on .Mr. Cadman
for the work along strictly American lines which he
has accomplished and for his great service in the na-
tional field of music. He is considered "the most Ameri-
can of his contemporaries in that the bulk of his works
made use of romantic and poetic ideals of American
folklore."

The University Chorus under the direction of Z. Earl
Meeker and Edgar Temple is rehearsing for the pres-

FITZGERALD CONCERTS
MERLE ARMITAGE, Manager

727 S. Hill Street Los Anseles

ELIZABETH

O'NEIL
Direction

ABBY DE AVIRETT
KNABE PIANO

AMPICO RECORDS

GILDA MARCHETTI
DRAMATIC SOPRANO

Teacher of Voice and Italian Diction
Rex. Phone 55^-603

New Studio: 712 So. Calif. SIumIc Co. Bldg.
Available for Concerts. Church and Opera

WINIFRED HOOKE
PIANIST

CONCERT—COACH—TEACHER
2004 South Union Avenue, Los Angeles

Beacon 1392

The Steiw-way
is justly called the "Instrument of the Immor-
tals."' It has been and is the chosen piano of our
most celebrated pianists, for it embodies the
supreme skill of piano craftsmanship. The
Steinway was an inspiration to Wagner. Rubin-
stein, Liszt and Gounod; todav-— it is the piano
of Padere%vski, Rachmaninoff and Hofraann.

^^BIRREL
448 COMPANY

Broadn^y "-TSe Steiiivvay Hovse

entation of the lovely musical comedy Chimes of Nor-
mandy at the Gamut Theatre on March 10th and 11th.
Many well known singers are taking leading parts in
this among whom are Dolly Tunnison. Thelma Benson.
Anona Snyder. Gwendol>Ti Brain. Ralph Tulkerson.
Freeman High, Francii Simmons. Gertrude Smith,
Helen Monroe and Z. Earl Meeker who sings the leading
baritone role. The cast of fifty will be supported by an
orchestra of selected musicians.

The Ann Weitzman Trio have just completed a four
weeks' engagement at the Fine Arts Theatre where
their daily programs included classic and concert num-
bers. These talented musicians have attained merited
praise for their splendid ensemble and not too formal
programs and their present bookings for concerts in
Portland. Seattle and San Pedro for March would in-

dicate their popularity to be spreading on the Pacific
Coast- The personnel of this trio includes Lucy Fuhrer
Genter, 'cello; Ann Weotzman. violin; and Mildred
Pray, piano.

LULA MAY Photograph Studio
Distinctive and Unusual Photographs That

Please, Delivered When Promised,
at Reasonable Prices

2028 West Sixth St. Los Angeles

LOUISE GUDE
SOPRANO

Los AnselcN
?rn Representative Herbert Witherspoon

€ EleanorWoodford
DItAlIATK

3201 S. Flsne Phone Main 2100

Authorized Phofoirrapher for
PACIFIC COAST MrSICAL REVIEW

(t30 So. Broadway. Lom Aneelex
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Ruth May Shaffner. well known in Los Angeles music
circles is continually proving her popularity by her

many appearances. Through the courtesy of the South-

ern California Music Company her lovely soprano voice

was broadcasted from the Times radio studios March
4th. She also sang for the Polytechnic High Alumni
Association last week and on March 30th Miss Shaff-

ner will give a program of Homer Grunn's composi-

tions with Mr. Grunn at the piano. The Wayfarer
Chorus have selected this gracious artist to be one of

its soloists on the occasion of presenting St. Elizabeth

later in the season.

Daisy Beatrice Bevans, a prominent pianist and com-

poser of Portland, is spending some time in Southern
California, receiving many lovely courtesies from
friends and admirers in Los Angeles and neighboring

cities. With the co-operation of prominent local mu-
sicians Miss Bevans expects to present E. Bruce Knowl-
ton's new oratorio The King in Los Angeles with the

composer conducting, some time in the late spring. This

recent work was given in Portland with nearly 600

voices and received much favorable comment not only

from the Portland press but from the press of adjoin-

ing states.

The Philharmonic Quartet, composed of Sylvain Noack.
first violin; Henry Svedrofsky, second violin; Emile
Ferir. viola, and Ilya Bronson. 'cello, will leave for a

short lour of the western states after the symphony
season closes, giving their first concert in Salt Lake
City. Utah, for the Musical Arts Society.

OFFENBACH OPERETTA AT FRENCH THEATRE

For the opening of the Gaite Francaise, which re-

amined closed during the engagements of Duse and the

Chicago Opera Company, Andre Ferrier has chosen one
of Jacques Offenbach's best and wittiest operettas

Monsieur Choufleuri. Restera Chez Lui le. This operetta

gives a great scope for a spectacular as well as artistic

rendition, as in the second art, is given what is sup-

posed to be an evening of music, wit and artistry, and
to supplement the talent ofthe little French playhouse,

Andre Ferrier has obtained' the co-operation of some of

the best known members of the local artistic colony,

such as Haig Patigan. Ray Coyle. Uda Waldrop, Edgar
Walter, Lucien Labaudt. S. Pelenc. P. Locher, and
others, who will help the festivities, by presenting a

sample of their artistry. In the cast will be heard
Marion Vecki. the well known baritone. Andre Ferrier.

Constance Montcla, Martha Combette. Robert I. Wiel,

Charles Fallon, while the other members of the com-
pany not in the cast proper will appear in some of their

past characterizations, and in this list will be included
Nalale Carrosio. Constance Hart Wylie. Lea Galegaris.

William May Newhall. Yvonne du Pare, Irene Bietry,

Barroll McNear, Isabel Pringle, H. Putleart, Ed. Baron
and others. Musically speaking, this operetta is replete

with the liveliest melodies; and, last but not least, two
new settings are being prepared arid give the whole
performance a real French atmosphere, well in keeping
with the story of the famous French author.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY PROGRAM

It is very doubtful if a more interesting and attractive

program can be offered the members of the Pacific

Music:i| Society by the president. Mrs. William Henry
Ranks, and Mme. Rose Relda Cailleau of the Program
Committee, than the one to be given at the meeting
of Thursday evening. March 13th. at the Fairmont
Hotel With such well-known artists as Elias M. Hecht.
Muri Sllba and LenaFrazee. the following list of se-

lections will make instant appeal to the music-loving
public for this occasion: Nocturne, Etude. Ballade
(Chopin). Muri Sulba; My Heart Ever Faithful (Bach),
Du bist die Ruh ( Schubert r, Fruhlingsnacht (Schu-
mann). Lena Frazee. Carol Jarboe at the piano; Theme
and Variations Opus 73 (Georges Henschel). (first time
In San Francisco), Ellas M. Hecht, flute; Ellen Edwards,
piano; Barcarolle (Rachmaninoff), Dance of the Gnomes
(Liszt). Arabesque (Leschetizky), Gigue a I'Antica
(l^eschetlzky), Muri Silba; Deserted (MacDowell).
Three Cavaliers (Russian Folk Song), Do Not Go, My
Love (Hageman), Santuzza's Aria (Cavallera Rusti-
cana) (Mascagni), Lena Frazee; Carol Jarboe at the
piano.

MARIO CHAMLEE'S EUROPEAN TRIUMPHS

Mario Chamlee, who is to give a concert in Scottish

Rite Hall, on Thursday evening. March 20th, returned
last fall from his second European trip—his first had
to do with wars and not with music, he being then a
private soldier in the A. E. F.—proved an overwhelming
triumph. He sang in three countries and conquered the
critics and public in all three, while he had invitations

to sing in three others. Among the latter were offered

engagements at both the Opera Comique in Paris and
the Scala in Milan. But to paraphrase the words of

Pinafore, Mr. Chamlee despite all temptations to belong
to others, preferred to remain an American, and thus it

is that he is now back on his newly acquired country
estate in Wilton, Connecticut, getting up new roles for

the coming season at the Metropolitan Opera House.
Mr. Chamlee made his first European appearance in

London in June last, two days after he landed at

Plymouth. He sang in the great Albert Hall before an
audience of several thousand persons whose tremendous
enthusiasm forced him to give numerous encores. The
London critics were as enthusiastic as the general
public, the Daily Mail publishing his photograph two
days in succession and its critics declaring that "more
than any newcomer among tenors, Mr. Chamlee recalls

Caruso." From London Mr. Chamlee went to Prague
where he accomplished what for a hundred years had
been considered impossible—he got the Czech critics,

politicians and public to attend a performance at the
German Opera House. In Prague there are two operas,
one German and one Czech, and the deadly rivalry be-

tween the two nationalities had made each theatre for-

bidden ground to the members of the opposing race. Yet
this American tenor singing in "Boheme" united at

least momentarily these century-old enemies in the
bonds of art. Originally billed for only two perform-
ances Mr. Chamlee sang five, appearing in Boheme,
Traviata. Tosca, Rigoletto. and Lucia. In the latter

opera Mrs. Chamlee. formerly Ruth Miller of the Metro-
politan, appeared as the unfortunate Lucy. No better

idea of his success can be gained than from the words
of the Prague Tageblatt, which declared: "Mario Cham-
lee after his few guest appearances, has made himself
the beloved of Prague."

So extraordinary was his success in the Czecho-
Slovakian capital that the American ambassador, Mr.
Einstein, offered Mr. Chamlee a special reception at
which all the dignitaries of the government were pres-

ent as well as the French. British, Italian and German
ambassadors. Ruth Miller Chamlee, formerly of the
Metropolitan, will appear in joint recital with her hus-
band. Mario Chamlee.
Reinald Werrenrath. America's foremost baritone,

will be the next and final number on the Elwyn Artist
Series, and will give a recital in Scottish Rite Hall on
March 2Sth. Tickets on sale at Sherman, Clay & Co.

CECIL FANNING AND PAUL KOCHANSKI

Cecil Fanning and Paul Kochanski appeared in a joint

recital in the last of the series of concerts given in

Wilmington under the auspices of the Delaware Musical
Association. Mr. Fanning proved himself to be one of

the best finished concert singers ever to appear here.
With perfect diction and artistry he completely won
his audiences. Mr. Kochanski gave a wonderful in-

terpretation of violinistic art. His playing was marked
by a luscious tone, a sureness, fire and deep emotion,
that was compelling. Mr. Fanning began his first group
with Tannhauser's song of ecstacy which he sings when
he sees Elsa in the Great Hall. He rendered this num-
l)er with wonderful effect. Tom, the Rhymer, an old
Scotch legend: Der Erlkonig (not Schubert's setting),

and Tschaikowsky Pilgrims' Song completed the group.
Mr. Fanning's final group was varied in character and
showed this great artist at his best and a worthy succes-
sor to that other great American baritone, David
Bispham.—Wilmington Morning News, February 26,

1924.

PASMORE PUPILS PREPARE PROGRAM

On Saturday, March 1, one of the pleasantest after-

noons ever given by H. B. Pasmore was a rehearsal
held by the married women of the San Francisco, Oak-
land and Berkeley classes at the Pasmore residence,
Claremont Hotel district, Berkeley, on Alvarado Road.
It being a rainy day some of the ladies were met at the

train by a genial young man who was completely hidden
from view and totally eclipsed by the beauties surround-
ing him. Others arrived in their limousines.
The pupils represented all phases of development

from those who had but a few lessons to the ex-

perienced artist. Still, as an excellent singer and mu-
sician remarked, "all the pupils showed the fine hand of

the master in purity of tone and lightness of action."

which Galli-Curci says is the desirable thing in singing.

Otis Marsten, baritone, and Wilson Taylor, tenor repre-

sented the unmarried men in some well known songs.

Suzanne Pasmore Brooks played beautifully some
Arabian numbers. The ladies will repeat the program
at the Pasmore studios in the Kohler & Chase build-

ing on March 15th.

RUDY SEIGER IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Rudy Seiger. the violin virtuoso, composer and di-

rector of the Fairmont Hotel Orchesta, at the request of

D. M. Linnard was the guest conductor of the aug-
mented Huntington Orchestra at the Huntington, Pasa-
dena, on Sunday night, March 2nd He also played
several solo numbers, among them being some of his
own compositions. J. Chandler Smith, solo pianist and
member of the Fairmont Hotel Orchestra, acted as ac-

companist and played two solos at the concert. On
Monday evening. March 3rd Mr. Seiger gave an evening
of music that was broadcasted through the Earl An-
thony radio via the Examiner in Los Angeles. Mr.
Seiger is the pioneer of the Pacific Coast in broad-
casting over the radio and his popularity extends all

over the United States. Canada and Australia. Mr.
Seiger in his work as a director and violinist has met
with flattering success, and the delicacy of touch,
technic and the wonderful richness of his tone is com-
pared to Fritz Kreisler. His interpretation of the old
masters and grand operas show great sympathy and
deep study.
Mr. Seiger's popularity is greater than ever since

he has contributed to the programs sent out by the
"KPO" stations and the artistic concerts given by the
Fairmont Hotel Orchestra under Mr. Seiger's direction
have been a great factor in bringing the radio into the
home and adding new members to the "radio family"'

each day. ^

ALCAZAR THEATRE
Margaret Lawrence's charming personality will be fully

exemplified in her great Xew York success, which will

be the Alcazar attraction beginning with the perform-
ance Sunday night, March 9. No sweeter love story was
ever told in fiction or on the stage than is revealed in

the developments of this most entertaining offering.

Originally produced in Xew York last season with
Miss Lawrence in the star part, it immediately achieved
great success and its producer. Sam H. Harris, later

transported star and play for a long run in Chicago.
The story of Secrets centers about a gentlewoman

who has lived the wife of one man sweetly, lovingly and
contented for fifty years, and who. in the winter of these
days together, knowing all of his strength and all of his
weaknesses, is still a devoted pilgrim along the un-
broken path. The play calls for the impersonation of

the woman of the story at four various ages in her life

and experience, and in each of these, Miss Lawrence is

said to be a delight.

Secrets is a mammoth production with five separate
scenes and a score of players. It will be staged here in

identically the same fashion as it was presented on
Broadway, and Miss Lawrence will be supported by her
own company and a number of especially engaged play-

STENGER VIOLINS
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MUSICAL BLUE BOOK of CALIFORNIA
NOW BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION
The Editor of the Musical Blue Book of Califor-
nia is now preparing to get the publication ready
for the Printer. In order to facilitate his work he
would appreciate the full co-operation of the
musical profession, and particularly the adver-
tisers. We find that many musicians who signed
contracts have so far failed to send us the
ADVERTISING COPY. It is impossible to
finish our work until ALL COPY is received at
this office.

Los Angeles advertisers in the Musical Blue
Book of California may leave their copy with
Nelle Gothold, Room 610, 808 South Broadway,
the Pacific Coast Musical Review representative
in Los Angeles.
There are a number of prominent musicians in
various parts of California whose names are not
yet in our possession for purposes of registra-
tion. There is no charge made for such registra-
tion, and surely the musical profession would
like to have this Blue Book as complete as possi-
ble. If you have not yet sent in your registration,
or if no solicitor has asked you to register, kindly
send in your name and address and your voca-
tion. Or, better still, write or phone us and we
will send you a registration card to be filled out.
NOW is the time to send in your advertising
copy and your registration card. In a very short
time it will be TOO LATE.

ALFRED METZGER
Editor Musical Blue Book of California

801 Kohler & Chase Building
San Francisco, Calif.

McCORMACK'S SECOND CONCERT

John McCormack is in Los Angeles
giving a series of concerts, but will re-

turn here next Thursday for rest and
recreation preparatory to the giving of

his final concert of this season at the Ex-
position Auditorium next Sunday, March
16, at 2:30 o'clock. Before leaving for
Los Angeles, "John" engaged Uda Wal-
drop to play the organ when he sings
Handel's "Largo" and "The Lost Chord"
by that great Irishman, Sir Arthur Sulli-

van. Waldrop will also be at the organ
when McCormack sings Cesar Pranck's
masterpiece, "Panis Angelicus," with Ed-
ward Schneider's piano accompaniment
and Lauri Kennedy's cello obligato.

Tickets for John McCormack's concert
are now on sale at box office, Sherman,
Clay & Company. Here is the program

:

Sonata G Minor (Handel), Mr. Kennedy
and Mr. Schneider: (a) Heavy Hours
(Old American 1776) (-•^rr. by Samuel
Endicott). )b) Ombra mai fu (Largo)
(Handel), Mr. McCormack; (a) Romance
(Palmgren), (b) Serenade Espagnol
(Glazounoff), Mr. Kennedy: (a) Christ
Went Up Into the Hills (Richard Hage-
man), (b) Love's Secret (Granville Ban-
tock), (c) When Night Descends (by re-
quest) (Rachmaninoff), (d) Panis -4nge-
licus (with organ, cello and piano) (Cesar
Franck), Mr. McCormack: Irish Folk
Song— (a) The Bard of Armagh (.4rr. by
Dr. John P. Larchet), (b) The Net Mar-
ket Day (.\rr. by Hughes), (ci My Lagan
Love (Arr. by Hamilton Harty), (d)
Kathleen Mavourneen (Crouch), Mr. Mc-
Cormack; (a) Air: After an Irish Polk
Song (Herbert Hughes), (b) Dragon
Flies (iNandor Zsolt), Mr. Kennedy: (al
Only You (by request) (Edwin Schnei-
der), (b) She Rested By the Broken
Brook (Coleridge Taylor), (c) The Lost
Chord (Sir Arthur Sullivan), Mr. Mc-
Cormack,

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Solo Ht. Temple Emnnn El. Con-

fh «'ork. Vocal Instraetlon.
2.-.:i!l CInr Mree<. Phone W>«t 4M!I0

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.\N FR.ANCISCO B-i^XK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRU.\RY 10th, 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks in California,
the Assets of which have never been increased
by mergers or consolidations with other Banks.

Member Associated Savings Banks of San Francisco

S26 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 31st, 1923
Assets $89,174,468,57
Capital, Reserve anti Contingent Funds 3,850,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 430,275.37

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Stieets
PARK-PRESIDiO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St and 7tli Ave.
HAIGHT STREET BRANCH Haight and Belvedere StreetsWEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave, and UUoa St.

Interest paid on Deposits at the rate of

FOUR AND ONE QUARTER (414) per cent per annum,
COMPUTED MONTHLY and COMPOUNDED QUARTERf^,

AND MAY BE WITHDRAWN QUARTERLY

EVA M. GARCIA

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

IM.'t Kohler A Chaae Bid. Tel. Sotter -3ft

DOMENICO BRESCIA

Madame Charles Poulter—Soprano
Volee Calture. Piano

Residence Stndlo. Q.SS 27th Street
Oakland—TeL Oakland 2070

Mary Coonan McCrea

Tel. Douelaa 42.13, Res. Tel. Kearnf 2»J9

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
SOLO PIANIST AND TEACHER

Advanced Pupils Accepted
Studio: 13S H7de St. Apartment S7

Phone Prospect lotU

HENRIK GJERDRUM
PIAMST

S:t21 JackWQp Street Fillmore 3250

DAISY O'BRIEN
VOICE—GLITAR

2428 Miivia St. Berkeley 7765J
70« Kohler i Chase—ThurKdny

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatorr Teacher for

Mra. iNoah Brandt
2211 Scott St. Telephone Fiilmore 1522

PAUL STEINDORFF Evelyn Sresovkh Ware
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE Cri-TIRE

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES

Pbone Kearny 5-l.'.4

Joseph George Jacobson

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

SIGMUND BEEL

KURT VON GRUDziNSKi MARY ALVERTA MORSE
BARITONE — VOICE CVLTURE

Anthorlzed to Teach Mnie. Schoen-
Rene'n Method

1314 Leavenn^orth St. Phone Prospect 9253

Friday, Kohler & Chase Bide- S. F.; Resi-
dence Studio, 1«6 Santa Rosa Ave.. Oak-

land. Phone Humboldt 11>1.

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

THE SYMPHONIC ENSEMBLE

Ernest Chausson, Edward Greig and
Cesar Franck will form the interesting
program to be given by the Symphonic
Ensemble under Director Saslavsky at
the Bohemian Club ne.\t Tuesday even-
ing, March n. This will be the seventh
concert by this organization, which was
first offered last November and which is

now being heard throughout the State.

Berkeley 604)«
OF MUSIC

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO Dud HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

LOUISE E. MASSEY
Mezzo - Snprnno. Home Aeenminodatlona
for Limited Number of StIldentN. 1T:!7 Vol-
lejo St.. S. K. Tel. U nlnut TiSO. nednes-

day. Kohler A ChaHe Bide., <R. 10051

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 Seott Street. Bet. Clay * nasbinEton

ISABELLA MARKS
CONTRALTO

1.1,tS 2«th Avenue Phone Sunset 3005
VoU-e Culture. Friday P. M. 1002 Kohler

a Chase Bld;s. Tel. Kearny 51.54

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
VIOUMST—IXSTRICTOR

ANHbitant Concert .^faster S. F. Symphony
Orchestra. For information write 121 21»t

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 26»

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2938

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St Phone Park 1974

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 189S

MACKENZIE GORDON
8832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

ADELE ULMAN
178 Commonwealth Ave. Phone Pac. 33

MARION COPELAND
2701 Sacramento St. Tel. Fill. 128

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St Tel. Pros. 926t

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRAOI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 64S4

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St- Tel. Fillmore llJl

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough St. Tel. Fillmore 4150

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter St. Tel. Kearny 2637

ARR.ANGER OF MISIC

C. B, FRANK
400 Pantages Bldg. Tel. Garfield 1334

.\CCOMP.VMSTS

ANNA W. McCORMICK
1380 Taylor St. Tel. Pros. 9687
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Elizabeth SIMPSON
ENDORSES SIX ARTIST PUPILS

available: foh coxckrts cltb programs pkriod recitals

For particulars address

ELIZABETH SIMPSON STUDIOS
700 Kobler & Chune Bulldlne San PrancUoo SltlHy^ Etna Sir

Every SerfiL'" smdenr''""SHOULD KNOW AT ONCE

""aDOLF WEIDIG'S EPOCH MAKING WORK
HAB>IOMC .IIATKRIAL AND ITS I SK,S

A HARMONY that tclU •'^VIIV" niid nbniT.i "HOW" lo DndcrHland Harmony fr<
the uC the puhliNhcil by Clayton F. Sumniy Co.. Chicaeo.

HENRY GROBE. 135-153 Kearny St., San Francisco

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

GEORGE

NYKLICEK
ORGANIST

CALIFORNIA THEATRE

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

For Conoer t Eni^neemen ts anii

iTIMt ruction Apply to Se retarj
Mnnae Room

UNM Kohfe r & Cha»e Building
San Fra dcImco. CalUo rnia

Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone Douelas 167S

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

Residence Phone Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL
REVIEW

HAS FOITGHT FOR THE RESIUENT ARTIST
Dl'RING THE LAST TA\ ENTV-TWO YEARS—IS
SliCH A PAPER AVORTH STRSCRIBING FORf

IF SO, DON'T WAIT ANY LONGER.

ALICE GENTLE
BIAXAGEMEIVT

CATHARINE A. BAMMAN
53 West 39th Street New York, N. Y.

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Exclusive Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

What the

World Most Values
It Pays Most For

And this, the most sincere expression of

appreciation the world can give, hasbeen

bestowed upon

as the supreme artistic creation in the field of

fine pianofortes.

The tone of the Mason & Hamlin can no more

be duplicated in any other piano than can the

tone of an age-mellowed Stradivarius violin

—

it is something that cannot be "manufactured"

or "built" into a piano—it is the intangible

quality bred of genius, of earnest devotion to

an ideal.

Grands $1750
Convenient Terms

TWO entrances:
135 KEARNY -:- 217 SUTTER

VICTROLAS, BRUNSWICKS
"^ileyBAlien®

MASON a HAMLIN PIANOS

OAKLAND— 1323 Washington St.

SAN JOSE— 199 South First
SHEET MUSIC, PIANO ROLLS

Exclusive Pacific Coast Representative
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SIGNIFICANCE OF SPRING MUSIC FESTIVAL 20,000 ATTEND FOUR SYMPHONY CONCERTS
Epoch-Making Event Scheduled at Civic Auditorium on March 25, March

27, March 29 and April 1 Under Combined Auspices of the Musical
Association and City of San Francisco, Under the Brilliant

Direction of Alfred Hertz, Worthy of Co-operation

Eleventh Pair of Regular Symphony Concerts at Curran, Fifth Popular
Concert Under Auspices of City of San Francisco at Exposition

Auditorium and Young People's Concert at the Same Place
Attract Three Per Cent of City's Population in Six Days

BY ALFRED
One of the strangest characteristics

ot the musical life of San Francisco in

the years preceding the advent of Alfred
Hertz was a total lack of co-operation

among profession and public regarding
the attainment of great projects for the

benefit ot the city at large. As a rule a
certain clique would get together, plan

a certain movement and endeavor to

bring it to a successful conclusion. If

such movement promised to be a great

success there would arise immediately
opposition from another clique who did

not wish those who originally conceived
the plan to succeed. If a movement
promised big in the beginning and actual-

ly started with encouraging support
sooner or later the "knockers'" would
bring out their little hammers and before
long they succeeded in getting together
a sutficient opposition to nullify what-
ever praiseworthy efforts had been ex-
pended.
One of the greatest conditions preva-

lent among the musical public in San
Francisco, and indeed California in gen-
eral, is the sound intelligence which in-

fluences its musical judgment. Whenever
you find the people get together and
support a musical enterprise enmasse,
you may feel absolutely certain that it is

artistically efficient and worth while. We
have never in our experience found the
musical public ot California gullible.

They may go to a performance of in-

ferior merit once on account of extrava-
gant advertising, but they will never go
a second time. Mr. Hertz' musicianly
and masterly direction of the San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orchestra, and also of
the symphony orchestra in the Holly-
wood Bowl during 1922. aroused the mu-
sical public of California to the utmost
enthusiasm so that finally 60,000 people
are attending the symphony concerts in
and about San Francisco and 200.000 at-
tended the Hollywood Bowl concerts dur-
ing Mr. Hertz' regime.
The magnitude of this success and the

positive merit and justification for this
support naturally prevented the usual
growlers and fault finders from getting
a foothold The musical public has made
up its mind that Mr. Hertz is the man
they want at the head ot their symphon:-
orchestra and it will take more than per-
sonal prejudices and differences of opin-
ion to convince the public at large that
its judgment in this instance has been
at fault. That this sympathetic attitude
ot the people toward Alfred Hertz must
naturally arouse in him a similar sym-
pathy toward the people is only a psy-
chological truth. -\nd he is going to giv-a
his appreciation, his affection and his
recognition of the public's desire for the
best in music expression in a Spring
Music Festival such as has never been
given in .America as far as we can trace.
Mr. Hertz' labor, study, preparation and
eventual execution of this enormous task
can never be paid with dollars and cents.
Indeed he does this work without any
extra compensation from the Musical As-
sociation of San Francisco.
The musical profession and public ot

California should also realize that Mr.
Hertz' plan is of sufficient magnitude to
have occasioned a union of interests be-
tween the Musical Association of San
Francisco and the municipality, a com-
bination of forces such as has never been
identified with the direction of a musical
festival in America before this. Natural-
ly such an enterprise is costly. Its ex-
pense is beyond the grasp of the casual
reader. And equally naturally it will re-
quire four crowded houses to meet these
expenses. But it is not the money that

METZGER
we regard as the most important, al-

though it certainly is imperatively im-
portant, but the fact that the musical
public should prove that Mr. Hertz' con-
fidence in its musical judgment should
be vindicated. .\nd the fame of San
Francisco, the bay region and California
at large will spread throughout the mu-
sical world, if the result of this great

BY ALfRED METZGER
San Francisco, true to its traditions,

has again shown itself worthy of the
musical reputation it enjoys. The .San

Francisco Symphony Orchestra, under
the able direction of Alfred Hertz, gave
four concerts between March 7th and
-March 12th. Two of these took place at
the Curran Theatre on Friday and Sun-
day afternoons. March 7th and 10th.

ALFRED HERTZ
The Eminent Master Conductor of the :

Will Direct the First Spring Music
and Which Promises to be

Music

event will include a record breaking at-

tendance such as has never been wit-
nessed at a musical festival in the world
before.

It is not what a community SAYS it

is going to do that counts. Only what
such community ACTUALLY DOES is
worthy of serious recognition and for
California to say that a music festival
has been given at which FORTY THOU-
SA.N'D PEOLPE attended is something
really worth while to brag about. You
will find the announcement of the pro-
gram on rage .5 of this issue, also' all

information regarding tickets and prices.
What we want to impress upon you is
the great historical importance of this
occasion. For once the musical profes-
sion and the musical public have a
chance to join hands with those responsi-
ble tor the financial support ot the San

(Continued on Page 11, Col. 1)

5an Francisco Symphony Orchestra Who
Festival Ever Given in San Francisco
One of the World's Greatest
Feasts

forming the eleventh pair of regular
symphony concerts this season, each of
which was attended by from 1500 to 1800.
One took place at the Expositon Audi-
torium. Tuesday evening. March llth^
being the fifth popular' concert under the
auspices of the City of San Francisco, at
which 10.000 people were present And
the fourth was given in the Exposition
Auditorium on Wednesday afternoon.
March 1 2th. for the school children at
which 8000 were in attendance. This is
surely an excellent sign.
At the regular pair of symphony con-

certs the orchestra played compositions
heard before and reviewed repeatedly
here. They included: Symphony in D
minor (Franckl. and Prelude—The After-
noon ot a Faun (Debussy I. Both were
rendered with that accuracy of intona-
tion and that intellectuality of emotional
expression which .Mr. Hertz so ably and

so effectively understands how to obtain.
With every hearing the orchestra shows
signs of gradual mental growth and ex-
pansion and a constantly increasing ap-
preciation of the conductor's ideas and
convictions. On this occasion Germaine
Schnitzer. a pianist of international dis-
tinction and an artist of superior rank,
was the soloist. She played the Mozart
concerto in E flat major and Saint-Saens
Fantasia .\frica for piano and orchestra.
She proved a piano virtuosa of the rarest
type. In her Mozart interpretation she-

revealed both technical an(i poetic char-
acteristics and she played with an ease
and intelligence that is rarely witnessed
on the concert platform.

Specially notable were her delicate
shadings of the Mozart concerto. It was
an ideal style of reading this truly greai
master and the accompaniment of the
orchestra and Mr. Hertz was everything
any one could wish. This eleventh pair
of concerts will be counted among the
season's best.

Whenever we attend a concert at the
Exposition Auditorium under the aus-
pices of the Mayor and Board of Super-
visors we marvel at the musical taste
displayed by the masses of the people.
Only a comparatively small proportion
of those attending the concerts is actual-
ly musically educated in the sense that
they study music. Some of them rarely
attend concerts And yet they invariably
pick out the best numbers on the pro-
gram for special applause. Take the oc-
casion ot this fifth and final concert of
the season when the orchestra played
such works as Tschaikowsky's Fourth
Symphony and Debussy's Afternoon of a
Faun, both these works received the
warmest applause of the evening. In-
deed after the conclusion of the sym-
phony Mr, Hertz was recalled three or
four times and there was no rest until
the orchestra stood and shared in the
ovation. There are no cities any where
that show a more intelligent musical
public.

On this occasion Jean Gerardy was the
soloist. Gerardy is justly regarded as
one ot the world's great cellists. He
played with that elegance and finesse
which has made him famous. His deli-
cacy and poetry of style is noted, but
where the writer sat he could barely
hear either the soloist or the orchestral
accompaniment most of the time. We ven-
ture to predict that at least half of the
audience was at times unable to hear the
delicate phrases without special effort.
It seems compositions should be selected
more suited to a big hall like the .\udi-
torium.

In his group of short solos Mr. Gerardy
was accompanied on the piano by George
Stewart McManus who proved himself
worthy of the enviable reputation he
earned for himself recently in the Ea.st
and -Australia as a pianist and .accompan-
ist of the highest rank. His friends were
proud of him. J. Emmet Hayden ad-
dressed the audience on this occasion of
the closing concert of the season and
expressed his appreciation and that of
the municipal government over the
hearty co-operation received by the pub-
lic. He also called attention to the im-
pending music festival explaining its
magnitude and its artistic significance.

The fourth concert in this week's
series was given for eight thousand
school children on Wednesday afternoon
March 12th. at the Exposition Audi-
torium. The program was appropriate t;
the occasion, including Thomas' Ray-

(Continued on Page II, Col. 11
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"The Piano is the Steinway"

^-j /j T a great majority of all concerts this

^•X season, as for two generations past,

the programs state: "The piano is

the Sleinivay."

I am the Steinway piano. I do not believe

that Sherman, Clay & Co., my Pacific Coast

representatives, print this statement in a spirit

of boastfulness. I believe that they use it, as I

accept it, in a spirit of deep responsibility.

For consider what it means to me, the piano,

thus chosen—not occasionally, but almost uni-

'.'ersally—to be the companion of all these

artists on the concert stage. Violinists and
vocalists trust me to provide the canvas against

which they, as painters, may fling the colors of

their art. Pianists invite me to render into

gracious sound, those vast chords and melodies

which exist only within their own brains and
souls—until I speak for them.

Far, far more than the audiences realize, do

the triumphs of the artists depend upon the

fidelity of their instruments.

Nor is it sufficient that I simply perform as

well on this occasion as on the last. Art does

not stand still; neither may I. Every concert

on every occasion is a new test, a new crisis,

and a glorious new opportunity for me.

That is why it meant so much to me when the

great Theodore Thomas wrote of me in 1879,

What this oft-used phrase means to me
AS EXPLAINED BY THE STEINWAY PIANO

years ago. and will only change it in so far as

"I consider the Steinway piano the best at

present made, and that is the reason why I use

it in private and also in all my public con-

certs," and was able to say of me again in

1898, "I gave the above testimonial nineteen

to say that the superiority of the Steinway
piano to all others that 1 know of is even more
apparent today than it was nineteen years

ago."

That is why it means so much to me to have

Paderewski say: "Whenever perfection is at-

tained, progress is stopped ; for there is no
room for climbing when the summit has been

reached. And yet, in }'our case, this law of

nature seems to have been defied . . . Such a

thing can only be accomplished by a sincere

love of profession, and it is to this love of pro-

fession that I wish to pay my tribute of high

esteem and admiration."

This is my responsibility, to see that every con-

cert season finds me more gracious, more re-

sponsive, more endearing than the last. And
always, I hope, shall I continue to be a very

human piano.

Such is the meaning of the phrase, "ihe piano

is the Steinway," and such is the spirit in

which I stand upon this concert stage before

vou now.

Sherman play& Go.

Kearny and SuHer Sts., San Francisco

CALIF0RNI.4-0REG0N-WASHINCT0N

EDWARD PEASE
HKRBARITONE SOI.OI

Director of Eulfrprni
The H'nni B'rUh Syni
«u«lc Sludlo). al Sacrnmcnto. Slu<
WrtlnrHdari. Salte 1010 Kohler & Ch
Koarnjr M.VS; Sw

DIRECTOR
lull. WeNtminxler Hres. Church.
k:uc. and Director of The Veane
iirnto. filudiOM

—

San PranciMco.
Bids- Telephone

o. Odd FcllowM' Temple. Tele-

RENA
LAZELLE

SOPRANO
San Francisco Opera Company

flrad ot Vocal Deportment, San FranclHCO Conwerv-
atorj of MumIc—Available for Kecltal*. Opera.

Oratorio. Concert

3435 Sacramento St., San PranclHCO

GERARD
CARBONARA

COMPOSER—CONDUCTOR—PIANIST

Instruction in Harmony, Piano and Composition.

Coaching for Opera, Concert and Oratorio

Oakland Studio: 535 14th St. (Kohler & Chase)

Tel. Oakland 6000

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
ADVANCED Pl'PILS ACCEPTED

Wedaesdar and Fridar MornlnK* at Studio: »0:

Kohler A Chaae Bldc-. Saa FranrUco. Telcphont
Kearay MM. Renldenop Stodlo: l»l Monte \ Uti

Ave.. Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 760.

SIDONIA ERKELY
PIAMST AND COACH

lioroaeh Piano Tralnlne:— Memory Developmeii
21=0 Calirornia St. AValnat 51

MARTHA SALAVA
SOPRANO

Pupil of Rose Florence

Vocal Studio—2837 Broderick Street

Phone Fillmore 4460

AUGUSTA HAYDEN

HOMER HENLEY

nklln. Tel. Fill. 1033

LILIAN BIRMINGHAM
IINTHAI.TO

Tel. Fllln
of Operatl

LENA FRAZEE
MF:7,7,0-S<>rRA\0

Nalaral Voirr indm-tloit—Hrrilala
Stadia I 18M Broadws? TrI. Fillmorr 7N0O
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BEATRICE MELTZER
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Oakland Studio, Kohler & Chaite. Oakland llOO

JULIAN R. WAYBUR, Piano

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
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WALLACE A. SABIN
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emtlm. Direc or Lorine Club. S. F.. H ed.. 11115 Sacramento
Street. Phor c HeKt 37o3; Sal., Fir»t Cbrintlaa Science
Church, Pho le Franklin l.Mri Re«. Stndio, 3112 LenUtoa

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparing Teacher for

The College of the Holy Names
LAKK MKRRITT. OAKLAND

:oniplete ConHe^v.^tory ConrMe— Piano, Harp. Violin
•Cello. Voice. Counterpoint. Harmony. HUtory

DURINI VOCAL STUDIO

1072 Ellla St. TeL Weat 5»5

THE LICHTENSTEIN VIOLIN SCHOOL

3145 naithi] Phone Fillmore 6146

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

Thoronek Vocal and Dramatle Training

740 Pine St. Phone Doufflaa 66X4

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas 4273

San Francisco

ALEXANDER McCURDY, JR.
ORO.VXIST \MD CHOIRMASTKR

St. Luke's Episcopal Church. San Frnnclaco
2614 MHvIa St. Berkeley r.SSl

MME. S. P. MARRACCI

onsh Vocal and Ur
Telephone Filln

Training:—27-15 Van »aa

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. MANNI.N'n. Director
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

END OF REGULAR SYMPHONY SEASON

Bringing its regular series to a close the San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orchestra, directed by Alfred Hertz,
will give its twelfth pair of symphony concerts next
Friday and Sunday- afternoons in the Curran Theatre.
The program for this occasion will consist of the

Dvorak "Symphony No. 5 in E Minor, generally known
under the title of the "New World Symphony," the
second movement of the "Faust" S>Tnphony of Liszt
and the overture to Wagner's "Tannhauser." In pro-

graming one movement of the Liszt Symphony. Hertz
is acting in response to numerous requests from pa-
trons desiring an opportunity to become at least partial-

ly acquainted with, this great work, which is to be
given in its entirety on the evening of March 25. the
opening date of the Spring Music Festival. The recent
performance of two movements of the Mahler Second
SjTnphony at a pair of regular symphony concerts,
was heartily approved by music lovers and many re-

quests were sent to the symphony office for a similar
production of portions of other works to be given during
the Music Festival The "Faust" Symphony consists
of three movements or character pictures. "Faust."
"Gretchen" and "Mephistopheles." it being the Gretchen
portrayal which is to be presented at this week's con-
certs- The last movement requires a large male chorus,
organ and tenor solo, which will be sung at the Festival
by Mario Cbamlee.
During the season just closing the Symphony has

given sixty-two concerts In addition to its regular
Curran Theatre series of thirty-four concerts, ten eve-
ning and three children's concerts were given in Oak-
land, five in Berkeley, one in San Jose, Ave concerts in
the Exposition .Auditorium, three children's concerts,
and one complimentary concert for members of the
Musical Association.

LECTURES ON SPRING MUSIC FESTIVAL

A recent announcement, which has been received
with great interest by music lovers, is that Victor
Lichtenstein, the well-known musician and teacher, is to
give a series of three lectures on the programs of the
Spring Music Festival. These lectures will be given on
the evenings of March 20, 22 and 28 at the International
Institute, 1990 California street.

Lichtenstein's series of "Symphonylogues," which he
has been giving this season on the regular programs of
the symphony, have been pronounced by music lovers
as being among the most interesting and enjoyable af-
fairs of the season, and the announcement of the forth-
coming Festival lectures has created a great demand
for tickets at the Sherman, Clay & Co.'s box office,
where they are being sold both tor the single lectures
and for the full series.
These lectures have been arranged so that the prin-

cipal subjects will be dealt with in the same order of
their presentation at the Festival. That is. the March
20 lecture will be devoted to Liszt's "Fausf Symphony,
on March 22 the lecture will cover the Second Sym-
phony of Mahler, while Beethoven's Ninth Symphony
will be discussed at the March 28 lecture.

CITY'S FOURTH ANNUAL MUSIC WEEK
Eight great programs of the best music obtainable

will be the feature events in the Exposition Auditorium
May 11 to 17 of San Francisco's fourth annual Music
Week. This was decided on at a meeting of Mayor
Rolph's Citizens' Music Week Executive Committee
and subcommittees will be named by Chairman J.
Emmet Hayden to perfect plans for the various events!

Chairman Hayden and Chester W. Rosekrans, director
general of Music Week, state that there has been some
confusion in the minds of the public relative to the
Music Festival to be given by the San Francisco Sym-
phony this month and Music Week to be held in May.
The executives point out that there is no connection
between the two events, though in both cases the city
is interested and Supervisor Hayden has been elected
to an official capacity for both features.
The National Music Week will be held May 4 to 10.

Locally the various music clubs will give programs dur-
ing that week to keep in step with the National Music
Week, but the eight features in the Auditorium will be
the week following.

The Executive Committee handling the local Music
Week events is composed of Mayor James Rolph, Jr.,

and Henry L. Mayer, honorary chairman; Supervisor J.
Emmet Hayden. chairman; George R. Hughes, vice-
chairman: William H. Crocker, treasurer; Mrs. H. Roy
Stovel, secretary, and Shirley W. Walker. Thomas F.
Boyle and Chester W. Rosekrans directors.

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY RECITALS

Two violin and piano recitals were given in the San
Francisco Conservatory of Music on Friday evening
and Saturday afternoon. March 14 and 15. by the pupils
of Mr. and Mrs. Jabish Clement. The violinists who
appeared at the first recital were Myron Zeidler, Jean
Gilbert. Joan Nourse. Frances Bonner. Toini Altonen,
and Herbert .\pfelbaum. The pianists included Bemice
Bishop. Billy Russell. Robert Clark. Gertrude Ophuls,
Geraldine Brown, Barbara Webster. Janice Cameron,
Marianna Tees, June McCormick and Nancy Barbara
Leonard. At the second recital the violinists were Cor-
nelius Bernal, Herbert Thelan, George Bennett, Emil
Lazarovich. Robert Huebner and Ruth Arnold. The
piano soloists were Frances Jean Marwedel, Harold
Sheeline. Peter Pond, Virginia Tormey, Jane Levin,
Harold Liebes, Fritzie Lachmund, Elsie Lazarovich and
FVed Nelson.

SECOND STUDENTS' CHAMBER CONCERT

The Pacific Coast Musical Review regret very much
that it w'as unable to have some one represented at the
first concert of the Students' Chamber Concerts, which
took place at Scottish Rite -Auditorium recently owing
to the unusual number of important musical events
which have lately taken place in this city, and for
which neither a daily nor a weekly paper is prepared
to do full justice until conditions are such as to make
allowances for an increased staff. The second Students'
Chamber Concert will take place at Scottish Rite .Audi-
torium next Friday evening, March 21. and it promises
to be an event of importance and musical merit. Samuel
Savannah, violinist, and Lillian Hoffmeyer-Heyer.
soprano, will be the soloists and both artists are among
the most prominent and best liked of our musical
colony. There will also be an A Capella Choir under
the direction of Charles M, Dennis of the College of the
Pacific which will contribute a large share to the ex-
cellent artistic character of this event.
The complete program will be as follows: Carol For

Christmas Eve (ISth Century—Gascon), Merry Yuletide
(Little Russian) (Arranged by Kurt Schindler), The
Bends Praise the Advent of the Savior (Spanish) (ar-
ranged by Kurt Schindler), The A Cappella Choir;
Chant Negro (Kramer), From the Canebrake (Gardner),
Melody (Gen. Chas. G. Dawes), Three Romances
(Dvorak), Samuel Savannah, violinist: Songs—Aftnen
er stille (Grondahl), Der skreg on Fugl (Sinding).
Prinsessen (Grieg), Folkvisse (.Aug. Enna), Lillian
Hotfmeyer Heyer; Three Bergerettes (Transcribed
by Ambrosio), Berceuse. Serenade (Godard), Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Savannah: -An Eriskay Love Lill (Hebrides
Song) (arranged by Robertson), Wha'U Buy Caller
Herrin' (Scotch) (Allum), O Holy Lord (Afro-Ameri-
can), (Dett), The A Cappella Choir.

George Nyklicek, the able motion picture organist is
playing at the California Theatre and creating an ex-
cellent impression because of his tasteful and artistic
interpretations. Mr. Nyklicek is a musician of superior
faculties who thoroughly understands the possibilities
of the organ and who plays with an emotional coloring
and a technical proficiency rarely heard in the motion
picture houses even the most prominent ones. Mr.
Nyklicek will soon be heard in Sunday morning organ
recitals and his programs will be selected in a manner
to please the most fastidious music lovers.

The San Francisco Musical Club, under the presidency
of Mrs. Horatio Stoll will hold its next regular meeting
in the Palace Hotel ballroom next Thursday mornin"
March 20. at 10:30 o'clock. Mrs. Charles William Camm
and her program committee are featuring an entire
Brahms programs as follows: Zu dir. O Freund zu dir;
Wenn du nur Zuweilen laechelst; .Ach! Wende diesen
Blick. Loraine Sands Mullin: Elise Young Maury at
the piano: Rhapsodio. Op. 79 No. 2. Intermezzo Op.
76 No. 7. Scherzo. Op. 4, Sally Osborne. Meine Lieder.
Lieblichae Wangen, Meine Liebe ist gruen, Miriam
Sollander, Martha Dukes Parker at the piano; Sonata
D minor. Op. 108, Modesta Mortenson; Walter Frank
Wenzel at the piano.

Marcus Gordon, a very clever young pianist, pupil of
Ada Clement of the San Francisco Conservatory of
Music, will give a very interesting program at the
Conservatory hall on Friday evening, March 21. He
has given a number of delightful recitals at the con-
servatory and also appeared with brilliant success
at some of the leading photoplay theatres. On every
occasion he appeared in public he was enthusiastically
received and created an excellent impression.

MARIE TIFFANY'S VOCAL REFINEMENT

By Alfred Metzger

An unusually artistic program was proficiently in-

terpreted by Marie Tiffany at the Colonial Ballroom
of the St. Francis Hotel on Monday afternoon. March
3rd. as one of the Fortnightlies of Ida G. Scott. Miss
Tiffany was formerly a California artist, having been a
resident of Southern California for some time, but more
recently she established for herself an enviable reputa-
tion as operatic artist with the Metropolitan Opera Co.
of New York and as a concert singer in the leading
music centers of the East. That her reputation is based
upon a reliable foundation was evidenced by the mode
of her artistic expression revealed during the rendition
of her program.

Although it being announced before the beginning of
the concert that Miss Tiffany, having met with an ac-
cident prior to her departure for San Francisco from the
South, which necessitated her confinement to her home
for some time, thus interfering with the adequate use
of her voice, it was evident that she was a singer of
distinct skill and taste. This was specially noticeable In
her refined interpretation of the Mozart songs. The
quality of her voice is a lyric soprano of bell like timbre
and she uses it with excellent judgment. She phrases
most intelligently and her diction is clear and concise.

In addition to her decidedly musicianly Interpreta-
tions Miss Tiffany possesses a magnetic personality
that endears her greatly to her audience. She is beyond
a doubt one of the foremost American vocal artists
before the public today and one of those rare singers
who are equally successful in opera and concert. Uda
Waldrop played the accompaniments with an accurate
conception of their emotional values and an intelligent
understanding of the soloist's mood. The complete
program was as follows: Recit and .Air, Deh vienl non
tardar (Marriage of Figaro) (Mozart); Das Veilchen
(-Mozart), Wamung (Mozart); Hallelujah (Mozart),
Schlafe mein Prinzchen (Mozart), Batti, Batti (Don
Giovanni) (Mozart): Lilacs (Kemochan), Nightingale
Lane (Barnett), I Bring You Heart's Ease (Brans-
combe), Colored Stars (Crist); The Odalisqut (Car-
penter), The Time of Parting (Hadley), Joy (Wintter
Watts).

JOSEF ROSENBLATT IN TRADITIONAL SONGS

By Alfred Metgzer

A very large audience, principally representing the
Orthodox Jewish element of the community, attended
the concert given by Josef Rosenblatt, the famous
cantor-tenor, at Scottish Rite Auditorium on Wednes-
day evening, March 5. When Mr. Rosenblatt made his
first appearance in this city a few years ago we em-
phasized the fact that, while he is entitled to the ad-
miration of music lovers for the fervor and intensity
with which he interrpets traditional melodies and
Hebrew folk songs and tor the mellow quality of his
voice, he can not lay claim to being seriously regarded
as an artist occup>ing a place besides concert singers
of the present day. Vpon a second hearing, after a long
interval, we are still of the same opinion.

-As a cantor, interpreting the Hebrew ritual, during
religious services, and chanting the traditional melodies
which the Jewish people have inherited from their fore-
fathers of thousands of years ago, Jlr. Rosenblatt must
be regarded as a great exponent of such rites. He has
an unusually flexible tenor voice of exceptional range
and, notwithstanding the tact that it has not received
adequate training, but is used naturally, its quality re-
mains smooth and even at times velvety. That Mr.
Rosenblatt does not sing technically correct is proved
by his frequent employment of the falsetto (not head
tones), his vain attempts to trill and sing colorature
without the faintest idea as to accuracy and intonation
and his frequent use of the portamento in places where
such employment is entirely uncalled for.

We do not write these lines with any intention to
injure the artistic prospects of Mr. Rosenblatt. They
can not be injured, for they never existed. His audi-
ences come to hear him principally because of his fame
as cantor—as an exponent of traditional Hebrew songs
both of a ritual and folk character, and since the In-
terpretations of these do not always require technical
finish, the people who come to hear him no doubt re-
ceive pleasure from his work as may be gathered from
the applause he receives. But whether it is appropriate
to sing religious hymns intended for specific sacred
purposes in public entertainments, solely arranged for
commercial purposes, is a problem well worthy of dis-
cussion and which the writer personally does not regard
himself competent to solve.

Mr. Rosenblatt introduces three compositions to
which he attaches his name. They sound like traditional
melodies, possibly arranged by him. They are written
in a series of original keys, the like of which we have
not yet discovered in musical literature. WTien listen-
ing to Mr. Rosenblatt trill we become thoroughly con-
vinced that so far. notwithstanding our previous criti-
cism, we have not yet been able to "get his goat." StiU
he is harmless and if he and his friends did not com-
pare him to Caruso. .McCormack, Tetrazzini. Galli-Curcf
and every other artist of fame, both privately and in
public print, we would not have any occasion to com-
ment on his lack of scientific singing. But since no
hesitancy is. made to pronounce him as the ne plus ultra
in vocal art we believe our comment on his work is
justified.

Whatever aecompaniments Abraham Ellstein was
called upon to play he did with pianistic proficiency.
Most of the accompaniments, specially for the tradi-
tional melodies, consisted of chords and pauses. The
latter were particularly effective.
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CLOSE OF CHAMBER MUSIC SEASON

On Tuesday evening, March ISth. at Scottish Rite

Hall, the brilliant series of chamber music concerts,

given by the Chamber Music Society of San Francisco,

comes to a close for this season. A review of the

season's events shows the introduction to San Francisco

of three celebrated suest artists: Mr. Britt. Miss

Leginska and Mr. Dohnanyi. and also the presentation

to San Francisco of several new works in chamber

music literature. The concerts have been a remarkable

success and have added much to the musical life of the

season.
At this final concert, in answer to numerous requests.

an entirely string quartet program will be presented,

consisting of three extremely representative string

quartets of the older school. The delightful Beethoven

Quartet in A major. No. 5, from the Op. 18 series, will

open the program. This will be followed by the famous

string quartet of Brahms. Op. 51. No. 2. in A minor, and

the concert will close with the Dvorak String Quartet

on Negro Themes. Op. 96, in F major, for the interpre-

tation of which the Chamber Music Society has long

been noted. The program is an unusually brilliant one

and will be a fitting climax to a splendid and much
appreciated season.

Following the Spring Musical Festival, on April 1st,

the Chamber Music Society will be on tour on the

Pacific Coast until the middle of May.

BAUER-CASALS

San Francisco's world-wide reputation as a great

music center has another chance to be vindicated next

Sunday afternoon when a throng should fill every nook

and crevice of the Columbia Theatre for the only ap-

pearance here tliis season of the noted 'cellist and

pianist. Pablo Casals and Harold Bauer. These great in-

strumentalists have been hailed the world over as the

supreme exponents of the art of sonata playing for their

instruments. Their joint concerts everywhere have

been the signal for great outpourings for the musical-

elect and have elicited the highest praise from the most
eminent authorities, and their recital here, which is

under the management of Selby C. Oppenheimer, should

bear concrete evidence of the fact that this city merits

its reputation of being appreciative of the finest in

musical art.

Among the world's greatest 'cellists Casals stands

pre-eminent. His contemporaries hail him as their

leader and his interpretations are regarded as the last

word in musicianship. Harold Bauer among pianists

holds a position second to none. His colossal art has
advanced him by leaps and bounds to the head of his

profession and today in all the world there is no pianist

better equipped with such authority on the instrument.
The program they have chosen to play here includes

two of the great standard sonatas for piano and 'cello

^that of Johannes Brahms in F major. Op. 99. and that

of Camille Saint-Saens in C minor, Op. 32—will open
and close the list respectively. Casals, with Edouard
Gendron at the piano, will render the Locatelli Suite in

D major, and Harold Bauer's contributions include the

Schumann Kinderscenen, and Chopin's Scherzo in C
sharp minor. Tickets for this recital are now being sold

at Sherman, Clay & Company's ticket office.

AMERICA—AS GALLI-CURCI SEES IT

"The American public is so cordial, so enthusiastic
and refreshing." said Galti-Curci after one of her recent
concert tours that had taken her over most of the
United States. "This country is a great melting pot.

It Is always interesting, for one meets here all types
from all lands. I enjoy it immensely for I have made
80' many good friends." The great soprano, who will

give a recital here on Sunday afternoon, April 27, at

the Exposition Auditorium, under Selby C. Oppen-
heimer's management, was radiant as she discussed her
love for America. Since this country gave her a royal
welcome eight years ago in opera, it has consistently
heaped new honors upon her, and never has she failed

to show her gratitude. She has responded by giving her
best, for the keynote of her personality is sincerity and
appreciation. Galll-Curci has received thousands of
songs from American composers, and has examined
them carefully to find those of conspicuous merit. Many
of these she has sung at her recitals, very often giving
them a prominent place upon her programs.

JOSEPH GEORGE JACOBSON CLASS RECITAL

Standing room was at a premium at the last recital
of the Joseph George Jacobson piano-class recital on
March 7, at the Baldwin studios. The fine program was
enthusiastically received by the large audience and
much praise Is due to the excellent training each pupil
revealed and the great success Mr. Jacobson has
achieved is well merited. He uses the latest modes of
pianistic instruction and is doing invaluable work in
behalf of musical education in the city.

The program opened with a Romance by Rachman-
inoff and MacDowell's "Hungarian." played by Rebecca
Nacht with good technic and understanding. The same
can be said of the numbers of Vera Adelstein. Especial-

ly the Chopin Nocturne showed correct interpretation.
Dorothy Kaas has made a decided improvement. The
Mendelssohn Prelude had dash and surety. She made a
fine impression. Gladys Ivanelle Wilson then played
the first movement of the Mendelssohn Concerto with
Mr. Jacobson at the second piano. If she had taken
the tempo a little slower her technic would have been
clearer and the delivery would have made a better im-
pression. But this is a common fault with young talents.
In the Nocturne by Chopin she showed a fine singing
tone and poetic taste.

Three Chopin numbers followed by Marian Patricia
Cavanaugh. We have seldom heard her play more
charmingly and brilliantly in the A flat Valse and the
Mazurka. The young Miss is advancing and living

up to her reputation. Margaret Lewis was quite a sur-

prise. She showed real advancement in the thirteenth
Rhapsody by Liszt. Her technic is much improved and if

she would be a little less self-conscious she will control
her nervousness better, which now prevents her from
doing her best.

Mrs. Marion Ford then played Rachmaninoff's Pre-
lude and the Spinning Song by Lysberg. She plays
with refinement, poise and good taste and has developed
much strength lately. She shows excellent training
and seems to be on the right road. The last on the
program was Sam Rodetsky who played the first

movement of Beethoven's Sonata Op. 32 and the last
movement of Weber's F minor Concerto. He plays with
surprising vigor and bravura and seems endowed with
an equipment that goes to make a pianist. Talent is

manifest. At present his enthusiasm carries him away
and his technic suffers.

JOSE MCSIC COMPANY

PALM SUNDAY CONCERT

Harry Wood Brown, who has taken over the organ
work at St. Ignatius Church, promises a program of real

genuine merit for the sixth annual Palm Sunday Con-
cert, to be held in St. Ignatius Church. Among the
soloists will be found the names of Miss Florence
Berbert. Margaret M. O'Dea, Mrs. G. Lepage. Charles
Bulotti, Emanuel Porcini, F. de Bniin, Frank Figone,
Louis Elario and others. A special rehearsal will be
held in the church Thursday night, under the baton of

Mr. Brown at 8 o'clock.

SYMPHONIC ENSEMBLE AT UNIVERSITY

The San Francisco Syphonic Ensemble, which has
been giving a series of concerts in the Jinks Room
of the Bohemian Club, has been invited to play under
the auspices of the Greek Theatre at the Wheeler Hall
Auditorium on Monday evening, March 24. Alexander
Saslavsky, the director of the Ensemble, has had a
long and varied experience as director and violinist in

this highest form of musical art. He came to California
from New York where he was the head of the Saslavsky
String Quartet. Max Gegna, the Russian 'cellist, and
Charles Hart, the well-known pianist, are two of the
artists associated with the Symphonic Ensemble who
will be heard in the forthcoming concert. Mr. Gegna
has been in this country as soloist with Caruso, Mary
Garden, the Russian Symphony Orchestra and in his
own recitals. Mr. Hart was the pianist of the Chamber
Music Art Society of New York and has toured the
country with Jacques Thibaud, the famous French
violinist, with Lucy Gates, the soprano, and Hans Kind-
ler, the "cellist. The program for thee oncert on March
24 is as follows: Trio. C Minor, Op. 3S (A. Gretchani-
(Cesar Franck), Mr. Saslavsky and Mr. Hart; Sonata
(First Movement) (Eccles), (b) Rhapsodie Hongroise
for 'Cello (Popper-Liszt). Mr. Gegna and Mr. Hart;
Septette, Op. 65 (C. Salnt-Saens), for trumpet, two vio-

lins, viola, 'cello, contrabass and piano.

Phone 24^3

WORCESTER SCHOOL OF MUSIC

PRACTICAL

VIOLIN TECHNIC

JOHN

BAUMGARTNER
First Part (Finger Technic) and

Staccato Bowing (Vol. 1)

Five Volames
Kon- On Sale at

KOHLRR & CHASE and HEXRY GROBE
Ml U'Farrrli St 135 Kearny St.

The Most Comiilete and MoKt Thoroueh
Work on Violin Technic ever publiiihed.
Dow Technic to Be Published Later.

EDWARDSELLEN

i#k PIANIST

rl 299 Fortieth Street

It Oakland

Wk\ ,.^ Piedmont 6160-J

BENJAMIN

MOORE
2636 UNION STREET

SAIV FRANCISCO

Telephone Fillmore 1624

BY APPOINTMENT

Myra Palache
PIANIST

PRIVATE AND CLASS LESSONS
LECTURES ON MUSIC APPRECIATION

San Francisco, 807 Kohler & Chase BIdg. TeL
Kearny 5454. Wednesday from 2-6 p. m. only.

Berkeley, 20 Brookside (off Claremont Ave.) Tel.

Berkeley 4091. Mornings at Anna Head School.
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LIPSCHULTZ
AND HIS

MUSIC MASTERS

I

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
LeRoy V. Brant, Director

Oaera Coorara In All Uranchea ol Mnalc at

AN JOSE CALIFORNIA

MARION BEAUCLAIR
Voico Culli

ON THE SCREEN
(ORIXNK GRlFIITil WITH CON« AV TEARLE IN

"LILUES OF THE FIELD"
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THE BUSH CONSERVATORY MASTER SCHOOL

"What is the Bush Conservatory Master School?" is a
question being asked by many musicians on the Pacific

Coast, who have been interested in our recent an-

nouncement of President Kenneth M. Bradley's ap-

proaching visit to our city. The Master Schoo!, then, is

the newest development in American musical education.
As a separate part of Bush Conservatory and endowed
for that purpose, it provides free tuition for advanced
students of piano, voice, violin and composition for a
period of two years, during which time the young artist,

for only professional students are accepted, have the
chance to develop their artistic powers to the utmost
under master teachers.
During this period of study the master student is

given opportunity for public appearance as a means of
furthering this maturitiy and every effort is made to

bring out the student's talent. The unique provision
of the patron, Charles S. Peterson, who. in conjunction
with President Kenneth M. Bradley of Bush Conserva-
tory, has made the Master School possible, is thus to

further a great musical talent, which is so often handi-
capped for lack of means of the final artist training
which spells success in a public career.

Appointments to the Master School, which are limited
to twelve in each department, are made only by exami-
nation. These examinations are in no way competitive
but are made to determine as fully as possible the rela-

tive fitness of the candidate for the honor of an ap-
pointment. The examinations are held three times a
year. By a special arrangement, however, which is

owing to the large number of requests which he has
received. President Bradley wil conduct examinations
for the fall appointments to the Master School on the
Pacific Coast during the month of April. This will en-
able western musicians to learn if they can be accepted
for the Master School without the risk of heavy expense
of a trip to Chicago, and will meet with a very wide
response.
There are many very fine musicians and professional

students on the Coast who will welcome such an op-
portunity of study with the great artists of the Master-
School faculty and thus improve their equipment for
professional success.

MARIO CHAMLEE TO SING MARCH 20

The many admirers of Mario Chamlee. who will be
heard Thursday evening. March 20, at Scottish Rite
Hall, under management of the Elwyn Concert Bureau,
in joint recital with his distinguished wife. Ruth Miller
Chamlee, will not be surprised to learn that Chamlee,
who has sung leading roles with the New York Metro-
politan Opera Company for the past three seasons, has
just signed a contract to continue with Gatti-Casazza's
organization for the next two years. Mr. Chamlee will

Managentent $«lby C. Oppenhelmer

PORTANT MUSICAL
OF THE VE.IR

A Joint Recital By

HAROLD BAUER
Famoun lanint

PABLo"CASALS
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haritone

FAKKINC;
BERTHAND - BR.OV/N
PIUSONAL REPRESCNTATIVe
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spend this coming summer in Europe, where he is to

fill important engagements in representative opera
houses. The program which Mr. Chamlee and Ruth
Miller, also of the Metropolitan, will give here with
Mr. William Tyroler at the piano, follows; Aria. Che-
gelida manina La Boheme{ Puccini), Mario Chamlee;
(a) Come Rosalind (Old English), (b) Vox che sapete
(Mozart), (c) Mandoline (Debussy) (d) La Partida
(Alvarez). Ruth Miller: (a) Heiraliche Aufforderung
(Strauss), (b) Standchen (Brahms), (c) O Quand je

dors (Liszt), Mario Chamlee: Bell Song from Lakme
(Bizet), Ruth Miller; (a) O bocca doloroso (Sibella),

<b) Paquita (Buzzi Peccial. (c) Like Music on the
Waters (Wintter Watts), (d) Call Me No More (C. W.
Cadman), Mario Chamlee; Aria, O Paradise (Meyer-
beer). Mario Chamlee; Duet from Carmen (Biszet),

Ruth Miller and Mario Chamlee.

CHERNIAVSKYS IN ONE RECITAL

"It is a curious fact." says Leo Cherniavsky, the
violinist of the famous trio of that name, which gives

its only concert of the season here on Monday after-

noon, March 24, in the ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel,
as the next attraction of the Alice Seckels Matinee
Muslcales, "that both my brothers and myself notice
we make the greatest progress in our playing while
we are on tour. One would think that improvement
would be most perceptible during the hard period of
rehearsals preceding a tour or during the hours of in-

dividual practice. Much more time is then devoted to

actual playing thaii while we are on the road, but in

spite of the distractions of travel we find ourselves
gaining most in power and authority while we are ap-
pearing in concert. I think it is because the attention is

concentrated more to the point when we are before
audiences than when we have only our own critical

faculties to keep us keyed up."

The Cherniavskys passed through San Francisco one
day last week en route from the North to Southern
California where they are now playing, remaining in
this city but long enough to confer with Manager Selby
C. Oppenheimer, and to augment and strengthen the
splendid program they will render at their recital here.
As now arranged the list of works to be played is as
follows: Trio in D major (Beethoven); Cello Soli, Kol
Nedrei (Bruch), Tarantella (Popper); Piano Soli

—

Xocturne. E major (Chopinl. Two Etudes (Chopin);
Violin Sonata (Mardini); Trios—Ave Maria (Gounod),
Norwegian Dance (Grieg). Tickets for this event are
procurable at Sherman, Clay & Co.

ALCAZAR THEATRE

Margaret Lawrence, the delightfully fascinating New
York star, remains at the Alcazar for one more week
beginning with the performance Sunday night. March
16, in "Secrets." the greatest and most artistic success
of her entire career. It is just a year since this en-
trancing comedy drama was presented for the first

time on Broadway, and it is easy to see the reason for
its immediate triumph. New York, Chicago and Los
Angeles saw it and were completely captivated by its

unusual situations and the exceptional cleverness of
its lines.

Miss Lawrence's San Francisco engagement has been
most successful and local audiences have been most
enthusiastic over "Secrets," which is in five scenes
and shows the delightful heroine in four stages of her
line. The fact that "Secrets"' calls for elaborate cos-
tuming is especially pleasing to the ladies and the
production is colorful in the extreme. Supporting the
star is the full strength of her own company and many
especially engaged players, and Thomas Wilkes has
staged the production in true metropolitan fashion.
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IT
IS generally known in the

musical world that the Knabe
is to-day the favorite instru-

ment of Leopold Godowsky

—

greatest living pianist—and also of

a group of super-artists whose
careers are untainted by any sus-

picion of commercialism.

Through sheer merit, unaided by
sensational publicity, Knabe has
become the chosen medium for the

highest expression of the pianistic

art. It is acknowledged by leading

authorities to be "the world's su-

preme pianoforte."

The same qualities that have won
pre-eminence in select musical
circles make the Knabe the ideal

piano for the home— especially in

combination with the marvelous
Ampico Re-enacting^^^ Piano.

The Ampico re-creates in your
home the playing of the master
musicians, on the very instru-

ment— the Knabe— preferred by
them for their personal and public

work.
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CHICAGO CIVIC OPERA CO'S GREAT SEASON

BY ALFRED METZGER

'iCopyright 1922, American Piano Company)

Owing to the fact that the four per-

formances given by the Chicago Civic

Opera Co. at the Casino Theatre on
Thursday. Friday and Saturday evenings

and Saturday Matinee of last week took

place too late to be embodied in last

week's paper, and inasmuch as now a

week has elapsed since the interest of

our musical public was centered in this

enterprise we feel that a lengthy and
detailed review of this engagement is

at this time not necessary. Nevertheless
the importance of this season as one of

the outstanding musical events of the

year justifies more than perfunctory

notice, and so we shall give our readers

a brief outline of the artistic incidents of

the engagements and the high lights of

the productions.
Before we go further we want to take

advantage of this opportunity to compli-

ment Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer
upon his invariably courteous treatment
of the press. He has grasped the sig-

nificance of the extension of courtesies

to those entitled to them and observes
the ethics punctiliously. He either rec-

ognizes the members of the press or he
does not. When be does he goes at it

whole-heartedly, cheerfully and gener-

ously. He does not make anyone feel

as if he received something he was not

entitled to. He does not give poorly

located seats. He does not regard a

crowded house as a barrier to the ex-

tension of courtesies. But in every in-

stance, where he does extend such cour-

tesies, he does it according to the prin-

ciples employed by men who understand
their business. And since appreciation of

such attitude is not always forthcoming
from those who receive attention, we feel

it but just to give credit where it is

due.
While the performance of Boris, with

Chaliapin in the leading role, was
crowded to the doors, and while the first

and last night's performances were fair-

ly well attended, it can not be said that
San Francisco made a sufficiently good
showing to justify its love for opera.

Even if we take into consideration the
fact that the prices were beyond the
means of most people specially inter-

ested in, the best operatic works pre-

sented in the most artistic manner, there
still should have been enough music
lovers with the necessary means to

crowd the Casino Theatre at every per-

formance. Even if there are among our
opera goers some who are specially
punctilious and expect one hundred per
cent artistic returns for their expendi-
ture, and if possible more than that, still

there should have been enough people
to crowd the Casino Theatre for the
four performances. Unless we can ac-
count for this fact with the existence of
a deplorable indifference at this time to-

ward opera, partly due to an over pro-
duction of musical events, partly to a
specially crowded week or two at the
time of the Chicago company's visit and
partly to the beginning of the Lenten
season, we can not place the cause.
There certainly must be 10,000 among
from 30.000 to 4-0.000 opera lovers in
this vicinity sufficiently enthusiastic,
and financially able to fill four houses of
such an engagement. That this was not
the case proves that either our opera
lovers are not as much interested as they
used to be, or they stubbornly refuse to
pay from $3 to $7.50 a seat for any
operatic production.

The sensation of the engagement was
Feodor Chaliapin as Mefistofele and
Boris. We already referred to the Mefis-
tofele performance in last week's issue.
In Boris Godunoff the eminent operatic
basso gave an interpretation that will

never be forgotten. From the angle of
histrionic as well as vocal art it was a
superb presentation. In the art of make-
up it was a study. Without ostentation,
without undue strain, but with a natural-
ness that was impressive Chaliapin suc-
ceeded in depicting various episodes of
both a passionate and gentle character
with unerring versimilitude. His big,
splendid voice rang out with unquestion-
able fire and vitality. He received an
ovation such as we have not heard for
years in this city. The house stood up
and cheered for minutes at a time, and
after the conclusion of the performance
the audience, which packed every nook
and corner of the place, recalled him
time and time again, even after he had
already taken off his make-up. It was a

wonderful triumph.

Another excellent impersonation was
Rosa Raisa's Jewess which revealed this

artist at her best. Vocally we never
heard her to better advantage, although
at times she seemed to sing with more
strain than necessary. Dramatically she
coped with every requisite of the role

successfully. Charles Marshall as Eleazar
in the Jewess was far better than, we
expected him to be. He showed himself
possessed of a splendid tenon voice
which he used with freedom and emo-
tional expression. He certainly enacted
the role with artistic perception. Virgilio
Lazari, both in Boris and the Jewess,
proved to be the actor and vocal artisi

of superior rank and one who interprets

his roles with intelligent craftsmanship.
As already stated last week Edith Mason
gave an excellent account of herself as
Marguerite in Mefistofele, and it is to

be regretted that she did not have an-

other chance to elicit our admiratioa.

More than ever do we admire the
executive ability of Georgio Polacco. He
conducted with authority, assurance and
spontaneity the two difficult works

—

Mefistofele and Boris Godunoff. He
brought out the dramatic climaxes with
unerring virility and proved in every
way that he is entitled to one of the
leading positions as conductor of grand
opera anywhere. It was a delight to

watch him. One of the weak spots of
the engagement was the lack of truly
great tenors. Neither Charles Marshall
nor Forest Lamont attain the stature of
greatness, although the former was un-
doubtedly the superior of the two. The
chorus and ballet were excellent;. Scen-
ery and costume were very luxurious.
And among the splendor of the mounting
the operas of Cleopatra and Boris God-
unoff were the most sumptuous.

It was unfortunate for Mary Garden
that she appeared in an opera not es-
pecially effective. One would hardly be-
lieve that Massenet wrote this opera. It

is so lacking in melodic invention and
climacteric periods. It does not give
Miss Garden those opportunities which
her special genre of histrionic art and
declamatory singing requires. Conse-
quently there was lacking that apprecia-
tion of her on the part of her audience
which is usually freely bestowed upon
her. Nevertheless she made a great deal
of the part and received a big measure of
approval.

Sharlow on several occasions in Mefis-
tofele and. Cleopatra acquitted herself
splendidly. The possessor of a voice of
great charm and warmth she sang with
intelligence and good taste. The orches-
tra proved to be as excellent an one as
we have heard in opera in this city.
There cannot be any question regarding
the fact that the season was musically
excellent, but not of sufficient magnitude
to induce enough people to spend $7.50
a seat. If it is impossible to hear the
best opera in San Francisco at prices
less than these, it will be found that
this city in future will do without such
opera rather than pay the price.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY

Mrs. Frank B. Wilson has arranged
the following program to be given by the
members of Section 2 of the Pacific Mu-
sical Society Saturday afternoon, March
22, at the Fairmont Hotel: Piano—Bar-
carolle (Grodsky), Spanish Fantasia
(Wacho). Sarah Levy; Violin—Ave
Maria (Gounod). Gypsie Dance (Ernst),
Harry Lange; Ruth Reed at the piano;
Vocal—Bati, Bati (Mozart), Summer
(Chaminade), Lorraine Azevedo, Myrtle
Saxe at the piano: Piano—Prelude in C
Minor (Chopin), Waltz in C Sharp Minor
(Chopin), John Gantner; Cornet—In the
Garden of My Heart (Ball), The Sun-
shine of Your Smile (Ray), Clarisse
FViedlander. Marjorie Moss at the piano;
Violin—Mejre Kaki ( Rubay

) , Tillie
Brown. Evelyn Biebesheimer at the
piano; Piano—Concerto in D Minor
(Mendelssohn), Ballet Music from Rosa-
mund (Schubert), Hortense Herz; Can-
tillation—Katydid (Walter Jones), Mil-
dred Lorna Click; Violin Duo—Duo Con-
cert ante (Dancla), Harry Lange. Edward
White; Ruth Feed Green at the piano;
Good Samaritan Boy Choir—When My
Caravan Has Rested (Lohr). Lullaby
(Glen), Edgar L Reinhold at the piano;
Piano—Song Without Words (Saint-
Saens). Rigandon (MacDowell), Dolores
Leonard.
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GREAT OVATION GIVEN PABLO CASALS

The great demonstration of appreciation yet given

any artist this season was accorded Pablo Casals at

the eleventh pair pf symphony concerts at the Philhar-

monic Auditorium. A personality magnetic, a manner
tnrceful yet unassuming and possessing artistry of

the highest phase, mark this Internationally known
Spanish virtuoso and conductor as one of the world's
greatest, if not the greatest 'cellist it has ever known.

('hoosing for his concert a number almost entirely

unknown to American audiences, the Concerto in B flat

by Boccherini, he gave one of the finest expositions

of cello playing we have ever heard or seen. Even
in the most difficult passages, he displayed with ease his

great mastery of lingering and bowing. His lights

and shades of expression and delicate intonations were
enjoyable in the second movement through the un-
accompanied passages.
Schumann's Symphony N'o. 1 in B flat major Op. 38

was given an impressive reading by the orchestra
with conductor, Walter Henry Rothwell at the stand,

though the "first time" rendition of the Rhafisodi
Roumaine No. 1 Op. 11 (Enesco) proved more enter-

taining with its melodious themes and harmonies
which at times are almost futuristic in color. A dashing
clamorous cliQiax marked the finish of this heavily
orchestrated number. It was received with a great

deal of enthusiasm.
The no encore precedent of these converts was

odhered to strictly though the continued applause for

Mr. Ca-sals lasted some twenty minutes and he returned
to bow in acknowledgement of the tremendous ovation
at least ten times. Even after Conductor Rothwell
appeared at the stand to proceed with the program
he attempted three times to start the final number,
but the applause proved deafening. At the third attempt
over the noise of hand clapping he began the closing
number.

SCHROEDER TO CONDUCT MASTER CLASS

The coming of Theodore Schroeder to California is

one of the most noteworthy events to be enjoyed by
musicians this season. ..nd has aroused great interest
and enthusiasm. Himself. American bom, American
taught. Mr. Schroeder is indisputably proving that with
proper guidance the American singer can attain the
highest standard of excellence in our American studios,
and that the fallacy of going abroad for success is

fast being relegated to the archives of the past. An
artist of the highest attainments, he is now devoting
his entire time to the making of singers in his famous
Boston studio, being one of the distinguished American
musicians who is fast convincing unbiased and un-
prejudiced Americans that they can learn all they need
right here on native soil.

.Mr. Schroeder is an artist of the highest calibre,
whose exact knowledge of the voice, combined with
his courteous and kind treatment to all, are the sum
total of his tremendous success with his pupils, and the
deserved reputation he has gained as one of the leading
instructors of voice culture in America. In a recent
Interview published in the New York Musical Courier
we find the following article on Bel Lanto singing by
Mr. Schroeder with the Editor's note which we think
worthy of repetition:
"(Theodore Schroeder. distinguished vocal instructor

and Basso-Cantante of Boston, an artist with the highest
ideals, whose standards go far toward elevating the
dignity of the vocal art in America, in the article here-
with gives sound and practical advice to the progi-essive
singer.—Ed. Note).

"The mission of all music is to tell a definite story
or express a poetic idea, representing meditation and
feeling as expressed in mankind. Vocal music eclipses
all musical instruments in that the singing voice is capa-
ble of giving the word with the tone and so portraying
the feeling of both poet and composer in one eriort.
The human voice should not merely move the listener
by means of well-sounding tone, and artful pyrotech-
nics; it should appeal to his heart and soul as well,
inasmuch as specific moods can be plainly and readily
portrayed. It is therefore very essential that clean and
lieautiful diction become paramount with the artist
singer. Some singers revel only In tonal quality,
others lay so much stress on exaggerated consonant
display that they speak more than sing, both of which
Is unwise; a happy medium must be established. A
singing tone can be made only on a vowel, and the con-
sonants must be so dexterously prefixed and sulfixed
to the vowel tone that the beautiful legato and con-
tinuity of the tone is never broken. When this stage of
proficiency has been acquired the advanced student of
singing is ready to attempt the task of painting tone
pictures by means of intelligent interpretations. Tho
true artist never forces a mood on the listener, but with
poise and complete abandon presents the music In a
sincere, straightforward manner. He must learn to pro-
duce emotion in the listener but to control It in himself.
Concealment of art and perfection of expression are the
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HENRY SVEDROUSKY
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highest attainments of the great artist: these, however,
can only be acquired after years of hard and assiduous
study,"

LUCCHESE SUBSTITUTES. FOR GOGORZA

A warm welcome was extended Josephine Lucchese
on her appearance in concert at the Philharmonic
Auditorium when she substituted tor Emilio de Gogorza
who was too ill to fill his engagement here. This rather
thankless task of singing to an audience which is dis-

appointed at the outset in not hearing the artist who
has been widely announced, was most gracefully per-
fonned by Mme. Lucchese and her assisting artists the
Cherniavsky Trio. Mrs. Hennion Robinson presided at
the piano giving her usual sympathetic accompani-
ments. Jay Plowe. flutist of the Philharmonic Or-
chestra played artistic obligate tor several of Mme.
Lucchese's selections. Her program included the most
familiar songs which grace the usual coloratura so-
prano's repertoire. These she sang with exquisite
charm.

BEHYMER PRESENTS PADEREWSKI

Paderewski. the great Polish genius, gave one ot the
most formidable and altogether gratifying programs
he has ever played to a Los .\ngeles audience, last week
at the Philharmonic. His flawless technic and unaf-
fected yet stately manner, coupled with his keen in-
tellectual interpretations and sweeping tonal etfects
made the usual profound impression on his vast au-
dience. The Chopin group revealed an exquisite dis-
play ot light and shade in nuances for which this great
artist is so well known. We would say that the Brahms
Variations on a Theme (Paganini) was the outstand-
ing number on the program, from the point of execution.
The wild storms of octaves and technical dilBcuUies
were overcome with ease and no apparent effort. Works
of Liszt, Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven were also repre-
sented on this memorable program.

ALBERT RUFF FOR SUMMER CLASS

Under the auspices of the Zoellner Conservatory of
Music a master class for singers will be conducted dur-
ing June and July by Albert E. Ruff. He is the most
famous voice specialist in America tooday. For two
years he has given Geraldine Farrar daily lessons, the
progress she made during that time giving her cause
for much wonderment and satisfaction. Considering
him in the light of a benefactor Mme. Farrar takes Mr.
Ruff on her concert tours as her voice specialist.
Other singers who are pupils of this eminent maestro

are Anna Case, Olive Fremstadt, Anna Fitziu, George
MacFarlane, Christie MacDonald. Hazel Dawn. Marjorie
Dodge. Paul Heimers, Eugene Cowles, Henry Weldon,
Thomas Chalmers and other famous singers.
With Mr. Ruff will be his personal manager, Victor

F^itrelle, ot Chicago. Mr. Ruff is at present in New
York where Dorothy Jardon is studying with him. In
addition to conducting the voice classes .Mr. Ruff will
deliver a series of letcures, discussing in a broad way
the art of singing and the care of the human voice. All
the classes will be conducted at the Zoellner Conserva-
tory of Music, 1250 Windsor Boulevard.
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705 Auditorium BIdg., Los Angeles

GERTRUDE ROSS
COMPOSKR-PIAMSTE

1000 South Alvarado Phone 51063
SpaniNh-CuIifomla Folk Songrs

J. FInoher. New York. Pabllahera

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

ATsUable for Coocerta and Recltala

Limited Nnmber of Advanced Poplla Accepted

SYLVAIN NOACK
CONCERT M.tSTER PHILH.tHMO.MC ORCHESTRA

Concerts and RecKala
Wnnngjmenl M r». Caroline C. Smith, 424 Aodltorlnm BldK.

11 'YA RRONSON Soio •ceiii.iILIA DK«J1N3UI^ Phlih.rn.onle Orche.tr.
LOH Angeles Trio, Phiiharmonle

Qaartet InHtruolion. Chamber Music RecitaU
SaiS Ln Mlrada. Phone Hollr 3044

A.KOODLACH
sort MaJeHtIc Theatre Bldcr.. l.o« Angele Phone «70-ra

MISS FANNIE CHARLES DILLON
PIAM ST—TEACHER—COMPOSER

Stndlo. SKM> Leeward Avenne. Lon An«;eleM. Phone Drexel
7309. Composer of .^lany Numbern Flared hj Famoiu

M. Jeannette Rogers
First Flutist Metropolitan

Theatre

Available for

Concert-Recital-Club

Obbligato

1354 Laveta Terrace
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OLGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
OLGA STEEB

Director and Head of the Piano Department

FANNIE DILLON
Head of the Department of Theory

and Composition

Faculty of Twenty-nine Teachers
Affilialed Teachers in Burbank, Claremont, Holly-
wood, Los Angeles, Long Beach, Monrovia, Pasa-
dena, Pomona, Redlands, Riverside, San Diego and
Santa Monica.

For Catalog and Full Information

Address

OLGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
453 S. Wilton Place Los Angeles, Calif.

Phone 567294

Frederic Burr Scholl

ORGANIST

Grauman's Hollywood

Egyptian Theatre

HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.

FITZGERALD CONCERTS
MERLE ARMITAGE, Manager

727 S. Hill Street Los Angeles

Alexander Bevani
ALL BRANCHES OF THE
VOCAL ART

Snidio: «12 So. Calif. Music Co. Bids.

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE CVLTLREl—COACHl.VG I.V REPBRTOIRE

Suite eiM So. Calif. MuKlc Co. Bids. Phone 281.sas

ZOELLNER CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

JOHN SMALLMAN
BARITONE—TEACHER OF SINGING

Voice Trial Ij}- Appointment. ;:;.00. Sludlo: !S0;{-N04 So. CaL
MuHic Co. Uld^. Shirley Taggert. Secretarj-

Anna Rnzena Sprotte

Res. Phone 74164

RAYMOND HARMON

ABBIE NORTON JAMISON
PIANO—HARMONY—VOCAL COACH

002 So
qdlow; 1147 West 21st St. Telephone Beac

CHARLES BOWES

Prof. A. GIUFFRIDA
PIANO, VIOLIN, SINGING, COMPOSITION'

European (nmoaH srsteni; 945 for flO lessonii: thn
30 strletlr private lem

Reel
Phon

DAVOL SANDERS '",.V,?'pr,:
Head Violin Dept.. College of 3IuhIc. I

.

Member Philharmonic Oi
ne Main 2in

The larger the circulation of a Music Journal
the better for the members of the profession and
student. If you help us to add 3000 subscribers to
our list we will help you to increase your income.

MARIE TIFFANY AND SIGMUND BEEL

The appearance of two distinguished guest artists

—

Marie Tiffany, soprano, of the Metropolitan Opera Com-
panj-, and Sigmund Beel. well-known violinist, in con-
cert with the Los .Angeles Women's Lyric Club at the
Philharmonic, proved a most entertaining and diversi-
fied performance. Under J. B. Poulin's baton the club
did artistic ensemble which compares favorably w-ith
any choral organization of the southwest. Sweetness
and clarity of tone with clean attacks and releases
showed a marked improvement over the work in former
concerts. Xo word failed to reach our ears and at no
time was it necessary to refer to the printed poems on
the program so distinct was the pronunciation and
enunciation of the chorus.

Annie Laurie, arranged by Buck. Annarilli (Caccini),
Carnaval (Fourdain) and .Ave Marie (Baeh-Gounodi
were the choral numbers. The latter being sung with
the harmonium played by William Edson Strobridge
and two soloists from the club—Elizabeth Monser Biehl.
contralto, and Mrs. A. R. Jaquith. soprano. Despite a
slight indisposition on the part of Marie Tiffany she ap-
peared in lovely voice though not at her best in finer
shading, giving delightful interpretations to the Mozart
Batti Batti (Don Giovanni) and Debussy's L'aunee en
vain (L'Enfant Prodigue). Most pleasing, indeed, were
her folk songs of France. Norway, Ireland and Italy
which she gave in costume.

Sigmund Beel. it will be remembered was at one time
concert master of the Los -\ngeles Symphony Orchestra,
appeared twice on the program. His numbers included
Chaconne (Vitali), Hebrew Melody (Achron), Gigue (de
Angelis) and Rondino (Vieuxtempst. Solid musician-
ship and facile technie were reflected in each number.
.\ large share of the success of this concert is due Mrs.
M. Hennion Robinson for her skilful accompaniments
throughout the entire program.

The Los Angeles Opera Club gave a Polish musicale
Monday evening in Hollywood Library hall. The guests
of honor were Col. John Sobieski, Count Stephen K.
Sz.vnianowski. Pola Negri, and St. Ritus Benda. The
Polish artists were: Mme. Teodora Wiesnewska. color-
atura soprano: Stanislaw Michniewicz. concert pianist;
Miss Leonora Sikora. mezzo soprano: Bogdan Gillewicz',
baritone: Eugene Natucka. violinist, and Ruth Mae
Carey in Polish dance Ozeidja.

The Faculty of the College of Music of U. S. C. gave a
reception in honor of Mario Chamlee, Metropolitan
opera tenor. Saturday evening. March 15th, in the uni-
versity parlors. Mr. Chamlee is a former Los Angeles
singer and this is one of the numerous home "wel-
comes" planned in his honor.

Raymond Harmon has been engaged to sing at the Sun-
rise Easter service at Catalina Island, and as he mast
sing at the Pasadena Presbyterian church at 11 o'clock
it will be necessary to make the trip by airplane. Mr.
Harmon is the first non-member to be guest artist with
the Oakland Choral Club, where he will sing at an early
date. Charles T. Ferrj-. composer-pianist, formerly in
this city, has invited Mr. Harmon for engagements in
Washington. D. C, and Cleveland.

ELIZABETH

O'NEIL
PIANIST

Direction

ABBY DE AVIRETT
KNABE PIANO

AMPICO RECORDS
St., Lone De

GILDA MARCHETTI
DRAMATIC SOPRASO

Teacher of Voice and Italian Diction
Re*. Phone r.5S-603

N'en- Stndlo: 712 So. Calif. MunIc Co. Blds>
Available for Concerts. Charch and Opera

WINIFRED HOOKE
PIANIST

CONCERT—COACH—TEACHER
2004 South Union Avenue, Los Angeles

Alice Forsythe Mosher, well-known soprano; Elinor
Mario, mezzo-soprano; Karl Gantvoort. baritone; Dud-
ley Chambers, tenor, were the soloists on the occasion
the Hollywood Opera Reading Club. Dr. Frank Nagel.
lecturer for the club gave his usual interesting account
of the presentation of the opera Madame Butterfly at
of the composer's life and the story of the opera as well
as playing all the accompaniments for the singers. Mrs.
Mosher in the title role gave a delightful interpretation
of this taxing part. Mr. Chambers is fast becoming a
favorite with the Hollywood audiences for his pleasing
personality and beautiful tenor voice. Each soloist dis-
played artistry of high standing.

Carrie Louise Dunning, internationally known pianist,
has been successful in producing a most unique moving
picture which demonstrates the advancement of music
tor children during the last twenty years, called A Trip
to Musicland. This picture was made in New York City
at the instigation of her many friends and admirers and
is now being shown at the Hollywood Theatre on Holly-
wood Boulevard.

Leona Neblett, violinist: Ruth May Shaffner, soprano:
Raymond McFeeters, pianist: gave a delightful program
at the Hollywood-Vermont Community Chorus recently.
Rosa Gavito, pianist and vocalist, contributed numbers
at one of the chorus' regular meetings last month.
This organization is about three years old. having been
founded by G. W. Vandegrift. who is now president. An
average attendance at these weekly gatherings is over
four hundred. Gage Christopher, well-known baritone,
is the song leader.

The Orpheus Club appeared again in popular concert
at the Philharmonic .Auditorium last week under the
able direction of Hugo Kirchhofer, A program, includ-
ing negro spirituals, folk songs and many old favorites,
gave much pleasure to the fair-sized audience. Assisting
the club were the Orpheus Four, a male quartette which
grew out of the club a few years ago, and Inez Jacob-
son who accompanied the club.

Mrs. Chester Wallace Brown, well-known society
matron, and Miss Fannie Charles Dillon, distinguished
composer pianist, entertained last Sunday afternoon at
the residence of Mrs. Brown at 919 West Adams, with
a musicale and garden party in honor of Mrs. Edward A.
MacDowell. widow of the late Edward A. MacDowell.
famous American composer. The musical program, con-
sisting of idealized music of North American Indians,
was presented by Charles Wakefield Cadman. Fannie
Dillon. Homor Grunn and Arthur Farwell. Mrs. Mac-
Dowell will be heard during her sojourn in Southern
California in many concert programs devoted to the
music of Edward MacDowell.

Carli D. Elinor, director of the orchestra at the Cali-
fornia Theatre, presented a very interesting program
of concert numbers last week, including Light Cavalry
Overture (Suppel. Serenata (-Moszkowsky). Mr. Elinor
invariably chooses numbers which are well-known but
not hackneyed by their continued use in picture houses
and his artistic directing make these short programs
preceding the showing of the program most enjoyable.

LULA MAY Photograph Studio
Distinctive and Unusual Photographs That

Please, Delivered When Promised,
at Reasonable Prices

2028 West Sixth St. Los Angeles

LOUISE GUDE
SOPRANO

Herhert AMthe
StudiOK, New Vork

Concert Dlrectit

€ EleanorWoodford
DltAMATK

GR VCE >l. sm ERS

Aafherlxed Photoirrapher for
PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEVF

63« So. Broadtrar, Los .Aneelea
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EMILE FERIR FEATURED AT POP CONCERT

Brahms' greatest Symphony No. 1 In C minor. Op. 68,

opened the ninth Popular Concert by the Philharmonic

Orchestra. This work was given in truly Brahms style

with calmness and precision, always guided by keen in-

tellect. The orchestra and director, Walter Henry
Rothwell. well deserved the ovation which followed the

rendition of this lovely symphony. An arrangement of

Bach's ."^ir for G String by August Wilhelmy, played by
strings alone, was especially interesting. The effective-

ness of the .Massenet Ballet Music lies largely in the

suggestive headings and clever orchestrations.

The Tschaikowsky Overture Solemnelle in its massive
proportions was given a brilliant reading. Emile Ferir

proved himself no less artist of the violin than he has

been acclaimed. He is recognized as a violist of inter-

national fame and his own worthy numbers Crepuscule

d'Orient and Caprice Basque were received with great

enthusiasm. The style and rhythm of these numbers are

unique, distinctly characteristic and different from most
modern music.

STENGER VIOLINS

CORINNE GRIFFITH AT WARFIELD

Corinne GrilBth, the girl who made such a sensational

hit in Black Oxen, is the star of Lilies of the Field, the

William Hurlburt drama which is the Warfield at-

traction for the week of March loth. The story is of

those "lilies who toil not neither do they spin," of

models and manikins and the "gold diggers" of New
York. In the cast supporting Miss Griffith will be Con-

way Tearle, Myrtle Stedman. Charles Murray, Sylvia

Breamer. Crauford Kent and Alma Bennett. On the

stage, as a feature of the Fanchon and Marco Ideas
will be The Fashion Show of 1924, Art Landry and his

band, Roy Smoot and the Lipschultz Music Masters.

There will be other shorter film subjects. The Warfield
announces The Extei-nal City as the attraction tor the

week starting with the matinee on Saturday, March 22.

There will be no raise in prices.

chant, chairman of the department. Wednesday after-

noon. March 12, the students of William J. McCoy
played the numbers. The program for April 2 has not
yet been announced. But on April 16 the afternoon will

be given to the students of Frederick Biggerstaff. That
same evening the pupils of Luther Marchant will be re-

sponsible for the program, and the following Wednesday
evening. April 23, the students of Miss Catherine Umer
will sing. The two closing concerts of the year at Mills

College will be given Friday evening, April 25, and
Saturday evening, .April 26. These will be presented in

Lisser Hall, and will represent the work of the different

departments in music. As usual, the program of one of

these concerts will include only original compositions
in harmony and counterpoint.

KARL RACKLE
1330 PINE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Telephone Prospect 9219

\ WERRENRATH GETS OVATION IN BOSTON

MUSIC NOTES FROM MILLS COLLEGE

The music department of Mills College is giving a
series of Fortnightlies during March and April. These
hours of music are held in Alumnae Hall on the campus,
and friends of the college are welcome. The programs
have been arranged under the advice of Luther Mar-

Reinald Werrenrath, noted baritone, who is to appear
here Friday evening. March 28. at Scottish Rite Hall.

under the management of the Elwyn Concert Bureau,
has long been a favorite in Boston where he has sung
many times, in recital, with orchestra, but he never
received such an ovation as last November when he
appeared with the Boston Symphony Orchestra, singing
some new songs by Daniel Gregory Mason. The critical

comments were extraordinarily enthusiastic. Philip

Hale in the Herald, said: "It is not easy to forget the
singer in speaking of Mr. Mason's songs. Mr. Werren-
rath has made them his own. "WTiat would other bari-

tones do with them? Mr. Werrenrath's part in the per-

formance was worthy of the highest praise. The singer
recreated Mr. Mason's music".

Later during the season, in the holidays, he was sum-
moned to Boston to sing in the performances of The
Messiah given by the Handel and Haydn Society. Of
his performance the Herald said: "Especially note-
worthy was the singing of Mr. Werrenrath because he

LINCOLN

BATCHELDER
Pianist •- Accompanist

Studio 412 Cole St. : Phone Hemlock 368

iddr.

LILLIAN SWAEY
VIOLINIST

CONCERTS

—

ensemble:—INSTRl'CTION
ih: 1304 iSth Street Phone Park i

made the arias which so often are sung as mere decora-
tions rake on a thoroughly emotional character. Surely
the cyclonic Handel would have relished the spirit and
the gusto and the intelligence of this singing."

ANNOUNCEMENT EXTRAORDINARY

THEODORE SCHROEDER
DISTINGUISHED VOICE AUTHORITY

Will conduct a MASTER CLASS in Los Angeles

The tremendous success achieved

by Mr. Schroeder is unrivaled

and his students both in America

and Europe have been proclaimed

rare artists.

Worthwhile positions are always

open to Schroeder students. Evi-

dence of which is shown by the

great number already occupying

prominent places in the world of

opera, concert, musical comedy
and teaching.

July pt to August 15*

for Students,Teachers

and Artists

An unusual opportunity for those

desiring the best in artistic

development.

MME, NEWCOMBE PRINDELL,
Manager

MURIEL PAULL, Secretary

For Registration and Information Address

FITZGERALD MUSIC CO.

*'KNABE PIANO USED"

727 South Hill St.

Phone 877-211
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MUSICAL BLUE BOOK of CALIFORNIA
NOW BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION
The Editor of the Musical Blue Book of Califor-
nia is now preparing to get the publication ready
for the Printer. In order to facilitate his work he
would appreciate the full co-operation of the
mus'cal profession, and particularly the adver-
tisers. We find that many musicians who signed
contracts have so far failed to send us the
ADVERTISING COPY. It is impossible to
finish our work until ALL COPY is received at

this office.

Los Angeles advertisers in the Musical Blue
Book of California may leave their copy with
Nelle Gothold, Room 610, 808 South Broadway,
the Pacific Coast Musical Review representative
in Los Angeles.
There are a number of prominent musicians in
various parts of California whose names are not
yet in our possession for purposes of registra-
tion. There is no charge made for such registra-
tion, and surely the musical profession would
like to have this Blue Book as complete as possi-
ble. If you have not yet sent in your registration,
or if no solicitor has asked you to register, kindly
send in your name and address and your voca-
tion. Or, better still, wrrite or phone us and we
will send you a registration card to be filled out.

NOW is the time to send in your advertising
copy and your registration card. In a very short
time it will be TOO LATE.

ALFRED METZGER
Editor Musical Blue Book of California

801 Kohler & Chase Building
San Francisco, Calif.

SIGNIFICANCE OF SPRING MUSIC
FESTIVAL

(Continued from Page 1. Col. 2)

Francisco Symphony Orchestra and for

the interest which the municipal govern-

ment, represented on the auditorium
committee by J. Emmet Hayden and his

associates, and work shoulder to shoulder

toward a great cause. Either you are

musical for the sake of the enjoyment
you receive from the art, or you think

you are musical because of the money
or prestige you can get out of it. If you
are a-real musician you can not help but

enthuse over the prospect of hearing
such great works done in the only way
in which they should be done, namely,
artistically from the ground up. And now
that the prices have been made so
reasonable do not wait any longer but
throng the box office— I those out of

town are assured courteous and careful

service by A. W. Widenham and his

staff)—and see whether the four houses
can not be sold out in advance. It would
be an unprecedented thing if this could
be accomplished.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture :—Opera. Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St Tel. Bayview 5278

HELEN COLBURN HEATH

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SA.\ FR.^.\CISCO B.\NK1

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY lOth. 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks in California.
the .\ssets of which liaTe never been increased
by mergers or consolidations with other Banlis.

Member Associated Savings EanlkS of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 31st, 1923
AsseU $89,174,468.57
Capital, Reserve and Contingent Funds 3,850,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 430,275.37

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St and 7th Ave.
HAICHT STREET BRANCH Haijht and Belvedere StreetsWEST PORTAL BR.\NCH West Portal Ave, and Ulloa St.

Interest paid on Deposits at the rate of

FOUR AND ONE QUARTER (414) per cent per annum,
COMPUTED MONTHLY and COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY,

ANT) MAY BE WITHDRAWN QUARTERLY

EVA M. GARCIA

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
0O.^ Kohler A Chane Old. Tel. Sntter 7SS7

DOMENICO BRESCIA

Hadame Charles Ponlter—Soprano

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

StDdIo; 36 GafTner BtilldJnfc. 37G Softer St.
Tel. Donglaa 4233. Res. Tel. Kearnr 2349

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
SOLO PIAMST AND TEACHER

Advanced Pupils Accepted
Studio: 14^7 (lay St. Thone Pro.spect >*4-i0

HENRIK GJERDRUM
PI.l.MST

£321 Jackson Street Fillmore 323«

DAISY O'BRIEN
voice:—GUITAR

3428 Mllvia St. Berkeley rT65J
706 Kohler & ChaMC—TharMday

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Mra. Noah Brandt
2211 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore 1522

PAUL STEINDORFF Evelyn Sresovich Ware

(Continued from Page 1. Col. 4)

mond Overture, Mendelssohn's Spring
Song and Spinning Song, Grieg's Nor-
wegian Dance, de Beriot's Scene de
Ballet and Grainger's Molly on the Shore.
Mr. Hertz, being greatly occupied with
rehearsals for the Music Festival, en-
trusted the baton to Louis Persinger. tho
assistant conductor and concert master
who gave an excellent account of him-
self directing with judgment and mu-
sicianship. Kajetan Attl delighted the
children with Zahel's at the Fountain and
Tedeschi's Marionette Dance. He aroused
much enthusiasm.
A veritable sensation was created by

Yhudi Menuhun. a six-year-old violinist.

pupil of Louis Persinger. who played de
Beriot's Scene de Ballet in a manner that
astounded the most confirmed musician.
His tone is exceptionally flexible and he
plays with remarkable accuracy as to
technic and intonation. He is an unusual
genius and one need not hesitate to pre-
dict a brilliant future, for in this case
no praise is too high. We have never
beard a boy of this age play with such
finish and artistry. Evidently the eight
thousand children shared our opinion.

MASTER COACH
ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA

In All Languages
5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. WUIiam Steinbach
VOICE CULTURE

Studio:
902 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.,

San FranciMco Phone K«arny 5454

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
Grnduile of Sehola Caotomm, ParU. Or.
Kanl>t St. Marr'n CathedraL Plaao De-
partment. Hamlin School. Organ and

Piano. Arrlilaga MuMleal College

Phone Kea

Joseph George Jacobson

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlqne. Paris

Studio: 3107 Washlnston Street
Phone FiUmore 1S47

SIGMUND BEEL

KDRT VON GRUDZiNSKi MARY ALVERTA MORSE
BARITONE — VOICE CULTURE

Authorized to Teach Mme. Schocn-
Rene'a Slethod

1314 Leavenworth St. Phone Proapcct B253

SOPRANO
Teacher of Sinxlne; Studio. Tneaday and

land. Phone Huuboldt 191.

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

Phone Berkeley 6006
OF MUSIC

MRS. ZAT RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONT

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

LOUISE E. MASSEY
Mezzo - Soprano. Home Accommodations
for Limited Number of StndentM. I'lTT Val-
lejo St., S. F. TeL \Valnot 580. AVednes-

day. Kohler A Chase Bldg., (R, lft05>

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of SInsins. 32 Loretta Arc. Pied-
mont. Tet Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler A.
Chaite Bids., S. F. Telephone Kearny 5454

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 Scott Street. Bet. Clay & AVashln^ton

Mr. Noah Brandt. Violin
BIra. Noah Brandt, Piano

ISABKLIJi: MARKS
CONTRALTO

I33S 26th Avenue Phone Sunset 2995
Voice Culture. Friday P. M. 1(M»2 Kohler

& Chaic Bids. Tel. Kearny 5454

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EOITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Dooglaa U%

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 293»

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1»95

MACKENZIE GORDON
88.32 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ANTOINE DE VALLY

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5464

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St Tel. Pro*. 926t

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 64»4

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1111

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough St. Tel. Fillmore 4150

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter St. Tel. Kearny 2637

ARR.WGER OF MVSIC

C. B. FRANK
400 Pantages Bldg. Tel. Garfield 1334

ACCOMP-\.\ISTS

ANNA W. McCORMICK
1380 Taylor St. Tel. Pros. 9687
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Elizabeth SIMPSON
ENDORSES SIX ARTIST PUPILS
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For particulars address

ELIZABETH SIMPSON STUDIOS
700 Kohlrr « t haiu! llulldInK Son Pronrlnco S.'ll8V<c Etna Slreel, Berkeley

K^lr'y SeHouVs,''udJ„7''''""SH0l'LD KNOW AT ONCE
ADOLF WEIDIG'S EPOCH MAKING WORK

HARMONIC MATERIAL AM> ITS IISES
A HARMONY thnt leIN "WHY" nntl HhutVN "HOW" to understand Harmony from
the Mlandpoint of the muKicinn. Jutt pultliNhed by Clayton F. Sunimy Co.. Cblcaso.

For Sale Uy
HENRY GROBE. 135-153 Kearny St., San Francisco

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal Is worth white to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

GEORGE

NYKLICEK
ORGANIST

CALIFORNIA THEATRE

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

San KranclHco, Callfor

Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone DousLas 1078

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

cat Director

spect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Residence Pho

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

PnplU Prepared for Opera, Oratorio,

THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL
REVIEW

HAS KOl'GHT FOR THIS RESIDENT ARTIST
DURING THE LAST TWENTY-TWO YEARS—IS
SUCH A PAPER WORTH SUBSCRIDING FOR!

IF SO, DON'T WAIT ANY LONGER.

ALICE GENTLE
MANAGEMENT

CATHARINE A. BAMMAN
53 West 39th Street New York, N. Y.

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Exclusive Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

What the

World Most Values
It Pays Most For

And this, the most sincere expression of

appreciation the world can give, has been

bestowed upon

as the supreme artistic creation in the field of

fine pianofortes.

The tone of the Mason & Hamlin can no more

be duplicated in any other piano than can the

tone of an age-mellowed Stradivarius violin

—

it is something that cannot be "manufactured"

or "built" into a piano—it is the intangible

quality bred of genius, of earnest devotion to

an ideal.
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FESTIVAL CHORUS IS GREAT ORGANIZATION END OF BRILLIANT CHAMBER MUSIC SEASON

Five Hundred Voices of Excellent Quality Sing Like One Individual and Large and Enthusiastic Audience Endorses in No Uncertain Terms the
Interpret With the Emotional Coloring of Artists—Alfred Hertz,

Glenn H. Woods and Arturo Casiglia Trained This Splendid

Chorus With Astounding Results—Orchestra and Solo-

ists Complete Finest Ensemble Ever Heard Here

Artistic Merit of the Chamber Music Society of San Francisco at Its

Sixth and Final Concert of the Season 1923-24—Dignified Request
Program Interpreted in Remarkably Musicianly Fashion

BY ALFRED METZGER
Heralded as one of the biggest musical

undertakings ever attempted by an
American city. San Ftancisco's first

Spring Music Festival will be ushered in

next week with the presentation of the
Faust Symphony by Liszt. The Festival
is being jointly given by the city of San
Francisco and the Musical .Association of

San Francisco. The Exposition Audi-
torium is to be the scene of the four big
concerts to be given Tuesday night and
the Tuesday of the following weeit.

For many weeks past Alfred Hertz has
been building up the structure that will

make this undertaking perhaps the most
notable musical event of its kind in the
history of music in the West. Under his
leadership and with the assistance of
Glenn H. Woods, director of music in

the public schools of Oakland, and
Arturo Casiglia. assistant chorus master
of the San Francisco Opera Company.
San Francisco has at last a great mixed
chorus of 500 voices

The chorus includes representatives of
practically every singing organization in
the bay cities as well as many vocal
teachers of prominence. With the final

rehearsals that have been given during
the past few days the chorus has been
whipped into form that has even ex-
ceeded the expectation of the most
ardent supporters of the project. But
the chorus has been only one phase of
the undertaking. Added to this responsi-
bility Hertz has had the task of enlarging
the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra
to 125 pieces and preparing it also for
the difBcuIt work of the Festival.

The best talent in the operatic world
has been drawn on for the solo work of
the Festival. There will be Claire Dux.
soprano of the Chicago Grand Opera
and three artists of the highest rank
from the Chicago Grand Opera and three
artists of the highest rank from the
Metropolitan, loaned for this special oc-
casion—Merle Alcock. contralto: Mario
Chamlee, tenor and Clarence Whitehill.
baritone. The organists tor the Festival
are to be Warren D. Allen and Uda
Waldrop.

Supervisor J. Emmet Hayden, chair-
man of the Auditorium Committee, and
A. W. Widenham, representing the Mu-
sical Association, are in charge of the
stage and seating arrangements. The
great stage seating the chorus of 500 to-
gether with the orchestra pit will extend
to a point midway of main arena which
illustrates the impressive scale on which
the Festival has been planned.

Much interest centers in the opening
night concert as this is the first time that
the Faust Symphony has ever been pre-
sented in San Francisco. Supplement-
ing this on the program will be the
overture from Romeo and Juliet and an
aria from La Gioconda sung by Chamlee.
The Faust Symphony will be presented
with Chamlee as the tenor soloist, the
male chorus, the Symphony Orchestra
and Uda Waldrop at the organ^
The second concert of the Festival is

to take place Thursday night when
Mahler's Second or the Resurrection
Symphony is featured. This will take
the entire chorus of 500 voices, the
Orchestra, Warren D. Allen at the organ.
The solo parts will be in the hands of
Claire Dux and Merle Alcock.

The third and final concert of the week
is to be a grand operatic program to be
given Saturday night with the orchestra

and all four soloists participating. The
sale of tickets for all four concerts is

reported, as being exceedingly heavy.
This advance sale alone has already as-
sured the success of the undertaking
which is declared to be exciting the at-
tention of music lovers throughout the
country. The event has been advertised

The Chamber .Music Society of San
Francisco closed its season of 1923-1924
at Scottish Rite .Auditorium on Tuesday
evening, March 18, in the presence of an
audience numbering about one thousand
people. The attendance during the entire
season was rarely less than 1000 and
mostly considerably over a thousand.

MACKENZIE GORDON
The Distinguished Tenor and Vocal Pedagogue Who Has Been Re

Some of California's Foremost Vocal Artists

from San Diego on the south to Seattle
on the north and as tar east as Reno.
As a result San Francisco will be the
mecca for many lovers of good music
from various parts of the west.

It must be repeated that nothing is too
extravagant to say about the chorus. The
voices are of excellent material, the
various singers have been trained to a
point where they sing with taste and
artistic finish. The ensemble effect,
specially with the background of un-
usually sonorous basses, is surprisingly
effective. We wish to call special at-
tention to the first concert at which
Liszt's Faust Symphony will be render-
ed. The chorus of 250 male voices will
prove one of the most thrilling musical

(Continued on Page 11, Col. 1)

something well worth while and not
easily equalled by any chamber music
society anywhere. Elias M. Hecht, dur-
ing an address delivered in the course
of the evening, expressed his gratifica-
tion over the co-operation he is receiving
from the musical public in maintaining
this excellent organization. He stated
that although the subscription list to
these concerts includes eight hundred
music lovers there still remains a deficit
to he met. inasmuch as the members
of the Chamber Music Society of San
Francisco rehearse all summer necessi-
tating the continuation of the salaries
when no revenue is derived. And Mr.
Hecht added that he did not mind pay-
ing a deficit provided all seats were

taken. No doubt his wishes in this re-

spect will be fulfilled next season, it the
growth of attendance during the past
season may be taken as criterion.
This final program of the season just

passed was a request program and here
again the good taste of those attending
these concerts was revealed for the com-
positions requested were: String Quar-
tet .A major Op. IS. No. .j (Beethoven)

;

String Quartet A minor Op. 61, No. 2

(Brahms); String Quartet F major Op.
;i6 (Dvorak). The first named composi-
tion being one of Beethoven's earlier
works seemed to represent somewhat the
Mozartean era of musical thought. It is

quite light and airy in character and was
played in such refined style that its

graceful lines were brought out with de-
lightful effect. This was specially true
of the Minuet and Andante Cantabile.
In dramatic contrast the Brahms Quartet
was interfireted with vigor and empha-
sis. It showed the organization in its
best mood and every one of the mu-
sicians succeeded in investigating the
vital themes with healthy and robust
accentuation. As usual there was evi-
dent the thorough musicianship of the
members of the quartet who played to-

gether with their usual comprehension
of the essence of ensemble work and
their artistic conception of what the mas-
ters intended to convey through their
music. The concluding number consisted
of Dvorak's Quartet with its pulsating
periods and its stirring melodies. Alto-
gether the Chamber Music Society may
pride itself upon a worthy conclusion
to a most excellent season.

Louis Persinger, Louis Ford. Nathan
Firestone, Walter Ferner and Elias
Hecht have acquitted themselves worthi-
ly throughout this season. They have
given us the best of chamber music com-
positions in a manner to equal the work
of the foremost organizations of this
class. They have introduced new works
occasionally, adding to the interest of
their programs. They have presented a
number of distinguished artists of inter-
national fame whose splendid achieve-
ments in ensemble playing we would not
have had an opportunity to admire had
it not been for the Chamber .Music So-
ciety. There can not be any question
regarding the inestimable artistic value
of this organization as a musical asset.
And it is gratifying to hear that plans
are already decided upon (or the next
season which no doubt will surpass the
seasons already given, if that is possi-
ble, in artistic character, and equally so
in the matter of public co-operation.

In addition to the six concerts given in
San Francisco the Chamber Music So-
ciety appeared in a number of concerts
throughout the State of California. Their
appearances in Southern California, par-
ticularly in Los Angeles, proved specially
gratifying, for both as to attendance and
public approval they equalled the events
of the most famous ensemble organiza-
tions visiting the Southland. Here is at
least one instance where the prophet is
honored in his own country, tor, whether
at home or abroad, the Chamber Music
Society of San Francisco is equally
recognized for its artistic proficiency and
its thoroughness of musicianly interpre-
tations.

If a Music Journal is worth while to
extend courtesies it should be worth
while to subscribe for.
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"The Piano is the Steinway"

^ /I T a great majority of all concerts this

\_/\i season, as for two generations past,

the programs state: "The piano is

the Steinway."

I am the Steinway piano. I do not believe

that Sherman, Clay & Co., my Pacific Coast

representatives, print this statement in a spirit

of boastfulness. I believe that they use it, as I

accept it, in a spirit of deep responsibility.

For consider what it means to me, the piano,

thus chosen—not occasionally, but almost uni-

versally—to be the companion of all these

artists on the concert stage. Violinists and
vocalists trust me to provide the canvas against

which they, as painters, may fling the colors of

their art. Pianists invite me to render into

gracious sound, those vast chords and melodies
which exist only within their own brains and
souls—until I speak for them.

Far, far more than the audiences realize, do
the triumphs of the artists depend upon the

fidelity of their instruments.

Nor is it sufficient that I simply perform as

well on this occasion as on the last. Art does

not stand still; neither may I. Every concert

on every occasion is a new test, a new crisis,

and a glorious new opportunity for me.

That is why it meant so much to me when the

great Theodore Thomas wrote of me in 1879,

What this oft-used phrase means to me
AS EXPLAINED BY THE STEINWAY PIANO

years ago, and will only change it in so far as

"I consider the Steinway piano the best at

present made, and that is the reason why I use

it in private and also in all my public con-

certs," and was able to say of me again in

1898, "I gave the above testimonial nineteen

to say that the superiority of the Steinway
piano to all others that 1 know of is even more
apparent today than it was nineteen years

ago."

That is why it means so much to me to have
Paderewski say: "Whenever perfection is at-

tained, progress is stopped ; for there is no
room for climbing when the summit has been

reached. And yet, in your case, this law of

nature seems to have been defied . . . Such a

thing can only be accomplished by a sincere

love of profession, and it is to this love of pro-

fession that I wish to pay my tribute of high
esteem and admiration."

This is my responsibility, to see that every con-

cert season finds me more gracious, more re-

sponsive, more endearing than the last. And
always, I hope, shall I continue to be a very
human piano.

Such is the meaning of the phrase, "the piano
is the Steinway," and such is the spirit in

which I stand upon this concert stage before
you now.

Sherman Play& Go.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

CALIFORNIA-ORECON-WASHINCTON

EDWARD PEASE
nARITONK SOLOIST. TK.VCHKR A\D DIRECTOR

Director of F-uierpenn < luh. MVMtminnter Pre». Church,
Tbr B'nni il'rlth !>>nuK«lcUf, onU Director of The PeoMe
MoNio StndloN at Macrnmento. HtndioM—Snn FranciNCO,
%%edneNda>-N, Suite lOlO Kohler & Chawe BIdg. Telephone
Kearny n4.%4t Sacramento, Odd FellovrV Temple. Tele-
phone Main -lOOn.

RENA
LAZELLE

SOPRANO
San Francisco Opera Company

GERARD
CARBONARA

COtVIPOSER—CONDUCTOR—PIANIST

Instruction in Harmony, Piano and Composition.

Coaching for Opera, Concert and Oratorio'

Oakland Studio: 535 14th St. (Kohler & Chase)

Tel. Oakland 6000

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
ADVANCKO I'lrPlbS ACCKPTED

Wrdnrsdar and Krldar MornlnsM al Studloi 002
Koklrr « C'knar llldE.. San Krancl»ro. Telephone
Kearnr MM. Ilealdrnc^- studio: l.%0 Monte Viala

Ave., I>akland. Telephone Piedmont 7(1*1.

LENA FRAZEE
MKZ'/.O-SOI'RANO

Katnral Voire Indortlon—RerltaU
tndloi ISM Uroadwaj TeL Fllln

SIDONIA ERKELY
PIANIST AND COACH

'horoush Piano Trnlnlne^— Memory Developmen
21S0 California St. ^Valnut 51

MARTHA JALAVA
SOPRANO

Pupil of Rose Florence

Vocal Studio-2837 Broderick Street

Phone Fillmore 4460

AUGUSTA HAYDEN
SOPRANO

Available for Concerta and Recltala
AddreHH: 471 :i7th Avenoe

Tel. Pae. fl:t2

HOMER HENLEY
BAUITO.M':—TEACHER OF SI-NGIXG—CO.VDUCTOK

Director Cnllfornla Club Choral
uthorltr

Studio: riM* lla Tel. Pill. 1033

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAFAEL, C.VLIFORMA

MuhIc ConmeN Thorough and ProRreixMlve. Publle School
Mutle, Accredited Diploma

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS

BEATRICE MELTZER
ranklln S77.S
nd 1100

JULIAN R. WAYBUR, Piano
Snn FrnnclNco Renidenre Sindio: 170r. Goush St. Phone
Fillmore 7iY»\. Berkeley StudLo: 2(H>1 Parker St., corner of
HUlefcOKB Ave. Phone Thornvrall 3-MM. TueNdny and Fri-
day afternoona.

PEARL IIOSSACK WHITCOMB
~

MK7,/.0-C0NTRAI.T0
Abaolute Slethod of Voice Upon the Breath

Mondar and Thuradar, lOOS Kohler A: Chaae BnlldlnK.
Tel. Kearny MM. Ilea. Phone Proapect 42«. Tueadar After.

noon. Z700 n ebater Street. Berkeley

WALLACE A. SABIN
OrKanlnt Temple Emann El, First Church of Christ Sci-
ential. Director Loring Club. S. F.. W ed., 1»15 Sacramento
Street, Phone \Ve8t 3753: Sat.. First Christian Science
Church, Phone Franklin i:m7i Res. Studio, 3113 Lenlaloa

Ave.. Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 242S

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT

The College of the Holy Names
LAKE MERRITT. OAKLAND

:omplete Conwervntory Course— Piano. Harp. Violin
'Cello. Voice. Connterpolnt. Harmony. Hiiitorr

DURINI VOCAL STUDIO

1»72 FlllM St.
Opera—Church—Oratorio

TeL Wtmt SB5

THE LICHTENSTEIN VIOLIN SCHOOL

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

Thorough Vocal and Dramatic Tralnlngr

740 Pine St. Phone Dooelni 6624

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street phone Douglas 4273

San Francisco

ALEXANDER McCURDY, JR.
ORGANIST AND CHOIRMASTER

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
VOC.\L TE.\CHER

Sanit IrndInK roles with Caruso and Tetrassinl—Thor-
oUKh Vocal and Dramatic TrninlnK—27-15 Von Nesa Ave.

Telephone Fillmore Nil::

Mamning School of Music
JOHN C. HANNINO, Director

IMS Waahtnclaii aireet Telephone FlUmare SM
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

SEATTLE MUSICAL REVIEW
BY ABBIE GERRISH-JONES

Seattle, February 27, 1924.

De Pachmann has come and gone, leaving behind him
impressions of his quaint character that will not soon
be forgotten. Those who for long have known and ad-

mired this wonderful interpreter of Chopin are familiar

with the habit of the master of carrying on a low-voiced
conversation with his audience anent the picture, char-

acter and interpretation called up from the white piano
keys through the magic of his finger tips. He makes
one see it as he does too, as we are aware who know
him well. There is but one Pachmann—there will never
be another.
And now Paderewski, after the long interval of storm

and stress wherein he bore so important a part and
made such great sacrifices for his fatherland, is coming
again and will be with us next month. It is said by
those who have heard him since he has returned to the
concert platform that he has lost nothing of his miracu-
lous dexterity and his playing will surely have taken on
an even greater depth for the trials through which he
has passed. Henry T. Finck of the New York Evening
Post, one of the foremost critics of the times, calls

Paderewski "the last of a mighty trio of pianists—Liszt,
Rubinstein. Paderewski"—and asserts that "no one
since Liszt has wielded so profound an influence on
the art of piano playing.

Paderewski's local appearance will be at the Arena
under the management of the Ladies' Musical Club of
Seattle.

Blossom Time, the musical play set in a frame of
Franz Schubert's lovely music has. returned to Seattle
for a week after a short absence, having played a pre-
vious engagement which was more than ordinarily suc-
cessful. Schubert himself is impersonated by Hollis
Davenny and Gertrude Lang appears as the girl he
loved and lost. Other singers in the cast are: Ralph
Soule. tenor, who sings the role of Baron Schober and
Halina Bruzovna, the handsome Russian prima donna,
who will again appear as the dashing Countess. The
remainder of the cast is the same as when the last en-
gagement was played.

Since last writing, the Coliseum Theatre has made a
change and S. H. Wineland is now musical director of
the big concert orchestra, and his place at the director's
desk in the Strand Theatre has been taken by Henry
Damsky,
Renee Chemet. acclaimed as "one of the greatest

violinists in the world"—"second only to Kreisler" by
the dictum of Henry T. Finck—will appear before a
Seattle audience at the Plymouth Church, on March Ist.
Mme. Chemet is the third visiting artist brought to this
city by the Civic Music Club of Seattle.

Josef Rosenblatt, the renowned tenor Cantor with
the voice of wonderful range and beautiful quality, is
to appear in Seattle on March 2nd at a benefit concert
for war orphans under the auspices of B'nai B'rith.
The singer is by reputation too well known to need
comment, his attitude in regard to the uses to which
his beautiful voice should be given having made him a
marked figure in the world of music. This concert is
being hailed with delight by Seattle music lovers.

Mrs. Lily van Ogle, widely known musician and
lecturer, is to speak at the Y. W. C. A. Auditorium.
Monday evening. March 3rd. on the opera. "Boris
Godounoff." Moussorgsky's famous Russian opera, in
which Chaliapin is soon to appear in the title role for
which he is celebrated, at the Arena March 15th with
the Chicago Civic Opera Company.

Mrs. van Ogle formerly lived in Moscow, has made
an extensive study of Russian music, and gives it as her
opinion that "Boris" is the greatest Russian opera ever
written. It was Mrs. van Ogle who guided the progress
of our own George McManus through the first years of

his study of the piano and he owes much to her
thorough training. I heard George at the age of seven-
teen when I made my first pilgrimage into the north
country, and he was then technically expert and held
the position of organist in one of the large churches
here, and played like a little artist.

Jacque Jou-Jerville is to present his advanced voice
students in a concert at the Cornish Theatre on Feb-
ruary 29th. Mr. Jou-Jerville is of the faculty of the
Cornish School and there was a record attendance at
his last student recital-

Adelina Carola Appieton. said to be one of the most
gifted of Northwestern composers, presented a program
of her own compositions at the Women's University
Club last evening which was well spoken of by the daily
press. Mrs. Appieton was assisted by Kathrj'n Crysler
Street, contralto; Vesta Muth, pianist, and George
Rogovoy, 'cellist. The program included four numbers
for piano, fifteen songs, and one group of three numbers
for 'cello and piano played by Mr. Rogovoy and Mrs.
Appieton.
The active members of the Ladies' Musical Club met

on Monday afternoon. February 25th, at the home of

Mrs. C. H. Hopper. 3617 E. Marion street, presenting a
program from American composers, including S. Morris
Classe, John Alden Carpenter, Mrs. H. H. A. Beach,
William Arms Fisher, Alexander MacFadyen, Cecil
Burleigh, Dent Mowrey, Frank LaForge and Richard
Hageman. Vocalists rendering the songs were Mrs.
Israel Nelson, and Mrs. Phillip MacBride; pianists.

Miss Dorotheo Hopper. Miss Leone Langdon and Miss
Mary Louise Weeks; violinist. Miss Winefred Bateman.

"Tillicum Potlatch"—Chinook for "friendly giving"

—

is the name given to a fund established about a year
ago by Daughters of Pioneers of Washington, which is

used to defray the expense incurred in entertaining
pioneers, members w-ho are traveling or ill, or cour-
tesies extended to any one whom the club wishes to
honor in any particular way. To benefit and increase
this fund an afternoon at cards will be given tomorrow
afternoon at the Hotel Frye and an interesting program
of music will be rendered by Miss Minnie Osberg, who
will sing a group of three songs by Jessie Dee Emerick
with the composer at the piano; and piano numbers
from Beethoven, Schumann and Henselt, rendered by
Miss Emma Calhoun.
The Nordica Choral Club, a society whose member-

ship is limited to young women between the ages of 16
and 30. are to present the comic opera. The Daughter
of the Crescent, this evening at the Women's University
Club auditorium under the direction of Mrs. Helen
Crowe Snelling.
Friends heard over the radio of late are the Ander-

sons—Ruth Waterman and Carl Anderson—and Helen
Colburn Heath, the latter singing from "KGO,"
General Electric Company of Oakland, a group wherein
the writer's Meadow Lark made one. The song was
sung by Miss Heath for its first hearing in San Fran-
cisco in 1913, at a program of my songs and it is

peculiarly adapted to the clarity of Miss Heath's voice
which came across the air beautifully full and resonant.
In the Haydn number. My Mother Bids Me Bind My
Hair, every soft tone was perfectly audible here. 1000
miles from the singer, and I felt as if I must speak and
tell her how we enjoyed it. Unfortunately we have no
transmitter and I was forced to the use of pen and ink
to carry my message of thanks for the unexpected
pleasure in the hearing of my song. On this program
Arthur Baker's flute solo came across clearly and the
songs by James E. Ziegler were fine. Walter Kliegel's
Coming Home, Josephine Holub's violin solo, a Spanish
dance by Rehfield and the numbers by the Arion Trio, all

came across the air as clearly as if in the room with
us The latter part of the program was lost on account
of a strong local station cutting in. Rudy Seiger is often
heard through the medium of "KPO" (Hale Bros.),
and his orchestra always is hugely enjoyed up here.

THE PENDULUM
By ANIL DEER

MACKENZIE GORDON ENJOYS HIS TEACHING

Although being one of the most distinguished and
best endowed vocal artists residing on the Pacific Coast,
and receiving frequent offers for public appearances
Mackenzie Gordon rarely appears before the public
now-a-days, much to the loss of our music lovers. In
recent years Mr. Gordon has devoted himself almost
exclusively to teaching and he has become so greatly
attached to this important phase of music life that he
gradually has abandoned the sphere of concert work,
a decision greatly regretted by all who enjoy the art of
song sustained by one who knows it thoroughly. How-
ever. Mr. Gordon is contributing not a little toward the
musical growth of the community by training young
students to become competent singers and occasionaly
a young artist making a distinct impression and gain-
ing professional honors testifies to Mr. Gordon's con-
stant contribution to the musical atmosphere of this
city and state. There are several of Mr. Gordon's
students whom we presently shall be pleased to in-
troduce to the musical public through these columns.

Sir Henry Heyman gave one of his elaborate luncheons
at the Bohemian Club in honor of Jean Gerardi on Wed-
nesday, March 12. Gerardi is a very dear friend of
Sir Henry's who has known the renowned cellist since
his boyhood days. George Stewart McManus, the able
young accompanist of Mr. Gerardy's. was among the
invited guests. It was an unusually delightful affair,
like all of these events presided over by Sir Henry and
the luncheon was excellent, as could not otherwise be
the case when the Bohemian Club cuisine is called into
service.

"Tick-tock. tick-tock." murmured grandfather's old

clock in the broad old hall, listening, as was its custom,
to the brisk chatter of voices in the

drawing-room. "Tick-tock," the usual
topics of the day; calories, bobbed-hair,

the moral decadence of modem youth
and of modern music.
On how few calories one may subsist

and attain the desired slenderness, the
Old blaster is right, he said, "a mixed
diet and leave the table while still

hungry."
"Bobbed-hair—a phase of today—for

years many women have desired short hair, but, feared
to combat the slaver. 'Fashion,' now having more free-

dom they can indulge in personal preference; some
bob to follow the crowd—forgetting any sheep can
follow, it takes brains to lead—a bright ray of hope
for the subjugation of the slaver is that many of the
younger girls are bobbing or not as pleases them. Tick-
tock, that shows progress."

Moral decadence of the young? That is not proven.
All are in a state of evolution. Some are morally weak;
there have been those in every generation: today there
are more people in the world; more good and more
weak.

Some girls smoke and drink; that hurts if the girl

be yours; yet who can judge infallibly the right or
wrong? That girl may give her life to save some
child from death, plucking him back with nicotined
stained fingers. Or. she may give dearer than life to
support some helpless dependent. Who may judge?
My pendulum swings back and forth, first to the

right and then to the left, each time returning to dead
center; so with humanity, they swing from one extreme
to another, but, all is governed by the main-spring of
human endeavor turning the wheels of progress. The
hands ever move forward.

See! on my pendulum a little lead bar, that regulates
the action. Slow or fast, depends on that, it must be
adjusted to a nicety if to keep correct time; so with
people. Some hurry and others lag in the march of
time, yet all are moving. The main trouble is. one
and all try to adjust the regulator on the other fellow's
clock, forgetting they are but apprentices, the Master
Watch-Maker is the only One for the task.

"Tick-tock!" "UTiat is the matter with modern
music? Evolution—entering a new era—babe as it is

it can only speak baby prattle. You do not expect an
eight months' babe to spout Latin; the new school is of
that age. relatively. As the babe begins with the easiest
of vowels and consonants, constantly reiterating them,
uttering meaningless babble of sound—all practice for
true enunciation later—so the majority of modem
compositions; all are infants, but, most promising
prodigies.

The musician of today, as a loving parent, must coddle
and nurse the rapidly growing child, nurture him well,
then eventually he shall mature healthy robust man-
hood, may even attain the presidency. Who knows?

Tick-tock. tick-tock, tick-tock, believe I am running
iown. Why, of course, today is Tuesday, time to re-
wind me, hope the Master does not forget. No, there
he comes, dependable as ever. Tick-tock, tick-tock,
hurrah! I am set for another eight days, neither fast
nor slow, ever marking off progressive, and therefore,
happy hours. Tick-tock, tick-tock.

INTEREST IN GRAVEURE'S CLASSES

Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer, who has arranged to
again bring the famous baritone, Louis Graveure. to San
Francisco to preside over "Vocal Master Classes." is in
receipt of word from the noted singer and pedagogue
that he has perfected a number of novel new theories
which will be dealt with at his coming sessions in this
city. Ever an authority in vocal interpretation, Gra-
veure, in addition to his remarkable ability to impart
the knowledge gained from his personal experiences to
others, is himself a keen student, constantly searching
for and finding the imusual in his art. His classes

—

which comprise "Master," "Auditor" and "Private"
pupils, are coached not alone through the medium of
his interesting and elucidating lecture series, but
through actual example. Graveure's striking and lov-
able personality brings a confidence to the pupil that
goes a great way in creating the perfection of style,
diction, breath control and general interpretation
sought. The Graveure classes in San Francisco will be
of five weeks' duration, starting Monday morning. July
7 next. From Manager Oppenheimer can be secured
details of arrangements, rates, classifications, etc.
Graveure will also preside over similar classes in Los
Angeles later in the summer.

GABRILOWITSCH SOON

The waning musical season will bring at least one
more great pianist to San Francisco before its final
close. Ossip Gabrilowitsch, the famous Russian pianist,
is down for a single recital which Manager Selby C.
Oppenheimer has arranged for Sunday afternoon, April
20. at the Columbia Theatre. Gabrilowitsch, the virtuoso,
has not played here for a decade, during which time hia
fame both as a pianist and conductor of the Detroit
Symphony Orchestra has increased to colossal propor-
tions. He will be warmly greeted here.
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The Stanford Glee Club, under the direction of Warren
D. Allen, assisted by Martin D'Andrea, tenor soloist;

Charles Stratton, '26, baritone soloist: Bolton White,

'27, violinist; Malcolm Davison, '25, cellist: R. Willis-

Porter, assistant director and pianist; Arnold Bayley,

"24, entertainer, gave a concert in the assembly hall

at Stanford University Friday evening, March 7. From
the very first the audience surrendered unconditionally.

Success was certain, inevitable, due to two reasons.

—

the Glee Club and its assisting artists gave a finished

and- delightf\il performance and the program was well

spiced with variety. Instrumental numbers, vocal solos

and the sidesplitting radio stunt interspersed a choral

lirogram that ranged from the solemn exaltation of

Henschel's Morning Hymn to the gay absurdity of Bill's

Billboard. Year after year this community has seen

the Stanford Glee Club grow in Warren Allen's hands
from a pleasing score or so of entertainers into the

flexible instniment of sixty voices that was heard on
Friday night. The program given is that which will be
taken on the annual spring tour of the organization.

A Classical Sacred Concert will be given at the Uni-
versity of Santa Clara in the auditorium this Wednes-
day evening, March 19, at 8:15 o'clock, by the San
Francisco String Quartet assisted by Mrs. A. P. Dett-

mer, soprano; Mr. Ernest Woodward, tenor, and Miss
.Norma d'Alessio, pianist. The personnel of the of the

San Francisco String Quartet is Signor Camillo d'Ales-

sio and Mrs. A. F. Dettmer, violins: Mrs. Linda Pierce,

viola, and Arthur Lendesen, cello. This splendid concert
is given under the direction of Signor d'Alessio, director

of music at the University. The following program will

be presented: Quintet. Op. 44 (Schumann); Tenor
Solo—Come Unto .Me (Cowes). Mr. Woodward; String
Quartet No. 6, Op. 49 (Beethoven); Violin Solo—Con-
certo No. 8, Op. 99 (C. de Beriot), Camillo d'Alessio;

Vocal Duet—I Waited for the Lord (Mendelssohn), Mrs.
Dettmer and Mr. Woodward; Trio—No. 1, Op. 11 tor

violin, cello and piano (Mendelssohn).

The Second Semester at the Conservatory of the College
of the Pacilic is in full swing, the first recital having
been given on February 12 with the appearance of

Beatrice Walton, pianist, in the splendidly performed
program: Theme and variations in A Major (Pader-
ewski); Chromatic Fantasie (Bach); (a) Prelude in G
Minor (Rachmaninow), (b) Two Preludes, Op. 67, Nos.
1, 2 (Scriabine), (c) Passacaglia (Cyril Scott): Concerto
No. 4, G Major First Movement, Allegro (Beethoven),
Orchestral accompaniment by Allan Bacon at the organ.
Tuesday. February 19, Catherine Hewett. pianist, and
I'lmile Painton, violinist, with Leonard Cooper, ac-

companist, appeared to excellent advantage in the fol-

hiwing program: Sonata quasi una Fantasia. Op. 27,

Xo. 1 (Beethoven), Miss Hewett; (a) Coiree de Vienne
-No. 6 (Schubert-Liszt), (b) Prelude for left hand alone
(Scriabine). (c) Nocturne (Debussy), (d) Perpetual
Motion (.MacDowell) : .Miss Hewett: (a) Legende
( Wieniawski), (b( .\dagio from Concerto in D Major
(Viotti), (c) Le Zephir (Hubay); Mr. Painton: Suite,
Pour le Piano (Debussy), Miss Hewett.
The sixth student recital was given February 26 by

Marjorie AVilliams and Philip Nelson, pianists: Dorothy
Dennis, soprano: Walline Knoles, baritone and Mar-
garet Sloan, violinist, who pleased a large audience by
their excellent rendition of the difficult program, in-

cluding the prologue from Pagliacci and the Manna-
Zucca Concerto for piano.
The seventh student recital, March 4, was especial-

ly interesaing by virtue of the fact that all of the
performers were men: Walker Taylor and Earl Bras-
hear,, pianists; Douglass Seattle, bass-baritone; Henry
Hander. violinist and Kenneth MacKenzie, tenor, with
Olive Bryson and Dorothy Randall as accompanist, all
showing splendid musical talent.
On March 5 Helen Ayer, pianist, assisted by Frederick

Roehr, baritone, gave an afternoon recital, the program
being unusual in that two movements from concertos
were played by .Miss -Ayer with Mr. Bacon supplying
the orchestral parts from the organ. The ninth recital
was given by Dorothy Whalley. Rosemary Wilcox and
Jeanette Grattan, pianists, Esther Hornaday and Doro-
thy Hardin, sopranos, and Mary Wilson, reader. They
gave a varied and interesting program.
On Saturday, March 15, the Conservatory Faculty

broadcasted from KGO from 8 to 10 o'clock. Miriam
Burton, Jessie S. Moore, Bozena Kalas, Allan Bacon,
I>ianl8ts; Miles A. Dresskell, violinist; William Hins-
dale, reader; Nella Rogers, mezzo-contralto; Helen Rid-
dull, soprano; Charles M. Dennis, baritone; with Jules
F. Moullet, head of the theory department as accom-
panist, gave the exceptionally interesting program.

The Monday Musical Club of Santa Cruz had a large
attendance for its .March meeting, the program being

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
LeRoy V. Brant, Director
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given from the works of Schumann and Wagner. Three
vocalists, Mrs. Walter Carmean, Mrs, Grace William-
son and John Squires were heard in Schumann songs.
Mrs. Josphine Rittenhouse, in her violin numbers
played the first movement frdom one of the sonatas of
Schumann and the first of the Marchenbilder, with
Vogel as Prophet. Otto Kunitz played piano arrange-
ments of the Song of the Rhine Maidens, and of Isolde's
Love Death, the latter the Ijiszt arrangement. With
Mrs. Hope Swinford he gave the Tannhauser overture,
von Bulow arrangement, while Mrs. Swinford played
second piano with Mrs. Flora Cooper von Schuckman in

the Schumann Andante and Variationen for two pianos.

A Beautiful Presentation of Mendelssohn's Elijah was
given at Trinity Church, Sunday afternoon and Monday
evening by LeRoy V. Brant, organist, and choirmaster at
the church, and director of The Institute of Music of
San Jose. With one of the largest choruses ever assem-
bled at Trinity Church Mr. Brant gave the oratorio,
which has not been heard in San Jose for many years,
a beautiful rendition. Mrs. Lester Cowger, a pupil of
Mr. Brant's, presided at the organ.

Frank Towner, baritone, took the part of Elijah,
while the tenor solos were done by Edwin J. Ferguson.
Both men were in fine voice, and gave their parts in
dramatic style. Others of the special singer^ were
Mrs. LeRoy V. Brant, singing at the Institute, who lead
in the second soprano section; Mrs. Katherin Gail Mor-
rish, first soprano; Mr. and Mrs. Mary Webster Mitchell,
who sang in the quartette numbers.

Of particular note was the rendition of the chorus
Baal, We Cry to Thee, and the chorus Holy, Holy, Holy,
with a ladies' quartette obligato. The dramatic in-
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terpretation given these selections by the director were
remarkably fine. The church was filled for each per-
formance. This is the sixth notable choral work done
at Trinity Church under the direction of Mr. Brant with-
in the past three years.

Hannah Fletcher Coykendall, soprano, was the soloist
on Sunday last at the Whitcomb Hotel in San Francisco.
Her numbers included One Fine Day, from Madame
Butterfly (Puccini), Homing (Del Riego), Morning
(Oley Speaks), Wings of Night (Wintter Watts), Moon
of My Delight, from the Persian Garden (Liza Leh-
man), Green Branches (Wintter Watts), Rose in the
Bud (Fay Foster), The Cuckoo (Liza Lehman), the
last two being given for recall numbers.

William R. Lawrence, well-known in musical and club
circles in San Francisco, and for several years as-
sociated with the Wiley B. Allen Company in that city
in their sales department, has come to San Jose assum-
ing charge of the company's interests in this vicinity.
Coming, as he has, highly recommended by the head
office, the newly appointed resident manager is already
making his presence felt.

The Associated Students of the University of Santa
Clara presented the Santa Clara Minstrels in a 1924
Revue. February 22 and 23. This clever show was pro-
duced by Martin V. Merle, '06, and directed by Roy P.
Emerson, '16. The University Jazz Orchestra played
several numbers; Roy P. Emmerson, billed as Santa
Clara's Singing Alumnus was heard in popular selec-
tions, accompanied by Selah T. Pereira, Professor
Camillo d'Alessio, director of music at the University,
played two violin numbers with Selah T, Pereira at the
piano. The Prairie Judgment, a play in one act written
by Martin V, Merle was well given, which was followed
by the Minstrel Revue with Henry J. .Miller as in-
terlocutor.
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PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY

A change in the next meeting of the Pacific Musical
Society to Wednesday evening. March 26. at the Fair-

mont Hotel will bring out for the approval of the mem-
bers what is without doubt the most charming and in-

teresting program of the entire season. Mr. William
Henry Banks will present such well-known and able
artists as Esther Deininger, Hazel Nichols, Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Savannah, John C. Manning and Miss Jennie
Eichwald in the following brilliant program: Sonata
(for two violins and piano) (Bach), Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Savannah. John Crogan Manning; (a) Lasciatemi
morire (Monteverde—1568-164-3) . (b) Strampelchen
(Hildach), (c) The Dream (Rubinstein), (d) Song of

Sunshine (Florence Turner Maley), Jennie Eichwald,
vocalist: Hazel Nichols at the piano; Nocturne F sharp
major (Chopin). Trois Eccossaise (Chopin), Minstrels
(Debussy), Rhapsodie B minor (Brahms), Esther Dein-
inger; Serenade Opus 56 (two movements) (Sinding),
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Savannah, John Crogan Manning.

WERRENRATH'S OPERATIC EXPERIENCE

The average young singer starting on his or her
career has one dream beyond all other dreams, that of
being included in the roster of singers of the Metropoli-
tan Opera House. Some live to see the dream realized,

but only a very few. Reinald Werrenrath, the dis-

tinguished baritone 'who is to appear here on Friday
evening, March 28, at Scottish Rite Hall, under manage-
ment of the Elwyn Concert Bureau, never gave the
Metropolitan in particular, nor opera in general, more
than a passing thought up to the day when out of the
clear sky came an invitation from (3atti-Cazza to join

the company. It wa^ absolutely without precedent.
Here was a young singer who had made an admirable
reputation for himself, but he had never been on the
stage, knew no operatic roles and had never shown any
particular interest in them.
Of course, Werrenrath accepted. Who would not! But

he did not do so with the idea that opera would hence-
forth make his entire career. As he said at the time:
"Fascinating though operatic work is. it could never
possibly be enticing enough to woo me from concert
work. It is a real joy to have a new idea to work on,
a new point of view to base one's studies on. but apart
from that I feel that my life -work lies in the concert
field and I could never desert it, come what may"
Werrenrath's debut, which he made without any re-

hearsal whatever, was an immediate success and his
performance of Valentine in "Faust" which came later
was a sensation. His loss to the operatic stage is a
serious one for he had all the qualities which go to

make a great dramatic artist. However, he can give
pleasure to an infinitely larger number of people by
singing in concert than he could in the very restricted
field of the Metropolitan opera company which would
have limited him to New York City.

Mr. Werrenrath has prepared the following program
for his recital here, being assisted by Herbert Carrick
at the piano: Caro mio ben (Giuseppe Giordani. 1743-

1798), Che fiero costume (Giavanni Legrenzi, 1625-1690),
Over the Hills and Far Away (Old Irish) (arr. by Wm-
Arms Fisher), I'll Sail Upon the Dog-Star (Henry Pur-
cell. 1658-1695); Von Ewiger Liebe (Johannes Brahms),
Lauf der Welt (Edward Grieg), Licht (Christian Sind-
ing) Vision Fugitive (Herodiade) (Jules Massenet);
The Sea Gypsy (Michael Head). Trade Winds (Fred-
erick Keel), Captain Stratton's Fancy (Deems Taylor);
Sittin' Thinkin' (Howard Basher), Lone Dog (Rupert O.
Erlebach); Drumadoon (Wilfred Sanderson), Boots
(Hazel H. S. Felman), On the Road to Mandalay (Oley
Speaks).

GALLIXURCI—AN INSTITUTION

To say that Galli-Curci. who will give a recital in
San Francisco on Sunday afternoon, April 27 next, in
the Exposition Auditorium, under the' management of
Selby C. Oppenheimer. is an "institution" is not over-
stating the case by any means. After the soprano's
first appearance in opera in Chicago the tributes paid
to her were so extravagant that many believed she
would be the "vogue" for a short time only. It seemed
incredible that a soprano who first dazzled her audi-
ence with dizzy flights of colorature could continue to
attract the public year after year. But the doubters did
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not realize that it would be chiefly because of her tech-
nical equipment that Galli-Curci would continue to hold
sway. They did not know the lyric phase of Galli-Curci's
art. the cantilena, pure as unalloyed silver, the "float-

ing" quality that has puzzled critics who have since
tried to analyze her voice. From Caro Nome, the
Shadow Song and the Mad Scene, mediums of display
for coloratura singing, Galli-Curci has led her audiences
to such lovely simple fragments as Solveij's song.
Chanson Indoue. Lo, Hear the Gentle Lark, Swanee
River and Home Sweet Home.

Galli-Curci will render one of her finest programs in
San Francisco. She will as before be assisted by her
husband, the eminent pianist. Homer Samuels, and
Manuel Berengeur. the splendid flutist. Galli-Curci
tickets are now procurable at the Oppenheimer office at
Sherman. Clay & Co. Mail orders from out-of-town are
given careful attention. They should be addressed to
Oppenheimer, care above office, and include full remit-
tance plus tax, and self-addressed envelope for return
of tickets.

HOMER HENLEY PUPILS IN RECITAL

A song recital by pupils of Homer Henley was given
in the Henley studios in Bay street on Sunday after-
noon. March 9. The accompanist was Miss Ella
Lawiie. The next recital will be given on Sunday after-

noon. April 6, and will be participated in by the artist
pupils of Mr. Henley's class. Eleven singers will ap-
pear at this concert. The participants on March 9 were:
Spring's Awakening (Sanderson), Still wie die Xacht
(Carl Bohm), Mrs. Hazel Cobine, soprano; Thy Name
(Mary Knight Wood). My Laddie (Thayer), Elma Lew-
ton Hall, contralto; Un bel di vedremo (Mme. Butter-
fly) (Puccini), When I'm With You (Carson Robinson),
Verna Smith, soprano: Lament Provencale (Paladilhe).
Chanson de Florian (Godard), Marjorie Lawrie, mezzo-
soprano; Bedouin Love Song (Hawley). Sylvia (Oley
Speaks). Elmer Ahl. baritone; Voi lo Sapete (Cavalleria
Rusticana) (Mascagni). By the Waters of Minnetonka
(Lieurance), Mrs. Irma Mallon. soprano; Mi chiamano
Mimi (La Boheme) (Puccini). Schlupfwinkel (Frank La
Forge), Miss Marcella Schiller, soprano; Shipmates o"

Mine (Sanderson), Noon and Night (Hawley), Ernest
Wagner, baritone; Das Veilchen (Mozart), Theme and
Variations (Proch), Miss Georgette Schiller.

ARTHUR MIDDLETON AT BUSH CONSERVATORY

Arthur Middleton. the announcement of whose teach-
ing engagement at Bush Conscervatory was made last
week, has won international renown for the beauty
of his singing in every city of the United States and in
the far places of the earth. The artist, whose associa-
tion with this progressive Chicago musical school has
created much interest in musical circles, has recently
returned from a triumphal tour of Australia where his
art met with universal acclaim. His popularity in Amer-
ica is attested by the tremendous demand for concerts,
recitals and oratorio engagements which mark his sea-
son. The Middleton success in the Metropolitan Opera
T\*as notable and his performance of leading roles was
marked by enthusiasm by both critics and public.

President Bradley has made another master stroke of
artistic policy when he sucured this pre-eminent artist
for his Summer School, for there are many artists and
ambitious amateurs who have long wished to coach with
Arthur Middleton and get his great knowledge of sing-
ing, interpretation and program making. Mr. Middleton
will give one free scholarship during the summer school
and will also conduct a blaster Interpretation Class.
The examination for the Middleton scholarship will
take place Friday, June 20. at 10 a. ra. There will also
be a recital by the artist on Tuesday, July 1. and a
joint recital by Mr. Middleton and Jan Chiapusso, the
famous pianist of the Bush Faculty on Monday. July
28, both of which will be features of the Summer
Session.

CAROL WESTON TO PLAY AT ST. FRANCIS

Carol Weston, young San Francisco violinist, will
appear in a recital on the evening of Wednesday. April
9, in the Italian room of the St. Francis Hotel, her
program ofterings ranging from Handel and Brahms
numbers to modern compositions for the violin. Per-
haps no musician who has played at the Marine Hospi-
tal hut has greater popularity than Miss Weston, who
has been requested to appear four times recently. On
one occasion when going from ward to ward as she
presented her charming music for the invalids, in the
Marine Hospital, a portable organ was utilized for the
accompaniments with delightful results. Miss Weston
was the soloist at St. Brigid's Church during the holiday
season, her sacred numbers at the church being a
record of musical achievement. She will play at the
same church Thursday of Holy Week.
At the recital to be given by Miss Weston on April

9. St. Francis Hotel, she will be assisted by Phyllida
Ashley, pianist, protege of Paderewski. The accom-
panist for Miss Weston will be Charles Hart. Tickets
for the recital may be obtained at the St. Francis Hotel
or at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s.
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IT
IS generally known in the

musical world that the Knabe
is to-day the favorite instru-

ment of Leopold Godowsky

—

greatest living pianist—and also of

a group of super-artists whose
careers are untainted by any sus-
picion of commercialism.

Through sheer merit, unaided by
sensational publicity, Knabe has
become the chosen medium for the
highest expression of the pianistic

art. It is acknowledged by leading
authorities to be "the world's su-
preme pianoforte."

The same qualities that have won
pre-eminence in select musical
circles make the Knabe the ideal

piano for the home— especially in

combination with the marvelous
Ampico Re-enacting* Piano.

The Ampico re-creates in your
home the playing of the master
musicians, on the very instru-
ment— the Knabe— preferred by
them for their personal and public
work.

KOHLER* er *CHASE
26 O'FARRELL STREET SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE® Aivmco

•(Copyright 1922. American Piano Company)

SEASON'S LAST POP CONCERT

Wagner-Tschaikowsky Program Arouses
Large Audience to the Usual Demon-

strations of Whole-Hearted
Enthusiasm

BY ALFRED METZGER
The tenth and final Popular Concert

was given by the San Francisco Sym-
phony Orchestra under the direction of

Alfred Hertz at the Curran Theatre on
Sunday afternoon. March 16. The pro-

pram was exclusively devoted to com-
positions by Tschaikowsky and Wagner
and the large audience in attendance as
well as the enthusiasm displayed re-

flected the popularity of the works of

these masters among our musical public.

It was a worthy ending to a worthy
season and conductor as well as orches-
tra were recalled time and time again
to acknowledge the ovations. Not less

than three numbers from the Xutcracker
Suite had to be encored and the applause
was increasingly noisy from the begin-
ning to the end of the program.

It is hardly necessary to reiterate
Alfred Hertz' supremacy as a Wagner
conductor nor the orchestra's unerring
perception of the conductor's require-
ments. Here is one of the instances
where the continuous training under one
proficient master shows the most obvious
results. The Lohengrin, Parsifal and
Rhinegold selections require orchestral
interpretations of the most efficient kind
and thanks to continuous study under
such an authority as Mr. Hertz the or-

chestra has attained a finish of per-
formance not surpassed by any other
orchestra we have heard And we do not
mean merely the playing of notes, or the
accuracy of technical execution, but the
reading of the phrases in an artistic and
musicianly manner. The members of the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra play
like artists, not like routine musicians,
and yet the ensemble is uniformly
smooth and precise. For playing like an
artist does not always mean playing con-
cisely in ensemble.
The 1S12 Overture by Tschaikowsky

reached its usual thrilling climax.
Kajetan .\ttl was kept pretty busy during
the second part of the program as well
as the first. For he played no less than
three instruments. Besides the harp he
played the Celeste during the Nutcracker
Suite and was rewarded with a demand
for an encore, and during the 1S12 Over-
ture he played the Chimes during the
finale, behind the scenes. He certainly is

a versatile musician. His playing of the
celeste is more expressive in phrasing
than that of any one else we have heard
on this instrument. And so the popular
concert season of the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra closed most auspici-
ously and worthily.

Marcus Gordon, one of Miss Ada Cle-
ment's gifted students, will give a piano
recital on Friday evening, March 21. at
8:30 o'clock in the San Francisco Con-
servatory of Music. Widespread interest
is being shown through the numerous
letters received by the San Francisco
Conservatory of Music, congratulating
the school upon the historical musical
series of programs being presented over
the radio once a month. Ada Clement,
director, gives the preliminary lecture
and the students of the Conservatory il-

lustrate it. The program of March 10
was devoted exclusively to Beethoven.

WELL-KNOWN ARTISTS APPLAUDED

By Alfred MeUger
.^mong the many artists introduced by

the Pacific Musical Society during the
course of a season there has been none
more worthy of public recognition than
-Muri Silba who interpreted two groups
of piano compositions on this occasion.
Indeed we know of few pianists of na-
tion reputation who surpass this young
artist in the art of pianism. Her first
group consisted exclusively of Chopin
compositions, while her second group in-
cluded works by Rachmaninoff, Liszt and
Leschetitzky.

Miss Silba possesses a certain finished
style and individuality of expression. She
phrases the classics with intelligence
and taste. Her technique is thoroughly
correct and easy. In brief she is a
pianist of superior rank. There are not
many real concert pianists residing on
the Pacific Coast and an artist of such
unquestionable merit and experience
should find ample opportunities for pub-
lic appearances. The Pacific Musical So-
ciety deserves much credit for intro-
ducing such an able pianist to our mu-
sical public.

Lena Frazee sang two groups of songs

with a very pleasing voice and with
considerable temperament. She is un-
questionably an ambitious and sincere
vocalist who always shows marked im-
provement in her work every time she
appears in public. On this occasion she
was heartily applauded tor the virile
manner in which she delivered her num-
bers. Carol Jarboe played the accom-
paniments with taste and artistic Judg-
ment.

Elias Hecht and Ellen Edwards played
Theme and Variations Op. 73 by Georges
Henschel for flute and piano in a man-
ner that elicited cordial appreciation
from the large audience. Both musicians
grasped the importance of the work and
played it with enthusiasm and technical
proficiency. The entire program on this
occasion was as follows: Nocturne (Cho-
pin), Mazurka (Chopin), Etude (Chopin),
Ballade (Chopin). Muri Silba: My Heart
Ever Faithful (Bach), Du Bist die Ruh
(Schubert), Fruhlingsnacht (Schumann),
Lena Frazee; (Jarol Jarboe at the piano;
for flute and piano: Theme and Varia-
tions. Opus 72 (George Henschel), (first
time given here in San Francisco). Elias
Hecht, Ellen Edwards: Barcarolle (Rach-
maninoff), Dance of the Gnomes (Liszt),
-Arabesque (Leschetizky), Gigue a I'An-
tica (Leschetizky). Muri Silba; Deserted
(McDowell), Three Cavaliers (Russian
Folk Song). Do Not Go, My Love (Hage-
man), Santuzza's Aria (Cavaliera Rusti-
cana) (Mascagni), Lena Frazee; Carol
Jarboe at the piano.

Loraine Ewjng, who is so well known in
club and musical circles, presented twen-
ty of her piano pupils in a recital on
Friday evening. March 14, at the Century
Clubhouse. Following is the interesting
program presented: The Birds' Concert
(Spaulding), Hunter McLaughlin; Wood-
Fairies (Jenkins), Helen Hoffmann; The
Wind in the Pines (Dutton). Billy Mc-
Wood; Larks and Thrushes (Rogers),
Valse pittoresque (Reinhold), Marie Mat-
ney: March from Faust (Gounod), The
Black Forest Clock (Heins), Jack Beiz;
Trio, In Maytime (Eggeling), Misses
Shay, Marchington and Matney; Im-
promptu, Op. 284 (Lack). Valse Lente
from Coppelia (Delibes), Elizabeth Mc-
Wood; Fur Elise (Beethoven), Gypsy
Rondo (Haydn). Lillian Marchington;
Danse Indienne (Wilkes), Valse, Eb
major (Durandl. Wm. Farrell, Jr.; Bar-
carolle. Op. 12 (Pennington), In Lilac
Time (Courtney). Dorothy Damerell;
Two Pianos: La Capricieuse (Eggeling),
Sara Levy. Dorothy Reilly: Idilio (Lack),
Arabesque. Op. 82 (Lack), Reeva June
Zelinsky: Etude Viennois (left iand
only) (Krogmann), Hungarian Dance,
No. 5 (Brahms). Mildred Shay; Berceuse
from Jocel.vn (Godard). Melodie. Op. 8,
No. 3 (Paderewski). Janet Ritschy;
Marche Mignonne (Poldini), Humor-
esque (Levine). Dorothy Reilly; Two
Pianos: Morning Mood (Grieg) Anitra's
Dance (Grieg), Janet Ritschy, Val
Ritschy; Voices ot Spring (Sinding),
Persian (Cecil Cowles). (first time in
San Francisco), Impromptu C minor
(Reinhold), Laura Burke; Arabesque No.
2 (Debussy). Hungarian (McDowell),
Jean Le Gallee: Valse Gb major (Cho-
pin), The Chase (Rheinberger), Val
Ritschy; Barcarolle (Grodskv), Valse Ab
major (Chopin), Sara Levy; Two Pianos-
Invitation to the Dance (Weber), Miss
Le Gallee and Miss Ewlng.

Mme. Rose Florence, the distinguished
soprano soloist and teacher, is specially
successful with her training of prospec-
tive young vocal instructors. Among her
students who are now ready to teach are
the following: Janie Johnston, Irma Har-
ris Vogt and Martha Jalava. The Hour
of Music at the Greek Theatre of the
I'niversity ot Berkeley on Sunday after-
noon. April 6, will be interpreted by
students of Mme. Florence. On Tuesday
evening. April 22, students of Mme. Flor-
ence will give a program over the KGO
radio station in Oakland. On Thursday
evening. May 1, the pupils ot Mme. Flor-
ence will give a vocal recital in the
Italian Room of the St. Francis Hotel
tor which an unusual interesting and
well chosen program has been prepared.
On Friday evening. February 29. students
of Mme. Florence gave an exceptionally
fine program at their teacher's new
studio of which we shall speak in detail
next week.

Lucy Vance, lyric soprano, pupil of Mrs.
Mary Connan McCrea, sang tor the San
Francisco .Musical Club recently and also
tor the KPO radio station at Hale's on
Thursday evening. March 20, at both
events creating an excellent impression
and a triumph because of the thorough
and artistic manner in which she in-
terpreted her selections.
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New York Musical Review
BY ANNA SCHULMAN

San Francisco was very well represented in New
York this month as far as concerts go at least. Indeed,
we can feel quite proud of our young artists; they com-
pare more than favorably with the imported ones.

Myrtle Claire Donnelly, a soprano, acquitted herself
admirably, singing her songs with exquisite taste and
in a very musicianly style as well.

Ashley Pettis, pianist, who has been triumphing in his
tour across the country in his ail-American programs.
was received with a rousing welcome. He holds his own
and has created quite a niche for himself among Ameri-
can pianists. He is starting on a European tour in May
and San Francisco will doubtless be proud to be repre-
sented in the person of Ashley Pettis.

Islah Seltgman is another pianist who has been taken
under the wing of Maurice Helpersen. one of our lead-
ing critics here, whose aproval is quite a feather in one's
cap. Mr. Seligman was heard in an interesting program
which he rendered in a manner worthy of a much older
artist There were a number of Californians in the
audience, and it was a happy family which foregathered
to greet him. Noticeably in the green room was Alice
Frisca, our own little San Francisco pianist of whom
I will tell more in my next letter.

William Bachaus. the pianist, gave his first recital of
the season before a large audience, the greeting on his
entrance being one of marked personal cordiality. He
is steadily winning favor, and in his interesting as
well as beautiful program one can feel the musician's

for the composers' ideas.

Gitta Gradova, a young pianist of Russian origin, has
created quite a stir in her two recitals. She is a
pupil of Scriabine and played his works in a manner
worthy of the master. She has a line sense of rhythm
and a poetic personality. Her technique is strong, sup-
ple and full of grace. We are to hear more of this gifted
young pianist in the near future.

Walter Damrosch, conductor of the New York Sym-
phony, ended the Beethoven cycle with the ninth sym-
phony, with the choral finale sung by the Oratorio
Society. It was a stupendous undertaking and was per-
formed with great devotion, energy and interpretative
authority, thanks to the baton of Damrosch. As a fitting
conclusion Harold Bauer played Opus 111 as only
Bauer can. The orchestra will continue under the baton
of Bruno Walter, the eminent guest conductor.

Guest Conductors are now holding court here—Mengle-
burg, the guest conductor of the Philharmonic, opened
his series at the Metropolitan Opera House with all

"warhorses": the Cherubini Anacreon: Beethoven's
Fifth; Strauss' Don Juan, and Wagner's Tannhauser
overture. The immense theatre was filled with a house
that waxed more and more enthusiastic as the concert
progressed, and at the conclusion, repeatedly recalled
the conductor.

The Philadelphia Orchestra again attracted an audience
that filled every chair in Carnegie Hall. The cause of
this outpouring was the rendition of two striking works—works that represent the modem schools of compo-
sition. They were Ernest Blochs Hebrew Rhapsody for
violin, cello and orchestra, Hans Kindler playing the
'cello with great poetry and beauty of tone and Stravin-
sky's Elegy in honor of Debussy, a work for wind in-
struments. Mr. Stokowski read the score with such
warmth and sentiment that the audience rewarded him
and his men with a great ovation.

Roland Hayes, the negro tenor, gave his third recital to
a sold-out house. He has an ingratiating quality of
tone and is delightful in the songs within his vocal
powers.

Percy Grainger, always a delight to an audience, out-
did himself in his superb rendition of the Grieg concerto
with the State Symphony, under Stransky.

Madame Charles Cahier, the German contralto par
excellence, was again heard in the contralto role of
Mahler's "Das Lied von der Erde." She came here last
season for the express purpose of singing that role and
created such a furore that she was asked to repeat it
this year.

Toscha Seidel, Russian violinist, finally gave his post-
poned recital. It was worth waiting for; his warm
beauty of tone, his brilliance and color contrast, his
remarkable rhythm, leave nothing more to demand of
him. He held his audience enthralled.

Gabrilowitsch, the poet pianist, played to an audience
that responded most warmly to him. His playing is al-

Ignaz Friedman gave his fourth and last piano recital
of the season. He gave a brilliant program in a brilliant
manner, a fitting close to a brilliant season.

Henry Cowell, who calls himself a composer pianist
and composes in "tone clusters." does not find his ten
fingers sufficient to bring out his effects, and uses his
fist, his forearm and the flat of his hand to obtain what
he thinks will be more brilliant effects. He also plucks
the piano strings on occasion as one would the strings
of the harp. He played all his own compositions; some
of the titles were What's This?, Advertisement, Anti-
mony, and more of such oddities. At least, it was very
unusual.

Gadski, whose voice seems to get younger as the years
go on. was again heard in recital for the first time this
season. Although the weather was at its worst her
admirers were out in full force and she received a real
ovation It took the audience twelve minutes to calm
down sufficiently to allow Mme. Gadski to begin. Charm-
ing Marge Hughes played the accompaniments in the
charming sympathetic style so characteristic of her.

Josef Lhevinne, the Russian pianist, was welcomed to
Carnegie Hall by an audience that seemed to have de-
cided to make him double his program by playing en-
cores. He doubled his popular solos and also the Chopin
group. He surprised his admirers by his new light-
ness, both of selection and of musical style. His bril-
liance, power and delicate charm make Lhevinne be-
loved by all classes of music lovers.

a

the Minetit Orchesfra

Jeritza, the one and only, said farewell at the Jletropoli-
tan Opera House in a special performance of Thais.
Galli Curci likewise said farewell in Le Coq d'Or. De-
spite the absence of these two great stars, the opera
continues to dazzle New York. This week witnessed
performances of Mona Lisa with Barbara Kemp, who
came over from Berlin to sing the titular role; Lohen-
grin with Rethberg, Branzell, Taucher and Whitehill;
Anima Allegro with the charming Bori; Rigoletto with
Mario and Mardones; Marta with Alda and Gigli.

Jascha Heifetz, the distinguished violinist, will make
another tour of the LTnited States during the season
1924-1925. under the management of The Wolfsohn
Bureau. This will be Heifetz' eighth season in this
country, his debut having been made October 27. 1917.
Heifetz has applied for citizenship papers and another
year will find him a full-fledged citizen. He makes his
hime in New York City.

Amongst the other artists heard this week were: Sacha
Culbertson. Fradkin. Thelma Givens. Erica Morini,
violinists, each with their individual charm; Elly Ney,
in her fourth piano recital, Arthur Shattuck and Ger-
trude Peppercorn, pianists.

Lazar S. Samoiloff, one of the leading singing teachers
in New York, who is to conduct a master class in San
Francisco this summer, granted me an interview, dur-
ing the course of which he stated: In the period of
time that I have been teaching here in New York I

find that a very large number of the best voices come
from the West, San Francisco,. Los Angeles and nearby
cities. A few pupils studying with me now are from
San Francisco, and they have persuaded me to visit
them in California. I have decided to make that trip
for three months (July, August and September) of the

coming summer when I shall accept a limited number
of pupils. I think that it the teachers of standing and
reputation would look into the matter of preparing bet-
ter teachers in the towns of New York the art of sing-
ing would progress very rapidly. Most of our students
in New York come in from smaller towns where they
are first trained by other teachers. It the teachers who
prepare these students tor our New York studios would
have the necessary knowledge to impart to their pupils,
good foundations, good starts in voice-placement and in
musical knowledge, then our work of putting on the
finishing touches would be less difficult and more suc-
cessful. Therefore, it is for the good of the art, for the
pupils' good, as well as our own good to prepare teach-
ers with the right knowledge and the right method.

I have a special teacher's course which I advise many
of my students to take. It is good not only for those
who cannot become singers themselves, but also for
those who have rosy prospects of becoming singers.
The singing teachers' course not only gives them the
knowledge and ability to teach others, but it makes it

possible for them to see the anatomical and physiolog-
ical details of the human voice. This also helps them
in developing their own voices.

JACOBSON PUPILS IN PUBLIC APPEARANCES

Sam Rodestsky. a talented young Russian pianist,
will give an hours music over the Hale Brothers' radio
on March 23. Wherever he appears in public he arouses
the enthusiasm of his audience. An interesting pro-
gram has been arranged.
Gladys Ivanelle Wilson appeared at the Alameda

High School last week before a large, audience and
was heartily applauded for her fine playing. One of the
feature numbers on the program was the G minor Con-
certo by Mendelssohn with Mrs. Hazel Hunter, principal
of the school, at the second piano.
Marian Patricia Cavanaugh appeared on the program

for the St. Patrick Days celebration at the Palace
Hotel. Her playing of the second Rhapsody by Liszt
created wonder and surprise at the talent in one so
young. Mj-rtle Harriet Jacobs will give her second con-
cert in Petaluma where she is well known. Her last
concert a few weeks ago was a fine financial
She is only 12 years of age.

NEW ORGANIST PLANS BENEFIT CONCERT

The annual Palm Sunday concert, to be given in St.
Ignatius Church on April 13, will be under the personal
supervision of Professor Harry Wood Brown, the newly
appointed organist and musical director, who is making
elaborate plans for the sacred program The soloists
will be Florence Herbert. Margaret Marv O'Dea. Mrs.
G. Lepage. Mrs C. D. Slaughter. Matilda Stross. Charles
Bulotti. S. Porcini. F. De Bruin. Frank Figone. Louis
Elario and J. Wood. A special rehearsal will be held in
St. Ignatius Church. Fulton street and Parker avenue,
every Thursday night at 8 o'clock, under the direction
of the organist. Professor Brown, who is also directing
all the choral work.

SYMPHONIC ENSEMBLE IN BERKELEY

The San Francisco Symphonic Ensemble. Alexander
Saslav«ky. conductor, has brought to San Francisco a
new musical form. Opera and the small chambers of
musical combinations as well as symphony concerts
have had ample attention in the Bay District, but the
larger forms of Ensemble, including rare compositions
for woodwind and brass, strings, harp or piano, in
unusual combination, have seldom been heard here
before. This is one reason why the Symphonic concerts
have been such a success in San F'rancisco. The Greek
Theatre is presenting the Symphonic Ensemble at the
Wheeler Hall Auditorium on Monday evening. March
24. for one concert only in the Bay District. This event
is one of the outstanding features of the musical pro-
gram of the Greek Theatre of this season. Mr. Charles
Hart and .Mr. Max Gegna are two of the members of
the Symphonic Ensemble who will appear at this
concert.

ARDEN DELIGHTS JERSEY CITY PEOPLE

On March 9 Sfiss Cecil Arden of the Metropolitan
Opera Company was heard in Jersey City with Martin-
elli. The audience was composed entirely of Italians,
so Miss -Arden sang all her numbers in Italian, and at
the close of the program gave a little talk in Italian,
which captivated her listeners completely. Her first

group consisted of three classic numbers: Deh vieni
non tardar Mozart. Star Vicino Salvator Rosa and La
bella Calandrina by Jomelli. For her second group she
sang three serenatas composed by her teacher. Maestro
Buzzi-Peccia: Mai D'amore on Neapolitan La Colom-
betta in Venetian dialect and La Morenita in Spanish.
Miss Arden has left for a group of concerts in the West,
returning in time to sing in AUentown on April 3. She
will then return West, singing in Madison. Wis., De-
catiu*. III., and several points South. On all her pro-
grams Miss Arden is featuring Carmen's Dream, which
has been especially arranged for her by Buzzi-Peccia.
This number Miss Arden sings in Spanish costume.
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LOS ANGELES OPERA ASSOCIATION

The executive committee of the Los Angeles Opera
Association has launched plans for the financing of a
series of operas to be presented this fall.

I'nlike past attempts to present opera on a large

scale, no effort is being made to solicit funds. Instead

of soliciting large donations a plan is under way where-
by the money will be raised by means of patron's and
founders books to sell for $50 and $100 each. Holders
of $100 books will be given four of the best seats to

each of the five performances, and those having the $50

books will receive two of the best seats for each of the
five performances. By this method the sum of $39,000

will be netted, or enough to assure the opera season.

In addition to being assured of getting tickets to the
opera, holders of these books will also be able to obtain

their seats at a reduced price.

Operas to be presented are Andrea Chenier. Romeo
and Juliet. Manon. Traviata and Rigoletto. Some of the

famous singers to take part are Gigli, Schipa, Muzio, de
Luca and others. ^

VAN DEN BERG AND PHILHARMONIC QUARTET •

That chamber music concerts are being enjoyed more
each season by Los Angeles music lovers is demon-
strated by the increasingly large attendance at the sev-

eral series given by the Zoellner Quartet. Los Angeles
Chamber Music Society, the Los Angeles Trio and
others. A goodly number of representative musicians
assembled at the Gamut Club last Friday evening to

hear the regular monthly concert of the Los Angeles
Chamber Music Society when the Philharmonic Quartet.

composed of Sylvain Xoack (violin). Henry Svedrofsky
(violin). Emile Ferir (viola) and Ilya Bronson ('cello).

with Brahm van den Berg, renowned pianist, presented
a program of unusual merit.

The Robert Schumann Quartet, opus 41, No. 3. in A,
was given a memorable reading, thoroughly demonstrat-
ing the artistry of each individual in the perfect ensem-
ble. Of especial interest was the Anton Dvorak quartet

in F, opus 96 (Negro). Clear conception of the com-
poser's intentions in this melodious number and a seem-
ing intuitive understanding among the instrumentalists

as to details of color and rhythm made a most favorable
impression.
Brahm van den Berg, noted concert pianist, with Syl-

vain Noack, best known concert master of the Philhar-

monic Orchestra, gave of their best in the Sonata for

Violin and Piano, opus IS, by Richard Strauss. Both
displayed marked musicianship in technic and beauty of

interpretation. ^

LARGE AUDIENCES GREET WERRENRATH

Superb artistry, fascinating personality and pleasing
appearance all lend themselves toward making Reinald
Werrenrath one of the most successful and altogether

Tone That Thrills

A vibrantly beautiful tone, with power and
resonance and sympathetic loveliness—this

is the Sohmer Piano's excuse for being

—

its raison d'etre. By the same token, this

glorious tone is the cause of the Sohmer's
recognition as the artist's piano.
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satisfying American singers on the concert stage. In
fact, his concerts Ie;i\e nothing to be desired. On two
occasions during the past week his programs were well
balanced, including the usual number of arias, with
French, German and Italian groups.

Two old songs. Over the Hills and Far Away (arr. by
William Arms Fischer) and I'll Sail I'pon the Dog-Star
(Purcelt), were especially well done in a pleasing man-
ner quite singularly his own. Other numbers in dialect,

for which Mr. Werrenrath has attained greatest fame,
are such songs as The Sea Gypsy (Michael Head).
Trade Winds (Frederick Keel), which met with extra-

ordinary favor, also Sittin' Thinkin' (Howard Fisher),
and On the Road to Mandalay (Speaks).

The very familiar Fuzzy Wuzzy (Kipling-Whiting),
Duna (McGill) and The Bellman (Forsyth), were only
a few of the exquisitely interpreted songs which helped
to make up his highly polished programs. While Wer-
renrath is gifted with gracious presence and intellect

that go far toward making the great artist, his voice at
times shows traces of an objectionable nasal quality
which is doubtless the outgrowth of either much singing
in French diction or cockney dialect. (The nasal qual-
ity is due to singing "In the Mask" (Dans La Masque)
and perfectly natural.—Ed.)

His pianissimo passages are colorful in the extreme
and brought tears to the eyes of many of his listeners
—so appealing was his interpretation of Duna and
Smiling Through. Flawless enunciation and deep emo-
tion were always in evidence in his singing, whether in
French. German or English. George Leslie Smith, with
the Elwj'n Concert Bureau, are responsible for these
two impressive recitals of this great artist.

HAROLD BAUER PLAYS AT BENEFIT CONCERT

One of the finest programs of the season was given
by the Philharmonic Orchestra on last Saturday evening
at a performance for the benefit of the orchestra hos-
pital fund. A fairly large audience gave their loyal
support to this splendid group by their presence as well
as in purchasing tickets.

We have never heard more splendid rendition of the
Brahms Sj-mphony No. 1 in C Minor. Orchestra men and
conductor. Walter Henry Rothwell. alike seemed in
finest form and gave most noteworthy reading of the
Liszt Symphonic Poem No. 3, Les Preludes, and splen-
did support in the Beethoven Concerto for Pianoforte
No. 5. E Flat Major. Op. 73. in which Harold Bauer ap-
peared as soloist. This world-renowned piano virtuoso
was presented as soloist through the courtesy of L. E.
Behymer, under whose management he appeared in con-
cert on Thursday evening.

FAMOUS CANTOR DELIGHTS LOS ANGELES

Josef Rosenblatt, cantor-tenor, who appeared at the
Philharmonic last week, proved one of the season's
greatest sensations. Throngs of eager music lovers
filled the auditorium and stage and hundreds were
turned away—unable to procure even standing room to
hear this great artist's message in song. His program
consisted largely of the music of his own people with
its traditional aspirations and hopes so strongly empha-
sized throughout. Several songs used were gems from
his own pen. Mr. Rosenblatt fills a unique place in the
concert field for he is not only a versatile artist as
shown by his varied program, but he has a distinct posi-
tion as a sort of singing evangel ministering to bis
people.
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ALI, IIRANCHES OF TH

VOCAL ART

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE CILTL'RE—CO.iCHI.VG I\ REPERTOIRE

alte 6IM So. Calif. Music Co. Blde- Phone 2S1-S05

ZOELLNER CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
[.OS ANGKI.ES

Hollywood Boulevard

JOHN SMALLMAN
UAIIITOM -TEACHER OF SIXGIXG

menl. ?;{.IHI. Studio: S0:{-S04 So. Cal.
Shirley Tnccert. Secretary

Anna Rnzena Sprotte

For Information Res. Phone 74164

RAYMOND HARMON
TK.XOR

Concert—Oratorii.—

T

»ic Art Studio llldc. i.i tnBele». Calif.

ABBIE NORTON JAMISON
PIANO—HARMOXV—VOCAL, COACH

Director of
JAMISON QVARTETTE

llnsic C(
Telrpho

.MoMic Co. Bids.

CHARLES BOWES

Prof. A. GIUFFRIDA
PIANO, VIOLIN, SINGING, COMPOSITION

Earopenn famonn Kystem; $-1.% for (10 lennoni): tfan
30 utrictlr private leKMons and :tU clanH lenHon
half-hour each. ReeiNter at once. 233 So. Broa<
way. Room 41S. Phone 821-lsl.

DAVOL SANDERS '';'!;'„V,-.i'i;?."*
Head Violin Dept., Collee^e of MiiMie, V. S. C.

320I S. Fl)
Member Philha

ADELE D. LAUTH

GERARDY AND BAUER IN JOINT RECITAL

The combined artistry of two great masters, Jean
Gerardy. violoncello, and Harold Bauer, pianist, on the
same program, was a rare treat for music lovers on
last Thursday evening. The A Major Sonata (Beetho-
ven) and A Minor Sonata (Grieg) were done jointly,

and among other works Gerardy gave the Symphonic
Variations by Boellman. Mr. Bauer played Schumann
and Chopin in his usual scholarly form.

AN INTERVIEW WITH THEODORE SCHROEDER

"Music, like every other tangible thing, is the objecti-

fied expression of thought. Whenever I am interviewed
as* to my method of forming my interpretations, I feel

the most urgent need of impressing the inquirer with
the two most important factors that every true inter-
preter must give his or her greatest thought, viz: Per-
ception and Conception. Perception is a knowledge of
external things, it appeals to one's sense of things,
awakens one's feelings, forms the mental picture,
frames the idea into one's conception. Conception en-
ables one to voice his impression and expression and to
bring the finished work to light, thus enabling one to
'paint his tone picture' for the listener. Singers I do
not be tone worshippers, but be artistic interpreters!
He who would be great must rise above satisfaction in
mere praise and applause."

MIROVITCH MASTER CLASS

Musical Los Angeles will be interested in the an-
noimcement that Alfred Mirovitch, famous Russian
pianist, is to hold a master class in Los Angeles this
summer, managed by Merle Armitage. Jlirovitch, who
has many friends here, belongs to the select group of
musicians, painters and other artists who made Petro-
grad the artistic center of Europe before the war, and
which includes such names as Chaliapin, Pavlowa, Bakst
and Anisfeld. ^H^ovitch has played in practically every
principal city in the world and is one of the pianists to
whom the word "distinguished" may be correctly ap-
plied. He will arrive in Los Angeles May 15.

GERMAINE SCHNITZER PLAYS AT POP CONCERT

Mme. Germaine Schnitzer. renowned French pianist,
scored a tremendous triumph last Sunday afternoon as
soloist Vi-Mh the Philharmonic Orchestra. Her forceful
rendition of the Liszt Concerto for Pianoforte Xo. 1 in
E Flat showed her to be one of the world's few women
pianist-virtuosi par excellence. At the conclusion of her
number, Mme. Schnitzer received numerous "curtain
calls,' and many lovely floral offerings, all of which she
justly earned.
The orchestra, with Conductor Walter Henry Roth-

well, gave their usual interesting readings of a varied

ELIZABETH

O'NEIL
PIANIST

2S0» Vista St., Lone

Direction

ABBY DE AVIRETT
KNABE PIANO

AMPICO RECORDS

GILDA MARCHETTI
hone r,."iS-IM)3

o. Calif. Finnic Co. BIdE.
ert». Church and Opera

WINIFRED HOOKE
PIANIST

CONCERT—COACH—TEACHER
2004 South Union Avenue, Los Angeles

The Immortals
In Tour Own Home

Paderewsk , Cortot, Hofmann and many
others ha> e lesl lied to the Steinway's
suprem acv in the pianoforte r calm. The
S,ein« av. combir ed with the wonderful
reprod ucin g asse of the Due -.Art, will

brhig nto your own home music inter-

preted by the Torld's fameus artists.

Terms to suit your conver iencf

448 COMPANY
Broadway 'TTieStcinway House

program, including the Overture Egmont. Op. 84 (Bee-
thoven), which was by far the finest rendition of Bee-
thoven the orchestra has ever given, and Les Syrennes,
Op. 33 (Gliere), closing with Prelude to Die Meister-
singer (Wagner).
Nino Marcelli directed his own composition. Suite

Araucana. which was given its Los Angeles "premiere"
on this occasion. This work being awarded the first

prize in the 1923 competition for American composers
held by the Xew York Stadium, was worthy of the tre-

mendously enthusiastic reception it was given. Just as
the name implies, this work was inspired by traditions

LULA MAY Photograph Studio
Distinctive and Unusual Photographs That

Please, Delivered When Promised,
at Reasonable Prices

2028 West Sixth St. Los Angeles

LOUISE GUDE
SOPRANO

^Vestern Reprewentative Herbert Withernpoon
.StudiuM, N«-n ^ ork

Concert Direellon Harry and Artfaor CulbertHoi
Neiv \oT\i.. < bie.nco. Portland

m EleanorWoodford
1)U.\-MATIC SOPRANO

Represented by
GRACE M. STIVERS

1115 .Arapahoe Street, or

j

—

ATTENTION
Teachers and Professional Artists

!

The Dlxtlnenlxhed Voeal .lulhnrlty

Theodore Schroeder
llf DDKton Will Conduct a

HI'^'v^H MASTER CLASS

July 1st to August 15th in Los Angeles

REGISTRATION CLOSES M.W 1

^^^^h '^^^^t ',^^^^^^^1 For Information and RegiHtration AddreHM

FITZGERALD MUSIC COMPANY
MME. NEW COM HE PRIXDELL. Manager

T27 South Hill. Phone S77-211

"Knabe Piano Used"

_
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Special Summer Courses
IN ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC Faculty of Thirty Acknowledged Artists, Including:

ArlllLLE: ABTIGl ES
OrKnn—PInno

Schola Canturum, Talis

GEORGE: EDWARDS

Communicate With Miss Dorothy Shaw, Registrar, for Information and Rates

ARRILLAGA MUSICAL COLLEGE
V. fie ARRII.LAGA, Dlreolor

OLDEST AND BEST Eilllll'I'ED COXSERVATORV IN THE PACIFIC WEST
2315 Jackson Street, San Francisco. Tel. West 4737

of the Araucanian Indians of Chile, where the composer
lived tor more than twenty years.

Adele Lauth, who is successfully heading the piano nor-

m;il deparliiunl of the Sherwood Music School Branches
in Southern California, has a great many talented pupils

under her tutelage. A few of these she presented in a
benefit recital at the Venice Union Polytechnic High
School on last Friday evening before a large audience.
A program including Chopin. Mendelssohn, Arensky,
Mozart and Orieg solo numbers and several two piano
numbers was heartily applauded. Those participating

were: Grace Nelson, Clarion Leatart, Winnifred Chor-
ley. Jeanette Snow, Helen Meier, Bessie Loy, Billie

Burke, Francis Bates, Leta Knox Ehmcke.

Raymond Harmon's vocal attainments always win his

audiences and bring forth tributes from the critics.

That this is one of the busiest seasons of his career is

proven by forty-eight concert engagements success-
fully filled since September 15 in Southern California
and Arizona, together with his position as tenor at the
Pasadena Presbyterian Church and his teaching activi-

ties in his studio in the Music .\rts Studio Building. A
recital by his advanced students the last of February
showed some beautiful voices with excellent production
and an artistic manner of singing which reflected great
credit on their instructor.

John Smallman presented his artist pupil, Mary Alice
Whipple, in a song recital of artistic merit on last Fri-

day evening. Her pure lyric voice has been heard re-

peatedly at Grauman's Egyptian Theatre, where she
has been engaged for several months and is at present
singing in the prologue of the Ten Commandments.
A rather taxing program of classics, operatic arias

and modern songs ga\e ample scope for artistic and
technical display of this singer, who is the possessor of

more than average talent. In Si mi chia ma no Mimi
(La Boheme) (Puccini), she sang with greater e^se than
the former numbers of Handel and Mozart. Her French
group evinced conscientious study, not alone in tone
and interpretation, but also in pronunciation and diction.

Robert Alter, 'cellist, assisted Miss Whipple, giving
two groups of pleasing numbers and an obligate for the
final number. One has always the assurance that the
accompaniments are alogether adequate with Raymond
McFeeters at the piano. He presided with his usual
poise at this recital.

The Civic Music and Art Association will co-operate
with the Hollywood Community Chorus and the various
other community groups in a great community choral
festival at the Hollywood Bowl on Sunday afternoon.
May 4. This is to lie the Association's contribution to

National Music Week. At the Veterans' Hospital at

Sawtelle last Wednesday, the first of a series of weekly
programs was inaugurated by the Civic Music and Art
Association, under tlie auspices of its committee on
music to "Shut-Ins." of which W. B. Guiberson is chalr-

SYMPHONIC ENSEMBLE CONCERT

The Symphonic Ensemble has defeiTed its usual
Tuesday evening program to Wednesday evening, April

2, in consideration of the Beethoven Ninth Symphony
to be given April 1 as the closing concert of the Spring
Music Festival. Director Alexander Saslavsky has pre-

pared two quintets and a trio for the next concert at

the Bohemian Club and meantime the ensemble will

make appearances at Wheeler Hall, Berkeley, tonight,
March 24; at the Samarkand. Santa Barbara, March 30.

and at Pasadena, March 31. The San Francisco program
will be as follows with these participants: Alexander
Saslavsky. violin; Semions Patchouck, viola: Max
Gegna. 'cello; Charles Hart, piano; Modesta Mortensen,
assisting violin; Trio. C minor. Op. 101 (Brahms 1;

Quintet in E, Op. 44 (Schumann;; Quintet in A, Op. 81
(by request) (Dvorak),

LEO CARRILLO AT ALCAZAR

Leo Carrillo in Booth Tarkington's recent comedy
success. "Magnolia," supported by a specially selected
company, begins a brief starring engagement at the
Alcazar Sunday evening. March 23. Brought here direct
from New York by Thomas Wilkes with several mem-
bers of the original company which supported him In
this production on Broadway at the start of the present
season Carrillo Is making his annual San Francisco
appearance.

The fact that Carrillo's present vehicle was written
by Booth Tarkington is a guarantee of its entertain-
ment value. It is filled with fun and thrills and there
are some cleverly drawn characters. Carrillo in the
role of an aristocrat from the South in the days before
the Civil War has a fine opportunity for his own par-
ticular brand of mirthmaking. He appears as a timid
young man who, by reason of an unexpected occur-
rence becomes a hero, greatly respected and feared by
a gambling fraternity where his wanderings have lead
him.
In Carrillo's support will be found Ethel Wilson in an

important part created by her on Broadway, and John
Nicholson, whose characterization of "General Jackson"
is said to be exceptionally clever. Gladys Knorr will
have another important feminine role to which she is

especially well fitted. Wilkens has provided a produc-
tion in every way the equal of that seen in Gotham.
There are three acts and three distinct changes of
scenes.

^

DR. STEWART WRITES NEW COMPOSITION
Francis Thompson's immortal lyric poem. The Hound

of Heaven, has been set to music by Dr. Humphrey J.

Stewart as the personal offering of the renowned com-
poser to the Golden Jubilee of the Dominican Fathers
of San Francisco for dramatic production at the Civic
Auditorium here during Easter week. This was the
announcement made here last .week by the Very Rev.
A. L. McMahon, O. P., Western Provincial of the Do-
minican Order.
The idea that The Hound of Heaven was peculiarly

adaptable for a great music drama was first conceived
by a Dominican priest. It was suggested that Dr.
Stewart, formerly organist at St. Dominic's Church
here and now the municipal organist of San Diego,
might consider evolving the classic ode into a music
drama. His universal reputation as a composer of the
highest rank insured a musical interpretation worthy
of Thompson's materpiece

Dr. Stewart became immediately enthusiastic and
entered upon the work of composition last summer. He
completed the score in January. Critics who have re-
viewed the work are of the unanimous verdict that it

is his greatest achievement. Eugene Blanchard is

directing rehearsals of a chorus of 200 men and women
tor the auditorium performances April 25 and 26. A
boys' chorus of 100 is also being rehearsed.

Giulio Minetti has been engaged as concert master
and Benjamin Moore as organist. The soloists will be
Charles Bulotti. tenor; George Shkultotsky, basso; Mrs.
L. Birmingham, contralto; and Mrs. Brunner, soprano.
Dr Stewart will personally direct the production. Natale
Carossio, formerly with the Metropolitani and Chicago
Grand Opera Companies, is directing 300 girls for the
pantomime, interpretative dances and tableaux for the
dramatic version of "The Hound of Heaven."
Costumes, stage setting and lighting effects are being

especially designed for the occasion. The entire pro-
duction in its startling originality promises to mark an
epoch in musical and dramatic productions. Carrying
out the atmosphere of a cathedral, all elements have
been combined to emphasize the ethereal quality of
the poem. Massive simplicity will be. the keynote of the
production and all tendencies to overdecorate or over-
dress the piece are being scrupulously avoided
The effort made throughout to blend the artistic with

the emotional and spiritual, according to critics, has
resulted in a living interpretation of Thompson's poem
that will carry a soul-stirring inspiration. Proceeds
from the music drama will be devoted to the building
fund of St Dominic's Church, which is now under course
of construction on Steiner street between Bush and

LINCOLN

BATCHELDER
Pianist — Accompanist

Studio 412 Cole St. : Phone Hemlock 368

THE ETERNAL CITY AT THE WARFIELD

The Eternal City, made in Rome amidst the actual
scenes of the Sir Hall Caine novel, but modernized by
George Fitzmaurice to meet present-day conditions in
Italy and to please the movie taste of the greater num-
ber of present-day film lovers, this mammoth example
of the really excellent motion picture drama comes to
the Warfield Theatre for an engagement of seven days
only on Saturday. March 22 .

The leading characters, Roma and David, are por-
trayed by Barbara La Marr and Bert Lytell, and the
other American players are Lionel Barrymore, Richard
Bennett and Montagox Love. The balance, more than
20,000, are Italians. During the filming of the picture
Mussolini, the dictator; Victor Emmanuel, the King, and
other famous people appear.
On the stage will be the Fanchon and Marco Ideas,

headed by Art Landry, San Francisco's new king of
jazz, and many others in Carnival. Lipschultz and the
Music Masters will have a new concert program and
there will be shorter film subjects.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating
to music and musicians. Give name and address
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor,
Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,
San Francisco.

1. Adele Aus der Ohe: Wbat has been her accom-
plishment as a pianist; is she known as a composer; if

so, what "school" can she be classed in as such?—F.
H. B.

Adele Aus der Ohe is one of the most famous pupils
of Liszt. She is a dazzlingly brilliant pianist and has
toured widely in Europe and America with conspicuous
success. She is also known as a composer and as
such would be classed with the school of Liszt. Her
published compositions include two pianoforte suites,

a Concert-Etude, miscellaneous piano compositions, and
songs.

2. "Love and Music, These Have I Lived For," by
Puccini. Is this song from an opera? If so, name of
same please.—A. C.
The aria of Tosca near tbe close of the second act of

the opera La Tosca, begins with these words: Vissi
d'arte e d'amor." They are usually translated, "Love
and music, these have I lived for."

3. Which of the Beethoven symphonies is known as
the "little symphony?"—G. C.
Beethoven affectionately called his Eighth Symphony,

in P major. Op. 93, "the little one."
4. What is meant by the bridge of a sonata ?-r-W. R.
The passage, also called transition, which leads from

the first or principal theme to the second pr subordi-
nate theme.

5. Does the Finnish composer Sibelius hold a degree
from an American university?—L. M.
Jean Sibelius, the Finnish composer, had the degree

Doctor of Music conferred upon him by Yale University
June 17. 1914.

SPANISH MUSIC ON FORTNIGHTLY PROGRAM
The Fortnightly program for Monday afternoon.

March 31, will be given by Marion De Guerre Steward,
pianist, and Edilberto Anderson. Baritone, with Eliza-
beth Alexander at the piano. The program will be de-
voted to modern Spanish music. Mrs. Steward will play
compositions of Granados, Albeniz and Manuel De Falla.
Mr. Anderson will sing early California folk songs, an
arrangement of his own, and songs of De Falla and
Alvarez. The Fortnightlys are given in the Colonial
Ballroom. Hotel St. Francis, at 3 o'clock, and are under
the direction of Ida G. Scott.

GABRILOWITSCH COMING
An early visitor to our artistic circles will be the

famous Russian pianist. Ossip Gabrilowitsch, who is

scheduled by Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer for a
single recital on his instrument at the Columbia Theatre
on Sunday afternoon. April 20th. The celebrated pianist
has not been heard in the West in many years, his ever
increasing engagements in the East and his confining
work as director of Detroit's excellent Symphony or-
chestra, have kept Gabrilowitsch away.
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MUSICAL BLUE BOOK of CALIFORNIA
NOW BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION
The Editor of the Musical Blue Book of Califor-
nia is now preparing to get the publication ready
for the Printer. In order to facilitate his work he
would appreciate the full co-operation of the
musical profession, and particularly the adver-
tisers. We find that many musicians who signed
contracts have so far failed to send us the
ADVERTISING COPY. It is impossible to

finish our work until ALL COPY is received at

this office.

Los Angeles advertisers in the Musical Blue
Book of California may leave their copy with
Nelle Gothold, Room 610, 808 South Broadway,
the Pacific Coast Musical Review representative
in Los Angeles.
There are a number of prominent musicians in

various parts of California whose names are not
yet in our possession for purposes of registra-
tion. There is no charge made for such registra-
tion, and surely the musical profession would
like to have this Blue Book as complete as possi-
ble. If you have not yet sent in your registration,

or if no solicitor has asked you to register, kindly
send in your name and address and your voca-
tion. Or, better still, write or phone us and we
will send you a registration card to be filled out.

NOW is the time to send in your advertising
copy and your registration card. In a very short
time it will be TOO LATE.

ALFRED METZGER
Editor Musical Blue Book of California

801 Kohler & Chase Building
San Francisco, Calif,

FESTIVAL CHORUS IS GREAT
ORGANIZATION

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)

experiences anyone ever had in this city.

Do not make the mistake of remaining

away from the first concert, for this sym-

phony is unusually impressive and bril-

liant. Indeed no one should miss any one

of the concerts and if you have not

enough money to hear all the concerts at

the highest prices, take less expensive

seats and be sure to hear all four con-

certs. You will not regret it.

The programs for the three concerts

during the week beginning with Tues-

day evening, March 25, are as follows:

Tuesday evening— Overture Fantasy

—

Romeo and Juliet (Tschaikowsky) ; Aria

from La Gioconda (Ponchielli), Mario
Chamlee; a Paust Symphony (after

Goethe) (Liszt)—I Faust; II Gretchen;

III Mephistofeles. Tenor solo, Mario
Chamlee, Male Chorus; Organist, Uda
Waldrop. Thursday evening, March 27

—

Passacaglia and Fugue in C minor
(Bach), Organ solo. Warren D. Allen;

Symphony No. 2 in C minor (Resurrec-
tion Symphony) (Mahler). Saturday eve-

ning, March 29—Operatic Concert—Over-
ture to Don Giovanni (Mozart); Aria

—Mon coeur s'ouvre a ta voix from Sam-
son and Delilah (Saint-Saens), Merle
Alcock; Duet—Parle moi de ma mere
from (iarmen (Bizet), Claire Dux and
Mario Chamlee; Aria—Raccanto -di

Rodolfo from La Boheme (Puccini),
Mario Chamlee; Aria—Depuis le jour
from Louise (Charpentier), Claire Dux;
Quartet from Rigoletto (Verdi)—Claire
Dux. Merle Alcock, Mario Chamlee and
Clarence Whitehill; Prelude to Die Meis-
tersinger (Wagner) ; Prologue of Hans
Sachs from Die Meistersinger (Wagner).
Clarence Whitehill; Quintet from Die
Meistersinger (Wagner), Claire Dux,
Merle Alcock, Mario Chamlee, Clarence
Whitehill and Lawrence Strauss; Wo-
tan's Farewell and Magic Firespell from
Die Walkure (Wagner), Wotan-Clarence
Whitehill.
The feature for the fourth and final

concert of the Festival which will be
given on Tuesday evening, April 1. will

consist of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony,
and in addition their will be additional
numbers by orchestra and soloists. In
this concert, like in the one of Thurs-
day evening, the entire chorus of 500
will participate.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano SololNt. Temple En

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAN FRANCISCO BANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY 10th. 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks In California,
the Assets of which have never been increased
by mergers or consolidations with other Banks.

Member Associated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 31st, 1923
Assets $89,174,468.57
Capital, Reserve and Contingent Funds 3,850,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 430,275.37

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 2I,t Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. ond 7th Ave.
HAIGHT STREET BRANCH Haieht and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave, and UUoa St.

Interest paid on Deposits at the rate of

FOUR AND ONE QUARTER (43.^) per cent per annum,
COMPUTED MONTHLY and COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY,

AND NUY BE WITHDRAWN QUARTERLY

EVA M. GARCIA

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
»«5 Kohler « Chaae Bid. Tel. Sutler 73«

DOMENICO BRESCIA

Madame Charles Poalter—Soprano
Voice Cnlture. Piano

Realdence StDdlo. 588 27th Street
Oakland—TeL Oakland 207B

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio: 36 GafTney Bulldjnir, 370 Sutter St.
TeL DooElaa 4233. Res. Tel. Kearny 2349

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
SOLO PIANIST AND TEACHER

Advanced Pupils Accepted
Studio: 1427 Clay St. Phone ProMpeet S+40

HENRIK GJERDRUM
PIANIST

2331 Jackflon Street Fillmore ,125«

DAISY O'BRIEN
VOICE—GUITAR

2428 Mllvia SI. Berkeley 7705J
70(1 Kohler & Chaae—Thursday

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teache

£211 Scott St.

PAUL STEINDORFF Evelyn Sresovich Ware
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CULTURE

Studio:
002 KOHLER & CH.\SE BLDG..

San FranelNCO Phoue Kearny 54.M

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
Graduate of St-holo Canloroni. Parts. Or-
l^anieit St. Mary's CathedraL Piano De-
partment, Hamlin ScliooL Orj^an and

Piano. Arrillaea Musical College

Joseph George Jacobson

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Coraiqne. Paris

shington Street

SIGMUND BEEL

KURT VON GRUDziNSKi MARY ALVERTA MORSE
BARITONE — VOICE CULTURE

Authorized to Teach Mme. Schoen-
Rene'a Method

1314 Leavenworth St. Phone Prospect S253 land. Pho

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY
PIANIST

Studio: 1537 Euclid Avenue. Berkeley. Cal.
Phone Berkeley 6006

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

LOUISE E. MASSEY
Mezxo - Soprano. Home Accommodatlona
for Limited Number nf Stndents. 17:17 Val-
lejo St., S. F. Tel. %Valnot :>80. Wednes-

day, Kohler A Chaae Bide.. <R< 1005)

OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of Sin^lngr. 32 Loretta Ave., Pied-
mont, Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon.. Kohler &
Chase Bldg.. S. F. Telephone Kearny 5454

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 Scott Street. Bet. Clay & Washington

ISABELLE MAUIvS
CONTRALTO

J33S 2ath Avenue Phone Sunset 2005
Voice Culture. Friday P. M. 1O02 Kohler

<& Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ

a. For Intori rite 121 2lMt

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglaa 88»

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St- Phone Kearny 2930

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Aahbury St Phone Park 1974

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1t95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 6464

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St Tel. Proa. 926»

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 64S4

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 11»I

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough St. Tel. Fillmore 4150

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter St. Tel. Kearny 2637

ARRANGER OF MUSIC

C. B. FRANK
400 Pantages Bldg. Tel. Garfield 1334

ACCOMPA.MSTS

ANNA W. McCORMICK
1380 Taylor St Tel. Pros. 9687
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Elizabeth SIMPSON
ENDORSES SIX ARTIST PUPILS

AVAILABLE FOU CONCKRTS CLl n PROGRAMS PKRIOD RECITALS

For particulars address

ELIZABETH SIMPSON STUDIOS
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FIRST CALIFORNIA SPRING MUSIC FESTIVAL UNPARALLELED TRIUMPH
Thousands of Eager Music Lovers Throng Civic Auditorium at Great Festival Concerts—Alfred Hertz Center of Greatest Ovation Ever Accorded

Anyone During a Musical Event at Auditorium—Thousands Cheer for Several Minutes After Mahler Symphony—Chorus of Six Hundred
Mixed Voices Selected From the Bay Cities Are a Source of Pride to California—Soloists Give an Excellent Account of Themselves.

Orchestra Sustains Its Reputation—Entire Event Greatest Personal Triumph Enjoyed by Alfred Hertz Since His Arrival Here

Although at the time of this writing

there are still two more concerts of the
First California Spring Music Festival to

be given we can confidently say that this

gigantic enterprise has met with im-

qualified artistic and satisfactory finan-

cial success. There is represented in

this success far more than the purely
musical prestige which San Francisco
and the surrounding region is bound to

receive, but this unquestionable musical
victory represents the extent of the in-

fluence that may be exercised upon the
musical destiny of the Bay Region
through a union of forces existing in this

bay district- We do not believe there is

any one else residing here but Alfred
Hertz who could have induced six hun-
dred men and women to concentrate
their attention, their energy and their ef-

forts toward the successful termination
of this festival realizing the patience.
work and inconvenience necessary to ob-
tain the results we have admired during
these first two concerts.

Since Alfred Hertz had already been
responsible for the astounding growth of
the symphony orchestra which is essen-
tially constituted from resident mu-
sicians, this additional achievement of
influencing the creation of this truly pre-
tentious chorus added to his matchless
executive ability and establishes this
distinguished musician as the greatest
musical benefactor San Francisco and
the bay region has ever harbored. We
are not exaggerating when we maintain
that there Is no Music Festival given
anj-where that can surpass the one now
being presented in San Francisco. One
of Mr. Hertz' greatest artistic assets is

his thoroughness. WTien you hear a final
rehearsal given by Hr. Hertz you know,
unless conditons arise which have noth-
ing to do with the training, that the con-
cert will be given without a noteworthy
flaw. And that was the case with this
Festival. So far the concerts have been
as artistically smooth and even as it is
possible to give them with the material
at hand.
And it is gratifying to know, without

fearing accusations of being provincial,
that the material that composed the per-
sonel of this festival, both vocal and in-
strumental, was as fine, as intelligent, as
responsive, as adaptable and as enthusi-
astic as can be found anywhere whether
it be in America or Europe. And Mr.
Hertz with his usual courtesy and at-
tentiveness was not backward in ac-
knowledging his indebtedness to those
who so ably assisted him in his difficult
task. There was above all Glenn H
Woods ot Oakland whose truly remark-
able gift as trainer of vocal choruses has
here found a worthy test. It is good to
know that a leader of Mr. Wood's ca-
pacity is dwelling so near, and it is fortu-
nate for, thanks to his presence, there is
hope for the perpetuation of this wonder-
ful chorus. Then there is Arturo Cas-
siglio, who notwithstanding the handicap
of unfamiliarity with the English lan-
guage, a handicap which is easily over-
come, succeeded in impressing his mean-
ing upon the chorus members of San
Francisco with truly astounding results.
As Mr. Hertz remarked at the rehearsals
without these two capable assistants he
could not have brought the festival to a
successful conclusion.
We want to emphasize with every

ounce of energy and enthusiasm at our
command that Mr. Hertz has done such
wonderful things for San Francisco and
vicinity in behalf of music that the pub-
lic's obligation can never be fully
liquidated. But whatever he has done in

BY ALFRED
the past is overshadowed by this festival

for this gigantic enterprise has proved
that we can raise a chorus not only of
numerical strength but of artistic quali-

fications that are not surpassed by any
other chorus anywhere else. Wlien Mr.
Hertz lays down the baton and applauds
his chorus he does not do so, because he
wants to be pleasant, but because he
feels in his heart that the members of
that chorus are entitled to applause and
appreciation and admiration of the most
serious and fastidious musician. It is

gratifying to know that two hundred of
the voices of this chorus came from the

METZGER
lowed well defined paths of theoretical
development and told his story in

phrases that could be understood by the
most conventional music lover. Of course
the principal part of the symphony is in-

strumental. And here we wish to tell

those of our readers who seem to be dis-

appointed because the chorus had not
more to do, that a symphony is not an
oratorio. In a symphony the orchestra is

the principal factor and voices are only
then employed when instrumental ex-
pression is not sufficient to transmit the
composer's ideas. And so the chorus,
when used in a symphony, only sings at

GEORGE LIPSCHULTZ
of the Warfield Theatre Orchestra, Who Is an Ex

and Who Has Just Opened a Musical Bureau i

:ellen

n Thi
Viol

City

public schools of San Francisco, a fact
which no doubt will raise the musical
section of the public schools in the esti-
mation of every one who heard the
excellent chorus work.
The first concert look place on Tues-

day evening. March 25. The opening
number consisted of the Romeo and
Juliet Overture by Tschaikowsky. one of
the most vital and stirring compositions
that have sprung from the pen of the
great Russian. It was played with that
unanimity of interpretation and that re-
markable precision which Mr. Hertz and
the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra
have made a part of their annual season.
Mario Chamlee was the soloist of this
program. He sang a beautiful aria from
Ponchielli's La Gioconda and his voice
rang out with splendid timbre and in
thrilling force. Especially admirable
were his high notes which he negotiated
with ease and accuracy as to pitch, Mr.
Chamlee received a truly spontaneous
ovation, cheers and applause continuing
until he was forced to bow his thanks
seven or eight times. It was a well-
merited triumph.
Then came the Faust symphony. It

revealed Liszt in his most dramatic mood
and showed the shadows of the dawn ot
musical futurism in the various disso-
nances and cacophanies which at times
reached a weird effect. But Liszt unlike
some of our ultra modern composers fol-

the climax of the work, that is during
the end of the last movement.
The various moods of this Faust sym-

phony were excellently brought out. The
orchestra was in truly splendid form.
HJiidently Liszt treats Goethe's story ex-
clusively from a symbolic and not from
a "profane" standpoint. Although there
is considerable force in the first move-
ment the second movement is quite
ethereal in nature and reflects the char-
acter of Marguerite in most entrancing
periods. The male chorus that was
utilized on this occasion acquitted itself
most worthily. The basses in particular
stood out in their resonance and beauty
of timbre. It was a superb performance
of which every member of the chorus as
well as the chorus directors and Mr.
Hertz has reason to feel gratified. Uda
Waldrop very ably interpreted the organ
parts that added to the magnitude of the
work. There was enthusiasm throughout
the course of the evening and notwith-
standing the severity of the composition,
that must have taxed the patience o£
every one not familiar with the classics,
the audience kept entirely quiet through-
out the program and hardly any one left
bis or her seat before the end of the
concert.
The program of the second concert,

which took place on Thursday evening,
March 27. began with an organ solo by
Warren D. .\llen of Stanford University

who played Bach's Toccata and Fugue
in a truly craftsmanslike fashion. When
he played fortissimo he never was too
loud and when he rendered the intricate
technical requirements of this monu-
mental work he felt sure of himself and
plajed with the intelligence and mu-
sicianship of the genuine artist. It was a
truly noteworthy performance and en-
titled to the unanimous appreciation
which the audience so cordially bestowed
upon it.

And then came Mahler's Second Sym-
phony. Although we had admired the
works ot Stabler introduced to San Fran-
cisco by Alfred Hertz we received the
impression that there occasionally crept
into his work an element of superficiality
which we could not associate with a truly
great symphonic creation. We do not
object to melody. On the contrary we
feel music without melody is lacking in
some ot the essentials that make for
success. But in some of Mahler's works
the melody did not seem to express the
atmosphere he wished to create and
therefore became programmatic without
a spiritual or emotional message.
Nothing like that was felt when listen-

ing to the second symphony. Here the
master established a definite atmosphere
and he consistently maintained the dig-
nity and majesty ot every episode, only
then interrupting to reveal an intentional
contrast, and it was played with an
inspired affection and a natural fitness
by the orchestra. We want to pav our
special respects to the beautiful brass
section. We had occasion in the past
to disagree with this section of the or-
chestra, but on this occasion the mellow
even tones and the truly artistic phras-
ing earned our sincere admiration. This
s>inphony is exceptionally difficult and
tncky." It places a great responsibility
upon every member ot the orchestra and
only first class musicians could possibly
play such a composition in the manner
in which it was played by the San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orchestra. We take off
our hat to the boys from Louis Persinger.
the concert master, to those presiding
over the batterj-.

The second movement, with its caress-
ing folk dance melodies and its exquisite-
ly poetic spirit, was given an unusually
fine rendition by the strings, the celli oc-
casionally singing out with fine sonority.
The brass choir behind the scene was
ably directed by Alfred Huertgen and
succeeded in overcoming the difficulties
with ease. The brass parts allotted to
the trumpet and horns were inexpressi-
bly difficult and we wish to congratulate
the men who did this work so splendidly.
Surely Mr. Hertz has trained for him-
self an orchestra that can easily stand
up beside the foremost orchestras of the
country. The climax of this symphony is
simply overwhelming. We have heard
this climax at rehearsals repeatedly and
it never failed to give us a thrill. At the
performance it almost raised us from
our seat and we could easily understand
why hundreds of men and women rose
and cheered Mr. Hertz and the perform-
ers repeatedly after the conclusion of the
tremedously etfective work.
Here the chorus showed its mettle. The

sopranos rang out with clearness and the
high notes were never strained nor dis-
agreeable, while the intonation was al-
ways satisfactory. There was volume
and body to the voices, and the pre-
cision of the attacks, the clarity ot the
diction and the intelligence of the phras-
ing was something we have never heard
surpassed by any chorus, and we have

(Continued on Page 11, Col. 1)
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"The Piano is the Steinway"

^-» /I T a great majority of all concerts this

\.,yj. season, as for two generations past,

the programs state: "The piano is

llie Sleinway."

I am the Steinway piano. I do not believe

tliat Sherman, Clay & Co., my Pacific Coast

representatives, print this statement in a spirit

of boastfulness. I believe that they use it, as I

accept it, in a spirit of deep responsibility.

For consider what it means to me, the piano,

thus chosen—not occasionally, but almost uni-

versally—to be the companion of all these

artists on the concert stage. Violinists and
vocalists trust me to provide the canvas against

which they, as painters, may fling the colors of

their art. Pianists invite me to render into

gracious sound, those vast chords and melodies

which exist only within their own brains and
souls—until I speak for them.

Far, far more than the audiences realize, do

the triumphs of the artists depend upon the

fidelity of their instruments.

Nor is it sufficient that I simply perform as

well on this occasion as on the last. Art does

not stand still; neither may I. Every concert

on every occ.ision is a new test, a new crisis,

and a glorious new opportunity for me.

That is why it meant so much to me when the

great Theodore Thomas wrote of me in 1879,

What this oft-used phrase means to me
AS EXPLAINED BY THE STEINWAY PIANO

years ago, and will only change it in so far as

"I consider the Steinway piano the best at

present made, and that is the reason why I use

it in private and also in all my public con-

certs." and was able to say of me again in

1898, "I gave the above testimonial nineteen

to say that the superiority of the Steinway
piano to all others that I know of is even more
apparent today than it was nineteen years

ago."

That is why it means so much to me to have

Paderewski say: "Whenever perfection is at-

tained, progress is stopped ; for there is no
room for climbing when the summit has been

reached. And yet, in your case, this law of

nature seems to have been defied . . . Such a

thing can only be accomplished by a sincere

love of profession, and it is to this love of pro-

fession that I wish to pay my tribute of high

esteem and admiration."

This is my responsibility, to see that every con-

cert season finds me more gracious, more re-

sponsive, more endearing than the last. And
always, I hope, shall I continue to be a very
human piano.

Such is the meaning of the phrase, "the piano

is the Steinway," and such is the spirit in

which I stand upon this concert stage before

\ou now, '

Sherman play& Go.
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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR

REGARDING RESIDENT ARTISTS

During the last few Tseeks there has been such an
avalanche of musical activity that the Pacific Coast
Musical Review's limited space has not heen sufficient
to take care of everything, and among the events that
suffered neglect more than they deserved were those
of our resident artists. Among the more recent of these
events were the concert of Ellen Edwards at the St.

Francis Hotel, under the management of Ida G. Scott,
the events of the Symphonic Ensemble, the Second
Students' Chamber concerts and other events we can
not recall at this moment- "tt'e wish to say right here
that now that the rush is over the Pacific Coast Musical
Review will pay more attention to the activities of our
resident artists and students and within the next six
months we shall endeavor to make up for lost time.
Beginning with the next issue we shall publish reviews
of recent important activities in and about the San
Francisco Bay. We trust that our friends will pardon
us for this apparent negligence of a field for which we
entertain special interest and for which we really pub-
lish this paper, .^ny one planning to give concerts with-
in the near future may send in notices which will re-

ceive immediate attention after this. A. M.

TO BLUE BOOK ADVERTISERS

Although we have not received any complaints from
advertisers who have reserved space in the Musical
Blue Book of California which should have been pub-
lished before this, we feel that an explanation is due to
all for the delay in getting out this publication. At least
two hundred of our advertisers have not yet forwarded
us the copy for their advertisement, notwithstanding
repeated requests both privately and in the columns of
the paper. We wish to make this final appeal to help us
keep our promises and obligations by sending us the
copy of such advertisements without further delay.
Within a few days we shall send letters to all who are
slow and if we receive no copy we shall consider our-
selves justified to write the copy ourselves and trust
the same will be satisfactory.

GREAT OVATIONS AT LAST SYMPHONY CONCERTS

Stage is Banked With Flowers and Audiences Cheer and
Applaud When Alfred Hertz Conducts Final Pair
of Symphony Concerts of the Present Season

By ALFRED METZGER
The two final symphony concerts of the season took

place at the Curran Theatre on Friday and Sunday
afternoons. March 21 and 23 The now familiar scenes
of felicitations and cordial expressions of gratification
on the part of the audience again took place and Mr.
Hertz was overwhelmed with floral tributes and long
sustained applause which occasionally broke forth in
cheers both at the Friday and Sunday concerts after
the first part of the program had been concluded. We
shall speak in more detailed terms of the season in a
future issue of this paper and owing to the space neces-
sary to review the Spring Festival we will deal at this
time only briefiy with the final program.

Dvorak's Xew World Symphony was the feature num-
ber. It has heen heard repeatedly at these concerts,
but never in a more artistic fashion. The many de-
lightful rhythms and the quaint folk melodies were
brought out with unerring fidelity to musicianly em-
phasis and the various movements were heartily appre-
ciated by the large audiences. The second movement of
the Faust Symphony by Liszt was interpreted with
excellent musicianship, but since we shall review the
first festival concert elsewhere we shall include this

performance in that article. The program closed with
Wagner's Tannhauser Overture which no conductor
directs with greater virility nor impressiveness than
Mr. Hertz. It was a splendid close to an excellent
season and will long linger with those who lend their
presence to this glorious occasion.

BAUER-CASALS CONCERT A TRIUMPH

Two Great Artists Present One of the Most Enjoyable
Programs Ever Heard in San Francisco—Large

Audience Refuses to Leave After Close

By ALFRED METZGER
An audience that crowded the Columbia Theatre last

Sunday afternoon heard one of the very best concerts
ever given in San Francisco when Harold Bauer, pianist,

and Pablo Casals, cellist— two of the world's most emi-
nent virtuosi—gave a program such as is rarely heard
in any community and then only in the great musical
centers of the world. Both artists gave of their very
best. Both in their ensemble numbers and solos they
fully justified the great reputations they have estab-
lished for themselves. Harold Bauer revealed his
matchless musicianship in the exposition of the teach-
nical and emotional qualities that were represented in

such masterpieces as will be enumerated at the close of
this report. His touch was firm yet mellow and his

brilliancy of interpretation stirred the hearts of his
hearers. The enthusiasm that greeted the conclusion of
every number was indeed well earned.

Casals more than ever revealed his right to the title

of the world's leading cellist His firm, pliant tone and
his sincere understanding of the classics, together with
a technic of surpassing ease and accuracy, made his
ensemble and solo numbers veritable treats of musical
effort. Shading and coloring were in accordance with
the innermost requirements of artistic presentation and
the authority of the master was inherent in every
phrase he drew with his bow. The program include
such works as Sonata in F major. Op. 99 (Brahms).
Suite in D major ILocatellil, Scenes from Childhood
(Schumann). Scherzo in C sharp minor (Chopin),
Sonata in C minor. Op. .32 (Saint-Saens). There were
numerous encores as both artists were specially gener-
ous with their art and the audience, after listening to

an hour and one-half concert refused to leave until the
artists were forced to discontinue their acknowledge-
ments of the ovations.

MARIO CHAMLEE PLEASES WITH FINE VOICE

Distinguished Operatic Tenor, Assisted by Ruth Miller,

Soprano, Enthusiastically Received at Scottish
Rite Auditorium in Joint Recital

By ALFRED METZGER
Mario Chamlee, the distinguished operatic tenor who

was heard to such great advantage when here with the
Scotti Opera Company last year, gave his first concert
in San Francisco at Scottish Rite .Auditorium on Thurs-
day evening. March 20. jointly with Miss Ruth Miller,
soprano, of the Metropolitan Opera Company. Mr.
Chamlee always predominated because of the beauty of
his voice and the temperament of his interpretations.
He is a vocalist of many resources and possesses that
rare faculty of enthusing his audiences to the verge of
ovations. On this occasion he again proved himself pos-
sessed of a remarkably fine tenor voice which showed
to special advantage in operatic numbers, but which did
not alway seem to match the responsibilities required
of a concert singer.
While the voice in itself was. of course, as beautiful

when the artists sang concert works as it was when
he interpreted operatic arias the singer somehow did
not seem to possess the same experience in the in-

terpretation of the classics of vocal literature as he
did in those operatic selections that have made him
deservedly famous. Xevertheless he afforded great en-
joyment and his splendid vocal organ belongs among
the best on the operatic stage today. Miss Miller, al-

though the possessor of a pleasing soprano voice either
because of nervousness or other causes was not able to
present herself at her best, or it appeared as it she
was not as familiar with the principles of genuine vocal
art as one would expect of an artist who associates
with a singer like Chamlee.
The program interpreted on this occasion was as fol-

lows: M'Appari from Martha (Flotow). Mario Chamlee;
(a) Come Rosalind (Old English), (b) Voi che sapete
(.Mozart), (c) Mandoline (Debussy), (d) La Partida
(.\lvarez), Ruth Miller; (al Heimliche Auftorderung
(Strauss), (b) Standchen (Brahms), (c) O Quand je
dors (Liszt), (d) 11 Neige (Bemberg). Mario Chamlee;
Bell Song from Lakme (Bizet), Ruth Miller; (a) O bocca
doloroso (Sibella), (b) Paquita (Buzzi Peccia), (c) Like
Music on the Waters (Wintter Watts), (d) Call Me No
More (C. W. Cadman), Mario Chamlee; Aria: O Para-
diso (Meyerbeer), Mario Chamlee; Duet from Rigoletto
(Verdi), Ruth Miller and Mario Chamlee.

JEANNE GORDON TO CLOSE SECKELS SERIES

That American singers with the proper vocal equip-
ment can always have a chance to succeed it they want
to and are willing to work for their success is proved
once again by Jeanne Gordon, popular young contralto
of the Metropolitan Opera Company, who will sing here
on Tuesday afternoon, April 29, at the St. Francis Ball-
room as the sixth and final event of the Alice Seckels
Matinee Musicales. Canadian by birth and purely
American in her musical training Miss Gordon began
her career in her native city, Toronto, where as a very
young girl she sang for six months as a soloist in a
prominent church and also in the famous Mendelssohn
Choir.

CASALS GUEST OF HONOR OF HOTHER WISMER

One of the most memorable evenings of music was
given by Hother Wismer at his attractive home on Clay
street in honor of Pablo Casals, the world famous
'cellist. Mr. Wismer issued invitations to a number of
his musical friends as well as colleagues of the Sym-
phony Orchestra. Mr. Wismer's confreres were not
only delighted to greet this magnificent artist but they
also had the rare privilege of participating with Mr.
Casals in a musical program of the most superb char-
acter. The following classics were exquisitely rendered:
Sextette (Brahms), Pablo Casals, Louis Persinger,
Hother Wismer, Nathan Firestone, Willem Dehe, Fred
Baker; String Quintette for two cellos (Schubert),
Pablo Casals, Louis Persinger. Willem Dehe, Hother
Wismer, Nathan Firestone; Piano Quintette, Opus 44
(Schumann). Casals, Persinger, Wismer, Firestone and
Ellen Edwards. About forty guests, all prominent in
our musical activities, enjoyed the host's hospitality
and the evening's pleasure which was offered thera.

POVLA FRIJSH IN SAN FRANCISCO CONCERT

Povla Frijsh. the noted Danish soprano, will be able
to remain in San Francisco long enough for Miss
Seckels to arrange one recital for her. thus affording
music lovers a rare treat. Through the co-operation of
Mme. Frijsh's Paris manager her stay in the United
States was lengthened. The program she is arranging
will be a very beautiful one and will be announced later.
Elizabeth Alexander will he the accompanist.
Mme. Frijsh goes to the core of each song and sends

its innermost meaning straight to the minds of all. So
says -Anna Cora Winchell. Philip Hale, the noted Bos-
ton critic is a great admirer of Mme. Frijsh and feels
she occupies a place all her own for apart from her
voice she gives something more and greater than
beautiful tones. She has fixed her musical attention on
what a song and its composer mean. It is thus an In-
tense dramatic idea that is transferred to her audience
and no one can remain passive under her spell. Tickets
are now on sale at Sherman, Clay & Company. The
concert is scheduled for Friday night. April 11, in the
Colonial Ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel.

Mrs. Horatio F. Stoll will preside at the regular meet-
ing of the San Francisco Musical Club, which will be
held Thursday morning. April 3, at the Palace Hotel.
.Mrs Charles William Camm is presenting a program
of Russian and French numbers. Marguerite Le Grand,
a recent arrival from the East will make her first ap-
pearance upon this occasion. The following program
will be rendered: L'Oaeis (Fourdrain), Arioso (De-
libes), Russian Folk Song, Three Cavaliers, Mrs. An-
thony J. Silva with Elsie Young Maury at the piano;
Barolet Flotlant (Couperin), The Fountain (Douillet),
Arabesque (Debussy), Allegro .Appassionata (Debussy),
Eva M. Garcia; Le saiss tu? (Massenet), Extase
(Duparc). Harmonie du Soir (Debussy), La mer est plus
belle (Debussy), Elizabeth Warden, assisted at the
piano by Mrs. Horatio H. Stoll; Prelude C sharp (Rach-
maninoff), La Jongleur (Moskowski), Nocturne, left
hand (Scriahine), Valse Caprice (Rubinstein), Mar-
guerite Le Grand; The Alder Tree (Rachmaninoff),
Slumber Song (Gretchaninotf), Aria from the Snow
Maiden (Rimsky-Korsakotf), Mrs. Percy R. Mott with
Mrs. Frances M. Fay at the piano.

GRAVEURE CLASSES

Music students, with particular reference to vocalists,
from all comers of the American continent are again
focusing attention on San Francisco as their summer
residence this year, for Louis Graveure, the famous re-
cital baritone and par excellence interpreter of songs,
will again establish master vocal classes in this city.

Graveure's teaching undertaking last summer proved
an outstanding event to students, and the successful
culmination of his pedagogic work attracted national
attention. It established, first, Graveure as one of the
great vocal instructors and, second, San Francisco as
the ideal city for the establishment of an important
class of this kind.

This year's Graveure classes, which will include mas-
ter, auditor and private sessions, will start on July 7
next. Already fifty per cent of the available time has
heen subscribed through the agency of Manager Selby
C. Oppenheimer, under whose direction these classes
are given, and the remaining memberships are being
eagerly sought by various pupils from north, east, south
and west.

,

MABEL RIEGELMAN IN CONCERT
Mabel Riegelman will shortly appear in concert in

the Pacific Northwest. Miss Riegelman appeared in
grand opera at the Greek Theatre in Berkeley last
year in Mozart's Marriage of Figaro. Her artistic ex-
pression, as we stated in reviewing her performance,
was the essence of Mozartean art. Her beautiful, easy
and ethereal attacks the intelligent and effective ap-
plication of appropriate accents, the dainty, delightful
shading of tonal phrases, the precise and clean-cut
diction and enunciation combined to surround this high-
ly endowed young artist with a musical halo of especial
brilliancy and glory.

The San Francisco Music Teachers' Association will
hold its regular meeting on Monday evening. March 31,
at the home of Miss Maude White, 701 Ashbury street.
After the business meeting the following program will
be presented: Sonata (two violins and piano) (Bach),
Mr. and Mrs. S. Savannah and Mr. John Manning; Songs— (a) Botschaft (Brahms), (b) Berceuse (Rhene Ba-
ton), (cl Sous les Oranges (Augusta Holmes), (d) A
Feast of Lantern (Bantock), Miss Louise Massey, mezzo
soprano with Mr. M. Meyers at the piano.
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Harold Bauer, rightl.v named "master pianist." was
heard in concert Thursday evening. March 21, playing

to a large audience in the Morris E. Daley Memorial

Auditorium. The name of Harold Bauer in San Jose

always means a sold-out house. He appeared under

the auspices of the San Jose Musical Association and

is the last but one in their 1923-24 concert course. His

program opened with Bach's Partitia in B Flat, trnns-

cribed from the harpsichord by Bauer, followed by

Beethoven's Sonata Appassionata. Op. 57. At the con-

clusion of his third number, containing a and b num-

bers, two recalls were given, Chopin's Butterfly Etude

which was followed by Mendelssohn's Scherzo in E
Minor. The fourth and concluding group included tunes

from the eighteenth century, written by Bauer com-

posed of three gems. Flourish, the last named being re-

peated for recall. The closing number was the lovely

Kude en forme de Valse by Saint-Saens, the artist

graciously playing Scarlatti's Sonata In A Major for

recall. It was a superb concert. The program in full:

(1) Partita in B Flat, Prelude, Allemande. Sarabande.

Minuet, Gigue (Bach); (2) Sonata Appassionata. Op 57

—Allegro molto. Aria con variazione. Allegro ma non
troppo (Beethoven); (31 (a) Papillons (Schumann), (b)

Scherzo in C sharp minor (Chopin); (4) (a1 Tunes from

the 18th Century— (1) Barberini's IRnuet, (2) Ye Sweet
Retreat. (3) Flourish; (b) Yeux d'Eau (Fountains)

(Ravel), (c) Etude en forme de Valse (Saint-Saens)

Music played an important part in the Blossom Festival

just held in Saratoga. Charles M. Dennis, acting Dean
of the Conservatory of the College of the Pacific, was
general musical director of the festival. Saturday after-

noon the combined county choruses were nnder the

direction of Mr. Dennis. Miles A. Dresskell had charge

of the orchestral numbers. On Sunday the program,
which, because of weather conditions was given in the

Federated Church Auditorium, was given by the College

Chorus. Orchestra and Male Quartet. Two selections

from The Creation (Haydn) which were to have been
given Saturday afternoon were given Sunday. The pro-

gram opened with America, the Beautiful, sung by
audience and chorus, accompanied by the orchestra.

This was also the opening number on Saturday's pro-

gram. The chorus sang after the invocation, which
was given by the Rev. Roscoe D. Douglas of Saratoga.

The Heavens Are Telling and Awake the Harp from the

Creation. The orchestra then played Beethoven's
Prometheus Overture, followed by three songs and a

recall number by the male quartet. Claire Wilson
played a beautiful trumpet solo. Resignation (Caro
Roma) with Miss Eoline Copple at the piano. The
chorus and orchestra followed with He Is Watching
Over Israel from the Elijah, and the Hallelujah Chorus
from the Messiah. Then the Sigurd Jorsalfar Suite

(Grieg) by the orchestra. As a concluding number the

audience and chorus sang Russian National Hymn
(Alexis Lvotf, 1833) a work containing an impassioned
plea for peace.

The a Cappella Choir of the College of the Pacific

opened its series of spring concerts with a performance
in the Scottish Rite auditorium in San Francisco on the

Manning Student Concert Course. Twenty concerts are
to be given by the choir during the coming months

—

the Pacific Musical Society, the State Convention of

Federated Music Clubs, and the Stanford Memorial
Chapel being three of the important engagements. This
unique body, composed entirely of students, is perform-
ing unusually fine music in such a manner as to com-
mand comparison with the finest choirs in the world.

The San Jose Music Study Club had for its study sub-
ject on Wednesday morning, March 19, the last of the
music dramas of the Tetralogy of the Niebelungen Ring
—the Gotterdammerung or The Dusk of the Gods. An
interesting paper was given by Mrs. Stanley Hiller deal-

ing with the opera and Wagner, the composer. She
cleverly chose the best and most interestaing from an
abundance of material concerning Wagner and gave to

her audience the result of her study under three heads:
A short analysis of Wagner as a philosopher, a history
of the festival theatre at Bayreuth and the story of Got-
terdammerung. Katherine Gall Morrish, Mrs. Miles A.
Dresskell and Mrs. Eva Mosher sang a trio number from
the opera, followed by a solo by Mrs. Morrish, with Mrs.
Percy Pogson at the piano. The splendid program was
concluded with A Gotterdammerung Fantasy for four
bands, played by Mrs. Hiller and Mrs. Reba McKay.

During the Rotarlan's conclave held here last week, one
afternoon was spent at Stanford University, and War-
ren D. Allen, Palo Alto Rotarian and organist at the
University, with TJda Waldrop of San Francisco, gave a
Joint organ recital. Rotarian Charles Bulottl of San
Francisco, the well-known tenor, contributed a number
to the interesting program.

The Student Recitals given at the College of the Pacific

continue to draw large audiences. The programs are of

high calibre musically, very well balanced and varied,

and are also quite short. These splendid attributes com-
bined with the talent of the youthful performers are re-

sponsible for making the present series the finest in

recent years. The eleventh and twelfth recitals, given
this week, brought eight new performers to the public

view and further established the reputation of their

teachers.
The second annual performance of the College Or-

chestra was given March 18. Mr. Dresskell and his

young performers presented a very high class program
of considerable difficulty as well as popular appeal. The
orchestra showed notable gain in tonal quality, cohesion
and expressive power, and at its present rate of im-

provement should stand well up in orchestra ranks
before many years. The performance also served to in-

troduce the Pacific String Quartet composed entirely

of students who gave a splendid reading of the Twelfth
Mozart Quartet.
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A GREAT METRO PICTURE AT WARFIELD

Starting with the matinee on Saturday, March 29. the
attracton at the W'arfield theatre will be Women Who
Give, a Metro picture unusual. Cape Cod Folks, a novel
written by Sarah P. McLean Greene and which sold into
the millions, was the inspiration for Women Who Give
and from it the story was taken. There is an excellent

cast, headed by Barbara Bedford. Robert Frazier and
Frank Keenan and with Margaret Seddon, Renee
Adoree, Victor Potel, Joseph Dowling and William
Eugene, a San Francisco actor. On the stage there will

be the Fanchon and Marco "Ideas" with Art Landry

PRACTICAL

VIOLIN TECHNIC

JOHN

BAUMGARTNER
First Part (Finger Technic) and

Staccato Bowing (Vol. 1)

Five Voluin
>oiT On Sail

KOHI.ER * CHASE and
•M O'Farrell St

The Host Complete and Most Tboroneh
Work on Violin Teehnic ever pablUhed,
Dow Technic to Be Published Later,

EDWARDSELLEN

PIANIST

and his band and associate singers and dancers and the

Lipschultz Music Masters in concert. There will be
many other shorter film subjects.

LIPSCHULTZ AND MARSALES OPEN BUREAU

George Lipschultz, director and founder of the War-
field Music Masters, in partnership with Frank Mar-
sales, one of the best known arrangers on the Coast,
have opened a new music bureau in suite 501-7-9, Fan-
tages building. Here Lipschultz and Marsales propose
to teach the aspiring student as well as to assemble
bands and orchestras for civic occasions. San Francis-
cans well know the ability of Lipschultz and they will,

no doubt, welcome the new musical organization which
is to be known as Lipschultz Franciscans. Lipschultz
will, of course, continue as director of the Music Mas-
ters at the Warfield theatre.

MME. FLORENCE PUPILS AT GREEK THEATRE

The Greek Theatre management announces its first

half-hour of music for Sunday, April 6, at 4 o'clock, at

the Greek Theatre Rose Florence, the well-known
mezzo-soprano, is presenting a number of her pupils in

a carefully selected program. Among these young sing-

ers is Martha Jalava who has been recently heard at

the concert of Minetti Orchestra where she was en-
thusiastically received. Some of the other pupils of
Miss Florence are Emily Deal. Irene Carroll, Janin
Johnston, Leonore Keithley. Reva Thomas Ker. Irma
Harris Vogt and Helen McClory. These young singers.
whose ensemble work has been very favorably com-
mented upon by some of the leading musical authorities,
will sing over the KPO on Monday evening, March 31.

Norma MacPherson. who is the assisting pianist at

the concert, plays with technical facility, beauty of tone
and authority, which is very astonishing from one of her
youth.

BENJAMIN

MOORE
2636 UNION STREET

SA\ FRANCISCO

Telephone Fillmore 1624
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Myra Palache
PIANIST

PRIVATE AND CLASS LESSONS
LECTURES ON MUSIC APPRECIATION

San Francisco, 807 Kohler & Chase BIdg. Tel,

Kearny 5454. Wednesday from 2-6 p. m. only,

Berkeley, 20 Brookside (off Claremont Ave,) Tel.

Berkeley 4091. Mornings at Anna Head School.

MARION BEAUCLAIR
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A NEW CONCEPTION OF TECHNIC
By Karl Rackle

(Third Paper)

SHOULDERS AND ARMS IN PIANO PLAYING

The piano is played with the fingers; a sciolist might
therefore argue that it is not necessary to think of

shoulders and arms. A moment's consideration, how-
ever, will show the shallowness of such an argument.
For. though the positive action of arms and more es-

pecially of shoulders is only occasional, yet they must
be trained not to interfere with the action of the fingers

but to allow full freedom of finger movement.

We can obtain some helpful hints in regard to the
nature of our muscles by recalling our infancy or by
observing babies Immature muscles have a tendency
to draw off energy from each other, to dissipate it

among themselves, and thus prevent the concentrated
action of any particular one or any particular set An
infant in a crib not only waves arms and legs but
wriggles its whole body in an indiscriminate effort.

Only slowly, as the child develops intelligence and will

power, is it able to direct energy into the legs, for in-

stance, sufficient for them to hold it up in standing or
carry it along in walking. And in the same way it

gradually learns to energize each set of muscles. At
the same time the muscles not concerned in a particular
action must be taught not to interfere with those that
are concerned in it—not to draw off energy from them
or set up a hindering contraction. The person who is

most graceful and efficient in bodily movement, is the
one who has best learned how to render irrelevant
muscles passive and non-interferent.

In learning to play the piano this matter of non-inter-
ference of irrelevant muscles is one of the earliest and
most constant problems. Those muscles not concerned
in direct finger action must be trained to relaxation in

order not to interfere and draw off energy. The begin-
ner finds that when he tries to move one finger, the
others have a tendency to move. "VXTien be tries to put
force into a stroke, his wrist and arm stiffen: they in-

terfere—they draw off energy. In the same way the
deltoid muscle, which is the large D-shaped muscle at
the shoulder, contracts and opposes the direct move-
ment of muscles concerned. These arm and shoulder
muscles must be trained to be passive, to remain re-

laxed and to allow all possible energy to go into the
proper muscles.

When finger strength is not sufficient in itself for
the desired effect, it must be re-enforced by arm
strength and occasionally by shoulder strength as well
In such case there is concerted action of the several
sets of muscles concerned. One set does not oppose
and draw from the others, but unites its energy with
theirs. The action is effected by the summational force
of the several sets of muscles. Such concerted muscu-
lar action requires muscular development; immature
muscles are not capable of it. Each set must first learn
to act singly.

How can the arm and shoulder muscles be trained
not to interfere with finger action, and to re-enforce it

when necessary? Is there any thing more to be done
than merely to give thought suggestion for these
muscles to remain dormant while the fingers are exer-
cising, or is there a positive and direct way to go
about it? The next paper will give a few ideas along
that line.

Sally Osborne opened the program of the San Francisco
Musical Club. March 20. with a group of piano pieces by
Brahms. She showed good head work and a predomi-
nating mentality—a none-too-common equipment for a
young pianist. However, her deliberate intellectualism
gave the impression of austerity and made her tempi
seem slow. She lacks dash and fire—not an organic
lack, however; and there is every hope in Miss Os-
borne's favor that it will be supplied by deepening
experience.

h^ritone
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GREAT MUSIC FESTIVAL ENDS TOMORROW

During the past week the great audiences that have
thronged the Exposition Auditorium have made this
first municipal Musical Festival a success that has sur-
passed all expectations- It has been a week of music
that is said to be without parallel in any city in the
West and has literally drawn thousands of music lovers
here not only from nearby communities but from distant
points as well.

In the closing concert the great festival organization
will be at its best, according to Alfred Hertz, conductor.
In giving the Beethoven Symphony not only all of the
soloists will participate but the complete chorus of near-
ly 600 voices as well. The soprano role will be taken
by Claire Dux of the Chicago Grand Opera Company:
the contralto by Merle Alcock of the Metropolitan Opera
Company. The tenor and baritone roles will be taken
by Mario Chamlee and Clarence Whitehill respectively,
also Metropolitan stars.

Beethoven's Ninth Symphony has not been given here
since 1915 when it was presented under the direction
of Hertz as one of the big musical events of the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition. The present
performance is given added significance in that it is the
centenary of the first performance given in Vienna.

In this work the great chorus will be heard to the
best advantage according to those in charge. For many
weeks the chorus has been rehearsing this particular
feature and it is now said to have reached a stage of
perfection that promises a performance that will make
choral history.
Out of the success and enthusiasm of this first Spring

Festival, which has been jointly sponsored by the city
of San Francisco and the Musical Association of San
Francisco, there is a growing sentiment that the chorus
as an institution must be preserved for future occasions.
If this is accomplished the present Festival now draw-
ing to a close will be but a forerunner of future music
feasts of a similar character.

BUSH CONSERVATORY NEWS NOTES

Ebba Predericksen. talented Pacific Coast violinist,
who is at present studying with Richard Czerwonky at
the Bush Conservatory. Chicago, is having excellent
success in her concerts in and near the Eastern me-
tropolis. She has been filling a number of engagements
lately and on March 24 will go on a tour of Illinois,
Iowa, Missouri and .Nebraska for two weeks. She is one
of a number of California and Washington music
students now at Bush Conservatory. She lives in Seattle
but has spent the last three seasons in study with Mr.
Czerwonky in Chicago,

The program of the third concert by the Bush Con-
servatory Symphony Orchestra on Tuesday. April 8. at
Orchestra Hall. Chicago's largest concert auditorium
follows. Richard Czerwonky. dean of the violin depart-
ment of the school and one of this country's best known
violinists and composers, is the conductor of this or-
ganization, which has been called the "finest student
symphony orchestra in the United States." There are
seventy members of the orchestra. Overture to William
Tell (Rossini), E major Concerto for Violin (Vieux-
temps), Agnes Knoflickova; Two Sketches for Orches-
tra (Czerwonky), A Carneval of Life (Czerwonky):
Concerto for Piano E flat major ( Liszt 1. Madge Geiss;
Aria—"O Don Fatale" (from Don Carlos) (Verdi), Jose-
phine Decker: Les Preludes (Liszt).

April is a busy month for Bush Conservatory students
for it includes one concert by the Conservatory Sym-
phony Orchestra and the preliminary and final contests
in Orchestra Hall for the four splendid prizes offered
this season tor eligible pupils at the Eastern Conserva-
tory.

The prize for competing piano students is an A. B.
Chase Grand Piano while the singer of the conservatory
will compete for a Henry F. Miller Grand piano. Both
of these instruments are donated by the Moist Piano
Company, one of Chicago's leading music houses.
Two rare old Italian violins are offered to eligible

violin students of the Conservatory, one for the inter-
mediate grade and one for the advanced artist students.
Lyon and Healy and the Hornsteiner Violin Shop are
the donors of the instruments.
The final contest will take place in Orchestra Hall on

April 29 before an audience of 2500 people, and the
winners of the piano and vocal prize and the first violin
prize will be soloists at the last concert this season
of the Bush Conservatory Symphony Orchestra in the
same hall on May 20 under the baton of Richard Czer-
wonky.

Three artists of international fame have been added
to the Bush Conservatory faculty for the ensuing sea-
son. They are Arthur Middleton. America's greatest
baritone; Vittorio Trevisan. the famous basso of the
Chicago Civic Opera and Louis Kriedler, formerly of
the Metropolitan. Chicago and Ravina Opera companies.
Added to the many notable artists already on the faculty
the teaching staff of the Chicago school is the greatest
of any music conservatory in America. This constitutes
but one more reason for the pre-eminence of this school.
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IT
IS generally known in the

musical world that the Knabe
is to-day the favorite instru-

ment of Leopold Godowsky

—

greatest living pianist—and also of

a group of super-artists whose
careers are untainted by any sus-

picion of commercialism.

Through sheer merit, unaided by
sensational publicity, Knabe has
become the chosen medium for the
highest expression of the pianistic

art. It is acknowledged by leading

authorities to be "the world's su-
preme pianoforte."

The same qualities that have won
pre-eminence in select musical
circles make the Knabe the ideal

piano for the home— especially in

combination with the marvelous
Ampico Re-enacting* Piano.

The Ampico re-creates in your
home the playing of the master
musicians, on the very instru-
ment—the Knabe— preferred by
them for their personal and public
work.

KOHLER* er *CHASE^
26 O'FARRELL STREET • SAN FRANCISCO

SACRAMENTO
SAN JOSE

KNABE

'(Copyright 1922, Am«ric*n Piano Company)

AMnco

LOS ANGELES CRITIC PRAISES FESTIVAL

Bruno David Ussher of the Los Angeles Express and Saturday Night, Well
Known to Readers of the Pacific Coast Musical Review as Its Corres-

pondent, Gives His Impressions of the Music Festival, Alfred
Hertz and Certain Adverse Opinions Expressed in Local Daily

BY BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Editor Pacific Coast Musical Review:
Will you allow me, a I.os Angeles

music critic attending your Municipal
Spring Music Festival, to pen a few
words of appreciation?
San Francisco's Municipal Spring

Music Festival is the greatest civic and
symphonic attempt in music west of Chi-

cago and compares well with the artistic

successes along these lines I have ob-

served during twenty-five years' observa-
tion on the continent, in Europe and
England, Speaking particularly of mu-
sical conditions on the Coast. I have, al-

though a firm believer in the musical
culture of my city, Los Angeles, no hesi-

tancy in placing San Francisco first m a
matter like this.

Your city has made music a living
civic asset for some time in the past.

The concerts directed by Alfred Hertz,
a master-conductor, by their record-
breaking attendance, have set an ex-
ample to otlier Western cities what and
how much a municipality can do for the
public musically. The very size of the
audiences and applause prove the city

and Conductor Hertz to be proceeding
along excellent lines. These concerts, as
well as the work of your admirable sym-
phony orchestra, for years past has made
San Francisco a musical center of vir-

ility. (Your Civic Opera Association is a
further happy harvest sown by Mr. Hertz
and the orchestra who have engendered
love for music.)
Coming from Los Angeles, where the

city appropriates less than $3000 ( the
Chamber of Commerce not much more)
for music, only the latter taking a cer-

tain interest in musical development of
the community, I must pay my respects
to your Supervisors and Chamber of
Commerce for their active constructive
interest in the tonal arts. I was de-
lighted to hear that this festival and the
chorus formed and trained therefore by
Mr. Hertz (with an immeasurable labor
of love) is more than a purely local
event- The large contingent of partici-

pating singers from Oakland, the wide
attendance from. Northern California
towns, establishes a wider bond of com-
munity feeling which brings cities closer
together.
Speaking of the festival in particular

it truly is a musical feast using the
word in the highest sense. There is no
need of my adding plaudits on Conductor
Hertz already bestowed so ably by your
reviewer. I would add. however, that
San Francisco is exceptionally fortunate
in possessing one of the few great living
conductors who have first-hand knowl-
edge of the grandiose traditions regard-
ing music of the classics and moderns.
Alfred Hertz, however, is not only a
great artist who can vision more than
the mere work of rehearsing and per-
forming a set number of concerts. It is

his vision of music as an ennobling ele-
ment in community life which has con-
ceived this spring festival. In the man-
ner of realizing this vision Mr. Hertz
has truly understood to make it a com-
munity event. The phenomenal attend-
ance, fostered alike by the superb power
of his personality as urged by your Su-
pervisors and Chamber of Commerce, is

eloquent proof that Mr. Hertz has
dreamed a dream which has come true.

Absolutely unfounded and detestable,
therefore, is the tenor of what portends
to be a review in a minor publication.
But for the assumed tones of authorita-
tiveness this would-be diagnosis of a
glorious concert featuring the Faust
Symphony last Tuesday might well be
ignored. The musical festival "held
doomed" by that paper is going down
in musical history as artistically and
financially one of the greatest events in
American concert history. The choice of
the compositions has been criticized on
emotional and national grounds. If the
writer does not sense the beauty of the
Faust Symphony by Liszt it speaks
rather against him and her. As Henri
Lichtenberger. French writer once com-
mented dryly on an assuming critic; "If
a book and a head come into collision
and a hollow sound is heard, then it is

not necessarily the book which Is hol-
low." If the writer was unable to near
the voices in certain parts of tlie audi-
torium he then is in need of an ear

trumpet. The chorus, well trained, beauti-
fully balanced, numbering 250 men, was
easily audible in every part of the audi-
torium, as the present writer tested on
purpose. In fact, but for the Municipal
Auditorium, events of this grandeur
would be impossible. Other cities, in-

cluding my own, have to forego the op-
portunity of municipal concerts or per-
formances on a large scale lacliing a hall

with large stage and seating facilities.

As for the type of selection which the
reviewer claims does net find approval
from the greater portion of music lovers,

they are apparently very well chosen,
now as in the past, judging from attend-
ance and ovations given the conductor.
It is needless to disprove assertions
made regarding the emotional character
of the festival selections, when the
article referred to betrays dire ignorance
of facts. The contention is advanced
that the program is preponderantly Ger-
manic. The composer of the Faust
Symphony (Liszt) is a Hungarian, the
subject purely symbolic. The other pro-
gram numbers were Russian and Italian.

Thursday's program offers the second
symphony by Mahler, who is a Bohemian
and his subject is peculiarly fittted for
this season of Lent as the composition is

subtitled "Resurrection Symphony." Sat-
urday's program is charmingly popular
in its inclusion of various favorite French
and Italian arias. The Wagner numbers
of this program again are either festive
or peculiarly fitting for this season. But
even the Ninth Symphony of Beethoven,
extolling the Brotherhood of Man comes
under the ban because its immortal com-
poser, played during the war in Paris
and London, happened to be born on the
Rhine 150 years ago. The majority of the
selections not being German, also the
texts used in vocal numbers have been
translated into the English language,
while four of the five soloists and both
organists, likewise the chorus are Ameri-
can. Moreover, Mr. Hertz chose well,
offering works of superlative beauty,
deeply human, never heard before on the
Coast, thus serving the student and true
music lover. If the writer here refuted
wishes to criticize he or she should make
suggestions for improvement but not ad-
vance remarks which are without founda-
tion. In fact had that would-be critic at-
tended the rehearsals for the Mahler
Symphony (as a critic should to under-
stand a new work better and to be able
to write intelligently about it) that mis-
statement of voices failing to carry
would hardly have been written.
San Francisco, thanks to its master

conductor. Hertz, its civic bodies wide-
awake to their responsibilities, has won
a place among the few great cities of this
country where music festivals of this
high aim are held. Musically San Fran-
cisco through the Municipal Music Festi-
val ranks with New York City, Phila-
delphia, Boston and Chicago, the only
communities sponsoring events of this
calibre. In all of these cities more music
of the German classics is heard than
here. But this only by the way, as pro-
grams of the local Music Festival cannot
come under this classification.
San Francisco may be proud of this

musical achievement. Its voices, symbol-
ically speaking, evidently has not reach-
ed the writer of that would-be criticism,
but they did not fail to carry and were
heard even in Los Angeles. As a result
Mr. Hertz will conduct there for eight
weeks the symphony concerts, this being
a re-engagement.

BRUNO DAVID USSHER.
Los Angeles Evening Express.

Lillian Swaey, a young violinist of un-
usual accomplishments, who is directing
a very enjoyable orchestra at the
Granada Hotel, scored a decided triumph
at the Granada Theatre during the week
beginning February 19 when she plaved
Hungarian Dance by Brahms and My
Wild Irish Rose, the latter with organ
obligate and the former with orchestral
accompaniment. She made such an ex-
cellent impression that the management
assured her of a return engagement in
the near future. As director of the
Granada Hotel Orchestra she gives Sun-
day evening concerts which arouse much
interest and meet with general success.
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SEATTLE MUSICAL REVIEW
BY ABBIE GERRISH-JONES

1115 Twenty-third Avenue North

Seattle. March 1, 1924.

This week began preparations for the coming of the
Chicago Grand Opera Company and in a scale of lavish

expenditure and magnificence hitherto unheard of in

Seattle. The big .-Vrena, which all winter long has
echoed to the ring of skates, has been utterly trans-

formed into a colossal opera house, the ice being melted
as if by magic, the vast auditorium thoroughly reno-
vated and a stage of huge proportions, sufficiently large

to accommodate the production of the four big operas
slated for performance here and everything needful
being done to make the place comfortable and well
appointed, even to carpets, lighting and adequate seat-

ing arrangements.
Thursday the company arrived in town. Mary Garden

according to tradition kissing the mayor. Thursday
night Chaliapin opened the three-day engagement with
Mefistofele to a record audience and a welcome which
must have been thrilling even to the famous singer.
Friday night Rosa Raisa, in La Juive. Saturday matinee,
Mary Garden in Salome, and Saturday uight, Chaliapin
again in his famous portrayal of Boris Godounoff.

Seattle has sent out from her ranks many daughters
to take their places among the famous ones in music and
art and the Chicago Opera Company brings back in the
corps de ballet three dancers who but lately graduated
from the Cornish School under the tuition of Adolph
Bolm. They are Misses Georgie Jesseph. Sylvie Bern-
hard and Irene Isham. Miss Nellie Cornish gave a re-

ception and tea to several members of the Chicago Civic
Opera Company, including these three former students,
on Friday, the dancers and former friends and students
pleasantly renewing old ties and exchanging experi-
ences, all of them claiming hosts of admirers and loyal
friends.

Miss Cornish has made some changes in the faculty
of the school, Walter H. Nash being engaged to take
the place of Arnold Gantvort, dean of music in the
Cornish School who is leaving for Los Angeles. Other
teachers engaged by Miss Cornish for summer school
work are Adolph Bolm. former ballet master of the
Chicago Civic Grand Opera, Theodore Spiering, violin-

ist and Alexander Sklarewski, pianist.

A session of the Cornish Open Forum will be held on
Monday evening, when Miss Cornish will give a talk on
the subject of Drama in America, the result of her
recent experience on her Eastern trip. Later on Miss
Cornish is to lecture on this subject in the Cornish
Little Theatre.

The second annual concert of the Junior Amphions
was given Tuesday evening, March 11. in the First
Methodist Church, the assisting artists being Miss
Abbie Helend Howard, one of the most talented of the
younger vocalists of Seattle, Miss Winifred Bateman,
violinist, and Dr. R. L. Glase. baritone of the Amphion
Society of Seattle. Arville Belstad is director of the
.Junior Amphion Society and Mrs. R. L. Glase is accom-
panist.

The Junior Amphions consist of male voices selected
with care from former High School Glee Clubs, and
only those voices which have been especially marked,
the age required of members being that of University
students. A fine program was given.

The Seattle Symphony (Civic) Mme. Davenport Eng-
berg, conductor, will give a concert for the school chil-

dren of Seattle on Sunday afternoon, March 16, at the
Arena, popular prices being observed.
A fine program has been prepared for the children

and compositions from the National Memory Contest
will be played. Other fine numbers on the program
will be the second movement of Beethoven's Fifth Sym-
phony, which has been studied in the schools by the
music appreciation classes, with program numbers from
Wagner, Weber, Berlioz. Saint-Saens, Boccherini, Grieg,
and the second and third movements from the Pa-
thetique Symphony of Tschaikowsky.
The Music and Art Foundation is giving its support

to the musicians and five hundred tickets have been
purchased for this concert to be distributed among
charitable schools and institutions where the students
would otherwise be unable to go.

The Women's Federation of the University of Wash-
ington announces the engagement of the famous Galli-
Curci for appearance in concert at Meany Hall on May
26, to take the place of John McCormack, whose entire
Northwestern tour has been cancelled by his doctor's
orders.

Grandmothers of pupils were honor guests at the
meeting of the John Muir Parent-Teacher Association
on the 12th, when a unique program of song and dance
was given, portraying How Grandma Danced as ex-
emplified by little girls from the school, music by the
school orchestra; A Tale of ".\irly" Days," read by Mrs.
Robert Jarvis; Song. My Grandma, by the little ones;
Mothers of Yesterday, Mrs. Adele Hawley; Mothers of

Today, Mrs. Albert Jacobson: Mothers of Tomorrow.
Miss Margaret McCarney, (Girls' Adviser, Franklin
High School); Song, Mrs. McBride; Auld Lang Syne
with community singing.

A program of vocal and instrumental music will be
given tonight under the auspices of West Seattle Chap-
ter. O. E. S„ with the following talent: Misses Nellie
Wren, Margaret Search, Norine Powers. Helen Wilkins,
Helen Barwick; and Messrs. Roderick Dunbar. Jack
Killam. The program embraces solos, duets and quar-
tettes from Wilson, Spross, Pugnani-Kreisier, Cadnian,
Offenbach, Leschetizky, Handel, Thomas, Verdi. Miss
Helen Barwick will accompany for the evening.

The Music Study Club of Seattle will tonight present
the famous comedy. The Marriage of Figaro, at the
home of Mrs. Arden L. Smith, 1602 Eighteenth avenue.
Mrs. H. C. Simjjkin is manager of the opera and Mrs.
Smith will preface the performance with a reading of
the life of Mozart and facts of interest connected with
the opera. The characters will be presented as follows:
Rosina. Mrs. Carl Hoblitzell; Susanna, Miss Ruth Prior;
Cherubin, Mrs. H. C.Simpkin; Figaro, Mrs. F. H. T.
Anderson: Basilio. Miss Ruth Prior; Marcelina, Mrs.
Hoblitzell. Mrs Reid will act as accompanist. The
monthly concert of the Ladies' Musical Club was held
last Monday afternoon, Mrs. Louise Van Ogle giving

MABEL RIEGKI.M.4\
The DiMlin^^ulNhed Prima Donnn Snp
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Already Enjoy

Donna Sopranii Who Will
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Knvlahle Keiiulation

an illustrated lecture on Mefistofele, the opening opera
of the Chicago Civic Grand Opera Company.

There is often a surprising amount of real talent to
be found in Navy circles and at the recent Fashion
Show given in Bremerton last week, almost the entire
program was given by Navy people.
A chorus, composed of Mrs. Glenn B. Davis, Mrs.

Harriet Brown, Mrs. John F. Hart, Mrs. C. H Ritt, Mrs.
G. A. Bender, Miss Christianna Flemniing. Miss Edna
Zimmerman. Lieutenant Commander Charles C. Mc-
Carthy. Lieut. Paul W. Haines. Lieut. John S. Phillips.
Lieut. Wesley M. Hague, A. L. Clark and J. E. McDowel
sang representative musical selections for each period
of time portrayed. To the Indian picture (American)
of Lieutenant and Mrs. John S. Phillips. Lieut. Phillips
sang Cadman's Land of the Sky Blue Water, assisted by
a chorus of Campfire girls. -Aunt Dinah's Quilting Party
was sung by the chorus to the Civil War period,
depicted by Mrs. Hockaday and Miss Elizabeth .Mook. An
elaborate tableau of the late war period was presented
by twelve fully equipped marines, two Salvation Army
lassies, a wounded soldier and Mrs. Randolph P. Scud-
der as a Red Cross nurse, while the chorus sang Over
There and Tipperary.
A procession of brides in wedding dresses of the

fashions of 1905 to 1924 next appeared, in the persons
of Mrs. J. L. Sendeer. Mrs. W. L. Jessup, Mrs. A. C.
Bennett, Mrs. J. W. Fowler, and Mrs. Charles Murray,
while Miss Alice Bender sang Mavis, followed by Oh,
Promise Me, by Lieutenant Phillips. The last number
on a most interesting program was the modern girl of
1924, depicted by Mrs. Paul W. Haines, Mrs. Harry S.
Harding, Mrs. William J. Malone. Miss Beatrice Dahl-
quist. Miss Charlotte Oldham and Miss Cora Jessup.

A concert was given early in the month under the
auspices of the Port Townsend Tuesday Club which
was enjoyed by a record audience in that city. The
concert which was for the benefit of the Public Library
was given in the Masonic Auditorium under the direc-
tion of Mrs. Earl Sturrock. president of the club and her
committee on arrangements, who were all highly com-
plimented on the fine success of their efforts. The
program was presented by the following club members:
Mesdames Nettie Pfeiffer, E. J. Snyder, E. D. Sturrock,

C. G. Campbell, C. A. Pragge. S. B. Edwards, Pease,
and Miss Laura Myhre, Beatrice Long, Nel Willison,
Margaret Lussier. Katherine Sturrock. Irene O'Connor,
Jean McCurdy. The children's Fairy Dance and Minuet
were directed by Mrs. N. R. Petelle.

One of the most successful of the recent programs of
the Port Townsend Tuesday Club was one of negro
melodies and minstrelsy prepared under the direction
of Mrs. E. S. Barnes. A paper was read by Mrs. Stur-
rock (written by Mrs. Barnes), and the following pro-
gram presented by club members: Negro song. Go
Down Moses, all members of the club; vocal trio, Lindy
Lou, Honey Chile. Lily Strickland, Mrs. Barnes, Mrs.
Sturrock, Mrs. O'Rear; violin solo. Dixie Land. Miss
Downs, accompanied by Mrs. Nettie Pfeiffer; vocal solo,
The Of .\rk's a Moverin' Guion, Kentucky Babe, .Miss
Eleanor Swain; piano solo, Sometimes I Feel Like a
Motherless Child. Coleridge Taylor, Miss Laura Myhre;
vocal trio. Swing Low Sweet Chariot. Mrs. Buzzell, Mrs.
Campbell. Mrs. Pragge; piano solo. Largo, negro melody
from New World Symphony, Dvorak, Mrs. E. J. Snyder:
vocal solo, Heav'n Heav'n (Burleigh), Mrs. Vose: piano
solo. Transcripton of Old Folks at Home, G. D. Mears,
Darling Nellie Gray, Mrs. Nettie Pfeiffer.

Friends heard during the past week over the radio
from KGO (Oakland) and KPO (San Francisco) were
Carl Anderson, whose solos came across with remark-
able clarity. Dreams (Tosti) and I'll Sing Thee Songs
of Araby (Clay), both being very distinct as to both
words and music. The Pacific Musical Society's concert
was more than ordinarily enjoyable in spite of oc-
casional punctuations by the insistent wireless, bete
noir of the radio fans, and this for several reasons.
.Atmospheric conditions were just right and the piano
solos of JIuri Silba could not have been heard more
clearly under any conditions, the playing being a delight
for its brilliance and artistry. Interference by local
stations and Canada clouded Lena Frazee'^s first group
of songs and entirely crowded out Elias Hecht's number
to our keen'regret, for I would have given much to have
heard it. But by the time Miss Frazee came on again
everything was clear and the group of songs came
across splendidly. I have known Lena Frazee practical-
ly all of her life, and have followed her career with far
more than ordinary interest. For this reason I was
keenly desirous to hear what the Eastern experiences
had done for her. Always big, full and of rich quality
the voice was a beautiful organ from the beginning of
her career, but the polish, brilliance and artistic use of
her beautiful voice are the result of the intelligence
and incessant hard work which has made of it the voice
it is today. Across the air it was as vibrant and clear
as it no distance intervened. This especial tribute to
Miss Frazee's singing must be forgiven it I have given
more space to it than to others. I have not heard her
sing for years and her home coming and her achieve-
ments were a surprise and a delight to a very old
friend.

Our operator, the master of the house was away on
the night of the Adelphian Club's program. I wanted
very much to hear Mary Carr Moore's numbers, but Mr.
Brazier returned just in time to hear: "This concludes
the program of the Adelphian Club of Alameda," so we
missed all of it.

On March 1, in this city, Wesley Peterson, one of the
most promising young pianists ever heard here, passed
from this life, aged only twenty years. One of the
saddest, most heart-breaking finales to what would
have been a most brilliant career is here set down.
When a mere baby of five years of age Wesley Peter-

son, child of Norwegian parentage, came under the
notice of -\bbie Gerrish-Jones while living in Bremer-
ton. Washington. The evidences of rare talent were so
pronounced that the offer was made and accepted of
daily tuition and the child was given instruction by
kindergarten methods that it might not interfere in any
way with his health and be made a hardship.
At six a recital was given, and the child's progress

astonished all who heard him. At seven he appeared in
public concert, playing a program including Grieg.
Chopin, Bach, and Handel. The Harmonious Blacksmith
was his concluding number and was played in its origi-
nal writing and key and in a masterly manner, the
Seattle papers giving him enthusiastic praise.
The ill health of his mother took the family to San

Diego, California, shortly after this, and here the young
artist studied with Mrs. Tyndall Gray until upon the
death of his mother the family returned to the north
again and he was placed under Paul Pierre McNeeley
with whom the boy did splendid work. Mr. McNeeley
expected to bring the career of the young artist to a
fulfilment in a short time—he was already playing with
masterly ease and finish, when influenza, contracted
a year ago, left him so delicate in health that tuber-
culosis found him an easy mark. The shock of Wesley
Peterson's cutting off in the very blossom of lite and
hope and promise of the fulfilment of years of work to
attain is felt by a host of sincerely mourning friends
both here and in California. Personally attractive, more
than ordinarily intelligent and possessed of a great tal-
ent Wesley Peterson's passing takes from the musical
world one who promised to become one of the really
great.
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OVATION GIVEN GERMAINE SCHNITZER

In commemoration of the one hundredth anniversary

of the founding of the House of Chickering by Jonas

Chickering. the Southern California Music Company of

Los Angeles presented to their friends and patrons one

of the most entertaining musical events of the season

at the Philharmonic Auditorium last Thursday evening.

.Mme. Germaine Schnitzer. acclaimed the world's

greatest contemporary woman pianist, appeared in a

program of exceptional merit, including Chaconne, D
Minor (Bach-Busoni), the Schumann "Carnaval" in all

Its twenty movements, Scherzo. B Minor, and Two
Etudes (Chopin) which were done in lovely style with

truly characteristic tempo rubato.

In the Sous Bois (Staub) and Toccata (Saint-Saensl

brilliant technic and exquisite tone were much in evi-

dence. The Paderewski Minuet could scarcely have
made a greater impression on the audience had the

great composer himself played the number on this oc-

casion. She closed her program with a tremendous
rendition of the Marche Militaire (Schubert-Taussig).

.Not a moment of the program failed to interest the

vast audience and a great ovation was given this mag-
netic personage who had already won her way into the

hearts of bos Angeles concert goers at the last Popu-

lar Symphony concert when she played the didlcult

Liszt Concerto for Pianoforte No. 1 in E flat, with the

orchestra.
She is not a sensational artist much acclaimed tor

spectacular demonstration of technic or power but

rather she is a true exponent of the graceful and charm-
ing French school with no lack of power and yet great

warmth of tone in pianissimo passages. To Mr. Frank
Grannis credit is due for the splendid management of

this delightful entertainment.

RENOWNED PIANIST TO HOLD SUMMER CLASS

Alfred Mirovitch. one of- the most distinguished

pianists now in America, will hold a summer Master
Class in Los Angeles beginning about May 15 under the
management of Merle Armitage. Mirovitch was one of

the leading members of that group of artists, painters,

musicians, and men of the theatre, who made pre-war
St. Petersburg the artistic capitol of Europe. His home
was the rendevous of the intellectual art life of Russia
where such celebrated people as Pavlowa, Chaliapin,
Bakst, Roerich. AnisSeld, Isadora Duncan. Josef Hot-
mann and scores of others met. Mirovitch has played in

most of the principal cities of the world and is as well
known in the Orient as he is in Europe. In the three
seasons he has been in America he has established
himself as one of the foremost artists of the day and
has played with practically all of our symphony orches-

tras and on the great concert courses of the country
He will remain in Los Angeles from May 15 to about
August 10. This short residence in Southern California
presents a very fine opportunity to pianists and teachers
who will welcome a chance to work with a pianoforte
master. At the end of the present year Mr. Mirovitch
will start on another world tour.

FAMOUS VOCAL AUTHORITY COMING

Expectation is running high in the better musical
circles of Los Angeles and the Soutliwest through the
announcement that Theodore Schroeder, the famous
vocal authority of Boston, has agreed to come to Los
Angeles this summer and conduct a Master Class for
singers from July 1 until August 12. Not only is this
an extraordinary opportunity for the progressive singer
to work with a master of international repute but Mr.
Schroeder pays Los .Angeles the compliment of placing
the musical excellence of this western metropolis on a
par with the leading musical centers of the East, Paris
and .Milan.

Asked what his concept was as to the successful
mapping out of a career for the young singer Mr.
Schroeder replied; "We make our own lives what they
are. The road to success is not strewn with roses but
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work, work, work must be the watchword. All art is an
austere and inflexible taskmaster. One cannot wheedle
it into complacity by the allurement of a pretty face or
winning personality. All true art is based on funda-
mental principle. One cannot coquette with it; no smile
can win its favor; only conscientious, deep, earnest
thought, coupled with unremitting patience and proper
guidance will enable the aspirant for vocal honors to

ever reach the goal for which he is striving."
Surely sound advice to the singer who is consistently

and unselfishly striving to attain to the vocal heights
that Mr. Schroeder claims are possible to every one
who is endowed with the natural qualifications to be-

come a singer.

Speaking of "great" artists Mr, Schroeder continued:
"An always apparent trait of the true artist is a certain
dignity and unaffectedness. which evinces a calm ac-
ceptance of the fact of one's own gifts and a genuine
unfailing determination to develop them to perfection.
The student should have his ideal ever before him, ever
knowing what he is about and the correct demonstration
of perfect singing will be the result."

Mr. Schroeder must necessarily limit the number of
pupils and it is therefore expedient that singers desir-
ing to benefit by the guidance of this eminent pedagogue
in their midst this summer make early application for
enrollments. Having heard quite a number of singers
from the Pacific Coast Mr. Schroeder has paid a high
compliment to the efficiency of the native teacher and
hopes they may work together for the good of all

concerned.

MARIO CHAMLEE A SENSATIONAL SUCCESS

WTien a native son of Los Angeles has attained as
high position as Mario Chamlee of the Metropolitan
Opera Company in the concert and operatic field and
returns to give a performance in his home town all the
city feels the urge to be present and hear him "put it

over." Last Monday night afforded music lovers and
friends of Mario Chamlee the longed for opportunity
and a crowded house greeted him with great enthu-
siasm. His voice is of glorious quality, extensive range
and he used it to splendid advantage in quite the usual
tenor concert program, including many arias. In the
latter he excels. No less than twelve encores were
given to this unstinted program.
Ruth Miller, his talented wife, sang two interesting

soprano groups and several operatic duets with Mr.
Chamlee. Famous for his artistic accompanying, Wil-
liam Tyroler presided in his usual dignified manner at
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Management Mrs. Caroline C. Smith, 424 Andltorlnm Bids.

ILYA BRONSON Solo 'Cellist
Pbllharmonlc Orehestra

Angeles Trio. PhUhnrnionic
slrurlion. Chamber Ma»ic RecltaU
La Miroda. Phone Hollr :I044

A.KOODLACH
50.1 Majeatlp Theatre Bld^.. Loa Angelea Phone 670-fi3

MISS FANNIE CHARLES DILLON
PIAMST—TE.\CHER—COMPOSER

lio, 2S5n Leennrd .\venae. I.oh AnKelen. Phone Drei
'. Coniiioser of Many .Numbers Played by Fanto

M. Jeannette Rogers
First Flutist Metropolitan

Theatre

Available for

Concert-Recital-Club
Obbligato

1354 Laveta Terrace
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OLGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
OLGA STEEB

Director and Head of the Piano Department

FANNIE DILLON
Head of the Department of Theory

and Composition

Faculty of Twenty-nine Teachers
AiElialed Teachers in Burbank, ClaremoDt, Holly-
wood, Los Angeles, Long Beach,* Monrovia, Pasa-
dena, Pomona, Redlands, Riverside, San Diego and
Sania Monica-

For Catalog and Full Information

Address

OLGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
453 S. Wilton Plane Los Angeles, Calif.

Phone 567294

Frederic Burr Scholl

ORGANIST

Grauman's Hollywood

Egyptian Theatre

HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.

ELIZABETH

O'NEIL
PIANIST

Direction

ABBY DE AVIRETT
KNABE PIANO

AMPICO RECORDS
St.. I.ons Dcaoh Thone 311218

Alexander Bevani
ALI, HRANCHES OF THE
VOCAL ART

Slodio: «12 So. Calif. Music Co. Bide-

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE CCLTfRE—COACHING IN REPERTOIRE

SoKe S<M So. Calif. Mijulc Co. Bids- Phone 2S1-S05

ZOELLNER CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
1250 WindMor

Cninplete Facoltr of ArtUt Tenchera

JOHiN SMALLMA>"
RITONE—TEACHEK OF «

J- Appnintnient. Kt.OO. Stud
Co. Bldjr. Shirlt-y Tacgert. Secretary

Anna Ruzena Sprotte
CONTRALTO Sckool of \ti

SoDthern California Munic d
S08 SoDtfa Broadiray

For Information Res. Phone 74164

pany BalldloK

RAYMOND HARMON

ABBIE NORTON JAMISON
PIANO—HARMONV—VOCAL COACH

CHARLES BOWES

Prof. A. GIUFFRIDA
PL4NO, VIOLIN, SINGING, COMPOSITION

ropean famons nypitetn; 9i4Tt for «0 le

ADELE D. LAUTH

the piano giving splendid support to the singers. This
concert was presented by George Leslie Smith who
is managing the auditorium artist series in conjunction
with the Elwyn Concert Bureau.

TWELFTH SYMPHONY CONCERT

The distinguished concert master, Sylvain Xoack. of
the Philharmonic Orchestra received a well deserved
ovation on his presentation for the first time in Los
Angeles of the lovely Bruch Concerto for violin, in D
Minor N'o. 2. Op 44. The second and third movements
of this number (Recitative and Finale) where violin
solo predominates proved an ideal medium through
which Mr. N'oacks splendid technic and sound musician-
ship were conveyed. His masterly rendition marked
him as a violin virtuoso of high rank and at once cre-
ated a desire to hear him again in an entire program.
Another notable feature of this concert was the Im-

pressions from a Greek Tragedy by Albert Elkus which
also was given its premiere in Los Angeles. Mr. Roth-
well's steady guiding hand led the orchestra through
this quite successful effort to set music to a Greek
Tragedy in his usual scholarly manner. The composer.
Albert Elkus of San Francisco, being a guest in the
city, shared honors with Mr. Rothwell and the orchestra
men in receiving the hearty applause of the large
audience.

Mozart's Overture Zauherflote met with great favor
alike with The Afternoon of a Faun, which is. perhaps.
the best known and most impressive orchestral work of
Debussy. This was given a most delightful reading with
artistic delicacy and charm. The program closed with
Overture Carnival Op. 92 (Dvorak),

The Men's Glee Club of the Cniversity of Southern
California under the able direction of Horatio Cogswell,
gave a most entertaining program on last Sunday eve-
ning at the First Baptist Church of Los Angeles. The
program included many familiar choruses, a duet Ivory
Palaces (Gabriel) sung by Arthur Zahn and J. Richard
Thomas, baritone solo by Robert Corbin Lackey. Quar-
tet Until the Dawn (Parks) Messrs. McDonald. Thomas.
Groot and Shutts. also the two piano arrangement
Marche Militaire (Schubert-Taussig) by Clarance John-
son and Earle Stone. Dr Francis, beloved pastor of the
First Baptist Church, gave a short talk in his accus-
tomed forceful manner.

Mme, Melania Astro, renowned voice pedagogue has
presented Lillian Kay Kleinman, artist pupil, on several
radio programs; on the program of the fourth annual
California State Conference of Credit Managers, and at
the Ambassador Hotel on March 20. She has gained
for herself the title of "Xightingale Songstress." due to
her clear voice of beautiful quality which she uses in-

telligently and with unusual interpretive ability.

Mrs. J. J. Carter, renowned for her splendid untiring
efforts in "putting over" the Hollywood Bowl concerts,
has been chosen as chairman of the special committee
of the Civic Music and Art Association of Los Angeles
under whose supervision an e-xtension of the Com-
munity Chorus and Community Singing work of the
organization will be undertaken in the near future.
The program of the Association along these lines
adopted several months ago calls for the organization

GILDA MARCHETTI
DRAMATIC SOPRANO

Teacher of Voice and Italian Diction
Ren. Phone r>58-603

New Stndio: 712 So. Calif. Ma.tlc Co. Bldg.
Available for Concert-s, Church and Opera

WINIFRED HOOKE
PIANIST

CONCERT—COACH—TEACHER
2(KM South Union Avenue, Los Angeles

Beacon 1392

of community choruses in connection with the larger
public schools throughout Los Angeles, having the en-
dorsement of Mrs. Susan B- Dorsey. superintendent
of schools, and the Board of Education. Community
sings have already been held in several of the school
auditoriums and out of these groups it is expected in
time to develop choruses doing special choral work,
open to the members of the neighborhood community.
This work is part of the movement inaugurated by the
Civic Music and .\rt Association in connection with
Music Week of 1924, and has for its slogan ''Make
Los Angeles a singing city." as the idea has been so
well expressed by Mrs. J. J. Carter, vice-president of
the association.

Gage Christopher directed a notable company of mu-
sicians and entertainers in a program at the Veterans'
Hospital at Sawtelle last Wednesday evening This
was the second of a series of semi-monthly programs
which are being given at the hospital under the aus-
pices of the Civic Music and Art Association of Los
-•\ngeles. Community singing, led by Mr. Christopher
and a program by a quartet comprising members of
Jlr. Christopher's classes, were some of the features of
the program.

The Womans' Symphony Orchestra under the leader-
ship of Mr. Henry Schoenfeld gave the first concert
of the season in February. It was a well arranged

ALFRED

MIROVITCH
MASTER CLASS

i\

LOS ANGELES
This Summer

Merle
Armitage
T2T Sonlh Hill ?.treet

LULA MAY Photograph Studio
Distinctive and Unusual Photographs That

Please, Delivered When Promised,
at Reasonable Prices

2028 West Sixth St. Los Angeles

LOUISE GUDE
SOPRANO

Los .lnEel»

DIrectloa Harry and .Irthn

€ EleanorWoodford
DRAMATIC

LoM Ans^l^H. Calif.

PI.VNO—HARMONV—THEOR\
808 South Broadway Trinity ft4«0

i

ATTENTION
Teachers anid Professional Artists

!

^^^HI^H^B^^H Thf- DUting1li>.hed Vocal .Valhority

I'heodore Schroeder

^P^'^^'«r ^M MASTER CLASS

Lifl
July 1st to August 15th in Los Angeles

RECISTR.VTION CLOSES MAY 1 1

For laformation and ReK:i>itration Addrcs

FITZGERALD MUSIC COMPANY
MME. XEWCO^IBE PRIXDELL, Manager

727 Sonth Hill. Phone S77-211

"Knabe Piano Used"
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program and a large audience was in attendance. It is

the annual custom of this orchestra to entertain the

presidents and representatives of the various clubs at

the opening concert. This year representatives of the

biennial board and the Los Angeles district occupied
boxes, while a large quota represented the Music Clubs
and the I>os Angeles Music Federation.
The Woman's Symphony has added several new

members this year and at the present time numbers
seventy-live. It is the only woman's organization of

its kind in the United States and is always received

with ardor by the public of Los Angeles and vicinity.

The next concert is scheduled for April 16 at the Phil-

harmonic Auditorium.

Joseph Zoellner, Jr., presented seven advanced pupils

at the Zoellner Conservatory of music last week before

a large and appreciative audience. The young artists

showed in all phases of their work the splendid train-

ing they are reciving under the guidance of their dis-

tinguished teacher who is the head of the piano depart-

ment of the conservatory. Such numbers as these were
included in the program which elicited warm praise:

Rondo Op. 51, No 2 (Beethoven). Concert Study (Mac-
Dowell). The White Peacock (Griffcs). Dance Negre
(Scott). Prelude G Minor (Rachmaninoff), Polonaise
(MacDowell). Olive Englund. Dorothy Hyatt. Eleanor
Barber. Richard Bender. Ruth Mclntyre. C. Leslie

Maloche. Barnett Goldberg participated in the program.

The American Music Optimists Club has launched an-

other very worth while project in sponsoring the newly
organized Artist Student League which held its first

meeting at the MacDowell Club on last Sunday after-

noon. An interesting program was given by Elsie Kelly,
soprano; Lois Putlitz. violinist and Alexander Kissel-

burgh, baritone. Talks were made by Ben F. Pearson,
chairman of the Civic Music and Art Association, Vir-

ginia Goodsell Byrne. Lester Hugo Castle and Josephine
Marie Dowler.

Edith Lillian Clark, pianist, Georgia Stark, soprano, and
Sol Cohen presented a most interesting and artistic

program at a recent meeting of the Los Angeles Music
Teachers' Association in Chickering Hall. Mme. Clark
is widely known as a teacher as well as pianist of ex-

ceptional ability. Her playing is artistic in every sense.

.Miss Stark sang with ease and grace reflecting great
credit on her teacher. Mme. Alma Stetzler, who was in

charge of the program on this occasion. Perhaps no
other violinist in our fair city has a larger following
and is more popular with that following than Sol Cohen
who contributed largely to the enjoyment of this pro-
gram.

The Zoellner Quartette, one of the best known string
ensembles in America and in parts of Europe, always
insure the music lovers who attend their concerts a
real treat in chamber music. The program on lasf

Monday night in the music room of the Biltmore Hotel
was no exception and the small audience which braved
the downpour of rain was more than repaid, as the
performers were at their best and gave exquisite read-
ings of each and every number. Of special interest was
the Quartet in C by Darius Milhaud—a modern work
heard for the first time in Los Angeles. This, like most
modern compositons. must be heard more than once to

be fully understood, though the very performance by
this world-famed group of any work is enough to merit
appreciation and interest from their auditors. Their in-

terpretation, phrasing and balance of tone is most satis-

fying due largely to their twenty odd years of playing
together. Other numbers on the program were the
Haydn Quartet in C No. 4; Ein Traum (Haydn); Can-
zonetta (Mendelssohn); and Choeur Danse Russe
(Rimsgy-Korsakow).

Louise Gude presented some new and splendid talent at
the second of her series of Repertoire class meetings
at Chickering Hall on Tuesday morning. This meeting
was in the form of informal recital with impromptu
singing of .songs which each individual is studying in
the studio. Good style and conscientious study was
demonstrated in the work of Sara Heideberg who gave
Lungi dal Caro Bene (Secchi). Where the Bee Sucks
(Arne). Rain (Curran). Don't Come in. Sir (Cyril Scott).
Nathanealc Pench displayed unusual artistic tempera-
ment and a lovely voice in Where Ere You Walk
(Handel), A Memory (Ganz), and I Love Thee (Grieg).
Others appearing on the program were Anita Mitchel,
.lessie Carey and Hasch Cornbleth who did very ac-
ceptable singing both vocally and artistically.

INTEREST IN MISS WESTON'S RECITAL

Announcement of the recital to be given by Carol
Weston, young American violinist, at the St. Francis
Hotel, Sunday evening. April 13. has aroused keen in-

terest fn the work of the brilliant musician. Phyllida
Ashley, pianist, will be the collaborating artist. Charles
Hart will accompany Miss Weston.
Miss Weston early evinced a leaning toward an artis-

tic career, receiving her degree. Bachelor of Music at
the age of 15. Her professional appearances began while
she was still in her teens. Among Miss Weston's ardent
friends and critics was the late Maud Powell. She re-
ceived commendation from Leopold Auer with whom
Miss Weston studied, and counted among her friends
the great Polish master, Paderewski.
The recital on Sunday. April 13. will mark the first

concert appearance of Miss Weston here in two years.
She was last heard In recital when with Phyllida A&hley
Bhe played a Sonata program. Since then. Miss Weston
has been touring the country In concert work adding
exoerlence to her technical ability. Her piquant per-
Bonallty, her mastery of the violin, her fire and strength
and her musical intelligence pronounce her an artist out
of the ordinary.

Phyllida Ashley, pianist, has the distinction of having
played for Paderewski at the early age of five years.
She made her debut in New York four years ago receiv-
ing a warm reception and the endorsement by Pader-
ew.ski that she is really a great pianist. After prelimi-
nary study in America, Miss Ashley studied abroad.
Fannie Bloomfield Ziesler was her teacher and later,

she studied with Sigismund Stojowski.
At the recital on Sunday, April 13. Carol Weston will

play several modern violin compositions in addition to

the classical numbers of the earlier musical periods.
Tickets may be obtained at the St. Francis Hotel and
at Sherman. Clay & Company.

GABRILOWITSCH A WELCOME VISITOR

The next great pianist to visit San Francisco under
the management of Selby C. Oppenheimer will be Ossip
Gabrilowitsch. the famous Russian who has become an
American citizen and who is married to Clara Clemens,
daughter of the beloved author and humorist, Mark
Twain.

Gabrilowitsch for the past three years has been con-
ductor of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, and in that
short space of time has elevated the Detroit organiza-
tion to one of the world's great symphony orchestras.
He is one of a few masters of the pianoforte who com-
bines with mere virtuosity poetic feeling and imagina-
tion and who possesses the power to convey these
qualities not only in his own music but in his interpre-
tation of the works of other masters. Gabrilowitsch has
not visited San Francisco in many years, and on his
coming tour, unfortunately, can find time but for a
single recital in this city, which will be given in the
Columbia Theatre on Sunday afternoon, April 20.

POVLA FRIJSH IN SAN FRANCISCO CONCERT

Mme. Povla Frijsh, noted Danish soprano, has been
urged by music lovers to appear in San Francisco in
recital. In order to make this possible the postpone-
ment of her Paris dates for three weeks was made
necessary and she will remain in San Francisco long
enough for Miss Seckels to arrange a recital for her
on Thursday evening, April 10, in the Colonial Ball-
room of the Hotel St. Francis. This news will be wel-
comed by a host of admirers of Mme. Frijsh and her art.

She goes to the core of each song and sends its inner-
most meaning straight to the minds of all, as one of the
critics has so aptly stated. Tickets for this recital are
now on sale at Sherman. Clay & Company.

MAGNOLIA AT THE ALCAZAR
Leo Carrillo. in his fascinating portrayal of the old-

fashioned Southern aristocrat in Magnolia will continue
as the Alcazar attraction for a second w^eek beginning
with the performance Sunday night, March 30. With
a faint scent of magnolia blossoms, a bit of lavender
and old lace, and a vista of chivalry, below the Mason
and Dixon line, this amusing comedy by Booth Tarking-
ton is delightful and entertaining to a degree. Tarking-
ton has taken the outstanding features of Southern life

back in the forties, when men fought duels over beauti-
ful women and excited bouts at cards, and has woven
them into as clever a play as could possibly be
imagined.
Throughout the production. Carrillo appears con-

tinually with his perfect stage technique, his undoubted
comedy cleverness and his peculiar gestures that in
themselves bring laughter. It is real fun-making that
Carrillo contributes and his able company is not far
behind him in making the performance a most success-
ful one. One never thinks of Carrillo as acting and the
same goes for several members of his cast, including
Ethel Wilson in her great characterization of "Mexico"
and John Nicholson, who, in the role of "Gen. Orlando
Jackson" does great work. Both of these players were
members of the original New York company which
staged "Magnolia" at the Liberty Theatre at the start
of the present season.

Producer Thomas Wilkes has given the San Francisco
presentation the benefit of a lavish scenic vesture and
new costumes. In the cast are Barbara Gurney. Fostef
Williams. Gladys Knorr. George Webster. Thomas Chat-
terton. Fanchon Everhart. Henry Shumer. James Ed-
wards and Frederick Green.

DISTINGUISHED PEDAGOGUE TO BE VISITOR
President Kenneth M. Bradley of Bush Conservatory.

Chicago, will arrive in San Francisco April 9. While in
our city he will fill seyeral lecture engagements and
from April 9 to April 12 will conduct examinations for
appointments to the Master School of Bush Conserva-
tory, In which tuition is free to talented advanced
students of piano, voice, violin and opera and will also
award a number of free scholarships. Mr. Bradley has
in addition allotted some time for interviews with those
who wish his advice in their musical studies next fall.

Mr. Bradley will be at the Hotel St. Francis.

LINCOLN

BATCHELDER
Pianist -- Accompanist

Studio 412 Cole St. : Phone Hemlock 368

NEW FACULTY MEMBER AT POMONA COLLEGE

Claremont, Calif., March 11, 1924.
It is a matter of very great regret to Pomona College

that Professor Lawrence D. Andrews. Assistant Profes-
sor of Piano, has suffered a physical breakdown and
has been advised by his physician that he must have
complete rest for a year. Professor Andrews was taken
ill suddenly last Thursday night with high temperature
and a very serious conditon developed within the next
two or three days. As soon as he is in condition to be
moved he will enter a sanitarium in Glendale. As both
Mr. Andrews and his wife have relatives in Glendale,
the family will make their home there during this
period.

In this emergency the Music Department of the col-
lege is very fortunate in being able to secure the serv-
ices of Mr. Everett S. Olive. In fact. Professor Lyman,
head of the Music department, has been trying to secure
Professor Olive for several years and had already ar-

ranged for him to come to Pomona College next Sep-
tember to assist in the piano department, as Miss Mabel
West will take a year's leave of absence beginning at
that time.

Professor Olive is a graduate of Simpson College,
Indianola. Iowa, where he received the degree of Bache-
lor of Music. Immediately upon graduation he became
a member of the faculty of the Simpson Conservatory,
remaining for about five years. He then went to Berlin
and studied with Moritz Mayer-Mahr, the distinguished
German musical pedagog of the old school. After one
year with him Mr. Olive spent a year of study with
Teresa Carreno, who is considered to be the world's
greatest woman pianist. He then returned to his alma
mater and remained for another four years as head of
the Theory Department. He also acted as accompanist
to all visiting artists, such as Werrenrath, Middleton
and Hamlin. During his last four years at Simpson he
was the teacher of advanced piano students. Professor
Olive is the composer of the music for the leading
Simpson College songs, and also for twelve songs for
his national fraternity. Alpha Tau Omega.

In 1917 Professor Olive left Simpson College to enter
war work as a Y. M. C. A. entertainer in Italy. He re-

mained for two years following the armistice for mu-
sical work in Italian hospitals. During all this period
he was the official accompanist of the Y. M. C. A., for
artists of the La Scala Opera Company, and other
prominent soloists in Milan. After returning from Italy
he came to Southern California in order to rest and
recover from the intense strain of his war work, and
has been living with a brother upon a ranch in Ontario.
He has acquired a great attachment for this region and
has refused several flattering offers to return to musical
work in the Middle West. He now resumes professional
work upon the faculty of Pomona College, which con-
siders itself extremely fortunate in securing a man of
such ability and experience.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating
to music and musicians. Give name and address.
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor,
Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,
San Francisco.

1. Can you tell me something about a singer named
Piccolimini?—G. H.

Marietta Piccolomini (1S34-1S99) was a famous Italian

soprano. She became tlie fashion in London after her
debut there in 1856, though there was much adverse
opinion in regard to her singing. She visited America
and made a great success in this country in 1S58.

2. Who wrote the "Welsh Symphony?"—D. O. R.
Frederic Hymen Cowen.
3. What is a murky?—A. Z. L.

The name that was given to a kind of piece for the
harpsichord, of which the distinguishing feature was a
bass part of broken octaves.

4. Please give me a list of compositions for the
clarinet by Brahms—L. D. G.

Op. 120, Two Sonatas for clarinet and piano.

Op. 114. Trio, A minor, for piano, clarinet, and violon-
cello.

Op. 115, Quintet, D major.
5. Which Beethoven sonata would you recommend

for a pupil to study first?—E. C. J.

Op. 49. No. 2, in G major.

GALLI-CURCI AN APRIL ATTRACTION

Galli-Curei, who will give a San Francisco recital this

season in the Exposition Auditorium on Sunday after-

noon. April 27. under the management of Selby C.
Oppenheimer. has always been a serious student of
music and still continues to study hard in spite of the
remarkable success that she has won. The soprano is

constantly going over her operatic roles with a view to
discovering new elements that she can incorporate Into
her interpretations Recently she secured from France
a collection of rare songs that she will introduce at her
<on<ert here, songs that were found after much patient
searching. Always persevering, always aiming to please
the public. Galli-Curci is a tireless student and worker.

Besides mastering her operatic roles and a vast re-

pertory of concert songs, Galli-Curci Is a remarkable
linguist, a superb pianist and an authority on Italian
literature. All this talent and knowledge crowded into

a charming little lady, still young, and still very eager
to make her art more perfect. Manager Oppenheimer
has already placed the Galli-Curci tickets on sale at his
Sherman. Clay & Company box office, and knowing the
popularity of this famous artist it is advisable to secure
choice locations early.
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MUSICAL BLUE BOOK of CALIFORNIA
NOW BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION
The Editor of the Musical Blue Book of Califor-
nia is now preparing to get the publication ready
for the Printer. In order to facilitate his work he
would appreciate the full co-operation of the
musical profession, and particularly the adver-
tisers. We find that many musicians who signed
contracts have so far failed to send us the
ADVERTISING COPY. It is impossible to

finish our work until ALL COPY is received at

this office.

Los Angeles advertisers in the Musical Blue
Book of California may leave their copy with
Nelle Gothold, Room 610, 808 South Broadway,
the Pacific Coast Musical Review representative
in Los Angeles.
There are a number of prominent musicians in
various parts of California whose names are not
yet in our possession for purposes of registra-
tion. There is no charge made for such registra-
tion, and surely the musical profession would
like to have this Blue Book as complete as possi-
ble. If you have not yet sent in your registration,
or if no solicitor has asked you to register, kindly
send in your name and address and your voca-
tion. Or, better still, write or phone us and we
will send you a registration card to be filled out.
NOW is the time to send in your advertising
copy and your registration card. In a very short
time it will be TOO LATE.

ALFRED METZGER
Editor Musical Blue Book of California

801 Kohler & Chase Building
San Francisco, Calif.

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAX FR.-\N'CISCO B.\XK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRIARY 10th. 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks in California.
the Assets of which have never been increased
by mergers or consolidations with other Banks.

Member Associated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 31st, 1923
Assets $89,174,468.57
Capital, Reserve and Contingent Funds 3,850,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 430,275.37

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7tli Ave.
HAIGHT STREET BRANCH Haieht and Belvedere StreetsWEST PORTAL BRANCH West Porta I Ave, and UUoa St.

Interest paid on Deposits at the rate of

FOUR AND ONE QUARTER (4} 4) per cent per annum,
COMPUTED MONTHLY and COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY,

AND .\UY BE WITHDRAWN QUARTERLY

EVA M. GARCIA

PIERRE DOUILLET. PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
non Kohler & Chase Bid. Tel. Sutler 7.1M'

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SI'KCIALIST—COMPOSITION

Studio: 603-604 Kohler .& Ch.-iNe DuililinR
Pbnne Kearny r,4T>A

Madame Charles Poulter—Soprano
Voice Culture. Piano

Residence Slndlo, SK.S 27tfa Street
Oakland—TeL Oakland 207»

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHKR OF SINGING

Stadio: 36 GafTney BuildJDK, 376 Sutter Si.
TeL Doue^law 4233. Re.-*. Tel. Kearny 2340

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

SPRING MUSICAL FESTIVAL
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)

heard some great ones. Merle Alcock.

contralto, sang the solo parts allotted to

her with careful and artistic expression.

Her voice possesses richness and mellow-
ness and is used with remarkable atten-

tion to detail- She took her high notes

with particular ease and surety while

her low and middle notes came out with
appealing resonance.

Claire Dux had to be satisfied with the

soprano part which although somewhat
brief in extent is most important, and
Mme. Dux sang these tones with a lim-

pidity and ethereal lightness that was
positively enchanting. The tones just

rolled forth with bell-like clearness and
absolutely accurate as to intonation. The
crescendi and dimminuendi were superb-

ly done. The voice seemed to float forth

from the mass of tones created by the
chorus and sustain its position without
being either too loud or too soft.

We have never witnessed such an ova-

tion as was accorded Mr. Hertz after this

performance. Thousands of people stood
up and shouted and cheered for several
minutes. Time and time again the mas-
ter had to bow. and always he included
every one who participated in the per-

formance. It surely most have been
gratifying to know that his hundred per
cent energ>" and enthusiasm be put into

the preparation of these concerts have
borne fruit. That his dream has come
true; that he has established a music
festival second to none anywhere. And
finally we wish to remember that J.

Emmet Hayden representing the city
government has not been idle and has
done his responsible and difficult task
with the whole heartedness. generosity
and liberality of one who has ihe best
interests of his community at heart.

Mme. Rose Relda Cailleau, who for some
time has been acting as chairman of the
Program Committee of the Pacific
Musical Society, has been compelled to
abandon this phase of her numerous
activities owing to her duties being so
imperative that she could not devote
any more time to matters outside of her
educational and professional tasks.

MARTHA JALAVA

Joseph Greven ^^^'^ ^^^^ hughes
r '-»• ^.» » X^«« SOLO PIAMST AND TKACHER

Voice Culture :—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano .''oloiHt. Temple Bmanu tn. Con-
cert and Church Work. Vocal InHtrootlon.

2.'>3» <laT Street. Phone AVewt 4sm

SOLO PIAMST AND TK.4CHER
Advanced PupilM Accepted

Mudio: 1427 t laj Si. Phone Prospect Si440

HENRIK GJERDRUM
PI.\NIST

S331 Jackson Street Fillmore 32r>6

DAISY O'BRIEN
VOICE—GC1T.\R

S42S >lilvia Si. Iterkeley 77«.*jJ

700 Kohler A ChaHC—ThurNday

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

PAUL STEINDORFF Evelyn Sresovich Ware
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CIXTIRE

SIDdlo:
902 KOIILGR & CHASE BLDG.,

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
Graduate of Schola Cantoruni, Parbt. Or-
eanist St. llary's CatfaedraL Piano De-
partment, Hamlin School. Ortcan and

Piano. .4rrillasa Musical College

Phone Kearny r»4.%4

Joseph George Jacobson

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

Phone Fillu

SIGMUND BEEL
3Iaaler ClOMieii for Violin

Stadio Duildini?. 1.^73 Post Str
TeL \\ alnut <t4

KCRT VON GRUDziNSKi MARY ALVERTA MORSE

1314 Leavenworth St. Phone ProHpect »253

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

Pho Berke 6006

MRS. ZAT RECTOR BEVITT
PIA!«0 and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Clia^e BIdg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

LOUISE E. MASSEY
Mozo - .Sopronn. Home Acconimadatlaii.«
for I.lniited Number of StndentM. J7-T Val-
lejo St.. S. F. Tel. nalnut .'iSO. n ednen-

dar. Kohler & Chaite Bids.. <R. 1005)

land. Phone Humboldt J91.

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 Siott Street. Bet. Clay .S. Wanhlneton

ISABELLI': MAKIvS
I O.VTR.ALTO

j:>SS ;i;ih Avenue Phone Sunaet 2995
Voice Culture. Friday P. M. IIIO'J Kohler

.V I ha»e BldK- Tel. Kearny 5J54

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell SL Phone Kearny 2930

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St Phone Park 1974

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St Phone West U95

MACKENZIE GORDON
S832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase BIdg. Kearny 5464

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase BIdg. Kearny 5454

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St Tel. Pros. 926t

MOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase BIdg. Tel. Kearny 5454

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore llJl

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough St. Tel. Fillmore 4150

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter St. Tel. Kearny 2637

.\RH.ANGER OF Ml SIC

C. B. FRANK
400 Pantages BIdg. Tel. Garfield 1334

.\CCOMP\MSTS

ANNA W. McCORMICK
1380 Taylor St. Tel. Pros. 9687
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Elizabeth SIMPSON
ENDORSES SIX ARTIST PUPILS

AVAII.AIII.I-: FOR CO.NCKRTS CLIB PROGRAMS rKIIIOU RKCITAI.S

For particulars address

ELIZABETH SIMPSON STUDIOS
TOO Kohler & Vhane nulldInK KVj Elnn SJr

mZr4 LVK" s'.*uae'n'r''""S"OULD KNOW AT ONCE

""adolf weidig's epoch making work
andpoint of the iNt publiHhed by Clnyt<

For Sale By
HENRY GROBE. 135-153 Kearny St., San Francisco

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise In

.:he Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth
while to subscribe for.

GEORGE

NYKLICEK
ORGANIST

CALIFORNIA THEATRE

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

For Concert Engagements and
InHtructlon Apply to Secretary
and Manager of K. AttI, Room
1004 IvoUer & Chaoe BnildlnE,

San FranclNCo, California

Western Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone DongUs 1678

LIPSCHULTZ
SAN FRANCISCANS

A New Bureau of Music

Complete Faculty for Teaching

Soloists—Orchestras

Bands for Every Occasion

605-7-9 Pantages Theatre BIdg.

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

PnplU Prepflreil for Opera, Oratorio,

THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL
REVIEW

HAS FOUGHT FOR THE RESIDENT ARTIST
DITRING THE LAST TWENTV-TAVO YEARS—IS
SVCH A PAPER WORTH SUBSCRIBING FOR f

IF SO, DON'T WAIT ANY LONGER.

ALICE GENTLE
MANAGE^IEN'T

CATHARINE A. BAMMAN
53 West 39th Street New York, N. Y.

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Exclusive Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

What the

World Most Values
It Pays Most For

And this, the most sincere expression of

appreciation the world can give, has been

bestowed upon

as the supreme artistic creation in the field of

fine pianofortes.

The tone of the Mason & Hamlin can no more

be duphcated in any other piano than can the

tone of an age-mellowed Stradivarius violin

—

it is something that cannot be "manufactured"

or "built" into a piano—it is the intangible

quality bred of genius, of earnest devotion to

an ideal.

Grands $1750
Convenient Terms

TWO ENTRANCES

:

135 KEARNY -:- 217 SUTTER
V1CTROI.AS, BRUNSWICKS

v^ilgy^BAllen®
MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS -

TALKING
HACHINQ

RCCOfiOS

OAKLAND— 1323 Washixgto.v St.

SAN JOSE— 199 South First
SHEILT MU.SIC. riAXO ROLLS

Exclusive Pacific Coast Representative
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